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^]sr:!«sruAL report
OF THE

FOK THE

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO,

FOR THE YEAli 1874.

To His Excellency the Honourable John Crawford, Lieutenant- Gover

nor of the Province of Ontario.

May it please Your Excellency—
I have the honour to lay before Your Excellency the Report of the Department of

Agriculture and Arts for the year 1874.

The past year was characterised by a severe drought in most parts of the Province dur-

ing the summer and autumnal months, that more or less affected the crops, which, however,

proved on the whole more satisfactory than was at one time anticipated. The average of

Fall Wheat (Appendix G.) was considerably under that of last year, owing not so much to

the drought as to the absence of snow, and the unusually severe frosts in the spring. Large

breadths of land sown to wheat were ploughed up, and devoted to spring grain. In many

places where the crop was allowed to stand, patches of fields could be seen in which the plant

almost died out and was suceeded by weeds, and in this way the yield of fail wheat became

seriously reduced. It is noteworthy that the higher and consequently drier portions of fields

escaped injury, more or less, from spring frosts, while in the lower portions, where the soil was

eenerully deeper and wetter, the crop was greatly injured, and in not a few instances absolutely

destroyed

.

Tbese iacts clearly indicate the necessity and advantages of underdraining, which secures

a warmer and more uniform temperature of the soil, and in great measure averts the

disastrous effects of the frost in throwing out the plants. It is gratifying to know that the
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question of drjiiuiti^e, both in theory and practice, is occupying more earnest and increased

attention, as an indispensable basis of an improved Agriculture.

In consequence of abundant crops of wheat in Europe the price has been greatly reduced

as compjired with the last few years, and its production must have entailed a positive loss on

many farmers in this Province. Spring Wheat was pretty well up to an average growth .

while Ikirley, nearly everywhere, was a heavy crop, commanded a high price, and must have

been very remunerative to the producer. It is indeed worthy of note that the soil and

climate of many parts of Ontario are specially adapted to the growth of a fine malting barley,

which cannot be produced in the lower latitudes of this continent ; and the consccquence is

that a ixood demand for this article always exists in the United States at remunerative prices.

Our present much improved system for the encouragement of immigration has been pro-

ductive of valuable fruit, and farm labourers and domestic servants are beginning to be more

gasily obtained, yet the supply everywhere still falls very much short of the demand. Not-

withstanding these drawbacks, this Province and the Dominion generally, cannot be otherwise

regarded than prosperous and continually advancing.

Aqrioultural and Arts Association.

The facts exhibited in the returns of this Society clearly indicate healthy progress, and

increasing usefulness. Its annual Exhibitions may be fairly assumed as affording a pretty

correct index of the industrial and financial condition of the Province ; since the Association

seeks to advance not only Agriculture as the basis of our wealth, but also the various indus-

trial and ornamental arts. Although in some departments of live stock the number of

animals at the last exhibition was somewhat less than on one or two former occasions, the

average quality of the whole was universally admitted to have been excellent, and in advance of

previous years. People now understand that it is useless to send animals to compete at these

great exhibitions unless they possess a large degree of absolute merit. Hence a small dim-

inution of mere numbers now and then is no sure evidence of decline, when such deficiency

is far overbalanced by incontrovertible indications of higher breeding, and consequently more

reliable and valuable animals. Formerly specimens were sent to the Provincial Exhibition,

which now a days would not be considered fit to compete at a county show. These facts

clearly indicate the march of progress, and the sooner and more thoroughly the promoters of

agricultural and industrial competitions regard quality, rather than mere quantity, as the

meafeure of success, the better will it be for the advancement and interests of the industries of

the country.

Considering the severe drought which afilicted most parts of the Province, the display of

grains, roots, fruits, dairy products &c., appear to have been of a satisfactory character;

while in the very important departments of improved implements and machinery, both for

agricultural and manufacturing purposes, the Exhibition at Toronto was universally acknow-

ledged to have been decidedly in advance of any of its predecessors.

Agricultural Societies.

Little, perhaps, has occurred among these numerous organizations the past year that calls

for much special remark, or what has not been said more or less distinctly in previous years.

From a perusal of the Analyses of the reports of these Societies, (Appendix A.) it will at
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once be evident that there is much inequality among them, as regards membership and income,

and consequently of the amount and value of practical work. This must necessarily be

more or less the case where soils, climate and population vary, as causes affecting not only

the condition and progress of agriculture and horticnlture in their various branches, but also

the mechanical, manufacturing and ornamental arts.

It is encouraging to find evidence in several of these reports that improved implements

and labour-saving machines are being increasingly introduced. Grain Drills are mentioned as

getting more into use in several sections, a fact clearly indicating progress ; since the culti-

vation of crops in rows may be safely assumed as a principal mark of an onward state of

agriculture in different countries of the world. By drilling, the grain is deposited at a proper

and uniform depth, less seed is required, and the plants getting a firmer hold of the ground,

are less affected by the drought of summer, and in the case of fall wheat much less liable

to be injured by the frost in winter or spring ; a matter of immense importance as re-

gards the climate and practice of agriculture in this country. Both these evils can only be

prevented or rather, perhaps, mitigated, by a deeper and more thorough cultivation, deposit-

ing the seed in rows at a proper and uniform depth, and thus rendering it comparatively easy

to keep the ground clean, a condition unhappily too much neglected in our ordinary system

of farming.

Mechanics' Instiutes.

The number of Institutes qualified to participate in the Legislative Grant continues to

increase, and from the Returns made to the Department, there is ground for believing that

the specific work of these societies is being more efficiently done. From the Report op the

Association of Mechanics' Institutes, (Appendix C.) it will be seen that the effort

made by the Directors to render these Institutes more efficient in promoting the great object

for which they are specially organized,—the instruction of mechanics in the principles of

their respective arts—has already manifested a fair measure of success. Eleven institutes

have been placed under the prescribed regulations, and competed the past year for certificates

and prizes, the results being considered, on the whole, to be of an encouraging character. It

is much to be desired that this valuable principle be more generally accepted.

It is to be hoped that this popular class of institutions will continue to maintain and

develop their distinctive characteristics, — that of promoting the education of working

men of the various industries of life—and that they will not degenerate into mere reading

rooms for the reception of the often sensational literature of the day. Several, judging from

their reports, possess on their library shelves valuable treatises on science and literature, with

modern books of reference, in different branches of useful knowledge. Though, judging from

the returns made, works of fiction appear to maintain their influence on popular reading, it is

encouraging to be assured that few, if any of the more sensational and objectional works of

that class find their way into these libraries, and that in a fair majority of cases works of a

higher, solider and practically useful character, are begining to be more generally appreciated

and earnestly read.

Fruit Growers' Association.

It will be seen from the Report of this Society (Appendix E.) that it ably sustains the

practical and useful character which has hitherto marked its onward progress. Meetings

B ix
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have been held for discusssioQs and personal investigatiou&Jn the practice of Fruit Culture

in different sections of the Province. The Association, while not abating the interest it has

deeply felt from its commencement iu promoting the fiuit-growing interest of the older

Settled and more favoured portions of the great South-Westeru peninsula, has of late devoted

special attention to the more northern and eastern sections of the Province, and thus has been

the means of awakening in parts where the art of fruit raising had received little or no atten-

tion, a lively and rational interest in this very attractive and important rural pursuit.

Bv reference to the Report it will be sceu that at a meeting held at Ottawa a number

of valuable and suggestive facts was elicited, and from these and other investigations made

at different times, both in the North-Easteru and North-Western portions of the Province,

the conclusion is warranted, that at no great distance of time the hardy settlers of these new

and widelv extended districts will be able to raise, at least, sufficient fruit adapted to the soil

and climate that will fully meet domestic consumption ; while in the older and naturally

more favoured sections fruit-growing will annually assume an increasing magnitude, and

derive from exportation a progressively increasing revenue.

The Association is evidently doing its best for the promotion of these objects by circu-

latin*' sound practical information on the art of fruit culture, and thus awakening an enlight-

ened interest in the subject. The practice of distributing annually among each of the large

number of its members residing at wide spread distances, one or more kinds of fruit

trees for experimental purposes, will in due time enable the Association to collect a sufficient

number of well ascertained facts, from which conclusions may be safely educed of a most val-

uable and practical character.

Entomological Society.

The report of this Society, speaks for itself. It contains several papers well written

and illustrated on matters of much interest, especially to the farmer and gardener, to whom

the information contained will be of much practical benefit.

The Colorado Beetle has been very destructive to the Potato crop, in some sections of

the Province, but wherever the directions for the extirpation or controlling of this destructive

pest,—as originally recommended by the Directors of the Society after much careful and ex-

tensive investigation—have been followed the results generally have been satisfactory. Tt

would appear that in the more western portions of the Province, where this plague first made

its appearance in Canada a few years ago, the injury produced last season was quite unimpor-

tant ; while in several plases in the central districts the ravages of the insect, where proper

and timely precautions were not taken, much of the potato crop was destroyed. The progress

of this much to be dreaded insect depredation continues in an eastern direction, and in all

probability will reach in a few years the Atlantic sea-board. Grasshoppers did considerable

injury last season in a few limited localities in Ontario, while over large areas in some of the

Western States their ravages were terrible, producing in some places absolute famine. Much

interesting and practical information regarding the character and habits of these insects will

be found in the report.

The Canadian Entomologist, published by the Society, continues to maintain its

acquired high character for original research and scientific accuracy, and holds an honourable

place among the periodicals of a similar character published in other countries. In a
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word the labours of this society, whether regarded ia a purely scientific or simply practical

point of view, cannot fail to awaken an increased interest in this delightful—and in its pract-

ical applications—most useful branch of natural science.

Dairymen's Association.

Some of the more important portions of the Report of this Society will be found un-

abriged in (Appendix D.) The information contained in these articles is of a highly inter-

esting and useful character, and will no doubt help to forward the objects of the society,

by imparting correct knowledge relating to the general management of the Dairy, and

especially the manufacture of cheese.

The Dairy interest of the Province has increased of late years in an astonishing ratio,

and the money value of Cheese alone has already reached a point of magnitude that cannot

fail to command public attention. Xot only has the amount of Canadian cheese vastly in-

creased within the last few years, but what is even of greater moment, its quality has equally

improved ; and now the produce of some of our dairies will vie in the British markets for

richness and keeping qualities with some of the best brands of the United States.

The Association consisting of a Western and an Eastern branch, the former havino'

Ingersoll as a centre and the latter Belleville, in which towns an annual Dairy Exhibition is

held alternately ; an arrangement which seems to meet the wants of the majority of our

Dairymen for the present. If sufficient skill and care continue to be manifested iri securing

the manufacture of an article oifirst quality, there seems to be no reasonable ground for ap-

prehension that the cheese market will become over stocked, or that prices will fail to be-

come remunerative.

School of Agricultural and Experimental Farm.

This institution was opened for the reception of pupils at the beginning of May, and in

a short time the number reached twenty-eight, about as many as could be conveniently accom-

modated. The school had been in operation but a few weeks when differences aro.sc between

the Principal, Mr. H. McCandless, and the Bector, Rev. W. F. Clarke, and also with several

of the subordinate officers and servants. These altercations soon induced the Rector to

resign, and it became too obvious that the Principal was seriously defective in some of the

most essential qualifications for carrying on the institution with any prospect of success, and

accordingly his resignation was received and accepted in the middle of July. These unfortu-

nate occurances were felt to be very injurious to the interests of the institution, and unless

promptly met might endanger its very existence.

With the concurrence of my Colleagues I caused an advertisement to be inserted for a

Principal, in several of the leading papers of Canada, Britain and the United States, which

ultimately led to the selection for this important office, of Chai-les Roberts Esq., of Hasiemere,

Surrey, England, who came out to Canada late in the fall and spent a few weeks in personal

intercourse and observation ; a proceeding that proved mutually satisfactory. Mr. Roberts'

business engagements were such that he had necessarily to return to England, and could not

possibly enter upon his duties in the Institution before April next. Mr. Roberts was a pupil

of the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester, where he distinguished himself as a gold

medalist, and secured the confidence and respect of all connected with that well known instit

xi
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ution. His subseciucnt career as a scientific and pi-actical Agriculturalist and improver of

land has been of a marked character, and the exertions which he has made, and the high and

resj^onsible duties he has undertaken, in connection with the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, and other kindred societies, have given him a foremost place in Britain, as a scien-

tific and practical agriculturist. With testimonials of so high a character, all must fed a satis-

faction that the services of such a man as Mr. Roberts have been secured, who will enter on his

duties with a bright prospect of carrying on our infant institution with success, and of meeting

the just and reasonable expectations of the people of this Province.

Advertisements were also inserted in some of our principal papers for a Rector, whose

duty it is to have the charge of the students, and expenditure of the Institution. The result

was the appointment of William Johnston, Esq., B.A., and Gold Medalist of the University

of Toronto, to that very responsible position. Mr. Johnston entered on his duties in August

last when the Institution was in a critically anomalous condition ; and the zealous and able

manner in whicb he at once devoted himself to his diflScult work, and the success which has

already attended his labours—for he had to be both Principal and Rector— afford satisfactory

proof of his great diligence and peculiar fitness for so difficult and responsible a situ^ion.

In addition to the ordinary duties of Rector, Mr. Johnston has had to take part in con-

nection with the foremen of the different departments, in the management of the farm, and

also has given single handed, short courses of class lectures on Botany, Practical Agriculture,

and Chemical Physics. Written examinations were held in these subjects at Christmas, with

questions on the work of the farm in each of the four departments, and the answering was on

the whole satisfactory. In the first class, were placed 8 pupils ; in the second class, 6 ; in the

third, 10 ; and only three failed.

I should have said that the School has been organized under six departments, viz. : 1st,

Agriculture ; 2nd, Horticulture • 3rd, Natural Science ; 4th, Chemisti'y ; 5th, Anatomy and

Physiolotry, animal; 6th, English and Mathematics.

During the summer and fall, the pupils devoted the greater part of their time to assisting

in the practical work of the farm and garden, under the superintendence of the respective

managers of the departments. In this way they obtained much practical information in

relation to the various farm and garden operations, and the handling of implements and

machines.

The winter season would of course very much circumscribe out of door operations, and

the care and management of the ptock, threshing, &c., would comprise the principal in door

work. The carpenter's sLop has afforded the pupils under a competent mechanic, a good

opportunity for becoming acquainted with the use of ordinary tools, in making or repairing

a number of things connected with the farm and buildings, thereby developing their inventive

ingenuity, and enlarging their sphere of industry. The gardener has also given practical

instruction during the season of growth, and in winter he devotes considerable time in the

green-house, to the instruction of pupils, in the management of tender plants and flowers,

and in raising early vegetables. Instruction in these matters cannot fail of being both

interesting and useful.

The necessity, however, became evident that since the Principal could not enter on his

duties before April, some additional assistance would have to be afforded Mr. Johnston,

already over worked, during the winter, and I have much satisfaction in stating, that this

xii
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object has been accomplished. Arrt ngements have been made with Mr. George Btiptie, M.A.,

Medalist, of the University of Toronto, and three years' Professor of Chemistry in the Vic-

toria Medical School, for daily lectures in Chemistry and Ph3-sio!ogy ; Professor Buckland. of

University College, undertakes three lectures weekly, on the theory and practice of Agricul-

ture
; and Mr. E A. A. (Tran-e, V. S., lecturer on Anatomy, in the Ontario Veterinary

College, also gives three lectures a week on Veterinary Surgery and practice. The Kector takes

Natural Science, except Chemistry, with English and Mathematics. It is also contemplated

to obtain this session suitable in.-truction in the principles of Horticulture, particularly fruit

culture, and in the breeding and management of live stock.

In July last; Your Excellency in Council, appointed a Commission, consisting of the

Hon. D. Christie, Hon. George Brown. James Young, Esq., IVI.P., George Buckland, Esq.,

D. W. Beadle, Esq., and James Laielaw, Esq., to visit the Institution, and to prepare for the

consideration of the Government such By-laws and Regulations, as might seem necessary for

the organization and management thereof, until Legislative action could be taken thereon.

The Commissioners held three meetings, and have considered and arranged a number of

matters relating to the working of the School and Farm, but no formal report has as yet been

transmitted.

There is good reason to believe that with judicious management, and the generous moral

support of the public, this Institution, whose aim it is to give special training and instruction

to youth intended for the pursuit of Agriculture and the advancement of this great interest,

has before it a bright and encouraging fortune, fraught with untold blessings to the country,

and most devoutly is it to be desired that no sectional, or mere party views and feelings will

be allowed to impede its heaithtul and beneticient progress.

Respectfully submittted,

Archibald McKellar,

Commissioner of Agricaltarc and Arts.
Toronto. February, 1875.

xui
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ANALYSIS OF REPORTS

OF

Agricultural an^ |)ailkiiluiral ^Ddcties,

FOR THE YEAR 1878.

ADDINGTON.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 47 45
" 121 Members' Subscriptions , 123 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 163 25
" Field Products , 52 75
" Dairy " 16 00

" " Horticultural Products 12 75
" " Agricultural Implements 6^ 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 89 00

870 45

" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 350 00
" Working Expenses 77 14

395 25

427 14

822 .39

Balance in hand 48 06

Camden.
I>R- $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 73 Members' Subscriptions 115 00
" Legislative Grant 129 50

Cr.
By Balance due Treasurer 18 98
" Prizes for Live Stock 122 50
" " Field Products 29 50
" " Dairy " 4 50
" " Horticultural Products 5 75
" " Agricultural Implements 27 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 20 50

244 50

" Preparing Show Grounds 5 00
" "Working Expenses 21 75

209 75

?6 75

255 48

Balance due Treasurer 10 98
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Loughborau^h.

Dr. $ cts. cts. S cts.

To 66 Members' Subscriptions 66 00
" Legislative Grant 78 17

Cr.

Bj balance due Treasurer ... 00 66
Prizes for Live Stock

" Field Products ,

" Dairy
" Horticultural Products
" Agricultural Implements
" Arts and Manufactures
" Ploughincr Match

51
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$ CtS. $ Ctrf.

Bv Workins' Exiieases 19 ^1
. 164 6G

Bakace in haad 1 00

ALGOMA.
Ok. I CtS. $ CtS. $ CtS.

Tobalauce in haud 327 91
•' 82 Members' Subscriptions 102 18

" Admissions to Show 2 60
•' Legislative Grant 300 00

" Miscellaneous Receipts 13 80
'46 49

Or.

Bv Prizes for Live Stock 156 50
- •' Field Products 93 00
•• " Dairy " 35 00

'' Agricultural Implements 61 00
" " Ai-ts and Manufactures 64 75
" " PIouL'hina- Match 24 00

Preparing Show Grounds 11 34

Working Expenses 115 54

434 25

126 88
561 13

Balance in hand > 185 36

REPORT.

Your Directors beg to report as follows :

—

That they ace gratified to state that there was a marked improvement in the stock,

produce, and agricultural implements shown at the Annual Exhibition over that of last year,

owing, no doubt, in some measure, to the larger amount of prizes awarded, but, we think, in

a larger measure, to a general improvement in the state of agriculture in the district.

We may refer with pride and satisfaction to the samples of agricultural produce sent to

the Provincial Exhibition, and which appears, both from the Reports of the Exhibition and

the notices of the public papers, especially the Toronto Globe, to have compared favourably

with that of other parts of the Province.

We have atrain to express our regret that no flouring mill has yet been erected in the

district. The want of such a convenience to the inhabitants is a great drawback to its agri-

cultural interests , and if one were put up, it would give a great hnpulse not only to the

affricultural. but to all the other interests of the district. It has been proved beyond doubt

that the soil and climate of this section are well adapted to the growth of wheat, but the want

of a flouring mill renders the attempt to raise it entirely useless.

If Government aid could be granted to such an enterprise, it would be a great boon to

the country.

We have also to express our regret that the Government of the Dominion and of the

Province between them have not yet opened out a road leading from Sault St. Marie to

Batchewama Bay, as we were led to believe last year would have been done during the course

of last summer. The completion of this road would open up a large tract of the finest laud

in the district, and add very much to the development of its resources, and consequently to

its revenue.
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BRANT, NORTH.
Dr. S cts. S cts. .S cts.

To balance in hand 677 94
" Members' Subscriptions 313 75
•' Admissions to Show 427 -50

" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00
- Spring Exhibition 19 00
•• Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 679 00
" Field Products 47 75

•' *' Dairy '• 23 25
' " Horticultural Products 87 75

" Agricultural Implements 84 50
" Arts and ?.]anufactures .. , 35 00

' " Leather and Mechanical AVork 26 00

2248 19

983 25
Unpaid GO 00

Prizes of previous years

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 278
Preparing Show Grounds
Working Expenses 357
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The Anniul Report of the Onondaga Township Agricultural Society, and also that of

the Paris Horticultural Society, show that those institutions are progressing favourably.

Onondaga.

Dr. $ cts. -S cts. % ct3.

To 98 Members' Subscriptions 105 00
" Admissions to Show .

.' 7 15
'• Ledslative Grant 140 00
•• Miinicipal Grant 20 00

272 15

Cr.

By balance due Treasurer 10 2-i

• Prizes for Live Stock 159 50
" Field Products 25 50

" " Dairy " 9 25
" " Horticultural Products 4 25
" " Agricultural Implements 4 75
*• " Arts and Manufactures 28 75
•• " Ploughinc Match 28 90

260 00

Working Expenses 9 80.

280 04

Balance due Treasurer 7 89

Note.—The show was very successful. Horses especially, were numerous and of an

improved character. Cattle not so well represented, but several of superior quality. Sheep
excellent, but pigs hardly equal to preceding years. Implements in advance.

Taris Horticultural Society.

Dti.
'

$ cts. .S cts. $ et^-.

To balance in hand 361 17
'• Members' Subscriptions 46 GO
'•' Admissions to Show 44 74
•' Legislative Grant 1.38 00

• Municipal Grant 25 00
' 614 91

Cr.
By Prizes for Fruits 32 00

'• " Flowers and Plants 54 50
" Vegetables 28 00
" Arts and Manufactures 50 00

164 50
'•' Working Expenses 120 87

285 37

Balance in hand 329 54

REPORT.

The President and Directors of the Paris Horticultural Society, in p»resenting this their

sixth Annual Report, beg to state that your Society only held one Exhibition during 1873,
that being the Exhibition held on Dominion Day.

That, notwithstanding the backward season, being unfavourable towards bringing forward
fruit and vegetables, yet the exhibition of 18 73, on Dominion Day, was quite a success, exceeding
in the number of articles exhibited any previous exhibition of your Society, the entries in the
whole numbering three hundred and seventy-eight, exceeding by sixty entries the Sprin o-

Exhibition of 1872.

6
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That the entries were as follows :—Flowers, one hundred and twenty-three against one

hundred and twenty-two in 1872. Fruit, seventy-eight against seventy in 1872. Vege-

tables, seventy against seventy-one in 1872. Ladies' work and miscellaneous, one hundred

and seventy against fifty-one in 1872.

That, owing to the late cold season and want of heat in early summer, the fruit was not

in as forward a state for exhibition as in previous years, some fruit, in fact, not being even

ripe enough to exhibit. The flowers and vegetables were, on the whole, good, the flowers

especially far surpassing the exhibition of 1872.

Your Directors are sorry to note the small number of members' tickets sold, being only

forty-six. That your Society received as its share of the Government Grant the sum of one

hundred and thirty-eight dollars, being according to the Act, just three times the amount

vour Society returned to the County Treasurer.

BRANT, SOUTH.
Dr. S cts. S cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 445 20
'= 329 Members' Subscriptions 329 00

" Admissions to Show 5.51 51

•' Legislative Grant 700 00
' Municipal Grant 100 00
'• Proceeds of Rent of Grounds, &c 192 95

" Miscellaneous Receipts 53 00
2371 ^%

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 707 00

" " Field Products 82 00
" " Dairy " 51 25

" " Horticultural Products 88 25

" " Agricultural Implements 87 25

' " Arts and Manufoctures 163 25

Ploughing Match 25 00

120-i 00

Unpaid 10 25

1193 75

'' Prizes of previous year ..., 23 25
'' Legislative Grant to Township Societies 280 00
" Preparing Show Grounds ». 270 \i

" Agricultural Publications 39 40
" Working Expenses 310 35

899 92

2116 92

Balance in hand , 254 74

REPORT.*****
As considerable interest was manifested in regard to the holding a Spring Exhibition,

your Directors held a show for horses on the 19th "April last, offering $52 in prizes for three

classes, namely, heavy draught, agricultural, and road or carriage horses. There was fair

competition in the two latter classes, yet very few heavy draught horses were shown. Your

Directors would say that they are disappointed in the result of this Exhibition, it having

been comparatively a failure.

7
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The Fall Exliibition held on the 7th and 8th of October last, was very successful, .':nd,

as the prize list was larger, and many special prizes were offered, the competition in the

various classes was much greater than usual. The show of horses, cattle and sheep was large

and of great excellence. Pigs were about the usual average ; and the poultry, botli in

number and general excellence, were by far the best ever shown here. We had a large sliow

of reapers, implements, and carriages. Inside the building, every department was well filled
;

\nd. taken as a whole, we have had no previous exhibition so decidedly successful.

Your Directoi's would wish to draw the earnest attention of this meeting to the fact, that

it is n'?cessary to have a much larger exhibition to supply the wants of this section of the

country. We are as well able to have a central fair as Guelph, London, or Hamilton, all of

which are far surpassing us in this respect. Your Directors have done what they could with

their limited means to make the show as successful as they possibly could, and this season

have offered 81,500 in prizes, of which $1,200 have been taken, being an increase of over

8-101) more than was taken two years ago
;
yet the exhibition still falls far short of what is

desired. From data supplied, we find these large fairs are great financial successes. In

London they have a surplus of over $6,000. and they purpose giving $12,000 in prizes this

season. In Guelph they also have a surplus of $1,000, having held three very successful fairs.

Their receipts during the week of the show from non-members were over $7,000, From the

success which has attended these fairs, we have every reason to think that, if we were once

fairly started, the show would soon become self sustaining. At the last meeting of your

Directors, they appointed committees to wait upon the various Township Councils in this

( 'ounty, and also the Town Council of Brantford, to ask for such assistance as will enable the

Society to erect suitable buildings and offer a good prize list, from all of whom we trust to

receive a liberal support ; and it will now rest in your hands and the new Board of Directors

to carry out this project, should it meet with your approbation. We will , need a new
building soon, under any circumstances. Our grounds are sufficiently large, and are well

adapted for the purpose, and also they belong to the Society. *
,

* *

Burford,

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 129 Members' Subscriptions 129 00
" Admissions to Show 125 51
" Legislative Grant 140 GO

394 51
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 180 25
" Field Products 45 00
" Dairy 5 25

" " Horticultural Products 13 50
•' " Agricultural Implements 7 50
" '• Arts and Manufactures .39 75

291 25
Unpaid 5 25

286 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 47 06
" Working Expenses 52 44

99 50
385 50

Balance in hand 9 01

Brantford Horticultural Society.

Dr. $ cts $ cts. $ cts

To 82 Members' Subscriptions 112 00
" Admissions to Show 68 87
" Legislative Grant 140 00

8
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$ cts. S cts. $ cts

To County Grant 25 00
•• Miscellaneous Receipts 5 GO

. .350 87

Cr.

.'V Balance due Treasurer 7 35
• Prizes for Fruit, Flowers and Vegetables 199 75
• Preparing Show 21 30

Working^ Expenses 120 89
349 29

Balance in hand 1 58

BOTHWELL.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 223 25
'• 152 Members' Subscriptions 152 00
• Admissions to Show , 192 22
• Legislative Grant , 700 00

• Municipal Grant 375 On
•' Additional Subscriptions 246 00
Loan 1100 00

• Miscellaneous Receipts..., 20 53

3009 00
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 289 00
" Field Products 44 00
" Dairy " 13 00

" '* Horticultural Products 8 75
<! u Agricultural Implements , 12 50
•' " Arts and Manufactures 59 00

" Ploughing Match 25 00
451 25

' Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
' Preparing Show Grounds 305 25
•' Paid on Grounds and Buildings 1093 40
•' Paid Loan 600 00
' Working Expenses Ill 26

2529 91

2981 16

Balance in hand 27 84

REPORT.

Your Directors, in their Annual Report, beg to call your attention to the satisfactory

condition of the affairs of your Society as shown by the Treasurer's Report. We have ex-

pended upon the purchase of land, buildings, fencing, &c., about fifteen hundred dollars, and
we are in arrears, or owe a balance of six hundred and fifty dollars.

The large sum received at the gate for admission of uon members to the ground (^192),
shows the interest taken by the public in the County Exhibition, especially when the weather
and unfavourable state of the roads on the first day are taken into consideration. Your Direc-
tors regret a slight falling off in numbers, and suggest that an Agent be appointed in each

9
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Township and Villasre to canvass for subscribers, allowiug a small commission for his str

vices.

Quantity aiui quality of thorouah-bred stock exceeded that shewn in former years, par

ticularly Durhuoi cattle. The first Exhibition there were ouly three entries of Durham-,
liie last there were no less than thirty-six. The sheep were of excellent quality. The show
of pigs, though not large, was good aud well-bred.

The success of our last Exhibition is no doubt due in a great measure to the spacious

grounds aud buildings provided by the Society.

Your Directors believe the time has arrived when Farmers' Clubs should be established

throughout the County for the discussion of all matters pertaining to xigriculture.

More enterprise should be displayed by Farmers in raising thorough-bred stock of al.

kinds, so as to induce buyers to come from a distance.

We are pleased to notice the steady increase of Fruit culture, particularly apples, our
own County being one of the best adapted for that purpose of any in the Dominion, many
shipping direct to the seaboard and to Europe.

We are also pleased to observe the steady increase in the improved system of Agriculture.
The various inducements held out by the Veterinary and Agricultural Colleges under

the auspices of the Ontario government will no doubt tend to this end.

We are happy to state that the various branch Agricultural Societies are all in a pros-

perous condition.

Ewpliemia and Dawn.

L>R- $ cts. $ ets. S cts.

To Balance in hand ,. 17 74
•• 109 Member's Subscriptions ,.... 114 50
'• Admission to Show , 30 60
•• Legislative Grant

, 88 08
" Municipal Grant 55 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 92
"

Field Products
" Dairy "

Horticultural Products
" Agricultural Implements •

" Arts and Manufactures
" Ploughing Match 15

92
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To Prizes for Agricultural Implements.
•' " Arts and Manufactures ....

" " Growing Crops...

Balance onNote and Interest

Agricultural Publications... .

Working Expenses

$ cts.
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^iJoTE.—The Exhibition was successful, a larger collection of material than usual, anc

most of it of good quality. The collection of plants, coins, and other articles of interest madt

indeed a museum in itself, highly instructive and attractive.

BROCKVILLE.
Dk. 8 cts. S cts. I cts!

To 209 Members' Subscriptions 2G3 09
" Admissions to Show 211 85
•• Legislative Grant ....- = • 350 00
•' Municipal Grant .50 00
'' Miscellaneous Receipts . 53 GO

927 94
Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 1 75
•• Prizes for Live Stock 279 90

'' Field Products 42 20
" " Dairy 25 75

" Horticultural Products 23 80
a a Agricultural Implements 21 95
" " Arts and Manufactures : 124 10
'' " Growing Crops 72 00

589 70
Unpaid 205 02 ^

384 68
'• Prizes of Previous Year 44 92
"' Preparing Show Grounds 63 15
' Paid Official Board 211 49
'* Working Expenses 184 07

458 71

890 06

Balance in Hand 37 88

BRUCE, NORTH.

I^R- $ cts S cts .$ cts.

To 136 Members' Subscriptions 136 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
•' Proceeds Sale or service of Live Stock 235 00 I

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 127 14
" Legislative Grant to Township Secieties 401 50
" Purchase of Live Stock 542 00
•' Working Expenses 124 00

1071 00

1194 64

Balance due Treasurer 123 64

Your Directors pursued a course during the past year similar to that followed in 187 J.

Feeling confident that the introduction as far as possible of thorough bred Stock would
prove highly beneficial to the farmers of the Division, we deemed it advisable to use the funds
of the Society in the purchase of two additional Durham Bulls.

'

12
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• We find that while some objected to this course, the great body of members and others,

-i|were well satisfied with it. Consequently our list of members was considerably increased.

'We still hold to the opinion that it is much better to spend the funds of the Society in

improving the breeds of our live stock, than in petty prizes at a^rricultural exhiVations, and

we feel that the course adopted for the last two yeai's, has not been without highly beneficial

I

results.

I

The animals in our possession have succeeded on the whole very well, and at the present

V, time, considered as the property of the Society, they are worth a considerable sum.

We do not desire to make lengthy remarks.

The year just closed has been a prosperous one. The magnificent grain crops, with

which we were blessed, the splendid yield of fruit, the ready and constant market within

easy reach of every farmer, and the high prices for all kinds of farm produce, should all be

! matters worthy of gratitude from the farmers of North Bruce.

In many respects our agricultural facilities are progressing. Much good farming is now
'done, and the ease with which all kinds of farm implements can now be procured, tends very

much to make the work of the farmer less laborious.

We should be proud to know that some of the best agricultural machines in the Prov-

ince are manufactured in our own Electoral Division.

The Treasurer's Report shews a deficiency in cash, but considering the value of the

animals in our possession, we are bound to say that the Society is comparatively rich.

Arran.
Dr. 8 cts. $ cts. § cts.

To Balance in hand 172 47
"•131 Members' Subscriptions 166 50
" Admissions to Show 23 74

• Legislative Grant 140 00
• Proceeds service of Live Stock 30 00
• Miscellaneous Receipts 5 00

Ck.

By Prizes for Live Stock 93
" " Field Products

" Dairy •'

" '' Horticultural Products
;

" Agricultural Implements
" ^ts and Manufactures „

93
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tor moving their flour and other produce of said wheat to distant markets, and many other

improvements which we could mention, attest to the foregoing; statement.

At the second moetiua; of your Society for the past year, your Directors after due con-

sideration, appointed a rommittee to purchase a thorough-bred Durham Bull. The Committee

so appointed bought the bull " Bismarck" at a cost of $150 ; but had there been sufficient

funds at their disposal, two younger animals would have been got at a cost of $190, which

would have served the Society much better.
^ * *; * * ^ ^

Bruce.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 55 95
•' 84 Members' Subscriptions 88 00
'' Admissions to Show 8 50
*' Legislative Grant 75 39

227 84

Cr.

By Prizes 104 75
•' Prizes of previous year 14 00
•' Preparing Show Grounds 4 50
•' Working Expenses 33 98

157 23

Balance in hand 70 61

Elderslie.

f*R. $ cts. $ cts. I cts.

To Balance in hand 89 42
" 141 Members' Subscriptions 209 50
" Admissions to Show 30 70
•' Legislative Grant 132 71

462 33
Or.
By Prizes 244 00

•' Prizes of previous years 28 25
•' Preparing Show Grounds ]] 50
" Working Expenses 77 33

361 08

Balance in hand 101 25

Saugecn.
Dr.
To 89 Members' Subscriptions 89 50
" Admissions to Show ..,.., 13 80
" Legislative Grant 53 28

Cr.

By Prizes 155 25
" Working Expenses 29 06

cts. $ cts. $ cts.

156 58

184 31

Balance due Treasurer.

Note.—The l^xhibition was not quite equal in extent to some former occasions, but the
quality generally was superior. A ploughing match was held and the work done, especially by
t'le jiiaior.s, was of a superior character, and SlOO in money and various articles were ^nven
in prizes.

14
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BRUCE, SOUTH.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 116 Members' Subscriptions 119 50
" Admissions to Show 63 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Grants of Brant, Culross Societies, <fce 226 00

1108 50

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer , 123 23
" Prizes for Live Stock 259 00
" " Field Products , 62 50

" Dairy " 38 25
" Horticultural Products 27 2o
" Agricultural Implements . 49 75
" Arts and Manufactures , 63 00

•

499 75

Unpaid. 41 25

458 50
^ Prizes of previous year ., 29 25

• Legislative Grant^to Township Societies ,. c 367 06
• Working Expenses 169 01

536 07
1147 05

Balance due Treasurer 38 55

REPORT.*****
During the past year the Directors have economized, as far as they possibly could, with-

out materially affecting the efficiency of the Society or the prizes offered by them for spring

and fall shows.

The fall show of 1873 having been held in the Village of Teeswater, the Agricultural

Society of the Township of Culross merged their funds in those of the County Society, thus

bringing eighty-two dollars, members' subscriptions ; fifty-two dollars, share of Government
grant ; and ninety-six dollars, private subscriptions

; in all the sum of two hundred and thirty

dollars, which has materially aided this Board in impro^nng the finances of the Society.

Although a very large number of visitors attended the fall show, only the small sum of

sixty-three dollars was taken for admission from non-members to the Exhibition, this is ac-

counted for by the want of proper accommodation for the exhibiting of stock and implements.

The Directors would take this opportunity of impressing on the attention of their suc-

cessors in office the desirability of holding their shows where proper accommodation can be

had, as a large increase of revenue might be obtained in this way.
At the spring show there was a fair competition for the prizes offered, and the Directors

have much pleasure in seeing the gradual but steady improvements in the stock of this Rid-
ing. Notwithstanding the above-named objections and drawbacks, the fall show was quite a

success, a large number of entries having been made, and a strong competition in many classes,

of these we may mention general purpose horses, carriage horses,^buggy and hackney horses,

Durham and grade cattle, Leicester sheep, gi-ains, roots, fruits, and dairy produce, many of
which were really very superior, and a credit to the South Riding of Bruce.

The show of stock was good and numerous, and the grains were well represented and
some fine samples shown : of vegetables, roots and fruits there was cjuite a display, which
scarcely could be excelled, and the dairy produce was good in every respect. The ladies',

work, as might have been expected, made quite a show, exhibiting great ability and skill

Some very fine boots, harness, and furniture were exhibited, but the Directors would have
liked mueli to have seen more competition in these classes. In buggies and cutters quite a
number of very fine vehicles were shown, which were much admired. The Directors have still

1-5
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to deplore the sliuht competition existinii; in the class of agricultural implements, though those

shown were oertniuly a credit to the mauut'acturers.

The farmers of this Ixidini;- have much reason to be thankful for the bountiful harvest of

the past year, and with the jidvnutage of a cash market for all their produce, established by
the openiuix of the Wellington. Grey and Bruce llailroad. There is every reason to believe

rhat this will soon be one of the best and wealthiest Ridings in the Province.
* * * * .f

Carrick.

Dr.
.

^

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 68 00
•• 120 Members' Subscriptions 142 00
" Admissions to Show 7 25
'' Legislative Grant 87 67
" Municipal Grant 30 00

334 93

By Prizes for Live Stock 137 00
" « Field Products 36 00
" " Horticultural Products 5.50
" " Agricultural Implements... 15 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 26 00

220 25
Unpaid 36 00

184 25

Prizes of previous year 7 50
Preparing Show Grounds 20 00

Working Expenses 40 40
60 40

252 15

Balance in hand 82 78

Huron.

Da.
To Members' Subscriptions 178 00
" Admissions to Show 14 95
'• Legislative Grant. 113 05
" Municipal Grant 35 00
" Proceeds Sale of Stock 148 00

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 133 34
" Prizes for Live Stock lOG 00

" Field Products 34 25
" " Dairy " 10 25
" " Horticultural Products 12 25
" '' Agricultural Implements 16 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 35 75

" Ploughing Match 80 00

489 00

294 50
Unpaid ,. 127 00

16
167 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Preparinji; Show Grounds ^ 00
'"' Purchase of Live iStock 80 00

" WorkiBg Expenses 74 63

162 63

463 47

Balance in hand 25 53

Kincardine.

Dr.

To Balance in hand 45 19

' 128 Members' Subscriptions 128 00
" Legislative Grant 84 75

" Municipal Grant 18 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 104 OO
" Field Products 21 00

" " Dairy " 7 00

" " Horticultural Products 9 00
u « Agricultural Implements 14 00

" " Arts and Manufactures 16 00

275 94

Preparing Show Grounds 18 00

Working Expenses 31 00

171 OU

49 00
220 00

Balance in hand •••• 55 94

Kinloss.

Dr.

To Balance in hand 48 18
" 130 Member's Subscriptions 130 00
" Admissions to Show 78 75
" Legislative Grant 82 85
" Miscellaneous Receipts 44 95

'384 73

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 83 00
" " Field Products 44 00
« " Dairy 23 00
" " Horticultural Products 36 00
" " Agricultural Implements 8 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 24 00
*' " Ploughing Match 25 50

243 50
Unpaid 43 50

" Prizes at Spring Show, (fee 43 50
" Preparing Show Grounds 13 52
" Working Expenses 72 00

200 OU

129 02
329 U2

Balance in hand 55 71
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CARDWELL.
Or. f cts. $ cts. $ ct«.

To Balance in hand 63 93

" 229 Members' Subscriptions ,. 229 60

" Vdmissions to Show 121 60

" Legislative Grant 700 00
1116 13

By Prize? for Live Stock 247 00
«' " Field Products 53 75
" " Dairy " 27 00
" " Horticultural Products 32 25
" " Agricultural Implements 48 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 95 00

503 50

Prizes of previous year 41 50

Legislative Grant to Township Societies . 412 05

Preparing Show Grounds 55 41

Working Expenses 70 90
538 36

1083 36

Balance in hand 31 77

Adjalcb.

Dk.

To Halance in hand .... 72 42
" 123 Members' Subscriptions 123 00
" Admissions to Show 67 20
" Legislative Grant 60 30
" Municipal Grant 25 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 23 50

(Jr.

By Prizes for Live Stock Ill 50
" " Field Products 26 00
" if Dairy " 9 00
" " Horticultural Products 10 00
" " Agricultural Implements .37 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 44 00

-371 42

237 50
Unpaid 32 40

Prizes of previous year 3 40
Preparing Show Grounds 80 00
Working* Expenses 41 79

205 10

125 19

330 2t

Balance in hand 41 15

Note —The Society is reported to be in a hopeful and prosperous condition. The ex

hibition -as muoh larger than previous ones, and the attendance numerous, though th

weather was ui)favorable. The quality of stock, and most other articles was above an average

the ladie.'/ department was excellent, but inconvenienced for want of space.

\
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Albion.

Dr.
*

$ cts. $ cts. $ ct3.

To Balance in hand 22 27
" 158 Members' Subscriptions 188 00
" Admissions to Show 198 20
" Legislative Grant 123 75

• Municipal Grants 42 75
' Special donations 37 70
" Borrowed 35 00

647 rj

Cr.
•

By Prizes for Live Stock 171 00
" " Field Products 20 50

" Dairy '' 11 00
" Horticultural Products 20 00
" Agricultural Implements 39 00
" Arts and Manufactures 55 00

Prizes of previous year 22 00
Preparing Show Grounds 216 00
Working Expenses 92 75

316 50

330 75
647

Balance in hand 00 42

Note.—The Society is making steady advancement, and an increased interest is being felt

in its prosperity. The exhibition was very satisfactory, and but a small balance remains un-

paid on the grounds and buildings.

Caledon.

Db.

To Balance in hand 139 52
" 209 Members' Subscriptions 211 00
" Admissions to Show 242 45
• Legislative Grant 140 00
•• Municipal Grants 118 75
" Miscellaneous Receipts 58 64

910 ne
€r.

By Prizes for Live Stock ... 188 75

Field Products 65 50
Dairy " 16 75

Horticultural Products 25 00
Agricultural Implements 20 25

Arts and Manufactures 77 25

Specials , 26 oO

Discretionary 7 85

427 85
Unpaid 40 GO

387 85

Prizes of previous year , 48 35
Preparing Show Grounds 125 23

Purchase of Seed 15 00
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$ cts. $ cts. $ Ct{

By Working Expenses .*... 162 80
351 38

739 2c

Balance in hand ...... ,171 It

Mono.
1>R. $ cts. $ cts. 8 cts.

To 123 Menjbers' Subscriptions 123 00
" Admissions to show 81 47
' Legislative Grant 83 00

By Balance due Treasurer 14 28
'• Prizes for Live Stock

" Field Products
" " Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements 35 OO
" " Arts and Manufactures 37 25

114
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

')V Working: Expenses. 168 75
1487 91

2432 41

I Balance in hand 294 42

Fitzrotj.

Or. I cts. $ cts. 8 eta.

To Balance in hand 44
•'

5.5 Members' Subscriptions 89 50
" Legislative Grant for 1872, 1873 280 00

3y Prizes for Live Stock
" " Field Products
" " Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implemc-ts
'•' " Arts and Manufactures •

" " Growing Crops - 40 90

220 57

Unpaid 35 55

87
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$ Cts. $ CtS. $ CtB.

To Legislative Grant 350 00
" Proceecls Sale of Live Stock 227 00

1080 40
Cr.

Bj Prizes for Live Stock 10 i 50
" " Field Products 53 25
" " Dairy " 20 00
" " Horticultural Products 6 75
'' " Agricultural Implemeuts 41 50
'• '' Arts and Manufactures 38 75

Purchase of Live Stock 561 27
Working Expenses 208 64

261 75

769 91

1031 66

Balance in hand 48 74

DUNDAS.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ CtE.

To Balance in hand 112 25
" 333 Members' Subscriptions 333 32
'• Admissions to show 231 65
" Legislative Grant 700 00
'• Miscellaneous Receipts 96 25

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 436 90
" " Field Products 71 35
" " Diury " 16 85
" " Horticultural Products 52 30
" " Agricultural Implements 75 55
'•' " Arts and Manufactures 96 75

1473 47

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 394 43
Preparing Show Grounds .. 198 11
Working Expenses 249 50

749 70

812 04
1591 74

Balance due Treasurer , 118 27

REPORT.

The Annual Exhibition

Was held on tho Society's Grounds on the 17th and 18th September ; the weather wa*
all that could be desired. The number of entries in the various classes was equal, and in

some, especially cattle, horses and sheep, exceeded any former year.

Cattle.

In this class every prize oflFered was competed for. In Durhams, William Benion, Esq.,
took the lion's share. He had on exhibition his imported Bull " Brigade Major,"' 'which
attracted much attention, as well as many other fine animals. In Ayrshires, there was a keen

22
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competition ; this class seem* to be in general favour with our agriculturists. Natives were

well represented. Although classed as " Natives," we believe were the pedigrees traced, we
would find very few pure natives in this Comty, being crossed with Durham Ayrshire or

G;illoway.

Horses.

This class deserves more than a pa.ssing notice. Your Board saw fit at the revision of

the prize list to separate this class into carriage and drafl horses, increasing the premium-.

The entries and competition exceeded any former year ; the two Imported Clyde Stallions owned

by Mr. McLean, of Winchester, and Mr. E idie. of Russell, deservedly attracted much atten-

tion. We think it would be the interest of Agriculturists to encourage this breed of horses-

A cro*5 with our common light horses would produce am animal with weight sufficient to eul.

tivate the heavy clay soil with ease, and at the .same time do our general farm and road work.

Sheep.

In this class, Cutswold were added to the prize list ; all classesVere well filled, and some
vi-ry fine animals wer ^ on exhibition.

Ho«s.

A marked improvement was manifest, and some imported Berkshire were on exhibition.

Implements.

A greater variety than usual were on the grounds ; the carriages exhibited reflected much
credit on the m inufacturers.

Dairy Products.

A large num^ er of entries, and articles pronounced by the judges as very superior : the

improvement in this class within the last few years is very marked. Some fine cheese manu-
factured at the factories in this County were shewn.

Agricultural Products.

Above the u=aal average both in number and quality.

Vegetables.
Specimens large and good.

L-VDiEs' Work and Domestics.

The articles on exhibition would have been no discredit to the Provincial Fair. The
space allotted was crowde 1 with useful and ornamental, shewing that our wives and daughters

are not behind in the improvements of the day

All other classes were well fiJled. and several articles exhibited not enumerated in the

Prize Li-t. The directors regret much that owing to lack of funds they were unable to give

special prizes to many articles of merit.*****
Matilda.

Dr. $ ctfi. S cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 31 25
" 175 Members' Subscriptions 175 00
" Admissions to Show 87 00
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Shareholders" Notes 50 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 4 00

487 25
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Cr. $ cts. $ ct?. $ cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 99 25
" Field Products 29 50

Dairy •' 6 25
" " Agricultural Implements 52 00
'' " Arts and Manufactures 25 50
" " Ploushin£i Match 10 00

222 50
Unpaid 29 00

Prizes of previous year 2 75
Preparing Show Grounds 19 50
Contract'for Building 61 00
Interest, &c 104 00
Working Expenses 47 50

193 50

234 75

428 75

Balance in hand 59 00

3[ounf(i:in.

Di'- $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 91 Members' Subscriptions
" Legislative Gran t

,

" Miscellaneous Receipts

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 10 32
" Prizes for Live Stock
'• " Field Products

" Dairy "
.,

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures 23 25

145 60

28 55

$
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S cts. S cts. ••? cts.

By Preparing Show Grounds ... 25 00
'• Working Expenses 19 87

44 87

162 30

Bahmce due Treasurer 5 10

JFinchester.

Dr.

To Members" Subscriptions 116 00
=' Legislative Grant 10.3 00

Or. 219 00
By Balance due Treasurer 63 07

Prizes-for Live Stock 187 95
•'' Field Products 14 25
" Dairy " 8 50
'' Horticultural Products 1 50
" Agricultural Implements 16 50
" Arts and Manufactures 15 75

244 45
Unpaid 59 SO

Preparing Show Grounds 2 50
Working Expenses 42 50

184 65

45 00
292 72

Balance due Treasurer 73

DURHAM EAST.
Dr. $ cts. .^ cts. .? cts.

To Balance in hand 31 15
'• 50 Members' Subscriptions 50 00
" Admissions to Show 196 25
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Hope Society for L^nion Exhibition 150 00

Cr.
1127 40

Prizes for Live Stock 295 75
" Field Products 59 50

Dairy " 19 00
" Horticultural Products 44 95
" Agricultural Implements 19 00
" Arts and Manufactures 100 50
" Ploughino; Match 25 00

563 70
Prizesof previous year 3 50
Legislative Grant to Township Societies .• 420 00
Preparing Show Grounds 20 00
Working Expemses Ill 09

551 09

1118 29

Balance in hand 9 11

2-5
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REPORT.

The Directors, in presenting their Annual Report, desire to express their thanks for the

assistance they have received from the friends and patrons of the Society. While there is

nothing special to report upon in the transactions of the S ciety for the past year, they deem

it cause for gratitude that, amidst the disasters and calamities that are taking place in some

countries our Dominion has been preserved in peace and prosperity.

The severe winter of 1872-3 was followed by a cold and dry time, usually called spring,

or the vernal season. The spring months of the past year, while favourable for putting in

the crops, were not favourable to vegetation, the pastures were very poor, and the hay crop

unusually light. This was followed by great heat and drought,which threatened at one time

the total destruction of the cereal crops, bnt thanks to a kind Providence, about the first of

July the genia' showers descended, the crops revived and progressed most wonderfully, and

the result of the harvest may be set down as a fiiir average. The turnip crop, on which the

better class of farmers greatly rely for the production of butchers' meat, and the sustentation

of their stock generally, was a partial fiiilure. This, with a light crop of hay, deprived the

farmer of the moans of keeping as large a stock of cattle and sheep through tlie winter as he

otherwise would have done, and has had a tendency to glut our markets with inferior beef

through the fall and winter months, which has been sold at ruinously low prices. What the

eflFect of* this will be in the coming spring remains to be seen.

The gr^at amount of public work which has been going on in the Provinces lately, and

the high wages paid on these, has drawn away the labouring classes from the farm, cou.se-

quently there has been a scarcity of form hands during the past few years. One of the great

wants of the Canada farmer at the present time is more labourers. We perceive by certiiin

returns that about 38,000 emigrants settled in Ontario last year, a great portion of whom
were farm labourers and their families, and we have no doubt that the liberal policy adopted

by the Ontario Government will have a tendency to attract still larger numbers to our n ible

Province. The Emigration Society of Northumberland and Durham has d ne, and are still

doing, a good work in bringing farm labourers to these uniied counties. Tho.se who arrived

last year, we believe, have given satisfaction t > their employers.

The Fall Show of this Society was held at Port Hope in connection with the Township
of Hope Society. There seemed to be a falling off in the minor part of the Exhibition

; but

in the different classes of stock there was the usual amount of competitiom, especially in

horses, which was the largest ever seen in this Riding. The difficulty seems to be, we have
too many shows. It is the opinion of the Directors of this Society that the Electoral

Division Societies should be done away with by statute, and a Society formed in each of the

twelve districts represented at the Board of Agriculture and Arts. We must not forget to

say that the ploughing match held near Port Hope last fall, under the auspices of the Board
of Agriculture and Arts was a grand success, and it is the general wish that it be continued.

Cavan.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ ct8.

To Balance in hand .. 36 84
" 158 Members' Subscriptions 158 00
" Admissions to Show 73 70
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock

'. 150 00
" " Field Products 28 00
" " Horticultural Products 10 00
'' " Agricultural Implements 5 00

" Arts and Manufactures 2100
" Ploughing Match 54 00
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I cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Agricultural Publications 80 00
" Workiug Expenses 61 21

141 21

409 21

Balance in hand 9 33

Hope.

Dr.
To Balance in hand 5") 13
" 117 Members' Subscriptions 117 00
" Legislative Grant , 140 00
" Municipal Grant 50 00
" Plouching Match 25 50

367 63

Cr.

By Prizes at Grain Exhibition 60 00
" " Ploughing Match ...,. 27 00
" Union Exhibition with County 150 00
" Agricultural Publications 70 20
" Working Expenses 38 63

335 83

Balance in hand 51 80

REPORT.

On the 19th March a Spring Exhibition of seed grain was held at Canton. The quality

exhibited was good, and a large quantity changed hands for the purpose of sowing. Fifty

dollars was granted by the Township Council for prizes, which were duly awarded.

On the 1st May a Ploughing Match took place on the farm of John Pratt, Esq. ; only

eight entries were made—five in the men's class and three in the boys' class. The work done

was very creditable, but a greater number of entries were anticipated. Prizes to the value of

about $40 were awarded.

The Fall Exhibition was held in Port Hope, when the Township Society merged i.s

funds with the County for a Union Exhibition. Although good, it was not what it should

have been in a forming community like ours Your Directors would urge on their successors

in office to devise some means by which this Society may be placed on a better basis than at

present. They are of opinion that so many Township Exhibitions taking place nearly simul

taneously is not advantageous.*****
Manvers.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 45 04
" 78 Members' Subscriptions ... 7- 00
" Admissions to Show 88 87
" Legislative Grant 80 15
" For Special Prizes 24 25

316 31

Ci:.

ByPriz'sfor Live Stock 90 2.5

" Field Products 21 50
•^ " Dairy " 6 00

" Horticultural Products 15 25
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$ cts. $ cts. $ ct.s.

Bv Prizes for Acricultural Implements 17 50
•• Arts ana Manufactures 3G 00

186 50

" Prize of previous year 1 50
'* Preparing Sliow Grounds 6 00
*•' Working Expenses 5.3 66

59 66

247 66

Balance in hand 68 65

Port Hope HmiicuUural Society.

[The Report of this Society was unaccompanied by a financial statement. The subjoined

extracts will be found interesting.]

Your Directors and Ofiicers, in presenting this their fifth annual Report, beg to refer

with pride and satisfaction to the steady progress apparent in the Society'.s Exhibits from

year to year, as matter for congratulation and encouragement in still further pursuing the ob-

jects of the Society.

We can contidcntly p int to our last Show as being the best yet held by the Society,

and can, without fear of contradiction, assert that for excellence it has not been surpassed in

the Province.

The exhibition of flowers, fruits and vegetables was most gratifying, as showing the greater

interest taken in the Society by the community generally, as well as the progress made by

exhibitors in the cultivation of those articles usually displayed.

As an item of progress, we may mention that the Society this year offered more prizes,

and prizes of greater value and for a greater variety of articles, than at any previous Show.

The attendance and the interest manifested was this year very much greater than on any

previous occasions ; this may in a great measure be accounted for by the greater variety of

articles exhibited, but chiefly by the attraction of the Floral Concert, which was held this

year for the first time, and gave so much satisfaction on the first night that it was repeated

by request on the following night. The Society are very much indebted to Mr. Philp fi r the

great pains and trouble he took in organizing and training the children for these occasions,

and to the band for their musical services. ,

There was one feature of this Annual Exhibition which we desire to bring prominently

forward ; that is, the presentation of prizes to pupils in our Public Schools for specimens of

writing and book-keeping ; this we wruld like to see continued and encouraged to a still

greater extent. * * * *

The chief object which this Society has in view is the development of the aesthetic

taste of the community, the cultivation and pursuit of which is one of the purest and highest

enjoyments of life. Taking their stand on that platform, the Society feel that they have the

best of all reasons for making a fre.sh appeal to the Port Hope public for still greater support

and encoumgement in the future than they have hnd in the past. This is a Port Hope insti-

tution, and should have a preference over any Township or County Society. We want as

well as money the hearty interest and co-operation of all our townspeople in the working of

the Society. In glancing at the pa«t, we have reason to feel gratified ; in looking into the

future, we hope to accomplish still greater things. There is no Society that can appeal with

greater confidence to the general public than this one ;
it knows no creed nor nationality, hut

addresses itself to all lovers of the pure and beautiful ; its object is elevating and ennobling : it

excites no prejudices or rouses no antipathies, but invites all to come and cultivate an pcquaint-

ance with Dame Nature's choicest treasures.
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DURHAM, WEST.
Dr. $ CtS. $ Ctfi. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 221 26
" 11 :^ Members' Subscriptions 126 00
" Admissions to Show 659 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Darlington Society 145 00
" J:*loughing Match 264 50
" Miscellaneous Keceipts 3 00

2118 76

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 546 25
" " Field Products 64 50

" Dairy " 29 00
" " Horticultural Products 115 12
" " Agricultural Implements 65 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 103 50
" " Growing Crops 27 00
" " Ploughing Match 280 00

1230 37

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 349 95

Preparing Show Grounds 131 94

Working Expenses 115 11

597 00
1827

Balance in hand 291 39

HEPOKT.

Your Directors, in delivering up the trust confided to them at the last annual meeting,

desire, in conformity to previous usage, and the requirements of the Statute in that behalf,

to submit a brief statement of the operations of the year just closed. They attempt no

elaborate report, but the following simple statement will be sufficient to show that this Asso-

ciation has attained to a degree of power and efficiency never approached in any former period

of its history.

The operations of the year commenced with a Ploughing Match on a scale never before

attempted in the county. Your Directors were enabled to offer the large sum of 8332, with

the view of exciting an interest in this most important element in successful agriculture.

Then followed the Spring Show for the exhibition of entire animals, which was likewise

a great success. Y'^our Directors are happy to state that, while the prize list was considerably

extended, and the premiums raised nearly one hundred per cent., the amount collected for

admission to the grounds was more than sufficient to meet the whole expense.

The Fall Exhibition was admitted by all to have been the best ever held in the county,

whether viewed in regard to the number and excellence of the animals and articles exhibited,

the degree of emulation excited, as shown in the increased number of entries, or in regard to

the general interest awakened in the community, as shown by the large attendance and the

amount of money taken for admission to the grounds.

From a statement herewith submitted, it will be seen that your Directors have been able

to pay the large sum of $1230 in prizes during the year—a sum about one-third greater than

the amount paid in the year 1872, and about one-half greater than that paid in any preced-

ing year. *****
Your Directors are happy to learn that the several Branch Societies in connection with

this Society are also in a high state of efficiency.

Y'our Directors cannot close this report without expressing, in terms of the highest

satisfaction, their sense of the advantages resulting irom the union so happily effected two
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years ago between this Society and the Darlington J-Jranch Society. The most perfect hur-

mony has pervaded all the meetings of the Joint Board, and the results abundantly show the
wisdom of the step then taken. Your Directors earnestly recommend that the said union be •

continued.

Cartwriyhi.

I'R- $ ots. % cts. % ctfl.

To Balance in hand 71 90
" 180 Members' Subscriptions 180 00
" Admissions to i'->how •.., 39 25
" Legislative Grant 140 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 166 75
" " Field Products 17 50
" " Dairy " 6 00
" " Horticultural Products 14 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 48 25

" Prizes of previous years 11 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 30 00
" Working Expenses 45 00

431 15

252 75

86 00
338 75

Balance in hand 92 40

Clarke.

Dr.

To Balance in hand 268 o7
" 197 Members' -"subscriptions 217 00
" Admissions to Show 286 80
" Legislative Grant 130 00
" Municipal Grants 162 00

cts. $ cts. % eta.

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 228 50
" " Field Products . ... 39 00
" " J^^iry " 15 50
" " Horticultural Products 35 50
" " Agricultural Implements 37 50
" " Arts .>nd Manufactures 78 50

1064 37

Preparing Show Grounds 67 01
Purchase of Grounds 173 47
Working Expenses 96 16

434 50

336 64

771 14

Balance in hand ..,, , 293 23

Note.—The Society is reported to be in a prosperous condition. The Fall Show (
Orono was very Huccessful. Both articles exhibited and r.-ceipts were coussiderably in ad-
vance of the previous year.
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Darlington.

Db. . 8 cts. $ cts. $ CtB.

To 94 Members' Subscriptions 94 00
" Legislative Grant 61 10

I;")5 10

Cr.

By County Society lor Union Exhibition 140 85
'' Working Expenses 14 25

155 10

Balance

REPORT.

In compliance with a desire expressed by t!ie members of this society at its last annual

meeting, the union of this society with the County Society, so happily effected in the preceding

year, has been continued, and with highly satisfactory results.

Your Directors have, therefore, nothing to report as a separate organization, but the

operations of the two societies, under the direction of the Joint Board, will be fully set forth

in their report to the annual meeting of the County Society.

The operations of the United Societies have been even more successful in the past than

in the preceding year. The proceedings have been conducted with perfect harmony. The
Directors of the County Society have shown a disposition to act in a just and liberal spirit

towards this society, and there is, in the judgment of your Directors, every reason why the

union should continue.

It will be seen from the list herewith presented, that there has been a considerable fdl-

ing off in the membership of this society, but it will be tound that there is aliiore than cor-

responding increase in the membership of the County Society, and the aggregate membership
of the two societies will be found to have increased.

Bowmanmlle Horticultural Somty.

Dr. § cts. $ cts. $ ct*.

To Balance in hand 27 20
" 29 Members" Subscriptions 29 00
" Admissions to Show 13 60
" Legislative Grant 17 85

87 65
Cr.

By Prizes Fruits 7 OO
" " Flowers and PI ints , 3100
" " Vegetables, &c 19 _5

Preparing for Show 3 50
Working Expenses 10 90

57 25

14 40
'1 65

Balance in hand 16 00

NiTE.—The Summer Exhibition comprised a ^ood varii. y of tl wers. fruits, and vege"

tables in -eason, of exc llent quality. No Fall Show was helil, as the < ounty Agricultural

Exhibition was held iu Bowmanville, which contain' d a good ''splay of horticulturd pro-

ductions.
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ELGIN, EAST.
De. § cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 356 02
•' St» ^lembers' Subscriptions 86 00
" Admissions to Show 115 15
" Lepslative Grant 700 00
" Amount of Mortgage 100 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

Cr.
By Prizes live Stock 4-17 50

Field Products 49 52
" " Dairy " 14 50
" " Horticultural Products 32 75
" " Agiicultural Implements 17 50
" '' Arts and Manufactures 44 25

1367 17

606 02
Unpaid 10 02

Prizes of previous year 19 25
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 417 00
Preparing Show Grounds 22 50
Agricultural Publications 12 00
Working Expenses 96 43

596 00

567 18

1163 18

Balance in hand 203 99

Bayham.
I>B. § cts. 3 cts. $ tb.

To Balance in hand 56 40
" 107 Members' Subscriptions 107 00
" Admissions to Show 00 25
" Legislative Grant 126 00

289 65
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 107 21
" " Field Products 4147

" Dairy " .' 15 99
" " Agricultural Implements 11 50
" " Arts and Manufactures IG 49

192 66
Unpaid 31 20

" Prizes of previous year 36 23
" Working Expenses 18 50

161 46

54 76

216 19

Balance in hand 73 46

JJorchester, Sirutk.

DR- $ cts. § cts. S ct>.

To Balance ill hand 25 71
" 52 Members' Subscriptions 52 00
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Db. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Admissions to Show 1 ^0

" Legislative Grant d 00
139 71

Cb.

By Prizes for Live Stock 45 75

" " Field Products 19 50

" " Dairy " 2 25
" " Horticultural Products 4 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 11 25

Preparing Show Grounds 7 00

Working Expenses 29 27

83 25

36 27
119 52

Balance in hand 20 19

Malahide.

Dr. % cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 45 45
" 116 Members' Subscriptions 116 00
" Admissions to Show 30 10

" Legislative Grant 137 00
" Proceeds Sale of Stock 115 36
" Miscellaneous Receipts 1 00

444 91

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 130 56
'' " Field Products 30 61

" Dairy " 8 25
" Horticultural Products 5 54
« Agricultural Implements 10 50

" " Arts and Manufactures 27 08

Keep of Live Stock ; 128 00

Working Expenses 71 27

212 54

199 27

411 81

Balance in hand 33 10

Yarmouth.

Dr. $ cts» $ eta. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 50 01
" 102 Members' Subscription 102 00
" Legislative Grant 93 00

245 01

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 128 4B
" " Field Products 19 99
" " Dairy " 5 50
" " Horticultural Products 6 46
" " Arts and Manufactures 23 46

183 84

Unpaid 25 75

33
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Q^ $ CtS. $ CtS. $ Ct8.

By Prizes of previous year 24 55

" Working Expenses 45 44
69 99

228 08

Balance in hand 16 93

ELGIN, WEST.
Pr. $ CtS. ? CtS. $ CtS.

To Balance in hand 393 95
" 212 Members' Subscriptions 212 00
" Admissioas to Show 284 32
" Legislative Grant 700 00

1590 27

Cr.

By Piizes for Live Stock 415 75
'• " Field Products 37 20
" " Dairy " 25 25

" Horticultural Products 17 68
" " Agricultural Implements 71 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 102 55

669 68

Unpaid 8 15

" Prizes of previous year 8 00
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 280 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 45 52
" Working Expenses 218 25

661 53

551 77
1213 :;u

Balance in hand 376 97

Aldborovgh.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 16 72
" 113 Members' Subscriptions 113 00
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 20 00

289 72
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock . 110 65
" " Field Produce 17 75

Dairy " 1 50
" " Horticultural Products 3 55
" " Agricultural Implements 8 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 12 70

Unpaid

" Prizes for previous year..
" Preparing Show Grounds.
" Purchase of Live Stock ..

.

154
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Cr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Agricultural Publications 18 87
' Working Expenses 95 40

210 37
292 77

Balance due Treasurer 3 05

Southhold and Dunwich.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. I cts.

To Balance in hand --, 48 08
" 211 Members' Subscriptions 211 00
" Admission to Show 65 16
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Proceeds Sale of Live Stock 682 00
•' Miscellaneous lleceipts 42 95

1,189 19

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 118 50

Field Products 15 50
'< Dairy " 10 30

" " Horticultural Products 9 55
" " Agricultural Implements 9 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 38 05

201 15

Unpaid ...,.., 10 05

191 10
" Prizes of previous year 10 45
" Preparing Show Grounds 155 63
" Purchase'of Live Stock 565 10
" PaidNote 107 80
" Working Expenses 148 63

987 61

1,178 71

Balance in hand j 10 48

ESSEX.
Dr. $ cts, $ ets. $ cts

To Balance in hand 287 87
" 115 Members' Subscriptions 115 00
" Admission to Show 165 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant , 100 00
" Amherstburgh Subscriptions 70 00
" Miscellaneous lleceipts 20 57

Cfu

By Prizes for Live Stuck 345 35
" " Field Products 64 50

" Dairy " 20 25
" " Horticultural Products 23 25
" " Agricultural Implements 7 50

35

1,458 44
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Cr. $ cts. $ CtS. $ Ct3.

By Prizes for Arts and M...anufacturcs 82 3G

543 21

Unpaid 7 14

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 417 61

Preparing Show Grounds 8G .57

Ploughing Match in Kent 25 00

Working Expenses 99 60

536 07

628 78

1,164 85

Balance in hand 293 59

REPORT.

The Directors of the County of Essex Agricultural Society, at the close of their term of

office, beg leave to report as follows :

—

That the Annual Exhibition of the Society was held in the Town of Amherstburg, on

the first and second days of October.

Although the number of entries was much greater than on previous years, and the quality

of the different animals, and of the various articles shown, were upon the whole pronounced

excellent by competent persons, the show did not come up to the expectations of the Directors,

in consequence of the greater inducements offered, compared with past years.

The attendance of non-exhibitors was greater than on previous occasions, and the receipts

at the gate correspondingly larger.

It is to be deplored that farmers and others do not take more interest in our Exhibitions,

by showing such articles as they produce that may be worthy of display, thus rendering cur

Exhibitions a success and a credit to the county.

The Directors regret to report a partial failure of the crops for the year 1873—a very

severe drought occurring during the latter part of the month of May, and the month of June,

proved very injurious.

Owing to the ravages of the Colorado potato beetle for the last three years, a very limited

extent of ground was planted in potatoes. What was planted, however, proved to be good in

quality and yield. The destructive pests have, to all appearance received a check, if not

entirely annihilated, so that farmers may expect good crops of this article in the future.

Agriculture in Essex, may be said to be in a transitional state. The farmers generally

are discarding tho older methods of farming, which their fathers have followed and practised

so long, and are adopting newer, and more enlightened modes.

All kinds of farming implements and machinery are coming into general use.

The symmetrical plough of the present, formed upon the most scientific principles, takes

the place of t^e old-fashioned and clumsy one of bygone times.

The cultivator usurps the place of the hoe. The drill performs the work and takes the

place of the oldfashioned handsowing.

The discordant music of the reaper and mower resounds on every hand, whilst that once

useful implement, the scythe, is thrown aside, or hung on an apple tree to rust and rot.

The thrashing machine, with all its noise, bustle, dirt and dust, takes the place of the

flail, and the place of that time-honoured instrument is now vacant, and the place that knew
it once, now knows it no more forever.

The log cabin now gives way to the more comfortable and commodious dwelling. More
attention is given to manuring, to draining, and to other means of enriching the soil, and
rendering it more fertile and productive.

Mixed husbandry is the order of the day. The growing of wheat, barley, oats, Indian-^

corn, potatoes, roots, the raising of stock, and the production of pork and beef, are invariabljl

followed on every farm.

Of pork we might say that it has become one of the staple articles of the country. No^
36
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county in Canada can produce such corn, and it follows as a sequence, that no county can

produce such pork ; Essex pork is now sought after and preferred to any other, as it also

brings a higher market price.

Fruit-growing with us is still in its infancy. Our people are only now becoming awake

to the necessity and profitableness of fruit-growing. It must be confessed that tlie fruit-

growers of this county have much to learn and practice in every way before Essex can take

its proper place among the fruit-growing sections of the country.

In conclusion, notwithstanding these drawbacks, we feel that we have much to be thank-

ful for. We acknowledge that the Giver of every good and perfect gift has drawn our lines

in pleasant places ; that while we render our homage to Him for all the good that we receive

in a way peculiar to e;ich, we feel that we can sit, as His people did of old, each under his

own viue and figtree, and there is none to make us afraid.

Colchester.

Dr. $ cts g cts $ cts.

To balance in hand 462 25
" Members' Subscriptions • 55 00
" Legislative Grant ... 32 33
" Proceeds Sale of Live Stock 204 00

758 58

Cr.

By Cash paid 362 00

Do ^4 75
" Purchase of Live Stock 342 83
" Working Expenses .- 14 00

753 58

Gosfield <k Mersea.

Dr. $ cts. I cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand ... 3 49
" Members' Subscriptions , 134 00
" Legislative Grant 104 92
" Proceeds Sale of Live Stock 184 00
" Loans 390 18
" Miscellaneous 51 30

867 89

Or.

By Paid on Loans 390 15
" Paid on Notes 172 24
" Working Expenses 24 35

586 74

Balance in hand 281 15

Maiden & Anderson.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 71 34
" 50 Members' Subscriptions 71 46
" Legislative Grant 43 68
" Proceeds Sale of Live Stock Ill 00
" Borrowed 250 00— 547 48

Cr.

By Paid Cash loaned 264 38
" Purchase of Live Stock 284 31
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Cr. $ cts. $ cts. 3 eta.

By Agricultural Publications 43 63
" Workinpr Expenses 21 70

614 02

Balance due Treasurer 66 54

Maidstone and Sandwich East.

Ph. $ cts. $ cts. $ ct«.

To Balance in hand 121 81
'• 88 Members' Subscriptions 89 00
" Legislative Grant 51 24
" Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

272 05

Cr
By Prizes for Live Stock 11 00

Field Products 3 00
" " Dairy " 50

" Purchase of Live Stock 84 00
" Working Expenses 17 81

14 50

101 81

116 31

Balance in hand 155 74

Rochester.

Dr. $ cts. % cts. $ eta.

To Balance in hand 63 91
*' 161 Members' Subscriptions 161 00
" Legislative Grant 92 72
" Service of Live Stock 29 40
" Miscellaneous Recipts 16 00

363 03

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 18 00
" Field Products 2 50
"Dairy " 50
" Arts and Manufactures 21 00

Preparing Show Grounds 2 50
Purchase of Live Stock ] 18 00
Working Expenses 38 95

21 00

159 45

180 45

Balance in hand 182 58

Sandwich.
Dr $ cts. § cts. 8 cts.

To Balance in hand 95 30
" 102 Members' Subscriptions 102 00
" Legislativve Grant 62 22
" Proceeds Sale of Live Stock 136 40

395 92
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Cr. $ cts $ cts. $ cts.

By Purchase of Live Stock 478 87
" Interest 21 52

500 .39

Balance due Treasurer 104 47

Tilbury West.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 80 68
' 50 Members' Subscriptions 50 00

" Admissions to Show , 3 00
" Legislative Grant 30 50

164 18

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 66 75
" " Field Products 10 75

Dairy " 75
" " Horticultural Products 5 75
" " Agricultural Implements 2 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 4 75

90 75

Unpaid , 26 50
64 25

" Prizes of previous year 32 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 50
" Working Expenses 9 29

9 79

106 04

Balance in hand 58 14

FBONTENAC.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 249 22
" 242 Members' Subscriptions 297 50
" Admissions to Show 107 19
" Legislative Grant 700 00
•' Miscellaneous Receipts 14 15

1368 06

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 422 50
" " Field Products 44 75

" Dairy " 30 50
" " Horticultural Products 54 50
" " Agricultural Implements 29 00

^' Arts and Manufactures 130 50
" Growing Crops 3 00

714 75

Unpaid 27 25
687 50

" Prize of previous year 12 75
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 225 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 51 60

89
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$ cts. $ cts. S cts.

By Acrricultural Publications 5 75
" Workios Expenses 198 63

480 98
1181 23

Balance in hand 186 83

Kingston.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

" To 93 Members' Subscriptions 93 00
" Legislative Grant : 70 00

Cr. 163 00
By Prizes 132 25
" Working Expenses 8 50

140 75

Balance in hand 22 25

Pittsburgh.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 21 07
'• Members' Subscriptions 62 00
" Legislative Grant 60 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 113 55
" " Field Products 23 25
" " Dairy " 20 00

133 07

156 80
" Working Expenses 26 90

183 70

Balance due Treasurer 50 63

Storrington.

Dr. § cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 6 11
" 35 Members' Subscriptions 52 50
" Legislative Grant 55 00

113 61
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 66 05
*' " Field Products 9 83

" Dairy 6 00
" " Horticultural Products 1 70
" " Agricultural Implements 5 10
" " Arts and Manufactures 12 22

" Prizes of previous year 4 75
" Working Expenses 13 27

100 90

18 02

118 92

Balance due Treasurer 5 31
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GLENGARRY.
Dr.

To Members' Subscriptions
" Admissions to Show
" Legislative Grant
" Proceeds of Rent of Grounds,, and Refreshments ..

" Miscellaneous Receipts

$ cts.

161 00
234 85
700 00
58 90
5 00

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer
" Prizes for Live Stock

" Field Products
" " Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products .

" " Agricultural Implements.
" " Arts and Manufactures .

28.3
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$ cts. S cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Growing: Crops 38 00
" " Ploughiiiir Match 18 00

187 00
" Working Expenses 24 00

211 00

Balance in hand 15 42

GRENVILLE, SOUTH.

De. S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 534 21
" 339 Members' Subscriptions 339 00
" Admissions to Show 626 05
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 150 00
" Borrowed 625 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 135 50

3109 76

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 271 50
" « Field Products 139 50
" " Dairy " 39 50
" " Horticultural Products 105 00
" " Agricultural Implements 134 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 85 00

774 50
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies . , . , 140 00
" Driving Park 400 00
" Grounds and Buildings 1127 66
" Agricultural Publications 6 00
" Ploughing Match, &c 75 00
" Working^Expenses 561 63

2310 29
3084 79

Balance in hand 24 97

REPORT.

^ * * * * *

The sixteenth Annual Fair was held at Prescott on 23rd, 24th, and 25th Sept., 1873.

The first day (a very showery and disagreeable morning) was occupied by the members in

bringing in their articles and products and arranging them, and getting all things in position

both in and outside of the building.

The second day was fine and delightful, the sun shining forth in all its splendour and
magnificence, and everything denoted a day of pleasure and enjoyment. From early morn
visitors began pouring into town in great numbers. The arrangements in Floral Hall were
all complete, and the building with its extensive decorations and articles of every variety was
the attraction of the day. There was a perfect jam in it all day long, while outside, the

driving, and the many fine side-shows, the very exquisite music discoursed by the splendid

Lisgar Brass Band, and various other amusements, attracted their share of spectators. The
judging of the stock and all other articles was proceeded with, and, as far as possible, was
completed on that day.

The third day, with the exception of its pouring rain the whole day, and there not be-
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ing as many visitors present, was much the same as the preceding one, it is to be regretted,

otherwise the attendance (had it not proved so unfavourable) would have been equal to the

second day, and perhaps even greater.

The west end of the building was occupied by the ladies' work, which was shown in

great abundance, there being more on exhibition than at any previous show ever held in Pres-

cott {thanks to the ladies' for that) ; and as to the quality, all was so good that it was with

great difficulty the judges could decide the exhibitors entitled to prizes. The articles ox-

liibited in this class comprised almost every conceivable useful and fancy article that can be

made by the fair ones, even to calico dresses.
*»»**

Roots and Vegetables.—The number of entries in this class was also unusually large,

the space assigned them being by far too small ; but of the quality we cannot speak in too

great praise, as all on exhibition were of excellent quality. We think our farmers here can

compete with any others in this class in British Nortb America.

Dairy Products.—In this department better productions could not be desired. Entries

large, quality unsurpassed.

Grain.—In this class the entries were large, better than last year, and quality very

excellent. * # * * *

Farm Implements.—This class was unusually well filled by a good representation of all

descriptions of reapers, mowers, ploughs, harrows and other agricultural implements. We
were pleased to see the Warrior Mower on exhibition, manufactured in Prescott ; and we are

informed by gentlemen who have used them, that they are equal (if not superior) to any other

manufactured in this or any other country. This, we think, speaks well for our able

managers of the Warrior Mower Company of Prescott.

Stock. Horses.—The entries'were large, and on the whole could not well be beat in any

part of Canada or our neighbouring Republic. Cattle—The entries were larger, and an im-

provement in quality of some former years. Sheep—A fair display in this class. Swine

—

In this class the entries were large, and the display of the several different breeds was very

fine.

Poultry.—We think we are safe in saying that the number of entries in this class by far

exceeds any previous exhibition held here, and birds, which were of all descriptions, were of

the very finest specimens. The amusements on the driving park, all must admit, were of a

pleasing and interesting nature, finishing up without harm or accident to any one, and giving

the highest satisfaction to all. Our success financially would have been materially increased

had we been favoured with fine weather throughout, still, as it was, the receipts were much
larger than on former occasions.******

Edwardsburgh.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 20 02
" C7 Members' Subscriptions 85 49
" Admissions to Show 64 10
" Legislative Grant 139 80

309 41

Ce.

By Prizes for Live Stock 83 75
" " Field Products 6900
" " Dairy " 11 25

" Horticultural Products 28 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 46 50

238 75
" Preparing Show Grounds 11 54
" Working Expenses 44 36

55 90
294 65

Balance in hand 14 76
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GREY, NORTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand 16.3 93
" 132 Members' Subscriptions 137 00
" Admissions to Show 60 6.5

" Legishitive Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00

1161 58

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 279 00
" " Field Products 89 25
"• " Dairy 22 50
" " Horticultural Products 25 50
" " Agricultural Implements 16 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 34 50

467 25

Unpaid 58 25

" Prizes of Previous Year 67 25
" L. G. to Township Societies ..-..., 410 41
" Preparing Show Grounds 27 32
" Working^Expenses 114 60

409 00

619 58— 1028 58

Balance in Hand 133 00

Note.—The Report recommends a renewed effort to establish a central show, to super-

sede the small exhibitions usually held by the townships,

Collingwood.

To Balance in band 10 04
" 203 Members' Subscriptions 203 50
" Admissions to Show 50 62
" Legislative Grant 77 90
" Municipal Grant 30 00
" Special Prizes , 33 25
" Miscellaneous Receipts.. 3 00

408 31
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock , 150 00
" Field Products 55 00

" " Dairy " 17 50
" " Horticultural Products ,...; 1525
" " Agricultural Implements 36 50
" " Arts and Manufactures , 29 25

303 50
Working Expenses 42 75

346 25

Balance in hand 62 06

REPORT.

It gives us pleasure to report that the agricultural prospects in this Township are quite
encouraging. Considerable improvements amongst cattle, sheep and pigs have recently been
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eflfected by the introduction of a lew pedigree short-horn bulls, and some fine specimens of

sheep and pigs.

The production of grain is very satisfactory, particularly in wheat, both fall and spring,

the quality of which is generally very good ; the cultivation of the various varieties of fall

wheat is rapidly increasing.

There is also great interest manifested in the cultivation of fiuit, principally of apples,

plums, pears, &c., and we are happy to say these efforts are being attended with satisfactory

results.

Derby.

Dr. 8 cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 3 37
'• Members' Subscriptions 106 50
" Admissions to Show 6 10
" Legislative Grant 41 00
" Municipal Grant 50 00
'• Miscellaneous Receipts 13 50

220 47
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 76 25
« Field Products 27 00
" Dairy " 1125

" " Horticultural Products 11 25
" " Agricultural Implements ... 3 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 21 75

" Plouiihin^ Match 33 00
184 25

Working Expenses ... 35 41
219 66

Balance in hand 81

Euphrasia.

Dr.
To balance in hand 8 23
" 121 Members' Subscriptions 158 00
" Admissions to Show 17 25
' Legislative Grant 61 91

• Municipal Grant 25 00

Gr.

By Prizes for Live Stock . . . 65 70
" " Field Products 24 60

" Dairy " 6 75
" '' Horticultural Products 6 75
'• " Agricultural Implements 27 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 44 25
'* " Ploughing Match 34 00

270 39

209 05
\Vorking Expenses 45 84

254 89

Balance in hand 15 50

Holland.

To 101 Members' Subscriptions 101 00
" Admissions to Show 14 50

45
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 'Legislative Grant 41 41

" Municipal Grant 20 00
176 91

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 2 75

" Prizes for Live Stock 69 75

" " Field Products 3125
" " Dairy " 3 00
'• " Horticultural Products 10 75

" " Agricultural Implements 2 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 13 25

Preparing Show Grounds 12 00

Working Expenses 24 81

130 00

36 81

169 56

Balance in hand 7 35

St. Vincent.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. I cts.

To Balance in hand 42 94
" Members' Subscriptions 200 00
" Admissions to Show 21 25
" Legislative Grant 72 00
' Municipal Grant 25 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 23 50

384 69

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 68 50
" " Field Products 48 00

'' Dairy " 3 50
" " Horticultural Products 5 75
" " Agricultural Implements... 14 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 18 75
' " Ploujihing Match 39 00

198 00

Prizes of previous years 42 75

Preparing Show Grounds 20 62

Working Expenses 50 66

114 03

312 03

Balance in hand 72 66

fSullivan.

Dr. $ cts. $ ctii. $ ctt.

To Balance in hand 4 13
" Members' Subscriptions 100 50
" Admissions to Show 4 10
" Legislative Grant 33 62
' Municipal Grant ., 30 00

172 36

Ca.

By Prizes for Live Stock 58 50
" •' Field Products 39 75

" Dairy " 9 50

4G
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Horticultural Products. 15 25

•< «« Agricultural Implements , 2 00

" " Arts and Manufactures 16 00

Preparing Show Grrounds 8 85

Working Expenses 15 20

141 00

24 05

165 05

Balance in hand 7 30

Sydenham.

])r $ cts. ^ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 56 42
" 46 Members' Subscriptions 46 00
'' Admissions to Show , 4 20
" Legislative Grant 18 04
'' Municipal Grant 30 00

154 66

Cb.

By Prizes for Live Stock 49 25

" Field Products 13 00

Dairy " 5 25

" " Horticultural Products 13 75
'• " A.rts and Manufactures 3 25

84 50

Unpaid 4 75

79 75
" Prizes of previous year 27 00

• Working Expenses 37 25
144 00

Balance in hand 10 66

Note.—The agriculture of the township is reported to be improving, and recommends

the candid consideration of uniting for a central exhibition.

Owen Sound Horticultural Society.

Da. $ cts. 8 as. S cts.

To Balance in hand ... 44 43
" 92 Member's Subscriptions ,— 128 00
' Admissions to Show
" Legislative Grant ,

" Miscellaneous Beceipts

n.

iy Prizes for Fruits
" Flowers and Plants
" Vegetables

' " Ladies' Work, &c.

" Preparing Show
" Working Expenses

249 56

59 25
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GREY, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 ct8.

To Balance in hand 129 73

106 Members' Subscriptions 106 00

Admissions to Show 16 07

Lea;i?hitive Grant 700 00

Municipal Grant 100 00

Miscellaneous Receipts 9 79

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock ...

•' " Field Products ,

" " Dairy
" " Horticultural Products.

Agricultural Implements .' 31

Arts and Manufactures
481 25

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00

Preparing Show Grounds 8 00

Working Expenses 105 7r

259
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Qr_ $ CtS. $ CtS. S Ct8.

By Prizes of previous year 1 00

" Working Expenses 30 03

31 03
178 03

Balance due Treasurer 1 54

Bentinck.

Dr. $ OtS. $ CtS. $ ots.

To Members' Subscriptions , 59 00
" Legislative Grant ^ 52 95
" Municipal Grant 40 00

151 95

Cb.

By Prizes for Live Stock 56 50
" " Field Pi:oduct8 27 00

" Dairy " 7 50 ,

'< " Horticultural Products 1 00
(< u Agricultural Implements 3 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 7 50

102 50
" Working Expenses 22 00

124 50

Balance in hand 27 45

UgreinoiU.

Dr.

To Balance in hand 51 59
" 101 Members' Subscriptions 106 50
" Legislative Grant 89 75
*' Miscellaneous Receipts 8 05

255 89
Cr.

By Prizes Live Stock 90 75
" " Field Products 26 25
" " Dairy " 19 25
" " Horticultural Products 10 25
•' " Agricultuaral Implements , 19 00

' " Arts and Manufactures 24 25

189 75

Working Expenses 44 74
234 49

Balance in haad 21 40

Melandhon.
Dr. $ CtS. § cts. $ CtS.

To 69 Members' Subscriptions .. 69 00
" Admissions to Show 25 18
" Legislative Grant 58 35

152 53
Cr.
By balance due Treasurer 4 95
" Prizes for 1873 80 25

4 49
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§ CtS. $ CtS. S Ct8.

By Preparing Show Grounds 17 50
" Working Expenses 29 01

307 00
Unpaid 47 75

" Prizes of previous year 9 50
" Working Expenses 58 52

259 25

68 02

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 41 50
" " Field Products 15 50
" " Dairy " 1 50
" " Horticultural Products 3 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 12 25

74 50
By Working Expenses . 20 17

131 71

Balance in hand 20 82

Normanhy.
Dr. $ CtS. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 125 04
" no Members' Subscriptions 110 00
" Admissions to Show 7 75
" Legislative Grant 98 22
" Municipal Grant 25 00

Cr. 366 01

By Prizes for Live Stock 120 25
" " Field Products ..., 44 50

" Dairy " 11 25
" " Horticultural Products 50 00
" " Agricultural Implements 23 00
•' " Arts and Manufactures 58 00

327 27

Balance in hand 38 74

Osprey.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. § cts.

To Balance in hand 00 94
" 50 Members' Subscriptions 50 00
" Admissions to show , 2 00
" Legislative Grant 44 87

97 81

94 67

Balance in hand 3 14

Froton.

Dr. § cts, .$ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 9 49
" 34 Members' Subscriptions 34 00
" Admissions to show , 6 00
' Letcislative Grant 30 40

r9 89
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Cr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 31 00

Field Products 1175
Dairy " 2 25

" •• Horticultural Products 1 50
" ' Arts and Manufactures 9 75

Preparing Show Grounds 4 00

Working Expenses 8 21

56 25

12 21

68 46

\

Balance in hand 11 43

HALDIMAND.
Dr. S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 9 92
" 130 Members' Subscriptions l30 00
'• Admissions to Show 149 60
" Legislative Grant , 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 50 00

1039 52

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 301 00
" Field Products 43 50
" Dairy " 15 50
" Horticultural Products 7 75

" " Agricultural Implements 35 25
" " Ai'ts and Manufactures IS 00

Legislative Grant to Township Societies , 391 30
Preparing Show Grounds 134 47
Working Expenses 92 75

421 00

618 52

REPORT.
1039 52

Your Officers and Directors in carrying out the past year's business, beg to state that

they held their Annual Spring and Fall Exhibitions, and lioth showed a superiority over

other or former years, both in regard to quantity and quality. You are all doubtless aware

of so many fine-bred animals being now owned in this county, and we are proud to say still

increasing ; and we trust in a few years that we will be second to none in the Dominion.

When we look to other counties and compare them with ours, we should rejoice. We here

have nothing to complain of; our soil is as good as there is in the Dominion, if we only cul-

tivate it in a proper manner, we are almost sure of good returns ; and our financial resources

are far above some other counties, particularly our neighbours across the line. There is one

thing that has always heretofore been a great drawback to our Agricultural Shows here in

this county, the want of a suitable building wherein to exhibit our domestics ; we have had
nothing wherein we could exhibit anything in the way of '' Fine Arts," or domestics. But
now we have a superior building, one that reflects great credit upon the Agricultural Society

of this county.

The prosperity of this County Agricultural Society depends altogether, like all other

societies, upon our own exertions. See what has been accomplished the past year, let it be

a precedent. Now let us endeavour to excel the past year, and make the County of Haldi-

mand Agricultural Society second to none in the Dominion—its deserving place.
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Dunn and South Caytiya.

I'r. ^ cts. $ ct8. $ ctfi.

To 1 1 7 Members' Subscriptions 117 25
• Admissious to Show 3 65
" Lcirislative (rrant 46 40
*' Municipal Grant 10 00

177 30
By Prizes tor Live Stock 99 25

" Field Products 18 75
" Dairy " 4 75
" Horticultural Products ,,. 9 50
" Afrricultural Implements 3 25

" " Alts and Manufactures 12 OO

147 50
Unpaid 19 25

Prizes of previous year 21 50
"Working Expenses 24 30

128 25

45 80
174 05

Balance in hand 3 '2b

Rainham.
I>R. S cts. ^ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand » 27 25
" 98 Members' Subscriptions 98 00
" Admissions to show 12 00
" Legislative Grant 64 90

202 15

By Prizes for Live Stock 83 00
" " field Products 16 50
" " Dairy " 2 50
" " Horticultural Products 3 50
'' " Agricultural Implements 17 25
" " Arts and Manufactures y 05

131 80
Unpaid 6 70

" Prizes of previous year 8 70
" Working Expenses 26 76

125 10

35 46
160 56

Balance in hand 41 59

Seneca, Oneida,, and N. Caijugu.

^^-
-f cts. $ cts. 5J cts.

To 218 Members' Subscriptions 253 00
" Legislative Grant

, 140 00
'' Municipal Grant 40 00

(Jr.

By Balance duf: Trea.surer , I4 go
" Prizes for Live Stock 202 75

52
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S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Field Products 27 2-5

" " Dairy " 10 00
" " Horticultural Products 14 7-5

" " Agricultural Implements ". 24-50
'' " Arts and Manufactures 27 00

Preparing Show Grounds 7 -53

Working Expenses 51 61

366 25

59 14

440 19

Balance due Treasurer 7 19

Note.—The society is reported to be in a satisfactory condition : the annual exhibitions

have of late years steadily increased in quantity and improved in quality.

Walpole.

Dr. S cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Members' Subscriptions 272 00
" Admissions to Show 142 20
'•' Legislative Grant - 140 00

554 20
Ce.

By Balance due Treasurer 69 09
" Prizes for Livestock 260 2-5

" " Field Products -36 75
" " Dairy " 11 50
" " Horticultural Products 8 25
" " Agricultural Implements 26 00
" " Arts and Manufactures -39 75
" Miscellaneous 6 00

388 50,
" Preparing Show Grounds 13 25
" Working Expenses 57 50

70 75

528 34

Balance in hand 25 86

HALTON.

Dr. S cts. $ ct5. $ cts.

To 267 Members" Subscriptions 461 00
" Admissions to Show , 514 90
' Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00
" ^Miscellaneous Receipts 25 00

1800 90
Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer , 51 13
" Prizes for Live Stock 502 00

" Field Produce 93 00
" ''Dairy " 33 50
" " Horticultural Products 5100
" '' Agricultural Implements 69 00
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

Bv Prizes for AYts and Manufactures 241 25
" Plouirhiui' Mutch 52 00

1041 75
Unpaid 65 00

Prizes of previous year , 80 00
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Preparing Show Grounds 173 52
Working Expenses 217 15

976 75

890 67
1918 55

Balance due Treasurer 117 65

Esquesing.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 134 98
'• 200 Members' Subscriptions 261 00
'• Admissions to Show 194 00
' Legislative Grant 93 91

683 89
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 187 00
" Field Products 61 00
" Dairy " 12 00
•• Horticultural Products 25 25

" " Agricultural Implements 20 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 73 00
" " Ploughing Match ,... 48 00

Preparing Show Grounds 25 20
Working Expenses 98 87

426 75

124 07
550 82

Balance in hand 133 07

Nassagaweya.

Dr.
_

I cts. % cts. $ eta.

To Balance in hand 17 34
•' ^I'embers' Subscriptions 180 50
•• Legislative Grant 76 28

274 12
Ck.

By Prizes for Live Stock 170 75
" Field Products 31 35
' Dairy " 9 50

Horticultural Products 15 15
Agricultural Implements 6 25
Arts and Manufactures..... 16 25

249 25
'• Working Expenses 24 33

273 58

Balance in hand 54
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Nelson.

Da , -S cts. S cts. % cts.

To 152 Members' Subscriptions 318 75

' Admissions to Show - 42 00

Legislative Grant 132 79

Municipal Grant 30 00

• Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00
533 54

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 315 00
' " Field Products 44 75

" " Dairy " 23 00
" Horticultural Products 13 00
" Agricultural Implements 12 50
" Arls and Manufactures 23 00

431 25

Working Expenses 35 29
466 54

Balance in hand 67 00

• Trafalgar.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 72 70

" 240 Members' Subscriptions 255 00

Admissions to Show 20 50

Legislative Grant 126 72

Municipal Grant •- 100 00

Miscellaneous Receipts 14 50
589 42

<o
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 252
" Field Products 54 00
" Dairy " 19 00
" Horticultural Products 23 75
•' Agricultural Implements 48 00
" Arts and Manufactures 77 25

Prizes of previous year 3 00

Working Expenses 81 08

474 75

84 08

558 83

Balance in hand 30 59

HAMILTON.
Dr. $ cts. .$ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 2095 85
" 329 Members' Subscriptions 329 00

." Special Subscriptions 1035 84
" Legislative Grant 350 00

• xMunicipal Grant 400 00
'• Proportion of surplus of Central Show 2349 28
' Miscellaneous Receipts ,

99 04
6659 01
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Cr.

Bj amount contributed to Central Show
• Working Expenses

cts $
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Bangor, Herschel, &c.

Dr. 8 cts. % cts. 8 cts.

To Balance. in hand 59 78
'< 63 Members' Subscriptions ... 63 00
" Legislative Grant 108 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock ..,. 81

Field Products ,

Dairy "

Horticultural Products

Agricultural Implements

Arts and Manufactures

Ploughing Match

Preparing Show Grounds ....

Working Expenses

81
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Dr S cts ^ cts $ Ct8.

By Prizes of former year
•• Preparing Show Grounds.

• WorkiuiT Expenses
G9 71

e
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REPOHT.

We, the President and Directors of the East Hastings Agricultural Society, in pre-

senting this our Sixth Annual Eeport, are pleased to be able to record an advance in the

number of our members, and to say that on the whole our Society is still progressing.

Our Fair was held at Roslin on the 15th October last, and was a decided success. The
number of Cattle shown was very large, and many of them would have competed favorably

at the Provincial Exhibition in London last September.

The display of Horses was very good indeed, and some very superior animals were shown

in the several departments, which does great credit to the Agriculturalists in the Riding.

In all the various classes the Show was good, and through the day the judges, exhibitors,

and visitors all seemed to enjoy themselves in firstrrate style.

Your Directors were much pleased to see the interest manifested in the Fair by the

ladies in this riding, and earnestly hope and trust that they will continue to aid us in this

good work.

Thurlow.

Dr. ' % cts. $ cts. % cts.

To Balance in hand 34 39
• 51 31embers' Subscriptions 61 00
• Admissions to Show 1 70

• Lesislative Grant 140 00
237 09

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 94 75
" " Field Products 21 25

Dairy " 19 00
" Horticultural Products 5 25

« " Agricultural Implements,... 14 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 3130

186 30
Unpaid 14 25

172 05
' Working Expenses 17 70

189 75

Balance in hand 47 34

REPORT.

The President and Directors of the Thurlow Agricultural Society in presenting their

tenth Annual Report beg leave to state that, on the whole, notwithstanding the unusual dry
season, our fair, which was held at Thresher's Corners on the 14th of October, was a decided

success.

In horses (particularly entire) the show was unusually large, and several very fine

animals were on exhibition.

The various classes of cattle, sheep and swine were all well represented, and we think

fully equal to any former exhibition.

The show of agricultural implements and carriages was not so large as your Directors

would like to have seen, but some very good machines and carriages were shown, which
displayed good taste in the owners and manufacturers thereof.

The various departments in the hall were all well filled, and told truly that great care

and skill had been used to produce such unusually fine samples of grain, roots, and vegetables
of the various kinds. In the ladies' department every space seemed filled to the utmost, and
many articles shown here would have compared favourably at a Provincial Exhibition.
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Tyendinaga.
Dr.

'

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balaace in hand 20 30
• 67 Members' Subscriptions 68 00
" Legislative Grant 140 00

328 30
Cr.

Bj Prizes for Live Stock 91 00
" Field Products 31 75

" " Dairy " 6 75
" " florticultural Products 10 00
" " Agricultural Implements 18 2.^1

" '• Arts and Manufactures 17 08

174 83
" Preparing Show Grounds 9 88
*' Working Expenses 14 00

23 88

198 71

Balance in hand 29 59

HASTINGS, WEST.

Tn'-R,l •

T, ^
$ Cts. $ Ot-S. $ Ct8.

lo Jsalance in hand 245 04
" Members' Subscriptions 252 00
" Admissions to Show 629 42
" Legislative Grant

, 7OO 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

1836 46
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 307 55
" " Field Products 79 05
" " Dairy " '.'.'.Z'.Z'.'. 47 00
" " Horticultural Products 39 15
" " Agricultural Implements 120 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 238 60

825 10
Unpaid 81 40

. T, • ^ '^3 70
rnzes of previous year 80 50

" Preparing Show Grounds 691 .50
" Keep of Live Stock 20 00
'• Working Expenses I45 55

937 58

1681 28

Balance in hand I55 13

HURON, NORTH.
Dr
rri '-r, 1 . , , S CtS. $ CtS. $ Ct«.
lo rJalance in hand gn 11

" 194 Members' Subscriptions 194 00
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Cr. •$ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Legislative Grant 700 00
' Miscellaneous Receipts 59 75

Cti.

By Prizes for Live Stock
" Field Products .

" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products..
•' " Agricultural Implements.
" " Arts and Manufactures..
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Cr. $ cts. S cts. 8 cts.

By Balance due Treasurer 8 37
" Prizes for Live Stock 184 25
" " Field Products 50 00

" Dairy •' 17 25
" " Horticultural Products ... 10 00
" " Atjricultural Implements 32 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 58 00

352 50
Unpaid 138 95

" Prizes of previous year 39 50
" Preparing Show Grounds 4 50
" Working Expenses 37 58

213 55

81 58
303 50

Balance due Treasurer 6 27

Grey.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 18 42
" 91 Members' Subscriptions 91 00
" Admissions to Show 99 35
" Legislative Grant 47 87

256 64

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 76 75
" Field Products 15 75
•' Dairy « 7 25

'' " Horticultural Products .' '5 00
" " Agricultural Implements 11 75
" " Arts and Manufactures »13 00

129 50
Unpaid 34 25

" Prizes of previous year 9 50
' Working Expenses 36 49

95 25

45 99
141 24

Balance in hand 115 40

Howick.

Dr. S cts. $ cts, $ cts.

To Balance in hand.... 12 83
' 1.33 Members' Subscriptions , 133 00
" Admissions to Show 24 39
" Legislative Grant 67 02

237 24

Cr.

By Prizes for live Stock 74 75
" " Field Products.. 16 65
" " Dairy " 6 75
" " Horticultural Products 6 75
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Agi-icultural Implements 13 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 24 10

142 50

Working Expenses 46 13

188 63

Balance in hand 48 61

Mcxn-is.

Bra.

To 156 Members' Subscriptions 156 50
" Legislative Grant 61 98

Ce.

By Balance due Treasurer 11 11

" Prizes 148 00
• Working Expenses » 16 00

218 48

175 11

Balance in hand ... 43 37

Turnhury.

Dr.

To Balance in hand 93 88
'• 157 Members' Subscriptions 157 25
" Admissions to Show 39 12
'• Legislative Grant 54 93

345 68

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 174 25
" " Field Products 14 25
" " Dairy " 75
" " Horticultural Products 7 50
« u Agricultural Implements 21 00
'• " Arts and Manufactures 18 50

236 25

Unpaid 59 75

" Prizes of previous year 21 75
" Preparing Show Grounds 7 60
" Working Expenses 39 40

176 50

68 75
245 25

Balance in hand 100 43
Note.—Special Prizes were awarded by private parties to the amount of ^40, not in-

cluded in the report.

HURON, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. § cts.

To Balance in hand 106 61
" Members' Subscriptions

^;
88 00

" Voluntary Subscriptions • 703 20
" Legislative Grant ... 700 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00

1697 81
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Cr. is cts. $ cts. $ Ct8.

By Prizes for Live Stock ' 555 50

Field Products 109 75
" Dairy " 93 50

" *' Horticultural Products GO 45
" " Agricultural Implements 47. 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 145 75*

1011 95 ^

" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
" Working Expenses 185 89

605 89
1617 84

Balance in hand 79 97

Hay.
Dr. S cts. $ cts. $ ot«.

To Balance in hand 77 73
" 182 Members' Subscriptions 194 00
" Admissions to Show 26 33
" Legislative Grant 78 27
" Municipal Grant 100 00

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock Ill 75
" " Field Products
" " Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements

•' " Arts and Manufactures

Unpaid

HI
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Stephen & Usbome.

Dr. S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 281 Members' Subscriptions 281 00
" Admission to Show 302 40
" Legislative Grant 107 05
" Municipal Grant 300 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 62 50

1052 95

Ck.

By Balance due Treasurer 4 75
" Prizes 348 90
" Preparing Show Grounds 138 91

" Working Expenses 106 75

599 31

Balance in hand 453 64

Tuckersrrdt/i.

Dr. . $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Members' ^"subscriptions 450 00
" Admissions to Show 421 48
" Legislative Grant 138 00
'• Miscellaneuus Receipts 74 50

1083 98

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 24 60

"Prizes 429 00
" Working Expenses 296 04

749 64

Balance in hand 334 34

Goderivh Horticultural Society.

Dr. $ cts. § cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 6 25
" 98 Members' Subscriptions 109 25
" Admissions to Show 54 31
" Legislative Grant 56 94
" Municipal Grant 25 00

Cr.

By Prizes 134 65
" Preparing for Show 11 00
" Working Expenses . a 55 45

251 75

201 10

Balance in hand 50 65

REPORT.

The Directors in presenting their Fifth Annual Report, beg to state that the financial position

of the Society is very satisfactory, for which we are indebted to the Town's people and Coun-

cil for the generous support they extended to the Society last year.

The membership was larger than the year previous, and the amount received upon the day

of Exhibition at the door from nou members was more than double the sum received the year

previous, we also had au increase of thirty entries over the previous year.

5 65
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We had a splendid sliow of apples, and very close competition amongst the exhibitors.

They were a very plentiful crop of excellent quality and generally speaking free from worms.

Fears were a small crop, and very inferior in quality, caused we think Ijy the two excessively

dry seasons in succession.

Plums were a fair crop, some curculio. but less rot than the previous year.

Peaches were a fair crop, and very excellent quality. The most of the trees in this lo-

cality were destroyed by the severe winters of 1871 and 1872.

Grapes were a bountiful crop and of excellent (juality ; we find the following varieties suc-

ceed admirably in this locality, viz: Rogers Nos. 3, 4, 15, 19, Salem, Eumelan, Hartford

Prolific. Delaware, Concord and Crevelin^.

Garden flowers were almost a failure this season, ciiised by the dry weather. We had how-

ever a splendid exhibition of greenhouse plants and flowers.

Garden vegetables were a good crop considering the dry season, but there was not so much
competition as in former years.

The show of ladies' work was of excellent (juality, but rather limited in quantity.

The Society's Library continues to be extensively read by the members. We hold a meet-

ing upon the first Tuesday of every month, when the books are exchanged, and occasional

discussions upon Horticulture take place.

Goderich, maintains its reputation as being one of the best fruit-growing sections in the

Province, as shown by our Townsman, Mr. Eoss, carrying off" at the Provincial Exhibi-

tion a first and second prize for collections of Plums, and two first prizes for collections of

Grapes grown in the open air, twelve and six varieties. He also took several prizes for sepa-

rate varieties in both Plums and Grapes.

KENT.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. I cts.

To Balance in hand : 84 21
" U8 Members' Subscriptions U8 00
" Special Subscriptions 177 50
" Admis.?ions to Show 600 05
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 350 00
" Proceeds Sale of Seeds 661 72
" Miscellaneous Keceipts 1833 38

4554 8(j

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 442 50
" " Field Products 67 50
" " Dairy " 48 00
" " Horticultural Products 21 50
" " Agricultural Implements 95 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 167 00
" " Special 16 50

Prizes of previous year 34 75
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 358 40
" Preparing Show Grounds 386 48
" Purchase of Seeds 915 69
" Division Ploughing Match 100 UO
" Bank 1712 50
" Working Expenses 173 35

858 00

- 3081 17

3539 17

Balance in hand 15 69
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REPORT.

The financial position of the Society is bettei* than it has been for a number of years.

The usual Spring Fair was held and resulted in a very good show of Horses, but your
Directors regret that the very handsome Prizes offered for thorough-bred stock failed to in-

duce any person to import one to this County.

Your Directors believe that it would be advantageous to the Society to do away with

the Spring Fairs, and have the show of entire Horses at the same time as the Fall Exhibi-

tion ; and would suggest that in the year 1874 the change be made in order to ascertain if

it will be beneficial to the Society and approved of by the Exhibitors of entire Horses.

Your Directors beg leave to report that during the past year they purchased a quantity

of Seed Wheat, Peas and Oats, but regret that they did not meet with as ready a sale as they

should have done, and at the present time there is about 100 bushels of Peas on hand.

That the Annual Fall Fair was held, and the Exhibition on the grounds outside the

building was very good, and a marked improvement in stock, machinery and implements was
observable, the Exhibition inside the building was not so good as in 1872: the attendance at

the Grounds and Exhibition Building was greater than any former year, the sum of 8600
having been taken for admission.

The usual Annual Ploughing Match under the auspices of this Society was not held in

consequence of this place being chosen for the District Match, which, notwithstanding the bad
state of the roads, was a decided success, and your Directors have to congratulate the Plough-
men of the County of Kent, on being able to carry off a large majority of the Prizes.

In conclusion, your Directors think it would be much better if the Annual Meeting of

members was held on Saturday instead of Wednesday, believing that it would result in these

meetings being better attended, and at the same time more convenient for the members, and
your Directors would suggest that such a change be urged upon the Minister of Agriculture.

Harioich.

Dr. S cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 197 01

88 Members' Subscriptions 88 00
Admissions to Show 42 50
Legislative Grant 140 00
Municipal Grant 100 00
Proceeds Sale of Stock and Seeds 468 57
Miscellaneous Receipts 104 50

1140 58
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 154 75
" " Field Products 30 75
" " Dairy " 8 50
" " Horticultural Products 6 00
" " Agricultural Implements 21 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 23 00

244 00
Unpaid 20 75

" Prizes of previous year . 41 75
" Preparing Show Grounds 154 50
" Purchase of Seed 417 50
" Working Expenses 73 25

223 25

687 00
910 25

Balance in hand 230 33
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Ealeigh.

Or. $ cts. g cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 59 27

,'• 65 Member's Subscriptions 65 00

" Leu'islative Grant 110 10
'• Proceeds Sale of Seeds 438 54
" Loan 350 00

1022 91

161 90

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 102 50
'- " Field Products 22 45
" " Dairy " 9 00
" " Horticultural Products 7 65
" " Agricultural Implements 2 OO
" " Arts and Manufactures Ifcj 30

By Purchase of Seed 387 70
" Paid on Loan 240 00
" Working Expenses 35 38,

_ 663 08
8-4 98

Balance in hand 197 93

REPORT.

In the beginning of the year your Directors purchased a car load of seed peas and

wheat in the Township of London, which was sold to the members at a trifle over cost.

The grain was of a good quality, and gave general satisfaction, especially in regard to

peas, as the crop was more free from the bug than for many years. We have for a number

of years past felt the disadvantages of not being able to raise peas on account of the ravages

of the bug. yet wo have reason to believe it is to a great extent disappearing.

Crops in general in this township tor the past year were on the whole under the average.

Fall wheat though not very heavy was a good crop, being about 20 bushels per acre.

Spring wheat hurt badly by the drought, and shrunken, 12 bushels per acre. Oats 40 bush-

els per acre. Peas, 25 per acre. Barley, not much grown, 30 bushels per acre. Corn, about

half a crop, 25 bushels per acre. Hay, 1| tons per acre. Potatoes, some very fine samples

iujured in places partially by the bug.

In the Fall your Directors held their show as usual. Having no grounds of our own
we decided to hold our show at Dealtowu, which was well attended, and on the whole was a

success.

Horses and cattle were only ordinary, yet in the latter class we have some importations

of thorough- ijreds.

In the classes of sheep and pigs we think we are not surpassed by any other township in

the county. Some very fine samples of grain and roots were shown. Potatoes and roots

were a credit to the township, many expressing them superior to those shown at the county

show.

The ladies' department, though the room in which their articles were shown was too

email to show to advantage, presented a very inviting appearance, and great credit must be
given to the exhibitors.

Notwithstanding many expressed their fear that there would be a great falling oflP by
the exhibitors, we have no hesitation in saying that the show of 1873 was equal or ahead
of former years.

The southern portion of this township contains some very fine orchards and vineyards,

and has produced this year some of the finest specimens of grapes in the Dominion.

A few of the farmers are also turning their attention to cheese-makin<r. Two or three

factories have been built, and have been in working order during the summer.

* « # « «
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Tilhiry, East.

D.!.

^

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 30 00
" 60 Member's Subscriptions 60 00
" Legislative Grant 108 30
" Amount Collected 19G 25

Cu.

By Prizes for Live Stock 74 75
" " Field Products
" " Dairy "
" '' Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" '' Arts and Manufactures
" " Ploughiu<:' Match

" Preparing Show Grounds 12 75
" Paid Loan 1.30 37
" Working Expenses 5 00

74
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to decide which were entitled to the first prizes
;
the same may be said of the roots and vege-

tables.

The display of flowers, as usual, attracted great attention and was admired ; the show of

tine arts and poultr}' was much improved ; the ladies' department was never better at any

previous shows, the many kinds of needle work were most exquisitely wrought, reflecting great

credit on the ladies of Kingston ; the display was such as to cause general expression of ad-

miration, which tends to show how much may be done for the interest of such exhibitions by

the ladies" devoting a little time and attention thereto.

It matters but little how much the Directors exert themselves to promote the welfare and

success of the exhibitions, their exertions will be fruitless unless the ladies' and the public in

general take an interest, and assist in promoting the objects of the Society.

It is to be hoped that the great success which has attended the September Exhibition,

will have the efibct of stimulating a desire and determination in the members to aid and assist

at all future exhibitions in forwarding the great object of improvement, which is aimed at by

holding the exhibitions for competition in the various departments.

The Directors are desirous that all, both ladies and gentlemen, should a.ssist in making
the exhibitions both pleasant and instructive, not merely by paying their membership sub-

scriptions and leaving the work to be executed by others, but to make it a point to exhibit one

or more articles for competition—the many classes and descriptions of articles contained in

the prize list are so varied and extensive, as to enable every member to compete.

LAMBTON.
Dr. § cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 235 55
'• 178 Members' Subscriptions 18.3 00
" Admissions to Show 96 56
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grants 350 00
• Miscellaneous Receipts 114 25

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 366 29

Field Products 67 75
" '' Dairy '' .... 32 30

" Horticultural Products .... 3150
" " Agricultural Implements 42 50
" '' Arts and Manufactures 36 98
'•' " Ploughing Match 17 43

1,679 36

594 75

Unpaid 40 48

Prizes of previous year 16 95
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Preparing Show Grounds 300 00
Provincial Ploughing Match 17 43
Working Expenses 228 28

554 27

982 66

1536 93

Balance in hand 142 43

Bosanquet.
^K- ? cts. S cts. -S cts.

To Balance in hand 39 28
• 166 Members' Subscriptions 309 00

'• Legislative Grant 138 60

70
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J)p $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

" Proceeds of Live Stock 109 00
595 88

Cr.

By Pm-chase of Live Stock 422 87

" Service of Bulls 121 00
" Working Expenses 27 80

571 67

Balance in hand 24 21

Brooke.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 cts

To Balance in hand 242 92
" 59 Members' Subscriptions 123 00

" Proceeds service of live Stock 23 00
443 92

€r.

By Purchase of Live Stock 183 75

" Working Expenses 5 75
189 50

Balance in hand 254 42

Enniskillen.

Dr. % cts. $ cts. S cts-

To Balance in hand 169 49
" 101 Members' Subscriptions 103 00
" Admissions to Show 17 10
" Legislative Grant 44 45
" Municipal Grant 175 00
" Miscellaneous Eeceipts 3 00

512 04

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 102 40
" Field Products 31 99
'' Dairy " 13 30

'' " Horticultural Products 1100
« u Agricultural Implements 12 00
" " Arts and Manufactures : 25 86

Preparing Show Grounds 13 00

Working Expenses 70 00

196 55

83 00
279 55

Balance in hand 232 49

Moore.

Dr.
'

$ cts. $ cts, % cts-

To Balance in hand 14 76

" 106 Members' Subscriptions 122 50
" Admissions to Show 9 50
" Legislative Grant 51 45
^' Municipal Grant 20 00
'' Proceeds Sale of Lumber 10 00

228 21

71
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Or. $ cts $ cts. $ cts.

Bv Prizes for Live Stock 80 60
'• Field Products 23 50
" Dairy " 11 00

Horticultural Products 3 75
" Agricultural Implements 13 00
" Arts and iM anufactures 11 25

143 10

Unpaid 44 58
98 52

Prizes of previous year 51 04

Preparing Show Grounds 10 23

Agricultural Publications 22 83

Working Expenses 57 50
141 60

240 12 i

Balance due Treasurer 11 91 1

Plympton.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 cts. I

To Balance in hand 61 54
' 155 Members' Subscriptions 155 00
" Admissions to Show 4 00
" Legislative Grant 75 25

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 118
" Field Products ..

" Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products
n £t Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

175 55
" Preparing Show Grounds 12 00
" Working Expenses 27 85

118
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j)^ $ CtS. $ CtS. $ Ct3.

" " Arts and Manufactures 22 95

151 20

Unpaid 2 05
152 15

' Prize of previous year 3 00

'• "Working Expenses , 29 73

Balance in hand 27 66

LANARK, NORTH.
Dr.
To balance in hand 327 03
' 171 Members' Subscriptions 459 GO
" Admissions to Show 323 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00

" Miscellaneous Receipts 6 52

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock ..

" " Field Products
" " Dairy "
" '• Horticultural Products
'• " Agricultural Implements ,...

" " Arts and Manufiictures
'' '• Ploughing Match 33

265
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are rather small in extent, beins: only about four acres, to fully accommodate the large at-

tendance that conies on exhibition days.

We had one of the best exhibitions last fall that ever was held in North Lanark as re-

gards number, variety and t|uality of entries, and also of number of visitors. You will no-

tice that we received for non-meniber.s, admission to the exhibition, .$323—the entrance fee

being only 10 cts each, it is easily seen how many attended.

Our grains, roots and dairy products are allowed by persons who have taken an interest

in agricultural exhibitions during last autumn, to be equal, and in some respects superior, to

those of any other place in this section of Ontario. Our display of dair}- products both as

regard quantity and quality, according to the opinion of Ira Morgan. Esq , our representative

at the council, fully rivalled the Provincial Exhibition held at London in this respect—while

our ladies department, and fine arts were on a magnificent scale.

There are a number of our farmers taking a lively interest in introducing the most choice

kinds of animals with a view of improving that class of stock here, especially that of horned

cattle.

I am happy in conclusion to say that the object for which agricultural societies are

established is being from year to year on the onward march in North Lanark ; and to take

a drive through the Townships of Ramsay, Pakenham and Lanark, in the month of June,

or in the early part of autumn, would be as pleasant a trip as an admirer of good farming

and well-saved crops could desire.

Dalhoum.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 40 20
" 87 Members' Subscriptions 106 50
" Legislative Grant 119 50
" Service of Live Stock 47 50
" Proceeds Sale of Seeds 87 10
" Borrowed 210 00

610 80

Cr.

By Paid Borrowed Money 165 00
" Purchase of Seed 89 35
" Purchase of Live Stock 304 83
•• Agricultural Publications 34 50
" Working Expenses 24 55

618 23
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^,i. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 63 75

" " Field Products 27 25
• " Dairy "

^.

6 50
" Horticultural Products 10 30 ,

Agricultural Implements 11 50

Arts and Manufactures 14 32
" Growing Crops 12 50

Preparing Show Grounds 15 00

Agricultural Publications 40 00

Working Expenses 27 58

146 12

82 58
228 70

Balance iu hand 80

LANARK, SOUTH.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand ... 129 48
'' 139 Members' Subscriptions 139 00
" Admissions to Show 268 20
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Proceeds Service of Stock 10 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 9 00

1255 68

Cr.

Bv Prizes for Live Stock 156 50
'•' " Field Products 37 50

" Dairy •' 51 50
" " Horticultural Products *. 4120
" ' Agricultural Implements 39 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 166 25
•' " Ploughing Match 25 00

517 45
Unpaid 33 75

483 70
•• Prizes of previous year 38 25
•' Legislative Grant to Township Societies 337 00
•• Preparing Show Grounds 34 89
" Bonus for Service of Bulls 91 00
" Working Expenses 188 40

689 54

1173 24

Balance in hand 82 44

REPORT.

Although no great increase in the number of members has taken place, yet we are glad

to say that the members manifested a more lively interest in its uflFairs than usual. Especially

was this the case in regard to the Annual -Show. There was a considerable increase over

the previous year in the entries in most of the departments. In .t very marked degree was

this observable in regard to Horses, Roots, and Vegetables, Grain and Seeds, and Fruits

7o
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and Flowers, in all of which departments a very creditable display was made. Of course, ol

account of this increase in entries, a much larger sum in prizes than usual was required to b]

paid out—the increase this year over last being no less a sum than 8156 20 This is

gratifyinir report, and your Directors would urge that each individual member put forth nj

newed exertions to increase the membership, and consequently the ability of the society

offer higher and an increased number of prizes. Instead of the membership numbering 1^

as it now does, it should not be too much to expect, with a little exertion, at least 500
manent members.

A rather novel feature in the way of prizes was determined upon by your Directors at

hist Show, viz: the offering of premiums for Babies,—the competition having taken place

cording to certain prescribed rules. Your Directors offer no other reason for this depart!

from the usual r jutine of shows, than a desire to present a new feature in these shows, and
]

force on the attention of the public the active existence of this society. We need hardly si

that the Baby Show was a very decided success in every respect. There were no less thd

34 entries of B:ibies— six having carried off prizes. The receipts at the door on this occasio

was no less a sum than §268 20, being an increase of ?8S 47 over the entrance fee of tb

previous year.

Your Directors having deemed it exceedingly desirable that the Society should posses

suitable grounds and buildings to hold their exhibitions on hereafter, applied to sever;

parties to make proposals for the disposal of sufficient grounds for that purpose. The Pre?

dent will lay before you what offers he has received, and it is for you to say whether it woul

be desirable to purchase or not. No one, we think, will deny the desirability of possessin

such premises, both in respect to convenience and accommodation. We hope you will gi\

this matter your best consideration.
:*; * * * * *

Dr.
To

Cr,

Drummond.

Balance in hand 70 00
47 Members' Subscriptions 79 00
Legislative Grant 140 00
Proceeds service of Stock 49 75

Purchase of Live Stock

Working Expenses

Balance in hand

20G 35
27 40

338 7

233

REPORT.

Notwithstanding the gloomy anticipations indulged in, in the early part of the sun:

mer, owing to the long continuous drought, of the failure ofthe crops—with the exception (

hay and wheat, the other crops were above an average, and of good quality. The potatot

were visited in some localities by what is no doubt but the advanced guard of the much talke

of Colorajd/) Bug ; as yet they have not done much damage.
Your Directors cannot refrain from noticing the growing scarcity of farm help in this 1(

cality, notwithstanding the increase of labor-saving implements, and advise that means I

taken to secure a sufficient number of the Emigrants that annually visit our shores.

Your Directors deemed it advisable to purchase a Berkshire sow, from Mr. John Mothe
well. This .sow succeeded in raising four pigs, which, with their mother, were sold throug

the Township to members of the Society, and will no doubt add greatly to the improvemei
of this part of out stock.

They also secured the services of two grade buU.s, one by purchase the other by hire: th(

were of great service and convenience to the members, and we trust the funds of the societ

will be in such a favorable state next year, as will warrant the purchase of one or more par

bred animals.

76
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They also sold the (. otswold ram belonging to the Society and purchased two pure bred

jeicester rams, one at two year old, the other a lamb, they were purchased on very favorable

erms, and we trust they will be successtul in raising the quality of our flocks.******
Montague.

)ii, S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

L"o balance in hand 48 80
•• 54: Members' Subscriptions 62 00

Legislative Grant 140

250 80

Jb.

By Prizes for Live Stock 66 25
" " Field Products 32 00
•' " Dairy " 10 75
•• " Horticultural Products 4 25

" Agricultural Implements ."3 50
" Arts and Manufactures 15 75

Preparing Show Grounds.. 2 00

Agricultural Publications 6 00

Working Expenses 25 60

132 50

33 60

166 10

Balance in hand 84 70

LE^DS, SOUTH.
I'K. $ cts. $ cts. $ Cts.

To Balance in hand 204 92
" 417 Members' Subscriptions 417 00
" Admissions to Show 329 11
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Donations 54 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock ISO
" " Field Products
" " Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Exhibition Buildings 672 90

• Working Expenses , 167 95

ISO
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(^R. $ Cts. $ CtS. $ Ct:

By Frizes for Live Stock 98 32
" - Field Products 2195
" " Dairy - 3 75
•' " Horticultura! Products 14 25
" " Aiirioultural Implemeuts 13 27
" '' Arts and Mauufactures 24 24
" '• Growiau' Crops 49 2G

Working Expenses

225 04
28 60

Balance in hand 24

Crosby, North.

Dr. I cts. $ cts.

To Members' Subscriptions 205 12
" Extra Subscriptions 17 25
" Legislative Grant 189 37
" Miscellaneous Receipts 48 31

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer ,

" Prizes for Live Stock 112 00
" Field Products 10100

^' " Dairy " 12 00
' " Horticultural Products 24 00
" " Arts and Manufactures | 54 15
" •' Growing Crops 42 00

Working Expenses.

81 01

345
24

15

14

460

450 3

Balance in hand 9 7

Dk.

To

Lansdown.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 94 10

112 Members' Subscriptions 140 60

Special Prizes 20 00
Legislative Grant 106 00

Proceeds Service of Stock 23 50

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 68 75
" Field Products ... 12 00
" Dairy 26 25
" Horticultural Products 10 82
" Agricultural Implements 13 25
" Arts and Manufactures 25 47
" Ploughing Match 14 00

170 54
Unpaid 14 00

Preparing Show Grounds
Purchase of Live Stock ,.,

8 00
92 50

§ cts. $ ct'

384 2

1.7)6 54

78
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Tr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

Bv Purchase of Seed 49 88
• Agricultural Publications 31 00

Ploughing Match. &c U 00
Working Expenses 24 10

219 48
376 02

Balance in hand 8 18

,
LEEDS, NORTH, AND GRENVILLE.

Dr. '$ cts. .$ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 316 44
Members' Subscriptions 56 00

• Admissions to Show 210 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 15 00

1297 44
Or.

By Prizes for Live Stock 186 47
" Field Products oO 75

" " Dairy 13 00
" Horticultural Products 2100
" Agricultural Implements 49 84

•' '• Arts and Manufactures 79 83
•' " Growing Crops 38 84

419 73

Unpaid 49 04
370 69

Prizes of previous year 49 33
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 398 18

" Preparing Show Grounds ' 116 05
« Purchase of Seed 14 00
" Agricultural Publications 19 00
» Working Expenses 188 19

736 42
1156 44

Balance in hand 141 (JO

Kitley and Elmsley.

Dk. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

fo Balance in hand 50 40
" Members' Subscriptions 88 96
" Legislative Grant 119 00

By Prizes for Live Stock 92 50
• " Field Products * 18 50
• " Dairy " 10 25

" Arts and Manufactures 12 25

258 36

By Preparing Show Grounds, 12 75
' Service of Stock 31 75

79

133 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Airricultural Publications 15 00
" Working Expenses , 12 15

71 65
205 15

Balance iu hand 53 21

Otford.

Dr. $ cts. I cts. $ ct8.

To Balance in hand 35 63
" 79 Members' Subscriptions .. 79 00
" Admissions to Show 24 40
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 10 00

289 03
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 89 75
" " Field Products 20 15
" " Dairy " 7 75
" " Horticultural Products 5 30
" " Agricultural Implements 8 00
*' " Arts and Manufactures 26 95

157 90
By Preparing Show Grounds 7 25
" Working Expenses 34 92

42 17

200 07

Balance in hand 88 96

fVolJord.

Dk. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 2 03
" 65 Members' Subscriptions 105 00
" Admissions to Show 4 00
" Legislative Grant 140 00
." Service of Stock 43 00

294 03
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 100 25
" " Field Products 28 85
" " Dairy " 10 45
" " Horticultural Products 4 25" " Arts and Manufactures „ 21 25

165 05
By Purchase of Live Stock 103 60
" Working Expenses 24 38

293 03

Balance in hand 1 oO

LENNOX.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. ^ cts.

To Balance in hand 153 (14

" 284 Members' Subscriptions 285 00

80
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$ cts. 8 cts. $ cts.

To Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 12 00

150 04

Or.

By Prizes for Live Stock 415 85
" Field Products 37 75
" Dairy " 23 75
" Horticultural Products 21 65
" Agricultural Implements 135 15
" Arts and Manufactures 94 83

728 98
Unpaid 65 00

By Prizes of previous year 48 35
•• Legislative Grant to Township Societies 109 tO
•• Working Expenses 101 74

663 98

259 09

923 0^

Balance in hand 226 97

Amherst Island.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To balance in hand 87
" 55 Members' Subscriptions 57 00
" Legislative Grant 50 00

107 8<

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 74 02
•' " Field Produce 20 20

Dairy " 3 00
'' " Arts and Manufactures 6 07

103 29
'• Working Expenses 4 50

107 79

Balance in hand 08

Fredericksburgh North.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 12 28
•' Members' Subscriptions 66 50
•' Legislative Grant ^9 00

137 78

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 55 25
•' " Field Products 14 25

" Dairy " 4 50
" " Horticultural Products 10 37
" " Arts and Manufactures 14 88

" Preparing Show Grounds
•' Working Expenses

99 25
16 10
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LONDON.
Dr. $ cts, $ cts. $ cts.

To Balanfe in hand 190 93
•• 2(11) Members' Subscriptions 200 GO
'• Legislative Grant 350 00
'• Miscellaneous Keceipts 4 43

CR.

h\ Western Fair 350 00
•' H. C. Thompson 200 00
• Working Expenses 91 56

745 36

641 56

Balance in hand 103 60

Note.—This Society held no exhibition, in consequence of the Provincial show taking

place in London.

LINCOLN.

L»R. $ cts. $ cts. 3 cts.

To Balance in hand 70 12
•' 579 Members' Subscriptions 579 92
'' Admissions to Show ... 401 55
" Legislative Grant 700 00
•' Municipal Grant 400 00

2151 59

By Prizes for Live Stock 622 50

Field Products 78 50
" Dairy " 22 00

" " Horticultural Products 157 25
" " Agricultural Implements 15 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 148 25

1043 50
Unpaid 163 63

879 87
" Prizes «f previous year . 46 25
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 577 22
" Working Expenses 252 75

1249 97

2176 09

Balance due Treasurer 24 50

Clinton.

Dr. $ cts. § cts. ^ cts.

To 207 Members" Subscriptions 209 00
" Admissions to Show 233 97
" Legislative Grant 93 68
" Municipal Grant 50 00
" Mibcellaneous Pieceipts 2 77

5S9 U
82
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Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock .. 230
" " Field Products

" Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

cts.

75

45 90

10 00

22 15

9 50

53 90

Working Expenses

S cts. § cts.

371

115
20

64
486 84

Balance in hand 102 58

Dk
To

Cr.

By

Grantham.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 37 79

254 Members' Subscriptions 506 00

Legislative Grant 256 92

Union County Show
Working Expenses..

cts. $ cts.

747
15

92

00

800 71

762 92

Balance in hand

Note.—The Society united with that of the county for a union show.

Giivishy.

Dr.
To Balance in hand
" 75 Members' Subscriptions.
" Admissions to Show
'' Legislative Grant
" Municipal Grant
" Miscellaneous Receipts ..

$ cts. % cts. $ cts.

37

77
10

53
50

1

00

00
00
78
00

25

I'R.

By Prizes for Live Stock 100 52

Field Products

Dairy "

Horticultural Products ..

Agricultural Implements

Arts and Manufactures .

Preparing Show Grounds
Working Expenses

22
4

21

4
12

28

28

27

50
60

229 03

165

9

38

45

00
33

212 78

Balance in hand 16 25

IDr.

Louth.

$ cts. $ cts. % cts.

bTo 67 Members' Subscriptions 119

Admissions to Show
Legislative Grant
Donations

1

45
20

00
50
62

00

83
186 12
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(,'R. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

Bv Balance duo Treasurer 14 41
•"

Prizes for Live IStock 97 00

Field Pi-oduots 20 25

" « Dairy " 3 00
" '< Horticultural Products 15 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 22 50

158 00
Unpaid 9 00

149 00
'' Working Expenses 18 95

182 36

Balance in hand 3 76

XoTE.—Thoutih less interest, perhaps, was manifested in the Society this year, than on

some former occasions, the display of stock, dairy products and fruits was not inferior, and

in some instances, in point of quality, decidedly better. Manufacturers take but little interest

in the Society.

MIDDLESEX, NORTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 40 21
'• 330 Members' Subscriptions 330 00
' Admissions to Show 352 91
•' Legislative Grant 700 00
'' Donations 26 85

1449 97

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 415 00
" " Field Products 66 65
" " Dairy " 19 25
" " Horticultural Products 23 15
" " Agricultural Implements 36 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 71 20

631 25

Unpaid Ill 70
519 55

" Prizes for previous year 109 75
" Legislative (rrant to Township Societies 420 00
" Preparing Show Grounds > 205 59
" Working Expenses 149 94

885 28
1404 83

Balance in hand o... 45 14

Note.—This Society continues to progress j and the state of some of the six township

societies in the Riding, appears to be satisfactory. East Williams Society has resolved to

unite with the county society for the future.

Adelaide.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 51 25
" 122 Members' Subscriptions 123 00
" Legislative Grant , itl 50

:65 75

84
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Cr. $ cts. $ [cts. 8 cts.

Bj Prizes for Live Stock 96 90
" Field Products
" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" '•' Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

Preparing Show Grounds
Working Expenses

10 84
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McGriUivray.

Dr.
'

$ cts. $ cts. $ ctP.

To Balance in hand 43 97
'• 72 Members' Subscriptions 101 25
•• Admissions to Show ... 2 00
•• Legislative Grant 72 00

219 22

C'R.

By Prizes fir Live Stock , 91 75
•' •' Field Products 20 00

" Dairy " 7 75
" " Horticultural Products 10 50
" " Agricultural Implements 4 50
" " Arts and :\ranufactures 20 00

" Ploughing Match , 12 00

166 50
Unpaid..... 35 00

" Prizes of previous year 20 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 5 00
" Working Expenses 19 25

131 50

44 25
175 75

Balance in hand , 43 47

' Williams, East.

Df. $ cts. .$ cts. $ cts.

To 50 Members' Subscriptions 50 00
" Legislative Grant 37 50

Cr.
By Balance due Treasurer 13 20
" Prizes for Live Stock

" Field Products
" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" » Arts and Manufactures ... 3 00

89 34

81
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Dairy Products 5 75
" " Horticultural Products 5 50
" " Agricultural Implements 6 50
" " Arts and Manufactures . . 18 75

141 75

Unpaid . 15 50

Prizes of previous year 32 ^0

Preparing Show Grounds 75 00

Special Prizes 55 00

Working Expenses ... 54 85

126 25

217 35
:-!75 10

Balance due Treasurer 12 -35

MIDDLESEX, EAST.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. -S cts.

To Balance ia hand 43 55
" 211 Members' Subscriptions 223 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
' Interest 265 50
'' Proceeds Sale of Land 1000 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 2 75

2234 80

Cb. _ - _

By Provincial Association ... 211 00
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
'• Deposited in Bank 1000 00
" Western Fair Fund 250 00
" Taxes on Land 64 00
•' Working Expenses , , 251 04

2196 04

Balance in hand 38 76

Note.—This Society held no exhibition in consequence of the Provincial Sho.w taking

place in London.

REPORT.

In looking back at the year that has elapsed since our last annual meeting, we feel that

we have great reason to be thankful for the many blesi^ings that we have enjoyed in this

highly -favored land. The result of the past season's operations on the farm have been, on the

whole, satisfactory : crops, in general, have been good ; fall wheat, in particular, was of extra

quality—and although barley and spring wheat yielded less than an average, the high price of

the barley has gone far to make up the deficiency. In taking a general view of the state of

agriculture in the county, we have reason to congratulate ourselves on the general progress

and improvement that is taking place in every department. True, there is much need of

further improvement, but, looking at what has been accomplished in the past, we see good

grounds for hoping for continual progress in the future. It seems to be assumed by most of the

87
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numerous authors that are writing for the instruction of farmers, that ignorance is the chief

cause of our slow progress : that the reason we do not do better is because we do not know
better. This, we believe is a very erroneous idea : scarce!)' a farmer can be found that could

not point out many desirable improvements on his own farm, and it is not by any means want

ot knowledge that hinders his adoption of them. Want of capital, and the scarcity and high

price of labor as compared with the price of produce, are the real impediments in the way of

a better system of agriculture. And we believe there is a good prospect that these obstacles

will be in time overcome. ' Whatever the farmer has to sell will be sure to command a higher

average price as more manufactures are established, and the country increases in population,

thereby increasing the demand in our home markets. And the contemplated improvement of

the canals and competition of railroads will give us cheaper and better facilities for reaching

the markets of Europe.

As Canada becomes better known in the Old World we hope that immigration will make
labour more plentiful. And, as for capital, we believe there is not a body of men in any

other country in the world, who, within the last thirty years, have increased their property

so much in proportion to the amount they had to commence with, as the farmers of this part

of Canada : the great majority having commenced with nothing, and have now secured to

themselves a comfortable independence.

We were happy to see that the Provincial Exhibition, held in this city last fall, was, in

every way, equal to our most sanguine eypectations. It was generally acknowledged to have

been the best exhibition, taken as a whole, that was ever held in this Province, and congratu-

late you that the people of this section of Ontario have fully sustained their high character as

liberal, active supporters of Agricultural Exhibitions. The crowds that tlironged the grounds

during the show proved that our people appreciate the benefits to be derived from such institu

tions, and are ever ready to patronize whatever tends to the public good.

Most of you will recollect that it was stated in the report of your directors at the last

annual meeting, that the conveyance of the land formerly owned by this Society, was not

completed on account of some defects in the title, and that your directors had applied

for an Act of Parliament to perfect the title and complete the transaction. The Legislature

of Ontario passed the Act as we required, and, in the month of May last, the deed was given

to Mr. Harvey, and the first instalment of $1,000, and interest, was paid to our Treasurer.

The money has been lodged in Mol.son's Bank to the credit of this Society. And we hold it

desirable that the principle should be affirmed at this meeting that the directors of your

Society should not expend any of the principal sum derived from the sale of your real estate

without having first obtained the sanction of the members at the annual meeting, or at a spe-

cial meeting called for that purpose. You will see by the financial account that will be sub-

mitted to you by the Treasurer, that we have paid the sum of 864 to the City of London,

being taxes for the year 1872, on the Talbot Street Land. We thought this an extraordinary

demand, and sent a deputation to the City Council to try and get the taxes struck off ; we
then sought legal advice on the subject, but found there was no remedy.

We are happy to inform you that the prospect of a good Western Fair next fall was

never better. The Joint Board have a larger amount of surplus funds in hand to apply to

that object than they have ever had before, and the grounds and buildings have been well

fitted up la.st fall for the Provincial Exhibition, and a large amount of extra accommodation
provided that was very much neoded, and will, no doubt, contribute materially to our

success.

In fact, the only shadow ot doubt with regard to the success of the Western Fair, in

future, arises from the attempt that is now being made to open the streets through the Exhi-

bition Grounds. If the streets should be opened, and kept open for public travel, it would,

undoubtedly, ruin the grounds for exhibition purposes.

To attempt to give a full explanation of this matter would occupy too much space for

a report of this kind. Many plans have been proposed to obviate the diflSculty. but

the policy of your directors has been to keep the grounds as they are, and the streets closed,

if possible. To this end a petition was prepared and circulated by your directors, and

numerously signed by the inhabitants of the county, praying the Legislature of Ontario

to pass an Act to close these streets. A petition was also prepared by some members of the

Joint Board, and signed by 700 of the citizens of London, praying the City Council to peti

tion the Legislature for the same purpose. We believe the City Council have not as yet
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taken any decided action in the matter, but from the strong feeling in the city in favour of

keeping the Exhibition Grounds where they are, and as several public bodies advanced

large sums of money at the request of the city authorities to assist in erecting the Exhibition

Buildings in full confidence that the grounds would be held entire for exhibition purposes
;

and from a knowledge that several leading members of the City Council have lamented that

the law gave them no power to close the streets, and so keep faith with those who so

liberally came to their aid when they were pledged to provide the necessary accommodation.

From these considerations we have full confidence that the new City Council will cordially

join with us in the petition to the Legislature. And, in that case, we have no doubt the

prayer of the petition would be granted, and the future of the Western Fair secured.

If it fails it will likely occasion great loss and inconvenience to the farmers of this part

of the country, and especially to the citizens of JiOndon. At the best, we could only say that

the future would be uncertain, and it will require, on the part of your directors, vigilant atten-

tion to guard your interests.

Dorchester^ North.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 37 00
" 94: Members' Subscriptions 120 00
'• Legislative Grant 93 71
'•' Municipal Grant , 30 00

280 71

Cr.

By Total prizes awarded 170 00

^ Unpaid 116 2.5^
53 75

" Preparing Show Grounds 107 50
" Working Expenses 28 17

189 42

Balance in hand 91 29

Note.—The reason why so large an amount of prizes remains unpaid, is, that a large

number of successful competitors contributed their prize money towards liquidating the debt

remaining on the show grounds.

London.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 66 04
" 217 Members' Subscriptions 217 00
" Legislative Grant 139 47
" Municipal Grant 20 00

Miscellaneous Receipts 15 31

457 82
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 267 75
" " Field Products 27 50

" Dairy " 6 50
" " Horticultural Products 6 75
" " Agricultural Implements 14 75

" Preparing Show Grounds 22 03
" Working Expenses 51 90

323 25

397 18

Balance in hand 60 64

89
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Nissouri; West.

$ cts.

Balance in hnnd 13 ."iS

Monibors' ^^uh?criptions 64 00

Legislative Grnnt 46 86

To

Cr.

Bv Prizes for live St( ck
" Field Products
" Driry •>

*' Horticultural Products
" Arts and Manufactures

Preparins: Show Grounds
Working Expenses

60
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$ cts. $ ets. S cts.

By Prizes of previous year 36 05
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 411 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 21 54
" Paid on Purchase of Grounds 125 76
" Working Expenses 154 83

749 18

1100 28

Balance due Treasurer 61 31

Note.—The Society continues to make steady progress, and the report expresses the

deep regret of the members in consequence of the death of Mr. James Keefer, who had for

many years acted as Secretary-Treasurer, with great assiduity and much benefit to the Society.

Caradoc.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 53 56
•' Members' Subscriptions 72 00
" Admissions to Show 17 75
" Legislative Grant 76 00

Cr. 219 31

By Prizes for Live Stock 93
" " Field Products

" Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products....
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

93
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Metcalfe.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ ct.-

To Balance iu hand 87 42
" 122 Members' Subscriptions 154 50
'• Admissions to Show 3 50
" Letiislative Grant 140 00
" Proceeds Sale of Stock 36 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 13 00

434 42

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 69 75
" Field Products 2150
" Dairy " 5 00
" Horticultural Products 7 00
" Agricultural Implements 4 25
" Arts and Manufactures 9 50
" Plou^hins Malxjh 35 25

Purchase of Live Stock 114 69

Working Expenses . .. 38 00

152 25

304 92

Balance in hand 129 50

Mosa.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 105 50
'•' 114 Members' Subscriptions 117 00
" Legislative Grant 95 20

317 70

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock 117 50
" " Field Products 28 75
'• " Dairy " 6 25
" '• Horticultural Products 12 65
" " Agricultural Implements 19 75
'• " Arts and Manufactures 21 20

" Preparing Show Grounds
" Working Expenses

206 10

11 75
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There was a good t-how of butter, do doubt owing partly to the extra prizes offered for

the best butter by M. G. Munroe, Esq., Wardsville.

MONCK.
Dr. 8 cts. S cts. .8 cts.

To 170 Members' Subscriptions 178 00
'- Admissions to Show 319 07
" Legislative Grant 70^)00
" Proceeds Bent of Grounds, Stalls, &c 93 UO
•'• Donations -13 25

Cr. 1333 32

By Balance due Treasurer 51 77
" Prizes for Live Stock 30U oO

" Field Products 58 25
" Dairy " 8 75

" " Horticultural Products 30 75
" " Agricultural Implements 16 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 62 65

476 90
Unpaid 59 50

417 40
Prizes of previous year 11 00

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 419 97
Preparing Show Grounds 208 00
Prizes at Spring Show 38 00
Working Expenses , 156 23

833 20
1302 3^

Balanee in hand 30 95

Note.—The fall show was larger than usual, and the quality of many of the articles of

an improved character. Improved stock is the great desideratum. Progress is being made,
though in many instances too slowly, in this direction.

Cnnboro\
Dr. S cts. $ cts. § cts.

To Balance in hand 5 30
" 70 Members' Subscriptions 70 00
" Admissions to Show 3^60
'• Legislative Grant 66 91
•• Municipal Grant 20 00
•• Miscellaneous Keceipts 5 75

Cr. — 171 56
By Prizes for Live Stock 113 00

" Field Products
" " Dairy "

,

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures -,

" Preparing Show Grounds
" Extra Prizes

,

" Working Expenses

22 00
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Caistor.

1)R. S cts. $ cts. $. cts.

To Balance in hand 13 91
•• Members' Subscriptions 72 Ou
'• Municipal Grant 30 00

115 91

By Prizes for Live Stock 79 25
" Field Products 10 40

'• " Horticultural products 2 95
" Arts and Manufactures 12 45

105 05
Unpaid 15 76

89 29

Working Expenses 15 38
lOi 67

Balance in hand 11 24

Dunnville.

Dr. S cts. I cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand .• 13 02
" 180 Members' Subscriptions : 184 75
" Admissions to Show 18 00
" Legislative Grant 152 10
" Municipal Grant 5 00

372 87
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock .. 115 50
•' " Field Products 30 00
" " Horticultural Products 24 00
" " Agricultural Implements 30 50
" " Arts and Manufactures • 19 00

" Ploughing Match 26 00

Preparing Show Grounds ....^ 55 00
Working Expenses 52 61

245 00

352 61

Balance in hand - ... 20 26

GainsboTo'.

Dr. $ cts. 8 cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 5 66
" 67 Members' Subscriptions 67 00
" Admissions to Show 13 30
" Legislative Grant , 56 61
" Municipal Grant 30 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock
'' " Field Products
'• " Dairy "
" " Horticultural Products .

'' " Agricultural Implements.
" " Arts and Manufactures .

80
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By Preparing Show Grounds
" Working Expenses

8 cts. $ cts.
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Cr. $ cts. ^ cts. $ cts,

By Prizes for Live Stock 232 50
" Field Products 7100
" Diiiry " 18 25

" " Horticultural Products 102 00
" '< Aij;ricultural Implemeuts 9 50
'«' " Arts aud Manufactures 63 00

496 25

Prizes of Previous Year , 11 50
Preparing Show (jrronuds 22 75
Agricultural Publications 9 30

Working Expenses 104 69

148 24
644 49

Balance in hand Ill 30

REPORT

In presenting this their annual report your committee have great pleasure in congratu-

lating the Society for its marked prosperity and improvement in regard to the number of its

membership, and also the extended prize list offered for the past year to the exhibitors.

The exhibition of the past year was far in advance of the previous year, both in quality

and quantity shown, in fact the amount of entries are so fast increasing that your committee

will be obliged to show in the open air or build a larger hall for the purpose, and yonr com-

mittee would recommend that active measures be taken to build a suitable building for the

convenience of the Society. Your Committee has had the free use of the town hall of the

Town of Niagara for a number of years past, and veiy thankful are they for past favours.

The fruits and vegetables shown last autumn would have done credit to one of the cen-

tral fairs, which have been held in the different parts of the Province.

In horses, cattle, sheep and pigs it is plain to see a marked improvement from year to

year, considering that your Society comprises only the Township of Niagara, along with the

town, which exhibits stock.

The poultry far exceeds any of our past exhibitions.

Last, though not least, the fancy work and flowers exhibited by the ladies of this division

were not only a credit to them but a marked improvement upon previous shows.

During the spring and early summer months of the past year we were visited by a drought

as severe as it was protracted, which almost destroyed the hay crop, and seriously injured the

wheat and spring grain, causing a low average yield, although the quality was unsurpassed.

But it pleased the All-Wise Disposer of events to send at length refreshing showers, which were

the means of putting the corn and root crops above the average, making up in some measure

for the want of hay, and enabling stock-raisers to winter over their herds, although many of

them have had to lessen the number at a serious loss.

The apple crop though not so large as some of our past seasons, was of very good quality

and brought satisfactory prices. The crop of pears was beyond an average, and yielded a

good profit to the growers of that fine fruit. Peaches did very well on certain favoured soils,

but were not an average crop. Cherries, plums and grapes, and the smaller fruits, were a

good yield.

From the damage done the past season by the Colorado beetle in localities where they

commenced early, it seems likely that another year they will cause a general destruction of the

potato crop in this district.

NORTHUMBERLAND EAST
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ ct.-,

To Balance in hand 187 49
" 62 Members' Subscriptions 62 00

96
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3 cts. 8 Ct6. 8 CtS.

To Admissions to Show . 32 75
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Cramahe Society 101 20

1083 44
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 381 25
" Field Products 19 95

" " Dairy " 12 75
" " Horticultural Products 17 75
" " Ao;ricultural Implements 8 GO
" " Arts and Manufactures .' 62 90

502 60
Unpaid 11 48

" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 417 34
" Working Expenses , 63 80

491 12

481 14

972 26

I

Balance in hand Ill 18

REPORT.

The Annual Exhibition of the East Riding, County of Xorthumberland, was held in the

Village of Castleton, in the Township of Cramahe, on the 2nd and 3rd October last.

The Directors congratulate themselves upon the success attending their efforts on that

occasion.

Samples of fall wheat were limited, nevertheless good in quality, as also spring wheat.

The breadth of land sown in barley last spring was small, and the yield therefrom not extra

good, but sample excellent ; but the prices were far in advance of previous years, and the

amount realized was far more than anticipated. Indian corn, although not an extensive crop

sown in this county, has this year proved an over average of former years, as to quality and
quantity per acre.

Considerable attention is now being paid to the improvement of stock. The introduc-

tion year by year of pure-bred bulls of the different breeds, purchased from the best herds in

the Province by the enterprising yeomanry, has made, and is now making, a vast improve-
ment in the native breed of our country.

Probably amongst sheep the greatest improvement will be observable—some fine flocks

of nearly pure Leicesters will be seen in going through the county ; the Leicester being the

variety mostly in favour, although the South Downs have their admirers.

In fruit the display at our exhibition was mignificent. The apple, pear and grape were
well represented. It seems strange that the farmers do not go into fruit culture more than
they do. The best investment a farmer can make is to plant an orchard, also advise our
brother agriculturalists of this riding to give greater attention to the Dairy business , from
reports from those cheese factories which we have any knowledge of, we are satisfied that the

patrooizers thereof are receiving a fair remuneration for their investments.

Brighton.

Da. $ cts. 6 cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 36
'• 103 Members' Subscriptions 103 50
" Admissions to Show 5 76
•' Legislative Grant 88 00

97
197 62
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Cr. $ cts. § cts. S cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 88 60
-' " Field Products 15 52
" " Dairy " 3 25
" " Horticultural Products 5 93
" " Agricultural Implements 8 20
•> " Arts and Manufactures 25 45

U6 95
" Preparing Show Grounds 2 10
•• Working Expenses 34 25

183 30

Balance in hand 14 32

REPORT

The number of entries was 737. beins in excess of any other year previous.

The show of horses and cattle was not what we could have wished, yet quite respectable.

We would urge on all stock-raisers the propriety of introducing a more thorough-bred class of

horses and cattle.

The show of roots, fruit and dairy produce was ({uite above the average, while manufac-

tured goods were not what we could have desired.

Grain very good, especially wheat.

Sheep, pi^s and poultry rather above the average.

In the ladies' department the show was remarkable good.

Your directors have much pleasure in presenting this part of their report, as, notwith-

standing an unprecedentedly early and protracted drought, they are able to report progress as

to the Society, and. thanks to the improved .system of farming, and the energy and industry

of the farmer, a sufficient supply of food has been secured for man and beast. So that the

gloomy forbodings of the husbandman in .June last have been dissipated, and we are thank-

ful to be able to report enough and to spare. As to the Society, we have continued pros-

perity.

We cannot close our report without expressing our approbation of the wise and liberal

policy of the Government in their fostering care of the most important interests of the county,

as exhibited in the improved facilities, granted for the formation and sustenance of Agricul-

tural and Horticultural Societies, of the Drainage Act, and the location and establishment of

that much-needed institution, the Agricultural College and Model Farm.

Cramahe.

Dr. $ cts. § cts. § cts.

To 1 1 5 Members' Subscriptions 115 00
" Legislative Grant 101 20
" Municipal Grant 5 00

221 20

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer ...,

" County Society
" Agricultural Publications
'' Working Expenses •.

.

1 31
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Perrcy.

Dr. 8 cts. $ cttj. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 87 77
" 106 Members' Subscriptions 121 2.5

" Legislative Grant 106 90

Cr. 315 92^

By Prizes for Live Stock 126
" " Field Products . .

" '< Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures

" Agricultural Publications
" Working Expenses

126 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes of Provious Year 7 50
" Prepariuii Show (Grounds 4 /5

" Ai2;ricultural l*ublicatious 37 70
'• Workiao; Expenses 19 05

12 i 75

Balance in hand 7 53

REPORT.

Your Directors after failing to secure the County Society's Show, had a Township Show,

as ou previous occasions, (omitting the Ploughing Match,) and supplied each subscriber with

a copy of •• Fannc/s Adwcate.'" The Show, we regret to state, was in some respects a falling

off from tho^e held on some previous occasions, the articles entered for competition though not

numerous were good in their respective classes.

With regard to remarks relating to the state and prospects of agriculture, &,c., &c., your

Directors and Officers beg to say that, notwithstanding this township is in the second range

from the front, and is, comparatively speaking, rough—a large proportion of it being hilly,

stumpy and stony—the soil, nevertheless being of good quality, the present state of agriculture

is creditable, and the prospects are encouraging. Land is yearly increasing in value. The

shanties some years ago gave way to more comfortable and more comodious log houses ; the

lo" houses are now making room for large, good, and substantial stone or brick dwellings; and

year by year better barns are built, and more shelter for stock is provided. Farmers were

satisfied to improve their land by removing stones, &c. Now a number are extracting pine

stumps, and either convert them into rough but strong, and we presume, durable fences, or

burn them.

Two Joint Stock Cheese Manufacturing Companies were established in the township last

year, and were very successful. More are spoken of, and the success of the past argues well

for the future. All of which is respectfully submitted.

NORTHUMBERLAND, WEST.
Dr. , $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 56 25
" 136 Members' Subscriptions 139 00
" Admissions to Show 222 00
" Legislative Grant 700 GO
" Township of Haldimand for union show 166 02

1283 27

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 362 25
*' Field Products 130 25

" " Dairy " 22 25
" " Horticultural Products 20 75
" " Agricultural Implements 46 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 89 25
" " Ploughing Match 25 00

696 GO
'• Legislative Grant to Township Societies 386 80
" Preparing Show Grounds 52 00
" Working Expenses . , 109 11

547 91

1243 91

Balance in hand 39 36

100
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REPORT.

Your Directors consratulate the Society upon its prosperous condition. We have much
pleasure in stilting that the operations of the Society during the year have been successful.

Your Directors hope the means oflEered for the advancement and improvement of agricul-

ture in its varied branches, will be fully appreciated. We held the usual Spring Fair, for the

exhibition cf fat cattle and the various kinds of spring seeds. There was a very good com-
petition, but we think more of our farmers should avail themselves of the sale or interchange

of pure seeds : it is only by so doing that they can expect to improve their samples and therby

realize higher prices. Later in the season we held a horse fair, and oiFered liberal prizes.

There were three grades— heavy draught, general purpose, and blood; the most numerous
being in the ' general purpose ' class.

As last year your Directors endeavored to form a union with the Townships of Haldi-

mand and Hamilton, we could not prevail upon the latter, but the former did, and it was re-

solved that the fall thow should be held in Grafton. In consequence of Hamilton not joining

in, we deemed it prudent not to give such an extensive premium list as last year, but still such

as would make it sufficiently interesting for competition. Notwithstanding the withdrawal

of that township, the entries did not come far short of the previous year : there were in all,

1,340—the two days were very favorable, the arrangements by the committee were good, and

the proceeds at the gate satisfactory.

Your Directors believe that more good results would follow from extended competition,

than being confined to small sections : believing therefore in the extention of our boundaries,

we have deputed Glover Bennet. Esq. to visit East Durham, and Piatt Hinman, East Nor-
thumberland Eidings, to see if a union could be effected with them for exhibition purposes.

We see the good results of these extensions in the Western part of the Province. We would
suggest to our successors the appointing of a committee of three for that purpose, if, in case

the delegates report the matter as being favorably received by the sister societies.

Another matter of much importance to the Agriculturist was the holding uf the Provii-

cial District Ploughing Match. This was inaugurated by the Provincial Association, the

boundaries of which extended from Toronto, on the West, to Prescott, upon the Ea.st. Cir-

culars having been sent to the various societies in relation thereto, pointing out that if five or

more electoral divisions should join and contribute -S'jS each— that one person from the

division would be a provisional director, to make and carry out all the arrangements. Your
society at mce availed themselves of the opportunity, and appointed the President to look

after our interests. As you are aware, the match was held in the township of Hamilton, and
for the first was highly successful—notwithstandins the dryness of the ground, the work
performed was very satisfactory ; the greatest regret your directors had was in the want of

competitors from this secticn, but hope if it occurs next year that many of our ploughmen
will enter the lists, for we consider good ploughing second to nothing in successful farming.

There were 44 ploughs took part in the work, although more entries were made.

There were 10 in the first, or Iron Class.

30 " second, " Wood "

4 " third, " Bojs' "

Alnwick.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 6 .34

" 68 Members' Subscriptions 68 00
" Admissions to Show 31 98
" Legislative Grant . .„ 71 44

177 76

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 61 18
" " Field Products 2G 2-5

" Dairy " 2 37
101
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$ cts. ,$ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes Horticultural Products 4 30

Airricultural Implemonts 9 10

Arts and Manufiictures 15 70

118 90

Working Expenses 42 80

IGl 70

Balance in hand 10 06

Haldimand.

Dr. $ cts. .f cts. ^ cts.

To Balance in hand 94 04
•• 79 Members' Subscriptions 81 00
" Legislative Grant 85 52
'' Miscellaneous Receipts , ^. 13 00

273 .56

Cr.

" Preparing Show Grounds .33 91
" County Society for Union Show 166 02
'• Working Expenses 5 00

204 93

Balance in hand 68 63

Note.—The Society united with the County Society for holding an Exhibition, which

took place at Grafton, and was very successful.

IJamiUon.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 56 26
" 194 Members' Subscriptions 194 00
'• Admissions to Show 192 58
" Legislative Grant ... 140 00

582 84

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 144 00
" Field Products 86 00

" " Dairy " 9 50
" " Horticultural Products 13 25
« " Agricultural Implements ;.. 14 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 58 00

325 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 41 60
" Working Expenses 52 50

419 10

Balance in hand 163 74

Cobourg Horticultural Society.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand .... 85 07
" 87 Members' Subscriptions 87 00
" Admissions to Show 74 87
" Legislative Grant 89 84

336 78

102
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Cr.

By Premiums for Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables
" Preparino; for Show *.
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Townsend.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. % cts.

To 164 Members' Subscriptions .....' 164 00
" Admissions to Show 104 12
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Proceeds Rent of Grounds, i^'C , 19 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 27 00

Cr. 454 12
By Balance due Ti-easurer 13 50
" Priies for Live Stock 161 75

" Field Products 34 25
" " Dairy " 17 25 ^

" " Horticultural Products 7 50
u II Agricultural Implements 30 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 29 80

281 05
" Preparing Shove Grounds 109 10
" Working Expenses 38 45

442 10

Balance in hand 12 02

Windham.
Dr. ,$ cts, $ cts. % cts.

To Balance in hand
Members' Subscriptions 73
Admissions to Show
Legislative Grant

Cr. 204 25

By Prizes for Live Stock 87
Field Products

Dairy "

Horticultural Products

Agricultural Implements.

Arts and Manufactures...

167 50
•' Working Expenses .. 17 25

e <
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Charlotteville.

Dr. $ cts. ^ cts. $ cU
To 82 Members' Subscriptions 82 GO
" Leo;islative Grant 82 00

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 29 91
" Prizes for Live Stock
" " Field Products
" " Dairy ''

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures
" " Growing Crops

96
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$ CtS. $ CtR. $ Cts.

B}- Proparinp; Show Gronnds 6 00
" Wiirkinir Expenses 24 00

238 18

Balance due Treasurer 21 02

Dr.
To Balance in hand
"115 Members' Subscriptions
" Admissions to Show
" Lejrislative Grant
'• Donations ..

" Uxbridge Society

ONTARIO, NORTH.
8 cts.

404 54
115 00
717 45

700 00
168 00
323 20

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock
" " Field Products
" " Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products .

*' " Agricultural Implements.
" " Arts and Manufactures .

" " Plouijhino: Match

332
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S cts. 8 cts.

Mara.

IV. S cts.

To Balance in hand 2 90
• 31 timbers' Subscriptions 10.5 00

Admissions to Show 2 30
• Lejrislative Grant 56 38
• Municipal Grant 40 00

I'roceeds Service of Stock , 45 00
• Miscellaneous Receipt? 32 50

Cr.

Bv Prizes for Live Stock 10.5 50
• " Field Products.. 30 25

" Dairy " 5 00
" Horticultural Products 6 25
" Arts and Manufactures 16 00

•• Preparing Show Grounds 10 38
'• Agricultural Publications 30 60
'• Working Expenses 37 62

284 08

163 00

78 60
241 60

Balance in hand 42 48

I

Mushoka.

Dr. ,S cts. .? cts. $ cts.

To 110 Members' Subscriptions 120 00
" Legislative Grant 97 00
" Municipal Grant 22 94

Cr. 239 94

By Balance due Treasurer 26 79
•' Premiums 263 43

Preparing Show Grounds - 10 00
•• "Working^Expenses 20 00

293 43
320 22

Balance due Treasurer 80 28

Ramn.
Dr. S cts. S cts. 8 cts.

To 53 Members' Subscriptions 53 00
•' Admissions to Show 5 50
• Legislative Grant 29 59
• Municipal Grant 25 00
Special Prizes 54 00

Cr. 167 09

Bv Prizes for Live Stock 71 00
'' " Field Products U 75

" Dairy " 2 75
" Horticultural Products 4 50

" " Arts and ^Manufactures 10 75
103 75

" Working Expenses 16 50
120 25

Balance in hand 46 84
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Heach t& Scugog.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. .S ctsl

To Balance in hand 36 88
'' 131 Members' Subscriptions 131 00
•' Admissions to Show ; .. .57 20
•' Legislative Grant 74 67
Cr. 299 75
By Prizes for Live Stock 201 00

•' *' Field Products 2.5 25
" " Dairy " 6 25
" " Horticultural Products 4 00
" " Agricultural Implements 25 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 19 75

281 75
Unpaid 32 25

219 50
" Prizes of previous year 7 00
" Working Expenses 21 61

278 11

Balance in hand 21 64

Scott.

Dr. .$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 70 29
" 109 Members' Subscriptions 138 00
" Admissions to Show 21 15
" Legislative Grant 59 23

288 67
Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock

, , 121 00
" Field Products 24 25

''• '• Dairy " 12 00
" " Horticultural Products 12 25
" " Agricultural Implements

, 7 50
" Arts and Manufactures 19 00

196 00

Unpaid 19 00
177 00

" Prizes of previous year 36 25,
" Working Expenses 36 5-4

249 79

Balance in hand 38 88

TJiora.

Dr. $ cts. .f cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 91 48
" 79 Members' Subscriptions 79 00
" Admissions to Show 12 65
" Legislative Grant 42 15

225 28
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 43 75
" " Field Products 14 75

Dairy " 6 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes Horticultural Products 11 50
" " Agricultural Implements 6 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 19 50

102 50
Unpaid 1 50

" Prizes of previous year 11 75
'• N. F. Paterson 43 89
" Working Expenses^ 24 50

101 00

80 14

181 14

Balance in hand 44 14

ONTARIO, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 518 Members' Subscriptions ,.. 577 00
" Admissions to Show 1266 35
" Legislative Grant 700 00
*' Miscellaneous Receipts 499 15

Cr
By Prizes for Live Stock 848 50

Field Products 165 5G
" Dairy " 61 00

" " Horticultural Products 84 00
'• " Agricultural Implements 102 00

" Arts and Manufactures 285 50

3042 50

1546 50

Unpaid 45 25

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 280 00
Preparing Show Grounds 5C0 00
Working Expenses 756 51

1501 25

1536 51

3037 76

Balance in hand , 4 74

Pickering.

Db. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 236 81
" 352 Members' Subscriptions 399 50
" Admissions to Show 626 75
" Legislative Grant 140 00
'< Miscellaneous Receipts ; 15 00

Cr,
By Prizes for Live Stock 465 00

" Field Products 61 50
" " Dairy " ; 53 50
" " Horticultural Products 44 25

109

1418 06
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8 cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes Agricultural Implements 78 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 213 50
" " Growing Crops 31 00

946 75

Unpaid 63 50

Prizes of previous year 7 00

Preparing Show Grounds 116 00

Working Expenses 175 37

883 25

298 37
ll8l 62

Balance in hand 236 44

fVhithy and ^East Whitby.

Dr.
*

% cts. 8 cts. S cts.

To 255 Members' Subscriptions 301 40
" Admissions to Show , 183 85
" Legislative Grant 140 00

625 25

Cr.
By Balance due Treasurer 22 28
" Prizes for Live Stock 261 50
" " Field Products 68 00
" " Dairy " 15 00
" " Horticultural Products ... 11 25
« " Agricultural Implements 31 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 82 00
" " Growing Crops .... 27 00

Preparing Show Grounds

Working Expenses

495 75

14 00
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8 cts. ^ cts. § cts.

By Prizes of previous year Ill 00
" Treasurer as per last Report 184 78
" Preparing Show Grounds 144 30
" Agricultural Publications 200 00
" Working Expenses 1119 43

1759 51
• 4463 51

t

Balance in hand 184 26

BEPORT.

With more than ordinary pleasure your Foard of Directors, in resigning their charge,

refer to the result of last year's operations. Although, in consequence of commercial depres-

sion, considerable difficulty was found in obtaining the usual amount from collections, yet

your Directors are glad to be able to report that a much larger list of premiums than on any
other occasion, was offered, and that the sfreatest number of entries yet made by competitors

took place last season. The weather during the three days of the show continued very
pleasant, and as heavy falls of rain took phce immediately before and after, it proved most
fortunate that, although late in the season, the most favourable week was selected.

The attendance was also highly encouraging, being the largest since the foimation of the

Society, as evidenced by the receipt at the wicket—nearly four hundred dollars more than the

previous year.

In this respect each succeeding season has shewn an advance, and it is to be hoped that,

as our city seems in a fair way of securing the Provincial Exhibition of 1875. the public will

accord an increased measure of support, in order that buildings may be erected and prepara-

tions made for tlie greatly increased competition which must take place under the auspices of
the Board of Agriculture and Arts of Ontario. Apologizing for the brevity of this Report,

your Bofrd in conclusion cannot do better than refer to the statements of the Treasurer,

which exhibit the receipts and expenditure during the year, and shew the Society, excepting
a small amount due the Government, to be entirely out of debt.

OXFORD, NORTH.
Dr. % cts. ^ cts. S cts.

To 326 Members' Subscriptions. 366 00
" Admissions to Show 415 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts , 41 00

1522 00
Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 46 23
" Prizes for Live Stock , 466 80
" " tield Products 90 00
" " Dairy and Provisions 50 25
" " Horticultural Products 38 70
" " Agricultural Implements 46 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 87 25

779 50
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 419 04
" Preparing Show Grounds 46 51
"Agricultural hublications 4 25
" Working Expenses 195 82

665 62
1491 35

Balance in hand 30 ti5
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REPORT.

la subuiittiug for your eousiderution and approval a report of our proceedings, and the

results of the past year s operations, we will refer briefly to the exhibitions in the order in

which they occurred, and offer some suggestions for the future, gathered by experience in the

past.

In the spring of the year 18G9, the directors considered the dissemination of pure and

clean seed-grain of such importance as deserving encouragement, by-way of premiums for

lots of ten busbels, and then to sell such samples as may be deemed worthy, by auction, in

parcels not exceedinj: two bushels, thus distributing a good quality of grain over as large a

space as possible. A seed-fair and exhibition was, therefore, established, and has been con-

tinued ever since ; but the support given to it, and the interest manifested by the parties

directly benefited has been so feeble, that we cannot recommend its continuence any longer,

believing that, after five years experience, it has failed to accomplish the good results antici-

pated, either by the Society, or those who promoted its inception.

The stallion fair was probably the best ever held in connection with the Society. Each
of the three classes was well represented by a large number of valuable animals. The first

prize in each class was awarded to horses whose owners did not comply with the rule of the

Society, which requires all first-prize animals to remain in Woodstock one day in each week
during the season. Their noncompliance with this rule, of course, forfeited their claim for

those prizes. Some dissatisfaction has been expressed by parties in reference to the pro-

priety of continuing the regulation
; but your directors cannot doubt the correctness of the

principle, and would not advise a change in regard to it. AVe feel, however, the force of their

remark, that our " prizes are too small to be any inducement for the fulfilment of the rule

—

that they can do better elsewhere ;

" and we would suggest, that if it is expedient to give

premiums at all for stallions, that it would be better to give a large sum, if by so doing the

object of the Society can be attained.

In referring to the autumn exhibition we shall be brief, as it occurred so recently, and there

are so few members, present or absent, who did not witness it for themselves, hence it is unne-
cessary to speak of it here in detail. We may say, however, that it was the most successful

exhibition we have held. The number of entries was larger and the attenance of visitors

greater than at any previous gathering in connection with the Society. The burden of com-
plaint in many annual reports has been the lack of interest by our mechanics and manufac-
turers ; but this cannot be reiterated by us, for the department of carriages, implements and
domestic manufactures was supremely conspicuous, not only in numbers, but also in the ex-

cellence of materials and workmanship ; and we trust that the good sense then minifested by
our manufacturers will be taken as an indication of progress in the right direction, and that

at future exhibitions they will exceed the efforts of the past. In no department can we say

there was failure, or scarcely mediocrity ; and, in very many classes, we may safely assert,

that excellence was attained.

The prize list has been gradually extended, always keeping pace with the means of the

Society, and though larger the last year than ever before, exclusive of special premiums, the

extraordinary attendance of visitors enabled your directors not only to pay off the last of the

debt incurred in the year 1867, but to leave a balance in the hands of the Treasurer.

At the close of an important era in the history of this Society, it may be assumed to be

quite proper to lay before its members a synopsis of the progress of the Society during the

last decade ; it may be profitable for reflection, and serve as a land-mark and a hopeful en-

couragement for future operations, the progress of which, we trust, will be very much greater

than in the past. We give below a tabulated statement of the various points of interest, re-

marking that the number of entries for each year are not so easily obtained, but that nearly

2,000 entry cards were exhausted for the last exhibition, being the largest number ever re-

corded in one year.

Debt.

$92

fears.
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e« for Admittance.
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$ cts. 8 cts. $ cts.

To Admissions to Show
" Legislative Graut
•' East Zorra Society 97
" Donations

Cr.

Bj Prizes for Live Stock —
" '•' Field Products
" " Dairy "

" Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
•' " Arts and Manufactures

Preparing Show Grounds
Working Expenses

Balance in hand

57 10
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The special prizes this year were very haudsoine, amounting to S63, for which the donors

Lessrs. Snyder. McDonald, Dake, Veitch, Nichol, Laughton, Schlater, Tew, Kau ffman & Co.

l>odge. Perry, Oakley, Jackson, and Badd will please accept our thanks.

Your Directors do not wish to disguise the fact that our finances are not in as healthy

a state as we could desire. The large addition made to our prize list, the withdrawing of

many members from the Society, and the con.sequent gjvernment deficit caused thereby, to-

. tlier with the addicional expense incurred in moduir pens. &c., have reduced our balance to

I le nominal sum of 8G0, after all the prizes are paid. Your Directors have found much
difficulty in selling tickets, being always met with the enquiry, where is the next show to be

lield ? Another evil incident to our show is. that not having a properly fenced ground we
. m.sequently lose a large amount each year by parties not being compelled to come in at the

.ite. Your Directors would recommend that this meeting take into consideration the pro-

riety of procuring and fencing a plot of ground in some central locality, and using the same
j- an exhibition ground. This, we believe, would have a tendency to dispel the non-confidence

ieeliug which now exists in the minds of many.

Nissouri, East.

Dr. S cts. $ cte. $ cts.

To 101 Alembers' Subscriptions 103 75
" Legislative Grant 6Q 20

169 95

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 5 21
" Prizes for Live Stock 96 00
'• " Field Products 16 25
•' " Dairy " 3 75
" " Horticultural Products 2 25
•' " Agricultural Implements 4 25
" " Arts and Manufactures 3 50

126 00

Working Expenses 13 80
145 01

I

Balance in hand 24 94

Zorra, East.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 42 51
" 47 Members' Subscriptions 60 00
' Legislative Grant ,, 47 70

. 150 21

Cr.

Premiums 40 00
- Blandford Society 101 00
'• Working Expenses 1 50

142 50

Balance in hand 7 71

Zorra, W est.

L)R. $ cts. $ cts. S ctg.

To Balance in hand 86 35
•' 164 Members' Subscriptions 174 00
" Admissions to Show 14 65
" Legislative Grant 124 64
• Municipal Grant 20 00

•' Miscellaneous Receipts 9 50

429 14

Hi
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Cr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 149 75
" " Field Products 41 75
-' " Dairy " 16 00
" " Horticultural Products 3 25

" " Airricultural Implements ID 50
" " Arts and ^lanufactures 24 75
" " (Trowincr Crops 25 50

" Ploughing Match 2100
301 05

Working Expenses 43 24
344 74

Balance in hand 84 40

OXFORD, SOUTH.
Dr. S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 154 13
" 53 Members' Subscriptions 53 00
" Admissions to Show 469 64
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Donations . 35 00
" Rents for Tents 136 50
" N. & W. Oxford Society 717 23
" Miscellaneous Receipts 150 00

2415 50

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 527 25
" " Field Products 9175
" " Dairy " 78 25
" " Horticultural Products 47 00
" " Agricultural Implements , 115 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 107 50

967 25

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00

Bills receivable 154 00

N. & W. Oxford Society 755 14

Working Expenses 103 04
1432 18

2399 43

Balance in hand 16 07

Dereham.

Dr. $ cts. ^ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 2 44
" 199 Members' Subscriptions 294 00
" Admissions to Show 145 00
" Legislative Grant 80 16
" Miscellaneous Receipts 20 00

.541 60

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 254 50
" " Field Products 44 75

" Dairy " 34 75
'•' " Horticultural Products 23 75
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By Prizes for Agricultural Implements
" '' Arts and Manufactures

" Preparing Show Ground.-
'•' Working Expenses

8 cts.
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REPORT.

The directors fool much pleasure in presenting this their annual report.

Although we did not succeed in getting the County Society to unite with us for the pa.*t

year, we thiuk the chances are better for this year, ou account of encouragements given
by the IngersoU people, and alter taking in consideration the indebtedness mentioned by
Goodwin in our last report, namely, $465—which, we are happy to say, has been reduced by
one-half the past 3'ear—and, when we take the credit side of the (juestion, we find buildings

and site worth two thousand dollars or more to our credit : we find, by the Secretary's books,

that there were over five hundred dollars expended in prizes, and some little balance on hau'l

after paying the necessary running expenses ; and, notwithstanding the elements have been
injurious to the fencing on Show grounds, your directors feel, in handing over the affairs of

the Society to the new Board of Directors, they leave everything in a very satisfactory position

—hoping our successors in office will liquidate the balance this year, and come out with a clean

sheet.

Oxford, East.

Dr. -S cts. 6 cts. S cvi.

To Balance in hand 2b 31
•' Members' Subscriptions 231 75
" Admissions to Show 13 30
" Legislative Grant .56 67
" Miscellaneous Receipts 72

180
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PEEL.
Dr. S cts, S cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 340 05
'• 392 Members' Subscriptions. . ;598 00
'' Admissions to Show , 962 21
• Legislative Grant 700 00

•' Municipal Grants 389 00
'• Proceeds of Kents and Licenses 184 75
" Donation 25 00

Cr. 2999 01

By Prizes for Live Stock 659 50
" Field Products 13150
" Dairy " 58 00
" Horticultural Products 74 00
" Asrricultural Implements 275 00
" Arts and Manufactures 199 25

1397 25

Unpaid 173 75

1223 50

Prizes of previous year 88 00
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 280 00
Preparing Show Grounds . 73 96
Purchase of Exhibition Grounds , 270 66

Working Expenses 374 88

1087 50
2311 00

Balance in hand 688 01

REPORT.

The Directors of the County of Peel Agricultural Society in submitting their Annual
Report for the year 1873, have the satisfaction of being able to state that a fair measure of

success has attended their efforts on behalf of the Society, and they feel that they have

reason to congratulate the members upon the improved condition of the Society as compared

with what was shewn at the close of 1872. The balance to be carried forward to 1874 ex-

ceeds that brought from 1S72 by s:*.47 96. This marked improvement is, to a great extent,

due to the fact that your Directors took upon themselves to increase the fee for the admission

of non-members to the Fall Exhibition to fifteen cents, thus increasing the revenue from that

source nearly fifty per cent above the receipts of any previous year. Xo perceptible diminu-

tion of the number of people in attendance followed this action of your Directors, and they

would recommend that in case the work of building be proceeded with during the coming

vear. a still further increase be made in the admission fee.

The County Council, in addition to their usual annual grant of 8159, made an appro-

priation of §200 towards a building for the Society, and your Directors would earnestly

recommend that, with this sxam as a nucleus, a sufficient sum be raised or collected, and the

work of building a new Exhibition Hall be proceeded with during the coming year, as the

present building is utterly unfit for the purposes for which it is required. Your Directors had

intended making some improvements in the present hall, to provide increased accommodation

for the last fall fair, but, owing to the want of sufficient funds, the intention was abandoned.

Your Directors would also recommend that a number of stables be erected upon the

exhibition ground, for the accommodation of live stock during exhibition.

PERTH, NORTH.
Dr. 8 cts. S cts. § cts.

To 244 Members' Subscriptions 256 00
" Admissions to Show 442 80
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To Lc•i:i^lativc liraiu

'• Muuicipal Grant, (iiiclu(lm< Ciiuada Comjiany s Doiiatiou)

5 cts.

700 00
73 75

§ cts. $ et«.

Couuty Grant '. 300 00
Proceeds Sale of Seeds

Miscellaueous Iveoeints.

159 95
30 00

Ck.

By Balaiiue due Treasurer

Prixes for Live Stock

Field Products

Dairy '•

Horticultural Products

Agricultural Impleiiieuts 71
Arts aud 3Ianufacturob

'' Plou;;hin<: Match. &,c

Unpaid

Prizes uf previous year

Legislative Grant to Township Societies

Preparing Show Grounds
Purchase of Seed
Working Expenses 298

448
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Dr
To

Ehud and Wallavt.

$ cts.

Balance iu hand ^5 73

I'll Members' Subscriptiuus -11 00

Admissions to Show ••• 38G 21

Legislative Grant 170 OU

Municipal Grants 1^0 00

Proceeds of Concert and Rent of Grounds 95 14

Donations, ckc 1-9 ''8

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 24:^ 50
^^ Field Products 64 75
•• Dairy •' 24 50

Horticultural Products -• H 50

Agricultural Implements • 55 50

Arts and Manufactures 133 60

Unpaid,

532 35

59 25

" Prizes of previous year 42 25

" Purchase and Preparing Show Grounds 468 82
" >Yorking Expenses 127 82

? cts. S cts.

1247 76

473 10

638 89
1111 99

I

Balance in hand

Note.—The Society is reported to be progressing favourably

supplied by purchasing six acres of ground, most conveniently

purposes.

Logan.

Dr. *% cts.

To Balance in hand 19 38
•• 86 Members' Subscriptions 86 00
'' Admissions to Show 10 85
'• Legislative Grant . 85 00
•• Municipal Grant 20 00

Cr. —-

By Prizes for Live Stock 88
" Field Products 22

'•Dairy - 7

•' " Horticultural Products 15
•' Arts and Manufactures 30

135 77

A great want has been

situated, for exhibition

•• Preparing Show Grounds
• Working Expenses

75

25

50
50
75

164 75

Unpaid 15 00

$ cts.

221 23

149 75

5 25#

45 82
200 82

Balance in hand.

KEPORT.

20 41

On the day appointed, a very fine one, the show came off; and although the show in

Mitchell, had been held on the previous days, and it might naturally be expected that th«
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ertect would be to lesson the attendance at our own, the Directors are glad to say, that such (ii<l

not seem to be the case to an appreciable extent, the number of persons who paid for adniis-

«iou to the hall, being nearly as large as in the provijous year.

Your attention has been in former annual reports directed to the desirableness of improv-
ing the breeds of stock, and to the necessity of taking more care in the matter of food and
shelter for animals, and it may be well to agnin draw your attention thereto ; for although

prices for live stock as compared witl; hay and grain are at present very low, and it is a gen-

eral complaint that stock does not pay for feeding through the long winters, it should be re-

membered that if feeding does not pay directly, yet that our farms all have need of manure,
unless we wish to see them in the state in which too many farms may be seen in the older

settled parts of the Province, that state so expressively designated as run ovi. With plenty of

manure ploughed into the land, we may reasonably expect good crops, and in order to have
manure we must keep stock and consume the bulk of our hay and roots upon the farm. Un-
fortunately there is a tendency with many persons to keep too much live stock, and it often

happens with such persons that long before the winter is over their forage is done, while

from sheer hunger, the straw that should have bedded the animal, and so have been made
into manure, has been devoured by the starving beast, which ultimately after existing in

misery thro' the winter until the first warm days of spring, then finally succumbs, or if it

lives is at least half the summer before it recovers the eifects. In any case the owner if he
has not to take off the hide, is left in the spring with a number of living skeletons, and yet

has no manure worth mentioning. This tendency to overstocking your Directors m(.st

earnestly deprecate, and trust that every member of this Society will use his best endeavours
by both precept and example to put an end to.

* ^ :.- -•.-• * #

It might perhaps be as well to consider now is it advisable to endeavour to keep the So-

ciety in existence as a separate and independent Society, or in the event of a fair offer being
made, to amalgamate with some neighbouring Society. As the law now stands, amalgamation
cannot take place with the Townships of FuUarton and Hibbert, or the Town of Mitchell,

they being in the South Riding of the County of Perth. Your Directors, while not under-
caking to advise the dissolution of the Society, are yet bound to admit that the smallness of

the member.ship and the difficulty experienced in inducing persons to subscribe, has disheart-

ened many of them, and they are most of them unwilling to again undertake the position in

which you placed them at the last annual meeting; they have endeavoured, feebly perhaps, but
yet endeavoured to do what they could for the good of the Society, and now beg to resign

their trust into your hands, leaving it for you to say what course is best to pursue.

Momington.
Dr. S cts. 8 cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 28 37
•' 78 Members' Subscriptions 78 00
'•' Legislative Grant 70 .38

176 75
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 123 2-5

" Field Products 3100
" Dairy " 9 50

" " Horticultural Products 2 75
" " *Agricultural Implements 27 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 27 00

221 00
Unpaid 41 25

179 75
" Working Expenses 39 25

219 00

Balance due Treasurer 42 25
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PERTH, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 706 07
" 232 Members' Subscriptions 232 GO
" Admissions to Show 312 75
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grants 232 GO
" Miscellaneous Receipts 17 50

2200 32

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 299 00

Field Products 55 00

Dairy " 18 00
•' " Horticultural Products 52 00
" " Agricultural Implements 59 75

" Arts and Manufactures 92 00

575 75

Unpaid 110 55

Prizes of previous year 77 00

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 482 80

Agricultural Publications
_.

-•- 5 53

Working Expenses " 249 65

465 20

814 98
1280 18

Balance in hand 920 14

Blanshanl.

Dr.
.

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 158 65
" 177 Members' Subscriptions 189 50
" Admissions to Show , 33 62
" Legislative Grant 105 62
" Municipal Grant 57 50

544 89

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 178 00
" " -Field Products 27 50

" Dairy " 8 50
" " Horticultural Products 1100
" " Agricultural Implements 28 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 29 25
•• '' Growing Crops 9 00

291 75

Unpaid 96 00

" Prizes of previous year 4 75
" Preparing Show Grounds ! 112 00
'• Working Expenses , , 55 30

195 75

172 05
367 80

Balance in hand 177 09
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FiiUarton.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts

To Balauco iu hand 40 18
•' lO'J Members" Subscriptious 109 00
" Legislative Grant 68 12
" Municipal Grant 22 50

239 80

Cr.

Bv Prizes lor Live Stock 160 75
'• •• Field Products 29 75
" " Dairy •' 3 75
" *• Horticultural Products.. 8 50
" ' Agricultural Implements 5 00
" •• Arts and Manufactures 15 00

222 75
• Working Expenses 38 48

261 23

Balance due Treasurer 21 43

Hibbert.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. I cts.

To 130 Members' Subscriptions , 139 00
" Admissions to Show , 33 10
" Legislative Grant 79 00
" Municipal Grant 15 00
'• Borrowed 120 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 5 50

391 60

Cr.

By Balance due Treasurer 12 11

By Prizes for Live Stock 167 50
" Field Products 15 25
" Dairy 3 50

" " Horticultural Products 9 10
" " Agricultural Implements 5 25
'• " Arts and Manufactures 24 85
'' " Growing Crops

:
5 00

230 45
Unpaid 63 40

Prizes of previous year .. 25 42
Preparing Show Grounds 47 45
Working Expenses 101 54

167 05

174 41

353 57

Balance in hand 38 03

Mitchell Horticultural Society.

De. $ cts. $ cts. $ eta.

To 187 Members' Subscriptions .* 269 50
'• Legislative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 22 50

432 00

Cb.

By Prizes for Fruits 10 00
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$ Ct3. .$ Cts. I CtS.

By Prizes for Flowers ... 10 00
" " Vegetables 21 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 48 OO

89 75
" Working Expenses 123 50

213 25

Balance in hand 218 75

Note.—The Keport states that the Society after encountering various difl&culties has

become firmly esta; lished, with encouraging prospects of usefulness and success.

PETEllBOKO' EAST.
Dr. .$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 16 65
" 75 Members' Subscriptions 75 00
" Admissions to Show 171 42
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Grant from Asphodel, Belmont and Dummer Society 100 00
" Ploughing Match 26 70

Cr. 1089 77

By Prizes for Live Stock 229 5(i

" " Field Products 52 25
'< " Dairy •' 17 00
" " Horticultural Products 22 50
•' " Agricultural Implements 31 75
" " x\rts and Manufactures 55 25
" " « Ploughing Match 102 00

510 25
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Preparing Show Grounds 7 00

Working Expenses 139 08

566 08

1076 .33

Balance in hand 13 44

REPORT.*****
The annual fall show of the society which was held in Norwood on the 14th and 15th

of October last, was to a large extent a counterpart of the exhibitions of former years. The
weather was most favorable, and on the second day the attendance was unusually large, and
the proceeds of admission to the building and grounds was considerably in excess of previous

occasions.

There was a slight falling off in the total number of entries as compared with 1872.
for which the ladies are wholly accountable. Their department of fancy work, combining
the useful and ornamental, and usually one of the most attractive, was much behind, at least

in quantity, that of former years. What, however, was lacking in this department was amply
sustained in the products of the dairy and kitchen ; the large number of entries of Bread and
Butter fully tasked the taste and judgment of the Judges in making their awards. Grain,

seeds and roots were well represented. The exceedingly fine display of potatoes especially,

both in quantity and quality, was the subject of general remark : the show of garden vege-

tables was extensive and quality good. Some fine fruit was exhibited, but the tnti'ies were
not numerous. Farming implements, and the handicraft of tl e various artizans, had a fair

lej'iesentation.

12.5
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Horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs were exhibited on the new agricultural grounds of the

local Township ^ociety. The show of horses was large, and the competition spirited ; but

we venture to remark, that the horses owned iu this riding, being chiedy of the general pur-

pose class, there is necessarily little of a distinctive character between those exhibited as car-

riage and draught horses. This will only be remedied by the introduction of pure blood, and

more attention being paid to the improving of the breed of this valuable class of animals.

The show of the cattle was a fair average. Sheep and pigs would compare favorably

with other years.

The annual ploughing match, held on the 24th of October, on the farm of Mr. M. Knox,
Otouabee, wo regret to say, was not (juite so successful as that of former years. Although

the day was fine, and the laud iu splendid order, the entries were fewer, and the attendance

of spectators smaller than at any previous match.

Iu common with the rest of the Province, this Riding has sufiered in the results of

the harvest from the long continued drought, which succeeded early sowing time.

Full wheat and late sown grain were least affected, and give a fair average yield ; but

in general, all the cereals were thin on the ground, and short in the straw. In quality, how-
ever, the grain has seldom been better. Hay has been exceedingly light, which, with the

shortness of the straw, has rendered fodder scarcer than it has been for a number of years.

The showery weather, which prevailed later in the season, was most favorable to the

growth of the potato and other roots. Potatoes especially, yielded most abundantly, and
iu quality were excellent.

The fruit crop was a partial failure.

xsotwithstanding that the harvest on the whole may have been less abundant, yet your
Directors feel that there is much reason tor thankfulness to Him " whogiveth the increase,"

for " He has crowned the year with gladness," and there is plenty in our land for man and
beast.

In concluding their report, your Directors congratulate you on the improvement and
signs of solid progress everywhere visible ; in the old log dwellings giving place to brick and
frame ; in well-made roads ; in the increase of labor-saving machines ; in the establishment

of various manufacturing industries ; and in the rapidly increasing value of farming lands
;

all evincing that the E. K. of Petcrboro' is second to no County in the Province of Ontario
in material wealth and prosperity.

Asphodel, Belmont and Dummer.
De. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 7 G5
" 173 Members' Subscriptions .... 173 00
" Legislative Grant 102 43
" Borrowed 400 00
'' Proceeds Sale of Seeds , 731 05
" Exhibition Grounds ...... 60 00

Cr.

By Loan paid 414 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 61 11
" Purchase of Seed 872 05
" County Exhibition 100 00
" Working Expenses 25 93

1474 13

1473 09

Balance in hand , 1 04

REPORT.

From the treasurer's financial statement, which will be read to you in detail, it will be
observed that the income has been insufficient to meet the necessary expenditure. A mai-ked
decrease in the Society's share of the grant from the government, and the want of the usual
receipts for admission of non-members to the annual show, accounting for this result.
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In carrying; out your instructions at the last annual meetinii' in the building of a sub-

stantial fence around the new exhibition grounds, your Directors have incurred a debt of

about one hundred dollars. Sixty dollars of which having been required for immediate pay-

ment was borrowed for a term of eighteen months. This sum and an -imount still due and

unpaid for lumber and nails, will be required to be provided by our successors during the en-

suing year.

The annual exhibition of the county Society having been held withiu our limits, no show

was held by your Society during the past fall, but the sum of one hundred dollars wag con-

tributed to the funds of the county Society towards their prize list.*******
Burleigh, Anstruther, Chandos and Cardiff.

Pk. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To 32 Members' Subscriptions 32 00
" Admissions to Show 4 50
" Legislative Grant 34 30
" Municipal Grant 40 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 1 75

Ce.

By Prizes for Live Stock
'"' " Field Products

" Dairy "
" " Horticultural I'roducts .

" "
_

AgTicultural Implements.
" " Arts and Manufactures .
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Cr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 56 20
" " Field Products

Dairy "

Horticultural Products

Arts aud Mauutactures

Prizes of Previous Year..

Prepariuii; Show Grouuds
Workiui;- Expenses

19 00
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PETERBORO', WEST.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 ets.

To Balance in hand 121 43
' 85 Members' Subscriptions 90 00
'• Admissions to Show 265 50
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 21 75

1198 68
(1r.

By Prizes for Live Stock 23 5 25
" Horticultural Products 23 75
" Dairy " 45 25

" " Agricultural Implements 31 00
" " Arts and Manufactures , 86 75

420 00

Unpaid 100 75

319 25
'• Prizes of Previous Year 34 95
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 560 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 50 34
" District Ploughing Match ..... 29 00
" Working Expenses 68 25

742 54

iOn 79

Balance in hand 136 89

Moiuighan, South.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 29 97
" .')9 Members' Subscriptions 59 00
" Admissions to Show 2) 95
" Legislative Grant 140 00
' Miscellaneous Receipts 1 50

251 42
Cr.

By Prizes 182 00
• Preparing Show Grounds 14 75

Workins; Expenses 20 35

217 10

Balance in hand 34 32

REPORT.

In presenting the report of the Society's operations for the year just closed, we have no

special new feature to report. It is gratifying to know that the Society still continues in good
working order. The past season was remarkable for abrupt changes of temperature and the

prevalence of high winds. On the whole the soil has yielded remunerative returns for the

labours of the husbandman.
* * * * * * *

Owing to the poor pastures, stock of all kinds was in thin condition to commence winter.

We would wish to call the attention of brother farmers to the desirableness of growing more
green crops for feeding stock during the dry summer mouths

;
perhaps western corn grows the

largest crop and most nourishment per acre of any that has been tried in this section of coun-

try. We are of the opinion that if farmers met occasionally to compare notes regarding the

best kinds of stock, and how to care for and manage the same; also the most profitable crops,

9 129
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aud the best methods of cultivutiug the soil for the different kinds of" grain, roots, vegetables,

«ic. By such a course we are persuaded that very material beuetits might be gained by all.

The Fall show of the Society was on the whole a successful one. Of the different classes

of horses there was a fair show, and some good animals were exliibited. Cattle were largely

exhibited, but with the one exception, were all grades, Mr. Wm. Rutherford showed a fine

specimen of a yearling thoiough-bred Durham bull. Sheep: in no kind of stock exhibited is

there as keen competitijn as in sheep, neither has any class been as much improved. There
are several exhibitors, but Mr. John Stephenson stands at the head. Leicesters and Cotswolds

the only kinds shown. Pigs not extensively exhibited, although some good Berkshires were

on exhibition. In poultry there was not a large show, although some superior geese and good
turkeys, ducks and fowls were exhibited.

The samples of the various kinds of grain, although not numerous, were of good quality.

In roots there was rather a limited show, although there were some very good turnips, white

carrots and mangolds. In fruit the show was .scarcely up to the usual standard, doubtless

from reasons before mentioned. lu dairy produce there was a very good show. Fairdale

factory showed several fine cheeses. Batter was well represented in quantity, and of a super-

ior quality.

Ladies' work, tine arts, &c.— Under this head the show was periiaps not so large as on

some former years, but the various articles exhibited indicated much care and labour in their

preparation. In the paintings and drawings there were some on exhibinion which showed a

good deal of artistic skill and taste.

On the whole the operations of the Society for the year just closed have been character-

ised with a fair share of success, and with a united effort in the future as in the past, much
good may yet be accomplished.

Smith, Ennismore and N. Monaghan.
I)b. -S cts. $ cts. I cts.

To Balance in hand 41 31
" 60 Members' Subscriptions 61 00
" Admissions to Show 7 10
" Legislative Grant 140 00

249 41

Ca.
By Prizes for Live Stock 96 00

" Field Products 30 50
'• " Dairy " ... 9 00
" " Horticultural Products 6 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 22 25

164 25
Unpaid 16 25

148 00
Prizes of Previou* Year 32 00
County Ploughing Match 15 00
Working Expenses 25 18

220 18

Balance in hand 29 23

PKESCOTT.
D«. $ cts. $ cts. .$ cts.

To 55 Members' Subscriptions 56 00
" Admissions to Show 116 86
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts , 1 00

873 86
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Cr. § cts. $ cts. 8 cts.

By Balance due Treasurer • 3 48
•' Prizes for Live Stock 202 50

" Field Products 27 00
" Dairy " 45 00
*' Agricultural Implements 4 00
•' Arts and Manufactures 63 75

r

342 25

Less 10 per cent 34 23
308 02

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Interest on Loan 32 00

Working Expenses 63 40
515 40

826 90

Balance in hand 46 96

REPORT.

In conclusion, the Directors would remind the members of the Society, that it is ouly

through vigilant exertions and labor on their part, that success can be obtained. EflPorts

should be made by each member individually, to induce that portion of the Agricultural

Community who have hitherto held aloof, to join the Society, and thereby contribute their

share of healthy competition, which alone gives life and health to the enterprise. There are many
farmers in the surrounding country who have never yet lent one single act of encouragement

to the Society, and to a very great extent—by their actions—tend to discourage and make
weak the doings of the labouring few. Our duty is quite plain—we should use every lawfuj

means to enlighten their darkened views, show them the error of their doings, and hold out

inducements such as will appeal to their better judgment ; and trust to time, to reform those

selfish views that ever were, and always will be, detrimental to the general interest of the whole

community.

Caledonia.

Dr. $ cts. § cts. $ cts.

To 23 Members' Subscriptions 92 00
" Legislative Grant 109 36

Cr
By Prizes 184 00
" Working Expenses 12 00

201 30

196 00

Balance in hand 5 36

Hawkesbury & Longueil.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand , 1 52

32 Members' Subscriptions Ill 00

Legislative Grant 139 47

251 99

Cr.

B\' Growing Crops 198 43
• Working Expenses 60 00

258 43

Balance due Treasurer 6 44
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Plantagenet, North.

Dr.
•

$ cts. % cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand 1 26
'• 3ii Meoibors" Subscription 82 00
' Admissions to Show
•• Legislative Grant

Cr. 182 24

By Prizes for Live Stock
" Field Products

" " Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" " Agricultural Implements
" " Arts and Manufactures
'• " Growing Crops 54

1
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8 cts. S cts. -S Ct8.

By Prizes of previous year 1G6 10
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 419 98

• Preparing: Show Grounds 26-i 5fi

" f'illier and Hallowell Societies for 1871 200 80
" Working Expenses 261 04

1312 48
1668 03

Balance in hand 121 40

Ameliashurgh.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. -S cts.

To Balance in hand 43 50
' Members' Subscriptions 142 00
" Admissions to Show 25 00
" Legislative Grant 125 25
'• Miscellaneous Keceipts 8 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock
" Field Products
" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
'' " Agricultural Implements. 12 50
' " Arts and Manufactures ., 36 10

90
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Marijsburgh.

Dr. $ cts. $ ctp. 8 cts.

To 74 Members" Subscriptions 76 00
•• Admissions to Show 26 48 |
•• Legislative Grant 62 60

Cr. , 1G5 08

By Prizes for Live Stock 50 50
Field Products 6 00

" " Horticultural Products 6 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 29 35

91 85
" Working Expenses 28 36

120 21

Balance in hand .. 44 87

S(^hiashurg.

Pr. S cts. $ cts. S cts.

To 68 Members' Subscriptions 68 00
" Admissions to Show 10 95
" Le<rislative Grant 46 56

Cr.
"

125 51

By Prizes for Live Stock 59 25
" " Field Products 15 50
" " Dairy " _ .... 2 50
" " Horticultural Products 1 45
a a Agricultural Implements 6 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 23 70

108 90
Unpaid 5 00

103 90
" Preparing Show Grounds 3 75
" Working Expenses 16 38

124 03

Balance in hand 1 48

REPORT.
Sophiasburgh agricultural show was held at Demorestville on Saturday, 18th of October,

1873. Owing to the inclemency of the weather the show was not as good as it would have

been under more favourable circumstances, however the list of entries was unusually large,

and the show of stock ahead of any preceding exhibitions. Some very fine specimens of Im-
ported Durham cattle were shown by Wellington Boulter, Esq., of this place. Ayrshires, by
Messrs. Lake and Davis, and Galloways, D. G. Fraser, Esq., of North Port. In horses

there was strong competition, no less than ten entries in brood mares and foals, and some of

them very fine animals. There was also a fine display of draught horses, eight teams compet-

ing, among them some fine specimens. No less than twenty-one entries of carriage horses and
roadsters competing The other classes were also well represented. A fine display was made
by the ladies of their handicraft in domestic manufactures and dairy products. The floral hall

was the admiration of all who witnessed it. A fine display of oil and crayon paintings were

exhibited by the Messrs. Bartons, which were greatly admired by all.

Pidon Hr/rticultural Society.

.$ cts. ^ cts. 8 cts.

Dr.
To Balance in hand 79 26
" 102 Members' Subscriptions 102 00
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Admissions to Show 63 38
'•' Legislative Grant 89 55

334 19

Cr.

By Prizes tor Fruits 13 50
'"' " Flowers and Plants 98 7-5

Vegetables 27 25

" " Poultry 32 7.5

" " Dairy Products 19 75

' " Manufactures, Fine Arts, &c 104 50

296 50

Unpaid 49 50
247 00

" Working Expenses 109 96 «

356 96

B:!lanee due Treasurer , 22 77

EENFRP]W, NORTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ Cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand 430 66
'• 90 Members' Subscriptions 1S6 25

" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts '5 00

^
1331 91

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 110 50

Field Products 30 00

" " Dairy " 20 00
" " Horticultural Products 15 00
" " Agricultural Implements 84 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 64 25

Ploughing Match 69 00
'

392 75
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 210 00

" Purchase of Live Stock 80 00

" Working Expenses 212 65

502 65
895 40

Balance in hand 436 51

Grattan & JVilberforce.

I)r_ $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 143 27

'• Members' Subscriptions 18 00

" Legislative Grant 10- 00
^

263 27

Ca.

By Prizes for Live Stock... 49 00

" " Field Products 12 00

" " Dairy " 5 50
" " Horticultural Products 5 50
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$ cts.

By Prizes for Agricultural IiupUnicnts ! 16 25
" Arts and Mi.nufactures ... 37 55

125 80

Unpaid 59 05

NVorking Expenses

$ cts. $ cts.

66 75

55 65

l-_2 40

Balance in hand .'. 1-10 87

XoTE.— The Exhibition, on the whole, was quite satisfactory, and with more exertion

on the part of those who are immediately interested in the progress of Agriculture, the so-

ciety would speedily assume a first-rate position.

Ross.

Dr. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 219 66
" Members' Subscriptions 56 00
' Legislative Grant , 140 00

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 68 00

Field Products

Dairy "

Horticultural Products ..

Agricultural Implements..

Arts and Manufactures ..

Plouehingr Match

68
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Rp]:^FEEW, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 110 75
" 1 20 Members' Subscriptions 144 50
'• Legislative Grant 700 00
'• Borrowed for purchase of show-ground 700 00
•• Miscellaneous Receipts 41 80

1697 05

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 157 60
" Field Products ;;0 95
" Dairy •' 19 75

" " Horticultural Products 4 75
" " Agricultural Implements 35 25
•" " Arts and xManuf;!ctures 28 75

277 05

Unpaid 38 25

238 80
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Provincial Ploughing Match 25 00
Purchase of Seed Wheat 31 80
Exhibition Grounds 713 50
Working Expenses 189 45

1379 75

1R18 55

Balance in hand 78 50

REPORT.

Your directors, in submitting to you their financial statements for the past year, would
also further report, that in carrying out the suggestions adopted in last report, relative to a

more suitable site for exhibitions, they have purchased, from Sampson Coumbes, 5^ acres and

23 perches of land, for a permanent Show Ground, at a cost of 8125 per acre, for the payment
of which $700 was borrowed from David Airth, and a lien given on the land in security.

This site is very convenient to the village. Having had plans and specifications of the re-

quired buildings, fencing and other improvements prepared and adopted, tenders were adver-

tised for, resulting in the contract being awarded to the lowest tender, that of Donald Frood,
of the Township of Horton, at $3,695 ; this being considered a reasonable figure for the

ami"^unt of work to be performed, and, although the sum seems large at first sight, your direc-

tors are of opinion that it would have been an error, and a waste of money, to have only

erected temporary buildings, which would require replacing in the course of a few years.

The mode contemplated, at the outset, for raising the required funds for completing the

Show grounds, was, 1st, application to the adjacent municipalities for municipaj grants (mu-
nicipalities being privileged by statute to give such grants.) 2d. Voluntary subscriptions

;

and, 3rd, borrowing the required balance. Application having been made to the mu-
nicipalities, your directors have to regret that the Village of Renfrew only responded
favourably.

Voluntary subscriptions are now in course of being solicited, and it is hoped that the

public will respond heartily to the call, there being no doubt that, with the grounds pro-

perly fitted up, the collections at the gates would, in the course of a few years, pay off the
whi le indebtedness.

A Stallion Show was held at the Villase of Renfrew, in May last, as an inducement for

the travelling of a superior horse in this section. There were six entries for competition,
when the Society's prize, of |25, was awarded to Mr. John Clark, of Xapean, for his cele-

brated horse " Black Pirate," said horse having been travelled within the limits of the So-
ciety for the past season.
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The Fall Exhibition would, upon the whole, compare ftivourably with any of its prede-

cessors, although there was a falling off observable in some of the classes. Others were

bettor represented than on former occasions, and a great many of the exhibits were of a

superior quality, the display of cari'iages, grains, an 1 roots being decidedly in advance of

former exhibitions.

Dr. $ cts. % cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand 81 33
• 40 Members' Subscriptions 101 70

• Legislative, Grant 123 75
• Miscellane us Receipts G 50

313 28

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 59 70
" Field Products 17 90
" Dairy " 11 00

•' " Agricultural Implements 10 94
•' " Arts and Manufactures 22 10
" -' GrowingCrops 21 70

143 34
'• Purchase of Seed 89 88
' Working Expenses 45 24

278 46

Balance in hand 34 82

McNahl.
Dr. % cts. $ ct^. % cts,

To balance in hand ,. 39 76
" 78 Members' Subscriptions 1 27 00
'' Legislative Grant 1 31 50
" Miscellaneous Receipts 4 30

302 56
By Prizes for Live Stock 82 25

" Field Products 24 75

Dairy " 17 75
" " Horticultural Products 8 25
" " Agricultural Implements 20 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 36 90

" GrowingCrops 34 50
" " Ploughing Match 35 00

259 90
Unpaid 142 96

116 94
' Ploughing Match .35 00
'• Preparing Show Grounds 37 18
• Agricultural Publications 41 75
• Working Expenses 69 25— 183 18

300 12

Balance in hand '1 44

REPORT.
The season of 1873 which, even as late as the end of July, showed a very cheerless

jrospect for agriculturists, has finally in some respects, we are happy to state, far exceeded our

expectations, particularly so in root crops and i)ats. The Hay and the wheat crops are how-
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ever greatly deficient. Yet our Exhibition this year was one to be proud of, one which in

many respects we cannot reasonably expect to exceed for many years to come, and as a So-

ciety, we must now bestir ourselves actively in the direction of improvement in quality, or

we may expect to be compelled to place ourselves in a lower rank as a Township Society,

than that to which we have honorably risen this year.

Early in the season overtures were made to us to hold our Exhibition in the Village of Arn-

prior. Very valuable and substantial oflFers were made with the view of inducing us to do so,

but as we were elected to the Directorship with the understanding at least implied, if not plain-

ly expressed, that the Exhibition was to be held at Stewartville, we declined the oSers made,

joining however in the ploughing match held by the Arnprior Association, to which we con-

tributed 825.

Mr. Bannermau. of Greenlaw, subsequently made us a present of *a steel-mould board

Plough, to be ploughad for by members of this Society, not being under 40 years of age.

Arrangements were made to have the contest for this plough take place in the same field and

at the same time as the match to which we were already committed by contributing the sum
above named. In the meantime an article appeard in the Arrqrrior Rtvkir, respecting our

exhibition, which was unhappily followed by the overlooking of the plough presented by Mr.

Bannerman, in the advertisement of the Arnprior Ploughing Match. These things, with the

inevitable personal feeling, which is sure to arise in such cases, and the bad state of the ap-

proaches to Arnprior at that season of the year, effectually prevented our ploughmen or mem-
bers from joining in, or interesting themselves in the match in any Wi.y, and we were cbliged

to hold a match of our own for the Plough, and $10 which we gave in additional prizes : and

we are happy to state, that considering the circumstances, and the short time at our disposal,

it was a very successful little match ; and as Mr. Bannerman has kindly promised us another

plough on similar terms for next year, we think we are justified in anticipating an extra

successful match in 1874.

The extra expense thus incurred, and the building of the shed authorized at the la.-t an-

nual meeting, have somewhat crippled our finances, and we were compelled to make a reduction

of -40 per cent, on the prizes awarded ; but a building of the kind was a necessity, and no true

friend of the Society we are satisfied, would begrudge the sacrifice of even a whole year's

prizes for the purpose. We thought to raise the necessajy funds by voluntary subscriptions,

and allowing such subscriptions to be accounted for as subscriptions for the year in drawing
the prizes awarded, but this failed. A statement of the amounts thus paid is herewith sub-

mitted to you ; but although we have failed in raising the necessary funds in that way, it is

perhaps not correct to lay the want of funds altogether on the building of the shed, as there

was actually 847.75 more prizes awarded this year than there was last year, and the actual

reduction of prizes by the 40 per cent, is only 877.96.
We think this is a good opportunity of inviting you to look back on the doings of the

Society for the past five years, and note the steady and rapid advances which h:ive been made.
In 1869 the prizes awarded amounted to 8122.35 ; in 1870 to 8175.15 ; in 1871 to 22.90;
in 1872 to $212.15, and in 1873 to |259.80.

Arnprior Horticultural Society.

Dr. S cts. S cts. 8 ets.

To 161 Members' Subscriptions 869 25
• Admissions to Show 770 13

•' Legislative Grant 132 75
" Municipal Grants and Donations . 334 00
" Proceeds of booths, ttc 194 42

2300 55

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock 508 25

" Field Products 32 25
" " Dairy " 29 50
" " Horticultural Products 45 50
" " Agricultural Implements 39 00
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$ cts. $ cts. $ ct«.

By Prizes for Arts and Manufactures 108 25

" Ploughing Match 75 00

837 75
,

,

Unpaid 33 00 I
804 75 '

'• Preparing Show Grounds and Building 1950 48
• Workins Expenses , 583 41

2533 89
3338 64

Balance due Treasurer 1038 09

RUSSELL.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts $ cts.

To Balance in hand - 7 16
" 19 Members' Subscriptions 36 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00

743 16

Or,
By Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00

' Prizes of previous year 25 00
" Purchase of Live Stock 150 00
" Working Expenses 76 75

671 75

Balance in hand , 71 41

REPORT.
Your Directors, in submitting this Report for the approval of your Society, beg leave to

say they have not the material at hand as in former years, out of which to frame a lengthened

Report, owing to your Society having held no Exhibition for the past year, a fact which must

make our remarks very brief.

In place of distributing the funds of the Society in prizes as usual, your Directors de-

termined on expending such funds on the improvement ofthe agricultural stock of the County,

and although the means at our disposal were too limited for such an object, we thought it

advisable to make a beginning. Accordingly we purchased four Rams last fall, and placed

thorn in the most central and convenient localities for the members of the Society,' such pur-

chase absorbing all our means with the exception of the balance which you will find in the

detailed statement accompanying this Report.

Relative to last year's crops, suffice it to say, up to the latter part of June the season

was remarkably dry, which caused the farmer to shake his head ominonsly, but seasonable

and genial rains following in the wake of a hot sun and scorching winds, made him look com-

plancently on the prospect of being fully rewarded for all his arduous labor :
" Man soweth,

but God giveth the increase."

In conclusion, we earnestly recommend to the Society to carry on the improvement of

our Agricultural Stock ; the means are limited, but taken in connection with the efforts of

the Branch Societies in that direction, such a disposition of your funds will prove the most

remunerative investment.

Clarence.

Cr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 3 03
" 18 Members' Subscriptions 72 00
" Legislative Grant 54 00

129 03
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(^'r. $ cts. 8 cts. 8 cts.

By Prizes for Live Stock 49 58
"• Field Products 9 44
" Dairy " 7 53
" Horticultural Products 9 43
" Arts and Manufactures 9 24
" Growing Crops 26 54

Working Expenses
76

Balance in hand 3 27

111

14
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Note.—The report stronuly recommends greater exertions towards improving live stock
;

a proceeding that cannot tail to be highly profitable, if conducted with judgment. The
iunds of the Society would not allow of the procuring of seed grain the past year—an object

of great importance.

liusseU.

Pr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 33 Members' Subscriptions 123 00
'' Legislative Grant 103 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 9 00

235 00

Or*

By Balance due Treasurer 11 33
'' Prizes for Live Stock 114 10

" Field Pnduor 12 00
" " Dair. 8 30
" " Horticultu.al Products 17 80
'• " Arts and Manufactures 32 55

184 75
" Purchase of Live Stock 30 00
" Working Expenses 25 75

251 83

Balance due Treasurer 16 83

NuTE.—The exhibition on the whole was in advance of former years, but in some
departments the competition was not what it ought to be. Improvement ot live stock is

the great want, but progress in this direction is being slowly made.

SIMCOE, NORTH.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 190 44
" 189 Members' Subscriptions 363 30
" Admissions to Show 269 00
" Legislative (J rant 700 00
" Proceeds of Rent of Stalls, &c 58 50
•' Miscellaneous Receipts 19 35

Cr. 1600 59
By Prizes for Live Stock 511 50

" Field Products 87 00
" Dairy " 67 50
" Horticultural Products 69 50

" " Agricultural Implements 90 00
" " Art3 and Manufactures 50 50

876 00
Unpaid 104 00

772 00

Prizes of previous year 100 60

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 409 10

Preparing Show Grounds 26 75

Liabilities of 18 72 , 129 82

Working Expenses 204 75
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REPORT.

The proceedings of the Society during the past year, -while showing steady progress iu

the agricultural resources of the county, present but little requiring corument.

The only show held during the year was that which took place in October last, and while

lu some respects the number of entries made, and the quality if articles exhibited were far in

ad^ance of &ny previous exhibition, in others there was a decided falling oft", traceable chiefly

to the peculiarities of the season. The principal diminution from this cauJre was in root crops

and garden produce, of which the display was meagre as compareed with the previous year.

Of grain, too, owing to the lateness of the season, the quantity shown was less than usual,

though the quality was excellent, and the capability of our soil for wheat-growing was proved

by the fact, that a sample of Fall wheat grown in the north riding excelled the first-prize

wheat at the Provincial exhibition of the same year. The articles shewing the largest in-

crease, as compared with last year, were fruit and agricultural implements. The entries in

both of these classes were more than doubled, and the quality of the articles good in propor-

tion. It is now
J
roved beyond all question that in this northern region not only the hardier

varieties of apples and small fruits can be grown in perfection, but ihat grapes of very super-

ior (juality can be raised with success in the open air. With reference to the class of agri-

cultural implements, it may be observed that there is no article of this description which can-

not now be obtained in the riding either from local manufacturers or from the agents of well-

kuuwn Provincial firms.

'1 he show of horned cattle, though not quite so large as that of last year, was very good.

The short horns as usual formed the principal class, but the number wai somewhat limited

by the application of the salutary rule hereinafter referred to, confining the entries to thorough

bred animals. The same rule aftected to a greater degree the show of other breeds, not so

well established in the CLUiity.

The show of sheep, both of long and short wooUed, was excellent, and this part of the

county held its own against all comers.

Your Directors are also glad to learn that several additions to the thoiough-bred stock

of the riding in different breeds of cattle and sheep have recently been made.

In the show of horses your Directors are glad to be able to note a decided improvement
over the previous one, both in the number of entries and the quality of the animals exhibited.

The display of dairy produce, especially of butter, was as usual very superior ; as yet

t; ere is no regular cheese factory in the county, and the cheese of domestic manufacture is by
no means as good as it might be.

Home manufactures generally were well represented, and the t rnamental department gave
striking evidence of the progress of the county towards a higher appreciation of culture

and taste in art as well as in nature. Your Diz'cctors have much pleasure in noticing the

\ery valuable collection of botanical specimens prepared by Mr. Spotton, master of the Barrie

Grammar School, but for which it was not in their power to award a prize at all proportion-

ate to their intrinsic merit or scientific imjDortance.
* ^ -^ i< -k- i(. * ;};

Your Directors have now to bring before the Society several matters connected with its

luture welfare, respecting which they think that some action should be taken. The chief of

these is the purchase of a show ground for which the necessity will soon arise, as the present

iivuund cannot long be depended upon.

The rule already referred to, that no animal should be allowed to enter in any named
breed of horned cattle, unless thorough-bred, such breeding to be shown by registered j^edigree,

was first brought into force at the last exhibition, though it could not then be strictly carried

out. Your Directors are of opinion that in future it should be strictly adhered to.

* * ^ * * *

JVottawasaga.

Dr. $ cts. S cts. ^ ct.-.

To Balance in hand .... 83 28
•' 159 Members' Subscri[ tions 173 00
" Admissions to Show ... 13 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Lepi^lative Grant 105 30
•' Muuicipal Graut 40 00

415 08
IK.

By Prizes for Jiive vStock 155 00
'> " Field Products 43 00
" " Dairy - 7 50
" " Hortic\iltural products 15 00
" " " Atrricultural Implements 22 50
" " Arts and Mnuufactures 28 50
" " Ploujjhin'i Match 26 00

A^ricutural Publications

^\'o^king Expenses

297
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The display of grain was excellent, and some highly creditable specimens were shown,
farmers on high lands generally carrying off the palm. Roots were very good.

We are pleased to notice the interest manifested by the ladies in the good cause, a large

number being present with their dairy produce or their needlework. We feel assured that the

judges must have had an arduous task in making the awards among so muny good specimens
of butter.

In fruit there is great room for improvement, although the Township has many advan-

tages—it yet remains to be seen whether it may claim a higher standard as a fruit-growing

section.

Orillia, North and South.

Dr. $ cts. $ ctk. $ cu.

To Balance in hand 6-t 59
" lO-t Members' Subscriptions 190 25
'' Admissions to Show 92 30
" Legislative Grant 125 40
" Proceeds Sale Live Stock 44 50
" Miscellaneous Receipts 7 00

524 04

Cb.

By Prizes for Live Stock 129 25
" " Field Products 2175

" Dairy " 32 75
" " Horticultural Products 9 50
" " Agricultural Implements... . . .39 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 50 75

283 00
Unpaid 53 00

Prizes of previous year 17 50
Keeping of Live Stock 65 00
Balance on price of Bull 64 00
Working Expenses tM 50

130 00

214 00
444 UU

Balance in hand 80 +

REPORT.

The officers and directors in submitting tor your consideration their Annual Report for

the year 1873, take great pleasure in being able to congratulate you upon the prosperous and
flourishing conditi' n of the Society.

The Aunaal Fall Show held in October ia:5t, was in every respect a decided

succes-x, far exceeding any previous Exhibition ever held by this society. The number of

entries were over tiOO (six hundred), and the number of visitors during the day about 1.500,

(fifteen hundred./ The Asylum grounds wepe again u=ed for the purpose by consent of the

Grovenimeut, which added greatly to the convenience .-f all concerned.

The show of Live Stock in every cla.js was pronounced by the Judges excelleut. and

superior to the < ounty Show both in numbers and tonality.

The Show of grain was very good, also field and garden produoWs, which were in abundance

and of excellent quality. Dairy products largely represented as usual, and of very good quality.

especiaiiy butter.

ill Arts and M iiiufactures. also Ladies' Work, the .Siiow was considerably iu <ixee-i of

it yenr, more as, eci.iUv th« latter.
>:

'

* •- » ii<
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bunnidale..

j)n_ $ cts. 8 cts. $ cts.

To Balance ill hand ; 3 11

•• 6(1 Members' Subscriptions 62 75
•' Admissions to Show 11 00
•• Leirishitive Grant 33 15

" Municipal Grant 30 00
'* Miscellaneous Receipts 1 00

141 01

Cr.

Bv Prizes for Live Stock (39 25
" Field Products 22 10

" " Dairy " 7 00

" '' Horticultural Products 4 60
" " Airricultural Implements... 3 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 12 9(»

" " Plouiihins Match 4 00
122 85

Workine Expenses 19 24

142 09

Balance due Treasurer 1 08

Vespra.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 66 30
" 54 Members' Subscriptions 150 00

" Legislative Grant 99 00

" Miscellaneous Receipts 13 25

328 55

Ck.

By Prizes for Live Stock 89 00
" " Field Products 18 50

" Dairy " 5 25
" " Horticultural Products 4 50
** " Arts and Manufactures 6 25

123 50

Unpaid ., 59 75

" Prizes of previous year 62 25
" Purchase of Seed 48 50
'• Atrricultural Publications 56 25

" Working Expenses 13 95

63 75

180 95
244 70

Balance in hand 83 85

REPORT.
;jC * # * * *

Your Directors consider the financial state of the Society to be as, favorable as could,

under the circumstances be expected. A larger amount than usual has been awarded in

prizes, and in the purchase of agricultural publications. A considerable sum has also been

expended in the purchase of .seeds. One source of income for the past two years was stopped

this year, i. e. the Township Council grant.

Your Directors are pleased to report that the operations of tht Society during the year
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have given general satisfaction. Arrangements were made by which members were supplied

with seeds and plaster at rates considerably below the market prices. Over S-iOO worth was
purchased at a saving to members of over §60. Forty-six copies of the Cana/Ju Farmer
wore supplied to members of the Society, which must have had a good effect in an agricultural

and domestic point of view in the families iu which they have been read. The annual Ex-
hibition was held as usual. Your Directors issued as extended a prize list as the state of
the finances would permit. The entries were more numerous than usual, apd the animals
and articles brought forward of a superior description. Few Township shows could boast of
-uch a display of stock as was on the grounds. A larger attendance of visitors than usual,

WIS present. Taken as a whole, your Directors consider the Exhibition was a very success-

lul one.

With the exception of hay, which was. on account of late frosts and a dry season, fer

below an average, the crops were good. ^Ve hear of wheat yielding, in some sections of the

Township from 30 to 45 bushels per acre, and coar.se grain in proportion. Roots also yielded

well. A crop of eai-ly-rose potatoes raised on the Xottawasaga River flats, >-ielded 500
bushels per acre. The Colorado bug was in large numbers, and did considerable damage, but
did not affect the general average of the crop. The horticultural products of the Township
have increased considerably the last few years—good orchards are numerous and pay their

owners well. Several kdnds of grapes have been tried and found to ripen well, by takins; care to

lay the vines down in the fall ; we have plenty of snow to cover them. The most valuable

out-door grapes could be successfully grown here.

SIMCOE, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. § cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 100 81
'• 345 Members' Subscriptions 548 50
' Admissions to Show 395 75
" Legislative Grant 700 00

1745 06
Or.

By Prizes for Live Stock 456 00
" Field Products 100 00

'• ' Dairy •' 32 00
" " Horticultural Products 64 00
" " Agricultural Implements 110 00
•' " Arts and Manufactures 98 00

Prizes of previous year . 20 50
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
Preparing Show Grounds 13 50
Working Expenses 139 61

860 00

593 61

1453 61

Balance in hand 291 45

REPORT.

Your directors are happy to be able to congratulate you on the very prosperous state

of your Association—indeed, it never was, at any period since its organization, in a more
healthy state than at present.

During the past year your Association had two Exhibitions in the Village of Cookstown,
both of which gave proof of the rapid improvement it is making, and growing interest mani-
fested in it by the public, as evidenced by the vast crowds of respectable people who congregated
tu_'ether to witness these exhibitions, especially the Fall Exhibition, held on the 2nd and 3rd
davs of October last.
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The amount received at the gates, from non-members, exceeded considerably any amount
ever collected before ; and although the entries in some articles were not as large as on the

previous year, yet, upon the most important animals, and articles of produce, they were vastly

larger. For instance, on horses alone there were sixty-one more entries ; dairy produce,

nine ; and on truit. eighty-tive more entries than in the previous year.
i

The grain exhibited was of a very superior quality, especially both fall and spring
||

wheat—indeed, your directory feel rejoiced to be able to congratulate you on the very large

yield of the latter—the grand-staple article of our country. For some time past it was

ieared that fall wheat would become a failure in Ontario, but the abundant yield of the

past harvest has caused the honest sons of toil to rejoice, and even to hope that it may
yet prove as lucrative a crop in the future, as it has been in the past.

The display made in the ladies' department was the wonder and praise of all who
viewed it, and was considered by competent judges to be very little inferior, if not equal,

to the Provincial Exhibition ; a fact that fully proves that our farmers' wives and daugh
ters are as tasty and intelligent as the wives and daughters of our city grandees.

In thorough-bred cattle and sheep there was a marked improvement visible. And
with good management no doubt that, in a few years, the farmers in South Simcoe will be

amongst the most fortunate exhibitors of stock at the Provincial Exhibitions.

\ our directors are pleased to state that in the produce of the dairy, and in fruit, there

was a great deal more active and keen competition than in the previous year, as well as a

marked improvement in those articles.

The crops of roots and vegetables were also very abundant the past year ; and your
directors never beheld better selections than those exhibited at your Fall Show—indeed, the

judges found much difficulty in awarding prizes, where all were so well deserving.

Essa.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts

To Balance in hand ... 15 27
" Members' Subscriptions 134 25
" Admissions to Show 23 20
" Legislative Grant -iO 50

Ce.

By Prizes for Live Stock 79 !iO

" " Field Products 20 50
" " Dairy ' 3 00
" " Horticultural Products 9 50
'' " Agricultural Implements 42 00
" " Arts and Manufactures - 24 Oi)

213 TI

17S 00
Preparing Show Grounds 1 00
Working Expenses 14 40

193 40

Balance iu hand lv> 8:

Gwillimbury, West.

Da. % cts.

To 434 Members' Subscriptions 434 00
'= Admissions to Show 206 68
" Legislative Grant 157 54
" Miscellaneous Receipts 163 70

By Prizes for Live Stock 266 50
" " Field Products 59 00
*• " Dairy " 18 00
'• " Horticultural Products 39 50
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S cts.

By Prizes for Agricultural Implements 44 00
" Arts and Manufactures 109 50

S cts. S Ct3.

' Preparing Show Grounds
• Working Expenses

Unpaid
531 50

5 00
526 50

76 61

182 35

785 46

Balance in hand 176 46

Innisfil.

Dh.

To Balance in hand .3

• 114 Members' Subscriptions 114
Admissions to Show 38

• Lee;islative Grant 46

S cts. $ cts. S cts.

70

00
90

17
< R.

By Prizes for Live Stock 85
Field Products

Dairy "

Horticultural Products .

Agricultural Implements
Arts and Manufactures

'' Working Expenses

24
6

12

16

20

50

00
00
25

00
25

164 00
59 63

202 77

223 63

Balance due Treasurer. 20 86

Mvlmur.
Dr.

To Balance in hand
" Members' Subscriptions
" Admissions to Show
" Legislative Grant
" Miscellaneous Receipts

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 57 00
" Field Products 27 50
" Dairy " , 9 00
" Horticultural Products 16 50

•' " Agricultural Implements 21 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 23 50

cts
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Admissious to Show 91 79
" Legislative Grant 60 34
" Miscellaneous Receipts .. 12 65

444 44
Cr.

By Prizes for Livestock 177 00
' Field Products 49 20
•' Dairy " 7 00
'* Horticultural Products 11 50

" " Agricultural Implements 56 50
•' " Arts and Manufactures , 31 70

332 90

Unpaid 55 90

" Preparing Show Grounds 38 00
" Working Expenses 65 33

277 00

380 33

Balance in hand 64 11

Tossoroniio.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 84 42
" 207 Members' Subscriptions 215 50
" Admissions to Show 195 40
" Legislative Grant 82 21
" Miscellaneous Receipts 29 95

607 48
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 127 25
" Field Products 6150

" " Dairy " 18 50
" " Horticultural Products 4175
*' " Agricultural Implements ' 73 25
" « Arts and Manufactures 53 25

Preparing Show Grounds
Working Expenses

375 50
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Dairy Products 18 00
" " Horticultural Products 18 50
" " Agricultural Implements 46 00
'< " Arts and Manufactures 33 00

293 50

Prizes of previous year 2 25

L. G. to Township Societies 420 00

Preparing Show Grounds 383 85

Working Expenses 131 39
937 49

1230 99

Balance due Treasurer 77 53

Finch,

Dr, $ cts. S cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 85 41

" 80 Members' Subscriptions , 82 00
" Legislative Grant 114 95

Cr
" Paid Premiums .

" Preparing Show Grounds
" Working Expenses

208
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REPORT.

Your directors, in laying before you their annual report, would, in the first place, with

thankfulness acknowledge the abundant harvest secured the past season.

The Fall Shows of this Society were usually held at Moose Cieek, but evidently it did

not give general satisfoction. At last annual meeting a new arrangement vas made that the

Fall Show should be held every alternate year at the Town Hall, and at the west side of the

township, in the 5th concession. In accordance with this understanding, the annual exhibi-

tion was held at the Town Hall, on the first of October, and your directors are happy to be

able to say that the last exhibition was one of the most successful ever held in this town-

ship.

There was a decided improvement in the show of stallions, owing to the fact that several

excellent specimens of the heavy draught stallion were introduced into this township, at great

cost, by some of our enterprising farmers. The high prices paid for good horses the past

years, has induced our farmers to turn their attention to horse raising, and to breed from the

best of stock ; consequently, many of our farmers had to travel long distances to secure that

object.

The show of cattle was fair ; some good bulls were on the ground.

The show of sheep was good, but confined principally to Leicester and mixed.

The swine exhibited were more numerous than usual, and would do credit to any

show.

The show of grain and vegetables far exceeded anything we ever had in this township.

TORONTO.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 71 41
" 168 Members' Subscriptions 425 00
" Admission to Show 141 90
" Legislative Grant 550 00
" Municipal Grant 500 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 12 25

1700 56
Cr.

By Priies for Fruits 62 00
'' " Flowers and Plants 282 50
" " Vegetables 54 50

Silver Cups 40 00

438 00
Unpaid 55 75

Preparing for Show, Music, &c 110 15

Printing, Advertising, &c 224 02
Horticultural Publications 14 00
Working Expenses 244 06

382 25

592 23
974 48

Balance in hand 726 08

REPORT.

The usual spring exhibition of horticultural products was held in the Music Hall, on th«

Queen's birthday, May 24th. The amount offered in prizes was .$258.00, the number of en-

tries was 126, the amount received for admission of non-members of the Society was $32.70.

Except that it was a fair exhibition of plants and flowers, there was nothing to call forth any

•^necial remarks, unless as to the apparent want of appreciation on the part of the public, of
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I

the efforts of the Society and the exhibitors to promote the art of horticulture, and the pleas-

ure and profit of those willinu to participate in it.
"

The summer exhibition was held in the Horticultural Gardens, which were kindly

granted for the occasion, on the 10th and 11th of July. The weather, during the first day,

was very unpropitious. The amount offered in prizes was .S334.00, besides a silver cup of

the value of 820.00. given by Messrs. J. E. Ellis & Co., for the professional gardener taking

the largest number of 1st prizes at the exhibiton ; a silver cup also of the value of .820. 0<»,

iriven by Mr. W. E: Cornell to the exhibitor showing the best specimen of table decorations,

in plants and flowers : and a silver cup of the value of .815.00, offered by the Society for an

amateur taking the largest number of 1st prizes at the exhibition. The number of entries

was 41-5, the amount received for the admission of non-members was .$109.20. The first cup

was awarded to Messrs. George Leslie & Son ; and the second to Mr. Thomas Fnrnham, gar-

dener to W. H. Boulton, Esq. No entries were made for the Society's cup.

So far as relates to the display of plants and flowers at this exhibition, it was superior

to those of former years. Fruits—such as cherries, strawberries, currants, gooseberries, and

hot-house grapes, were well represented. The show of vegetables was small. The most in

teresting competition was for the cup given by Mr. Cornell, for table decoration ;
bringing

out five splendid displays of well-grown new and rare plants, of such uniform merit as to ren-

der the task of the judges in awarding the prize a most difficult one.
# ' * * * »

Your Directors reiterate the regret expressed by their predecessors, as to the want of a

suitable building in which to hold the Society's exhibition. The large tent heretofore erected

for the occasion, in the Horticultural Gardens, for the July exhibition, rented from Mr.
James Fleming, was not available when required ; and your Directors had to use the pavilion

instead. Could a site be granted in the corner of the Horticultural Gardens, so located and

the building so constructed as to be an ornament to the Gardens, it might be made available

not only for this Society's exhibition, and for the Horticultural Society's concerts during

inclement or threatening weather, but might also be so constructed as to be suitable fcr such

concerts and oratorios as those given by the Philharmonic Society of this city, and for concerts

and bazaars for benevolent purposes, for which no room sufficiently large is now available.

VICTORIA, NORTH.
Dr. .8 cts. $ cts. -5 cts.

To Balance in hand 137 35
" Members' Subscriptions 79 00
" Admissions to Show 84 GO
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 200 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts , 11 35

1211 7ft

Cr.

By Prhes for Live Stock 156 7,5

" " Field Products 49 75
" " Dairy " 10 25
" " Horticultural Products 13 75
" " Agricultural Implements 32 75
" " Arts and 31anufactures 34 25
" '' Ploughing Match 30 00

327 50

Unpaid 76 25

Prizes of previous year 54 50
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 410 31
Preparing Show Grounds 160 92

153

251 25
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$ cts. ^ cts. S ctp.

By Plou-rhin;-' Match 30 00
" Agricultural Publications 6 30
•• Workins: Expenses 121 86

783 8ii

1035 14

Balance in hand 176 56

REPORT.

The Directors of the North Victoria Electoral Division Agricultural Society in sub-

mitting their sixth Annual Report, have much pleasure in stating that now, as in years gone

by, we are called upon, in view of His fostering care, to give an expre.'^sion of our gratitude to

Him '• who giveth seed-time and harvest," and who •' crowneth the year with His goodness."

The' year that has just passed has been a highly prosperous one, and one that amply re-

warded the labourer's toils— the fall wheat having excelled both in quality and quantity the

crop of 1872. The spring crops, although more or less affected by the severe drought in the

early part of the summer, were very fair notwithstanding, the only exception to the general

prosperity being in the hay crop. Your Directors have much pleasure in congratulating you
upon the great success attending our Fall iShow. It was certainly, in every respect, highly

creditable to the riding, the number of entries being 142 in excess of that of the previous

year. The show of horses and cattle was allowed by competent judges to be superior in

many respects to that of the South Riding. The show of grain, roots and vegetables was
excellent, that of domestic manufactures very creditable indeed, and the ladies' fancy wcrk
department also good, so far as it went ; but it is a matter of regret that in this particular

department the competitors were so few—the number during the past year being only 8, and

the number of entries 35. Your Directors would like to see more competition in this

respect, between the ladies of North Victoria.

The ploughing match, held near Woodville, was also very gratifying and creditable to

the parties engaged, the only objection being the paucity in the number of competitors
;

and it is very much to be regretted that more of our farmers do not come forward on such

occasions to compete with each other in a healthy emulation, in their efficiency in a very im-

portant branch of agriculture.

Your Directors have again to acknowledge a further donation of $200 from the County
Council, whose liberality in this respect is worthy of all praise.

Bexhy.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Members' Sub.scriptions 52 00
" Legislative Grant 49 47

101 47
Cr.

By Paid Prizes 71 00
" Preparing Show Grounds 92
" Working Expenses ... 14 73

86 65

Balance in hand 14 82

REPORT.

The Directors of the Bexley Agricultural Society have much pleasure in submitting to

the members the first Annual Report of the Society. They feel called upon to express their

gratitude to the Giver of all Good for the bounteous harvest which has blessed the labours of

the husbandman last season, and filled the land with plenty ; the grain crops of the town-

ship affording a better return than in either '71 or '72—fall wheat being above an average,

and of superior quality. Peas, oats and barley were about average crops, while spring wheat
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and hay were not more than half crops, owing to the severe drought during June and part of

July. Late potatoes were also below the average, while early varieties were good.

Your Directors have to regret that the weather during the day of the Fall Show was hO

very unfavourable, as to render it impossible for many of the (xhibitors to attend
;
however,

all circumstances being considered, the show was a decided .'uccess—the total number of

entries being 274 ; of these only 23 entries were for fancy work, the remaining 251 entries be-

ing in the more important branches of stock, dairy produce, grain, roots and vegetables.

The most prominent features of the show were the display of butter and of

cattle. The number of entries for butter was 18. The show of cattle was large and of

superior quality, indicating the adaptability of this part of the county for stock-raising and

dairying purposes.

In conclusion, your Directors are of opinion that a large and successful Agricultural

Society can be maintained here through the efforts of energetic Directors, whom we ieel con-

fident you will appoint to succeed us.

Bexlaj, Laxton, ami Digby.

Dr. $ cts. 6 cts. 8 cts.

To Balance in hand 29 63
" Members' Subscriptions 52 00

81 CS

Cr.

By Paid Prizes 72 00
" Working Expenses 18 .50
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REPORT.*****
There have not been better crops in this township for many years. Hardly anything can

be considered a failure, which is a rare circumstance. Fall wheat has been a first-rate crop

both in quantity and quality. Tt will probably average 30 bushels to the acre.

Spring wheat in the early part of the season looked very poor, but the late rains caused

it to improve very much. There is not much rye raised in this township. The crops are, if

anything, deficient in variety. Hence the failure of one kind, .such as wheat, is severely felt.

Oats, like spring wheat, were saved by the late rains, and turned out considerably above the

averse. Peas were a splendid crop. Roots also were a good average. There is but little

fruit raised as yet in this township, although a good many orchards have been lately planted

with every prospect of success. Considerable progress has been made of late in stock-raising.

The much greater profits derived from good stock, are coming to be well understood : reapers

snd labour savinir machines are also comina; into use.

VICTORIA, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ ctf(.

To Balance in hand 23M 36
" 96 Members' Subscriptions . 107 00
" Admissions to Show . 236 25
" Legislative Grant 700 00
•' Donations 400 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 52 25

1734 S6

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock 233 25

" Field Products 64 50
" " Dairy " 22 50

" Horticultural Products 38 75
" " Agricultural Implements 17 75
" " Arts and Manufactures 48 75

Prizes of previous year 68 OU
Legislative (jrant to Township Societies 456 00
Preparing Show Grounds 447 13
Band, Delegates and Interest 98 60
Working Expenses 86 20

425 50

1155 93
1581 43

Balance in hand 153 43

REPORT.

We must congratulate the members of the Society at the progress it has made the past

je ar, in almost every respect. Our spring exhibition of horses and bulls was far superior to

th at of any former year, particularly in the show of horses, and most of them, we are proud
to say, were owned in the Riding, which shows a decided improvement in that respect. Two
of the bulls exhibited were very fine animals, but only being brought into the Riding a few

m onths previous.

Our fall exhibition was far superior to former years, both in quantity and quality ; the

fhow of horses was excellent, particularly carriage horses ;
in cattle, sheep and pigs no

marked improvement over former years ; the grain department was small, but excellent in

quality
;
roots and vegetables could not be surpassed in any exhibition outside of the Provin-

cial ; the dairy and fruit department very good, particularly the latter, which satisfied almost

CTery one who saw the display, that this Riding bids fair to be a good fruit district. Our

loG
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I

display of implements was very meagre, but what there was being very good. The ladies'

department, as also the fine arts, far surpassed any former year. lu a pecuniary point of

view our show was fifty per cent, better than the previous year. We were very fortunate in

securing our exhibition ground, it being so centrally situated and close to the drill shed—the

latter having been given to the Society for exhibition purposes. We find through the Riding

that the farmers are turning their attention very much to dairying, particularly cheese-

making—there now bemg four factories already established and in good working order, and

we expect to see two or three more started during the present season. Our crops, on the

whole, during the past year were much better than in our neighbouring counties, and we
are glad to say have been marketed at good prices. In conclusion, we cannot bui congratulate

the farmers in this Riding at the prosperity attending them.

Emily.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. % cts.

To 54 Members' Subscriptions 54 00
" Admissions to Show 38 00
" Legislative Grant , 55 00
'•' Miscellaneous Receipts 44 50

191 50

By Balance due Treasurer 6 26
'' Prizes for Live Stock 63 25
" " Field Products 35 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 36 00

134 25
" Preparing Show Grounds 27 84
" Working Expenses 23 15

Mariposa.

i)R.

To 58 Members' Subscriptions
" Admissions to Show ...

•' Legislative Grant

191 50

<'r.

Hy Balance due Treasurer
'' Paid Premiums
'' Working Expenses

$ cts.

58 00
13 GO

55 00
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uU the patrous seem satistied. The uuiuber of bricks mauufactured diiriug the past year has

been iuereased. A pump factory has also beeu opeued iu East Oakwood.

The Officers are i^hid to state tliat agricultural maclftnery is getting into general use,

also the practice of ploughing a sccoi d t''jie during the fall lands intended for spring crops. It

is hoped the result may be a reducti.i >'t the great evil, arising from the increase of the spread

of the thistle. The Society also thiuus it would be well if some steps were taken to enforce

the law against the spread of the abdve-named evil. Thorough summer fallowing and early

f.iU ploughing is believed to be the best remedy. A. number of farmers are turning attention to

cornstalk growing, both as a summer and winter fodder, with satisfactory results.******
Oj)s.

Da. $ cts. .'^ cts. $ cts.

To 156 Members' Subscriptions 1.56 00
' Legislative Grant 161 00
• Miscellaneous Receipts 7 00

Cii. 324 00

l^>y B.dance due Treasurer
" Paid Prizes

I

Working Expenses

2
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S? cts. $ cts. $ cts.

By Prizes for Vegetables 2150
'• " Fine Arts and Ladies Work 4 25

1G9 75

Unpaid .. 60 UO

109 75

Preparing for Show 12 85

Working Expenses 50 16

172 7G

Balance in hand 18 03

WATERLOO, NORTH.
Dk. S cts. ^ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 229 82
" 194 Members' Subscriptions 196 50
" Admissions to Show 213 56
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grants 225 00
' Miscellaneous Receipts 16 00

Cr. 1580 88
By Prizes for Live Stock 402 00
" " Field Products . . 88 00

" Dairy " 22 75
' " Horticultural Products 65 75

" Agricultural Implements 12 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 63 50

654 50
" Leu;islative Grant to Township Societies 280 00
" Prize for Stallion 15 00
" Working Expenses 352 05

647 05

1301

Balance in hand 279 33

Wellesley.

Pr. • $ ets. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 84 33
" Members' Subscriptions 216 00
'• Admissions to Show 36 40
'• Legislative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 40 00

Cr. 516 73
By Prizes for Live Stock 197 50

" Field Products 37 00
Dairy " 18 00

'• " Horticultural Products 15 25
" " Agricultural Implements 30 50
'* " Arts and Manufactures 25 75

324 00

394 95

" Preparing Show Grounds G 50
" W^orking Expenses 64 45

Balance in hand 121 78
1)9
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Woolwich.

Dr. $ CtS. $ Cts. I CtS.

To Balance ia baud 79 11

" 83 Members' Subscriptions 96 50
" Loiiislative Grunt 140 00
'• Municipal I i rant 20 00

Or. 335 61

By Prizes for Live Stock 140 50
'' " Field Products 63 00
" " Dairy " 23 50
" " Horticultural Products U 00
" " Aijricultural Implements 15 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 19 00

272 50
" Workino- Expenses 58 47

330 97

Balance in baud 4 64

WATERLOO, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. $ ets.

To Balance in hand 14 99
" 317 Members' Subscription.s 317 00
" Admissions to Show 217 47
" Legislative Grant 700 00
'' Municipal Grants , 230 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 32 00

Oh. 1»11 46

By Prizes for Live Stock 672 50
" " Field Products 83 50

" Dairy " 43 50
'• " horticultural Products 28 95
•' " Agricultural implements 60 OU

" Arts and Manufactures 8G UO
97 i 45

Legislative Grant to Townsbip Societies 140 00

Preparing Show Grounds 120 33

Agricultural Publications 40 00

Working Expenses . 358 32
H58 65

1633 lu

Balance due Treasurer , 121 64

REPORT.

After one of the most uuremuiierative seasons for the cultivation of the soil tbat the oldest

inhabitant remembers during the year 1872, when the only real good crop was potatoes, aud

when many farmers actually spent, and more ought to have spent, a larger sum for feed than

the sales from the farm amounted to,—your Directors are pleased to be able to congratulate

you on what may, upon the whole, be looked upon as rallier a piosperous season ibr the far-

mer, for notwithsiandin;i the great destruotion of Fall wheat by winter-killing,—the want of

clover on account oi the two previous yearns (jl'unpreGedeuted •Jrou'^ht, aud tii.- all but lotil failun-

of Spring wheat by the ravages of the iies,sian fly, other cinps have bc\ j su generally good, aavi

Bold at sucti remuneritive ].rices, that upon tli< whoie /arm rs hav-; uu had much re»suu iw

complain.

!G0
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The early part of June was exceedingly dry, threateninig a repetition of the two previous

years; but in this looality genial showers bciraii to fall about the middle of the month, and the

effect on vegetation was very remarkable. Showers continued to fall at intervals during the

Feason and the consequence is a splendid catcii of clover everywhere throughout this Riding.

l)roug'ht and winter-killing durin^*^ the two previous yenrs had nearly banished that indispens-

able plant from many farms, utterly confounding all calculations for rotation of crops, and

greatly injuring the productions of the soil, but this year the catck is good and the land uni-

versally covered with that enriching plant.

Hay may be set down as a very unequal crop, there was little breadth of clover and that by

no means beavy, while Timothy on low rich land was very abundant.

Oats good both in quantity and quality.

Peas as good a crop as ever was harvested.

Barleu a good crop and briniiing nearly double its usual price.

Corn sowed for soiling and fodder produced well. The drought and grasshoppere have in-

duced farmers to largely increase the breadth sown with very favorable results. Weatera

com has afforded more food per acre than any other plant yet raised.

Boots generally were a fair average crop.

Fruit, especially apples, did not suffer from insects so much as formerly.

Wilnwi.

Dr. $ ots. $ ote. $ cte.

To Balance in hand 141 75
"•292 Members' Subscriptions 295 50
" Admissions to Show 75 76
" Legislative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grants 100 00
" Special Prizes 66 50

819 50

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock .326 50
" Field Products 48 75
" Dairy " 27 25

" " Horticultural Products ... 41 25
" " Agricultural Implements 52 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 54 25

550 00
Preparing Show Grounds 22 75

Working Expenses 89 22
661 97

Balance in hand , 157 53

WELLAND.
Db. $ cts. § OtB. $ cu.

To Balance in hand ,., 176 08
" Members' Subscriptions 197 00
" Admissions to Show .318 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00
" Proceeds of Booths, &c 32 00
" Donations 20U 00

Oh.

By Prizes for Live Stock 402 20
" " Field Products , 47 55

" S>airy " 6 25
11 161

1723 08
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.$ ots. S CtB. $ CtS.),

H\ Vrizes for Horticultural Products 19 20

At;ricultural luiplemcDts 34 50

Arts aud Muuulactures 124 18
•• Ou Farms 100 00

r33 88
Legislative Ciraut to Township Societies 420 00 /.

Prepariug- Show Grounds 4" 99

Agricultural Publications 4 00
V\ orkiug Expenses 170 00 I

041 99

1375 87

Balance in hand 347 21

REl'OKT.

lu detailing the transactions ot the present year, your Directors have much pleasure iu

stating tnatit was one of unexampled prosperity to this Society, and this in vnious respect.-.

at tiie Fall Exhibition. 'J'lie weather was exceedingly fine, the roads good, and the numbers

ol ihose in attendance exceeded those of any previous occasions, showing that the Society stands

liigh in the I'avor of ail classes of the community.

Your Directors are gratified iu being able to record that durina the year, they received

substantial aid from three different sources, viz : $100 from the County Council of Vv el-

land ; ^100 from Wm. A. Thompson, Esq.. M.P. ; and ij^iOO from Hon. J. G. Currie.

M.P. ; tor which gifts your Directors thanked the donors, and they also take this op

portunity of thanking the donors in a more public manner for their liberaiiry.

The number of entries recorded ibr Exhibition purposes largely exceeds that of last year,

the number for 1872 being 853. whilst those for 1873, foot up 1053, shewing a net gain dur-

ing the year of 200, which speaks well for the prosperity of the Society.

The amount realized at the gate as fees during the Exhibition, amounted to the large

sums of $318, the largest ever yet realized ou a similar occasion.

The horses displayed were numerous, and in excellent condition, and elicited general

commendation.

The cattle department was well represented, but this, as usual, only the Durhams and

Grades, no other class being exhibited. Many of the anim;»ls iu this department were excel-

lent specimens of stock cultui'e.

The sheep department was very fine indeed, the number being large, and quality without

exception.

Tlie root -iihI fruit department was well represented indeed, although the season was not

ol the most favorable character for their production, owing to the long-continued drought in

the early part of the year.

There was a decided improvement in the ladies' department, which was very gratifying,

and tends greatly to the interest and success of the Exhibition.

Your Directors would uot consider it out of place to refer to the loss this Society has

sustained in the demise of the late Edward Jones, one who was a steady worker and supporter

uf this Societ}- for a long number of years, and whose wisdom and experience (which were of

a mature order) were always freely given ior the benefit of this Society. A resolution was

unanimously passed by your Directors, instruction your Secretary to convey their con-

dolence as expressed therein to the widow unoer the mournful circumstances, and that a cti[>y

thereof be engroiised iu the Society's .Journal.

* * * * #

Your Directors consider that the tendency to fast ridinii or driving on the part of some

at these exhibitions, is a thing to be deplored, and every effort used in future to prevent it

should be of the most vigorous type. A .serious example of the effects of fast riding at the

last exhibition, came near proving i'atal.

* » * -* *
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Berti

To 08 Members' iSubscriptions
'
' Lejiislative Grant

Cr
By Balance due Treasurer

• • Prizes for Live ^Stock

" Field Products
" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" Agricultural Implements
' Arts and Manufactures .

Working Expenses.

$ cts.
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Stamford.

Dr. 8 cts. § ets. S cts

To Balauce iu haud 22 09
" 107 Members' Subscriptions 113 00
•' Legishitive Grant 92 00
" Municipal Grant 50 00

277 09

Cr.
Prizes tor Live Stock 149 50

" Field Products 11 10
" Dairy •' 3 60
" Horticultural Products 8 80
" Agricultural lujplemeuis 2 40
" Arts and Manufactures 17 75

193 15
-' Working Expenses 21 01

214 16

Balance iu haud 62 93

TImold.

Dr. $ cts. % cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 32 90
•• Members' Subscriptions 93 00

• Legislative Grant 74 80
" Municipal Grant 20 00

220 70

Cr.

By Prizes tor i^ive Stock 152 42
" Field Products 23 21
" Dairy " 1 25
" Horticultural Products 10 56
" Agricultural Implements 6 50
" Arts jud Manufactures 13 50

207 44
" Working Expenses 22 22

229 6^

Balance due Treasurer 8 96

I

WUloughby.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 67 88
" 64 Members' Subscriptions 65 00
" Legislative Grant 59 25

192 12

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock 75 52

" Field Products 18 86
" Dairy "

" " Horticultural Products
" '* Arts and Manufactures ^ ,

" Working Expenses

1 50
4 25

9 32
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WELLINGTON, NORTH.
Dr. $ CtS. $ CtS. I Ct5.

To Balance in hand 211 00
" 11.5 ^Members' Subscriptions 120 00

" Admissions to Show 40 50

" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 250 00

" Arthur Society 1 U 00

'< Miscellaneous Receipts 20 00
1455 50

By Prizes for Live Stock 254 75
" " Field Products 153 75
" " Dairy '' 34 00
" " Horticultural Products 19 00
" " Agricultural Imjtlements 60 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 38 50
" " Plouo:hino- Match 42 OU

Prizes of Previous Year 35 25

Legislative Grant to Township Societies 331 80

Preparing Show Grounds 51 47

Working Expenses 347 45

602 00

T)6 03
1368 03

Balance in hand 87 47

REPORT.
* * * * *

As the funds at their command were ample, they resolved to hold a seed fair at the Village

of Rothsay, and which accordingly was held on the 11th day of March, when premiums to

the amount of 8G2. for the different kinds of Grain and other cereals were paid. The seed

fair was better attended than in former years, although perhaps not so well as de.-irable ;
what

was shown was generally of good quality. In all there were 29 prizes awarded, and for which

the Treasurer paid in the aggregate the .sum of 862.

The Fall Show of the Society was held in the Village of Arthur, on Wednesday and Thurs-

day, the 1st and 2nd October, and as the days proved fine there was a large turn out of people

from the surrounding country.

< The horses shown were good of their kind, and much about as numerous as iu 1872, but

cattle and sheep were the exception, and both were numerous and good. There were but few pigs

shown ; the grain shown was of excellent quality—better than for some years back. The roots

&e., with exception of potatoes, were rather deficient. In Dairy Produce, butter, although the

entries were not so numerous as in some former years, was really of excellent quality, but the

cheese was verj- indiff"ereut, there being only one parcel that was considered by the Judges

worthy of a premium. Domestic Manufactures were well represented, and some excellent

specimens of needlework—the handy work of the good wives and daughters of the Riding, and

which deservedly were commended by the Judges. Agricultural Implements and other

articles in the mechanical department were good in their different kinds, but were not largely

exhibited—on the whole, a perceptible improvement from former years was obsei-ved.
* ;. *****

Your Directors at their meeting on the 17th day of June, decided to have the annual

ploughing match for the year in the Township of Minto, and accordingly appointed a com
luitte to select the ground and make the necessary arrangements. The ploughing match was
iccordingly held in a field belonging to Mr. Nicholson, on the 24th day of October, under the

auspices of said committe. The day was all that could be desired, and the field iu pretty

:i;ood order, being free from stones and other obstructions. The ploughmen turned out better

than the preceding year, there being 12 men and 3 boys, or 15 in all ; the number of prem-
iums that vere offered by the society was 12, say 6 in mens' class and 6 in boys' class, the
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^um offered in each class being $29, or in both classes $58 in all. In the mens' class, the whole

prizes offered were awarded, but in the boys' class only 3 prizes were awarded and paid. The
work was iu general well executed.

Your Directors need not say much about the crops, as every member is aware that ali

kinds of crops were of excellent quality ; the hay crop was not so heavy as in 1872, but tlio

i:i:iin crop all over the Kidiug was of good quality—better than it has been for some time

past, although the straw was not very heavy. Eoot crops in some places were rather deficient.

V ;^h exception of potatoes, which, notwithstanding the ravages of the bug to some extent.

w. re a tine crop all over.*****
Amaranth.

Dr. I cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To 79 Members' Subscriptions 79 00
•• Admissions to Show 18 62
'• Legislative Grant 60 84

158 46

Cr.
By Balance due Treasurer 2 63

• Prizes for Livestock 59 25
' '' Field Products 20 20
•' • Dairy " 4 25

Horticultural Products 1 50
Arts and Manufactures 14 75

99 95
" Preparing Show Grounds 2 25
" Working Expenses

,

24 53
129 36

Balance in hand 29 10

J.rthur.

De, $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 37
" Members' Subscriptions 114 00
" Legislative Grant 88 56

202 93

Cr.
By N. R. Society for Union Show 202 56

Balance in hand « 37

Note.—The Society united with that of the Electoral Division for a Fall Exhibition.

Luther.

Dn. $ cts. $ cts. ^ cts.

To Balance in hand 26 77
• Members' Subscriptions 100 50

' Admis.>ions to Show 5 90
'• Legislative Grant 78 38

211 55

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 71 50
Field Products 26 25
Dairy '• 18 00

" Horticultural Products 16 25
' • Agricultural Implements 1 50
" •• Arts and Manufactures 30 50

166

164 00
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By Preparing Show Grounds
" Working Expenses

$ cts. 8 cts. $ ets.

5 00

41 75
210 75

Balance in hand. 80

Minto.

Dr.

To Balance in hand
" Members' Subscriptions
" Admissions to Show ....

'' Legislative Grant
'' Miscellaneous Receipts

$ cts.

31 00
$ cts. S Ct8.

307 60

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock
" Field Products
'•' Dairy "
'• Horticultural Products
• Agricultural Implements
" Arts and Manufactures

Unpaid.

Prizes of previous year ...

Preparing Show Grounds
Agricultural Publications

Working Expenses

11.5 75

20 25

14 75
29 28

38 75

18 45

237 23

57 53

39 25

1 00
10 (.0

54 39

179 70

!04 64
284 34

Balance in hand. 23 26

Peel and Maryborough.

Dr.

To Balance in hand
•' 114 Members' Subscriptions
' Admissions to Show
'•' Legislative Grant

Cr.

By Priies for Live Stock
'

'•' Field Products
'• Dairy "
" Horticultural Products .

" Agricultural Implements.
" Arts and Manufactures .

Prizes of
J
previous year.

Working jExpensee

$ cts.

1 66

114 00
25 40

f<2 67

130 50

25 50

3 00
3 50

16 75

9 12

Balance in hand.

167

6 cts. S cts.

223

IPs "^7
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WELLINGTON, CENTRE.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ ctfl.

To BnJancc in hand 245 73
'• 203 Members' Subscriptions 203 50
" Admissions to Show 46 82
" Lepslative Grant 700 00
•' Municipal Grant* 275 00
' Miscellaneous EeceipUs 4 80

1475 85

Cr.

! y Prizes for Live Stock f 327 25

Field Products 1 16 50

Dairy " 35 00

Horticultural Products 1:1 00
Agricultural Implementa 30 50
Arts and Manufactures 48 00

Music 10 00
Ploughing Match, &c 67 00

655 25
Unpaid 44 75

Prizes of previous year 22 00
Legislative Grant to Township Societies 345 1

3

Preparing Show Grounds 59 43
Working Expenses 158 69

610 50

585 25

1195 75

Balance in hand 28 10

KEPORT.

The Directors of the Centre Wellington Agricultural Society in presenting their Sixth

Annual Report, have much pleasure in stating that the financial affairs of the Society are in

a prosperous condition.

The Town.=hip Societies of Nichol and Pilkington amalgamated with this Society dur-

ing the past year, and the Union Exhibition was held in Elora, on the 11th and 12th days of

September, at which premiums were offered to the amount of $551,25.
The Annual Ploughing Match was held in Lower Nichol, on the 7th of November, at

which premiums were offered to the amount of $69.00 ; and the show of Fat Stock was held

in Fergus, on the 9th of December, at which premiums were offered to the amount of i^52.0C.

Several members of the Society have advocated the advisability of confining the Fall Ex-
hibition of the Society to one day instead of two. Many arguments might be used for and
against the proposed change, and your Directors without offering any suggestion would re-

commend you to express an opinion on tlie matter by resolution before separating.******
Eramosa.

Dr. $ cts. I cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 174 90
" 285 Members' Subscriptions.. 306 00
" Admissions to Show 102 93
" Legislative Grant 108 32

Cr.
'

692 15

By Priecs for Live Stock 215 25
" Field Product* 46 25

'• " Dairy " 18 00
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8 cts. S cts. $ cts.

By Prifes for Horticultural Products 29 40
" " Acrricultural Implements 2") 00
'' " Arts and Manufactures 49 50

383 40
Preparing Show Grounds 52 OS

• Interest on Grounds and Buildings 60 00
Working Expenses 81 78

193 86

577 26

Balance in band . 114 89

REPORT.

Aft€r a winter of unusual severity, the harvest of 1873 was anxiously looked forward to

with the hope that it might be a plentiful one, and thus relieve the financial preessure caused

by the short crops of the two previous years, which was the result of the extreme dryness of

their summers. The early part of the spring was very favorable, and grain and seed? were

got into the ground seasonably and in general good order, but dry weather commenced aft-er

seeding, and continued week after week, till the hopes of the most sanguine began to fail, and

crops were looking very short, parched-up and yellow to about the 17th of June, when the

first rain came, and being fullowed by frequent showers, vegetation took a surprising start, and

in a short time the appearance of the country was materially improved.

* * * * ^

The Annual Exhibition was held on the 30th of September—the day was fine, and stock

and produce came in freely and in good time.

The show of horses was perhaps as good as any heretofore seen, while the show of

Durham Stock certainly reflected great credit on the breeders of this vicinity. There were

also some fine grade animals, as well as several yoke of superior working oxen.

There was an excellent show of sheep, and competition was keen among the several

Breeders ; some of the animals took first prizes both at the Guelph Central Exhibition and.

at the Provincial Fair held at London.
There were not many entries for pigs, though most of the animals shown were creditable.

The increase in the exhibition of poultry, is worthy of notice, the entries being in the propor-

tion of 29 to 10 in 1872.

The entries for grain, though fully up to last year, were not ntimerotis. but the quality

ing eneral was good.

Your Directors notice with pleasure the very superior show of roots and vegetables
;

many of the larger exhibitions might be well satisfied with as good a display, both as regards

quality and quantity.

In no part of the show was there such a surprising increase as in fruit, the entries being

in the proportion of 2G0 to 114 in 1872. The appearance of so large a display of fruit of

different kinds, and of superior quality, was truly interesting, showing also that the climate

and soil of this section are favorable to the production of most kinds of fruit, and that the

people are fully alive to the benefit to be derived from their growth.

The increased interest displayed in the exhibition of implements, was very satisfactory,

the entries being over double of the previotis year. In the variety class there was a keen

competition among the ladies for the several prizes offered on bread, there being 24 entries

for the same.

Dairy produce was good, and 22 entries were made for best firkin of butter, and 2G for

hutter in rolls.

In domestic manufactures we were far behind, and your Directors would call special at-

tention to the fact that the entries were only 6 to 21 in 1872. It is to be hoped that at our

next annual show we will not be found with such a meagre display in this important branch of

home industry.

# * * * * * #
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Erin.

Du. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance iu luiiid 86 -i4

" 224 Members' Subscriptious 233 00
' Admissions to Show 203 -40

•* Legislative Grant 86 29
601. 13

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock ... 245 50

Field Products 68 50

Dairy '• 20 50

Horticultural Products 18 45
•' Acricultural Implements 29 25
•• x\rts and Manufactures 99 85

PloushinK Match 30 50

512 55

Unpaid • 147 15

365 40
• Prizes of previous year 42 75

Preparing Show Grounds 4 52
• Working Expenses 113 64

160 91

526 31

Balance in hand 82 82

Gamfraxa.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 3 71

" Members" Subscriptions 102 50
•' Admissions to Show 10 75
" Legislative Grant 41 75

158 71

<:r.

By Prizes for Live Stock , 68 00

Field Products 2100
Dairy " 9 00

•' " Horticultural Products 5 00
" Agricultural Implements 5 25
•' Arts and Manufactures 19 00

127 25

Working Expenses 36 42
1 6;; 67

Balance due Treasurer 4 96

Garafraxa, East.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. ^ cts.

To Members Subscriptions
' Admissions to Show

• Legislative Grant
' Extra Subscriptions

$
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By Prizes for Dairy Products

Horticultural Products —
Agricultural Implements....

Arts aud Manufoctnres

^ cts.

9 75
4 00

18 50

2.3 7.")

8 cts. S cts.

244 GO
Unpaid 41 75

I

Preparing Show Grounds.

Working Expenses

Balance in hand.

Nichol.

202 25

8 00
31 16

Dr.
To 77 Members' Subscriptions

Ce.
'•' Centre Riding Society, for Union Show.
" Working Expenses

77 00

60 00
10 25

b

Balance in hand.

:i02 53

1 :^%

'7 00

70 25

6 75

Note.—This Society united with the Electoral Division Society for exhibition purpo.se?

Filkinyton.

Dr. S cts.

To Balance in hand 16 50
" 85 Members' Subscriptions 85 00
" .Municipal Grant ". 20 00
" Extra Subscriptions 24 00

Cr.
• Prizes at Easter Fair 61 00
••' County Treasurer ,

65 00
" Working Expenses 25 50

S cts 8 cts.

145 50

151 50

Balance due Treasurer

Flora Horticultural Societg.

Dk. $ cts.

••' Members' Subscriptions 114 00
" Admissions to Show 29 01
" Legislative Cirant 51 73

Cr.

By Prizes for Plants and Flowers 02 29
•' " Fruits 22 00
" •' Vegetables 24 00

S cts.

6 Oil

S cts.

101 74

" Working Expenses

108 29

37 97
14I-. 26

48 48Balance in hand

REPORT.
The Directors, in presenting their Annual Report, beg to congratulate the Society upon

its prosperity, and also have much pleasure in reporting a large increase in membership. We
are also pleased to see that the people of Elora and vicinity are taking an increased interest
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in horticulture, as we bad 100 entries at our exhibition this year in excess of what we have
had on any previous occrusion. The spring show was held in the drill shed on the 17th of
July. The display of plants and flowers was large and good, the qiinntity and quality of
fruit and vegetables were an improvement on former years. The battalion band kindly gave
their services on the occasion, and by their excellent niusie did much to attract the large

number of visitors that were there in the evening. The Fall Show was held in September.
The show of flowers and green-house plants was large, and of excellent quality. The show
of vegetables was good ; there was a large increase in the number of entries in this depart-

ment. There was a fine display of fruit, which was a decided improvement on former years.

Tlie show of apples, plums and pears was ver}^ good indeed ; tomatoes were large and of
good quality.

WELLINGTON, SOUTH.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 206 17
" Members' Subscriptions 732 00
" Admissions to Show 5G75 96
" Legislative Grant 700 00
•' Municipal Grant (County) 1000 00
" Proceeds Rent of Booths, il'C 770 25
'• Stalls and .'lay 297 18
' Special Prizes 1.^2 30
" Township Guelph Agricultural Society 231 00
" Guelph Town ( ouncil

."

200 00
9964 81

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 3638.50
" Field l^roducts 413 00
" Dairy " 237 00

" '' Horticultural Products 625 00
" Agricultural Implements 352 00

" " Carriages and 'abinet Ware 244 00
•' " Machinery, Metal Work and Sewing Machines 128 0:*

" " Groceries and Chemical Pj-oducts :. 65 00
' " Domestic Manufactures and Woollen Goods 121 00

" Fine Arts 377 00
" Ladies' Work 123 00

" " Musical Instruments and Natural History 103 00
" Other Manufactures 127 00

" " Bands 100 00

6713 50
Unpaid 217 50

" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 234 62
'• Exhibition IJuildings 677 92
" Printing y. 47S 39
' Working Expen.ses

, 1976 40

6496 00

3.367 33
9863 33

i^alance in hand 101 48

Note.—Special prizes in goods were awarded, valued at $85, not included in the pre-

ceding abstract.

KEPORT.
The Directors of the South Wellington and Guelph Township Agricultural Societies, in

making their Annual Report, have just cause to congratulate the members and patrons on
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I

the continued success of the Central Exhibition, and in doing so would beg to call their atten-

tion to the following comparitive statement, snowing the mount offered, amount paid, and the

number of entries, for the three years the Central Exhibition has been established.

1«71. 1872. 1873.

Priae money offered ^7,597 $7,-590 ;^8,4t)ti

" " paid 5,549 6,421 6,358

Noof entries 5,426 5,272 6,810

With the exception of a slight falling off in the number of cattle, nearly every other class

shows an increase this year in the number of entries, the total excess being 538, whilst ^937

in cash have been ])aid in premiums over 1872.

The number of entries is not always an indication of success, as many more are fre-

quently made than are brought forward ; but when we find an increased amount has beea

paid for premiums, we may then be sure that an advance bas been made.

In December 1872, a petition was forwarded to the. Ontario G'lvernment, asking for a

more liberal grant to our Central, and other similar exhibitions. The Minister of Agriculture

replied, that owing to the session being so far advanced, and so much business of grave im-

portance demanding their attention, the Government would not be able to consider the petition

this session. The Directors therefore recommend that a similar petition be presented this

session, and we hope with better success.

A committee was appointed to lay before the Directors an estimate of what might be re-

quired in the way of additional buildings for the accommodation of the coming Exhibition. At
a subsequent meeting, the committee made a verbal report, recommending some additional

cattle sheds and horse stables, and the alteration of the poultry coops. The latter part of the

report only was adopted, as most of the Directors were of opinion that there would be accom-

modation sufficient. A committee was appointed to meet the Exhibition Committee of the

Town Council, to consider in what way this association could have a joint recognized in-

terest in the Exhibition buildings and access to the grounds. The committee were not able to

come to any definite arrangement, but the Town Council subsequently passed a by-law in

reference to the grounds and buildings.

The Directors jointly with the 'iown, invited tiie Governor (General and the Lieut. Gor-

enor, to open the Exhibition last year. The .Mayor of Guelph. with the Warden and President

of the Association, waited on Lord Dufferin at Quebec, but his Lordship was unable to com-
ply, as matters of state required his attendance in the lower Province.

During the summer, the roof of the grain shed fell, and the Town Conncil very liber-

ally had it replaced at their expense.

At the expiration of the time for receving entries it was found, that the accomodation

for horses and poultry would be insufficient, and it was agreed to put up twenty-five additonal

stalls, and procure one hundred and twenty hen coops. The Town Conueil, generoufsly agreed

to pay one-half the cost of erecting the twenty-five stables, which amounted in the whole to

$425.27.

We now wish to make a few remarks on the different departments of the Exhibition, and
as the horses stand first, we commence with that class.

The number of blood horses shown was few. and some of them had rather doubtful

pedigrees, the only class that requires any special mention is that of aged stallions, in which
were some showing unmistakable good breeding.

The Agricultural class was well rilled, especially stallions of any age, and some tine

animals were in the riny. The one shown by W. Sanderson, of Grahamsville, took the diplo-

ma, and was a very promising 2 years old. In road and carriage horses, the show wjis be-

yond anything we have seen here before, not only as rej-ards number.^, but the general ap-

pearance of the animals of all ages. J. J. Fischer, of Beumiller, took the diploma for the

best stallion of any age with a 3 year old imported horse.

The heavy draught class was not as well filled, but some of the stallions were tine speci-

mens of the Old Country cart horse. J. J. Fischer, again took first honours with his imported

4 year old " King of t »ominion.

In Durham cattle the show was superior to any before held here, comprising animals frnnj

all the most noted herds in the Province, as well as many others from our successful focal

breeders
; who although they cannot boast of such extensive herds, have many first class ani-
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mals ou their farms, this couuty has long beeu noted lor its cattle, aud we think, cuu safely

ciuiiu to have more thoroULjhbred stuck, than any couuty in tlie Dominion, and we may also

cKUm to have been the tirst to receive direct importations of Durham cattle from England
;

tvohmd Winulield, havinj; imported some in li^31, since then many valuable additions have

been made by other enterprising farmers in the locality.

Other breeds, such as Devous, Hercfords. Ayrshires. Galloways and Grades, were repre-

sented by nearly ail the best in each class the Province can jn'oduce.

The show of sheep was excellent com))rising, Cotswold. Leicesters, Southdowns, Liocolns

uud other louvi' wooled sheep ; and although the show of 1872, was considered to have been the

best ever held here, the display this year far exceeded it, there being no less than 140 entries

more. This may be partly accounted for, ou account of two more classes being added to

tne prize list, viz : Lincolus aud other loui; wooled sheep, but there was a large increase over

and above those two classes showing conclusively that the show was a very large one. As to the

ijuality of those shown little need be said, for now but the best are ever brought to this

or other Exhibitions of a similar character.

In pigs there was a sliiiht falling off in numbers, Imt not in tjuality ; in the Berkshire

class the show was uuusually good, owing, in some measure, to the fact that Mr. R. Craig

h.id a lot of his far-famed animals there, among which the celebrated boar " Sambo " was

conspicuous.

There was a very large display of poultry, there l^eing nearly 200 more entries than in

i>72, comprising birds from most of the leading fanciers in the province ; this part of the

< xhibition is one of great interest aud attraction, aud calls lor all the encouragement that can

be judiciously given it.

There was a very good show of grain, seeds, \c., especially when we take into account

the early period at which our show is held, it being thought advisable to hold the exhibition

the week previous to the Provincial one, aud that being in the third week in September

necessitates our holding ours in the second, consequently many farmers have not had time,

atter finishing harvest and putting in their fall wheat, to thrash and prepare some of their

grain, A:c., for exhibition. This is, no doubt, the cause of our not having a much larger show

of cereals than we have had. The same may be said of roots, for, although we had an ex-

cellent display, yet it would no doubt have been much larger had the show been somewhat
later.

In fruit the show was superior to any held before in this county, for, although a little

early for this section, it suited tfiose from more favourably situated districts, and our friends

from jSiagara, Hamilton, Brantford, Ac, made up for any deficiency from this locality.

It has been frpquently stated that Canada could not grow fruit equal to our neighbours

ou the south side of the lakes, but the honours gained at the late Pomological Society ot

Boston, by the Fruit Growers' Association, will dispel that hitherto expressed idea.

The horticultural productions at the exhibition were excellent, far exceeding those of

last year; this is attributable to the show beiug so early in September, when plants and

flowers have not been exposed to our early frosts, consequently they are in greater perfection,

and a much better display was the result.

There was a tine display of dairy produce—some GO firkins and tenets, besides large

quantities of fresh butter, competed for the different prizes—-and in cheese, both factory and
dairy, the show was good—some large factories sent their products for competition, one of

them milking OUO cows. This branch of business is beconiinu- of great importance, vast

quantities being exported to England every year, where it is well appreciated, and in fact at

tue present time brings more money than the once-famed American article.

In classes 30 and 31—agricultural implements and tools- -these classes have shown a

steady increase since the Central was established, aud the number of articles on exhibition

this year far exceeded those of 1872, which is very gratifying, as nothing is of much greater

iuterest to the farming community than a fine display of implements adapted to their use.

The plan of not offering prizes for the larger class of agricultural implements is gaining

favour, both with the manufacturer and those having the management of our exhibition >.

Uue argumeut used by the maker is, that they have more time to attend to and show thti;-

machines to intending purchasers when they are not competing ; we think it would be wiil

Jor our successors to give this matter due consideration, before making out the prize list hir

1874.
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Cabinet-ware and carriages made a better show than last year, but still not what we
have a right to expect ; but we hope our makers will wake up and shake off the supiueuess

that has crept over them lor the past year, and take more interest in showing people fiom

other towns and cities what they can do in their several branches of busiues.s.

The exhibition of hue arts was very creditable, especially so when we recollect that an

Art Association and Exhibition hais beeu established in I'oronto ; and as many of our leading

iirtists reside there, they decided to exhibit there instead of visiting the Agricultural

Exhibitions.

Other portions of the exhibition were about equal to those of former years, with the ex-

C(;ption of one or two branches, such as musical instruments, paper and bookbinding, leather,

ivc. ; in these classes there was a slight increase. Therefore, taken as a whole, we i'eel justi-

fied in saying that our Central Exhibition in steadily increasing, and bids fair to be one of

the leading institutions nf the country.

This report would be hardly considered complete were it to omit to acknowledge and

congratulate its members and the farming community upon the establishment of the Agri-

cultural Farm and College in the vicinity uf Guelph. and we sincerely trust that the farmers

of Ontario will avail themselves ot the opportunity thus offered, of obtaining for their sons a

thorough scientific and practical knowledge of fai-ming ; for we hold it to be a great advan-

tage to the farmer to understand the different soils, and their adaptability to the several kinds

uf cereals, grasses and roots usually grown on the farm. Another useful branch of study is

a practical knowledge of draining, for, however well our farms are tilled, there are few tliat

would not be benefited by uuder-drainage. Lauds that from the quantity of stagnant water

allowed to remain on them till evaporation takes place, would, by a system of drainage, be

turned into the most pioductive portions of the farm. Another advantage would be that the

tarmer would be enabled to commence opeiatious several days earlier in the bpring, when
every day so gained is worth two or three a few weeks lat«r.

Another very imjiortant branch of study would be a scientific knowledge of breeding, for

no man can be a thoroughly successful breeder without some experience and kuo^V^edge of the

subject.

Your Directors earnestly hope that the future management of this valuable institution

may conduce most highly to the cause of agricultural improvement, towards which the

' ounty of Wellington has already contributed so much.

Ghielph.

Da. $ cts. $ cts S cts.

To Balance in hand 9 05
Members* Subscriptions 211 00

• Canada Company 20 00
240 05

Ctt.

• Paid over to County Society 231 00

Balance in hand 9 05

Note.—This Society united with the South Wellington Electoral Division Society for

txiiibition purposes.

P'lislinch.

Dti. $ cts. .§ cts. ."» cts.

To Balance in hand 72 72
• 141 Members' Subscriptions 142 50
Legislative Grant 94 62

• Miscellaneous Keceipts . . 17 00
32 G 84

<'k.

By Prizes for Live Stock 122 00
" Field Products 4150
•' Dairy " 16 00
" Horticultural Products 16 00
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By Prites for Airricultural Implements
•' Arts aud .Manufactures
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The Fall show was held on the 9th Heptember, and was the most successful one ever held

here. Independently ot the large number of entries, amountino: to nearly 800, there was
more money paid for premiums than at any previous show since it was established.

The show of plants was scarcely as good as at the Spring show, but cut flowers and
bouquets were splendid, and called forth great praise from the Judges.

There was a large and well selected show of fruit, every class fur which prizes were

ofiFered being well tilled with specimens that would do credit to any part of the country.

The progress made in fruit culture, especially in this locality, within the past few

years, has been very rapid.

We can remember only a few years a<ro its being said that we should never be able to grow
any fruit equal to that grown some twenty or thirty miles south of us, but times have changed,

and we now find that we can grow fruit, and can compete with our more favored gardeners.

This has been demonstrated at our last Central Exhioition, when we took a large number of

prizes, successfully competing against all comers.

At the Central Exhibition prizes were oflfered for the best collection of fruit shown by
anv Horticultural Society, and at a meeting held here a committee was appointed to collect

and arrange as large and varied assortment of fruit as possible. A very fine collection was
obtained, with which we carried oif the second prize, Brantford Society taking first.

At a meeting held on the 9th of September, it was decided to send a collection of plums

to the Pomological Society's show at Boston, which had offered prizes for the best collection of

plums from any state or province, but it was afterwards found that several private individ Is

had already sent samples to the " Fruit Growers' Association" which was getting up a variety of

fruit for the purpose of competing at the same exhibition. Therefore this Society tjok no

further action in the matter, and we are proud to say their efforts were crowned with signal

success, they having carried of no less than six silver medals. Outario gained the second pnze

for peaches, first for largest and best collection of outdoor grapes, distanced all com-

petitors in plums—many of the samples from this neighbourhood ; took a silver medal for her

choice collection of pears ; and the President of the Association also took a silver medal for his

private collection. After that who shall say that Canada cannot grow fruit.

The vegetable department of our show was excellent, and among the successful competitors

were some new members, who we hope will persevere and continue to take an interest in

Horticulture.

WENTWOKTH, NORTH.
Dr. 8 cts. § cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 555 00
" Members' Subscription 117 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 200 00

• Treasurer of Central Fair 703 04
2275 0-t

Ca.

Bv Legislative (irnnt to Township Societies 280 00
- Treasurer of Central Fair 1290 00
•' Working Expenses 7 05

1577 05

I
Balance in hand 697 99

REPORT.

The Directors of the North Wentworth Agricultural Society, beg to report that they

am ilgamated their funds with the South Wentworth and the City of Hamilton Agricultural

Societies, for the purpose of holding a Central Fair, making the competition open to all.

They are pleased to be able to state that the exhibition on the whole was a success, the

majority of the classes being well represented. The agriculture of the county appears to be
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urogressiaa; ; there are several cheese factories in successful operation, and some others about

being built. Hops are cultivated to a limited extent, and are slightly increasing; it is a crop

however which cannot be cultivated successfully, except near some town where plenty of help

can be procured.

Beverley.

I>R % cts. $ cts. % cts.

To Balance in hand 42 56
•• 172 Members' Subscriptions 175 50
' Legislative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 40 00
'• Miscellaneous Keceipts 11 00

Cr. 409 06
By Prizes for Live Stock 157 25

•• " Field Products 41 75
•• " Dairy " 11 00
'• " Horticultural products 13 00
• " Agricultural Implements 7 25
•• •' Arts and Manufactures 40 25

• •' Ploughins; Match 26 00

Preparing Show Grounds.
Working Expenses

296
2
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Cr.

By Legislative Grant to-Township Societies.

" Pioneer Ploughino: Club
" Treasurer of Central Fair
" Working Expenses

s?
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$ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Admissious to Show 3i 77
'• Leiiislative Grant 140 00
•" 31 uuicipal Grant 65 00

484 85

Cr
By IMzes lor Live Stock 204 50

'• Field Products 53 75
" " Dairy '• 7 00
" " Horticultural Products 36 75
" " Agricultural Implements 9 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 38 25

349 25
" Working Expenses 59 12

408 37

Balance in hand 7o 48

YOllK, NOUTH.
Dh, $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 199 75
" Members Subt^criptious 218 00
" Admissions to Show .. ... 587 76
" Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 150 00
" Donations 175 00
" E. Gwilliambury Society 166 OO
" Miscellaneous Receipts 4 00

2200 51

794 50

Cr.
Bv Prizes for Live Stock 340 00

" Field Products 120 00
' ' Dairy " 47 00
" " Horticultural Products 49 50
" " Agricultural Implements 105 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 132 50

•' Legislative Grant to Township Societies 420 00
" Exhibition Grounds, Interest, &c 671 50
" Union Amount, &c 57 40
" Working Expenses 193 25

1342 15
2136 65

Balance in hand 63 86

EEPORT.

Gentlemen,—In presenting this Annual Report for the past year, your Directors have

pleasure in being able to congratulate the Society upo« its continued prosperity. By mutual

arrangement a union was effected last year with the Township Society of East Gwilliambury,

and so far as your Directors are aware, with tiie utmost satisfaction, nothing occurring to mar

the harmony and concord of the united Board in its efforts to make the late Fall Show,

held under the auspices of the Union, a great success.

An exhibition of more than usual interest was held in the North York Society's grounds,

in Newmarket, on the 7th and 8th of October, and without speaking diparagingly of former
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exhibitions, it may snfely be said exceeded all former shows ever held by the Association—the

entries beins more numerous, and the attendance of visitors ureater than on previous occa-

f^ions. Several causes contributed to this re-ult, viz : the union with East Gwilliambury

Society being one ; added to this were the large and numerous special prizes offered by the

friends of the Association, and the determined efforts of the Directors to do all in their power

to guarantee satisfaction to exhibitors. Xo less than 1961 entries were made in the several

classes, as follows: —

Horses 238

Cattle 96

Sheep 139

Swine 55

Poultry 46
Grain and Seeds 133

Roots, Vegetables ai-d fruits 538
Dairy 107

Implements 125

Domestic Manufactures 186

Fine Arts &c 151

Extras 147

Total 1961.

This datum of itself is sufficient to prove the growing interest manifested in the late ex-

hibition, and when is added the important fact that the stock entries embraced several

important animals both in hoises and cattle, your Board is satisfied an increased interest

is being awakened among this growing community in ftivor of a better grade of stock in

this section of country.

Last year your Directors congratulated the Society upon the introduction within the

bounds of your district of a couple of imported stallions, by the Messrs Boag ; and this year

we have to add the enterprize of Mr. Seth Herriek, in bringing into the Riding several

head of imported and thorough-bred cattle, and several head of horses by the Aurora Im-
porting Company. The improvement of stock within the past few years in Xorth York has

been very marked, and great credit is due those gentlemen who have taken the lead in this

direction. The Exhibition last Fall furnished ample evidence of progress and improvement,

and the entries in the various classes of stock gave evidence of growing interest in favour of

first class animals.

Your Board has reduced the original debt on the Agricultural Grounds to 8400, but they

exceedingly regret that, during the recent heavy gale in December, the Agricultur il Hall

suffered damage to the extent of about S500, and perhaps more. Steps have been taken to-

wards repairs, and an estimate obtained of the probable cost ; but your Board does not deem
it prudent to make the same public till after a contract has been let for the work. They
would, however, recommend the new Board to enter upon the work of repairs at the earliest

practicable moment.
A special donation of .$150 has been received from Mr. A. G-. P. Dodge during the year

towards the funds of the Society, which has been applied towards reducing the debt on the

Agricultural Grounds ; the other special donations were applied on the prize list, as re-

quested by the donor.s, and, as previously observed, these special prizes added largely to the

competition at the late Fall Exhibition in October.

Having already reported on the state of the crops, as requested from the Ontario

Government, in accordance with returns from the several Township Boards, your Directors

do not consider it necessary to make further reference to the subject here. Taking it all in

all, the year has been quite an average to the farming community ; and from the reports of

Township Societies your Directors may safely state that agriculture in the North Riding of

York is improving.

* # * * * * *

The several Township Societies in the Riding have forwarded their respective reports,

but, with the exception of East Gwillimbury, they do not contain the information required by
statute, and are consequently informal. The law expre^sl}^ states that these Annual Reports
shall give the amount awarded in prizes to each kind of live stock, agricultural products, im-

plements, domestic products, or other objects respectively ; these facts are not given in the

reports referred to, and your Board has directed the Secretary of this Society to notify them
of the omission Section 38, of cap. 29, 31 Vic, gives particulars of what Annual Reports
shall contain ; and the subject is alluded to here, so that ditficulty may be avoided iu future.
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Gcorgina and North Gicillimbury.

Pr. $ cts $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand U 01
'• i)4 Members' Subscriptions 9-i 00
'' Admissions to Show 4 00
" Leiiislative Grant 5G 60
" Donations 36 GO

201 01

Ck.

By Prizes for Live Stock 63 50
'• Field Products , 12 50

'^ '• Dairy " 20 75
'• '' Horticultural Products 17 50
'• " Agricultural Implements ... 26 75

'• Arts and Manufactures 11 50
" '• Growing Crops 9 00

Prize of previous year 1 00

Working Expenses 26 25

161 50

188 75

Balance in hand , 12 86

Gwillimbury.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. § cts.

To Balance in hand 40 46
" 166 Members' Subscriptions 166 00
" Legislative Grant 116 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 17 40

Cr.

By Treasurer of County Society for Union Show 282 00
'• Working Expenses 12 00

339 86

294 00

Balance in hand 45 86

Note.—This Society held no exhibition, but united with the Electoral Division Society

for that purpose—the result proved mutually beneficial and satisfactory.

King.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 179 20
'• 17iS Members' Subscriptions 178 00
" Admissions to Show 175 00
" Legislative Grant 122 00

654 20

Ck.

By Prizes for Live Stock 302 25

Field Products 5175
" Dairy " 26 50

Horticultural Products 32 00
,'. li Agricultural Implements 52 00
'• " Arts and Manufactures 45 75

510 25

Unpaid 65 75
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$ cts. $ cts. S cts.

By Hire of Tents, (tc 30 96
" Working Expenses 60 00

535 46

Balance in hand ,.. 118 74

Note.—The Directors state that the Fall Exhibition was, in point of quality as well as

quantity, in advance of previous ones, and that improvement in agriculture in this township
is manifest, particularly in live stock of all kinds.

Whitchwrch.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. 8 cts.

To Balance in hand
, 377 70

" 179 Members' Subscriptions 179 00
" Admissions to Show 167 20
" Legislative Grant 125 10
" Miscellaneous Receipts 20 00

By Prizes for Live Stock 240 50
" Field Products 50 75

'• " Dairy " 37 00
" " Horticultural Products 19 25
" " Agricultural Implements 45 50
" " Arts and Manufactures 30 00
" " Growing Crops 15 00

869 00

438 00
Unpaid 10 00

428 00
Prize of Previous Year 1 00
Working Expenses 95 09

524 09

Balance in hand 344 91

REPORT.

Your Directors in presenting their Annual Report, beg to acknowledge with gratitude

the kind care of an over-ruling Power for the peace and prosperity which are enjoyed by the

people ot Canada, as well as by neighboring nations, and your Directors are also thankful for

an Agricultural institution, where Agriculturalists and Artizans of all nationalities, creeds, and
political shades can meet in one brotherhood for the promotion of Agriculture, Art and Science,

without those jarrings which so frequently alienate the friendly feeling that would otherwise

exist between neighbours.

Those who have seen the wealthy reduced to poverty, and the poor to charity in the

neighbouring Republic, caused by the friction to the wheels of progress by the " Rings" exist-

ing among that people, should respect the " Union Jack," cling to the "Maple Leaf," and
feel contented with their Canadian homes.

The Fall Show which was held at Stouffville, on the 10th of October, was very good, but
not as successful as it would have been if the Township of Pickering had not had their show
on the same day ; therefore your Directors would suggest that some action be taken to prevent
a recurrence of the same difficulty.

The animals on exhibition were of excellent quality, and your Directors are pleased to

see the prizes awarded on animals in this township to be on a continual increase.

The show of agricultural implements was small, many classes not having been represented,

which had much to do in causing a considerable balance in the Treasurer's hands.

The grain, seeds, roots, and in fact everything that was shown in the canvas tent was all

that could be desired.
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There were about 1500 tickets solil to visitors to the show ground, which is an item of

some importance in makintr a prize list for the next show.

Your Directors are of the opinion that the proverbial popularity of the shows will continue

as long as the members continue their patronage, and likewise the respect for tbe visiting

public.

The entries for competition of roots in the field were not numerous, but the quality and

quantity would compare fovourably with any previous year.

YOEK, EAST.
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 431 89
" Members' Subscriptions 297 00
'• Admissions to Show . .. .. 1719 58
•' Legislative Grant 700 00
" Municipal Grant 125 00
" Proceeds of Stands, Pens, &'c 401 00
" Donations : 77 00

3751 47

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 1025 50
" Field Products 8150
" Dairy " 95 00

" " Horticultural Products 63 00
" " Agricultural Implements, Carriages (^^c 173 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 325 50
" " Ploughing Match 93 00

1856 50
" Prizes of previous year 6 50
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 412 50
" Preparing Show Grounds 248 75
" Stock in Agricultural Hall 120 00
" Spreight on account of union 132 22
" Working Expenses 436 54

1356 51

3213 01

Balance in hand 538 46

REPORT.
^jc * # # * #

On the Fifth day of March last, your Directors united with the directors of theMarkham
Agricultural Society, for and during the year. In adopting this system, your I'irectors felt

that as in the past, so in the future, both societies would be benefitted thereby, and the results

have been of the most satisfactory kind.

The Societies united on the following terms, viz : each Society to contribute to the united

Board its entire receipts subscribed or raised during the year

—

-from every source. All pro-

fits or losses arising from holding shows or exhibitions by united Board, to be divided or borne

equally by each Society ; the ofl&cers and directors of each Society to have an equal voice and

vote in all matters concerning said united Board.

The united Board held a spring fair and ploughing match, at Hagarmans' Corner. The
show of stallions was large, especially the imported draft, which was exceedingly good. The
ploughing match did not come up to former years, there being only thirteen competitors in .ill

the classes.

In October, the united Fall Fair was held as usual, on the Society's grounds, Markham
Village. The Exhibition was a great success, there being a greater number of entries than in

any former year—the total number being upwards of 2300.
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Your Directors are pleased to report that the class Agriculhtrol Implements was very

largely represented, there being the largest and best display ever made by this Society.

The prizes in the ladies' class was extended this year, and has been attended with very

beneficial results; the large number of useful and rramental articles made a very fine display,

Markham.
Dr. ' $ cts. cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 429 37
'' 234 Members' Subscriptions 234 60
" Legislative Grant 140 GO
" Municipal Grant 25 00
•' Proceeds of Union Show 366 22

1194 59

Cr.
" Paid on account of Union with County Society 399 00
" Exhibition Building 252 50
" Working Expenses 14 75

666 25

Balance in hand 528 34

Note.—This Society united with the East Eidingof York Agricultural Society in hold-

ing a Fall Exhibition.

Scarborough.

Dr. $ cts. $ cts. 8 cts.

To Balance in hand 94 87
" Members' Subscriptions 212 00
" Admissions to Show...-" 100 39
'• Legeslative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 25 00
" Miscellaneous Receipts 16 GO

588 26

Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock 208 50
Field Products 36 50

" " Dairy " 21 00
" Horticultural Products 20 50

" " Agricultural Implements 6 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 46 50

339 00

Working Expenses Ill 91

450 91

Balance in hand 137 35

YORK, WEST.
Dr. $ cts. S cts. S cts.

To Balance in hand 97 00
" 71 Members' Subscriptions 92 00
" Legislative Grant 700 00
'" Municipal Grant 125 00

1014 00
Cr.

By Prizes for Live Stock £07 00

Unpaid 45 00
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S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

" Prizes of Previous year 10 00
" Legislative Grant to Township Societies 496 00
•' Working Expenses 34 48

702 48

Balance in hand .. 311 52

REPORT.

This Society held six meetinfrs during the past year, at which the business of the Society

was done. At two of those meetings the necessity of procuring a suitable site for a fair

ground, in the Village of Weston, was considered and discussed, but still remains unsettled.
*

"^

* * * *

Agricultural products, owing partly to dry and cold weather in the month of May, were

not so productive as in some nrevious years ; but the amount realized was of a very good

quality, amd calls forth our most earnest thanks to a kind Providence for such an abundant
supply. For horticultural pursuits the season was unfavourable

;
turnip and other root

crops were, in many places, almost a failure.

Arts and Manufactures in the Riding are in a very good and prosperous condition,

especially agricultural implements, which we consider second to none in the Dominion.

Etohicoke.

Dr. S cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 16 27
" Members' Subscriptions 210 00
" Admissions to Show 130 30
'•' Legislative Grant 165 00
" Municipal Grant 100 00
•' Proceeds of Rents and Specials 253 00
•' Buildings and grounds 305 60

1180 17

Cr.
By Prizes for Live Stock 285 50

" Field Products 60 50
'' Dairy " 32 00

" " Horticultural Products 43 50
" " Agricultural Implements 33 00
" " Arts and Manufactures 71 50

Preparing Show Grounds 484 43
Working Expenses 141 88

526 OU

1152 31

Balance in hand 27 86

Vaughan.
Dr. % cts. S ets. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 886 62
" Members' Subscriptions

.^
303 00

" Admissions to Show * 399 87
'• Legi.slative Grant 140 00
" Municipal Grant 25 00
•' Subscriptions to Exhibition Hall 566 00

2320 49

By Prizes for Live Stock 256 50
" - Field Products „ 39 50
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$ cts. $ cts. 8 cts.

To Prizes for Dairy Products .... 29 00
" Horticultural I'roducts 19 00

' " Agricultural Implements 66 00
" Arts and Manufactures 139 50

549 50
Unpaid 132 00

417 50
' Prizes of previous year 172 50
" Grounds and Buildings 1461 46
" Working Expenses 220 99

1854 95
2272 45

Balance in hand 48 04

Note.—The Society is reported to be in a flourishing condition, and great exertions have

been successfully made for procuring an extensive and commodious Exhibition Hall. A
greater interest is being felt in general agricultural inprovement, particularly in live stock,

of which the farmers of this Township possess many valuable specimens of pure breds.

York
Dr. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

To Balance in hand 199 40
" Member's Subscriptions 909 36
" Admissions to Show 170 00
" Legislative Grant 222 50
" Municipal Grant 125 00

1626 26

By Prizes for Live Stock 682 00
" Field Products 114 00
" Dairy " .. 38 00
" Horticultural Products 169 00

" " Agi'icultural Implements 7 00
" Arts and Manufactures 100 00

1110 00
'' Prizes of Previous year 8 50
• Working Expenses 410 37

1528 87

Balance in hand 97 39

REPORT.

The Directors congratulate the members of the Society upon the successful Exhibition

held near the Prospect House, Eglinton, on. the 8th and 9th of October, when there was keen

competition for prizes. The large amount of.f1500,00 was oiFered in prizes, being the largest

amount ever offered at a Township Exhibition in Ontario. There was a magnificant display

of horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry, dairy produce, fruit, roots, vegetables, and ladies' work.

As an Exhibition it would compare favourably with many county exhibitions, especially in

horses and field roots, which were second to none held during the year, except the Provincial

held at London. The entries of cattle, although compartively few, were of first quality.

The show of sheep was large and of the best the county could produce, the pigs were
well represented and of good quality.

The poultry was not so fully represented as could be wished for, but some good specimens
bram.ihs, cochins and ducks were shown. The turkeys and geese were not well represented.

The show of grain was poor, considering the proximity of a fine grain-producing coun-
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ty which hns taken the Canada Company's prizes at the Provincial Exhibitions for wheat,

twice in three years.

Of field roots the display was simply magnificent, greatly surpassing the same at[the Lon-

don Exhibition.

Tn vegetables, as is usual at a York Township show, it was first-class, for in no part

of Canada can vegetables compete with York Township.

Tn dairy produce the supply of butter was large, and of fine quality, giving the Judges some

difficulty in deciding who was the successful competitor. Tn cheese the supply was limited.

h\it of fine quality.

The fruit, as it is always at the Exhibitions of your Society, surpassed the County Show

for quality and quantity, vying with the Province, especially in grapes.

The flower disj>lay was meagre, but some fine specimens were shown.

The ladies' work was very good, showing that the ladies in York Township are not be-

hind the ladies of any county, and more especia ly in plain needle work, which was highly

commended, and it was thought by the Judges of that department that in future the Society

ought to place a prize in their list for the same.

The exhibition of fine arts was not as large as at some of the Society's previous shows,

but was of hish merit.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

(l^omiuissbner of Jgritulture anb %xis.

APPENDIX (B).

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE AGRICULTURAL AND ARTS ASSOCIA-

TION OF ONTARIO FOR 1873.

Office of the Agricultural and Arts
Association of Ontario,

Toronto, April 1, 1874.

To Hon. A. McKellar,
Commissioner of Agriculture, &c.,

1 uronlo.

Sir,—I have the honour, on behalf of the Council of the Agricultural and Art.?

Association, respectfully to submit the subjoined abstract Report of the Proceedings of the

Council and of the Association during the past year.

The Council consisted, at the first meeting which took place during tlie year, of the

following members, viz. :

Elected Members

:

—Messrs. Archibald McNab, Lochiel ; Ira Morgan. Osgoode ;

Andrew Wilson, Maitland ; J. B. AyIsworth, Newburgh ; Nathan Choate, Port Hope ;

George Graham, Brampton; George Murton, Guelph ; J. C. Rykert, M.P.P., St. Cathar-

ines; Hon. D. Christie, Paris; Robert Gibbons, M.P.P., Goderich ; Lionel E. Shipley,

Falkirk ; Stephen White, Charing Cross.

Ex-Officio Members

:

—Hon. A. McKellar, Commissioner of Agriculture ; Jas. Young,
xVI.P., Pre.sident of the Mechanics' Institute Association ; Rev. R. Burnet, President of

the Fruit Growers' Association ; Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, President of the Entomological

Society; Rev. Dr. Ryerson, Chief Superintendent of Education; and George Buckland,

Professor of Agriculture in University College. At a later period, in accordance with

legislative enactments, the following ex-officio members were added, viz.—Thos. Ballan-

tyne. President of the Dairymen's Association ; and Prof. McCandless, Principal of the

Agricultural College, Guelph.

The first meeting of the Council for the year took place at Toronto, on February

26th. Mr. Wilson was elected President, Mr. Gibbons Vice-President, and Mr. Graham
was re-elected Treasurer. The Treasurer submitted his statement of Receipts and Expen-
diture for the previous year, as examined and reported by the Auditors, showing that,

including the balance of ;32,287.78 from 1871, the sum of .|32,518.4-i had been received.
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and the sum of $28,972.07 had been expended, leaving a balance at the Bank at the
credit of the Association at the close of the year 1872 of $3,546.37. An application was
submitted from the solicitors of Mr. Denison, the late Treasurer, asking for an extension
of time for one year for Mr. Denison to pay his liabilities to the Association, but no action

was taken thereupon, the matter remaining as at the previous meeting. Steps were taken
to wind up some disputed accounts in connection with the preparations for the late

Exhibition at Hamilton. Sundry accounts were submitted and passed. An Executive
Committee was appointed, and Standing Committees on Accounts, Exhibition Buildings,
Turnstiles, and Printing. The Secretary was instructed to obtain tenders for the ordin-

ary printing of the Association for the ensuing year. The revision of the prize list was
referred to the Executive Committee. The Secretary was instructed to correspond with
the manufacturers of threshing machines, reapers and mowers, with the view of obtainino-

their opinions with regard to withdrawing or continuing the prizes heretofore offered for

those articles. The Hon. Mr. McKellar, Commissioner of Agriculture, conferred with the
Council in reference to proposed amendments in the Agricultural Statute, and a Com-
mittee was appointed to revise the Act, and recommend desirable alterations to the
Commissioner. A resolution was passed stating that, in the opinion of the Council, the
early establishment of an Agricultural College and Model Farm would tend greatly to the
advancement of the Agricultural interests of the Province. Messrs. Thos. Ballantyne and
K. Graham, representatives of the Dairy interests of the Province, conferred with tlie

Council in reference to the organization of one or more Dairymen's Associations for the
Province of Ontario, and a resolution was passed, approving of the incorporation of one
such Association fur the whole Province on such terms as the Government might see tit,

and that the President of the Association should be ex-officio a member of the Council of
the Agricultural and Arts Association.

The second meeting of the Council took place at Toronto, on .June ith. The Prize
List for the Exhibition was revised, and sundry alterations and additions made. In
accordance with the expressed desire of numerous manufacturers, the prizes formerly
offered for mowing and reaping machines, threshing machines, and various other machines
and implements, were dispensed with. The contract for the printing of the Association
for the year was awarded to Messrs. Bell & Co., of Toronto. Arrangements were made
for obtaining four new turnstiles for the use of the Exhibition, to be made at Hamilton,
similar to those imported from England. Communications in reference to the prepara-
tions for the Exhibition at London were received and considered. Certain accounts
amounting to $809.35 were submitted and passed. The Treasurer, Mr. Graham, stated
that Mr. Denison had made arrangements by which he would be enabled to pay off the
mortgage on his property having precedence of the Association's mortgage, and would
also pay about $6,<'00 of the debt due to the Association, and give a second mortgage for

the balance of the debt. A committee was appointed to provide for the erection of steam
power and shafting for driving machinery at the approaching Exhibition at London, a
matter which has long been felt a desideratum, but not heretofore obtained. The pro-
position made by Mr Denison was considered and accepted, provided the security were
found to be satisfactory. The Judges for the Exhibition were nominated. Arrangements
were made for holding four Provincial Ploughing Matches under the auspices of the
Association, in four different sections of the Province, each section consisting of three
Agricultural districts, as named in the Agricultural Act, the Council appropriating the
sum of $300 for the match in each section. The examination papers of the AgricuTtural
students in the Veterinary College, in competition for the prizes offered by the Commis-
sioner of Agriculture and the Council, were examined and reported upon by a committee,
and the prizes awarded.

The next meeting of the Council was held at Toronto, on September 4th. Tiie
meeting was called chiefly tr. consider some difficulties that had arisen in regard to tiie

title to the property to be given as additional security by Mr. Denison in his arrange-
ments for paying off a portion of his debt, and giving a mortgage for the balance ; also to
consider the question of transferring the Bank Account of the Association to another
Bank which would pay a higher rate of interest on the current deposits than the Bank at
which the account had heretofore been kept. These questions were duly considered, and it

was decided to carry out the arrangement with Mr. Denison. It was also decided to
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ti-ansfer tlie Accouut «^f the Association from the I>;uik of British North America to the

Bauk of Conniierco. Various matters connected with the approaching Exhibition were also

oonsuhn'e<i and disposed of.

The Council met a^ain at London, on September 22nd, and the following days on
whicli the Provincial Exhibition was lield, Avith the management of the many details of

which they were chietly occupied during the week. The annual meeting of the Directors

of the Association was held at London, on Thursday, September 25th, at which Messrs.

Jas. Johnson, of London, and D. W. Beadle, of St. Catharines, were appointed Auditors
of the accounts of the Association for 1873, and it was decided that the Exhibition of
1874: should be held at the City of Toronto, in accordance with established rotation.

The fifth and last session of the Council for the year took place at Toronto, on
December 18th. The meeting was occupied chiefly in closing the financial and other
business of the year. It was ordered that entries for the third volume of the " Short
Horn Herd Book " should be called in, and the Secretary was also instructed to call for

tenders for the j^rinting of the same, and of an additional volume of the Transactions.

Reports were submitted of the four Provincial Ploughing Matches which had been held

111 tour diflerent sections of the Province, as appointed by the Council in Spring, and a 1

uf which appear to have been attended with very satisfactory results. Various accounts
were submitted and passed, and ordered to be paid. The Treasurer, Mr. Graham, stated

that the negociatious which had been in progress in regard to the Denison matter had
oeen carried out, and had resulted in a payment of $6,760 to the Association, and the
solicitors had taken a mortgage for the balance due. The Treasurer also stated that the
Association held then a balance at the bank of $12,257. A resolution was passed to me-
morialize the Dominion Government to make the standard apple barrel the same as in the

State or New York, a matter of importance to fruit growers ; also, to recommend to

Parliament the abrogation of postage on Agricultural Journals and Documents ]-)assing

from one part of the Dominion to another. The Secretary was instructed to communicate
with the Toronto City Council in reference to a guarantee to provide the necessary

accommodation for the Exhibition of 1874.

The Provincial Exhibition of 1873.

A report of the results of the very successful Exhibition held at Loudon, in Septem-
ber, as compared with previous Exhibitions, was presented to the Commissioner of Agri-

culture in November last. In addition to the facts then stated, I beg leave to submit the

subjoined statements : Statement No. 1 is similar to statements which have been prepared
and forwarded to the Commissioner for each of the previous exhibitions, and shows the
number and amount of prizes awarded in each general class to each County in the Pro-
vince. No. 2 is a comparative statement of the total number and ani'iunt of prizes

awarded to each county in Ontario at each of the Exhibitions of 1873, 1872, 1871 and
1870 respectively. An examination of these statements will show to what extent each
county directly i^articipates in and receives benefit from the Annual Exhibitions, in the

shape of forwarding articles and animals, and obtaining prizes for the same, and will also

sliow to what extent the contrioutions from each county are affected by the locality in

which the show is held. For instance, in 1870, when the snow was held at Toronto, the
County of Froiitenac took $39.50 in prizes ; m 1871, when the show was held at King-
stc»n, $2,071.50 ; in 1872, with the show at Hamilton, $57.00 ; and in 1873, with the

exnioition at London, only $36.00. In 1870. with the show at Toronto, the County of
Y-irk took $3,434.50 in prizes ; in 1871, at Kingston, $1,821.50; in 1872, at Hamilton,
$1,540.00 ; and in 1873, at London, $923.00. Again, in 1870, with the exhibition at

Toronto, the County of Wentworth took $744.50 in prizes; in 1871, at Kingston,
$172.00 ; in 1872, at Hamilton, $2,993.00 ; and in 1873, at Lmdon, $799. In 1870, at

Toronto, the County of Middlesex took $326.00 ; in 1871. at Kingston—the most remote
pomt from the cuncy—$124.00 ; in 1872, at Hamilton, $582 ; and in 1873, at home, at

Loudon, $3,988.50. Other counties, contiguous to, or more or less remote from those
counties m which the four permanent exhibition buildings and grounds are placed, are

similarly affected in a greater or less degree by their proximity to, or distance from, the
exhibition auring any particular year. But it will be seen that those counties whose con-
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tiibutions to the Exhibition are usually of a somewhat miscellaneous description, consist-

ing of some live stock, with grain, routs, and vegetables, and a variety of domestic pi o-

ducts, show the greatest variation in the amount of prizes they obtain, according to thtir

proximity to, or remoteness from, the Exhibition ou any particular occasion. On the other

hand, the counties wliose productions are of a more condensed, distinctive charactnr, an-t

of such a value that it is of great importance to the proprietors to exhibit them, although

still showing some variation, do not do so to nearly the same extent as the others ; but

preserve somethuig approaching nearly an even balance, wherever the show may happen

to be held. The County of Frontenac, already oited, is an instance of the first case iu

point varying from $36.00 to $2,071.50; and Middlesex, varyin^r from .S124-.OU to

^3,988..50. Addington varies from nothing at Hamilton, and SIO.OO at London, to

$2.57.00 at Kingston ; Hastings, from $42 00 at London, to $367.00 at Kingston ; Huron,

from $9.00 at Kingston, to ,9,576.00 at London ; Simcoe, from nothing at Lon Ion, and

$2.00 at Hamilton, to $253.00 at Toronto ; but Ontario, one of the great hi'^h-bred

stock producing counties, takes $1,118.50 at Toronto, $1,219.00 at Kingston, $889.50

at Hamilton, and $948.50 at London. Peel, another great stock county, takes $725.50

at Toronto, $1,001.00 at Kingston, $916.00 at Hamilton, and $952.00 at London.

Wellington, again, one of the most distinguished counties in the Province tor its thorougli-

bred live stock, takes $1,471.00 at Toronto, $1,371.00 at Kingston, $1,966.50 at Hamil-

ton, and $2,131.50 at London. Lincoln, whose strong point is in its splendid fruit, takes

$442.00 at Toronto, $599.50 at Kingston, $538.50 at Hamilton, and $452.00 at Lon-

don. One county, Russell, has not yet had the good fortune to take a single prize at any

Provincial Exnibition, and there are nine others, no one of which has yet taken amounts
reaching $40.00 in any one year. But it must not be supposed that the entire benefit of

the Exhibition to any of these counties is to be measured by the mere amount of money
they draw, or fail to draw in prizes. If the counties which fail to obtain prizes, or obtain

only small amounts, do not exhibit, or exhibit unsuccessfully, they at least send delegate.^

or visitors to the Exhibition, who will carry home with them some new and improved
implement, some new variety of grain, some improved breeding animal, or at the 1 ^ast

some new ideas, and these will produce fruit in time. The improved classes of anim ils,

and the improved modes of culture will gradually and surely by means of these anniTal

meetings, be disseminated through the whole Province. The outlying or new counties

which do not yet send articles to the Exhibition will gradually be brought into the held

of competition, and a hundred beneficial influences will result in promoting the progress

and well-being of the Agricultural and industrial interests of the country.
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Comparative Statement of the Number and Aiiiount of Prizes awarded to each

County in Ontario, in each of the Years 1873, 1872, 1871 and 187d.

COUXTIES.

TOTAL TOTAL | TOTAL ' TOTAL

LOXDON, I
HAMILTON, I KINGSTON, ' I TORONTO,

ii I

1873. 1872.

;.2 Amount.

Addington
Algoma
Brant
Brace
Carleton
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenae
Glengarry ...

."

Grenville
Grey ;

Haldimand
Halton
Hastings
Htiron
Kent
Lanibton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox
Lincoln
Middlesex ,

Norfolk
Northumberland :! .39

a cts.

10 00

1871. 1870.

o-S Amount.

527 00 I (58

.S cts.

4
4
3

23
6
65
14
11
4

!

4

2
132
|717

Ontario
Oxford
Peel
Perth
Peterboro' ,

Prescott
Prince Edward
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe ....,

Stormont
Victoria
"Waterloo
WeUand
Wellington
Wentworth ... .

York

104
51
65
40
1
5

13

115 00
275 00

6 00
36 00

3
53
4

184
139
109

Other Localities il 23

18 00
26 00
47 00

221 00
42 00
576 00
116 00
.53 50
29 00
11 00
6 00

452 00
3988 50

5 00
160 00
948 50
242 00
952 00
397 00

6 00
69 00
101 00

Totals. 1966

6 00
376 00
18 00

2131 50
799 00
923 00
130 00

158
88
1
40
87
40
58
22
1
6

13819 00

1

44
6

176
672
232
17

514 50

"""5
"o6"

"417 60"

102 00
27 00
.57 00

51

6 00
21 00
84 00

478 00
110 00
412 00
49 00
1 00

33
!' 1

8

7
71
3
1

512
22
10
4

2
ii 16

.31

I 9

Amount.

S cts.

257 50

15 00

538 50
582 00

5 00
215 00
889 .50

218 00
916 00
208 00

8 00
102 00
46 00

10

I

17

I

.50

188
I
11

72
104

2
44
9
3
3
52
4

2 00

"2 06"'

277 00
23 00

196*= 50
2993 00
1.540 00
154 00

I
17

1116

41
202

I 42

'1922 12984 00 ! 11774

i

I II

193 00
10 00
106 00
136 00
943 00
15 00
2 00

2071 50
133 50
30 00
38 00
34 00

284 00
367 00

9 00

45

95 00
82 00
395 00
599 .50

124 00

4

5

5
38
16
22
1

3
1
3

11
119
62

260 00
1219 00

12 00
1001 00

85 00
11 00
62 00
366 00
36 00

57

,107

33

I
65

1 23

36 00

6 00 !

67 00
118 00

1371 00
172 00
1821 50
390 00

n
2

I 52

I

19
1 173
1174

1665
i 65

Amount.

12957 50

S cts.

6 00

299 00

32 00
249 00
799 50
28 00
32 00
39 50

8 00
38 00
85 00

224 00
167 00
133 50

4 00
13 00
15 00
11 00
72 00

442 00
326 00

242 50
1118 .50

118 50
725 50
126 00
39 50

93 00

253 00
16 OC

3 00
367 00
108 50

1471 00
744 .50

3434 50

359 00

19261 12243 50
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The Veterinary College.

The Veterinary College, during tlie past year, has maintained its high position as a

most valuable public institution. The number of students in attendance has grown larger

year by year, as the importance and value of the veterinary art becomes more fully

known and appreciated throughout the country. Since the first establishment of the

College, about one hundred students have passed successful examinations, and been

awarded the diploma of the College, entitling them to practise as Veterinary Surgeons.

And a large proportion of these are now in successful practice, either in this Province or

neighbouring countries.

The Session of 1872-3 closed about the first of April, and the examination took

place on "Wednesday, the 16th of April.

The names of the candidates who passed a final examination, and were awarded the

Diploma of the Board, are

—

Mr. W. N. McKenny,
" David Miller,
" David Rogers,
" J. A. Brackin,
" Harland Cook,
" AVilliam Sweet,
" Matchen Young,

Michigan, U. S.

Exeter, Out.

Aurora.

Caledon East.

Grahamsville.

Exeter.

Brampton.

The following gentlemen also passed a primary examination in Anatomy and

Physiology, viz :

—

Mr. John P. Bond,
" James Charles worth,
" Mathevv J. Henderson,
" Ptobert Baird,
" Richard McKenney,
" Joseph Tucker,
" John C. Richardson,
" James Donnelly,
" John Jeffrey,
" Louis O'Leary,
" John Nott,
" Henry Smith,
" William Brady,
" George Neale,
" Benjamin F. Holmes,

Toronto.

Clinton.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Brucefield.

Michigan, U. S.

Blythe.

Whitchurch.
Trecastle.

Woodbridge.
Duffin's Creek.

Clinton.

Whitchurch.

Tilsonburg.

Brooklin.

Erin.

The Examining Board consisted of Dr. Barrett, Toronto, and Messrs. Hagyard,

Cowan, Sweetapple, and Wilson, Veterinary Surgeons.

The usual Christmas examinations took place on Thursday, December 11th, and the

following gentlemen passed their final examination in a highly creditable manner, viz. :
—

Mr. John P. Bond,
" Robert Baird,
" Richard McKenny,
" James Charlesworth,
" Benjamin Holmes,
" William Brady,
" Louis O'Leary,
" Henry Smith,
" John Nott,

Toronto.

Brucefield.

Michigan, U. S.

Clinton.

Erin.

Tilsonburg.

Duffin's Creek.

Whitchurch.

Brussels.

The Board of Examiners comprised Messrs.

Cowan, Veterinary Surgeons, and Dr. Thorburn.

198
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FINANCES.

The financial results attending the proceedings of the year have been satisfactory.

The Exhibition was pecuniarily successful, and a considerable portion of the debt due by
Mr. Denison to the Association has been liquidated. The Treasurer's Statement of

Receipts and Expenditure, and the Auditors' Keport thereupon, are submitted herewith,

showing that, including the balance of $3,546.37 from the account of 1872,~the sum of

$42,976.48 was received, and the sum of $31,655.84 expended, leaving a balance in the

bank at the credit of the Association, to be carried to the account of 1874, of 811,320.64.

CONCLUSION.

The operations of the Association for the year have, then, been attended with highly

satisfactory results. A very successful Exhibition has been held. The breeders and
importers of live stock, stimulated and encouraged by the awards offered at the Exhibi-

tion, as well as by the rapidly increasing value of that class of property, have shown great

enterprise and energy in improving the quality and extent of their flocks aud herds, so

that the live stock of Canada now takes a high rank upon the Continent. The agricul-

tural productions of the Province, also agricultural machinery, and other manufactures,

show steady progress ; while the splendid fruits aud other horticultural productions shown
in such increasing abundance at our annual Exhibitions, are further evidence of the great

and varied resources of the Province of Ontario. Lastly, the finances of the Association

are in a highly satisfactory condition with which to commence operations for the coming
season.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

Hugh C. Thomson,
Secretary.
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George Graha^af, Treasurer, in account with the Agvieultinal and Arts Associa-
tion, for the Year ending 31st December, 1873.

1S73

Jan 1

Feb. 1....

March 4
May 14..

June ;•

July n;
Oct. 2 ..

April 4.

May 28
Dec. 20

May 20
Nov. 17

Sept. 20
Octl....

Dec. 20 .

Receipts.

To Cash on hand at last Audit

Ee Denison.

To Cash on account of Claim,
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do under last settlement.

Miscellaneous Account.

Hugh C. Thouison, Herd Books sold
do do
do do
da do
do Catalogues of Entries sold

Rent Account.

To G. W. Buckland & Co., Rent of Store to 1st Feb., 1873.
do do do 1st Aug., 1873.

Exhibition Expenses Fund.

City of London Electoral Division Subscription
Net Proceeds of Booths sold
E. Middlesex, Members' Subscription.s
H. C. Thomson, Sec, Members' Subscriptions
Cash Net Amount Received at Gates for xVdmission to Grounds
General Superintendent, Forage 6old
do do Stables Let
do do Locks Sold
do do Catalogue!?

Members' Subscriptions

Prince of Wales' Fund.

One Year's Interest on Money Loaned
Government Grant for 1873

Interest Account.

Received from Bank for Interest on Deposits
George A. Couse, Prize Refunded (paid by mistake)

$ cts.

105 00
GO 8.5

50 00
240 00
150 00
465 .00

6760 45

158 00
126 90
200 00
443 42
11 80

500 00
500 00

182 00
1150 00
580 00
450 00

15950 84
371 60
271 00
23 25
1 10

356 87

64 00
10000 00

228 03
30 00

8 cts.

3546 37

7831 30

940 12

1000 00

19336 66

64 00
10000 00

228 03
30 00

S42976 48
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THE PKOVIXCIAL EXHIBITION OF 1874.

Office of the Agricultural and Art.s

Association of Ontario,
Toronto, Nov. Ist, 1874.

To the Hon. Archibald McKellar,
Commissioner of Ayriculture, &c , &c.

Sir,—I have the honour, on behalf of the Council of the AsBooiation, respectfully to

submit the following Report of the results of the Provincial Exhibition, held by this As.socia-

tion, at Toronto, in September, li74, as compared with previous Exhibitions.

I have the pleasure of being able to state with confidence that, the Exhibition was no
exception to the rule which has prevailed on former occasions, viz : that each exhibition has
been better in many respects that any of its predecessors. The late exhibition was certainly

one of the best, if not altogether the best, and the most su-^cessful in many important respects,

as an exposition of the agricultural and industrial productions of the country, of any that we
have ever had. The entire number of entries fell a little iu arrear of that at London, last

ye IT. owing, no doubt, to the long continued drought of the latter part of the summer,
which prevented many kinds of produce, and even of live stock, from arriving at proper con-

dition for exhibition. But then the number of entries at London in 1873, was unusually
large, and the number at the late exhibition exceeded any other previous year, except 1873,
and was over 1,200 in excess of the previous exhibition at Toronto, in 1870.

The amount oflPered in priaas at the late exhibition was 316,640,00, against .$16,016.00
in 1873

; $16,092.00 in 1872
; 815,724.50 in 1871, and S13,750..50, at Toronto, in 1870.

The entire number of entries was 8162, against 8920 in 1873 ; 7714 in 1872; 6682 in 1871
;

and G897 in 1870. The amount actuallj- awarded in prizes, irrespective of the extra prizes

to be paid on first prizes imported animals, after they have been one year in the Province,

was 814,070.00, against S13,797.00 in 1873; §13,142.00 in 1872; 812,9.51.00 in 1871;
and 312,243.00 in 1870. I beg to submit the following synopsis of the amount of competi-

tion in each general class, or department, as shown by the number of entries, compai-ed with
the recent preceding exhibitions.

Horses.—In all the classes of horses there were 760 entries, against 847 in 1873
;

680 in 1872; 46.5 in 1871; and 471 in 1870. A good many of the horses exhibited,

CBpecially in the carriage and heavy draught classes, were new importations from England
and Scotland, first-class, valuable animals.

Cattle.—In all the classes of cattle there were 595 entries, against 849 in 1873
;

677 in 1872; 647 in 1871, and 544 in 1870. In this very important department there

appears to be a considerable falling ofi" in the actual number of entries made, as compared
with the three immediately preceding exhibitions. This circumstance may, no doubt, be
attributed in part to the summer drought, but I believe that another reason may be assigned

as operating to some extent, viz., owing to the numerous importations whi-hhave taken place,

and the great efforts which have been made by our leading breeders to improve our thorough-
bred stock, the animals now brought into the show ring at the Provincial Exhibition are

of .such a superior character as compared with some years back, that the owners and breeders

of any but the very first-class stock are becoming a little shy of entering into competition
against them. This, however, speaks all the more favorably for the improvement taking

place in the valuable breeds of cattle in the country. On the ground this year, notwith-

standing the apparent falling off in the number of entries, the actual show of cattle was con-

sidered decidedly the best that we have ever had. The sheds were well filled, and many new
importations of great promise put in a first appearance.

Sheep.—In all the classes of sheep there were 580 entries, against 868 in 1873 ; 760 in

1872 ; 528 in 1871, and 491 in 1870. The remarks made in regard to cattle will also apply

to a considerable extent in regard to sheep.

Swine—In all the difierent classes of pi_,s, the number of entries was 246, against 361
in 1873; 280 in 1872 ; 309 in 1871, and 209 in 1870. There was a very fi;;e display in

the different classes of these valuable domestic animals, particularly in the small breeds,

amongst them being a number of late importations of a high order of merit.

x02
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Poultry.—The show of poultry was the largest, and probably the best that we have

yet had, and formed a very attractive feature of the Exhibition. There were 823 entries,

against 607 in 1873 ; 528 in 1872 ; 393 in 1871, and 257 in 1870.

Agricultural Implements.— In agricultural implements, machines and tools, there

was a large and imposing display of first-class artick-s, decidedly in advance of any previous

occasion, and exhibiting undoubted progress in this very important branch of manufacturing

industry, so necessary as an accessory to the full and successful development of the agricul-

tural capabilities of the soil. The number of entries in this department was 486, against

466 in 1873 ; 430 in 1872 ; 421 in 1871, and 427 in 1870.

Agricultural Productions.—In this depai-tment, consisting of field grains, hops, small

field seeds, field roots, dairy products, domestic wines, &c., the amount of competition was no

doubt considerably influenced by the character of the season. Still, there were very fine

sample? of grain and other products on exhibition, though not so large a display as there

would have been if the season had been more favourable. The number of entries was 686,

against 1,075 in 1873 ; 893 in 1872 ; 1149 in 1S71 ; and 899 in 1870.

Horticultural Products.—In this department, consisting of fruits, garden vege-

tables, plants and flowers, the influence of the season was also apparent in its efiects upon the

amount of competition, and although there were many fine samples, and many varieties of

choice fruits on exhibition to maintain the high standing of Ontario as a fruit-growing coun-

try, the tables were not so well filled, especially in regard to vegetables and flowers, as on

some former occasions. The entries were 1,599, against 1,858 in 1873; 1,797 in 1872;

1,286 in 1871 ; and 1,480 in 1870.

Arts and Manufactures,—In the Arts and Manufactures Department, were

exhibited, cabinet ware, carriages and sleighs, chemical manufactures, building materials,

pottery, products of the fine arts, groceries and provisions, ladies' work, machinery, manufac-

tures in metals, musical instruments, spe>jimens in natural history, paper, printing, saddlery,

boots and shoes, leather and other leather manufactures, woollen goods, flax and cotton

goods, furs, &c. In this department, the exhibition was undoubtedly larger and l,:,cter than

on any previous occassion in the Province. The drought of summer fortunately did not affect

the competition in these classes. It may be observed that when the exhibitions have been

held at Toronto heretofore, the classes in the Arts and Manufactures Department have

generally been specially well-filled, and the late exhibition fully maintained the general rule in

this respect. There was a large amount of excellent and highly finished machinery for working

in wood and iron, and other manufacturing purposes, on exhibition ; also of manufactures in

metals, cabinet ware, woollen goods, leather manufactures and numerous other industrial

products, forming a highly interesting display, and aff'ording satisfactory evidence of marked
progress in the manufacturing interests of the country. A considerable portion of the machi-

nery, kept in operation on the ground by steam power, in a building erected for the purpose,

made a very instructive and interestint>- feature of the exhibition. The total number of

entries in the Arts and Manufactures' Department was 2,387, against 1,989 in 1873 ; 1,669

in 1872; 1,484 in 1871 ; and 2,119 at Toronto in 1870. For further details as to the

amount of competition iu each class as compared with the four previous years, I beg leave to

refer to the subsequent table, showing the amount off"ered in prizes in each class at the late

exhibition, the amount actually awarded, and the number of entries ; also the number of entries

in each class at London, 1873; Hamilton, in 1872 ; Kiuiiston. in 1871 ; and Toronto, in

1870.

Financial Eesults.

In its financial results the exhibition was highly satisfactory, the receipts being greater

than on any previous occasion. The tutal amount received for members' subscr ptions, rent

of refreshment stands, rent of stables, sales of forage, admissions at the gates, and materials

sold after the exhibition, was 822,613.88 against $19,340.36 at London, m 1873 ; 16,261.77,
at Hamilton in 1872 ; :$7,593.51, at Kingston, in 1871 ; and $20,8U0.03, at Toronto, in

1870.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your most obedient servant.

Hugh C. Thomson,
Sec7-etary.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

{Mr. Sheriff Gibbons)

Genthmtn of the Agricultural aiid Arts Association of Ontario:—

We are assembled for the twonty-ninth time to hold our auiiuul meeting, and, iu accord-

ance with the custom established by my predecessors in office, I have now the honour to ad-

dress you as the President of this most important and influential Association.

In so doing, I would first of all congratulate you and the farmers of this Province gen-

erally on the bountiful harvest with which it has pleased a kind Providence to favour us, and
upon the splendid exhibition of products which this has enabled us to witness here to-day.

The spring was rather late in opening, but we had a most favourable season for committing

the seed to the earth, and timely rains in June and July brought on the crops with wonder-
ful rapidity. Fall wheat was doubtless considerably winter-killed in some sections, and the

hay crop has, in certain parts of the Province, fallen short of the usual average yield. The
Colorado potato beetle has also committed depredations on our most important root crop,

while carrots, mangolds and turnips have suffered more or less Irom drought during the latter

part of the summer. But notwithstanding these drawbacks, we rejoice over a plentiful in-

gathering. The Sj^ring grains have nearly everywhere yielded abundantly. We have had an

unusually fine season for securing the harvest, so that every advantage has been gained in

respect to grass, grain and straw : and our barns are now filled to overflowing. The fruit

yield is good, and the root crop will probably, notwithstanding the dry summer, in most cases

turn out well. Let us therefore heartily join in thanksgiving to Almighty God for the bless-

ings he has poured upon us, and humbly seek a continuance of them in the future.

Gentlemen, this Association has now attained to what may be considered a very respect-

able age. Twenty-eight years is no inconsiderable period in the life-time of an individual or

of an institution. Those who were middle-aged men when this Association was first organized,

and took an active part in its early operations, are now old, or have departed from the scenes

of their earthly labours ; while those who were then young are now well on in the journey of

life. Since the formation of the Association, no less than ten gentiemen who worthily tilled

the position I now occupy have passed away from earth, John \\'etenhall, Wm. ' Matthie,

Adam Fergussou, John Stephenson, Edward W. Thomson, Henry Euttan, John B. Marks,
Thomas C. Street, Chas. P. Treadwell, and Asa A. Burnham, who were once the highest offi-

cers of this organization, and did their best to promote its useful influence, are no longer here

to take part in its proceedings. But their places have been filled by others, and when we who
now occupy the prominent positions shall in our turn retire from the stage of action, those

who are now young will succeed us, and will no doubt carry the institution forward to far

greater efficiency and prosperity in its efforts to promote the most important material interests

of this country.

This As.sociation was founded with a view to the following, among other objects:—To
stimulate and aid the farmer in adopting the most approved methods of culture, and in raising

the best possible qualities of grain and other products, and the finest and most profitable breeds

of live stock ; to aid in the introduction of the latest and mo6t valuable improvements in the

manufacture of agricultural implements and machines ; and generally to promote in every

practicable way the industrial and manufacturing interests of the country. These ends were
sought to be attained, among other means adopted, by bringing together annually a public ex-

hibition of all the best products, animals, implements, fabrics, &c., that thereby improvement
might be promoted by practical examples—that those who were backward might witness what
others had done and be induced to copy after them, and that those who were most advanced
might still learn something from one another, and be led on to greater eSbrts after excellence.

How far these objects have been attained, let the record of the Association tell. It was
established some years after the kindred national societies of England, Scotland, Ireland and
New York State. Yet, in its vigorous onward progress it has not fallen behind any of them.

When our first exhibition was held, in 1846, Upper Canada was comparatively in its infancy.

The whole Province then contained a population of only about 600,000. The agriculture of

the Province was than, comparatively speaking, in a very primitive condition. Few improved
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labour-saving implements had been introduced, and in the whole extent of the country but &

small number of specimens of the more valuable breeds of live stock could be found. Now
what a different state of affairs do we behold in every respect ! The population of this Pro-

vince is at the present time little, if any, short of 2,000,000 souls. A vastly extended area

of land has been brought under cultivation ; new and improved methods of culture have been

adopted ; labour-saving machines and implements, light but effective tools of husbandry, are

everywhere to be met with, and the manufacture of these has become a very important element

in the industry of the country. Large flocks and herds of the most valuable breeds of live

stock are to be found in most of the well settled parts of the Province, and bring prices to

iheir enterprising owners never dreamt of at the earlier date above mentioned. Many new

branches of agricultural and mechanical industry, unthuught of when this Association was

established, among which may be named flax-growing, the petroleum trade, mining, cheese

factory dairying, grape culture, and various manufactures, have developed themselves, adding

greatly to the wealth and resources of the country. Our extensive railway system, also, and

our magnetic telegriiph lines, have grown up during the time specified, bringing tLe distant

parts of the Province into easy communication with one another, and fa ilitating the convey-

ance of produce and goods from one end of the land to the other. xMoreover, under the Act

of Confederation, this Province now iorms an integral part, and by far the most important

part, of a great Dominion, stretching from ocean to ocean, which, in the boundless extent of

its fertile lauds, the vastness of its forests, and its rich mineral and marine resources, contains

the elements of a future development and prosperity practically illimitable.

In regard to the agricultural interest, which is the most important of all, and the main-

spring of the rest, there can be no doubt that the improvement which has taken place in modes

of culture, the use of improved implements, and the wide diffusion of the most valuable kinds

of live stock, is largely attributable to the stimulus and encouragement imparted by the an-

nual exhibitions of this Association and the kindred societies of the Province. The same ob-

servation is true of the older organizations in the Mother Country. They have led the way
and we have followed in their track. Practical knowledge has been diffused, and a spirit of

emulation ^.wakened, by means of the ch. icest products of the country being annually col-

lected together in one spot, at these exhibitions, for the inspection of the public, and especially

of those interasted in agricultural progress, which has led to a much more rapid advance

than would otherwise have been the case. Let us examine the statistics of the exhibitions

held by this Association since its foundation, including the first one, held in 1846, and we
shall see how great has been the increase in the number of articles or animals shown in every

department—an increase which may be taken as a guage of the progress in production in the

differeut branches of industry throughout the Province at large. Not wishing to over-burden

this address with figures, I refer you, for more detailed statistics, to the published Transac-

tions of the Ass elation, merely submitting the folhwing tabular statement, showing the

amount offered in premiums, the number of entries of animals and articles, and the amount
actually awarded in prizes, each time the exhibition has been held at the city of Toronto, the

place where we are assembled to-day :

—

Year.

1846
1852

1858
1862
1866
1870
1874

I am not yet able to state the precise amount awarded this year, but it will no doubt be

in about the usual proportion to the sum offered as premiums. ^

*XoTE. —The actual amount awarded this year was §14,070 00, to which %vill have to be added the in-

creased prizes given for imported animals after they have been one year in the Province, amounting to a con-
siderable sum.
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Now surely this is a record of which any nssociation may well be proud. In the num-
ber of entries "f live stock we actually eclipse the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

most celebrated institution of the kind in the world. As to the quality of the stock, though

we do not contend that all the animals here to-day are up to the standard of the Royal, still

it is a fact that among them there are some animals which have taken hrst priaes in their

classes at the Royal Society's show, and it is certain that the large proportion of the stock on

our grounds to-day is such as would do no discredit to any exhibition in the world. In the

machinery and implement department, of course we do not as yet approach the English Show.
Still our display in this line is respectable, and has made great advan^'es over what it w^s a
few years ago. ^^"hen we make comparisons with the State as Provincial Exhibitions of this

Continent, it is an admitted fact, that, with the single exception of theareat fair at St. Louis,

our annual exhibition is the most important, in the quality and extent of the articles and ani-

mals brought into competition, and the most successfully conducted, of any on this side of the

Atlantic. Further, we may congratulate ourselves on our exhibitions having been successful

on every occasion. We have never yet been obliaed to record ine of them as a failure.

For the splendid exhibition of live stock which we are now enabled to make, the Province

is incalculably indebted to those enterprisinc gentlemen who, during so many years, previous

tn and since the founding of this Association, up to the present time, at great cost and risk to

themselves, have imported the most valuable animals from the mother country. It is true

that they have, in many cases, reaped an ample reward for their outlay, in the profitable sale

of the imported animals or their progeny, but we are none the less indelited to them on that

account, it ma}' perhaps be considered invidious to particularise individuals in this connec-

tion, but in any history which may hereafter be written of the introduction of the most valu-

able breeds of live stock into this country, the names of Poland Wingfi<4d. Adam Fergusson,

the Millers of Markbam and Pickering, the 1 homsons of Whitby, F. W. Stone. David Chris-

tie, Simon Beattie. George Brown, and many others, must always be honourably mentioned.

In regard to the present exhibition I venture to say. from my own observation, that in

many of the c'-^.sses it surpasses, or at least ecjuals. any of the preceding exhibitions which have

been held in the Province of ('ntario : that in so far as horses, cattle, sheep, and swine are

concerned, they could scarcely be excelled on this continent.

The specimens of agricultural and other implements on the ground are of the most im-

proved kinds, and are a credit to the manufiacturers of Ontario. Fruit and vegetables are also

very fair, together with the fine arts and ladies' work, comprising-, as a whole, one of the

finest exhibitions ever held in this province.

I now leave the subject of exhibitions, which has mainly occupied our attention thus far,

and, with your permission, will glance briefly at a few other matters.

One of the important objects which the Council of the Asscci^tion has been greatly inter-

ested in pr' moting durinjr the past ten or twelve years, has been the establishment and main-
tenance ot the Ontario Veterinary College. This Institution, under the able management of

the Principal, Professor Smith, has been attended by the most gratifying success. Since the

opening of the College, more than one hundred students have passed successful examinations
within its walls, have obtained the diploma of the Association authorising them to practise the

veterinary art. and are now distributed over the Province at different points, where, in most
cases, they are earning handsome incomes from the profession they have acquired, while their

services are of great benefit to the owners of valuable domestic animals. This important boon

to the farmers and stock owners of Canada has been obtained at the very inconsiderable out-

lay, on the part of the Association, of only about i?550 per innum. The College has now
reached a stage of maturity at which it may probably be a wise policy to give it more liberal

pecuniary support, and thus increase its efficiency and extend its usefulness.

The finances of the Association, I am happy to be able to inform you. are in a prosper-

ous condition. We commenced the year with a balance in hand of. SI 1,320 64

Amount received since that date 2,162 00

$l:^.4S2 64
Amount paid out since .Jan. 1st, 1874 . 3,736 00

Balance in hand Sept. 1st, 1874 $9,746 64
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This does not include the Government grant for the present year, nor the receipts in con-

nection with the exhibition now in progress, which make the amount on hand at the ooeniiig

of this exhibition over ."?20,000. This is certainly a satisfactory state of the exchequer, and
one which fully warrants the Association in offering a liberal list of premiums. The Govern-
ment acts wisely in appropriating a certain amount annually from the public funds in sup-

port of this Association and the county and town.-hip Agricultural Societies of the Province.

The money, as a matter of fact, belongs in great part to the firmers themselves, and so louo-

as they approve of this disposition of a part of the Provincial funds, the Government will be
fully sustained in continuing the appropriation.

In regard to the Denison matter, the sum originally decided by the Court of Chancery
to be due the Association, in February, 1871. was S14.897.61. Of this amount there has
been paid up to the present time, the sum of §11,311.30. There is now due. including inter-

est, the sum of §5,866, and there is every prospect that this balance will be fully paid off at

an early date.

During the year of my presidency of this Associatiou, the Government of this Province

has opened the Ontario School of Agriculture, and the Dominion Government has been
actively engaged in negotiations with a view to a new Reciprocity Treaty between Canada and
the United States. The Provincial School of Agriculture is located at Guelph, and com-
menced operations in May last with about thirty students. Although some unforeseen circum-
stances have interfered with its thorough efficiency at the outset, it is to be hoped that these

will be overcome in due time, and, situated as it is, in the centre of one of the best agricul-

tural districts in the Province, there is every prospect of the institution becoming a great and
permanent benetit to the farming interest. The new Treaty of Reciprocity is as vet onlv in

the formative process, and awaits the action of those legislative and executive bodies which
have a voice in its negociation and ratification. Meantime, its proposed terms are undercoin"*

that ordeal of criticism to which all public measures are subjected in free countries like our
own. That the general welfare of the country, and in particular the agricultural interest, will

be promoted by a fair treaty of reciprocity, there can be no doubt, and in all discussions on
this subject, it ought to be borne in mind that the greatest good to the greatest number is

the object of all wise legislation. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to frame a treaty

which will not affect some individual and local interests unfavourably ; but the question in-

volves the general prosperity of our country, and surely that will be best .secured by an open
market between Caiiada and the United States. Hence, the. prospect of renewed reciprocity

should be hailed with pleasure by the people at large, and by none more heartily than by the
farmers of our land.

It is gratifying to observe the signs and tokens of national prosperity which present them-
selves on every hand. Lines of railroad are being projected and built in all directions. Vast
sums of money are being expended on canal, harbour, and other public improvements. Almost
every village has its telegraph office. Our educational institutions are multiplying. Manu-
facturing is being carried on to an extent which augurs well for the country's advancement.
New sections of the province, such as the district of Algoma, are being opened up, and begin-
ning to contribute their vast mineral, fishery, and lumber resources to our markets and revenue.
Our population has been receiving unusual accessions of late from immigration, owinu- to

peculiar circumstances which have been at work in the Old Country, and the probability is

that we shall continue to receive a considerable influx of settlers, composed largely of the ai^ri-

cultural class. To keep pace with the general prosperity, and to provide food for our in-

creasing population, we must continue to improve in our farm practice. As land and labour
increase in cost, there must be better farming in order to make agriculture pay. lu the past,

there has been a too exclusive culture of grain, until land, once highly fertile, hash eccme im-
poverished. A rotation of crops is needed to correct this evil. Grass and roots must alter-

nate with grain, if the production of the soil is to be maintained. The improvement of stock
is an object that requires to be kept steadily in view. It costs no more to rear a well-bred
animal than a common one : in most cases it costs less, and the jrofits in the end are far lar-

ger. In view of the many obvious advantages which accrue from keeping choice breed s of
stock, is it not strange that so many farmers continue to raise inferior kinds? It is still only
the feiv who have gone into the keeping of improved varieties of farm animals. Underdrain-
ing is another greatly needed branch of agricultural improvement. Large stretches of land
are unproductive, and many districts of country are malarious, through neglect of drainj-'oe
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Earlier aud better crops could be obtained ou most farms if they were but drained. Under
the provincial statute, township councils have it in their power to promote this important

improvement. ;md it the municipalities were to bestir themselves, individuals would be ea-

counured to do something. In many c;tse& the drainage of particular firms depends on a sys-

tem of drains which must be established by a municipality before individual enterprise can

accompli>h much. Local agricultural societies cm do great good by bringing tiieir influence

to bear in localities where municipal action requires to be taken to secure this great public

improvement.

The pro;;ress of dairying in certain parts of the Pi'ovince is a matter of congratulation.

It is not. however, to be supposed that these districts have a monopoloy of advantages for

carryiug ou this branch ot farming. In view of tlie tine market for cheese, and tbe increasing

price of butter, it were well that more attention should be paid to dairy pooducts. The testi-

mony of those who live in those neighbourhoods where this interest now flourishes, goes to

prove tue wisdom of the course just recommended. This branch of farmiui: suggests the sub-

ject of soiling cattle. Liable as we are almost uniformly to the prevalence of drought at some

period of the summer, it is essential to the milk supply that there should be some resource

when the pastures tail. This is to be found in those yreen forage plants which are to be seen

flourishing in the greatest luxuriance amid the heat of midsummer. Foremost among these

is Indian corn, a plant which, in its uses as a green fodder, is one of the greatest boons be-

stowed by an indulgent Providence on the inhabitants of this continent, to say nothing of its

uses as a grain and an article of human food. Besides the special value of green forage for

milch cows, it is contended by those who have experimented on the subject, that cattle, and

indeed stock of all kinds, can be kept much more economically and in better condition on cut

green food m summer than by pasturage, iiye, oats, vetches, and corn, in sutiicient quanti-

ties to support the stock of a farm, can be grown on a much smaller area than is necessary to

aff"ord a run of pasturage; and until the setting in of frost, a constant supply of such food can

be had, besides which, large quantities may be cut and cured lor winter use instead of hay.

It is believed by competent judges that the summer droughts, just adverted to. are largely

the result of a too sweepmg destruction of our forests. Want of trees makes the Great Sahara

the desert it is, and along the line of the Suez Canal, where trees have been planted, produc-

tiveness is beginning to show itself. Whatever may be the connection between the forests and

rainfall of a country, it is quite certain that in this climate we need trees as shelter for build-

ings, animals and crops, and, moreover, that it is high time we should begin to think of our

future timber supply. Hence it is plain that tree planting should be encouraged in every pos-

sible way. Among other means of promoting this object, would it not be well that our Pro-

vincial, County, and Townshij) Agricultural fc^ocieties should offer premiums for the largest

areas planted with trees, and for the most thrifty-looking plantations ? JNIany farmers have

so stripped their farms of timber that they are obliged to buy firewood. Our numerous rail-

roads cause immense consumption of wood, and help to thi'eaten us with a speedy dearth of

timber. In view of the importance of this subject, it might be advisable for this Association

to offer a premium for the best essay on tree-planting, its importance, and the best methods

of doing it. ^
The desirableness of more attention to fruit culture is a topic well worthy of being intro-

duced on an occasion like this. It has been amply demonstrated that this is one of the finest

fruit countriss in the world, and that our climate will not only ripen the hardier fruits, but

will give us the luscious grape and other choice fruits in perfection. Much, however, needs

to be done in the way of diff"using information on this subject. Oar country is extensive, the

varieties that suit one locality are unfit tor another, and modes of culture that succeed in one

place will fail in another. The Ontario Fruit Growers' Association is doing a good work in

gathering up. and embodying in its reports, a great body of useful facts bearing on these

points, and it is to be hoped that its endeavours will be warmly seconded by all who take an

interest in the development of the fruit resources of our noble Province.

While there are various crops which it is desirable to have introduced or grown more ex-

tensively, there is one crop which the public good requires to be discontinued altogether. I

refer to the weed crop. It is the costliest crop we raise. It is the heaviest tax that oppresses

the farmer. The enormity of this crop is a crying evil, a nuisance loudly calliuii for abate

ment. One weed especially, the Canada thistle, is becoming a wide-spread curse. Our high-

ways and railroads are for miles great seed beds of this terrible weed, and each summ;
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light, downy seeds diffuse themselves over a yet wider area, borne on the wings of every pass-

ing breeze. It is easy to ridicule well-meant legislative attempts to get rid of this pest, but it

is absolutely certain that unless we combine, with unanimous vigour, to give effect to some

means of extirpation, the evil will virtually get beyond control. Already, many farmers who
have toiled hard to keep their own places clean, are well nigh discouraged, because of the slip-

shod negligence of their neighbours, and it seems of little use to do anything, unless there ia

a general co-operation in the work. A wolf bear, or sheep-killing dog, will rouse a whol«

township to the work of extirpation, and is there not in many localities far greater cause for

a }>ublic awakening to the less romantic and exciting, but more needed, destruction of a vege-

table pest, which is ravaging our crops and literally taking possession of our farms ? One
well tilled hoed crop or two years' summer fallowing, will effectually clear out the Canada this-

tle, and neighbouring farmers cannot too soon combine for its utter extermination.

There is yet another subject of present interest, which I desire to mention before closing

this address. I refer to Fish Culture, or " Fish Farming." as it was termed in the heading

of an interesting article which appeared in "The Field" department of The Canada Farmer,

not long since. Our agricultural and other journals do well to call public attention to this

matter. A few years ago, our creeks, rivers, ponds and lakes teemed with fish. From various

cause*—chiefly neglect of nature's laws of reproduction and increase—all this is changed, so

that where there was once excellent fishing, now there is none. Means are being taken very

effectively in Britain and the United States to re-stock the exhausted waters with their finny

population, and you are all familiar with the praiseworthy efforts of Mr. Wilmot, of New-
castle, to bring about similar results in this country. But what I have mainly in view, in

the introduction of this topic, is not so much governmental action in re-stocking public waters

as individual enterprise, in turning to good account springs, creeks and lakes, privately owned.

Great attention is now being turned to this matter in the United States, and many farmers,

whose places are suited to the purpose, are- making it their business to raise fish for the mar-

ket, precisely as others do flesh and fowl. Artificial propagation offish can be cheaply and

readily carried on, and the rapid growth of young fry, fed on the same principles as farm stock

reared on land, renders the business as fairly remunerative as the production of other kinds

of human food. I beg to suggest that to stimulate effort in this direction, premiums be offered

by this Association for fish of artificial propagation. No country is better suited than this

from its abundant water supply, for going successfully into this branch of rural industry.

In concluding these remarks, and retiring from the post of honour to which 3'ou elected

me in February last, my best thanks are due, and are hereby rendered to my colleagues, fbr

the uniform kindness and courtesy they have shown me during my term of office. While
painfully conscious that its duties have been but very imperfectly performed by me, I can

truly say, that this has not been from want of interest in the Association, or lack of desire to

promote its prosperity and usefulness. It will ever be one of the proudest reflections of my
life, that I had the high distinction of occupying the chair I am about soon to vacate ; and,

gentlemen, in retiring, permit me to express my best wishes for your future welfare and suc-

cess, both as individuals and as an Association.
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APPENDII TO REPORT
I

OF THE

(!!i{imini5sioncr a( ^^xmltut mxh %xts.

^PPEISTDiX (C).

EEPORT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICS' INSTITUTES OF ONTARIO,

AND ANALYSIS OF REPORTS OF MECHANICS' INSTITUTES.

Association of Mechanics' Institutes of Ontario,

Toronto, September 26th, 1874.

Sir,—I have the honour to enclose to you, herewith, in compliance with section 24, of

the Apiculture and Arts Act, a copy of the Report of the Executive Committee, and of the

proceedings at the Annual Meeting of the Association, held in the City of Toronto, on the

23rd instant.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Wii. Edwards,
Secretary-Treasv/rer.

The Hon. Archibald McKellar,

Commissioner of Agriculture and Arts,

Province of Ontario.

Association of Mechanics' Institutes of Ontario.

City of Toronto, September 23rd, 1874.

The Annual Meeting of the Association was held at the Agricultural Hall, this evening,

at seven o'clock—the President, James Young, Esq., M.P.. in the Chair.

Delegates from the following Institutes presented their credentials, which were approved .

Aurora—Rev. G. Bruce.

Ayr—John C Watson, Esq.

Brighton— Peter Begg, Esq;

Clinton—Edmund Holmes, and A. S. Fisher, Esqs.

Elora—Rev. C. E. Thomf-on.

Galt—James Young, M.P., and Richard Blain, Esqs.
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GuELPH—David McCrae and John Inglis, Esqs.

Hespeler—J. E. Bennett. Esq.

London—John Maybank, Esq.

Meaford—W. D. Harvy, Esq.

Mitchell—F. Butcher, Esq.

Mount Poorest—Eli Poole, Esq.

Newmarket—E Jackson, and J. A. Bastedo, Esqs.

Niagara—John A. Clement, Esq.

Paris—James Reith, and John Allan, Esqs.

Peterborough—Wm. Helm, and Wm. Johnston, Esqs.

Preston—Otto Klotz, and Abraham Bauman, Esqs.

Richmond Hill—Isaac Cro.sby, and W. H. Sanderson, Esqs.

Thorold—D. Sharp, Esq.

Toronto—M. Sweetnam, and Thos. Davison. Esqs.

Whitby—John E. Farewell, and D. Ormiston, Esqs.

Waterdown—James B. Hay, Esq.

Woodstock—Thos. H. Parker, and Robert Stark, Esqs.

The President consratulated the meeting on the large number ol members that were pre-

sent ; on the progress made by the Mechanics' Institutes of the Province during the last few

years ; and on the large number of youths who had embraced the opportunities, provided by

the establishment of evening classes, for improving their education. He trusted that an in-

creased interest would be manifested in evening class instruction ; called attention to the

changes proposed in the Agricultural and Arts Act ; and called upon the Secretary, who then

read the report of the Executive Committee.

Mr. E. Jackson moved, seconded by Mr. Peter Begg—" That the Report just read

be received and adopted." Carried.

Mr. McCrae asked for statements from the Institutes, respecting the methods adopted

by them, in the conducting of their several Evening Classes : to which replies were given by

the Delegates from Ayr, Gait, London, Peterborough, Preston, Toronto, Whitby, and Wood-
stock—eliciting thereby a good deal of useful information.

Mr. Sweetnam moved, seconded by Mr. Davison—" That in view of tbe important edu-

cational advantages conferred upon the pupils (composed largely of young men engaged in

mechanical and other employments) attending the Evening Classes of the Mechanics' Institutes

in the Province of Ontario, this Association respectfully recommend to the Ontario Govern-

ment that to such Institutes as shall in other respects meet the requirements of the Statute

entitling them to receive $400 per annum, the annual grant be increased over and above that

Bum to such 3Iechanic8' Institutes as shall have in operation during at least five mouths in

each year Evening Classes in which instruction is given, by competent Teachers, in the fol-

lowing subjects, namely : Writing, English Grammar, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Mensuration,

Free-hand, Architectural and Mechanical Drawing, as follows, viz : .$50 for each fifty

pupils over and above the first two hundred ; that is to say, if the number of pupils reach 250
the sum of $450 ; 300 pupils, $500 ; 360 pupils, $550 ; and in the same proportion for each

additional fifty pupils." Carried.

Nominations for Office-bearers for the ensuing year were then made, viva voce, from which

the following gentlemen were duly elected :

President—James Young, Esq. M. P., Gait.

Vice-President—Matthew Sweetnam, Esq., Toronto.

Secretary-Treasurer—William Edwards, Esq., Toronto.

Executive Committee—David McCrae, Esq., Guelph
;
Otto Klotz, Esq., Preston ; Peter

Begg, Esq., Brighton ; and D. Ormiston, Esq., Whitby.

Mr. Jackson moved, seconded by Mr. Begg—" That the thanks of the meeting be given

to the retiring Office-bearers, for the efficient manner in which they have attended to the

business of the Association for the past year." Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

Wm. Edwards,

Secretary.
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SIXTH REPORT.

In presenting their Sixth Annual Report, the P^xccutive Committee take the oppor-

tunity of Oirain congratuhitinij the Association, on the continued prosperity and usefulness of

the larger proportion of the Affiliated Mechanics' Institutes.

During the past year six Institutes received Legislative Grants, which did not apply for

any in 1872, namely :—Ayr, Berlin, Strathroy, Simcoe, Aurora, and Uxbridge—the two

latter obtaining grants for the first time ; while nine Institutes which received grants in

1872, did not apply for any in 1873, and two subscribing Institutes have not yet renewed

—

thus leaving thirty-nine Institutes affiliated for 1873, against fourty-four for 1872.

For the current year, 1874, sixteen Institutes have already applied for grants, of which

two—Durham and Harriston—appear as applicants for the first time ; but as the applica-

ti ns for grants under the Statute are received by the Government up to the 1st of December

in each year, a complete list for 1874 cannot be given in this Report.

The following list shows the number of Institutes affiliated with this Association during

the past and previous year, and to what extent they have availed themselves if the Govern-

ment Grant for each year—this being a continuation of the complete list given in the last

Annual Report :

—

INSTITUTES RECEIVING GRANTS.

Name. 1872. 1873.

Aurora Mechanics' Institute 8200 00

Ayr " " 124 00

Barrie " "

Berlin " "

Bowmanville "

*Bradford " "

Brantford " "

Brampton " "

Brighton " "

^Chatham '< "

Clinton " "

Collingwood "

Columbus " "

Dundas " "

Durham " "

Elora " "

Grimsby " "

Gait " "

Greenwood " "

Guelph " ''

Hamilton " "

Harriston " '

Hespeler '' "

*Ingersoll " "

Kincardine " "

*Kingston " "

London '• "

Meaford " "

*Merrickville "

Mitchell " '<

Milton «• "

Mt. Forest " "

Newmarket " '•

* Names of Institutes thus marked have been affiliated with the Association for one or more yeat-s prev-
ious to 1872. See complete list in the Annual Pueport of September, 1873.
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Name.

Niagara Mechanics' Institute

Norwood ''
"

*Oshawa " "

Owen Sound " ......'.

Port Perry " "

Paris " "

Port Elgin " "

Peterborough
•'

Preston " "

^Renfrew " "

Richmond Hill "

Seaforth •'
"

Schomberg " "

*Strathroy " "

Streetsville " "

Smith's Falls
"

Simcoe " "

Stratford " "

St. Catharines " ...

St. Mary's " "

Toronto " "

Thorold " "

Uxbridge " "

*Vittoria " "

Waterdown " "

Whitby •' "

Woodstock '• "

Totals

At the last Annual Meeting, held in the City of London, in accordance with the

Statute, a simplified scheme for awarding prizes to Mechanics' Institutes' Evening Classes,

was submitted for your consideration, and, with slight mrdification, was adopted. The

Programme of Studies, Rules for Examination and for awarding the Prizes, and forms of

Certificates for returning the results of Examinations, were communicated to the several

Institutes. The numberwhich availed themselves of the prizes oS'ered was eleven—^just one-

fourth of the whole number of Institutes connected with the A.ssociation ;
not so many as

was anticipated by your Committee, but still very encouraging for a beginning.

The average attendance of pupils at the eleven Institutes, per evening of meeting, was

350 ; the average number of teaching nights, per Institute, was 34. The subjects studied

comprised all laid down in the Programme, except " Principles of. and Practical Mechanics.

'

In addition to the subjects named, however, the Toronto Institute formed classes for the

study of the French Language, Phonography and Wax Flower Making—the latter class be-

ing exclusively for ladies. Your Committee are pleased to learn that in some of the Insti-

tutes the classes are open to both sexes, and it is to be hoped that hereafter the ladies will

avail themselves more largely of this advantageous means of instruction and improvement.

* Names of Institutes thus marked have been aflSliated with the Association for one or more years pre-

rious to 1872. See complete list in the Annual Report of September, 1873.

1872.
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The Committee beg to congratulate the successful scholars who obtained the Associa-

tions prizes, and earnestly hope that the classes during the coming winter mouths will be

more generally established by the various affiliated Institutes, and that the Association prizes

will be still more warmly competed for, and as satisfacturily awarded.

During the Legislative recess, the Commissioner of Agriculture and Arts, the Hon. A.

McKellar, has caused to be prepared a draft of a Bill to amend and consolidate the Agricul-

tural and Arts Act and its several amendments, under which this and similar Associations are

incorporated, with a view to its simplification and greater efficiency. The draft has been

printed and sent to the various Societies and Associations interested, with a request that

suggestions for any further amendments or changes thereto may be sent to the Department

before the first of November next.

The Bill as prepared, makes no change in the working of this organization— the

Associated Mechanics" Institutes of Ontario ; and the only change applicable to Mechanics'

Institutes individually are, 1st, that affidavits and applications for the Government grants

must be sent in by the 1st November, instead of the 1st of December, in each year; and,

2ud, that all Institutes receiving grants must terminate their business year on the 1st day of

Mav in each and every year. The first change is necessary for the convenience of the

Department, in the preparation of the sums required to be placed in the estimates ; and the

second is a most desirable change, for the following reasons : 1st, the lecture and class

season^ and the busiest reading season, are closed by the first of April, thus aflbrding the

Directors of each Institute ample time to prepare a complete report of the years operations

for theii' annual meeting ; 2nd, the copies of reports sent to the Department, as required by

the statute, not later than the 1st of July, will cover uniform periods of time, and enable the

Department to make a proper analysis and comparison of work done by the several Institutes,

as also the more readily to ascertain whether the Agricultural and Arts" Act has been com-

plied with. There are two changes, however, which we think should be made in the old Act.

In 1872 the Government grant was restricted to " cities, towns and incorporated villages :

"

we see no sufficient reason why unincorporated villages (some of which are quite important)

should not be placed in an equally favourable position, provided they raise the necessary

amount to entitle them to the Government grant, and comply with the other terms of the law.

We are also of opinion that it would be well to amend sub-section 3 of clause 62, by provid-

ing that the representatives of each Institute at the annual meeting of this Association shall

be the President and Secretary (instead of the President and Vice-President), or any two

other members (instead of officers) whom each Institute may appoint. Your Committee re-

commend that the President and Secretary be instructed to bring these amendments under

the notice of the Commissioner of Agriculture as early as possible.

Only four Institutes are in arrears to the Association for the statutory five per cent, on

the Legislative grants for 1873, amounting to 8-t2.50.

The Treasurer's detailed statement shows total receipts for the past year, including the

balance in hand previous year, of 81,320.35; total expenditure, 81C9.85 ;
the balance in

hand, 8910.50 ; with the balances due by Institutes as above mentioned, and the per-centages

on all but four of the grants for 1874 yet to be paid in.

All which is respectfully submitted.

James Young, Fresident.

Wm. Edwards. Secretary.

Toronto, September 23d, 1874.

TREASURER'S DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI-
TURE.

F(rr the Year eyiding Sej^temher 23rrf, 1874.

1873. Receipts. 8 c.

September 24.—To balance in hand 651 40
" 26.—To Waterdown Mechanics' Institute, 5 per cent, on Grant for 1872 4 00
" 26.—St Marys •• '• •' 20 00
" 26.—To Whitbv ' " "10 00
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1873.

September 26.-

30.-

October 29.

November 14.-

21.-

21.-

December 3.-

13.-

" 22.-

" 26.-

31.-

1874.

January

-To Stratford Mechanics' Institute, 5 per cent, on Grant for 1873
-Norwood " " 1872
-Stroetsville " " "

Brampton " ' " "

-Port Perry " « u

-Strathroy " " 1873
-Seaforth " " 1872
-CoUiugwood, for "Bookseller" " "

-Grimsby Mechanics' Institute " 1S73
-Milton " "

-Eichmond Hill " "

April

May

June

3

17.

26.

" 29,

February 3.

—

17.—
28.—
'9.—

11.—
14. -

1.—
8.—
10.—
13.-
17.-
17.-
24.-
27.-
29.—
29.—
30.—
3 —
4 —

August 8.

—

September 3.

—

7.-
7.-

7.-
8.-
9.—
10.—
15.-
19.—

July

Meaford
Hespeler

Thorold

Clinton

Ayr
•Peterborough

•Collingwood

Preston

Dundas
Brantford

Brighton

Hamilton

Kincardine

Ijondon

-Woodstock
-Niagara

•Port Elgin

St. Catharines

Uxbridge.

Newmarket
-Aurora

-Whitby

-Berlin

-Toronto

EJora

Paris

Gait

-Brantford

-Toronto

Brampton
Smith's Falls

-Simcoe

-Mount Forest

1872
1873

1874

1873
1874
1873

15

11

20

6

20

20

5

1

4

20

16

c.

10

66

00
00

00
00

00
50

00
00
29

10 00
10 00

20 00

20 00
6 20

20 00

10 00

20 00

20 00
20 00

7 50

20 00

8 00
15 00
20 00
13 26

7 30

20 00
10 00
4 00

10 00
20 OO

11 14

20 00
15 00

20 00

20 00
20 00

20 00

10 00
7 50

20 00

20 00

,320 35

Expenditure.

By Expenses of Officebearers attending Meetings of Executive Committee, &g 25 75

Printing Reports, Circulars, Class Programmes, &c 43 50
Postage, Stationery, &c 9 00

gix copies of the " Bookseller " for 1874 10 80

p .zes to Evening Classes of Peterboro' Mechanics' Institute .. 20 00
^^^'' Dundas Mechanics' Institute 20 00

Hespeler " 20 00
Gait " 20 00
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;$ cts

By Prizes to Ayr Mechanics' Institute 20 00

Preston " 20 00

Woodstock " 20 00
" London " 20 00
" Kincardine ' 20 00
" Whitby " 20 00
" Toronto " 20 00

' Commission on Money Orders to eight Institutes ; 00 80
•• Secretary-Treasurer's Remuneration for the year 100 00
'• Balance on hand 910 50

$1,320 35

Wm. Edwards,
Secy.-Treasurer.

Note.—The Meaford Institute 5 per cent, for 1873, and the Mitchell Institute 5 per cent, for 1874, were
received too late to enter in the above account.

RULES AND REQULATIOXS FOR AWARDING PRIZES TO THE EVENING CLASSES OF AFFIL-

IATED mechanics' INSTITUTES.

1. The Association of Mechanics' Instittues will award three prizes of the value of SIO,

$6 and S4 respectively, to any Mechanics' Institute establishing an Evening Class or Classes

with an average attendance of not less than twelve members, and of not less than twent-five

instruction meetings on separate evenings. The prizes to be awarded as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

for general proficiency in one or more of the classes of subjects named in the programme of

studies.

2. These prizes are open to all members of affiliated Institutes, who are not students of

any College, Graduates or Under graduates of any University, certified School Teachers, or

who are not following any of the learned professions.

3. The subjects for study and examination are as follows :

—

I. English Grammar and Composition.
II. Arithmetic, Geometry and Mensuration.
III. Pemmanship and Bookkeeping.
IV. Principles of, and Practical Mechanics.
V. Chemistry.

VI. Geo3ietrioal and Decorative Drawing.
VII. Freehand Drawing.

local committees.

4. The Directors of affiliated Institutes desirous of co-operating with the Provincial

Association, in promoting the education of their members, by means of Evening Class instruc-

tion, are invited to form a Special Committee to manage the C'lass or Classes and arrange for

awarding the prizes. The Local Committee must consist of not less than three members,
and should be composed of persons who will give their time and earnest attention to the work.

5. The examination of the Classes must be concluded by the first week in May. and the

returns as required by the certificate annexed (see Sec. 8) must be sent to the Secretary

-

Treasurer of the Provincial Association, not later than the i.5th of the same month.

6. The treatises in general use in the Schools and Colleges of Ontario, are recommended
as text books, but the Local Committee may adopt any other suitable books. In awarding
the prizes, real knowledge, however, or wherever acquired, should be accepted, and the expo-

sition of a subject in the candidate's own words preferred.

7. The Local Committee may either award the prizes in money or otherwise, but they

must be of the value of f 10, S6, and $-1 respectively.

8. Before obtaining the Prize money, the President and Secretary of the Institute, or

the members of the Local Committee, must make the following certificate :

—
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" We. the undersigned, hereby certify that the Mechanics' Institute of

established an Evening Class, or Classes, in the month of last ; that there was an

average attendance of scholars; that they met for instruction on separate even-

ings; that the (f^fate svhjcrts) classes of subjects in the Pro-

gramme of Studies (.see Sec. 3) were taken up; and that, after due competition, the Provincial

Association's prizes were awarded as follows :

1st Prize

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

Signed and Sealed in

presence of

President.

Secretary.

9. Upon receipt of the foregoing Certificate, duly signed, sealed and witnessed, the Se-

cretary-Treasurer will transmit the Prize Money, which will be payable t© the President of

each Institute, or his order.

James Young,
President.

Wm. Edwards,
Secretary.
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OF

RBPORTS OF MECHANICS' INSTITUTES.

AURORA MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Reokipts.
$ cts.

Balance in hand 9 90

Members' Subscriptions 99 00

¥ees from Pupils 5 00

Fees from Lectures 77 66

Rent of Rooms 77 66

Legislative Grrant 200 00

Miscellaneous 7 10

476 32

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books bought in accordance witk
conditions of Grant 250 95

Evening Classes 50 25
Furnishings, Fuel, Insurance, &c... 38 75
Lectures... 32 55
Association of Mechanics' Institutes. 10 00
Miscellaneous

, 82 82
Balance in hand „ 11 00

476 32

Note.—Members 93 ; library, 326|vols. ; Mutual Instruction, 40 pupils, 4 lectures and
3 reunions. Clear assets, ;p2, 145.00.

A.YR MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions 159 12

Fees from Pupils 6 50
Fees from Lectures 141 93
Donations 31 00
Legislative Q-rant 124 00

Expenditure.
$ cts.

3 88Balance due Treasurer

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 139 00
Evening Classes 60 00
Books and Periodicals 14 43
Insurance 12 20
Lectures 14 00
Salaries , 60 00
'^liscellaneous 12 19
Balance in hand 146 85

462 55 I

BRAMPTON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 61 54
Members' Subscriptions 189 00
Fees from Lectures 133 75
Donations 5 00
Legislative Grant 200 00
Sale of Periodicals, &c 21 17
Balance due Treasurer 25 84

Expenditure.

Books bought in accordance

conditions of Grant

462 55

S cts.

with

256 21

Books and Periodicals 75 99
Fuel, Light, Stationery, lK;c... 43 85
Reading Room 101 50
Insurance 18 OO
Lectures 110 75
Miscellaneous 30 00

636 30
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JioTE Members, 200; library, 83-i vols.; reading; room, 7 newspapers and 13

uia^aziueg ; 5 lectures on geology and astronomy, and other subjects. Clear assets,

;^ 1.01:3.00

BKANTFORD MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.
$ cts.

Halance in hand ... 331 69

Members' Subscriptiuns 217 01

Fees from Lectures and Excursion .. . 632 S6

Kent of Rooms 21 00

Legislative Grant 400 00

Miscellaneous ^2 47

ExPEiNDITURE.

$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with

couditionsoi Grant .524 77

Books and Periodicals 120 75

Fuel, Insurance, Stationery, eV;c 106 21

Lectures and Excursion 53i 45

Rent 48 00

Salaries 100 00
Mechanics' Institute Association.... 20 00
Miscellaneous 7 41

Balance in hand 226 44

1,685 03 1,685 03

>^(,TE—Members, 156: library, 1,803 vols. ; reading room, 15 periodicals, 1 lecture

on Manitoba, and 1 Excursion to Niagara Falls. Clear assets, §2,315.00. A number ot

valuable books had been added to the library during the past year, and increasing interest

was bein<j felt in this important department of the Institution.

BRIGHTON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts,

$ cts.

Balance in hand 3 99

Members' Subscriptions 77 00

Fees from Readings and Concert... 84 41

Kent of Room 9 00

Ledfilative Grant ,. 148 00

Expenditure.
^ CtB.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 164 18

Books and Periodicals 41 08

Stationery, Fuel, Insurance, &c 16 24

Reading and Concert 5 98

Rent of Reading room 15 00

Salaries 30 50
Mechanics' Institute Association... 7 40
Miscellaneous 69

Balance in hand 41 33

322 40 322 40

Note—Members, 80 ; library, 732 vols. ; reading room, 16 periodicals; readings and

concert, 7. Clear assets, $768.00.

CLINTON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE

Receipts.
$ cts.

Balance in hand 31 59

;M embers' Subscriptions 83 25

Fees from jiupils 53 91

Fees from lecture and concert 48 30

Municipal Council 25 00

Lecrislative Grant 400 00

Expenditure.
§ Ct-8.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 225 76

Evening classes 216 55

Books & periodicals . 54 32

Binding, fuel, furnishing, &c 109 05

Lecture and concert 16 00
Mechanics' Institute Association .... 20 00

Balance in hand 37

642 05
I

222
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Note.—Members, 210 ;
library, 1.045 vols. ; readiaji- room, 32 papers aad periodicals :

1 scientific lecture and 1 concert; bookkeeping and penmanship, 11 pupils; arithmetic and
mathematics, iO ; ornamental drawing, 9 ; chemistry and natural philosophy, 5. Clear

assets, $1,291.00.

COLLINGWOOD MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Receipts.

8 cts.

Members' Subscriptions 24+ 90

Donations 100 00

Pient of room , 16 00

Legislative Grant 200 00
Miscellaneous 4-4 64
Balance due Treasurer 182 80

EXPENDITUEE.

Balance due Treasurer ^

Books bought in accordance with
conditions of Grant...,

Bindiuif. stationery, fuel. &g
Furnishiog, insurance, &c ...

Salaries

Reading room
Rent
Mechanics' Institute Association....

Miscellaneous
,

S ct^.

193 64

224 43
81

41

80
40

788 PA

110 62

75 00
40 00
10 00

11 45

788 34

Note.—Members, 151; library, i,08.5 vols. ; reading room, 57 periodicals and papers.

Clear assets, .$1,208.00. This Institute appears to be satisfactorily progressing, and a wider
interest felt in its operations. The members have formed a Literary and Scientific Society in

connection with the Institute, which has so i'ar proved very successful.

DUNDAS MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 146 06
Members" Subscriptions 183 25
Fees fiom Lectures 96 45
Donations 75 95
Ivegislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous 31 00

Expenditure.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant
Evening Classes

Books, periodicals and papers

Association of Mechanics Institutes.

Lectures

Rent, insurance, salaries, &c
Balance in hand

§ cts.

194 01

314 36
92 81

20 00

70 60

183 70

57 23

71932 71
I

932

Note.—The Institute consists of 175 members ; a library of 2,111 vols. ; 26 pupils in

bookkeeping, penmanship and grammar ; 12 in arithmetic and mathematics; 14 in architec-

tural and mechanical drawing ; 5 lectures on various subjects, and an annual festival. Clear

assets, §4,777.

DUNVILLE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions 113 00
Donations 105 00
Miscellaneous 12 10

Expenditure.
^ cts.

Periodicals 57 00

Stationery, Fuel, itc 20 04
Furnishings and Insurance 45 08
Salaries 38 00
Miscellaneous 9 Ou
Balance in hand 60 9»

230 10 !

223
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Note.—Members, 7 Ti; library. 591 vols. ; readino: room, 14 periodicals. Clear assets,

fBlS.OO. This recently oriranized Institute had received uo grant when the foregoing state

mcnt was made up, and its prospects for usefulness are of an encouraging character.

ELORA MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 21 72

Members' Subscriptions 182 75

Fees from Pupils 9 20

Fees from Lectures , 68 77

Legislative Grant 299 25

Miscellaneous 4 43

Expenditure.
e

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 400
Evening classes 37

Stationery, Postage, Insurance, &c.. 16

Lectures 10

Association Mechanics' Institutes ... 15

Salaries 90

Rent 15

Miscellaneous 1

Balance in hand

cts

68

29

15

00

00
00

00

QQ

34

I

586 12 586 12

Members, 215; library, 1,712 vols. ; bookkeeping and penmanship, 12 pupils; arith-

metic and mathematics, 6 ; English grammar and composition, 5 ; lecture, reading and

concert, 1 each. Clear assets, $1,678.

FERGUS MECHANICS' INSTITUTE

Receipts. i

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions 43 50
Donations 20 00

63 50

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 39 50
Periodicals 3 00
Fuel and Light 2 00
Balance in hand 19 00

63 bO

Note.—Members, 129 ; library, 646 voL. The Institute has been in an inactive state

for some time past, but recently renewed efforts have been made with encouraging results.

GALT MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 492 78
Members' Subscription ,. 250 66
Fees for Entertainments 150 00
Lejiislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous 5 00

Expenditure.

e cts.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 401 98
Evening Classes 48 75

Reading-room 150 (0

Rooks, Insurance, &c 95 04
Entertainments 115 06
Balance in hand 487 61

1,298 44 I

224
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Note.—The Institute has 137 members ; 6,078 vols, in library
; 24 pupils in grammar,

arithmetic and mathematics, and 9 in architectural and mechanical drawing. Clear assets,

$3,237. The library contains an excellent collection of books in the various branches of lite

rature and science, which are extensively read, and the reading room is well supplied with the

leading magazines and newspapers, of which the members largely avail themselves. Two con-

certs were given iu aid of the Institute with satisfactory results. On the whole, this Institu-

tion appears to be progressively advancing and doing efficiently a good work.

GRIMSBY MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscription 64 00
Fees from Lectures 91 27

Legislative Grant . 90 00

Miscellaneous 8 50

Expenditure.
S

Balance due Treasurer

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 152
Lectures . 28
Rent, Stationery, &c 57
Miscellaneous 6

Balance in hand 00

ct.

00

72

72

25
26

81

253 77 253

Note.—The Institute has 66 members; 819 vols, in library; reading-room supplied

with 11 periodicals ;
had one lecture on British Columbia. Clear assets, $1,348.

GUELPH MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 182 32

Members' Subscriptions,...., 538 25

Fees from Lectures 45 00
Legislature Grant for 8172 134 34

Drawn from reserve in Savings' Bank. 120 00

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 298 64
Binding, Stationary, Postage, &c.... 140 90
Fuel, Light, and Furnishing 74 21
Salaries 479 00
Miscellaneous 16 56
Balance in hand 10 60

1,019 91 1,019- 91

Note.—Members, 184 ; library, 2,102 vols. ; reading-room, 15 newspapers, 15 reviews
and magazines ; one lecture. Clear assets, $2,000.

HAMILTON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance iu hand 1,950
Members' Subscriptions 1,319
Donations 1,135
Rent of Rooms 537
Rent of Hall 2,166
Legislative Grant 400
Newspapers, Catalogues, &c 169

20
91

00
50

50
00
40

70 89

15

Interest account

,

Mortgage account 1,700 00

9,449 40

Expenditure
$ cts.

.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 601 03
Books, Newspapers and Periodicals 250 73
Fuel, Light and water 919 08
Repairs and Furnishings 5,690 52
Miscellaneous 1,940 30
Balance in hand 47 74

225
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Note.—Members, 7.^4 ; library. 4,461 vols. Clear assets, S28,34^. This Institute is

reported to be in a very flourishiuLr condition. The large hall has been considerably extended

and improved, and the readiug-roo n and library are constantly boco.uing increasingly attrac-

tive and useful.

" Your Directors have much pleasure in again congratulating the members on the con-

tinued prosperityof the Institute. For many years past there has been a steady increase in the

membership, and they have much pleasure in reporting that, during the past twelvemonths, the

number has increased from 680 to loO. They beg to urge the members to exert themselves to

still fuither increase this number, as every additional member'.-- fee will add to the amount
which the Directors will have at theii disposal for the purchase of books and periodicals. Every
member thus profits by an increase in the membership, and as it is believed that the advan-

tages oflfered by the Institute need only to be known in order to be appreciated, it is hoped

that next year will witness a greater increase than any previous one in the number of those

participating in these advantages.
" Your I)irectors cannot close this Report without referring to the loss which this Instittite

as well as the whole city, has sustained by the death of his Honor Judge Logic, the late Pre-

sident of this Institute. That gentleman had, for years past, taken the deepest interest in the

charitable and educational institutions of this city, and particularly in our own Institute
;

and no one would have been more pleased than he, had he lived, to witness the completion of

improvements in forwarding which he had taken a very active part. His advice, his as.si.st-

ance and his kindly presence will be missed from many a committee and other meetings, but

to none more than to which this report is submitted."

KIxiCARDINE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Eeceipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 17

Members' Subscription 40
Fees from Lectures 33
Donations 30
Legislative Grant (less 5 percent, for

Association cf Mechanics' Insti-

tutes 160

20

00
40

39

70

281 30

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 52 10

Evening Classes 26 00

Books and Periodicals 71 45
Reading-room 67 69
Binding, Stationary, (kc 61 45

Balance in hand . . 12 71

281 30

Note.—Members, 43 ; library, 564 vols. ; reading-room, 32 periodicals; book keeping,

penmanship and arithmetic, 12 pupils ; English grammar, composition and elocution, 16
;

mutual instruction, 23. Clear assets, $1,112,

LONDON MECHANICS' INSTIiUTE.

Receipts.

^ cts.

31 55

30
Balance in hand
Members' Subscription 333

Fees from Lectures and Entertain-

ments 201 76

Donations 119 50
Rent of Rooms 235 36

Legislative Grant 300 00
Miscellaneous 40 44

EXPENDITCRES.

3 cts.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant -317 68
Evening; Classes 194 60
Periodicals 82 94
Buildings, Furnishings, Fuel. Light,

&c '. 206 5<»

Lectures and Entertainments 99 42
Librarian's Salary 70 00
Old debt 240 2.">

Miscellaneous 29 51
Balance in hand , 21 21

1,262 11
:
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Note.—Members, 604 ; library, 1,069 vols. ; book-keeping and penmanship 67 pupils

;

arithmetic and mathematics, 67 ;
Architectural aud mechanical drawing, 60 ; Orna-

mental drawing, 53 ; chemistry and natural philosophy, 20 ; elocution, 90 ; music,

58 ;
mutual instruction, 100. Lectures and readings, 8 ; musical eutertainments,

6 ; reading-room, 58 papers and periodicals. Clear assets, $4,621. The report of this

Institution contains pleasing evidence of its beueticial operations ; the classes having been

numerously attended, and many of the pupils have felt the benefit of having been connected

with them in obtaining situations. The Institution has a valuable collection of specimens in

the difierent departments of natural history, scientifically arranged in 138 cases, which affords

much rational enjoyment to visitors, and needful facility to students in those delightful

branches of natural science.

MILTON MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Keceipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 138 12

Members Subscriptions 96 15

Fees from Pupils '. 33 00
Fees.from Lectures 66 20
Donations 19 92
Legislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous , 22 15

775 54

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with con-

ditions of Grant 464 31

Evening Classes 106 00
Books ai;d Periodicals 50 72
Furnishing, Insurance, &c 38 00
Lectures 44 25
Salaries 40 00
Mechanics' Institutes Association ..

.

20 00
Miscellaneous 3 53
Balance in hand 8 73

775 54

Note.—Members, 98; library, 1,504 vols. ; leading-room, 21 periodicals ; book-keeping,

penmanship aud arithmetic, 22 pupils ; music, 19. Three lectures and two concerts during

the year. Clear assets, $2,708. It would appear from the Inspector's report, that this

Institute is in a prosperous condition, and progressively increasing in efiiciency and useful-

ness.

MITCHELL MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 2 12

Members' Subscriptions. 157 00
FeeSjfrom Entertainment.. 17 00
Donitions 55 00
Balance due Treasurer 83 50

314 62

Expenditure
S cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 25 20
Periodicals 56 20
Furnishings, Fuel, &c 84 32
Beading room .* 1::0 00
Miscellaneous 28 90

314 62

Note— Members, 151 ; library, 358 vols. ; reading room, 19 papers aud periodicals.

This Institute has been recently established, and had not at the making of the report parti-

cipated in the Legislative Grant.
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NEWMARKET MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

8 ots.

Balance in hand 2:^ 43
M-^mbers' Subscriptions 109 00

Fee? from Lectures 345 00

Legislativp Grant 80 00

Miscellaneous 12 45

569 88

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Books boutrht in aocordanoe with

conditions of Grant 99 00
Books, Binding, Stationery, Postage,

&c 93 6.^

Repairs and Insurance 26 25
Lectures and Entertainments 2^8 7'^

Salaries 20 00
Miscellaneous 11 20
Balance in hand. 21 05

569 88

Note—Members, 165; library, 735 vols. ; excursion, musical reunion and lectures,

4. Clear assets, $934.

NIAGARA MECHANICS' INSTrXUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions 35 68

Fees from Concert 52 82

Donations 60 00
Legislative Grant 265 00

Balance due Treasurer 49 30

462 80

Expenditure.

f cts.

Balance due Treasurer 1 40
Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 286 10
Books and Periodicals 35 00
Concert 17 97
Salaries 40 00
Repairs. Furnishing, Insurance. &c.. 69 07
Mechanics' Institutes Association... 13 26

462 80

Note—Members, 61 ; library, 1,752 vols.; reading room, 18 periodicals ; 1 concert.

PARIS MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

I cts.

Balance in hand 229 38

Members' Subscriptions 137 00

Donations 100 00

Legislative Grant 200 00

Miscellaneous 40 60

706 98

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 212 48
Evening Classes ... 61 25
Binding. Stationery, &c 18 48
Furnishing and Insurance 53 30
Reading room 140 60
Mechanics' Institutes Association. . 20 00
Balance in hand 200 87

706 98

Note—Members, 95 ; library, 1,676 vols. ;
reading room. 28 papers and periodicals :

book-keeping and penmanship; 18 pupils; English grammar and composition, 18. Clear

assets, $2,908.00. The number of members has received a .slight diminution during the past

year ; the demand for books from the library continues good, and the classes commenced the

previous year have been sufficiently successful to justify their continuance.
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PETERBORO' MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.
$ cts.

Balance in hand 151 68

Members' Subscriptions 244 25

Fees from Pupils 151 25

Donations 102 93

Legislative Grant 400 00

Town Grant 100 00

Interest 14 10

Miscellaneous 70 40

1,234 61

Expenditure.

8 eta.

Books bought in accordance with
conditions of Grant 446 02

Evening classes 311 60
Books, Binding, &c 20 75
Repairs, Furnishing. Fuel, <tc 144 11
Salaries 28 00
Reading Room 115 32
Association of Mechanics' Institutes •

for 1873-4 40 GO
Miscellaneous 3 00
Balance in hand 125 81

1,234 61

Note—Members, 238; books in library, 1,370; book-keeping and penmanship, 42
pupils ; the same in arithmetic, mathematics. English grammar and composition. Architec-

tural and mechanical drawing, 14; reading room. 42 periodicals and papers. Clear assets,

$2,467.00. The Institute is reported to be in a prosperous condition—well managed ; much
interest is being felt in the library, which contjiins many excellent works of reference, 'i he
classes have been productive of much good, and an increasing interest is being felt by the

public in the efficiency and welfare qf the Institution.

PRESTON MFCH.A.NICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 130 91'

Members' Subscriptions 118 00
Donations 226 02
Legislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous 20 39

895 33

Expenpiture.

$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with
conditions of Grant 460 40

Evening classes 57 90
Books and Periodicals 65 65
Furnishings, Fuel, Stationery. &c... 82 27
Reading Room 71 87
Salaries 50 00
Mechanics' Institutes Association.... 20 00
Freight and duty on Books 40 84
Miscellaneous 43 72
Balance in hand 2 68

895 33

Note.—Members, 81 ; library 1,386 vols. : reading room, 17 periodicals; bookkeeping
and penmanship 22 pupils; arithmetic and mathematics, 20; free hand drawing, 19. Clear
assets, $1,772.00.

'' In this age of books, where volumes innumerable crrwd around us crying. ' come read
us ;

'
where Arts and Sciences besiege us like armies, many may be puzzled to know what to

read. Good sense, however, will be the best assistant to decide in such a dilemma
; good

sense will teach man th;.t he is not called upon to know everything, but only that which he
professes to know, and that therefore he should first learn all that belongs to his profession or
calling, and learn it well ; and that after having accomplished that, he may be as discursive
as he pleases, and take a general survey of the wide tield of intelligence, which indeed is a
kind of secondary duty as it corroborates the professional information. The very name of the
Institute defines its chief object, and therefore, a good selection of works on Architecture,
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Maaufacture, Mechanics, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Natural

Hiiitory, Goocrraphy. Geology, Mineralogy, i^otany, History, and kindred subjects were deemed

the first and most requisite to commence with, thus rather endeavour to cultivate and edu-

cate the taste, than to flitter an uncultivate I taste for reading. Following that principle, the

books purchased during the first two years were principally of the kind required to meet the

immediate wants of the Mechanic, the Artisan, the Horticulturist, and the Agriculturist

;

while during the third year a fair supply of Biographies, 'i'ravels, General Literature, Poetry,

Drama and Standard Novels has been procured, thus combining the useful with the orna-

mentiil, the study, with entertainments and diversion, and it is sincerely to be hoped that

especially the Youths of Preston will greatly profit by that Library. The Reading Room,

which is well furnished with periodicals, as also the Library, are both open to the public every

Monday, Wednesday and Fiiday evenings, at the Engine House."

RICHMOND HILL MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions 71 75

Fees from Entertainments 59 75

Legislative Grant 325 74
Rent of Piano 21 50

Miscellaneous, 4 90

Balance due Treasurer — 56 04

Expenditure.
$ cts.

Balance due Trea.surer 18 90

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 325 74

Books and Periodicals 43 00
Rent, Fuel, Stationery, Postage, &c. 62 50
Furnishings, Insurance, &c 35 00

Entertainments 16 50
Salaries. 13 00
Rent of Piano 25 00

539 64 539 64

Note.—Member.s, 73; library, 853 vols. ; reading room, 15 magazines and reviews;

entertainments, 2. Clear assets, ^1,093.00.

SCHOMBERG MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Expenditure.Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand ,...., 21 80
Members' Subscriptions 20 00
Fees from Entertainments 1 74 15

$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grent 29 10

Furnishings. Fuel, &c 89 85
Entertainments 24 55
Balance in hand 72 45

215 95 215 95

Note.—Members, 40; library, 35 vols.; 3 reunions and 1 concert. Clear assets, |1 16,00.

SMITH'S FALLS MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts,

$ cts.

Balance in hand 50 10
Members' Subscriptions

, 74 75
Fees from Lectures ,. 28 18
Legislative Grant 200 00
Miscellaneous 1 75

Expenditure.
$ Ctf.

Books bcught in accordance with

conditions of Grant llOO 30
Books and Periodicals 8 00
Salaries 25 00
Association Mechanics' Institutes... 10 00
Balance in hand 11 48

354 78
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Note.—Members, 72 ; library. 1,930 vols. ; 2 readings. Clear assets, $2,678.00. The
library of the Institute is reported to be doing a good work, the books being well selected, com-
prising many works of standard excellence.

ST. CATHARTNES MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

RiCEIPTS.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 4 99
Members' Subscriptions 463 71

RentsofEooms 47 75

Legislative Grant 400 00

Miscellaneous 1 96

918 41

EXPENI ITURE.

$ cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 574 18

Repairs, Insurance, Fuel, &c 173 99
Salaries 79 55
Mechanics' Institutes Association 20 00
Miscellaneous 17 60
Balance in hand 53 09

Note.—Members, 192 ; library, 3,.371 volumes. Clear assets, .$2,583

918 41

ST. MARY'S MECHANIC^' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Members' Subscriptions , 181 00
Fees from Lectures , 13 25
Donations 150 00
Legislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous 20 00
Balance due Treasurer 62 12

Expenditure.
S cts.

32 90Balance due Treasurer....

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant... 342 55

Periodicals 41 10

Binding, Stationery, Postage, Fuel,

Light, Furnishing 132 08
Salaries , 155 00
Reading Room 70 GO

Association Mechanics' .Institutes... 20 00

Miscellaneous. ,.... 32 14

826 37826 37

Note—Members, 181 ; library, 1,754 vols. ; reading room, 12 newspapers; 3 magazines;

1 lecture, and I concert. Clear assets, $1,720.

STRATHROY MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

S cts.

Members' ^Subscriptions 331 00
Fees from Lectures 226 60
Donations 200 00
Rent , 72 00
Balance of Appropriation 50 99
Legislative Grant 400 00
Miscellaneous 25 31
Balance due Treasurer 99 01

EXPE^DIT^RE.
8 cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 551 82

Books and Periodicals 100 20

Stationery, Fuel, Postage, &c 75 05

Furnishino: and Insurance 174 50
Lectures 78

Salaries 157
ReadingRoom 202
Miscellaneous. 65

40

50
00

44

1,404 91
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Note—Members, 3-11
; library, GJ'S vols. ; reading room, 22 newspapers ; 18 magazines

and reviews; 2 lectures on chemistry, and 12 concerts and readings.

6TREETSVILLE MEC
Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 332 33
Members' Subscriptions 42 25

Fees from Lectures 1-t 70
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XoTE—Member?, 1,064 ; library, 7,868 vols ; reading room,' 10.3 newspapers; 28

magaaines; 6 reviews
;
book-keeping and penmanship, 100 pupiiS ; arithmetic and mathe-

matics, 73 ;
architectural and mechanical drawing, 33; ornamental drawing, 3(> ; French, 11

;

English grammar and composition, 34
;
phonography, 30 ; waxflowers, 7. Two lectures

;

six readings, and twelve entertainments. Clear asset, -822,870.00

UXBPJDGE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 103 00

Members' Subscriptions 61 00
Fees for Classes 32 50
Fees from Entertainments 36 5.5

Eent of Eooms 40 00
Legislative Grant 200 00
Miscellaneous 50

Expenditure.
e cts.

Eo(3ks bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 251 55

Evening Classes 73 63

Books, Binding, &c 97 67

Repairs, Fuel, &c 27 05

Miscellaneous ... 18 25

Balance in hand 5 40

473 55 473 55

Members, 24 life and 54 ordinary ; libraiy, 384 vols. ; book keeping, penmanship, arith-

metic, mathematics, English grammar and composition, ^2 pupils ;
chemistry and natural

philosophy, 18 ; 2 readings and music. Clear asset.s, S486. This young Institute appears to

have made a successful commencement, and has "the promise of much usefulness.

WATERDOWN MECHANICS' INSTITUtE.

Receipts.
j

Expenditure.
$ cts.

!
8 cts.

Balance in hand , ,. 25 02 Binding, Stationery and Postage... 25 02

Members' Subscriptions 12 00 Miscellaneous 1 15

Balance in hand 10 c5

37 02 37 02

Members, 12; library, 1,185 vols. ; reading-room, four magazines and reviews. Clear

assets, #1,410.

WOODSTOCK MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Receipts.
$ cts.

Balance in hand 8 15

Members' Subscriptions, &c 320 36
Fees from Classes 64 00
Donations 94 00
Legislative Grant 400 00
Balance due Treasurer 2 40

Expenditure.
3 cts.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant 335 10

Evening Classes. 127 50

Books and Periodicals 75 00

Binding, Statijnery, Fuel, arc 37 31

Salaries 144 uO

Eeading-room 150 00

Mechanics' Institutes Association. ... 20 00

888 91 888 91
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Members, 2S7 ; library, 2,128 vols.; re.iding-room, 28 periodicals and papers; book-

keepini!; and penmanship, 26 pupils
; arithmetic and mathematics, 32

;
grammar and corapo

sition,^22. Clear assets, $2,000.

WHITBY MECHANICS' INSTITUIE.

Receipts.

$ cts.

Balance in hand 21 40
• Members" Subscriptions 95 00
Fees from Pupils 118 50
Fees from Lectures 38 00
Rent and Donations 63 58
Legislative Grant 400 00
Insurance 2200 00
Miscellaneous 61 58

2.998 06

Expenditure.

Books bought in accordance with

conditions of Grant
Fuel, Furnishings, Insurance, &c. ...

Evening Classes

Books and Periodicals

Lectures •.. ..

Salaries

Notes, mortgage, old accounts, &c....

Balance in hand

8 cts.

457 55
193 82
284 33
151 66

31 50
63 68

872 65

942 87

2,998 06

Members, 171 ; library, 702 vols. ; reading-room, 11 periodicals; 2 lectures

book-keeping and penmanship 30 pupils ; arithmetic and mathematics.

and
union

mentiil drawing, 8 ; architectural and mechanical drawing, 20. Clear assets, 81,885.
Institute has had the misfortune of recently losing its building and library by fire.

1 re-

30 ; orna-

This
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

Ql^ommissioiicr d Jgricttditre anb |irl5

APPE:srDlX (D).

REPORT OF THE DAIEYMENS ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO, FOR THE
YEAR 1874.*

Secretary's Office,

Dairymen's Association of Qntafjo,
Ingersoll, 20th Sept., 1874.

Hon. Archd. McKellar,
Commissioner Agriculture and Arts,

Toronto.

Dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in presenting to you, in accordance with the
" Amended Agricultural and Arts Act," the report of the " Dairymen's Association of

Ontario," for the year 1374, and remain,

Your obedient servant,

J. C. Heglee,
Secretary.

ANNUAL ADDRESS,

DELIVERED BEFORE THE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO, AT BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO,
FEBRUARY llTH, 1874, BY PROFESSOR BELL, »LA., OF ALBERT UNIVERSITY, BELLE-
VILLE, ONTARIO.

Mr. President, and Members of the Dairymen's Association of Ontario

:

When, two years ago, I was honoured for the first time with an invitation to deliver an
Address before a Dairyman's Convention, the cheese-factory system of this district was in its

infancy. The number of factories then in operation might almost have been counted on the

fingers, for, although there were twenty three factories eiitered in the Registry Office of the

County of Hastings, one of these had suspended operations after the first season, and several

of those on the register had not commenced work, but were making ready for the next spring.

Since that time the movement has thriven and expanded, until, at the close of the past

season, there were over thirty factories running, four or more are announced as ready to com-
mence in the ensuing spring, and several more are in agitation, which will likely be ready at

_
The Commissioner of Agricultiire gladly embraces the opportunity of reproducing some pojtionfl

of this elaborate report, as the subject of which it treats is commanding gieater attention, and assuming a
wider interest every year.
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the same time, so that it is no exaggeration to say that in 1874 there will be at least forty

factories at work making cheese in the County of Hastings alone. Besides these, there are

several factories in the Counties of Prince Edward, Northumberland Lennox, Addington,
Frontenac, and others, and round Brockville there is quite an assemblage of cheese factories.

Add to these the number of factories in the Western division of the Province, which may be

called the nursing mother and head quarters of the duiry interest of Canada, and we may fairly

assume that during the present year fully 200 factories wUl be in operation on this side of the

bt. Lawrence.

The quantity of cheese shipped from the Belleville station of the Grand Trunk Bailway
alone, amounts to the large number of 58,714 boxes, containing a net weight of 3,935,112
lbs., which, at the average price of llf cents per lb., represents a value of 8442,760 coming
to the farmers of this district for the year's make of cheese. Of this total quantity, Hastinas
County supplies 50.378 boxes, weighing net 3,425,221 lbs. ; Lennox contributed 5,337 boxes
weighing 314,516 lbs. ; Prince Edward, 1,086 boxes, weighing 66,867 lbs. : Northumber-
land, 1,873 boxes, weight 128,608 lbs. The money value of the Hastings cheese is $385,337.
so that the farmers of the County who have entered into the cheese movement have received

at the rate of 010.50 for each and every day of the past year, Sundays included. Now add
to this the value of all the cheese shipped at all the stations of the Great Western and Grand
Trunk Railways from Sarnia to Cornwall, and thence to Quebec, which cannot be less than

four times that sum, and we have 85,000 a day, or 81,825,000 a-year, coming to the farmers

and cheese-makers of Canada, from this single article of produce ; and this, be it remembered,
over and above the value of the whey and other adjuncts, and of the cheese sold to the retail

dealers for home consumption. When we take these figures into consideration, we begin to

realize what vast proportions the dairy movement is assuming in this country, and of what
immense importance it is about to become to the agricultural prosperity of the Dominion.

It may be remarked, too, that its introduction came providentially, as it were, to com-
pensate a great and progressive falling oflF in the supply of what had previously been two of

the great staples of our country, timber and grain. As the margin of the forest receded be-

fore the advance of settlement, the timber, which had long been the most important of our

exports, became more and more difficult of access, and, therefore, more costly to procure
;

while the abolition of the differential duties by the British Parliament materially reduced its

value in the market. At the same time the exhaustion of the soil of the old settled districts

by continuous cropping with wheat, and the denudation of the country from the wholesale and
injudicious destruction of trees, rendering the fields subject to alternate droughts and deluges

of rain, with their usual concomitants of vegetable parasites and insect pests, rust, smut, midge,

fly, weevil, and other similar plagues, blighted the prospects of our farmers, and reduced

many of them to the verge of ruin, when the adoption of dairy husbandry, and the introduc-

tion of the factory system of cheese-making, shewed them not only a prospect of escape from
present difficulties, but also a cheering vista of future prosperity, which is rapidly becoming a

palpable and agreeable reality.

But here it may be asked : Will this prosperous state of the cheese business be perma-
nent ? Is it capable of such extension as to be a lasting and general benefit to the agricul-

tural section of our community ? Or is there not a danger of production being so increased

that the supply shall exceed the demand, so as to glut the market, and cause the price to fall

below a remunerative figure ? I think not, at least, not for an indefinite period of time. The
capacity of the English market is stated to be 800,000,000 lbs. of cheese per year, /. e. 26
lbs. a year, or one half pound a week, per head of the population. Even allowing largely for

exaggeration in this statement, it is plain that the cheese-producing capability of Canada will

not be equal to overstock such a market for generations yet to come. In this connection I

shall read a portion of a business circular from Mr. John Corderoy & Son, a prominent Eng-
lish house in the trade.

London, Jan. 1, 1874.

"The year 1873 has been marked by a very large importation of American cheese to this

country. The arrivals from the 1st of Januaiy to the 31st of December were 1,736,495 boxes,

while, during the year 1872, there were 1,228,184 boxes, showing an increase for the

year 1873 of 5j8,311 boxes. But with all this additional supply, the stocks in London
and Liverpool are not excessive. The consumption has been promoted by prices
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haviniT boeu throujrhout the chief part of the jear on a moderate scale, the best

qualities being so much cheaper tliaa cheese of a similar character produced in this coun-

try. It may also be remarked that in our manufacturing districts employment has been

creneral and w;ures good, which may partly account for the large demand for American cheese.

The quantity of cheese made in this country in the past year is considered to bj less than in

the year 1872 ; the diflfereuce, probably, is not great on the w lole, but is most decidedly

m;irked in Cheshire. Prices, especially for the superior descriptions, have ruled high ; in

some instances, considerably exceeding those of 187J. With regard to the quality and cha-

ractor of cheese in general, we do not think any material advance has been shown in compari-

son with former years. It may be stated that in some respects Canada has improved in her

manufacture, and some of her factory dairies are nearly equal to the finest of the States. * *

We venture on no prediction as to the future, but there js no doubt that the demand f.jr cheese

will be in a great degree governed by the quality, the consumers being prepared to pay fair

prices if they can only secure excellence in exchange. In this market, buyers are, as a rule,

more careful than ever in their selection, as regards quality, colour, fl ivour, firmness, and

sou idness of condition. Soft, damaged, or inferior cheeses, are less saleable, even at reduced

prices, than they were a few years ago."

I also copy the following from one of our local journals :
—" From Scotch papers of re-

cent date we are pleased to learn that Canadian cheese is not only attracting some attention,

but beginning to occupy a high position in the markets of Great Britain. This was particu-

larly noticeable at the great annual cheese fair held lately in the West of Scotland. The
number of entries was unusually large, upwards of thirteen hundred of the most celebrated

dairies of Scotland and England being represented. The judges were selected from the most

experienced cheese manufacturers of the kingdom. Thus, the Canadian specimens of cheese

were pUiced alongside of the very finest cheese produced in the world, and were tested by those

who were most capable of forming an opinion as to their merits. It is interesting, tiierefore,

to notice the remark-? of Mr. Copeman, of the firm of Yeats, Acocks & Copeman, of London,

who, with the concurrence of the other judges, expressed himself as follows: — The general

quality of the cheese shown was as good as 'he ever saw. As a stranger to the district, com-

ing here quite unprepared to see such fine cheese, he thought there was the nucleus of this

becoming the finest cheese-producing district in the United Kingdom, becau e it was well-

known that the making of cheese in a number of dairies was decreasing every year. There

w is some Canadian cheese which was as finely fl ivoured as any shown.' As we have already

said, the other judges concurred in this opinion. It must be extremely gratifying to cheese

manufacturers in this country to learn that in the production of an article of such extensive

domestic use, they can not only compete with their neighbour.s across the line, bat also w th

the most famous m ikers of Britain, whose reputation was world-wide before Canadian makers

had turned their atten-tion to this branch of agricultural industry."

Such testimonies as these which I could easily multiply to a very large extent, ought to

be sufficiently reassuring to those persons who have entertained the doubts which naturally

prompt them to ask the questions I have suggested, for they establish beyond peradventure the

three conditions of success. 1st—That there is no danger of over-production ; for the supply

of American and Canadian cheese, amounting in 1873 to If million of boxis, or 100 millions

of pounds, is only one-eighth of the estimated capacity of the British market. 2nd —That
the quality of the Canadian cheese is well adapted to the taste of the British consumer, and con-

sequently our cheese is rapidly acquiring a reputation which must bring it more and more into

request. 3rd—That from our natural advantages, and the excellence of our system of manu-
facture and transport, we can undersell the British cheese-maker in his own market, and if

the anticipation to which Hon. Mr. Willard gave expression at the IngersoU convention last

year, shall prove correct, and the consumption of cheese in the United States shall increase to

such an extent as to absorb the whole product of the American dairies, it is clear that the

Canadian manufacturers must enjoy for a long series of years a virtual monopoly of the Eng-
lish trade.

I would say, then, to the farmers of Canada, who have not joined the dairy movement,
and particularly to those of them who may be still dubious as to the prudence of embarking

their means in the business, lay aside your doubts and fears, and hesitate no longer to add

your mite to swell the amount of what is evidently destined, for generations yet to come,

to form one of the chief and most remunerative agricultur d staples of this Dominion.
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But the money value of the products of our factories is not the only advantage that ought

to recommond the system to the favourable consideration ( f the Canadian farmer. It is a fact

not more widely known than deeply deplored, that much of the land in this country is so far

exhausted by having been made to bear a succeseion ot crops of wheat, wheat, wheat,

that its productiveness hns fallen below the remunerative point, and the owners must, there-

fore, either find some mt^ans of restoring its fertility, or must leave their holdings, and endea-

vour to find a locality where the freshness of a virgin soil may enable them to repeat, for a

few years, the ruinous course which had deteriorated the soil and destroyed the productive

power of their fields, and forced them to break the ties of tonsantiuinity and the associations

of neighbourhood, and driven them into the wilderness to wring from the bosom of unsophis-

ticated nature, the sustenance which their worn out acres could no longer aft'urd them, liut

as the more accessible parts of our country are already well settled up, new and eligible farms

being not to be had within the bounds of the older provinces, and many of those who have

gone to try their fortune upon ' the boundless prairies of the fertile west," as our .«outherQ

neighbours delight to call that vast exp;inse of rock, swamp, and desert, with a few fiertile tracts

interspersed, which stretclies fr m the Mississippi bottoms to the Rocky Mountains, have

seen cause to repent the easy credulity that cau-ed them to believe the glowing descriptions

of land speculators, and the interested representations of railway companies, whose only hope

of profit lies in the sale of their land grants, and have come back to us, fully satisfied to prefer

the half-cake of Canada to the no bread of Kansas, Colorado, or >«evad.t ; and as the vast

extent of fertile territory whicii has lately come into the possession of the Dominion seems

likely to remain for an indefinite, and possibly a protracted period, practically inaccessible for

the purposes of colonization ana settlement, it has become of vital consequence to the farming

community to discover a means by which the productive power of their fields may be restored

without incurring the certain expense, and awaiting the uncertain eff"oct of artificial fertilizers

and by which themselves and their families may be maintained in their wonted comfort,

while the work of refertilization and recuperation is going on.

Now, such an agency is evidently affurded by dairy husbandry. It is well-known that

laying down partially exhausted land in grass is a sure, though slow way to restore a great

purt of its fertility. The grasses which cover its surface, to the exclusion of almost all other

plants, return to the soil much more than they take from it. The nitrogen, carbon, and other

substances which they absorb from the atmospheric air, and the atmospheric water, are con-

verted by a mysterious agency of the vital forces into the solid state, and constitute most of

the substance of the vegetabla organism. When the plant dies and goes to decay, part of these

substance, flies oif in a gaseous form, but by fir the larger portion remains to mingle with the

soil, and form the food of future crops.

If, however, instead of being allowed to lie down and decompose on the spot where it

grew, this grass is cut down, and carried into the barn, or pastured in the field by cattle, and

is thus converted into flesh and milk, a certain portion of the fertilizing elements is abstract-^d

from the soil. I,Oi)() lbs. of milk contain about 6 lbs. of mineral matter, nearly one half of

which is phosphate of lime, and the remainder consists of potash and soda, in combination

with clorine, and a little magnesia and iron, all of which are drawn from the soil, and cannot

be replaced from the atmosphere, as most of the carbonaceous and nitrogeneous matter is. It

is clear then that a long continuance of such an abstraction will ultimately deprive the soil of

those substances, when either the quantity or quality of the milk, or both, will be seriously

diminished or deteriorated. The flavour of butter and cheese, too, is believed to be owing to

the presence of certain essential oils or ethers, which are developed by the action of the phos-

phoric and sulphuric acids ; in their absence the product becomes flat and insipid, or coarse

and rancid. A deterioration ot this kind has become manitest of late years in some of the

principal dairy counties of England, in J^omersetshire, Gloucestershire, and notably in Cheshire,

where the production of cheese has very much fallen otF. both in quantity and quality. That
this degeneration is owing to the cause I have described, is sufficiently evidenced by the fact

that a marked improvement has arisen from the application to the pastures of a top dressing

of ground bones, and still more from the use in the same manner of superphosphate of lime,

or bones treated, and wholly or partly dissolved, in dilute sulphuric acid, which supplies most
of the missing ingredients,

It is true that these are not the only, or even the most abundant, substances which
abstracts from the soil. It also contains a considerable quantity of carbon, hydrogen, n
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gen, sulphur and oxjireu, which in their various coiubiuutions with each other, aud the be-

fore-uientioued iuirredients, »o to form the butter ; the caseine, and the albumen which con

stitute the valuable partes of the milk ; but these substances are for the most part either re-

stored to the land in the manure of the barn-yard, or absorbed from the atmosphere hy the

phuit* during the period of their growth, so that the husbandman is not required to supply

them so frequently or in such large quantities as in the mineral ingredients of milk and flesh.

The great advantages of dairy farming as an enriching process for poor or exhausted land

lies in the greater qu.tntity of manure afforded by the increased number of cattle necessary

for the production of milk. The&e demand for their support the greater part of the produce

of the farm, which is thus consumed on the spot, and those parts of its bulk which are not

necessary for the nourishment of the animal, and are consequently rejected by its digestive

urgans. are returned to the soil, instead of being carried away, and lost to it for ever : and

though they are simply replaced in the soil from which they were originally taken, and thus

cannot be said to increase the actual amount of plant-food in the soil, yet they are restored to

it in such a form as to be immediately or proximately available for assimilation by the grow-

ing plants, aud therefore vastly increase the productive power of the land to which they are

applied, without altering the ultimate proportion of its ingredients.

A great diversity of opinion exists among practical farmers as to whether it is more
beneticial to apply the manure to grass land in a raw or recent state, or after it is well rotted.

I am inclined to think that the weight both of reason aud experience favours the use of well-

made manure ; and it is certain that liquid manure is far before both in immediate effect
;

but in whatever state or form it is applied, it will be found necessary to supf)lement it with a

small quantity of superphosphate of lime and common salt, along with a little natural or good

artificial guano, where preferable ; observing that the manure should be applied at a time

when rain may be expected, and that cattle should not be turned in upon the land where it

has been laid on until after the grass has been well washed down by a shower.

To obtain the full benefit of dairy farming as a restorer of fertility, the farmer ought not

to rely solely upon the increased quantity of barn-yard manure that it furnishes ; he ought

also 10 pay great attention to its quality. The only valuable part of such, or indeed of any

other manure, is that part of its substance which is soluable in water at the ordinary tem-

perature of the atmosphere. Vegetables cannot digest solid food as animals do. They have

no mouth to masticate gobbets of flesh or buuches of grass, aud no stomach to receive and

macerate solid substances. They require that their food shall be presented to them in a state

of complete solution, so that it may be able to pass through th« minute pores through which

alone they can take in their nutriment. It is essential therefore to the proper treatment of

manure that it be made under cover. If it is left exposed to the action of the sun and rain

for the weeks or months required for its proper fermentation, part of the valuable matter will

fly ofi" in a gaseous or vapory form, and the remainder will be dissolved out by the rain or

melting snow, and carried down into the narrow area into which it lies, as is witnessed by the

rank vegetation which skirts the manure heap as far as its drainage runs, or which springs up
on the spot where it had lain.

The urine of the animals, I must also state, is much more valuable than the solid excre-

ments, as in it are carried off" nearly all the excess of potassa, soda and soluble phosphates,

nitrates and sulphates which are not required for the production of milk, or the sustenance

of the animal. The drainage of the barns, then, should not be allowed to run to waste, or

contaminate the nearest stream or pond, from which perhaps the farm animals have to drink,

but should be received in tanks, from which it could be pumped out from time to time, and

either diluted with water and applied in a liquid state, or composted with swamp muck, road

scrapings, ashes, fresh or leached, charcoal dust, plaster, or any available material, and added

to the solid manure heap. I would here observe that this is no fanciful or theoretical view

of the matter, but a plain statement of the result of experience which has enabled the British

farmer, in the absence of protective duties, and in defiance of the competition of the world, to

pay an annual rent for his farm, which, in many cases, would purchase the fee simple of an

equal number of acres of equal quality in some of the fairest districts of Canada,

Here I must enter my earnest protest, on behalf of the cow, and of those who are des-

tined to use her products, against the barbarous and unwholesome idea of allowing the ma-

nure to be made in a cellar underneath the barn, which, I am sorry to say, I have seen very

lately advocated in an agricultural publication by some one who ought to have known better.
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If T were a cow I should not like to belong to that writer, and if I were a farmer I should

as soon allow it to be made in the cellar underneath my dwelling-house. In the process of

fermentation, or incipient decomposition, it gives oflF a quantity of gaseous emanations, com-
posed of sulphurated, carburetted and phosphoretted hydrogen gas, and ammoniacal vapors.

These emanations possess an irritating quality, which tends to excite inflammatory action in

the mucus membrane which lines the nostrils, larynx, trachea and l>ronchial tubes of animals

which are exposed to its influence for any length of time. When an animal thus predisposed

is brought to breathe cold air, it is apt to be taken with what in the human subject is com-
monly called "a cold"—catarrh—or perhaps the fatal pleuro-pneumonia, congestion of the

lungs, tubercular disease, or some other disorder of she respiratory organs. Now, as the

wholesomeness of the milk depends upon the healthfulness of the cow, too much care cannot

be taken to preserve her in a sound and healthy condition. To this end the barn should be

so constructed as to afibrd complete and warm shelter, and at the same time to admit of ready

ventilation. It should have sufficient elevation to insure perfect drainage, and the solid

manure ought to be removed at least once—better twice—every twenty-four hours. In the

spring, soon after the cattle are turned out into the fields, the whole interior and the outside

of the walls should be lime-washed, which would neutralize any noxious deposits, and destroy

any insect pests or parasites which might have found shelter in the chinks and cranies ; and
it would be no disadvantage if the process were repeated in the Fall, as to the interior, before

being re-occupied. The dairy farmer who understands his own interest will pay particular

attention to the physical comfort and well-being of his cattle. In the grazing season he will

see that their pastures are provided with shelter from storms and shade from excessive heat.

A good expedient for this purpose is the erection of a frame of poles or scantling, closed on
three sides with boards, or wattle-work of pine or cedar branches, and in either case having
the roof covered with the latter. The rays of the sun beating upon a roof of boards soon

heats it through, and instead of afi'ording a cool, refreshing shade, the interior acquires the

heat of an oven. This increase of temperature a covering of branches will prevent. He will

also take care that his cattle have access to pure and wholesome water, and if his fields are

not provided with a natural supply, he will remedy the defect by conducting a stream from
some more favoured locality, or by sinking a well and placing it in a convenient situation. In

winter he will see that they have a really weather-tight and warm habitation, and not merely
a huge ghostly building, full of holes and chincks, through which every cold blast whistles

as through the branches of a leafless tree, and chills the poor animals to the bone. He will

also supply them with a sufficient quantity of nourishing food to maintain them in health and
good condition, allowing them in very cold weather a modicum of a more generous diet, to

enable them to resist its depressing influence, and when the spring returns they will make
him an ample compensation for his kindly care of them during the winter. This advice ap-

plies equally to the case of the young cows he may raise to fill the places of those which may
be worn out, or lost from disease or accident. An animal which is starved with hunger and
cold in calf-hood will never make a good cow, and it will be found that in the latter, as well

as in the former case, good treatment and good feeding will pay best in the end. Connected
with this aspect of my subject there is another consideration of such vital importance to all,

whether as producers or consumers, that I must bespeak your undivided attention to what I

have to say concerning it ; and that is the relation of dairy products to the general health,

and the influence of milk as an agent of health, or a disseminator of disease. Since the re-

cent improvements which have been introduced into the construction of the microscope have
rendered that instrument available for the investigation of the causes of sickness, many dis-

eases which were formerly accounted so mysterious in their sudden and fatal outbreaks as to

be ascribed to the direct interposition of Almighty Power, and accepted as the manifestation
of God's judgment against nations, or individuals, for their sics, have been ascertained to owe
their origin to the same cause which makes our fields to glow with grain, or their ridges to

swell with potatoes ; in fact, that as the seed must be sown, or the cutting planted to produce
our crops, so the germ of disease must be introduced into the system before the disease can
be developed. The observation of naturalists, and the experience of physicians, have cor-

roborated each other in arriving at the conclusion that typhoid fever and Asiatic cholera, and
other forms of epidemic disease, are disseminated among our species by the presence of fever
and cholera germs in the water we drink ; that trichina, tape-worm, and other sporadic dis-

eases, are occasioned by the reception of animals of low organization, or their ova into the
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sUimach iilonjr with the food we eat, while other forms of sickness are produced by vegetable

sjH.)res or seeds takeu iu a similar manner, or inhaled into the throat and lungs along with the

air we breathe. There they increase and multiply, until their presence, and the iritation

caused by their movements, disturb so seriously the mechanism of our bodies as to iuterfen'

with the due performance of the vital functions, and induce various forms of disease, varyin.

in intensity from slight indisposition to deadly sickness. These conclusions apply in an equal

degree to the case of our domesticated animals, whose organs are composed of the same m;i

terioi as our own, and pertbrm similar functions, with but slight variation, and whose bodily

systems are affected in much the same manner as our own, by the artificial conditions undti

which their lives, like our own, are spent.

This is especially true of the cow, whose constitution seems to be peculiarly sensitive to

infldeuces alluded to ; and as the products uf that animal, in the shape ol' milk, butter and
cheese, enter so largely into our daily consumption of food, extreme care ought to be taken to

ensure that the food, and especially the water, supplied to the cow, be of the greatest possible

purity. And yet how often do we see this prudent and necessary precaution neglected. In

too many instances any sour, mouldy, or uavtially decomposed food is deemed good enough for

the cow, and often the only water to which she has access is that of some ditch or pond con-

taminated with the drainage-water of houses, barns, cattle-sheds and manure heaps. The
cows of this town appear to be peculiarly unfortunate in their owners. I lived nearly fifty

years in the old country before I came to Canada ; I have travelled over considerable por-

tions of England and Scotland, and part of the United States; but I never saw cows, reduced

to eat horse-dung, til 1 saw it, where it may be seen every day at the present time, and that

is on the streets of Belleville. Milk seems indeed to be peculiarly liable to become the vehicle

of these disease- engendering organisms. I dare say some of my hearers remember the ac-

count that was given, at the former convention, of the researches of Professor Low, of Cornell

University, on a case of poisoning by cheese, in which he traced the germs from the water in

wliich they first appeared, through the milk of the cows which drank it, into the cheese iu

which they seemed to develope and concentrate the malignity of their venom. Since that time
several cases uf disease, arising from the use of infected milk, have been recorded, from among
whicli I select the following, taken from the Berwick-upon-Tweed Advertiser, of January
IU, 1873:—

" Typhoid Fever Caused by Germ-Poisoned Milk.—A virulent outbreak oi

typhoid fever, in several streets near the Leeds Town Hall, a few weeks ago. attracted the

attention of the authorities. The epidemic, very fatal in its character, pursued a somewhat
eccentric course. It attacked families in some parts of fashionable squares and left others

untouched. It raged iu certain middle-class streets and passed over others. Though it was
fouud that the drainage in some parts of the affected district was slightly defective, this did

not satisfactorily account for the attack. The authorities next turned their attention to the

food supply of the infected houses, and they then discovered that one milk dealer, living iu

the centre of the town, suppled the whole of the infected houses, and it transpired that he re-

ceived his daily quantity from a farm near Harewood. Thither the liealth of&cers of the

town at once proceeded, and found that some six persons were there suffering from the fever.

The milk cans were generally kept in the kitchen, which closely adjoined the room where the

fever patients were laid, and one woman attended to both the sick inmates and the dairy.

The theory ia that the germs of disease in the air settled down in the milk cans before they

were daily sent out with their stock of lacteal fluid. The Sanitary Committee of the Leeds
Town Council at once stopped the sale of milk from this infected quarter. To show the

severity of the epidemic, it may be s*^ . d that some eighty people were thus secretly attacked,

and twelve of the patients have s' succumbed to the virulent disease."

The persistent vitality of t se germs is indeed astonishing. Freeze them up in a solid

mass of ice at a temperature of 70^ below zero, and as soon as they are thawed out, they

will be as lively as ever. Plunge them into boiling water, and they will appear to enjoy the

agreeable warmth of their bath. Parch them to dryness, like the sands of Sahara, and as

soon as they come in contact with moisture they will be ready again to fulfil the function of

increasing and multiplying. When they once become established in a situation or a sub-

stance which favours their growth, it is all but impossible to eradicate them without destroy-

Le tissues in which they revel. The only way to avoid their ravages is to prevent them
rom getting a footing , and to effect this the utmost attainable cleanliness must be observea,
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not only in the utensils in which the milk is received from the cow, and carried to the factory,

but also in the body of the animal, and the person and clotlics of all those through whose

hands it passes : and above all every care must be taken, and ever precaution exercised, to

prevent the milk from being exposed to the contact of any injurious vapours or infected mias-

mata, or emanations, from putrid substances or diseased bodies.

I have now said nearly all I intend to say upon the subject of cheese ; but there is ano-

ther article of dairy produce which is worthy to occupy the attention of this Convention for

a few minutes, and that is butter. According to the articles of their constitution, our fac-

tories are instituted for the manufacture of cheese and butter ; but I have yet to hear of the

first pound of butter leaving been made in any of those factories. Yet the demand for good
butter is even ereater than that for cheese. The butter trade of Canada is now in much the

same state as that of cheese was before the introduction of the factory system. Butter is

made in this district in small quantities, and of all qualities, except really good butter, which
is very scarce. Such of it as is exported enjoys anythinj.- else than a favourable reputation.

If any one wants to know the reason why, let him go to Belleville market any Saturday when
there is a fair attendance, and be will find that every fcirmer's wife who brings her butter to

market has a different quality, and some of them two or three qualities in the same basket.

The fact is that very few of them know or observe the conditions necessary to ensure good
butter. They know just enough to put the cream into the churn, turn the handle, or' work
the dash, till the butter forms, take it out, give it a wash, put in the salt, make it up into

rolls, and put it into a basket. The dealer who comes here to buy butter has to take all

these qualities to make up his quantity, and when he packs it, his tubs will be like Joseph's

coat—of many colours—and will neither be pleasing to the eye, nor satisfactory to the trier.

That this state of things requires amendment few will be disposed to deny ; that it can be

amended may be inferred from comparing the standing of Irish butter in the English market
at the present time, with its character sixty years ago. At that time the greater part of the

packed or tub butter imported from Ireland was considered only fit to mix with tar to " lay
"

sheep with, or to grease cart wheels, and it was extensively bought for those purposes ; now
Irish butter ranks in the English market next to the best Kiel or Holstein make. What
then is the reason of this great improvement in the quality and character of Irish butter ? It

is simply because the small holdings into which the area of the country was formerly divided

have been agaregated into large farms, the operations on which are directed by skill and in-

telligence, aided by capital, and instead of being made into confined hoods, by ignorant, care-

less, slovenly, and incompetent persons," the butter is now made in large quantities, in con-

venient dairies, and by experienced dairy maids, whose improved methods have been copied

by their neighbours, and whose exarhple has caused a general improvement in the make of

butter over the country.

Now, if the factory system were applied here to the making of butter, as it has been ap-

plied to the making of cheese. I have no doubt that the result would be equally satisfactory

as to the quality of the article, the profits of the business, and the reputation of the product
in the market ; for if a really good article is sent for sale to England, John Bull soon finds

it out.

For my part. I do not see any reason why a good deal of butter might noc be made in

our present factories. They work upon cheese at most during only one-half of the year, and
at a trifling expense, might be fitted to work upon butter during a considerable part of the re-

maining half In the opinion of many dealers, winter-made butter is preferable to summer-
made butter for packing, as it keeps better. Butter is composed mainly of two sorts of fatty

matter, margarine and stearine, the former being of a soft or oily, the latter of a hard or tal-

lowy consistence. Winter-made butter consists chiefly of stearine, while in the summer-made
article the margarine predominates, and as that substance is more liable to turn rancid than

the stearine, summer butter does not keep so well as that which is made in winter. It has

been objected that in very severe weather the milk would freeze on its road to the factory, but
if the milk waggon were furnished with a tilt cover, and a small stove, as I see an en-'

terprising market gardener has for bringing his vegetables into town, and if the milk cans

were kept within the shelter of the barn or kitchen till called fir, that difficulty would be ob-

viated.

There is another source of profit which is realised in the dairies of England, but is

wholly ignored in our factories, and that is the making of butter from the whey. The curd
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roughly tested and proved to be somid ; hut I am coaviDced that butter-making on the factory

system needs only a beginning to be proved as profitable, and to become as favourite a pursuit

as cheese-making, on the same system, is at the present time.

I shall nov7 proceed to place upon record a succinct account of the rise and progress of

the co-operative system of dairy husbandry in this section of Canada. In the year 186.5, the

Government of the United States, in consequence of a misunderstanding with the British

Government, gave notice that in the following year they would terminate the agreement for

reciprocal trade in certain commodities, which had existed for, some time between their

country and Canada. This announcement caused considerable agitation among our farmers,

who apprehended, not without some show of reason, that this proceeding on the part of our

neighbours would act injuriously upon their interests by depriving them of a market for a

large portion of their produce. In this emergency the Hon. Robert Read took into serious

consideration the practicability of finding something which might at once alleviate any in-

jurious effects that might ensue from the abolition of the reciprocity treaty, and relieve the

minds of our farmers from the depressing influence of the apprehensions with which they

naturally regarded the prospective situation.

Having on a previous visit to the United States seen the operation of the cheese fac-

tories, and justly appreciated the important bearing of such institutions upon the condition

and prospects of the agricultural section of the community, to so great a degree, that on his

return he had made a standing offer of a bonus of .$100 to any person or company who should

establish a cheese factory on the American plan in the County of Hastings, he concluded that

the introduction of that system was more likely than anything else he could think of to effect

the end proposod.

He next consulted with Mr. K. Graham, then, as now, the repreesntative of the West
Riding of Hastings in the Legislature of Ontario, and the result of their conference was that

-Mr. Graham, in company with Mr. Read, jr., took an extended tour through the dairying

district of the State of New York, in the course of which they made themselves thoroughly

acquainted with the constitution of the dairy companies there existing, and with the working
of their factories.

On the return of these gentlemen, Mr. Read, sen., and Mr. Graham, resolved to essay

the establishment of a model factory on the American plan, with such modifications as might
better adapt it to the circumstances of this country. They therefore procured a suitable build-

ing, purchased the necessary apparatus and utensils, engaged a skilful manipulator from the

States to conduct the manufacture, themselves jDrovided one-half of the number of cows neces-

sary to supply the requisite quantity of milk—Mr. Read furnishing 50 and Mr. Graham 40
cows, and the Front of Sidney cheese factory went into operation in the year 1866, and from
that time to the present has been a continued success.

The example thus set was quickly followed. The farmers became aware of the benefi-

cial effect of co-operation, and cheese factories sprang- up in all directions, all of which, with

the exception of one, which, from a defective constitution, suspended operations after the first

season, are now working successfully ; and the movement is still spreading. Four new fac-

tories have been recently registered to commence operations in the spring, and I hear of

several others which are making preparations to go into business at the same time. The co-

operative or joint stock principle seems to be preferred by our farmers
;
though the proprie-

tary factories established by Mr. Harford Ashley have been eminently successful, and it is to

be hoped that that gentleman will reap a suitable reward for the ability and energy with

which he has conducted his operations.

One of the most notable events in the annals of the Canadian dairy movement for the

past year is the consolidation of the associations of the eastern and western sections of the

Province under the same executive management. The dairymen of the western section,

about the year 18G8, formed themselves into a society to promote the interest and extend the

knowledge of their profession, under the name cif the Canadian Dairymen's Association, and
obtained a grant of money from the Ontario Government to aid their endeavour. They held

their Annual Conventions in the Town of Ingersoll. The cheese-makers of the eastern sec-

tion, in 1872, formed themselves into a similar association, under the name of the Ontario

Dairymen's Association, established their head-quarters in the Town of Belleville, and applied

for a similar grant. The Hon. Minister of Agriculture and Public Works, however, being

unwilling to subsidize two rival associations, suggested that the two bodies should coalesce
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and form a Provincial Association, which should hold its conventions alternately at Tnjrersoll

and Belleville. An amalgamation was accordinj^ly effected at the convention held at tnger-

soll last year upon terms which were agreed to by both parties. There is to be one Dairymen's

Association, which is to be called '' The Paiiymen's Association of Ontario." The Annual
Convention is to be held twice at Inuersoll, and once at T'elleville, and the Government "irant

to be assigned accordingly ; and finally, the Directorate is to comprise representatives of both

sections of the Province, aiving the majority to the western section. Let us hope that the

dairymen of both sections will work harmoniously together under their new constitution, and
that they will sink sectional differences in a common endeavour for the benefit of the

whole.

I had the privilege of being present at that convention, and though the usual winter cover-

ing overspread the face of nature at the time of my visit, yet it could not hide from an ob-

servant eye the superior capability of the country for general cultivation, and particularly for

dairy farming; and I found that the ftirmers were aware of the advantages it offered, and
prepared to make the most of them ; and that not only they, but the townspeople also evinced

a degree of interest in the proceedings of the Convention, and in the subject of cheese manu-
facture generally, which fully accounted for the great success of the dairy movement in that

quarter, at the same time showing that such success was well deserved. I most sincerely wish

and hope that the public, and especially the merchants of Belleville, who so largely depend

upon the agricultural section of the community for their success in business, will show a

similar interest in the proceedings of this and subsequent conventions, and by their presence

and attention at once obtain a considerable amount of valuable information, and encourage

those who are engaged in the work to still greater efforts to render it beneficial to themselves

and the public at large.

A very important and highly pleasing feature of the subject is indeed presented by these

periodical conventions, in which all persons interested in the dairy business—both those who
are engaged in it as a matter of commercial adventure, those who are employed in directing

or performing the process of the manufacture, and those who make the physiological and

economical relations of the various materials and products the subject of their study and
observation—meet together to interchange opinions, make enquiries, relate experiences, sug-

gest improvements, and generally to give and receive mutual information, and thus promote
the successful prosecution of their common interest. But there is another class besides those

I have mentioned whose active co-operation it is highly desirable to secure. I mean the large

and important class of consumers. With respect to this class, the New York Times, in its

comments upon the proceedings of the Convention of the American Dairymen's Assocation at

Utica, advances the following shrewd, practicable and sensible views :

—

" We consider it to be an unfortunate circumstance that at this and other similar conven-

tions held elsewhere, the consuming class is not represented. A representative of this vastly

greater body of citizens than the producers themselves should by all means be invited to

ventilate their side of the question. Their views upon the question are certainly worth
knowing, for as they are more closely studied and more nearly met, so will their demands
increase, and the business of supplying their demands become enlarged in extent and profit.

Unfortunately, as we have suggested, this great army of consumers is unrepresented and un-

heard, and the producers labor under the disadvantage of not knowing exactly the wants of

their customers. And because their consumers' wants are not fully or exactly supplied, the

consumption of their products is lessened and the market value thereof is reduced. That this

is certainly the case the dairymen may be very well assured. In fact the needs of a large

class of consumers are untirely unsupplied. This class consists of persons of refined taste, but

of moderate means. House-keepers of this class are forced to consume butter of very poor

quality, or avoid its use altogether, and to a great extent its use is avoided. These persons

rarely or never use cheese upon their tables, for the reason that they have no variety to choose

from, and the shape in which cheese comes to market is not desirable for their uses. This is

but one class concerned, but it consists of those who in the aggregate consume the largest

portion of the dairy products brought to market in the large cities and more considerable

towns. It would, therefore, be wise in the producers to consult the tastes of this large class.

What they desire is not only excellence and stability of quality, but that their butter should

come to them in more convenient packages than it now does ; and equally that they shall have

cheese of a greater variety both in quality, size, and form."
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A. few sentences further on, the Times proceeds thus :

—

" So far as regards cheese, the vast improvement that has been made during the past few

years has brought that manufacture up to a level only with a very narrow demand. The
present consumption of cheese may easily be increased tenfold. But this will not occur until

the popular demand for variety has been supplied. No one style of make, however good it

may be. answers all purposes. The English people have their dozen or more varities of native

make, and import in addition American, Swiss, French, T'utch, Italian and German cheese.

The French people have nearly fifty varieties of native cheese, besides importing many foreign

varieties. The Italians make at least five varieties, and the Swiss as many. We are con-

fined to but one kind of native cheese, although that kind is distinguished by the undesir-

able possession of many varieties in quality. We need not only variety in flavor, but also in

shape and size. We need a native Stilton, an Edam, a Wiltshire, and a small loaf Cheddar,

as also some of the very small cream or milk cheeses which may be eaten fresh. Cylindrical

cheeses of six to twelve pounds weight, of a sufficiently good c[uality to sell up to thirty cents

a pound, would undoubtedly become popular, as would also ordinary cheese of equal size at

an equivalent advance of price. We would take this opportunity of calling the attention of

dairymen to these suggestions on behalf of the gxeat body of consumers who are waiting the

advent of the needed improvement, as well as on behalf of themselves and their own interests,

which are very seriously involved in this matter."

I would commend these remarks, which are evidently those of one who thoroughly un-

derstands and appreciates his subject, to the careful consideration of the directors and man-

agers of our companies ; and would have them to reflect whether it would not be advantageous

to mike some cheeses of various weights, shapes, qualities and flavors, especially for home
consumption. It used to be accepted as a maxim in politico-economic philosophy that the

demand must precede the supply, but modern experience .shows that in the great majority of

instances, the supply creates the demand.

I have upon the present occasion refrained from entering upon the discussion of the scien-

tific department of the subject. The other gentlemen who arc to address you, have'made these

matters the subject of long and earnest study and examination, and whose opportunities and

facilities have been so much superior to my own in the way of acquiring experience and infor-

mation, will, no doubt, make you acquainted with the latest discoveries and improvements

which have been made, introduced, or suggested, in the theory and practice of the dairy. And
I do not need to exhort the operators in the several factories to use their best endeavors to

maintain, or, if possible, to improve the quality of their products. The spirit of emulation

and almost of rivalry which exists amona- them is a suflBcient stimulus to their exertions in

that direction, and they need no words <>f mine to excite their zeal, or to increase their ardour.

It only remains for me now to say a few words to the farmers and the farmers' wives

who supply the milk that forms the basis of the manufacture. Upon you dependes the ulti-

mate measure of success which Canadian cheese may achieve in its compeiition with the pro-

duce of the world in the markets of Britain, If you send to the factories good, healthy, rich

milk, the operators will be able to make rich, well flavored, wholesome cheese. But if any of

you, with a view of obtaining a little surreptitious profit, send skimmed or watered milk, keep

back strippings, or allow the milk of diseased or unhealthy animals to mingle with the rest,

that person endangers at once the reputation of the factory and of the country, and the
,

health, and perhaps the life, of the consumers. It would certainly be a proud satisf;iction y^-^

be able to say, " Our factory makes as good cheese as any in the country," and prouder yCT'

to say, " Our country produces as good cheese as any in the world !" and by the cordial co-

operation of all concerned, we may at no distant day be able to speak those words without

boa.sting.

Let, then, the reputation of Canadian cheese be as dear to you as the reputation of a

good mother, a wife, or a sister ; and show the people at home that Britons and their descend-

ants have not degenerated in their distant homes—even in the matter of cheese-making—from
the British pluck, British energy and perseverance, and sterling British honesty and integrity,

which have made our race the foremost of mankind.
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A^ ADDKESS,

DELIVERED BEFORE THE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION OP ONTARIO, WEDNESDAY EVENING.
FEB. 11, 1874, BY X. A. WILLARD, M.A., PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK STATE DAIRY-
MEN'S ASSOCIATION AND BOARD OF TRADE.

THE PRODUCTION OP MILK AND SOME OP ITS CHARACTERISTICS,

Mr. Prcsiihnt, Ladies and Gentli'.mcn :—1 am much gratified to meet this large and intelli

gent audience here this evening, and I assure you 1 appreciate the honour you do me in call-

ing me so many times to speak before this Association. 1 need not say that I esteem it fortu-

nate to have so retained your confidence that you still are willing to give me a hearing, for 1

should regret to lose your good opinion, since I like Canada and her people, many of whom I

number among my warmest friends.

During the last ten years there has been great activity of mind in the direction of dairy

manufacture. A most remarkable spirit of enquiry and investigation has been awakened
among the cheese and butter makers of America— in handling milk and in manufacturing
dairy goods— a spirit which is beyond parallel in any former age of the world. What mean
these large assemblies of men gathered in convention throughout various parts of the States

and in this Dominion ? Why is it that no other branch of industry can call together such
Uirge bodies of people year after year, keeping up discussions for days without loss of interest,

but on the contrary, entering with enthusiasm upon the duties of the occasion ? It means
simply that dairy manufacturers have emerged from the old slough that has for ages held

down the agriculturalists, as a class
; it means that they have learned a better way of doing

those things pertaining to their calling than was practiced by their fathers ; it means that we
are not content to follow blindly a set of rules without knowing the reason for their adoption.

In the United States it is admitted that our dairy conventions are doing more for pro

gressive agriculture than the whole mass of farmers follov.ing other branches or specialities.

They have given an impetus to agricultural thought which is beginning to be felt throughout
the whole length and breadth of our land, compelling respect and lifting agriculture into the

rank of the learned professions. Men eminent for their acquirements, lawyers, doctors,

clergymen, professors in colleges, men engaged in trade, in manufaature, and in manifold call

ings, are now attentive listeners at our conventions, and they go away amazed at the amount
of knowlc^dge gained on questions concerning which they confess to have been previously pro-

foundly ignorant.

Another feature, growing out of our conventions, of great importance to the welfiire of

the people, is the gradual moulding of the public taste to a higher appreciation of agricultural

pursuits. Men of learning are now entering the field and are giving their best energies in

the investigation of difl&cult problems which have long been a source of doubt to the practical

farmer. But while the cheese and butter makers of the country have made great progress in

knowledge, the milk producers—the men who furnish the raw material—have not made pro-

portionate advancement. They have not so generally attended the conventions, and they have
complained, with perhaps some show of reason, that the topics of discussion have been too

much devoted to the mere art of manufacturing milk rather than its production. Within the

past two or three years,dairy farmers are expressing more desire for informiLtion than formerly,

and they are more willing to accept advice, and enter upon improved practice. This is one

of the hopeful signs of the age ; and I have thought it not inappropriate at this time to

discuss some questions concerning the production of milk. The great difficulty in the way of

success with those following dairy husbandry, as well as in other pursuits, is the lack of know-
ledge and application of principles. The man who has learned the greatest number of facts

or principles connected with his business and can grou]) them together properly in his prac-

tice, will—other things being equal—be the most successful.

Let us take for instance a simple illustration in the matter of fuel. It is a settled fact

that a cord of dry wood, maple or beach, or oak, will give out more heat for practical purpo-
ses, and spend farther than a cord of green wood, and yet we find a very large number of
fanners who will continue to waste their labour and their money, to say nothing of discom-
fort, in using green wood from year to year. If a quarter of the fuel is lost in driving off

surplus moisture, which the sun and air will do without cost, a knowledge of this fact—if

followed in practice—is worth a certain amount of money, which, in a series of years amounts
to a large sum.
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There are a o^eat many things in dairy practice as simple as this, "which men do not find

out, or overlook, in their system of economies, and it is the cause, not unfrequently, of their

fiilure of the highest success.

PRODUCTION OF MILK.

One of the most important questions to be considered at this stage of dairy progress is

iu my opinion, the production of milk, and its proper condition for manufacture. It is im-

|)essible to advance farther in the production of fine dairy goods u-nless an improvement be

made in the raw material which comes to the hand of the manufacturer. And there are some
thing.'J which I think have become sufficiently established to entitle them to the rank of gene-

ral principles.

The greatest fault in our dairy conventions, it seems to me, has been the omission to

strike a direct blow at the fountain head, to lay bear existing evils at the farm, and seek to

bring about a reformation in the practices of dairymen, many of whom appear totally uncon-

scious and blind to acts little less than criminal in their results.

The New York /"/mf-s of January 16, 1874, in an account of the fearful ravages of Ty-

phus fever at Richmond, in the vicinity of Philadelphia, says :
—" The prevalence of this di.--

ease is chiefly attributed by the physicians to the use of swill milk, which is produced and

vended in the neighbourhood. Th^ production of this unwholesome milk is very large in

Richmond. Numerous swill-dairies have been visited, and the cows have been found to be in

a fearfully diseased state. The large proportion of the deaths are those of infants who have

generally been fed upon milk of this impure kind. One hundred and thirty one infants have

died during the past week. The fever now prevailing is of the most virulent type.

" Although the attention of the city authorities has been called to the traffic in this

diseased milk, nn action has ever been taken by them. The misery and disease are not con-

fined to the districts here mentioned, but extend in a milder degree to all parts of the city.'"

Is not this crime 1 Is not this murder ? Murder, dark, premeditated, and most fiendish

in its character ?

Prof G. T. Brown, chief inspector in the veterinary department of the Privy Council,

Professor of Physiology and Therapeutics in the Royal Veterinary College, London, has shewn
in his recent report how contagious and infectious diseases are presumed to be communicatea

by means of certain germs in which the contagious property resides, and the fact is proved

beyond question, that the milk of cows aflfected only in a slight degree with certain ailments,

has caused disease and death to animals and to the persons partaking of such milk.

Again, fevers have been known to be transmitted to healthy persons from using the milk

of healthy cows, when the milking has been done by the nurse of sick persons, or by the ser-

vants and attendants on the family when the specific fevers are prevailing. Diseases of a viru-

lent character have also been traced to the impure water used in cleansing dairy utensils, the

germs in this way entering the milk, reproducing themselves, and thus conveying the poison

to persons partaking of it.

These are facts proved beyond question by scientific investigation of undoubted authority.

Is it not time that we bring these matters squarely before dairymen ? Is it not time that we
point out the responsibility which lies at the door of every dairyman who sends into market

—

whether in milk, or butter, or cheese—this poison of unhealthy animals, the milk of diseased

cows, or that of those suffering from broken udders, from sore feet, or from any affection when
pus is likely to form on any part of the animal ? Is it not right that we ask that such milk

be rigidly excluded from that which is to go into u.se for human consumption 1

These evils are found among the dairymen of the United States ; they are found among
dairj-men abroad, and will any one pretend to say that Canada is entirely exempt from
them.

Recent investigation in regard to the subtle poison now so frequently found in cheese

point to pus or diseased matter coming from the udder or teats of cows and entering the milk
and from thence carrying poison to the cheese, by inducing its own peculiar fermentation as

the cause.

A very common dii^ease among cattle, and one not much noticed, is Scrofula. It can
frequently be detected by the existence of tumors in various parts of the bodies of cattle,

but they show a greater preference to form about the throat and si'^cs of the face than else-

where. These tumors, especially such as are hard or modulated to the feel, and only slightly
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painful cannot be completely dispersed, says Prof. Simonds, by any kind of treatment, but
lifter a time they often yield to a degenerating process and discharge a pusulent lik(3 fluid, from
minuses which are formed within them.

Farmers should be careful, not only as a duty they owe to the public bnt as a matter of

economy to themselves, to weed out of their herds all weak or sickly disposed cows, and no
milker should be suffered to draw milk from a cow without first washing his hands thoroughly

in soap and water, and especially in families where sickness of any kind is prevailing.

Canada cheese is gaining a reputation in the markets of Europe, and from what I can learn,

it has come in a great measure from increased attention to cleanliness in factories, and a better

knowledge of some of the causes which aflfect the character of milk. T know this, that some
of our most noted factories have risen from bad to good under the same maker, simply by a

reformation among patrons in the production and preparation of the milk for manufacture.
In the production of milk I think there are some points that may now be laid down as facts.

That good grass is the most natural for milch cows, and therefore produces the best milk.

That the sweetest and best grass is produced on up-lands or well drained soils, and that pas-

tures should be on such grounds rather than on low, swampy or wet lands. That it is more
conducive to health and thrift of cows to pasture in one field, rather than in changing from
week to week to different fields. That cows should have salt constantly within reach, be-

cause nature is a better regulator of the quantity the animal economy recjuires than man, and
because experience shows that better results both as to health and milk are obtained by allow-

ing cattle to regulate this matter for themselves.

A requisite far too generally overlooked in the management of dairy farms is the proper

provision of good clean water for the stock. Nothing has been more clearly settled in dairy

practice than this—that it is an utter impossibility to make good milk from bad water, and
yet hundreds of dairymen pay no attention to the matter whatever. Slough holes, stagnant

filthy pools, alive with organisms of the most pernicious character to healtli, putrid pools, the

waters of which, if regularly employed for human consumption, would entail ague and fevers,

and other diseases, and soon break down the strongest constitution, are often the only sources

from which cattle can slake their thirst. And yet such water is considered good enough for

the manufacture of milk.

We have a law in the States, and you have a law here in Canada, punishing with fine and
imprisonment the person convicted of watering milk ; but there is no law against him who
openly poisons his milk from day to day, and from week to week, by compelling his cows to

slake their thirst from filthy pools. In a moral point of view, I ask you which of the two
crimes is the most heinous ?

I notice on the programme for discussion at this meeting a subject of some importance,
" The Cause and Prevention of Floating Curds." Now I had begun to think that perhaps I

was putting this water question rather too strongly. I thought perhaps some of my friends in

the Dominion might feel that I had no business to come here and talk in this way, because
some one might infer that I had intended my remarks to be applicable to Canadian Dairy-

men. But I assure you I did not mean to be personal, I was not thinking wholly of Canada
farms, but rather of the large number of New York farms where this evil prevails. But when
I saw that question on your programme, it occurred to me that it had not been set down there

simply as a conundrum ; and it put me in mind of a certain noted Republican in Winsconsin,
who, in travelling, fell in with a Democrat. The two soon became great friends, and they

began to imbibe pretty freely, and then to swear pretty freely, and after getting all the whis-

key they could carry, they became exceedingly intimate and loving towards each other, and
the Democrat, grasping his new friend's hand, told him he was " a glorious (hie) old fellow,

and he knew exactly (hie) to what particular stripe he belonged, and that no one could mis-

take him for an^^thing but a tru'i blue JJernocrat." The Ptepublican straightening himself up
with difficulty replied, " Now, see here Mister, I own that I have all the syniptorm, but I

haven't got the disease." Now that question in your programme struck me that you had the

symptoms of imperfect milk bad in Canada, and I am almost inclined to believe that you have
the disease also ; for there is no more prolific source of floating curds than in compelling cows
to drink durinff hot weather from putrid stagnant pools. I have seen a great many cases of

the kind both at farm dairies and at factories, and I have seen the trouble removed and

brought on alternately by a change of water. There may be other causes, of course, but
when I see the symptoms of a floating curd, I feel pretty certain the disease can be traced to
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bog holes, filthy water, or some nastineps on the farm of some patron, or to some abuse of the

herds, racing them to and from pasture by dogs or otherwise.

Good sweet running water should always be provided in abundance for milch cows, and

it should be in convenient places where stock will net be required to travel long distances to

slake their thirst. If springs and running streams cannot be had in pastures, a good well,

with windmill and pump, make an eflBcient substitute, and the waste water may, if necessary,

be conducted back into the well, so as to keep up a constant supply of good fresh water.

What every factory ought to do is to have a printed circular for every patron, in which

arc certain questions to be answered, as follows : Do your cows feed in swamps and on boggy

lands ? Have you good sweet running water convenient for stock, and is it abundant and

permanent in hot, dry weather ? Have you shade trees in your pasture, or do you think

that cows make better milk while lying down to rest in discomfort in the hot, broiling sun ?

Do you use dogs and stones to hurry up the cows from pasture at milking time, thus over-

heating their blood and bruising their udders ? Do you cleanse the udders of cows before

milking by washing their teats with their own milk, and practice further economy by allow-

ing the droppings to go into the milk pail ? Do you enjoin upon your milkers to wash their

hands thoroughly before sitting down to milk, or do you think that unclaanliness in this re-

spect is not important for milk that goes to a factory ? When a cow makes a mis-step while

being milked, do you allow your milkers to kick her with heavy boots, or to pound her over

the back and sides with a heavy stool, accompanied by sundry profane remarks addressed to

the cow to teach her better manners? Do you cool and aerate your milk at the farm, or

don't you believe in such things ? Would you use a cooling and aerating apparatus, if so

simple as to cause you no trouble except in cleaning, if such apparatus were furnished you

free of cost ?

These and similar questions should be given to patrons, and the answer obtained in writ-

ing over their signatures. It is well to know what farmers believe and what they do not

believe.

But in addition I am in favor of Gail Borden's plan of sending a competent person to

look over every patron's premises at least once a month, or oftener, and report the condition.

Then, when bad milk comes to the fjictory and is detected, you know where to lay the trouble

and inaugurate a reformation.

Three years ago I was asked by the Ohio State Dairymen's Association to give the

annual address before that body, and they said they wanted a jji-actical address. Well, I

went to Ohio and told them some of the evils existing in New York, thinking perhaps

they might apply to Ohio, and they did apply, and so snugly too, that the Ohio manufacturers

clubbed together and printed 3,000 copies of the address to distribute among their patrons.

I have the assurance of some of the best manufacturers in Ohio, that that address had done

an immense amount of good, and that the cheese product of the State has been vastly im-

proved by the reformation which has been effected in some of the evil practices of farmers.

PASTURES.

I have a word to say about pastures. Old pastures, where the turf is thickly set with

grass, showing no intervening spaces, will, as is well known, give better results in milk than

recently re-seeded grounds. The reason is because in such pasture there is a greater variety

of grasses, many of them indigenous to the soil, which spring up in succession, thus affording

a nutritious bite from week to week during the season.

Old pastures, clear of weeds, and where the herbage is thick, should not be broken up.

But -the best pastures often become weedy, and the grasses run out, so that little feed is

obtained. In such cases perhaps the better waj- is to plough, re-seed, and get down to grass

again as soon as possible. Great injury is not unfrequently done to lands intended for grass

by taking off a succession of grain crops, thereby leaving it in a state of exhaustion, and it

takes a long time to recuperate when laid down to grass.

Pasture and meadow lands require a different order of seeds. In pastures the seed

should be in great variety, sown in greater abundance, and an effort made to get an herbage

similar to old grass land. June grass, orchard grass, spear or wire grass, (poa comprona of

the botanists) meadow foxtail, the fiorin grasses, white clover and other varieties should be

sown. I have seen the very best results from this course, and an acre made to yield more
food than four or five acres before ploughing and re-seeding
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CHANGING THE COMPOSITION OF MILK.

The general impression among farmers is that the composition of milk can be greatly

changed by feed. That is to say. if a cow for instance, in fair condition, and on abundant

rations of grass, gives poor milk—milk deficient in butter—her milk can be improved in this

respect, by feeding corn meal, or any of the rich oily foods.

The experiments of Professors Khun and Bossingault go to show that this idea is a fal-

lacy. Extra feed may and does increase the quantity of milk, but the relative constituents or

solid matters remain in about the same proportion. The quality—that is the richness of

milk—must be sought for in particular animals or bresd:;, and not in special feediug. Of
course, it must be understood that cows are to have sufficient food of a nutritious character

to keep them in good condition, as a starting point, for if this is wanting, the animal draws on

the resources of her own flesh and fat to supply the elements of milk, and hence, as these be-

come exhausted, the milk may be very poor. The experiments of Khun and Bossingault

were made with a considerable number of cows, and with a great variety ol' foods from the

richest to the poorest, and yet the relative constituents of the milk remained about the same.

1 have often seen the experiment tried on single cows giving poor thin milk, and by no process

of feeding could the milk be made to improve in fat.

Different kinds of food have gTcat influence on the flavour of milk, and some foods are

much more efficient than others in keeping up the strength of the cow. \A'hat the dairyman

should seek, therefore, if these principles are correct, is to give such food as will keep his cows

in a good, thrifty, healthy condition ; food that will make the largest quantity of milk of the

best flavour. But if he seeks very rich milk, he must look to individual cows, or to certain

breeds noted for this peculiarity.

MILK GLOBULES.

Dr. Sturtevant, of Massachusetts, has recently had some investigations of interest respect-

ing the fat globules of milk in different breeds. You understand, of course, that the fat or

butter of milk is in little sacks sur^jended in the fluid. These globules vary in size, and some

of the sacks of fat are very minute. These butter sacks, by virtue of their less specific gravi-

ty, rise to the surface of the fluid, and form a coating known as cream. In churning, we
break or rub off the pellicles or sacks enveloping the particles of fat, which thus liberated, are

gathered together and constitute the lump of butter.

Now Dr. Sturtevant says, on examining these fat globules under a microscope, they show
a certain and definite relation between the quality of the milk and the breed of cows.

The breed, he says, determines to a large extent the most economical and advantageous manu-
facture of cheese. TJie milk globule of the Jersey breed he finds larger than the correspond-

ing globule of the Ayrshire and Holstein breeds, and in the Jersey there are fewer globules

under a certain size, say 1-27,000 of an inch, and globules of this size he calls for convenience,

granules.

The milk globule of the Ayrshire breed is smaller than that of the Jersey, and inter-

mediate in size between those of the Jersey and tiolstein, and the milk of individual cows of

the Ayrshire breed can be grouped in the clauses or grades, according to the size and distri-

bution of the globules. This milk abounds in granules.

The milk globule of the Holstein is the smallest of the three breeds, and the globules are

more uniform in size than in the Ayrshire, and there are fewer granules. These globules

determine some of the physical character of the milk.

If samples of the Jersey, Ayrshire and Dutch milk are placed in a per cent, glass, under

like conditions, it will be noticed that the cream will rise in each sample with different de-

grees of rapidity, the larger globules on account of their less specific gravity reaching the

surface first. Thus, Jersey milk throws up cream in four hours, Ayrshire in ten hours, and

Dutch in five hours. In churning, the larger the globule the quicker is butter produced, and

the more uniform the size of the globule the larger the yield of butter from a given quantity

of cream of equal richness by analysis. The globules of a similar size appear to be evenly

affected by the process of churning, and break at about the same time.

When the milk of different breeds is mixed, or chuined separately, the latter gives butter

largely in excess of the former. The explanation is that when a large globuled milk and a

small globuled milk are churned together, the larger globules .separate first into butter, and

the breaking of the small globules appear to be retarded. The practical application of this is
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that you cannot mix Jersey with Ayrshire or Dutch cows without loss, because the larger glo-

bules are broken first in churning, and while the smaller globules are being broken, the butter
which came first is being over-churned.

For cheese-making the milk which is richest by analysis, and yet throws up the least

cream upon standing, is best ; and this milk is one of small globules, the smaller the better,

even approaching granules in size, yet furnishing abundant fat analysis.

These investigations are novel, and when they shall be extended to the milk of other
breeds, they may result in valuable suggestions of a practical chawcter. There are some
other interesting facts brought out in the study of these fat globules in milk.

FUINGUS GERMS.

In the manufacture of cheese we know practically that the poorer the milk the more rea-

Qet is required to make from it good cheese. The explanation of this is found in the recent
investigations of Dr. Bastian in respect to the transformation of milk globules into lar^e fun-

mis germs, which speedily vegetate into a kind ofpencilllmn.

When some milk is placed in a small vessel, to the depth of about two inches, the laro-er

milk globules soon begin to collect on the surface of the fluid. After twenty-four hours or
more (the milk being protected from the dust by an inverted glass) the surface is found to be
yellowish and smooth, constituting the most superficial stratum of a layer of cream, the under
portions of which are of an opal white colour, when reflected, this is found to lie on the sur-
face of a blueish white whey, containing soft flakes, which, on microscopical examination are
ascertained to be composed of precipitated caseine, in a finely granular condition, mixed with
small milk globules, and multitudes of active haeteria. In this condition it has a sour odour
and an acid reaction.

The white stratum of cream immediately above is composed almost wholly of agore-
gated, and more or less unattended, milk globules, mixed with myriads of haeteria. But it is

in the superficial yellow stratum, more especially, that the milk globules are found to be more
or less altered, and in which some are being metamorphosed into fungus germs. To recognize
this satisfactorily, requires great care and patience, and it is only possible, by makin"- an exam-
ination of specimens in which the transformation is in its earliest stages.

After even a few hours, owing to the rapid growth and the repeated branching of the
pencillium filaments, the superficial stratum is permeated by them in all directions, and they
are mixed up soon afterwards with the large couidia which the filaments are constantly
throwing oflF, and which germinate in their turn. This remarkable transformation of milk
globules described byM. Turpin thirty-four years ago, in a paper read before the French Academy
of Sciences, but was for the most part disbelieved or unheeded by many, who, as Dr. Bastian
remarks, ought to have satisfied themselves, by actual observation of the truth or falsity of
what had been recorded. And he adds, that the few who have looked for themselves, have
been able in all important respects to confirm M. Turpin's statement.

'

Dr. Bastian points out the manner in which these investigations should be made and
says, on examination with the microscope from time to time such changes will have occurred
in many of the milk globules, that they may be seen to have assumed a less refractive and more
vesicular appearance, and to be giving birth to one, two, of even three buds, from their peri-

phery, which speedily grows into large dissepimeiited mycelial filaments. After the fact

that so many cqrpuscles which are so large as to be easily observed—and that all stages may
be detected between unadultered milk globules and the large fungus germs into which they
are transformed, make these observations absolutely convincing to auy one who has once wit-

nessed them. They, therefore, become typical of many other changes which may take place,

but in which all the stages of the transformatiom cannot be so easily watched.

Left to itself the whole surface layer of milk becomes in a short time densely interwoven
with fungus fillaments, and multitudes of the conidia, which they are constantly throwiu'^ oflf

are sown amongst them. Soon a white mildew may be seen, even with the naked eye, sprout-
ing up from all points of the surface, and after a time it becomes covered with a perfect forest

' > f peniciUium ylancum

.

Again, says Dr. Bastian, the transformation may be much more easily seen in a minute
jjurtion of Neufchatel cream cheese. By placing a portion about the size of an ordinary pin's

head upon a glass slip, moistening it with distilled water, and spreading it into a thin film,

the chanses which it undergoes caa be easily watched. When kept in this moist uncovered
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state, in a damp chamber in a temperature of sixty-five dei^rees Fahrenheit, I have found

th;*»t at the expiration of f(5rty-eiirht hours, nearly one half of the fatty-lookina; mass had actu-

ally undergone seiiiuentation into funirus germs, n)auy of which had in their turn ^rowu out

into well developed filaments. It will bo seen, therefore, that the fat globules are especially

concerned in the transformation or ehaniio which we wish to bring about by the addition of

rennet to the milk, and that if a large share of these iat globules are removed froui the milk,

the desii,^ued transformation is weaker, and more of the fermenting liquor or rennet will be

required to supply tiie power lost by the abstracting the fatty portions of the milk.

CUEING CHEESE.

In my address last winter at Ingersoll. I referred to the amount of water in a first-class

English ''heddar cheese, it being about thirty-four per cent.— drier by analysis. It may be

remarked here that our standard of excellence in cheese is that of a first-class Cheddar. It

has been described by some of the most noted cheesemongers of England, and I may as well

repeat the descriptions here, that we may all know what we are talking about. Messrs. Cor-

durov, of London, say : We want cheese rich, solid, fine-flavoured, firm, sound, handsome,

and that will continue to improve for twelve months, or longer, if required. Mr. Bates, of

Cheshire, says : The best cheeses made are firm and imperishable, keeping, in the farmer's

cheese room, for twelve months or longer, the texture being solid, but not tough, and the flav-

our fine. Mr. Titley. of Bath, says: The characteristics of good cheese are these, mellow

and rich in taste and flavour, and firm and full in texture. Mr. Patterson, of Edinburgh, af-

firms : A good cheese is rich without being greasy, with a sweet, nutty flavour, clear, equal

colour throughout, of a compact solid texture, without being waxy, firm, yet melting easily

in the mouth, and leaving no rough flavour on the palate. Mr. Harding, of Marksbury, says :

A irood cheese is close and firm in texture, yet mellow ; in character or quality it is rich,

with a tendency to melt in the mouth ; the flavour, full and fine, approaching that of a hazel-

nut.

These are the characteristic points required by the English taste as a standard of excel-

lence. Other nations may have a different standard, and different individuals may have a cer-

tain standard, but the great mass of cheese made for export to England must be made to ap-

|il"oximate to or cover the points named as far as possible, if the best prices are to be secured
;

and the nearer we fill the bill, the more is our cheese wanted abroad, and the better are

the prices paid for it.

With all our progress in the cheese-making art, and with all our knowledge concerning

the nature of milk and its peculiar transformations, I do not think we have surpassed in

our manufacture the excellence of first-class English Cheddar. Many of our factories equal

it in their September cheese, or with cheese made when the conditions of weather, feed, and

otiier circumstances, are all favourable, but they do not do it in their hot weather cheese ; and

the fault lies not only in the imperfect manner in which milk is delivered at the factory, but in

the curing of cheese upon the shelf.

There is no other way of accounting for the difference in our summer and fall cheese,

since the process of manufacture is conducted on the same principle, and by the same maker.

And I wish to say right here, that one of the best things accomplished by the American

Dairymen's Association was the inauguration of the European mission.

Previous to 1S66, we were in cioubtas to what was really required in the English market.

We were then making a large cheese from one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds in

weight. It was often porous or open-meated like the Cheshire, the colour was variable and

the flavour imperfect. It was not strange that our manufacture should be defective, because

dealers and shippers were constantly complaining of defects, and recommending in part, pro-

cesses drawn from the various methods adopted in different sections of England, sometimes

the Cheshire, or the Wiltshire, or Gloucestershire, or Lincolnshire manufacture. It was not

till 1864 that any knowledge of the Cheddar process was known in this country. The lead-

ing points in the process were given for the first time in my annual address at the firj^t meet-

ing of our Dairymen's Association in 1864-5. I had some time previously obtained an ac-

count of this process from England, and having experimented with it in my own dairy, had

become satisfied that it was the most rational system of cheese making that had yet been sug-

gested; and upon this point my subsequent observations in England of different methods fur-

ther confirmed me in this opinion. The acid process, which is the distinguished feature in
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the Cheddar method, was not practised by American factories previous to 1860. In the first

report of the New York Dairymen's Association in 18(i4, the method of manufacture of

quite a number of the best factories is given. No mention is made in these reports of the

whey or curds being allowed to sour or take on acid.

The system to-day of the best cheese made in this country is essentially of the

Cheddar proces^s, modified somewhat to suit our factory apparatus, and I do not know
that we have improved in the main features of that process, though we have learned the

feason ot many things connected with it which the English did not appear to under-

stand.

It was not till the mission to England in 1866 that we knew exactly what was required

in the English markets, and since that time our manufacture has been modelled after the Ched-
dar plan, even to the shape of the cheese.

After returning from England in 1 866, I made some experiments in curing cheese, which
satisfied me our July and August cheese could be kept in flavour and cured down mellow
and rich, and at the same time be improved in weight. I had arranged my curing rooms with
openings, even with the floor, provided with wickets, and with a ventilator running through
the roof, also provided with a wicket. The walls contained an air chamber, and I found
that by the use of water at the wickets and on the floor, and by the arrangement of the

veatillator, a pretty uniform temperature of seventy degrees to seventy-five degrees could be
maintained in the hottest weather. We were making two cheeses per day of about thirty-five

pounds each, and by keeping a moist atmosphere, so as to prevent the too rapid evapora-

tion or drying out of the cheese, together with the even temperature, a very rich fine-

flavoured product was the result ; the cheese also keeping well, some of it being retained

until the next season perfect in flavour, and mellow and rich in taste. The saving in

weight was about four per cent.

In curing cheese in hot, dry weather, where no regard is paid to temperature, there

is another trouble besides loss of flavour, induced by undue fermentation, and this is, a too

ra])id evaporation of moisture, which, if it had been retarded, would have intimately

mingled with the other parts, assimilating, so to speak, with the solid constituents, result-

ing in a mellow texture, and making the cheese appear more rich in butter to the taste

than its analysis would indicate. The fact becomes quite plainly demonstrated to any one

who h"as observed the changes going on in the cure of Limburger cheese.

The Limburger cheese is a small cheese about two or three pounds weight, of a brick like

form. If cured in the ordinary way they would soon dry up, and become almost as hard as

bricks ; but they are placed in a damp cellar, and are set up close together, thereby havina

their moisture retained during the process of fermentation. And this moisture becomes so

assimilated with the other parts that Limburger appears exceedingly rich in butter, and is so

plastic that it may bespread with a knife somewhat like butter. At certain stages of the

curing Limburger is of a sweet, clean flavour, rich and mellow in texture, resembling Stilton,

but the German taste requires that the fermentation be carried on until the odour and -taste is

very off"ensive to persons not accustomed to its use. It still, however, is plastic, mellow, and
ot a rich, buttery appearance, and I am told, by those who have learned to like it, that it is

esteemed as one of the greatest of delicacies. I meet gentlemen in Is ew York City who have
accjuired a liking for Limburger, by testing this cheese from time to time at the instance of

their German friends.

The complaint against much of the factory cheese, both at home and abroad, is that it is

too dry, and the complaint is well grounded. And, in addition to the loss of apparent rich-

ness in such cheese, the actual loss in weight, on account of moisture not retained and assim-

ilated, is from five to six pounds per hundred. I do not doubt but that experiments will be

turned in this direction, and that the time is not far distant when we shall have curing rooms
constructed so that our hot weather cheese will be vastly improved both in flavour and texture.

RECENT DISCOVERIES.

Of some of the new shifts in dairy goods, the manufacture of butter from beef suet is one.

There are now several factories engaged in this business in New England, New York, New
Jersey. Maryland and California. Mr. Luther Tucker, who recently visited the factory at

Albany, N. Y., says: The suet is first cut up in small pieces, and jmt into a trough or vat.

and covered with water, in order to soak out any blood which may adhere to the suet, and after
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soaking a considerable time, is carefully and thoroughly washed. It is then run through a

hasher, which cuts or grinds it up as finely as possible. It goes next into a large steam vat,

whou it i? melted and again cleansed by straining, as in the ordinary way of preparing lard

tor domestic use. It is then subjected to immense pressure under a powerful hydraulic press

ti> extract the stearine. It then goes to the churn, in which a sufficient quantity of butter

milk or s<^>ur milk has been placed. Aunaito is now added, and the whole mass is churned in

the usual dairy manner an hour, or until the butter has acquired the real butter flavour,

which it gets trom the thorough exposure of every particle to the action of the real butter

milk. It is then taken out, washed and worked in the usual way, and again worked and salted,

as in dairy butter, and finally packed in tubs for consumption. Everything is conducted with

perfect cleanliness, and no injudicious chemicals are used in any of the processes. I am told

that this butter can be made at a profit ol" 20c. per pound, and that large quantities are sold

tor the table in cities, and for the use of bakeries. I have examined several specimens of this

butter ; some of it is granulated and leaves a tallow taste in the mouth, other specimens were

more like butter, but inferior to a fine genuine article. There are various speculations con-

cerning the influence which this new article is to have on the butter trade, and another year

will doubtless give us definite results. Another dodge said to be practised with success by

certain factories in Oneida Co., N. Y., is to set the milk and take oS all the cream that will

rise during 2-t or 3G hours. This is churned and made into a first quality of butter. The
skimmed milk is then treated as follows : First, a quantity of rancid or low-priced butter is

purchased, melted and washed to free it from impurities. Then a certain quantity of the

melted oil, in proportion to the quantity of milk, is added to the milk, thoroughly stirred in,

and immediately set with rennet. The coagulation catches the oily particles, and by working

carefully they are retained, and the cheese is not distinguished from whole milk cheese. At
least I am told that no complaint has been made by dealers, or in the market, as to the full

quality of the cheese.

TESTING ACIDITY OF CURDS.

In cheese-making, as is well known, one of the important requisites is to know just how
far to carry the acidifying process. Various methods are resorted to, such as the feel of the

curd, its odour and general appearance, and the spinning of the curd when drawn from contact

with a hot iron.

But Mr. Gould, in his recent address before the N. Y. State Dairymen's Association,

has suggested that the acidometer, an instrument patented in 1870, would be a valuable aid

in experimenting and in reducing this part of the process to more exactness. Of course milk

and curds require such various handling under diiferent conditions, that no set rule can be

followed. Still it is possible that this instrument may be made of use in determining condi-

tions that cannot otherwise be accurately defined. It will tell with accuracy the different de-

grees of acidity of any liquid, and is quite simple in its operations.

By adding an alkali to an acid a certain amount of gas is evolved according as the licpiid

is more or les.-^ acid. This gas is made to press upon the water and forcee it up the tube,

when the proportion ma}' be read off in the graduated scale. I have not experimented with

the instrument, but propose doing go the coming summer.

^..ICES OP BUTTER IN ENGLAND,

You cannot but have observed in looking over the market quotations of the world that

the price of butter is gradually advancing, and this is especially the case in England.

The United States ceased exporting the higher fancy grades of butter several years ago,

the home market for such being too high to allow of exportation.

Canadian butter, during the last two years, has risen in price in England from 100s. to

1.36s. the cwt. I do not know whether this is to be attributed to an improved quality in

Canadian butter or to the scarcity and consequently increased price in Eagland.

The best continental butter sent to England has been quoted this winter (1874) at IGOs.

per cwt. This is a high price, and it is a question whether Canada cannot make it profitable

to improve her product and enter her goods in competition.

Butter in the United States is now largely produced in Creameries, and tlie product has

been vastly improved. In Sweden the Americnn Creuaiery .system has been introduced, and
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her product in consequence has risen to a great excellence, having been quoted in London on

a par with best brands.

In my address, last winter, at Ingersoll, I referred to the experiments of Prof. Danforth.

of the Royal Agricultural College of Stockholm, in which he states that a larger quantity of

cream can be obtained from a given quantity of milk by cooling it and setting it in water

thereby reducing the temperature of the milk to about 36 degrees Farht., and keeping it

at that point during the creaming process. Under this management, which is now practised

at the Swedish butter factories, nearly all the cream, he says, rises in twelve hours, and be-

yond twenty-four hours no advantage is gained in the quantity of cream obtained.

This low temperature in setting milk is so different from aU former theories on the sub-

ject as to arrest attention, and I hope the butter makers of Canada will look into this question

for themselves.

EXPORT, 1873.

An important question bearing on the dairy interests of America is the capacity of Eng-
land to take our cheese. The exports during 1873 go far to show that all our surplus has
been hardly sufficient to supply the English demand, and that no immediate fears need be
entertained that our markets are to be clogged with a surplus, or that the average price will

fall below that of 1873 for a series of years.

The Messrs. Corduroy, of London, give official statements showing the total amount of

American cheese arriving in England from January 1st, to December 31st, 1873. The
quantity is put at 1,736,49.5 boxes. Shippers, in their estimates, usually make the average
of boxes at 60 pounds each, and if we estimate on this basis, the American product shipped
to England during 1873, amounts to 104,189,700 pounds.

The quantity exported from New York City during the same time was 1,.569,.570 boxes
amounting to 94,174,200 pounds. From eight to ten millions of this went to other countries

than Great Britain. This shows that the exportations direct from Canada to England during
the year amounted to about 20,000,000 pounds.

During 1872 the receipts in England, of American cheese, were 1,228,184 boxes,

amounting to 73,691,040 pounds. This gives an increase of receipts of American cheese in

England in 1873 above those of 1872 of 508,311 boxes, amounting to 30,498,660 pounds.
But with all this additional supply the stocks in London and Liverpool, the Corduroys say.

are not excessive.

The receipts of cheese in New York City during the year 1873 were nearly 2,000,000
boxes, or in round numbers 120,000,000 pounds, while in 1872 they were only 99,!964,20O

pounds, or an increase in 1873 of about 20,0(iO,000 pounds.

England has taken more American cheese this year than the whole product made in the
United States in 1860, the amount produced then, according to the United States census,

being 103,636,927 pounds. The prices paid for cheese in the United States have, as an
average, been lower during 1873 than in 1872, though doubtless the average would have been
nearly the same, had not the panic which occurred in September had a depressing influence

on the fall trade.

We commenced the year 1873 with prices ranging froml4|- to 1.5jc. in January, ruling-

from 16* to 17c. in February and March dropping to 1.5e., in April and May, and from the
middle of June to the first of October ruling from 13 to 13ic. In October, November and
December the market was pretty steady at 14 to 14^c., with an occasional advance of a

quarter of a cent.

The Messrs. Corduroy, in accounting for the increased receipts of American cheese in

England, argue that consumption has been promoted by prices having been on a moderate
scale, the best qualities being so much cheaper than cheese of a similar character produced in

England. Again, in the manufacturing districts of England, employment has been general
and wages good, which in part no doubt accounts for the large demand for American cheese.

One growing feature in the cheese trade observable from year to year in this country, as
well as in England, is that buyers as a rule are more careful in their selections as to quality,
colour, flavour, firmness and soundness of condition. Soft, damaged and inferior cheese are less

saleable, even at reduced prices, than they were a few years ago. As our quality improves,
consumers become educated in their tastes, and cannot go back to a poor article, which before
thev learned to have better things, was not so much noticed.
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Dealers, too. find that good cheese moves more easily than poor, and as a i^eneral rule is

•old without loss, while a few turns at purchasing " dead beats," even at low prices, often

make sad inroads on profits ; and when heavy losses are sustained, they sharpen a buyer's dis-

criminating faculties in making his selections, very considerably.

(.>ur dairymen, therefore, should strive to make a good article, and recognise the fact

that poor stuif pays less from year to year.
,

AUCTION SALES OF CHEESE.

The great value of country markets, where buyers and sellers meet on certain days of the
week for transaction in dairy nroduce, is now pretty generally recognised. At Little Falls,

and other leading country cheese markets, the factories sell large quantities of cheese by sam-

ples. These samples are simply " plugs "—cut by the cheesemonger's iron—representing a

specimen of each day's cheese, which it is desired to sell. The "plugs " or cuttings of cheese,

;is soon as drawn, should be placed in small bottles desired for the purpose, and tightly cork-

ed, and the bottles numbered, so as to show the age of each sample of cheese. By thus

enclosing tiie samples, they are kept from the air, and do not undergo change while being

curried to market. Hence, the buyers get a correct idea of the colour, texture and quality of

the several days' cheese, which any factory puts upon the market.

The cheese must be in all respects as represented, for a seller once caught in deception,

or in adding some poor or inferior cheese to the lot he sells for good, has not only to bear all

losses on such cheese, but he is afterward regarded with suspicion, and will not obtain the

highest prices for his goods by selling from samples.

A large number of sellers with samples meet weekly at Little Falls, often representing

200 or more factories, and some of them come from a long distance. The buyers also congre-

gate here in considerable numbers on market days, and after looking over samples and dis-

cussing the state of the trade, the home and foreign demand, the cost of freight and the

latest cable quotations from London and Liverpool, transactions begin to take place.

At Little Falls, the actual sales of factories during summer do not begin until late in the

afternoon, and often as late as 4, p.m., and they are not unfrequently kept lingering along

until 7 or 8 o'clock, before transactions are closed.

The quantity of cheese offered is usually figured by reporters of the press, who get the

number of boxes offered by different salesmen early in the day, and thus the quantity on the

market is generally known before any transactions take place.

The fault in this system is the delay in completing sales until late in the day. A con-

stant chaffering is going on between buyer and seller^ prices being offered by one buyer and
raised by another, without getting down to business till the fast closing of the day compels
them to action. Factorymen from a long distance complain that they are kept in the market
a longer time than necessary, and that they often cannot reach home till late at night or next
morning.

To avoid this evil it has been suggested to have the cheese sold in different lots at auc-

tion. Let the samples be shown, and the discussion of prices, cable quotations, &c., be ef-

fected early in the day, but at a certain hour in the afternoon, say two P.M., let the sales

promptly commence at auction, and the competition among different dealers is such that it is

believed the cheese will sell at a price equally well with that obtained under the present

system.

To avoid loss on account of the bids not rising to the full value of the seller's estimate,

each factoryman is to be allowed one bid, and he can thus withdraw his cheese from the mar-
ket, or put it at a figure which he is willing to accept.

I cannot see why cheese should not sell on its merits in this way, and as good prices

realized to the producer as under the present system, and I am glad to see that this plan has

been recently inaugurated in the western part of the State of New York. The Elmira Gazetti",

mentions an important sale of cheese at Collins' Centre, N. Y., on the 29th of January, when
buyers were present in considerable force. The cheeses offered were the product of the

Mansfield and Coillns factories, owned by W. A. Johnson & Co., of Collins' Centre, and com-
prised 3,000 boxes of the October and November make. The cheese was offered for sale to

the highest bidder. Mr. Wade bid 14|c., Mr. Bona offered I4|c., Mr. Cary bid 15c., and
Mr. Hayward signified his willingness to pay 15|c., and after considerable excitement Mr. Cary
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bid 15|<;., and the lot was knocked off to him. The price, says the Gazette, is decidedly the

highest of the season in the State, and may be accepted as an indication of a very firm mar-

ket for the balance of the old crop is now all in dealers' hands.

During the coming season, I hope our different country cheese markets will at least try

the plan of auction sales, for it seems to me they could be made satisfactory to all parties con-

•©rned in this interest.

CORN FODDER.

I have now detained you so long that 1 must bring my remarks to a close, and in doin^j

so I would like to make an allusion to the fodder corn question. You have probably seen in

the papers during the past two or three years some warm discussions respecting the value of

corn fodder as a food for dairy stock. There are some people who denounce it in unmeasured
terms, and doubtless the manner in which it is grown has led to a difference of opinion as to

its value. I have used corn fodder as a soiling crop for many years, and have found it a

great help during the hot, dry weather of August, when pastures fall off in productiveness.

But it was as a fall and winter food that I had intended more particularly to speak.

The summer of 1873 was quite unfavourable for the hay crop of Central New York,

the fiilling off from the average being about 33 percent. Many dairymen were compelled

to reduce their stock at a sacrifice, as stock of all kinds was exceedingly low, and in

addition to this, large quantities of corn were purchased, and the experimant is being tried

to carry stock through on meal and half the usual quantity of hay. In Herkimer County
the number of milch cows has been reduced lower than at any time during the past

twenty years. Now, this state of hings could have been avoided in part, had our farmers

adopted more generally the practice of relying on sowed corn as a fall and early winter

eattle food. In some instances this was very successfully practised. As an example, I cannot

do better than give you the following facts from which you can draw your own conclu-

sions :

—

Mr. La Mont, of Tompkins County, N. Y., has grown this year five acres of fodder

corn, and he estimates the yield to have been at least 40 tons of cured fodder. His entire

herd of horn stock, consisting of 40 cows and 9 head of young stock has been kept on this

fodder since it left the pasture, about the 1st of November till the 10th of January.

Mr. La Mont's practice, late in fall and early winter, after the cheese-making season

is over, is to give the cows all the sour milk resulting from his butter-making, and a

quart of shorts to each animal daily. The shorts are put into a large tub and the sour

milk turned on, the whole thoroughly mixed and apportioned to each animal in equal quan-

tity. This is the only additional food which the cows receive, and the stock, he says, is

in as fine, thrifty condition as any farmer could wish to see. This plan of wintering stock

in part on corn fodder has been practised by Mr. La Mont for several years, and always with

the best success.

The usual practice is to break up green-sward lands that have laid in grass from ten to

twelve years. The land referred to was ploughed about the 25th of May to the depth of eight

inches. It was immediately harrowed thoroughly to get a good seed bed, and the corn

(Western variety) was drilled in with the machine known as the " Farmer's Favorite," two
and a-half bushels of seed being used to the acre. This makes the rows about eight or ten

inches apart. The whole was finished about the first of June, and no manure or other fertili-

sers were used in the crop.

About the last of August, or first of September, the crop will be fit to cut. The stalks

will have attained a height of from six to eight feet, and the rows on the outside will be
" eared out," more or less, though, of course, such ears will be small, immature, and may be

classed with what is commonly called "soft corn." Mr. L.Jcuts the fodder with a reaper, and
says that for this purpose a strong and heavy machine is required. He uses the Buckeye,
which does the work in the best manner. After cutting, it is preferred to leave it a day or

so to wilt, when it is tied up in bundles, and immediately set up in shocks. The shocks are

made larger than one man can conveniently handle, and hence two men are employed for this

part of the work. From fifteen to twenty bundles are placed in a shock, set so as to make it

of a round shape. Then the men take out suflBcient stalks for the band, lapping them together

and twisting them, a man at each end of the band. The tops of the bundles or shocks are

now drawn together and tied with the band, and another band is tied around about mid-way
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of the shock, and the work is complete. These shocks are left standing in the field until

wanted for use, when they are hauled to the barn, as required from time to time, aud fed to

the cattle.

Mr. La Mont says that fodder corn, properly bound and shocked, as I have described,

will cure out nicely in the field, and is not injured on account of standing out during the time

named, except, perhaps, on some of the outside leaves of the shock. The fodder opens clean

and bright, and is highly relished by stock, and he esteems it in all respects equal to hay.

His stock appear well satisfied with their rations, the animals keeping in as good condition, as

to flesh, health and vigour, as those which have been kept on hay. He thinks if corn fodder

is such "poor innutritious food," as some have represented, he must have observed the result

long since in his Jtock, both as to loss of flesh, and in the depreciated quantity of milk yield-

ed. On the contrary, his cows have made a good yield of milk in November, and their con-

dition as to flesh and vigour are as heretofore described.

In 1872 the stock was kept in the same manner, and the yield was at the rate of 450

pounds of cheese, and 10 pounds of butter per cow, besides supplying what milk and butter

was used in a family of seven persons. His experience in feeding corn fodder dates back

through a period of ten years. He uses fodder corn as a soiling crop for stock in summer
when pastures are short, and he esteems it highly for this purpose, as it keeps up the flow of

milk, and the cows are held in high condition.

Other farmers in Tomkins County practise the same system as that practised by Mr, La
Mont, and one of his neighbonrs, Mr. Peter Mulks, who is somewhat noted as a " fancy but-

ter
' maker, has raised as much as twenty acres of corn fodder.

What then are we to infer from this statement ? Here we have 49 head of cattle kept

upon the corn fodder of five acres for a period of nearly two months and a half, or up to the

10th of January. Practical dairymen can very well estimate whether such a crop as that

raised by Mr. La Mont is a profitable crop. I do not know the price of hay in Tompkins

Co.. but in Herkimer Co. it has been sold at from $20 to $2-5 per ton. It has been estimated

that a good, fair sized cow will consume on an average in winter twenty-five pounds of hay

per day, and putting hay at $20 per ton, the money value of the food consumed, per cow,

would be at the rate of twenty-five cents per day.

But, say in the case of La Mont's herd, it is but "twenty cents a day for each animal,

and we have the following : Forty-nine head of cattle, at 20 cents per day, is $9.80, which
multiplied by seventy days, (the time they were fed on the stalks) we have $686, as the

value of the five acres of corn fodder.

WTiat crop, considering the amount of labour involved, has been more profitable ? But,

say that the animals consumed food to the amount of only ten cents per day per head, and we
still have the five acres of fodder corn, amounting to $343. Truly, a very valuable crop for

five acres.

Again, the question may be solved in another way. How much hay will a cow consume
in twenty days? At twenty pounds per day—a low estimate—we have 1400 pounds, but to

get our figures down low enough, we will suppose the animal consumes but half a ton of hay
in the seventy days. Then we have the total consumption of the La Mont herd, up to the

10th of January, if represented in hay, amounting to 24| tons, and this, at S20 per ton,

amounts to $490, as the product of the five acres. In whatever way the question may be

viewed, I think there can be no doubt but that Mr. La Mont's fodder corn crop has been a

very profitable one, and the statistics given cannot be without value to dairymen.

AN ADDRESS,

DELIVERED BEFORE THE DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION OE ONTARIO, AT BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO,
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1874, BY L. B. ARNOLD, ESQ., SECRETARY AMERICAN
dairymen's ASSOCIATION, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Suggestions for Improvement in Cheese Manufacture.

For people from the other side of the line to come here to talk to you about cheese-making

seems almost like carrying coal to Newcastle. The general features of your processes of manu-
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ikcture are the same as ours, and your cheese, like ours, has attained a high reputation. But
they stand differently in the market. Yours excels in keeping ; ours in texture and flavour.

The high position which the goods of both nations have assumed, in the short time since any

considerable progress was started in either, I look upon as a reasonable and just cause of pride.

But perfection has nowhere yet been attained, and until it is we ought not to cease studying

and striving for better results. In discus.sing the means of improving cheese I see no reason

for addressing you differently from what I would the people of my native Statv. as you are

right along side of us in the onward march.

To make an intelligent start toward improvement in anything, the first point is, or should

be, to fix in our mind's eye clearly the end to be attained. In cheese-making we want the

standard of qualities at which we are to aim well understood. Unless we do this we shall work

at random, and be as likely to go wrong as right. It is not enough that we make a product

to suit ourselves. It is not enough that it has intrinsic value. We must make it to suit the

taste of the parties who are to purchase and consume it. We should study well and under-

stand clearly the standard of excellence set up in the mind of the purchaser, and make that

standard the polar star of our efforts. In short, we should have a clear and definite idea of

what the market calls for before we change a step toward visiting that market. When the

requirements of the market are understood, the means of filling them will be searched out and

applied.

As I so about among the factories and dairies, I find a confused and indefinite idea of

what is desired in the market to which the cheese that is being made is intended to go, to be

a great stumbling block in the way of progress. If factorymen are not posted as to the quality

their goods should show to meet the taste of the consumers they are intended to supply, how
can they modify their modes of making to suit that taste ? They can only work in the dark

and by guess, and be as likely to go wrong as right. Manufacturers should be so well posted

in regard to what the market calls for as to qualify them to select and make purchases, if oc-

casion required, to fill orders and act as dealers or middle-men. How many manufacturers,

think you. could be safely trusted to act as agents to select for the different markets ?

You will probably ask how is the tyro in cheese-making to learn what is required at his

hands ? He must lend his energies to this point. He must go about among his fellows and

compare practices and products. Especially should he compare his cheese with that which com-

mands the highest price in the market, and note well the points of difference and the cause.

Each manufacturer should see all the factories in his vicinity, and make himself familiar with

the different practices and their results. In this way. excellencies and defects will become
conspicu. us and familiar. The manuficturer can then adopt what is desirable and avoid

what is not.

Occasions like this may do a great deal towards disseminating correct information in re-

gard to quality. Dairymen's conventions, I have learned, are made up largely of factorymen
;

and if, while they are assembled, samples of standard cheese could be exhibited for general

inspection, it would do much towards settling in their minds the cjualities they ought to pro-

duce.

Cheese buyers soon acquire this knowledge by going into the market places and examin-

ing the goods which are preferred, and cheese-makers had better take the same course, rather

than not know just what is wanted. Where buyers go to the factories to purchase they can,

if they will, impart a great deal of valuable information. I don't know how it is with dealers

in this country, but in New York, with the hope of driving a better bargain, they are more
inclined to flatter the parties they de;J with than to notice any errors that might possibly

wound their pride. Where Boards of Trade or market days are established, the manufactur-

ers may find an easy means of posting themselves in regard to desirable quality.

WTien visiting factories in a strange neighbourhood, I have often invited a manufacturer

to go with me as a guide, and it never fails, at the end of the journey, that he acknowledges

himself amply paid for his time. Let two or more manufacturers take a carriage and spend a

few days each season in riding from factory to factory, and discuss the causes of the various

peculiarities they will note, and they will make more progress in a day thus spent than in a

whole season in working in the factory alone.

Cheese fairs, such as was held at IngersoU last season, afford a most excellent opportunity

for cheese-makers to learn what competent judges esteem best. Not onl^- was a great variety

of make which aspires to be best present on that occasion, but the samples which the judges
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decided to be best were publicly exposed for critical inspection, so that all who desired might
examine for themselves, and see in what their superiority consisted. Such occasions afford

a means of iuformatiou that no manufacturer can afford to let pass. At such a fair the judges

ou^ht to be the best that can be obtained, and entirely free from any prejudice or bias, so that

makers and all concerned can rest on their decisions. This establishment of fairs exclusively

for dairy products is regarded as a very important item in the right direction, and is a point

in dairy progress in which Canadians are ahead of us on the other side of the line.

QUALITY OF MILK.

But no one can make good cheese without good milk. One might as well attempt to

make fine cloth out of coarse wool as fine cheese out of faulty milk. There is, however, much
less depending upon the milk than is generally supposed, and much less than I once supposed.

Milk varies with the food and the soil on which it is produced. Milk on loamy and gravelly

land is quite different, and does not work alike. But milk that is sound will make good cheese

on either soil. The important point is to have it free from objectionable taints and in a

healthy condition.

A little disease in milk works a great deal of evil. To guard against injury from this

cause is one of the most important means of improvement.
There is perhaps no single point in the quality of milk that is more detrimental to the

quality of cheese, either on the north or south side of the lakes, than the temporary defects in

the health of cows occasioned by excessive heat. Cattle often suffer as much or more, both in

health and comfort, from excessive cold in winter, than they do fronj the excessive heat of

summer
; but the excessive cold does not make its impress on the products of the dairy like

extreme heat, because the cold comes at a time when there is not much milk to act upon.

But still, exposure to cold has an effect upon the general charact*r of the dairy, because by
oj)erating against the general welfare of the animal, it acts against the general quality of its

milk. Even the isolated causes wliich prnduce occasional ailments should be avoided in any

system of correct dairying, because, though tempoi-ary, they are liable to do injury while they

last. They more or less depress the tone of the dairy in which they chance to occur. I have
no occasion to dwell upon such defects here. They are what all herds are subject to, and are

at once removed by the prudent dairyman as soon as seen.

It is the excessive heat of summer that stands so much in the way of high quality.

Tainted milk, you all know full well, is the great bane of the cheese interest. If you can

keep clear of that, you are comparatively safe. A good evidence of the truth of this state-

ment is the result of the season just past. We had but little hot weather last summer, and
but little bad cheese. Tainted milk is generally identified with hot weather. The query has

been raised, What is the cause of tainted milk ? I have traced it to a feverish condition of the

cows, but a query arises back of that, What is the cause of the fever ? The causes of fever-

ishness are multiform. The most common one is oppressive heat. The influence of heat in

producing taint may be demonstrated by a little attention. It will be noticed that taint cornea

and goes with the rise and fall of the mercury in the thermometer, showing that uncomfortable

heat is the immediate cause. Though this is the common cause, it is not always the. cause.

Feverishness and consequent taint will follow if the water is scarce or bad ; or if the cows
break into the oat or corn field ; or if unwittingly the keeper turns them suddenly into rank,

green clover, which is perhaps wet with rain or dew ; or if fed with too much rich food ofany
kind, or worried by dogs. Whatever heats the blood of the cows produces taint, and it never

occurs without that condition. By tnint I do not mean to include the deviations from its

natural flavour occasioned by the use of turnips or cabbage, or other strong smelling or tasting

foods, that carry their odours or flavours into the milk ; I only mean the peculiar cowey smeil

that develops in milk and leads on to floating curds in its extreme development.

It is this kind of taint resulting usually from only a temporary derangement of health

that I would have you especially guard, fur the further improvement of your cheese.

I have designed to-day to touch only upon some of the more prominent causes that stand

in the way of further progress in improving cheese. I have brought forward the subject of

excessive heat as one of the things the effects of which there is need of investigating closely.

I do not mean that this need is peculiar to the people of Ontario or of the Dominion. It is

a need which the people of my own State and of the United States have as much occasion to
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.ook after as you. I bring it forward and urge it upon your attention because, thougb im-

portant, it has been overlooked, or. rather under-estimated. I present it to you noic, because

I have the benefit of the effects of a cool and even season to compare with the hotter ones

which have gone before—a benefit which I would not have lost either to you or to my own

countrymen. The improved quiility of cheese which has resulted in a great measure from the

unusually even temperature of the season just passed, is one of great significance to the cheese

interests of both countries. It enables us to contrast the qualities resulting from sound health

and comfort in the one case, with those of deranged health and discomfort in the other. It

enables us to compare the effects of an enlarged trade and open market abroad, and increased

consumption at home, with a market clogged and prices depressed by diminished consump-

tion, both at home and abroad, by reason of goods with an unpalatable taste and perishable

nature.

Other causes may have conspired to produce the iucruased demand for our goods in the

markets of Great Britain, which have taken of your cheese and ours 30,000.000 more this

year than last, and would have taken still more if we had had it for them, but it will hardly

be questioned by any one that improved quality is the leading cause. One hot, sultry sum-

mer, with its ill-flavoured and short-lived cheese, would counteract all we have gained by this

circum.stance, and set us back where we were before, unless we forestall its effects.

This is so apparent that I trust the necessity of discussing the matter, and bringing it

forward in time to guard against such consequences, will be deemed appropriate and essential.

What is the remedy for excessive heat ] The heat of summer cannot be avoided, but

its effects can. to a large extent, be obviated. Shade trees in the pasture or artificial sheds

give effectual protection against the scorching rays of the sun, and against heating the cows'

blood. Every one knows how the broiling heat of the sun affects him.self, and it operates the

same on his stock, especially cows in milk. From its burning rays we appeal to shade, and

the dairyman ought not to deny to his cows what is so essential to his own comfort. A
plenty of good, cool water, too, serves to keep down temperature in the blood of cattle as it

does in the blood of men. There are very few whose experience has not impressed upon their

minds a clear but unpleasant conviction of how oppressive heat becomes when accompanied

by thirst, and the large amount of water required io hot days to keep one comfortable.

Cows feel the need of water in .such weather even more than men, and if the supply is bad or cut

short, their sufferings become severe.

The cow in milk, like the nursing mother, is sensitive to the influence of heat. She
cannot endure what can be endured by other animals that have nothing to do but eat and as-

similate. As the nursing infant becomes a sensitive index to point to the heated blood of

the mother, so does the milk of the cow point, by odour and its working, to the heated blood

of the cow. A plentiful supply of water is one of the most efficient means of keeping the

milk of cows in its normal condition. A plenty of shade and a plenty of water for hot

days, when the mercury is 80 degrees to 100 degrees, ought to be deemed important. The
mere mention of the combined effects of heat and thirst ought to be sufficient to make
any dairyman comprehend and appreciate how importaat it is to protect his cows against

thena.

There is another circumstance in the summer treatment of the dairy to which I wish to

call your attention as a means of improving tlie cheese of the country. I allude to the prac-

tice of soiling. Soiling pays in summer droughts for the sake of the extra keep it affords. It

pays in the increased amount of stock it enables a dairyman to carry on a given number of

acres
;
it paj-s in the increased quantity of milk produced by keeping up a continuous flow ;

but
it pays equally well in its promoting healthy milk in the heated season by the relief to the

herd from exercise, and by avoiding exposure to sunshine for filling themselves by grazing.

To keep a cow out in the hot sun to fill herself from a short pasture can hardly do other-

wise than raise the temperature of her blood, and thus develp taint. By taking quickly a

meal of fodder corn, or green, wilted clover, she may lie in the shade and ruminate in com-
fort, and fill the dairyman's pail with healthy milk, cutting off tainted milk and bad
cheese.

Another cause of defect in our cheese making grows out of the circumstances connected

with liay-cheese. In preparing food for their flocks in winter, farmers do not always study
to secure it when it will do them the most good. They are more apt to look after the largest

quantity. The product of our meadow makes the greatest bulk and greatest weight when the
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seed begins to fill ; but it is uot tbca in the best conditiou to support life, nor to yield the

bist dairy products. The wcll-ripencd food which dairymen are in the habit of laying up tor

their herds in winter, has lost much of its valuable properties. Its albuminiods, as they

slowly work their way through the stems and leaves, where they are elaborated, toward the top

for the perfection of the seed, which is their end and aim, become changed in form and dimi-

nished in amount. Their substance becomes harder and tirmer as the plants grow old, and

hence less susceptible to change. They are more difficult of digestion, and when elaborated

into milk, the cheesy matter which results has the same hard and unchangeable inclinations the

caseine had in the plants. It is hence that the cheese derived from matured fodder is harder

and more difficult to cure than when obtained from young and tender herbage. The fatty

matter in maturing plants undergoes an equal change. The fats which in young plants were soft,

aromatic, and highly coloured, have become in the riper stage hard, white, insipid, and scanty.

The milk from such lierbage is poor in every sense of the term. Both the butter and cheese

from such milk are pale and poor, and wanting in the fine, nutty flavour that belongs to both

when derived from grass. The poor quality of hay-cheese is not chargeable to the fact of

the cows living on dry food, for dried grass makes excellent cheese. It is due to the too fully

matured condition of the herbage when cut. If dairymen desire to produce milk out of the

grazing season, they ought to provide their cows with early cut grass or clover, roots, or mill-

feed or grain—something that will give flavour and richness to the butter or cheese to be

made from it. The cheese made from such food compares well with grass-cheese. It cures

readily, and is good flavoured, while ordinary hay-cheese appears more like the skim-cheese of

the creameries.

To fill the market with hay-cheese that is unpalatable and difficult to cure, and difficult

of digestion, is to check consumption and injure the reputation of cheese generally. Unless

made and cured quite difierently from what it usually is, or unless the quality of milk is

much improved, it would be better for all concerned to omit making cheese till grass comes,

and use the milk for making butter or veal. Poor cheese is always a detriment to the cheese

interest. It clogs the market and depresses prices. It injures consumption, because it stands

in the way of better goods that would please the palate and invite to a larger use. It inclines

all who have to do with it to mark down the reputation of all cheese by associating the poor in

the estimation of the good.

If farmers will prepare proper food for their cows in spring they can avoid all the dele-

terious efiects that now follow from hay-cheese, and increase their profits at the same time.

There is a wide chance for improvement in the matter of spring cheese, and there is an urgent

necessity of pressing it upon the attention of dairy farmers. Another defect is apt to occur

with hay-cheese on account of skimming. The milk at this season of the year is often kept

longer than in warm weather. The cream, by reason of longer standing and the coolness of the

atmosphere, becomes quite solid and firm, and the temptation to take it ofi" is too strong to

be re.si.sted, and milk which is too poor for cheese-making is made still poorer by the use of the

skimmer. This practice should be sternly avoided unless Ihe milk is made unusiially rich by

high feeding. I do not know that the dairymen of Canada are any more at fault in respect to

hay-cheese than the dairymen of the States. There is much need of improvement in both

countries. On the other side of the line we are yearly giving more attention to the winter

and spring food of our cows. Dairymen in New York now cut their hay twenty days earlier

than they did twenty years ago, and twenty years hence they will cut it twenty days earlier

than now. They feed more grain and roots than they formerly did ; they have richer milk,

which is made up when newer, and skimmed less than in former days
;
the curing is hurried

by a more liberal use of rennet, and warmer curing rooms than were once in use ; and the

more objectionable features of hay-cheese are gradually wearing away. I commend these im-

proved practices to Canadian dairymen as worthy of their attention.

The means of improvement so far considered lie in the hands of the dairy farmers. I

will now notice a few that pertain to the manufacturing. The processes of manufacturing

cheese are communicated from one to another not by any fixed or clear and well-defined rules

written out to be studied, nor indeed with any clearly defined principles that one could fall

back upon if he failed in the routine. In fact the reasons for doing as we do in daily prac-

tices are but little considered or known. We learn the modes of makinsr butter and cheese

as matters of fact. Our instructions are received orally and illustrated and accompanied with

practical examples. The manipulations which have accompanied the production of the best
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cheese are naturally supposed to be the most perfect, and they are handed from one to another

and imitated as the standard of perfection. Having thus received our instruction with the

impression fixed in our minds that our modes are the best that could be adopted, it is a very

natural conclusion indeed to infer that if we apply our rules as they have been applied in the pro-

duction of fancy cheese, and the product proves to be inferior, the fault is in the milk ;
that some

defectin climate, water, food or soil has made some defect in the milk which renders it deficient for

cheese-makinir : hence the further inference that the production of strictly fine cheese is limited

to certain localities where certain varieties of soil, &c., exist. This I say is a natural inference

and it is one that has gained extensive credence in the minds of dairymen as well as others.

No longer than two years ago, when I met the Association at IngersoU, oneof your oldest and

most prominent dairymen said to me :
" Our Canadian cheese is inferior in both flavour and

texture. Our milk is difierent from New York milk. I don't believe it is possible from our

milk here in Canada to make cheese which will equal yours in York State." I admit the

premises, but deny the conclusion. It is not a necessary consequence. I once entertained views

similar to those, but have outgrown them now. Our processes of cheese making being copied

we work everywhere by the same rule. This is unphilosophical. If as my friend at IngersoU

said, your milk is diifereut from ours, the mode of manufacturing ought to be different from

ours. I am inclined to think that the IngersoU man was right—that your milk is somewhat

different from ours. I believe it is generally true that milk in different sections differs in

some respects.

A striking incident, confirmatory of this statement, was related to me at the recent

meeting of the American Dairymen's Association. Mrs. Huldah Smith, of Fairfield, Herki-

mer Co., N. Y., has been the manager of the factories known as the Fairfield Association, ever

since it was built, which was, I think, about eight j-ears ago. The factory is one of the very

best in Herkimer County, and has been strictly a fancy factory under Mrs. Smith's superin-

tendence. After making fancy cheese successfully for so long a time, she, last summer, left

the factory in the care of her children, and took charge of a factory in Michiiran. She says it

took her about all summer to get used to the milk—it worked so differently from the milk in

Herkimer. She was at last able to manage it so as to make good cheese. The Herkimer

mode of working would not do for the Michigan Milk.

The experience of Mrs. Smith was my experience in moving from Herkimer into a grain-

growing district in Western New York. It has been the experience of very many others who
have gone out from that famous county to ply their art in different localities. They hnd it

necessary to deviate considerably from their Hejjvimer modes of working.

Now, since .Michigan milk is different from Herkimer milk, it should not seem a strange

assertion to say that Canada milk is different from New York milk. Without the testimony

of my friend at IngersoU I should expect, from what little knowledge I have of the country,

that the milk on both sides of the lakes would not work just alike. The parts of the country

over which I have passed have appeared a little dryer than in the dairy districts of New York.

It appears more like an exclusive grain region. The soil has seemed to have a little more
?and in its composition on this side of the line than the other. But the free use of the plough

has done much to give it a dry and compact structure that unfits it for standing drought.

Ground that is much ploughed becomes harder and dryer than the same kind of land not

ploughed and is much less able to endure drought, than land occupied more with grass. When
one section is dryer than other, whether naturally or made so by much ploughing, the elements

of milk from the two places are not in the same condition. The cheesy matter from the dryer

soil is harder than on the moister one, and does not break down so readily into soft, rich,

salvy cheese. Since it does not cure so readily, it will keep longer : and this, I fancy, is the

reason why cheese in the Dominion has acquired the reputation of having better keeping

qualities than cheese in the States. I regard this peculiarity as no insuperable barrier t-o

reaching an equall}- fine quality. It is. in my opinion, only objectionable by reason of it^

requiring to be manufiictured differently to reach the same result, and this is only a question

of time and experience, and patient attention.

The continued occupation of the soil for grazing and dairying is gradually wearing

away the peculiar qualities of your milk. Where the soil is naturally dry, it will of course

remain so, but abating the use of the plough, and covering the surface more of the time with

turf will have a tendency to make loamy soils looser and lighter, so that tliey will stand

drought better. The grass will be fresher and greener, and the cheesy matter softer and
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more easily converted into rich cheese. Your milk needs to be worked somewhat differently

from ours. It would resemble New York cheese more closely if worked at a little lower tempera-

ture and with a little more rennet, so that the curd should be ready for the press at the same
time as usual. Your curds do not call for so large a development of acid as in Herkimer and

other old dairy districts. Red clover makes a harder cheese than grass, and not so well

flavoured, though it will make more cheese from a given amount of pasture. As your pas-

ture fields become old, and grass gradually takes the place of red clover, your cheese will

improve in texture and flavour.

The process of manufacture which we call the American Cheddar will work admirably

in your factories. In this process the whey is drawn before the curd is ripe enough to leave

the vat ; the curd is piled in one end of the vat, and the vat tipped so that the whey will

drain off, and the curd is left in this situation to ripen, till it developes the requisite degree of

acidity, when it is run through a curd mill and salted and put to press in the usual way.

Creamery practice will not be likely to succeed as well in Canada as in some parts of the

States ; not that there is any lack of richness in Canadian milk, for it is evidently as good as

any ; but because the presence of the cream is necessary to soften and hasten the curing of

the harder cheesy matter, derived from your dryer soil. The same objection to skimming
lies against creamery practice in our grain districts and much of our western territory.

Wherever the factory system prevails there is a growing tendency toward skim-

mins. at least the night's milk, and the time is coming when this can be done safely, for it is

possible to make a good rich cheese of skimmed or partly skimmed milk. A few manufac-

turers are doin^ that now ; but it would be out of place now to encourage skimming in Ca-

nada or anywhere else. The general principles of cheese making, and the art of managing
skim milk, must be better understood than they are to-day, to render skimming profitable or

«afe. It requires more skill to handle skim milk properly than whole milk, the proper

methods of working them being quite different. It is not nece.ssary that I should go into

the details of working skim milk to-day. It will suflBce to say that it should be worked with

more rennet and at lower temperature than whole milk while in the vat, but in the curing

the temperature .should be higher, and the process rapidly hurried along. Milk which is ap-

proacbing sensible acidity should be managed very much in the same way.

As the subject of tainted milk has been prominently before the Convention, and as ca*e«

of it are often everywhere occurring, a few words in regard to it seem to be called for.

" Tainted milk " is hardly an appropriate expression to indicate the milk so called.

That kind of milk is the result of a peculiar variety of fermentation, in which a light oil is

developed that occasions the peculiar odour and flavour that occur in milk known as ' tainted

milk." The flavouring oil is the same as that which gives the " eowey " odour to new milk.

It is only intensified in the tainted milk of the factories. It becomes volatile at about (55

degrees, and slowly escapes from the milk. At hi'_iher temperatures it escapes rapidly.

Heating tainted milk to 130 or above drives the odour all away, and leaves the milk in its

ordinary condition. At 60 and below the oil scarcely evaporates at all ; but remains in the

milk, and gives a flavour instead of an odour. When separated from milk it appears as a very

light oil, that is nearly destitute of colour. It is now known that the presence of cream
hastens the growth and activity of the rennet germs which curdled the milk and cured the

cheese. It is also true that the presence of light flavouring oils contribute actively to the

same end. I have met with nothing that so stimulates the growth of the active agent in

rennet, as the oil that constitutes the so-called animal odmir which distinguishes tainted milk.

There are always some of the same germs in milk that constitute the active agency in

rennet, and the presence of this oil, or odour, as you may please to term it, so stimulates their

growth as often to prove sufficient to curdle the milk without any addition of rennet. Spon-

taneous coagulation of milk while it was yet sweet has been of frequent occurence in Roches-

ter the past season from this cause. Such cases are not uncommon among dairymen. They
occur all the sooner if the milk is kept covered and warm. In the treatment of tainted milk

in cheese-making this circumstance must be taken into consideration.

If milk that is to be made into cheese appears tainted, set a higher temperature than

usual, and use less rennet; varying the amount according to the degree of taint, the more
taint the less rennet. Let the curd remain in the vat till acid is strongly developed. Where
the curd is cheddared, grinding is important. Cooling and airing are also important. If the

curd is matured in the whey, it will often prove a benefit to leave the curd in the sink over
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night, where it can be conveniently done. To put the usual amount of rennet in tainted

milk, is to so hurry the curing process that the cheese soon becomes over ripe and spoils.

But acidity is the great antidote for taint. It corrects the flavour of the taint, and keeps

back the process of curing, and, if skilfully regulated, will hold the cheese in very nearly it»

normal condition.

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR 1874.

President.—K. Graham, Esq., Belleville.

Vice-President.—A. Oliver, Esq., MPP., Ingersoll.

Secretary.—J. Gr. Hegler, Esq., Ingersoll.

Treasurer.—P. R. Daly, Esq., Belleville.

Directors.—Thos. Ballantyne, Sebringville ; Lewis Richardson, Kerwood ; Henry
Ostrom, Moira ; George Morton, Morton ; W. S. Yates, Belleville ; Allan McLean,
Ingersoll ; D. Vandewater, Belleville ;

Thos. Brown, Ingersoll ; T. D. Millar, Ingersoll.

Auditors.—Thos. Wells, Ingersoll ; C. H. Sorley, Ingersoll.

Financial Statement.

To the President, Vice-President and Directors of the Dairymen's Association of Ontario

:

—
The undersigned auditors of your Association for the year ending on the 11th of Feb-

ruary, 1874r, beg to report that they have examined your Secretary and Treasurer's books,

and find the same correct, the balance in hand at their audit being §112.76, as appears by
the following statements :

—

treasurer's book.

8 cts. $ cts.

Balance in his hands, as certified to at last annual audit... 14 55

Receipts.

From all sources 1063 66

$1078 21

Payments.

Lecture, Prof Caldwell 110 00
Prof. Bell 40 00
Prof. Willard 75 00

225 00
Advertising, Ingersoll Chronicle 20 00

" Toronto &7o^>e 9 60

Printing reports

Miscellaneous Printing

Reporting

R. A. Woodcock, stationery and printing

Prizes

- 29
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$ cts. S cts.

Sale Af 10 copies of report to non-members G 00

Received for advertisements on reports 86 50
92 50

Received from Mr. Ballantyne for prize 50 00

Received from Mr. Hopkins for prize 25 00
75 00

$239 50

Payments.

Paid Treasurer 92 00
Paid Mr. Fearman 6 00
Paid Mr. McAdara 20 00

Paid postages 16 82

Paid express charges . 1 30

Paid expenses two journeys to Toronto 17 00

Paid for stationery 3 41

Paid for cash book 25

Paid for telegrams 2 05

8158 83
Leaving balance in Secretary's Lands $80 67

Your Auditors, having examined the receipts and vouchers for moneys paid out, find the

same correct.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Thomas Wells,

Ingersoll, Feb. 9th, 1874.

C. H. SORLET, }
^''^^^'''
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CONDENSED REPORT.

The following Table gives the names of all Factories, with their P. O. Address, from which we
have received reports, together with the No. of Cheeses made, average weight, No. of

inches in diameter, No. of lbs. of Cheese made, and No. of Cows represented at each
Factory.

X.AjiE OF Factory.

Vyer Ault\'ille .

.

Avonbank Avonbank
Avon 1

Avon . . .

.

Post Office.

-Allan's Settlement Madoc
AllangTOve River Raisin .

.

Asbleys Foxboro'
Anvem Fairfield, East
Addington Newburgh . . .

.

Addison Addison
Bastard iNew Bojpe .

.

Brownsville iBrownsvLlle .

.

Burgersville I Norwich
Beaver Gananoque
Brucefield Seaforth
Brands iForest
Bogart ITweed
Bloomfield IBloomfield
Brae
Bumside ...

Black Creek
Brodies
Balderson .

.

Beaver

Biimbrae

.

Putnam . .

.

Picton
Belleville...

Balderson
Lansdowne

'.iirritt's Rapids 'Bmritt's Rapids
' ,ueU's MiUs
heny Valley .

.

ranache
'I'omarty

'linton

'aistorville

'lystal Fountain
'rystal Spiing . .

^lajiion

Clear Lake
Clovervale

Brockville
Picton
Dimdonald .

Cromarty
Clinton
Caistorville

.

Greenbuah .

Toledo
Balderson
Forfar
FrankviUe .

Cherry Ridge iNewboro'

.

Prescott .

Culloden .

('aintown.

CharleyviUe
Culloden . .

.

Caintown . .

.

Cedar Spring iFarmersville
Dulsmane iLansdowne
Diamond Delta
Dickinson's Ijanding |Wales
Dominion Frank^dlle
Dominion Elgin
Dexter Chantry
East Zorra Innerkip
Elzi^-ir Queensboro' . . .

.

Ellerslie Gananoque
Easton Easton's Comers
Escott Escott
Fall Springs Lansdowne
Front Sidney Sidney
FuUarton Fullarton
Farmer's Own Delton
Forfar Forfar
FarmersviUe FarmersviUe . . .

.

Farmersville FarmersviUe . . .

.

Golden Eldorado
Grams Denvent
Gore Inger.soll

Greenbush iGreenbush

^"-c No. lbs. ofj

Cheese
made.

63,000
101,532
161,657
103,846
70,000
98,435
92,925

110,927
92,200
54,600

521,655
113,321
104,000
160,000
20,096
45,000

115,272
75,031
49,376
18,320
28,090
97,700

120,600

269

60,000
19,440
81,013
91,4.33

72,823
.50.2.58

1.30.000

66,000
90,000
72.000

90,000
58,000
65,000

236,436
122,400
121,000
81,000
84,000
90,000
90,000
90,000

81,000
272,000
.52,195

83,876
99,000

107,200
99,000

318,317
131,319
72.000
96,000

117,000
116,000
98,282
78,702
53,279

104,000

No. of

COWB.

.300

400

"320
275
315
320
375
400
270

1,500
400
500

"

ioo
138
375
238

"76
90

400
500
.50

300
455
375
500
500
186
.500

225
400
236
300
250
300

"466

500
300
300
300
300
300
300
900
175
300
450
400
350

1000
500
200
350
500
400
310
250
180
500
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CONDENSED UEVOKT.—Continued.

Kauk or Factory.

Glentay
Gt>lden Spring
Hungerford
Hiilloway
Henderson's
Hawkesbury
Harrietsville

Hunter
Junctown
Island Dale
InnisfiU
^erwood
Keays
Leeds
Lawson's
Londesborough
Lansdowne
Lombardy
lleb-oge
Mineral Spring
Mountain View
Mariposa
Mills Spring
Mariposa, 7tli Line
Maitland
Milvert;on

Mt. Elgin
Iklaple Grove
Maple Grove
Maple Grove
Mallorytown
Napanee
!Newburg
Xewbor©'
North Augusta
McNish
Oxford Mills
Oxford
Otten-ille

Pioneer
Pine Hill
Platts
Pine Grove
Portland
Poole
Powell
Phillipsville

Quaban
Queen
Red Clover
Richies
Kobblin
Riverside
Rockford
Rymphs
Roseville
Rockspring
Rockdale
Royal Dominion .

.

Summersville
Silver Springs
Spring Creek
Sagers
Spring Grove
Springfield

Springfield

Spring Vale

.

Sidney

Post Office.
No. of

cheese
made.

Perth
Farmers\-iUe
Tweed
BeUe\-iUe
Ingersoll

Hawkesbury . .

.

Harrifttsville. .

.

Sniitli'.s Falls. .

.

MaUorytown . .

.

Earnestown .

.

Carlton Place . .

.

Kerwood
Balderson
New Boyne . .

.

Salford
Clinton
Lansdowne
Lombardy
Melrose '.

Picton
Mountain View
Oakwood
Sparta
Oakwood
Auburn
Milverton
Mt. Elgin
StrathaUan
Gananoque
Algonquin
MaUorytown . .

.

Xapanee
Newburgh
Westport
North Augusta .

Escott
Oxford Mills . .

.

Norwich
Otterville

Washington . .

.

West Flamboro'
jAdolphustown .

LjTidhurst
IForfar
iForfar
Plum Hollow. .

.

I
Phillipsville . .

.

Escott
FarmersviUe . .

.

Farmer.«ville . .

.

Inverary
Roblin
Prescott
Vittoria
Tilsonburg
FarmersviUe . .

.

White Hurst . .

.

Caintown
New DubUn . .

.

Otterville

Gananoque
Vanleek Hill
Troy
Henry
Springfield

1.500

2200
lt;0G

3G8.3

1001
800

3<t75

1500
1600
860
1500
4403
1200
881

2414
1906
2000
2000
1422
1150
835

11.^0

530
432

1100
1105
1985
1244
373

1300
1800
1100
2478
1000
1000

2000
242

1.300

1408
1743
900
1500
750
1000
3.X)0

800
1190
1936
353
900
420
1686
790

2000
1500
1400

775
1214
772
1245
900

1462
248

1200
1100

U 60
o a

^5

No. lbs. of|

Cheese
made.

75
.55

64
65
70
52
76
65
69
50
50
70
60
55
69
60
6.5

75
69
64
60
62
74
63
58
70
74
73
63
67
65
47
62
57
57
70
70
68
66
70
70
56
70
64
68
57
65
70
50
55
59
43
63
70
72
65
60
55
70
70
70
65
75
64
76
65

! 65

1 65

15
14
16
15
16
14
16
15

15J
14
13
16
14
14
16
15

15i
16
16
15
15
15^

in
15

15i
16

16i
16
15

15i
15
15

15^
hI
14|
15
15
16
16
16
16

15i
15

14^

15i
14

15i
15i
13^
14
15
13
16
16
16

15i
14
14
15
16
15
14
16
15

16i
16"

14i
loJ

112,.")00

121 ,000

102,776
239,4.33

70,072
42,352

302,011
97..500

110,400
43,000
75,000

308,210
72,000
48.455

167,168
112,210
130,000
150,000
98,399

73,272
50,517
71,313
39.283

27,234
63,229

77,319
148,343
91,252
23,473
87,100
117,000
51,700

153,664

57,000
57,000

1.37,1.36

16,001
84,000
98,560
97,610
63,000
96,000
71,000
57,000

195,000
56,000
59,065

105,838
20,815
39,357
26,460

118.020
56,880

130,000
90,000

66,000

.54.250

84.980
50,080
93„383
75,000

111,853
16,244
80,000
72,150

No. of

Cows.

400
400
316
800
300
200
1000
400
340
215
.300

900
300
250
570
350
4.50

500
313
245
200
300

"i.56

400
400
450
300
100
300
4.30

250
625
200
400
100
3-50

500
53
280
3.30

360
300
350
170
180
600
200
225
450
90
150
150
400
200
500
300
350
300
2.50

300
300
250
275
372

360
249
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CONDENSED RETORT.—Concluded.

Silver Bank
Salem
Stan-
Smith's Falls

_

Sherwood Sprin,

Silver Sprin;

St<ireys

^^priui,'- Valley
Thuiiow
Thoraasburg
Thompson
Tuttle Sprin:

Union
Victoria
Wellin;?ton
Webb:
Warkworth
West Huntingdon
White Clover
West Magdala
Wilton
Wilton
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

O^mnmissiflner of l^grkiiltttre anb Jrts^

A^PPEISTDIX (E).

REPORT OF THE FRUIT-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO,
FOR 1874.

To the Honourable the Commissioner of Agriculture :

Sir—It is again my agreeable duty to submit the Report of the transactions of the

Fruit-Growers' Association of Ontario. You will find, by examining the discussions of our

three stated meetings, much valuable information on Fruit-Growing. The winter meeting

held in Hamilton was very largely attended. The interest of the meeting was greatly en-

hanced by the presence of a delegate from the Horticultural Society of western New York.

At Owen Sound and Ottawa, the attendance was increasingly large, and much valuable infor-

mation on Fruits and Fruit-Growing was elicited, specially adapted to those particular locali-

ties. The good influence attending those meetings has been fairly established by the steady

interest that has been felt and expressed by individuals in these neighbourhoods, and in no

way so much as by the numbers that have attended our meetings, eager for information on

Fruit-Growing. So much has this been the case, that I have every reason to congratulate you

on the good that has arisen from the action that has been taken in choosing different localities

as the field of our labours.

A felt want has arisen from the important labours of our hybridists, who are every year

addinc to our stock of new fruits—that want being a piece of land adapted to the testing of

these new fruits. If a piece of ground could be got in a district of the Province favourable

to Fruit-Growing, and these fruits there fairly tested, your directors would then have a war-

rant for their general dissemination over our western Province. I beg leave most respectfully

to suffpest to you, that if Government would purchase a few acres for this laudable object, the

Association would have the means out of their own proper funds to care for the plants, and to

keep 'the grounds in order.

I further suggest that the Government might subsidise our efforts to appear at Chicago in

187.5 with our Canadian fruits, as the Government did when the Association went to Boston a

year ago ; for I am fully persuaded that imigration and the best interests of the country are

greatly aided by these exhibitions of our own fruits abroad. Our success at Boston shows

conclusively that our Canadian fruits can compare favourably with those of any part of the

continent, and reveals the fact that our climate for fruit growing, and consequently for the

production of all the comforts and luxuries of life, is second to none. As in former years, we

have continued the distribution of trees and plants with marked success : this distribution is

not only beneficial to our members, in encouraging them in fruit culture, but eminently en-

couraging to our hybridists, who.se fruits are being largely circulated by your Association.
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I have submitted the proposed ameadments to the Agricultural Act, which relate to our

Association, to the Directors, and they approve of them all.

The Society continues its prosperous career. It is gradually embracing every district of

the Province, and ;iwakening a hitherto unfelt interest, and desire for information wherever

its operations have become known.

I have the honour to be

Your obedient servant,

D. W. BEADLE,
Secretary of the Fruit-Growers' Association of Ontario.

PROCEEDI^'GS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting was held in the /Agricultural Hall, in the City of Toronto, on Tuesday
Evening, the 22nd September, 1874.—The President in the Chair.

Secretary Beadle read the minutes of the last Annual Meeting.

The Directors' Keport was received and adopted.

The Treasurer submitted his Report, which was received, and referred to the Board of

Directors.

The President read his Annual Address.

John Forsyth moved, seconded by Philip Armstrong, that the thanks of the meeting be

given to the President for his able and interesting address ; and requested that it be handed to

the Publication Committee for insertion in the Report.

It was moved by L. S. Lundy, and seconded by Mr. Parker of Woodstock, that a Com-
mittee of eleven be appointed to nominate officers for the ensuing year, which, after discus-

sion, was carried, and the following persons appointed such Committee.

The President and Secretary, and Messrs. John Forsyth, Geo, Leslie, Jun., A. W. Smith,

T . A. Parker and —- Paulding.

The Committee made their Report, and the Association proceeded to vote on the namss
proposed, with the following result.

President.—Rev. Robert Burnet, Hamilton.

Vice-President.—Geo. Leslie, Jun., Leslie P. 0.

Secretary-Treasurer.—D. W. Beadle, St. Catharines.

Directors.—P. C. Dempsey, Albury ; Peter Murray, Hamilton ; Charles Arnold, Paris
;

William Saunders, London ; John Gray. Toronto ; Jas. Skead, Ottawa ; Jas. Dougall, Wind-
sor ; Henry Macpherson, Owen Sound ; Geo. Elliott, Guelph.

Auditors.—W.J. McCalla, Jas. Taylor, both of St. Catharines.

Several seedling fruits were exhibited at the meeting, and at the fair ground

Geo. Peacock, of Mount Salem, exhibited a noteworthy seedling peach, large, handsome
and of first quality.

Mr. Cannon of Owen Sound, showed two seedling apples, the Rhymer, and Coe's golden

drop.

Haskin's seedling grape, a hybrid between the black Hamburg, and Hartford prolific.

Another seedling from the same parentage was exhibited by P. C. Dempsey, named the

Burnet. Both grapes of great promise.

The meeting then adjourned.

Directors' Report.

At the close of another year your officers have the satisfaction of being able to congratu-

late the members upon the continued prosperity of the Association. We have held three

very successful meetings dui-ing the year—at Hamilton in February, at Owen Sound in July,

and at Ottawa in September, and at each of these meetings very much valuable information

was elicited, which will be fully spread before you in the Annual Report. We feel more
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than ever convinced of the usefulness of these meetings in awakening and deepening an in-

terest in fruit-uiowing, and of the wisdom of holding them in different sections of the Province

as opportunity may offer.

The attention of your Board has been most earnestly occupied in the endeavour to

diminish the cost of distributing the trees or plants sent to the members. Owing to the fact

that the gooseberry and grape vine sent out the "past year were of so much smaller size than

an apple or pear tree, that they could be transmitted by mail, we have been able this year to

effect a very considerable reduction in the cost of the distribution. \Ve are so well pleased

with this mode that we advise, that after the distribution of next spring, that only trees

and plants of such siie as can be transmitted by mail be distributed to members. Only

those who have had some experience in the distribution of trees of the ordinary size can

realize the vast amount of labour and expense that must be incurred in packing in suitable

boxes, and forwarding to their destination such bulky articles. And beside the expense,

great dissatisfaction has arisen in quite a number of instances, from the neglect of the person

to whom the parcels are consigned in attending to the proper delivery of the trees to the

several members by whom they should be received. We are now satisfied that if the several

parcels are sent directly to each member by mail, much saving would be effected to the

Society in the cost of packing and forwarding, and members will receive their trees more

surely, more promptly, and in better order.

In order, also, to avail ourselves of every possible means whereby we may Secure the

lowest prices for all labor performed for the Association, we have pursued the plan of asking

for tenders and awarding the work to the lowest bidder.

The experience of several years has shown that it is necessary there should be in every

locality, some person to remind old members of the necessity of paying their annual fee in

order to retain their privileges of membership ; as well as to obtain new members, by calling

the attention of their friends to the advantages to be derived from becoming members. We
therefore suggest to this meeting the propriety of passing a By-Law to the effect that any

person remitting to the Secretary the fees and names of old or new members, with their Post

Office address, may retain ten per cent, for his trouble.

Remembering the great success of our displays of fruit at Boston last year, when we
won so many medals, we should fail in our duty did we not state to you that the American
Pomological Society will hold another Exhibition, in Chicago, before the next annual meeting

of this Association, and that possibly you might desire to place on record your wishes in

regard to the question, whether we shall again make a display of the fruits of Ontario, so

that the in-coming Board may take such steps as may be requisite to carry them out.

The report was carried.

\ ROBERT BURNET,
President.

TREASURER'S REPORT.
Abstract of Treasurer's account of Receipts and Disbursements of Fruit Growers' Association

for year 1873-74.

Db.
1873-74.

To Members' fees $2,259 00
" Government grant 1,.")00 00
" Error in Beadle & Buchanan's

account 148 95
" Error in Sanderson's account ... 2 00
" Balance 89 34

$3,989 29

Cr.
By balance at last audit $561 03
" Printing and advertising as per Touchera 237 19" Lithographic plates " 541 13" Express charges " 41 37" Directors & Boston Exhibition expenses 624 41
" Trees and plants distributed 1322 99
" Clerk's wages 105 00
" Postages 177.55
" Stationary 23 27
" Prizes 86 00
'

' Secretary-Treasurers salary 200 00
" Sundries 69 35

$3,989 29
1874 ir- ^---y

October—By balance due Treasurer ... S89 34

We certify that we have examined the acounts of the Treasurer of the Fruit Growers' Association, and
that the above is a correct abstract of receipts and disbursements

M. Catherines, W J McCalla /

November 18th, 1874. W.' L.' Coelanu,' \
^"'^i'o'"*-
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President's Address, 1874.

The revolvino; year brings us acrain in Annual Convocation. Like the members of a

large and attached, though scattered family, we rejoice when the opportunity is given us, on

the occasion of our reunion, to enter into friendly discussion with each other in regard to

those matters that closely refer to our chosen culture. We rejoice that such discussions have

always been carried on with the utmost good feeling. The members of our fraternity,

while tenaciously holding their own opinions, have ever been ready, indeed, in some
instances, with great patience, to listen to the views advansed by others. This is as it should

be. We may learn some useful hint from even the veriest tyro in horticulture, and crude

views have often been modelled into useful shape by the skilled hand of some one better

informed. We trust that this mode of conducting our business meetings may long charac-

terize our gatherings, and that the well-informed and the sagacious may bear with the

immature and often erroneous views of the younger members.

Gentlemen of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, I trust that you will bear

with me, while I again strive to discharge, to the best of my ability, the onerous duty of

again presenting to you some views on the common objects bearing on the well-being of our

Association. And should the picture not be so well painted, and the subjects of the

picture not so well grouped as you could wish, attribute it, not to any want of desire on my
part, to gratify you, but simply from my inability to do justice to my theme.

The past season has not been a very advantageous one for the interests of the fruit-

grower. Most of the products of the garden have been a short crop. This has arisen from
various causes. In early spring, the nights continued, long into the season, very cold and
bleak ; and the days even were little suitable for the setting of the fruit. In consequence,

the setting was accompanied with difficulties, and in a large proportion of cases, proved an

almost total failure. The greatest promise of fruit was apparent, the prcN-ious fall having

been everything that could be desired to mature and prepare ihe fruit buds. In the verna-

cular of horticulturits, the young fruit blossoms damped off, and left but a diminished crop

for the cultivator. This has been especially the case with the staple fruit product of our

country—the apple. Few people ever saw a greater show in blossoms, and at one period

there was a general expectation of an abundant crop. The result is a full corroboration of

the adage, '• There's many a slip between the cup and the lip." In favoured spots, it is

true, there is a fair average crop, but this is not general. The Niagara District, as usual,

comes out at the wide end of the horn. Here and there in sheltered spots, under favourable

circumstances, in many portions of the country, I have found orchards bearing abundantly.

We conclude, on the whole, that the apple harvest will prove a light one.

What is true of the apple, is equally true of the pear j more true unfortunately. Pear
trees in spring gave the utmost promise of an abundant crop, but the result is altogether

disproportionate to the promise. I have only about half the number of varieties fruiting this

year which I had last year, and not a tithe of the quantity. It was well for us, and for our

reputation as fruit-growers, that the crop of fruit a year ago was so good and plentiful, as

had the Boston Centennial been in 1874, we should have made but a sorry appearance.

We may congratulate ourselves, therefore, in the law of compensation ; we have less at stake

this year than we had last, and may with the greater equanimity beai' a lessened crop.

Pears, almost all over the country, are poor. Indeed, our faith and likings have received

some rude shocks during the summer, inasmuch as one friend after another has assured us

of their determination to substitute vines for pears. We have frequently been so pushed with
these desponding utterances, that we have have only been able to make a poor defence. The out-

look is against us. We have had more blight this season than during all the years in which we
have cultivated pears. Blight—terrible blight—curculio—trees failing—leaves failing—fruit

failing—hope failing—hope, which comes to all, almost failing—leave scarce a wreck behind.

Replant must be our motto. Encouragement must be derived from the fact that young
trees give the best fruit. Replant, I say, on the principle of a friend of mine, who, in his

domestic economy every year preserves his youug poulets for laying purposes, as he affirms

that their eggs are sweeter and more delicate than those of the old hens. We ought to replant

too, I think, to pursue an improved plan of cultivation. I am persuaded from what I see in

my own culture, and in that of many of my neighbours, that we all over-crop. Let us plant

young trees and prevent, by thinnino-, their over-production, and depend upon it our trees will
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be longer lived, our fruit more satisfactory, and the blight kept within narrower bounds. I

am persuaded that the over-productive force of our fruit trees requires to be artificially re-

strained. We are only enteriuir on the full realization of this necessity. Plum trees soon

fail for no other reason than that they over-crop thtmselves. At Owen Sound we learned

that in many cases plum trees were short-lived. The age of a tree would be lengthened, and
its sciison of fruitfulness increased by judicious thinning. What is true of most trees in this

respect is especially true of the plum, as the exhaustion of its resources is from the attempt to

mature the shell which encloses the kernel, and not from the production of the pulp. The
plum crop has suffered severely of late years as usual from the prevalance and ravages of the

eurculio. It was refreshing tor me to hear during a recent visit of an esteemed friend. Mr.
Dewey, of Hartford, Connecticut, that the eurculio is disappearing from that section of the

United .States. Should this prove so it will be another testimony to the fact which many
believe in, that these pests are like epidemics, appear as a scourge for a while, and then un-
accountably disappear. Our learned entomologist, Mr. Saunders, was telling me lately of an

inroad, or invasion of a particular kind of butterfly into the Province from opposite directions,

up towards Ontario, on the left bank of the St. Lawrence, and across by the Suspension liridge,

at Clifton. The two streams will meet, or have met, and, co-mingling, they may introduce a

destructive, or it may be, a beneficial flood of insects.

There is an eldorado in our land, however, for plum growing, and that is in the region

along the southern shores of the Georgian Bay, north of us. It would delight the heart of
my co-labourer, Mr. W. H. Mills, of Hamilton, and all other plum growers, to witness the

growth of plums of every variety in those regions. No eurculio, no borer, no leaf-roller, no
blight, no gumming, or, as an Hibernian would say, no nothing at all. Here is a clear case

for Rep by Pop, or perhaps of reciprocity, in which we here misht leave our plums to the

•little Turk," and exchange our apples and pears with the Roys, Millers, Christies, McLeans,
and Clarkes, who cultivate plums along the shore from Owen Sound to Collingwood. On the

whole the plum crop has been a fair one this season—where jarring has been practised, and
faithfully carried out, a good harvest has been the result. In Hamilton, Mr. W. H. Mills
has succeeded in securing a good crop, and I am persuaded any one may reap a plentiful

harvest by persistent jarring. It requires work, and patience, and perseverance.

Peaches are an abundant crop. Every garden, where any trees remain, has yielded it«

quota this year. Everywhere we hear of peaches. Our markets are well supplied with this

fruit, at first from Illinois and Ohio, and latterly from our own orchards. It must be ad-

mitted that, owing to the dry weather, this fruit is small, but, as a set off, they are highly
flavoured. A^question might be put by some thinking member of the Association. How is it

that there is a good crop of peaches and only a medium, or under medium, crop of apples and
pears ? First, the peach ripened its wood well in the fall of 1873—the buds were mature
and full—the winter of "73-'74 was comparatively mild, the thermometer almost never in the
more southerly localities falling below 10 degrees or 12 degrees Fah. These facts tend to

account for a good peach year.

The grape harvest will prove the best which we have had for many seasons. Wine-
makers will mark their casks with a white mark, in testimony of the excellence of the vint-

age. The dry weather has told upon the vmes, it is true, but nothing like so much as on
other fruit trees. Indeed the vine rejoices in the drought. The ripening has been all that

could be desired, and the sample fair and the crop prolific. Here -'.nd there a pest that at-

tacks the seed has made its ravages, which are seen in the dried and shrivelled nature of the
berry. In our experience the Delaware has suffered as much, if not more, than other varie-

ties. What is called ' shanking " too, has diminished the crop. This evil has been much
felt in some parts of the Province. The neighbourhood of Hamilton has not escaped, and in

some vineyards the loss by this evil ha*"* been quite considerable. Adriondac, Creveling, and
Concord have also suffered along with other varieties. Over a wide area the grape crop is far

above our average, and will amply repay the toil and care of the husbandman.
The smaller fruit.s have greatly suffered from the dry weather. Raspberries especially

dwindled down to small dimensions, and though the strawberry crop was on the whole good,
yet it felt the malign influence of Sol's metallic rays. Cranberries, recently become an im-
portant and profitable culture, are a light crop from the same cause. The summer of 1874
will be long remembered, like the summer of 1826, as an exceptional year for drought. We
strongly hold the opinion that we are doing too little as an Association for the cultivation of
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th^cranberry. Let us have an Essay for the best mode of cultivating the fruit, another on

the best soil for its culture, and a third on the best market. There are several extensive

tracts in Western Canada, and especially up the Ottawa Valley, where this culture would

amply repay the outlay necessary for its successful cultivation. I wish we had some one

among us to act as a poker to give an impetus to the growth of the cranberry. It is a deli-

cious fruit, and is fast rising in importance in its economic uses. Within my remembrance

the home market in Britain used to be largely supplied witli the fruit frpm Hudson's Bay and

from Russia. There is no reason why this fruit ought not to form a staple from our own
sandy bogs and extensive light-soiled, mucky swamps- Many farmers tliroughout the country

might not only add materially to their health by the cultivation of the cranberry, but also

augment their income largely by some small attention bestowed upon this fruit.

Such is a brief summary of the year's productiveness as far as we have from observation

been able to gather. You might perhaps wish me to stop here, but something more seems

absolutely necessary in the President's Annual Address. After rummaging about in many
directions, and bothering friends for some text, or subject matter of address, to be at one and

the same time both interesting and useful, I am about to draw a few useful lessons or hints

from the perambulatory habits of the Association itself.

For some few years past we have tried to make our Association useful in stirring up fruit

growers to greater efforts, by appearing at our summer and autumn meetings in some locality

noted either for its advancement or for its backwardness in fruit-growing. Of the former

class we might truthfully instance Goderich and Guelph. It was like carrying coals to New-
castle, for our members to take fruit on exhibition to Goderich. The plums, apples, and

grapes of that locality will stand in fair comparison with the fruit of any other locality in our

Province. A slight inspection sufficed the thinking ones of our Fruit Growers' Association to

conclude 'that apples, pears, peaches, grapes, and apricots could be successfully cultivated

along the north-eastern shore of Lake Huron. The ameliorating influence of the waters of

the Lake has a wonderful effect in securing good crops. Apricots are grown as standards

without the common shelter of wall or break. Plums there become a profitable crop. It is

not unlikely that the stratum too, near Bayfield, Kincardine, and Goderich has much to do
with the good crops. By reference to a geological map you will discover some curious out-

cropping strata, which are invariably good for fruit growing. Much, too, is to be said for the

persevering, industrious, plodding fruit culturists. They are hard to be beat. One has a

furor for grapes, another for apples, and a third for gooseberries. On the whole, we can fairly

and conscientiously declare that the Goderich district is fast rising in importance for fruit

crops, and that any one desirous of settling in a fruitful district could scarcely do better than

make selection of a locality on the shores of Lake Huron.

In some respects Guelph is inferior to Goderich as a fruit growing district ; it is. for

example, far removed from the influence of a large body of water—it stands high— the winter

winds are severe—and frosts are both early and late. With these drawbacks, however, Guelph
is a choice spot for the cultivation of some kinds of fruits. Apples and plums are almost

always a sure crop. We question if plums could be shown from any district superior

to those that were shown at Boston last fall, from the grounds of Mr. George Elliot. They
were the admiration of all admirers. Whether we regard the climate, or the soil, Guelph
is singularly well adapted for plums. It might, with propriety, be said to be the place of

places for plum culture—only having one rival, and that Owen Sound.

The sample of plums shown when the Association visited Guelph, was most praiseworthy.

Almost every variety was cultivated, and each sort had its admirers. Town.speople

and country folk alike entered into the cultivation, and what is rather uncommon, the firmers

from the neighbourhood were little short, if anything, from producing as excellent fruit

as that exhibited by what is generally considered the most prosperous townsmen. Intelli-

gent discussion was the order of the day at Guelph, and much was elicited to prove of

permanent advantage to the members of ourA.?sociation. Nothing could exceed the candour
and outspokenness of the various speakers ; every one was ready to render his quota of informa-

tion to the general good. A perusual of the Report submitted to Government will amply
repay the time and attention be.^towed upon it.

A year ago we held our autumnal meeting at Kingston, when several import;uit facts

were elicited of general importance to our fruit growing community. Owing to the influence

of the Lake, and lake-like expansion of the River, grapes can be successfully cultivated even
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in a locality so far to the east and north of Ontario. There are so many modifying in

fluences from currents of air, the warmth caused by the water, soil, shelter, that wonders can

be accomplished in fruit growing under these favourable circumstances. To a mere onlooker.

Kingston would be pronounced most unfavourable for the finer and more delicate variety of

fruitP, yet grape vines, pears, and apples flourish well, and yield abundant and remunerative

crops. This, however, is within the City limits, and the immediate neighbourhood of the

City. At Heathtield, pears which have withstood the climate for many years, are to be found.

The effects of the severity of the cold winds in winter are to be seen, but shelter, kind treat-

ment, and perseverance have done wonders. Much is yet to be accomplished in this locality

for fruit growing—a few energetic and willing workers are greatly needed—great things have

indeed been done, but much yet remains to be done. From all we could see and learn, the

apple crop is the mainstay of the district. In some sheltered orchards, apple trees of what
are considered tender varieties further west, flourish well and give excellent crops. From one

of the Kingston savans in fruit culture, we learned an important truth, to which it is the duty

and pleasure of your president to. give as wide a circulation as possible, in reference to jarr-

ing plum trees for the curculio, viz. : that the jarring should commence much earlier than is

thought needful—even before the formation of the young fruit. Indeed, that a few curculio

caught before copulation, nips the evil in the bud. Jarring should commence from the time

the buds begin to open. We learned also from our visit to Kingston, that our meetings

should not in any measure run counter to. or even alongside of any other agricultural or

horticultural exhibition. When public attention is distracted by two or three important

matters, some cne or the other of the interests represented must go to the wall. Our gather-

ings should invariably either precede, or succeed County, Township, or other municipal shows,

and should in no case be held on the same day.

Chatham is another of the places in which the Association has met for the furtherance

of our fruit interests. In most places we have had to note some drawback to perfect success

in fruit culture. At one place the soil was damp, or the rock too near the surface—at an-

other, the elevation above the sea level was too great for successful fruit operations—at a

third, some few of the harder varieties of fruits could be cultivated, and some not, owing to

early and late frosts ; but, at Chatham, there was no drawback of any of these kinds. The
soil was found tol)e all that could be desired, almost inexhaustible in its fertilizing proper-

ties, and of almost incalculable depth—favourable season—favourable elevation—and occupy-

ing one of the most southern localities in our Western Province. There has been no place

which the Association has visited, that can be compared to this, in point of eligibility, for

fruit culture. Fruit culture, however, is in a backward state at Chatham. There was pro-

mise of magnificent grapes, and here and there large areas had been planted with this profit-

able fruit, still there was something wanting—that something we felt to be the enthusiastic

pursuit of fruit growing for its own sake. Every variety of fruit would yield abundant re-

turn here with only partial care and attention. We are persuaded that the apple will soon

become a staple of export from Chatham and neighbourhood—with drainage, I see no limit

to apple production. In the orchard of one of our prominent members, we saw fine specimens

both of trees and fruits, and especially of apples. Pear culture can scarcely be said to have

assumed its proper place. Down the river a little distance there are some splendid samples of

old seedling pear trees, which induced the thought that with proper cultivation, this is indeed

a highly favoured district for pear culture. We may depend upon it. wherever the trees seem

to grow as if they were indigenous to the soil, the cultivated varieties would do well. We
have already mentioned the excellence of the soil at Chatham. It is something wonderful

—

enough to make one long for twenty or thirty acres in which they could luxuriate in a pear

orchard. It is, too, the country of the peach and vine. It is indeed a land that might be

made to flow with fruit and honey. Perhaps there is no locality that is more susceptible of

fruit growing than the Chatham district. Kent and Essex have long been famous for their

fruits, and the past cultivation has clearly shown what these counties could accomplish in

fruit raising. A strong pull, a long pull, and a pull altogether, and great things are in store

for this locality. The Corypheus of our Association of fruit growers in the West is undoubt-

edly the worthy ex-member of our Board. Mr. Dougall of Windsor. No one in the West ha-

gone to greater expense, been more indefatigable in pushing fruit interests than Mr Dougall.

His fame as an importer is well known, and those of us who know his taste in pears, esteem

him greater than a prince, and admire him as a man and friend. We want more like him in
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taste and good fellowship, and trust that he may be long spared to adorn our society, and
prove a blessing to his neighbourhood. His seedling grapes, gooseberries, peaches, apples, and

pears, rank high on the other side, and as long as we can point to the " Kosebank " peach,

the Goyeau apple, the " Elliot's Early " pear, the Windsor seedling grape, and others equally

good, we may be proud of having him enrolled in our ranks.

The visit of the Association to Chatham impressed every member present with the fact

that fruit growing of every kind could be profitably prosecuted here. As in other districts

we could name much that requires to be done. Tf the Association had means to afford to try

the experiment, and the proper agent could be got, a mighty impetus-could be given to fruit

growing, by holding meetings for discussing and -exhibiting plates of the best varieties of

fruits, the best markets, the best modes of cultivation, and generally to foster fruit interests

throughout the Province. A diffusion of the knowledge of the best fruits would go far to

make our Provioce the Garden of the West. Chatham would hold no second place in this

Paradise, and we believe that the valley of the Thames is yet destined to take a formost place

among our prominent fruit districts. Here, as elsewhere, much has yet to be done— patriotic

efforts must be made, individuals must step forward, and while pushing their own interests,

must also do something for the general good. A profitable speculation might be made here

in planting walnut and butternut trees. The cultivation of the walnut amounts almost to

nothing. We know ofno place where it might be more successfully prosecuted, green walnuts

and butternuts pickled would bring in a large revenue to the man who had the courage to

enter into the speculation. I heard lately that one individual near Kingsville paid the rent

of quite a number of acres by the chesnuts from a few trees, finding a ready sale for them in

Detroit and Windsor. What one does many may do. The cultivation of nuts is an import-

ant branch of fruit culture, which by us has been greatly neglected. Our Fruit Growers'

Association has much tn do yet in spreading information on this and other kindred subjects.

Chatham we again afiirm is a suitable field for the culivation of every kind of fruit grown
in this wide and fertile Province.

Some surprise was expressed in certain quarters, when it was known that the Directors

of the Association had determined to visit Owen Sound. One man said, " Why you might
as well visit the North Pole." And yet we are persuaded that no visit that our Association

has paid baa been more productive of good than our Northwestern meeting. The membeis of

the Association were unprepared for what greeted them on reaching Owen Sound, proving be-

yond controversy that here and there much is being done in fruit growing of which the

general public know nothing. Efforts which are all the better of being published, which
benefit alike those engaged in them, and the observer. Our Summer meeting of this year

was a grand success. It has brought within our ken one of the best fruit-growing districts

of our country,—has presented us a portion of territory, which may be said to be a specialty

in plum growing, and which contains fruit growers second to none in skill, perseverence and
enthusiasm. Our Owen Sound visit was a new experience—we went thinking we were well

able to instruct, and bestow a wrinkle in fruit-growing. We were met with growers

fully up to the mark in all essentials, and with men who were generous enougli to tell us

frankly all they knew for the public benefit. We met generosity in every way. There seems

to me to be a kind of mutual freemasonary, or brotherhood among fruit-growers that greatly

characterizes them in their intercourse with each other. Some of the members of our Asso-

ciation there we have known personally for years, but others of them whom we knew not

were only to be seen, and met with, to be known and friendly at once. A genei'oiis rivalry

existed among them, who was to do us the greatest kindness. The urbanity and courtesy of

Mr. William Roy will never be forgotten, who in royal style feted the Association, and the

numerous company of fruit-growers gathered at Owen Sound on the occasion. Were it al-

lowable to speak of the other head of Mr. Roy's household, and we cannot understand why we
should not, just as we have often thought that a mixture of the other sex in our meetings

might be a strengthening of our hands in fruit growing, we would say as we are bound to say,

that worth, learning, genius, and science often peer out in the most unlikely places. In Mrs.

Roy, we have without one particle of affectation, a correspondent with the learned and scientific

in foreign lands,— one generally up in physics and especially skilled in botany and fruits—one

whose knowlege in art is only equalled by her modest and womanly character. Everyone
with whom we came in contact were whole-souled in our cultivation—from the Judge, and
member of Parliament, to the least cultivator and experimenter in a garden. Everyone was
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hand in hand with us in our efforts, not without the benelit of" clergy in the whole

land.

Owen Sound owes much of its excellence in fruit-growing to several causes. First, its

•ituation on the Georgian Bay. whose vast expanse moderates the cutting northern blast, and

thus saves the trees from the dry, witlioring, wintry winds. To our astonishment we found

that fruit-trees, nay. that peaches did well on elevated knolls, while they were often failures

in low, mucky, rich bottoms. There is only one way in accounting for this, viz., that the

equinoctial rains rush up the young summtr shoots into a fresh or recent growth, and then

when winter comes with its biting rigours, the immature buds yield to its killing influence.

Trees on eminences, on the contrary, have matured their wood and fruit-buds, growth in

autumn is poor and partial, the warm currents of air freely circulate around them, the very

situations prevents masses of dull, heavy, wet, cold fogs from hovering over them, and hence ,

their immunity.

Not only, however, is the Bay a fortune to the inhabitants, but the soil, too, is alto-

getner in their favour. It is fully impregnated with limestone, and is of itself of a sharp,

gravelly nature, which is admirably adapted for fruit-growing. Owen Sound itself is

singularly well sheltered, as well as romantically situated. Its bola over-hanging precipices,

and enclo.sing ranges, make it a choice fruit place. The town owes much of its fertility to

its location, and much, as we have already hinted, to its indefatigable fruit cultivators.

Its .specialty is plums, and we might, also, truthfully add, apples. The plum thrives

here surprisingly ; no curculio to rob the cultivator of his labour ; no rot in another form

to do the same work ; no leaf-roller ; no borer, for exemption from which, I fear, the Owen
Sounders are not sufficiently thankful, as such pests are generally present everywhere, and

not exceptional, I fear some of you may think, from the chief seat in your Annual Associa-

tional gathering. Every variety of plum is cultivated, and cultivated successfully, at Owen
Sound ; some almost unknown to me even by name. The luxuriance of the trees and
foliage afforded us the utmost delight. " It never rains but it pours," is a common saying,

which is fully verified in the abundant plum crop in this neighbourhood ; the abundance is

something wonderful ; and this not in one variety, but in all. To the question, " Which
kinds do best?" the answer was, ''They all do well." So greatly was our worthy and

esteemed Vice-President captivated with the fruit-growing on the shore of the Georgian Bay.

that he, then and there, declared his half-formed intention of pulling up stakes at Paris, and
levanting to Owen Sound. It seems that it is dangerous to take stayed heads to this fruit

Eldorado ; what, however, would be our loss if such a project were carried out, would be

their gain.

Nor is speculation of a scientific cast awanting on the banks of the Sydenham. To the

utter confusion of such thinkers, and talkers, and philosophers as Saunders and Arnold, some
of our friends there maintained what was a paradox to us, that all the stones of a certain

kind of plum produced similar trees, and similar fruit to that of the parent tree. Theory
without generalization is worthless, and we therefore suggested that means be taken to verify

or explode the theory. We have no doubt that our friend, Mr. McLean, will lend

attention and care to elucidate this disputed and radical point. It only requires to be adde

to fully demonstrate the fruit-bearing capabilities of this district in plum-growing, that one

firm alone in Owen vSound, during last season, shipped 4000 bushels to New York market.

We like to mention the pecuniary feature of this plum-culture, for, after all, it's the cash that

makes the mare to go.

We found apples, pears, grapes all cultivated in this quarter. The list of the variety

of apples, to us told its own tale of deep interest. Apple trees are not infested with blight in

this district, a fact which, were I not so nearly within hearing of our learned Beadles, and

Grays, our Leslies and Saunders, our Arnolds and Dempseys, I would whisper indicated an

atmospheric origiri. This subject of blight, if it does not speedily obtain some elucidation

and some remedy, will blight our best and most valuable cultivation, that of the apple and
pear.

Arboriculture is not neglected at Owen Sound. Royston Park, the seat of Mr. Eoy is

an oasis amid the surrounding waste—here are many varietie- of flowering shrubs and rare

plants, flourishing luxuriently ; affording by their multiform beauty in leaf, and flower, .-md

form, delight to the mind and elevation to the character.

Ottawa was the scene of our autumnal visit. Here is indeed a large field for our cultur-
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iug care. It would be wrong to say tbat Ottawa was so far out of the way as Owen Sound

—

wrong, because, after all it is the metropolis and centre. Yet in a fruit-oTowin<r sense it is on

the outskirts of our Province. On the principle, however, that the whole Province is our

field of labour, oui endeavour shall be to forward alike every fruit-growing interest every-

where, and hence our presence at the beginning of the month at Ottawa. We had here the

rare privilege of the patronage and kindness of an old member of our Association and a keen

cultivator, the Hon. W. R. Scott. He is one of those who sets the example to fruit-growers

and then says, " Come and do as I do." Fruit-growing in the Ottawa Valley is yet in its

infancy. Still, from what has been essayed, we may learn what may yet be done. The
Flemish Beauty pear does well opposite the city on the Hull side of the river, and here again

on what maj^ be called the upland. Perhaps we have been too careful in always planting in

bottoms and sheltered nooks. A dry hill-side is not the worst locality for fruit trees. Both
at Owen Sound and at Ottawa we meet with staggering facts, which somehow or other give

a rude shake to our preconceived theories. Important discussions were held on the proper

means of forwarding fruit interests in the Ottawa Valley. A fundamental means of advanc-

ing these interests, as was most befitting, was temperately yet keenly debated—that was, the

benefits and importance of draining. Draining, of course, cannot be over-estimated in its in-

fluence on fruit trees, but it seemed to us at a distance, as if the discussion took the turn that

fruit trees would not grow in the Ottawa Valley, unless on drained land. Surely there are

knolls and naturally drained slopes where fruit trees would grow if planted, and flourish too.

The fruit trees which I saw in the orchard of the Hon. James Skead seemed to me to be

doing well. They were thrifty, close-budded and fruitful. We presume that draining

and shelter are two of the absolute requisites for fruit growing in this region. Mr. Skead

informed me that he had planted apple trees some hundreds of miles up the Ottawa Valley,

that they did not succeed well, yet they grew, their non-success being partly for want of

drainage and shelter, and care, as sometimes, the fences being left down, the cattle injured

the trees. In the most exposed quarters the finer varieties of our magnificent crabs would

undoubtedly do well. They are no mean substitute for the finer kinds of fruit when these

latter cannot be grown. In the neighbourhood, I noticed a remarkable growth in the half

matured plum. The stone in the fruit had entirely disappeared, and the whole flesh had be-

come like "untimely fruit." We should have much liked to have heard of the whys and

wherefores of this singular freak. Can any of our wise and learned cultivators suggest a remedy ?

Speculation here seems to be of little worth, unless we can be instrumental in bringing for-

ward some remedial measure. The late Mr. Eobinson, of Gloucester, first pointed out to us

this remarkable malformation. What can be done in the way of remedy ? And who is to do

it ? Perhaps, if our able co-adjutor Mr. Bucke took up this subject he might be able to

throw some light upon it ; a successful cultivater himself, we look to successful men to bring;

success to others.

On the way home from Ottawa to the west, a Committee visited the grounds of Mr. P. C.

Dempsey, Albury. The object was to inspect his seedling grape vine. This seedling is all

that its originator claims for it—a cross, I think, between the black Hamburg and Hartford.

It is a very remarkable hybrid not only of itself, but for its likeness to its congener, a hybrid

from the same parentage by Mr. Haskins, Hamilton. The fruit of both were shown at Lon-

don last year, and elicited the unqualified praise of the Committe on seedling fruits. In th«

words of an eminent grape culturist in the United States, they are of first rate promise. Mr.

Dempsey's labours are to be somewhat recognized, as they justly deserve by the dissemmination

of his seedling in the course of a year or two. We look forward to the time, when through

the liberality of the Government, our Association will be in a position to substantially remu-

nerate the labours of all our hybridists, by bringing the diligent results of their labours into

public notice, and somewhat adequately recompense them for their expenditure of time and

trouble.

Your President, and seedling fruit Committee, have had several samples of fruit submitted

to their inspection, during the summer and fall. I owe a deep debt of gratitude to Mr. Peter

Murray, for his valuable efficient help in the discharge of my duties on this Committee. We
are in a position to recommend to the directors to grant a reward for some of these seedlings,

and honourable for others.

The seedling hybrid raspberries of Mr. Saunders, of London, retain their character, fam«

and excellence—notwithstaudina' the intense heat and drought of the past summer. Your
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directors have taken steps that these fruits shall be widely disseminated throughout the Pro-

rince by the agency of your Association.

A remarkable seedling strawberry has been brought to your attention by Mr. Biggar, of

Drummondville—a report of which will be found in your transactions for the year. These,

along with a beautiful seedling gooseberry, from Mr. William Stokes, Mooretown, which will

boar honourable comparison with the Whitesmith, have been received, and all are seedlings of

great merit. Official reports, and the rewards of the seedling Committee, will appear in due

time.

It is more than time that I should bring my address to a conclusion. I never feel more
out of place tiian when I do my humble endeavours to discharge my duty to the Association,

in presenting my annual address. At the very time when I desire to learn, your partiality places

me in the position of a teacher. I would not be unmindful to thank you for your distin-

guished consideration, and to say how much I appreciate your past kindness, and I beg to as-

sure you that I shall always treasure it in the future. You have indeed laid me under last-

ing obligations to do with all my might, and best ability, the duties which as a member of

your Association I am called to discharge. You may always depend on my cordial assistance

in forwarding the plans and purposes of your Association—the best experience, after all.

which I can give you in the carrying out of the beneficent objects which you have in view.

We have put our hand to the knife, and will not look back, until through its sharp edge,

whetted by your thorough acute, intelligent generalization, we, with you, will strive to make
the wilderness, and the place where there is no beauty, to be glad, by our endeavours ; and to

cause our fellow-countrymen to rejoice, that the little hills on every side present the success-

ful labours of the husbandman, and the orchards and gardens of our Province blossom in

their luxuriance like the rose,

Robert Burnet,
President.

Report op the Delegate appointed to attend the Meeting of the Western
iSEw York Horticultural Society, 7th and 8th January, 1874.

To the President and Directors of the Fruit Chvwers' Association, of Ontario :

Gentlemen,—I have to report that as your delegate I attended the annual meeting of

the "Western New York Horticultural Society, which meeting was held at the Court House,
Rochester, ]^. Y., on the 7th and 8th of January, 1874.

The meeting was largely attended by the most prominent and influential fruit growers

and nurserymen of the western part of the State, and in addition to these, I had the pleasure

of meeting R. A. Low and T. T. Lyon, delegates from the South Haven Pomological Society

of Michigan ; Dr. Dunham, delegate from the Ohio Horticultural Society, as also the

esteemed Secretary of our Association.

I have to express the deep sense I feel, and my best thanks for the kindness and courtesy

I experienced from all with whom I came in contact, my only regret being that I was unfor-

tunately so ill with a severe cold as to deprive me of the pleasure of taking so active a part

in the proceedings as I could have wished as your delegate.

The meeting took place in the Council Chamber, and was called to order by the Presi-

dent, Patrick Barry Esq. One of the most prominent objects in the room was an immense
floral basket, the gift of the firm of which the President is a member ; it was composed of the

choicest flowers, exquisitely arranged, and was, indeed, a most beautiful and appropriate dona-

tion. Love of flowers is a very marked characteristic of the people of the United States, and
T trust the day is not far distant when the same may be said of the people of the Dominion
of Canada. On the exhibition tables were some splendid specimens of winter pears, some of

them in excellent condition, others not sufficiently ripe for testing. These, with other articles

on the tables, you will find mentioned in the Report of your Committee on Fruits, &c.,

(on which Committee your delegate was appointed to act) hereto attached.

REPORT.

Your Committee beg to report that Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry have placed on exhibi-

tion twenty-one plates of pears of twenty varieties (for names see Schedule h. annexed.) The
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"Jones Seedling" and ".Dana's Hovey " exceed in point of flavour the majority of winter

pears. The Dutchesse d'Hiver appears a very promising pear of fine keeping qualities and

handsome appearance, but the specimens are not sufficiently ripe to test its eating qualities.

The whole collection is very meritorious, and leads us to suppose that it is possible to have

good winter pears.

H. Brown Smith, of Syracuse, shows several varieties of pears, amongst which are the

Dutchesse de Bordeaux and British Queen, of very excellent flavour for winter pears.

Samples of fruit and vegetables, dried by the " Alden Pneumatic process," and exhi-

bited by D. Wing & Brother, of Rochester, are on the table ; also samples of the same dried

by the " Williams evaporating process," shown by the Williams evaporating company of South

Haven, Mich. Both arc fine samples, and show progress in this direction.

Also, a jar of canned Ganargua raspberry, of fine flavour, shown by Jones & Palmer,

of Rochester.

Two samples of seedling pears from B. S. Fox. California, one numbered 111 and the

other 60, are shown. The one numbered 111 is of fine size, handsome appearance and good

flavour, and is a pear of much promise.

E. Ware Sylvester.
D. W. Beadle,
Geo. Leslie, Jb.

Schedule A.

Josephine de Malines.

Vicar of Winkfield.

Beurre Gris d'Hiver.

Lawrence.

Monseigneur AflFre.

Glout Morceau.

De Lamartine.

Dana's Hovey.
Louis Vilmorin.

Homewood.

St. Germain.

Souvenir d'Esperin.

Winter Nelis.

Doyenne du Ciercle.

Beurre d'Aremberg.

Ballay.

Jones's Seedling.

Beurre Easter.

Duchesse d'Hiver.

Duchesse d' Bordeaux.

The Society, being not merely pomological, embraces in its objects a very wide range, as

a glance at the Standing Committees annually appointed will show. These, with the office

bearers for the current year, are as follows :

—

President.—P. Barry.

Vice-Presidents.—S. S. Graves, H. E. Hooker, C. L. Hoag.

Executive Committee.—W. C. Barry, S. B. Yale, John J.^Thomas, T. C. Maxwell, E.

Moody.
Committee on Native Fruits.—3. J. Thomas, Charles Downing, W, C. Barry, George S.

Conover, W. Brown Smith.

Foreign Fruits.— George Ellwanger, T. C. EUwanger, I. H. Babcock.

Nomenclature.—Charles Downing, P. Barry, D. W. Beadle, George H. Ellwanger.

Entomology.—H. T. Brooks, E. W. Sylvester, E. W. Herendeen and Mr. Saunders, of

Ontario.

Ornamental Plants and Trees.— Geo. Ellwanger, W. S. Little. T. C. Maxwell, G. Zim-

merman.

Garden Vegetables.—E. S. Haywood, John Craine, J. W. Gray.

ToBejJorton Quantity of Fruit Shipped from Western Neiv York.—C. L. Hoag, E. W.
Sylvester, T. G. Yeomans, C. S. Cole. 0. C. Chapin.

Ornithology.—G. S. Fish. H. S. Brooks, E. W. Herendeen.

Botany.~W. C. Barry, J. J. Thomas, D. W. Beadle, C. M. Hooker.

Committee to Select a Secretary and make arrangements -with him to attend to the duties.—J.

J. Thomas, E. S. Hayward, J. B. Jones.

Subsequently, P. C. Reynolds, Horticultural Editor of the Rural Home, was elected

Secretary-Treasurer of the Society.

The following Reports from Standing Committees were read, and will be found of much
interest and value to lovers of Horticulture, and well worthy careful perusal :

—
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REPORT ON NATIVE FRUITS.

Cross Apple, from Maryland, raised by Robert Cross, of 'Tighlmonton, larj^e, showy, of

good quality, valuable and profitable in that section for an early market and family of it»

season, from the middle of August to the middle of September.

Ztuhti)/ Pippin.—A chance seedling on the land of Jolin Burbank, Belgrade Maine,
which came into notice the year Zachery Taylor was iaaugarated. It is a large striped apple,

ripening in November and December, and commands a high price in the markets of that

neighbourhood.

Starkci/.—From Vassalbor, Maine, on the farm of Moses Starkey, who writes that th«

tree is a vigorous grower, a regular and good bearer, and highly esteemed in that locality as a

profitable market apple, as well as for house use ; fruit medium size, striped and splashed with
bright red on a yellow ground ; tender and jucy, with a mild subacid flavor ; ripe October to

February.

Soufhern Porter and Wyllie's Favaurite.—Received from Dr. A. P. Wyllie. of Chester, South
Carolina, which, he informed me, originated near that town, and have proved valuable and
profitable for that neighbourhood, both ripening in September and October. That specimens

received were of good size and excellent quality.

Nrrrthfifld Beauty.—A seedling of the yellow Siberian crab, raised by Leonard D. Cady,
Xortlifield, Vermont. The tree is said to be hardy, vigorous, and productive, well suited to

a cold climate, and unequalled for culinary uses and good for the table, and so I would think,

judging from the specimens received, which were of medium size, or two inches or over in

diameter, of a rich scarlet red colour, on a whitish ground, ripe the last of vSeptember.

Sarah.—Origin, East Wilton, Ale., on the farm of John Tufts, where it is said to be a

raluable and profitable market variety, a« well as for family use : tree hardy, vigorous, and
productive ; fruit large to very large, shaded and mottled with light and dark red on a yellow

ground ; flesh tender, jucy, brisk, sprightly, subacid ; ripe in October or November.
Mathew.i.—A chance seedling on the farm of Hugh Foster, Nelson County, Va., near th«

base of the Blue Ridge Mountains, and not far from where the celebrated Pilot apple origi-

nated. The specimens sent us by John DoUins, Greenwood Depot, N. C, were of excellent

quality ; and he writes that it is strictly a family apple, being too tender and delicate for market.

MeKinney.—A new late-keeping apple, which promises to be valuable as a late market
variety ; tree vigorous, forming a large, round head, bearing large crops alternate years ; fruit

of uniform, medium size, deep yellow, often with a shade of brownish red in the sun, and of

good quality. It originated on the farm of Luther MeKinney, Crawford, N. Y.
LongicortK s Pied Winter.—This was received from William Longworth, Dubuque, Iowa,

and he informs me that it is a seedling of his, and is a very hardy, vigorous tree, producing

good crops annually ; fruit of medium size, yellow, shaded, striped and splashed with rich red
;

flesh tender, juicy, mild subacid, having a slight, peculiar quince-like flavour; ripe November
to February.

Gohlen Dixie.—This comes from James Fitz, of Ravenna Township, Virginia, and he

itates that it is one of the best summer apples of that section, ripening about the time of

Summer Queen ; tree vigorous, form in a perfectly symmetrical cone, without pruning, an early

and abundant bearer alternate years ; fruit medium, golden yellow ; flesh a little firm, crisp,

juicy, with a rich, sprightly subacid slightly aromatic flavour.

Career's Winter.—Specimens received from James Truitt, Quincy, Kentucky, who sayt

that it originated near that place, and is a promising late variety for market on account of its

good size, profuse bearing, and long keeping ; fruit medium or above, yellow, striped aud

splashed with bright rich red ; flesh rather firm, juicy, sprightly subacid and vinous.

Burlinrjton Pippin.—Origin uncertain, supposed to be Burlington, Vermont ; not a new
variety, but one highly esteemed in that locality. It is said to resemble the Fameuse in th«

growth of the tree, fruit, &e., and maybe a seedling of it. The tree is hardy and bears

abundantly of fair fruit. Specimens of fruit sent me were ofgood size, handsome, and of very

good quality ; ripe December and January.

Wythe, or Illinois (Jreening.—A. C. Hammond, from whom we received specimens, in-

forms us that it originated on the farm of Rodolphus Chandler, near Warsaw, 111. ; and that

the tree is perfectly hardy, a strong grower, and the best bearer and most profitable tree in

his orchard, and will keep to March or April ;
fruit of medium size ; colour rich red in
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stripes, and splashes on a whitish ground ; flesh tender, crisp, juicy, lively, subacid and aro-

matic.

Bimker Hill.—Luther Griswold, who kindly sent me specimens of this apple, writes

that it originated in the orchard of the late Dr. Paige, of Dryden. N. Y., and that it was highly

prized where known ; the growth and qualities are all that can be desired, ripening in Octo-

ber ; fruit of good medium size, whitish yellow, rather faintly striped and splashed with light

and dark red, flesh tender, juicy, subacid, vinous and of very irood quality.

Sweet Mother and Berkshire Spy.—Two new seedling apples raised by Ashael Foote of

Williamstown, Mass., both of which, so far as tested in tree and fruit,' promise to be an ac-

quisition. The Sweet Mother in appearance is much like its pai-ent. but it is a late keeping,

sweet apple, and valuable for its long keeping and culinary uses j the other is of medium
size, deep yellow, with a shade of bright red where exposed to the sun ; flesh tender, juicy,

with much of the flavour of the old Westfield Seek no-further—an early winter variety.

BriUiant.—A new Kentucky apple which originated with S. F. Thomas, near Spring

ville, Ky., from whom we received specimens. Mr. Thomas states that the tree is a vigoroufi

grower, an early and regular bearer, and the very best cooking and eating apple ; fruit me-
dium to large, pale yellow, somewhat waxen

; often shade of pale red in the sun ; flesh tender,

juicy, pleasant subacid and of very good quality ; ripe September and October.

After taking the chair, the president expressed a wish to add a little to the report of

the committee on native fruits. He then referred to the Fox seedling pears of Californian

production ; also to the Clapp seedlings. The latter are fine looking fruit, but, excepting a

single variety, are of rather indifierent quality. The exception referred to would, in the

opinion of the speaker, create a sensation among pomologists in a short time. Mr Barry also

alluded to the Rickett grape, of which he entertained a favourable opinion, which was coin-

cided in by Mr, Thomas.

Mr. Hooker recommended the Brighton grape.

Report of the CoMMiTTEis on Foreign Fruits.

George Ellwanger, chairman of the Committee on Foreign Fruits, reported as follows :

—

In submitting the report on Foreign Fruits, the Committee would respectfully say that

but few new valuable varieties have been fruited the ptist year.

The following pears have proved of more that ordinary merit, and were reported at the

last session of the American Pomological Society :

—

Beurre Samoyeau.—Medium size ;
skin yellow, with a red cheek ; flesh buttery and

juicy ; last September and first of October.

Madame De Desportes.—Medium size ; skin yellow with reddish dots ; flesh melting'

and juicy ; September and October.

Abbe de Beaumord.—Medium size; skin greenish yellow, marbled with russet j flesh

melting, juicy and very good ; August and September.

Eugene Appjert.—Medium size ; roundish ; skin rough ; brownish yellow ; flesh melting

.

sweet
;
perfumed ; delicious.

Rolmadon Lhichess.—.>Jedium size; pyriform ; skin dull yellowish green; flesh fine;

very juicy ; melting ; vinous ; very good ; October,

Apricots.—Early Moorpark.—Medium size ; very early and excellent ; July.

Alberge de Montgumet.—Medium size ; early
; with handsome mottled red cheek

;
juicy

and very good ; tree very hardy ; July.

RiVEa's Peaches.—Early Victoria.—Size of early York ; fine flavour; 1st September.

Princess of JTales.—Very large and beautiful ; its color cream with rosy cheek ; melt-

ing, rich and excellent ; Ist September
Early Silver.—Large, melting and rich ; juicy, and of first quality ; early in August.

Plwns—Reine Claude Mange.—Small, round, purple ; size of green gage ; flesh green
,

uicy, with the rich green gage flavour; September.

Jodoigne Green Gage.—Size and form of good green gage, beautifully marked with
purple ; fine quality ; September.

SHIPMENTS OF FRUITS.

Mr. Hoag, from the Committee on Shipments of Fruits, reported that for want of com-
pleted statistics, he had been unable to prepare a full statement of shipment during the past
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jear. He could give, however, the official figures of barrels of apples shipped by canal from
all points betwoeu Syracuse and Lockport, the number being, inclusive of those sent from
the cities named, 467,000 barrels. As to the counties separately, he stated that two of thede,

Niagara and Monroe, had shipped in all 350,000 and 486,000 barrels respectively by rail and
eanal. His (''ommittee would report, he said, in favour of the appointment by the executive

committee, of a local committee in each county to coUeot statistics of shipments annually to

be transmitted to the Society.

A resolution to this eflfect was adopted,

REPORT ON ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.

Mr. Ellwanger also presented the following report of the committee on ornamental trees

and shrubs :

—

In presenting the Annual Report of new and rare ornamental trees, shrubs, etc., and

also of those varieties better known and entitled to more than ordinary consideration on

account of their particular adaptability in rendering our homes cheerful and pleasant, and

our country more beautiful and inviting, we wish especially to direct attention to what is,

unfortunately, but too much neglected—the planting of ornamental trees and shrubs, a thing

^•ithin easy access of all, even the most humble ; and whose benefits are shared, not only by
the present, but also by the generation to come.

A home is hardly a home, despite the many attractions that may be within, unless some-

thing without, with its cheering presence, serves to add to its attractiveness as well. From
the rose bush or flowering shrub, distilling incense from each opening bud ; the Virgin's

Bower or ivy vine, that weave their intricate net-work around the porch, to the shade-tree

that ofiers its leafy umbrage to the passer-by, or the evergreen that, even in winter, suggests

warmth and bids defiance to the chilling blast.

Trees are without, what pictures and works of art are within. They clothe nakedness
;

ihey relieve the eye ; they are a never ceasing wellspring of pleasure that but endears itself

as age sets his footprint on the decaying branch and withering bough.

Who, in the recollections of his early home, were he fortunate enough to have passed

his younger days surrounded by sylvan charms, has them not impressed upon him all the

more vividly from the associations that old trees carry with them ? Apart from the infinite

Tariety of form, size and shape assumed by trees, their variance is none the less striking in

their manner of fruitage, their dissimilarity in habit, and their diversity in the colour of

foliage, and gorgeous tints.

Nor must we forget the exquisite apparel that clothes our trees in autumn. Their an-

nual tribute to the passing year, as well as the efiect produced by the different coloured

berries and bark of many of our trees and shrubs in the winter, such as the prinus, (the

flamingo of the swamps) the viburnum, oxycocus, the family of the euonymous ; the different

Tarieties of the berberry ; the coral-coloured berries of the mountain ashes ; amber-hued rind

of the golden willow ; the lustrous red bark of the dog-wood ; and the silvery sheen of the

birch. With all these means at his command, it becomes, so to speak, an easy task for one

imbued with a love for the beautiful, as manifetested in these—nature's most varied speci-

mens of handiwork—to produce, with little judicious attention, almost any desired effect in

landscape gardening ; and by the planting of but a few trees and shrubs, to give an entirely

new aspect to One's surroundings.

On the other hand, while trees serve so materially to beautify and embellish, they offer

incentives equally as great in a pecuniary point of view to those who will incur the trifling

labour and expense that attend their planting and early care.

The man who has surrounded his home with these objects of refinement and beauty

reaps his own reward, not only in the individual gratification which cannot fail to ensue

therefrom, but equally as well in the advanced value that always accompanies this small

labour and outlay.

WTiile we do not wish to savour of egotism,^ and while we acknowledge its many short-

comings, we would call attention to our own fair city of Rochester, and ask what renders it

80 attractive to the stranger who enters its leafy precincts ? Walk down its shaded streets,

its closely planted avenues, pause before its spacious and well-cultivated yards that surround

so many of the houses of both rich and poor, and the reason is at once manifest.
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Walk along the leafy avenues of New Haven, where the pride of our forests—the

American elm—waves its lithesome branches in many a graceful curve over the head of the

passer-by ; and grateful for the welcoming shade, one instinctively murmurs a benediction on

the providence of those whose seed sown, now brings forth its fruits a thousand fold.

We will here take occasion to call attention to the eflPects that may be produced by a

proper assortment, either planted singly or in groups, of those varieties which present as

great a diversity in the color of their foliage or flowers. With, for instance, a bed of Mag-

nolias (the light flowering Chinese), or the scarlet Japan quince in the foreground. What an

array of colour can be formed with a background of Forsythias in their yellow dress, or a

group of Judas trees in the full glory of their pink habiliments.

And a little later in the season what contrasts can be made by a proper placing of the

different colored hawthorns, Philadelphus, the magnolia soulangeana, the many colored lilacs

and the host of other flowering shrubs.

Then the white linden, the virgilealutea, the birches, the chionanthus virginica, the

•nowball and the many other light barked and white foliaged or white flowering trees adapt

themselves wonderfully in contrasting with and heightening the «ff"ect of the numerous red

flowering and darker foliaged trees.

These deciduous trees fulfil well their mission during the spring, summer and early

autumn, but in winter, if we would have aa eye to the picturesque in color, we must call into

requisition the well-filled category of deciduous trees and shrubs, of which some have already

been enumerated, that distinguish themselves for the heightened colour of their bark or the

brightness of their berries ; or, what is still more beautiful, when frosts and snows surround

us the varied and numerous brilliantly-foliaged evergreens, which retain their tints when every-

thing else in nature has shed its leaves or has become brown and seared by the colder tem-

perature.

The yew elegantissima, the varieties ot the new golden arbor vitses such as the Semper
Aurea, Peabody, &c., &c. ; the diff'erent varieties of the silver foliaged evergreens, like the

Juniperus Venusta and Virginica Glauca, with the darker-foliaged conifers interspersed

here and there to form the contrast, can be made if placed with an artistic eye. to shed sun-

shine on the wintry lanscape and envelop it with a mantle of cheerfulness and warmth.

It is gratifying to observe the improvements that have taken place within the past lew

years in the planting and subsequent cultivation of fruit trees. If we take the trouble to

observe, we will find, that as this branch of rural improvement is developed, refinement, intelli-

gence, happiness and prosperity are its invariable results.

Equally, if not in a more measurable degree, does this hold good with the planting of

ornamental trees and shrubs.

Then let us each and all do our part ; and let everyone who has a place or yard, how-
ever small, plant it with some of the many beautiful trees and shrubs that he can select from,

thus contributing to his own comfort and happiness, improving the taste of those around him,

and ministering to the welfare of all :

George Ellwanger,
Chairman.

I append herewith a list of new and rare ornamental trees and shrubs, and I have also

made out a list of such varieties that suggest themselves as best adapted for the improvement
of small places and yards

;

new and rare deciduous trees.

Acacia Viscosa Bella Rosea—Flowers delicate flesh-coloured, fringed with yellow ; tine

dark foliage, and vigorous grower, A very desirable variety.

Alnus Firma—A thrifty medium-sized tree from Japan ; foliage resembling a Morello

cherry—very distinct.

Alnus Incana Laciniata—A very choice beautiful variety ; leaves deeply cut.

Ainus Japanica—Avery distinct Japanese variety, with cherry- like foliage.

Pyrus Mains Carnea Plena—A beautiful variety with flesh-coloured double flowers.

Fagus Quercifolia—Resembles the fern leaved ; distinct cut foliage ; a dwarf grower.
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^SsculuS Hetor^hylla Dissecta—Leaves deeply and finely out ; a very novel and attractive

variety.

.EsciUus Memmingerii—Beautiful white spotted foliage, curious and ornamental.

Tilid red fern leaved—Foliaire deeply cut, the bark on young ,t>;rowth rose coloured.

Acer JFiers cut leaved—A rapid grower, shoots slender and drooping, in habit about as

graceful as the cut-leaved birch—The foliage is abundant, silvery underneath, deeply and

delicately out, the leafstalks are long and tinted with red on the upper surface. We believe

it will rank among the most interesting lawn trees, and may be easily adapted to small places

by iin occasional cutting back, which it will bear to any degree as well as a willow.

(^ercm pedunculata laciniata—An elegant tree, foliage deeply cut, one of the best cut-

leaved trees.

NEW AND R.IRE EVERGREENS.

Biota Semper Aurea—A new variety of the Aurea, which retains its golden tint the year

round. So far it has proved hardy with us. A desirable acquisition.

Juniperm oblonga pcndida—A native of Japan, of drooping habit, distinct and orna-

mental.

Juniperus Chinensis Aurea—Young's Grolden Juniper—This is no doubt the most dis-

tinct and beautiful of all the yellow or golden conifera, a vigorous grower.

Juniperus Venusta—Foliage of a beautiful glaucus green colour, erect and rapid grower.

This is one of the handsomest Junipers we have seen.

NEW AND RARE DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.

Deufzia Crenata Flore Alba.—A very fine profuse flowering shrub—-flowers pure white,

fine and distinct.

Hydrangea Japonica Alba—A charming shrub, flower of delicate rose colour changing to

white.

Hydrangea Macrocephala—Very large individual flowers, petals white, turning

white to rose as they acquire age.

Hydrangea Otakm—Foliage of a beautiful deep green. The plant produces immense
trusses of rose coloured flowers in profusion ; free bloomer.

Lilac Alba Grandiflora.—Very large pure white trusses. The finest white lilac.

Lilac Coerulia Sup&rba.—Flowers light purple in bud, but when fully open, a clear blue .

truss very large; the finest of its colour in cultivation.

Lilac Ville de Troyes.—Dark purple ; large panicle ; fine.

Spiroa Faatenaysil.—Vigorous and free bloomer ; large panicles of white flowers.

Weigela Gustave Mallet.—Red flowers ; very showy ; free bloomers.

SELECT LIST OF DECIDUOTS ORNAMENTAL TREES FOR SMALL PLACES.

«^der Imperial.

Beech,^purple (River's smooth leaved.)

Beech, fern-leaved.

Elm, Blandford.

Elm, purple-leaved.

Elm. serrated-leaved.

Linden, red-twigged.

Linden, white-leaved.

Acacia Bessoniana.

Ash, ancula-leaved.

Cherry, large double, flowering.

Horse chestnut, double, white.

Horse chestnut, red flowering.

Ma-pie, purple-leaved.

Maple, Norway.
Oak. pyramidal.

Oak, scarlet.

Virgelia Luten.

Apple, double white flowering.

Koireuteria Paniculata.

Judas tree.

Laburnum, English.

Magnolia conspicua.

Magnolia speciosa.

Magnolia saulangeana.

Magnolia norbertiana.

Magnolia tripeleta.

Mountain ash, oak-leaved.

Peach, double white.

Peach, double crimson.

Sweet gum.
Thorn, double white.

Thorn, double scarlet.

Thorn, Paul's new double scarlet.

Willow, rosemary-leaved.
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SELECT LIST OF WEEPING DECIDUOUS TREES.

Ash, European, weeping.

Beech, weeping.

Birch, cut leaved.

Birch, elegans pendula.

Birch, Young's new weeping,

Cherry, dwarf weeping.

Cypress, glyptostrobus pendula.

Elm, Camperdown.
Elm, rough-leaved.

Linden, white-leaved weeping.

Mountain ash, weeping.

Poplar, grandidentata pendula.

Willow, American weeping.

Willow, Kilmarnock.

For evergreens we refer to Mr. Maxwell's full and able report of last year.

SELECT LIST OF FLOWERING SHRUBS.

Altheas, double blue.

Altheas, double variegated.

Almonds, double pink.

Almonds, duuble ^^hite.

Calyoauthus Floridus.
( "ornus mascula, variegated.

Currant, double crimson.

Deutzia crenata.

Deutzia gracilis.

Filbert, purple-leaved.

Forsythia fortuneii.

Forsythia viridissima.

Honeysuckle, pink.

Horse chestnut, dwarf white.

Hydrangea, paniculata grandiflora.

Lilac, Chinese white.

Lilac, sanguinea.

Lilac, Glory of Mount Hope.

Prunus trisloba.

Purple fringe.

Quince, Japan white.

Quince, Japan scarlet.

Spirea, Reevesili robusta.

Spirea, fortunii.

Spirea, callosa alba.

Viburnum lantanoides.

Viburnum plicatum.

Syringa, double flowering.

Syringa, pubescens.

Weigela, alba.

Weigela, Hortensis Nivea.

Weigela, Gustave Mollet.

White frinee.

SELECT LIST OF CLIMBING SHRUBS.

Ampelopsis, American ivy.

Aristolochia Sipho.

Clematio, European sweet-scented.

Clematis, Azurea grandiflora.

Clematis, Jackmanii.

Clematis, Prince of Wales.

Honeysuckles, Chinese.

Honeysuckles, hallieana.

Honeysuckles, monthly fragrant.

Honeysuckles, Magnevillea.

Wistaria, Chinese purple.

Wistaria, Chinese white.

Wistaria, magnifica.

Wistaria, crutescens alba.

George Ellwanger,
Chairman.

Colonel Brooks, chairman of the committee on entomology, being absent, Pr. Sylvester

was called upon, and after remarking that he had not expected to be present, said he had
brought together a few facts on the Phylloxera, an insect which proved so destructive to the

vine in Europe.

Report on Entomology.

It will be remembered by those present at the last annnal meeting, that your entomolosi-
cal committee gave an account of the ^extensive injuries to foreign vineyards by the insect

called the Phylloxera. It was thought by some, at the time, that the name Phylloxera was
applicable to a plant, and not to an animal ; but the subsequent discussion and developments
have proved that the term is applied to an insect scarcely Ansible to the naked eye, but need-
ing the microscope to certainly ascertain its presence.
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Neither in Gray's Manual of Botany, his Structural and Systematie Botany, nor in the

Natural History of the State of Xew York, can the name be found as applied to a plant.

It is supposed by European vine growers that the Phylloxera was carried from this

country to Europe on American vines, and it seems there to have found a climate and soil

adapted to its rapid propagation, and the loss sustained by vineyardists can be counted by
millions of dollars.

For some unknown cause the development of the Phylloxera has not been so rapid in

this country ; but in the opinion of your committee it has been more extensive than generally

supposed. Many single vines, and small vineyards that have been planted have grown "small

and beautifully less." until they have perished. The failures have been attributed to bad

vines, uncongenial soil, severe winters, feebleness uf the variety, or some other of the thousand

and one causes which have suggested themselves to the vineyardists and their friends. Now,
is it not probable that in many of these cases of failure the Phylloxera has worked unbidden

and unseen at the roots of the vines and cut oflF from the canes and the leaves the natural food

of the vines !

Certain it is that in almost every convention where the failure of different varieties has

been discussed, the seeming facts have strangely conflicted, and we have been left in doubt

and bewilderment ; while it may be the microscope would have developed the hidden mystery,

and the whole would have been as patent as the noon-day sun. Let us learn experience from

the past, and in the future look carefully for this hidden enemy in all eases of failure. We
shall be the more ready to do this when we reflect that a cheap and practicable remedy has

baen found, by which the Phylloxera can be destroyed by wholesale. True, the experiments

so far, have not been so extended as to prove the fact beyond all question, but they have been

extensive enough to command our confidence.

It would extend this report beyond appropriate limits to detail here the experiments and

success in destroying the Phylloxera in Europe ; but your committee design in brief to state

the facts of the case and refer the society to the experiments of Messrs. Monestier, Sautand,

and D'Ortoman, as reported by Gaston Bazille, vice-president of the agricultural society of

Herault, and translated by the able state entomologist of Missouri, Charles V. Riley, and

published in the New York Weekly Tribune of October 8th, 1873, and the Rural Home, of

October 8th, 1873. As it is supposed every horticulturist of Western New York preserves

a file of the Rural Home, a reference to the article is all that is needed here.

First. The remedy is sulphuret of carbon. Three holes about two and one-half feet deep

are made near the vine, and about one ounce of the liquid poured in each hole, and the hole

instantly closed at the surface. The gas immediately permeates the soil and destroys the

insects. One precaution has been found necessary : not to sprinkle the fluid on the surface of

the ground, for the vapor of the sulphuret is death to the vines, while underneath the ground
it is death to the Phylloxera and health to the roots.

Second. The .sulphuret of carbon, according to Turner's Chemistry, is sometimes called

the Alcohol cf Sulphur, and is easily made by heating in close vessels, iron pyrites with one-

fifth of its weight in dried charcoal, or by transmitting vapour of sulpher over fragments of

charcoal heated to redness in a porcelain tube. It will be seen that it will be both cheap and

easily made, when you know how.

Caution.—It is highly inflammable, and in connection with a pipe or cigar might make
lively times for the operator.

Third. Experiments.—A single row was selected in a vineyard where all the vines were

diseased with the Phylloxera, and treated with the .sulphuret of carbon. Ten days after the

row was examined by Mr. Bazille, roots dug out entire and no Phylloxera found, and new
rootlets had commenced forming. Another experiment was made by selecting a rectangular

piece of ground containing 100 vines badly diseased ; this insecticide applied, and after seven

days Mr. Bazille had twelve vines dug up and found eleven entirely free from Phylloxera, and

it appears probable the carbon had not been applied to the other vine.

Later experiments by different individuals seem to prove that the sulphuret of carbon is

a specific for the Phylloxera.

It has been thought by some that the gall-like excresenoes seen sometimes on the grape

leaves, is only a different form of attack by Phylloxera, but further observation is necessary

1 establish this point.

E. Ware Sylvester.
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Mr. Beadle of St. Catharines remarked after the reading of the report, that a commissioa

of vine growers had visited this country, to discover if possible, why we are exempt from the

ravages of the Phylloxera. Its members had come to the conclusion that this insect was here

preyed upon by another, and was thus checked in its spread.

3Ir. Hayward. from the committee on new garden plants, made a verbal report relating

to a new variety of tomato, which was not an acquisition as far as his experience went. It is

called the Canada Victor. The General Grant and Hathaway's Excelsior were the best

varieties in his opinion. The latter was smooth and round and ran even. It ripened thoroughly,

and had but one slight defect. He thought the Trophy an entire failure, unworthy of culti-

vation, ripening only on one side and cracking badly. As to potatoes, the Late Rose, although

not new, was a fine variety, about as good in quality as the Early Rose, and his had yielded

better. He got the variety of 'Mr. Rice of Troy.

A member said it would be well to distinguish this from Campbell's Ohio Late Rose
which was a great failure.

3Ir. Hayward read a criticism on the Canada Victor tomato, showing its fancy price and
utter worthlessuess.

H. E. Hooker answered a question of Mr. Quinby's, in relation to the Marblehead
squash. He had grown it and the result was satisfactory. His family had been well pleased

with the variety.

The following were the subjects decided upon for discussion :

—

First.—The cause or causes of the decline of certain varieties of. fruits and vegetables in

districts and localities where they have formerly been grown successfully.

Second—The treatment of the soil among fruit trees, especially in orchard culture.

Third—The winter protection or care of grape vines.

Fourth— The winter protection of raspberries and blackberries.

Fifth—The most profitable varieties of apple, pear, peach, cherry, plum, grape, black-

berry, currant, raspberry, strawberry.

Sixth—Planting dwarf among standard pear trees ; can it be recommended.
Seventh—Pruning trees at time of transplanting ; to include evergreen trees.

Eighth—The most suitable evergreen trees for hedges, screens and belts for shelter.

Ninth—The best deciduous hedge plant.

Tenth—The best season for planting hardy truit trees and deciduous ornamental trees

and shrubs ; also evergreens.

Eleventh.—Is it likely that the demand for wood suitable for the manufacture of paper

will justify land owners in planting their moist wastelands with trees adapted to this purpose?

Twelfth—Which are the best six and twelve varieties of hardy roses for general cultiva-

tion ?

TTiirteenth—^hich are the best twelve deciduous trees ? The best twelve flowering

shrubs 1 And best six evergreens for small lawns ?

Fourteenth—Which are the most appropriate trees for the embellishment of small ceme-

tery lots ]

Fifteenth—Which varieties of tomato, sweet corn and peas, are the best for the family

garden ]

Question sixth was not debated, and only that portion of the tenth question which relates

to evergreens. With regard to the latter the months of 3Iay and August were decided to be

the best seasons for transplanting evergreens.

The answers to the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and part of the fifteenth questions,

were handed to the Secretary in writing, and your delegate regrets that he could not obtain

an 'abstract of same, the limited time preventing it.

The thirteenth and fourteenth questions are touched in the report of the Committee on
ornamental trees and shrubs.

Most of the questions were fully discussed, and your delegate begs to submit herewith,

extracts from the most valuable and interesting speeches delivered on the occasion.

The first subject for discussion, namely, that referring to the causes of the

DECLINE OP V^ARIETIES,

was then taken up. The president, in ynnouncing the topic, and by way of illustrating its
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purpose, said we knew the Virgalieu pear was a variety which had declined at the seaboard

twenty years ago, was now a total failure here and still prospered at the West. The decline

of yarieties was attributed to various causes. Some claim, as was maintained in a paper read

before the American institute farmers' club, that it was due to a long course of propagation

by graftinir and budding ; others said the cause was in the soil or in a change of climate. It

was therefore a subject capable of discussion.

Mr. Thomas was called upon for an opinion, and began by saying that the pear referred to

had proved productive in some localities and not in others during the same years. Last year

he had taken specimens of the virgalieu from one tree which were sound and handsome. He
believed it was useless to attempt a discovery of the reasons why varieties declined if they

did decline, and thought the question really was whether our fruits generally were as good as

when the country was new. His own opinion was, that no deterioration had taken place.

Those who maintained the oppo.site were misled by their imagination. The cause of their

preference was the same as that which led to the praises bestowed upon a variety of wild

irrape from the Rocky Mountains which he had seen transplanted in Col. Corris's garden,

Philadelphia. The men who first tasted these grapes had ju.st crossed the plains, and it was

no wonder they went into ecstacies over the first they had tasted for many months. He him-

self, never put viler, sourer, or worse fruit in his mouth, than these very grapes. There

might, however, be a deterioration in fruit because the soil had been allowed to deteriorate.

Heavy soils had settled three inches or more, and vegetable matters had passed out leaving

the residue compact—a hindrance, which under-drainage would remove. Another cause of

trouble was the increase of insects, for whom our orchards had offered tempting food. We had

invited them in by the increase of fruit culture, and must now fight them as best we could.

Mr. Lyon, of Michigan, said the Virgalieu was still successful there. It cracked slightly,

however, and was not so popular as some other varieties. There was already a slight indica-

tion of that decline which the variety had so fatally experienced at the east.

Mr. Hayward thought the Virgalieu was improvi'Dg here. This year the variety had been

perfect whether from dwarf or standard trees.

Mr. Fowler knew a tract only two miles from this city where the Virgalieu had never

failed from scab till ivvo seasons since. He had thought at first that this was because the or-

chard was on the east side of a hill and therefore sheltered. But as the crop had failed year

before last, the reasoning fell to the ground. This sea.son the fruit had again proved sound.

Mr. Craig thought the scab which had spoiled the Virgalieu was, like the fire-blight,

periodic—both were due to atmospheric causes,

Mr. Beadle had heard an entomologist say that if at any time, there was trouble with

fruit, a bug was at the bottom of it. He wanted the committee on entomology to look at the

Virgalieu pear, as it might appear after all that an insect had caused the mischief in this case.

Mr. Brooks had never shipped better pears of this variety than during the present season.

Mr. Jones was of the opinion that budding and grafting had nothing to do with the

decline of varieties, and another member thought that the Virgalieu pear tree had been at-

tacked by a cryptogamous plant. An examination of the leaves had led him to this conclu-

sion.

H. E. Hooker thought the evidence that fruit deciiued was v^ery inadequate. We cer-

tainly had less success for a time with certain varieties, but there was no proof, for instance,

that a good specimen of the iJartlett was not as fine as ever. There was an advance, and a

permanent one, in fruits. A variety propagated from grafts and buds was .stable, it preserved

all its original excellence. But when raised from seed the matter might be altogether differ-

ent. In all other cases, variation in excellence was owing to unfavourable years, insects or

other similar causes. Vegetables, grains and grasses, being raised from seed were liable to

decline, however, from want of care in preserving the best seeds, &c. He maintained, finally,

that there was no evidence of intrinsic decline in fruits, and if so, then the present discussion

was useless.

Mr. Quinby referred to vegetables, and said there was no doubt of the running ou c of

varieties. The old Pink-eye potatoe, for example, had declined in quality as well as quan-

tity of yield. The same was true of the Mercer, and even the Early Kose did not now bear

as well as when introduced a few years back.

The President arose to explain that by the word " decline," as ipplied to fruits in this topic,

it was the intention toconvev the idea t lat certain varieties were no longer profitable to s^row.
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No one would plant the Virgalieu now for profit, or the Flemish Beauty. Was the unpro-

fitable nature of the crop due to the exhaustion of soil, or to climate or .ige ? If to age,

then why were new varieties often attacked, and soon rendered useless as a market crop ?

Dr. Sylvester thought that decline was caused neither by old age nor manner of propa-

gation. Twenty-two years ago he had set out an orchard of 100 Virgalieu standard trees at

an j\fter loss of several thousand dollars. The crop at that time was selling at a high price.

No defects had appsared here, and this indticed the venture. But the disease had slowly ap-

proached from the east. The fruit had first cracked then fungus appeared, and he had been

eventually forced to graft over all the trees in his orchard. That this was not a good plan,

he was now convinced. The disease, whether fungus or insect, was inherent in the tree.

But half of his grafts had been successful.

A member observed that the disease was transported on main lines of c mmui.ication,

and to prove this view cited that in the out-of-the-way district of Sodus the Yirgaiieu had
prospered eight or ten years after the failure of the crop in this part of the State.

Mr. Smith, of Syracuse, wished to state a foct which might have value. He had an or-

chard which was subject to annual overflow. Of the varieties in that orch rd, Virgalieus,

Seckels, Flemish Beauties, &c-, he has never found any imperfect from the diseases which of-

ten attacked the same varieties on dry ground.

The President differed with Or. Sylvester upon the results of grafting on Virgalieu

stocks. He had grafted over a large number of trees of this variety with perfect success. The
grafted fruit never .showed the slightest symptom of the same disease except it was in varieties

similar in nature to the original stock.

Dr. Sylvester asked Mr. Barry if the latter had grafted on dwarfs, and receiving an

affirmative answer, said his were standards.

Mr. Barry replied that he had grafted on both and found the Virgalieu the best of all

stocks in every respect ; it would seem, he added, that the Buff'am was a good stock, because

a strong and rapid grower, but it was inferior to that which Dr. Sylvester condemned.
Mr. Codding remarked that he had an idea the season for Virgalieus was coming round

once more, and he believed the time was approaching when we should have as good crops as

ever of this variety.

Mr. Lyon of Michigan asked if the Flemish Beauty had failed here, and was informed

by the president that it had, ike the White Doyenne.
H. A. Langworthy thought the discussion had turned long enough on pears, and there-

fore referred to apples, which in his opinion were not so good as in former years. The cod-

ling moth was doing incalculable damage and we did not know what to do with it.

He was interrupted by the pertinent question whether the apple crop of 1873 had not

been the largest ever known.
Messrs. Quinby and Hooker instanced the Newtown Pippin as having regained within a

year or two its old reputation.

Mr. Ellwanger thought that the influence of the weather when the trees were in bloom,
should not be overlooked in this discussion. If the weather was cold and wet at that time,

the pollen was destroyed.

At this point the president suggested that the society proceed to the discussion of the

second question, namely, that relating to the

TREATMENT OF ORCHARD SOILS.

This, he said, was an important topic, as it lay at the foundation of success. There were
various theories about it. While the trees were young it was generally agreed that the ground
should be cultivated and kept mellow

; but many said it was better to sow down afterwards

with grass.

Mr. Thomas was of opinion that the soil should be kept mellow only in new orchards.

The depth of cultivation might be one or seven inches, indifferently. One caution only should
be used, and that was not to cultivate to any depth while the trees were growing. He had
seen a four-acre orchard lot in New England ploughed so deep that four cart loads of roots

had been drawn away afterwards. This was done early in the spring, and apparently with-
out detriment. In older orchards the speaker recommended closely grazed grass and top-dres-

sin g ;
yet he had seen orchards flourish when cultivated. It was therefore impossible to lay
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down an unbending rule. Men should act according to circumstances and according to the

condition of the trees. To say what should be done with an orchard without seeing it, was
the same as prescribing ft)r a patient without visiting him.

Dr. Sylvester was, like Mr Thomas, an advocate of grass in orchards. He always applied

a covering of manure or other fertiliser in the fall, however, and with this practice he had re-

alised from $500 to $1,000 per acre right along for eight years. The trees were dwarfs, six-

teen years planted, and the soil was first seeded at the fifth year. He had plowed about three

furrows between the rows and not even so much as that in the lust two years.

Mr. Barry suggested that it would be well not to turn the trees out to grass—at least be-

fore bearing. The new grass theory was not to stir the soil at all after that.

Mr. Hooker had taken some pains to watch apple trees, and found that the best were
where no plough had been, and the roots in these cases spread and approached close to the

surf ice. He argued against the policy of plowing.

Mr. Thomas called attention to the nearness of the roots to the surface or not as an im-

portant point. If the plough were used, the former result would be prevented, while top dross

ing would produce it. He had found both plans successful, and did not believe it made any
great difference.

Mr. Hooker asked if plant food was not at the surface.

Mr. Harris said that theoretically he believed in cultivation, but practically he allowed

his orchards to remain in grass. He didn't see how the grass helped the orchard, however.

Trees not in grass and not manured had produced as well in his experience as others in seeded

ground and with manure.

Mr. Barry said the only advantages claimed for grass were that it kept the ground cooler

in the hot season, and that it was economical.

As mulching had been mentioned bv the advocates of the grass system, Mr. Fish asked

to what depth it was applied. He alluded specifically to the orchard of Mr. Yeomans, which
had been referred to as a notable instance.

He was informed that it had been applied to the depth of from six to eight inches, was
cut out in the fall and allowed to remain.

The President closed the discussion by saying that his experience was all in favour of

cultivation. You could not grow the finest fruit, such as was now demanded, without it.

Men could easily allow their trees to stand in grass, in fact that was the natural temptation.

They could turn them out to grass, and as soon as do that, they might grub them up at once.

He had found that cultivation alone was at least as much to be recommended as grassing,

even with the most unlimited amount of fertilising.

THE WINTER PROTECTION, OR CARE OF GRAPE VINES.

Dr. Dunham, of Ohio, stated that in that State they did not cultivate grapes, other than

such varieties as were able to stand the cold weather. The crop of Catawba and Delaware

grapes last season was almost entirely a failure, but this did not apply to such vineyards as

had received proper attention in the protection of their roots ; but they gave no attention to

any but hardy grapes.

Mr. Harrison, of Painsville Ohio, thought that mildew'was caused by over cropping.

The winter protection of

RASPBERRIES AND BLACKBERRIES
was next in order :

P. C. Reynolds, of this city had never resorted to anything for the protection of these

fruit, only to see that their roots were properly covered from the frost.

J. B. Jones, of Rochester, and others engaged in the discussion, and stated that a proper

covering of the roots was all that was required.

W. C. Barry, made a suggestion at this point that as Ihe list of printed questions did not

eem provocative of discussion any gentleman present might introduce such questions bearing

on the subject of Horticulture as he saw fit.

A general discussion then followed on

THE MOST PROFITABLE VARIETIES

of apple, pear, peach, cherry, plum, grape, blackberry currant, raspberry and strawberry.
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Mr. Babcock, of Lockport, thought the three best varieties of apples for shipment were

Rhode Island Greening, the Roxburj Russet and Baldwin. He referred favourably also to the

Mann apple.

D. W. Beadle, of St. Catharines, Ontario, stated that there was more money in the

Golden Russet than in the Roxbury.

T. T. Lyon, of Michigan, said that the Northern Spy apple had originated in Western

New York. He would like to hear something about it.

Mr. Babcock, stated that the Northern Spy was a good apple when carefully cultivated,

but to be sucessful it required a peculiar soil and much care. Consequently it was not a

general favourite.

Mr. Beadle, said that the Dutchess of Oldenburg, was cultivated very generally in his

section of Canada. It was a fine showy fruit, and well suited for the market. He would

recommend its cultivation in all northern latitudes.

Mr. Lyon, thought that the Duchess of Oldenburg, while a very productive apple, was
still unprofitable because of the fact that it ripened too early.

Mr. Cone, thought that the Rambo apple, should not be overlooked. It was a very pro-

ductive apple and if he were to plant 1.000 apple trees next spring at least 100 of them
should be of this variety.

The business Committee presented a question :
" Can the apple be successfully cultivated

in a light soil?"'

R. M. Barrus, thought that there were varieties of apples suited to the different soils

—

light and heavy. This fact should be borne in mind by all who thought of setting out or-

chards.

Mr. Jones, had found the Northern Spy a good apple for a light soil.

W. C. Barry, was of opinion that any apple would thrive in light soil. Some of the best

orchards in the vicinity were in such.

Mr. Jones, had information that the King of Tompkins County was an apple which it

was highly profitable to raise.

Mr. Solly, stated that his experience taught him that the King of Tompkins County was

in every ^yay a good apple.

Mr. Bogue, thought that the Twenty Ounce apple should receive more attention. He
had found that it was a favourite with eastern buyers.

PEARS.

Mr. Babcock named the Bartlett, Duchess D'Angouleme, Buffam, Louise Bonne and

Beurre d'Anjou as varieties of pears which had been proved highly suitable for the market.

Mr. Thomas, of Union Springs, desired to mention the winter Nelis variety of pears. He
said that although a beautiful fruit they were unreliable.

Mr. Barry spoke of the Beurre d'Anjou. Dutchess, Lawrence and Beurre Cla rgeau as

very profitable varieties. He was very favourable to the Lawrence.

Mr. Jones had been informed that the Buffam variety of pears was very popular in

central New York, and met with a ready sale.

Mr. Graves, the chairman, states that the Beurre Bosc variety was one of the best that

could be cultivated for the market. It always met with ready sale.

Mr. Readle joined in the eulogium pronounced on the Beurre Bosc. It had always

given satisfaction.

W. Brown Smith, of Syracuse, expressed a belief that the Beurre d'Anjou was one of the

best varieties of pear. If he was compelled to make a choice of one kind he would choose the

Heurre d'Anjou.

Mr. Babcock was not willing to say that the Beurre d'Anjou was a good bearer. He
though that some time would have to elapse before its value as a market pear could be deter-

mined
Mr. Graves had some trees of this variety, which had never failed to yield good crops

for the past nine years.

In reply to a question, Mr. Shandley, of Greece, stated that the Beurre d'A.niou had

brought the largest price of any pear sold in this city last season, and that was eighteen

dollars per barrel.
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Mr. Atwood, of Geneva, had a neighbour who had received thirty dollars per barrel for

Bartlett pears last season.

Mr. Maxwell, of Geneva, stated that a fruit grower of Richmond, Virginia, received

forty dollai-s per barrel for Bartletts in New York last season. He got them into market early

and hence the large price which they commanded.

PEACHEP.

Mr. Lyon thought the Early Barnard was one of the most popular varieties of peach in

his State, and the Early Crawford and Smock peaches were also good.

Mr. Law, of Michigan, resides at South Haven, in the peach growing region of that State.

He stated that Mr. Dykeman, who is one of the largest growers in the State, had raised some

15,000 baskets of that fruit last season. He has been noted for raising large crops, a fact due

to the system of thinning out, which he adopted some time since. He also cultivated his or

chard each season.

Mr. Jacques inquired whether or not the Honest John was a white fleshed peach.

Mr. Thomas informed liim that there were two varieties of that peach, one white and

the other yellow.

]Srr. Barrus spoke favourably of the Mountain Rose, a variety of peach which had been

introduced to some extent in the west.

^Ir. Quinby spoke unfavourably of the Hale peach, of which he had a poor opinion.

Mr. Sylvester said that although the Hale ripened so early that one half of the crop would
decay yet the other half could be sold at such a price as to make their cultivation profitable.

The subject of

CHERRIES
was next taken up.

Mr. Hoag, of Lockport, had a preference for the American Heart, which he considered

one of the best«cherries for the market now cultivated.

Mr. Le Valley, of Niagara County, raised a variety of cherry known as the American
Heart, which he considered one of the poorest. He culivated the Black Eagle, the Black

Tartarian, the Napoleon Bigarreau, the Yellow Spanish and Coe's Transparent. He thought

these varieties unsurpassed. He never picked his cherries until they were perfectly ripe. He
never shipped a wounded cherry, and although he permitted the fruit to ripen fully

he had found no difficulty in making his shipments. He had received fifteen cents a quart

for cherries when the average market price was but three and one half cents.

The discussion here turned on to the subject of

GR.APES.

Mr. Lyon made it a practice to cover his grapes in the winter, not that he was afraid of

their being winter killed, but he had found that such a course contributed to increase his

grapes. He thought very well of the Concord, Hartford Prolific and lona grapes. For an

early grape, although not one of the best, the Hartford Prolific was very generally cultivated in

Michigan.

Mr. Babcock spoke favourably of the Wilder grape, also of the Delaware, lona and

Rogers' hybrid.

Mr. Hoag had some lona grapes which had done very well so long as he covered and

pruned them every winter, but he failed to do so some years ago, and since that time they had

not flourished.

J. D. Long, of Williamsville, Erie County, expressed a high opinion of the Concord grape,

which he had always found so be very marketable.

Mr. Babcock had found that the Salem grape did well in rich, heavy soil.

Mr. Crane, of Lockport, thought very well of the Salem.

Mr. Farley, of Union Springs, stated that his faith in the value of the lona vine had been

very materially les.sened by experience.

Mr. Smith, of Syracuse, had been raising the Onondaga grape for some years and thought

very highly of them. One objection to them was that they appeared to be more subject to

destruction by birds than any other variety.
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Mr. Shandley did not think highly of the Champion grape.

Mr. Tarry inquired whether the Worden and Worden Seedling grape were identical, but

no one present seemed to know.

The next question for discussion was " the most profitable variety of blackberry ; what

isitr
Mr. Jones had been unable to discover much difference between the Lawton and Kitta-

tinny.

Dr. Sylvester had cultivated the Black Naples Currant. He had found it a good market

berry, and stood transportion well.

Mr. Barry expressed his belief that the commercial value of the currant was much under-

rated. He was favourable to the Victoria, Prince Albert and White grape varieties.

The Herstine variety of Raspberry was, in the opinion of Mr. Downing, too soft for

marketing. He thought the Huason River Antwerp a superior variety, but Dr. Clark did

not find it ;.n improvement on the Clark.

The question of " pruning trees at the time of transplanting, to include evergreen trees,"

next came up.

Mr. Hooker did not regard it as a sensible thing to prune large Norway spruce trees.

The smaller varieties of shrubs might be treated in that way without injury.

Norway, Hemlock spruce and Arbor Vitge were named as being very suitable for hedges.

Mr. Smith had the highest opinion of Norway spruce for that purpose.

The Honey Locust was recommended as the best deciduous hedge plant.

The eleventh question :
" Is it likely that the demand for wood suitable for the manufac-

ture of paper, will justify land owners in planting their moist, wet lands with trees adapted to

the purpose ?"

The president said that waste lands on farms could be utilized with profit for the pur-

pose, since if the manufacture of paper makes the progress expected, there would be a great

demand for the wood. The silvery abele he thought very suitable.

Mr. Jones exhibited some specimens of paper made from white poplar. The wood was

worth about eight dollars per cord.

The death of J. H. Clark, a member of the society, was announced by Mr. Smith.

Ellwanger and Barry were tendered a vote of thanks for the beautiful bouquet with which

they had presented the Society.

The president, Mr. Barry, expressed his great satisfaction at the successful manner in

which the proceedings of the meeting had been carried out. He took occasion, on behalf of

the Society, to thank the gentlemen from abroad who had taken part in its deliberations. No
doubt they were amply repaid for their time and trouble.

Mr. Beadle was in favour of giving an exhibition of roses next summer. He made
motion, which was carried, that the matter be taken into consideration by the executive com
mittee.

A motion that the next annual meeting be held in this City was carried.

In connection with the subject of grapes, it should be mentioned that the " Champion "

grape, which the people of Ontario are so industriously solicited to buy, met with the most
unqualified condemnation.

An invitation having been given by Ellwanger & Barry to the members of the Society to

visit their greenhouses, was gladly accepted by your delegate and acted on. A visit was also

paid to the greenhouses of Frost & Co.

The houses were found full of beautiful plants in immense numbers, indicating the im-

mense trade done in flowers and flowering plants in the United States.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

GrEO. Leslie, Junr.
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REPORTS OF DISCUSSIONS.

WINTER MEETING.

(Held at MnniUm, Wfh Feb., 1874.)

At eleven o'clock the members met in the City Council Chamber. President in the

chair.

Mr. E. Moody, of Lockport, N.Y., the delegate from the Horticultural Society of

Western New York, being present, was invited to take a place on the platform, and share in

the discussions.

The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting, which were approved.

The President exhibited the medals which the Association had secured at the Boston

meeting of the Pomological Society of the United Stater. There were four silver medals,

and one of bronze. The silver medals were given for the best collection of open air grapes, for

the best collection of plums, for the fine collection of pears, and for the wl.ole display of fruits.

The bronze was given for the second best collection of peaches. That all the members of the

Association may have an opportunity of seeing the style of these medals, an engraving of both

sides is given below.

0"NTAR/o

FRUIT GROWEl
Association .

The Hon. Marshall^P. Wilder having sent a copy of the Transactions of the American
Pomological Society to this Association, a cordial vote of thanks was accorded for his

courtesy.

The following gentlemen were appointed a committee on seedling fruits : - ^Messrs.

Holton, Moody, A. M. Smith, John Anderson and George Leslie.

The first subject for discussion was

PEAE BLIGHT,

what damage was done by it during the past season ?

Bennett, of Brantford, had escaped the blight last summer.
Osborne, Beamsville, had only one tree affected, the Pratt. It was .struck suddenly at

by lightning.

Biggar, Winona, lost none, but his neighbour Wilson had lost a number. Trees were
growing .slowly, and were hardy sorts. Ttiey too were taken suddenly.

Allan Smith, of Ancister, had none afflicted.

Holton, Hamilton, said that in Springer's Orchard the blight had been unusually fatal
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seventy-five p ^r ceat. of the bearing trees having been ruined by it. Soil w is a sandy loam
;

young trees in the nursery had escaped, but it had appeared among the Siberian crabs in the

nursery, those growing rapidly suffering worst.

Thomas Caldwell, near Dundas, had none blighted.

Vansickle, of .Jerseyville, had seen no blight in those parts.

Whiting, of Oshawa, never had but one tree struck with blight, and that was struck in

the very hottest weather. His soil is a clay loam, level, but well underdrained, situated a

mile and a half from the lake, with a north-west aspect, no forest to protect them. Trees

were in a high state of cultivation, manured on the surface the year before planting. Trees

were from six to eight years of age. and consisted of the Flemish Beauty. AVhite Doyenne,

Seckel, Sheldon, etc., etc. When planting, he dug a hole and put bones and manure, on which

the trees were planted Grows corn and potatoes among the trees.

Moody, of Lockport. Pear blight is a mystery. A neighbour of mine slits the bark of

his trees on the main branches, and his trees have not blighted. He has twenty hundred

bearing pear trees. A moist soil is more subject to blight than a dry. Has had more blight

this season than usual among his trees.

Gray, of Woodstock. The blight came very suddenly this year. The"soil is a heavy

clay, with a clay subsoil.

Isett, Hamilton. My trees are very young, and as yet there has been little blight.

Barnes. Hamilton. My trees of the Louisa Bonne de Jersey suffered most. They were

growing very rapidly. Have slit the bark every season till last year, and then had more
blight than ever before.

Woolverton, Grimsby. The year before last I lost a great many. Last season but very

few. Believe them least subject to it when grown on dry clay loam. The Flemish Beauty
suffered very much with me.

Col. McGill, Oshawa. My pear trees have escaped, but not my apple. My Baldwin
and Spitzenburg suffered much. My soil is a sandy loam, with a clay subsoil and rolling

surface. Pear trees in the county have suffered a good deal, not excepting the Flemish

Beauty.

A. M. Smith, Drummondville, had very little blight last year. Soil sandy loam, sub-

soil stiff clay, rolling ground. He ask^d if any member had known the Clapps' Favourite to

blight

Munro, Hamilton, had a good deal of blight this year. Slow growers seem not to be so

subject to it.

Foster, Flamboro', grows his pear trees in sod in a sandy soil. wa.shes his trunks with

soda, and has had no blight.

Hyslop, of Aneaster, has grown pear trees for forty years, and the first blight he ever ex-

perienced occurred two years ago, and then it was pretty bad. But the past season it was
very bad. The Glout Morceau suffered the most. The Duchess D'Angouleme not at all.

Soil is clayey, located on the side of a hill, trees not growing rapidly.

Brooking, Aneaster. The blight was not so bad the past year as the two previous. Tried

slitting the bark. When trees arrive at the age of twelve or fourteen years then the blight is

the worst. Little or none from four to eight years of age. The Sheldon blights badly Had
seen none on Clapp's Favourite as yet, but had had the tree only three years. The soil was
well cultivated.

Forsyth, West Aneaster, on clay soil, and sub-soil, had no blight in his pear trees, but

some in the apple trees. Carpenter, of Saltfleet,—his trees are growing about a hundred
yards from the lake on a gravelly soil, with clay sub-soil. Planted fourteen or fifteen years

ago, did well until last year, then they blighted—their growth had not been forced. Trees of

the Sheldon and Seckel escaped.

Smith, of Winona, has not noticed the blight until lately. Had lost trees of the Flemish
Beauty and Bartlett by blight. They were highly cultivated. Lost one that was growing in

sod. His old seedling pear trees stood the best.

Horning, Watertown, had no blight for the past two years among his standards, but had
some among the dwarfs.

Bauer, of Hamilton, lost some of his trees entirely two years ago, but the past year lost

only some branches. His trees are fourteen years old. Thinks well of the use of the alkilies

as fertilisers, because they neutralize the acids in the soil.
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Boultbee, Ancaster, has seen no blight, except in one tree, and that died outright.

Blagden, Carlyle, lost one tree with the blight, the year before last, but none last

season.

Lewis, of Winona, has had but very little blight, none among the young trees, the older

trees had suffered a little. Pears not extensively cultivated as yet. The surface is alluvial,

subsoil clay, the trees do best on the red clay. The growth on that red clay is moderate

—

has twenty pear trees on that red clay, two of which blighted last summer, they have been

planted eight years.

Roy, of Berlin, says the blight is not prevalent in bis neighbourhood. The soil is a tena-

cious red clay. The Osband's Summer, and Glout IVIorceau flourish to perfection there.

With them the pear trees suffer in mid-winter at snow line, when a bright sunny diy suc-

ceeds a hard frost. Then injury is shown by a black mark. Extremes of climate jiffect the

trees more than difference of soil. They are most healthy when grown on the top of the hills,

in hard clay. Those growing in the depressions of the surface, suffer most from the cold.

The injury occurs in the part of the tree where the sap is active. There is a great difference

in the hardiness of the different varieties of pear. But after an experience of eight or ten

years, names the Rostiezer, Osband's Summer, Glout Morceau and Flemish Beauty as hardy.

The frost in the fall sometimes injures the tree at the root, and if the sap is started in the

winter, and suddenly checked, death is sure to follow. He succeeds in growing the Beurre

Bosc, by top grafting it upon some hardy variety, thus escaping the injury at the snow line,

which was sure to kill the Beurre Bosc. Berlin is about 1 500 feet above the level of the sea.

Arnold, of Paris. No blight last season in all sorts of cultivation.

Fenton, of Brantford, planted the white Doyeane fifteen years ago. In 1872 the top

branches blighted. In the fall he cut them off, and manured with salt and ashes. Has had
no blight since. Soil black loam. Four years ago he planted a dwarf Flemish Beauty, and

it has borne well.

Dempsey, of Albury. Very little blight the past year. In 1871 had a great

deal. Has two orchards, northern exposure, one he manured very highly, applying forty

cords, and a half a ton of bone dust, mixed with ashes to the acre. In 1872, he had no

blight. Cold in the winter has affected many of the trees. He had lost 70 trees of the

Flemish Beauty by the blight. He had tried an application of two barrels of salt to the

acre, in 1872-3, and had no blight since. The Clapp's favorite stood the best of any, othei'S

blighted all around them. They have been growing 6 years. Had no blight in the Rostiezer,

Kirtland, Mount Vernon or Seckel.

Sing, of Meaford, was not aware that pear trees had suffered from blight in his section

—

thinks the water on the north a great protection. It is a fine fruit country, producing apples,

peaches and plums in perfection.

Bowslaugh, of Grimsby. His trees are on sandy soil, and quite healthy, did blight a little

some three or four years ago.

Durand, Niagara, planted his trees seven or eight years ago. In 1871, two-thirds of
them died of blight. The Flemish beauty and Louise Bonne did not blight. The soil is a

sort of gravelly sandy loam. Four years ago he planted some more pear trees on a hard clay,

they have not blighted yet.

The President thought there had been a good deal of blight the past two years.

2. What varieties of plum are least liable to rot, and what are the best methods of pre-

venting rot ?

Morse, of Nelson, has no rot, his trees grow on dry and wet soils, his kinds are Blue
Gage, Imperial Gage, McLaughlin, &c.

Osborne, Beamsville, has a little damson which has done well, without rot.

Caldwell has no rot, nor black knot.

Hyslop, Ancaster, has found the Washington to be very subject to the black knot.

Smith's Orleans has done well on clay loam no rot in the fruit. Some in the neighbour,
hood complain of the rot. His varieties thrive best on a stiff clay, and clay loam. The com.
mon Orleans and Smith's Orleans, are the best varieties with him.

Gray, Woodstock. His damson plums have escaped the rot, while his Magnum Bonums,
and other large sorts are much affected, knows of no remedy.

Bennett, Brantford. Lately, within the last four or five years, there has been a great deal
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of rot, formerly had no trouble from this cause. He grows the Shropshire damson, General

Hand, Smiths Orleans, &c.,&c.

Barnes, Hamilton. No rot nor black knot.

* McGill, Oshawa, grows some fourteen or fifteen varieties ; they all suffer from the rot.

This year is no exception. Clay loam is the best soil for plums. The Munro rots the least.

He has no curculio ; he cuts off the black knot and puts it in his stove. Large and showy

plums are in good demand. His own soil is a sandy loam.

Fenton, of Brantford, is troubled seriously with the black knot. His only cure is to

cut and cut and cut away. He fiuds that leached ashes, heaped around'the collar of the tree,

will keep out the borer.

Lister, Hamilton, with some labour saved his plums from the curculio, by jarring the trees.

Lewis, Winona. Plum trees suffer badly from the black knot in all soil«.

Geo. H. Mills, Hamilton. Plum crop in the vicinity of Hamiltou is not to be depended

on. They suffer not only from curculio, but from the rot, which is the most severe when
there is a heavy crop,

Eoy, Berlin. All varieties .suffer more or less from the rot. particularly those varieties

which produce their fruit in clusteis. He thinks the rot is caused by punctures made in the

skin by the curculio, those plums which have a thin skin, drop in a few day,< after they are

stung, and cause no damage to the remainder of the crop. Those varieties which have a thick

skin continue to hang on the tree until they are nearly ripe, then decay commences at the

punctured spots, and spreads over the plum, and is communicated to those surrounding it.

He values the Imperial Gage very hicrhly as a market fruit, being satisfied that more money
can be made from that variety than from any other. Glass's Seedling Plum does not grow
in clusters, and on this account does not suffer from the rot. He makes more money Irom

the cultivation and sale of plums than from any other fruit.

E. Shaver—agrees with Mr. Roy that there is more money in plums than in any other

fruit. The Green Gage has not rotted with him, nor is it much stung with the curculio.

Dempsey, of Albury, mentioned Prince's Yellow Gage, Yellow Magnum Bonum,
McLaughlin, Yictma and Pond's Seedling, as among the most profitable varieties

;
gathered

six bushels from a Victoria tree, sent them to Ottawa and received S5 a bushel for them.

The best soil he has, is heavy soil. Sandy .soil is favourable to the curculio. Imperial Gage
grows in clusters, and consequently suffers from the rot^ The Lombard bears very heavy

crops every other year. The Bradshaw is a sparse bearer. Yery few persons grow plums
tho' many have the trees. Price ranges from four to five dollars.

Moody, Lockport, has seventy varieties in bearing ; is not troubled with the curculio.

Those varieties which have thick foliage, which remains on the tree until the fruit is ripe, do
not rot. Those that lose their leaves early, before the fruit ripens, do rot. Ickworth's Im-
peratrice is a late sort but very fine. Bradshaw does well. Lombard is very profitable.

Black Knot has gone by with us, there has never been any in the orchard. Plums often sell

in the New Yoi'k market at ten dollars per bushel, which is too high. The sale of fruit in

the County of Niagara, N.Y., has made money more plenty during the past winter than ever

before, notwithstanding the panic. There has not less than one million two hundred and fifty

thousand dollars been received from fruit the past season in this county.

Arnold, of Paris, could never get a crop of Ickworth's Imperatrice—only a few, but these

were of fine quality.

Bauer, Hamilton, thinks highly of the French Prune.

Fenton, Brantford, finds the French Prune very subject to the black knot and borer.

Bennett, Brantford, does not gather the prunes until the snow comes. Yalues them
highly for canning. Trees bear well.

Arnold, Paris, wi.shed to mention to the members that he had tried the much lauded

Wild Goose Plum, and could say that the tree is a very poor bearer, the fruit of very poor

quality, ripening very late ; it will probably keep a very long time, if from no other reason than
that nobody can be found to eat it. He wished to say to the members present and absent, that

agents are travelling through the country selling this plum tree at the modest price of a

dollar and a half per tree.

Question 3. Grape. The suiil, preparation of it, pruning and training the vine, and
winter protection.

Osborne, Beamsville. An; soil that is siood for raising Indian corn will grow fine grapes,
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with the same preparation that any farmer would give in order to raise 75 bushels of corn to

the acre.

Arnold. Paris. His preparation of the soil would depend on the quantity of land he

intended to plant. If he were growing grapes for wine, he would pursue the primitive plan,

and let them take care of themselves. If he were raising samples for exhibition he would
prune, though severe pruning often injured the life of the plant.

Haskins. Hamilton, thinks the American grape vine is very different in some respects from

the European, and will not bear such short pruning, and believes that this is the opinion of

the most experienced American vineyardists. If Rogers No. 15 is pruned close, it will give

only poor bunches, and these very likely covered with mildew, but if allowed to grow freely it

will yield bunches weighing lib. each.

Moody, Lockport. His neighbour, Mr. Ringeburg tills the ground thoroughly and deeply,

as a preparation before planting, then plants his vines, and does not allow the roots to come

to the surface, but keeps all surface roots pruned off; this is an old European method, and

seems to do well. This vineyard is on a heavy soil.

Biggar grows his vines with roots near the surface, keeps the ground mell w and clean,

but cultivates sh'.dlvw, and has very good results. He only pinches back in summer. He
prefers this to summer pruning. He prunes in spring, and thinks the little bleeding a benefit.

If pruned iu fall the vine is very apt to kill back from two to four inches, which necessitates

a second pruning in spring. He prefers to do it all at one time.

Dempsey, Albury, in his climate must prune iu the fall, so as to lay the vines down upon

the ground, and keep them there. He can rely upon the snow to protect them sufficiently. He
finds that with the roots near the surface, the fruit is finer and of better flavour, both in

grapes and pears. He cannot ripen the Isabella nor the lona. Of the Rogers' hybrids, he

prefers No 44, but does not like the peculiar effect which continued eating of them produces

upon the tongue. Concord does not do well with him. The bunches are poor, and the fruit

scarcely of second quality. It does best on limestone soil.

Haskins, Hamilton, thinks shelter on the north and west very important.

Bagwell, Hamilton. The Isabella ripens by the 1st September. Rogers' No. 15 has good

bunches, the Salem is his favourite. lona not worth jjrowing. He prunes in March.

Eager, Hamilton. The winter of 1871-2 killed his vines to the ground ; in 1873 he had

a fine crop. He does not give his vines any protection. Thinks highly of the Concord,

Rogers' No. 4, Diana, and Delaware, and for wine, prefers the Clinton.

Matthew Bell, Hamilton. He prunes in the double arm system. Has fine crops of fine fruit

prepared the ground thoroughly, and manured with lime and ashes. Has ground low, with a

day subsoil. The Rogers' varieties were trained on the west fence, but they died.

Woodley, Hamilton, thinks very highly of the Eumelan. It it hardy and of fine flavour,

be dug a trench six feet wide, and three feet deep, filled it with surface soil, mixed with bones

and ashes, and afterwards top dresses with ground bones and ashes. Thinks highly of the

Walter.

Lister, Hamilton, exhibited some grapes in fine condition. These had been packed in dry

leaves, and kept in a place quite cool, but free from frost. In pruning he uses his judgment,

and adapts his method to the peculiar habit of the vine.

Mr. Moody, of Lockport, gave an interesting account of the fruit-growers' operations in

Western New York. He said that several years ago thijse who had gone largely into the

planting of fruit trees were a little afraid that they were overdoing it, and that so much fruit

would be raised that it would be a drug in the market, and prices would fall below the cost

of producing it. After a thorough test, their experience had been the very reverse. There

seems to be no cessation in the demand for the best qualities of fruit. Mr. Moody stated that

one variety of pears last season brought ten dollars per bushel in the New iork market. He
told the fruit growers of Ontario that in Western New York they had not the least fear of

overdoing the fruit business, that those who were the most largely engaged in it were still

planting young trees, and that the great West would take all the nursery stock that could be

raised for generations yet to come. The County of Niagara had received for their fi uit crop

the last fall and this winter, one million and a quarter dollars, and while manufacturing

counties had been suffering great distress from the scarcity of money, in his county the people

were strangers to poverty, and were enabled to give assistance to their less fortunate neigh-

bours
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SUMMER MEETING,

{Held in the l&wn Hall, Owen Sound, 2nd and 3rd July.)

The Society was called to order at eleven o'clock, by the President. Minutes of the

former meeting were read and approved The first subject of discussion was the Apple.

Richard Trotter, Owen Sound, grows the Golden Russet, Northern Spy, Snow, Irish

Peach, Rhode Island Greening, Colvert, St. Lawrence, Red Astrachan, and Early Harvest.

The Early Harvest does well, the fruit is free from the black spots. Trees oftheSt. Lawrence
are young, so far the fiuit has been free from spots. Thinks most highly of the Golden
Russet, Spy, and Rhode Island Greening, though the Greening is killed back in very severe

winters. The three last named are valuable for market. The Baldwin when grafted in the

top of other trees does well, but those that are grafted on the root do not. The Talman Sweet
makes an excellent tree upon which to graft the Baldwin. The Spy does well, but is long in

coming in'o bearing. Red Astrachan sets its fruit well. Pomme Gris does well, and the

Sweet Bough. Trees obtained in the fall and heeled in over winter, and then planted in the

sprinii, u.^ually do well.

Jno. McLean, Owen Sound. His orchard is youn^:, it comprises Hawthorden, Fall Pippin,

Esopus Spitzenburg, and Swaizzie Pomme Gris, besides those named by the previous speaker.

The Hawthornden crops well, though not every year. The Golden Russet is the hardiest of

the whole lot. He is well satisfied with it as a market fruit. He has never seen any blight

on his apple trees. Has seen the bark burst ju.st above the ground late in the fall, or early

in November, just before the snow fell, in the third year after planting. Thinks it is owing
to their vigorous growth. They crack most on the south-west side. This occurs only in the

younger trees, but the cracks are not usually sufficient to kill the tree. A few died from this

cause, but the remainder are still living. He washes his trees with soft soap in the spring,

which is an excellent application, keeping the bark smooth, and killing the insects.

William Brown, Sydenham Township. Many of his sorts are seedlings. Those trees

which he brought from the nurseries and planted in the fall died, those planted in the spring

do well. He grows the Spy, Ribston Pippin, Cayuga Redstreak, Snow, Rox Russett, Kes-

wick Codlin, Alexander, Red Astrachcxn, Autumn Strawberry, Early Harvest and Baldwin.

His Baldwin trees are thriving well, though not yet in bearing. Has some seedling.s, which
he thinks are valuable. One is very large ; one is excellent for cooking. They are all winter

fruit. Has had trees burst in the bark as described by the previous speaker, notably the

trees of the King of Tompkin's County variety. He cures them by putting a coating of wax
over the crack, covering it with rag, and then a mound of earth. They soon heal over. He
did not notice these cracks until spring, so he is unable to say when they occurred ; thinks

they are caused by the trees growing very thriftily from being heavily manured. The cracks

are straight up and down, sometimes four and five in number.

John McLean, Owen Sound, has planted one hundred and fifty Baldwins grafted at the

ground, and has not a good tree remaining out of the whole number. They are much more
tender than the Gi-eening. He has planted two hundred and fifty Greenings, and, though
they are a little tender, considers them well worth growing. He procures his trees in the

fall, trenches them in over winter, and plants them out in spring. They all do well under

this treatment.

^'Jajor Cameron, Sydenham Township, has forty varieties of apples ; likes the Northern

Spy the best. It is very hardy, a good general bearer, and the fruit sells readily. Values

the Snow next ; it does well, tree is hardy, without any spots on the fruit ; has been in bear-

ing some six or seven years. The Gravenstein does well, but it bursts in the bark to some
extent. The Swaar is a very good apple, and does very well. His Ribston Pippin is just

coming into bearing. Baldwin fails entirely—no summer blight. Soil clay loam, deep
;

trees do well, both on hill and vale.

William Holmes, Owen Sound. His trees are mostly seedlings. The seed was sown twenty
years ago. There are three varieties of them now on the table, in good preservation, of full

medium size, some as large as the Spy. Has one variety ripening in the fall, which received

the prize for the best fall seedling. There were nine other varieties in competition. In colour

it is like the Red Astrachan. He has a Baldwin tree doing well, which is sheltered by a high
rock, strongly impregnated with limestone.
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Alexander Fairbairn, Derby, arows a number of sorts. The longest keepers are the

Greening and Rox Russets. The latter keeps better than the Spy—keeps sometimes until

July. The trees are young, only nine years planted—grows also the Pomme Gris, Summer
,

Pearuiain, Holland Pippin, Golden Russet, Red Astrachan, Golden Svreet, Sweet Bough,

Tart Bough, Lowell, Saxon, Hawley, Alexander, Blenheim Orange, Monmouth Pippin, Seek-

uo-further, St. Lawrence, Snow, King of Tompkin's County, Fall Janetting, Fall Pippin, Irish

Peach. Perry Ru-^set, and Hawthornden. The Holland Pippin spots considerably, the Fall

Pippin spots some. Has a few seedlings, one of them is a summer sort of medium size, conical

outline, deep yellow colour, with brownish spots, flesh very firm, ripening in the end of

August, just after the Red x\strachan, better quality than the Red Astrachan as a desert

fruit.

W. J. Marsh, Clarkesburg, exhibited Newton Pippins in a fine state of preservation. He
says that the Vandervere is the most profitable variety he grows ; keeps well till the middle

of May. His soil is a sandy loam with a clay subsoil. Has thirty or forty varieties. Has
two varieties of seedlings, better than many of the grafted sorts. One of them has been

named Marsh's seedling, by the American Pomological Society. This is a late fall sort. The
other is an early winter variety. Finds the Ribston Pippin a very shy bearer. Is not troubled

with codlin moth. Five years ago the winter killed some trees, killed nearly all the Baldwin 3,

has never had but one good crop on the Yellow Belleflower.

John McDiarmid, Derby, grows the Spy, Rhode Island Greening, Rambo, Spitzenberg,

Baldwin, Holland Pippin and Hawthornden. The Baldwin is a little tender. The others

seem well adapted to the locality. The Spy, for all in all, is his favourite. Trees are good

bearers, and the fruit keeps long and retains its flavour to the last. Pomme Gris keeps well,

but not so long as the Spy, never finds any worms in the fruit, but has been troubled with the

bark louse.

Thomas Scott, M.PP.. made his first plantation in 1852. It was a failure. Planted

again in 1856, another failure. Tried again, subsequently failed again. 'Twas not the fault

of the trees but of the soil, which was very rich, resting on a subsoil of moist quicksand. Did

not try on the clay, others fail on the quicksand. Indeed all fail on that soil —a black mud
surface. There is no fruit on the trees, though the trees grow. Codlin moth destroys them
also.

John Creason has just planted a new Orchard. Rhode Island Greening is a little tender.

The Yellow Belleflower is a little tender, though that does tolerable well. The codlin moth i;^

troublesome, more troublesome in gardens than in farmer's orchards.

"Wm. Ptoy, Royston Park. His trees are just coming into bearing. They comprise a

number of sorts. The Red Astrachan is very fine and a very hardy tree. The Yellow Harvest

•tracks, has some codlin moth, has observed it in only one tree. The Golden Rus.set is his

favourite. There are no spots on the snow apples. Soil is a rich clay loam, having an easterly

and southerly aspect. The storms are usually from the south west. All varieties are hardy

except the Baldwin. The Yellow Belleflower bears profusely. His trees are low headed,

which he thinks is the preferable form for that climate. The Montreal Beauty Crab, indeed,

all the crabs, flourish finely.

Charles Wilkes says, the Yellow Belleflower is a great bearer every other year. A fine

keeping apple, in use from January to May.
George Jackson, Durham, has Baldwin trees from sixteen to seventeen years old. They

are sheltered on the east—they bear very abundantly, and the fruir keeps until April, though

it is frequently affected with dry rot. He paints his trees with crude petroleum. The Rhode
Island Greening does not yield much fruit, though it has a good crop this year. The fruit of the

Northern Spy is very fine, has noticed the splitting of the bark as noticed by others, and that

it occurs on the south side. Soil is a clay loam, the subsoil limestone. The trees stand on

high ground. He could save much trouble to intending planters in the selection of sorts from
his own experience by recommending to them to confine themselves to the Golden Russet,

Spy, Baldwin, and Rhode Island Greening. Snow apple is troubled with codlin moth.

W. A. Stephens, Owen Sound, has not been successful, the soil is gravelly, the bark louse

has been very troublesome, and entirely killed off" some of his trees. He planted half an acre,

but half of them died, he cannot tell why. Has had some fruit from the trees that sur-

vived.

David Christie, Owen Sound, cultivates Ribston Pippin. King of Tompkins County.
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Spy, Early Harvest and Suow apple. The Snow apples are very fine. Trees very productive

and hardy. His %voiirites are the Golden I'usset, Spy, Snow and Greening. The Ribston

Pippin has aeood deal of bliixiit some years, it blossoms every year, but some years produces

no fruit. Thinks the blight is caused by the cold spring frosts. Notices that Wagener is

affected in the same way. The Baldwin is not suited to this climate, especially when planted

in the valleys. It does better on the hills.

PLUM.

Richard Trotter, Owen Sound, grows a few. This district is a very favourable place

for the plum. The trees grow well, and bear well. He cultivates the following: varieties,

Ringham, Bleeker's Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, General Hand, Imperial Gage, Lawrences'
Favourite, McLaughlin, Yellow Egg, Reine Claude de Bavay, Peter's Yellow Gage. Prince's

Yellow Gage, Bradshaw, Columbia, Goliath, Lombard, Smith's Orleans, Pnnd's Seedling, Vic-

toria, Washington, Orange Egg, Orange Nectarine, Jefferson, Duane's Purple, Purple Gage,
Mulberry, and a few others. They all bear heavy crop.s. The Victoria crops very heavily,

and is valuable for the market. The Yellow egg is also a valuable market sort. Understood
that from four to tive hundred bushels of plums were shipped from Owen Sound last year.

The Lombard is good for market, Duane's Purple ships well, but doe^^ not seem to be a fav-

ourite sort in the markets. For home uses he values the Lawrence's Favourite. He is well

satisfied with plum-growing. There is no curculio to sting the fruit. Has trees that have
been planted twenty-two years, now nearly gone with age. The trees will last about seven-

teen years.

Brown has a few sorts, they do well, has a seedling, yellow, with red clieek, lar<re size,

a very fine sort. Reproduces itself from seed, it crops so he-ivily that the trees will only last

from ten to twelve years. The fruit commands half a dollar per bushel more than other

plums. The stone is small, ripe early in September. Black knot is getting bad in this

neighbourhood, and killing off the trees. Has also seen rot in the Imperial Gage.

Fairbairn grows the following varieties. Duane's Purple, Victoria, Bradshaw, Washing-
ton, McLaughlin, Smith's Orleans, Prince of Wales, Goliath, Orange, Large Green Gage,
bingham, Pond's Seedling, Lawrence's Favourite, General Hand, Reine Claude de Bavay,
Imperial Gage, Yellow Egg, Lombard, Bleeker's Gage, Yellow Gage, Purple Gage, Jefferson,

Mulberry, and Fellenberg. the two latter are tender. He also has a small seedling, which is

very sweet. The McLaughlin is a very fine plum. Bingham is rather late for the climate.

Lawrence's Favourite ripens early. General Hand does well ibr the age of the tree. Reine
Claude de Bavay is late. Imperial Gage is good for market, it does not rot. The Victoria

showed some rot the year before last, and last year ; he saw the rot on trees in the vicinity of

that variety. It was severe. He had not a bushel where he should have had five, owing to

rot. Bleeker's Gage is fine for home use ; no rot in the Columbia as yet, the tree is healthy

and hardy. His seediina is about half the size of Lawrences Favourite, and very sweet. His
plum trees are growing upon a hill, and so far have escaped the black knot.

Marsh, Clarkesburg. arows the tbllowing sorts, Lombard, Sugar plum. Yellow Gage,
Lawrence s Favourite. Columbia, St. Catharine. Coe's Golden Drop, Common Blue.Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Yellow Gage, and Bradshaw. The section where he lives is verj- favourable for

the growth and production of plums, both in soil and climate. The soil is a sandy loam, with
a clay subsoil, the clay being mixed with sand. The St. Catharine is an excellent late varie-

ty. No black knot. The Lombard the best for market. Columbia has borne two years,

seems firm and good for shipping, l^radshaw is also good ana firm for shipping, r.nd hangs
long on the tree after being ripe. No rot.

Scott, M.PP., has two sorts of plums that have never been attacked with black knot,

but does not know what they are.

Rev. Mulholland, Owen Sound, has also a couple that are free from black knot. One of

them is a McLaughlin, does not know the name of the other.

McLean. Owen Sound, has found black knot on the McLaughlin. He cultivates Lom-
bard. Washington, Reine Claude de Bavay, Coe's Golden Drop. Yellow Egg, and Peach
Plum. The Lombard is the most reliable every way. The Washington bears good crops

;

so do the Smith's Orleans and the Imperial Gage. Has had some rot, but not worth talking
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about. Has had considerable black knot, but this he keeps in subjection by cutting it off.

Reine Claude de Bavay ripens late—never gets fully ripe. Tree is tender. Yellow Egg-

takes well as a market fruit. Peach Plum is not a very irood bearer.

G. S. Miller. Owen Sound, cultivates Washington, Yellow Egg. small Sugar Plum and
common Blue Plum. Has not had much rot, but a great deal of black knot, which has de-

stroyed not less than seventeen trees, compelling him to dig them up.

^lajo^ Cannon has many sorts, nearly all those that have been named. Has been growing

them for thirteen years. Soil is a free loam, deep, on a dry subsidl. Location in a valley.

Has had some black knot, this he cuts off, and has not been troublesome. No rot. Has a

seedling, large, red ; larger than a Lombard, and somewhat lighter in colour.

Jackson, Durham, grows the ^Vashington, Yellow Egg, Lombard, Orleans, Green Gage.

Yellow Gage, and Imperatrice. The latter is of a very fine flavour ; does exceedingly well.

Has no black knot, nor curculio, nor have any of the plums rotted except those grown in

dense clusters.

W. Saunders, London, has been examining Mr. Tiotter's grounds, finds them exceed-

ingly well kept— not a weed to be seen—there is about an acre, chiefly in plums ; could find

no curculio. but discovered some black knot. The knot is not caused by any insect, though it

is frequently made the harbour of various kinds of insects. He believes it to be caused by a

fungus, the spores of which ripen in July. If cut out bofore the spores ripen, and burned,

they can be kept under, bui be sure to burn them, for the spores will ripen if the knots are

allowed to lie on the ground. Cover large wounds with grafting wax, cow-dung, or clay. The
black knot will spread if neglected. The curculio may be expected, sooner or later, to come
to Owen Sound. Mr. Saunders gave a brief history of the metamorphoses of the curculio,

and exhibited a bottle containing a large number of the perfect insects.

Dempsey, of Prince Edward County, said that his location was unfavourable for the

growth of plum. The trees blossom only one year in four. Has plenty of curculio, and badly

troubled with black knot. On clay soils the curculio is less troublesome than on sandy.

The blo.ssoms of the Victoria are not killed so badly as many others. Prince's Yellow Gage
is healthy and proline. He has also a sort of prune one-third larger than the German prune,

which will keep well, is not liable to rot, and is seldom stung by the curculio ; though on a

light soil it is not a heavy cropper. The Lombard is less injured by the curculio than the

Washington. He had a large crop last year, but it was the first in four years. Advises a

testing of various sorts with a view to ascertain the best for market. Thinks the Victoria a

good market sort.

Arnold, of Paris.—The Washington does not blossom in his grounds, save one tree which
is sheltered by the barn. He feels almost disposed to sell out and move to Owen Sound, and
go^into the cultivation of plums. The Yellow Egg is very tender at Paris.

Saunders. London.—The Washington fruits well with him, though he is only sixty

miles west of Paris. Victoria is one of the best for shipping. The fruit is large and showy,
and has a firm flesh and tough skin, yet it seems to do well at Owen Sound, even better than

in London. Prince's Yellow Gage is not suitable for market. The Lombard suffers the least

from curculio of any sort. Light coloured sorts usually suffer most.

Col. McGill, Oshawa.—Most varieties do well in his neighbourhood, but they are very

much troubled with curculio, especially the light varieties. The Yellow Egg and Lombard
are popular and profitable. His soil is a light, sandy loam.

Arnold, Paris, finds Prince's Yellow Gage profitable because it is early, but he finds it

impossible to get plums to a distant market without picking them when they are quite

green.

Dempsey would like the Owen Sound growers to try the German Prunes for shipping.

'Twill dry well.

Sing, Meaford, cultivates the Blue Plum, Washington and Yellow Egg. The Blue
Plum is the variety pirincipally grown, of which many bushels are shipped to distant markets.

It carries well, and last year brought from two dollars to two dollars and a half per

bushel.

William Roy, Owen Sound, said that the ruling price in Owen Sound was a dollar and
a half per bu.shel.

The President advi.sed the passage of a law to compel plum growers to gather all their

fallen plums, and to cut off, and burn the black knot.
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GRAPES.

William Roy, of Royston Park, grows Roger's No. 15, 4, 3, Concord, Isabella, Hartford

Prolific, lona, Isabella, and Delaware. Prefers Rogers' 15 for flavour. He prunes in the

fall, and lays down the vines. The bunches of IC are compact but small, berries are large,

sets its fruit well. His second choice is the Isabella ; the vine is a little tender, but a very

good bearer. Bunches very compact. The lona does not ripen, and i.s exceedingly tender.

His Rogers' No. 4 ripens earlier than his No. 3. The Delaware ripens well. The Isabella

ripens once in a great many years. The Concord ripened in the summer of 1872, but not in

that of 1873.

D. Christie values the Northern Muscadine for its earliness. It is very foxy, and the

fruit drops from the bunch. Ives' Seedling ripens next in order, it is black in berry and

bunch small. Hartford Prolific is larger, both in bunch and berry, but has ripened the last

three years after the Ives. Rogers' No. 15 is a fine sort. Adirondac is too tender. Concord
ripens too late. He prunes in the fall, and throws the canes on the ground for the winter,

when they are sufficiently protected by the snow. His soil is a clay loam, well under-

drained. ":

Jno. G. Francis, Post-master, Owen Sound. The Isabella does not ripen early enough,

only once in about three years. The Eumelan ripened on the loth September, lb72.

All vai-ieties ripened poorly last year.

Dr. Campbell, Owen Sound, has a sheltered location ; ripened the Eumelan last year.

Did not prune his vines neither in fall nor spring for the last two year.s, but pinches back the

young shoots in the summer. The Hartford Prolific ripens after the Eumelan. The Hart-

ford Prolific remains on the trellis all winter, trained against his house, and is not injured by
the cold. The Clinton berry is improved in flavour by a slight frost. The Concord and
Clinton ripen in his ground.

McLean and Francis, Owen Sound, find Eumelan perfectly hardy, and consider it a

very valuable grape.

Marsh, of Clarkesburg, said the Clinton was perfectly hardy, and generally ripens its

fruit two years out of three. It ripened last year : has a vine seven or eight years old. He
gives it no care, and it produces about 200 lbs. of fruit a year. The Isabella, trained on the

south side of a house, ripens some fruit.

RASPBERPtlES.

Trotter, Owen Sound, says they are very little cultivated. C. Wilkes cultivates some,

such as the Franconia, they are never winter-killed ; fruit well, and much superior in flavour

and in size to the wild. They are not affected by any pests.

Saunders, London, had this morning seen the saw-fly, and found the softer parts of th

leaf eaten out. The orange rust had appeared on some raspberries. A sample was
exhibited.

Marsh, Clarkesburg, had noticed that the frost had injured his canes—the red and white
Antwerp.

Saunders, London, called attention to profitable varieties of the Raspberry. Brinckle's

Orange stands at the head. It is tender in some sections, and therefore not much cultivated.

Here at Owen Sound it would do well, being protected by the snow. Franconia is the next
best. Belle de Fontenay crops well in the fall, and so does Marvel of Four Seasons.

The Red and Yellow Antwerp do not always succeed up with us. We cultivate the Phila-

delphia, because it is hardy and a great bearer. It is much larger than the wild, and is an
excellent market berry, selling well. Arnold's new seedlings are very promising. He has

one which is a very fine red fruit, and another of a yellow colour, Hybrids between the

Hornet and Arnold's Orange King. Saunders has also some Hybrids between the Philadel-

pliia and Doolittles Black Cap. The Philadelphia is increased by suckers, the Black Cap
by rooting at the tips of the young branches. He hopes to prolong the raspberry season by
some of his varieties. The flavour of his Hybrids is a combination^between the Philadelphia

and Black Cap.

Marsh, Clarkesburg, said that^the orange rust had attacked the Black Cap, and also the
wild varieties.
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STRAWBERRIES.

Arnold, Paris, spoke of his seedling strawberry, which was a cross between Wilson's

strawberry and Dr. Nicaise. They suffered very much last winter. One plant much ex-

P<ised escaped unhurt, others were injured. Two years ago he would have said, plant

Wilson's Albany for market.

31cDiarmid cultivates Wilson's xVlbany, and Triumph de Gand.

John .McLean, cultivates Hooker, ^^'ilsou's Albany, Jioston Pine, and Colonel Cheney

—likes Hooker best.

The I'resident spoke of C. H. Biggar's seedling. That the berry was large, flavour

good, prolitic aud hardy.

Beadle spoke of splendid Iruit trees, especially of plums, which he had seen at Owen
buuud. He had tbuud no curculio, and no black knot. The apple trees were mostly young,

just beginning to bear—very thrifty and healthy; many of them growing in grass and clover,

reaching nearly to the waist. Could Meehan see them, he would at once refer to them as

dt uionstrution to the correctness of his theory.

The discussion being ended, Mr. Scott. M.P.P., moved that Judge Macpherson take the

chair. The Judge having taken the chair, Mr. Scott spoke of the very interesting character

oi the discussions—of the large amount of information received, and desired on behalf of the

members at Own Sound, to tender their thanks to the President, Directors, Secretary, and

gentlemen from a distance, for their kindness and courtesy and successful efforts to make the

meeting pleasant iu the highest degree. They had very much enjoined this opportunity of

forming the personal acquaintance of so man^ gentlemen distinguished in pomology, and had

lound them as agreeable in social life as skilled in the culture of fruits.

The President made a reply—in which he most cordially reciprocated the kind expres-

sions that had fallen from Mr. Scott, and for himself and the ofl&cers of the Association, and

others from a distance, desired to thank the resident members tor their liberal hospitality and

gentlemanly attention. The visit of the As.sociation to Owen Sound was marked with a vast

amount of courtesy and kindness on the part of the inhabitants. Every attention that was in

their power to bestow was couterred on the members coming from a distance. He enjoyed

this feature of the summer meeting, and had often thought since that the example of the fruit

growers of Owen Sound is worthy of imitation elsewhere. When at Boston we found the

liberality and consideration of prominent members of the American Pomological Society

worthy of all praise, and giving a marked character to the whole proceedings. At our sum-

mer meeting every one vied with another in showing us attention. It would be invidious to

mention individual names, but foremost stood the proprietor of R( yston Park, and his esti-

mable lady. Judge Macpherson, Mr. Scott, Mr. McLean, Mr. Christie and others, rendered

our visit highly agreeable, the pleasant memories of which will long prove a sunny spot in our

after lives.

The Directors of the Association and members from a distance were treated to a romantic

drive to Inglis Falls, and thence to Rockford Castle, where a princely collation was spread

for our entertainment. The unexpectedness of this treat enhanced the enjoyment of it. The
company having partaken of the good things so bountifully provided, toast, and sentiment

passed freely round. Mr. Scott, the Member, made himself particularly agreeable, and pro-

posed success to the Fruit Growers' A.s.sociatiou of Ontario. The Rev. Mr. Muiholland had

a tew chaste sentences of welcome, kindly uttered—expressions of sympathy with and a tieilow-

ship in the delightful culture of the Fruit Growers' Society. The President replied, speaking

of his delight at seeing several wives of the members present, who in their own sphere were

distinguished for their literary and scientific tastes.

Secretary Beadle had great pleasure in being present on the present happy occasion, and

hoped that the benefit to fruit-growing in the neighbourhood might prove as great and bene-

ficial as their visit had been happy and delightful.

Mr. Ptoy invited the horticulturists, on the afternoon of the second day, to meet some of

the gentlemen iu the neighbourhood at his residence, Royston Park. Nothing could exceed

the beauty of the situation of Mr. Roy'"s house and farm. A natural plateau affords a posi-

tion second to none in the country for building on, giving a pretty outlook over the Bay tn

the opposite side, and a peep of Owen Sound still further in the distance. Nature has done

much for the place—art more. From a very wilderness there has been excavated a beautiful
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carden, advantage having been taken of utilizing the forest and rendering it subservient to

enhance tbe planting of cultivated varieties, both of forest trees and shrubs. The garden is

well stocked with every variety of fruit trees. Apples and pears do well. The Rhode Is-

land Greening was found to be tender, but the Flemish Beauty pear, Easter Beurre, and the

like, were just as lar^e and handsome as those in more favoured, because more southern

climes. Flowers formed an important culture with Mr. and 31rs. Roy, who.se cultivated tastes

had enriched their place with many rare and splendid varieties of shrubs and flowers. The
social element in our Owen Sound meeting was a noticeable feature. Indeed, from our Bos-

ton and Owen Sound experience we can declare that this feature tends much to further horti-

cultural interests. It is a means which is not to be overlooked of securing much valuable

information on fruit interests, besides exhibiting a side of our humanity, which is all the bet-

ter of being developed in connection with our special cultivation. The elevated and ennobling

social pleasures which we enjoyed in the society at Royston Park, will long remain a pleasant

remembrance of our Horticultural meeting there.

AUTUMX MEET£NG HELD AT OTTAWA.

On the Sth of September, in the absence of the President, Vice-President Arnold took the

chair. Messrs. Leslie, Dempsey, and Peck were appointed a Committee on fruits.

A Committee on subjects of discussion were appointed, which presented, through their

Chairman, the following Report :
—

Ottawa, September Sth, 1874.

The Committee appointed by the Fruit^Growers' Association to suggest subjects for dis-

cussion at this meeting, beg to report as follows :

—

That only a part of the members of the Committee have been able to meet, and then only

for a few minutes ; but they would recommend as the most important questions for this As-

sociation to consider at this, their first meeting in Ottawa, the kinds of fruits most likely to

succeed in this part of Canada.

The chief of the fruits which they would name for the consideration of the Association,

are Apples, Pears, Grapes, Plums, Cherries and smaller fruits, with the soils best adapted for

each. Any suagestions which the Association may have to make as to modes of culture,

drainage, and any other questions relating to fruit-growing would be well received and might
be of great importance, coming from a Society having among its members so many practical

fruit growers.

J. HURLEERT,
Chairman of the Committee.

Mr. W. White, Ottawa, stated that he grows very fine Red Astrachan, and Hawthornden
apples ; his soil is very sandy to the depth of twelve feet. He has also fruited the Golden
Russet, Pomrae Grise, and Snow Apple, (Fameuse). All Crabs do well—has fruited Coe's

Golden Drop, and Lombard Plums, which did well. Pears have not succeeded with him,

but his experience with this fruit is very liuuted, having tried but two or three varieties. Of
grapes, the Delaware does very well, and the Concord, so far. has ripened its fruit every year;

he has not fruited the Hartford Prolifc, nor tried any of Roger*' Hybrids. Exotic grapes

ripen well in the cold vinery, when the roots extending into the outside border arc well cov-

ered with a thick coating of coarse manure. The Kentish cherry w'ich ripens in July does

well. Small fruits of all kinds do well, with the exception of the English Gooseberry, which
mildews badly.

Mr. Lees, of Ottawa, grows the Duchess of Oldenburg ; it is very thrifty, perfectly hardy,

and a good and early bearer. Also the Red Astrachan, which is hardy, and although plante<f

six years, has. as yet, not proved to be a good bearer. The Fameuse does well, it is not

hardy as the Duchess of Oldenburg, and suffers considerably from fire blight. The Trans^

ceudent, Montreal Beauty, Small Red Siberian, and Golden Beauty Crabs do well. The St.

Lawrence does well in this section of the country. He has tried the Baldwin and Spy, they

grew for two years very luxuriantly and then died. He trains his trees low. because they

are exposed to sweepino; winds. He had not tried any pears except the Flemish Beauty, but

the.se were killed down to the snow line. In plums he has not found the Lombard to be

hardy— has the Bradshaw three years planted, just beginning to bear; this has done well so
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Jar. He has not succeeded with the Oxheart, or May Duke cherries. The Kentish do
well. The Clinton grape is hardy— is a great bearer. The Concord does well, also have
Rogers' No. 4, S. and 15. The Delaware does well, and so far has ripened its fruit every

year, except that two years ago the frost came very early, and destroyed a part of the crop.

Pp trains his vines on a trellis, but throws them down in the fall, and covers them usually

with earth, but prefers potatoe-tops. He has also usually ripened the Isabella, which he has

h:.d in bearing for five years, and finds it a large cropper. He prefers his vines to be in the

open ground, those grown near a wall suffer from the thrip.

Brinckles Orange raspberry does well. It is a fine cropper, and fruit of fine quality.

The canes were not injured last winter. Have raised some gooseberries with good success,

and free from mildew, although my soil is sandy—this year I saw some mildew for the first

time. Currants do well, but it is necessary to keep the worms down with Hellebore.

Mr. Bucke has some apple trees, but they have not fruited, except that the Wagener
received from the Association bore three specimens this year. His trees have been growing
thi-ee years. The varieties are the St. l..awrence, Red Astrachan, Transcendent, Montreal
Beauty. Red Siberian. The Crabs are all hardy. The apple trees suffer from some cause

which makes the bark of the trunk turn black all the way from the ground to its branches,

and on all sides alike. He thinks this is caused by the severity of the winter.

Dr. Bell has fruited the Kid Astrachan, but his trees have been affected in the manner
described by Mr. Bucke, and in consequence have all died. There is an apple tree about
five miles up the Gatineau, which is perfectly hardy. It was raised from the seed ; the fruit

is of fiiir quality, something between the Red Astrachan and Fameuse, and ripens in the end
of September. There are also perfectly hardy apple trees in the Township of Cumberland,
County of Russell, grown from the seed, and the fruit of a good market quality. A number of

people are having their orchards grafted anew with these sorts.

Mr. ]Mathieson remarked that the Fameuse does very well in the neighbourhood, also the

Duchess of Oldenburg has been found to stand remarkably well. Indeed, it is the most
hardy sort. The St. Lawrence succeeds well so far, although his trees have only been plant-

ed for two years.

Dr. Hurlbert has not grown any himself, but noticed that the Duchess of Oldenburg,
Snow Apple. Spitzenburg. and all Crabs did well. He is satisfied that many varieties of

apple can be successfully grown here, if only sufficient attention be given to the selection of

suitable sorts.

T. C. Keefer, Ottawa, has been experimenting for ten years—has succeeded well with

Duchess of Oldenburg and Red Astrachan—though some trees are killed at the snow line.

The Snow apple, St. Lawrence, and Spy do well. The Pomme Grise is a shy bearer. The
Sweet B ugii has not succeeded. The failures, he thinks, are due chiefly to lack of shelter,

and want of proper drainage.

Mr. Wood, Hall's Bridge, said that the following sorts of apple do well in his neighbour-

hood :—Gravenstein, Ribston Pippin, Beauty of Kent, King of Tompkin's County, Northern
Spy, Roxbury Rus.set, Red Astrachan, Duchess of Oldenburg, Early Harvest, Golden Rus
set. Rhode Island Greening, Cooper's Market, Hubbardston's Nonsuch, Dominie, and Swaar.
These have been planted three years, and, of course, have not yet borne much fruit. The
following varieties have failed :— Sweet Bough, Twenty Ounce Apple, Keswick Codlin, and
Colvert— he has planted, the English Jargonelle and Flemish Beauty pears, and although
they have been growing for ten years, they have not fruited yet. Plums generally do well.

He has also several varieties of cherry, but does not remember their names, except that of
Governor Wood.

Mr. W. C. Wells (Twelve miles North of Belleville,) Talman Sweet does well, and also the

Northern Spy—though apple trees generally do not thrive with me. Pear trees do not endure
the climate. They freeze down. Plums do well a few miles from me, but I have not succeeded
with them. The Lawton Blackberry kills so badly that it bears no fruit. The Delaware
grape does well. It ripens the earliest of any that he cultivates ; he lost the crop by early

autumn frost— once in eight years. It is the best market grape. The Concord succeeds
pretty well

; ripens nearly every year. The Isabella does not always ripen well. The On
tario ripens sometimes. The Clinton ripens well. Pears, in Huntington, a few miles to the
north, do well.

W. C. Raymond, Dicken.son's Landing, County of Stormont. cultivates the following vari-
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eties of apple, viz :—Talman's Sweet, Snow Apple, Red Astrachan, Brockville Beauty, Blue
Pearmain, Seek-no-further, Green Nonpareil, Hubbardston's Nonsuch. Fall Pippin, Sarjeant's

Sweet, Pound Sweet, Roxbury Russet, Summer Strawberry, Ribston Pippin, Golden Russet,

Early Harvest, Baldwin, Swaar, Montreal Beauty Crab. The.«e all do well, but of 100 Red
Astrachan trees, we lost five one winter by the cold. The Brockville Beauty is a very hardy
tree, fruits youncr. and bears large crops every other year. The fruit ripens about a week
later then the Red Astrachan, and, like it, ripens unevenly, not maturina: the whole crop at

once. The fruit will also keep a little longer than the Red Astrachan. Common plums bear
for a year or two, and then die off. Have the Imperial Gage for three years, and so far has
done well.

The Kentish Cherry docs well. Currants, raspberries, and strawberries do well. The
soil is loamy and rather stony ; about two to two and a half feet deep—subsoil, a sort of
hard pan. His trees are upon a high hill, where the soil needs underdraining.

Dr Bell suogested that the people need instructions about theproperplaoting of trees. Mr.
Bucke suggested that they need to have their attention called to the subject of underdrain-
ing, that the melting snows saturate the soil with water, which cannot get off suflBciently ra-

pidly, owing to the tenacious character of the subsoil
;
that in consequence of so much cold

water in the soil, the roots of the trees cannot act properly, when the warm sunshine of April
and May starts the sap in the branches.

Vice-President Arnold remarked that it was very important that their trees should be
worked upon suitable stocks—that the plum trees should be grafted on the plum s'ock. not
on peach —that cherry trees should be worked on the Mahaleb stock. If worked on this stock

and branched very low, he believed that even the Heart and Bigirareau cherries might be ex-

pected to fruit here. The apple should be worked on the Paradise stock, which would make
of the trees mere dwarf bushes, and keep them very low—these might be expected to escape

the severity of the climate, and bear a fair amount of fruit.

The Secretary remarked that the Vice-President had dwarf apple on the brain
; that he

did not believe it at all necessary that the trees should be worked on the Paradise stock in

order to secure proper form and size of tree—that the trees i>rown on the Paradise stock, made
only mere bushes, which would yield but a small quantity of fruit to each tree. He believed

that by a judicious selection of varieties grafted in ordinary seedling apple stocks, and proper
training of the tree so as to form low heads, all that the Vice-President sought to obtain by his

dwarf bushes would be accomplished, while the trees would each yield a much larger crop of

fruit.

Mr. T. Forfar. Ottawa, said that the Crabs are the most grown ; after them the Alex-
ander, Gravenstein, Kentish— Fillbasket, andFameuse. He thinks the Spy would arow in suit-

able soil. The Greening has not been successful, but thinks that is owing to unsuitable soil and
want of proper care. That by underdraining and the addition of lime to the soil, many varieties

that now fail might be grown. Ife has two years' old trees of the Swayzie Pomme Gi'ise,

Montreal Pomme Grise, Golden Russet, and Tolman Sweet, which, so far, seem to be hardy.

The Kentish Cherry is the only sort he has growing that seems to succeed well ; he stated

that a Mr. Holland has a wild plum tree, the fruit of which is nearly as large as an I^g
Plum, the skin thin, and the quality good. The Green Gage Plum grows well at Fitzroy.

Grapes of the earlier varieties do well, also all kinds of raspberry and strawberry.

In the afternoon of the second day, by invitation of the Honourable R. W. Scott, the

members visited his garden in the County of Ottawa, Province of Quebec. At one o'cluck

carriages were provided and the members, to the number of about thirty, accompanied Mr.
Scott, to what some of the gentlemen were pleased to call Ottawa County's Garden of

Eden.

Its picturesque surroundings, and the charming view its altitude commands, not only of

the Capital, but also of the surrounding country, fairly entitle it to the name. On the way
out, 3Ir. Scott made the time glide pleasantly by, with an interesting description of the points

of interest passed ; the peculiarities of the Ottawa Valley District ; and the extent of its ma-
nufactures. Arriving at his residence, the party disembarked and were conducted through the

garden, which is magnificently laid out, and covers an area of fully six acres. Mr. Scott must have
experimented and labored zealously to bring his fruit to .«uch perfection ; not only the com-
mon fruits which thrive in the soil and climate of this district, but also the finer fruits, which
western men imagine cannot be grown north of Kin2:ston, flourish in Mr. Scott's orchard and
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irardon with a luxuriance that astonishes many of his visitors. Not only were apples, plums
and grapt'S of the choicest varieties shown, but also pears, &c., of excellent quality. Some
twelve varieties of apples were shown, and fully twenty varieties of the most delicious grapes

—many of which were ripe and others almost matured. After a walk through the garden,

the party were entertained at luncheon, served up in a commodious marquee pitched on the

lawn, in a princely style. There was a profusion and endless variety of choice ripe fruits,

meats, cakes, ices, wines, and other luxuries which were partaken of with a zest. All appe-

tites having been appeased, a few mouients social chatting on the excellence of the fruits

ensued. After these had been discussed, the Vice-President, Mr. Arnold, of Paris, briefly

referred to the hospitable manner in which Mr. Scott had entertained the members of the

Association, and called upon 31 r. Hurlbert, one of the oldest members present, to propose a

vote of thanks to the honorable gentleman. The Doctor before doing so, prefaced the motion

with a few appropriate remarks, giving Mr. Scott deserved credit for the interest he had mani-

fested in the promotion of fruit culture, and thanking him for the kindly disposition he had
shown to the Association.

Mr. Beadle, of St. Catherines, Secretary and Treasurer of the Association, cordially se

eonded the motion. He was surprised with what he had seen to-day, for he had repeatedly

been told that the rigid climate of the Ottawa A''alley and the nature of the soil would not ad-

mit of fruit being grown here. He was happy, however, to observe that such was not the

case, and to learn by actually seeing, that there was as good fruit in its season, and giving as

liberal a yield in this district as in any other part of Canada. He thanked Mr. Scott for the

kind invitation extended to the members of the Association, and thought they would not have

seen Ottawa in the aspect which was most interesting to them had they not visited his garden.

He admired the indomitable energy the honourable gentleman had displayed to produce such

fruit in so short a time, and the faith he had reposed in the soil to warrant the expenditure he

had gone to.

Hon. Mr. Scott in reply, stated that if it were a momentary pleasure in sight-seeing to

visit his residence, it was no measure in comparison to being honoured by the presence of ^he

fruit-srowers of Ontario. He too had often been told that it was an impossibility to grow
fruit in the Ottawa Valley, but from experience he was impressed with the belief that the

further north apples were grown the better the flavour was. He illustrated this by referring

to the excellence of the Montreal " Fameuse," and other apples adapted to northern climates

which met no rival even at the European markets. He was satisfied that we could accom-

pli>h fruit-growing, and make it a success with a little care and culture. In ten years he had

not only grown apples and grapes, but also pears, samples of which were now on the table. He
acknowledged that his hobby was fruit-growing, and his experience had taught him that in no

other part of the continent could small fruit be grown to better advantage than in the Ottawa
Valley. The dwarf trees were better than the standard, because they were not exposed to

the cold, as in the west, but were protected by the snow, which is a good fertilizer, inasmuch
as the snow water contained large quantities of fertilizing materials. After explaining the

success of the grape vine culture, he thanked the party for their kind expressions and compli-

ments.

The gentlemen were then introduced to Mrs. and the Misses Scott, and after indulging

in a pleasant game of croquet, and viewing the city from an elevation, returned to the city

highly delighted with the trip.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.

Beport of Committ'>e on Seedling Fruits exhibiled at the Winter Meeting.

Your Committee have decided to award the first prize of $10 for the best Seedling

Apple exhibited, to No. 1 Spy, crossed with Wagener.
We cannot recommend the granting of a prize for Seedling Pears, there being only one

variety exhibited, and that of an inferior quality.

With regard to the other Seedling Apples on the table, we would say that there are in

all. twenty varieties, some of them of much merit. No. 16 resembles the Spitzenburg, snd

Mother in external appearance, and is a very handsome apple. It is, however, now past its

p rime in point of flavour. Two varieties from the neighbourhood of Braatford resemble the
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Yellow and Green Newtown Pippin in points of appearance and flavour, and your Committee

are in some doubt as to their being ungrafted Seedlings. No. 19 is a singular apple, some

of the specimens beins entirely sweet, others of a sub-acid, and others again with a mixture of

streaks of a sweet and sub-acid flavour. Nos. 2, 3, and 4 are crosses between X. Spy and

Wagener ; Nos. 5 and 6 are crosses between N. Spy, Wagener, and Spitzenburg. They each

possess points of merit, and show intelligent working in the right direction. The other varie-

ties upon the table do not possess sufficient distinctive qualities to make thom worthy

of mention.

Geo. Leslie, Jnr.,

A. M. Smith,
Elisha Moody.

REPORT OF THE FRUIT COMMITTEE.

Owen Sound, July 3rd, 1874.

Your Committee beg to report that they had placed before them the following Seedling

Fruits. Of Apples we find Arnold's No. 1, a cross between N. Spy and Wagener. Arnold's

No. 2 a cross between Wagener and Spitzenburg, and Arnold's No. 3, of same parentage as

No. 1. These Seedlings have been reported on at former meetings of the Association, but we
would mention that Nos. 1 and 3 are in a very fair state of preservation : No. 2, too far gone.

Of the flavour we cannot speak, as they have evidently contracted an unpleasant flavour from

some foreign substance in the place where they have been kept.

There are also three Seedlings exhibited by Mr. Robt. Holmes, they are of small size,

but apparently good keepers. Judging from their flavour, size and appearance, we could not

recommend them for cultivation, being much inferior to Seedlings exhibited at previous meet-

ings of the Society.

Of f^traicbetries, Mr. Arnold shows a Seedling being a cross between Wilson's Albany
and Dr. Nicaisse. Mr. Arnold says it is exhibited under unfavoiable circumstances on

account of the dry weather which has prevailed in his neighourhood, and his having picked

the finest berries a few days ago. The berries as exhibited are of a very fair size, and good

appearance, being about the color of the T. de Gand, not so firm in texture as that variety,

but by no means what could be classed as "soft." The flavour is not of a very decided charac-

ter, but rather pleasant. Of its productiveness we cannot now judge We consider it a

promising variety, and should be glad to meet with it next year when at its best.

Of Cultivated Fruits there are on the table of apples some very fine, well-flavored, and

excellently-preserved specimens of N. Spy. Particular mention may be made of those shown

by Jas. Paterson, Jno. McLean, and A. M. Stephens. We would observe that there is a

marked difi"erence in flavor, showing, we think, that this variety is liable to vary considerably

in diff"erent soils. Mr. McLean and Mr. Paterson also show some very fine specimens of

Golden Russet. In the specimens a distinct difi"erence in appearance is observable, while no

variation in quality can be detected.

Mr. W. J. Marsh has placed on the table a very large specimen of Yandevere, and

specimens of Cooper's Market.

Of Cherries, the only specimens shown from this district are of the May Duke variety,

grown by Mr. Marsh, of Clarksburg. These are of small size and not yet ripe, and judging

from these alone would almost show that neighbourhood to be unfavourable to the culture of

the cherry.

Mr. Arnold, of Paris, also places on the table the following varieties :—Burr's Seedling,

Elton, Rockport Bigarreau, Black Tartarian, and large Fruited Weeping.
Mr. Saunders of J^ondon, shows Early Richmond and May Duke. The specimens are

good, but the kinds are so well known as to need no further comment. The only other fruit

on the table is a plate of " Heart of Oak " goo.seberry, unripe of course, but well grown for

the season of year. No name being on the dish, we cannot say who is the exhibitor.

Geo. Leslie, Jnr.,

Peter C. Dempsey,
William Roy,

Committee on Fruits.
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P.S.—Since writing the forcgoino;, Mr. Brodie has ph\cecl before us a plate of Wilson's

Albany, and Downer's Prolific Strawberries. The specimens of Wil'son's are particularly

»:ood. 1 he Downer's Prolific shows its usual characteristic of softness and deficiency in jilea-

sant flavor. These specimens would go to show that the noighhourhood of Owen Sound is

eminently suited to the culture of this useful and delicious fruit.

Geo. Le-lie, Jnr.,

Peter C. DEMPSEr,
William Roy.

EEPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SEEDLING FRUITS.

Ottawa, 8th September, 1874.

Your Committee have examined the following Seedling Apples—Nos. 1 and 2 Winter sorts»

Exhibitor unknown—Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6, also Winter sorts exhibited by Mr. John McGill

—

No. 4 is a very pretty little Russet somewhat resembling the Pomme Grise, but in common
V, ith the otlier winter sorts, not being in season, yonr Committee cannot express an opinion as to

their merits. These should be sent either to the Winter .Meeting of the Society or to the

President to be judged.

Nos. 7 and 8 are Fall varieties exhibited by j\Ir. Dempsey, of Albury, County of Prince

Edward. No. 7 is known in its locality as the " Albury," and has the reputation of being a

very hardy tree and good and regular bearer ; in size it is above medium and of good roundish

oval shape
; in flavor it is a mild sub-acid, and taken all in all is a very promising apple.

We consider it worthy of a first prize.

No. 8 is known in its locality on Redner's Seedling, in size full medium, and in shape and
some of its markings much resembling the Duchess of Oldenburg; flesh white and finegrained,

flavor a sprightly sub-acid. It has the reputation of being a hardy tree, extremely and re-

gularly productive, and is much esteemed where known. We think it will prove a very valu-

able cooking apple, and that it is worthy of cultivation. We think it deserving of a first prize.

Two varieties of Seedling Pears are shown by Mr. McGill ; one of them much resembling
the Glout Morceau in appearance, but evidently late Fall Pear. Not being yet ripe, your
Committee cannot express an opinion as to its merits. The other is a very good early Fall Pear,

in size below medium and of pleasant flavor. We consider it should have a first prize.

In Seedling Plums Mr. Bartlett, of Oshawa, shows a very fine variety supposed to be a

cross between the Washington and Lombard, and showing markings of both these sorts ; in

colour it is a dark violet above medinm size, a clingstone of very good quality. We adjudge
it a first prize. Mr. McGill shows a very handsome Plum a seedling from the English Golden
Drop

;
it is of a rich golden colour with a red cheek, and is of good rich flavor ; it is nearly a

freestone. We think it decidedly worthy of a first prize. Mr. Dempsey shows a plum below
medium size, and colour of the Lombard. It is a freestone, and we think would be useful for

drying purposes.

Mr. Dempsey also shows a new Seedling Grape of very great promise which he proposes

to name the " Burnet," and which this Association has decided to distribute to its members in

the Spring of 1878. It is a cross between the Black Hamburg and the Hartford Prolific.

The fruit in size of bunch and berry much resembles the Black Hamburg, and we believe this

variety is destined to take the first rank as one of our Hardy Grapes. We adjudge it a first

prize.

Mr. Arnold shows a Seedling Grape a cross between the Clinton and Black St. Peters,

and showing the characteristics of both parents. We think it will prove valuable as a wine
grape, and should have further trial.

Mr. Arnold shows a Seedling Raspberry a cross between Hornet and Orange King- Mr.
Arnold states it is hardy, and does not require protection on his grounds. Its leading

characteristic however appears to be its lateness in ripening, the specimens of canes shown
being now in full bearing. It is evidently very productive, but of the flavor we can not well

judge after the long journey. Further trial may show it to be a very valuable introduction.

All of which is respectfully submitted. Geo. Leslie, Jun.,

P. C. Dempsey,
James H. Peck,

Seedling Committee.
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EEPORT OF COMMITTEE OK THE FRUITS EXHIBITED AT THE OTTAWA
MEETING.

W. Graham, Gloucester, exhibited 15 var. of grapes, finelv grown.

W. C Eaymoud, Stormont, 15 var. apple,. including the Brockville Beauty.

W. White, Ottawa, 3 var. crabs, 2 of apple.

P. E. Bucke, Ottawa, 6 var. grapes, and 3 of crabs.

S. Greenfield, one var. of crab.

P. C. Dempsey, Albury, ten var. pears, 4 of apples.

Geo. Leslie & Sons, Toronto Nurseries, 18 plums, 18 var. apples, 12 var. pears. A
branch of cherry currants.

T. C. Keefer, New Edinburgh, 1 var. of apples.

R. Gowanlock, Seaforth, 12 var. of apples, 8 var. pears, 14 var. plums, 1 var. peach.

J. Bartlett, Oshawa, 4 var. apples, 2 var. peai's.

Charles Arnold, Paris, 3 var. plums, 1 var. apple 1 of pear 1 hybrid raspberry and the

Brant grape.

J. B. Osborne^ Beamsville, three var. grape, one of Deach—Crawford's Early, very^fine—

-

and two of pear.

W. Gray, Woodstock, six var. grape, six plum, one tilbert.

T. H. Parker, Woodstock, four var. grape, two of plum, one of pear.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

P. E. Bdcke,
Jno. McGill,
J. B. Osborne,

Committee.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE "BURNET"
GRAPE.

Tn The Directors of the Fndt-Grov:ers Association :

The Committee appointed to examine the seedling grape raised by Mr. P. C. Dempsey,
Albury, from seed of the Hartford Prolific fertilized with theBlack Hamburg,and named by him
the ' Burnet," beg leave to report that ihey proceeded to Mr. I-empsey's residence, and found

the vine growing in his grounds without any attempt to train or restrain its luxuriance. The
vine is evidently very vigorous and healthy, the leaves are deeply lobed. thick, downy under

ncath, and at the ends uf the shoots quite pubescent on the upper surface—the canes are stout

and well-jointed— the bunches are large, generally well shouldered and well-filled—the berries

are large, oval, black, when I'ipe. Skin thin but strong ; flesh and flavour strongly resem-

bling those of the Black Hamburg, without the slightest trace of foxiness ; seeds small
;

the fruit evidently more nearh^ ripe now than the Delaware growing alongside, and though

not so darkly coloured as the Hartford Prolific was much more palatable and more nearly

matured.

Albury, 10th September 1874.

(Signed,) Charles Arnold,
Jno. MgGill.
Geo. Leslie, Jun.,

D. W. Beadle.

REPORT ON FRUITS IN THE OTTAWA DISTRICT.

It appears strange that the country along the Ottawa River, although one of the earliest

visited and oldest settled parts of Canada, whose banks are replete with nearly all the wild

fruits which nature has bestowed upon our country with such a bounteous hand, should up

to the present have received so little attention from its inhabitants with regard to the culti-

vated varieties. Amongst the fruits found growing wild may be enumerated the high and low

bush Cranberrys, the Grape, the Plum, the Wild Currant, the Raspberry, Strawberry and

Blackberry, the two varieties of Gooseberrys, prickley and sn.ooth, and the Huckleberry.

My experience, extending over a very few years, convinces me that this region is Nature's
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Paradise for the small fruit? and the different varieties of crabs, and vhat with some amount
of trouble and patient watching, the gvape. some varieties of apples, and the plam, may be
irrown with success, at all events on a limited scale. I have tried the Lawton Blackberry and
the Peach, but find these tender plants become much more so by being covered with earth in

the winter, and cannot endure heavens faintest breath on being uncovered in the spring. The
Wilson's Early Blackberry does not prove so delicate, having more of the characteristics of
tlie Raspberry, and can be brought through the winter with tolerable success by laying it

down ; this variety was distributed by the Fruit-Growers' Association in the spring of 1871,
and T believe will be found, on account of its hardiness, a great acquisition to this part of

Canada. Having thoroughly tested this locality for small fruits, my mind naturally runs in

that groove, and in my western tour, quite recently terminated, I watched with much interest

the progress mide in that direction, and I must say 1 never was struck with so much astonish-

ment at anything as I was at Mr. Saunders' success in hybridising the Black Can with the

l^hiladelphia Raspberry : the remark;;ble success he has met with is quite surprising, not only
in the intimate amalgamation of the two varieties, but in the wonderful bearers he has pro-

duced by cross-fertilization. Should it, after cultivation, bear out present indications, a result

will be obtained that will hand his name with a blessing down to posterity.

The Oakville Strawberry crop appears to rule the market in Canada, and certainly the
proprietors of the fruit gardens there deserve much credit for the energy they have displayed
in pushing the cultivation and dissemination in iis ripe state of that berry. I also noticed
this year in our shops the American Seedling Gooseberry, shipped from the same locality

;

these berries were sold here at 20 and 25 cents per quart, which must have yielded a good
margin to the importers ; the fact is, the middle men expect to make as much as the growers
out of berries, which advances them to an unconscionable price, but by this means they
cut their own throats, as they would sell three times as many if they put on half their present
profits, and would not have half so many waste boxes left on their hands—fruit selling here at

20c. can be as readily obtained as in any of the more western towns at 10c. It appears strange
then that some energetic man does not go into the business in our neighbourhood on an exten-

sive scale, as I should judge a sure competence awaited him.
Coming to personal experience, I may state I have erown at the rate of $130 worth of

the Houghton seedling gooseberry on a space 66 by 99 feet, putting the berries at an aver-

age rate of 15c. per quart, a price readily obtained for them in a green state for tarts or

stews, or in a partially ripe state for preserves. I am perfectly certain that a town lot of the
above size, in a high state of cultivation, well under-drained, properly grown and pruned
with a watchful eye for the saw-fly and measuring worm, may be made to produce $150
worth of these gooseberries per annum at the above price, 15c. per quart. There does not
appear to be any limit to their bearing,and a heavy crop one year does not appear to diminish
the crop of the next. The bush is perfectly hardy, and, although T have grown many hun-
dreds of them I never lost one from the effects of climate.

I have read, from time to time, suggestions thrown out with regard to the distribution

of the filbert. I have this nut tree in my grounds, but so far it has not fruited, neither, I

think, will it, as it suffers, more or less from frost every winter. I have also tried the edible

chestnut, grown from seed, but the second winter left not a plant behind. The horse chest-

nut however, appears to thrive well. The Butternut and Hicory are natives of the soil, thouah
I have not noticed the shell-bark variety of the latter growing in our woods. The Black
walnut and chestnut, though found wild about St. Thomas and above London, are not met
with here, but the common Hazle grows abundantly.

I make no doubt the meeting of the Association here will awaken a new interest in fruit-

growing in the Ottawa Valley, and do much <rood in extending its culture.

P. E. BUCKE.
8th September, 1874.

TS THERE A DANGER OF OVERSTOCKING THE FRUIT MARKET ]

This question is often a.sked but not satisfactorily answered.
Ii discussing a question of such importance, it becomes necessary to look at the princi-

ple that must govern all productive and commercial matters, which is that of demand and
supjjly.
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1st. Fruit is now considered a necessity in every family, the use of which with the

demand is constantly increasing. 50 or 60 years ago good apples, pears and sometimes

peaches were left to rot upon the ground, or fed to swine, because there was no demand, but

now, such fruit sells quickly at remunerative prices.

It is reasonable to expect that the demand will continue to increase for say half a century

at least, for the reason that but a small part of this Dominion is well adapted to the success-

ful production of fruit, and nearly the same may be said of the whole American continent, ior

according to some calculators, only one twentj'-ninth part of the continent can be classed as
" fruit producing," and only three-fifths of that portion that can be considered really good.

3. The Eastern Hemisphere is little if any more favourable for truit-growing than the

Western, to which must be added immense island territories that produce none of the fruits of

this latitude.

4. Assuming that the foregoing cannot be far from correct, it follows most conclusively that

the demand will be very ^reat, and the qnestiou very naturally arises, Where or how shall a

sufficient supply be obtained ? The ans^wer is easy,

—

Impossihlt at present.

5. We are well aware that some of the small fruits, as well as such early apples as the

Harvest, Early Joe, and Ked Astrachan, such pears as the Madeline and others, (and perhaps
peaches), that will not bear shipment to foreign lands, may be grown in such large quantities

as to overstock the local market, but apples and pears of such long-keeping quulities, that will

keep sound and good for six months to twelve, and will bear shipping, cannot be grown in

excess of the demand.

6. It is quite certain that in this Dominion the supply cannot exceed the demand, and
it is our duty and interest as true jiatriots and economists to produce for the wants and
requirements of our own country, and in addition export, if practicable.

7th. Whatever commercial relations may exist between the Dominion and the United
States, or the more distant powers, this one point is very certain, that the Fruit growers
of Ontario may have the fullest contidence to plant and produce iiood marketable fruits to

the greatest extent of means and ability, that it will prove not only a safe but protitabie

investment.

A. Morse.
Smithville, Lincoln Co., 187^.

REPORT OF FRUIT8 AT CAMPBELLFORD.
Apples this year a failure. The cause must have been late spring frosts. There was

a great show of blossoms which, however, never set.

Plums also a failure, The cause of fyilure here, however, was due to the overbearing-

crop of last year which so weakened the fruit buds and in many cases the trees themselves

to such an extent, that they are now dead and dying. They made a fine showof blossom in

the spring, but had not vigour left to set their fruit. In the case of young trees beginning to

bear, and old trees tliat hadtheir fruit properly thinned, the crop was a good one, proving that

thinning fruit will pay.

Now for pears, the best fruit of all Pears have not been generally planted in this

section. Where they are grown they have stood the winter as well as the hardiest apples.

In the spring of 1873 I set out about 140 of the most popular sorts, mostly Flemish Beautv
and Clapp's Favorite. They stood last winter like oaks. At the same time I set out or

dwarf pears, one Beurre Giffard, one W'hite Doyenne, four Beurre Diel, and five Beurre De
.Xiijou. The -esult was, the same season they were planted, Beurre Giftard ripened three fine

pe irs, and White Doyenne four fine specimens, two of which, however, had a crack in them,

said to be a failing of this variety. But I cured it this year as follows. Around each or

my dwarfs I put about half a pailful of dry new ashes in the spring and worked them into

the Sill. Result this year, thirteen fine large White Doyennes as perfect and good as could

be desired, three more from Beurre Giffard, and one pear from each of the fcur Beurre
Diels, larue, handsome and good. And all the trees are laden with fruit buds for next year

;

•.vood well ripened and healthy growth. A mound of earth eightor ten inches high was made
iiniund each tree in fall to protect the quince stock. I believe dwarf pears of proper varieties

thus treated will succeed wherever standards will, and .some varieties of standards will succeed

wherever apples can i)e properly grown.

Cherries, a smaller crop than usual; Kaspberjies, good crop; Gooseberries, also good.
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Plants Received from F. G. A.

Beurre D'Anjou has done well. Quite a treeuow; bloomed last tpriui:.

The Euiuelan viue with me won't touch Houer's Hybrids. Like the Early Wilson and

Mammoth Cluster blackberry and ra.spberry, ^Mcivauchlau plumb doing well. Beurre^C'lair-

s^eau pear doing well. Grimes Golden pippin doing well. Clapp'.s Favourite pear was nearly

dead when received, has sprung from root, and will succeed. Downing goo.seberry and Barry

grape doing well.

J. W. Johnston.
Campbellford. Northumberland Co., Out.

REPORT OF F. HORSA, FOR 1874, OX TREES RECEIVED FROM THE
ASSOCIATION.

VINES,

Eumelan, fruit ripened end of September, but the crop inferior to last year.

Othello, bunches and berries large and showy, very acid, and did not ripen till second

w^ek in October.

Salem, made a good moderate growth. All my vines including Isabella and Sweetwater,

ihousrh a full fortnight later than last year, ripened tlieir fruits perfectly.

The vine flea-beetle did a little mischief First frost afi"t;cting the vines was on the 22nd

October, when the leaves were a little touched, but they were not cut down before 12th

November when both those in the open air, and also in the cold vinery suffered.

Pears.

Josephine de Malines, Beurre Clairgeau, jmade good growth, and are much improved.

All my pears have this year grown well. Only one, (Annas D'Ete, and the same tree

was the only one last year), has shown any signs of fireblight. No pear slug. But of all,

the Beurre D'Anjou, and Clapp's Favourite have made the finest and healthiest growth.

Several varieties blossomed abundantly, but only one, ( Duchess) set any fruit, and that

ripened only two pears.

Apple.

Grime's Golden Pippin, has grown beautifully. Downing describes this as •' having

peculiar knobs at the base of each branch connecting it with the main limb." I cannot dis-

cover any signs of this peculiarity in mine, but in form and growth it looks suspiciously like

Talman Sweet. Mammoth Cluster Rasberry thrives well enough, but is with me, in no way
superior to the wild fruits. Wilson's Blackberry, no use whatever here, has been pulled down
every winter. Dowoing's seedling gooseberry put forth two buds and died, was a miserable

specimen when received. Last spring's frost was witli me on the night of Gth May, but

there were one or two very cold nights subsequently, though no actual frost.

Of the exotic gr ipos received from the Society, I this year had fruits from the following :
—

Royal Muscadine,

Golden Hambro.
Dutch Hambro,
Frankenthall,

Lady Downe's Seedling,

Gros Colman.

The last cracked so badly that out of several bunches I scarcely got a single perfect

berry, but the flavour was superb, as was also that of the Golden Hambro.
Black Monukka,
Gros Guillaume,

Black Prince,

Did not produce any fruit.

Glen Lawrence,

near Kingston. December 9th, 1874.

Francis H. Horsa.
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REPORTS ON TKEES AND PLANTS ISSUED BY THE ASSOClATIOiN.

Beurre D'Anjou pear is doinu- well this year, but others did not urow well, and the

horses took great pains to bite it off several times ; but will try and take better care in future.

Wagener apple is doing well, has samples of fruit this year. Grimes G. Pippin never leaved

out. Early Wilson B. Berry and Mammoth Cluster 11. Berry have fruited two years, but
having them in clay soil they have not done well. Clapps' pear is doing well, also the grape

sent in 1873 in place of Eumelan which died.

1 wiil now give you an insight into my orchard.

Apples—I have 200 choice winter and 50 summer and fall, all set 5 years ; some have

samples of fruit this year.

Plums—Have 50 trees set two years doing splendid, several of them fruited this summer,
and most delicious fruit it is ; I shall set about 150 more next spring, if all is right.

Peaches—Have 600 trees. Some fruit this year for hrst time on a few largest.

Pears—^About 80 trees of choice sorts, but have not borne any yet, only set two years.

I have no smaller fruits, but intend to set some next spring. I intend to devote myself to

fruit culture as I am very fond of it. 1 have also this year about 300 grape vines, bearing

this year for first time Concord and Delaware.

Geo. W. Cline.
Winona, P.O., Box 35.

REPORT OF TREES PROM FRUIT-GROWERS ASSOCIATION, &c.

By George Peacock, Mount Salem.

Two Beurre d'Anjou pear trees growing slowly on our sandy soil.

Wilson's early blackberry had a ''light crop this year, seems to me to be rather tender,

but we shall give it further trial along with a few other sorts.

Othello ripened one bunch of grapes, vine quite luxuriant.

Clapp's Favourite Pear and Grime's Golden Apple are both growing and lookiqg as well

as one could desire.

Salem grape—dead—Dowuiug's seedling gooseberry made poor growth this dry season.

Cherries, plums and peaches have been quite abundant in East Elgin this season, conse-

quently prices have been low for inferior sorts.

Strawberries were a partial failure, ou account of heavy frosts in the spring and want

of protection.

The apple crop is light in this section
;
perhaps exposure to high winds during the time

of blossoming thinned the fruit.

The apple-tree blight is pretty general through East Elgin ; hope it may not prove a very

serious disaster. Probably judicious pruning will remedy the evil ; at least it seems to be

useful where tried.

William Peacock's, Mount Saiem, Clapp's favourite pear, and Grimes' golden apple are

growing ; Salem grape is living ; Dowuiug's seedling gooseberry is dead.

REPORT ON TREES ISSUED BY THE ASSOCIATION.

North L)ouro, Sept. 24th, 1874.

Dear Sir,—I herewith send you report of trees as sent by Fruit-Growers' Association

for trial.

1871.—Beurre D'Anjou pear made fair growth; blossomed; fruit not set; hardy.

Early Wilson blackberry dead.

Mammoth Cluster Raspberry very hardy; fruit small—crop small.

1872.—McLaughlin plum died to graft. Hale's early peach died all the north-west side
;

killed altogether lollowing winter.
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1873.—Clapps pear, hardy ; made fair Lirowth : did uot blossom this seasoa ; Grime's

Golden apple died first wiuter.

1874.—Dowaiug's gooseberry and Salem grape both died this spring.

VV. W. NiCHOLLS.

REPORT FROM AILSA CRAIG.

AiLSA Craig, Sept. 10th, 1874.

Report for 1874 on trees distributed by the Fruit-Growers' Association :

Eumelan Grape.—The fruit buds were much injured by a severe frost about the middle

of 3Iay ; the vine has to be laid down in the fall, or the wood will be much injured. The new
shoots are more liable to be broken off by high winds than other sorts. I find it more prolific

than the Concord. The Rogers (Salan) is doing well. The different varieties of pears are

all doins: well ; none have fruited. Grime's pippin—of about eighteen sent to my care for dis-

tribution. T only know of two that are living. The McLaughlin plum is doing well, and

fruited this season. The Wilson blackberry requires covering up, to protect the new wood
from our .«evere cold during winter.

The tine vines sent nie in 1S73 I placed in a vinery 18 by 12, made on M'Dougall's

cheap plan. The mice destroyed a Royal Muscadine and injured three others ; three of them
are doing well.

The Downing gooseberry is dead.

The apple crop will be short and fruit very small.

The Cherry crop was only a quarter crop.

The plum better than last season.

The plum curculio were very plentiful, and the apple curculio still more so, as shown by

iarring the plum tree this spring. Query.—Do not the latter injure the plum crop as well as

the tbrnier ; if not, how came there to be two apple curculio to one plum curculio on the

plum trees during the spring of 1874?
G. G. Hamilton.

REPORT ON FRUITS.

BY D. SHOFF. MCGILLIVRAY.

McGiLLiVRAY, Province of Ontario,

7th September, 1874.

I have some very good specimens I had intended to have brought with me. I have a

seedling of the green gage, raised in this villaae by F. Jones, nearly the size of the Washing-

ton : colour light purplish red, with a fine bloom. I am sorry that I was not able to show it

to the members of the board. All kinds of fruit are a failure here. Pears and grapes have

done the best. The Logan is the earliest with me—a week ahead of the Clinton. My
Delawares are ahead of the Concord ; in fact, they are the earliest except the Logan and

Clinton, of some 13 kinds I have. My Eumelan is colouring nicely now, and nearly or quite

as forward as the Delaware. Rogers iS'o. 4 are colouring ; Nos. 3.3 and 15 have not com-

menced to colour. My Isabella slightly colouring. I lost two winters ago some 20 vines of

lsaf.ella some three inches in diameter, and some three vines of Catawba. I have lost

no other vine from the effects of the hard winter two years ago. I may say my Deiawares are

well-shouldered, and large, compact bunches. They really are most beautiful. My vines are

young, three and four years only. For this section the Logan, Clinton, Delaware and Eume-
lan are the safiest varieties, as they will ripen well, and so will the Hartford Prolific. They
are rather a shy bearer, and very open in their bunches, but firm and good in flavour. My
Bartlett pears have done better this year ; well loaded.

D. S.
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REPORT OF TREES, VINES, Etc., Etc., 1873.

1870.—Eumelan Grapes, winter-killed to the ground, is doing well since.

1871.— Raspberry dead. Pears doing well.

1872.—Othello Grape, good growth ;
fruited well in 1872. Hale's Peach, nearly dead

;

doing well now.
1873.—Clapp's Pear, doing well, Trandy Wine, Grime's Golden Pippin, all dead but

one.

I wish all trees or vines in future to be sent to me direct, and not to a party in Grimsby
or anywhere else. Your last years blunder in sending to Grimsby caused delay, disappoint-

ment, and much dissatisfaction with the Members here.

A. Morse.
Smithville.

REPORT ON FRUIT.

FROM O. F. KNISELEY.

I became a member of the Fruit Growers' Association in 1872, and received that year

from Association the "Wagner" Apple and "McLaughlin" Plum. I planted them on a

black mould with very heavy clay subsoil ; I have not attempted to force by high manuring.
They are both living and have made a fair moderate growth.

Last year I received the " Grime's Golden" and " Clapp's Favorite"— both still living,

having made a fair growth. The pear was planted on a very heavy clay and the apple on a

mellow soil with a porous limestone rock within about a foot from the surface.

Immediately after planting, I put about a half bushel of leached ashes around each tree

which kept the roots moist, and also prevented grass from growing. I think this plan far

better than stirring the ground, by which the roots are often disturbed, endangering the life

of the tree.

Humberstone, Ont., March 23rd, 1874.

0. F. Kniseley.

Park Head P. Office Co. of Bruce,

Amabel, 19th October, 1874,

Dear Sir,—The following is my Annual Report on the trees and vines I received from
the Association.

Eumelan Grape.—This is my Fifth Report of it. Last fall being rather mild, I thought
I would risk it on the trelis ; in the spring I found it frozen down to the ground, but it has

made a very fine growth this season.

D'Anjou Pear, Fourth Report.—It has again made a good healthy growth with me, the

wood ripening well.

Clapp s Favourite Pear—Second Report.— It grew well this season and seems quite

healthy.

The Salem Grape and the Downing Seedling Gooseberry.—This is my First Report of

tiiem, they have done very well, not making a large growth, having all the appearance of being
healthy.

I have no report to make on the trees sent in 1872, as they did not come to hand in

proper time for planting, I feel quite convinced from what I see, that all those trees and
vines, the Association distributed, will do well in this section ol countiy, that is if they get any
kind of fair play. I expect to see a large number of those faimers that take an interest in

fruit-raisins, joinicg the Association this incoming year throughout this section of country, as
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they nre beirinning to see the i^reat benefit it is to the country at larsj;e ; if the old members
will do their duty and canvass thoir respective nciiihbourhoods, the membership will be far

more than doubled. 1 think it would be a i;reat help to us in the canvass if the report could

be got out a little earlier than usual ; for my part, 1 will try to get all the names I can,

Wm. Simpson,

Park Ueud P. 0.

REPORT ON TREES RECEIVED FROM THE -ASSOCIATION.

Ottawa, 7th Dec, 1874.

Witn regard to the plants and trees received from the Fruit-Grrowers' Association, I beg

to make the following report :
—

I became a member in 1870, in which year I received Wilson's Early Blackberry and

Mammoth Cluster Raspberry (Black Cap). I consider these two plants fully worth all the

money invested in the Association. The former has been protected every year with earth,

and so far has fruited well ; is a great ornament both in blossom and fruit ; when in flower in

the spring it is as white all over as a snowdrift, and in fruit it is almost correspondingly black.

The Kitatinny, receiving the same covering, has been rooted out as worthless, as it did not

recover its vitality sufficiently in the spring to enable it to fruit. Young plants set out from

the parent Wilson, fall of 1873, cut back to six inches, passed through the winter of 1873—

i

without any protection, and made a good growth the past summer ; they have been left fully

exposed this winter—that is trailing on the ground, but not tied to stakes—for the purpose of

further testing their hardiness. Of the Kitatinny plant, treated in the same way, none lived

through the winter of 1873-74. The Mammoth Cluster stands any amount of cold, and may
be set down as perfectly hardy ; in this section cultivators will, however, find it to their ad-

vantage to replant every four years, as the old stools will not yield profitably for more than

three years running
;
young plants should, of course, be obtained from the tips of canes laid

down in August or September.

The McLaughlin Plum and Seckle Pear sent out in 1871, were both frozen down to the

snow line the winter after they were received ; the plum shot up above the graft bud, and is

now making a good tree, height five feet. Seckle sprouted again, but rot very strong ; have

trained it as an Espalier in order to Keep the branches below deep snow in winter. Two
Wagners were received in 1872 and Arnold's Othello Grape. One Wagner was frozen down,
the other bore three apples the past summer ; the one frozen down has sprouted again and is

doing well Arnold's Grape is a very thrifty, rajjid grower ; it has a strong tendency to over-

bear, had to cut more than two-thirds the bunches off after the fruit was set, and then it was
too heavily loaded this season ; it ripens early, but is evidently a frost grape, as the flavour

was not good. After ripening, and before the frost came, I regret to say the children and
chickens took all the berries. I have always given this grape, as others, winter protection

with soil. In 1873 received Grime's Golden Pippin, and Clapp's Favourite Pear. The
apple was frozen down, but is starting again, the pear stood last winter well, and is one of

the finest trees in the garden, having made a splendid growth. For 1874 received Downmg
Gooseberry and Barry Grape (Rogers 43), the former just alive; grape did well, and has re-

ceived winter protection. The Lady Downe's Grape received for trial under glass has made a

splendid growth, and I hope to report a bunch or two next year. From the above it will be

seen there have been more blanks than prizes, but my motto is " if you fail, why, try again."

Have thoroughly underdrained garden this fall, and expect best results.

P. E. 1 UCKE.
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REPORT ON FRUITS.

PORT COLBORNE.

November 30th, 1874.

Dear Sir,—Agreebly to request, I seud you a slight sketch of my experience and ob-

servations in the garden this year.

This has been a very severe season on fruit and fruit-trees in this locality. My own
garden, however, has been an excepiion, for I had. a finer sample than usual. I applied -350

bus. of leached ashes per acre to my fruit land and planted it with corn and potatoes— pro-

bably the ashes had a beneficial effect in producing the results mentioned above. My Salem
grape acquired over two feet of vine

; but the McLaughlin plum grows .-lowly. The quality

of the fruit, however, is excellent. It ripened three fine plum.s—sweet, juicy, and of delici-

ous flavour.

The Wagner apple had a few blossoms. The " Clairgeau " pear, and Clapp s Favorite

grew well.

The plum curculio was not so destructive this season as heretofore. It lasted but a

few days.

Potatoes suffered from the voracious Colorado bug. The crop was injured very much.

We also had a visit from a stranger, the Rape butterfly, and I can assure you he was not a

welcome guest, for his ravages in the cabbage garden were so extensive as to totally destroy

the crop. I was pleased to observe that he has an enemy which will prevent his rapid

increase.

I gathered seven chrysalides, only one of which was uninjured. On opening the cocoons

I found about forty small white maggots, perceptible only by the aid of a microscope.

I have the finest lot of prune grafts I ever saw.

I cut my scions in the month of February, and as soon as the frost was out of the wood
in the month of March, I set the grafts on the frost gage, and not one failed. They obtained

a very excellent growth, having made from ten to twenty feet of wood.

Jonas Neff.

owen sound fruit.

Mr. Roy, of Royston Park, Owen Sound, has sent a fine assortment of fruit to the Pre-

sident of the Fruit-Growers' Association of Ontario. There are five varieties, viz. : apples,

pears, plums, peaches and grapes. Of the apples, the Rhode Island Greening and Baldwin

are superb specimens. Mr. Snider, ^J'.P., shows a very fine sample of Cayuga Redstreak ; nor

are the other varieties to be despised. The Gravenstein, Yellow Belleflower, Spitzenburg,

Ribston Pippin, Fall Pippin and Roxburgh Russet, will compare favourably with the same-

sorts raised in our own favoured region. A very remarkable seedling is not the least attract

ive in the lot. Its shape is perfect, coloring good, and its keeping qualities scarcely to be

excelled ; for it is a long keeper, good even in August next. The specimens of Flenush

Beauty, Beurre Diel, and Clairgeau are not to be excelled anywhere. We question if finer

samples where shown at the Provincial exhibition. These three varieties are really mtigni-

ficent. We will not despair of the Owen Sound district when such fruit can be there raised.

The Sheldon and Beurre Easter were fair fruit. Fine samples of a prune called the Fellen-

burg are also enclosed. We mistake much if this plum will not be extensively cultivated for

drying purposes. It is a freestone, large, handsome, and admirably adapted for cooking.

Of grapes, we have the following sorts : Creveling, Isabella, Rogers' Nns. 3, 4, and 1.5, Con-
cord, Delaware, and a seedling. We question if the samples of Creveling and Concord are

really Creveling and Concord. The Creveling sent has none of the characteristics of that

fruit. Whatever they are, however, the bunches are splendid. The Rogers' varieties are

something wonderful, both in point of size and berry, and ^ize of bunch. The Delaw;'re

is beyond medium, and the seedling, from the beauty of the berry and size of bunch, is well

worthy of cultivation. Early Crawford peaches close the lot. They are undistinguishable

from the peaches grown here, equally good, and nearly as large. We may add that the Fcl

enburg was not perceptibly the worse of the carriage ; the peaches carried well, and Coe s

Golden Drop plum, of which there was quite a quantity, were just in the condition in which
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they had been gathered,

fruit-growiuii capabilities,

efforts in fruit growing.

We augur that the Owen Sound district will be heard of for its

All honour is certainly due the pioneers of this section for their

SEEDLING GOOSEBERRY.

I have sent you a sample of Stokes' gooseberry. The seed I received direct from Eng-
land, they are not fully ripe, but I had to take them to prevent the birds from taking them,

as I had other excellent seedlings destroyed by them. 1 began to raise gooscber; ies in the

town of Sarnia, in the year 1839, and have raised them every year since without any trouble.

William Stokes.
Mooretown, Ont., July 24th, 1874.

The white seedling gooseberry raised by Mr. Wm. Stokes, Mooretown, is, in my opinion,

a decided acquisition, and approaches the strain of the Lancashire or Scottish varieties more
closely than I have ever seen in Canada. Indeed, I would in short pronounce it to be a

grand-child of my favorite, the old White Smith.

Peter Murray.
Athol Bank, Hamilton, 28th July, 1874.

METEOROLOGICAL.

Owen Sound, July 21st, 1874.

Kevd. Robert Burnet.

Dear Sir,—In order to give you an idea of the temperature of our climate by comparing

it with your own, I send you the following, if it be of any interest. It is takea from a mer-

cury registering thermometer for both cold and heat, but only kept the higher temperature

for about a month, so I only send the lowest :

—

November 14tb, 1873.

Nov.

Deo.
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REPORT ON DAVID BRADT'S SEEDLING APPLE, NORTH GLANFORD

Hamilton, 12th Nov., 1874.

Russet, niodium size, "very aooTt " flavour, flesh-breaking, worthy of propagation.

Robert Burnet, Chairman.

D. \V. Bkadle.

REPORT ON CHARLES ARNOLD'S APPLE, No. 5.

14th September, 1874.

My opinion of the merits of the apple you have just sent for my judgment is as fol-

lows, viz., That itisof])lam medium flavour, hardly up to the mark as to become a standard

of excellence. It, however, may if a prolific bearer, be useful and profitable for Fall use.

1 am, my dear sir,

Yours truly,

Peter Murray.

REPORT ON MR. COWHERD'S APPLES.

Newport, Ont., Jan. 24th, 1874.

Rev. R. Burnet.

Dear Sir,—T left at the Express Office, a basket of apples addressed to you. I hope
ynu have received them.

They are seedlngs of my own raising.

No. 2 & 3 are 24 years old.

No. 2 & .3 are from the seeds of one Esopus Spitzenburg apple.

No. 2 is a fine hardy tree, growth similar to its parent ; it has been in bearing 14 years.

Bears more or less every year.

No. 3, growth upright and spreading, been in bearing about 15 years.

No 32, a seedling from snow apple, growth strong thin and spreading—been in bearing

four year?.

No. 2 & 32 are over ripe.

I remain, yours truly,

James Cowherd.

These varieties do not equal similar varieties ripening at the same season already in

cultivation.

Robert Burnet,
Peter Murray.

REPORT ON MR. CANNON'S SEEDLING APPLES.

These two apples are fair in fl ivour, good size ; the Rhymer showy, and very firm.

1st—Is pale yellow, and named Coe's Golden Drop.

2nd—Rhymer, a large deep, dark coloured, close-grained apple, and raised and culti-

vated in the neighbourhood of Owen Sound. They are not superior to the varieties ripening at

the same season.

Robert Burnet,
Peter Murray.
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EEPORT ON WILLIAM HOLMES' SEEDLING APPLES.

Hamilton, 10th Oct., 1874.

These apples reached us in October. There were three different sorts, one a flat, green

apple, another a Russet, a long keeper, but not of superior flavour, and the third, a pale yel-

low apple, of no great merit.

Peter Murray,
PtOBERT Burnet.

REPORT ON S. H. WILLIAMS' SEEDLING GEAPE.

A grape of great excellence, bunch large and shouldered, good flavour, said to be hardy,

well worthy of cultivation.

Robert Burnet,
Peter Murray

REPORT ON SEEDLING APPLES FROM TWEED,

FORWARDED BY JOHN GORDON.

Large, handsome, showy fruit—not better than cultivated sorts of their season.

R. Burnet,
Peter Murray.

REPORT ON SEEDLING APPLE,

SENT TO COMMITTEE BY GEORGE PEACOCK, MOUNT SALEM.

The fruit fair, handsome. Mr. Peacock says, " it is good for any purpose for

which sweet apples are used, particularly for cider sauce. For baking, these apples e.xcel all

others with which we are acquainted, the juice from them when baked or boiled, being almost

equal to maple molasses. The tree is at present owned by Mr. Samuel Tedford, of Gravesend,

Malahide, Elgin, one mile from Lake Erie."

REPORT ON SEEDLING GRAPES,

RAISED BY W. H. MILLS, HAMILTON.

I received an invitation from you asking me to attend a meeting of Fruit-Growers' to be

held at Wm. H. Mills, Esq., to examine and test some new seedling grapes of his own
raising. Our opinion given must be considered in the light of an introductory or preparatory

report which we shall look forward to with a very great deal of interest, to be drawn by the

most competent Grape-Growers' and Wine Makers both of Canada and the United States

next year, and which, I understand, it is the intention of Mr. Mills to carry out, by bringing

his seedlings before the Fruit-Growers' Associations both of Canada and the United States

for their opinions. This year, we consider, is not a fair test of its merits, as the fruit was

borne on very slender wood, compared with the growth they have made and perfected this

year.

The Red Grape is a most excellent variety, and one we think will rank very much higher

than any other hardy variety of that color and season, ripening very early and thoroughly
; it

will, no doubt, be the most popular variety in existence with the amateurs and Wine Makers.

Fruit this year of good medium size, both in berry and bunch, and in our opinion very

much superior to the Delaware with which it was tested, with the best specimens that could
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be procured. The viae this year has made an excellent growth of firm wood, just such

wood as grape growers' like to call to the attention of their friends. The main shoot this

year is 12 feet long, 9 feet of which is thorouu;hly ripened, 3 feet of which contains 10 eyes

and joints, and we look forward and expect the fruit next year will be very much superior to

this one both in size of bunch and berry.

We also examined and tested a white variety of a most excellent quality, containing a

very high muscat flavour, and in our opinion it only wants a favourable year to bring its

merits fully before the public. To say its quality is equal to the muscats grown under glass is

as near as we can describe its merits. Bunch and berry of good size, with as much muscat

flavour as any grown under glass and well ripened, 1st Oct.

The vine has made a growth this year of the main cane 10 feet long, with side canes 6

and 7 feet, and has ripened its wood thoroughly, 7 feet in length, 3 feet of which contains 1

3

joints or eyes, and is in the very best position to bear a good crop.

Both those varieties mentioned are seedling hybrids ; stood last year without any pro-

tection, being grown in mixed variety of fruit trees of several acres in extent, and it is the

intention of Mr. Mills this year to leave the canes unprotected, so as to thoroughly test

their hardiness.

Mr. Mills has also other seedlings, some of which have considerable merits, particularly a

black variety which he purposes to bring before the public next year.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.

John Freed,
Richard Rowe.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON C. BIGGAR'S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

The President having received a requisition from Mr. Biggar to name a committee to

examine his seedling strawberry, as growing on his grounds at Drummondville, nominated
Messrs. Beadle, A. M. Smith, and Burnet for this purpo.se. The Committee beg leave to

Report to the Directors of the Fruit-Growers' Association of Ontario, that they made a care-

ful examination of this fruit. They found it growing; luxuriantly, and fruiting well. It is

large, handsome, bright red, softish, well-flavoured, with a rich aromatic taste. In comparing
it with the Wilson's Albany, growing alongside, it appeared to be scarcely so abundant a

bearer as the Wilson. The committee thought it a berry of good promise. A fortnight after

the examination, Mr. Smith forwarded a quart of Biggar's Seedling to the President, to

show how long and well it kept. He (Mr. Smith) says it hangs on wonderfully well.

D. W. Beadle,
Robert Burnet,
A. M. Smith.

REPORT ON PLANTS RECEIVED FROM THE ASSOCIATION,

BY SAMUEL HUNTER, SCOTLAND, BRANT.

Clapp's Favourite and Grimes' Golden, received two years ago, are alive, and made a fair

growth last season.

The Gooseberry and Grape vine received in the Fall of 1873, are alive, but make vei'y

little growth. In order to destroy the worm of the codlin moth, I tried strips of cloth around
the trees, and examined them once a week, and never found less than half-a-dozen in every

cloth. On one occasion I found fifty two worms, concealed in the cloth, on a Northern Spy.

REPORT ON PLANTS RECEIVED FROM THE ASSOCIATIOlf.

BY JOHN MORRISON.

Moore, Oxt., 23rd Dec, 1874.

Dear Sir,—The Salem Grapes and Downing Gooseberries were received by me, for mem-
bers of the Association, in good shape, and all promptly delivered, and wt;re generally satis
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factory; four of each fell to my share, and were all planted under the same circumstances.

The ground is a clay sub-soil, and it had been lying in commons for 20 years till purchased by

me last spring ; the ground is somewhat stiff, I gave it a good coating of manure, and planted

grapes as careful as my limited knowledge allowed me. Three of them made a fair growth,

the canes being quite strong, but not ex:eeding in length 3 feet. The Gooseberries did not

do well, two died soon after planting ; two survived, one of which made a fair growth, but the

leaves got very pale, seeming not at all healthy, and about August, a young man working

round the premises finished it by tramping it right down, and the |?oo?; thmg never retm-ered.

The fourth is alive, but whether it will survive the winter remains a mystery. I got a few

1 year old Concord Graphs which I planted in same piece of ground with Salem and they did

remarkably well, the roots were produced from layered branches of the previous season, and

were very excellent.

The green-house grapes which your Society liberally bestowed to meuiLers on application,

had no chance with me the past season. I received them in Spring in good condition, and was

highly pleased with them, and had I got them planted at once in the place allotted for them

I have no doubt they would have made an immense growth ; I planted them in 10 inch pots,

and they started beautifully, my new premises got along slower than I anticipated, and the

grapes were growing so fast in the pots, that I was afraid they would get pot-bound and I

set them out and under the shade of a tree, where they got very limited watering, and where

they stood till middle of August, when I finally got them into their natural element, but the

check hurt them and they made no more growth. They are all alive but two.

REPORT ON PLANTS RECEIVED FROM THE ASSOCIATION.

BY DOCTOR S. B. SMALE.

WiioxETER, Dec. 18th, 1874.

I received the Salem Grape and Downing Gooseberry which were distributed by the

Fruit-Growers Association of Ontario, last Spring. The plants came to hand in good order

by mail sometime in the last week of April. I immediately planted them, the buds of the

gooseberry having already commenced to open. The weather at the time was very cold with

bright sunshine during the day anil hard frost every night, which continued to the end of the

first week of May. The grape commenced to leaf about the end of Way : from three or four

buds, I selected the most vigorous, pinching off the others. The one allowed to remain

developed itself into a stem of thirteen nodes by the beginning of October, when its growth

was checked by frost. It is now lying on the ground covered with a layer of straw for pro-

tection.

The gooseberry bush continued in leaf all season, but made very little growth.

I did not mulch, but kept the earth frequently stirred with a hoe abuut the roots.

The lot is an elevated piece of ground gently sloping in all directions. The Eastern in-

cline is the one I have selected for the orchard and garden. The vegetable soil is a mixture

of the clay and calcareous moulds with the calcareous predominating, ranging from a foot to

two and half feet in thickness. The subsoil underlying this is gravel. The lot has not yet

been drained. There was a cellar excavated on it in the Spring of 1872, and the cellar has

been at all times dry since that time. It may not be uninteresting in this connection to say a

few words about fruit culture in this section of Ontario, viz., the North eastern part of the

County of Huron. It is inland, being about 30 or 35 miles east of Lake Huron.

Apple orchards have been cultivated more or less for t!;e last sixteen or eighteen years,

and are now bearing largely in ftivourable seasons. This year the crop was a pretty general

failure, in 1873 the crop was very large. The summer frost is very destructive to fruit cul-

tivation in this neighbourhood, scarcely a season passing without some damage being done.

A great part of the crop is deteriorated by the ravages of the codlin worm, and no mea-

sures have as yet been put in force to lessen its destruction of the fruit. The purchasers of

trees in this locality were sadly victimized in its early history, by unprincipled nursery agents,

most of the trees sold at that time proved on fruiting to be Talman Sweetings. The varie-

ties most generally grown are the Red Astracan, Early Harvest, Northern Spy, Spitzenburg,

Golden Russet, Colvert, Talman Sweeting— Seek No Further, R. J. Greening, and Fameuse.
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The plum is grown to perfection ; some of the best specimens I have ever seen being produced

in the Townships of Howick and Turnberry. The bhick knot is a thing hitherto almost un-

known. I have only seen it in one or two instances during the nine years I have resided

here. The curculio has not yet seriously injured the plum in this part of the county. The
kinds cultivated are the Imperial Gage, Green Gage, Lombard, Yellow Egg, Duanes Purple,

and Common Blue

The pear tree grows well, and does not seem to be injured by the frost. It is receiving

more attention every year. The hardier varieties can bo profitably cultivated. The only

kinds 1 have seen fruited are the Flemish Beauty and Bartlett which were very fine, and sold

readily for -Si', 82.50 per bushel. Several other varieties are being tested, but have not yet

come into bearing. The " blight " has not made its appearance in a single instance that I am
aware of.

The cherry is not much cultivated, but I know of no reason why the cherry may not be

successfully grown.

Peaches not grown
Berries almost entirely neglected.

Strawberries are grown in great abundance, ordinary care and attention being rewarded

by a very large yield. Kinds, Triomphe de Gand and Wilson.

Gooseberries are well grown, the Houghton Seedling being the kind cultivated in al-

most all cases. The Downing Gooseberry is perhaps more frequently ordered now than any

other.

Currants are for the most part a success, the only exception being in the case ©f the

White Grape, which is nearly destroyed by a worm boring in the stem, constantly tunnelling

in every direction, and it is the most persistent and indefatigable little villain that I know any-

thing about ; nothing will satisfy him, but the complete extermination of the White Grape
Currant. Most gardeners have ceased to cultivate it. The Cherry Red does well, and the

Black Naples grows, and bears most luxuriantly.

Grapes are cultivated with partial success, some years a very good crop being obtained.

The grape vine S\)hiux (Chm-ocainpa jyinnpiiialrlx) is known here, but has not seriously in-

terfered with the prosperity of the cultivator of the grape.

The varieties grown are the Clinton, Concjrd, Delaware, Hartford Prolific, and Isabella.

• REPORT ON PLANTS RECEIVED FROM THE ASSOCIATION.
BY DAVID LUTZ, ESQ.

St. Catharines, 11th Oct., 1874.

The Bcurre d'Anjou and Clapp's Favourite pear trees are growing first rate—Grime's

Golden Pippin dead—Wagoner Apple growing well. The Eumelan Grape has borne some
very fine fruit ; some bunches weighed six ounces ; Othello has some fruit sweet ; Salem grew

some two feet
; Downing Gooseberry grew well.

Mammoth Clu.ster Raspberry has done well, fine fruit— has propagated one hundred
plants from it. Early Wilson Blackberry yields splendid fruit, which lasts a long time.

FRUIT REPORTS FROM NOVA SCOTIA.

COLLECTED BY CHARLES E. BROWN, ESQ , YARMOUTH.

Mr. Brown has made himself most active in preparing these reports, and furnishes pomo
logists throughout Canada with important information, not otherwise obtainable.

To D. W. Beadle,

Sec-Treasurer Ontario Fruit Chvicers' Association.

For a Yarmouth man to undertake a report on the Pomology of the Province, may seem
as absurd and incongruous as for a Manitoban to embark in a history of the Commerce and
Shipping oi the Dominion, or for the lighthouse keeper on St. Paul's, to discourse upon its

agriculture and its flocks and herds.
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It must be my apology that, having experienced the great disadvantatres—years of time

lost and money uselessly expended—incurred simply and solely from having no references or

authority on varieties of fruit, and being anxious that the results of sever d years careful ob-

servation and experiments should not share the fate of all past experience in the County, of

which scarcely a trace or tradition remains, I conceived that if a circular were placed in the

hands of the most competent Fruit Grower in each County, to fill out and report, each for

his own section of the Province, the whole when compiled, would form a reliable authority for

each County and for the Province at large. The Secretary of the Central Board of Agricul-

ture, Prof Lnwson. kindly offered to ad'lress the circulars to such men as his correspondence

with the various Agricultural Societies of the Province should recommend.

I proposed for myself to report for Yarmouth County only, probably hj natural condi-

tion least adapted of all our Counties to fruit growing ; and possibly, if the reports were in

such shape as to admit of ii", to bring the whole into tabular form for facilities of reference,

and to entail as little labour as possible upon you who had kindly offered to include in your
next volume, whatever reports we might send from this Province.

The circulars were distributed about September 1st, enclosed with stam]>ed envelopes,

adddressed for remailing, and with the request that they be remitted September 20th, were

addressed by Prof. Lawson as below :

—

Annapolis Co Charles B. Whitman Bridgetown.
" Avard Longley Paradise.

Antigonishe " D. Chisholm St. Andrews.

Cape Breton Co Henry Davenport Sydney.

Colchester " Israel Longworth Truro, handedbyhim
to J. B. Calkin,

Prin. of Nor. School.

Cumberland " T.D.Dickson Parrsborough.
" " Hiram Black Amherst.

Digby " John Dakin Digby.
" " Colin Campbell Weymouth.

Guysboro " John A. Kirk St. Mary's River,

Cross Roads.

Halifax "
. G. A. S. Crichton Dartmouth.

Hants " Prof Hyna W^indsor.
" " Rev. F. Smallwood "
" " William Ferguson.... Noel.

Inverness " John A. Ross . N. E. Margaree.

King's " Dr. C. C. Hamilton Port Williams.
" " R. W.Starr
" " Geo. E. Lydiard Berwick.
" " Jonathan Rand Cornwallis.

Lurenburg " B. Zwichel Mahone Bay.

Pictou " Daniel Matheson Pictou.

Queen's " J. M. Freeman Pleasant River.
" " Dr. H. G. Faush Liverpool.

Richmond " ....M.McRae St. Peter's.

Shelburne " Rev. M. G. Henry Clyde River.

Victoria " John McLennan Middle River of Vic-

toria, Cape Breton.

Yarmouth " Charles E. Brown Yarmouth.

In 1867, having, with a club of friends, under the name of "the Carlton Club," bought

a property at Carlton, in the north-eastern part of this county, about fifteen miles from town,

partly with a view of trying what could be done here in fruit-growing, and wishing to set out

some young trees at once, it became of the first importance to know what kinds to plant. No
publication on fruit growing having been issued, a correspondence was entered upon with some
few gentlemen who were then known only by reputation as fruit growers, and a couple hun-

dred trees were bought in Cornwallis and set out, at the same time some of the old trees upon

the place were grafted with scions got from the United States. Planting and grafting have
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been continued every season since. As an indication of success, I may say that the Carlton

Club have t ikon first prizes in 1873 and in 1874 for best collection of apples at the Annual

County Agricultural Exhibition. Of strawberries from one hnlfacre of Wilson's Albany,

there was sold, in 1874, $133 worth, besides all consumed upon the place, for home use and

by visitors at Pio-uics, Ov:c., &c. It is evident that many of the kinds that are popular in

Cornwallis will not succeed here, and that we must e.Kporinu^nt for ourselves. It was grati-

fying to be rewarded in a very few years with fine fruit from some of the newly grafted trees.

Of these, Red Astrachan does best ; vigorous in growth, an early annual, and abundant bearer,

while the fruit attains a fair size, high colour and quality. In some, near (he coast, this

variety is useless, the fruit failing to grow to maturity and to colour. So Grime's Golden

Pippin on the coast does not much exceed a nutmeg in size, but at Carlton considerably exceeds

the Golden Pippin of Cornwallis, and promises to be valuable. The trees make a very beauti-

ful rt^uud top, the wo d hard and as tough as walnut. The Gravenstein succeeds tolerably

well both inland and on the shore, although much inferior in quality to the Gravenstein of a

warmer region. Many varieties will do well inland that are worthless upon the shore ; the re-

verse will not, however, hold, but any \ariety that succeeds moderately well upon the coast

will do much better inland. Duchess of Oldenburg, Gravenstein, Green Sweet, Hubbardston

Non.'-uch, Keswick Codlin, Primate and TVagener, with all varieties of crabs, are all that

can, so far, be recommended for the coast lines and the cold section of the Province, but all of

these may be tried with confidence.

The tabular statement and report for Yarmouth County, will indicate what varieties

may be tried inland, and in the more favourable sections.

The conditions that militate against fruit upon the coast—alow average summer tempera-

ture, absence of sunshine and abundant moisture from fogs—are so favourable to tree growth
that one of our greatest difficulties is to check the superabundance of wood, and we have no
trouble in growing trees from root grafts.

In 1869, I got 2,000 apple root grafts, of twenty varieties, from F. K. Phoenix, ot

Bloomington, Illinois—not one percent, failed to do well. The Keswick Codlin bore fruit in

1872, and other varieties are coming into a bearing state now. With express and other

charges, these root grafts cost us one cent each, and were offered to the members of our

County Agricultural Society at that price ; the gretiter part, however, had to be sold to a

nursery, and were sold this spring, at $1..50 each, for small orchards and gardens about here.

A second importation of 10,000, from the same source, was followed with great success

in growth and promise ; these trees are mostly yet in the nursery.

Every county in the Dominion should be equal to the supporting at least one small nur-

sery, stocked with such kinds as succeed best there
; started with root grafts, which will cost,

in quantities, less than one cent each. Trees can be grown ready for sale, and worth 25 to 50
cents in two years, and to any one having a liking for horticulture the business would be a

profitable one. Having grown root grafts, and grafting myself every season, using two or three

year old stock I see no choice whatever for the one mode over the other in growing-trees
;
judi-

cious care and cultivation will insure good trees either way.

A great deal of trouble ari.ses from the carelessness of beginners about names. As the

labels sent out from nurseries are among the most perishable of earthly things, too much care

cannot be exercised in replacing these with permanent labels, and in recording the name and
location of every tree planted.

Slips of glass written on with quartz or a diamond'would make excellent labels, if holes

for the wire could be easily drilled, and the method of doing it made known, so that any one

might manufacture his own labels.

One of the greatest triumphs I have now in pomology is in identifying varieties, and
having distributed many thousands of scions throughout the county within the last ten years,

among growers who are so careless that probably not one in ten keeps the name till he gets

home, tlie exercise of skill in identification is often called for ; moreover, nothing has sur-

pri.'ied me more than the difficulty in identifying varieties. Among the trees in ray garden is

one that makes a fi le vigorous growth, with a wide bushy top, and bearing an apple above
medium size, ripening upon the tree in October, and best in quality; tree planted in 1866,
a dwarf got from Hovey & Co., Boston. The fruit was .sent to our Fruit-Growers' Associa-

tion in 1872, and to our Pomological Society in 1873, but by neither body, or committee of

experts, could a name be assigned to it. Only two days ago I ascertained that it was
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Primate, and recommend that variety as likely to succeed in the very coldest place in this

Province. The Gravenstein has been growing right under my nose for years, and the fruit

had been also sent away for identification without success, before we made it out by specimens

grown inland, from some of the trees on the shore. The variation under changes of soil and

climate are thus puzzling, even to the most skilful pomologists.

A great change has taken place in the climatic conditions of the County and of the

Province within the last thirty to fifty years, consequent upon the clearing of the forests,

which has removed from large sections of the country the shelter once afforded by them. The
lowering of the temperature thereby is probably not less than equi\'-alent to 10" or 15°.

Oid apple trees planted by the early settlers are still standing of dimensions not attainable

now
; I have just measured one in the adjoining school section, the trunk mea.«ures seven fe^t

four inches in circumference ; the tree is thirty feet high, and the branches have a spread of

forty-tive feet. These old trees seem to be all seedlings, the fruit but one remove from crabs,

although it is possible that cultivation would prove that they were the degenerate, because

heglected, offspring of respectable ancestors.

Here, as elsewhere, fruitgrowing seemed too distant and uncertain a support; and im-

mediate demands for the family wants, made other pursuits imperative- upon the coast, the

fisheries, and inland— lumbering, ship lumber, cordwood, ko., iVc. So, instead of fruitful

orchards, we have our ships upon the main, and in these we show a larger average per head of

population than any part in the Dominion or elsewhere.

Uf late yetrs, with improved circumstances, more attention has been given to fruit-

growing, and the partial success that has attended recent experiments, will stimulate to further

efforts.

In small fruits of all kinds we can grow most varieties to perfection. The strawberry,

although late, attains a large size, and under good cultivation yields large crops, giving more
profit to the area planted than any other fruit. Wilson's Albany and Jucunda are by far the

two best for productiveness.

A few points will illustrate peculiarities of climate. The proportion of overcast or windy
days in summer Is so great that the keeping of bees is impracticable, so far as surplus honey
goes. They store up enough for their own support, and every second swarm will survive the

winter out of doors, but I have never had a swarm yet which would lay by any honey for me.
A strong hive usually sends off two swarms every season, but the keeping of them, unless one
resorts to killing the surplus, only involves trouble and expense, without use or profit.

Upon the coast tomatoes fail to riptn in the open air—inland succeed tolerably.

Onions are rarely grown from seed. The potato or multiplying onion is chiefly grown, and
for early use sets are imported from the United States and do well, but will not keep through
the winter.

Our winter climate is extremely variable, fluctuating with every change of wind ; a thaw
always follows a south wind, and snow seldom remains for more than a day or two upon the

ground : within a few hours we frequently have changes of forty degrees, and in mid-winter,

not rarely snow, ice and frost vanish entirely, and with a sunny south wind, we have the tem-

perature of April or M ay.

Such sudden changes are extremely trying to plant life, the frequent freezing and thaw-

ing sometimes lifts them entirely out of the ground— to prevent this, and to keep the plants

green and moist, a winter covering of straw, seaweed, or evergreen bush is imperative. I find

the last most convenient, being easily procured, applied or removed with less labour than any
other material, while in efliciency for the object sought, I have not observed any
difference.

Several varieties of apples either supposed or known to be seedlings are popular in the

C'ounty, and one or two are worthy of cultivation. The Andrew's Sweet or Major Sweet is a

very pleasant sweet apple of medium size, yellow, with a blush ; fair, round, conical, ripening

in October, and will keep sound until February. The Reynan, a large, round, yellow apple,

is our most showy apple for size and beauty, sub-acid, and of fair quality, keeps until Febru-
ary— in a warmer climate might prove much better in quality. I have sent scions of these

two varieties, to Phoenix, of Illinois, to Ellwanger and Barry, of Rochester, and I think to

D. W. Beadle, or to Charles Arnold. Mr. Arnolds seedling strawberry is dning splendidly.

I have no variety that has made a more vigorous growth this season, except that it seems a

little reluctant to throw out runners. The fruit will be looked for with impatience, and if it
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sustains its home chtiracter, I shall consider the acquisition of this one variety of the straw-

berry JUi ample recompense for the little 1 may be able to do in behalf of the Ontario Fruit-

Growers' Association.

Chakles E. Brown.
Yarmouth, N.S., 25th Sept., 1874.

26th October, 1874.

Having had the privilege of acting as one of the judges on fruit, at the last Provincial

Exhibition at Halifax, October 5th to lOtli, I had every facility for examination and com-

parison.

The chief collection which took the first prize, 450, sent by the Fruit-Growers' Associa-

tion, mostly from Kings County, numbered over 2U0 varieties of apples alone, and demonstra-

ted beyond a question that many varieties can be grown in King's County to perfection
;

smaller collections from Hants County, and from Amberst County, were nearly equally good in

quality, while the few specimens sent from Colchester, Fictou, and Queen's gave sufficient

evidence that even in these counties fruit-growers have only to plant the best varieties to en-

sure success.

A single plate, well-grown and colored, of a tender variety from any county, may be

accepted as a test, and implies not only that other tender kinds may do well, but that all the

hardier varieties can certainly be grown. So any of the kinds which are rated as promising in

Yarmouth County, may be planted with confidence in Colchester, Pictou and Queen's. It

was unfortunate that many counties failed to send any collections of fruit whatever—difficul-

ty of transit in some cases, no organization in another, and possibly in some not a single man
«^ ho would lift a finger to aid the cause. Perhaps in some, unforseen obstacles arose ; in our

case a severe rain-storm postponing our local exhibition and detaining the steamer, prevented

us from sending any contribution to the exhibition.

Up to 15th October only 7 out of 27 of the fruit circulars had been returned to me. At
that date I mailed a postal card to the slow men, requesting an immediate return, as time

was nearly up. I have waited now to the last moment. Many of the returns are incomplete

or imperfect, so that I am compelled to abandon my intention of compiling the whole into a

tabular form, and must rest content this time, with so inadequate a performance uf my under-

taking.

Whatever you may think worthy of record in the Report, I shall be pleased to see in-

cluded in your next volume ; there will possibly be enough to make the work desirable to

members in Nova Scotia. Use my notes, and reject at pleasure.

Will you pardon me if I say a word about an index ? Is it not indispensable 1 I wish

to find, for instance, all that is said about Aspidistus Conchiformis, or Grime's Golden Pip-

pin, or Glass Seedling Plum, or special points, if any, on soils, rain-fall or temperature. Is it

not best to incorporate list of members in your annual volume as in 1872.

Very truly yours,

Charles E. Brown.
Yarmouth, N.S., 26th Oct., 1874.

D. W. Beadle, Esq.,

Stic.-2'reas. Fruit-Ghrowers^ Association,

St. Catherines, Ont.

County of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

25th September, 1874.

1. Soil, Slate clay and gravel ; loam inland.

2. Temperature, av. summer, 64^; highest, 80°; av. winter, 24°; lowest, 6^
3. No frost from 15th May to 15th October.

4 Prevailing Winds, south and west from the ocean.

5. Varieties of Apples grown, 109 varieties on trial, of which 55 are kinds named in

Report of Am. Pom. Society for 1873. Of these, Alexander, Canada Reinette, Chenango
Strawberry, lucbess of Oldenburg, Early Harvest, FallJenneting, Fameuse, Fourth of July,
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Gravenstein, Green Sweet, Grime's Goldea Pippin, Haas, Habbardston Nonsuch, Keswick
Codlin, King of Pippins, King of Tompkins Co., Large Yellow Bough, Northern Spy, Peck's

Pleasant, Primate, Ked Astrachan, Ribston Pippin, Stark, Tetofsky, Wagener and Willow
Twig are good or promising.

6. Best Six or Eight, Duchess of Oldenburg, Early Harvest, Fall Jenneting, Graven-
stein, Keswick Codlin, Bough, Red Astrachan, Wagener and Andrew's Sweet, or Major Sweet,

a local seedling, are best.

7. Blackberries, not cultivated, too cold on coast ; inland wild are abundant.

8. Cherries do not succeed in any part of the ( onnty.

9. Cranberries, Upland, Gray and Marsh are abundant • not cultivated.

10. Currants, red, white, and black, all varieties do well ; not troubled with insect.

11. Gooseberries succeed well, English and American; Yellow Amber oest ; no mil-
dew.

12. Grapes, not grown, except in a few instances under glass.

13. Peaches, not grown, except in a few instances under glass.

14. Pears fail upon the coast, but succeed moderately inland. Bartlett, Beurre Diel,

Duchess D'Angouleme. Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Seckel and others on trial.

15. Plums, Bradshaw, t olumbia. Green Gage, JeflFerson, Imperial Gage, Smith's
Orleans, Washington are grown, mostly as wall-fruit on coast ; inland succeed tolerably well

in open exposure
; no curculio or black knot,

16. Raspberries succeed well, all varieties ; sometimes fail through winter killing; do
best not covered.

17. Strawberries attain the highest standard in size and quality
; Wilson's Albany grown

chiefly ; Jucunda next in favour, later, fairly productive, and of the largest size ; have sent

these to Mass. Hort. Society. Lennig's White not productive.

18. Quinces, none grown except under glass.

19. Insects and Remedies. Bark lice and a jointed beetle that infests blossoms of fruit

trees are our worst enemies
; soda wash, like whitewash, soapsuds, &c., remove the former

killing with the finger or hot water the latter.

20. Diseases and Remedies, canker upon apple and pear trees is the only disease amona:
fruit trees ; affects certain varieties chiefly ; cause and remedy unknown, and anxiously
sought for.

(Signed) Charles E. Brown.

Clyde River,

September iJUnd, 187-1.

Dear Sir,—I have filled the accompanying up as well as I could, but very imperfectly.

Fruit raising has not been followed to any extent in this County. Agocd many trees ha\e
been planted, but a large portion of them were American trees brought round by agents, no
one knows where from, and these trees, as a general rule, did not do well—soon got diseased.

Hence a damper to some extent was put upon planting apple trees. Then the most of people

do not take enough care of them, and do not cultivate them properly. U^p Clyde River and
Shelburn River the soil is well adapted for apple raising, and some superior apples are raised

there, but sufficient care in getting good varieties has not been taken.

Here the soil is rather dry and shallow for very successful culture of apples, but I make
no doubt but skilful culture would be successful.

Small fruit has had very little attention given to it. The quantities raised are small ; I

think it a pity, for success, no doubt, would follow the attempt to raise them. I have not

had very much experience, and have not been able to give the care and attention I would
like, but I have been middling successful iu raising strawberries, raspberries, and gooseberries.

The raspberries are a kind I got in a garden at Barrington, of a pinkish orange color. I dont
know their name. Hardy and productive.

I got a few plants last fall of the Clarke, and don't know yet how they will do. I also

got a few plants of Kittatinny blackberry.

Cranberries grow wild in the bogs. Some years plenty, other years few.
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Blueberries grow in abundance every year in some places. The white frosts on the

river are somewhat of a drawback.

I have kept no record of temperature, and can give no average. The hottest and coldest

I give from memory— it is cooler on the shore than back inland.

Yours, &c.,

M. Gr. Henry.
-Mr. Brown, Yarmouth.

Count y of Shelburne, Nova Scotia.

September 22nd, 1874.

1. Soil, sandy to s;indy loam.

2. Temperature, average summer, don't know ; highest, 65" to 90'^
; average winter,

don't know, lowest, 10'' to 14'' below zero.

3. No frost from May to September or October.

4. Prevailing winds, S. W. and W. in summer, E. in spring, very changeable in winter.

5. Varieties of apples grown. Greenings, Bishop Pippins, Gravenstein,Piussets, Baldwin,

uatives of all varieties.

9. Cranberries, natives grow in bogs, which constitute quit« a large portion of this

County.

10. Currants, common red and black currants.

11. Gooseberries, American and English varieties, and native wild.

12. Grtpes, none have been ripened so far as I know.

13. Peaches, none.

14. Pears, very few.

1.5. Plums, Damson, Greengages, &c.

16. Rsispberries, Clarke's, Orange.

1 7. Strawberries, Wilson's, Jucunda, Triomphe de Gand.

18. Quinces, Orange.

M. G. He.nry.

CjUnty op Queen's, Nova Scotia.

1. Soil, in northern district very fertile. In southern district, rocky, and generally un-

fit for cultivation, except with great cost.

2. Temperature, average summer, highest, 83°
; average winter, lowest, 15o.

3. No frost from June 10th, to September 1st.

4. Prevailing winds, North-West and South-West

5. Varieties of apples grown, very few in S. district, except occasionally in gardens.

In N. district many good orchards. Greenings, Non Pareils, Pearmain, for winter use prevail.

Many varieties (poor) of summer apples, of not much use.

7. Blackberries, nunc.

8. Cherries, none.

9. Cranberries, one man only cultivates them—probably .50 bushels.

10. Currants, destroyed by small caterpillar, except in a few gardens where helleoore has

been used.

11. Gooseberries, ditto.

12. Grapes, very few.

13. Peaches, none.

14. Pears, occasionally in gardens.

17. Strawberries, not to any extent.

18. Quinces, none.

19. Insects and remedies, for currant caterpillar, powdered hellebore a specific. Has
been efi"ectually tried here.

Henry S. Farrfl.
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Northern District op Queen's County, Nova Scotia.

September 14th, 1874.

1. Soil, clayey (granite and greystone), good grazing.

2. Temperature, summer, highest, 80''.

3. No frost from 1st June to 15th Sept., generally none severe enough to hurt beans on

hill tops, but low lands suffer.

Some seasons frost kills tender plants early in June, but this season we escaped June
frosts 5 but pumpkin, squash, &c., and t<>matoes were struck early in September.

4. Prevailing winds, North-West in winter and Scuth-West in summer.
5. Varieties of apples grown. Greenings and other winter varieties, and Pumpkin Sweet

with a great many kinds of cooking.

6. Best six or eight, Bishop Pippin, Nonpareil, Greenings, Bow, Red Astrychan, August
Pippin.

7. Blackberries grow wild.

8. Cherries, English and small red.

9. Cranberries grow wild on low land swamps.

10. Currants, red and wh'te.

11. Gooseberries, English and native cultivated.

12. Grapes, few if any raised.

13. Peaches, none.

14. Pears, very few, do not know the names.

15. Plums, common purple and gages.

16. Raspberries, none cultivated, grow wild.

17. Strawberries, few raised, white and red.

18. Quinces, do not know of any.

19. Insects, Curoulio, caterpillar.

20. Diseases and remedies, apples often wormy, but do not know that any remedy is used,

but to destroy caterpillars.

Some kinds of apple-trees are injured or the injury is manifest by the bark turnins: dark

on one side, and extending up and down the trunk and in a few years dying. Some think it

is caused by the frost, some the sun. Some that the kind of tree is not hardy enough for the

climate.

J. M. Freeman.

' County op Pictou, Nova Scotia, 1874.

1. Soil varying from gravelly to argillaceous.

2. Temperature, 1873, average summer, 567 ; highest, 85*3
; average winter, 25 9

;

lowest, 10°.

3. No frost from May 11th to October 30th.

4. Prevailing winds in summer S.W., winter N.W.
5. Varieties of apples grown, a great viiriety ungrafted, and also various kinds grafted

;

but the following are the

6. Best six or eight, Red Astrachan, Gravenstein. Emperor Alexander, Early Harvest.
Winter* Baldwin, Summer Baldwin, Sops of Wine, English Russet, Dutchess of Oldenburgh
and Pomme Gris.

7. Blackberries ; ot much cultivated.

8. Cherries, May Duke, Black Heart and Common Red.
9. Cranberries only grown wild.

10. Currants, red, white and black.

11. Gooseberries cultivated in larue variety.

12. Grapes cultivated in large variety.

13. Peaches not much cultivated.

14. Pears, English Jargonell and Bartlett ; also a few other sorts, but not so much m
favour.
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15. Plums, Green Gage, Orleans, Large Blue, Damson, McLaughlin, Large Purple,

Egg Plum (wliite). Imperial Guge and Sugar Plum— very fine.

IG. Raspberries, red and white in variety.

17. Strawberries cultivated in large variety

18. Quinces not much cultivated.

19. Insects and remedies.— I'he tree borer is the greatest enemy to the fruit-grower and

probing is found to be the most satisfactory remedy.

20. Diseises and remedies—The bark louse very prevalent, strong saltwater applied first

week in July is Ibuud very satisfactory remedy.

David Matheson,
Member Central Board oj Agricultvre foi' Province of Nova Scolio.

County op King's, Nova Scotia.

October 17th, 1874.

1. Soil, valley—sandy loam, and close to the mountains—stiff loam and clay.

2. No frost from say 10th May, to 20th October, as a general thing.

3. Prevailing winds, westerly during summer and autum, easterly to spring.

4r. Varieties of apples grown, almost numberless—most common Gravenstein, Yellow

Bellefleur, Baldwin, Greening, Nonpareil, Ribston Pippin, Vandvere, ^Esopus Spitzenburg,

Porter, Emperor Alexander, &c.

5. Best six or eight, the first six named.

6. Blackberries not often cultivated.

7. Cherries, several varieties, Blackheart, Oxheart, Black Tartarian.

8. Cranberries seldom cultivated, occasionally grow in bogs.

9. Currants formerly largely grown, but now mostly destroyed by the currant worm.
10. Gooseberries not generally cultivated—affected same as currants.

11. Grapes, grown by very many persons, but few to perfection, for want of proper

information.

12. Peaches, seldom grown.

13. Pears, grown quite extensively, and increasing.

14. Plums, formerly largely grown, Blackheart destroying the trees, no remedy yet dis-

covered.

15. Raspberries, not grown for market, by a few for family use.

16. Strawberries, grown by very many persons, and with much profit.

17. Quinces, grown by many persons, almost a failure this year.

18. Insects and Remedies, Caterpillar, Canker-worm, &c,

C. C. Hamilton.

County of King's, Nova Scotia.

October, 17th, 18?4.

1. Soil, in the valley is mostly red loam, much of it sandy near the mountains
; more

clay occurs on the south mountain, it is slaty and stony, but produces fair fruit, north moun-
tain is too much exposed to fog from the Bay of Fundy.

3. No frost from 1.5th May to 20th October, usually.

4. Prevailing winds, east and north-east during May, afterward west and north-west.

5. Varieties of Apples grown, is large and still increasing from imported trees, causing
great confusion in nomenclature. A collection of over 200 varieties was exhibited at Halifix
this month, most of which grew in King's County, and many more could have been found.

Add to the printed list enclosed a few early varieties, such as Early Harvest, Red Astrachan,
JUuchess of Oldenburg, and you have all the most valuable proved varieties.
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Gravenstein.

Yellow Bellefleur.

Ribston Pippin.

Baldwin.

NoDuariel Russet.

Rhode Island Greening.

King ot Tomkins County.

Blenheim Pippin.

Northern Spy.

Blue Pearmain.

Emperor Alexander.

Hnbbardston Xonsuch.

jEsopus Spitzenburg.

Gloria Mundi.

Lyman's Pumkin Sweet, or Pound Sweat.

Calkin's Pippin.

Chenango Strawberry.

Col vert.

Porter.

Fall Jenneting {Canada Reinette.)

Drap d'Or.

Westfield Seek-no-further.

Chebucto Beauty.

Flushing Spitzenburg.

Twenty oz. Pippin.

Pomme Gris.

Talman's Sweet.

Munson's Sweet.

Bishopsbourne.

Dutch Codlin.

Keswick Codlin.

Golden Russet.

Sweet Russet.

Clyde Beauty. -

Broadwell.

William's Early.

Early Bough.

Golden Pippin.

Snow Apple, or Fameme.
King of the Pippins.

Canada Reinette.

Roxbury Russet.

Yorkshire Greening.

-Minister.

Delaware Harvey.

Morton's Red.

St. Jjawrence, or York.

Fall Pippin.

Yellow Newton Pippio,

Beauty of Kent.

Calkin's Early,

6. Best six or eight, taken as they stand in the list for general value say first 1 bt^st.

Ribston Pippin not profitable on sandy soils, wants deep moist loam or limestone soil or the

fruit falls before maturity. Yellow Bellefleur best on dry sandy soils.

7. Blackberries not much cultivated. Lawton winter kills to the snow line. A na-

tive variety called " Green Cane " does best, as it is perfectly hardy and very good.

8. Cherries, all the best sorts seem to succeed so far as tried.

9. Cranberries, don't know of any being cultivated in this County.

10. Currants, have been a failure from the ravages of currant worm for some years past,

unless very great pains is taken, and plenty of Hellebore used. Kinds, White and Red Dutch.
11. Gooseberries, English varieties are subject to mildew. Houghton's Seedling does

well.

12.

13.

close pruned.

14. Pears.- The cultivation of thi?. fine fruit is rapidly increasing both on quince and as

Standards. Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Beurre Bosc, Beurre d'Anjou, Clapp's Favourite,

Sheldon, Stevens' Genesee, Onondaga, Louis Bonne de Jersey, Duchess d'Angouleme, and
many others are grown to a considerable extent. Some of our native pears are considered

equal if not superior in many respects to those named "Maria," " Burbige," ''Alison,'

Great Britain, &c., are best.

15. Plums are considered a failure this year from cold weather at the season of blossom-
ing. A great deal of black knot has made its appearance this year. They generally do wel',

if the curculio can be kept in subjection ; sorts cultivated as per printed list most profitable

are Egg, Large Blue, Sweet Waters and Gages in variety, and Damson.

Grapes successfully grown with wall protection.

Peaches do best as Espaliers on south wall, occasionally do well as Standards if

Nectarine.

Imperial Gage.

Princes Yellow, or Flushing Gage.

Creen Gase.
Drap d'Or.

Washington.

Prince of Wales.
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Lawrence Favourite.

Royal de Tours.

Orleaus.

Duane's Purple.

Imperial Violette.

Red Gaije.

Blue Iiuperatrice.

Yellow Egg or Maguum Bonum.
Damson.
Sweet Water.

Large Blue.

16. Raspberries not much cultivated, except by Amateurs. Scotch White, New Red An-

trop, Franconia, Fastolf, hardy and good, Brinkles Oraige too^^tender, Blackcaps not fancied,

Clarke and Philadelphia not yet tried.

17. ."Strawberries, profitable when well cared for, area increasing; Wilson, Triomphe

de^Gand, next Jucunda doing well; Agriculturist, Br.oklyn Scarlett, Scott's Seedling,

Hovey and m.my others have been tried with more or less success.

18. Quinces do well in favourable situations, seem to require a deep moist loam well

cultivatijd.

19. Insects and Remedies, Curculio—mallet and sheet, a bag of Air-Slaked Lime on a

pole shook over the tree when wet, has had good effect when thoroughly done. Currant worm,

Hellebore is best. Lime is eflFectual if used often. Slug on cherry and pear—Lime Bag,

Bark Louse—I have found a mixture of iJme, Soft Soap and Sulpher, well brushed on to be

the best.

20. Diseases and Remedies.—As a rule disea.^es attack neglected or injudiciously culti-

vated trees ; over stimulation is worse than neglect, and to it ma\ be ascribed two-thirds of all

winterkilling, frost blight, lire blight, tVc, &c., that occurs. Thorough drainage to ensure

early ripening of the wood, with judicious pruning and pinching back, cultivating the soil

during the early months of summer only, so as not to stimulate late gr. wth, and we will have

little disease to combat.

R. W. Starr,
Starr^s Point, Cornwallis

County op King's, Nova Scotia.
Berwick, 18"4.

1. Soil, near our mountains heavy clay, other localities sandy loam to clear sand, with

some spots of clay.

2. Temperature. Have had frost every month, I think, this summer.

2. No frost from July 1st to October 1st, ordinary year.

3. Prevailing winds, west and north-west.

4. Varieties of apples grown, Red Astrachan, William's Early, Early Bough, Chenango
Strawberry, Striped Gilliflower, Porter, Gravenstein, Munson Sweet, Emperor Alexander,

Calkin'.s Eaily, S^ps of Wine, Elarly Harvest, Transparent Moccasin, Duchess of Oldenlmrg,

St. Lawrence, Sutton's Early, Ribston Pippin, Yellow Bellefieur, Greening, Baldwin, Nonpareil,

Northern Spy, Blenheim Pippin, King of Tumpkin's County, Pomme Gris, yEsopus Spitzen-

burg. Blue Pearmain, Snow Apple, Calkin Pippin, Hubbardson's Nonsuch, Flushing Spiizen-

burg, Fall Jenneting, Gloria Mundi, Canada Reinette, Westtield Seek-no-further,

Salmon Sweet, Pound .^weet, Broadsweet, Drnp D Or, King of Pijjpins, Keswick
Codlin, Rhymer Pippin, Yellow Newton Pippin, St. Lawrence. These with few exceptiuns

are grown aroiind here.

5. Blackberries, none cultived about here.

6. Cherries, common.
7. Cranberries, wild plants culcivated to some extent.

8. Currants, black, common red and white.

9. GooseV)erries, Houghton's Seedling, but very few.

11. Pears, Orband's Summer, Summer Bell, Burbidge, Curran or Maria, Bartlctt,

Spice, Great j^ritain, Clapp's Favorite, Sheldon, and a numerous variety of small pears for

which no name is offered.

12. Plums, Green Gage, Prince's Imperial Gage, Prince of W.iles, JSlagnum ronuui,

Purple Sweet Water, Coe's Golden Drop, Bolmar's Washington, Lombard, Jeff"erton,
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Flushing Gage, Frost Plum, Nectarine, D'Or, Smith's Orleans, Sharp's Emperor, Eed Gage,

Royale de Tours, Duaue's Purple, Imperial Violette, Large Blue.

Strawberries, "Wilson's Albany, Triomphe de Gand, Jucunda, Agriculturist, Boston Pine,

Kentucky Seedling, Chas. Downing, Prince of Wales, Lenning's White, Mary Fletcher."

Quinces, A few grown can't give variety.

R. E. Stdend,
B erwick.

County op Kino's, Nova Scotia

October, 1874.

1. Soil, the valley is chiefly sandy loam.

2. Temperature, summer highest. 86° above ; winter lowest 10° below.

3. No frost from 10th of June, to lOth of October.

4. Prevailing winds, westerly.

5. Varities of apples grown, apples are very extensively grown .ind we have all the

improved varieties that can be obtained. Fruit-growing is a specialty, 300 to 400 varie-

tie.s.

6. The best are Gravenstein, Ribston Pippin, Yellow Bellefleur, Baldwin, Greening,

Nonpareil, Northern Spy.

7. Blackberries not cultivated extensively ; wild, plentiful.

8. Cherries, diiferent varieties grown for home consumption.

9. Cranberries, a few wild, but none cultivated.

10. Currants, greater part destroyed by currant worm the last three years, before that

did well.

11. Gooseberries, greater part destroyed by currant worm the last three years ; before

that did well

12. Grapes, hardy varieties cultivated in the open air.

13. Peaches, not grown except in sheltered localities.

14. Pears, grown pretty extensively of all varieties, the leading are the Bartlett. Great

Britain, Spice. &c.

1-5. Plums, a great many v'^arieties grown ; some of the best are Sweet-water, Gages,

Nectarine, Damson, &c.

16. Raspberries, Red and White cultivated, and large quantities ofwild ones.

17. Strawberries, different varieties cultivated to some extent, wild ones plentiful.

18. Quinces, not extensively cultivated, grow well.

19. Insects and remedies, apple-tree worms kill them—Currant worm—hellebore and
lime is used—borers.

20. Black knot on plum tree—no known remedy.

Jonathan Ranp.

County of Hants, Nova Scotia.

28th September, 1874.

1. Soil ; I prefer sandy loam, inclined to clay sub-soils, for orchard culture, but for

plum orchard more clay.

2. Temperature. The highest last summer was 77, and the lowest last winter was 16

below zero.

3. No frost from the 1 1th May to this day. 28th Sept. To-day the thermometer is up
to 68 in the shade (one o'clock).

4. Prevailing winds ; last spring, and to the 25th of June, wind was north-east, and
since that north and north-west mostly.

5. Varieties of a;^ples grown ; I have over fifty, and for early I prefer the Spitzenburg.

William's Early and Orange Sweet ; for later sorts Gravenstein, but it requires high culture.

Bishop Pippin. Baldwin, Ribston Pippin, Greening ; Northern Spy shy bearer, till the tree

gets old and high culture. •
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6. Best six or eight.—These do in;this locality pretty well, under moderate culture. I

have a number of foreign apple trees that I do not propagate from—they have proved worth-

less.

7. Blackberric.< ; none cultivated.

S. Cherries ; the tree grows well here, but bears very few cherries lately.

9. Cranberries ; none cultivated.

10. Currants; subject to blight on the leaf before the fruit is ripe.

11. Gooseberries u-ed to do well here, but of late years caterpillars ruin them.

12. Grapes; I have three of the hardiest sorts, they bear but do not ripen well.

13. Peaches; I had three sorts of them, but the winter of 1872 killed them all.

14. Pears
; the hardiest varieties would dp well here, but the people in general do not go

in to cultivate them. Some years ago there were a great number of dwarf pear trees came
from the United States, which all died by tlie fourth year, that discouraged people from

planting many.

15. Plums ; I had a trial of 18 varieties of them, and found the White and Yellow Gage
Red Gage, and Magnum Bonuni to do the best, in common culture, here.

16. Raspberries; not many 'cultivated. The foreign kinds require protection in the

winter.

17. Strawberries ; not many cultivated in East Hants ; the people depend on the native

sorts, the foreign ports would do well here, by good culture and some protection in winter.

18. Quinces are not much known in East Hants, but where they have been tried they

do pretty well.

19. Insects and Remedies. The worst enemy the apple tree has is the Bark Louse or

Fcale. Knot washed with strong soft-soap suds they would .'joon kill the tree
; some put

tobacco in the suds with good effect.

20. Diseases and Remedies. The plum tree is subject to a disease called the punk rot

;

it commences or shows early in the spring by a burst or split in the inner bark, which gradu-

ally swells to a lon<r callis, first green and then turns black. The best remedy that I know
of is to pare the affected part, as soon as seen, with a .sharp knife. The whole of the affected

parts must be cut out and bathed with solution of vitriol ; as soon as it dries cover over with

grafting wax. it will soon heal over, but if the sore is an old one the best plan is to cut the

whole limb off and burn it. I think the best preventive against this disease is not to plant

too deep, which is against all stone fruit trees, and also to keep all weeds and grass from

growing on the ground they stand on, and also to have the land only moderately rich, and not

have an overgrowth of young wood. Salt is good dressing for plum trees, say one bushel for

eight or ten bearing trees, also the sweepings around the anvil in the blacksmith's shop ; lime is

good dressing to make them bear well, and also to kill the curculio in its chrysalis state. These

should be mixed and applied as a dressing, as soon as the frost is out of the ground, in the

spring.

William Ferguson.

County of Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Dartmouth, 1874.

Rain Fall at the Brae, Dartmouth.
Inches.

January, 1874 284
March 1 91

April . 2-77

May 4 20

June 7-03

July 20.5

August 2-78

September ... 4-54

To 19th October 201
1. Soil, clf)y.

2. T^perature, Av. Summer, 50'^: highest, lb"" ; Winter, lowest, Id^ below

zero.
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4. Prevailing Winds, west winds. •

5. Varieties of Apples grown, none.

The situation of my residence—about 200 feet above tide and one mile from Halifax

Harbour—prevents the .successful growth of the apple. The fruit it is true will grow, but

generally speaking with little flavour. Stone fruit, such as cherries, plums, &c., succeed much
better. I have found, by the experience as an amateur of 2.5 years, that the climate of the

sea-board N.E. and S.W. of our harbour is not adapted to the cultivation of the apple.

10. Curr«nt«, 30 quarts.

12. Grapes, 50 pounds in cold grapery.

16. Raspberries, 30 quarts.

1?. Strawberries, 140 ditto.

G. A. S. Crichton.

County of Diqby, Nova Scotia, 1874.

2. Temperature, average summer, 60°
; highest, 56°

;
average winter, 16°

; lowest 89''

3 No frost from 8th May to .5th September, 1874.

4. Prevailing winds, summer S.W., winter N.W.
5. Varieties of apples grown, Early Bough, Gravenstein, Nonpareil, Bellevan, Rhode

Island Greening, Blue Pearmain, Bishop Pippin, Spitzenburg, Christmas Apple so called.

6. Best six or eight. Early Bough, Gravenstein, Ribston Pippin, Nonpareil.

7. Blackberries, very plentiful.

8. Cherry trees grow well, yield very abundantly.

9. Cranberries grow wild ;
not much cultivated.

10. Currants, abundant ; somewhat injured by currant worms.

11. Gooseberries, currant worm very destructive.

12. Grapes, not many grown.

13. Peaches, not many grown.

14. Pears do well
; not many grown.

15. Plum trees, black lumps—nearly all dead.

16. Raspberries, grown finely.

17. Strawberries, plenty both wild and cultivated.

18. Quinces, grown quite plentiful.

19. Insects and Remedies.—Currant worm very destructive ; no remedy.

John Dakin.

County of Cumberland, Nova Scotia.

October 1st, IS 74.

1. Soil, gravelly.

3. No frost from June to early in September.

4. Prevailing winds, south-west.

5. Varieties of apples grown. Generally no particular species.

7. Blackberries not cultivated.

8 Cherries, ordinary varieties.

9. Cranberries not cultivated.

10. Currants, white, red and black.

11. Gooseberries, English.

12. Grapes, not grown.

13. Peaches, not grown.

14. Pears, a few varieties.

15. Plums, almost all killed with Black Knot.

16. Raspberries, white.

17. Strawberries, white and red.

18. Quinces, not grown.

Horticulture is only beginning to receive any attention here.

HiBAM Black.
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County of Digbt^Nova Scotia.

September 21. 1874,

1. Soil, loam, chi}- and gravel and sandy soil.

4. Prevailing Winds, South-west.

Jo. Varieties of Apples grown, Sweet Bough, German Bough, Hubbardston Nonsuch,

Gravenstein, Fall Jenette, Spitzenburg, Yellow Bellefleur, Northern Spy, Snow Apple, Bed As-

trachan. Nonpareil, Roxburgh Russett, Belleveau, Red Streak, Breton Stripe, 20 oz Pippin,

Hankinsou Apple, Col vert, Newtown Pippin.

7. Blackberries, grow well, all kinds.

8. Cherries, grow well, all kinds.

9. Cranberries, grow well, all kinds.

10. Currants, grow well, all kinds.

11. Gooseberries, grow well, all kinds.

12. Grapes, Isabella, Northern Muscadine, Concord.

13. Peaches, winter kills.

14. Pears, Flemish Beauty, Bartletts, Belle Lucrative, Louise Bon de Jersey, Vicar of

Winkfield.

15. Plums, Yellow Egg Plum most safe.

16. Raspberries, all sorts grow welL

17. Strawberries, all sorts grow well.

18. Quinces, all sorts grow well.

19. Insects and Remedies. Currant and bush insects ; best remedy, saltpetre.

Colin Campbell.

Pansborough, Cumberland County, Nova Scotia.

12th September, 1874.

Dear Sir,—I received yesterday your printed circular of the 25th ult., wishing infor-

mation on the growing of fruit in this locality, to be communicated to the Secretary of the

Ontario Fruit-Growers' Association at St. Catharine's, Ontario. Subjoined are remarks op-

posite each particular, and each kind of fruit named in th e circular.

Yours respectfully,

T. D. Dickson.
Charles E. Brown, Esq.,

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

1. Soil, clay loam, and dry, gravelly soil where cultivated ;
there are ravines, meadows,

swamps and mar.shes.

2. Temperature—average in summer, about 60 ; do,, in winter, about 20 ; highest in

summer, about 80 ; lowest in winter, about 15.

3. No frost from the 1st June to the 1st November, except occasional light frosts in

low places and along the margins of rivers and lakes.

4. Prevailing winds, s»utb-west and west.

5. Varieties of Apples grown —Old orchards have been grafted and new orchards set

out lately, embracing the following varieties, viz. :—Baldwins. Rhode Island Greenings, Rox-
burg Ru.5set, Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, Bishop Pippin, Monster Pippin, Long Pippin, Early
Harvest, Golden Ball, Autumn Strawberry, Red Astrachan, Porters, Strasburg's, Graven-
steins, American Sweet, Emperor Alexander, Danvers' Winter Sweet, Wine Apple, Hubbard-
ston's Nonsuch, Minister, Maiden's Blush.

Best six or eight—none at hand to form an estimate.

7. Blackberries—four vnrieties
;
grows without cultivation, and bears plentifully.

8. Cherries, not many cultivated, but grow and bear well.

9. Cranberries plentiful on dry plains, and some on bogs ; two varieties ; none are

cultivated.

10. Currants, grown in gardens and bear very well.

11. Gooseberries, plentiful crop this year, growing wild.

12. Grapes— nil.

13. Peaches—nil.
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14. Pears—nil.

15. Quinces—nil.

16. Plum trees grow and bear very well, but die in a few years with black knot.

17. Raspberries plentiful, generally in pastures and among windtalls and brush ; none

are cultivated.

18. Strawberries, plentiful
;
generally growing wild, but few are cultivated.

19. Diseases and Remedies.—Ashes have been lately recommended as a preventative for

the black knot on plum trees.

20. Insects and Remedies.—Worms in apples, and caterpillars on trees are sometimes

injurious ; otherwise fruit or fruit trees here are seldom troubled with insects.

N.B. The foregoing remarks apply more particularly to Pansborough, Upper Maccon,

and Apple River in this County. There might be some variation if applied to the whole of

the County, which embraces, besides the places mentioned, the Villages and Settlements of

Amherst, Lower Maccon, Nappan, Minudie, Pugwash, Fort Lawrence, River Philip, Wallace

and Westchester.

T. D. Dickson.

County op Annapolis, Nova Scotia.

October ]5th, 1874.

1. Soil, Loam, clay, and sand.

2. Temperature, average summer, 65°, highest, 93-'
; average winter, 28'', lowest, 15^'

below zero.

3. No frost from June 1st to September 20th.

4. Prevailing winds, S.-W. and W.
5. Varieties of apples grown, Gravenstein, Ribstoa Pippin, Northern Spy, Blenheim

Pippin, Yellow Bellefleur, Nonpareil, jEsopus SpitZv.-nburg. Flushing Spitzenburg, R. 1.

Greening, Concord, Pearmain, King of Tompkin's County, Chenango Strawberry, Summer
Bellefleur or Porter, Delaware, Harvey, &c., etc.,

6. Best six or eight, Gravenstein. Northern Spy, Yellow Belledeur, Rhode Island

Greening, Nonpareil, ^sopus Spitzenburg, King of Tompkin's County, Blenheim Pippin,

(ire, &c.

7. Blackberries, Fligh Blackberry, Black Birch, and Trailing Blackberry.

8. Cherries, Common Eaglish, White Heart, Black Heart, and summer Black Cherry.

9. Cranberries, Common Red, and White Antwerp.

10. Currants, Common Red, Dutch Red, and White Crystal, mainly.

11. Gooseberries, Common Wild, Large English, Early Green Hairy.

12. Grapes, Black Hamburgh, Isabella, and Sweet Water, mainly.

13. Peaches, but one or two varieties grown here, varieties not known.

14. Pears, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Burtlett, St. Lawrence, Large Bill, Winter Seckel,

and Summer Bill and Beauty, Peach Plum, Red and White Magnum Bonum.
15. Plums, Common Black, Green Gage, Frost Egg.

16. Raspberries, Red and American White and English, American Black.

17. Strawberries, Wilson's Albany, Hovey's Seedling, American Scarlet, Triomphe de

Gand, Prolific or Conical, mainly.

18. Quinces, Orange, and Pear shape.

19. Insects and remedies, Borer Caterpillar, Canker Worm. Bark Louse, and Apple

Worm.
20. Diseases and remedies. Spirits of Ammonia applied to the nest with a sponge, good

to destroy caterpillars ; for canker worms, a bit of tarred canvas around the trunk, a good

protection.

AvARD Longley.

County of Victokia, Xova Scotia.

October 22nd, 137 1.

1. Soil, alluvial and red sandstone soil.

2. Temperature is mild in summer and winter.
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3. No frost from the 15th June, to the 15th of August.

4. Prevailing winds. West and North-West.

5. Varieties of apples grown ; as most of the apple trees raised here are varieties from

home-raised trees, no name can be given. Siberian Crabs do well. Imported trees not yet bear

ing—nothing can be said about them.

7. Blackberries, not cultivated here ; are growing wild.

8. Cherries, not cultivated here.

9. Cranberries, a few growing wild.

10. Currants, destroyed by caterpillars.

11. Gooseberries, do. •

12. Grapes, none.

13. Peaches, none.

14. Pears, none.

Id. Plums, Brown plums raised in large quantities.

16. Raspberries;, growing wild plentifully.

17. Strawberries, do. do.

18. Quinces, none.

19. Insects and remedies : insects very numerous, but no remedy.

John McLennan.

P.S.—Summer frosts are so prevalent here that orchard culture is not much attended

to. There are a number of orchards, but the trees raised here are from different varieties of

apples, and no eystem of pruning or grafting was ever introduced. But now a number of

young trees are imported from Nova Scotia, and promise to do well. A large quantity of

apple and other fruit trees have been sold here by parties from the United States, which
did well for a couple of years, but afterwards died out. The Nova Scotia varieties do

better here.

J. McL.
County of Annapolis, Nova Scotia.

1. Soil, loam and sandy loam.

2. Temperature—average summer, highest, 75 ; average winter, lowest, 15.

3. No frost from May 1st to November 1st.

4. Prevailing winds, westerly,

5. Varieties of Apples grown.—Nonpareils, Greenings, Baldwin, Northern Spy, Yellow

Bellefleur or Bishop Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Gravenstein, Emperor Alexander, &c., &c.

6. Best six or eight— Nonpareils, Greenings, Baldwin, Northern Spy, Gravenstein,

Yellow Bellefleur.

7. Blackberries, few cultivated.

8. Cherries, not grown to any extent in this Section.

9. Cranberries, not cultivated.

10. Currants, suffered by worm for the last three years.

11. Gooseberries, not much cultivated.

12. Grapes, some grown do pretty well.

13. Peaches, .some grown do pretty well.

14. Pears, Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Great Britain, &e., &c.

15. Plums, different varieties ; total failure this year.

16. Raspberries, little cultivated.

17. Strawberries, different varieties, considerably grown.

18. Quinces, some grown.

19. In.sects and Remedies—currant worm ; sift wood ashes on bushes.

Chas. B. Whitman.

Co:3NTY OF Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.
October, 1874.

4. Prevailing winds, south,

5. Varieties of Apples grown,—Baldwin, Gravenstein, Emperor Alexander, Northern

Spy, Astrachan, Chenango Strawberry, Sweet Bough, Crab Apples.
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7. Blackberries, very few,

8. Cherries, Black-heart and common.

9. Cranberries, none but wild.

10. Currants, Red, Black and White.

12. Grapes, Isabella ; a small quantity.

14. Pe*r«, Bartlett and common.

15. Plums, common varieties.

16. Raspberries, white.

17. Strawberries, the English or Garden.

18. Quinces, none.

B. ZwiCKER.

COUNTY OF LUNENBUBGH, NOVA SCOTIA,

October, 1874.

5. Varieties of Apples grown :

—

Flushing Spitzenburg.

..Slsopus Spitzenburg.

Baldwin.

Fall Pippin.

Graven stein.

Hubbardston Nonsuch.

Northern Spy.

R. I. Greening.

S. Strawberry.

Winter Pearmain.

Elgin Russet.

Golden Russet.

Yellow Bellefleur, or Bishop's

Pippin of N.S.

Emperor Alexander (bearing).

Astrachan.

Swar.

Chenango Strawberry (bearing).

Baldwin.

Sweet Bough.

Domine.

Crab Apple.

Transport.

Transcendant.

Soulard.

Duchess of Oldenburg.

Nonpareil.

Twenty Ounce Apple.

Grime's Golden Pippin.

Keswick Codlin.

King of Tompkins Co,

Lyman's Large Summer.
Large Yellow Bough (bearing.)

Northern Spy.

Pine Apple.

Housewife.

Pomme Gris.

Red Astrachan.

Rhode Island Greening.

Ribston Pippin.

Roxbury Russet.

St. Lawrence.

Swaar.

Twenty Ounce.

Wagener.

Cogswell.

8. Cherries ; English Cherry.

12, Grape; Concord.

14. Pears ; Clapp's Favourite, Lawrence, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Flemish Beauty,

Bartlett, Swan's Orange, Summer Curran.

15. Plum ; Bradshaw, Coe's Golden Drop, Green Gage, Lombard, Washington, Yellow

Egg-

17. Strawberry ; Wilson's Albany (bearing) best kind, Jucunda or Knox's, 700.

All of these trees, bushes and plants have been planted two and four years, and are doing

very well for the time that they were planted. Dark loam land.

E. B. Hyscn.

REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE.

Toronto, 19th Nov., 1874.

We certify that we have examined the accounts and vouchers submitted, together with
the Auditor's statement, by the Treasurer of the Fruit-Growers' Association, up to the 18th
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November, and find the payments to have been made in accordance with the direction of the

Board of Directors of the Fruit-Growers' Association.

(Signed,) Geo. Leslie, Jun.,

Ch.vrles Arnold,
Peter C. Demp-sey,

George Elliott,
Committee.

PREMIUMS FOR ESSAYS.

The Directors offer the following premiums :

—

First.—TwcNTY-Fivt: Dollars for the best essay on the cultivation of the pear, in

eluding the mode of keeping and ripening the fruit, togeth'T with a short description of the

varieties with which the writer is acquainted, and his opinion on the merits of each.

ISe<viul.—Fifteen Dollars for the second best essay on the pear, as above.

Third.—TwENTY-Flv.-: Dollars for the best essay on the cultivation of the cherry, to-

gether with a short description of the varieties with which the writer is acquainted, and hi"

opinion of the merits of each.

Fourth.—Fifteen Dollars for the second best essay, as above.

Fifth.—TwENTY-FiVJS Dollars for the best essay on where and hr/w to market our

fruits.

Sixth.—Fifteen Dollars for the second best essay, as above.

Seventh.—Twewty-Five Dollars for the best essay on the best methods of utilizing;

our surplus autumn fruits.

Eighth.—Fifteen Dollars for the second best essay, as above.

NoTS.—Essayists mu-t send their papers to the Secretary, on or before the 1st day

of November, 1875. each inscribed with a motto, accompanied by a sealed note, endorsed with

the motto inscribed in the essay, and containing within, the name of thi author. Judges

may withold the prizes if they do not consider the essays worthy.

DISTRIBUTION OF FRUIT TREES.

The Directors are miking arrangements to distribute to all m jmbers of the Associatiou,

the following trees and plants, in the several years mfintioned balow :

—

1875.

Swayzie Pommh Gris Apple,

And either the Goodale Pear, or the Flemish Beauty.

1876.

Glass' Seedling Plum.

1877.

New Canadian Hybpjd Raspberries,

Raised by William Saunders and Charles Arnold.

1873.

Ths "Burnet Grape."
Raised by P. C. Demprsey.

1879.

New Canadian Hyb ud Apple,

Raised by Charles Arnold.

1880.

The SouvENia du ('ongre.s.
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>jEETINGS for 1875.

Summer meeting at Drummondville.

The Autumn meeting at Belleville.

The particular d.'y of each meeting will be specified by circular.

PR;ZE LIST.

Permanent Prizes.
«

Fii\<t.—An Honorary J'edal to the originator of any new fruit, which, having been
thoroughly tested for a series of years, is found to be worthy of being placed among the

fruits of its cluss for cultivation in Ontario.

Second.— Fifty Dollars for the best Canadian Seedling Late Winter Apple, to be at

least equal to the old popular varieties now in cultivation.

Third.—Thirty Dollars for the best Canadian Seedling Harvest Apple of like merit.

Fourth.— Twenty Dollars for the Best Canadian Seedling Autumn Apple of s;:me

excellence.

Ai\.NUA.L PRIZES.

Prizes for 1876.

First.— Awards may be made by the Committee on Seedling Fruits of sums not exceed-

ing Ten Dollars for any .seedling fruit that may be submitted to them during the year, which
they may deem worthy, although they may not yet be prepared to advise the Directors to

bestow either of the permanent prizes. Such ;;ward shall not in any measure disqualify the

exhibitor from c entually receiving, for the same fruit, one of the permanent prizes.

Second.—Five Dollars for the best Winter Seedling x\pple, fruit to be grown in

1875, and exhibited at the .succeeding winter meeting of the Association.

Third.—Five Dollars for the best Autumn Seedling Apple, to be shown at the noxt

Provincial Exhibition.

Fourth.—Flye Doj-LARS for the best Summer Seedling Apple, to be sent when in con-

dition for examination, to the President, Rev. E. Burnet, Hamilton, all charges prepaid, and
to be by him submitted to the Committee on seedling fruits.

Fifth.— Five D< 'LLaks for the best Seedling Winter Pear, fruit grown in 1875, and
exhibited at the succeeding Winter Meeting of the Association.

Sixth.- Five Doll.ap'- "^r *^f best Seedling Autumn Pear, to be shown at the Provin-

cial Exhibition.

Seventh.—FlYE Dollars lor :he h. .st
' eedling Summer Pear, to be sent, when in con-

dition to be examined, to the President, a R. Burnet. Hamilton, carriage prepaid, for

submission to the Committee on seedling ti

.

Eighth.— Five Dollars for the best .?c< i .ng Plum, to be sent to the President when
in season.

Ninth.—Five Dollars for the best eedling Pench, to be sent to the President when
in season.

Tmth.—Fn^E Dollars for the best Seedling Grape, of any colour, to be sent to the

President when ripe.

Eleventh.— Fr'E Doli.aks for the best Seedling Strawberry, 1o be sent, if possible, to

the Summ'.-r fleeting ; if not pos-ible, then to the President.

TueJfth.—Five Dollars for the best Seedling Raspberry, to be sent, if possible, to

the Summer Meeting ; but if that be impracticable, then to the President, when in se.ison.

Thirteenth.—FiVE DOLLARS for the best Seedling Gooseberry that is not subject to

mildew, whether of European or American parentage, or a cross between them ; to be sent

to the Summer Meetinc". if possible, otherwise to the President.
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Fourtee7>th.—Five Dot.lars for the best Seedling Blackberry sufficiently hardy to

endure the climate of Ontario. Fruit to be sent to the President, when ripe.

Should two or more Seedlings of equal merit be shown, the prize shall be awarded to

each. The Committee shall in all cases withhold the prize altogether, if they do not deem
the fruit worthy.

A Seedling to which one of these annual prizes has been awarded cannot compete a se-

cond time in this class, but may compete in the class of Permanent Prizes.

A Seedling Apple which has received one of the money priz«s in the class of Permanent
Prizes cannot again receive a money reward, but may be offered in competition for the

Honorary jNIedal.

Certificates of Merit.

Seedling fruits which have received any of the foregoing money prizes may be offered in

competition for certificates of merit.

The Committee on Seedling Fruits will report to the Directors those fruits which they

think to be worthy of a Certificate of Merit. The Directors will then make full inquiry

and examination concerning the character of the fruit, including size, appearance and qua-

lity, the habit, vigour, health, hardihood and productiveness of the tree or plant, and its

general adaptation to the climate of Ontario ; and bestow such Certificat*, if any, as they

may think it worthy to receive.

A fruit which has received a Certificate of Merit may be offered in competition for the

Honorary Medal.

The Honorary Medal may be given any number of times to the same person for different

fruits, but only once for any one fruit.

Conditions of Competition.

Seedling fruits offered in competition for these prizes must be shown in quantities of not

less than ludf a dozen specimens of each sort, if they be Apples, Pears, Plums or Peaches
;

if Grapes, not less than three bunches; if Berries, not less than one pint. Each sort or

variety must be accompanied by a statement, signed by the person sending the fruit, setting

forth the origin of the tree or plant, if known ; if the origin be unknown, then so much of

the history of the tree or plant yielding the fruit sent, as may be ascertained— its vigour,

hardihood and productiveness, the character of the soil in which it is growing, and what, in

the estimation of the sender, are the peculiar excellencies of the fruit. This rule must he

nhserved in cdl cases, whether the fruit be shown at the meetings of the Association or sent to

the President for the examination of the Committee.

CONDITIONS OF MEiMBERSHTP.

The annual fee is one dollar, payable on the first day of January in each year, and
may be sent to the Secretary-Treasurer, D. W. Beadle, Esq.. St. Catharines.

Any pert on remitting the fees of old or new members, with their names and post-office

address, may retain ten per cent, of the amount for his trouble. This arrangement is in lieu

of the extra allowance in trees formerly given fur each club of five members.

THE FRUIT-GROWERS' ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

seeks to collect, arrange and disseminate information on the subject of Fruit Culture.

These objects are secured in the following manner:

—

By holding meetings every year in different localities, of which all members receive no-

tice by circular
; by reporting ana preserving the discussions ; by procuring and publishing

valuable essays by skilled fruit-growers ; by appointing committees to make personal exami-

nation of different sections of the Province, and report upon the peculiar characteristics of the
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soil, climate, and special conditions of fruit culture therein
; by illustrating the Annual Report

with coloured lithographs, drawn from nature, of the new fruits raised by our Canadian
hybridists ; bj disseminating among the members trees or plants of some new fruit that pro-

mises to be valuable throughout the Province, only exacting that the members will make a

report for a few years to the Secretary, as to the manner these succeed with them ; by re-

warding essayists, and, as far as practicable, the efiForts of our hybridists.

In calling the attention of your neighbours to the advantages and benefits derived from
becoming a member of this Association, you will confer a favour on your friends, and receive

ten per cent, of the amount you may collect as a recognition of your services.

Robert Burnet,
President.

INTERNATIONAL FRUIT EXHIBITIONS.

In 1875, the American Pomological Society will hold its biennial session at Chicago
in September.

In 1876, at Philadelphia, will be held, the Grand International Centennial Exhibition.

The success that Ontario achieved at Boston in 1873, surely indicates that we need not

hesitate to exhibit a collection of Canadian fruits on both these occasions. Such opportuni-

ties of making the world acquainted with the capabilities of our country in fruit-growing, ought
not to be neglected, as no better advertisement could be given for the encouragement of emi-

gration.

Not only ought our rulers to be forward in providing the means to defray the expenses

incidental to such exhibitions, but also our fruitgrowers should, by judicious thinning out
and cultivatioB, make the best preparation.
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A.PPEISrDIX (E.)

ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO,

FOR THE YEAR 1S74.

INCLUDING REPORTS ON SOME OF THE NOXIOUS AND BENEFICIAL

INSECTS OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

PREPARED FOR THE HONOURABLE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE ON
BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY.

BY

THE REV. C. J. S. BETHUNE, M.A.

Hecid-Master of Trinity College School, Port Hope ; President of the Entomological Society oj

Ontario ;

WILLIAM SAUNDERS,
Editor of the Entomologist

;

EDMUND BAYNES REED,

Vice-President of the Entomological Society of Ontario.

REPORT OF THE ENTOl'OLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO FUR THE
YEAR 1874.

To the Honou/rable the Commissioner of Agriculture,—
Fir,—I have the honour to submit for your consideration the Report of the Entomolo

gical Society of Ontario for the year 1874, embracing a detailed statement of receipts and
expenditures during the year, which accounts have been duly audited, also a list of the office-

bearers elected for the year 1875.
The annual meeting of the Society was held at the City of Toronto, at the same time a>

the Exhibition of the Agricultural and Arts Association in accordance with the provisions "i'

the statute, when the various reports were then presented and approved of
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I have also the pleasure of submitting herewith a Report on some of the Noxious, Bene-

fical and Other Insect.s of this Province, which has been prepared on behalf of the Society by

the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A., Mr. Wm. Saunders and Mr. E. B. Reed.

The Canadian Entomologist, the organ of the Society is still issued monthly, and

has now nearly reached the completion of its sixth volume, the regular issue of our journal

for the past six years has enabled us with the help of our esteemed contributors to disseminate

a vast amount of practical, as well as scientific knoweledge relating to Entomology which has

done much towards increasing the interest felt in this branch of Natural History so important

to the agriculturist.

In order to illustrate the pages of this Report, we have procured as large a number of

new wood cuts and electrotypes as the limited means at our disposal would admit of, we can

only regret that it is not more profusely illustrated as we feel sure that such illustrations add

greatly to the interest and usefulness of our report.

I have the honour to remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. H. McMechan,
Secretary-Treasurer Entomologiad Society of Ontario.

xlNNUAL MEETING OP THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP ONTARIO.

The fourth annual meeting of the above Society was held (by the kind permission of the

Provost) in the library of Trinity College, Toronto, on the 23rd of September, at 3.30, P.M.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was presented, showing a slight increase of membership

and a satisfactory condition of the finances, after which the President read his annual address,

which was by request of those present, kindly placed at the disposal of the Printing Committee

for publication.

The following Officers were then elected :

—

President.—Rev. C.J, S. Bethune, M.A., Port Hope.

Vice-President.—R. V. Rogers, Kingston.

Secretary-Treasurer.—J. H. McMechan, London.

Council.— E. Baynes Reed, W. Saunders, Rev. G. M. Innes, J. M. Denton, London,

G. J. Bowles, Montreal.

Editor of Entomologist—W. Saunders.

Editing Committee.— Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A., E. Baynes Reed, J. G. Bowles.

Library Committee.—W . Saunders, E. Baynes Reed, .J. H. McMechan.
Auditors.—Chas, Chapman and J. H, Griffiths, London.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER.

Recei;pts.

To Balance from previous year $177 62
" Government Grant additional for 1873 500 00
" " " " " 1874 750 00
" Members' fees 137 52
" Sales cork, pins, labels, &c , 195 02

1760 16

Disbursements.

By Canadian Entomologist, printing 518 75
" Pins, cork, &c 9102
" Engravings 118 10
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By Library 158 95
" Eaitor's salary for 1872 . 100 00

" 18/4 100 00
" Secretary's salary for 1873 50 00

" 1874 50 00
" Expenses, sundry small 120 18
" Rent 80 00
" Expenses of Report 51 00
'• Balance, cash in bank 422 16

17G0 16

We certify the above as a correct statement of accounts for the year ending September

23 1874, as shown by Treasurer's books and with vouchers for the same.

J. H. Griffiths,
Chas. Chapaia*ij;}

Auditors.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

It is <';ratifying, at the expiration of this the fourth year of the existence of our Society,

to be able to report its continued well-being and progress, and to know that its efforts are be-

ino^ more and more recognized as an aid to those agricultural interests which constitute the

chief source of the wealth of our Province.

The Entvwtologist is still regularly published, and has now nearly reached the close of its

sixth volume. By itfi regular issue there has been placed before our members much useful

and practical information relating to many of the commoner insect pests, with instructions as

to the use of the best remedies to check their ravages. Besides this it has formed, and still

forms, a valuable medium for the publication of such scientific matter in relation to the life

history of our insects, which, while of immediate interest to only a limited number of our

readers, is of great importance to those engaged in the study of the science of Entomolog}

We feel that our journal has done and is still doing a good work in this respect ; and it is

pleasing to know that our efforts in this direction are warmly appreciated by scientific men in

the adjoining Republic and in Europe, as well as in our own country.

As mentioned iu the Report of the last Annual Meeting, a cordial invitation was ex-

tended by the "American Association for the Advancement of Science," at the meeting held

in Portland, in 1873, to the members of our Society to be present at the meeting in 1874, in

Hartford. A deputation was appointed by your Council to attend this meeting on behalf of

our Society, in reference to which the following report appeared in the September number of

the Entoraologist ;

—

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

At the recent gathering of this scientific body in Hartford, Conn., there were brought

together an unusual number of Entomologists. This was owing partly, no doubt, to the kind

invitation extended by the Association to the American and Canadian Entomological Socie-

ties to appoint special meetings of their members to be held at that tin^e and place, with the

view of having these important Societies fully represented. In response to this invitation, a

number of members of the American Entomological Society were present, while our Cana-

dian Entomologists were represented by the worthy President of our Society, Rev. C. J. S. Bo-

thune, M.A, and the Editor of the Eidomulogist. Several evenings were occupied by these

" brethren of the net " in interesting and profitable discussions on the habits and peculiar-

ities of various insects, the time passing so pleasantly that the midnight hours were reached

ere separation could be effected. After mature deliberation it was resolved to organize

under the name of " The Entomological Club of the A. A. A. S.," and the following consti-

tution was adopted :
—
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TITLE.

I. The name of the association shall be " The Entomological Club of the American

Association for the Adv^ancemeat of Science."

OBJECTS.

II. The annual re-union of the Entomologists of America, the advancement of entomo-

logy, and the consideration of all general questions relating to the science that may from time

to time arise.

MEMBERSHIP.

III. All members of the American Association for the Advancement of Science who
are interested in entomology, shall ipse facto be members of the club.

OFFICERS.

IV. The officers of the club shall be a President, a Vice-President, and a Secretary, to

be elected annually by vote of the members.

DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS.

V. The President, or in his absence the Vice-President, shall preside at all meetings
;

the Secretary shall perform all the usual duties of a recording and corresponding Secretary.

MEETINGS.

VI. A meeting shall be held ia each year at the place of meeting appointed by the

American Asociation for the advancement of Science ; it shall commence at 2.30 p.m., on

the day before the meeting of the American Association for the advancement of Science, and

be continued throughout that evening ; further meetings muy be held as time will permit

during the week following.

The following resolutions were also unanimously passed :

Besolved, That the members of the American Entomological Society and the Entomological

Society of Ontario, together with all other persons interested in entomological science, be

cordially invited to attend and take part in the proceedings.

Brsolved, That the Secretary be requested to publish notices of the meeting in such

periodicals devoted to natural history, and especially in those devoted to entomology as are

published on the continent ; and further that the members be requested to bring with them

at the annual re-unions specimens for exchange and exhibition, and especially types of species

that they may have described during the year.

At a subsequent meeting of the Club, the following officers were elected : President. Dr.

•lohn L. Leconte, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Vice President, Samuel H. Scudder, Cambridge, Mass.
;

Secretary, Chas. V. Riley, St. Louis, Mo. We feel sure that under such able direction, the

Entomological Club of the A. A. A. S. will prosper, and be the moans of stimulating many to

increased effort, and thus greatly advance the interests of our favourite study.

As it may interest many to know who were present at these meetings, we furnish the

following list: Dr. John L. LeConte, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Dr. J. G. Morris, Baltimore, Md.
;

Prof. S."S. Haldeman. Chickis, Pa. ; Dr. H. A. Hagen, Cambridge, Mass. ; S. H. Scudder,

Cambridge, Mass. ; A. R. Grote, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Dr. G. M. Levette, Indianapolis, Ind.

;

('. V. PiiTey, St. Louis, Mo.; 0. S. Westcott, Chicago, III; J. A. Lintner. Albany, N. Y.
;

H. F. Bassett, AVaterbury, Conn. ; George Dimmock, Springfield, Mass.
;
B. Pickman Mann,

Cambridge, Mass. ; E. P. Austin, Cambridge, Mass. ; Dr. R. King, Kalamazoo. Mich. ;
Chas.

P. Dodge, Washington, D. C. ; Mr. Patton^Waterbury, Conn. ; Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A.,

Port Hope, Ont. ; W. Saunders, London, Ont. During the meetings of the Association

several interesting and valuable papers on Entomological subjects were read by Dr. LeCoute

and M ^ssrs. Scudder, Riley and Grote.

The branches of our Society organized at London, Montreal and Kingston, continue to
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thrive, und by their frequent meetings and social intercourse stimulate the members resident

in these cities to greater application in the service of entomology. We trust that such of our

members as can. will aid the editor of the Entomologist by sending him from time to time,

memoranda ot their observations, on the habits and life history of our insects with any other

notes they may deem of interest to the lovers of our favourite science.

Submitted on behalf of the Council by
J. H. McMechan,

Secretary-Treasurer.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE LONDON BRANCH.

The annual meeting of the London Branch of the Entomological Society of Ontario was

held at the residence of Mr. W. Saunders, on the 17th of February.

A goodly number of members were present, and the following officers were elected for

1S74 : President, A. Puddicombe ; Vice-President, H. P. Bock; Secretary- Treasurer, J.

G. G^ddes ; Curator, J. Williams; Auditors. Messrs. C. Chapman and J. Griffiths.

A box of Lepidoptera from Miss Carey, of Amherstburg, was shown by Mr, E. B. Reed,

containing some interesting specimens taken in that locality ; among others there were fine

examples of Papilio tJtoas and Fhilampelus satellUia.

W. Saunders exhibited a box of Coleoptera, embracing a large number of species kindly

donated by Theodore L. Mead, Esq., of New York. Also, several boxes of European insects,

jjresented by Francis Walker, Esq., of the British Museum. The Secretary was instructed

to tender to Mr. Walker the sincere thanks of the Society for bis continued liberality in this

matter—the cabinets of the Society and those of the members also having been repeatedly en-

riched with valuable specimens through his kindness.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MONTREAL BPtANCH.

The first annual meeting of the Montreal Branch of the Entomological Society of

Ontario was held on May 6th, 1874, when the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year :

W. Couper, I'resident ; G. J. Bowles, Vice-President ; F. B. Caulfield, Secretary-Trea-

surer ; G. B. Pearson, Curator ; Council—AV. Hibbins, sen., C. W. Pearson, P. Knetzing.

The reports of the Council and Secretary-Treasurer were read, and, on motion, adopted.

The Branch, although young, is in a prosperous condition, the expenses of the past year hav-

ing been met, leaving a small balance on hand, and the list of members is gradually increas-

ing. Owing to the lateness of the season but little field work has been done, but some rare

captures have been made already. The Branch meets as usual at the residence of the Pre-

sident, No. G7, Bonaventure Street, Montreal, P. Q. All business communications to be

addressed to the Secretary-Treasurer, F. B. Caulfield, 254, St. Martin Street, Montreal, P. Q.

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE MONTREAL BRANCH
OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO.

During the summer of 1873 a fortunate circumstance occurred to which this Branch

owes its origin. The following gentlemen, viz., Wm. Couper, F. B. Caulfield, Wm. Hibbins,

C. W. Pearson and G. B. Pearson, met by chance on the 5lontreal Mountain, where the sub-

ject was discu.ssed, and it was then decided to hold a meeting at the residence of Mr. Caul-

field, in order to make further arrangements for its formation. This meeting was held on the

30th of August, when it was resolved to form a branch in connection with the Entomological

Society of Ontario, and the Secretary jyi'o. tern, was instructed to write to the parent society,

asking permission to form a Branch Society in this city. This proposition was at once accepted

by the parent Society.
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On the 16th of October the following officers were elected for the ensuing year :— Wil-

liam Couper, President; M. Kollmar, Vice-President; F. B. Caulficld, Secretary-Treasurer;

Council—G. J. Bowles, P. Knetzing and C. W. Pearson ; Curator, William Hibbins.

By-Laws were framed fur the guidance of the Branch, which were approved by the parent

Society. Our monthly meetings have been regularly held and well attended, and your Coun-
cil congratulate the Society on benefits derived. During the eight meetings which have been

held, independent of the production of original communications on Entomology, there were

remarkably good exhibitions of insects, which also tended to give additional information to

members.

The first meeting of the Branch in August, 1873, consisted of seven members, and

since then five additional members have been elected.

The following papers were read during the winter months :

—

"A Dissertation on Northern Butterflies," by William Couper ;
" On the Cicindelidae

Occurring on the Island of Montreal," by F. B. Caulfield j "On Some of the Benefits De-

rived from Insects," by F. B. Caulfield.

The following works have been donated during the year:

—

" On Some Remarkable Forms of Animal Life from the Great Deeps of the Norwegian
Coast," by G. 0. Sars, 1 Vol. ;

" On Norwegian Crustaceans," by G. O. Sars, 2 Vol.
;

'' Synopsis of the Acrididae of North America," by Cyrus Thomas, 1 Vol.

Your Council would suggest that the Curator procure store boxes for the preservation of

the specimens obtained for the Society during the approaching season. In this way the

nucleus of a collection can be formed prior to the purchase of a cabinet, which your Council

trusts the Society will be possessed of before next winter.

Your Council would also suggest that members carry note-books wherein to record En-
tomological observations, especially relative to insects injurious to the crops ; also, of such

species as are considered beneficial in checking the progress of destructive insects. As this

is one of the principal objects of the Society, field notes of this nature are always valuable,

and should form subjects of investigation and discussion at our meetings. Attention should

be given to the larval forms of insects, as this is a specialty of h.'ntomology from which much
knowledge is yet to be obtained.

Y'our Council strongly impress on the members to use their influence in promoting a

knowledge of the importance of the study of Entomology, more especially with Agriculturists

and horticulturists, in order to enable them to check the ravages of the numerous insects

injurious to vegetation.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

C. W. Pearson,
Geo. Jno. Bowles.

Wm. Couper, Chairman.

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SO-
CIETY OF ONTARIO, 1874.

To the Members of the Entomological Society of Ontario :
—

Gentlemen,—I beg to offer you again, after the lapse of a year, my hearty congratu-

lations upon the continued prosperity of our Society. As you have already learnt from the

Report of our Secretary Treasurer, we have been favoured with a slight increase in our list of

membership—as large, indeed, as can fairly be expected in a Society which confines itself to

the study of a particular branch of Natural Science, and which cannot therefore attract into

its ranks many who are not specially engaged, to some extent at least, in this limited field of

investigation.

It is especially pleasing to find that our number of branches continues to increase—

a

highly successful one, with its headquarters in IMontreal, having been organized since our last

annual meeting. Its first annual report has been already presented to us in the pages of our

journal.

The Canadian Entomologist, upon whose success the well-being and fair fiime of our

Society so largely depends, has—I am sure you will agree with me—been more ably sustained
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than ever before. The thanks of the whole Society are assuredly due to the energetic and

talented Editor, Mr. Saunders, who has been, indeed, its mainstay from the issue of its first

number till now. It would be well if all our members would aid him, not only by contribu-

tions, but also by increasing the circulation, and thereby improving the means of support of

the publication.

When I applied just now the term "limited" to our field of enquiry, I only did so

when considering Entomology as one amongst a large number of sections of the great circle of

n.itural sciences, which includes within its area the study of all things material which come
within the range of man's intellectual powers. If we look, however, at Entomology and its

objects alone, we cannot fail to see at once that it is practically without limit— that there is

work enough for thousands of investigators for almost innumerable generations to come. And
when we couple with Entomology other kindred sciences, such as Botany, Geology and Phy-
sical Geography, which are so closely allied that no student can safely overlook them, we
begin almost to be overwhelmed with the vast extent of this field of knowledge that- we seek

t" explore. So vast, indeed, is the field that no one now ventures to survey the whole of it,

except in a very general way ; each explorer finds himself compelled—if he would do any effec-

tive work—to confine his labour to some one or two of its sections or subsections. By this

division of labour, all departments of the Science will by degrees be taken up, and much that

is now a ' terra incognita ' will become familiar to the patient explorer.

In our own country—within the bounds of this great Dominion—there is need of many
more students and explorers. Even in this Province of Ontario, the headquarters of our So-

ciety, where more has been done than in any other part of Canada, there is yet room for a

great increase to our band of collectors and investigators. How incomplete, for instance, is

even yet our list of Diurnal Lepidoptera, and how many pages are still blank in the life history

of some of our commonest butterflies? Our able Editor, my excellent friend, Mr. Saunders,

has done much to fill up these blank pages, and his work is everywhere recognized as thorough

and authoritative ; but yet there remains much more to be done, that we hope our members
will before long accomplish. If we turn to Crepuscular and Nocturnal Lepidoptera, we must
feel almost appalled at the extent of our ignorance. For those who have the time and the

ability, I can think of no more interesting or attractive field of enquiry^^none that will sooner

or better repay the pains-taking student, whether he looks for fame or pleasure, whether he

sighs for fresh fields to conquer, or desires to set his foot where man has not trodden before.

In a department where so much remains to be done, we all, I am sure, offer a most cordial wel-.

come to one who has recently cast in his lot among us, and has traversed the broad Atlantic

in order to study the Noctuidae of this country. I allude to Mr. George Norman, of St
• atharines, late of Forres, in Scotland.

In another order of insects, the Coleoptera, much, no doubt, has been accomplished.

Through the pains-taking labours of a P)illings and a Pettit, not to mention other good work-
ers, and by the aid of the great authorities in the neighbouring States, Dr. Leconte and Dr.

Horn in particular, we have been able to increase our list of Canadian beetles from a few
hundreds at the birth of the Society, to more than as many thousands now. But still how
very much more remains to be done ? What a field of labour there is before both student

and collector in the Carabidae, the Staphylinida3, the Curculiouidae and other numerous families

of beetles ! ^lay we not hope that during the coming winter our present scattered stores of

knowledge will be utilized and made available for the good of all, by the compilation and
publication of a large addition to our old and valuable list of Canadian Coleoptera 1

If there remains .?o much to be done in these two favourite orders, what shall I say of the

remainder, that are so generally neglected ? It is surely time that some of our members
should devote themselves to the working up of such interesting orders as the Neuroptera, the

Hymenoptera, the Orthoptera, the Hemiptera, even if no one can be found at present to t;ike

up the study of the more difficult Diptera.

In all these orders there is the nucleus of a collection in the cabinets of our Society,

while no doubt much additional material would be furnished by individuals to any member
who will take up in earnest the study of any one of them. It would be a great contribution

to our knowledge of Canadian insects if there could be published by the Society carefully pre-

pared lists of as many species as possible in each of these orders. Such lists would, of course,

be very incomplete at first, but they could easily be .so arranged in publication that additions

might be made to them at any time, as our stores of knowledge increase.
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Such, gentlemen, are some of the modes in which, I think, we should endeavour to ex-

tend the operations of our Society. If each year, when we assemble together for our annual

meeting, we can point to some such work done in the previous twelvemonth, we shall have

good reason to congratulate ourselves upon real permanent progress—upon building up the

foundation of an Entomological structure that will prove enduring and substantial in time to

come.

Thus far I have referred to Entomology as a purely scientific pursuit ; there is an-

other a.spect in which we canuot refrain from regarding it, viz., as a subject of very great

economic importance to every inhabitant of our land. This view of Entomology has been

especially brought before us of late by the havoc that has been produced in our farms and

gardens by hordes of destructive insects.

The dreaded Colorado Potato Beetle {Doryphora decem-lineata) has spread eastward with

great rapidity, and has now reached the Atlantic coast in some parts of the United States. I

have been informed by friends who reside in various parts of the Union, that while little, if

any, diminution in the numbers of the pest is to be observed in the west, it is becoming very

destructive where it has attained to its second year of colonization. During the first year of

its invasion of a particular locality, no appreciable damage is done by it, but as its armies in-

crease in geometrical progression, the potato crops of the following season generally sufi'er to

a terrible extent. It has uuw covered the whole of the Province of Ontario, and is very des-

tructive throughout the western half of it, though we are happy to say that our intelligent

farmers and gardeners are effectually using the remedies suggested by our colleagues, Messrs.

Saunders and Reed, in their Report to the Legislature a few years ago. Jn Quebec it is but

beginning to be observed ; no doubt it will be found there in myriads next year. Across the

border, it has penetrated to the western portion of Vermont, into New Jersey, down to the

sea coast in Pennsylvania, and in Maryland ; at Baltimore, ]\Id., it is very abundant, while

straggling outposts have been found as far south as Washington. The whole of Xew York
and Ohio have been pretty well covered with the insect, while in Missouri it is as abundant

as ever. In Indiana and Michigan there is a local diminution in the numbers of the pest, but

no where are there as yet any signs of its cessation. The people of Europe are now beginning

— and with good reason—to feel alarmed at the prospect uf its crossing the Atlantic. The
English and French scientific and agricultural publications are commencing to publish notices

of the insect and to talk of restrictive measures, while in Germany, we are told that stringent

regulations will probably soon be put in force by the Government to prevent the invasion of

the country. Unless some regulations of this kind are put in general force throughout the

whole of Western Europe, I believe that—^judging from the spread of noxious European in-

sects on this side of the Atlantic— the Colorado Beetle will soon become there as familiar an

object and as destructive a pest as it is here.

While the Colorado Beetle from the Rocky Mountains has been overspreading the wh^le

northern continent eastward, there has been moving southward and westward in a similar

manner another insect—the Cabbage Butterfly (Pieris rapce)—that is almost as injurious as

the other. This insect, an European importation, as of course you all know, starting from

Quebec some few years ago—there first noticed by our friends Messrs. Couper and Bowles
has now spread westward over almost the whole of Ontario. A.i Port Hope it has been this

year by far the most common of all butterflies ; thuusands were to be seen throughout the

whole season, from early summer to the present time, flitting about along every road, and

hundreds hovering over or alighting in every garden. There is hardly a cabbage or cauli-

flower fit to be eaten anywhere in the neighbourhood, while stocks and mignonette have been

ruthlessly demolished in all the flower gardens. Its spread westward, however, has hardly

been as rapid as its movements to the south. The two maritime province;} of New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia, and all the New England States, have for some time been occupied,

ani now I am told that this year it is most plentiful as far south as Washington, and that

it is by no means rare in Virginia.

While referring to the wonderful spread of noxious insects during the past few years,

and to their excessive prevalence now, I must not omit to mention the affliction caused to

our north west Province of Manitoba and to many of the western States by the swarms of

locusts, or grasshoppers as they are termed {Caloptmus spretus). The accounts of the suf-

ferings caused by this terrible plague are perfectly appalling, and rival anything that we have

read of the ravages of the Eastern locusts. Happily for us they do not seem to extend
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much further to the east than tlie Missouri River, though, occasionally they penetrate to

5«uie of the broad prairies beyond. As a detailed account of this insect will probably be

atibrded you in the forthcoming Annual Report of our Society, T need not detain you with

any further remarks upon it.

The only other insect to which I need now call your attention for a moment, is the

Grape Vine PIn/Ilo.i-era. I am glad to learn that its ravages in the vineyards to the south of

us have been comparatively tritiing this year, and that in all probability the summer droughts

to which we are so liable, will prevent its ever being as formidable a foe as it was at one

time apprehended.

To turn from this not very cheerful subject, I may mention, before concluding, that

Mr. Saunders and myself duly attended the recent meeting at Hartford, Conn., of the Ame-
rican Association for the Advancement of Science. There we had the pleasure of meeting

a large number of Entomologists from all parts of the United States, and we had the further

gratitication also, of being presided over, in general session, by the ablest of American Ento-

mologists, Dr. Leconte, and in the Zoological Section, by another great worker in our

department, Mr. S. H. Scudder. Informal meetings of Entomologists were frequently held, and
finally it was agreed upon to form an Entomological Club of members of the A.A.A.S., who
should assemble annually a day before the meeting of the Association in the place that may
be from time to time selected for its sessions. In this way we trust that much may be done

for the furtherance of our favourite branch of science, and that Entomologists generally, from
all parts of the continent, will bring together their types of new species and the surplus of

their collections for mutual information and benefit.

Without further trespassing upon your time and attention, I beg to thank you, gentlemen,

for the kind consideration you have shown to my colleagues and myself during our term of

office, and with hearty wishes for the continued prosperity of our Society,

I have the honour to be, gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

Charles J. S. Bethune,
President E. S. of 0.

Trinity College School,

Port Hope, September 22nd, 1874.
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INTRODUCTORY.

Once again at the close of another year, a few of the members of the Entomological So-

ciety of Ontario have undertaken the task of endeavouring to lay before the public, some in-

formation respecting the habits and lives of the insect world, and more especially those mem-

bers of it which have a direct or indirect influence upon the growth or well-being of the produce

of field or forest.

It is a satisfaction to know that these annual reports are read and appreciated, and that

many of our practical Fruit-Growers and Agriculturists are desirous of obtaining some know-

ledge of the transformations of the various and beautiful members of the insect world, of those

beautiful atoms of God's creation, each in its appointed sphere fulfilling the purpose for

which it was created, drawing forth our wonder, eur admiration and our praise
;
for " He who

wondereth at nothing hath no capabilities of bliss, but he that scrutinizeth trifles hath a store

of pleasure to his hand, and happy and wise is the man to whose mind a trifle existeth not.'

" He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small.

For the dear God that loveth us.

He made and loveth all."
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ENTOMOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

By E. B. Reed, London, Ont.

1. The Io Moth {Satnnt.'ki lo).

2. The Flat-headed Apple-trke Borer {(Jhrysobothris femorata).

3. The Locust Tree Borer {Clytus pictus).

1. The Io Moth Satumia {ffyperchiria) Io. [Fabr].

Order, Lepidoptera ; Family, Bombycid^.

This lovely moth is well worthy a place in the cabinet of the collector, and from its bril-

liant colouring and conspicuous markings is always sure to attract notice and admiration.

The moth belongs to a family which has received the name of " Bombyces ' from

Bombyx the ancient name of the silk worm. As, however, it is in the larval or Caterpillar

state that this insect more frequently meets our eye, we will begin by a description of it in

that stage. The full grown larva of which, fig. 1 is Fro. i.

an admirable representation, ^s of a most delicate apple

or pea-green colour with a broad dusky white stripe

at each side bordered with lilac on the lower edge.

The body is covered with spreading clusters of green

bristles tipped with black. These bristles are exceed-

ingly sharp, and when the insect is handled will pro-

duce a very irritating sting similar to but much sharper

than that of the nettle, and the effect of which causes

a reddening of the flesh and the immediate appearance

of raised white blotches which last for a considerable

time. Fig. Xo. 2 shews the appearance of these

bristles, some of them as b, being stouter and more
acute than the others and able to inflict a sharper and

more penetrating sting. This stinging property is

very curious and is not very easily explained ;
Mr. C.

V. Riley writing of a very similar insect, the Satumia
Maia, says, ' that the sting is caused by the prick of

the spines, and not by their getting broken in the

flesh. From the fact that the spines appear hollow,

one would naturally attribute their irritating power to some poisonous

fluid which they eject into the puncture. But I have been unable
to resolve any apical aperture, nor was Mr. Lintner more successful.

Hence I infer that the irritating property belongs to the substance of

which the spines are formed, and this opinion is sti'engthened by the

fact that those of a dead larva, or of a cast-off skin which has been in

my cabinet for several years, still retain the irritating powflr, though so

brittle that it is not easy to insert them."
In the earlier stages the caterpillars are gregarious, feeding together side by side and in

going to and returning from their place of shelter, moving in regular files after the manner of

the proce.ssionary caterpillars of Europe {C'neocamp.i proccssionea). This marching habit is

so very peculiar that it is well worth describing. Though the insects move without beat of

drum they maintain as much regularity in their steps as a file of soldiers. The celebr;)ted

naturalist Reaumur, writing of the European Procession Moth says, " I kept some for a little
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time in my house in the country, I brought an oak branch which was covered with them
into my study, where I could much better follow the order and regularity of their march than

I could have done in the woods. I was very much amused and pleased at watching them for

many days. I hung the branch on which 1 had brought them against one of my window
shutters. When the leaves were dried up, when they had become too hard for the jaws of the

caterpillars, they tried to go and ^eek better food elsewhere. One set- himself in motion, a

second followed at his tail, a third followed this one, and so one. They began to defile and

march up the shutter, but being so near to each other that the head of the second touched the

tail of the first. The single file was throughout continuous; it formed a perfect string of

caterpillars of about two feet in length, after which the line was doubled. Then two cater-

pillars marched abreast, but as near the one which preceded them, as those who were march-

ing in single file were to each other. After a few rows of our processionists who were two

abreast, came the rows of three abreast ; after a few of these came those who were four abreast

;

then there were those of five, others of six, others of seven and others of eight caterpillars.

This trt^op so well mr.rshalled was led by the first. Did it halt, all the others halted ; did it

begin again to march, all the others set themselves in motion and followed it with the greatest

precision. That which went on in my study goes on every day in the woods where these cater-

pillars live. When it is near sunset you may see coming out of any of their nests by the

opening which is at its top, which would hardly afford space for two to come out abreast, one

caterpillar, as soon as it has emerged from the nest, it is followed by many others in single

file ; when it has got about two feet from the nest, it makes a pause during which those who
are still in the nest continue to come out ; they fall into their ranks, the battalion is formed

;

at last the leader sets off marching again, and all the others follow him. That which goes on

in this nest passes in all the neighbouring nests ; all are evacuated at the same time."

According to " Harris," the caterpillars of the lo Moth do not spin a common web, but

when not eating they creep under a leaf where they cluster side by side. When about half

grown the caterpillars disperse, each seeking a location for itself. They moult five times, the

larvae devouring their cast off spinous skins. After being in the larval state about eight weeks,

they arrive at maturity, and are then about two and a half inches long, and present the ap-

pearance of Fig. No. 1.

Their food plants are very numerous. They have been found on Black Locust, Indian

Corn, Willows, Sassafrass, Wild Cherry, Elm, Hop Vine, Balsam, Balm of Gilead, Dogwood,
Choke Cherry, Currant, Cotton and Clover. I this year found two larvae on the English Fil-

bert, and bred them to maturity on that plant. I have, however, more commonly found them
on ^e Choke Cherry. The larvaj when full grown ceases eating, and crawls to the ground,

where, amongst the loose leaves and rubbish, it forms a rough outer covering, within which it

makes a slight cocoon of tough, gummy, brown silk. In this retreat a transformation is soon

effected to the pupal or chrysalis state, from which, having remained therein during the winter

and spring months, the moth emerges in the perfect winged condition about the month of

June.

The moths are remarkable for the difference between the sexes both in size and colour.

The male (Fig. 3), which is much the

smallest, is of a deep Indian or maize yel-

low colour.

On the forewings are two oblique,wavy

lines near the hind margin and a zig-zag

line near the base. There is also a large,

dark, reddish, central reniform spot or

blotch ; this is very marked in all the Cana-

dian specimens I have seen, although in the

cut. which is drawn by Mr. Kiley. probably

from a specimen taken in the Western
States, the spot is not .-o distinct. The
hind wings are broadly shaded with purple

next to the body ; near the hinder margin is a curved purplich band, and within this again

is a smaller one of a dark purple or violet colour. In the centre of this last band and the

middle of the wing is a large round blue spot, with a whitish centre and a broad border, almost

black. It is from these prominent eye-spots that the moth derives its name, in allusion to
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the classical Grecian fable of the beautiful lo who, having incurred the displeasure of the

jealous Juuo. was placed by her under the watchful viuilance of the hundred-eved Argus.
The under side of the wing-s is of the same deep yellow— the forewiogs having the inner

margin broadly shaded with purple and shewing the reniform eyed spot very distinctly ; the

hinder wings are more uniform in colour, with a transverse purple line, and a very small

distinct white spot representing the centre of the large spot on the upper side. The body is

also deep yellow—somewhat darker on the thorax. The antennae, as usual in the males ol'

the bombyces, are beautifully pectinated, presenting a double comb like appearance The
male varies slightly in size, from two and a half to two and three-f|uarter inches in width.

^*"- *•
The female (Fig. No. 4) is

considerably larger, ranging from
three to three and a half inches.

The specimens vary much in

colour, from a dark purplish

brown to a warm cchreous red.

The fore wings have similar

wavy zig-zag lines, the reniform

blotch being less distinct than

that in the male ; the inner mar-

gin is of a deeper colour, and

with the head and thorax is

thickly coated with a short,

woooly, pilose covering. The
hind wings arc maik'-d m a similar manuer to those of the male. The undersides of the

wings have the same uniform colour, and are marked much like those of the male.

The body is ochreous yellow, a little lighter above, and each segment is bordered with a

narrow, reddish band.
" The moths have a fashion of sitting with their wings closed, and covering the body like

a low roof, the front edge of the underwings extending a little beyond that of the upper wings,

and curving upwards."

The eggs are deposited on the under side of the leaf, and are described by Mr. Riley as

being compressed on both sides and flattened at the apex, the attached end smallest. Their

colour is cream white with a small black spot on the apical end and a larger orange one on the

sides. A cluster found on Sassafrass by a western lady contained about thirty eggs. The
moths are ncturnal, flying only by night.

The Flat-Headed Apple-Tree Borer.

Ckrysobothris femorata, (Fabr).

Order, Coleoptera ; Family, Bupeestid^e

Among apple-growers there has been during the past year or two a great complaint of

some borer infesting their trees, and investigation has shown that it is to this little beetle that

the injuries may be traced.
^''' ^- Although insignificant in size, yet its larva is capable of doing immense mischief

in our orchards. The beetle belongs to a family of insects which is especially

lemarkable for their rich and varied colouring, many having most brilliant tints.

The one we are describing, fig. 5, is of a greenish brassy black colour above, the

under side having a bright coppery hue. Tt is about half an inch in length.

It is of an oblong oval shape, blunt round head, and tapering towards the tail.

It flies by day and i.s very swift on the wing. It may often be seen during the

summer months running up and down the trunk and limbs of trees or resting itself, basking
in the sunshine.

The larva, fig. 6., is a pale yellow, footless grub, its anterior end being enormously
enlarged, round and flattened. Dr. Fitch worked up tlie history of this little pest some
years ago. According to his account " the parent beetle deposits its egg on the bark
from which a worm hatches and passes throutrh the bark, and during the earlier stages of
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its life, consumes the soft sap wood immediately uader the bark. But when the worm
Fif?- 6. approaches maturity and has become stronger and more robust, it anaws into

the more solid heart,-wood, forming a flattish and not a cylindrical hole such

as is formed by most other bi rers, the burrow which it excavates being twice

as broad as it is high, the height measuring the tenth of an inch or slightly

over. Within this hole the larva may be almost always found with its tail curled

round completely towards the head, in a manner peculiar to the larvae of beetles

belonging to the family Bupreslkla\ It remains in the tree about a year. It

is in the latter end of the summer, that the larva penetrates into the hardwood <>{' the tree; its

burrow extending upwards from the spot under the bark where it had previously entered. On
laying open one of the burrows Dr. Fitch found it more than an inch in length, and all ite>

lower part filled and blocked up with the fine sawdust like castings of the larva. With regard

to remedies, Dr. Fitch advises three :
" First, coating or impregnating the bark with some sub-

tance. repulsive to the insect. Second, destroying the beetle by hand-picking ; and Third, de-

stroying the larva by cutting into and extracting it from its burrow."

His advice is so plain and comprehensive than I cannot do better thau quote it at length.
" As it is during the month of June and forepart of July that the beetle frequents the trees

for the purpose of depositing its eggs in the bark, it is i)robable that whitewashing the trunk

and large limbs, or rubbing them over with soft soap early in June, will secure them from mo-
lestation from this enemy. And in districts where this borer is known to infest the apple trees

the trees should be repeatedly inspected during this part of the year, and any of these beetles,

that are found upon them should be captured and destroyed. It is at mid-day of warm sun-

shiny days that the search for them will be most successful, as they are then most active,

and shew themselves abroad. The larvae, when young, appear to have the same habit with

most other borers, of keeping their burrow clean by throwing their casting's out of it through

a small orifice in the bark. They can therefore be discovered, probably, by the new, saw-

dust like powder, which will be found adhering to the outer surface of the bark. In August
or September, whilst the worms arc yet young, and before they have penetrated the heart

-

wood, the trees should be carefully examined for these worms. Whenever, from any particles

of the sawdust- like powder appearing externally upon the bark, one of these worms is sus-

pected, it will be ea.sy, at least in young trees, where the bark is thin and smooth, to ascer-

tain by puncturing it with a stiff pin, whether there is any hollow cavity beneath, and if one
is discovered, the bark should be cutaway with a knife until the worm is Ibund and destroyed.

After it has penetrated the solid wood, it ceases to eject its castings and consequently, we are

then left without any clue by which to discover it. Hence the importance of searching for it

seasonably."'

The natural food of this insect is believed to be the white oak, but it is found also on
many other trees, such as apple, peach and plum, and, according to Mr. C. V. Riley has most
seriously affected the soft maples in the valley of the Mississippi. The beetle when caught
contracts all its limbs and feigns death.

Tbe Locust-Tree Lorer. \ (Hyhis Pidus.—Fabr.J

Order, Coleoptera ; Family, CERAMBYCiD.a;.

This active little beetle belongs to the same family as the Clytus Speciosus, of Say, whose

attacks on the maple tree I described in my report for 1872,

This is a very common insect, and a most fatal obstacle to the cultivation of the locust

tree in Ontario.

In 1866, at the meeting of the Entomological Society of Canada, Prof Croft, of Toronto.

drew the attention of the members to the ravages during the past summer, of this beetle,

and stated that many of the acacia trees of Toronto and the vicinity, had fallen victims to the

larvae. Since that date the writer has watched with interest the steady westward progress ot

this destructive pest. Indeed, so rapid has been its spread, that there is hardly a locality in

Ontario now, where it has not made its appearance, and we may almost give up any attempt

to check its ravages, or to successfully procure the cultivation of the locust ti'ee.

These beetles are so common now that they will be readily recognized without any

engraving. They are from three quarters to half an inch in length. Colour, velvet black,
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with transverse leiuon-yellow bauds, of which there are three on the head, four on the thorax,

and six on the elytra or wing covers, luakinjr tliirteen in all ; the tips of the elytra are also

edited with yellow. The third band on the body is verv noticeable, as it forms a very distinct

representation of the letter W. The thorax is very globular. The antennae are dark bfown.

The underside of the body has the outer edges of the segments, bordered with yellow stripes.

The legs are rust-red.

'•In the month of September," writes Dr. Harris, ''these beetles gather on the locust

trees, where they may be seen glittering in the sunbeams, with their gorgeous livery of black

velvet and gold, coursing up and down the trunks in pursuit of their mates, or to drive away
their rivals, and stopping every now and then to salute those they meet with a rapid bowing

of the shoulders, accompanied by a creaking sound, indicative of recognition or defiance.

Having paired, the female, attended by her partner, creeps over the bark, searching the cre-

vices with her antenme, and dropping therein her snow-white eggs, in clusters of seven or

eight together, and at intervals of five or six minutes, until her whole stock is safely stored.

The eggs are soon hatched, and the grubs immediately burrow into the bark, devouring the

soft inner substance that suffices for their nourishment till the approach of winter. During

winter they remain at rest in a torpid state, in the spring they bore through the sap-wood,

mure or less deeply into the trunk, the general course of their winding and irregular passages

being in an upward direction from the place of their entrance. For a time they cast their

chips out of their holes as fast as they are made, but after a while the passage becomes clogged.

and the burrow more or less filled with the coarse and fibrous fragments of wood, to get rid of

which the grubs are often obliged to open new holes through the bark. The seat of their

operations is known by the oozing of the sap, and the dropping of the sawdust from the holes.

The bark around the part attacked begins to swell, and in a few years the trunks and limbs

will become disfigured and weakened by large porous tumours caused by the efibrts of the

trees to repair the injuries they have suffered." The habits of this insect seem to have

been known for a long time, for we find a description of them made in 1771, by Dr. J. K.

Forster, and Dr. I'itch records that Fetivera gave a figure and description of it in his "Gazo
phylacium," published in London in 1702.

The beetle is, undoubtedly, a native species, it never having been found in any other

country. In remarking on their destructive powers, Dr. Fitch states, " that one of the prin-

cinil thoroughfares leading east from the city of Utica was formerly planted on its south side

with locust trees, these had become so large and ornamental as to render this one of the most

admired avenues in the suburbs of that city. When some thirty (now 40), years since, these

trees were invaded by this insect, to such an extent, that in the course of two or three seasons,

they were totally ruined, many of them Vjeing killed outright, and the remainder having their

limbs and brinches so lopped off, that they could never recover from the deformity." Miche-

aux also reported that fifty years ago this insect had become so destructive, that many people

in different parts of the States were discouraged from planting the locust.

In my own experience, three or four seasons have completely killed the largest trees, and

about half that time for many of those of smaller size. The numbers and fecundity of the

beetle are very great. I well remember in the early fall of 1873, on passing a small clump of

locusts growing in St. Paul's Churchyard, London, Out., my attention being arrested by the

breaking off of a branch of considerable size from one of these trees, and my curiosity being

excited, I made an examination, and found that the branch had been eaten almost through

by the larvae, and on looking up at the trunk of the tree, I counted over fifty beetles running

up and down ; that tree was completely killed that season. I had occasion to pass these trees

going up and down to my office, and I am satisfied I must have killed fully one hundred that

year, merely treading on them as I found them on the sidewalk beneath, or in the neighbour-

hood of these trees.

These beetles may often be found feeding on the pollen of the Golden Rod (Solidac/o).

Dr. Fitch suggests, " as a feasible plan of checking the multiplication and destructiveness of

these borers, to plant a small patch of the Golden Kod where locust trees are grown, that the

beetles when they issue from the tree may resort to the flowers as is their habit. They can

readily be found thereon, and captured and destroyed. It will be a pastime to the children

of the household, whose sharp eyes qualify them well for this employment, to search their

fluwers."

The gathering should be begun as soon as the beetles begin to appear, and should be
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NOTES OF THE PAST SEAt^ON.

By W. Saunders.

The Currant Worm (JVematus ventricoms, Klug).

This troublesome pest has been in most localities as abundant as ever during the past

summer. Whatever checks nature may have provided to prevent its excessive increase, they

seem, as yet, to avail but little, for the larvae continue to swarm in hundreds and thousands on

currant and gooseberry bushes throughout the summer, demanding constant vigilance and

liberal supplies of hellebore if the foliage is to be preserved.

For the benefit of those who may not possess copies of our previous reports we have in-

troduced asain figures of this insect with such additional notes on this species in its various

stages as we have been able to gather during the summer.
' !'

"
Fig. 7 shows the eggs as they are laid on the

under side of the leaves. These eggs (described from

specimens found on the 28th June) are when first

laid about ^^ths of an inch long, nearly cylindrical^

rounded at the ends, white, glossy and semi-trans-

parent. Eggs found on the same bushes, the same day,

r^^\ "
-, {' (k^ L^,-*^^-;^ but probably laid some days before, measured y*^*^th8

* ^^^
'

"" ~ ^ ^ of an inch in length with a corresponding increase in

diameter. From this it is reasonable to infer that

the eggs increase in size before hatching, the elastic

membrane which forms their covering expanding with

the development of the enclosed larvae. The eggs,

of which we have examined large numbers, we have

never found embedded in the substance of the leaf

(as some have stated they are) to any perceptible

extent ; careful examination under a powerful micros-

cope has failed to reveal any abrasion of the surface

after the egg has been forcibly removed.

Fig. 8 represents the larvae nearly full grown,

and Fig. 9 the perfect insects, the smaller one being

the male, the larger one the female.

On the 19th of June, on going into the garden

about 7 A.M., we noticed these perfect insects flying

about in scores in sunny spots, around and under
gooseberry bushes ; in about an hour afterwards

when visiting the same spot for the purpose of

capturing some, only one here and there could be

found, and these had settled on the bushes. A male

and female were captured ani enclosed in a gauze

bag, which was tied so as to enclose a small branch

of a gooseberry bush, with several leaves on it, all

quite free from eggs. When examined in the even-

ing of the same day, the female was seen laying her

eggs ; the next morning, on opening the bag, it was

found that 48 eggs had been deposited during the

interval, the female being still very active. On the
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24th of June, this branch was examined ao^ain, when quite a number of the young

larvae were found just hatched from the e^rgs which had then only been laid between four

and five days ; many of the eggs, however, were

found dried up, for which no cause could be dis-

covered.

On the 30th of June, the larvae of a lace wing fly

Chr'/sop'i was observed suckiuir the juices from the young
larvae of A', ventricoms. This friendly helper was a little

more than a quarter of an inch long, and had placed itself

in the midst of a colony of the young currant worms and

had nlready consumed several before it was taken in the

act. Fig. ]0b represents one of their larv* about half-

crrown, the fly is shown in Fig. II. The female lace wing fly

lays her egiis on long slender stalks, fig. 10 a, pbicing quite

a group of them together ; they are very pretty objects.

It is supposed that these long stalks serve the purpose of

keeping the unhatched eggs at a safe distance from the

younir larvae first hatched who would, otherwise, probably

eat them up. The perfect insect deposits these egirs

quite rapidly. On the 18th of June, when out col-

lecting with some friends, one of them captured a lace

wing fly and shut it up in a small box. In a fevr moments after,

having occasion to Icok at it, he found one egg deposited ; after walk-

ing a few yards with it to show it to us, which could not have occupied

him more than three or four minutes, the box was opened again when.

it Was found that three more eggs had been deposited, we had no oppor-

tunity of watching the further deposition or matuiing of these eggs. The
lace wing fly larvje are very voracious, and if sufficiently numerous would

prove formidable foes to the currant worm.

From about the 1:2th of May to the end of the season, the

currant worms were very abundant. •The enrlier broods seem to

confine their operations almost entirely to the gooseberry bushes,

but after two or three weeks they attack the currant bushes with

equal vigour. On the 16th of June, we noted the fact that the

full grown larvae in great numbers, others half grown or more and

youDjr colonies of the newly hatched larvae were all to be found at

that date on the same bushes. About the last of July, many colonies of these newly hatched

larvae were found almost entirely destroyed by some undiscovered foe; probably some beneficial

insect. Manv leaves were found with the rows of empty egg shells on them and with a few

holes eaten in them, but with the greater pirt of their substance uninjured, and with but little

or DO injury to the leaves surrounding ; here evidently the greater portion of the larvae had been

destroyed soon after hatching.

On the 10th of July, while emptying out a number of the perfect flies from a box, search-

ing for the empty pupa case of an icheunion fly found dead in the box, two pupae of ventri-

cosus were found. They were very pretty objects, about one quarter of an inch long, of a

very pale and delicate whitish green colour, becoming yellowish green at each extremity;

remarkably transparent and delicate looking. The eyes were black and prominent; the feet,

antennae and mouth parts all separately cased, with the same glossy transparent covering

almost crystal-like. The wing cases were similar in appearance, but of a little deeper green,

bent under and reaching to the first abdominal segment. The pupa seems to be incapable of

movement, a slight quivering only of the limbs could be detected under the microscope when

pressed ou. The leet all terminated in rounded knobs with no visible claws.

The Currant Measuring Worm Ellojia (Abraxis), ribearia, FiTCir.

This insect has also been very abundant during the past summer. As early as the third

week in May, the young larvae were found quite common on r<.d currant, liooseberry and

black currant, and by the first of June many of ihem had urown to an inch in length : judg-
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ing from the uunibers infesting the bushes, they appeared to prefer the black currant to

either the red or the gooseberry. By the Ifnh of the month they were well arowu. and ap-

p;, ,., peared as shown in tig. 12, (after Kiley). They are

then nearly an inch and a quarter long, of a whitish

colour with a number of black spots on each ring or

segment ; a wide yellow stripe down the back, and
another of the same character along each side, the

latter somewhat broken. The underside is white
with a slight tinge of pink, also spotted with black,

and with a wide yellow stripe down the middle.

The length of the chrysalis see fig. 1 , is

about half an inch
;

it is of a dark reddish brown
colour, paler between the segments, appearing under
a magnifying glass roughened with minute punc-
tures and irregularities of surface

; the abdominal
segments are dotted with round punctures of vary-

ing sizes, while the terminal one is armed with two
short sharp brown spines. By the •2nd or 3rd of

July, fresh specimens of the moth fig. 13, were on
the wing becoming much more abundant about the

6th, when they were observed flying in almost

every direction about the bushes. The moth when
its wings are expanded measures an inch or more
across ; the wings are of a pale yellowish colour

with several dusky spots, varying in size and form,

and more distinct in some specimens than in others ; sometimes these

spots are so arranged as to form one or two irregular bands across

the wings. About the middle of July, some of these active speci-

mens were captured, and one of the females, confined in a box by it-

self, laid a large number of eggs, 140 in all, between the 22ud and
23r3 of July. These were laid loose in the box excepting 24 of

them which were slightly attached to the sides. The egg when

_ viewed through a microscope is a very beautiful object ; its length

is nearly itxo^^^ ^^ ^^ inch, width nearly yl-j^ths ; in form it is an elongated oval, rather

blunt at each end. Colour dull yellowish grey, sometimes with a bluish tinge with the sur-

face' honevcombed with regular depressions, the ridges bordering each cell having several

bright minute whitish dots, which give the egg a very pretty and brilliant appearance when
brought under the strong light of the condenser of the microscope. At the present date,

December 1st, these eggs are still unchanoed, excepting slightly in colour, owing to the

developing larvse showing through the semi-transparent shell in spots, the larvje in all prob-

ability will not emerge until early spring. As there is only one brood of this insect with us
during the year, it is never likely to prove very troublsome ; a seasonable application of helle-

bore will in any case keep it within bounds.

The White-3Iarked Tussock Caterpillar, Orgi/ia leucosfigma.

The or<iyia caterpillar is always common in our .section of Ontario. The clusters of eggs
from which the larva? are produced are quite numerous in winter on our fruit trees especi-

ally those of the apple, pear and plum, they are securely fastened to the tree along with a

dead leaf or two by threads of silk.

Fig 14, (after Eiley), represents the full-

grown caterpillar which, when about to change
to a chrysalis,selects a leafou which to undergo
this important transformation, and this leaf in

such a position that while the chrysalis is

firmly attached to it on the one side, if is

firmly secured by silken threads to the under
side of a branch on the other, thus securing

the leaf from falling to the ground in the Au-
70
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Colours Yellow and Black.

tutnn. In about a fortnitrht after the chaoire to chrysalis takes place, the moths begin to

make their appenrance. The male which comes forth from a chrys- lis not more than about

half the size ot that which produces the female, (d fi<r. 16 shows the chrysalis of the male, c

Fis?. Is. that of the female). is a very pretty winged moth, see fig. lo, (alter Riley). I's

antennae are beautifully feathered or pectinate, and its wings are dark

brown, with a white spot on each front wing near the inner hind angle.

When at rest its outline is heart-shaped, and its long front feet heavdly

clothed with hairs and scales are tiirust forward to their full length. Very
different indeed in appearance is his mate ; the female is wingless or fur-

nished with but the merest rudiments of wings which no one would
observe without the close;,t inspection, she is represented at fig 16

resting on the cocoon from which she rarely moves more than a few

inches. There she waits the attendance of the male after which the

process of egg depositing begins. Dr. Fitch says that the eggs are ex-

Fig. Ki. truded in a continuous string which is folded

and matted together so as to form an irregular

mass which is glued to the top of the cocoon ;

on removing this mass of egiis from its place

of attachment, the surface of the cocoon ap-

pears covered with fragments of a transpar-

ent gelatinous-looking subsrance, which has

evidently been applied in a fluid state. The
lottom layer of egss will usually number one

hundred or more, and their interstices axe

well filled with this same gelatinous material,

which adheres ?o strongly to the eggs that

when the nest is torn open, they cannot be separated without bringing away portions of this

substance firmly attached. Another irregular layer of eg<rs is placed on this, then a third, and
sometimes a fourth before the total number is exhausted, and through the whole of these the

gelatinous matte- is so placed as to secure every egg, not by its being imbedded in a solid mass,

but surrounded by the material worked into a spongy or frothy state. Over all is a heavy layer

of the same, with a nearly smooth greyish white surface, the whole number of eggs being so

placed as to present a convex surface to the weather which effectually prevents the lodgment
of any water on it.

Within this enclosure from 375 to 500 eggs are securely placed. We have counted the

contents of several and 375 is the lowest and 500 the highest number we have found. The
egg is nearly globular, flattened at the upper side, not perceptibly hollowed, with a dark

pcint on the centre of the flattened portion surrounded by a dusky halo. Its surface is

smooth under a magnifying power of io diameters, but when submitted to a higher power,

appears lightly punctured with minute dots. Its colour is uniformly white to the unaided
vision, but the microscope reveals a ring of dusky yellow surrounding it immediately below

the flattened portion. Its diameter is ^^ of an inch.

A careless observer seeing a dead leaf here and there upon his trees might readily con-

ceive that they were blown into the position they occupied by accident, and retained there by
threads of spiders' webs or something of that sort, but a closer examination will furnish feed

for thought, in the wise arrangements made by the parent moth, in providing lor the safety

of her future offsprino;. and at the same time may well excite alarm in the mind of the fruit

grower when he perceives promise of the approaching birth of such a horde of hungry caterpil-

lars as even one of these egg masses will produce.

Early in June these eggs begin to hatch and continue to hatch on different trees

for several weeks. During the past season we found the larva? about half an inch long

on the 3rd of July, and by the 22nd, some specimens were nearly full grown. There
must, however, have been earlier larvae than these which escaped notice, for on the 29th of

July we found a freshly hatched cluster of young larvae belonging to the second brood.

The cocoon had been made and the eggs laid between two young green leaves of a pear tree,

the following descri|)tion was taken the day after.

Length one eighth of an iich. Head, reddish brown slightly bilobod, dotted with black

on the sides. Body above, vellowish '..jreen, semi-transparent, dotted and spotted with dark
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brown. Each seiiuieut or ring is provided with a trans^verse row of tubeicles I'rora which

arise cluster> oi L'liii spreading hairs, one jiair of tubercles on the sides of the second segment

much larger than any ot the o.hers and with a larger cluster of hairs ; in each cluster there is

one or more hairs, very long, loniier in some instances than the eniire body of tlie larva, there

is a dark brown broken strije along each side. Hairs mixed, brown and whitish. Changes

take place in its appearance at each successive moult until finally it presents the appearance

iriveu in fig. 14, and is in adornment one of the most bcautiiul caterpillars we know
of with its Vermillion red head and collar, the graceful pencils of long black hairs at each

extremity, and the cream coloured brushes or tuits along its back.

Isine diflerent jiarasites have been Ibund infesting this larvae. These friendly helpers

must do much towards keeeping this destructive creature within reasonable limits. Of 34

cocoons lately taken at random from different trees, only ten were found with eggs attached

and quite a large proportion of the remainder were infested with parasites. Hence when

collecting these cccoons in winter none should be taken or destroyed, but those which

have egu masses on them, as all the others will contain either useful parasites or else the empty,

harmless male chrysalis. As the female never travels beyond her cocoon, it is clear that this

insect can only S}iread by the wanderings of the caterpillar or the careless introduction of eggs

on young trees, no doubt the latter has been the most prolific source of evil.

THE APPLE-TREE BLIGHT.

This strange disease, affecting the tips of the branches of apple and quince trees, has

been very common during the past summer, and has extended over a large portion of the

western part of Ontario. The first specimens wc received this year were f;om Mr. James
Dougall, of Windsor. He writes, on the 27th of June, as follows— " I send you to day, by

express, some twigs and shoots of apple and quince trees, affected by what I presume is tl'te

twig borer. 1 have never been able to discover any insects or larvaB in the shoots, but possibly

I may have been late in looking tor them. The year before last this pest was very bad down
the lake shore, about Kuthven, the orchards were browned with it. Last year it attacked my
larger apple trees badly, and in the nursery rowssome Alexander trees, which were five years

old. suffered, wliile the younger ones were not touched ; this year it is worse than last. My
quinces have been badly injured for the past three years."

On the same day we received another package from C. F. Treffry, of Hawtry, Ontario,

with the following note—" I herewith enclose for your inspection some fmall branches from

some of my apple trees. In passing through my orchard I was surprised to find three of my
finest young trees affected as enclosed. 1 have watclied closely for the insect which must
have caused such damage, but without success ; neither can I find anything in the Society's

Keport ibr 1873 which will give me any information respecting it."

This same disease affected the trees very much on the grounds of Mr. Charles Arnold,

of Paris, and many op hards in that section of country were similarly injured. In our own
location we observed it in one instance only, affecting a few fruit-bearing twigs on a quince

tree. About Hamilton, and between that city and Dundas. we saw, in July, many trees

which had been badly injured, and, on returning from New York, a few weeks later saw evi-

dences of the same trouble in some of the apple orchards in the western portion of that state.

Thus it will be seen that this disease has affected many trees in widely distant portions of

our countiy, and probably has extended much further th;in we are at present aware of. We
shall be glad to hear from our iruit-growing friends in reference to this matter.

The advent of this disease is shown by a sudden withering of the twigs and extremities

of the branches, particularly the fruit bearing portions, and embracinti' the whole of the new
growth. Soon the leaves appear as il scorched, and the wood ot (he affected portions becomes

black. Hero the trouble seems to end, and later in the season the tree partially recovers its

vigour and throws out new shoots from below the base of the affected portion. The fact of

the fruit branches being principally involved tells heavily on the crop for the year, and makes
this di.sease a much more serious matter than it would otherwise be. The effects produced

are so similar in appearance to the damage done, in some instances by the twig b' rers that we
do not wonder at the prevailing opinion that the injury is in some way caused by insects.

The mo!-t careful examinalicn, however, tails to reveal the slightest evidence of insect work,

and, like the mysterious pear tree blight its origin and prouress are at present involved in
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obscurity. From the fact of its affectiniz; only the new and tender orrowth we should infer

that some atmospheric agency is probably concerned in ^the production and propogation of

this disease. At present we have no remedy to suggest.

ON SOME OF OUR COMMON INSECTS

By W. Saunders,

The Cecropi.v 'Ioth (Affaciis Cecrophi, Linn.)

x\mong the many beautiful and wonderful insects native to this country, there is none

which excites yearly more wonder and astonishment thin the cecropia moth. Its size is

enormous, measuring when its wings are spread from five and a half to six and a half inches

across, and sometimes even more while its beauty is proportionate to its size. The accom-

panying figure 17 (after Riley) is a fixithful representation of this magnificent creature.

Both front and hind wings are of a rich brown, the anterior pair greyish, shaded with red,

Fio. 17.

the posterior more unifoiml} biouu ^ lu n the middle or e icii oi rue wings there is a nearly

kidney shaped white spot shaded more or less with red, and margined with black. A wavy
dull red band crosses each of the wings, edged inside on the front wings more or less faintly

with white, while on the hind pair the band is widely and clearly marizined with the same
coll r. The outer edges of the wiugp are of a pale silky brown in which on the anterior pair

runs an irregular dull bla k line, which on the hind wings is replaced by a narrow, double

broken band of the same hue. The front wings next to the shoulders are dull red, with a

curved white and black band, varying much in distinctness in different specimens, and near

their tips, there is an eyelike black spot with a bluish white crescent. The upper side of the
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body and the lesrs are dull red, with a wide band behind the head and the hinder edjres of the

seiTiuents of the nbdomen white ; the under side of the body is also irre<rularly marked with

whife. The under .-urface of the wings is very much like the upper, but somewhat paler.

Cocropia was the ancient name of"t'^e Citv of Athens, and it has been a matter of sur-

prise to some that Linnaeus should have given this name to our moth, Dr. Fitch throws light

on this subject in the following words, " The great legislator of this department of human
knowledge, as he is expressively styled by Latreille, it has been frequently reniaiketl. was
endowed with a genius which, but few of his disciples have inherited, for selecting names for

natural objects, which are most appropriate and happy. The idea which was present in the

mind of Linnaeu* when lie named this splendid moth, we think is sufficiently evident. The
Athenians were the most poli^-hed and refined people of antiquity. The moths are the most
delicate and elegant of insects; they were the Athenians of their race. Cecrops was the

founder, the head of the Athenian people. When the n;imes of men were bestowed upon cities,

ships, or other objects regarded as being of the feminine, gender, classicjil usage changed these

names to the feminine form. The moths (PhaUmo.) being feminine, and the name of Cecrops

being more euphonious in this forn). probably induced Linnaeus to change it in the manner
he did. The name thus implies this to be the leader, the head of the most elegant tribe of

insects, or in other words the first of all insect kind. What name more appropriate can be

invented for this sumptuous moth." The figure we have given is that of a male which differs

from the female in having a smaller abdomen and larger and more deeply feathered antennae

or feelers.

During the winter months, when the apple trees are leafle.«s the large cocoons of this

moth may be found here and there, firmly bound to the twigs, they are also frequently found

on currant buf-hes, and occasionally also on lilac, cherry, hazel,

plum, blackberry, maple, willow and some other shrubs and trees;

for this insect in its larval stage is a very general feeder. The
cocoon, see fig. 18, (after Piiley) is about three inches long, pod
shaped and of a dirty brown colour, and is entirely con.structed of

silk, the fibres of which are very much stronger than those of the

common silk worm Bomhi/x rivni. The silk has been worked to a

limited extent and manufactured into socks and other articles,

which have been found very durable ; but a drawback to the

advancement of this branch of industry lies in the fact that the

caterpillars do not bear confinement well, and hence are not easily

reared.

The exterior structure of the cocoon is very close and papery-

like, but on cutting through this, we find the interior — surround

ing the dark brown chrysalis—made up of loose fibres of strong

yellow silk. This snug enclosure effectually protects the insect in

it.3 dormant state from the extremes of weather during the long

wiptry months When the time approaches for the escape of the

moth, which is about the beginning of June, th.; internal dark

broAvn chrysalis is ruptured by the struggles of the occupant, and

the newly born moth l^egins to work its way out of the cocoon.

As it is possessed of no cutting instrument of any kind, this would

indeed be a hopeless task had not the all-wise Creator made a

sjiecial provision for this purpose, and to this end a fluid adapted

for softening the fibres is furnished just at this juncture and

secreted from about the mouth. On listening to the creature as

it works its way through, you hear a scraping, tearing sound,

which is made by the insect working with the claws on its fore-

feet, tearing away the softened fibres and packing them on each

side to make a channel for its escape. The place of exit is

the smaller end of the cocoon, which is more loosely made than

any other part and through which, after the intf-rnal obstacles are

overcome, the passage is effected without much further trouble.

We have frequently watched their escape. First through

the openin? is thrust the anterior pair of bushy looking legs, the
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sharp claws of which fasten on the outside structure ; then with an offort the head is drawn for-

ward, suddenly displayins: the beautiful feather-like antennfe ; next, the thorax, on which is

b irne the other two pairs of le,«;s, is liberated, and finally, the escape is completed by the

withdrawal of the abdomen, through the orifice thus made. Queer looking creatures they

are when they first put in an appearance, with their larje, fat. juicy bodies, and tiny wings.

When the wings are fully expanded they measure from five to six inches or more across, but

when fresh from the chrysalis they are but very little larger than the wings of a bumble bee.

The first necessity now for the welfare of the individual is to find a suitable location where

the wings may be held in a good position for expanding, for without such favourable circum-

stance they would never attain a serviceable size. Tt is necessary tliat a position should be

secured where the wings may hang down as they are expanding, for which purpose the under

side of a twig is often selected ; and here, securely suspended by the claws, the wings undergo

in a short time the most marvellous growth it is possible to imagine. The whole process, from

the time of the escape of the moth to its full maturity, seldom occupies more thnn from half

an hour to an h.mr, and during this time the wings grow from the diminutive size already

mentioned to their full measure and capacity.

A wing clipped from the insect immediately after its escape, and examined under the

microscope, reveals the fact that the thousands and tens of thi usands of scales with which the

wings are covered, and which afterwards assume such beautiful feather-like forms, are now
nearly all threadlike and undeveloped. Impressed with this thought, the mind is fairly

• astonished at the almost incredible change wrought in so limited a time, for the growth em-

braces not only the extension of the surface of the wing, but the enlargement and maturity of

every scale or feather on it, the individuals of which are but as dust to the naked eye. What
a wonderful and intricate system of circulation and power of nutrition must be possessed to

accomplish this marvellous result

!

Soon after their exit these moths seek their mates, and after pairing, the female begins to

deposits her eggs, a process which occupies some time, for the eggs are not laid in patches

or groups, but singly : and are firmly fastened with a glutinous material to the under side of

a leaf ; and as it is seldom there are more than one or two laid on any single tree or bush, a

considerable distance must be traversed by the parent in the transaction of this all important

business.

The number of eggs which these moths lay is astonishing, we have known a single female

to deposit within three days as many as 217. The eggs are about one- tenth of an inch long,

nearly round and of a dull creamy white colour, with a reddish spot or streak near the centre,

the duration of the egg stao;e is usually from about a week to ten days.

At the expiration of this period the larva eats its way out of the egg, the empty shell of

which furnishes the young creature with its first meal. On its first appearance it is black, with

little shining black knobs on its body, from which arise hairs of the same colour. Being

furnished with a ravenous appetite its growth is very rapid ; and from time to time its exterior

coat or skio becomes too tight for its comfort, when it is ruptured and thrown ofi". At each

of these changes or moultinsrs, the caterpillar appears in an altered garb, gradually becoming

more like the full grown larva represented by Fig. 19. Tt is very handsome. Its body is pale

Fig. 19.
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greeu, the larjre warts or tubercles ou the top of the third and i'ourth segments are coral red,

the remainder are yellow e.\ceptin!>' those on the second and terminal segments, which, in

common with the smaller tubercles along the sides, are blue. During its growth from the

diminutive creature as it escapes from the egg to the monstrous-looking full grown specimen,

it con-umes an immense amount of vegetable food ; and especially as it approaches maturity

is this voracious appetite apparent. Where one or two have been placed on a young a])ple

tree, they will often strip it entirely bare before they have done with it, and thus prevent the

proper ripening ot the wood entailing damage to the tree, and, sometimes, endangering its lilie
;

hence, during their season, they should be watched for and destroyed. During the winter

months, their cocoons may be looked for, and removed in time to check their further spread.

The natural increase of this insect being so great, wise provisions have been made to

keep it within bounds. Being such a conspicuous object it sometimes forms a dainty uical

for the larger birds ; there are also enemies which attack the egg and young larvae and besides

these there are severul parasites which live within the body of the caterpillar and destroy it

beibre reaching maturity. One of the largest of these parasites is the long tailed Ophion
(OjjJiion vaicrurum, Linn.) Fig. 20 (after Kiley). This is a large yellowish brown Ichneumon

fly, and is perhaps one of the commonest parasites affect-

ing the cecropia. The female of this fly dej)Osits. ac-

cording to Mr. Trouvelot, from eight to ten eggs U])on

the skin of her victim. These eags soon hatch into

young larvge which eat their way through the skin of

the caterpillar, and at once begin to feed upon the fatty

parts within. As only one of these pai*asitic larvse can

find food sufficient to mature, the rest either die from
hunger or are devoured by the strongest survivor.

Mr. Kiley, in Am. Ent, Vol. II., says, ''After

the Cecropia Worm has formed its cocoon, the parasitic

larva which had hitherto fed on the fatty portions of its

victim, now attacks the vital parts, and when nothing

but the empty skin of the worm is left, spins its own
cocoon, which is oblong oval, dark brown inclining to

bronze, and spun so closely and compactly, that the

inner layers when separated have the appearance of gold beater's skin. If we cut open one of

these cocoons soon after it is completed, we shall find inside a large, fat, legless grub. Fig. 21,

which sonjetimes undergoes its transformations and issues

as a fly in the fall, but more generally waits until the

followin<r spring.
'' The Ichneumon Fly, last mentioned, usually causes

a dwarfed appearance of the worm which it infests, and
parasitized cocoons can generally be distinguished from
healthy ones by their smaller size. The larvae of the Ta-

chinaFly which we now introduce to our readers, as parasitic on the Cecropia Worm, seem to

produce an exactly opposite effect, namely, an undue and unnatural growth of their victim.

In the beginning of Se])tember, 1866, we received an euorniouf. Cecropia Worm. It mea-
sured over four inches, was a full inch in diameter, and weighed nearly two ounces, butlike

many other large specimens which we have since seen, it was covered with small oval, opaque,
white egg-shells, clusters of four or five occurring on the back of each segment invariably

deposited in a traverse direction. The skin of the worm was
black, where the young parasites had hatched and penetrated.

The large worm soon died and rotted, and in about twelve days
a host of maggots gnawed their way through the putrid skin.

These maggots averaged about one-half inch in length, and in

form were like those of the common Blow-fly. The head
was attenuated and retractile and fuinished with two minute
curved hooks, and the last segment was squarely cut of}", slightly

concave and with the usiial two spiracles or breathing holes

which this class of laivaj have at theii* tails. Their colour was
of a translucent yellow, and they went into the gi'ound and
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remained in the larva state all winter, contracted to pupse in the April following, and the

Hies commenced to issue the last of May." This fly differs so little from the red tailed

Tachina Fly {Exorista militaris, Walsh), see Fig. 22, which infests the army worm that Mr.

Kiley is inclined to regard it as a variety of that species.

The Cecropiachalcisfly (Ch'ilcis Maria Rilei/). We quote again from Mr. Riley.—"In
^^ay, 1869, we received from Mr. V. T. Chambers, of Covington, Ky., numerous specimens

of the beautiful large chalcis fly figured herewith

(Fig. 23). which he had taken from the cocoon of

the Polyphemus moth, which is quite common and

issues as early as the middle of February in that

locality. He says, ' I was satisfied that the cocoon

did not contain a living Polyphemus, and therefore

opened it. It contained so little besides these in-

sects and their exuviae as to suggest strongly the

old idea that the caterpillar had been metamor-
phi'sed into them (as in a sense it had). There
were 47 of them, of which 23 were females. As all

the males and some of the females were dead when Colour^ Black ana Yellow,

I opened the socoon, I think it likely that the former never do emerge, and perhaps but fevr

of the latter ; otherwise Polyphemus would soon be exterminated.'
" We can very well imagine that most of these chalcis flies would die in their efforts to

escape from the tough cocoon of the Polyphemus, but it so happens that these s:ime insects

have been found by Mrs. Mary Treat, of Viueland, Xew Jersey, to prey upon the cecropia

worm, from the cocoon of which they can much more easily escape.
f"*^- ^*- " The Divorced Cryptus (Cryphis7iunciiis.SAY,—eoirematis, Cresson),

another Ichneumon fly, infests the cecropia worm in great numbers,

filling its cocoon so full of their own thin parchment-like cocoons that a

transverse section (Fig. 24) bears considerable resemblance to a honey-

comb. The flies issvie in June, and the sexes differ sufficiently to have

given rise to two species. We have bred seven females and twenty nine

males from a cocoon of the cecropia moth, all the rfales agreeing with the

species described by Say as nnnmi-% and all the females agreeing with that

described afterwards as eztrevudiii by Mr. Cresson.

The Clouded Sulphur Buiterfly (Collaa Philodice,GoT)T).

The clouded sulphur is everywhere one of our commonest butterflies, abundant in its

Fig 2.0

Colours Yellow and Black.

season, m fields and roadways, frequently congrega-

ting in groups on the borders of streams and springs,

where, in hot weather, they seem to enjoy settling on

the cool, moist ground. They are still more abund-

ant in clover fields as the season advances.

The female, of this species differs somewhat in its

markings from the male, as will be i-eadily seen by

reference to the figures, 25 representing the male,

26 the female. The ground colour of the wings in

both sexes is bright yellow marked on the outer edge

with a d;.rk brown or blackish border, narrower in

the male than it is in the female, while in the

latter it encloses on the anterior wings a broken

row of irregular yellow spots, there is also a

spot of black placed near the front edge of the fore

wings, about halfway between the base and tip,

varymg in form and distinctness. The hind wings

in both sexes are less heavily margined, and near the

middle is a dull, pale orange spot. Both wings are

dusky towards the base, and the fringes are pink.

On the under surface the yellow colour is less
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bri«xlit. wliilo tlio d irk iirirpiis arc either entirely wantinu' or else represented by a dusky

shade uiaririned occasionally within by a few dull brownish dots. The spot on the forewings

is distinct, but paler and usually ceatcred with a small silvery eye. That on the hind wings

is much more distinct thin ahove, being composed of a bright silvery spot in the centre de-

fined by a d irk brown line which is in turn encircled with dull orange. Immediately

above and a little towards the outer edge is a much sm lUer spot of the same character ; there

is also a reddish dot on the anterior edge, about the middle of the wing. The antennae are

pink, with the knobs at their tips of a darker .shade ; the body is dark above
;
paler at the

sides and xxnderneath.

The insect appears first on the wing about the middle of May, becoming more plentiful

towards the latter end of the month, but the time of its sr^ate-t abundance is later in the

season, after the appearance of the second brood, which is during the latter part of July and

throughout August. In the .second volume of the " Entomologist," p. 8, Mr. Bethune re-

marks as follows :
" On the 3rd of August, a lovely, bright, warm morning, after an exces-

sivelv wet ni<j;ht, I drove about ten miles along country roads ; every few yards there was a

patch of mud. the effects of the heivy rain, and at every patch of mud there were from half

a dozen to twenty specimens of Colia?: philodke, at least one, I should think for every yard of

distance I travelled. I must then have seen, at a very moderate computation, about ten

thousand specimens of this butterfly."

The caterpillar of the Clouded Sulphur feeds on the cultivated pea, on clover, on the

Blue Lupin, Lvplnus perennis, and no doubt on many other plants belonging to the order

Leguminome. The egir, which is a beautiful object, is about one twenty-third of an inch in

length, tapering at each end, with twelve or fourteen raised longitudinal ribs, with smaller

cross lines in the concave spaces between them. Its colour when first deposited is of a pale

lemon yellow, which changes in three or four days to a pile red, then gradually to a bright

red, and from that to dark brown just before the time of hatching. The duration of the egg

stage is about seven days.

The young caterpillar just hatched is one-twelfth of an inch long and of a dull yellow-

ish brown colour, but when a little older it changes to a dark green. When full grown it is

about an inih long, with a dark green head and body, the latter with a yellowish white stripe

on each side close to the under surface, with an irregular streak of bright red running through

its lower portion. The b idy also has a downy look occasioned by its being thickly clothed

with very minute pale hairs.

The chrysalis is about seven-tenths of an inch long, attached at its base, and girt across

the middle with a silken thread. Its colour is pale green with a yellowish tinge, with a pur-

plish red line on each side of the head, darker lines down the middle both in front and behind,

and with a yellowish stripe along the sides of the hinder segments.

During the heat of summer the chrysalis state usually lasts about ten days. A day or

so before the butterfly escapes the chrysalis becomes darker and semi-transparent, the mark-

ings on the wings showing plainly through the enclosing membrane.

The White-Lined Morning Sphinx {DeilepUla lineata, Fabr.)

The white-lined morning
sphinx is a tolerably common
insect throughout Ontario. It

is seen on the wing generally

about twilight or later,although

it has been met with occassion-

ally in the day time. In its

flight it much resembles the

humming bird, hovering over

flowers into which it inserts its

long and slender tongue in

search of the nectar there stored,

which constitutes its food. In

,
common with many other sphinx

[moths its structure is robust

{and its flight rapid and power-
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ful : hence it is difficult to capture, and even when taken will often flutter with such force as

to seriously d;iraage the covering and structure of its beautiful wings. When its wings are

fully spread they measure from three to three-and-a-half inches across, (see Fig. 27, after

Riley). The ground colour is a rich greenish olive. On the fore wings there is a pale band
about the middle, extending from near the base to the tip, and along the outer margin
runs another bind nearl}' equal in width, but darker and less distinct ; the veins also are

lined with white. The hind wings which arc small, are nearly covered by a wide central

rosy band, becoming paler as it approaches the body, the hinder edge is fringed with white.

On the anterior portion of the body there are six longitudinal stripes or lines, while the hind-

er part is alternately spotted with white and black. The entire under surface in much paler

and duller in colour than the upper. ""'™*

'• The larva," Mr. Eiley says, " feeds upon purslane, turnip, buckwheat, water melon,

and even apple and grape leaves, upon any of which it may be found in the month of July.

It descends into the ground, and within a smooth cavity, changes into a light brown chrvsalis.

from which the moth emerges during the month of September."
'• The most common form of the larva is that given at Fig. 28. Its colour is yellowish

green, with a prominent subdorsal row of elliptical spots, each spot consisting of two curved

Fig. 28.

black lines, enclosing superiorly a bright crimson space, and inferiorly a pale yellow line

—

the whole row of spots connected by a pale yellow stripe, edged above with black. In some
specimens these eyelike spots are disconnected, and the space between the black crescents is

of a uniform cream colour. The breathing holes are either csurrounded with black or with

black edged with yellow. The other form is black, and characterized chiefly by a yellow

line along the back, and a series of pale yellow spots and darker yellow dots, as represented

Fig. 29.

in the illustration Fig. 29, even this dark form is subject to great variation, some specimens

entirely lacking the line along the back, and bavins; the spots of diff'erent shape."
" This insect has a wide range, as it occurs in the West Indies, Mexico and Canada, as

well as throughout the United States. Feeding as it does, principally on plants of but little

value, and being very commonly attacked by the larvas of a Tachina fly, this insect has never

become sufficiently common to be classed as injurious."
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CRASSHOPPERS OR LOCUSTS.

By the Rev. C. J. S. Bethdne, M.A.

Few, probably, of our Canadian fellow-countryinea are aware that the terrible Locust,
•' the scour2;e of nations," as it has been fitly termed, about whose destructive powers they

read such appalling Jiccounts in books of Oriental travel, is one of the insect enemies that

some of the denizens of our Dominion have to contend against. And yet it is too true—as

the records of the past season in our North-west Province of Manitoba abundantly prove.

The locusts (or grasshoppers, as they are incorrectly termed) have laid waste great tracts of

fertile country, and have brought ruin and desolation to many an unhappy settler in that

far ofiF region.

It is much to be regretted—to quote our remarks made on a former ocoasion*—that so

much confusion exists in the popular use of terms in Natural History, and particularly in

entomology, in consequence of which very serious errors become matters of common faith,

much mischief is alio red to go unheeded, and the innocent are oftentimes punished for the

guilty. The term " bug." for instance, is almost universally applied in the neighbouring

States, and very generally in this country, to every kind of insect, so that it is no uncommon
thing to hear a beautiful butterfly or lovely moth designated by the odious name of "bug,"
whereas the appellation belongs exclusively to those foul-smelling sucking insects of the order

H'linipteni, which feed upon the juices of plants, and in some cases upon the blood of other

insects, of animals and man. AgMin, the larva of almost every kind of insect is called "the

grab;" larvae that burrow into the trunks of trees and timber, " the borer," and so on to any
extent. The consequence is that what is a remedy for one grub or borer, or so-called " bug,"

is indiscriminately made use of for the destruction of every other grub, or borer, or " bug,"

unmindful that the old proverb may be read in this way also—" What is one insect's meat is

another's poison," and that the treatment that will exterminate one injurious insect is some-

times perfectly harmless in the case of another.

This confusion of terms is })articularly unfortunate in the case of the insects that we
are now treating of. Every one in this country is perfectly familiar with what is commonly

called a " grasshopper," but how very

few are aware that what they term a

grasshopper, and see too often to think

much about, is really the same kind of

insect as the much dreaded, famine-

producing Locust, that constituted one

of the plagues of Egypt, and that is

an object of so much terror wherever

it prevails. A trie locust it never-

theless is, and it were well, for many
reasons, that our people became accus-

tomed to call it by its right name.

Our common species in this Province,

while it does not possess the power of

suddenly appearing in vast numbers

and emigrating from place to place,

occasionally becomes greatly multiplied

and proves very destructive. The
western locust (or grasshopper), how-

ever, differing but very slightly from

Qiir species, is, as we shall presently

shew, quite as formidable a destroyer as its Oriental congener.

CanaiJM Farmer, 1867, page 87.
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While the true American Locusts are commonly called I grasshoppers, and the true

grasshoppers are termed crickets, katydids, kc, another element of coniut^ion is mingled

with our insect nomenclature by the C( mmou jractice of giving the name of locust to the

cicada, a totally difltrent insect htlongina tu an entirely different order. Ihe accompany-

ing illustration will shew the reader the difference between these three kinds of insects better

than any written description. Figure 30 represents different stages in the life of the Cicada or

so-called "Seventeen year Locust " (C. Septem-iUcim Linn), a is the pupa
; b the empty pupa

case alter the perfect insect has emerged from it ; c, the perfect or winged insect; (/, the per-

forations in a twig for the deposition of eggs ; e, the egg. Figure 32 represents a katydid or

true grasshopper {Cyrtophi/llnrn covaiium, Say); and Figure 31 a true locust or so-called

grasshopper {Caloptenus sj/ieins, Uhler).

A single glance at these illus-

trations will shew the reader, the

main differences between the three

kinds of insects that we have been

referring to. We wish it, there-

fore, to be plainly understood

that in the account that follows : '°g=^^,^^^j^^^^^^,.
'^'^'-^—

-"u,

we shall use the term " Locust

"

-^ ^'^ ^:^^i=^. • >>;

in refierence to the devastating

insect represented in Figure 31, which is so often called a "grasshopper.'

History of the Locust in America.

Fio. 31.

Fig. 32.

From the various works that we have been able to con-

sult we gather that visitations of locusts have occurred on a

more or less extensive scale, from time to time, ever since

the Central and Western portions of this Noi them Conti-

nent have been occupied by Europeans. We have no diffi-

culty, then, in believing that from time immemorial these

destructive insects have played their important part in

maintaining the balance of animal and vegetuble life in

accordance with the grand laws of the Omnipotent Creator.

The earliest notice that we have found of a visitation of

locusts refers back more than two centuries, to a period

much anterior to the discovery of the Mississippi River by
La Salle. In Gage's West Indies the following account

is ariven of one of these visitations in Guatemala in the year

1632 :
—

" The first year of my abiding there it pleased God to

send one of the plagues of Egypt to thit country, which was

of locusts, which I had never seen till then. They were

after the manner of our grasshoppers, but somewhat bigger,

which did fly about in numbers eo tliick and intiniie that

they did truly cover the face of the sun, and hinder the

shining forth of the beams of that bright planet. Where
they lighted, either upon trees or standing corn, there was
nothing expected but ruin, destruction and barrenness ; for

the corn they devoured, the fruitvS of trees they ate and con-

sumed, and hung so thick upon the branches that with their

weight they tore them from the body. The highways were so covered with tliem that they

startled the travelling mules with their fluttering about their heads and feet. My eyes were

often struck with their wiogs as I rode along ; and much ado I had to see my way. what with

a montero wherewith 1 was fain to cover my face, what with the flight of them which we-e

still before my eyes. The farmers towards the South sea coast cried out, for that their

indigo, which was then in gra8s, w.is like to be eaten up ; from the Iiigeaios of sugar the like

moan was made, that the yaung and tender sutrar-canes would be destroyed ; but, above all,

grievous was the cry of the husbandmen of the valley where 1 lived, who feared that their
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corn would in oueni<:ht be swallowed up by that devourinij^ legion. The care of the magistrates

was that the town? of Indians should all no out into the tields with trumpets, and what other

instruments they had. to make a noij>e and to aifright them from those places whieh are most
considerable and profitable to the commonweath ; and strao'^e it was to see how the loud

noise of the Indian^ and soundiu'j- of the trumpets defended some fields from the fear and

dauirer of them. Where they lighted in the mountains and highways, there they left behind

them their young ones, which were found creeping upon the ground, ready to threaten such a

second year's plague, if not prevented : wherefore all the towns were called, with spades,

mattocks and shovels, to dig h'ng trenches and therein to bury all the younir ones. Thus,

with much trouble to the poor Indians and their great pains (yet after much hurt and loss in

many places) was that flying pestilence chased away out of the country to the South Sea,

where it was thought to be consumed by the oi-ean. and to have found a grave in the waters,

whilst the young ones found it in the land. Yet they were not all so buried, but that shortly

some appeared, which, being not so many in number as before, were with the former diligence

soon overcome."

.Vbout a century later than the date rf the above account, the locusts are recorded to

have laid waste, on several occasions, ail the vegetation of Mexico and Yucatan, and to have

produced famine and much consequent suifering amoni: the people. To California, they ap-

pear to ha%'e been especially partial from the earliest times. The Jesuit Father Michael del

Barco, who lived ior thirty years in that country as a missionary among the heathen Indians,

relates that from the arrival of the Jesuits in 1097 to the year 1722, they were free from any

plague of locusts, but that in this year they caused fearful sufferings among the inhabitants.

In 174() and for three jeans following without intermis.sion, they again invaded the land
;

after this they did not appear until 1753 and 1754 ; and finally, before the expulsion of the

Jesuits, in 17G5 and the two following years. Clavigero, in his History of California, gives

a very interesting account of these several invasions, and describes the appearance and

natural history of the insect with much minuteness; from his work we make the following

extracts :

—

" The female, at the latter part of July or early in August, lays a number of fine small

eggs of a yellowish colour, in a string, united with a glutinous matter, which appears like a cord

of fine silk. These are deposited together and dropped into a small hole which they make in

the ground with a small apparatus attached to their tails. Each female lays from seventy to

eighty eggs, and soojetimes more.
" The birth of these new grassho])pers has no particular time, but is dependent upon the

early or late appearance of the rains, but they generally hatch during the latter part of Sep-

tember or early in October Their life, from birth to death, lasts ten months,

during which they cast their coats twice and change their colours five times. When the wings

have become of sufficient strength and the body at its maturity, they then begin to ascend

into the air and fly like birds, and commence their ravages in every direction, desolating the

fields of every green thing. Their numbers become so extraordinary, that they soon form

clouds in the atmosphere, of which the rays of the sun cast a shadow as they fly. They unite

in masses of ten to twelve thousand, always following their conductors and flying in a direct

line without falling behind, for they consume every growing thing before them. To whatever

height their guides conduct them to obtain a sight of their food they follow, and as soon as

growing crops or any verdure is sighted, instantly the swarm will alight and speedily devour

and devastate the fields around to that extent, and with that promptitude, that when they

are seen by a new swarm of their fellows, there is not anything more left to injure or con-

sume.
" This lamentable insect plague is bad enough in old and cultivated countries, but in

the miserable peninsula of California, where they eat up the crops, -ireen trees, fruits, ana

pastures, they cause great mortality in the domestic animals of the missions, and with the

effect of their ravages on the cereals and other garden productions cause great famines and

sickness among the inhabitants and neophytes of the establishments. At one time immense
multitudes of these voracious insects died, infecting the air dreadfully with the stench of

their corruption and decay."

In Upper California, the Franciscan Missions of the early part of the present century, have

suffiercd in a very similar manner. About the year 1827 or 1828, they ate up—we are told

—nearly all the growing crops, and occa.sioncd a great scarcity of wholesome food ; again m
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1834, they " destroyed all the crops of the rancheros and missions, with the exception of the

wheat." In 1838, the field crops and gardens were again nearly destroyed. In 184(), there

was another serious visitation, which extended over some of what are now termed the Western
States, as well as California. In 1855, to pass over leaser visitations, there came one of the

most terrible of all the recorded plagues of Locusts in California. As related by Mr. Taylor,

of Monterey, (Smithsonian Report, 1858), between the middle of May and October, 1855,
" these insects extended themselves over a space of the earth's !-urface. much greater than has

ever before been noted. They covered the entire Territories of Washington and Oregon, and
every valley of the State of California, ranging fi-Mm the Pacific Ocean to the eastern base of

the Sierra Nevada ; the entire Territories of Utah and New Mexico ; the immense grassy

prairies lying on the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains; the dry mountain valleys of
the Republic of Mexico, and the countries of Lower California and Central America, and also

those portions of Texas which resemble, in physical characteristics, Utah and California. The
records prove that the locusts extended themselves, in one year, over a surface comprised within

thirty-eight degrees of latitude, and in the broadest part, eighteen degrees of longitude." The
Sacramento newspapers of that year were filled witji details of the plague ; most accounts

compared the swarms, when in flight, to dense snow-storms
;
they consumed everything before

them—the foliage of trees, orchards, gardens, vineyards, fields of young grain, of crops and
vegetables—everything was eaten up in a particular locality in a single day, leaving the ground
a withered, blackened desert. That summer oi 1855, was observed to be the hottest and
driest that had been known for ten years."

During the next two years, 185G-7, the plague was almost entirely confined to the

region lying east of the Rocky Mountains, and extending in places as far as the Missis-

sippi River
;
throughout the States of Minnesota, Nebraska and Kansas, the locusts were es-

pecially destructive. Ten years later, in the summer of 1866, another noteworthy visitation

took place throughout the same region. A correspondent of a Rock Island, 111., paper (see

Practical Entmnohgid, vol. ii., page 3), thus describes the plague in Nebraska :
" The last day

of August, near the middle of the afternoon, quite a number of grasshoppers were seen alight-

ing, and that number rapidly increased till a little before sunset. The next morning they

appeared much thicker, but were only so from having crawled more into the open air to

sun tlemselves. About nine o'clock they began to come thicker and faster from a northerly

directi' n, swarming in the air by myriads, and making a roar like suppressed distant thun-

der. By looking up to the sun they could be seen as high as the eye could discover an

object so small, in appearance like a heavy snow storm. Each grasshopper very much like a

very large flake, save that it passed by instead of falling. TKe number was beyond imagination,

the air was literally full of them and continued so till late in the afternoon, countless millions

passed on leaving other countless millions covering the earth and devouring the vegetation."

Another writer from Kansas states that " Yesterday, September 10th, the locusts made their

appearance here, and are devouring everything green. They almost darken the sun in their

flight. I put in 65 acres of wheat in the last week of August, which looked fine, but it has

nearly all disappeared ; by to-morrow niaht there will not be a spear left. Ejirly sown wheat
will be totally destroyed." From the description given by another writer m Kansas, we may
quote the following graphic account :

—" There is something weird and unearthly in their

appearance, as in vast hosts they scale walls, housetops and fences, clambering over each

other with a creaking, clashing noise. Sometimes they march in even regular lines, like hosts

of pigmy cavalry, but generally they rush over the ground in confused swarms. At times they

rise high in the air and circle round like gnats in the sunshine. At such times, I think, they

are caught by currents of our prevailing westerly winds and are thus distributed over vast

tracts of country." The foregoing extracts will give our readers some little idea of the mode
of appearance and the destructive powers of the locusts in the west. We might fill pages, a

volume indeed, with similar accounts.

The next year 1867, and to some extent also in 1868 the locusts rea]>peared through-

out the same region, and extended further to the eastward as well as westward. They
proved more or less destructive in Western and Central lown, and in North Western Mis-
souri, as well as almost all over Nebraska, Kansas, Texas and Utah. They have never, so far

a« we have been able to ascertain, passed to the eastward of the Mississippi River.

In 1869 and 1870, the ravages of the locusts seem to have been confined on this side of
tiie Rocky Mountains, to portions of Nebraska, Colorado and Utah.
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The Plaoue of Locusts i\ 1874.

Let us now turn to the terrible visitation of the present year, from the effects of which
so many thousands are now suffering the privations of famine throughout immense tracts of

country.

Last year I I87;3) tlie locust-* or grasshoppers were stated to have inflicted considerable

damage upon crops of various kinds in some of tlie Western States, principally Nebraska and

Kinsas; here and there also in Minnesota, Iowa and Dakota there were comparatively trifling

visitatii ns. But in the month of July of this year there began one of the most
serious invasions that has ever occurred in the west. In point of numbers and in extent of

area affected, the plague was probably no greater than on some previous occasions, nntably

that of 18."i."i that we have referred to above; the great difference, however, is caused by the

fact that twenty years ago the country west of the Mississippi River was an almost unin-

habited wilderness of prairie, while now it is traversed by a net work of railways, covered

with populous towns and villages, and occupied to a very large extent by multitudes of in-

dustrious people. Twenty years ago the locusts affected the food supply, peihaps, of the buf-

falo, the Indian, and the scattered frontier settlers, but now their ravages cause destitutfon and

misery in tens of thousands of homes.

Up to the beginning of July this year, all looked bright and fair for the western farmer.

His crops of all kinds were, as a rule, growing luxuriantly
;
the prospect of a bountiful har-

vest was quite as good as usual. After that date, however, sooner or later in diff"erent

localities, all these bright prospects were overclouded, in many instances utterly destroyed.

The following extracts Irom various newspapers will abundantly tell the tale.

As early as the 19th of July a correspondent of the Prairie Ffirmer writes from How-
ard County, Nebraska: "Coin and potatoes were doing well until recently, when the grass-

hoppers [locusts] put in an appearance, and the result undoubtedly is, at the pre-ent moment,
that there is not ten per cent, of these crops and of late oats left in this and the two neigh-

bouring counties ; and it is very doubtful if the countless millions of Vandals will leave a

vestige of any green thing. The result must be almost certain starvation for new-comers, and

must retard the development of this beautiful country for many years."

A lady coriespondent of the same paper writes a few days later from Butler County,

al.«o in Nebraska:—"' The low-hung clounds have dropped their garnered fullness down."

But alas ! and alack ! they were not the long-looked-for rain clouds, but grasshoppers. As I

told you before, they passed over on the 23rd, only a few alighting ; but a strong south-west

wind on the 24th brousht back countless millions
;
and on the 25th their numbers were fearful

to contemplate. They would ri.se in the air when the sun shone hot, but as it grew cooler

they came down like the wolf on the fold. They settled like huge swarms of bees on every

living thing. Fields of corn that had been untouched before were now stripped of tassel and
blade. A field of early corn was being eaten so fast, that the girls went to save a few ears,

instead of going to visit a sick schoolmate according to promise. Trees were so loaded with

the pests, that iho.se four and five feet high bent down till the tops touched the ground, and

in some instances broke off"; for three dreadful hours they dashed against the house like hail.

So many came in at doors and windows that every aperture was closed ; but not till they

were so thick on the windows, that we were forced to make a business of slaying. The 25th

of July will be remembered by the citizens of this and some other counties as the dark day,

when desolation and devastation stared us in the face. % ^. ^ fp)jg wheat which

was at first thought to be out of harm's way was cut off" about one-fourth by the destroying

angels. A statement in our county paper says the average will be about 8 or 9 bushels per

acre. After the grasshoppers stopped their depredations, there were several damp cloudy

days, that brought out new tassels and silks on the corn, but more than a week of hot, dry

weather, with scorching winds checked its growth, so there will be none, excepting a very

few fields that partially escaped. Turnips have been grown since the rain ; and it is to be

hoped there will yet be some potatoes ; sweet potatoes were not hurt so badly as the common
potato. Broom corn, cane and Hungarian grass were unscathed."

A writer from St. I'aul. Minnesota, to the paper above mentioned, sa3's that the locusts
•' have undoubtedly destroyed five hundred thousand bushels of wheat, and are likely to des-

troy another half million of bushels." Later on in the season the St. Paul Press publishes

the following statement in reference to the plague of locusts in Minnesota:—" It is safe to
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estimate the tilled area in the ravaged district at 275,000 acres, and of the area in wheat in

that district at 200,000 acres. Of this area, probably not less than 150.000 acres have
been destroyed. This represents not less than 2.500,000 bu.shels of wheat devoured in the

^<irm by the grasshoppers, or a?)OUt one-twelth of the wheat crop of the state. Add to this

rea 50,000 acres of oats, at 83 bushels per acre, or 1,320,000 bushels in all, or one-twelfth of

the oat crop of the state ; 20,000 acres of corn, at 32 bushels per acre, 340,000 bushels, or

one twelfth of the corn crop of the state, and perhaps 20,000 acres more in rye, buckwheat,
barley, jjotatoes and other crops—and the full extent of the grasshopper havoc cannot be
easily estimated."

Our readers may further judge of the extent of the calamity and suffering.^ consequent
upon it, from the following Pastoral Letter, issued by the Bishop of Minnesota, and appointed
to be read in all the Churches in his Diocese :

—

To the Cleryy a /ul Congregations of the Diocese

of Minnesota : You are aware that several counties of the State have been desolated by locusts.

Tn May I visited Martin county and saw the beginning of their ravages. I laid the facts

before the Governor. The plague has increased. Many homes are desolated. They have
the right to lo ik to us for relief. They are our own flesh and blood. They are our brothers.

They are God's children. The scourge is an awful one. It may be for our sins. It may
be to try our faith in God. It may be to test our humanity.

I ask your prayers and your alms. I recommend that an offering shall be taken uj) on
the last Sunday in July, and that a further special contribution of money and provisions

shall also be taken at our Annual Harvest Home Festival.

Please send your offerings to Hon. Isaac Atwater, Minneapolis, who will send them to

the Committee in St. Paul.

Praying God to bless you,

Your friend and Bishop,

H. B. Whipple.

Extract from a Widow's letter in Brown County.

" I mortgaged my farm to get seed last Spring. All is lost. What to do I do not know.
It would take a tear out of a stone to hear the people talk. I hud a nice piece of barley al-

most ready to cut. There is nothing left but the straw, the heads lying thick on the ground.
Dear Bishop, I am almost heart-broken, and nearly crazy, to think of the long, cold winter,

and nothing to depend on. May God hnlp us. May the Lord look to every orphan and
widow, and put it in the hearts of His children to help."

"The widow must not plead in vain."

The Bishop also issued a form of prayer for relief from the plague of locusts, to be used
in the Churches throughout his Diocese.

From the September " Report of the Department of Agriculture," at Washington, we cull

the following note from Kansa." :—" The late summer and fall crops have been almost entirely

destroyed by grasshoppers. The common jumping grasshopper did much damage through
the early part of the season, but about the middle of August clouds of the flying ones made
their appearance over the county, devouring and destroying vast quantities of vegetation.

Gardens were quickly eaten up, corn-fields were stripped of leaves, and in many cases the corn
was entirely eaten off ; fruit trees are left with naked branches, and in many cases the half-

ripened fruit is left hanging on the trees, presenting a sickening sight of death and destruction.

In addition to the actual loss by devastation, the loss caused by discouragement will be
greater. Years of patient waiting, hard work, and self-sacrifice have been destroyed in a few
days, with no known remedy for protection—just as the fruits of labour were beginning to be
realized, destruction came—and the question with many is, "Is it of any use to try again ?

''

Here is a field for the Department of xlgriculture. Some method of protection or relief

must be had against the destruction of this insect, or an immense tract of magnificent country
will never be what it would without this curse. I am one of those who believe all such thin>rs

may be controlled by some practical method ; it only requires study, enterprise and means
to learn how. This county (Doniphan) could well afford to pay $100,000 for a guarantee that

no grasshoppers should ever trouble it again. I have learned that vegetation highly culti-

vated and growing vigorou.sly is less liable to be destroyed than when on the decline or
growing feebly. Thus it is we often see a single tree in an orchard eaten even to the bark
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while othei"s of the same variety are uot damaged so much ; and upon examination it will be

invariably found that those mostly eaten were diseased, or had their vitality in some way
impaired. This thing was noticeable when the same kind uf insects were here six or seven

vears ago. Of all fruit trees, apple and pear trees suflfcr the most, while peaches, plums and

cherries suffer the least. They eat the leaves uff the apples, and leave most of the apples on,

but of the peaches they will eat the fruit and leave tlie foliage ; but in many instances, when
vei^etation is not plenty, I understand they clean all as they go, and I have seen instances of

this kind. The damage to vineyards in this county is not so great. They do not seem to

relish grapes, and are satisfied by eating off the stems and letting the l>unches fall to the

•ground. There will not be enough corn in this county to feed what stock there is in the

county as it should be fed."

TTie same report sta'tes that " the plague "—as it justly terms it—is reported in two

counties in ^yiscousin, seven in Minnesota, five in Iowa, four in Missoui-i, thirty in Kansas

and seven in Nebraska. It adds that " the wide-spread destruction which they (the locusts)

have caused in the north-west has not been adequately described. In many places large

masses of people will probably suffer during the coming wiuter for the necessaries of life,

their crops having been swept by this remorseless enemy."

The next Monthly Keport—that for October—records the prevalence of the plague in two

more counties in Minnesota, two more in Iowa, four more in Missouri, four mure in Kansas,

fi. ur more in Nebraska, three in Texas, two in Colorado, and one in California. The fol-

lowing letter from Kansas is recorded " to give some idea of its ravages :"—" The farmers in

my county had their land for wheat prepared in good time, and in a better condition than I

ever saw. On the 6th of September the grasshoppers made their appearance all over the

county. Farmers became alarmed and did not sow any wheat. About the 18th to the 20th

they appeared to go away. Farmers commenced sowing and got in about two-thirds of their

crop. On the 28th and 29th they came the second time, filling the air, reminding one of a

snow-storm in December. Some who had sown early had wheat up nice, but you cannot find

a spear in any place. Wheat which was sown before the grasshoppers came the first time has

been eaten down, until the grain has finally ceased to grow. I am candidly of the opinion

that every acre which is sown to-day in this county will have to be sown again. There is no

other chance for it, and the great trouble will be that so many of our farmers have sown all

their seed and are not able to buy again. And what will they do ? Some who have not been

two years on their claims are leaving them and going over into Missouri and Arkansas to

winter—to find something to live u[>on."

We might go on to an almost unlimited extent with similar descriptions of the wide-

spread devastation caused by these insects, and the consternation they have produced through-

out the west. Every agricultural newspaper and a large number of city papers have pub-

lished throughout the past season similar records of ruin and suffering. To assist their

brethren in the afflicted regions, large sums of money have been contributed both by State

Governments and by individuals ; but it is greatly to be feared that the utmost liberality will

hardly save from ruin, though it may relieve temporarily, many farmers who had recently set-

tled on those hitherto attractive plains. Not only, it should be remembered, have they suffered

from a dire plague of locusts, but they have also been the victims of a long-continued drought

;

accompanied in some localities by a terrible hot wind, resembling the sirocco that blasts southern

Europe with the dry heat of the African desert ; to add also to their series of calamities, the

Chinch-bug* destroyed in many places those crops that the Locusts spared.

To illustrate the reality and intensity of the sufferings that we have alluded to, we shall

give one extract only out of a large number that might be quoted. The writer of a letter to

the Prairia Farmer, dated Kearney, Nebraska, November IGth, thus describes the condition

of things in his neighbourhood :
— " Your readers have been pretty fully posted as to the ravages

of locusts over this entire region, the devastation extending from Central Minnesota to the

southern limit of Kansas, the whole country being almost as utterly destroyed, so far as pro-

visions are concerned, as if it had been swept by the scathing flames. I speak more under-

standingly of my own neighbourhood, and shall endeavour to state facts that may be firmly

relied upon, and which can be verified if necessary, by the testimony of others in my own

* For a description of the Chinch-bug, see the repbrt of the Entomological Society of On-
tario, for 1871.
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vicinity. The wheat crop, what there was of it, considerinir the dry weather, was »ood. But
fully one-half of the settlers had no wheat at all ; their sole dependence was corn and potatoes.

In many instances the very uncertain product of prairie sod. Thus nearly halt of our

people were dependent solely upon the two above articles, both of which were almost entirely

swept away by drou<iht, bugs and locusts combined. Evin/fumily nearly, that was able to do

so having friends in Iowa and Missouri, have gone there to winter, some may return, others

never will. Many proved upon their claims and have left the country torevpr. The number
of actual homestead settlers is thus reduced fully one-half in my own neighbourhood, and of

that one-half, not one family in ten have provisions, fuel or clothing to last them through the

winter. Fully two-thirds have not food enough to last until the 1st of December. I find

from conversation in Kearney, with settlers both north and south for a distance of thirty to

fifty miles, that the same statement holds true over almost the entire region. Thus notwith-

standing the cri/ of some of our papers that "we are not beggars," more than two-thirds of

those now on their homesteads must either beg or starve. In less than thirty days there will

be starvation and death unless these needs are promptly met.
•• There is no corn, no oats, no feed of any kind for stock, except what is shipped in from

a distance. There is no fuel except coal, at from S8 to Sll per ton. There is no work, no

money. There is no seed corn, and in very many instances, no seeds of any kind for another

year's planting. On the 13th inst., I met two of my neighbours. One has a family of six

to provide for. three of them young children. Says he : 'I have just flour enough to last

until Saturday night.' The other has a family of ten, four of whom are sick, and have been

since September. One child, a bright boy of some four years, has lost the entire use of hia

limbs, and now has to have the care of a helpless babe. This man has flour for ten days, and

potatoes that will enable him to get along for a week or two longer. Last winter this family

of children were entirely without shoes or stockings, with clothing just sufficient to cover

nakedness, and ragged at that. The writer of this article has flour for a week—fifty pounds

—and pays for it in breaking one acre of prairie, thus, giving three dollars in work for 81.20

worth of flour. He does not state this complainingly, being glad to get work to feed his

five babies at any price. I merely give these three cases as a sample. While I give but

three, there are many others all around me in fully as deplorable a situation. This want ex-

tends over the whole area of country, west, north and south, and the farther the settlement

is from the supplies, the greater the wants and privations of the settlers."

The Plague of Locusts in Manitoba.

Thus far we have been describing the extent and the terrible results of this year a

plague of Locusts in the Western States of the Union. We have now, unhappily, to record

its occurrence in our own new Province of Manitoba, which adjoins the State of ]\Iinnesota,

so frequently referred to above. From the following record of visitations previous to this

year, it will be observed that they were, in almost all cases, simultaneous with those in the

neighbouring States, that we have described in the earlier part of this paper. For this record

wc are indebted to the letter of the Winnipeg Correspondent of the Toronto Globe, which ap-

peared in that paper on the .3th of August last :

—

'• Grasshoppers first appeared in Eed Paver towards the end of July, 1818. six years

after the commencement of the settlement. They covered the settlement belt, but did not

utterly destroy the wheat crop, it being nearly ripe at the time. Barley and other crops

were swept away. They deposited their eggs and disappeared, and the following spring the

crop of young grasshoppers was immense. These departed before depositing their eggs, but

devoured all vegetation on their route, thus destroying all the crops of 1819. Great num-
bers came in during the season of 1819 and deposited their eggs, so that in 1820 the crops

were again all destroyed. Thus for three successive years were the crops in this country

destroyed by these pests. They then disappeared for thirty six successive years, the next

visitation being in 1857, when they visited the Assiniboiue settlement, doing but little injury

beyond depositing their eggs. The following season their progeny destroyed all the crops

within their reach. In 1864 they again appeared in considerable numbers but did little

injury to the wheat crop. The following year the young grasshoppers partially destroyed the

crops, leaving many districts entirely untouched. The largest swarm ever known came
in August, 1867, but the crops were so far advanced that season that they did but little in-
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jury. Their ej.^ produced such immense swarms the followins spring that they destroyed

every thin<r that had been sown throughout the settlemeut, and famine ensued. In 1869 they

auain visited the country, but too hite to do much harm. Ilie season following, however,

they destroyed most of the growing crops. In 1872 immense hordes of these winged pests

again visited a part of the country about the beginning of August. The country west of

Headiugly escaped, and generally the wheat was not much injured, but they played sad havoc

with the gardens. Nothing was sown the following spring throughout the infested district,

but throughout the western settlements a large crop was grown and saved."

From the same source we have obtained the following particulars respecting the

ravages of the Locust in diflFerent parts of the Province :

—

" The Soutu.—From West Lynue (Pembina) northward as far as Scratching River

the oats and barley have been entirely destroyed, and the wheat partially.

" Palestine.—The latest reports from this settlement confirm the accounts that the

settlement is laid waste.

"Manitoba Lake.—The shores of this lake .ire strewn three feet in many places with

dead grasshoppers, the wind having driven them into the lake, where they were drowned

and cast ashore.
*' The Boyne Settlement.—They are very thick here, and have completely destroyed

the oats and barley, and about half ruined the wheat.

"Portage la Prairie.— From Poplar Point to the Portage the fields are swarming

with grasshoppers, which have devoured the crops. Scarcely anything has escaped.

" Kat Creek.—In this neighbourhood it is reported that the crops of Kenneth Mc-
Kenzie, Hugh Grant and others, are being destroyed, and that the former had commencea
cutting his oats and barley for fodder rather than let the pests take all.

" RoCKWooD.—The crops in this settlement have sufiered severely. Oats and barley

completely destroyed, and wheat badly injured.

" Woodland.— Most of the settlers in this neighbourhood are entirely cleaned out.

" County op Provencher.—All the crops along the Ked River, from Pembina to Stink-

ing River, have been eaten up, excepting, in some instances, a portion of the wheat and

potatoes have escaped.

" Winnipeg.—The gardens in this city, and the oats and barley in the neighbourhood,

are being destroyed. During the evenings, at the going down of the sun, they seek the board

fences and sides of houses in such numbers that in many cases it is impossible to distinguish

the colour of the houses, or the material of which they are built."

As yet we do not know whether the Locust ravages are wont to extend over the great fer-

tile region to the north-west of Manitoba—that magnificent agricultural region drained by the

8a.skatchewan River ; we hope, and we are strongly inclined to think, that the plague, if notice-

able at all, is there trifling in character and moderate in extent. Should it be otherwise,

should that " fertile belt " be as subject to these visitations as the States to the south of it

unhappily are, it must prove a great hindrance to its rapid settlement. If, on the othei- hand,

it possesses an immunity not shared in by the Western States, it will certainly draw from

them, before many years are over, and as soon as railway facilities are atforded for transporta-

tion of goods and produce, a very large portion of those settlers who are now eaten out ot

house and home. We fully expect to see the tide of immigration which for a few years past

has been setting so strongly towards the plains of Kansas and Nebraskn, turned towards our

own more highly-fascoured, even though more northern regions of Assiniboiue and Saskatchewan.

Description of the Insect.

Let us turn now to a description of the insect respecting whose powers of destruction we
have heard so much. As we have already remarked, there is very little diflerence in appr-ar-

ance between our common "grasshopper" and the famine-producing Locust of the Wesr
They both belong to the same genus \Calojptenus) of the family Acrydidse and ol" the order of

Orthoptera—straight-winged insects. The Acrydidas, or Locusts, are distinguished from

their kindred, the true grasshoppers, by the following characteristics :—The former have

short antennse (or feelers), never exceeding the body in length ; the latter have very long

thread-like antennae. The tarsi, or feet, of the former are three-jointed ; of the latter four-

jointed. The female of the former has the tip of the abdomen furnished with four very s>hort
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bony pieces, two of which curve upwards aad two downwards (they may be observed iu

figures 33 and 34) ; the female of the latter has a long curved, often sword-shaped, ovipositor.

The former, again, live upon the ground ; the latter for the most part on grass and trees.

All Orthopterous insects—including, of course, those we are now treating of—undergo

what is termed an incomplete metamorphosis—that is to say, their larvae and pupae resemble

all along the perfect insect, except that the wings are not fully developed and the size of the

mature insect is not attained. To make our meaning clearer, we may mention that Lepi-

dopterous insects (butterflies and moths) undergo a perfect or complete metamorphosis ; as

every one knows, the caterpillar, or larva, is totally different from the winged insect, while

the chrysalis or pupa is entirely different from either. In food, habits and appearance, the

insect undergoes a complete change at each metamorphosis. In the case of l^ocusts, on the

contrary, one can hardly say with certainty when the larval state ends and that of the pupa

begins ; or when, again, the pupal condition merges into that of the perfect insect.

The genus Caloptenus. to which we are now confined, is represented almost all over the

world. In North America eight different species have been described by entomologists, but

we are inclined to think that some of these are little more than varieties of others. Three

species only are prevalent in large numbers—viz., 0. spreius, C. feinur-rubrum, and C. hivU-

tatas : the last mentioned does not occur in Canada, so far as we are aware, and is of small

importance economically as compared with the other two. We are thus reduced to the

two species that we spoke of at the outset: our common red-legged Locust, or "grass-

hopper" (Caloptenus femur-mbnim Burm.), represented in figure b ; and the hateful Locust

(C. spretus Uhler), figure a.

F'«- 33. The reader will observe

that there is but a very

slight difference in appear-

ance between the two spe-

cies. The left hand, our

jj

^^
common species, only dif-

fers, one may say, from its most destructive fellow on the right, by its having shorter wings.

It is owing to this difference in length and expanse of wing that the one species is confined to

the neighbourhood where it was born, while the other rises aloft into the air, and is literally

" borne upon the wings of the wind' to regions far away from its place of birth.

As the Red-legged Locust must be so familiarly known by every one—during most
summers, indeed, it is hardly possible to walk a few yards in the open air without startling

numbers into flight—and as it is fairly represented \n the above figure ( i ), we may content

ourselves with quoting the following brief de>crir)tion by Dr. Harris. The insect is " grizzled

with dirty olive and brown, a black spot extending from the eyes along the sides of the

thorax ; an obliqtie yellow line on each side of the body beneath the wings ; a row of dusky,

brown spots along the middle of the wing covers ; and the hindmost shanks and feet blood-

red, with black spines. The wings are transparent, with a very pale, greenish-yellow tint,

next to the body, and are netted with brown lines. The hindmost tliighs laave two large spots

on the upper side, and the extremity black ; but are red below, and yellow on the inside.

The appendages at the tip of the body in the male are of a long triangular form. Length
from three-quarters of an inch to an inch; expansion of the wings from 1^ to If of an

inch."

The Hateful Locust {C. Spretus), figure a, can scarcely be distinguished in colour or

general appearance from the foreo-oing species ; the principal difference, as already stated, is

in the length of the wings. In this species they are about one-third longer than the body of

the insect ; they are quite transparent with slightly dusky nerves, and when seen high up in

the air against the sun, have the appearance of large snow-flakes. The eggs are deposited in

the ground, in a cocoon-shaped mass, covered with a toucih. <;lutinous secretion, and vary in

number from fifty to a hundred. They are laid in the latter part of the summer and remain

in their place of deposit until the following spring ; usually they hatch out in March, making
their appearance with the earliest vegetation of the locality. There is a good deal of difference

of opinion with regard to the head-quarters of this insect ; many writers afiirm that all the

swarms comes from the canons of the Rocky Mountains ; others again, and with more reason,

we believe, hold that they breed throughout all the mountain valleys and plains of the west,

but chiefly in those vast tracts of uninabited country, lying on the slopes of the Rocky
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Mountains in Arizona and New Mexico ; they breed also, there can be no doubt, in the

regions that tbej invade, but owing to differences of climate, these broods do not always

mature. They delight most in a very dry. hot atmosphere.

Like many other species of Orthoptera, the males produce sounds by means of nn appa-

ratus that may be '' likened to a violin, their l'\gs being the l)0ws, and the projecting veins of

their wing-covers the strings. When a locust begins to play, he bends the shank of one hind

leg beneath the thigh, where it is lodged in a furrow designed to receive it, and then draws

the leg briskly up and down several times against the projecting lateral edge and veins

of the wing-cover. He does not play both fiddles together, but alternately, for a little time,

first one and then the other, standing meanwhile upon the four anterior legs and the hind leg

which is not otherwise employed." (Harris.) When in flight, the swarm produces a loud

pattering sound, which as Dr. Thomas remarks, is probably due to the beating of the air by
the wings, as it is not confined to the male sex. If any of our readers are curious upon the

subject of insect music, they will find an interesting paper upon " the Songs of the Grasshop-

pers," by our much esteemed friend, Mr. Scudder, in the American Naturalist (vol. 9, page

113); in it not only is the apparatus described, but the notes are set to music, and no doub
can be sung by any accomplished vocalist

!

Before closing this portion of our remarks, we would acknowledge our indebtedness, and
call attention, to the admirable " Synopsis of the Acrididse of North America," by the Rev.

Cyrus Thomas, Ph.D., published by the Government of the United States as a portion of Dr.

Hayden's Report on the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories. It is magnificently

printed in (juarto form, and is a complete monograph of the family. We take this opportu-

nity of thanking Dr. Hayden for his cpurtesy in favouring us with a copy.

ME/^NS OF REDUCING THE RAVAGES OF THE LOCUSTS.

When a species of insect comes in countless millions suddenly, without any forewarning,

upon a locality hundreds of miles away, it may be, from its place of birth, and devours in a

single day every green thing upon the surfice of the country, it seems almost impossible to

suggest any remedy. Something, however, may, we believe, be done, but any measure to be

in the least degree eflBcacious must be adopted universally over a large area of country. Before

considering any method of combatting the plague, we must mention one remedy that has been

received by the press with some degTce of amusement, thouah gravely propounded by the

editors of the American Naturalist. After referring to the destitution in ^linnesota and the

application from its State authorities to the general government for aid, they put the ques-

tion:

—

" Why should not the grasshopper be eaten in turn ?"' Why not, indeed ? For, as

they state, " the grasshopper, or locust of the East, is universally eaten in portions of Africa

and Western Asia, and pronounced a nutritious and palatable article of diet by Arab chiefs

as well as Hottentot savages. They are eaten roasted whole, minus the legs, or roasted and
powdered. We would recommend that exj^eriments be made as to the best modes of prepar-

ing the locust for food. They should be thoroughly cooked to guard against parasitic worms.
Not willing to urge the use of grasshoppers as food for others, without first eating them our-

selves, we may say that we have found the grasshopper, first killed by boiling water, and then

fried in butter, at least as palatable as many articles of food e iten by civilized people ; and to

people actually famishing, as is said to be the case in Minnesota, it will be worth their while

to avail them.selves of a food stuff which millions, perhaps, of people in other lands regard as

wholesome."

In corroboration of this use of the locusts, we may add, that Dr. Livingstone speaks

highly of the locust as an article of food in Africa, and considers them superior to shrimps.

Honey, when it can be obtained, is often eaten with them, and, while improving the flavour,

renders them more digestible. We need hardly remind our readers that this was the food of

St. John the Baptist in the wilderness. The ancient historian, Herodotus, relates that lo-

custs are used for food, being first dried in the sun, than reduced to powder, and drunk in

milk. In his well-known work, on South Africa, Gumming states that " Locusts afford fat-

tening and wholesome food to man, btfds and all sorts of bensts ; cows, horses, lions, jackals,

hyoenas, antelopes, elephants, &c., devour them. Our hungry dogs made a tine feast on

them We roasted a quantity for ourselves and our dogs." Kirby and Spencet
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(People's Edition, page 173.) state that, "as locusts are the greatest destroyers of food, so

as some recompense, they furnish a considerable supply of it to numerous nation.?." After

quoting a number of authorities for this statement, they add that " they are preferred by the

Moors to pigeons ; and a person may eat a plateful of two or three hundred without feclin<;

any ill effects. They usually boil them iu water halfan-hour (having thrown away the head,

wings and legs ) th •n sprinkle them with salt and pepper, fry them, adding: a little vinegar.'

We tru.st that the editors of the NaivriiUst will try this recipe next summer ! Anions the

food products of th::" North American Indian (Report of Agricultural Department. Washing-
ton, 1870,) we find enumerated grasshoppers or locusts, which are eaten by the Diggers of

California and the Plains. They roast them in holes in the ground and mix them with pow-

dered acorns; sometimes theymake of them a soupor mush. Mr. Taylor, however, (Smithsonian

Report, 1858.) referrinsr to the same custom, declares that this kind of food is always found

to sicken the Indians, and that this result is vouched for by the early settlers and the natives,

and also by manv travellers and voyager.s who have visited California and the Rocky Mountain
country, and by the Jesuits of Lower California. From these statements we may infer that

the locusts on the western side of the Rocky Mountains, considered to be a distinct species

from the C. sjrrefx-'^ of the eastern side, are unwholesome, but it remains to be proved that a

nutritious article of diet may not be obtained from the latter. Certainly, it is an experiment

worth trying
; if successful, we should have a double benefit—the lessening of the numbers

of the locusts, and a supply of food wherewith to meet tlie famine that they have produced.

Such a fate for the invaders would be true poetic justice.

In the Smithsonian Report for 1858, to which we have already referred, there is an

interesting article, translated from the Russian of V. Motschulsky, in which much valuable

information is afforded respecting the mode of dealing with locusts in Southern Russia and
other neighbouring countries with regard to natural remedies. He states that " whole gene-

rations of them succumb to the climatic influence of those countries to which, impelled by
hunger, they betake themselves. Winds and storms not unfrequently cast vast swarms of

them into lakes and seas, and other millions perish in crossing rivers. Frogs, lizards and

various birds, especially of the starling, blackbird, lark, crow, jackdaw, stork and other spe-

cies devour them with great avidity. Domestic fowls, as geese, ducks, turkeys and chickens

are exceedingly fond of such food." Among insects several species of ichneumons (Hymeuop-
tera) destroy them both in the e^^g and larval states. He concludes that " of the eggs laid

by the locusts about one tenth only succeed in passing through all the transformations of their

existence, and with this tenth part alone it comes in contact with the husbandman. But even

this is sufficiently srreat to furnish matter for reflection to every one who knows by experience

what att attack of locusts is."

After describing a large number of artificial modes of contending against the locusts, some
of which are quite useless, and others more or less successful, he draws up a number of gene-

ral conclusions. Those at all applicable to North xVmerica we shall quote, with afew remarks

upon them.

(a) " It is necessary to observe in the autumn, especially after a hot summer, where the

locusts have depo.sited tlieir eggs, and to accustom persons appointed for the purpose to do

so." Much might, we think, be done in this way both by the State authorities in the west, by

municipalities and by individuals.

(b) " As soon as the labours of tillage will permit, people should be sent out iu the fall to

collect the locusts' eggs, provided with instruments for turning up the ground. If the eggs

are deposited where ploughs and harrows can pass, these should be made use of. The egg-

tubes of the locusts should be poured into sacks, and either measured or weighed, and .^

suitable award paid for the amount collected, so as to stimulate numbers to busy thcraselve

in this useful] abour." If a certain price per bushel or hundred-weight were otfered for the

egg-cases by the various local authorities in the regions affected, not only would the number^
of the locusts be greatly reduced, but remunerative emjiloyment would be afforded to those

who have been suffering by their ravages. In many places the locusts deposit their eggs

where they have just ravaged the fields, consequently the inhabitants will not have far to

go in order to find the germs of the next year's trouble. It would be desirable, too, that well-

equipped expeditions of competent persons should be sent out to explore the regions border-

ing on the Rocky Mountains, from which the swarms emanate in tlie first instance.

(c) " All the places where locusts' eirixs are found should be plouijhed over, if possible,
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two or three times very late in the autumn. Special attention should also be given to bar-

spots in the fields.where not unfrequently great quantities of egg-tubes may remain unobserved.''

This plan of deeply ploughing under the eges of the grasshoppers, or of ploughing them up so

as to expose them to all the changes of the weather, has been found very effective in Mani-

toba and other places.

[d) " Breeding large quantities of domestic fowls and training them to feed on young

locusts, is exceedingly advantageous to the husbandman." Geese, chickens, turkeys and

ijuinea-fowl are especially mentioned. This plan would be of very slight use as a protection

against the migrating swarms of locusts, but it might be of some little value in places where

they breed. It is well known that a large brood of turkeys is invaluable to a farmer where

the common red-leg'ged locust abounds.

(t) If the locusts settle anywhere in a thick mass, large numbers may be destroyed in

the evenins:. when they are quiet, by means of heavy iron or wooden rollers drawn by horses

or oxen. This method might be of some slight advantage if generally adopted, but usually,

by nightfall, most of the damage is done.

A large number of other methods are mentioned, but they are entirely inapplicable to the

vast and thinly populated regions of the west.

A remedy is much employed, on the other hand, in America which could not be made
use of in Russia, viz., fire. It is only during dry and very hot weather that the invasions

take place. When a swarm has once alighted and has commenced the work of destruction it

is often practicable to set fire to the fields and crops in places and thus kill or drive away

the destroyer. In this case the remedy is almost as bad as the disease, but yet it has been

adopted in many instances with good results.

Noises made by trumpets, guns, cannons. &c.. sometimes drive away a small body of

loeu.sts. but they are utterly useless when the iuA-asion takes place on a large scale.

On the whole, it seems as if man can do but very little to ward ofi" the attacks of thi?

fearful scoui-ge. Still it is proper that every effort should be made to find out the exacr

habits of the insect, and the particular localities from which it emanates; it is fitting, too, that

no means should be left untried that affords any prospect of lessening the destruction that

they occasion. The Arabian fable we cannot but feel, has much truth at the bottom of it ; they

represent a locust as saying to Mahomet, " We are the army of the Great God ; we produce

ninety-nine eggs, if the hundred were completed we should consume the whole earth and all

that is in it." While the people of the West are in the hands of Providence to protect them
from such mighty armies as these, they can best help themselves by going to the root of the

evil—that is to say, by reducing to the utmost extent the numbers of eggs that are laid for

future broods.

After all the accounts that we have given of these insects, we feel that nothing can equal

in sublimity and correctness the description afforded by the Prophet Joel, ii. 2— 11.

" A day of darkness and of gloominess, a day oi' clouds and thick darkness, as the morning
spread upon the mountains: a areat people and a strong; there hath not been ever the like,

neither shall be any more after it, even to the years of many generations. A fire de-

voureth before them and behind them a flame buraeth : the land is as the garden of

Eden before them, and behind them a desolate wilderness : yea, and nothing shall escape

them. Like the noise of chariots on the tops of the mountains shall they leap, like the noise

of a flame of fire that devoureth the stubble ; as a strong people set in battle array. J^efore

their face the people shall be much pained ; all faces shall gather blackness. They shall run

like mighty men; they shall climb the wall like men of war; and they .shall march
every one on his ways, and they shall not break their ranks, neither shall one thrust another,

they shiill walk every one in his path, and when they fall upon the sword they shall not be

wounded. They shal' run to and fro in the city, they shall run upon the wall, they shall

climb up upon the houses, they shall enter in at the windows like a thief. The earth shall

quake before them, the heavens shall tremble, the sun and the moon shall be dark, and the

stars shall withdraw their .shining, and the Lord shall utter His voice before His army, for

His camp is very great, for lie is strong that executeth His Word, for the day of the Lord is

great and very terrible, and who can abide it ?"

While the foregoing paper was passing through the printer's hands, we cut from the Albany
Country Gentleman, the following ofi&cial statement of the misery caused by the placrue of
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Locusts in the Western States, which fully corroborates any expressions that we have used

above :

—

" The Western Grasshoppers.—Commissioner-of- Agriculture Watts has issued a

synopsis of information received concerning the extent of suffering from the grasshopper

plague, which we copy, somewhat condensed :

'First.—The area of this visitation comprises a zone 200 to 225 miles wide, extending

from the settlements of Southern "Dakota, through Nebraska and Kansas, over 500 miles in

length, and inclining to south. A few western counties of Iowa aud Minnesota report injuries.

The extent of territory visited by these insects in 1874 very considerably exceeds 100,000
square miles.

" Second.—The grasshopper district west of Missouri embraces population of Kansas, Ne-

braska and Southern Dakota, amounting to over 500,000 in 1870, with a large increment

since. Including counties east of the M issouri in Iowa and Minnesota more or less affected

by the plague, I think it not extravagant to assign 750,000 as the approximate population of

these districts.

" Third.—In Kansas, cases of total destitution in 50 counties reported vary from 40 to

2,000 ; reports from counties not in this list show injuries as severe as in any others. The
average of such cases 555 in each county. These do not include cases of partial destitution,

which, in some counties are quite large, ranging from 26 to 1,000. The cases of total and
partial destitution in these 30 counties amount to over 40,000, while in other counties there

are probably, cases unreported sufficient to swell the aggregate to 50,000 .In the more thinly

populated counties of Nebraska and Dakota the number of such cases is, of course, smaller.

Adding the eases east of Missouri, I do not think it out of the way to estimate the number
of people affected by this pest at 75,000 to 100,000."
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ON SOME INJURIOUS INSECTS.

By W. Saunders, London, Ontario.

The Codling Moth {CarpocapsapomoneUa,Li^^).

The Pear Tree Slug {Selandria cerasi, Peck).

The Codling Moth {Carpocapsa j^omonella, Linn).

This is, indeed, one of the most troublesome insects with which we have to contend, and
one of the most difficult to deal with, and, although of foreign introduction, has spread

over the greater part of our country entailing a yearly loss on our apple crop which it would
be difficult to over estimate. We shall briefly give the various features in its life history with
a cut illustrating the insect as it appears in its various stages, and then detail such measures
as have been suggested with a view to its destruction.

^'"- •^^- Fig. 35 represents a section of an apple which has

been occupied by a codling worm

—

h shews the point

of entrance of the young worm, the place of exit of

the matured larva being shown at the left hand side of

the figure ; e, the full-grown worm : h, its head and first

segment magnified ; /, the cocoon ; cl, the pupa re-

moved from the cocoon
; /, the moth with wings

closed
; q, the same with wings expanded.

Soon after it leaves the fruit in the fiill, the

larva selects some secluded of nook or cranny, un-

der loose bark of tree or other convenient hiding

place, and there spins its tough papery-looking cocoon,

and within this secure retreat it remains in the lar-

val condition until early in spring, when, a few weeks
before the final change takes place,it enters the chrysalis

state. It seems strange that this tiny creature should

be endowed with such a power of varying the length

of its larval existence, that at this season the larva

should remain so long unchanged, while, in the case of the earlier summer brood, the change
to chrysalis takes place almost immediately after the spinning of the cocoon. About the
time of the opening of the apple blossoms this insect bursts its prison house and appears as a

winged moth. See Fig. 35, >j.

The moth deposits her eggs singly, and usually in the calyx or eye, just as the young
apple is forming. In about a week the larva is liatehed, and at once the tiny worm begins
to eat its way through the apple to the core. Itsca.stings are commonly pushed out through the
hole by which it has entered, which is from time to time enlarged for the purpose ; these usually
adhere to the apple, so that, before the worm is full grown, infested fruit may generally be
detected by the mass of reddish-brown exuviae protruding from the eye. Sometimes, as the
larva approaches maturity, it eats a passage through the apple at the side, and out of this

opening its castings are thrust, and here the mature worm escapes when full grown. The
occupied apple generally falls prematurely to the ground, sometimes with the worm in it. but
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more commonly after the worm has escaped. The larva? which leave the apples while still

on the trees, either crawl down the branches to the trunk of the tree, or otherwise let them-

fielves down by a fine silken thread, which they spin at will, to the ground ; in either case,

the greater portion of them take refuge under the rough loose bark on the trunk of the tree,

and there spin their cocoons. The second brood of moths appear from about the twentieth

to the last of July. We have taken them on the wing at night as early as the nineteenth,

but specimens confined in breeding boxes, have not, as a rule, made their appearance until

about the end of the month. In the winged state they seldom live more than a few days, and

in this brief space they pair, and the female deposits her eggs for the second brood of larvae,

and, for this purpose, wisely shows a preference for the later apples. The codling moth also

attacks the pear, in some localities, most disastrously for the crop; the fruit, however, seldom

falls to the ground until some time after the worm has left.

Dr. Wm. Le Baron, State Entomologist, of Illinois, has devoted much time and atten-

tion to the study of the history and habits of this insect, and has published in his last annual

report an excellent paper on this subject. Mr. Riley, of St. Louis, has also made observations

and experiments on this same insect, which corroborate those of Dr. Le Baron, these are re-

ferred to in the fifth and sixth annual reports on the noxious, beneficial and other insects of

the State of Missouri ; from both these sources we shall glean and make free use of such facts-

a-- we think will interest our readers.

The number of eggs each moth is capable of laying will, probably, average not less than

fifty, but these are not all matured at once, but may be found, by careful dissection of the

body of the moth, in various stages of development. Hence they must be deposited succes-

sively, the period probably extending over a week or more.

Resiedies.

This is an all important matter in which, in this instance, man must rely chiefly on his

own efforts, for although, doubtless, a large number of the worms and chrysalids are annually

destroyed by birds, and another limited portion by parasitic insects, still from the advantage-

ous shelter afforded them by the apple, and the fact of their movements after leaving it being

mostly in the night time, the codling worm enjoys much immunity from natui-al foes.

Dr. Le Baron divides this practical portion of the subject, as far as man's work is con-

corned, into four heads, and here we cannot do better than quote from his excellent

paper :

—

" 1st. Destroying the insects in their winter quarters.

" 2nd. Picking the wormy apples from the trees.

" 3rd. Gathering the wormy apples from the ground, or letting swine and sheep have

the range of the orchard.

" 4th. Entrapping the worms in bands and other contrivances.'

1st. Dedroying the vmeds in their ichiter quarterf^.—When we consider that each fe-

male moth is capable of laying fifty eggs or more, and that every worm of the first brood

ruins an apple, we can see the importance of destroying these insects before they leave their

winter quarters. We have already mentioned that in the state of nature, these worms pass

the winter in cocoons, concealed under the bark, or in the crevices of apple trees. The sum-

mer brood of worms, which remain but two weeks in the pupa state, sometimes content them-

selves with a very slight protection, but it is the nature of the insect to seek deep conceal-

ment, and the instinct of the second brood, which is to survive the winter, leads them to

search for the deepest protection they can find. We, therefore, rarely find them under shal-

low and loose scales of bark, but very often in deep cracks and crevices, partially embedding
themselves in the substance of the wood or bark. Any superficial scraping of the trees, or

whitewashing, or other outward applications would not therefore, be likely to reach many of

them ; and inasmuch as they may be hidden upon any part of the trunk or large branches,

any attempt to discover them with the intention of digging them out would, evidently, be im-

practicable ; but at the point where we become powerless the woodpecjcers come to our aid.

In their search for just such hidden worms as these, those busy foragers unite business with

pleasure, and all throuah the wintry day the sharp rattle of their beaks may often be heard in

the orchard, as with ear intent and sharpened beak, and appetite not less sharp, they pursue

their hidden prey with unerring and fatal precision.
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A more efficacious way of destroying these worms as far as our own instrumentality is

coDcerued, is to search for them about the barrels and bins in which fall and winter apples

have been kept. I have heard of instances where the sideboards of the bins have been taken

away from time to time, as the apples were removed and thrown one upon another, in which

those boards became so fastened together by the webs of the worms between them, that a

number of boards could be raised by taking hold of the upper one only. There can be no

doubt that the destruction of the codling-worm at this stage of its existence, would be very

effective, and that it has been by for too much neglected."

Our esteemed President, Rev. C. J. S. Bethune in his remarks on this subject in our

report for 1870, says "a very favourite locality for these worms is the space between the hoops

and staves of the barrels. We have found hundreds in such positions especially in the winter

of 1868-9. Where this occurs it is by all means worth while to scald the barrels thoroughly

outside as well as inside, as soon as they are emptied or even to burn them. When boxes or

bins are made use of for storing the fruit, the worms are sure to find some crevices to suit

them, which should be searched for, and treated as in the case of the barrels."

2nd. Picling the wanny apples from the trees.—We have stated above that the young
worms, soon after they have entered the apple, begin to throw out their castings through the

hole which they made in entering. As this hole must be originally almost microscopically

minute, it is evident that they must enlarge the opening for this purpose. We further stated

that a portion of the castings adhere to the rough and shrivelled calyx, forming a rust

coloured mass, which is easily seen from the ground below. Some horticulturists have availed

themselves of this circumstance for the purpose of removing the wormy apples from the trees

before the worms have escaped. The plan is to beat off the wormy apples, or else pick them
off by means of a wire hook attached to the end of a pole. These two methods can be very

usefully combined by first jarring or beating off those apples which readily fall, and then

going over the trees a second time with the pole and hook. The apples thus removed should

of course be fed to swine, or otherwise treated so as to destroy the worms within. Too much
value cannot be attached to these simple expedients, which in the case of a few choice trees,

or even a small orchard, might almost be made to supercede the necessity of any other treat-

ment."
•' 3rd. Gathering the ivorimj wind-fall apples from the ground, or letting swine or sheep

hive the rang" of the orchard.—This plan has been generally recommended as of very great

importance. Its efficacy will depend, of course, upon the proportion of worms which fall to

the ground in the apples, as compared with those which leave the apples whilst hanging upon
the* tree. Those which crawl down the branches spin up before reaching the ground, and
those which let themselves down by a thread, would, for the most part, be detected only by
birds or by domestic fowls, and as there is reason to believe that they usually perform this act

in the night, even these must fail to capture them."
'' With regard to those wind-falls which contain worms, it is necessary to gather them

frequently, that is every day or every second day at farthest. The apples do not usually fall

until the worms are nearly matured, and they leave them in the course of a few days. If you
examine indiscriminately a large number of wind-fall apples lying under the trees, you will be

surprised to find how few worms they contain, they evidently having left the fruit before it

fell, or soon after."

"But the most important question in this connection is, what proportion of the worms
leave the apples before they fall from the tree ? I have endeavoured to arrive at an approxi-

mate estimate upon the subject by putting two or more bands upon the same tree, upon the

presumption that the worms descending from above will spin up in the upper band, and tho^e

crawling up from the ground in the lower. The following tables numbered for the purpose
of reference give the results of these experiments. The wind-fall apples were left in every

case as they fell upon the ground.

"On the tenth of July, 1871, I put bands as follows, upon four trees, the ground under-
neath being bare, or free from grass or rubbish of any kind. One band was put about a foot

from the ground, another about two feet higher on the trunk, and others on two or three of

the larger branches, eight or ten feet from the ground. They were examined July 28th,

eighteen days after they were put on."

No. 1.

Whole number of worms in all stages 220
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Number of empty pupa cases 28
Number of pupae 127
Number of enclosed but unchanged larvae 55

220

Number of all stages in lowest bands 94
Number of all stages in upper trunk bands 8.3

Number of all stages in bands on limbs 4.3

No. 2.

(Same trees examined August 11th, tvro weeks later.)

Number of pupa cases 16
Number of pupee 24
Number of larva? 15

65

Of these there -were in lowest bauds 21, middle or upper trunk 1.3, and on limbs 31.

No. 3.

(Same trees August 25th, two weeks from last.)

Number of pupa cases 1

Number of pupae 4
NTumber of larvae unchanged 41

— 46

Distributed as follows, in lowest bands 24, middle or upper trunk 15, injbands onlimbs 7.

No. 4.

(Same trees September 9th, fifteen days later. Found lan-ae only.)

Number in lowest bands 33
Number in middle bands 39
Number in bands on limbs 9

— 81

No. 5.

(Same trees September 23rd, two weeks later. Larvae only.)

Number in lowest bands 23
Number in middle bands 22
Number in bands on limbs 4

— 54

"On the fourth of July, 1872. 1 selected a smooth thrifty apple-tree, six inches in

liiameter, growing upon iirass land, and well filled with apples, bearing many marks of being

wormy, but remarkably tenacious, and consequently but few lying upon the ground. Put
two bands upon the trunk, one a foot and a half above the other.

" Examined July 23rd, a moderate number of apples having in the meantime fallea upo^.

the ground.

Whole number in the lower band 150
Whole number in the upper band , 110

260
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•' The bands in this experiment were made of carpet six inches wide, and long enouuh to

go twice around the tree, making a very abundant covert for the worms. A.S might have

been anticipated, in this case the greater part of the worms in the upper band were found in

its upper half, indicating; that the worms had reached it by descending from above ; and on

the other hand, the irreater jKirt of the worms in the lower band were in its lower half, show-

in<r that they had come up from the ground. We say the greater part, but not all, implying

that some worms in each case had passed over one band and gone on to the next."

The above tables furnish data tor many interesting and practical deductions.
'' First, as respects the (|uestion now under consideration, namely, what proportion of

the worms leave the apples before they fall from the tree ; if we add together all the worms
found in the highest and the lowest bands respectively, and divide those in the middle or upper

trunk bands equally between the other two, we shall have ISG in the lower bands, and 290

in the upper, implying at first view that much the larger number came up from the ground.

But there are several circumstances in these experiments which must be taken into account,

and which will somewhat modify this conclusion. First, many of the limbs have no band*

upon them, and the worms from these may be presumed to have found covert chiefly in the

upper bands on the trunk. Second, two of the trees experimented upon were large rough

trees, and a part of the worms undoubtedly spun up under the scales of bark on the limbs

above the bands. And thirdly, we do not know what proportion of the worms may have let

themselves down to the ground. by threads, and thus found shelter under the lowest bands.

Taking these circumstances into account, we shall perhaps arrive at an approximation sufficient-

ly accurate for practical purposes, if we divide the whole number of worms equally between

the upper and lower bands, from which we infer that about half the worms crawl down the

tree, and the other half reach the ground either in the apples or by threads. We must infer

from this as far as one series of experiments enables us to judge, that the gathering of wind-

fall apples, either by ourselves or by the aid of domestic animals, enables us to destroy less

than half of the codling worms.
" The animals used for this purpose are hogs and sheep, the latter are more cleanly, and

equally effective, but they are liable to damage young trees by gnawing the bark."

4th. Entrapping the worms under bands,<&c.—Our own experience in aseries of experiments,

very similar to those above detailed, was much the same, excepting in the number of larvae

captured, which from five trees did not, at any one time, exceed 4 7, the distribution in the upper

and lower bandages being nearly in the same proportion as that given by Dr. Le Baron. Thi«

method of entrapping the worms under bands is without doubt the most effective remedy yet de-

vised, and if it were generally and persistently followed would effect a large yearly saving in the

crop of this valuable fruit. It is of great importance that united effort should be made in

this case, as the e\'il is an increasing one, and the yearly loss now entailed something enor-

mous. With us we have known the full-grown larva to be found under bandages as early as the

4th of July, hence we think that their application should not be delayed later than the 1st.

Indeed it would be wise to apply them a few days earlier than this. By referring to the first

and second captures in Dr. Le Baron's first experiment, it will be observed that quite a num-
ber of empty pupa cases were found, 54 in all, showing that sufficient time had elapsed before

examination to allow of the larvai passing through the stage of chrysalis, and escajiing as a per-

fect insect to continue its work of destruction. To prevent escapes of this sort we should

recommend that the bandages be examined every ten days until the latter end of August.

After this, worms of the second brood only will be found, and since these remain in the larval

state until the following spring, the bands subsequently mi<z:ht be examined at leisure.

As to the material to be used for bandaging we have found old sacking, (which can often

be obtained at trifling cost), to answer a very good purpose, cut into strips from six to eight

inches wide, and long enough to go two or three times around the tree, and tied in the middle

with a piece of stout twine. Strips of old carpet or cloth where they can be obtained, would,

of course, prove equally good. In the excellent report of the Michigan Pomological Society,

for 1873, we find that much interest is being excited throughout that State in reference to the

codling moth, and many practical discussions are reported on the best means of fighting it, all

however, agreeing in recommending the u.se of bandages. One apple grower recommends a

bandiige of common brown paper tied around the tree with a string ; another wliile recommend-
ins>' the pa})er thinks the string too much trouble, and advises the use of a tack to fasten the

end of the bandage with. One advantage claimed for this material for bandaging is that birds
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readily find the hiding places of the larvae, pierce through the thin covering and capture the

worms, thus employing the efficient aid of our feathered friends in this useful work. One
gentleman is reported to take no trouble to remove his paper bandages, merely securing them
to the tree and allowing the birds to do the capturing, replacing the paper only when it is

torn to shreds. Anotlier prefers to use bands of cloth four inches wide, fastening the end
with a tack, he usually finds all the worms by simply turning the edges of the cloth up and
down without taking off tlie band. Still another thinks all strings and tacks a bother, and
fastens the bandage quite securely by merely tucking the end under.

With reference to the economy of paper bandages, ^Ir. Riley in his fifth annual report,

thus writes, " common straw paper 18 x 30 can be bought for (50 cents per bundle. Each
bundle contains 240 sheets, and each sheet folded lengthwise thrice upon itself, will give us
eight layers between two and three inches wide, and be of sufficient length to encircle most
ordinary trees. It is easily drawn around the tree and fastened with a tack, and so cheap that

when the time comes to destroy the worms, the bandages containing them may be detached,
piled in a heap and burned, and new ones attached in their place. If eight bandages are

used to each tree during the season the cost will be just two cents per tree."
Fig. 36. Fig. 37.

Wier's shingle trap, (see Figs. 36 and .37,

36, the trap closed, 37, the same opened),

has also been recommended, it is made
usually of three pieces of old shingle about
a foot long, and from four to six inches

wide, fastened together and then nailed or

screwed to the tree. In arranging the

pieces the narrower ones should be placed

next to the tree ; it is also recommended
to put a few bits of straw between the

shingles so as to keep them slightly apart,

experience, however, teaches that this

trap is not so efficient or convenient as

either of the bandages already referred to.

Brief Sujimary.

While all other available means tending to the lessening of the numbers of the codling

moth worms should be unhesitatingly employed, the chief reliance should be placed on the

bandages, use strips of cloth, old carpet or sacking where these can be had, but if these

materials are not readily procurable use paper or cotton. Bandages should be from four to

eight inches wide and either fastened with a string or with a tack at the end, and will be all

the better if long enough to go twice around the tree ; they should be fastened about half way
up the trunk of the tree some time during the latter part of June, and be examined every ten

days from the first of July until the last of August and at least once after the crop is secured.

Care must be taken in unwinding the bandages to prevent the worms from escaping by drop-

ping to the ground, which they readily do when their cocoons are thus torn asunder. A
common clothes wringer, to pass the bandages through, is one of the readiest and surest

methods of destroying the worms ; and in this way the bandages can be rapidly handled and

re-applied. Be careful to scrape the rough bark off old trees so that the worms may not find

suitable hiding places either in descending or ascending the trunk until they reach the band-

age ; attend to these instructions regularly and thoroughly, and try and induce all your neigh-

bours to follow your example and res-t assured that good results will attend united effort.

Parasites kecenti.y discovered.

To Mr. Riley, of St. Louis, belongs the honour of being the first to discover true para-

sites affecting the codling moth worm, descriptions of which are givtn in his Fifth Aunual
Report (1873). " Both of them are Ichneumon flies and the first may be called
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"The RiNG-LEGaED Pimpla (Pinipla annulipes, Br).

" This is a black fly. varying considerably in size, the female

sometimes measuriuii; but |-, at others fully ^ inch exclusive

of ovipositor ; the male somewhat smaller. The genus
Pimpla was briefly characterized in my last report, p. 43.

where it was shown that this same species attacks the walnut

care bearer [Acrobitsis jugiandis, LeB). I annex a lateral

outline of a female Pimpla, Fig. 38, the male has a more
slender abdomen which is unarmed.

" Pimpla Annulipes is black : the abdomen rough
punctured above, with the borders of the joints polished and
inclined to brown. The teguljB are white, and the legs are

reddish, with the exce])tibn of the middle and hind tibiae,

which are dusky—especially the hind pair—and have a broad

white annulus, sometimes indistinct on the middle pair. The
posterior tarsi are dusky, especially at tip. The palpi are pale yellow. Cresson says it may
be distinguished from the other species of the genus, by the scutellum being black, the tegula&

white, and the anterior coxae yellowish red.

" This fly eats its way through the chrysalis and the cocoon of the Codling Moth, with-

out having previously made any cocoon of its own. It was quite abundant last summer as

from one lot of Carpocapsa cocoons, I obtained 21 parasites—all of them females but one. It

is a widely distributed and common species. The second parasite may be called the

" Delicate Long-sting (Macrocentms delicatus, Ores).

"Ic has recently been described by Mr. E. T. Cresson (Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.iv.. p. 178;,

and is a somewhat variable species, occurring throughout the Eastern, Middle and Western,

States, and in Mexico. I subjoin a description drawn up from my bred specimens.
" Jiale. Length 0-25; expanse,045 : inch.

Slender, colour pale, polished, honey yellow
;

uniformly and sparsely pubescent ; tinged with
brown superiorly, the basal joint ofabdomen and
a medio-dorsal line on the other joints being

quite brown. Head, with the eyes (except at

disc), and a spot between ocelli, brown-black ;

palpi long and almost white ; antennae one-fourth

longer than the whole body, about 48 joints, ex-

clusive of bulbus, curled at tip, the ends of basal

joints and the whole of joints dusky. Thorax,

with the sutures well defined, and two small

triangular black spots behind front tegulse,

the metathorax strongly trilobed ; legs very

long, |>alc honey yellow, with tips of tibia? and

tarsi faintly dusky ; wings yellowish, hyaline

and iridescent, with the veins luteous, and the

stigma pale honey yellow.

" Female. Rather larger and with the

abdomen somewhat paler, otherwise .^^imilarly

marked. Ovipositor yellow, i longer than body,

the sheaths quite pilose, and inclining to fu»!-

scou. Described from 2 females and 1 male.

" It is a graceful fly with very long an-

tennae and legs, and the female with a long

ovipositor Fig. 39, '' (the hair lines at the side

of the figure show the natural size of the fly)
'"

The colour is pale honey yellow inclining to brown above. The unfortunate apple-worm i.s

probably pierced while yet. in the fruit, as it always succumbs soon after forming its cocoi.u.
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and before changing to chrysalis ;
while in the case of Pimpla, it is probably attacked either

while leavnns the fruit or after having spun its cocoon. The larva of the Delicate Lon^-sting

forms, for itself, within the cocoon of its victim, a sutficiently tough, thin, oblong-oval, shiny,

browQ cocoon from which the perfect fly issues by cutting open a lid at one end.
" As both these parasites transform within the Carpocipsa cocoon, it is next to impossible

and quite impracticable, to separate friend from foe in removing and destroying the content." of

the bandages. But where it is desired to disseminate the parasites they may be bred by enclos-

ing large numbers of Carpoaipsa cocoons in some tight vessel."

On the 13th of August, 1873. we took a number of chrysalides of the Codling Moth
under a bandage on an apple tree and among them there was one which was infested by Icheu-

mons The chrysalis when emptied was found to contain six of the parasitic -larvae of which
the following description was taken. Length a little over one-tenth of an inch, body tapering

almost to a point towards the head. Colour, dull, yellowish white with a tinge of yellow
along the dorsal region, very transparent the internal organs showing plainly throuirh. On
each segment is a transverse row of short whitish spines, terminal segment encircled with
stouter whitish spines. No proper feet or prolegs, but in moving, the mouth-parts attach

first with a sucker-like disk and the hinder portion? of the body are drawn gradually forward.

diflFerent portions of the under surface bring furnished with small fleshy prominences which
are attached and in turn withdrawn from the surface on which the larva is moving ; the

principal points of attachment, however, seem to be the first and terminal segments, under the

latter when viewed sideways, there appears a fleshy projection much larger than any of those

on the other segments, and this projection expands into a flattened disk which holds the larva

firmly to the place of attachment.

We did not succeed in rearing these larvae ;
after the chrysalis which contained them

was broken open they, one after another died in spite of all our efforts towards their preserva-

tion. Whether this would have proved distinct from the species last described by Mr. Riley,

and thus made a third true parasite on this pest we are unable at present to determine.

The Peae Tree Slug.

Selandria Cerasi. Peck,

In the year 1790 Prof. Peck wrote a pamphlet entitled "Natural History of the Sluo-

Worm." which was printed in Boston the same year by order of the Massachusetts Agricul-
tural Society, and which obtained the Society's premium of fifty dollars and a gold medal.
This, as far as we have been able to learn, was the first published record relating to the ravages

of this insect in America. Forty-two years later (in 1841) Dr. Harris published his valuable

treatise " On some of the insects injurious to vegetation in Massachusetts,"' in which when
treating -of this insect he gives the substance of Prof. Peck's remarks in a condensed form, por-

tions of which material we shall avail ourselves of without further acknowledgement. Althono'h

seventy-five years have passed since Prof. Peck's memoir was written, but very little has been
added during the interval to our common stock of Knowledge in reference to this pest. In the

meantime, however, it has spread over the whole country, damaging more or less seriously

the foliage of our pear, cherry, quince and plum trees every year.

These insects pass the winter in the chrysalis state, the parent. flies, the progenitors of the
mischievous brood of slugs, appearing on the wing from about the third week in May until

Fig 40. the middle of June. The fly (See Fig. 40) " is of a glossy black colour, ex-

cepting the first two pairs of legs, which are dirty yellow or clay coloured

with blackish thighs, and the hind legs which are dull black with clay coloured
knees. The wings are somewhat convex and rumpled or uneven on the up-

per side like the wings of the saw flies generally. They are transparent, re-

flecting the colours of the rainbow, and have a smoky tinge forming a cloud or broad band
across the middle of the first pair ; the veins are brownish. The body of the female measures
more than one-fifth of an inch in length, that ot the male is smaller " Early in June these
flies may be found resting in the early morning, or in the cool of the evening, on the upper
or under side of the leaves of pear, cherry or plum trees, some seasons they are very plentiful,

while at other times but few are met with. When jarring our plum trees for curculios at

this season we usually find some on the sheets after jarring, they fall to the ground ver^
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much like the curculio does, and remain for a short time motionless ; theii- structure, how-

ever, is not such as will permit of their disguising themselves as thoroughly as the " little

turk " does, and hence they are easily detected. During the past season these flies were very

numerous during the early part of June, and their progeny was destructive in a correspond-

insr degree later in the summer.
After pairing the female places her eggs singly within little semicircular incisions through

the skin of the leaf, which is freciuently followed by some discolouration at the point of inser-

tion. Harris says that the eggs are generally placed on the lower side of the leaves, whereas

in our experience we have found them quite as often on the upper side. According to the

same author the flies all finish this business of egg depositing and disappear within the space

of three weeks. " The flies have not the timidity of many other insects, and are not easily dis-

turbed while laying their eggs. On the fourteenth day afterwards the eggs begin to hatch, and

the young slug worms (see those on leaf in Pig. 41) continue to come forth from the fifth of

June to the 20th of July, according as the flies have appeared early or late in the spring."

Fij,'. 41. " At first the slugs are white; but a slimy

matter soon oozes out of their skin, and covers

their backs with an olive-coloured sticky coat. They
have twenty very short legs, or a pair under each

segment of the body excepting the fourth and the

last. When fully grown (See a Fig. 41) they are

about nine-twentieths of an inch in length. The
qead which is of a dark chestnut colour is small, and is entirely concealed under the fore part of

jhe body. They are largest before, and taper behind, and in form somewhat resemble minute

tadpc les. They have the faculty of swelling out the fore part of the body, and generally rest

with the tail a little turned up. These disgusting slugs live mostly on the upper side of the

leaves of the pear and cherry trees, and eat away the substance thereof, leaving only the veins

and the skin beneath untouched. Sometimes twenty or thirty of them may be seen on a

single leaf; and in the year 1797 they were so abundant in some parts of Massachusetts that

small trees were covered with them, and the foliage entirely destroyed, and even the air by
passing through the trees, became charged with a very disagreeable and sickening odour, given

out by these slimy creatures. The trees attacked by them are forced to throw out new leaves,

during the heat of the summer, at the ends of the twigs and branches, and this unseasonable

foliage which should not have appeared until the next spring, exhausts the vigour of the trees,

and cuts ofi" the prospect of fruit."

" The slug worms come to their growth in twenty-six days, during which period they

cast their skins five times. Frequently as soon as the skin is shed, they are seen feeding

upon it ; but they never touch the last coat which remains stretched out upon the leaf After

this is cast off, they no longer retain their slimy appearance and olive colour, but have a clean

yellow skin, entirely free from vicidity. They change also in form and become proportion-

ally longer, and their head and the marks between the rings are plainly to be seen. In a few

hours after this change they leave the trees, and, having crept or fallen to the ground, the}

burrow to the depth of from one inch to three or four inches, according to the nature of the

soil. 1 y moving their body the earth around them becomes pressed equally on all sides, and

an oblong, oval cavity is thus formed, and is afterwards lined with a sticky glossy substance,

to which the grains of earth closely adhere. Within these little earthen cells or cocoons the

change to chrysalids takes place, and in sixteen days after the descent of the slug worms, finish

their transformations, break open their cells, and crawl to the surface of the ground, where

they appear in the fly form. These flies usually come forth between the middle of July and

the 1st of August, and lay their eggs for a second brood of slug-worms. The latter come to

their growth and go into the gnund in September and October, and remain there till the fol-

lowing spring, when they are changed to flies and leave their winter quarters. It seems that

all of them, however, do not finish their transformation at this time ; some are found to re-

main unchanged in the ground till the following year ; so that if all the slugs of the first hatch

in any one year should happen to be destroyed, enough from a former brood would still re-

main in the earth to continue the species.''

" The disgusting appearance and smell of these slug-worms do not protect them from the

1 attacks of various enemies. Mice and other burrowing animals destroy many of them in

their cocoons, and it is probable that birds also prey upon them when on the trees both in the
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slug and winged state. Professor Peck has described a minute ichneumon fly, stated by Mr.
Westwood to be a species of Encyrtus, that stings the eggs of the slug fly, and deposits in

each one a single egg of her own. From this in due time a little maggot is hatched, which
lives in the shell of the slug-fly's egg, devours the contents, and afterwards is changed to a

chrysalis, and then to a fly like its parents. Professor Peck found that great numbers of the

eggs of the slug-fiy, especially of the second hatch, were rendered abortive by this atom of ex-

istence.

Sand, ashes, lime and hellebore have been recommended as remedies for this pest but the

last mentioned is by far the most reliable. In 1870 we tried some experiments with these rem-
edies, and reported in the Canadian Entomologist for September of that year, as follows :

—

The Pear Tree Slug.

This disgusting little larva, the progeny of a little blackish sawfly. has been very abun-

dant during the past season and has been the subject of some notes and experiments. In the

first place we noted that there were two broods in the season. The parents of the first brood,

which pass the winter in the chrysalis state, appear on the wing about the second or third

week in May, depositing eggs from which the slugs are hatched, becoming full grown from
the middle to the end of June, then entering the chrysalis state underground ; the second

brood of the flies make their appearance late in July. This year we noticed them at work
depositing eggs on the 21st, the young slugs were abundant and about a quarter of an inch

long on the eighth of August, and by the sixth of September many of them were full-grown.

With us they were much more destructive to cherry trees than to pear, consuming the upper
surface of the leaves, soon giving the trees a scorched and sickly aspect, and in many cases

the foliage fell off. leaving the trees almost bare.

As soon as the slugs were observed at work in Spring, they were treated to a plentiful supply
of dry sand, thrown up into the higher branches with a shovel, and shaken over the lower ones

through a sieve, which stuck thickly to their slimy skins, completely covering them up.

Thinkins we must have mastered them by so free a use of this long trusted remedy, we took no
further heed of them for some days, when to our surprise, they were found as numerous as ever.

The next step was to test this sand remedy accurately to see vvhat virtue there was in it.

.-^everal small branches of pear trees were selected and marked, on which there were six slugs,

and these were well powdered over—entirely covered with dry sand ; on examining them the

next morning it was found that they had shed the sand-covered skin and crawled out free and
slimy again. The sand was applied a second and third time on the same insects with similar

results ; and now being convinced that this remedy was of little value, they were treated to a

dos of hellebore and water, which soon finished them. Ashes were now tried on another lot,

the same way as the sand had been, with very similar results. It was also intended to try

fresh air slacked-lime, which we believe would be effectual, but having ni ne on hand just then,

the experiment was postponed, and the opportunity of testing it lost for the season. We
must not omit mention of an experiment with hellebore. On the 13th of August, at eight

a.m.. a branch of a cherry tree was plucked, on which there were sixty four slugs : the branch

had only nine leaves, so that it may be readily imagined that they were thickly inhabited. A
dose of hellebore and water was showered on them about the usual strength, an ounce to the

pailful, when they soon manifested symptoms of uneasiness, twisting and jerking about in a

curious manner ; many died during the day, and only six poor, sickly-looking specimens

remained alive the following morning, at:d these soon after died.

During the past season these slug worms have been unusually abundant on our pear

trees, in many cases destroying the foliage so thoroughly that they looked as if they had been

scorched by a fire, every leaf in some instances dropping from the trees, so that for a time they

were bare as in mid-winter. Nearly a thousand trees in the young pear orchards ef the

writer suffered severely. During the latter part of June and the early days of July we had
no opportunity of inspecting these trees, and when we visited them on the 7th of July they

were so much injured that we thought they could not be much worse, and as the slugs were
then full-grown and fast disappearing and the application of a remedy to so many trees a

matter of much labour nothing was attempted to remedy the evil then.

It was ob.served that some trees were remarkably exempt from the attacks of these slu^s

Clapp's favourite deserves to be especially mentioned on this account, its thick glossy leaves,
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seemed to be uninvitini":, and when all around were seared, and browned, and withered trees of

this variety wherever found were covered with a foliai>;e rendered doubtly attractive and
beautiful by the waste and dismal appearance of those about them. The following notes were
taken at the time in reference to the relative damage inflicted on the different varieties of pear

trees in those portions of the orchards most injured. Heurre Giffard most of the trees

slightly, a few badly damaged. Ananas d'Ete, but slightly injured. Beurre d'Amanlis,
same as Beurre Giffard. Beurre Goubault. entirely stripped. Brandywine, some stri|)ped,

others but little affected in the same row. Doyenne d'Ete, badly injured. Bartlett suffered

very much, nearly all the trees being stripped. Edmunds injured badly, but not so much
as Bartlett. Souvenir de Congress, nearly stripped. Kirtland, Dwarfs, not much affected.

Standards, badly injured. Leech's Kingsessing, scarcely touched. Osbands Summer, badly
damaged, not a leaf left on many of the trees. Rostiezer, some very badly injured others not

so much. Dearborns Seedling, nearly stripped. Tyson, badly affected. Ott's Seedling, not
much injured. Marechale de la Cour, nearly free. Beurre de Montgeron, Frederica Bremer,
Abbott and Fleur de Niege, scarcely touched. Beurre Diel, some few trees very much in-

jured, others not so badly. Gansel s Bergamot, stripped. Buffum and Beurre Superfin,

scarcely injured. Sheldon, injured, but not badly. Beurre de Waterloo, scarcely touched.

Beurre Amande, singularly free. Beurre St. Nicholas, Oswego Beurre and Golden Beurre,

not much injured. Beurre de Paimpuol, nearly stripped. It was intended to go over all the

other varieties in a similar manner, but opportunity did not offer. In the course of another

fortnight new leaves began to push out vigorously on the defoliated trees and within a month
or six weeks all was green again.

In the meantime these mischief makers were preparing' for a second descent, and we in

turn were preparino; to receive them ; on the 29th of July, when going through the orchards

in the afternoon, the new brood of flies were found in the greatest abundance, resting on the

young leaves, or on those portions of green which still remained on the leaves partially eaten

by the last brood, they were congregated, however, more especially on those trees where green

leaves were most abundant. On disturbing them they would fall to the ground with the

antennae bent under their bodies, and the head bent forward. On half a dozen trees we
caught about 60 specintens, and might have taken hundreds, they were so thickly spread that

in many instances there were two and three on a single leaf. By the last week in August,
the second brood of slugs weie hatched ; some very tiny creatures, others by this time half

grown. Now, those trees which had previously escaped were all more or less covered, and
would no doubt soon have been stripped, had not some measures been at once taken to destroy

them. A raised platform was rigged up in a one horse cart in which was placed a barrel of

water in which a pound of powdered hellebore had been mixed, and from the elevated stand

this mixture was showered lightly on the trees from, the rose of a watering pot. It was
astonishing how quickly the trees were cleaned scarcely ong could be found on a

tree the morning after the application had been made, and ten pounds of hellebore with five

or six days work of man and horse served to go over the whole ground, the work being com-
pleted in much less time than we had supposed it could.
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THE GRAPE VINE PHYLLOXERA.
{Phylloxera vastatrix, Planchon.)

Compiled by the Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A.

With the exception of the Colorado Potato Beetle, and the Locust of the Western States, of

which we have given an account in another article, there is probably no insect that attracts more
general attention at the present time than the destructive Grape-Vine Phylloxera (/*. vastatrix,

Planchon). To us in Canada it is but little known, but as its ravages may spread over our own
vineyards at any time, and as it must be an object of interest to all vinegrowers, we think it

proper to present to the readers of this Report an account of the insect and such other parti-

culars as we are enabled to gather together. The fact of the rare occurrence of the insect in

this country, and the consequent difficulties in the way of its study, is a sufficient reason, we
trust, why we should offer a compilation from the writings of others, rather than attempt any
original remarks of our own. Our quotations, unless otherwise specified, will be taken from
the admirable paper on the Phylloxera, by our valued friend. Professor C. V. Riley, State

Entomologist of Missouri, contained in his last Report (Sixth Annual Report on the Insects of
Missouri, 1874, pages 30-87.) The estimation in which Mr. Riley's work in this respect is

held in the great vine-growing countries of Europe, may be judged from the fact that, in the

month of February last, he was presented with a very handsome gold medal by the Minister

of Agriculture and Commerce of France, " in appreciation of his discoveries in Economic
Entomology, and especially of his services rendered to French grape culture."

Though one form of the insect, the gall-inhabiting type, was noticed by Dr. Fitch, State

Entomologist of New York, as long ago as 1856, very little attention was paid to it for some
years. At length the serious disease of the grape-vine began to attract attention in France,

and to cause so much alarm, that the authorities offered a prize of 20,000 francs for an effec-

tual and practicable remedy. The disease was at first termed j^ourridie, or rotting—the roots

becoming swollen and bloated, and finally wasting away. There were no end of surmises and

theories as to cause, until Professor J. E. Planchon, of Montpellier, in July, 1868, announced
that it was due to the puncture of a minute insect belonging to the plant-louse family (Aphi-

didce), and bearing a close resemblance to our gall-louse." The following January, Professor

Westwood, of Oxford, England, announced that he considered both the gall and root-inhabit-

ing types to b^ different forms of the same insect. Shortly after a French writer gave it as

his opinion that the European insect was identical with the American species long before de-

scribed by Dr. Fitch. " This opinion," says Mr. Riley, " gave an additional interest to this

insect, and I succeeded, in 1870, in establishing the identity of the French gall-insect with
ours. During the same year I also established the identity of the gall and root-inhabiting

types, by showing that in the fall of the year the last brood of gall-lice betake themselves to

the roots and hibernate thereon. In 1871, I visited France and studied their insect in the

field ; and in the fall of that year, after making more extended observations here, I was able

to give absolute proof of the identity of the two insects, and to make other discoveries, which
not only interested our friends abroad, but were of vital importance to our own grape-

growers, especially in the Mississippi Valley. T have given every reason to believe that the failure

in the European vine, {Vitis vinifera), when planted here, the partial failure of many hybrids

with the European vinifera, and the deterioration and death of many of the more tender-rooted

n ative varieties, are mainly owing to the injurieus work of this insidious little root-louse. It
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had been at its destructive work for years, producing injury the true cause of which was

never suspected until the publication of the article in my fourth Report. I also showed that

some of our native varieties enjoyed relative immunity from the insects' attacks, and urged

their use for stocks, as a means of re-establishing the blighted vineyards of Southern

France.'
•' The disease continued to spread in Europe, and became so calamitous in the last-

named country that the French Academy of Sci'-nces appointed a standing Phylloxera Com-
mittee. It is also attracting some attention in Portugal, Austria and Germany, and even in

England, where it affects hot-house grapes.'

Natubal History of the Insect.

The senus Phylloxera is characterized by having three-jointed antennae, the third or

terminal being much the longest, and by carrying its wings overlapping, fl it on the back in-

stead of roof-fashion. It belongs to the sub-order of whole-winged bugs (Homopiera), and

forms a connecting link between two of its great families, the P\3int-\ice(AjjJiididce) on the

one hand, and the Bark-lice (Coccidce) on the other. It is generally considered, however, to

pertain to the former family, though some naturalists, with the not uncommon love of intro-

ducing new names and minute classifications, have desired to found a new family for thi.s

special insect.

Not the least interesting feature in the economy of the Phylbxera is the different phases

or forms under which it presents itself Among these forms are two constant types which

have led many to suppose that we have to do with two species. The one type, which for

convenience Mr. Riley terms gallcecola, lives in galls on the leaves ; the other which he calls

radicicola, lives on swellings of the roots. They may be tabulated thus :
—

Type 1. Gallsecola (see Figure 43,/, g, K).

Type 2. Radicicola.

A, Degraded or wingless form (see Figure 44, e, f, g.)

B, Perfect or winged form (see Figure 45, g, h.)

" Type Gall^iicola or Gall-inhabiting.—The gall or excrescence produced by this

insect is simply a fleshy swelling of the under side of the leaf, more or less wrinkled and

hairy, with a corresponding depression of the upper side, the margin of the cup being fuzzy,

and drawn together so as to form a fimbriated mouth. It is usually cup-shaped, but some-

times greatly elongated or purse-shaped

Soon after the first vine-leaves that put out in the spring have fully expanded, a few
'^ig'- i-- scattering galls may be found, mostly on the

lower leaves, nearest the ground. The.se ver-

nal galls are usually large, (of the size of an ordi-

nary pea), and tne normal green is often blushed

with rose where exposed to the light of the sun.

( )n carefully opening one o'' them (Fig. 43, d) we
shall find the mother-louse diligently at work

^ surrounding herself with pale-yellow eggs of an

elongate oval form, scarcely .01 inch long,

and not quite half as thick (Fig. 43, c). She is

about .04 inch long, generally spherical in shape,

of a dull orange colour, and looks not unlike an

immature seed of the common purslane. At
times, by the elongation of the abdomen, the

shape assumes, more or less perfectly, the pyri-

form. Her members are all dusky, and s i short

compared to her swollen body, that she appears

very clumsy, and undoubtedly would be out-

side of her gall, which she never has occasion

to quit, and which serves her alike as dwelling-house and coffin. More carefully examined,
her skin is seen to be shagreened or minutely granulated and furnished with rows
of minute hairs. The eggs begin to hatch when six or eight days old into active
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little oval, hexapod beings, which differ from their mother in their bright yellow

colour and more perfect legs and antenna?, the tarsi being furnished with long,

pliant hairs, termin:!ting in a more or less distinct globule. In hatching, the eggs

split longitudinally from the anterior end. and the young louse whose pale yellow is

in strong contrast with the more dusky colour of the egg-shell, escapes in the course

of two minutes. Issuing from the mouth of the gall, these young lice scatter over the vine,

most of them finding their way to the tender terminal leaves, where they settle in the downy
bed which the tomentose nature of these leaves affords, and commence pumping up and appropriat-

ing the sap. The tongue-sheath is blunt and heavy, but the tongue proper—con.sisting of

three brown, elastic and wiry filaments, which, united, make so fine a thread as scarcely to be

visible with the strongest microscope—is sharp, and easily run under the parenchyma of the

TvPB Gall^cola : -a, 6, newly-hatched larva, ventral and dorsal hoUSe and homC

leaf. Its puncture causes a curious change
in the tissues of the leaf, the growth being

so stimulated that the under side bulges

and thickens, while the down on the upper
side increases in a circle around the louse,

and finally hides and covers it as it recedes

more and more within the deepening cavity.

Sometimes the lice are so crowded that two
occupy the same gall. If, from the prema-
ture death of the louse, or other cause, the

gall becomes abortive before being com-
pleted, then the circle of thickened down
or fuzz enlai-ges with the expansion of the

leaf, and remains (Fig. 43, c) to tell the

tale of the futile effort. Otherwise, in a

few days the gall is formed, and the inheld

louse, which, while eating its way into

was also growing apace.
view; c, egg; d, section of gall; e, swelling of tendril

; /, g, h,v,^„\^^ „ rtarthenoo-pnptir matfrnitv hv i\\(^
mother gall-louse-lateral, dorsal and ventral views ; i, her anten- ^^i^^^^ f

pdlinenogeneuc mdiernuy Dy tUe
na ; J, her two jointed tarsus. Natural sizes indicated at sides. depc sition of the fertile CggS, aS her imme-
diate parent had done before. She increases in bulk with pregnancy, and one egg follows

another in quick succession, until the gall is crowded. The mother dies and shrivels, and the

young, as they hatch, issue and found new galls. This process continues during the summer
until the fifth or sixth generation. Every egg brings forth a fertile female, which soon be-

comes wonderfully prolific. The number of eggs found in a single gall averages about 200
;

yet it will sometimes reach as many as 500, and, if Dr. Shimer's observations can be relied on,

it may even reach 5,000. I have never found any such number mj'self ; but, even supposing
there are but five generations during the year, and taking the lowest of the above figures, the

immense prolificacy of the species becomes manifest. As summer advances they frequently

completely cover the leaves with their galls, and settle on the tendrils, leaf-stalks and tender

br;mches, where they also form knots and rounded excrescences (Fig. 43, e) much resembling

those on the roots. In such a case, the vine loses its leaves prematurely, usually, however,

the natural enemies of the louse seriously reduce its numbers by the time the vine ceases its

growth in the fall, and the few remaining lice, fiading no more succulent and suitable leaves,

seek the roots. Thus by the end of September, the galls are mostly deserted, and those

which are left are almost always infested with mildew, and ev^entually turn brown and decay.

On the roots the young lice attach themselves singly or in little groups and thus hibernate.

The male louse has never been seen, nor does the female ever acquire wings. Indeed, too

much stress cannot be laid on the fact that GaU(BCola occurs only as an agamic
and apterous female form. It is but a transient summer state, not at all essential to the

perpetuation of the species, and does, compared with the other type, but trifling damage. It

has been found occasionally by Mr, Riley on all species of the grape-vine (^vinifera, riparia,

cestivalis and Labrusca) cultivated in the Eastern and Middle States, and on the wild cordtfolia ;

but it flourishes only on the river-bank grape (riparia), and more especially on the Clinton

and Taylor, with their close allies. Thus while legions of the root inhabiting type {radicicola)

are overrunning and devasting the vineyards of France, this one is almost unknown there

except on such American varieties as it infests with us.'"
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Ttpk Radicicola roots of Clinton vine, showing

"Type Radicicola or Roox-iNnABiTiNO.— We have seen that, in all probability,

gallcecola exists only in the apterous, shagreened, non-tubercled, fecund female from. Badici-

Pijr. 44. cola, however, presents itself in two principal

forms. The newly-hatched larvaB of this

type are undistinguishable, in all essential

characters, from those hatched in the galls,

but in due time they shed the smooth larval

skin, and acquire raised warts or tubercles
;

which at once distinguish them fri m [jaUm-

cola. In the development from this point

the two forms are separable with sufficient

ease : one (A) of a more dingy greenish

yellow, with more s\Tollen fore-b( dy, and

more tapering abdomen ; the other (B) of a

brighter yellow, with the lateral outline more
perfectly oval, and with the abdomen more

truncated at tip." *

" The first or mother form (Fig. 44,/, g.)

is the analogue of fallcecola, as it never ac-

reiation
fj^ires wings, and is occupied, from ado-

01" swellings to leaf-galls, and power of resisting decomposition ; leSCenCC till death, with the laying of CggS.
h, larva as it appears wbeii hibernating ; c d, antenna and leg of i^: r i nnmprnnq anrl sjnTnPwhflt lar^pr
same'; e,f, g, forms of more mature lice ; h, granulations of skm ;

WHlCn are ICSS numerOUS ana SOmewndl larger

!, tubercle .- j, transverse folds at borders of joints ; k, simple eyes, than thoSC found in the galls. I haVC COUn ted

in the spring as many as two hundred and sixty-five eggs in a cluster, and all evidently from

one mother, who was yet very plump and still occupied in laying. As a rule, however, they

are less numerous. With pregnancy this form becomes quite tumid and more or less pyri-

form, and is content to remain with scarcely any motion in the more secluded parts of the

roots, such as the creases, sutures and depressions, which the knots affijrd. The skin is dis-

tinctly shagreened (Fig. 44, h,') as in galloecola. The warts, though usually quite visible with

a good lens, are at other times more or less obsolete, especially on the abdomen. The eyes,

which were quite perfect in the larva, become more simple with each moult, until they consist,

as in galloicola, of but triple eyelets (Fig. 44, k,) and, in the general structure, this form becomes

more degraded with maturity, wherein it shows the affinity of the species to the Coccidce, the

females of which, as they mature, generally lose all trace of the members they possessed when
born."

" The second or more oval form(Fig. 44, e,) is destined to become winged. Its tubercles

when once acquired, are always conspicuous ; it is more active than the other, and its eyes

increase rather than diminish in complexity with age. From the time it is one-third grown the

little dusky wing pads may be discovered, though less conspicuously than in the pupa state,

which is soon after assumed. The pupae (Fig- 4.5, e, /,) are still more active, and after feeding

a short time, they make their way to the light of day, crawl over the ground and over the

vines, and finally shed their last skin and assume the winged state. In their last moult the

tubercled skin splits on the back, and is soon worked ofi", the body in the winged insect having

neither tubercles nor granulations."

" The winged insects are most abundant in August and September, but may be found as

early as the first of July, and until the vines cease growing in the fall. The majority of them

are females, with the abdomen large and more or less elongate From two to five eggs may
invariably be found in the abdomen of these, and are easily seen when the insect is held up

to the light, or mounted in balsam or glycerine."

" As fall advances the winged individuals become more and more scarce, and as winter

sets in only eggs, newly-hatched larvae, and a few apterous egg-bearing mothers, are seen.

These last die and disappear during the winter, which is mostly passed in the larva state,

with here and there a few eggs. The larv« thus Libernating (Fig. 44, b) become dingy, with

the body and limbs more shagreened and the claws less perfect than when first hatched ; and,

of thousands examined, all bear the same appearance, and all are furnished with strong

* " It is not to be understood, in making these distinctions, that these differences of form are so constant

that they can always be relied on ; for the form of the body varies, so that the wingless mother maj' present

the more perfect oval of that destined to become winged."
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«uckers. As soon as the ground thaws and the sap starts in the sprinpr, these young lice

work off their winter coat, and, growing apace, commence to deposit eggs. All, without ex-

ception, become mothers, and assi'me the degraded form (a) already described.

Fig. 45.

TlPE Radicicola :

—

a, shows a healthy root ; b, one on which the lice are working, re-

presenting the knots and swellings caused by their punctures ; c, a root that ha* been
deserted by them, and where the rootlets have commenced to decay ; d, d. d, show
how the lice are found on the larger roots ; e, female pupa, dorsal view ; /, same,
ventral view ; rj, winged female, dorsal view ; h, same, ventral view ; i. magnified
antenna of winged insect

; j, side view of the wingless female, laying eggs on roots ;

k, shows how the punctures of the lice cause the larger roots to rot.

" At this season of the year, with the exuberant juices of the plant, the swellings on the

roots are large and succulent, and the lice plump to repletion. One generation of the mother

form (a) follows another—fertility increasing with the increasing heat aud luxuriance of

summer—until at last the tldrd or fourth has been reached before the winged form (b)

makes its appearance in the latter part <f June or early in July. Such are the main fea-

tures which the development of the insect presents, to one who has studied it in the field as

well as in the closet.

"Since I proved, in 1870 (adds Mr. Eiley). the absolute identity of these two types bv
showing that the gall-lice become root lice, the fact has been repeatedly substantiated by dif-

ferent observers. Yet, strange to say, no one has heretofore succeeded in making gall-lice of the

young hatched on the roots, though I formerly supposed that Signoret had done so. It is,

therefore, with much satisfaction that I record the fact of having succeeded this winter in ob

taining galls on a young Clinton vine from young radicicola, and of thus establishing beyond
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peradventure, the specific interrelation and identity of the two types. T make this announce-

ment with all the more pleasure, that for three years past, both on vines growing out doors

and in pots in-doors, I had in vain attempted to obtain the same result."

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

'•'The more manifest and external Effects of the Phylloxera Disease.
—The result which follows the puncture of the root-louse is an abnormal swelling, different

in form, according to the particular part and texture of the root. These swellings, which are

generally commenced at the tips of the rootlets, where there is eycess of plasmatic and albu-

minous matter, eventually r .t, and the lice forsako them and betak; themselves to fi-esh ones

—the living tissue being necessary to the existence of this as of all plant-lice. The decay

affects the parts adjacent to the .swellings, and on the more fibrous roots cuts off the supply of

sap to all parts beyond. Asthe.se last decompose, the lice congregate on the larger ones, until

at last the root system literally wastes away."
" During the first year of attack there are scarcely any outward manifestations of di-sease,

though the fibrous roots, if examined, will be found covered with nodosities, particularly in

the latter part of the growing season. The disease is then in its incipient stage. The second

year all these fibrous roots vanish, and the lice not only prevent the formation of new ones,

but, as ju.st stated, settle on the larger roots, which they injure by causing hypertrophy of the

parts punctured, which also eventually become disorganized and rot. At this stage the out-

ward symptoms of the disease .first become manifest, in a sickly, yellowish appearance of the

leaf and a reduced growth of cane. As the roots continue to decay, these symptoms become
more acute, until by about the third year the vine dies. Such is the course of the malady on

vines of the species vinifera, when circumstances are favourable to the increase of the pest.

"When the vine is about dying, it is generally impossible to discover the cause of the death,

the lice which had been so numerous the first and second years of invasion, having left for

fresh pasturage."

Mode of Spreading.—The gall lice can only .spread by travelling, when newly-hatched

from one vine to another ; and, if this slow mode of progression were the only one which the

species is capable of, the disease would be comparatively harmles.s. The root-lice, however
not only travel under-ground along the interlocking roots of adjacent vines, but crawl actively

over the surface of the ground, or wing their way from vine to vine and from vineyard to

vineyard. I>oubts have been repeatedly expressed by European writers as to the power of

such a delicate and frail-winged fly to traverse the air to an} great distance. On the 27th of

September, 1S73, the weather being quite warm and summer-like, with much moisture in the

atmosphere, Mr. Riley witnessed the insect's power of flight. Some two hundred winged
individuals, that he had confined, became very restless and active, vigorously vibrating their

wings and beating about their glass cages. Upon opening the cages, the lice began to dart

away and were out of sight in a twinkle. They have been caught in spider-webs in Europe,

and captured by Mr. Riley on sheets of paper prepared with bird-lime and suspended in an

infested vineyard ; it is clear, then, that they can sustain flight for a considerable time under

favourable co :ditions, and with the assistance of the wind, they may be wafted to great dis-

tances. These winged females are much more numerous in the fall of the year than has been

supposed by Entomologists. Wherever they settle, the few eggs which each carries are suffi-

cient to perpetuate the species, which, in the fullest sense, may be called contagious.

"Susceptibility of different Vines to the Disease.—As a means of coping

with the Phylloxera disease, a knowledge of the relative susceptibility of different varieties to

the attacks and injuries of the insect is of paramount importance. As is so frequently the

case with injurious insects, and as we have a notable instance in the common Currant Aphis
(Aphis Rihesii), which badly affects the leaves of some of the Currants, but never touches the

Gooseberry which belongs to the same genus. The Phylloxera shows a preference for and
thrives best on certain species, and even discriminates between varieties ; or, what amounts
to the same thing, practically, some varieties resist its attacks and enjoy a relative immunity
from its injuries. It would be useless, and certainly unnecessary here, to attempt to ascer-

tain the reason why certain vines thus enjoy exemption while others so readily succumb ; but
in a broad way it may be stated that there is a relation between the susceptibility of the vine

and the character of its roots—the slow-growing, more tender-wooded and consequently more
tender -rooted varieties succumbing most readily ; the more vigorous powers resisting best."
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From Mr. Riley's synopsis of experiments and observations we gather the following state-

ment respecting the diflfirent varieties of grape :

—

European Vine
(
Vitis vinifera)—Rarely subject to leaf-gall, but it generally succumbs

to the attacks of root lice after a few years.

River-bank Vine (F. riparia)—The Cornucopia, Alvey and Othello suffer very little

or not at all from Leaf galls, but to a considerable extent from Root-lice. The Clinton and
Taylor are very subject to the Leaf-galls, but from the great vitality of their roots they do

not succumb to the attacks of the Root-lice. The Golden Clinton and Louisiana do not suf-

fer much from either. The Marion a good deal affected by the former, but little by the lat-

ter. The Delaware suffers considerably from both.

Summer Grape {V. cesUvaUs)—The Cunningham, Norton's Virginia, and Rutlander

suffer not at all from the Leaf-gall, and very little from the Root-lice. The Herbemont and

Cynthiana suffer slightly from both.

Northern Fox Grape {Lahrvsca)—The Challenge, Dracut Amber, Israella, Martha,

Northern Muscadine and Wilder, are not subject to the Leaf-gall, and only slightly to the

root-lice. The Diana, Goethe, Hartford, Isabella, Ives, Maxatawney. North Carolina, Re-

becca and Salem are also free from the Leaf-gall, but have the Root-lice more abundant and

suffer more from its attacks. The Catawba and lona do not suffer from the Leaf-gall, but

are most subject to the Root-lice The Concord has the Leaf-galls but rarely, and does not

suffer much from the Root-lice ; the Creveling also is usually free from the former, but suf

fers much more from the latter.

Southern Fox Grape.—This species is entirely free from the Phylloxera in any

form.

The above enumeration is founded principally upon Mr. Riley's observations in the cen-

tral portion of Missouri ; he has also examined many of the varieties in Kansas, Illinois, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York. The Arnold s hybrids, which he has examined, all

suffer, he states, but some of them more than others.

Means of Coping with; the Disease.—Grafting the more susceptible varieties on

the roots of those that have a greater power of resistance, would probably counteract the

disease to a great extent. This plan is n^w being tried on a large scale, but it will be neces-

sary to wait a year or two before any positive conclusions can be obtained.

" In planting a new vineyard the greatest care should be taken not to introduce Phyl-

loxera on the young plants, and a bath of weak lye or strong soap suds before planting will,

perhaps, prove the best safeguard. Remembering that the lice are spreading over the

ground from July till fall, and principally in the months of August and September, a

thorough sprinkling of the surface with lime, ashes, sulphur, salt or other substance destruc-

tive to insect life, will, no doubt, have a beneficial effect in reducing their numbers and pre-

venting their spread.

The insect has been found to thrive less and to be, therefore, less injurious in a sandy

soil ; while mixture of soot with the soil has had a beneficial effect in destroying the pest. It

is, therefore, recommended for the more susceptible varieties, and that they be planted in

trenches first prepared with a mixture of sand and soot. An addition of lime will also prove

beneficial. There is every reason to believe that vines are rendered less susceptible to the

disease by a system of pruning and training that will produce long canes and give them as

nearly as possible their natural growth.

Natural Enemies.—Theie are a number of predaceous insects which serve to keep

the leaf-lice in check ; but as the injury is mostly done underground it will suffice to enu-

merate the principal of these in this connection. The most efficient is a black species of

Fringe-wing or Thrips with white wings {Thrips Plylloxene). They are found in several differ-

ent kinds of Phylloxera galls, and do more than any other species to keep the leaf inhabit-

ing species within bounds."

The next most efficient aids in the destruction of the leaf-lice are the lace-winged flies

(Chrysopa) ; the lady birds (Coccinella) ; certain Syrphus fly larvae ; a few true bugs and

other insects.

The enemies known to attack the Phylloxera underground are, naturally enough, fewer

in number. In one instance, Mr. Riley relates, I have found a Scymnus larva at the work
six inches below the surface, and there is a Syrphus fly, whose larva lives under-ground and

feeds both on the apple-tree root-louse and on this grape root-louse. Wonderful indeed
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\

is the instinct which teaches this blind larva to penetrate the soil in search of its prey ; for

the CiTi; must necessarily be laid at the surface. But thousjh the underground enemies of its

own class are few, I have discovered a mite which preys extensively upon this root-inhabiting

type, and which renders efficient aid in keeping it in check in this country. This mite {Tyro

ghjphus phi/Ilo.renv, Planchon & Riley, Fig. 46,) belongs to the same genus as the cheese and

meal mites, and the species which infests preserved insects, and is such a pest in cabinets. At
is the rule with mites, it is born with but six legs, but acquires eight after the first or second

Fio. 40. moults. It varies considerably in form, with age,

and in studying it with a view of distingui.shing

it specifically from other described species, I

have noticed all the different tarsal characters
^j^-A^ ^^ \\ %i?J^^tV^ '""'fr

^hown as d, f, g and h, (Fig. 46), and on which
distinct genera have been founded. Mites pre-

sent themselves in such different forms that the

adolescent stages of the same species have

~^^ r^ ^^\ /yC /i^^^^ A-^
^^^ ^^^° made to represent distinct families by

- -*< >^-- ^^ /T ^ic, A\\ /^>1^ authors whenever studied the development of

these beings. The species under consideration,

when young, mostly contents itself with the
Phtllo.xera Mite, a, dorsal, 6, ventral %iew of female, altered sweets of the roots which rot from the

c, mouth-parts , rf, /, o, ft, forms of tarsal appendages , e, n t->i n i -i i ii •

ventral tubercles of male. punctures 01 Phylloxera, whle when older it

preys by preference on the lice themselves."
" Direct Remedies. The leaf-lice, which do not play such an important part in the

disease as was at first supposed, may be controlled with suff.cient ease by a little care in de-

stroying the first galls which appear, and in pruning and destroying the terminal growth of

infested vines later in the season. The root-lice are not so easily reached. As the effort will

be according to the exigency, we may very naturally look to France for a direct remedy, if

ever one be discovered. But of all the innumerable plans, patented or non-patented, that

have been proposed, of all the many substances that have been experimented with under the

stimulus of a large national reward, no remedy has yet been discovered which gives entire

satisfaction, or is applictble to all conditions of soil. Nor is it likely that such a remedy

ever will be discovered ^

" While, therefore, not very satisfactory results have followed the use of pure insecti-

cides, the application of fertilizers intended to invigorate the vine, and at the same time in-

jure the lice, has been more productive of good. Especially has this been the case with fer-

tilizers rich in potassic salts and nitrogenous compounds, such as urine. Sulphuret of potas-

sium dissolved in liquid-manure ; alkaline-sulphates, with copperas and rape seed
;
potassic

salts, with guano ; soot and cinders are, among other applications, most favomrably mentioned.

Mr. Riley closes his very able Essay with the following remarks:—-"We have in the

history of the Grape Phylloxera, the singular spectacle of an indigenous American insect

being studied, and its workings understood in a foreign land, before its presence in its most

injurious form was even suspected in its native home. The Franco Prussian war, with all

its fearful consequences to France, has passed away ; the five milliards of francs (one thous-

and million dollars) have been paid as indemnity to her victors, in so short a time that the

civilized world looked on in wonder and astonishment. Yet this little Phylloxera, sent over

doubtless in small numbers, by some American nurseryman, a few years since, continues its

devastating work, and costs that unfortunate country millions < f francs annually. The last

German soldier has been removed - at terrible cost it is true—from French soil, but the

Phylloxera army remains ; and if another five milliard francs could extirpate the last indi-

vidual of this liliputian insect host from her soil, " la belle France" would be cheaply rid of

the enemy. Had the world, twenty years ago, possessed the knowledge we at present have of

this insect and of its dangerous power, a few francs might have originally stayed its invasion

of that great vine-growing and wine-making country. Needs there any more forcible illustra-

tion of the importance of economic entomology !

"

In confirmation of this statement, we read in the monthly report of the Department of

Agriculture (Washington, August and September, 1874), that "the Prefect of the Depart-

ment of the Rhone, in France, has published a decree directing the mayor of each Commune
within his jurisdiction, upon the indication of the presence of the Phylloxera, to proceed at
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once to determine the limitB of each local district infected by the insect. Every vine affected

and all the roots within live meters are to be dug up and burned. This decisive measure has

not escaped sharp criticism. To save the vine lands of the Rhone from destruction by this

pest, it is now proposed to secure winter irrigation by a grand canal connected with that river.

M. Dumont, Ing4iiieur en chef des cJiaussh, has developed, before a governmental commission,

a scheme for the construction of such a canal, within four years, at a cost of 102,0C0,000

francs. This, it is supposed, will rescue from destruction over 60,000 acres of vine lands,

yielding products worth 200,000,000 francs per annum and taxes amounting to 20,000,000

francs."
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

(il^cmnussi0iitr of l^grudture m^ |irts.

APPEDSTDIX (F).

REPORT OX THE ONTARIO SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND EXPERI-

MENTAL FARM, FOR THE YEAR 1874.

To the Hon. the Commissioner of Agriculture

:

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith my report on the operations of this In-

stitution.

In accordance with the recommendation of the Commission appointed to report upon its

establishment, the School of Agriculture and Experimental Farm has for the first six months

been utilized more in preparation for the future than in view of immediate results. To use

the language of the Commission, its efibi ts have been directed, on the one hand, " to prepare

the fields and buildings for the systematic instruction of the pupils," and on the other, " to

teach the pupils how to perform farm work in the best manner, to give them, in the class-room,

the scientific instruction necessary to their thorough understanding of the scientific facts and
principles on which such operations are based."

The report upon these proceedings naturally divides itself into two parts, viz :

—

1st. The Farm in its several departments.

2nd. The School in the field and class-room.

I shall, therefore, treat the subject under these separate headings, and in the sequence I

have indicated.

I. The Farm.

The Farm consists of 550 ;icros, and is partly situated in the Township of Gaelph, partly

in the Township of Puslinch, in thn County of Wf-Uington. and is distant one and a half

miles from the Town of Guelph.

As the Farm had been used for many years chiefly as a stock farm, all operations being

made subservient to that end, it was found that, whilst the land was improved in quality by
the operations of stock-raising, no regular rotation of crops had been observed, whilst the in-

troduction of large quantities of fodder, containing the seeds of many weeds, had made the

cultivated portion exceedingly foul, rendering necessary an immense amount of labour before

the fields could be brought into proper tilth. The drainage also having been entirely in open
ditches, did not admit of sufficiently early cultivation for the character of the land, so that the

preparation of the soil for the first crop was attended with many difficulties.

As the former owner of the Farm had never resided on the property, only a small garden
had been prepared, and much labour has been expended in converting arable land into a gar.

den of suitable size for the Institution.
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To carry out the various departments as recommended in the report of ihe Commission,
there were appointed a Principal, a Rector, and a live-stock foreman. A farm foreman, a gar-

dener, and a carpenter were also engaged.

1. The Farm Department.

The immediate object of the operations in this department having been to adapt a farm
heretofore chiefly used for stock-raising, to the purposes of mixed husbandry, and to provide
for a due rotation of crops, beside cleaning the land that was found ibul with weeds, the fol-

lowing disposition was made of the acreage for the attainment of the above ends :

Of the 550 acres, of which the Farm is composed, there are

In Bush and Swamp pasture 63 acres.

"Natural « 130 "

" Buildings, Orchard, Yards, &c •• 27 '

220

Of the remaining 330 acres, there were left in pasture and meadow 125
and placed in Wheat ... . 16

Barley , - , 44
Oats 38
Peas 19

Corn ••' 8

Rape 13

Soiling Fodder 15
Roots 20
Garden Vegetables ... 2

Summer Fallow 30

330

Of the mode in which these crops were cultivated I cannot speak, and as the greater
portion of the crop is still unthreshed I cannot give the results of the seasons operations, so
far as the produce of the farm is concerned. I may, however, state in general terms that
taking all things into consideration a fair average crop has been secured. The wheat crop
was poor, the barley a medium crop, the oats were good, the peas a half crop, the early pota-
toes a good crop, but the later varieties were much injured by the Colorado beetle and the
drought ; the rape was an excellent crop, the turnips a fair crop—though twice sown the
fodder crop large and good, but the hay exceedingly light.

The whole of the grain was stored in good condition, and was of good quality, the straw
being all fit for feeding purposes; the hay was in excellent condition. The roots were also

well secured.

The thirty acres of Summer fallow were broken up from sod, thoroughly ploughed and
cultivated, and the stones picked off, eight and a half acres underdrained with tile, and the
whole seeded with fall wheat, Treadwell and Deihl. The field was sown in three different

methods, viz : by hand, with a broad cast sower, and by drill, in order to show the relative

value of each system, the results ef which will be recorded.

During the fall months, underdraining has been in progress, and 1,063 rods of tile have
been laid. Much remains to be done under this head.

2. Live Stock Department.

Prior to the 1st of June, there had been purchased for this department, and in order to

stock the farm, 12 horses for agricultural purposes, 46 head of heifers and steers as feeders, 4
milch cows and 1 bull, 93 sheep and lambs and 2 pigs, a total of 158 head.
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With the large area of pafsture, had the season been ordinarily moist, such a stock would

have been easily maintained, but the excessive drought rendered it necessary to supplement

the pastures with irreen i'odder y;rown for soiling purposes, as early as the month of July.

The resources of the farm were thus early drawn upon, and the provision for winter decreased.

In September all the cattle intended f )r the Christmas market were housed, and in October

nil those intended for the Easter market, were also taken in. The store cattle were brought

in during the present month, November.

The above stock having, with few exceptions, been bought as feeders, to be disposed of

as soon as it could be done profitably, the first step towards stocking the farm with cattle and

sheep for breeding nurposes, was made this fall. To this end there has been purchased from

J. S. Armstrong, Esq. :

1 Durham bull " Crtnberry Chief,'' Herd book, No. 437, vol. 3, from the herd of the

Hon. Oeo. Brown. Bow Park.

1 Durham cow, '' Martha," got by " Eleventh Duke of Thorndah-."

1 " heifer, " Sally Taylor," got by exp. " Fourteenth Duke of Airdie."

1 " " " Cambridge Tenth," got by " Imp. King of the Ocean."

And from the flock of John Miller. Esq., of Markham, there has been bought

1 imported Cotswold ram and 8 ewes, two of these being imported.

In the stables and cow-houses, floors have been relaid, pavements repaired, doors and

gates rehung. windows put in, feed rooms arrang'jd and provided with suitable apparatus for

cutting, pulping, mincing food, tanks and cisterns have been repairred.

3. Garden.

Two acres of the land on the east side of the main building were taken into cultivation

for a garden this year, in addition to which, the ground was cultivated between the trees of

the upper orchard. The preparation of this ground, partly from sod, and partly from a road-

way which crossed it, involved great labour, without adequate results this year. The crop,

has, however, been a good average.

Ail the commoner sorts of vegetables were planted, but owing to defective seed a great

deal had to be replanted later in the season. One of the great drawbacks to the commence-

ment of such a place as this is the unreliability of seed ; which it is hoped will be avoided

in the future by the growth of the required seeds upon the place.

Few experiments could be made, owing to the state of cultivation throwing obstacles in

the way. The pupils were, however, instructed in propagating, budding, grafting, pruning.

&c., and the general cultivation of vegetable crops explained to them ; seme thirty varieties of

seedling potatoes were planted, and new varieties of mangel wurzel, &c., in order to test their

qualities, the results of which will be hereafter recorded. A few of the commoner varieties

of flowers were grown, and beds were laid out on the front and east sides of the building,

into which a few flowers and ahrubs were planted, tending much towards the ornamentation

of the grounds.

The planting of hedges, ornamental trees and shrubs, also formed a part of the instruc-

tion given in the garden ; the grading and gravelling of the carriage drive and walks about

the building, occupied the spare time of the crardener and his class.

The fruit crop was light, apples few and small, pears few, cherries and plums none, and

small fruits very few. Altogether the produce of the three orchards has been barely suflB-

cient for the wants of the Institution

It is proposed gradually to extend the area of gardening operations, so that another year

will give larger results ; but when the circumstances are taken into cousideration, the return

from the garden department may be considered to be satisfactory.

A smnll hot-house has been erected for the care of plants, and propagation of others for

next year's operations. This is, however, merely a temporary structure, and cannot be re-

garded as more than a makeshift.

4. Mechanical Department.

The carpenter has been most busily enga<red in the construction and repairs of imple-

m3nt6, gates, hurdles, and fences, together with repairs to out-buildings, and the erection
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of a carpenter's shop and a waa^rron shed. In this work the pupils have all assisted in rota-

tion, and at the present time many can use the tools expertly, and few are unable to use

them well. They have gained a practical knowledge as to framing and erectinir buildintr>.

and of the construction of the wooden parts of farming implements, that will be of the greatest

service to them in after life.

During the winter many internal improvements and alterations will be carried out, such

work having been purposely left for that season, or postponed in order to eflfect other and
more immediately pressing out-door improvements.

A. Expenditures.

From the annexed statement covering the ojierations of the last ten and a half months,

it will be seen that the expenditure has been -322,799.47. But this amount includes the cost

of furniture and furnishing, bedding, and internal repairs, properly chargeable to Capital

Account. It also includes the cost of advertising the prospectus of the Institution, and of

furnishino; the books and appliances necessary for the office and &chool-room. In the Horti-

cultural Department, it includes the cost of tools. In the Farm Department, it includes the

purchase of live stock, implements and tools, and a large amount for food and fodder that will

probably be wholly unnecessary in other years. It includes, also, repairs and carpenters"

wages, properly (thargeable to Capital Account. These accounts deducted from the above
total leave SI0,5 10. 5o as the cost of maintenance, inclusive of salary and wages, and all con-

tingencies necesssary for carrying on acd improving the Farm.

Statement shewing Expenditure of the Ontario School of Agriculture, being for ten and
a half months, ending loth November, 187i.

Maintenance^ : S cts. .$ cts. S cts.

Food—Meat, Fish and Fowl 811 11

Flour, Bread and Biscuit 272
Oatmeal, Cornmeal, Beans, Peas, &c
Fruit and Vegetables

General Groceries 1.034

Household Expenses :

Fuel—Coal and ^Vood
Jiight—Oil and Candles

Laundry, Soap and Cleaning-

Furniture and Furnishing ....

Bedding
Repairs

Incidentals

School Dcpo.rtment :

Books and Appliances
.

Advertising, Printing, Postage, Stationery, kc
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^ cts. $ cts. ;$ cts.

Implements and Appliances 37 75

Repairs, etc 3 60
156 19

Salaries and Wages 489 32

645 51

Agricultural Department :

Live Stock.... 5,241 00

Implements, ».Vc. 2,574 40

Seeds... •.. 512 71

Feed and Fodder 1,127 16

Artificial Manures 407 70

Kepaii-s 542 19

Labour (extra) 142 ('3

Contingencies 220 61

10,767 80

Salaries and Waues 2,357 66

13,125 46

II. The School. 822,799 47

It haviniT been decided by the Commission that thirty pupils should be admitted this

year, to as.^ist in the preparation of the farm, and to take au introductory course of lectures

in the School department, this number of pupils was received during the month of [May. On
the tirst of .June there were 31 pupils in residence : at the present time there are 28 on the

roll and in uaily attendance. Many applications for admission have been received during the

last two months, but it has been considered advisable that no admissions should be made until

next season's operations commence. In the admissions of pupils this year it was an expressi-d

condition that they should assist in the preparatory operations above stated, working on an

average not more than seven hours daily and receiving such instructions in the class-room as

might enable them to understand the rutiouale of farming operations. In the ab.'^ence of anv
^•pecific instructions on this head I laid down for the first years work such subjects as wouid
torm a part m any curriculum for the technical education of students in the science of Agricul-

ture, and arranged the daily distribution of the pupils to the vai-ious departments in such a

manner that each might equally, as far as possible, become skilled in the art of Agriculture.

Lectures on Botany and Practical Agriculture have been delivered during the la.-jt two
months, and oral and written exnminations made periodically as to past work.

In order to carry out as far as practicable, the recommendations of the commission that

the head of each department should lecture on subjects pertaimnii to his department a sys-

tematic coui-i; of questions were given to the pupils, to which written answers were required.

To give these answers the pupil.- bad recourse to the practical information of the head of each

department, and much valuable information was imparted in this way.

The following table, shewing the daily routine and regulations, will give an idea as to the

distribution of time.

5.20 A.M., Rising Bell.

6.O0 '• Prayers.

6.30 • Breakfast.

7.00 " Farm Belf finr work.

12.00 " Farm Bell rings to cease work.

12.30 P.M. Dinner.

1.30 " Farm Bell work.

2.45 " Farm Bell for Class Room.
3.00 " Class Eell rings.

3.00 to 4.45 " Lectne^.

5.10 " Tea Bell rings.

7.30 ' Class Bell rings lor li hours study.

9.00 " Prayers.

9.30 " Lights out.
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Regulations.
Students are required-

1. To render cheerful and willinii: obedience to orders.

2. To conduct themselves in a uentlemanly and orderly manner at all times.

3. To avoid all noisy or boisterous conduct in or about the buildini<.

4. To observe neatness in dress at prayers, meals and recitations, and tidiness in their

rooms.

5. To observe the regulations, regarding wash-room, dressing and sleeping rooms.
The following are absolutely forbidden.

1. Profane swearing, improper language, and gambling.

2. Use of intoxicating liquor or firearms.

3. Use of tobbacco while on duty in or about the Buildings, Barns, or Out-buildings, or

in any place except the smoking-room.

4. Entering the domestic or sleeping apartments without permission.

5. Absence without leave.

The school is conducted on the same plan as other schools, oral examinations are held
daily on the lectures of the previous day, and written examinations monthly on the work of
the month. Becords are kept of attendance at prayers, at roll call for work in the mornin*'
and at lectures. For absence, fines are imposed, and for breach of rules, or serious ncijlect of
regulations marks are given, twelve of which render the offender liable to expulsion.

It is satisfactory to be able to record that, since my appointment as Eector there has
been no need to have recourse to expulsion, though three students have been suspended for a

week, in each case.

A. Domestic Arrangements.

The house, although large and commodious, not having been built for the purpose of a

College, is in many ways inconvenient.

After the rooms of the Principal, the kitchen offices and servant's apartments, the dinino-

and lecture rooms are provided for, there is only sleeping accomodation for 'Iz pupils, the
remaining number having to sleep in a house on the farm some 200 yards distant. It is re-

commended that an addition be made to the House of such an extent as to enable the accom-
modation of all the pupils within its walls.

The washroom mdshoe room were also much too small for their respective purposes, and
in any extension fresh accommodation should be provided.

The heating apparatus requires improvement.
The domestic services of the Institution have been efficiently and economically carried

out under the superintendence of an able housekeeper, whose fidelity to her charge has been
maintained under many difficulties.

III. Recommendations.

As a basis for organization and for determining the detailed estimate of expenditure for

the ensuing financial year, I make the following recommendations, viz.

—

I.

—

Farm Department.

1. That a straight road, dividing the farm in two, should be fenced in this fall and part
of it <rraded.

All wood rc((uired, to be cut on line of this road.

2. That fields Nos. 19, 20 {a & /)), and 20 be changed into lawn, orchard, and vegetable
gardens.

3. Drainage

:

(1.) This Fall (now being carried on).

A main drain —4 in. tile at foot of 1.5 (b). and side drains, in order to render
that field ready for barley in the spring.

(2.) An open ditch at the foot of 27,2l>, 25. cleaned out and continued in two branches
one through 20, to assist in draining that swamp, and the main one
through 31, 32, and 33, in order that 34 and 33 may be sown in peas in the
sprins.
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(3.) A main drain—Gin. tile, run throutjh 4. 5, 21 and 22, with stakes placed at in-

tervals to mark the places for entrance of side drains in 4, 21, and 22.

2. Next Spring-.

(1. ) Place side drains in 4. so as to sow in turnips.

(2.) Muiu drain continued through 6, so that 6 (-/ and b) may be placed in crop.

3. Next Summer and Fall.

'(1.) A main drain—bin. tile, run through 14, 15, coming up to the other at 7, and
continued through 2 to the road.

(2.) Side drains in 15 (a), and in 21, 22, the former being summer-fallowed, and the

latter broken up.

Live Stock.

1. That 20 of our herd of steers be sold at Christmas market, the remainder at Easter.

That 20 of our shearling ewes be kept for breeding, and the remainder 73 sheep be

sold at Christmas market. That with the $2,100 so obtained, there Vje bought thisfall:

10 pure-bred Cotswolds, at $80 §800 00

1 Cotswold Ram .. InO 00
10 Southdown Kwes, at S60 600 00
1

" Ram 100 00

2. That there be iikewi.se bought this fall

:

4 pure-bred Durhams.at S400 to S600... §2,400 00
2 " Ayrshire's at8200toS300... 600 00
1 Ayrshire Bull 300 00

3. That one of our pairs of horses be sold in the spring, and two pairs, with one yoke of

oxen, be bought ; the two pairs bought being commoner and quieter horses.

4 That an appropriation be made for buying live stock in Britain.

Horticultural Department.

i. That road No. 1, as per plan, be graded this fall, and No. 2 next spring: and that the

existing road be taken out ; Road No. 2 being reserved for heavy travel.

2. That field No. 28 be reserved for small fruits (currants, strawberries, &c.,) and the

vegetable garden changed to 20.

5. That the orchard be taken from the side of 20 (b) and placed in 20 (a).

4. That a picket fence be placed on the front of one half the plan opposite the building, and
a second picket fence enclosing the barn yard and the vegetable garden.

5. That 19 be placed in lawn with 20 (b).

6. That a drive from the corner of 19 to corner of 2U, where the road to be graded intersects

the farm, be graded this fall and next spring; and a drive at an average of fifty yards

from the iJundas Road be graded next spring, so as to allow a shrubbery to be com-
menced between that and the road, the latter drive to be winding and the former circu-

lar (per plan , the centre of the arc being the door of the building.

7. That a temporary conservatory be erected this fall, and one of the permanent ones next

summer.
6. That, in order to carry out these, a sufficient quantity of trees, shrubs, plants, seeds, &c.,

be bought.

Mechanical DiiPartment.

Besides all needed repairs there be built^

—

1. A carpenter's shop away from the buildings and out-buildings (being done).

-. A dairy cellar at the side of the building for next year's purposes.

3. That the building, with the exception of the cast wing, be covered with a Mansard roof

and surmounted by a rower fitted up as a meterological station.

4. That an additional twenty feet be placed at each side of the main building ; and that

thirty feet be placed to north side of second main wing, and twenty feet to south side in

order to preserve .symmetry, and give room for new class-rooms, dormitories, A:c.

5. That a forge be erected and the requisite tools procured.
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School Department.

1. It is expedient that a curriculum of the course of study and work to be pursued should

be immediately drawn up, and published in a calendar, which should give, beside ex-

tracts from the reports on which the Institntion is based, the .subjects re(juired for en-

trance, extracts from the by-laws and reguhitions of the Institution, and all other infor-

mation which might be required by parents or guardians, or desired by entrants ; that

copies of such calendar should be scattered over the length and breath of Ontario.

2 That it should include three courses, and be fitted for serving the wants of three clas-es

of students -

(1.) There should be a three years' course, at the end of which a diploma might be

given, or a degree granted : and the course pursued should be such that if fair

attention is paid, the student would then have acquired the elements, and laid

the foundation, of a thorough knowledge of scientific agriculture.

(2.) A two years' course in which the student would have received the scientific

knowledge required to landerstand the rationale of all farm operations —the
simpler operations of tillage—the nature of different soils—the reason for the

application of particular manures toeach—the principles underlying the prepara-

tion of lands for crops —the succession of crops—a scientific knowledge of

cereals and grasses—the principles underlying the rearing and feeding of

animals, &c., &c.

(3.) A single year's course in which the student would assist in the operations of a

Model Farm, and attend the fir.'^t yeai-'s lectures on practi3al Agriculture.

3. A

—

Standard of Entrance :

1. For students taking the single year's course, the standard should be the same as now, toge-

ther with proof of having assisted on a farm for at least two summers.

2. For students entering for the second or third year's course, the standard of examination

at entrance should, with the exception of a few subjects, be the same as that required

for the highest divisions of our Public Schools, viz. :

—

_>> { (a) Reading, spelling and writing.

-f^3 1
{h) Arithmetic—Through cube root.

§ J^ (c) Geography—C^madian and general.

o
I (d) History—General Canadian and English.

^ \^{e) Grammar—Analysis and parsing of any English author.

(/) Algebra—As far as end of simple equations,

(f/) Geometry—First two books.

B—Fees :

1. For the entering on the single year's course, the bonus of $50 may be continued (?) on

recommendation of the Executive Board of the School.

2. For those following two or three years' course, tariff for tuition, board and wasliing,

&c., should be charged, which charge may be liquidated by the work of the students,

payment being always by results, which can easily be ascertained by records kept of time,

amount, and rate of application.

C

—

Hoars of JVork :

1. For those following the single year's course, an average of seven hours daily, viz. : 5 during

winter ; 8 in spring ; 9 in summer ; and G in fall.

2. For those in the second year's course, an average of five hours daily, viz. : 4 hours in

winter : 4| in spring ; 7 in summer ; and 4^ in fall.

3. For those in the third year's course, an average of four hours daily on the farm and

experimental ground, 1 or 2 hours daily in the laboratory, and 3 or 4 hours daily in the

lecture room.
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D

—

Cuiricuhnn or Course of Study:

First Year.
Ai^criculture.

Horticulture.

Eloments of Botany and Zoology.

Kleinents of Goolotij and J'hysical Geography.

Cliomical riiysics and Inorganic Chemistry.

Elements of Animal Anatomy and Physiology, with

Veterinary Surgery and Practice.

English Literature and Farm Book-keeping.

Second Yeae.
Agriculture.

hi orticulture.

Structural and Physiological Botany.

Zoology and Entomology.
Organic and Elements of Analytical Chemistry.

Animal Anatomy and Physiology, with

Veterinary Surgery and Practice.

• ensuration, Drawing and Elements of Land Surveying.

Englisli Literature and Elements of Political Economy.
L iboratory Practice.

Third Year.
Agriculture.

Horticulture.

Agricultural Chemistry.

Economic and Field Botan^^

Entomology and jNIeteorology.

Animal Anatomy and Physiology, with
Veterinary Surgery and Practice.

Mechanics and Laud Surveying.

English Literature and Political Economy.
Laboratory Practice.

E, Course of Apprenticeship.

Practical work performed during the three years in each of the following four depart-

ments :

—

L Farm Department.

2. Live Stock Department.

3. Horticultural Department.

4. Mechanical Department.

4. That the studies pursued be arranged under the following six departments :—

I. Agriculture.

II. Horticulture.

III. Chemistry.

IV. Natural Sciences, except Chemistry.

V. Animal Anatomy and Physiology, with

Veterinary Surgery and Practice.

VL English and Mathematics.

5. That for this winter a sufficient number of lecturers, to undertake the work of those six de-

partments, be procured.

I may be allowed to say, in conclusion, that it is, in my humble judgment, absolutely

nocessary that if the Institution is to live and serve the purposes for which it w:is created,
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must receive a more hearty and liberal support. Before the farm can be a model farm, ex

tensive improvements have to be made ; and before the Institution can properly be called a

School of Agriculture, it must be furnished with a staff and equipped with a suitable library.

Of its success, if properly sustained, there can be no doubt. The difficulty of joining intel-

lectual and manual labour can be overcome. The union of the scientific and the practical, of the

skill of intellect and the skill of hand, can be accomplished. The golden mean of a technical

education can certainly be struck between a literary education on the one hand, and mere ap

prenticeship on the other. All such difficulties will vanish in the grasp of manhood. The
ulterior end—to raise the nation by increasing its wealth—is a noble one ; its immediate aim

—to increase the agricultural products of the country and to raise the social standard of the

farming community, by placing here and there over the land a greater number of intelligent

agriculturists, to act as leaven upon the mass, is one which commands the support not only

of the class immediately benefitted, but of the country at large.

But the Institution is in its infancy, and men ask for immediate results. These must be

obtained, or it may be strangled in the cradle. The one thing needed is bold and decided

Parliamentary support. And if the end aimed at be to elevate the nation and increase its

power, and if the means towards the accomplishment of that end are obtainable, as undoubt-

edly they are, the Institution which is to furnish those means demands support from a body
of men, one of the main aims of whose very existence is to secure the identical end for which
such an Institution was established.

To it. however, in its present probationary state, may well be applied the words of our

greatest living thinker—" In half measures there is death, in action—manlike action— alone

is there life."

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Wm. Johnston,
Redcyr 0. S. of A.

Guelph, Nov. 24th, 1874.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT

OF THE

Ccminissiflncr of gigrkdtiirf anlf %xts.

APPENDIX (G).

ALALYSIS OF CROP RETURNS FOR THE YEAR 1874.

CROP RETURNS.

(Circular to Secretaries of Electoral Division Agricultural Societies.)

Bureau op Agriculture and Arts, Ontario,

Toronto, August 20th, 1874.

Sir,—I have to request, in accordance with the practice of previous years, that you will

furnish me with as accurate a Return as possible of the results of the Harvest in your Elec-
roRAL Division, by filling up the accompanying Schedule. You will please insert what is

considered to be a correct average per acre, stated in measure or weight, of the respective

crops. The column for "Remarks "may be filled with brief statements of the varieties or

kinds that are considered most hardy and prolific, and with any facts connected with, and

throwing light on, the modes of cultivation.

In order that the information which I seek by means of this circular may be received in

time for insertion in my Report to Parliament, I urgently request you will not fail to make
your return hy the 1 1th Novemher at the latest.

I enclose several copies of this Schedule that you may, if you deem it desirable, transmit

them to your Township Societies, or to any person interested in, and competent to give reli-

able information on, the subjects embraced by this enquiry.

Any blank Schedules which you may thus send out, should, after being filled up, he re-

mitted to ytM (not to this Department), in time for you to make up the Return for your Elec-

toral Division, as before stated, since any information reaching me after the 17th November
will not be available for my Report.

As several Societies neglected last year to comply with my request, by omitting to fill

up and remit in time the Schedules, thereby greatly impairing the utility of the object sought.

I beg respectfully to say that I shall fully expect all the Elrrforal Division Societies of the pre-

sent year to send in their returns punctually, by the date before mentioned.

You will please sign and date your Return, and insert the name of the Electoral Divi-

fcion, on the back of this Circular.

Yours respectfully,

ARCHIBALD McKELLAR,
Commissioner.
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SUBJECTS OP ENQUIRY.

Average per acre and gvalify of the following crops :—Fall Wheat, Spring Wheat. Oats
Rye, Barley, Peas, Beans, Hay, Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Carrots, Parsnips, Mangel Wurzel.

Please furnish information available as to :— 1st. Insects injurious to Grains and Roots
and Fruits ; 2nd. Special Crops, as Flax, Hops, &c. ; 3rd. Labour and wages, improved im-

plements and machines ; 4th. Character of the season in relation to Fruit.

ANALYSIS OF CROP RETURNS.

Addington.

Fall Wheat.—16 bushels
;
quality good ; not much sown ; Delhi considered best.

Spring Wheat.—12 bushels; do slightly injured by midge ; Fife generally sown.

Oats.—40 bushels
; ; do

Rye.— 11 bushels ; fair sample ; considerably winter killed.

Barley.—40 bushels
;
plump, bright sample ; a paying crop.

Feas.—17 bushels
;
quality good.

Corn.—20 bushels
;

fair sample ; injured by drought.

Potatoes.—80 bushels
;
good quality ; late planted much injured by Colorado bee

which is greatly on the increase.

Turnips.—200 bushels ; severe drought stopped their growth.

Carrots.—400 bushels ; fair quality.

Mangels.—400 bushels
;
good quality.

Fruit.—Season not favourable ; apples about an average.

BoTH^^^:LL.

Fall Wheat.—15 bushels; medium quality.

Spring JFheat.—12 bushels ; do

Oats.— 40 bushels; sample good.

Barley.—25 bushels ; do.

Peas.—20 bushels
;

do.

Beans.—20 bushels
;

do.

Corn.—25 bushels
;

do.

Hay.—\\ ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.—50 bushels
;
good quality ; Colorado beetle very destructive.

Tiirnips.—80 bushels ; fair.

Mangels.—100 bushels; quality good.

Fruit.—Season favourable.

Good demand for farm labour ; no new machinery introduced.

Brant, South.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
quality good.

Spring Whexit.— 10 bushels ; samples middling.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
good quality.

Rye.—12 bushels; do. not much sown.

Barley.—30 bushels ; do.

Peas.—25 bushels ; do.

Beans.—20 bushels : do.

Corn.—25 bushels ; do.

Hay:— 1 ton
;

do.

Potatoes.— 125 bushels; good quality ; not generally much injured by Colorado Beetle,

but in some fields destroyed.

Turnips.— 400 bushels; fair quality.
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Carrof.t.—350 bushels ; do,

ManaoMs.—iOO bushels ; do.

ffops.— Largely grown near Brantford ; crop good and profitable.—Demand far labourer?
and domestic servants constant. Fruit generally an average ; apples injured by the Codlin
Moth.

Bruce, North.

FallTFTimt.—20 bushels ; good quality.- much winter killed.

Spring inieat.—17 bushels ; good quality; early sown injured by midge.
Oats.—35 bushels : good sample.

Barlep.—40 bushels : do.

Peas.—30 bu.shels ; do.

Haij.—15 cwt.

:

do. season too dry.

Potatoes.—100 bushels; good quality; in some situations almost destroyed by the
Beetle.

Fruit.—Considerably injured by late frosts and summer drought.

Labour high and .scarce—$16 to S30 per month.
The Seed Drill is being introduced.

Bruce, South.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
good quality.

Spring JFJicat.—18 bushels
;
good quality.

Oats.—35 bushels ; sample middling.

Barley.—35 bushels
;
quality good.

Peas.—30 bushels ; fair sample.

Potatoes.—Below an average ; Colorado Beetle very destructive. Other root crops in-

diflFerent and not much cultivated. Farm labourers scarce. Fruit generally poor.

Cardwell.

Fall WTieat.—19 bushels; good quality.

Spring Unient.—18 bushels ; fair sample.

Oats.—30 bushels ; rather light.

Barley.—30 bushels ; not largely cultivated.

Peas.—30 bushels
;
quality very good.

Hay.—1 ton
;
quality fair.

Potatoes.—110 bushels ; Colorado Beetle very bad in places—succumbed to Paris Green
when timely and properly applied. Turnips and other root crops very poor from the effects

principally of the drought.

Fruit.—Apples, fair
; Pears, below an average ; Plums, good ; Small Fruits nearly a

failure. Labourers scarce—wages, in harvest, from $1.25 to $2 per day. Improved imple-

ments and machines getting into general use ; Seed Drills are now being more employed.

Carleto.v.

Fall Wheat.—Average not stated ; large area winter killed.

'Spring Wheat.—19 bushels
;
quality good ; drought injurious.

Oats.— 35 bushels ; middling quality; much injured by drought.

fiye.—20 bushels
;
good sample ; not much grown.

Barley.—40 bushels
;
good sample ; bright and plump.

Peas.—15 bushels
;
quality good.

Hoy.— ] ton
;
quality excellent ; but quantity diminished by drought.

Corn.—20 bushels ; inferior ; injured by drought.

Potatoes.—150 bushels ; good quality
; Colorado beetle injurious in some localities.

FrvAt.—Dryness of the season unfavourable ; labour continues high ; reaping machines
are being introduced in some sections.
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Durham, East.

Fall JFheat.—18 bushels; quality good.

Spring fVJieat.— 'i-o bushels; grain soft, small and shrivelled 3 30 per cent, injured by

midL:'.

.

Oats.—40 bushels ; good quality.

ivi/e.—20 bushels : grain heavy.

'arley.—30 bushels : good sample.

Peas.—25 bushels ; early sown, good ; late, small and inferior.

Ray.—30 cwt. : good quality.

Beans and Corn but little cultivated, except the latter for FoiHng.

Poiafoes.—100 bushels : small and inferior, from the effects of drought and Colorado

beetle, which is much increasing.

Turnips in most places almost a failure, owing to drought and insects.

Carrots.—300 bushels : quality good.

Parsnips and Mangch but little cultivated as field crops.

Fruit.—Season on the whole unfavourable : pears and apples below average ;
grapes did

pretty well, the cultivation steadily extending. Winter wheat escaped the midge, but spring

varieties suffered much. Labour continues high ; improved ^implements in general use
;

drills and broad-cast machines increasing.

Durham. West.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels : quality good ; not much cultivated of late years.

Spring Wheat.—20 bushels, quality good ; large breadth sown ; Fife most commonly
raised.

Oais.—40 bushels
;
good samples.

P^^Je.—12 bushels ; average sample ; not much raised.

Barley.—30 bushels
;
good quality ; breadth sown less than last year.

Feas.—15 bu-hels ; middling quality: below an average.

Hojy.—30 cwt. ; well secured.

Potatoes suffered much from the Colorado beetle, the third year of its appearance.

Turnips were largely sown ; suffered from early drought. Mangels and Carrots pretty good
;

the latter not largely cultivated.

IT' heat suffered in some places from midge.

Fruit.—Apples only a fair crop, injured by worms ; most small fruits scarce ; no plums.

Laborers of all descriptions in good demand.

Elgin, East.

Fall Wheat.—32 bushels
;
quality good ; crop better on light land.

Spring Wheat.— 14 bushels; sample indifferent.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
quality very good.

Barley.—28 bushels ; good quality.

Pe<i^.—30 bushels ; fair sample ; but little bug.

Corn.—40 bushels ; excellent quality
;
quantity affected by drought.

Potatoes.— 150 bushels
;
quality good.

Turnips.—500 bushels

:

do »

Carrots.—600 bushels : do

Hay.— 1 ton : well saved ; suffered from drought.

Rye, Bean? and Parsnips but little cultivated as field crops.

Colorado Beetle not so injurious as in preceding years. A large increase in the aver-

age of Flax, much of which was sown on land where wiieat was winter-killed, and with satis-

factory results. Peaches and grapes, good crops ; apples and pears below an average, small

in size.

Essex.

Fall JFheat.—20 bushels
;
quality excellent ; Deihl does well on sandy soils ; Treadwell

and Mediterranean on clav ; the Scott, recently introduced, promises well.
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Spring WTieat.— lo bushels
;
quality middling.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
good sample.

Barlei/.—20 bushels
;
good sample.

Feos.—18 bushels
;

do

Beans.—IS bushels ; do

Corn.—-to bushels ; superior quality.

Bay.—80 cwt. ; quality very good.

Potatoes.— 100 bushels; quality excellent; the Colorado Beetle did but little harm.
Tiirnij)s aud other roots but little cultivated.

Hojps raised to some extent.

Fruit.—Season too dry. Labourers scarce.

Frontenac.

Fall Wheat.—11 bushels
;
quality good ; badly winter killed.

Spirng JHieat.—25 bushels
;
quality good.

Oats.—40 bushels; quality good.

Barley.—30 bushels
;
quality good ; a large breadth sown.

Peas.— 25 bushels
;

do

Corn.—20 bushels
; middling quality ; not much cultivated.

Hay.—2 tons ; well saved.

Potatoes.—100 bushels
;
good quality ; Colorado beetle appeared in large members, but

was not very injurious. Other root crops not much cultivated. Labourers scarce and
wages consequently high. No new improvements in labour saving machines heretofore in use.

Grey, South.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
quality good ; Treadwell and Soules chiefly sown ; does best

•n summer fallow.

Spring Wheat.—20 bushels
;
quality very good ; Glasgow and Red Chaff generally cul-

tivated.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
good sample.

Barley.—30 bushels ; bright and heavy ; 4 rowed mostly raised.

Peas.—20 bushels; quality poor, owing to drought.

Rye, Beans and Corn.—Very little cultivated.

Hay.—1^ tons ; well saved.

Potatoes.—60 bushels
;
quality inferior ; badly injured by Colorado Beetle, Paris green

the best remedy.

TurnijJS.—300 bushels ; very small, owing to drought.

Carrots.—700 bushels
;
quality good ; White Belgian most profitable.

Mangels.—1000 bushels
;
quality very good.

Hastings, North.

Fall Wheat.—15 bushels; average quality.

Spring Wheat.—17 bushels
;
good quality.

Oats.—2^ bushels
;

do
Rye.—18 bu.shels

;
do

Barley.—24 bushel*
;

do

Peas.—17 bushels
;

do
Beans.—24 bushels

;
do ; not much grown.

Corn.— 18 bushels; quality poor ; Western corn raised for cattle food ; sown broadcast
or in dills, and fed green to cows.

Hay.—30 cwt
;
quality indifferent.

Potatoes.—150 bushels; small and quality inferior. Other root crops only raised to a

small extent ; crop but indifferent, owing partly to drought. Colorado Beetle did not do
much harm. Hop culture somewhat extending, prices paying.

Fruit.—Season has been on the whole unfavourable, injured in many places by insects

the fly has done great injury to Cabbages.
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Hastings, East.

Fall Wheat.—22 bushels
;
good quality.

Sjyring JVIuat.— 15 bushels ; do.; Weevil did a little injury in some places.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
sample heavy.

Rye.—20 bushels
;
quality good.

Barley.—40 bushels; do.

Peas.—25 bushels
;
quality very good.

Corn.—25 bushels ; sample rather inferior.

Hay.—1|- tons ; well secured.

Potatoes.—90 bushels
;
good quality.

Turnips, Carrots and Mamjels.—About 400 bushels ; soipe Colorado Beetle, but was kept
down by Paris green.

Hops.—A pretty good crop, but most kinds of Fruit in quantity below an average. La-
bour in demand and wages high.

Hastings, West.

Fall Wlieat.—30 bushels: quality good; not extensively cultivated.

Spring Wheat.—18 bushels; quality middling; somewhat injured by midge
Oats.—40 bushels; good sample.

li'ye.—25 bushels ; do
Barley.—35 bushels ; do

Peas.—25 bushels ; do

Cor7i.—40 bushels , do, not much grown.

Hay.—30 cwt.
;

do

Potatoes.—100 bushels; good quality, injured a little by the Colorado Beetle.

Turnips.—600 bushels
;
quality good.

Carrots.—600 bushels
;

do.

Mangels.—800 bushels ; do.

Hops.—A fair crop; Fruit, unfavourable. Labourers, a tolerable supply at large wages.
Gang Pret in Cheese Factories successfuly used.

Huron, North.

Fall Wheat. 17 bushels
;
quality good ; considerably winter killed ; slightly injured by

midge in some places.

Spring Wheat.— '21 bushels; good quality ; Fife most sown ; Eed Chaff or Farrow the
best yield.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
good quality : Black and Main varieties most sown.

Barley.—30 bushels ; excellent quality ; six rowed generally cultivated.

Peas.—24 bushels : quality good ; Small White commonly sown.

Bye, Beans and Corn.—Not much cultivated.

Hay.—14 tons ; saved in splendid condition.

Potatoes.—65 bushels
;
quality pretty guod ; Colorado bug did extensive injury. Pari«

green applied in some cases with success.

Turnips.—45U bushels
;
good quality

; Swedes mostly sown.

Carrots.—400 busltels ; not extensively cultivated.

Mangels.—500 inishels
;
quality good. Parsnips, a garden crop.

.Midge atfected Wheat in some sections ; Apples injured by worms, and stoae fruit by
Curculio. Fia^x is cultivated in some sections, a fair yield. Labourers continue scarce and
dear.

Huron, South.

Fall Wheat.—16 bushels
;
quality good; lireatly wiuter killed.

Spring Wheat.—22 bushels
;
good sample ; somewhat injured in places by midge.

Oats.—40 bushels ; heavy sample.

Barley.—35 bushels
;
quality very good

;
grain of bright colour ; rather light in weight,

owing to the dry weather.
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Piag,— Xot yet threshed ; many growers complain of bugs.

JJai/.— 1 ton ; well saved ; clover much winter killed, and weather too dry.

Corn-—The larger varieties principally sown for soiling stock ; Hungarian grass raised

to meet the delicieney of hay.

Fofatoc.'i.—180 bushels
;
quality good

;
Colorado Beetle still injurious, but less so than

last year.

Turnips.—500 bushels
;
quality very good ; first prize county competition went 847

bushels per acre.

J/«H(/(7.s-. —700 bushels; excellent quality; fir^t prize county competition went 109;'

bushels per acre.

Fhu.—Considerably cultivated ; a good crop ; two Flax Mills in the county.

Fruit.—Generally poor ; specially as to quantity. Apples badly affected with worms
Labour about as usual, plenty o*f help to be had, but very scarce in harvest, when wages were

i^l.To per day.

Kent.

Full Wheat.—20 bushels
;
good quality ; badly winter killed in some localities.

Sprint/ Wheat.—15 bushels
;
good sample; not much raised.

Oata.—oU bushels
;
good sample ; extensively raised.

Barlei/.— 3;') bushels
;
good sample.

Feaa.—35 bushels
;
good sample ; somewhat affected by bug.

Bean^.—20 bushels ; uood sample ; a good many sown.

Corn.—40 bushels
;
good sample ; large quantity planted.

Hay. —Very li<:ht, owing to drought.

Fotatoes.— 150 bushels
;
good quality ; extensively grown. Early Rose, Peach Blows

and Peerless favourite varieties. Colorado Beetle in large numbers, but the mischief not

very great, generally.

Turnips.—Not many sown ; Carrots good, and culture increasing. Mangels a fine crop.

Tobacco continues to be raised in the southern part of the county.

Fruit.—Apples a middling crop ; other fruits generally good
;
particularly Peaches and

Grrapes.

Labourers pretty plentiful here now ; Bean Harvesters are being used, and a Bean
Thresher is badly wanted,

Lambton.

Fall fi^heat.—20 bushels
;
good quality ; in some places badly winter killed.

Spring Wheat.—14 bushels
;
poor quality ; not much sown.

Oats.—40 bushels ; sample good.

Barley.—30 bushels ; sampb good.

teas.—21 bushels; much damaged by the bug.

Corn.—30 bushels ; middling quality.

Hay.—15 cwt.
;
good quality, but very light crop.

Pot'itoes.—120 bushels; good quality; Colorado beetle kept down by Paris green, and

hand picking.

Carrots.— 500 bushels ; Turnips 500 ; not largely grown.

Fruit.—Most kinds a light crop ; Codlin moth injured apples, and the Curculio stone

fruit. Supply of labour pretty good ;
a brisk demand in haying and harvest ; wages about

§20 per month. A few grain drills recently introduced.

Lanark, South.

Fall Wheat.— 15 bushels ;- quality good.

Spring Wheat.— 12 bushels, extra good.

Oats.—30 bushels
;
quality middling.

J^ye.—^^25 bushels
;
good sample.

Barley.—25 bushels ; do.

Peas.— 15 bushels
;
quality very good.

Beans.—20 buihels ; fair sample.
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Corn.—30 bushels
;
good quality.

Hay.— 15 cwt
;

do

Potatoes.—100 bushels; quality good ; small in size on account of drought; Colorano

beetle did but little barm.

Turnips.—400 bushels
;
quality fair.

Carrots.—600 bushels; good quality.

Grasshoppers did considerable damage in the more elevated portions of the county.

:>eason too dry for fruit. Wages high and labourers scarce.

Lincoln.

Fall Wheat.— 12 bushels; average quality; winter killed, and injured by midge.

Spring Wheat.— 15 bushels; good quality.,

Oats.—30 bushels

;

do

Barley.—18 bushels
;

do

Corn.—40 bushels in ear
;
quality middling.

Feas and Beans.—Not largely raised.

Hay.—1 ton ; well saved ; season too dry.

Potatoes.—75 bushels
;
quality inferior ; Colorado Beetle very destructive.

Turnips.— 100 bushels; Carrots, 100 bushels, Mangels, 200 bushels ; all these suffered

more or less by drought.

Fruit.—Apples rij^ened prematurely, owing to drought, and suffered from the Codliu

worm. Peaches yielded well.

Middlesex, North.

Fall IVkp-at.—20 bushels ; fair sample ; severe spring frosts destroyed much, greatly

reducing the orop in many places.

Spring Wheat.—14 bushels
;
quality good ; not extensively grown ; the Fife variety

nearly extinct, followed by Farrow and Hoosac.

Oats.—50 bushels; greatly injured by drought.

Barley.—40 bushels ; line sample ; large breadth sown.

Peas.—30 bushels
;
good quality ; early sorts attacked by the bug, later varieties

mostly escaped.

Corn.—Unequal
;
pretty good on heavy soils but much injured by drought on dry, licht

land. Eye and Brans, but little cultivated.

Hay.—1^ ton ; well saved ; much injured in places by spring fro.^ts.

Potatoes.— 120 bushels: quality good ; much injured by drought and Colorado buii,

which was well checked by McArthur's Patent Bug Captor.

Turnips and other root crops unequel and, in many places, inferior ; not extensively cul-

tivated.

Fmit.—Crop generally below an average
; except raspberries, which were uncommonly

productive. Labourers continue to command high wages.

Middlesex, East.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels; tirst quality ; a half winter killed.

Spring Wheat.— 10 bushels ; 2nd quality ; new varieties required.

Oats.—50 bushels; saninle heavy.

Barley.— 35 bushels; fine colour, but grain rather shrunk by drought.
Peas.—30 bushels

;
samples various ; the bug in some places veryinjurious, others tree

Gwn.—30 bushels
;
good quality.

Hay.—1 ton ; first quality.

Potatoes.—180 bushels; good quality; Colorado Beetle in great numbers early in

^voriDg, but the general and timely apylication of Paris Green arrested iheir progress, and hw
lew appeared afterwards.

Fruit.—xlpples plentiful, but small.
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Middlesex, West.

Fall }Mu'a(.— 19 bushels
;
quality ^ood.

Sjmtig Jr/ictf.— 15 bushels ; quality good : in some localities damaged by Hessian Fly.

OaU.—40 bushels
;
good sauqde.

Barley.—35 bushels; good sample.

Peas.—20 bushels
;
good sample.

Beam.—10 bushels; good sample; but few cultivated in fields.

Com.— 30 bushels
;
quality good.

Hay.—25 cwt. ; well saved.

Potatoes.—100 bushels
;
good quality : badly injured, where neglected, by Colorado Bee-

tle. Paris Green, judiciously applied, very beneficial.

Turnips.—3o0 bushels
; Carrob. 300 ; Mangels, 350.

Flax.—Large quantity cultivated ; excellent quality.

Fruit.—Se;ison too dry ; apples wormy, but a large crop.

Wages high, and good hands scarce.

MONCK.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels ; (juality excellent ; badly winter-killed in placcfc.

Spring Wheat.—IG bushels ; fair sample : not much grown.

Oats.—42 bushels
;
good quality.

Bye.— 24 bushels
;

do.

Barley.—22 bushels : do. ; but little raised.

Peas.—40 bushels
,

do.

Beans and Corn.—Good crops.

Hay.—25 cwt. ; well saved.

Potatoes.—GO bushels
;
good quality ; badly injured by Colorado Beetle.

Turnips, Carrots and Mangals.—Good crops. Parsnips confined to gardens.

Fmit.—Early apples very scarce, but fall and winter kinds abundant
;
peaches, cherries

and grapes, large crops.

Seed drills rapidly increasing in use.

Northumberland, East.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
quality good.

Spring Wheat.—14 bushels ; medium quality.

Oats.—37 bushels
;
good quality.

Eye.— 12 bushels : do.

Barley.—33 bushels ; do.

Peas.—25 bushels : do.

Hay.—1^ ton
;

do.

Potatoes-.—80 bushels
;
good quality ; crop variable ; much injured by the Beetle in

places.

Twrni-ps.—700 bushels
;
quality indifi"erent.

Carrcjts. —200 bushels
;
good quality.

Mangela.—400 bushels ; do.

Fruit.—Below an avei'age ;
injured by dry weather.

Labourers in most places scarce ; wages from $16 to $26 per month,

Northumberland, West.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
quality good, but not much sown.

Spring Whu'U. 14 bushels
;
quality very good, but considerably injured m front town-

ships by midge ; Fife and Club mostly grown ; Ked Chaff and Hunter lately introduced ;

yielded well.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
quality inferior to last year.

Rye.—16 bushels ; not much grown.
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Barley.—26 bushels ; bright and heavy.

Peas.—22 bushels
;
quality good, and free from bug.

Beans.—20 bushels
;
good sample, but not largely grown.

Hay.—1^ ton ; saved in fine condition.

Corn.—33 bushels ; western corn grown largely for soiling—the practice extending.

Potatoes.—100 bushels ; badly injured by drought and Colorado Bug, which is fast

increasing.

Turnips.—250 bushels ; a failure in many places from drought and the fly.

Carrots.—300 bushels ; not extensively cultivated.

Mangels.—400 bushels ; not much raised, but more certain than turnips.

Fruit.— Season too dry; fruit small and scarce.

Wages continue high, but labour more easily obtained than last year, the result of

government immigration. Improved implements and machines generally employed.

Norfolk, North.

Fall Wlieat.—18 bushels
;
quality good.

Spring JVheat.— 12 bushels; quality good.

Oats.—35 bushels; quality good.

Bye.—12 bushels
;

do

Barley.—25 bushels
;
quality good.

Peas.—30 bushels
;
quality good.

. Beans. —50 bushels ; do
;

not much raised.

Hay.— 1 ton ; well saved ; badly winter killed in exposed places.

Corn.—50 bushels
;
good quality.

Potatoes.—75 bushels
;
quality good

;
greatly injured by Colorado beetle ; Paris Green

beneficial where applied.

Turnips.—75 bushels ; much injured by drought and fly.

Carrots.—100 bushels ; Mangels, 200 bushels ; not extensively raised.

Fruit.—Season pretty favourable, but apples greatly injured by worm.—Labourers scarce

and wages high.

Perth, North.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels; inferior. "Treadwell" wheat sown principally, but " Scott

"

is gaining favour, although' the breadth sown hitherto is comparatively small ; assuredly the

best piode of cultivation is pasture laud ploughed in the fall and summer fallowed, to be sown in

the latter end of August.

Spring Wheat.—15 bushels ; sample fair, but subject to midge. Where land is infested

with weeds, such as wild oats and thistles, nothing short of a summer fallow will be effective
;

manure well, then there is a reasonable prospect of a good crop, which should be seeded with

clover and timothy in equal proportions. Farmers hold to the Fife variety with too much
tenacity ; other kinds are required, and the sooner the better.

Oats.—50 bushels ; capital crop, and average given considered low. No cultivation like sod

ploughed in the fall, only with this drawback, that in the event of much rain in summer they

are expensive to harvest, which may be partially counterbalanced by the excellent prepara-

tion of the land for root crops the year following. Tartarian and common white are most in

favour, principally for stifihess of straw.

Rye.—None.

Barley.—35 bushels ; light in grain. Requires clean cultivation, such as land after-

roots. There is not a more kindly crop to seed down in grass seeds known. Old hands will

prick up their ears at this assertion.

Peas.—35 bushels
;

good. Sod ploughed in the fall and the seed gang ploughed to

the depth of two inches is almost certain to yield a good crop. The man who sows peas on
top of fall ploughing with light harrows ought to be watched, xlfter peas, fall wheat may be

sown to manifest advantage.

Hay.— 1|- to 2 tons per acre
;
generally very good, and well harvested. The most sale-

able article is, perhaps, two-thirds timothy and one-third clover, although not by any means
the best farming, clover being a good fertilizer and is a kind of an honest foe to weeds.
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Ci>rn.—Little planted. Crack farmers would sooner not say much in its favour, except

for foddering purposes, in which case it is a great help, when the pastures are scarce.

Potatot's.—80 to 100 bushels ; is said to be small but good.

In the cultivation of root crops, as potatoes, turnips, mangel wurzel and carrots, the

same remarks apply—viz., crop after oats, the stubble being heavily manured in the fall, roots

beiuiT voracious feeders, so that the quantity of manure applied should only be limited to the

supply. Another question is, whether the manure should be ploughed under in the fall or

the land ploughed and the manure distributed on the surface, running the cultivator slightly

over it. The latter method is strongly advocated within the last four years, and may event-

ually upset the doctrine of deep covering of manure altogether.

Tiunipti.—250 bushels ; light crop.

Carrots.—250 bushels; light crop.

Parsnips.—None.

Mangel JFurzel.—250 bushels ;
light crop.

Midge has been very destructive to spring wheat, and no effectual remedy as yet known
;

the same remark applies to the potato beetle ; to be sure, Paris green will destroy them in

certain quantities, but not half as much as are produced.

Flax is largely cultivated in this Riding, the crop this year being abundant, and it is

hoped remunerative.

Farm hands are paid from $15 to $16 per month the year through, with board ; in

harvest, 81.25 and found per day ; other labourers $1.25 per day, without board, during the

period engaged.

It is averred that the continued drought of the last summer has had a tendency to

worminess in apples, and perhaps diminution in size.

Peterboro', East.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels ; medium quality ; much winter killed.

Spring Wheat.—2 2 bushels; first quality ; Ked Chaff and Treadwell least affected by
frost and yielded best.

Oats.—46 bushels
;
good sample ; Norway the favourite.

Pi,ye.—16 bushels; fair quality; not much cultivated.

Barley.—24 bushels
;
good quality ; not largely grown.

Peas.—24 bushels ; do

;

Golden Vine the most successful ; Creepers mildewed.

Hay.—25 cwt. ; well saved ; much of the clover winter killed.

Potatoes.—150 bushels; quality excellent; Early Rose and Peach Blows the favourites;

Colorado Beetle not very injurious.

Turnips.—250 bushels
;
medium size

; the Turnip fly increasing; other root crops not

much cultivated ; Mangels seem to do well.

Fruit.—Most kinds yielded a fair average; labourers scarce and wages high; §1 and
board per day.

Renfrew, North.

Fall Wheat.—The crop almost entirely winter killed ; which was particularly unfortun-

ate, as the seed had mostly been imported from a distance.

Spring Wheat.— 15 bushels
;
fair quality : somewhat damaged by midge in places.

Oats.—30 bushels; sample light ; owing principally to drought.

Peas.—20 bushels
;
quality good.

Beans.—15 bushels; do

Barley.—Rye and Corn but little cultivated.

Ray.—10 cwt. ; well saved ;
nearly destroyed by the hot weather.

Potatoes.—100 bushels ; fair quality
; no Potato Beetle in the county yet.

Tu^-nips.—200 bushels
;
quality poor ; not largely cultivated ; carrots and parsnips only

grown in gardens
;
grasshoppers did injury in some places.

Fruit.—Season too dry
;
plums in some places fell from the trees before ripening ; labour

high ; farm hands 75cts. to $1 in winter
; §1 to SI. 50 in summer, with board.
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Renfrew, South.

Fall Wheat.— 15 bushels; quality generally inferior ; badly winter killed.

Spring Wlieat.—15 bushels; fair quality
; the severe drought prevented wheat and other

grains from well filling.

Oats.—40 bushels; Rye 15 bushels ; Barley 18 bushels; Peas 20 bushels; Corn poor.

Haij.—10 cwt.
;
quality good.

Potatoes.—100 bushels; crop very varialile
;
Potato bug increasing ; but as yet has done

but little damage. In some sections grasshoppers have been very destructive both to grass
and grain. Other root crops but little cultivated.

Fndt.—Apples a small crop
; Plums badly injured by Curculio.

Wages by the season !^20 a month, with board and washing; by the day $1. Improved
implements and machines are being gradually introduced,

SiMcoE, North

Fall Wlieat.— 20 bushels ; medium quality.

Sjmng Wheat.—25 bushels
;
good quality.

Oats.— 35 bushels; good quality.

Barley.—A superior quality ; but little as yet threshed.

Peas.—A large yield.

Hay.—2 tons
;
quality very good.

Potatoes.—A very variable crop, but generally of good quality
; Colorado Beetle very

injurious in most places.

Fmit.—Pretty generally good.

Stormont,

Fall Wheat.—12 bushels ; fair quality ; more sown than^iusual, but not extensively cul-

tivated.

Spring Wheat—20 bushels
;
good sample ; Black Sea principally grown.

Oats.—30 bushels ; average quality.

Rye.—20 bushels
;
good quality ; not largely grown.

Barley.—25 bushels; good quality.

Peas.—20 bushels ; fair sample.

Com.—50 do do

Hay.—\\ tons
;
good quality.

Potatoes.—150 bushels
;
good quality. No damage worthy of comment done by insects

to this or other crops.

Turnips.—and other root crops not much cultivated.

Fruit.—In general below an average ; considerable damage down by hail in some locali-

ties. Labour almost as high as ever, a large number of labour-saving-machines recently in-

troduced.

Waterloo, North.

Fall Wheat.—20 bushels
;
good sample ; in places winter killed, but not injured by

midge.

Spring Wheat—25 bushels : good quality.

Oats.—40 bushels

;

do

Rye.—20 bushels
;

do

Barley.—40 bushels
;

do

Peas.—40 bushels
;

do

Ray.—1 ton ; weather too dry.

Potatoes.-—100 bushels; small size; potatoe-beetle more injurious than in preceding

years ; Paris green in most cases a remedy.

Turnips.—550 bushels
;
quality good.

Carrots.—500 bushels
;

do

Mangels.—500 bushels; do

Fimit.—Of most kinds generally favourable. Labour in summer and harvest in great

demand, and hands scarce. Flax cultivated to some extent.
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Waterloo, South.

Fall irhcat.— 16 bushels; fair quality ; midge appeared in some places; on clay land

much winter killed, and a good deal ploughed up.

Spring Jrhcai.— 20 bushels; quality fair; not much cultivated.

Oats.—36 bushels ; rather light, owing to the dry season.

BarJeij.— 33 bushels ;
fair quality.

Peas.—25 bushels
;
good quality.

Hay.—1 ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.—75 bushels
;
poor on account of drought and the beetle, which was in places

very destructive. Paris green, where duly applied, was eflFectual.

Turnips.—350 bushels; small size.

Carrots.—600 bushels
;
quality good.

Mangles ; 600 bushels
;

do ; not largely raised.

Fruit.—Apples much injured by the worm, and curculio mostly destroyed the Plums.

Flax.—Fibre good, but seed short.

Welland.

Fall Wheat.—10 bushels
;
quality good ; badly winter killed.

Spring Wheat.— 9 bushels; poor; very little sown.

Oats.—25 bushels
;
good quality ; somewhat rusted.

Barley;—15 bushels; good sample; not much cultivated.

Peas.—20 bushels ; middling ; damaged by the bug.

Beans.— 12 bushels ; do ; not much cultivated.

Corn.—20 bushels
;
quality middling ; season too dry.

Hay.—1 ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.—100 bushels; small size, and badly injured by Colorado beetle.

Other root crops inferior, but not much cultivated. Good demand for farm hands,

especially for girls as domestic servants. Season favourable for fruit.

Wentworth, North.

Fall Wheat.—12 bushels : good sample ; midge appearing again.

Spring Wheat.—20 bushels
;
good quality.

Dais.—40 bushels ; light.

Barley.—35 bushels
;
quality good.

Peas.—25 bushels
;

do

Hay.—1 ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.—75 bushels
; small, but quality good.

Turnips.—400 bushels ; Carrots 600 bushels, and Mangels, 500 bushels.

Colorado Beetle very injurious ; Paris Green generally more or less effective. Fruit,

season favourable to early maturity. Supply of labour scarcer than of late years to the

demand. Some double furrow ploughs have been introduced. Dry weather commenced
about the middle of July and continued into the fall. Land in many places too dry and

rough for wheat sowing.

Wentworth, South.

Fall Wheat.— 1 4 bushels ; medium quantity ; much winter-killed ; Scott and Mediter

ranean considered the most hardy.

Spring Wheat.—8 bushels
;
quality good ; much injured by drought. Fife and Golden

Drop favourite varieties.

Oats.—45 bushels
;
good sample ; Norway and Main the most prolific.

Barley.—25 bushels
;
good quality.

Peas.—20 bushels
;
quality inferior

; much injured by the bug.

Corn.—25 bushels
;
good quality.

Hay.—1 ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.—80 bushels ; medium quality ; injured by Colorado Beetle and drought.

Turnips.—500 bushels
;
quality middling ; injured by fly and drought.

Carrots.—500 bushels
;
good quality,
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Mangels.—400 bushels ; do

Fmit.—Season favourable for most kinds ; apples badly affected by the worm.

Labor in good demand at advanced wages.

Horse power machines in general use.

Wellington, North.

Fall TVheat.—30 bushels; quality good ; in exposed situations, it was winter killed, and

the land ploughed and put in with Spring grain.

Spring Wheat.—24 bushels ; sample very good j better crop than last year. Complaints

of fly in a few places.

Oats.—45 bushels; good quality.

Barley.—35 bushels
;
good sample ; in some places the crop has been large.

Peas.—30 bushels
;
quality good.

Hay. \\ tons ; well saved.

Rye, Beans, and Corn very little cultivated.

Potatoes.—200 bushels
;
quality good but small. Colorado bug numerous in some

places ; not much injury.

Turnips.—600 bushels ; sound, but smaller than usual.

Carrots.—500 bushels
;
quality good ; siee rather smaller.

Mangels.—600 bushels
;
good quality, but size inferior.

Flax.—A good crop, but not much raised.

Fruit.—Inferior to last year.

Wages, farm labourers $1 per day with board, $1.25 when not found. Mechanics SI.50
to 8-'. 00. Nothing new in regard to machines, but some improvements on existing ones.

Wellington, South.

Fall Wheat.—18 bushels
;
quality good ; much winter killed in some localities.

Spring Wheat.—12 bushels
;
quality good ; injured by drought; Midge and Hessian fly

made their appearance in places.

Oats.—35 bushels
;
quality middling ; injured by rust and grasshoppers in some parts of

the county.

Rye.—15 bushels
;
good sample ; not much raised.

Barley.—30 bushels
,
good sample

;
grain rather small, colour very bright.

Peas.—25 bushels ; somewhat injured by bug.

Hay.—15 cwt. ; well saved ; crop much injured the past few years, from seeds failing

to vegetate.

Potatoes.—100 bushels
;
good quality ; much injured by drought and Colorado beetle.

Turnips.—300 bushels ; injured in places by the aphis and grasshoppers.

Carrots.—^300 bushels
;
good quality.

Mangels.—300 bushels ;
small in size ; these and carrots not extensively grown.

Fruit as well as grain suffered severely from drought. Codling moth prevalent in apples.

Labourers scarce and wages high.

York, North.

Fall Wheeat.—18 bushels
;
quality fair ; crop uneven ; some winter killed.

Spring Wheat.—20 bushels
;
good sample.

Oats.—40 bushels
;
good sample.

Barley.—30 bushels
;
good sample.

Peas.—22 bushels
;
quality middling.

Hay.— 1 ton ; well saved.

Potatoes.— 80 bushels ; medium size
;
potato beetle not generally injurious.

Turnips.—250 bushels; fair quality; injured by drought.

Carrots.—400 bushels ; medium quality.

Mangels.—350 bushels ; medium quality.

Fruit.—Season too dry ; apples badly injured by the worm ; Cabbage also greatly injured

by a green worm.
Labourers scarce, and wages still increasing.
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Estimahd average of grain per acre, made up from Returns of Electoral Division Societies to

i/w Bureau of Agrimlture, for the years 1871, 1872, 1873 and 1874.

1874—43 Keturns. 1873—62 Eeturns. 1872—39 Returns. 1871—47 Returns.

Fall Wheat 18J bushels 22 bushels 18 bushels 27f bushels:

Sprini; Wheat 16i do 15^ do 19 do 17| do
Oats" 38| do 39| do 33 do 37^ do

Kje 17i^ do 19| do 17 do 19| do

Barley 30| do 27J do 28 do 30 do
Peas 24| do 26f do 21 do 24| do
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APPENDIX TO KEPORT

OF THE

WMJg^wan t mi %th.

APPENDIX (H).

AMOUNTS EXPENDED FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF AGRICUL-

f
TURE AND ARTS IN ONTARIO IN 1874.

No. 1.—Amounts paid to Agricultural Societies in 1874.

Name of Society.

Addington
Algoma
Bothwell
Brant, North
Brant, South
Brockville
Bruce, North
Bruce, South
Cardwell
Carleton
Cornwall ,

Dundas
Durham, East
Durham, West ...

Elgin, East
Elgin, West
Essex
Erontenac
Glengarry
Grenville, South.
Grey, North
Grey, South
Haldimand
Halton
Hamilton
Hastings, North.
Hastings, East .

Hastings, West .

Huron, North....

Huron, South ....

Kent
Kingston
Lambton —
lianark, North ..

Lanark, South ..

Amount.

$ cts.

700 00
420 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
850 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
348 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
670 50
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
3.50 00
700 00
700 00
700 00

Carried forward 22,788 50

Name of Society. Amount.

Brought fwward.
North Leeds and GrenviUe.
Leeds, South
Lennox
Lincoln
London
Middlesex, North
Middlesex, East
Middlesex, West
Monck
Niagara —
Norfolk, North
Norfolk, South
Northumberland, Ea.st

Northumberland, West ....

Ontario, North
Ontario, South
Ottawa
O.Kford, North
Oxford, South
Peel
Perth, North
Perth, South
PeterlDorough , East
Peterborough, West
Prescott
Prince Edward
Renfrew, North
Renfrew, South
Russell
Simcoe, North
Simcoe, South
Stormont
Toronto
Victoria, North

Carried forioard.

S cts.

22,788 .50

700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
350 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
550 00
700 00

45,388 50
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No. 1.—Amounts paid to Agricultural Societies in 1874.

—

Continued.

N.vME OF Society.

Bi-otight forward
Victoria, South
Waterltx), North
Waterloo, South
WeUand
Wellington, North
Wellington, East

Carried foncard

Amount.

S cts.

45,388 50
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00

49,.588 50

Name of Socibty.

Brought fvrxoard.
Wellington, South
IWentworth, North
iWentworth, South
York, North
York, East
York, West

Total

Amount.

.? cts.

49,588 50
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00
700 00

53,788 50

No. 2.—Amounts paid to Mechanics' Institutes in 1874.

Name of Institute.

Aurora
Ayr
Berlin ..."

Brampton
Brantford
Brighton
Clinton
Collingwood ...

Dundaa
Durham
Dunviile
Elora
Fergus
G^alt

Guelph
Grimsby
Hanulton
Harriston
Kincardine . . .

.

London
Listowel
Meaford
Mitchell
Mount Forest

.

Amount.

Carried forwa/rd.

300 00
280 00
108 00
400 00
400 00
200 00
400 00
200 00
400 00
324 00
400 00
400 00
120 00
400 00
400 00
IM 00
400 00
240 00
156 00
400 00
400 00
.300 00
400 00
400 00

Name op Institute.

7,562 00

Brought forward
Niagara
Norwood
Ottawa, St. Patrick
Parkhill
Peterborough
Paris
Preston
Kichmond Hill
St. Catharines
St. Marys
St. Thomas
Smiths' Falls
Samia
Strathroy
.Streetsville

Schomberg
Simcoe .

Thorold
Toronto
Uxbridge
Waterdown
Woodstock
Whitby

Total

Amount.

7 562 00
'400 00
100 00
200 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
155 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
1.50 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
200 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
400 00
80 00

400 00
400 00

15,247 00

No 3.—Total Payments for Encouragement of Agriculture and Arts for 1874.

SERVICE.

Electoral Division Societies

Agricultural and Arts Association
Mechanics' Institutes

Inspection of Institutes

Fruit Growers' As.sociation

Entomological Society
Dairymen's Association
Sundry Services

Total.

Appropriation.

S cts.

54,100 00
10,000 00
20,000 00

"ijooo 00
7.50 00

2,000 00

87,850 00

Expended in

1874.

S cts.

.53,788 .50

10,000 00
15,247 00 1

305 00 I

1,000 00
750 00
700 00

2,297 74

84,088 24

Unexpended or
Over-expended.

S cts.

311 50

4,448 00

700 00*

297 74*

3,761 76

Over-expenditure.
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Office of the Inspector of Asylums, Prisons, &c., Ontario.

Toronto, November 20th, 1874.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith, to be presented to His Excellency the

Lieutenant-Governor, my Seventh Annual Report, (being for the year ending 30th September

1874,) of the Public Institutions placed, by law, under my supervision and inspection.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

The Honourable John W. Langmuir,

Archibald McKellar, M.P.P.. Inspector.

Secretary for the Province of Ontario.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

FOR ONTARIO.

Office of the Inspector of Asylums, Prisons, &c., Ontario,

Toronto, November, 1874.

To His Excellency the Honourable John Crawford, Lieutenant-

Gomrnor of the Province of Ontario, 8^c., &^c.

May it please your Excellency :

Iq conformity with the requirement of the law, I have the honour to present my
Seventh Annual Report of the Asylums for the Insane, Prisons, Hospitals, the Institutions

for the education of the Deaf and Dumb, and the Blind, together with the other Charitable

and Correctional Establishments of the Province, which, by statutory enactment are placed

under my supervision and inspection.

Since the issue of my last Report, another establishment, the Central Prison, has been

completed and organized for the work it was designed to perform. This Institution, which is

the finishing link in the chain of our Prison system, was opened for the custody of prisoner^

qU the 1st June last, and has, therefore, been in operation for nearly six months. Having

closely observed its working during that period, I see no reason to change the views expressed

in my previous Reports as to the good results that were to be derived from its establishment.

On the contrary, I am more fully convinced that this Industrial Prison is the most eflfective

means that could have been devised for the reclamation of that portion of our population

who fall into criminal and vicious courses 3 and should its reforming influence, and strict, but

ftholesome discipline, fail of that result ; they will at any rate, it is to be hoped, exercise a

deterrent effect upon hardened offenders against law and order. To these ends, it may safely

be asserteJ, that the Prison system of thi> Province (taken in connection with the Dominion

Penitentiary) is now as complete and effective as that of any country.
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And this assertion need not be confined to the Prison system of Ontario. For, with the

increased accommodation provided for the Insane ; the establishment of the Institutions for

the education of the Deaf and Dumb, and the Kliud ; the erection of an Hospital for the

treatment ot inebriates and the Legislative enactment for its regulation and government ; and

the passage of a law to deline and systematize the method of granting aid to Hospitals and

Charitable Institutions ; the Province of Ontario may challenge the world to show a more

liberal and eflfective, and yet a more economically managed system of Public Institutions, for

the care and relief of the mental, physical, and moral defectives of our population.

The enlightened liberality which has been displayed by the two Parliaments that have

represented the people of Ontario since Confederation, in enlarging and maturing this system,

reflects credit upon the humanity of the country. But while the expenditures in this direction

have been most liberal, it cannot be said that they were not requisite and judicious, or that

they have been in advance of the requirements of the Province. Nor, I think, will it be

claimed that these expenditures have been out of proportion to the greatly increased wealth

and population of the country.

There are still wanting, in my opinion, two links to perfect the chain of our Public Insti

tutions, viz., increased accommodation for idiots (including a training school tor the youth of

that class), and an Industrial Keformatory for females. Respecting the first of these, I have

in my former reports, strongly advocated the founding of an Institution for the care and train-

ing of idiots ; and in the light of the revelations of the census return^ of lt)71, and with the

experience and observation of another year, I can only state that the arguments then advanced

have been strengthened, and that the necessity for such provision has become more pressing

The Orillia buildings, (which it has been decided belong to the Province, and not to the

Dominion,) with an expenditure of about 815,000, would provide suitable accommodation for

about 150 inmates, which is by far the most economical method of relief that could be devised

for this unfortunate class.

In regard to the establishment of an Industrial Keformatory for Women, I had occasion

to report on the result of my enquiries and observation in respect to the scheme, with a view

to determining whether the Central Prison should be constructed for the custody and em-

ployment of both sexes. In that report I stated that the very highest authorities in the

specialty of prison administration had declared themselves in favour of separate establish-

ments for women, and that the National Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory discip.

line, which met at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1871, in their "Declaration of Principles " adopted

and promulgated this principle, which had been acted upon by several States, they having passed

laws creating separate prisons for women. That the principle is a correct one and is founded

upon the teachings of common sense and sound observation, no one at all conversant with the

working of correctional institutions will deny ; and it is to be hoped that the day is not far

distant, when the Province of Ontario will found an Industrial Prison for women with the

oihcial staff, attendants, keepers and instructors of the same sex. Then, and only then, will

women be fully able to exercise and wield their great power and influence in a practical way

towards reclaiming the criminal and fallen of their sex. Apart from this view of the subject, it

may also be mentioned that the construction and arrangement of a prison for females should

be entirely different, and of a. far less costly character than for males. And although there

are several branches of industry in wh'ch both sexes might be profitably, and perhaps advanta-

2
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geously employed in the same establishment, still the advantages to be derived from the mixed

system, which are of a very doubtful character, are not equivalent to the great moral benefits

of the separate principle.

The expenditure of the Province in maintaining the establishments directly supported and

controlled by the Government, and those aided by Provincial funds this year, amounts to the

sum of $-179,1 46y(i;, as follows :—

Asylums for the Insane .$214,308 71

Institution for the Deaf and Dumb 32,276 42

Institution for the Blind 22,531 08

The Central Prison for Ontario, four months 17,786 38

The Provincial Reformatory 19,889 58

Aid to General Hospitals 29,080 00

Aid to Orphan Asylums and other Benevolent

Institutions 13,940 00

* Common Gaols 129,o34 54

$479,146 71

The Revenue of the Institutions under Government control, including what has been

paid into the Treasury Department and what is due from the Central Prison but is still un-

paid, amounted this year to $37,448j5L5^, as follows :

—

Asylums for the Insane $:^',549 63

Institution for the I>eaf and Dumb ;^,n06 75

Institution for the Blind 654 26

The Central Prison, from the 1st June to 26th

September—4 months 7,357 25

The Provincial Reformatory 3,980 26

837,448 15

Annexed to this Report and forming the Appendix to the same, will be found the Annual

Reports of the Executive heads of the various Public Institutions, each giving un account of

he operations and movements of their respective Institutions.

The scope of, and duties attached to, my office having been exposed to much misconception

and some misconstruction, I may be permitted in presenting this, my Seventh Annual Report,

briefly to state their extent and character. They comprise the inspection of, and report

upon, every institution receiving Government aid, from one to four times a year ; the audit of

their accounts, and the regulation of their organization and discipline, and I am, in addition,

the official medium in all communications between them and the Government. These

institutions now number seventy-seven, the aggregate expenditure of which is cloie upon half

a million of dollars per annum, which is subject to audit in my office. Beside these general

duties, I exercise special superintendence over the domestic management of the Lunatic

* Over half of this amouiat is paid by Ivlunicipalities in support of their respective Common Gaols,
but as the Administration of Justice accounts for the quarter ending 30tb September have not yet
been adjusted, the exact amount cannot be determined.

3
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Asylums, Ceiitnil Prisoa aud Provincial Reformatory, and the institutions for the education

of the Deaf ;md Dumb aud the Blind, purchasing many of the supplies, and making all con-

tracts for their maintenauce. I am by law the trustee of the estates of all lunatics committed

to Asylums, where commitees have not been appointed by the Court of Chancery, and am

charged with the management of the same. The plans for construction of all sanatory and

pen:il institutions entitled to public aid are subject to my revision and approval, and the repairs

and alterations of Public Institutions are carried on under my supervision. 1 have also been

deputed to warrant and superintend the transfer of all prisoners from Common Gaols to the

Central Prison ; and to examine into the cases, and to recommend the transfer, of lunatics

from the Common Gaols to the various Asylums of the Province. In the performance of my

inspectorial duties, I travelle dupwards of 10,000 miles last year, and made more than 150

statutory inspections. To record the operations of the various institutions subject to my

inspection and supervision, is not the least onerous and important part of my duty, as the

examination of my past and present reports will prove.

Prior to Confederation, the inspectorial part of my duties was performed by a Board of

four inspectors, who inspected an average of 65 institutions at an average annual cost of

§10,898 00, taking the basis of six years for the calculation. The present Dominion Board

of Penitentiaries, consisting also of three members^ inspect five institutions at an average cost

of 88,084 73 per annum, to the Dominion. The inspection of an average of 28 institutions

in the Province of Quebec, during the past four years, has cost that Province $3,439 00 per

annum, there being three members to the Board of Inspection. The inspection of an average

of 01 institutions in Ontario, since my appointment, has cost an average of $3,216 ^wo P®''

nnum, all inspections having been made by myself

Since my appointment in 1868, not only has the volume of work been increased with the

increase in number of public institutions from 49 to 77, but new duties not contemplated by

the Inspection Act have been assigned to me by Orders in Council and Departmental instruc-

tions ; and these duties are not performed by the Boards of Inspection above enumerated. I

have, therefore, to point out that with a larger number of institutions, and a greater amount of

work, the inspection of the Public Institutions in Ontario is effected at a lesser cost than in

either of the cases above quoted. That this cost will also bear favorable comparison with

that of other countries, I may prove by citing the instance of the State of Massachusetts, where

with a population equal to our own, and 42 Public Institutions, the cost of the Secretary's

Department and visiting agency of the Board of State Charities, (and which performs similar

duties to my own,) costs the State the sum of $21,819 y!^ per annum; and a staff of 21

persons is employed, whereas I, with only two assistants, perform analagous duties to a larger

number of institutions, embraced in a much greater area of country, at about one-seventh Of

the ccst.

The Acts regulating the duties of my office being scattered over the Statute Books from

1859 up to the present date, it is hoped that in the consolidation of the laws at present in

progress, they will, for convenience of reference, and to facilitate my official duties, be re-

duced to a smaller compas-.
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ASYLUMS FOR THE INSANE.

On the 1st October, 1874, the number of persons of unsound mind confined in the vari-

ous Asylums and Prisons of the Province was as follows

:

Men. Women. Total.

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto .320 320 640
Asylum for the Insane, London, including Idiot Branch 292 310 602
Asylum for the Insane, Kingston 189 168 357

Number of insane supported by the Province in Asylums 801 798 1599
Asylum for Insane. Kingston, Convicts under sentence 20 1 21

In the various Common Gaols.. , 25 30 55

Total number of insane under public accomodation ... 846 829 1675

These figures show that there were 1,675 insane persons ofl&cially known to be in the

Province on the 1st October last, as compared with 1,600 at the same date last year, or an in-

crease of 75.

This increase was distributed among all the institutions above enumerated in the follow-

ing proportions, viz. :

—

In the Toronto Asylum there was an increase of 14 patients.

In the London Asylum, including the Idiot Branch and the Cottages for the chronic

insane, there was an increase of 45 patients.

In the Kingston Asylum (Rockwood) there was an increase of 4 patients, including the

criminal insane sent to it from the Kingston Penitentiary.

In the Common Gaols there was an increase of 1 2 insane persons.

The very large increase ai the London Asylum was due to the fact that sixty of the

chronic insane were transferred to the Cottages erected during the year for that class or

patients, thus leaving the same number of vacancies in the main asylum, which were almost

immediately filled up. The increase of persons of unsound mind in the Common Gaols is

attributable to the want of sufficient accommodation for Idiots; three fourths of the 55 per-

sons confined in these places being of that class.

The number of insane persons committed to the care of the Province has steadily aug-

mented, not only during the past year, but ever since confederation, as is shown by the fact

that on the 1st July, 1867, there were 957 such persons under the public charge, while on

the 1st October, 1874, there were 1,675, thus showing an increase during the past seven

years and a quarter, of 718. These figures, which at first sight may seem alarming, do not

in reality indicate a proportionate increase in insanity, but are easily explained by the growth
of population and the enlarged accommodation provided during the period named. The
number of insane persons that were under public accommodation on the 1st October last, was
equal to one in every 1076 of the population, as given in the Census returns of 1871 ; which,

as a matter of fact, is considerably lower than in England,. Scotland, Ireland, Belgium, and

in certain parts, at least, of the United States.

This favourable comparison, however, it must be observed, is confined to insane zmder the

care and surveillance of the Province, and not to those maintained in private families. And if

the Census returns of 1871, the details of which came to hand since the issue of my last report,

are to be accepted as strictly correct, a very difi'erent conclusion will be arrived at, as to the

prevalence of insanity in this Province, involving by no means so favourable a comparij-^on

with the countries named, which was based upon the number of insane under public lodgment.

But inasmuch as palpable errors exist in the returns in question, it is to be presumed that their

general correctness may be doubted. Before commenting farther upon them, however, it may
be well to incorporate in this Report a condensed summary of such Census returns. The

5
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following table, tlicrcfore, give^ the number of per.sous of unsound mind in eiich county and
city of the Province, as collected by the ccn.^us enumerators, classified under and over 21

years of age.
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the Province on the saine day was 1447, or 1 in every 1120 of the population. The con

elusion to be drawn from these figures, it must be confessed is very startling, indicating, as it

dues that there were 2632 persons of unsound mind being maintained in private fiimilie*

throughout the Province, on the day on which the census was taken, in addition to the 1447
then in the various Asylums and Prisons.

The phrase " people of unsound mind " used in the Census Eeturns, is sufficiently broad

to embrace every known feature of mental defectiveness. Lunacy ; acute, chronic, and senile
;

idiocy ; congenital and that developed by age ; besides every shape and form of mental imbe-

cility and weakness, may be embraced in the term " people of unsound mind," and if this

\tas done by the census enumerators, the result, startling as it may appear, must be accepted.

It would have been much better, however, and more to the purpose, if more definite informa-

tion had been obtained and given of the nature of the unsoundness of mind, instead of the

extended classification by ages of persons so afflicted.

T have already stated that there are palpable errors in the Census Returns, and in

proof, one instance may be quoted. In the Census District of East Middlesex, in which the

London Asylum is located, the number of insane is placed at 253, whereas on that day there

were 431 persons of unsound mind confined in the Asylum alone.

It is to be feared however, that the tendency in the past has been to underrate the number
of Insane persons in the Province, and in the absence of a reliable census of such persons, taken

with the utmost care by medical men appointed for that purpose, the figures given in the

Census Returns will have to be accepted as being approximately correct. Moreover, it is a

fact within the knowledge of the officials charged with the care of the insane in this Province,

that the number of idiotic per.sons, for whom little or no accommodation has been provided

by the State, is very great. Nearly every County or Township Council in the Province is

paying for the support of one or more of this unfortunate class, and at the present moment
upwards of 100 applications are filed in this office for admission to the Idiot Asylum at

London, (which has only beds for 36 inmates) no less than 38 of which number are confined

in the Common Gaols. No doubt a very large proportion of the people of unsound mind
classified in the Census Returns under 21 years of age ai'e Idiotic, and of the 510 returned

under 16 it may be taken for granted that more than three-fourths are congenital Idiot.*.

From all these facts it is to be feared that the number of Idiotic persons in the l-'rovince

is considerably over lOOC. Of course a large portion of this class are perfectly quiet and
harmless, and can, perhaps, be just as well looked after in private families as in a public

institution, but on tha other hand a considerable number are just as dangerous to life and
property as persons certified to be insane.

Asylum Operations for the Year.

The following summary shows the entire operations of the three Asylums for the year in

respect to the number remaining under treatment at the close of the previous year, and the

admissions, discharges and deaths of the twelve months now being reported upon :

—
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Asylum Operations for the Year.—Continued.

TOROirrO ASYLDM.

Males. Females.

Discharged cured
;

36
Discharged improved

, 13
Discharged unimproved ... 3

Eloped r.
, 3

24

8

1

Total number discharged

during year

Total number of deaths

during year

65

26

Total discharges, elope-

ments and deaths dur-

ing year
I

81

33

U

47

London Astlcm.

Males. Females.

KiKQSTON Asylum.

Males. Females.

29

3

6

1

21

2

2

11

3

1

15

1

1

39

15

54

25

i3

38

15 17 109 75

47 35

21 25 156 110

Total.

Males. Females.

Grand

Total.

Number of patients remain-

ing in A.sylums on the

1st Oct. 1874 320 320 292 310
, 189 168 801 798

266

1519

These figures show that 323 patients were admitted to all the asylums during the

year, which with the number in residence at the end of the previous year, makes a total of

1,865 patients who were under treatment during the past twelve months, or an increase of 4

in the admission, and 85 in the total number under treatment over the previous year.

Of the 323 persons admitted during the year, 171 were transferred from the common gaols

under the warrant of the Lieutenant-Governor, and 152 were awarded admission to the

Toronto and London Asylums by the Medical Superintendents, under the ordinary process. The
44 patients admitted to the Kingston Asylum were all transfers from the common gaols, as

authority to admit under the ordinary process has not yet been conferred upon the Medical
Superintendent of that Institution.

Since the 1st July, 1867, when the management of Asylums was transferred to the Pro-
vince, 9 1 3 insane persons have been removed from the various common gaols to the three

asylums, viz. : to the Toronto Asylum 190 men and 27 women; to the London Asylum 130
men and 86 women ; and to the Kingston Asylum 231 men and 249 women. Of these

numbers 249 have been discharged, 145 died, and 11 eloped, leaving 508 of this class still

under treatment on the 1st October last.

The 323 in.sane persons admitted to Asylums this year were received from the following

counties and cities in the Province, viz. :

—

Name of County or City
from which Insane persons

were received.

Algoma
Brant . .

Bruce

Carlt^

Elgin

Essex
FroQtenac

Number sent

to the Toronto
Asylum.

1

Number sent Number sent Total number
to the London to the Kingston received from

Asylum.

2

6

9

6

7

Asylum. county & city.

1

10
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Name of County or City Number sent Number sent Number sent Total number
from which Insane persons to the Toronto to the London to the Kingston received from

were received. Asylum. Asylum. Asylum- county & City.

Grey 8 1

Haldimand 1 1

Halton ... 2

Hastings 1 3

Huron ... 7

Kent 1 15

Lambton ... 8

Lanark 1 ... 4
Leeds and Grenville 5 ... 2

Lennox and Addingtoa 2 1 2

Lincoln 5 1

Middlesex ... 8

Northumberland & Durham 9 1 1

Norfolk 3 1

Ontario 8 1

Oxford 1 10

Peel 6

Perth 1 9

Peterborough 3 2

Prescott and Russell 4 ... 1

Prince Edward 1 ... 1

Renfrew ... ... 1

Simcoe 9 ... 2

Stormont, Dundas & Glen-

garry 2 1 3

Victoria 5 2 2 ...

Waterloo ..1 6

Welland 3 1

Wellington 9 2

\Ventworth 5

York... 13 2

City of Toronto 30 5
" London ... 14
" Kingston

Ottawa 3 1

" Hamilton 2 1

Kingston Penitentiary ... ... 5

U2 137 11 323

These figures conclusively prove that the cities in which Asylums are placed receive

more than their share of the beds ; a state of things that exists in every country, and which

perhaps cannot be remedied.

The Nationalities, Religious Denominations, and Civil State of the admissions of the

year are shown in the following summaries :

—

Nationalities.

Born in England 49

Ireland ,
54

Scotland 34

Canada 158
" " The United States 13
" *' Other countries 15

323

U tl

it ti
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Beligimis Denominations.

Ciiurch of England 82
Roman Catholics 56
Presbyterian^ 64
Methodists 69
Other denominations 52

323
Civil State.

Married 163

Unmarried 155
Not reported 5

323

It may prove interesting to statistical connaisseurs to give, without comment, the same

information in respect to the total admissions to all Asylums since the establishment of the

Toronto Asylum, in 1841, The total number of insane persons admitted to the Asylums since

that date, deducting transfers from one to another, was 5733, of whom 2754 were discharged,

1339 died, and 78 eloped, leaving 1599 patients under treatment on the 1st of October last.

The mtionalities, religious denominations, and civil state of these 5733 insane persons were

as follows :

—

Natio^udifies.

Endish 906
Irish 1937
Scotch 794
Canadian 1738
United States 109
Other countries and unknown , 168

5733
Civil State.

Married ..., , 2981
Unmarried 2752

5733
Religious Denominations.

Church of England 1671
Roman Catholics 1373
Presbyterians 1258
Methodists 921
Other denominations 510

5733

The total capacity of all the Asylums of the Province for persons of insane mind, deduct-

ing 30 beds for Criminal Lunatics. in Rockwood Asylum, is equal to 1G75 beds, which in-

cludes the beds in the Asylum for Idiots, and the Cottages for the Chronic Insane at London.

The greatest number of patients that were under accommodation at any one time during the

year was 1652 ; the lowest number was 1571, and the average number in residence during

the year was 1583.

The accommodation for females is, at the time of writing this report, exhausted in all the

Asylums, ''except 10 beds,) but on the opening of the cottages at London a considerable

number of vacancies were created for men, which are fast being filled up.

10
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Discharges.

The following summary shows the number of patients that were discharged from Asy-

lum residence during the year, together with their mental condition at the time of discharge :

Number of PatieSt.s Dischabged.

Cured. Improved. Unimproved. Total.

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto 62 22 4 88

Asylum for the Insane, London 50 6 8 64
Asylum for the Insane, Kingston , 26 4 2 32

138 32 14 184

From this summary it would appear that 184 patients were discharged during the year

as compared with 164 the preceding twelve months. That number is in the proportion of 9 89

per cent, to the total number of patients under treatment ; 57 per cent, to the number of ad-

missions of the year, and 11 50 per cent, to the number of patients remaining in residence at

tlie close of the year. These figures indicate an increase in the per centage of discharges

over previous year in all Asylums. The proportions of last year, in the same relation, were

respectively 9.21 per cent., 51.42 per cent, and 10.90 per cent.

This result of Asylum treatment is very satisfactory, considering the mental condition

of the patients in the aggregate. Of the ! 599 patients in Asylum residence at the close of

the year, not over one hundred and fifty were looked upon by the Medical Superintendents

as curable cases, while about the same number were classed as '' doubtful."

Hoping for the best in respect to the patients reported as " doubtful," and that a

large proportion of that class will be restored to a sound mind under Asylum treatment,

we have still the startling fact recorded as the opinion of the Medical Superintendents

in charge of our Asylums, that out of 1,599 patients in residence on the 1st October,

130) are beyond the reach of treatment, and whose restoration to sanity is utterly

hopeless. And it also must be kept in mind that every year constant additions are biing

made to this army of hopeless incurables who must be maintained and cared for somewhere.

In commenting, therefore, upon the results of Asylum treatment in the aggregate, regard

must be had to this deplorable condition of things, and to the impossibility of effecting cures

where there is nothing left to work upon. Indeed an examination of the Asylum statistics

reveals the fact that nearly all the cures efi^ected are from among the admissions of the past

two years, as the following summary, giving the period of Asylum residence of those dis-

charged during the past year will .show, thus :

—

Toronto. London. Kingston. Total.

Patients discharged under 1 month ..... ...... 1203
" 2 months 9 2 11

" 3 months 6 6 12
" 4 months 3 4 18
" 5 months 8.3 11

" 6 months 11 5 2 18
" 7 months 5 6 1 12
" 8 months 5 2 18
" 9 months ,3 2 5
" 10 months 6 4 G 16
" 11 months 2 2 3 7
'< One year 3 7 2 12

From 1 y'r up to 18 months 12 10 2 24
" 18 months to 2 years 3 2 5
" 2 to 3 years 4 4 5 13

11
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Toronto. London. Kingston. Total.

From 3 to 4 years 3 14 8

4 to 5 years 10 3 4
" 5 to 10 years 1 1

" 10 to 15 years 10 2 3
" 15 to 20 years 1 1 2

Over 20 years 10 1

Total 88 64 32 184

From these figures it would appear that of the 184 patients discharged 152 had been

Asylum residents for periods under two years.

Deaths.

The number of patients who died in the Asylums was as follows, viz. :

—

Men. Women. Total.

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto 26 14 40
Asylum for the Insane, London. 15 13 -8
Asylum for the Insane, Kingston 6 8 14

47 35 82

The proportion of deaths to the total number of patients under treatment is shown by
the above figures to have been 4| per cent.

; to the admissions of the year 25 per cent.; md
the number in residence at the end of the year, 5^ per cent.

The following table shows the period of Asylum residence of the 82 patients who died

during the yenr :

—

ToROSTO Asylum, Lon-don Astlum. Kixgstos Asylum, Total

Under 1 month 3 2 5
" 3 months 6 2 19
" 6 months , 2 2 4
" 9 months 2 3 5
" 1 year 1 3 16

From 1 to 2 years 6 2 19
" 2 to 3 " 4 2 3 9
" 3 to 4 " 2 3 1 6
" 4 to 5 " 2 13
" 5 to 6 " 10 3 4
" 6 to 7 " 1 1
'' 7 to 8 " 10 12
" 8 to 9 " 10 1

" 9 to 10 "
" 10 to 15 " 4 4 19
" 15 to 20 '• 10 12
" 20 to 25 " 2 1 3
" 25 to 30 " , 2 2

Over 30 years 1 2 3

Total 40 28 14 82

The above table shows that of the 82 deaths that occurred during the year, 29 wore of
patients who had been under treatment in the Asylums for periods under a year, 27 have been
Asylumjesidentb for one year up to five years

; 8 from five to ten years : 10 from ten to twenty
years

; 5 from twenty to thirty years
; 1 for thirty years and seven months ;

1 for thirty one
years and six months; and.l for thirty-two years, eight months and twenty-five days.
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Paying Patients.

Of the 323 patients admitted to all the Asylums this year, 101 were entered as paying
patients, at rates varying from $2 to Si per week. The following summary shows the entire

number of patients whose maintenance was paid for wholly or in part during the year, and the

total amount received from that source :

—

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto, 123 patients 15,646 89
Asylum for the Insane, London, 43 " 3,140 88
Asylum for the Insane, Kingston, 16 " 1,247 00

"182 $20,035 77

A considerable amount due for maintenance remained unpaid on the 30th September,
but these arrears are chiefly confined to persons who were only discovered during the year
to be possessed of property, and steps have been taken to collect the indebtedness.

In addition to the amount received for the maintenance of patients 8^514 80 was
received from other sources, making the total revenue from Asylums, $21,550 63.

ASYLUM EXPENDITUKE.

The total amount expended for Asylum maintenance for the year ending 30th Septem-
ber, was $214,308 ^^, as follows :

—

Asylum for the Insane, Toronto 80,217 60
Asylum for the Insane, London 81,896 11

Asylum for the Insane, Kingston. Ontario patients *52,195 00

$214,308 71

The following summary gives the expenditures of the Toronto and London Asylums, in

a detailed form, and the cost per patient for the various services, under the headino-s given in

the estimates of 1874 ;

—

Summary shewing the cost per patient at the Toronto and London Asylums for entire

expenditure ; also, cost per patient for expenditure under the headings in estimates of 1874 :

Medicine and medical comforts.
Fuel
Butchers' meat
Flour, &c
Butter
Beer, spirits, and wine
Gas and oil

Groceries
Fruit and vegetables
Bedding, clothing and shoes
Furniture and fiu-nishings

Laundry and soap
Farm, feed and fodder
Miscellaneous
Repairs and alterations.

Toronto Asylum.

Expendedunder; r< .

heading of es-l
^"^^ P«^ P^^i"

timates.
^'^''•

Salaries and wages 21

Total cost per patient for the year.

343
756
044
225
178
086
.%3
865
28

,867

329
.261

,946

,075

,.531

,483
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It is siiown by the figures in the foregoino; comparative summary that the entire cost ..f

mainttiiniuiT the Toronto Asylum for the year ending 30th September, was.f80,217 60, and as

the daily averaee number of patients in residence was 039, it follows that the cost of maintain-

inic a patient in that establishment for the year was 81 '-^5 33. But if we deduct trom the

irross expenditures of the Toronto Asylum, the amount received as revenue from paying

patients, and articles sold viz : 817,077 10, it will be shown that the net cost to the Province

of unintaining that Institution was only S63. 140 50.

Following the same rule in respect to the London Asylum, the figures in the summary
<how that its entire cost for the year amounted to $81,896 11, and as the average daily num-
ber of patients under treatment was .'i80, the annual cost of a patient was therefore §141 20,

and deducting the revenue received from paying patients and other sources, the net co^t to

the Province of maintaining London Asylum for the year would be $78,670 58.

Some of the fiirures in the comparative statement require explanation. For instance it

would appear that the cost of fuel at the Loudon Asylum for the year, was very largely,

in excess of Toronto, which is owing to the fact that over .^3000 worth of the

fuel charired in the present year's account was obtained and used the previous year. In re-

spect to the difierence in Butchers meat, it may be stated that while the lowest offer for that

supply, (which was accepted), was ."^6 .50 per 100 lbs at London, at Toronto the contract

price was onlA' 8-^ 15^er 100 lbs. In flour the contract price in Toronto averaged 85 90
per barrel, and in London .86 25.

Then again in respect to the excess in expenditures of London over Toronto for clothing

and shoes for patients, it should .be borne in mind that the Toronto Asylum has a much
greater proportion of paying patients than London, who in addition to paying wholly or in

part for their maintenance, are also pro\nded with clothing by their friends.

In the case of Rockwood i^ylum, the Dominion Government is paid f2 75 per week for

every Ontario Patient sent from the Province of Ontario.

14
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SIDPA-R^TE REPORTS
UPON

ASYLUMS FOR THE INSAiNE.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, TORONTO.

This Institution was first inspected this year, on the 30th and 31st March, when there

were found in residence 321 men and 323 women—in all 644 patients, as compared with 628

at my preceding visit. The physical condition of the patients Was very satisfactory, j hey

were, with few exceptions, well clothed, and clean and neat in appearance. Only a few

patients were in bed at this visit, and most of these had only slight ailments
;
except those

atflicted with old age and its infirmities. The patients on both sides of the house were

remarkably free from excitement, and mechanical restraint was confined to three inmates. One
man who had cut his throat, and had the wound sewn up, had the muffs on to prevent him
from tearing it open. Two women had also the mufi's on, but were not secluded.

The dinner which was seen, consisted of roast and boiled fresh beef and hash, with bread

and potatoes. Pudding was also given to some of the feeble patients. On the day of my visit

76 of the inmates were receiving wine, to whom eleven pints were served ; ten were receiving

whiskey, and 172 were on the beer list, representing a daily consumption of 87|^ pints.

The House, in every department, was found in excellent order and scrupulously clean.

The Asylum was again inspected on the 4th and 5th September, when it was found to

contain 648 patients—323 men and 325 women. These inmates were distributed throughout

the Asylum as follows, viz.-—in the main buildings and wings, 584 ; in the West Hospital,

31, and in the East Hospital, 33.

The number of female patient then in residence exhausted all the beds but four in the

superior ward. On the male side of the house there were still a few beds vacant, both in the

superior and ordinary wards.

Through a change made by the Medical Superintendent, 10 additional beds were

obtained in the west wing for males. This increase in accommodation was obtained by a transfer

of the beds in the associated dormitories to the sitting rooms, which are rather larger. The
recesses in the commodious corridors enabled this to done without encroaching upon the requi

site amount of space required for day rooms.

At my visit on this occasion I checked the muster-roll of the Asylum, in doing which I

had an opportunity of seeing every patient in the House, and had a good report to make of

their state and condition. In only one ward—that occupied by the refractory female patients

—was there any noise or noticeable excitement, and even there it was confined to a lew of the

chronically noisy. Throughout the entire Asylum, only two men and one woman had the

mufi's on their hands, and two women were secluded in single rooms—one for indecent expo-

sure.

The health of the Institution was reported to be good, and the general appearance of the

patients corroborated the report. Although 28 patients were lound in bed, a good many of

them had only retired to rest and were without any physical ailment.

The mental condition and probabilities ofAsylum treatment of the 648 patients were reported

by Dr. Workman to be as follow^, viz.. curable 20, doubtful 80, incurable 548. The constant

development of incurable insanity as illustrated in the above figures will be still further con
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firuied by the following summary, showing the periods of Asylum residence of the patients

now in the House. Thus the number of patients who had occupied beds in the Asylum

—

For periods under one year, was 104
From one to five years .... 199

From five to ten years 121

From ten to twenty years . 179

Over twenty years 45

648

The dining rooms were visited during meal time. The quantity of food was abundant,

and the cjuality good and wholesome. In many of the dining-rooms the meals were served

very neatly, and good order and decorum prevailed ; but in the refractory wards, as might be

expected, the reverse was the case. While I am of opinion that the system of associating a

great number of the patients of both sexes, in one or two large diniug-rooms, tends to good

discipline and increased decorum with the majority of patients, it is very evident that the

rouiih and noisy must be kept by themselves, unless the Medical Superintendent considers

that the force of example will have a salutary eifect.

The condition of the Asylum with respect to cleanliness and order was most excellent.

The dormitories, and the beds and bedding in them, were found in the best possible conai-

li jn. The wards and sitting-rooms are very comfortable, and in the new wings and hospitals

are even cheerful, but it appears to me to be most desirable to increase, if at all possible, the

means of interesting and amusing the patients, particularly those who are not employed on

the farm and grounds, or in the domestic work of the establishment. While a considerable

number of this class are taken out during summer for airing and exercise, and have, at all

times, access to the enclosed balconies attached to each ward, still it is very obvious that the

want of occupation and amusement, which is the great drawback in all Asylums, must have a

very depressing effect, which cannot but hindc^r and retard cures in some instances. It must
be admitted, however, that there are serious difficulties in the way of overcoming this draw-

back, owing chiefly to the solitary and melancholy habits of a large portion of the Insane,

requiring, under the most favourable circumstances, the utmost tact and patience on the part

of the Medical Superintendent and his staff. The efforts of Dr. Workman in this direction

are greatly hindered by the want of a proper room for associated amusements. The room now
used for the purpose is entirely too small. It should be borne in mind that the population of

this Asylum has nearly doubled within the past ten years, and that this great increase in

the number of inmates not only requires more beds, (which have been furnished,) but an

augmentation of all the appliances, both structural and otherwise, for the proper treatment

of the Insane. And the want of a proper amusement hall in this Asylum is perhaps the

most marked structural defect now existing, and one which, it is to be hoped, will soon be

remedied.

In some of the water-closets, there was a bad odour, attributable in two instances to

the wires attached to the valves having been broken. In a few of the dormitories in the main
building, the ventilation was not as good as could be desired, although the air throughout the

Asylum was generally pure and wholesome.

The farm and gardens as well as the ornamental portion of the grounds were found in

excellent order. Considering the great droughts that have prevailed during the season the

crops are fully up to the average in everything, and beyond it in some cereals. The oat crop,

of which there was 2o acres, was capital, yielding not only a great weight of grain, but suffi-

cient straw to meet the demand for beds, &c., for the ensuing year, which had it to be pur-

chajed, would be a serious charge in Asylum expenditures. The hay crop it is expected will

also be sufficient for fodder requirements.

The potatoe crop which promised to be most abundant, will, it is found, not be quite

sufficient f r the Asylum demands ; which is now equal to ten bushels per day or nearly 4,000
bushels a year, but considering the drought and the constant war that has iiad to be waged
with the bugs, the yield will be a fair average, and will aggregate about 3,000 bushels.

The product of the gardens was very large and valuable.

The various works for which appropriations were made last session, viz., the fitting up
of the new laundry and bakery, and the construction of a tram road to them, were carried on
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during the season under the direction ot the Medical Superintendent, and are now nearly com-

pleted. The construction of th coils in the dryins room and all the connections for hot and

cold water in the laundry and bakery are being done by the Asylum enirineer without any out-

side assistance, which will effect a very considerable saving in cost, and from the experience

of Dr. Workman and his engineer, it is expected that the work will be satisfactorily done.

As the general operations of the Asylum for the year, in respect to.movements of patients

are fully detailed in the Medical Superintendent's Report, which will be found in the Appen-
dix, it only remains to me to give a short account of its

Financial Operations.

The cost of maintaining the Asylum for the Insane, Toronto, for the year ending .30th

September, as is shown by the statement of expenditure herewith annexed, was $80,217.60.

As the daily average number of patients in the Asylum during the year was 639, the cost of

entire maintenance for each patient for one year, is thus shown to be $125-.53.

The revenue of the Asylum for the same period was $17,077.10, and the sources from

which it was derived were as follow:—

From paying patients $15,646 89

From articles sold 1,293 94
From discounts for cash 36 27

7,077 10

If we deduct the revenue which has been paid into the Treasury Department, from the

entire expenditure, the net cost to the Province, for the maintenance of the Asylum for the

year is shown to be $63, 140.50.

Of the 142 patients admitted during the year, 65 were entered as paying patients, at the

following rates per week, viz : 33 at $4 per week, 9 at $3 per week, 1 at $2.50 per week,

20 at $2 per week, and 2 under that sum.

The entire number of paying patients in the Asylum during the year was 142, from
whom the sum of $15,646.88 was received.

In closing this report upon the Toronto Asylum, I have again to record my satisfaction

with the general management of its affairs under the able superintendence of Dr. Workman,
who in the discharge of his duties, not only brings to bear a large and varied experience, but
excellent executive ability.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, LONDON.

Four statutory inspections were made of this Establishment during the year, beside other

visits on business connected with the Asylum.
At my first visit, which extended over the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th March, there were 564

Patients in the Asylum, of whom 285 were men, and 279 women. These numbers included

37 inmates, 22 males and 15 females, who were lodged in the Idiot Branch of the Asylum.
In addition to these patients, the names of seven more appeared on the register, but who at my
visit, were out on probationary leave of absence.

The Asylum throughout was exceedingly clean and well kept, and the general appear-

ance of the patients indieated that they were well cared for. Not a single case of mechanical

restraint existed in the Asylum. Eleven patients were found in bed, only five of whom were
under treatment for bodily ailments.

When I visited the Asylum again on the 4th April, where I remained until the 6th,

the number of patients had increased to 569, viz ; 287 males, and 282 females.

The health of the Institution for the three months preceding this visit had been
wonderfully good, only two deaths having occurred during that tiine. This increased health

was doubtless due to the improved heating system, and the removal of the water closets to

the outside projections. The improvement in ventilation from the latter cause was very ap-

parent even in the closets themselves-—in fact little or no offensive odour was perceptible.

Very great improvement was effected during the winter in the appearance of the wards, by
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paintuiii and panelliug the lower portions of the walls, and repainting the wood work. This

has addffd very much to the cheortulness of the wards, removing' the unfurnished look caused

by the bare white walls, and will also enable the walls to be washed— a great advantage in

the iutorost of cleanliness. The Medical 8uperiutcudent was authorized to expend .1250 in

continuing the painting.

The improvement in the heating arrangement has caused a great increase in the warmth
of the house, which in this respect was most thoroughly comfortable throughout, although

the thermometer showed 20* of frost, and a high north-east wind prevailed. Wire guards for

the protection of the steam coils are much required, in order to keep the patients from burn-

ing themselves.

On the Sabbath, being Easter Sunday, service was attended in the Chapel of the Asy-

lum, 209 patients being present. The service was short and impressive, the Easter hymns
being well rendered by a choir composed of the officers and attendants of the Asylum. The
patients behaved with the utmost decorum and appeared interested in the service.

Tlie dinners were attended, when 408 patients were brought together in the two asso-

ciated dining-rooms. The meal was well cooked and served, consisting of a good vegetable

soup with the boiled beef of which it was made
;

potatoes, onions, boiled cabbage, bread,

with boiled rice for weak patients. There was a sufficiency for all without waste. On enquiry,

1 found that 6.5 patients were on the wine list, 64 on the whiskey list, and 132 on the beer

list. In most cases this appears to be all the medicine required beyond good food. The en-

tire expenditure for drugs last year only amounted to $59.

The general conduct of the patients was good, there being no noise or disorder save in

the two female refractory wards. In these wards the constant presence of workmen engaged

in repairs has had a very disturbing effect, rendering the women very noisy and turbulent

;

two were in seclusion at the time of my visit, and another in muffs. The introduction of

strange workmen, not being under the Superintendent, must of necessity conflict with the

ordinary routine of the Institution, and is wrong in principle and dangerous in practice.

The Books of the Institution were examined, and the Bursar was authorized to write

off the indebtedness of certain patients whose maintenance it was found could not be paid for.

Several names were also added to the paying patient list, and some claims in arrears were

ordered to be collected.

I again inspected the Asylum in August, arriving on the 26th and remaining until the

31st. The population of the Asylum had then increased to 583—287 males, and 296 females.

These inmates were distributed throughout the Institution as follows :

—

In the Main Asylum 487
In the cottages for the chronic insane 60

In the Idiot branch 38

583

I saw every one of these patients in checking the muster-roll of the Asylum, and found

them, as a general thing, particularly free from excitement. In the refractory wards the im-

provement in this i-espect. as compared with my previous visit, was very marked and satisfac-

tory. Thi-i improved condition of things was, without doubt, chiefly owing to the absence of

all workmen from the wards, whose presence there, for the past year, bad been most detrimental

to quietness and good discipline. Only one man was under restraint. The health of the

establishment continued unusually good. The improvement, reported at my previous visit

in the ventilation and workingofthe new water-closets, continues to give great satisfacion, and

the very general absence of the disagreeable smells that existed to such an alarming extent before

the improvements were made, warrant me, after nearly a year's constant use, in pronouncing

the present principle to be quite successful and effective in overcoming that most serious trouble.

That, together with the construction of the new main sewer, has, beyond doubt, very much im-

proved the sanitary condition of the Asylum. The general absence of malarious diseases, which

were so prevalentlast summer, furnish the strongest proof of this. Every corridor and room in

theAsylumwas examined, together with the out-buildings, and the whole found in excellent order.

The substitution of white coverlets for coloured, on the female side of the house, added much
to the cheerfulness of the dormitories ; and as soon as the corridors are relaid with hard -wood
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flooring, and the ceilinas mended where the plastering has fallen off, the general condition of

the Asylum will be very satisfactory.

Owing to the altogether insufficient supply of water during the summer months—which

has existed in a greater or less deeree, according to the rainfall of the season, ever since the

Asylum opened the authority of the Hon. the Commissioner of Public Works was

obtained, to brina; the water from springs which form a creek in the north-east portion of the

Asylum property. A main of four inch tiles with six two inch laterals, was put down
to connect with the west wall in rear of the Asylum, by which means an additional supply

of twenty thousand gallons daily was provided. The present indications are that

this supply will be permanent, but if it should fail, an artesian well will have

to be resorted to. Considering the vital necessity of having an inexhaustible supply of

water in an institution of this character, where health is dependent on what might

be called a waste of it. the importance of such a supply cannot be reckoned by a money value.

The cottages for the chronic insane, which were being erected at my previous visit were now
completed. The dormitories are capable of giving accommodation to 30 of each sex, in all 60

patients. The Medical Superintendent made a selection of that number of inmates from

amono- the inmates of the Main Asylum, when they were at once transferred to their new
quarters. The short period of occupation does not enable me to speak very authoritatively of

this experiment, for such it may be looked upon, but if I may judge from the entire content-

ment of the inmates, the home-like nature of all the rooms, and the cheerfulness and coziness

of the surroundings, I can come to no other conclusion than that this kind of lodgment for the

chronic Insane is admirably suited to give the greatest amount of comfort obtainable for that

class of patients in a public institution. To that end, it is obviously far preferable to the

overcrowded and too frequently badly-classified wards of a large Asylum. Care was taken

by the Medical Superintendent to select from the men's side of the Asylum, as many working

patients as possible for transfer to the cottages, so as to be near their work at the outbuildings,

farm and gardens. This arrangement has added much to the convenience of management.

The 60 patients in this group of cottages are looked after by three attendants, a man and his

wife and one other female. The cottages themselves are models of neatness and good order, and

are plainly but very comfortably furnished. Should the experience and observation of another

year confirm the ofood opinion now entertained ot this system of accommodation for the chronic

Insane, I would recommend the erection of another group of similar capacity and arrangement.

The Idiot Branch of the Asylum was inspected and found to be very clean and orderly.

There were 36 inmates in its wards, which exhausts all the accommodation. It is to be

regretted that the necessities of this unfortunate class rendered it necessary to lodge both

sexes in the same building, as it is very difficult to effect complete separation, in so small a

building. Particularly is this the case when an attempt is made to employ them in the

domestic work, as has been the case here. It is imperative that this serious defect should

be remedied at the eai-liest possible day.

Great difficulty exists in this Asylum in obtaining proper female attendants, the rate paid,

(.§7 a month,) is not sufficient to procure competent women, and in consequence very indifferent

ones have to be employed sometimes. When it is considered that the rate of wages in private

families ranges from .S8 to $10 per month, and having regard to the fact that the duties of the

Asylum attendant are very arduous, this is not to be wondered at. It will be recommened
that the wages of this class of employees shall be raised to range from 88 to 810 per month.

The financial affairs of this institution continue to be conducted by Mr. Mathison. the

bursar, with great ability. The entire cost of maintaining the Institution for the year

amounted to 88 1,896 00.

The average daily number of patients in the Asylum during the year haviuir been 580,

these figures would show the annual cost of maintaining each patient to have been 8111 20

or $2 71|- per week.

The sum of 83,225 25 was received as revenue from the following sources during the

same period, viz. :

From paying patients $3,140 88
" articles sold 84 65

$3,225 53
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Dodiictini:; this revenue, which was paid into the Treasury Department, from the total

expenditures of the Asylum, we tiud that the maintenance of the Asylum for the year cost the

Province the sum of .-^rS.tJTO 08.

Of the lo7 admissions of the year, 20 were entered on the register as paying patients

at rates varying from 82 to 82 75 per week. During the entire year, 54 paying patients were

on the roll, from whom the sum above-named was received. The Asylum books show that

13 ot these 5-A patients are indebted to the Asylum in the amount of ^3,892 01. to collect

which sum steps are being taken.

Inlormatiou respecting the movement of patients and other details of the Asylum admin-

istration will be found in the general Keport on Asylums, and is fully detailed in the Report

of the Medical Superintendent hereunto attached.

I have again to state that the general management of the aifairs of this As^ylum, both

medical and domestic, continues to give satisfaction, indicating energy, zeal, and ability on

the part of Dr. Landor, the Medical Superintendent, and his staif of officers.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE, KINGSTON^ (ROCKWOOD.)

This Institution, which still remains under the control and direction of the Dominion

Government, was visited on the 31st July, in order that I might check the roll of the patients

that were being supported by the Province of Ontario, and while doing that, might personally

see and examine all the inmates thus supported.

Respecting this visit I made the following Report to the Hon. Provincial Secretary, on

the 1st September.
" I have the honour to report tor the information of His Excellency the Lieutenant-

Governor, that on the 31st July last, I visited Rockwood Asylum, Kingston, for the purpose

of taking the muster roll of the Ontario patients, and informing myself generally of their state

and condition. There were on that day 359 patients in the Asylum, who were being supported

by the Province of Ontario, of whom 191 were men, and IGS women ; of that number \2

had been received from the Kingston Penitentiary as Criminal lunatics, but whose sentence

had expired, and having been received from the Province of Ontario, their maintenance was,

from the time they ceased to be convicts, being defrayed by the Province of Ontario. In ad-

dition to these 12 patients who had been received from the Kingston Penitentiary, there

were also 11 convict lunatics in the Asylum, who had been sentenced from the Courts of

Ontario, who as soon as their sentence expires will become dependent on the Province. I saw

every one of these patients and conversed with a great number of them. They were all well and

comfortably clothed, and they were with few exceptions clean and neat in their appearance and

person ; the supply of food was abundant and wholesome, the beds were comfortable and well

kept, and as far as I could learn every thing was being done to promote their comfort that

could be expected or looked for, under the circumstances. The exceptions to quietness and

orderly conduct on the part of the patients were very rare, a few had on the muffs, owing to

destructive tendencies, but none were secluded ; and, judging from the very few patients found

in bed, and the report of the Medical Superintendent, the health of the Asylum is exceedingly

good.

A fair proportion of the patients were at work out of doors, and a number of the females

were engaged at domestic work."

Respecting the acquisition of this Asylum by the Province of Ontario, I had the honour

to address the following Report to the Plon. the Attorney -General on the l4th of August last.

" The urgent need of increased Asylum space in the eastern section of the Province,

and for dissevering all connection between the Provincial Penitentiary at Kingston, and

Rockwood Asylum, and for doing away with the criminal name, character, and surrounding of

the Asylum consequent upon such connection, warrants me in again bringing to the

notice of the Government the great desirability of acquiring that Institution as an Asylum
for the eastern part of the Province. I need not again repeat the argument advanced in pre-

vious reports in favour of this recommendation, but may simply state that the necessity for

additional accommodation has much increased, and the defects of confining criminal lunatics

with the ordinary insane in the same Asylum are becoming more apparent.
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It is perfectly clear that in the original conception of Rockwood Asylum, its criminal

name and character were only assigned to it h»y statute, in order to have the Establishment

located in Kinfrston. and in connection with the Provincial Penitentiary • for although the

capacity of the Asylum is equal to 400 beds, only 45 lunatic convicts are now in custody

within its walls, while no less than 370 ordinary insane are being there supported by the

I'rovince of Ontario. And it must be remembered that these 45 criminal lunatics, are the

product of over a quarter of a century's operations of the Kingston Penitentiary.

Since confederation, through the establishment of a Provincial Penitentiary in Quebec.

the poriilation of the Kingston Penitentiary has been reduced from an average of over 1100

TO under 700. and the percentage of lunacy has, of course, been reduced in a correspon(ang

ratio, so that it is very improbable that more than 45 insane convicts will require accommoda-

tion ki the future.

It is very clear, therefore, that only a very small portion of Eockwond Asylum was

really intended for insane convicts, and tthat its staidory designation of Criminal Lunatic

Asylum is, in point of fact, a misnomer. In further proof of this I may state that previous to

confederation a large number of ordinary insane persons, not convicts, had been transferred to

the Asylum, and when : under the terms of the British North America Act, the care and

custody of insane persons were given over to the several Provinces, the maintenance of no less

than 110 inmates then in Rockwood Asylum at once devolved upon the Province of Ontario
;

shewing clearly that before confederation Rockwood Asylum was looked upon and used for

other purposes than as a Criminal Asylum, and except for the few convict lunatics confined in

it. in the same way as Toronto. Maiden, and Orillia Asylums. Since confederation the

number of ordinary insane supported by Ontario has increased from 118 to 370, and represents

9.3 per cent, of the entire Asylum population.

I submit, therefore, for your consideration that Rockwood Asylum is a Criminal Lunatic

Asylum to the extent ot 45 beds out of 400 and no more, in all other respects it is the same

;is Toronto and London. As far as I can learn it was built out of the Consolidated Revenue
funds of old Canada, in the same manner as the wings of the Toronto Asylum, and the altering

and fitting up of the Maiden and Orillia Asylums, and why, (with the exception before stated,

of the occupation of a few beds by convicts,) it should not have become the property of the

Province of Ontario, I am at a loss to imagine.

Not only have the property and grounds of the Asylum been much improved by the

work of the Ontario patients, but the appropriation of the Ontario Legislature for the support

of their insane in Rockwood Asylum amounted to $52,195 00, while the cost of maintaining

the entire Asylum, inclvdinq the insane convicts, only amounted to $46,180 00. The re-

moval of th Quebec convicts from the Kingston Penitentiary leaves plenty of vacant room for

the in.sane donvicts within the establishment, where they should always be kept, which would at

once place fifty beds at the disposal of the Ontario Government for the ordinary insane, and

would remedy the most .serious defect in the A.sylum administration of the Province.''

The general operations of the Asylum, in respect to the reception and discharge of

Ontario patients are fully given in the Report of the Medical Superintendent, Dr. Dickson,

which will be found in the Appendix.

Detailed Statement of Expenditure of the Asylum for the Insane, Toronto, for the year

ending, .30th September, 1874 :

Medical Department

:

Medicines $279 68
Medical comforts and appliances 63 40
Beer, spirits and wine 2,086 00

2,429 08

Household Expenses (Food):

Butcher meat 9,547 10

Carried fw-ward $2,429 08
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Brought forward S2,429 08

Fowls $547 55
Fish, came. Sec 950 08

11,044 7-
Flour, bread and biscuits 9,225 5*.'

Butter 4,178 02

Gentral Groceries :

Barley, rice, peas and meal 987 99
Tea 1,458 52
Coffee 646 41
Cheese 53 11
Eggs 194 79
Fruit (dried) 270 57
Tobacco and pipes 193 52
Salt, pepper, mustard, vinegar and pickles 169 15
Syrup and sugar 1,865 93
Unenumerated , .. 25 51

5,865 50
Fruit and vegetables 28 26

Bedding and Clothing:

Bedding 496 63
Straw for bedding 227 82
Clothing r; .3,203 39
Shoes 759 90

Fuel.

Coal 6,525 55
Wood 6,2.31 39

Light: »

Oas 2,114 55
Oil 237 66
Candles G 09
Matches 5 25

4,687 74

12,756 94

Laundry, Soajj and. Cleaning:

Brushes, brooms and mops 311 96
Bathbricks, blacklead and blacking 11 96
Soap 305 74
Laundry 631 66

2,.363 55

Printing, Postages, Stationery, &c.

:

Advertising and Printing 217 11
Postage, telegraphs and express 1,52 31
Stationery and library 126 75

Furniture and Furnishings

:

Furniture, renewal, and repairs 218 65
Iron and tinware, &c 43 20
Crockery and glassware 77 85

1,261 32

496 17

.339 70

Carried forward $54,676 60
22
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Brotight fonvanl $54,676 70

Farm :

Feed and fodder $1,035 93

Farm labour, stock and implements, including repairs 910 20

Repairs

:

Repairs, ordinary to buildings, &c , 1,287 72

Hardware, &c 221 44

Paint and oils... 22 53

1,940 13

1,531 69

Miscellaneous

:

Ice ^ 70 00

Officers travelling expenses...

Elopers, recovering - 21 72

Freight and duties 21 62

Amusements 42 00

Religious instruction , 48 00

Interments •. 133 CO

Removal of patients ,
66 40

Repairs, ordinary 5 70

Incidentals 170 80
579 24

Salaries and wages 21,483 94

S80,217 60

Detailed Statement of Expenditure of the Asylum for the Insane, London, for the year

ending September 30th, 1874.

Medical Department

:

Medicines 168 42

Medical comforts and appliances 48 24

Beer, spirits and wine 2,563 61

Household Expenses (Food) :

Butchers' meat 10,489 56

Fowls 181 10

Fish, game, &c 337 52

Flour, bread and biscuits 6,488 45

Butter , 3,151 75

2,780 27

11,008 18

6,488 45

3,151 75

General Groceries, viz

:

Barley, rice, peas and meal 562 03

Tea 1,454 76

Coffee 810 36

Cheese Ill 40

Eggs 237 77

Fruit (dried) 308 97

Tobacco and pipes 368 90

Carried forward |3,854 19 $23,428 6i
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Brmght fiynrard 83,854 18 823,428 65

•^alt, popper. iuust;ird, vinegar :ind picklo;^.

Svrup and sutrar .

Fruit and veiretablee .. .

Bedding and Clothimi

:

Bedding
Straw for Bedding
Clothing

Shoes

F>i(l:

Coal ..

Wood

.'551
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Brn^rqU forward S934 48 $60,182 84

Interments

"Removal of patient?

Repairs, ordinary ..

.

Rent and taxes

Incidentals

Sahtritii and JJ'oges .-

Salaries and wages..

27.3
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Brought foncard 1B10,254 00 $63,750 00

Tailor ; 1

Farmer and Assistant 2

Niu'ht Watchers 3

Chief Attendants 3

Ordinary Male Attendants 21

Females

:

Ordinary Female Attendants 23
Niirht Attendants 3

(.'ooks 8
Laundresses 7

Housemaids 6
Seamstress 1

98

264
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Brought fmvnrd $9,052 00 $62,950 00

Porter or Messenger 1

Baker .". 1

Tailor 1

Farmer 1

Plouirhman 2

Night Watchers 2

Chief Attendants 5

Ordinary xMale Attendants 10

Cowman 1

Fi'linlUs :

Chief Attendants 3

Ordinary Female Attendants 19

Night Attendants 2

Cooks 3

Laundresses 4

Rousemaids 6

Dairymaid 1

Seamstress 1

Extra Assistance

To cover rise in wages to female atten-

dants

84

192
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Brmight fmmrd S4, 775 00 $39,350 00

Tinirmecr

Afisistant Enuineer

Carpenter

rrardener

Baker

Cook
Tailor

Nisrlit Watch
Male Attendant? 17
Female Attendants 10
Laundresses 2

42

700
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ONTARIO INSTITUTION

FOR THE

At the close of the last official year, there were 166 pupils under instruction in this

Institution, but before the close of the Session on the 24th of June 1874, the number had in-

creased to iy8. The total number of pupils admitted last Session was 206, of whom three

died, and five were discharged owing to illness, leaving 198 in residence at the termination

of the Session.

The present Term—the fifth of the Institution—opened on the 2nd of September.

1 874, and up to the close of the present official year, 190 pupils have entered, being an increase

in the attendance, as compared with the corresponding period of last year, of 24 pupils. The
progress of the school, in respect to the number of admissions is therefore, most satisfactory

and encouraging. The most commendable promptitude has been displayed by the parents of

deaf-mutes in sending their pupils forward immediately on the opening of the term, which

will enable the classes to be organized and classified at a much earlier period of the Session

than tormerly. This was the object aimed at in the provision of the by-laws enacting that

no applications for admission would be received after the opening of the Session, except in

special and extraordinary cases.

The total number of deaf-mutes who have entered the Institution, since its opening on the

20th of October, 1871, up to the 30th of September, 1874, is 256. It would appear from

information obtained by the Principal, that eight of the pupils admitted in former Sessions,

have died or left the country ; one was expelled ; one has been appointed an assistant teacher ;

and seventeen, owing to age and mental incapacity, were incapable of beins further instructed.

:iad have, therefore, not been re admitted. Deducting the absentees thus accounted for, we
find that there are 39 deaf-mutes who attended the schools for a session or two and then dis-

continued.

It would be very gratifying if T could report that these 39 deaf-mutes had completed their

education, but I regret to say that such is not the case. In point of fact a large proportion

of those, thus detained at home, received little benefit from their short stay in the Institution
;

and that little will, it is likely, be completely lost through the criminal cupidity of parents who
seem to attach a higher value to the manual labour of their deaf-mute children than they do

to the means placed within their reach to elevate them to the mental and moral standard of

human beings. This neglect of parents of deaf mutes, is not only grossly unjust to their

children, but is unfair to Government, that has establi'^hed and is maintaining at great expense,

ao Institution specially founded for the relief of -^uch unfortunates. Should this neglect of

the highest interests of their children, continue, I am strongly of opinion that compulsory

attendance should be eaforced by statutory enactment, at any rate to the extent, that when
p'.ipils are once received into the Institution, it should be a condition that they should be

allowed to remain until their education is completed. Considering that a permissive enactment.
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of :» stronger character, received the sanction of the Lcgii^lature, in relation te seeins; and hearinii;

ehildren, how much more necessary is it in the case of deaf-mutes, who, until instructed, are

practicidlv irresponsible beiuirs? Now that the benefits of the Institution are substantiallj

iree, the plea ot poverty, which was formerly valid, is without force.

Althouirh a comparatively large number of parents are in this way chara;eable with neg-

lect, it is satisfactory to know that the large majority of them fully appreciate the advantages

of continued attendance. For, of the total admission to the Institution the first session, 40
are still in the school, of the admissions of the second session there are still ii, of the third

there are 30. and of the new pupils admitted last session 6.t have returned this. In addition,

20 pupils have entered the Institution this term, for the first time.

1 am. therefore, warranted in saying, having regard to the length of time the establish-

ment has been in existence, and in comparing it with similar institutions, that its progress, in

respect to the admission of pupils, is eminently satisfactory and encourairing.

Four inspections were made of tlie Institution durinir the year. My first visit extended

over the 27th. 28tli and 'J,9ih January, durinir which time every part of the premises was
inspected, and the general working of the Institution, both in its educational and domes-

tic departments, was minutely examined. The extension of the dining-room, which was in

progress at my previous visit, has been completed ; and the increased accommodation thus fur-

nished is much appreciated. The dining-room is now capable of seatinsr 220 pupils. The
two additional class-rooms that have been provided in the story over the new dinins-room

have met a want that was beginning to be seriously felt. The re-flooring with hardwood
plank of some portions of the male side of the house has added much to its tidiness, and it is

to be hoped that the work of relaying all the floors in the Institution that are much used,

will be sanctioned. If the boards are supplied by the Public Works Department, all the

work can be done by the carpenter, with the assistance of the shop pupils.

The various dormitories, and the beds and bedding, were found in a good state, with

cleanliness and order generally prevailing, particularly on the girl's side. Until a play-room

is furnished outside of the buildmg for the boys, it will be ditticult to keep their part of the

building as neat and clean as could be desired.

In the carpenter's shop I found 21 boys at work making benches, tables, &c., and
repairing furniture. A number of the boys were employed in building a new ice-house,

and others were engaged in general outside work.

In the shoe shop there were 24 boys under instruction, who were engaged in manufac-

turing boots and shoes for the various public institutions of the Province,

The sewing shop had 7 pupils doing general work in that line.

My inspection of the Institution in September, occupied three days. There were then

188 pupils in attendance, viz : 117 boys and 71 girls. This number of females is the greatest

that has been in the Institution at any one time since its opening.

Of these 188 pupils, 138 had been admited free, in respect of board and tuition, on the

certificates of the municipal authorities that their parents were unable to Day for board
;

88 were entered on the Keyister as payino: pupils in respect of board, and 12 as indigent

orphans, who, under the regulations, were being boarded, educated and clothed at the expense

of the Province.

An examination of the Register showed that 21 of the pupils in attendance were over 21

years of age. In nearly every instance, however, these over-age pupils were proper subjects

for exceptional admission to the school, in accordance with the statutory provision in that

V>ehalf. But now that the accommodition of the building is so nearly taken up with pupils

under 21. the Principal was instructed not to admit any more over that age, mthout referring

the application to the Inspector. As two pupils of that class, respectively aged 26 and 29
appeared to have received all the benefit that possibly can be conferred upon them in an

Institution of this kind, the Principal was instructed not to re-admit next session.

The Reirister of tlie pupils was examined, and while it was very neatly and correctly

kept on the left side, which furnishes a history of each case before admission is awarded, the

right side, on which should be recorded the progress of the pupils, and what becomes of

Them, was blank. Considerintr such a record to be very important and useful, the Princip:il

was requested to have it written up.

The dormitories and rooms on the female side were, at this ^n^it, found in their usual

excellent state of cleanliness and order, but on the boy's side that condition of things was not
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as apparent as usual, perhaps owing to the fact that the position of housekeeper had been

vacant since the open in"- of the fifth session. The plan of granting assistance to the very

young lads in dressing and preparing for breakfast in the morning, appeared to be defec-

tive, and in consequence many were unt ready in time for that meal. The beds were also

made up before being properly aired. These, and some other defects in the management, were

brought to the notice of the Principal.

I was present at all the meals served to the pupils during my stay. Most excellent

order and discipline always prevailed. The food was good and sufficient, but the supply of

milk was lamentably deticient, being under three gallons per day for a household of 200

persons. As live cows are kept, this state of things showed that either the animals were

worthless for milking purposes, (which is the only purpose they should be kept for in such an

Institution), or that some other trouble existed, which, in either case required a remedy

The Principal was authorized to act in the matter.

During my visit I saw every pupil in the school ; their physical appearance denoted th^t

they were being well cared for, and they were all well and neatly clothed.

The Institution physician reports that, althouirh the sanitary condition of the Institution

has been good during the year, measles attacked about SO pupils, but without any fatal

results. Three pupils died during the same period from diseases stated in the Physician's

Report.

Educational.

There are now under training in the literary department, nine distinct classes taught by

the same number of teachers, besides the drawing class, in which instruction is given by a

competent master. The class in articulation which was suspended for a time, is also about to

be resumed.

At all my visits these various classes were inspected, but during my stay in September

a thorough examination was mide of them in the several branches taught. While the result

of this examination was generally satisfactory, it was particularly so in respect to the four most

advanced classes. Continued and uninterrupted attendance at school : close application

:

thought, facilitated by natural brightness ; and the greatest desire to learn on the part of the

pupils : with efficiency, zeal, coupled with ingenuity, and unbounded patience on the part of

the teachers ; has been amply rewarded by the most marked advancement and proficiency of

many of the pupils in these classes.

I was glad to observe that the system and method of instruction in this Institution is

assuming a more practical shape at every visit. The introduction of object lessons in the

beujinners' class is a step in this direction, and appears to me to be the best foandation for the

practical instruction of deaf-mntes, and which may be followed up from class to class to an

almost unlimited extent. Exhibiting to a deaf-mute class the picture of a sheep on a card

is very aood, but having fixed to the card, as well, some of the wool ; the yarn made from the

wool, and the cloth made from the yarn, or a piece of the skin, and the leather, parchment, &c..

made from it, cannot fail to induce a train of thought in -i deaf-mute, which, if followed up by

a skilful teacher must accomplish the desired result. When it is borne in mind that the

amount of information that can be imparted to an ordinary deaf-mute, upon any ^^ubject,

must be comparatively limited, and when it is further considered that the time to do it in.

under the most favourable circumstances is equally limited, as far as school instruction is

concerned : the paramount necessity of trying to impart only what will be of practical use, is

surely very obvious.

If deaf-mutes are to be fitted for teachers of their class, or for the professional walks of life,

these objects can be best accomplished in a Colleire established for that purpose, and not in

our ordinary Institutions. The sooner, therefore, that deaf-mute instruction assimilat-es

itself to their every-day life, observation and requirement, the better and more useful it

will be.

Following this up, I informed the Principal and Faculty of the Institution that I would

be pleased if tbey would turn their attention to the compilation ot interesting matter connected

with the history and progress of Cauiida during the past decade ; something eminently ("an i-

dian, so that when the deaf mutes they are instructing can read and write, they will be able

to do so intelligently on matters connected with their own country.
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Financial.

The total oxpenditure for the muintenance of the Institution for the year ending 30th

September, was "^."^2,276 42. The following summary shows the cost per pupil for the various

items of expenditure for the year :

Aggregate cost.

Medical department § 137 79

Food of all kinds 10,322 .50

Bedding and clothing 336 59

Fuel 2,398 23

Light 1,119 80

Laundry, soap and cleaning 488 61

Books and apparatus 343 48

Printing, postage, stationery S64 85

Furniture and furnishing , 750 87
Farm 816 42

Repairs 504 60
Miscellaneous 499 05
Salaries and wages 13,693 63

Cost
j
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Brought forward $137 79
Food :—

Butchers' meat 83198 05

Fowls 23141
Fish 232 so

Fuel.—

Coal .

Wood.

Liffhi

:

—
Gas
Oil, candles, matches.

Printifuj, podayea, •itationerij, Jt;c. :
—

AdvertisinL;- aud printing

Postages, telegraphs and express

Stationery

Fwrnitare and furnishmij

:

—
Furniture, renewal and repairs.

Iron aud tinware, &c
Crockery and glassware

3662 26
Flour, bread and biscuits

' 1944 12

Butter 1782 95

General Groceries :
—

Barley, rice, peas and meal 169 66
Tea ; 386 53
Coffee 178 20

Cheese 78 58
Eggs 172 80
Fruit (dried) 198 81

Salt, pepper, mustard, vinegar and pickles 179 12

Syrup and sugar 993 12
Unenumerated 192 33

2549 15
Fruit and vegetables 384 02

Bedding and Clothing :—
Bedding 74 90
Clothing for orphans 248 39
Shoes for orphans 13 30
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Bnmght forward $lii,762 71

Faun :—
Peed ;inJ fodder $426 77

Furui l;ibour, stock: aud iuipleuieuts, iacludiug repairs ... 389 65

816 42

Repairs, ordinary, to buildiuj^s, SiC 317 .39

Hardware, etc. .'

.' 93 83

Puiut and oils 93 38

504 60

MisKllaiitoas :—
Ice 30 50

Officers' travelliui^ expenses 222 70

Freii^ht aud duties "-'9 26

Amusemeuts M 80
Work;?hops 75 9G

lucideutals 98 83

499 (J'.

Salaries and wages

:

1 3G93 G •

#32276 4;-'

Estimated Expenditure of the Oatario [ustitutioa for the Doaf aud Dumb for the year

1875, for 220 pupils.

Medical Department

:

Medicine and medical comforts 125 00

Food :

Butclier's meat, fish and fowl 3750 00
Flour 2000 00
Butter 1500 00
Greneral groceries 2300 00
Fruit and vegetables 500 00

10050 00

Bedding and Clothing :

Bedding, clothing aud shoes 500 00

Fuxl, Light and Cleaning

:

Fuel 2500 00
Gas, oil, &c . iOOO 00
Laundry, soap, aud ulviauiug 500 00

• 4(iiiO 00

Miscellaneous :

Furniture and furiiishiug 500 00
Farm, feed aud fodder 600 00

Repairs aud alterations. ... 500 00
Advertising, printing, stationery and postage 500 00
Books, apparatus and appliances 500 00

Unenumerated 1000 00
3G00 00

Carried forward 18,275 00
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Salarie.^ and IVages

Principal

Physiciau

Bookkeeper aud Steward

Matron
Teachers —
Visitors' attendant

Housekeeper

Enuineer

Fireman
Farmer . . ...

Farm hand
Gardener

Baker and Cook
Night Watchman
Carpenter and Assistant..

Shoemaker
Messenijer

Cook...'^

Maids
Gatekeeper

Extra assistance

Brought foruxird

No. of Officers

and Employees

$1800
500
800
300

5500
180

200
GOO
228
480
192
240
450
240
650
500
8-1

120
828
72

200

...$18,275 00

00
00

00
00
00

00
00

00
00

00
00

00
00

00

00

00
00
00

00
00

00— 14,164 00

§32,439 00
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ONTARIO INSTITUTION

FOR THE

EDUCATION OF THE BLIND,

On the 30th September, 1873, the close of the last official year, there were 50 pupils

under instruction in this Institution, and on this year at the same period, there were 101, or

an increase of over om hundred per cent, in twelve months.

This satisfactory result nas been accomplished, first, by the availapce of every means to

discover the name and residence of every blind person in the Province under 21 years of age
;

secondly, by sending to the parents or guardians of such blind persons a circular letter setting

forth the great advantages to be derived from residence and instruction in this Institution
;

and thirdly, by the personal visit of an officer of the Institution to the portions of the

Province where the most of these blind youths resided. These steps were, by my instruc-

tions, taken by the new Principal, Mr. Hunter, as soon as he entered upon the duties of his office,

and for the promptness and energy displayed by him in the performance of that duty, he i^

entitled to great credit.

Instructions of a similar kind had been given to the late Principal, when the amended
By-laws, which rendered the advantages of the Institution substantially free to all, had received

the assent of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, on the 15th May, 1873. But, as my
Keport of last year showed, the instructions then given were comparatively barren of result.

The failure was attributed to the non-appreciation of the Institution by the very persons it

was intended to benefit ; to the indisposition of mothers to part with their blind children ; to

the straightened circumstances of the parents generally, and various other causes. As far an

I know, these difficulties, real or fancied, exist to the same extent now as then, but, that

they have been overcome, in a great measure, the increase in the number of pupils from 50 to

102 clearly shows- And now that parents are able to see for themselves the great advanta-

ges that are to be derived from sendino; their blind children to the Institution. I apprehend

that the indisposition of mothers will vanish, as will also the plea of straightened circum-

stances, particularly when there is nothing to pay, as has been the case since May, 1873.

Another encouraging feature in the history of this Session's operations is the commend-
able promptness with which pupils have been sent forward at the commencement of the term,

instead of straggling in, at all times during the Session, as waS formerly the case. That
this will result most advantageously in the early organization of the classes, so that they

may settle down at once to steady work, is not to be doubted.

Altogether, in this, the fourth Session of the Institution, it is most gratifying and en

couraging to have its future brightened and made more sure by such a satistactory and
marked increase in the attendance of pupils.

The total number of pupils who have been admitted to the Iu.*titution since its opeuiui:

on the Ist May, 1872, up to the 30th September, 1874, ia 131.
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The followin- table shows the counties and cities from which these pupils were admitted

with a column giving the total number of blind persons found by the census enumerators of

1871, under 21 years of age in the same places
:

—
Number of blind persons Number of blind

received for such county persons under 21 years

or city into the Institu- of age as returned by
Name of county or city.

Essex
Kent
Lambton
Elgin

Middlesex

Norfolk

Oxford
Brant — •••

Haldimand
Welland
Lincoln ••••

Wentworth
Huron
Bruce
Perth

Waterloo -

Wellington

Grey
Halton

Peel

Simcoe

York •

Ontario

Northumberland & Durham
Victoria

Peterborough ,

Prince Edward
Hastings

Lennox & Addington

Leeds & Grenville

Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry.

Frontenac

Prescott & Russell

Carleton

Lanark
Renfrew
Nipissing

Algoma, Parry Sound

City of London
Hamilton
Toronto

Kingston

Ottawa
Unknown

ion.

1
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session, the fourth—101 have entered, with a probability that the number will be increased to

120 during the session. The 101 pupils who were admitted this term comprised 63 males

and 38 females, and were awarded admission on the following terms, viz :

—

As free pupils upon the certificate of the municipalities that the parents were unable to pay

for board 77

As orphans who are boarded, clothed and educated by the Province. 14

As paying pupils 10

101
The Institution was inspected four times during the year, besides other visits made to it

on business matters.

My first statutory inspection extended over the 11th, 12th and 13th February, on which
occasion the various portions of the building used for educational and domestic purposes were
found in a very orderly, clean and well-kept state. The beds and bedding in the dormitories

were clean and comfortable.

There were in residence 09 pupils, viz., il boys and 28 girls, of which number 57 had
been admitted as free pupils, eight as paying pupils in respect of board, and four as orphans.

The appearance of the pupils was satisfactory, and no complaints of any consequence were
received from them. The meals were attended, and the food found to be wholesome and suf-

ficient.

At this visit to the Institution, as on former occasions, I had to settle quarrels and re-

concile difficulties that had arisen between the officers. To that end I held an examination
into certain charges preferred by the Principal against the trades instructor, the result of

which was communicated to the Honourable the Provincial Secretary.

As certain alterations and repairs bad been effected, involving considerable expense, with-

out authority, the Principal and Hursar were instructed that before such work was under-
taken, the consent of the Inspector must be received.

On the 13th May, in conformity with instructions received from the Honourable the

Treasurer, I visited the Institution for the purpo.se of installing Mr. J. H. Hunter in the

position of Principal, in the place of Mr. Wiggins resigned.

A meeting of the officers, teachers and instructors connected with the Institution was
convened, when the duties of each, and the relations they were to sustain one to another,

were fully defined, with a view to the correction of irregularities and defects which had
hitherto existed in the administration of affairs of the Institution.

At my inspection of the Institution in September, the following minute was recorded :

—

Institution for the Education of the Blind,
Brantford, 9th September, 1874.

The quarterly inspection of this Institution commenced yesterday, when, accompanied
by the Principal, every room in the House was visited and examined.

The change effected by placing the male pupils in the west dormitory, and the females

in the east, has proved very advantageous, not only in thus having the boys on the same side

as the workshops are placed, and in close proximity to them, but also in obtaining a more
thorough .reparation of the sexes, which, under the old arrangement, could not be obtained to

the extent now existing. Should the buildings be extended, as they must be at no very dis-

tant day, it will be in order to provide increased dormitory accommodation for males, and to

the east also, so that the change referred to was desirable in reference to the future.

The placing of gas-jets in the dormitories has been effected, and has proved convenient
and useful. •

The dormitories themselves were found to be well and neatly kept, and most orderly in

appearance. The bedding was clean, tidy and comfortable ; and, with the exception of pil-

lows, sufficient for the requirements of the establishment.

The placing of gas-jets and steam coils in the upper hall, to heat and light the dormito-

ries in the upper story, will be completed in a few days. The work has all been done by the

Instituti in engineer, thus effecting a very considerable saving.

There are at present forty-six beds occupied in the large dormitory, which exhausts the

superficial area of the floor ; although the cubic space for each puple is ample, being consi-
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dtTiibly over a thousand feet to each. The four j-uiall dormitories, upstaii*, will give accom-

ii.odatioD to twenty niore pupils. Should a greater number than that apjjy for adujission, the

l'rinci]>al vill report to the under.-ij^ned ujion the desirability of takinj: the -whole of the upper

ilut for njale pupil^, which would give bpaee for twenty additional boys, or eighty-six in all.

The experience of the past in the history of this Institution, in respect to admiw'^sious,

seems to prove that there are about a third more males than females vho are blind : and if

this ratio holds good in the future, the large female dormitory will be sujficient for the females,

at any rate for this session.

Should, however, the whole of the upper flat be taken for males, some provision must be
made for female servants, and that might be done by screening off" a jtortion of tie large

female dormitory ; and by placing a door at the head of the stairs, so that the mo.-t comjilete

sejiaraiion of tfie sexci^ maybe effected. There are in residence to-day eighty-nine pupils, of

Vihich number fifty-five are males and thirty-four females. 'J'hcse jiujiils were received fi-om

the followinu counties :

—

Waterloo 4

Ivssex 1

Wentworth 5

]jincoln 5

Brant 2

Norfolk 1

Middlesex 3

Jrey 3

Huron... f)

Leeds . 1

Dundas -1

York 5

Halton 2

Ontario 4

P. Edward 2

Simcoe 2

Durham 2

Victoria 2

I'eterborough 2

Northumberland 3

Lennox 1

Hastings 1

AVellington 6

IVnth ; 3

Stormont 1

Kent 2

Elgin 1

Bruce 2

Oxford 2

Hamilton City 2

Kintrston '• 3

London
Ottawa

Toronto

Unknown

Total

2

1

4

1

89

Nine of the pupils on the roll are on the paying list. All the rest are non-paying pupils

in lespect of board. lu some instances the certificate of indigency is not received. The
Principal will see that these are obtained in conformity with the requirement of the By-laws.

There are in residence the following male pupils over twenty-one years of age, viz :

—

Henry Ballard, George Baker, Michael McCarthy, AVuj. Tredwell, Joseph Hixon, H.
Petrie, F. Gallagher, Hiram Getly, Edward Boyle, <'ook Teets, Edward Clarke. Geo. Shaw,

John McDonald. The first six of these pupils were admitted before this session : the next

four had been recommended previous to this session, but admission had not then been awarded
;

the last named three applied and were admitted this session. With the exception of Michael

McCarthy and Cook Teets, the former apjiarently mentally weak, and the latter much beyond
the proper age, all these over-age persons appear to be proper subjects for the Institution, either

in its literary or industrial departments. It must be distinctly understood, however, that

they can only remain from session to session, and that should under-age pujiils present them-

selves, room must be made, even if removal of over-age pupils should become necessary.

In future no over-age pupil shall be admitted except upon the conditions named in 36
Vic, cap. 32, section 3.

Of the 89 pupils now in the establishment, seven were admitted at the opening session of

the Institution, and have been since continuously in the School, thirty were admitted the

second session, twenty-five the third, and twenty-five have not at any previous time been
under instruction in the Institution.

I was present at several of the meals, on which occasions excellent order was observed.

with a very marked improvement in the manner of serving the food, which on all occasione

wae abundant in sujtply, and of eood quality.
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I also passed into the male dormitory when the pupils had retired to rest, at which time,

as well as when it was vacated in the morning, the air was in a very fair state of purity.

While the plumbing work is progressing, on the roof a thorough examination must be

made by the Kmrineer every night, in order to guard against fire.

This Institution has now attained to such a size as would seem to call for a special

ni<:ht-2uard for watch duty, which matter will be brought to the consideration of the Govern-

ment-

The Educational Pepartments.both literary and industrial, give evidence of thoroughness,

efficiency and good discipline. In the literary, many improvements, in my opinion, have been

introduced ; the writing classes have been greatly increased, and now number, under the instruc-

tion of Mr. Brown and ^liss Tyrrell. 41 pupils. The introduction of point print, in whichl

twenty pupils receive instruction, also indicates the progressive character, ot the educationa-

department. The English Literature Class, taught by Mr. Brown, is also a new and importr

ant feature in the literary department. In these classes, and others that I visited, while undee

instruction, satisfactory proficiency was apparent generally in the pupils, and efficiency on the

part of the teaching staff.

The system, now introduced, of not confining technical instruction in certain branches

to a particular teacher, but dividing among all, is a most commendable one.

The Band pupils now number seventeen, who practice three-quarters of an hour every

day. The instructor expresses satisfaction with the progress being made, as well as in the

music classes generally.

In the Industrial department I found twenty pupils under instruction, .seven of whom
are exclusively occupied in the shop, and thirteen are receiving both an industrial and a

literary training.

Many of the pupils are very far advanced in the trade of manufacturing willow-ware,

and can make up over a dozen articles in that line in a most workmanlike manner. Others

are progressing fairly, and only two are reported by the instructor to be beyond the reach of

instruction.

The general condition of the Industrial department, the progress made by the pupils^

and the very satisfactory returns received from sales, reflect the greatest credit on Mr.

Truss' management of its affairs.

I am glad to learn that there is every likelihood of the willow plantation supplying all

the cane that may be required for the future, except of the finer description.

The ornamental portions of the grounds are gradually improving: that part immediately

surrounding the front of the house is very tastefully laid out.

The farm does as well as can be expected from such a barren sand-pit ; but it is very

clear that the sooner the whole of it that is not required for garden, is put into grass the better.

A greater number of cows are required to furnish milk for the present number of pupils

in attendance, and the Bursar is hereby authorized to purchase another.

A by-law has been submitted for the approval of His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor

in Council, making provision for the assimilation in management of this Institution to others

of a similar character in the Province. All officers interested will be advised of its provisions,

and of any new rules and regulations that may be based upon them, as soon as I am advised

that assent has been given to the by-law.

Financial.

The entire expenditure incurred in maintaining the Institution for the year, a detailed

."tatement of which is herewith attached, was $22,531 59. The receipts from paying pupils

and other sources amounted to $615.

Estimates for the expenditure of the year 1875, are annexed.
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Statement of the Expenditure of the Institution for Education of the Blind. Brant-

ford, for the year ending 30th September, 1874.

Medical Department :

Medicine? $73 71

Household Expensts {Food)

:

Butcher's meat 81536 55

Fowls 45 76

Fi.sh 1.30 04
1712 35

Flour, bread and biscuits 682 67

Butter 601 .57

General Groceries, viz. :

Barley, rice, peas and meal 82 67

Tea 127 65

Coffee 149 49

Cheese 15 99

Eggs 52 99

Fruit (dried) 26 92

Salt, pepper, mustard, vinegar and pickles 33 17

Syrup and sugar 450 00

Unenumerated 66 43
1005 31

Fruit and vegetables 257 25

Bedding and Clothing :

Beddincr 7 54

Clothing for Orphans 08 92

Shoes for Orphans 11 37

Fuel .•*

Coal 3417 90
Wood 898 45

Light :

Gas
Oil, candles, matches

Lauvxlry, Soap and Cleaning :

Brushes, brooms and mops ,

Bathbrick.e. blacklead and blackinc

^\ hitewashing and cleaning ,

Soap
Laundry

Books and Apparatus :

Apparatus

Library

School furniture
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Broa{jht forward $9u82 9

J

Piintiiii/, Posttujes, Slaiionenj, Ac. :

Advertisiuii aud priutiu;; $311 58
Postay;es, telejiiaphis and express 2G7 38
Stationery .T IGl 96

Furniliirc and FurnhhiiKj :

Furniture, renewal aud repairs

Iron aud tiuware, &q ..

< "ruckerv aud irlassware

FariH :

Seeds and plants

Feed and lodder

Mauuie
Farm labour, stock and implemouts, including repairs 191 91

Repairs

:

Repairs, ordinary, to buildings, &;c 314 42
Hardware, &e 82 10
Paint aud oils 41 G7
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Sidaiit,s and Wages

Priucijjal

Ph3'siciaa

Bursar

Matron .

Teachers

Trade Instructor

Visitors' attendant

Engineer

Fireman
Gardener

Teamster
Porter

Cook
Cook's assistants

Laundress

Laundress' assistant ..

Nurse
Housemaids
Temporary Assistance.

Brought foincard

.

No. of Officei-£

aud Employees.

1

1

. . 1

1

5

. ... 1

1

....... \

1

1

1

1

1
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PRISONS

COMMON GAOLS AND REFORMATORIES

OF OjS^TARIO.

CENTRAL PRISON.

Owin<r to various adverse circumstances, the history of which will no doubt be detailed

in the Report of the Hon. the Commissioner of Public Works, the Central Prison was not

in a fit state for occupation by prisoners until the first of June. The workshops hnd, how-

ever, been occupied by the Canada Car Company since September, 1873, and some of them
as early as July in that year, when they were engaged in fitting up machinery and otherwise

preparing for the reception of Prisrm labour.

On the opening of the Prison, it was deemed advisable to introduce prisoners gradually,

and in small numbers, that they might, by degrees, be initiated into the Prison discipline,

and what was to be required of them in the workshops. Accordingly, on the 1st June, the

Prison was opened with 03 prisoners transferred from various Common Gaols of the Province,

which number gradually increased until it reached

—

On the 1st of July 145 prisoners.

On the 1st of August... ... 211 do.

On the 1st of September 250 do.

On the 1st of October 273 do.

Of these numbers there were tendered to the Canada Car Company

—

On the 1st of June 50
During the month of June and up to the 1st July 50
During the month of July and up to the 1st August 115
During the month of August and up to the 1st Sept 35
And during the month of Sept. and up to the 1st Oct 10

These numbers completely fulfil the terms of the contract with the Canada Car Company
;

and at the present time of writing, the Government is in a position to supply the Company
with the labour of forty additional prisoners over and above the requirements of the contract,

or three hundred in all, still retaining the number required to perform the domestic service?

of the Prison.

So far, therefore, my expectations have been realized, and I regret to say, more than
realized, as to the numbers of prisoners that would be eligible for transfer to the Central

Prison, as for the past two months 1 have been unable to remove prisoners, who have been
sentenced for two months, save from those gaols in immediate proximity to the Central

Prison ; and am now compelled further to restrict admissions to prisoners who are sentenced
fo r over three months.
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Up to the 30th September, 370 prisoners have been committed for the following terms :

—

For periods of six months and over 192

For periods of five months and under six ^ ... 5

For periods of four months and under five .50

For periods of three months and under four .54

For periods of two months and under three .- 69

It is clear, therefore, that in a short time, the entire capacity of the Prison will be re-

fjuired for long date sentences ; especially if the system of accumulative sentences is adopted

by our judiciary. And in this connection, I would again urge the impossibility of efi"ecting

any permanent reformation upon an habitual criminal, by a series of short date sentences.

It is impossible to initiate a reformation during a detention of a few weeks, and the efiects of

such sentences are, that the prisoner is hardened and rendered reckless of punishment ; the

officers of a prison grow disheartened from the inefficacy of their efibrts, rendered abortive

from want of continuity ; and the public are put to ever-recurring expenses attendant on

the arrest, conviction, and removal of the prisoner ; while society is not benefited by any

improvement in the morals of the ofi'ender. When a person, by repeated petty oiFences.

evinces proclivity to crime, his term of imprisonment should be made so long that his idle and

vagrant habits may be broken up, and replaced by habits-of industry and usefulness. Neither

as a deterrent from crime, nor as a reforming agent, are short sentences efficacious in the case

of habitual ofi"enders. But. although I so strongly advocate the increase of sentence on each

conviction, I am as strongly in favour of the decrease of sentence by the good conduct ofthe

prisoner. When a prisoner, by his good conduct, industry, and attention to the rules of the

Prison, shows a marked disposition to reform in character and conduct, I am of opinion

that a liberal scale should be adopted by which his sentence should be shortened as conse-

quent on such good behaviour. To a man who is thoroughly repentant and desirous of lead-

ing a better life, no greater stimulus can be given than that of shortening his period of im-

prisonment by his good conduct ; and the moral restraint necessary in order to faithfully observe

the rigid discipline of the Prison, strengthens his character and enables him to resist, when
afterwards exposed to temptation. To this end, I have in preparation a By-law, which will

be submitted for the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council, providing for the

shortening of sentences on the " good mark "' principle. Until .such time as this By-law come*
into efiect, the warden has been instructed to keep a daily record of each prisoner's conduct,

both in the workshops and in the Prison itself.

The Prison having been only four months in active working operation, it is impossible

to give more than an approximate of its results, either as a Reformatory agent, or as a finan-

cial operation. While most sanguine as to its success in both particulars, 1 deprecate entirely

making the former subsidiary to the latter. It is, of course, most desirable that our criminal

population should not be a charge upon the State, directly or indirectly, and I firmly believe

that in the establishment of Reformatory Prisons exist the true means of ensuring succest

both morally and financially ; but I do not recognise that to make such prisons self support

ing. to .secure net profits from convict labour, or to present an annual balance sheet in favour

of the country, should be the chief aim of the Directors or'Officers of such prisons. In remark-

ing therefore, upon the past four month's experience of the financial operations of the Prison,

it must be remembered that such results have not been procured by the subordination of the

moral to the profitable, or by improper economy. On the contrary the dietary has been

liberal without extravagance, the requirements of the prisoners have been duly considered, and

every means has been adopted that would increase the reforming influences of the Prison.

Still, I am enabled to state that notwithstanding the large expenditure necessary to eft'ect

these ends, the statistics of the Prison shew that the average cost of messing has been found to

be 1'2|- cents, per prisoner per day, and his subistence for tlu year, including cost of clothing,

bedding, &c. is estimated from known fioures at .875 00 per head.

Of the moral eifects of the reformatory di.'^cipline. I am only able to speak in so far as re-

lates to the conduct of the prisoners while in the Prison and the Workshops. The Warden
states " I am happy to note the interest displayed by the pri.soners. and the diligence and
'' willingness with which they labour ; and the remarkable celerity with which many prisoner .(

" attain proficiency." " The conduct of the prisoners, with but few exceptions, has been
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'• ^00(1. auJ I li-ive littJe to .•oiuplaiu of, iu tins rospcct." Aud it my luspectioa ot

the Prison iu the mouth ot" Sojdcmbor, the foremen aud !;iStructoi'.s iu the service of the

I ';iuad;i Car Compauy were conversed with, witli a view to obtali.i'ig their opiuiou respecting the

•i)Dduct of the prisoners, which is fully given iu tiie inspection minutes hereafter. The
expressions of opinion receiw:.! from these instructors are most satisfactory and eucourag-

injj on that point. The large pioporliou of the prisoners who are so liighly spoken of, were com-

mitted for crimes of whioli idleness and intemperance were the first cause. Enforced sobriety,

and seclusion from bad influences have induced the first great principle of reformation

—

Industry.

For the moral reclamation of the prisoners the following means have been adopted, in

itccordance with my ret^ommendatiouc made to the Government. Except for ilomau

(Catholics, the Religious ^'ervioe.s aud Sabbath Schools of the Prison are conducted under the

auspices of the Prisoners Aid . ssociatiou. by the Protestant clergy of the city. It is hoped

;uat the uou denominational character of this good work will prove an element of success such

us could not be obtained by the apiioiiitmcnt of a regular chaplain. It is, at any rate, most

desirable that it should have a fair trial, i has been arranged that Divine Service and Sab-

b:»th School shall be held on each alternate Sunday. The lloman Catholics are similarly

provided for by the priesthood of their own denomination.

Each prisoner is furnished with a Bible and Trayer-book iu his cell, and is allowed a

book from the library every week, if he wishes it, aud his conduct has been good.

In addition to these influences, it is hoped that kind and humane treatment on the part

of the prison officers, will have some reclamatory influence. It has been impressed upon all

the ofiicers, and particularly upon the Guards, that, while great firmness is to be exercised iu

the performance of their duty towards the prisoners, that harsh and violent conduct or language

will be followed by suspension, or, if advisable, by dismissal.

Carrying out the suggestion made iu my last Heport, a Prisoners' Aid xlssociation has

been established in this city, whose labours deserve every encouragement from the community.

Orijanized effort should be made to prevent the ex-convict from relapsing into crime, or the

Keformatory system can work but little peimauent good. To visit every convict previous to

his discharge, to ascertain from him his necessities, the state of his clothing, where he pro-

poses to go >«'tieu liberated, what are his wishes, prospects, plans, tie, and having gained the

necessary information, to supply his needs, procure railway tickets to send him to his home,

if he so desire; procure employment if he wishes it, and give him counsel and sympathy, is

the work of a Prisoners' Aid Association. To accomplish this work, and to follow the course

of every convict until well established iu honest life is surely a noble charity, and one well

worthy of support.

Phisoners.

Attached to the Report of thu Warden will be found complete statistics as to the num-

oers, distribution, offences, sentences, nationalities, occupations, social state, ages, &.C., of all

prisoners admitted into the Prison up to the 30th of September. By these it will be found

that Of the 370 commitments, no less than 301) were reported to be of intemperate habits. It

is also singular to remark tiiat only iG were unable to read or write, and that a large propor-

tion were posse.-.sed of a fair flegree of education.

The return of previous occupations of the prisoners, showo tiiat there were G7 tradesmen

whose trades were directly applicable to the industry of the Prison,while those of 3'J were directly

applicable to the domestic offices of the Prison. Tailors and shoemakers have been employed in

making prison clothing and shoes, while cooks, bakers, carpenters,painters, whitewashers and fire-

men have been employed iu their several avocatious for the service of the Prison. Surplus labour

not required by the Canada Car Co. has been utilized iu the construction of roads and levell-

ing of the grounds of the Prison.

Detailed statements showing the routine of Prison duty, the dietary aud clothing ot

tiie prisoners and the provision made for their comfort and security, will be found iu the He-

port of the Warden.
TllANSFER OF PRISONERS.

In order to procure tiie transfer of prisoners from the Common (iaols to the Central

Prison, as recomm..uded in my last Annual ilepori. a Prison Bailifi" has been appointed, uud
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the traasfers have been luade at a Uiiuimum cost to tlie Govemmeut. Tliey were I'ortuua.e

iu jiecr.riuj: f-,'" this respoii>ible po.-^iti(.n, a most eDeri;ctic aud capable ]>crsou, who has suc-

ceeded in transferring some 300 prisoners without a siugle escape having been eflftcted. The
cost of transfer of 370 prisoners has been .$1,522 58, or an average of $4 11 per head. This
has been a vast saving on the methods of transfer at present emploved to the Provincial Peniteu-

tiury aud Keformatory. Considerable ditiiculty has been felt in selecting prisoners for transfer,

owing to the very unreliable repi rtsof some of the surgeons attached to County Gaols. Instances

have occurred where persons have beeu represented as ' sound and fit." when they have betii

for years labouring under an incurable disease ; the lame, the halt, and the blind have been cer-

tified as able to perform an ordinary day's labour, and maimed and crippled persons have been
pronounced • strong and able to work." These discrepancies may be easily explained awav
by scientific persons, but to one who takes the ordinary acceptation ui the wcids used,

the differences are somewhat startling. It is possible that some want of attention to thi.s

important requirement may have occurred from there having been no fixed fee for the po -

formance of this duty. Kecommeudation has, however, been made to tlie Government, pro
viding a scale of fees to all County officials whose duties are increased by the establishment

(>f the Central Prison. It is needless to remark, however, that this fee will not be paid uulc.-s

the duty for which it is a recompense is efficiently performed.

Statutory Inspection.

I made my first statutory Inspection of the Prison on the 17th and 18th September,
during which time every part of the Prison and ef the grounds was visited, and the general

TTorking aud discipline of the establishment minutely examined into.

The two large dormitories, comprising 33G cells, were found iu excellent condition witii

the most scrupulous cleanliness and order prevailing in theiu. The beds and furniture of
the cells were well aud neatly kept, and the absence of vitiated air indicated good ventilation

aud sound sanative arrungementi. It would bj premature to express a definite opiuion re-

specting the system of ventilation until it comes under observation during the coming winter,

but up to the present time, the utmost satisfaction has beeu given. At my visit onl}- 250
cells had been furnished, but as the Legislature had voted au appropriation to purcha.se the

furniture for the 84 additional cells, the Bursar was instructed to proceed with the work. The
ooG cells iire now all ready for prisoners. The cement floors in the corridors have not proved a

success, for instead of forming a hard and impervious substance, as was expected from the

sample furnished to the Public works Department, it has remained soft in some places, and
when swept, wears away in powder. This defect should be remedied. T he corridors are not
yet sufiiciently lighted, at least four additional jets will require to be placed iu each dormitory.
The lighting of the cells will, for the present, have to be done by Belmont Sperm candies,

until a better method is devised.

The main-building, comprising the kitchen, associated dining-room, and guard room, was
found iu most admirable order. The steam-cooking appliances work well, and enalle the

large quantity of food that has to be cooked, to be promptly served.

Full effect has not yet been given to the associated dining-room system, owing to the fact

t'lat the Warden feared that the bringing together of so many prisoners, at one time, would
aitord au opportunity for plotting aud combined efforts to escape. Whether prisoners should
take their meals iu their respective cells, or together iu au associated dining-room, appears to be
an opeu question in Prison administratiou, but my observation leads me to believe that the
latter is the better system. Leaving out of the (question the opportunity afforded lor

escapes aud plotting, which only require close watching to defeat, the only other objection

that can be raised, is that the guards must be on duty when the prisoners arc at their meals,

instead of being at tlieir own. This it appears to me can easily be overcome by a rotation of duty.
Uu the other hand, the advantages of the associated system are very marked, particularly iu an
adult industrial Keformatory such as this is. The regularity, order and decorum, that should
prevail during the meals cannot fail iu having a good moral effect, while at the same time
good discipline and complete subordination, two of the most important lessons that prisoners
have to learn—are practically inculcated. Moreover sitting down together—although in

silence—cannot but have a humanizing and elevating effect upon prisoners, which cannot be
o1«tained andyr the cell system. Then again, if viewed from the .stand-point^of economy, the
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advautages ai-e hugely in its favour. Distributing food to 300 prisoners in one room according to

their respective wants, is not so liable to waste or miscalculation, as when served to each in a

cell. Having regard to these and other advantages, the Warden was instructed to commence

the associated plan by serving dinners in that manner. This partial trial of the system has

now been workiui; for over two months with such satisfactory results, that the Warden was

instructed to >rive full effect to the system at the earliest day.

The recommendations made in last years Heport as to the appointment of officers, guards,

&c., have been substantially carried out. When differences have been made, they have been

rendered necessary by experience of the working of the Prison. As soon as the prison was

opened for the reception of prisoners it became evident that the routine of duty could not be

eiiciently performed, or discipline and regularity maintained, unless all the guards and

domestic officers of the Prison were lodged within its walls. Subsequent experience confirmed

this view. The daily tour of duty for these officials extends I'rom a quarter to six in the

morning until seven in the evening, with a regular turn of night duty each week. These

loni< hours, together with the adoption of the associated meal system for the prisoners would

alone have rendered this necessary, but when in addition is considered the small staff of

officials, and the large number of prisoners, rendering necessary the presence of all the

"uards at all times of the day to ensure the safe custody of the prisoners, and the safety of

each other, the subsistence of the guards becomes an imperative necessity. To enable this

to be done, the room over the prisoners associated dining room has been fitted up by prison

labour for guards' quarters. All the guards are therefore boarded and lodged, and their pay

is equalized.

The Hospital, which comprises three rooms in the frontof the main-building, is not yet com-

pleted, although it was used until the escape of a prisoner through the unbarred windows ;

tie having feigned sickness with such success as to deceive both the Surgeon and the Hospital

attendant. Since that time, I have instructed the Warden not to use it, and have recom-

mended that the windows shall be securely barred, and that a water closet .and bath-room shall

be constructed in it.

During my inspection 173 prisoners were employed in the various work-shops for the

Canada Car Company, and the remainder were engaged in making roads, improving the

grounds, and in the domestic work of the Prison.

I visited all the workshops in which prisoners were at work for the Company, and made
a most thorough examination into their working, and the manner in which the labour of the

prisoners was being utilized. These prisoners were divided in the shops and grounds into

irangs, each under the supervision of a Prison Gruard, their labour beiuLj directed by a

foreman or instructor in the service of the contractors. I conversed with every one of these

instructors in order to obtain their opinion as to the conduct of the prisoners while at work,

and their capacity and willingness to do what was required of them. These expressions of

opinion I took down at the time, and are as follows : Mr. Hugh Baines, the Manager of the

Canada Car Company, on being interrogated, spoke in the highest terms of the conduct of the

prisoners, the manner in which they worked, ending by saying, " I have not a word to say

against the prisoners ; they do much better than I expected." The foreman of the Car Con-

structing Shop, in which no free labour was employed, said, " The prisoners are about as good

as free workmen. 1 have done as much with them as can be done by other men. Their con-

duct is excellent." The foreman of the Forge said, " The prisoners are quite as good as free

men. I have not reported a single man for bad conduct." The foreman of the Moulding

Shop, said, " The prisoners are doing better than any lot of free men I ever saw in my life,

taking the time at which they have been at work into account." The foreman of the Black-

smith's Shop said, " I have n<) fault to find, the prisoners do all I bid them, and honestly."

The foreman of the Lower Wood Working Shop said, "The men are doing Avell ; never dis-

obedient." The foreman of the Upper Wood Working Shop said, "The prisoners are doing-

better every day. I was once opposed to prison labour, but am not now." The foreman of

the Scrap shop said, " The men work well, and do everything they are asked to do. ' The
foreman and master mechanic of the Iron-Working Shop said, "

1 like prison labour a great

deal better than I ever anticipated. I can get as much work out of the prisoners in turning

und forging as from free labour. T have two prisoners who are turners, who are the best I

ever saw, and I have been twijnty-four years in the business. Their conduct is good, not so

bad as in an ordinary shop." The Engineer of the Company said, "I have bix prisoners.
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under me, and they do their work well." The foreman of the Lumber Yard said, " The men
are as good as free men in all respects."

Having recorded these expressions of opinion from men best qualified to speak upon the

subject, I need say no more upon that point, except that my own observation fully con-

firmed them.

Respecting the domestic work of the prison, which, at my visit, owing to the failure of

the Car Company to place all the prisoners tendered at work, employed a greater number of

firi.'^oners than was absolutely necessary, the Warden was requested to define the exact num-
ber required for the proper working of each department.

The Warden having reported that the Manager of the Car Company hid employed ex-

prisoners as free labour men in the prison shops, the Company was informed that while the

Goyernment had no objections to such a course, but would rather encourage it ; it must be

, understood that only such prisoners as had a uniform good conduct record while in the prison

could thus be introduced within the prison walls. As I noticed a considerable accumulation

of refuse in the shops and grounds occupied by the contractors, the Warden was instructed to

enforce the provision of the contract requiring it to be removed every week: and to see that

no lumber or manufactured goods, other than the day's requirements were left within the brick

wall enclosures.

An error has been made in the construction of the towers for the wall guards, at the

angles of the walls, which at present precludes their use. The windows are too small to com-
mand an extensive view of the yard and walls, the galleries should project on the outside as

well as the inside of the walls, and the entraace should have been from the outside inst^ead

of from the inside of the prison wall. To use the language of the Warden on this subject,

• Too much importance cannot be attached to these wall towers and the armed wall guards,

as they are undoubtedly the key to the safety of the prison, the safety of the officers, and the

security of the prisoners." I have, therefore, recommended that such alterations be made,
as to render these towers useful for the purpose for which they are intended, l:>efore the

arrival of winter, when they must of necessity, be occupied.

The surplus labour of the prisoners, over and above the requirements of the Canada Car
Company, may for some time be advantageously employed in the preparation of the grounds

in the front of the Prison for ornamentation and planting. I have also recommended that

the triangular field in rear of the Prison, at present a part of the Asylum farm, shall be

transferred to the Prison, and cultivated by prison labour. The large supply of vegetables

required for prison use could be grown on this ground, at a considerable saving of expense

to the Prison. As the field is completely isolated by railway tracks from the remainder of

the Asylum farm, it might with propriety be attached to the Prison.

Financial.

The expenditures for the maintenance of the Central Prison, from its opening on the 1st

June to the 1st October, a period of four months, amount to SI 7,696 j^. A detailed state-

ment of this expenditure is attached to this report, of which the following is a brief sum-
mary, viz :—

Medicines and medical comforts 134 95
Food 4452 63
Bedding and clothing for prisoners ,. 2317 39
Fuel .^

3874 15
Light 103 46
Furniture, Library, &c 567 19

Sundries 530 56
Salaries and wages 5822 76

$17,696 34

It is to be observed that the fuel for the whole year is included in the above summary,
very little of which has yet been used. In re.'^pect to the charge for medicine and medical
comforts, it is probable that no farther addition will be made to the expenditure under that
heading during the year. The expenditure for food includes the supply for the table of the
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subordinate officers and guards, nuuiberiu<>' eighteea people. The cost per day of prisoners*

rations will not exceed thirteen cents, althouiih the quantity and (juality of the provisions has

been uoverued by the requirements of ordinary workinji- men.

The amount expended for salaries and wajics includes the pay of the officers who were

engaged prior to the opening of the Prison, in matters connected witli its organization.

The utmost economy has been exercised in ail the expenditures, but in carrying out this

principle, the efficient working of the Prison, in its various departments, has not been compro-

mised.

Eeceipts.
,

The Canada Car Company has not been able to employ the prisoners as fast as they were

oifered for service, and although 250 prisoners were tendered on the 1st September; and on

the 1st October the full complement required under the contract was tendered; still, ixp to

the time of writing, the greatest number that have been employed has been 183. The follow-

ing summary shows the number of days work chargeable to the Company, under the contract,

up to the 26th September, according as the prisoners were tendered.

For the month of June .. 10.5Of days.
" " July 2323^ "
" .'• August .. ft585f "
" " September 5755 "

14,714J days.

The following summary shows the number of days of actual work performed by prisoners

tor the Canada Oar < ompany for the same period :

—

For the month of June 450|^ days.

July 2207f "

" " August 30571 "

'* " September 434:4| "

10,660 days.

In addition to the actual work thus shown to have been performed for the Canada Car

Company, 1719 days labour of prisoners was expended in constructing walls, and in levelling

and grading the prison grounds, on account of the Public Works Department.

It would be obviously unfair, with only four months" experience of the operations of the

prison (and one half of which time was occupied in organization) to draw conclusions from an

examination of the receipts and expenditures of the prison. As a financial operation, the

prison cannot be properly judged before the close of next year. Suffice it to say, that if the

Canada tar Company now emplo^'ed and paid for all the prisoners tendered to them under

the contract, and would take the additional forty that the Government is prepared to give

them, over and above the number required under the contract, the prison wouW at this

moment be self-sustaining ; and it is hoped that arrangements, having such a desirable end in

view, will at once be concluded.

Statement of the expenditure of the Central Prison of Ontario, from tne 1st June to liie

30th September, 1874.

Medicines and medical comforts $134 95
Butcher's meat ,. .$1030 97
Fish 110 00

1146 97

Carried forward $1261 92
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Brought forward .$1281 92

Flour and bread ^>1076 57

Oatmeal and cornmeal 151 60

12^6 17

Butter (for gu^r^i^' *^ble) 113 44

Barley, Peas, Ric^ auj Beans - 100 57

Tea «}90 82

Coffee 135 00

Hugar and syrup 229 94

Salt, pepper, mustard. &c 67 85

Uoenumerated ^^.Toceries 374 67

Potatoes and vegetables 365 2O
— -"II 49

Bedding 163 68

Clothing 1816 92

Shoes 336 79

23^7 39

Fuel 3874 15

Gas 32 30
Oil 5 00

Candles, matches, &o 66 16

103 46

Soap, brushes, brooms, mops, &c 223 74

Stationery, printing and postage 1!)2 80
Library, schools, and lectures 157 75

Furniture and turnishing 180 01

Kepairs 27 35
Unenumerated 209 3^

Salaries and wages 5822 76

$17696 34

Estiujate of the Expenditure for the Central Prison of Outaiio, from the 1st January to the

31st December, 1875, (Being for full capacity of prison.;

Medecines and medical comforts §300 00

fHutcher's meat and fish

Flour, bread and meal
riroceries and other provisions

Bedding, clothing and shoes

Fuel

Gas and oil

Laundry, soap and cleaning

Stationery, advertisino;, printing, »fcc

library, schools and lectures

Furniture and furnishings ...

Stable, forage, &c
Repairs, liijc

Unenumerated

Carried forward §31350 00
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Brought forward $31350 00

Sahmes and fFages. No. of Officers

and Employees.

Wardeu
Hursar

Physician

Chief Guard ...

f^teward and Storekeeper

Prison BailiflF

I)ay guards and shop supervisors.

Deputy Chief Guard
Engineer ...

Baker and cook

Messenger

16

$2000 00
1200 00
1000 00
800 00
600 00
800 00

6500 00
500 00
740 00
600 00
250 00

14990 00
26

$46340 00
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PROVINCIAL REFORMATOUY,
PENETANGUISHENE.

I

The operations of this Institution so far as relates to admissions and discharges, for the

year ending 30th September, 1874, have been as follows :
—

Eemaining in the Reformatory on the 30th September, 1873. 130
Admitted during the year 58

188
Discharged during the year, on expiration of sentence 32
Pardoned 1

Removed to Central Prison, as incorrigible.. 16

— 49

Remaining in the Reformatory, 30th September, 1874 139

It will be seen from a comparison of these figures with those of last year, that the num-
ber of commitments has largely increased, although still in great disproportion to the numbers of

commitments to Common Gaols of boys under 16 years of age during the year. This reluc-

tance on the part of Judges to sentence juvenile delinquents to the Reformatory points towards

a defect in the character of the Institution, that is made more manifest, as each year brings

more experience on the subject. In previous Reports I have called attention to the misnomer
which characterizes the Reformatory as a '• Prison for juvenile offenders ;

'' and I cannot wonder
that with a character so defined, there should be a reluctance to sentence immature delinquents

to the harshness and rigor of * Prison ' discipline. This subject will, however, be more freely

considered at a later stage of my Report.

The fifteen years operations of the Institution as respects admissions and discharges are

summarized in the following table :

—

Discharged by expiration of sentence 503
Removed to Kingston Penitentiary 22

" " •' Asylum 1

" " Central Prison, Toronto 16

Pardoned 37

Deaths 6

Escapes 10

Inmates on 30th September, 1874 139

Total number of Inmates received since establishment of In-

stitution 734

The nationality of these 734 boys has been as follows :

—

Natives of Ontario 496
'' Quebec ,. 35
" United States 72

England 73
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Native.* of SentlanJ
'. 14

" Ir?lanrl 27
" Nova Srotia 3
" Newfoundland 2

" Malta 1

" Germany 9

" Guernsey 1

" France 1

Their religions were as follows :
—

Church of En[:land 277

Roman Catholics 247

Presbyterians 65

Methodists 109

Baptists ,
27

Lutherans 8

Jews 1

734

734

Attached to the report of the Warden will be found detailed statements showing the

stitistics of the Institution during the ysar, together with the Bursar's financial statement for

the =anio period. From the latter we find that the Cash revenue from the various workshops has

b^en as follows :

—

From the Ciirar shop S3,344 52
" Shoe " 6120
" Cooper " 33105
" Carpenter" 75 56
" Tailor " 12 63

Farm, Garden, &c 155 30

Or a total for the year of $3,980 26

Without desiring to attach undue weight to the comparison, it will be seen that the

revenue of the Institution is largely in excess of that of previous years ; and that, without

detracting from its usefulness as a Reformatory, the introduction of a profitable industry

has largely decreased the amount of public moneys necessary for the support of the In-

stitution.

In addition to the actual cash revenue, the Institution has derived benefits from the

various workshops, either in labour performed for the Institution, or in the manufacture of

?tock which remains on hand, to the following extent, viz. :
—

Carpenter's shop §138 35
Cooper's " 822 65
Shoemaker's" 569 90
Tailor's '• 443 20
Farm and Garden, &c 1243 95

S3218 05

Tlie large decrease in the value of the work in the carpenter's shop, as compared -with

that of last year, is due to the fact that no building operations were carried on this season, and
that beyond the manufacture of a few packing cases, the work was generally of an unproductive
character. The work in the other shops has been about tlie usual annual average. In addi-

tion to the labour thu^ performed, have been the u^ual domestic avocations, and the partial

provision of the winter's supply of firewood.
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Inspections.

Inspection was made of this Institution in the months of June and September. On the

occasion of my first visit, I was accompanied by the Hon. the Commissioner of Public

Works, who inspected the works of the previous year, and made enquiry into the contem-

plated improvements and alterations. On this occasion I found the various departments of

the Institution in a clean, well-kept and orderly state. There were 145 inmates of the Insti

tution at the time of this visit, of whom seventy eight were employed in the cigar shop, six in

the tailor's shop, nine in the carpenter's shop, five in the cooper's shop, twelve in the kitchen,

bakery and dining hall and twenty-six at other employments outside. The health of the

Institution was excellent, not a single case of sickness existing at the time of my visit. I

was present at dinner and supper time, on both of which occasions excellent order prevailed.

The food was wholesome and abundant, consisting of fresh beef, soup, potatoes and bread for

dinner, and of mush and milk for supper.

I visited the dormitories at 4.30 a.m., before the boys had risen. The ventilation was
very good.

The Warden reported the conduct of the boys generally to be good, the exceptions beimr

in the cases of the more advanced in years. Sixteen of these boys, who had exhibited an in-

corrigible disposition, were transferred to the Central Prison, in the hope that the more
stringent discipline, and work more suited to their age and capacity, would have a deterrent,

if not a reformatory, efi"ect upon their future conduct. The removal of these older boys, pre

viously the ringleaders in any mischief or insubordination, had the most marked efiiect upon
the conduct of the smaller boys, and proved conclusively the necessity for better classification.

Mingling all classes of boys, of all ages, and various degrees of education together, must cer-

tainly have a demoralizing and corrupting eifect upon the mist innocent, and tend more to-

wards education in crime, rather than to reformation in character.

Mr. Scoble, who visited the Institution in September, reports as follows :
—

" I found on muster, that there were 1.38 boys in the Institution, and that, with one ex-

ception, they were in good health ; the exception being in the case of David Carrick. who has

been ill and unable t3 work for the past eighteen months, sufi'ering frooi heart disease and
general debility. As it is evident that the lad will not recover while here, I respectfully re-

commend that his discharge be granted by his Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor. The
lad's conduct, during his imprisonment, has been good.

The dormitories were visited and found to be tolerably clean. The bedding, however,

was not so, and, in my opinion, cannot be kept so until some arrangement is made by which
the clothing of the boys, (which is, in most cases, extremely filthy,) can be left outside the

cells when retiring for the night. The bedding should be also more frequently aired, and the

straw in the ticks changed more frequently. Once a week, at least, the ticks and blankets

should be taken out to air in the sun, and the blankets well shaken. During the time the

bedding is out, the bed boards, tressels, and floor of the cells should be well scrubbed, and. if

necessary, touched up with carbolic acid, as they are very much infested with bugs. The
cells should be whitewashed with fresh lime-wash, at least once a month. It would be a great

advantage if the cells were furnished with iron bedsteads, instead of boards and tressels. In

my opinion, it would sweeten the south-wing dormitory very much, if the whole of the stone-

work were thoroughly whitewashed. At present it is very greasy and dirty looking, owins:,

principally to the boys being allowed there in wet or inclement weather. It is a matter of

great regret that, as it was provided for in the estimates, a play-shed for the boys has not been

built, as there is no place for recreation when the weather is bad. If it were authorized at

once, it could still be built before winter sets in.

The Cigar Shop was visited, and many of the boys conversed with. Owing to the adop-

tion of the task system, the boys are working much better, and some are very creditable work-
men. The foreman has, however, still some difiiculty in their management, owing to want of

support in maintaining discipline. There are some four or five boys who have a positive dis-

taste for the employment, and had better be removed, as they only prevent other boys work-
ing, and are ringleaders in mischief Most of the others are doing well and are satisfied, and
if they were allowed to go out and play, or to read, when they have finished their task, it

would act as a stimulus to their industry. The contractors have, however, shipped over
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300,000 cigars this season, and have, perhaps, as many more in the warehouse, so that the

shop may bo considered to be fairly suceessiul and remunerative.

The Cooper Shop has been very fairly profitable this season, all the stock manufactured
being saleable. They are, at present, making fish barrels, and will, probably, have (500

ready by the time the fish season commences, in addition to the work ordered for the Cen-
tral Prison. There has been purchased, on the workshop account, a sufficient supply of

staves, hoops, etc., to last for the winter. A great improvement is manifest in the finish of

the work, aiid Mr. Rae's visit to Toronto has been of service in this direction.

The carpenters have been principally employed on repairs making little show. A good
deal has been done to the Warden's quarters, and a number of packing cases made for the

Cigar Shop, at remunerative prices. The stock of tools is, howerer, growing low, and the

purchase of the enclosed stock list is recommended. There are many necessary jobs to be done,

and if the erection of a play-shed is authorized, the carpenters will be busily employed, and
an increased Aumber of boys might be placed in the shop. The purchase of three thousand
feet of assorted lumber was authorised, as the stock is very low ; to be paid for from workshop
account.

The shoemakers have eiFected chiefly repairs, little manufactured stock being on hand.

The character of the work is, however, very good, and some of the boys are really good work-

men, and would command good wages. There is a sufficient stock of material on hand i'or

all requirements.

The Tailor Shop, though employing 10 boys, is not so successful in its operations as the

other shops, much of the work having been made outside. I am of opinion that a great deal

of this work could be made with great advantage at Belleville, notably shirts and summer
clothing. But it is evident that a stouter material must be u.sed than that at present in use,

as the clothes are as a rule wofully tattered. Brown and white canvas such as is used in the Cen-
tral Prison, with the stoutest blue denim for .shirts, would make the best summer costume

;

and it would be very much better to wear this shirt with a woollen under shirt, in winter, than

to use the coarse flannel now made up for shirts, and which harVjor vermin in every seam.

The woollen undershirts if boiled in water in which borax has been dissolved can be cleansed

much ea.-5ier that those at present in use.

The farm consists of some ten acres, six in oats and four in potatoes. The remainder is

in pasture, meadow and swamp grass, consisting of say 45 acres, from which about 35 tons

have been cut this year. The garden consists of about 4 acres.

The cost of this branch of the Institution for the last six years, according to the books of

the Reformatory, has been as follows

:

1868 Expenditure 3346 42 Receipts 4547 19

1869 " " 1900 05
\

" 2388 51

1258 00 i

1870 " 1093 64 " 1625 21

1871 " 489 49 " 879 85

1872 " 573 61 " • 1396 50

1873 " 192192 " 1560 64

10563 13 12497 90

Balance in favor of Farm account ; $1934 77

These figures, however, are anything but reliable, as no labour is charged, and many items

properly chargeable to Farm account have been included in Victualling account, while the

outside value of all produce is taken, and the labour of horses and oxen estimated each year,

(on some 14 or 16 acres arable ground) at from $750 to i$l,450, and in 1868 at $2,400.

Doubtless the teams have done much work outside the farm, but the teaming account has also

been heayy, an expense which should have been avoided altogether with five available horses.

The Teaming account since 1871 has been as follows, viz : 1871, $113 22 ; 1872, $97 7 4 ;

1873,^89 17, total .$300 16, or an average of $100 per annum.
Connected with the farm has been the fuel account. It is somewhat surprising that with
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the square and triangular redoubts to furnish supplies, that there has never been an adequate

stock of dry fuel on hand. This year, indeed, there has been purchased,

For the cigar shop, 60 cords at 81 50 $90 00
" brick and lime burning, 5 G cords at $1 75 98 00

$188 00
In addition, the Warden has paid for chopping 140 cords, at"60

cents per cord 84 00

8272 00

The farmer and boys have cut, suy eighty cords, and logs which, when sawn, will furnish

150 cords, making in all 230 cords, or about 170 cords less than is required for the

use of the Reformatory during the year. It appears to me that the farmer and ten boys

should be able to cut, during each winter, at least^sufficient wood to supply all requirements,

as averaging their cutting at half a cord each per day, it would only take about eighty

days cutting to do it. I went over both the square and triangular redoubts, with a view to

ascertain what wood was left upon them. The former is almost denuded of cordwood, and is

very rough, the latter has not been cut over, and is valuable land for farming, and it would
be a great pity not to acquire it for the Reformatory. I also visited Magazine Island, and

found it to be practically worthless. Still, to prevent unpleasant neighbours, it would, per-

haps, be advisable to acquire it. Its contents are barely five acres, no buildings save a log

magazine without a door.

The cook-house, bakery, dining and store rooms in the basement were examined, and I

regret to say were neither clean nor neat. The walls sadly require whitewashing, and the

floors and tables require scrubbing, and the doors and woodwork require painting. I also

recommended that the cooks and bakers should wear canvas suits while at their work in.-ide,

as their other clothes are covered with grease and dirt. The upper part of the main building

is also very dirty, the walls smeared and written over, patches of plaster off. and floors and
woodwork greasy and dirty. I recommended that the plaster be repaired, walls and ceilings

whitened, and the walls painted to at least five feet from the floor, in a neutral tint. The wood-

work also requires painting, as it has only received a priming coat. The roof of the main
building requires a little repairius, which I authorized to be done. The main stairways re-

quire new treads, or covering with ainc or iron plates. I should recommend good oak one

and-half inch treads in preference to the latter. The yards in rear of the building are in a

much more tidy state than at my last visit.

Owing to the cold being felt so much in the rooms over the carpenter's shop, they were
not used by the tailor and shoemaker last winter. I should recommend that tliey be lathed

and plastered at once, so that they may be occupied.

The want of privies is also much felt in the cigar shop. They would cost little, and are

most necessary before winter sets in.

The guards are all housed with the exception of Healy, for whom a house is hired from

the warden at $3.00 per month.

The only other available building is the new log-house which could be finished for, say

$300, or a balloon frame put on the foundation, of similar construction to those built last vear

for $700.
The Protestant church was visited at morning service on Sunday, and T could not fail to

observe the attention paid to the service by most of the boys, and the decorum which was
characteristic of the whole.

The Protestant school was attended and examined ; most of the boys were able to read

and write fairly, some well, and a few very well. One boy, who has been four years in the

school, was well advanced in Algebra (Equations), and understood what he was doing. Con-
sidering the large number of pupils—over 80 ; Mr. Murphy deserves great credit for the

manner in which the pupils are instructed.

Th« Catholic school was also visited, but in the absence of the master no correct idea

could be obtained as to its progress. The proficiency in reading was not apparently as great

as in the Protestant school.
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In my opinion, now that the schoolmasters are officers of the Institution, their whole
tinu^ should be devoted to their schools. If this were so, many of the more advanced boys

coulvl be taken in separate classes, and the work and play hours so arranged as to admit of

their attendance. At present the whole instruction given being from 6 to 8 A.M., and
all the pupils being in attendance at that time, it is almost impossible to give due attention

to each boy. I should therefore recommend that the schoolmasters be properly appointed, and
regular hours of study fixed for the several classes.

The site was selected and a plan prepared for the erection of a root house, and a mason
invited to tender for the mason work of the walls. It was judged to be more expedient to

build stone walls than to make them of timber, as there was plenty of material on the ground,

and the job would be more lasting and satisfactory. There is some otlier mason work which
could be done at the same time—underpinning the houses built last year—plastering the

broken places in interior, &c., and for which authority is asked.

In concluf5ion, as to discipline and management, I can only say it is as usual. This is

not and cannot be a Reformatory, until radical changes are introduced into the system, and
until the boys are taught cleanliness and self-respect, I cannot hope that anything more than

a restraining influence, will be the result of their imprisonment."

Expenditures.

I have pleasure in reporting that under the careful management of the Bursar, the ex-

penditure for this year is considerably lower than that of last year, being in fact $19,889.58,
against 824,979.31 for a corresponding period last year, or a decrease of $5,089.73. This
expenditure gives an average cost of $159.08 per annum for each prisoner. When it is con-

sidered that this sum covers food, clothing, and miintenance of 137 boys, with tools and stock

for workshops, furniture and furnishings, and all incidentals to the maintenance of a large

establishment, together with the salaries of all officials connected with the Institution, this

expenditure may be said to have reached its minimum. The cost per head for the year 1873,
in the State Reform School of Michigan for an average of 245 inmates, was $221.90 ; for an

average of 207 inmates at the House of Refuge for the State of Ohio, $218.46 per head ; and
for an average of 406 inmates for the Western House of Refuge of the State of New York,
SI 92.55 per head. And it must be remembered that the cost per head is decreased in ratio

with the increase in numbers, as the expense for general maintenance, exclusive of food and
cl 'thing, but including salaries of officers, would be no more for a population of 200 than that

of 137. The cost of maintenance is, therefore, in some respects, rather too low than too high,

and under a difl"erent system, might with very great advantage be increased in some particu-

lars.

The Reformatory System.

Carrying out the ideas suggested by the Act to which it owes its existence, the Institu-

tion is veritably "a prison for young offenders," rather than a " Reformatory," as at present

understood in the chain or system for the reclamation of criminals. The appearance of the

buildings is that of a prison, the interior structure is that of a prison, the discipline is that
of a prison, the dress is that of convicts. The elementary principle of Reformatory agency
is wanting—classification—there are no means to attain that end, and the infant in years

and in crim3 is exposed to the contaminating influence of the youth hardened in iniquity.

These matters have been constantly mentioned in my reports, but have not hitherto met the

consideration they deserve.

It is a well recognised principle of modern Juvenile Reformatories, that in order to ensure
success in the work of reformation, the idea of penal restraint should always be discarded. In a

child, born of dishonest or intemperate parents, with whom it is instinct to offend, rather than
to obey the law ; whose passions are unrestrained, and with whom the desire of possession,

natural to a child, is counterbalanced by no knowledge of right or wrong ; in such a child is a

better instinct to be awakened by mere enclosure within the walls of a prison, and subjection

to a rigorous and suppressive system of discipline? Such a system may be applicable to har-

dened adult offenders, but is surely not so to the novice in crime. Indeed it is a question
how far a child who breaks the law, perhaps under the influence of a parent, or an instructor,

is a criminal, in the usual acceptation of the word. To be in reality a criminal implies a
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knowledge of the guilt attached to a crime; and in few of our very young convicts is this

knowledge awakened. Therefore, to punish younij offenders is neither just in principle, nor

reasonable in practice.

The consignment to a Reformatory, therefore ; must not be lo'^ked up^n as punishment for

crime, but as giving the opportunity for the development, strengthening and training of thebetter

qualities of the child ; which, owing to the circumstances by which he has been surrounded, have

probably never been called into action To accomplish this end, certain conditions are necessary.

First, physical content. The half-starved, ill-clad andbidly-treated boy, is not susceptible of moral

improvement. Before he is open to reforming influences he must b3 removed from want. The
next element of reforming influence is industry. Teach a boy to be industrious, and half his

reformation is accomplished. It is not to be supposed by this, that the boy mu.st be driven to

labour as a beast of the field—on the contrary, his ta.sk should be apportioned to his strength

and his capacity, due regard being given to his predilections. The third element of reforina-

tion is instruction, religious and secular. This also must be imparted with judgment. The
gift of acquiring knowledge is not given alike to all, and the dullard of the school room may
be the master mechanic. To cultivate the prevailing disposition for good should be the

errand of the Reformatory system.

Given these three elements of reforminir influence, and the next and mo.st indispensible

item in reformatory work is classification. One of the pioneers of the Reformatory system

has truly said, " Vice is more infectious than di.seise ; many maladies of the body are not

communicated by contact, but there is no vice which affects the mind which is not imparted

by constant association ; and it would be more -reasonable to put a man in a pest-house to

cure a headache, than to confine a young offender in a penitentiary, organized on the ordinary

plan, to effect his reformation." To guard against contaminating influence by separating

the degrees of criminality is, therefore, the first duty in a Reformatory, and for the benefit of

the community, incorrigible'^, should be at once removed to a sterner and more restrictive code

of laws than those which should govern the Reformatory. Having thus removed those who
may be con.sidered as unsusceptible of Reformitory influences, the next step should be to render »/

the Institution attractive, and, in the true sense of the word home-like, furnishing every means
of innocent amusement for the hours of recreation, affording good educational advantages, requir-

ing just en mgh of labour to teach habits of industry, and by firm though kindly discipline to

induce regularity and obedience to orders. With such a system there would be no need of

locks and bars. To boys b -ought up in a low and vicious atmosphere, such an asylum would

be a haven of refuge indeed,when they acquired the capacity for a thor .ugh enjoyment, of its

advantages ; and to lead them to bury their past in oblivion, their delinquencies must be

remedied by advice, instruction and discipline, that they may learn to love rather than fear

th'^ir instructors. Habit and example will do much, and the neglected outcast of the city,

coming within the sphere of the reformatory influences, surrounded by well-fed, contented, and -^

obedient companions, will insen.sibly be led into the same channels.

To effect the end of reformation, an indefinite time is necessary ; the interests of society

no longer requiring the restraint of a jouth, after he has acquired control over the passions

and vices that overcame him. This attained, no arbitrary sentence should detain him longer

in the Institution which has thus fitted him for intercourse with the world. On the other

ha d. the expiration of a sentence might destroy the work of years, which approached, but

did not yet attain to, reformation. In considering the justice of indefinite sentences, it is

often forgotten that it is not the punishment of the boy is sought, but his reformation ; and if

the law gives power to release hiin when he has proved his intention to become a good citizen,

there can be no injustice in controllin>2: his actions, until he is fitted to control them himself

To stimalate exertion, and excite hopefulness, it is most desirable that in the prosecu-

tion of his labour, the boy should have some reward before him. For a boy to feel that he is

directly benefited by his exertions, is to hold out an incentive to be industrious ; and a partici-

pati m in the earnings of his labour, would, even if arousing a mercenary spirit, stimalate

voluntary exertion and render him contented. This system is partially adopted in connection

with the cigar shop contract, as the contractors pay a bonus to each boy, after he has been a

year at the trade. By this means, a boy, who serves for five years in the shop, leaves with

some sixty dollars in his pocket, the fruit of his own exertions.

Beside this material advantage, there should, also, be a carefully devised and exten.sive

system of rewards for good behaviour, the deprivation of which would be felt as a loss by the
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boy. To a boy fond of reading, the deprivation of the use of the library would be more fehl

than is the dark cell, or bread and water, under the present system. Beside, a renewal oil

good conduct, would bring a renewal of his privileges, and he would naturally be careful how
he offended again ; whereas repeated punishment would render him callous and indifferent.

As marks of good conduct, badges should be bestowed—their possession teaches self-respect,

and tends to create emulati :n. A boy once raised above his fellows by the possession of al

good conduct stripe, would be careful of his reputation, and avoid that which would be likely

to lead him into disgrace

Of the means necessary to procure so desirable an end as is indicated in the foregoing

paragraphs, little more need be said than that they would require a complete revolution of the

present system ; and that the Provincial Reformatory should become a Reformatory in fact,

instead of being a Prison for Juvenile offenders.

Note.— Owing to delay on the part of the Warden in forwarding his Report, the fore-

going pages were in print before its reception, and I was, therefore, unable to comment upon

its contents in the body of my Report. I cannot, however, allow the statements he has made,

to pass without notice.

It will be apparent from the Warden's Reports, and my own, that our views do not coin-

cide in so far as the management and discipline of the Reformatory is concerned. Having due

regard to the sixteen years' experience of the Warden, and believing him to be anxious to do

his duty, still I do not hesitate to state my conviction that his experience is based upon false

principles, and that under the present system, the Institution is a ' Reformatory ' only in

name. Of course, starting from such very different bases, it is utterly impossible to

reconcile our views; and though for years I have accepted the situation, it has been at the

expense of my judgment, my convictions, and I may almost add, of my duty towards Govern
ment.

I believe the ' Reformatory ' to be the first and most important link in our system for

the reclamation of criminals,— lo be the halting place for juvenile delinquents who are already

on the high road to ruin—to be the means by which crime may be nipped in the bud, and

by which youthful offenders may be restored to honesty and probity, and become useful mem-
bers of society. With these convictions, I cannot too highly estimate the beneficial influence

of a properly conducted Institution for the reclamation of juvenile delinquents, and I cannot

speak too strongly of the necessity for the establishment of sueh an Institution. The rescue

of each lad from evil courses is an economy to the state, and is a direct benefit to society.

What wonder then, that I should feel and write strongly, when I see that, from the very prin-

ciples of its establishment and discipline, the Provincial Reformatory is unfitted for the work
it should perform, and is wrong in principle and faulty in practice.

In making these remarks, I do not wish to be understood to reflect upon the present man-
agement of the Institution. Founded upon an improper basis, with its surroundings in direct

opposition to those which I conceive to be correct, I am surprised that the Institution

has been of any service whatever; and I am only doing an act of justice to the Warden in

stating that as a ' Prison for young offenders' the Reformatory has been a fairly managed In-

stitution. But I cannot but regret that the sixteen years cif its existence has been so

bare of results, and that the 734 lads who have passed their time within its walls, cannot

look back upon that time with a consciousness that it was well spent. I fear much, if thsir

history were to be traced, we should find little, if any, benefit had resulted from their im-

prisonment, and that their reformation was by no means consequent upon their stay in the

Institution.

With this explanation, I shall proceed to consider the Warden's Report. First, as to the

Farm. I am, I must own, at variance with the Warden's views on this matter ; not that I

object to the Farm, or to the education of the boys as Farmers, but that I think the results

do not justify the expenditures.

It may be as well to ascertain whereof the Farm consists. The Reformatory is situated

on a 200 acre lot of land, but the area of arable laud is barely tO acres, of which not more
ban eir/hteen acres have been under cultivation for the past three years. The figures in the

following table will show the results of the last four years' farming operations, as taken from
fhe books of the Institution :

—
t
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Statement of Farm Accomit, September 30, 1870, to September 30, 1874, inclusive.

Produce.

1870-1871. 1871-1872. 1872-1873. 1873-1874. Total.

Meat, milk, wool, hides, &c .. |898 61 $867 14 8801 26 8666 05 $3,233 06

(iraia, hay, straw, farm and

garden produce 690 03 738 80 401 75 631-90 2,462 48

Stock valued at 895 00 895 00

Expenditure.
5,590 54

Stock valued at 1,407 00 1,407 00

Purchase of stock 1,637 00 1,372 00 1,231 00 4,240 00

Feed and fodder 478 26 63100 340 50 9«9 89 2,419 65

Farm and garden implements,

&c 438 00 467 90 412 80 80 1,319 50

Wages, farmer, gardener and

stablekeeper 840 00 840 00 840 00 840 00 3,360 00

$12,746 15

Deduct cost of keep of five horses and one yoke cattle, four years, at 8750 per

.annum 3,000 00

$9,746 15

Less value of produce 6,590 54

Loss on four years' operations $3,155 61

It will be seen from this statement that the loss on farming operations has been about

$800 per annum for the past four years, without reckoning anything for the labour of the

boys, which, however, may be counterbalanced by the work that the farm servants do a.*;

guards, and during the winter months.

So far as regards the labour of the boys, I would willingly see every one oi them that

was fit to follow the pursuit of agriculture, labouring on the farm. No occupation is more
suited to the requirements of the country, or is more healthful and moral in its tendency.

But out of the 139 boys at present in the Institution, eighty-five are of tender age ; and of

the fifty-four remaining, who are over fifteen years of age, there are upwards of forty en-

gaged in the other workshops and the domestic offices of the Institution, for which younger

boys woulJ not be suitable. Beside this, the farmer, gardener, and seven boys are, doubt-

less, sufficient to till fourteen acres. I have, however, placed no restrictions on the Warden,
as to the number he shall employ on the farm.

It is noticeable in the Warden s statement of the profits of the farm that he does not

include the cost of the animals he turns into meat, among which is the bull purchased a year

since for .$100, and the yoke of cattle so long the faithful servants of the Institution.

So far as the stock of the farm is considered, I have given order.s for its reduction for

the following reasons :—In 1870-71, the number of acres under cultivation was eighteen.

To work this limited acreage there were five horses and one yoke of cattle. There were in

addition eleven cows, one bull, six calves and steers, sixty-nine sheep, forty-seven pigs, or a

total of 141 head, to a farm of eighteen acres in crop, and 204 acres in natural pasture. The
expenditure for that year was $3,393.26. This year the number of acres under cultivation

was fourteen, with the same number of horses and cattle. There were in addition, nine cows,

one bull, two heifers, twenty-two sheep, eighteen pigs, beside the property of the Warden, vie.,

one horse, three cowg, fifteen sheep, and nine pigs, making a total of eighty-seven head on the

the same acreage. The expt-nditure was, however, reduced to !?1,810.69. The fact is, that

the place v:as overstocked, and is overstocked ; and I consider that six good cows yielding an

average of twelve quarts per day is sufficient for the use of the Reformatory, as it would
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furnish more than a pinr of milk ptr ihni to every inmate, and I deny that it was my intei
tiou to dennve the Reformatory of that necessary and healthy nutriment.

'

The Warden remarks upon my conversin-i with the boys, and visitiny them in their cells
This is my invariable practice, and is, I believe, my duty as Inspector. Were my visits thoa
of mere form, this seemiuiily unpleasant part of my duty mi<iht be dispeneed with ; but I a
the agent appointed by the government, especially to enquire into the character and'conduct
Prisons and Prison officials, and my duty is paramount, even at the risk of offending sensiti
otiicials.

Kegardins the character of the Institution as an Industrial Reformatory, before the fcig

shop contract was entered into. [ am prepared to shew by reference to former reports th
ihere was not sufficient occupation for the boys, prior to its establishment. From the tables
attached to the Warden's own reports, the stated occupations for the years 187U-71 to 18734
have been as follows, viz :

—

Number of boys employed, in

Carpenter shop - . - . .

Shoe shop . . . . ,

Tailor shop - . - ,

(hooper's shop . - . .

Blacksmiths shop - - .

Farm, stable )

and garden. |
- - -

Bakers and cooks . . .

Domestic offices ...
Cleaners and wing-

Sawing wood
Warden's dwelling - -

Drilling .><tone and clearing

New buildings - . .

Brickmakinii' - . .

187U-71.

9

10

24

boys

Cigar shop

3

11

5

7

12

49
1

5

5

6

155

1871-2.

8

15

23

9

4

14

5

10

51

1

5

5

1872-3.
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" ' —
Statesient op Expenditure of *the Provincial Reformatory, from 1st October, 1873, to

30th September, 1874, inclusive.

^ cts. $ cts.

By Salary account 10,1'il 23
" Food account 3,82179
" Clothing and Beddintj account 1,850 78
" Farm and Stable account 969 89
" furniture and Furnishing account 447 10
" Workshop, Tools and Shop Fixtures 1 37 44
" Fuel account 401 18
" Light and Cleaning account 277 51
" Hospital account 89 16
" Chapel and School account 177 50
" Stationery, Printing, Postage and Telegrams 263 91
' Repairs, ordinary ... 384 49

r S. McLaughlin 8120 00
Sundries ^. 14.3 72
Freight 76 16

Rent (Keeper's Dwelling) 54 00

Incidentals -|
Convict Travelling Allowances... 241 00

I

Officers' Travelling Expenses 124 45

I

Cooperage 27 47

I Garden 00 80

(^ M usic Teachers in Chapels 160 00
947 60

19,889 58

Statement of Revenue, 1st October, 1873, to 30th September, 1874.

iievenue—Cash Receipts.

^ cts. .$ cts.

To Cigar Shop Contract 3,344 52
" Shoe Shop S61.20
" Cooper Shop 331 05
" Carpenter shop 75 56
" Tailor Shop 12 63
" Farm account ... 87 47
" Garden account 1] 44
" Victualling account 24 00
" Sundries .. 32 39

635 74
3,980 2')

General Workshop Account, 1st October, i67.j, to 30th ^'^eptembei, i'6i^, inclusive

1874. $ cts.

March. To Coopers' Staves and Hoops 64 67
May. " Fish Barrel Hoops 24 00
August." Hoop-iron and Hardware 79 21

Balance 185 58

^353 46
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Cr
187-t. $ cts.

By Cash, Coopers' Shop 23.5 28
" Shoe Shop 65 .So

" '• Carpenter Shop 20 72
•' " Tailor Shop 5 92

" Victualling account . 3 63
•' " Light account 16 HI
•' " Labour account 5 75

1353 46

Balance to Credit of Workshop Account in Bank of Ontario... $185 58

Provincial Eeformatory, Penetakguishene.

Estimate of Expenditure for the year 1875:

—

Rations $5000 00
Clothing 2800 00
Bedding , 500 00
Farm. Stock and Stables 500 00
Hospital 100 00
Library and Schools 200 00
Fuel 2.50 00
Cleaning, Light and Laundry 35O 00
Furniture, Tools, and Shop Fixtures 50§ 00
Kepairs, Ordinary 500 00
Licidentals 614 00
Postage and Stationery 250 00

Salaries qnd Images :

No. of Officers

and Employees.
Warden 1 1600 00
Bursar and Deputy Warden 1 ,. 850 00
Surgeon 1 400 00
Steward , 1 500 00
Chaplains 2 800 00
Teachers 2 800 00
Keepers and Trade Instructors .. . 4 1600 00

Do. Ordinary 4 1440 00
Farmer 1 400 00
Stable-keeper 1 , 260 00

I Day Guard and Drill Instructor .. 1 260 00
Night Guard 1 260 00
Gate-keeper 1 260 00
Engineer 1 600 00
Temporary assistance 200 00

1,564 00

10,280 00

$21,794 00
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COMMON GAOLS.

The number of prisoaers, of all classes, committed to the Common Gaols of the Province,

for the year ending 30th September, 187i, was 9,488, as compared with 7,877 the preceding

year, or an increase of no less than 1.611 prisoners.

These 9,488 prisoners comprised the following, viz. :

—

Males over 16 years of age 7298
" under 16 " " 377

7675
Females over 1 6 " " 1746

" underl6" " 67
> 181.3

9488

This unprecedented increase in the commitments to our Common Gaols, being out of all

proportion to the natural increase of population, calls for a very searching examination into

the Gaol statistics attached to this report, in order to discover, if possible, the causes that pro-

duced such results. And in order that this may be done in an intelligent way, it is important

that we should know the exact extent of the increase, and the relative proportion it bears to

other years. The following summary, therefore, shows the number of prisoners who have been

committed each year to our Common Gaols, since Confederation ; a period of over seven

years :

—
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After a careful examination of the facts and figures furnished with this report, and a com-

parison of the same with the statistics of previous years, together with information obtained at

my semi-annual inspections, and from other sources, I am satisfied that the excessive increase,

in the number of prisoners committed to our Common Gaols during the past year, is due

—

1st. To a very marked increase in the sale and consumption of intoxicating liquors, re-

sulting in an increase in drunkenness, disorderly conduct, vagrancy and crime.

2nd. To the reception in our midst ofa portion of thecriminal and vicious ofother countries,

attributable, to some extent, to defective surveillance over emigrants arriving in the Pi-ovince.

3rd. To depression in trade and the labour market in the United States, which has re-

sulted in the transfer of not a few of their sharpers and criminals to our soil.

In support of the first reason advanced, the trade and commerce returns of the country

clearly prove that the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors is vastly on the increase,

and the increased revenue receipts of the Province from licenses to sell liquor in a retail wa y

,

is sufiicieut proof that the traffic, in its most objectionable form, is increasing in volume every

year. Statistics shew this increase to have been over 100 per cent, in the past eight years.

That such increase in the use of intoxicating liquors is producing a more than corres-

ponding increase in drunkenness, pauperism and crime, the observation and experience of

every observing man abundantly proves. And this conclusion is fully corroborated by the

criminal statistics attached to this report. For the past two je-Avs fifty-fhree per cent, of tlie

entire number of persons committed to our Common Gaols were those dealt with for drunk-

enness and disorderly conduct, and vagrancy. The proportion of commitments for these

offences, for the lour preceding years, was equal to forty-nine per cent, of the whole number
;

proving conclusively, that at least one-third of this year's increased commitments are directly

due to the excessive use of intoxicating liquors ; and can it be successfully denied that another

third is not indirectly due to the same cause ? Let statistics again answer. For the four years

preceding 1873-1874, the number of prisoners committed to our gaols, who admitted that they

were of intemperate habits, was equal to 61 percent, of the entire commitments of these four

years. During the past two years, dxty-tujht per cent, of the number committed to gaols, upon

their own admission, were of intemperate habits, or an increase of seven percent, in two years.

It is clear, therefore, that drunkenness has been the most fruitful cause of the excessive

increase in our saol population for the past two years.

That the increase in commitments was attributable, also, to an influx of a portion of

the criminal and vicious of other countries, is clear from the fact that at my visits to

gaols during the year, a considerable number of the prisoners found in custody had only

arrived in Canada during the past year or two. Special inquiry was made at every visit in

order that positive information might be obtained upon this point. In city gaols the presence

of this class was very marked, and it is to be feared that many of them had been inmates of

penal and correctional establishments in other countries before coming to Canada. This

fact is, of course, generally denied, but the frequent claiming of rights and privileges by many
of that class strongly suggested prior residence in such establishments. Then again, if we
institute a comparison of the figures given in the gaol statistics under the heading of nation-

alities, for the years 1869-70-71 and 1872. with those of 1873 and 1874, we find that while

the number of Canadians committed to gaols were, in the former periods, equal to 37 per cent,

of the entire commitments,that for the last-named years, that nationality had been reduced to 35

per cent., while other nationalities had increased from 63 to 65 per cent. Thus, for the four

years, referred to, 1869 to 1872, the proportion that the respective nationalities bore to the

gross commitments for the same period was, Canadian, 37 per cent. ; En-rlish, 15 per cent. ;

Irish, 32 per cent. ; Scotch, 6 per cent. ;* United States 6 per cent., and other countries 4 per

cent. On the other hand we find that for the past two years the respective proportions of the

various nationalities to the entire commitments were as follows : Canadians, 35 per cent. ;

English, 17 per cent. ; Irish, 30 per cent. ; Scotch, 7 per cent. ; United States, 7 per cent. :

other countries, 4 per cent. These figures appear to prove that the Canadian element, not

only, did not increase, but was somewhat reduced, while the foreign element in our gaol popu-

lation increased considerably. That a not inconsiderable portion ofthe increased number were

citizeas of the United States is also shown by the statistics in the tables referred to.

The following table No 1 )
gives the total commitments to all the common gaols during the

year
; the sex and ages (under and over 16 years) of such prisoners ;

the number of times they

l^ave previouslv been committed ; and the nature of the offences for which they were committed.
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TABLE No. 3.

Table shewing the total number of Prisoners in the several Gaols of the Province

on the evening of the 30th September, 1874, and the nature of their imprisonment.
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No. 5.
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The oflFences givea in the preceding table may be farther tabulated as follows :-

1st.

—

Crimes against the Person.

Murder 34

^lanslaughter 23

Rape and Assault with Intent 49

Felonious Assault 62

Assault 641

Cutting, Wounding, Stabbing, and Shooting, with intent 71

Miscellaneous .59

2nd.

—

Crimes against Property.

Arson 35

Burglary 40

Larceny 1369

Horse, Cattle and Sheep Stealing 52

Forgery 33

Destroying and Injuring Property 66

Embezzlement, Fraud, Obtaining Money on False Pretences,

and Counterfeiting 103

House-breaking and Kobbery 27

Trespass 58

Miscellaneous 60

3rd.

—

Crimes agxinst Public Morals and Decency.

Bigamy 9

Perjury .. 9

Carrying unlawful weapons 3

Keeping and Frequenting Houses of Ill-fame 100

Indecent Assaults and Exposure 29

Miscellaneous 63

4th.

—

Offences against Public Order and Peace.

Abusive and Obscene Language 67

Breach of Peace and By-Laws 104

Deserting Employment 73

Drunk and Disorderly 3370

Threatening 79

939

1843

213

Carried forward 3693 £'j95
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Brought forivard 3693 2995

Sureties to Keep the Peace 146

Vagrancy 1409

Miscellaneous 503

5th.

—

Detained as Prisoners.

For Contempt of Court 45

For Debt 61

Witnesses 12

Lunatics and persons dangerous to be at large 295

For ]N on -payment of Fines 40

Remanded 289

5751

742

9486
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From the following table (No. 7) will be obtained information respecting the extent of

during the year ; the number of escapes and deaths ; the amount of hard-labour performed^

with the daily cost of rations per prisoner.

TABLE

NAME OF GAOIv

Brantford
Barrie
Berlin
Brampton
Brockville
BeUe^•ille

CajTiga
Cornwall ,

Cobourg
Chatham
Goderich
Guelph
Hamilton
King-ston
London
Lindsay
L'Orignal
Milton
Napanee
Ottawa ,

Owen Sound
Perth
Picton
Pembroke
Peterboro'
Simcoe ...

St. Catharines
Samia
Stratford
Sandwich
St. Thomas
Sault Ste. Marie
Toronto
Walkerton
Woodstock
Welland
Whitby
Lock-up, Parry Sound
Do Thunder Bay

Total

Escapes and Deaths.

14 29
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Gaol accommodatiun in the Province ; the greatest and lowest number of prisoners in custody

and the manner in which the I'ietary regulations were observed in the various G-aols, together

No. 7.

Hard Labour.
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Escapes.

The total number cf escapes that occurred during the past year was 21, as compared
with 2r> the preceding twelve months. Seven of the prisoners who escaped were afterwards

recaptured, and fourteen have up to the present time, evaded recapture. Examination was
held into the circumstances connected with all of these escapes, as soon after they took

place as mv duties would permit, and all the facts that were elicited at such investigations,

and the conclusions arrived at, were communicated to Government.

The two escapes from the Berlin Gaol were attributable to the defective locks on the

cell doors, (which were opened by a key made of hard wood), and to the paltry and useless

kind of padlock on the corridor doors. ITie greatest ingenuity was, likewise, displayed in this

escape, in placing a stuffed dummy in a cell bed to represent the prisoner, while the locking

up for the night was going on. By this ruse the gaoler was misled into believing the prisoner

was in bed, when, in point of fact, he was in an unoccupied cell, which was left unlocked, in the

same corridor. The gaoler was censured for not obtaining a reply from the prisoner, when
spoken to. at locking up time, and he was cautioned to make an examination in future of the

cells every night. But in view of the defective locks and the great ingenuity displayed in

effecting the escape, his dismissal was not recommended.

The escape from the Barrie Gaol was atributable to neglect of duty on the part of the

gaoler and turnkey in allowing the prisoner to go into one of the yards unattended, and to

leaving a door open that communicated with another yard, which should have been locked.

Having got into the last named yard, the prisoner made his escape over the yard wall, at a

point which was said to have been in a defective condition.

The escape from the Guelph Gaol, of a man charged with mail robbery, appeared at first

sight to be most mysterious, inasmuch as no locks were picked, no bars cut, and no person

connected vAth the gaol seemed to know amjthing about the affair. At the investigation it came out

in evidence that the management of the affairs of the Gaol had been almost entirely left to the

turnkey : and that the most unlimited confidence had always been placed in that official by
both the sheriff and gaoler. It was farther proven that this turnkey allowed the friends of

the prisoner who escaped, to visit and converse with him at all times, and on all occas-

ions, without let or hindrance. So notorious was it that these friends were plotting and

scheming to effect his escape, that the turnkey (as he admitted) was approached with an

offer of money ; but even after that, the constant visiting and plotting continued as usual.

And when the prisoner escaped, these friends, who were all summoned to give evidence, very

conveniently knew nothing about the matter. That he was allowed to walk out of the Gaol

for a consideration there is no manner of doubt, but as a jury has decided otherwise, most
stringent precautions will have to be taken, in future, to insure the safe custody of important

prisoners committed to the Guelph Gaol.

At the Hamilton Gaol the escapes were, as heretofore, due to the defective condition of

the yard walls. Until the new Gaol is occupied, the complete security of the prisoners can

only be effected by constant confinement to the badly ventilated and overcrowded cells, at the

expense of injury to health.

The er-capes at the Toronto Gaol were in two cases due to a violation of the law in taking

prisoners beyond the Gaol precincts. In this instance, the prisoners were taken out to repair

the fences of the Gaol farm when they succeeded in making good their escape. In the other

ca.se the escape was attribut^.ble to a defect in the yard walls, and to careless supervision.

At the Wetland Gaol, the escape of prisoners was attributable to defective Gaol yard
arrangements, and to neglect and carelessness on the part of the turnkey, who was discharged.

The defect, which consists of the use in common of the same yards by the prisoners and the

Court House officials, has been brought under the notice of the County authorities with a

request that proper walls shall be erected to render the yards secure.

At Thunder Bay, an escape again took place this year, making eight in two years ; and the

wonder is, owing to the state of the Lock-up, and the personal liberty which the prisoners

usually enjoy, that the number of escapes is not even greater. Until a proper Gaol, with

securely enclosed yards is constructed, and the officials in charge are taught to look upon pris-

oners a.s\pn.?or<ers, and not as labouring men whose services are to be utilized, escapes will

continue.

The escape at Whitby Gaol, which has been particularly unfortunate in this respect, was
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attributable : 1st. To violation and neglect of rules in admitting a visitor to the Gaol at a very

early hour of the morning, and allowing such visitor to enter the corridors instead of keeping
him outside the corridor gate. 2nd. To gross neglect in leaving the gates and other outer doors

open while a person unconnected with the prison was within—and in leaving them open at all.

.3rd. To want of proper supervision over, and search of prisoners and cells, in order to prevent

their having instruments by which to eflFect their escape. 4th. To general carelesseness and
neglect of duty. .5th. To defective locks and locking apparatus.

Investigations have not yet l^en held into the escapes from Brampton, Cobourg, and
Sandwich Gaols.

Deaths.

The deaths in Gaols this year number 29 as against 3.5 the previous year. In all cases,

coroner's inquests were held when such deaths occurred ; and the finding of the juries trans-

mitted to the Hon. the Provincial Secretary.

The circumstances attending the demise of such prisoners, while in custody, do not call for

special comment.

Prison Labour. '

Renumerative labour, it will be observed, was confined to four Gaols, viz. : Ottawa, To-
ronto, Walkerton and Woodstock, although in the last named Gaol, I have not been informed
of what nature the labour was. The total amount received from that source in these four

Gaols was $2,635.96. The performance of ordinary prison work such as keeping the prison
clean, cutting wood, &c., comprised the hard labour of the other Gaols.

Dietary.

In a few instances, the regulations regarding prisoners' rations are not yet strictly ob-

served ; but I have reason to believe that, since the decision of the Hon. the Treasurer has

been given that Government will only pay the average cost of rations as in Gaols supplied

according to the regulations, compliance with the By-laws will be yielded.
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The cost of maintaining the 38 Gaols of the Province for the past year amounted to

§129,344.55, but from this sum should be deducted the cost of permanent alterations in some

of these Gaols, amounting in the whole to $6,000, leaving the net cost for food, clothing, fuel,

salaries, ordinary repairs, &c., $123,334.4:5. These .several services cost as follows, viz:

—

Food, clothing, fuel, light, and ordinary repairs 67,940 32

Salaries and wacres 55,394 13

The cost of the same services for the preceding year was as follows :-

$123,334 45

Food, clothing, fuel, light, &c 62,266 91

Salaries and wages 55,342 96

.17,609 87

This comparison indicates an increase in Gaol expenditure of $5,724.58 over the preceding

year. It will be observed, however, that the amount paid for salaries and wages is substan-

tially the same as it was the previous year, and that the increase is confined to the amount
paid for food, clothing, &c. The increase in the number of commitments, representing up-

wards of 40,000 days additional custody, of course caused a corresponding increase in expen-

ditures for rations and prison clothing.

An examination of table No. 8 f^urther shows, that of the 9,488 prisoners committed dur-

ing the year, 2,008 were maintained in Gaols by the Province as criminal prisoners, while the

remainder, 7,480, were maintained by municipalities.

These 9,488 prisoners were confined in Gaols for a coUeotive period of 220,600 days,

or an average of 23 1 days for each prisoner.

The proportion of the collective stay of the two classes of prisoners was as follows :

—

Criminal prisoners 2008 Number of days 66,786

Municipal " 7480 " 153,814

9488 220,600

The average cost per prisoner for entire Gaol expenditures for the year, was $13.63 ; for

salaries and wages of Gaol officials per prisoner, $5.83, and for rations and all other ex-

penditures, exclusive of repairs, $6.78 per prisoner.
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SEPARATE INSPECTION REPORTS

ON THE

STATE AND MANAGEMENT

OF

THE COMMON GAOLS,

Barrie Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 145

Greatest number cnfined at any onetime 24-

Number of re-committals 8

Total cost of maintaining Gaol ... $2975 83

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 4th June, on which occasion, the vari-

ous wards, cells, and other parts of the prison were examined, and found to be in a clean and

orderly condition. The practice of leaving the cell doors unlocked during the day was

observed, and instructions -vyere given that it should be discontinued, and that the beds should

be neatly made after being thoroughly aired each morning, and the doors then kept locked

until the time came for the prisoners to retire at night. The yards were found to be in good

order. The Gaol was subsequently visited by Mr. Scoble, who reported the general condi-

tion to be good, that corridors, cells, beds and bedding were fairly clean ; and that the yards

were in good order. The water supply is inadequate for the supply of the Gaol, being

entirely derived from a surface-well.

On the occasion of my first visit I found 13 prisoners in custody— ten males and three

females—one of the former, and all of the latter having been committed as insane. The man
was subsequently removed to an asylum, but owing to the crowded state of the female wards

in the asylums, and the comparatively harmless type of insanity in the women they were not

recommended for removal. At the latter visit there were found to be 14 in custody—eight

males and six females—one of the former, and no less than five of the latter being committed

as insane. As before, it was found impossible to transfer the women, from want of accom-

modation in the asylums, but the man was at once removed. Examination was made into

circumstances connected with the escape of a prisoner named Ward, on the 19th April, and

it was found that the escape was due

—

1st. To neglect of duty on the part of the gaoler and turnkey, in allowing prisoners to

go into the yard unattended.

2nd. To a gate being left open between two yards which should have been locked.

3rd. To the defective condition of one of the angles of the yard wall, although this defect

had been remedied before the time of my visit.

The prisoner was subsequently re-captured.

The prison books were examined and found to be fairly kept. The surgeon was re-

quested to enter his instructions as to the medical treatment of prisoners under his care.
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Belleville Gaol.

J'risiyners committed during year 126
Greatest number canfined at any one time 18

Xiimber of re-committals 49

Total cost of maintaining Gaol .• ^2500 00

Statutory iuspoction was made of this Gaol on the 28th January and 3rd of August.

Ou both occasions every part of the Graol was examined and found to be in excellent order.

The yards were in fair condition, and the drainage and ventilation good. On the occasion

of m}' tirst visit, I found eight pri.souers in custody—six males and two females. One of the

former was imprisoned as a lunatic, but was found to be only weak-minded, and not a tit

subject for asylum treatment. Misunderstandings had arisen between the gaoler and his

family and the turnkey, resulting in the dismissal of the latter.

On the occasion of my second visit, I found only five prisoners in custody- -four males

and one female ; the latter as a lunatic, but from her appearance and her conduct, being quiet

and harmless, I judged her to be quite fit to be taken care of in a private family. The turn-

key complained that he had not been furnished with house accommodation. This subject

was raised during the incumbency of the late turnkey, acd was the source of much misunder-

standing and confusion, and the County Council was recommended to settle the question at

the earliest possible day. Certain charges have been made in respect to the past manage-

ment of the Gaol, and the conduct of certain officials, and which were referred to the Gov-
ernment for instructions.

Investigation will be made into these charges at an early date.

Berlin Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 62

Gi-eatest number confined a t any one time 15

Number of re-committals 62

TotcU cost of maintaining Gaol .. |1623 90

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 19th March, and 11th June. On
both occasions I found the Gaol to be in excellent order, with scrupulous cleanliness prevail-

ing in every department. On the occr.sion of my first visit I found eight prisoners in confine-

ment, viz., seven males and one female. Three of the former were under sentence for long

periods, two of whom were subsequently removed to the Central Prison. The Gaoler was in-

structed to see that the beds weie made up neatly every morning, and the cell doors locked, to

prevent access by the prisoners during the day. There was a scarcity of Gaol clothing for both

males and females, to which the attention of the county authorities was directed. At my
.second visit I found five prisoners in custody, two males and three females. One man commit-

ted as insane was apparently restored to a sound mind. An unfortunate epileptic woman was
still in custody, but under the present regulations was not eligible for transfer to an asylum.

It is to be regretted that there is no accommodation for this class of patients. An investigation

was held into the circumstances connected with the escape of two prisoners named Miller and

Macdonald, from the Gaol on the night of the 29th April. The evidence showed tliat no ser-

ious blame attached to the Gaoler er Turnkey for neglect of duty, or carelessness in the per-

formance of their offices. The escapes were attributable to :

—

1st. The defective construction of the locks on the cell doors, which, from the shallow-

ness of the mortice, are easily tampered with, and on this cccasion were opened with a wooden
key. The corridor doors were also fastened with an useless kind of padlock, which could

easily be picked, or knocked off.

2nd. To the entire absence of lock or padlock on the door of the rear corridor.

3rd. To the want of [precaution on the part of the Gaoler, in neglecting to examine if the

pri.'-oners were actually in their cells, and beds, on the night in f(uestion—-a neglect excusable

to a certain extent, owing to an ingenious ruse on the part of the prisoners, who had stuffed

dummies, and placed them in their beds.

The Sheriff was requested to make a requisition for better locks, and the Gaoler warned
to make closer examination at locking up time.
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Brantford Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 533
Greatest number confined at any one time 52

Number of r -committals 252

Total cost of rmiintaining Gaol $3722 56

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 11th Februapy and 8th September,

on both of which occasions the Gaol was fouud to be In a thoroughly clean state, but as at my
first visit whitewashing was in progress, a little disorder prevailed. In the workin*'-

yard 1 found that tae wood was piled too clote to the wall. (Jwing to the great and increa.s-

iug cost of wood, I recommended the introduction of furnaces for heating the Gaol. 1 al.-?u

recommended that a bell should be placed in the Turnkey's quarters, communicating with
each corridor by wires. At my first visit I found 34 prisoners in custod}-, 26 males and 6

lemales, two of the former and one of the latter being under 16 years of age. One of the

females was certified to be idiotic, but seemed susceptible of receiving benefit from asylum
treatment, as her condition had improved since her confinement in Gaol. As there was no
vacancy in the Idiot Asylum I was not able to recommend her transfer. A few suits of prison

clothing were required.

At m}' second visit I found 18 prisoners in custody, 12 males and 6 females. One of

the latter was a d tngerous lunatic, and was afterwards transferred to an asylum. One of the

men was also confined as insane, but seemed to be growing better, and the Gaol surgeon was of

opinion that he would be restored to a sound mind, without transfer to an asylum.

One of the prisoners was in custody awaiting his trial for muracr.

The number of prisoners committed to this Gaol during the year is uiiusually large,

numbering 508 up to the time ot my inspection

The Gaol Books were examined and found to be well kept.

There is no library attached to this Gaol, and the Sheriff was recommended to purcha&e
a few books fur the use of the prisoners.

Brampton Gaol.

Frisoners committed during ijear 93
Greatest number confined at any one time 11

Number of re-committals 34
Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2073 05

This Gaol was inspected on the 20th March, on which occasion it was found, in all its

departments, to be in excellent order ; with due cleanliness observad throughout. I was glad

to observe that a door had been opened from the female corridor into the yard, in accordance

with my recommendations, obviating the necessity for females passing through the working
yard for males on their way to their airing ground. The bedding and clothing was fouud iu

good order, and sufficient in all respects.

There were six prisoners in custody at the time of my visit, none of whom were coutiued

for any serious offences. The Gaol books were examined and fouud to be weii

kept.

The questi.)n as to the propriety of the turnkey's residing without the limits of the

prison was again discussed with the sheriff; and on going over the prison, I pointed out the

feasibility of accommodating him by an even distribution of rooms between him and the

Gaoier, and recommended the fitting up of three or four bedrooms in the garret. When this

arrangement is carried out, it is my intention to reco.umend to the County Council the pro-

priety of reinstating the Gaoler in his former salary, viz., 8600 per annum, and of reducing

the Turnkey's salary from S500 to S40u, both being allowed free quarter?, together with

tuel and light. A lad named Dorily escaped, and was subsequently re-captured in Decem-
ber last, under the following circumstances : He was engaged in splitting wood in the Gaoi
yard, and while the Gaoler and Turnkey were engaged in assisting to make some repairs to

the heating apparatus, he attacked the oaken door with his axe, and soon m ide a way for his

escape. The door had previously been considered strong, but upon being broken showed its

frailty.

The do «r in que tioj has since been plated with iron, and otherwise strengthened.
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Brockville Gaol.

I'moners committed duriiu/ year ... 236
Greaft-'st nilmbtr committed at any one time 27
jyiimljer of n-committala 141

Total cod of maintaining Gaol .- $2389 97

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 13th May and 23rd July. On both

occasions the wards and cell> were found to be in a very clean and well kept state, with gcod
ventilation prevailing throughout. The bedding was found to be sufficient for the require-

ments of the Prison, but there was a great want of gaol clothing, and the sheriff was
requested to make a requisition ou the County Council for the supply of six suits. The
yards were in good order, and the general management of the Gaol was very satisfactory.

On the occasion of my first visit there were eleven prisoners in custody— seven males

and four females. One of the former was insane, and for whose transfer to an asylum a war-

rant was recommended. A quiet, harmless, imbecile woman, still remained in custody, and

as she was not a tit case for an asylum, it was recommended that her friends should be pre-

vailed upon to take her home, or the County should find a home for her in a private house.

At my second visit there were in custody 15 prisoners—seven males and eight females. One
of the former and two of the latter confined as lunatics, were recommended for transfer to an

asylum. I regretted still to find the imbecile woman spoken of in my first minute, and

again urged the County Council to provide some other and more fitting accommodation for

her.

Cayuga Gaol.

Persons committed during year 49

Crreatest number confined atany one time 12

Mimber of re-cmnmittals 17

Total cost of maintaininy Gaol $1733 40

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 3rd April and 21st August, on both

of which occasions it was found to be in as clean and orderly a condition as is possible, con

sidering its limited accommodation and faulty arrangement. The ventilation of the occupied

cells was bad, although all the windows were open at the time of my visits. The yards were

in most excellent condition, and indications of good discipline and managemeut prevailed in

every department. At my first visit I found seven prisoners in custody—six males and one

female. The latter was committed as insane, but was in fact idiotic, and as there was no va-

cancy in the Idiot Asylum, could not be transferred. At my second visit there were six

prisoners in custody—four men and two women —both of whom are insane or idiotic. Find-

ing one of these women in bed on the floor, the sheriff was instructed to purchase two

stretchers, as however questionable it may be to deprive criminals of beds, there can be no

question as to the propriety of furnishing them to sick lunatic women. These women were

subsequently transferred to an asylum.

Chatham Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 132

Greatest number confined at any one time 24

J^umber of re-committals 38

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $3051 65

Statutory i^pection was made of this Gaol on the 13th April and 2nd September, ou

both of which days I found it in the highest state of order and cleanliness. Considering the

almost entire absence of hard labour in this Gaol, the discipline and management reflect the

greatest credit upon the Gaoler and his 'J'urnkeys.

The insufficient supply of water, reported at my last visit, and its defective distribution,

had been remedied, and the service is now properly performed.

On the occasion of my first visit I found ten persons in custody, all males, of whom four

were under sentence.
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There wa« an insufficient supply of prison clothing, and some articles of bedding, and

the sheriflF was requested to make a requisition for deficiencies upon the County Council.

At my second visit I found that these deficiencies had been supplied. There were 21

persons in custody, the largest number ever found at any of my inspection visits. Nineteen

of these were males, and two females; no less than IG being under sentence. One woman
was committed as insane, and was subsequently removed to an asylum.

xSo less than three of the prisoners—two men and a woman—were committed for mur-
der.

The books of the Gaol were examined and found to be well kept.

CoBouRG Gaol.

Prisoners committed during the year. = 184
Grreatest number confined at any one time 28

N'umber of re-committals 68

Total cost of maintaining Gaol .$3842 00

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 29th January and 4th of August, on

both of which occasions it was found to be in an excellent condition of cleanliness and order,

with Gaol regulations properly enforced. The condition of the water closets in the two

lower wards was far from satisfactory, and was the cause of foul smells in those corridor.>.

It was strongly recommended that they should be rebuilt. Pending action in this particular,

a liberal use of chloride of lime or other disinfectant was ordered. The dark and close con-

dition of these corriders has been frequently referred to, and a means was suggested by
which they might be lightened.

At my first visit I found 22 prisoners in custody—14 males and 8 females—one of the

former and one of the latter being committed as insane. The woman was not, however,

likely to derive benefit from asylum treatment. A little boy was found to be detained without

a warrant of commitment. The sherifl' was instructed to discharge him, unless the law was

complied with in his case. At my second visit I found 19 prisoners in custody— 13 males

and 6 females. One of the former and two of the Later were committed as insane, one

woman being the one referred to in my last minutes, the crowded state of the asylums not yet

admitting of her transfer. The man and another woman seemed to be epileptics, and the

sheriff' was recommended to procure their discharge.

The sherifi" was informed that, in my opinion, it was not safe to leave the prison for

any length of time in the charge of a single turnkey, during the absence of the Gaoler, and
was requested to obtain temporary assistance on such occasions.

Cornwall Gaol.

Frisoners committed during year ,. 38
Greatest number confined at any one tiine 8

Xumber of re-committals 5

Total Cost of maintaining Gaol 81435 95

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the I3th May and 23rd of July. On
both occasions the Gaol was found to be in a fair state of cleanliness, except where lunatics

had been confined. The practice of making up more beds than are required at the time, was

forbidden, and the clothing ordered into store until it wa;?required. The sheriff was requested

to make a requisition for a supply of Gaol clothing. A bathing tub was also ordered, as there

appeared to be no means of bathing prisoners, some of whom were of filthy habits. K book

for the Gaol Surgeon was also placed on the list of requirements. On the occasion of my
first visit I found five prisoners in custody, all mules three of whom were reported as insane.

Two were recommended for transfer, but the third was more idiotic than insane, and was nut

vemoved in consequence of the want of space in the Idiot Asylum.

At my second visit I had occasion to speak of the untidy state ol the yards, and requested

that as soon as the repairs to the Court House were completed, that they should be placed in

order.
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1 also recommended that the stone work in the north-east corrider should be white-

washed, as it was ill lighted. Only two prisoners were found in custody at this visit, neither

ot whom were lunatics.

GoDEtticH Gaol.

Frisoiura committed during year 102

Gi'eafest n umber confined at any one time 12

Aumber of recommittals 22

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $1770 20

At a statutory inspection made of this Gaol on the 20th M arch, 1 found six prisoners in

custody— all men, no less than three of whom were in custody for want of securities to keep

the peace. One man was under sentence for three months for larceny
; one for drunkenness

;

and one as a debtor. ISo complaints were received from any of these prisoners.

The various portions of the Gaol were found in very good order. The upper portion,

not at present used, is admirably clean ; but Ward No. 2, in which two prisoners were con-

fined, was by no means as orderly and tidy as it should have been.

The yards were found in excellent order.

It is not desirable that the prisoners should have access to the wood without let or hin-

drance. Although the morning was very warm, the fire in the stove of Corridor No. 1 was

large enough for the coldest day in winter. The Gaoler was instructed in future to make
arrangements to have the wood removed beyond the reach of the prisoners.

Owing to the absence of the Gaoler at the time of my visit, the Kegi-ster could not be

examined, and the usual Minute book could not be used.

GuELPH Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 226
Greatest number confined at a.ny one time 22

Number of re-committals 32

Total cost of maintaining Gaol S2-i4:7 31

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 20th March and 11th June, on both

of which occasions I found that the corridors and cells were generally clean and well kept.

The supply of bedding and clothing was sufficient and of good quality. The dietary was also

in strict accordance with the prescribed regulations.

The concrete on the corridor floors, although renewed since my first visit, was found to

be as bad as ever, and recommendations were made for the substitution of Portland cement,

as in its present condition thorough cleanliness is impossible, and the necessary sanitary

regulations can not be carried out.

The practice of washing dirty clothes within the prison was ordered to he discontinued,

a» it not only created an ofi'ensive odour throughout the building, but was likely to be injurious

to the health of the inmites. It was recommended that a portion of the yard adjoining the

kitchen yard should be roofed in for a wash house.

The practice of piling wood too close to the Prison walls was ordered to be discontinued.

There were twenty-two prisoners in custody at the time of my first visit, four of whom
were cases from the Police Court. The attention of the Government was called to th.' appa-

rent necessity for the provision of a Lock-up, in order to prevent the use of the Gaol for this

Class of prisoners.

Of the eighteen remaining prisoners, 13 were miles and 5 females. Two of the latter

were committed as insane, tut their cases were not. in my opinion such as to justify transfer

to an asylum, and I recommended that they should be discharged. One of the male prison-

ers was also undoubtedly insane, although not committed as a lunatic. His case was not such,

however, as to render removal to an asylum desirable. The pri-soner sentenced to thirty

lashes, had been relieved of this portion of his sentence by the Dominion Government. The
Guol Surgeon informed me that he was physically able to bear that punishment. At my
second visit there were seven prisoners in custody, five males and two females. One of the

former was committed as a lunatic, h>ut was at the time of my visit to all appearance perfectly

s me and rational, and was so reported by the Gaol officials. His discharge was therefore re-

commended.
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As Commissioaer, I held an investigation under oath, commencing on the 15th April,

into the circumstances attending the escape of a person named Samuel McLean, and found as

follows: The prisoner was committed for trial to the Guelph Gaol on the 24th January, on
a charge of mail robbery. He.was last seen hu the Gaoler on the evening of the 14th April,

but the turnkey, Hillen, swore that on the morning of the 15th, at 7 a.m., when he unlocked
the cells, he found the prisoner in his cell, but that when he brought his breakfast at 8 o'clock,

the prisoner had disappeared. The evidence of Hillen is the only proof that the prisoner was
in the Gaol on the morning of the 15th, as no one else in the Gaol either saw or heard him
after the gaoler left him in his cell on the evening of the 14th. To get out of the Gaol
between the times that the turnkey indicates, the prisoner must pass the door of the adjoining-

corridor, in which three prisoners were confined, one of whom swears that at that time he was
in a position to see every one that passed. Again, having reached the lower flat, he must pass
through the room in which the turnkey and a prisoner cook were at work, with the female
members of the turnkey's family. None of these saw the prisoner McLean pass, and it ap-

peared to me to be simply impossible that he should have passed without being seen. The
turnkey, Hillen, however, m;ide other statements which were proved to be false from the
evidence of other witnesses, and I felt that his evidence could not be relied upon. The man-
ner in which he gave his evidence, also, excited my grave suspicions as to many of the state-

ments he made, even under oath. The evidence further showed that the greatest interest

was taken in McLean's case by a number of people ; that a large number visited him while in

Gaol—in many instances without any supervision over their visits ; that many of his visitors

were strongly interested in procuring his release ; and that a large sum of money had
been raised professedly for his defence at his approaching trial. According to Hillen'

s

evidence, he had been approached by a stranger, who offered him (Hillen) a considerable

sum of money to allow McLean to escape. This unusual interest in a prisoner became so

apparent, that the Sheriff applied for an extra night guard, which was allowed him. The
object of this extra guard was, however, defeated by an extraordinary arrangement, by which
he was not allowed to enter the Gaol, or to see the prisoners at all, but was placed in an out-

side corridor, which rendered his services almost useless. That the prisoner was let out of

the Gaol by some one having keys, there appears to me not the slightest doiibt. and the

manner by which the release was accomplished, clearly indicates tjiat a well executed scheme,
Dased upon the bribery of the turnkey, was successfully carried out. All the evidence taken,

points to this conclusion, and that of Mrs. McLean shews the way in which the money was
procured wherewith to bribe the turnkey. In closing my report to Government upon this

investigation, I felt it my duty to call attention to the gross carelessness and neglect of duty
that has existed in the management of the affairs of the Gaol. The gaoler had evidently

little to do with its administration, leaving all in the hands of the turnkey. The keys were
left in an exposed situation, and were accessible to the turnkey's family, to strangers passing

ttjough the room, and to prisoners engaged in the Gaol kitchen. The son of the turnkey (who
boarded with his father,) was allowed to have in his possession, a key to open the outside door,

and this key he swears to have made himself. Altogether the management and discipline of
the Gaol was proved to have been lax and careless. Owing to this carelessness, and the sus-

picion which attached to the turnkey. Hillen, I instructed the Sheriff to dispense with his

services. He was afterwards indicted for the offence, but acquitted upon trial.

At my second visit, I found that in so far as the keeping of the keys was concerned,

the carelessness and impropriety which was brought to light during my examination, had been

remedied, as the turnkey locked them up during the day, and took them up to his room at

night.

Hamilton Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 1219
Greatest number confined at any one time.. 1U7
Number of re-committals 780
Total cost of maintaining Gaol §10,687 62

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 11th February and 25th June, on

both of which occasions I found the entire premises to be in as clean and well ordered a con-

dition as was possible, considering the state of the building, and the overcrowding of the cor-
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ridors and cells. The ventilatioa was, as usual, very bad, and must be very prejudicial to th •

health of the prisoners.

Ou the occasion of my first visit, I found 75 prisoners in custody, 56 males and 1'.)

females, fwo of the former were enij;aged in making up prison clothing, of which there was

a good supply (some 80 suits) on hand, all being in a fair state of repair. I conversed with

most of the prisoners, receiving complaints of want of e.xercise from many. Six men were

found sick in bed in their cells, a most improper place for them, but as there was no hospital

accommodation this could not be avoided.

Two of the females were idiotic. It is to be regretted that the crowded state of tlie

asylum, precludes their transfer. At my second visit I found 43 prisoners in custody, 22

males and 21 females. This is the smallest number of prisoners that I ever found in custody

in this Gaol, and it is attributable in a great measure to the operations of the Central Prisc'n.

Since the opening of that Institution, no less than 7tj prisoners have been commit*^ed from the

County of Wentworth and City of Hamilton. Some of these were very old offenders, one

having- been committed to G-aol 109 times, and another 182 times.

The new Gaol, which is not yet occupied, was inspected at the time of my visit. It has

been heretofure fully described.

A prisoner named John Neligan escaped from this Gaol, on the 16th April, under the

following: circumstances. He was with others taken into the Gaol yard to perform some duty,

and climbed over the fence. The turnkey in charge was evidently negligent, but the facili-

ties for escape from the Gaol are so great, that it is a matter of wonder that so few avail

themselves of their opportunities.

Kingston Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 35

1

G^reatest number confined at any one time 51

Number of re-committals 117

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $4,355 00

This Gaol was inspected on the 30th January, 18th .May and 31st July, on all of which

occasions it was found in admirable order, with good management and discipline prevailing in

all its departments.

At my first visit I found 45 prisoners in custody, 30 males and 15 females, two of the

latter being committed as insane. Their cases not being urgent, they were not immediately

transferred.

At my second visit I found 28 prisoners in custody, 20 males and 8 females. I received

from nearly all the male prisoners great complaints as to the insufficiency of their dietary.

On enquiry I found that the ordinary Gaol dietary was strictly observed, and did not consider

it necessary that any alterations should be made, except under the order of the Gaol Surgeon,

A frame water closet had been erected agiinst the Gaol yard wall by the Board of School

Trustees, which facilitated communication with the prisoners inside. The matter was referred

to the Hon. the Attorney-General for his instructions.

At my third visit on the 31st July I found 24 prisoners in custody, 13 males and 11

females, one of the latter a mere child. In addition there were two children in the cells with

their mothers, but whose names were not on the reijister. Two of the women were committed
as insane, and were recommended for transfer to Rockwood Asylum.

A prisoner sentenced for desertion escaped over the wall on the female side, dropping

from the height of 22 feet to the ground. He was re-captured by the Gaoler, and again

lodged in Gaol a few hours after.

The prison clothing, though sufficient for summer wear, is entirely inadequate for fall or

winter use, and the Gaoler was instructed to make requisition for suitable clothing for the cold

weather.

Having found several prisoners who were imprisoned for serious offences, acting as internal

guards, I authorized the Sheriff to procure an extra turnkey. It is impossible for the Gaoler,

with one turnkey, to supervise so many prisoners with safety.

The County Council having reduced the Gaoler's salary from $700 to S500 last year, and
as Gaol statistics shew the Kingston Gaol to be one of the most economically conducted in

the Province, and as the Gaoler has rendered it also one of the best managed and disciplined
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Prisons—as it is one of the most important in respect of size—the '^ouncil were requepted to

re-oonsider their decision, and to make the salary of the Gaoler in proportion to his services.

Lindsay Gaol,

Frisoners committed during year ; 56
Greatest numher covfined at any one time 12
Number of re-committals 5

Total cost of maintaining Gaol 81,604 04

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 24th March and 5th August, on both
of which occasions I found the Gaol to be in a most admirable condition of cleanliness and
order, with evidences of good management and discipline apparent in every department. The
yards were also in a tidy and well-kept state. As at my last year's inspection I found it

necessary to reflect upon the management of the Gaol and the condition of the prisoners with
some severity, T have pleasure in now recording my satisfaction at its present state and man-
agement. There appeared to be a scarcity of blankets for the requirements of the Gaol
in the winter season

;
and there was a scant supply of clothmg, especially as the trousers and

ahirts were in a most delapidated state.

The dietary regulations were properly carried out.

At my first visit 1 found 5 prisoners in custody, all males, one of whom was under sen-

tence for a serious offence, and wns awaiting transfer to the Kingston Penitentiary.

At my second visit I found 6 prisoners in custody, 2 males and 4 females, one of the

former was an idiot boy aged eleven, who was also afflicted with dumbness. As soon as a

vacancy occurs he will be transferred to the Idiot Asylum. Two of the women were insane,

and afterwards were removed to an asylum.

The adoption of the dry earth system for the outside privies had given great satisfaction,

after two year's trial. Its general adoption in Common Gaols would be a great advantage.

London Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 592
Greatest number confined at any one time 72
Number of re-committals 224
Total cost of maintaining Gaol . $7,239 99

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 4th April and 28th August, on both

of which occasions the Gaol was found to be in as good a state of order and cleanliness as its

defective internal construction and arrangement will permit. 8o long as these defects remain,

its sanitary condition and its management and discipline cannot be satisfactory. The over-

crowded state of the Gaol during the winter months rendered the defects more apparent, and its

proper management more difl&cult. At my first visit I found 52 prisoners in custody, 36

males and 16 females. Three of the latter were committed as insane, only two of whom
seemed fit subjects for asylum treatment, the third having apparently recovered a sound mind.

At my second visit, I found 33 prisoners in custody. 21 males and 12 females. Of this

number no less than 25 were under sentence (14 men, and 11 women.) Five men were sen-

tenced for such periods as to make them eligible for transfer to the Central Prison, but in every

case were physically or mentally unfit. Three of the men were mental defectives, two having

been formerly inmates of the Idiot and Insane Asylums, whence they were removed by their

friends. The third was committed on a charge of arson, but acquitted on the grounds of his

insanity. Two of these persons were subsequently removed to an asylum. The filthy con-

dition in which lunatics are transferred from this Gaol to the asylum, is sufficiently accounted

for by the fact that there is not a single b.ithing tub in the Gaol, nor is there a sufficiency of

water for cleansing purposes. It is to be hoped that ere long the proper authorities will take

Bome steps for the amelioration of the crying evils that have for so long existed in this Gaol.
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L'Orignal Gaol.

Frii!Oiiers committed durm^ year 18

Greatest number confined at any one time 5

Number of re-committals 5

Total cost of maintaining Gaol ' )$656 14

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on tlie 2'Jth of July, on which occasion it

was found to be in excellent order, and cleanly and neatly kept, except in the cell occupied

by the lunatic hereafter referred to.

I found four prisoners in custody, all males, which is the largest number I have ever

found in confinment in this Gaol.

One prisoner wascouimitted asiusane. and was found in a cell with no bedding save straw

on the floor. The cell was very dirty, and the air very foul. The gaoler stated that although

ijuiet and rational at the time of my visit, he was occasionally very violent, and destroyed his

beddiuLi; and anything else left in his cell. This was, however, no excuse for the dirty condi-

tion of his cell, and the gaoler was directed to remove him to a clean cell, and to provide him
with proper bed and bedding. He was subsequently translevred to an asylum.

The bed accommodation was found to be quite inadequate for the requirements of the

prison, and the Sheriff was requested to order six ordinary pine stretchers (to cost not more
than s2 each), upon which to make up the beds, as the bedding was being destroyed for want
of them.

I found that the gaoler was still paid twenty five cents per day for the daily food ofeach

prisoner, in violation of the dietary regulations.

A book was ordered for the Gaol surgeon, in order that he might record his visits, and

any instructions respecting the treatment of the prisoners.

Milton Gaol.

Fri&oners committed during year 83
Ch-eatest number confined at any onetime 8

Number of re-committsds 2

Total cost of maintaining Goal ^8954 17

Statutory inspection was made of this Goal on the ISJtb. June, when every part was
found to be in excellent order, with the utmost cleanliness prevailing everywhere. I have

again to report the entire absence of prisoners from this Gaol at the time of my visit. Only
nine had been committed since the 1st of January, and none of these for criminal offences.

The Gaol books were found to be properly kept.

Napanee Gaol.

Prisoners committed ditring year '. 67
Greatest number confined at any one time 17
Number of re-committals , 19
Total cost of maintaining Gaol $1,840 00

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 18th May and 1st October, on both
of which occasions it was found to be in the very highest condition of cleanliness, and a per-

fect model of good order and neatness. The general management was, in all respects, most
satisfactory.

The condition of the flues was still very defective. Means should be taken to correct

this defect.

Coverlets should also be obtained to keep the blankets clean.

At my first visit 1 found six prisoners in custody, three males and three females.

Two of the latter were congenital idiots, and sisters. At my second visit I found ten pris-

oners in custody, fives male and live females. Only one was, however, in confinement for

the commission of crime. Of the remainder, one was insane or weak-minded, and three
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idiots, two being the sisters mentioned above. As the Asylum for Idiots is quite full, and

there are many more urgent cases awaitini;' admission, and as these unfortanates did not seem

to possess any dangerous or dirty hnbits. the sheriff was instructed to apply to the Council of

the township from whence they came, to procure them a home in a private house, as the Gaol

is not certainly a proper place for the continued confinement of such unfortunates.

Ottawa Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 558
Greatest nwnber confined at any onetime 39

Number of re-committals 135

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $4,746 05

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 6th Maj^ and 28th July. On the

occasion of my first visit I found some portions of it in disorder, as whitewashing- was goimj

on, but cleanliness generally prevailed. The bedding and clothing was found to be in good

order, and sufiicient in supply for the requirements of the Gaol.

Twenty prisoners were found in custody, sixteen males and four females.

The offences for which most of those persons were committed were not of a serious na-

ture, and the terms of sentence were, with two exceptions, very short.

Ten of the men were engaged in getting out stone, and stone breaking, two were white-

washing, and the remainder at other jail work. The women were engaged in knitting or do-

mestic occupations.

All the prisoners appeared to be constantly employed. This is a most desirable state of

things.

Attention was called to the fact that the wall between the prison kitchen and boiler-room

and the front rooms, were of brick, and were by no means so secure as they should be.

My second visit was made on the 28th July, and I again had a most satisfactory report

to make of its condition and management.
The various corridors and cells, as well as the portion used for domestic purposes, were

found in the best order, with the most scrupulous cleanliness prevailing throughout the entire

establishment.

The beds and bedding were sufficient in supply, and well and neatly kept, and the prison

clothing was in good condition, and was sufficient for the gaol requirements. The yards were
also found in a well-kept state.

In all these respects, as well as in its general management and discipline, the Ottawa
Gaol stands second to none in the Province, and reflects credit on the gaol officials.

I was glad to observe that the cost of maintenance still remains below the average, and
that the dietary and other regulations are strictly adhered to and carried out. I found on this

occasion 27 prisoners in custody—viz., 14 men and 13 women. Of this number 12 men and
all the women are under sentence, no less than 10 of them for vagrancy. Only two prisoners

are awaiting sentence.

All the women and many of the men arc habitual offenders, and have been frequent resi-

dents of the gaol.

I was glad to notice this class of prisoners are kept constantly employed, either at break-

ing stone, knitting, sewing, washing or scrubbing.

Nine of the men were found breaking stone and one working in the garden. The results

of the constant employment of the prisoners in this Gaol are apparent in the large quantity

of broken stone and knitted goods on hand ready for sale. I spoke to every prisoner in con-

finement, from whom no complaints were received. The punishment book shows very few
instances of punishment, and all in conformity with the regulations.

The Gaol Surgeon's book shows that the health of the Prison has been, and is, satisfactory.

Since my last visit the County Council have, by resolution, dispensed with the servici-s

of Dr. Sweetland, who had performed the duties of gaol surgeon for nearly eight years wit'a,

(as far as I am informed,) general satisfaction. No reason for this action of the Council bus

been communicated in the resolution or otherwise.

The salaries of the gaoler and the turnkeys have also been reduced by the County Coun-
cil, for which action, also, no reasons have been communicated to me.
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Frequent complaints have been made of the means of communioation with the public

from tlio female corridors, nnd of the foul language used in such communicatiouB.

To prevent tliis I recommended that iron slats be placed upon the opening in close

proximity to the street.

The various books were examined, and found to be well and properly kept.

Owen Sound Gaol.

Prison6r!> commithd during year 117
Greatest nxLviher confined at any one time 22

Kumher of T^-committah 39
Total cost of maintaininQ Gaol 82,672 87

Inspeotion'iwas made of this Gaol on the—January and 14th September. On both occasions

the Gaol was found to be in fair order. At my first visit, I had, however, to remark upon
the want of neatness in the men's corridors. The women's corridor and cells were very

orderly and clean.

At my first visit I found ten prisoners in custody, seven males and three females. One
man and one women were committed as Lunatics.

It appears to be a practice to use this Gaol as a lying-in hospital for female vagrants.

This should not be allowed to continue, as a Gaol is evidently not intended for such purposes.

At a visit made by 31 r. Scoble he reports as follows :

—

There were 16 prisoners in custody at the time of my visit, 11 males and 5 females;

three of the former, and one of the latter being committed as insane, and one poor girl as

an idiot. The general condition of the Gaol was fair ; beds and bedding being fairly clean
;

and a fair amount of order and cleanliness apparent in corridors and cells. The yards were
not tidy, and the water closets required emptying. The drainage seems very imperfect,

although the ventilation was good in all the wards except that in which the idiot girl was
confined. The water supply is precarious and scanty, dependent on a mere surface well.

Carpenters were making repairs to the veranda between the Court House and Gaol, and
repairs to the walls had been in progress accounting for some untidness in the yards.

Pembroke Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 61

Greatest number confined at any one time 15

^umler of re-committals 5

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $1,915 00

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 25th July. On the occasion of my
visit every department was found in the best possible order, and the whole Gaol is kept in

the most commendable state of cleanliness. In these respects I have pleasure in recording

that the Pembroke Gaol stands second to none in the Province.

The general discipline and management, judging from results, and the absence of com-
plaints, as well as from the condition of things during my visits, are most satisfactory.

On this occasion 1 found only six prisoners in confinement—all males. Three of these,

(one a lad of 12 years of age) were under sentence ; one was waiting trial on a charge of

murder, and the remaining two were lunatics, who hud been residents of the Gaol for many
years. I still adhere to my former decision that the two last prisoners are not proper subjects

for an asylum, being only weak-minded and aged.

No complaints were received from any of the prisoners either in respect to food or treat-

ment. The only hard work provided for prisoners sentenced to hard labour is breaking
stones, but the most seems to be made of that penal provision. The beds and bedding
were found in good order and sufficient in all respects for the Gaol requirements. No clothing

hag yet been provided for sentenced prisoners.

The various books were examined 2.nd found to be properly kept. The Gaol surgeon's
book is particularly full and explicit in details, which is much to be commended.

No pHnishments have been given since my last visit to this Gaol.
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Perth Gaol.

Prisoners comviitted during year 61

Greatest number confined at any one time 16

Number of re-committals 15

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2,165 01

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 13th and 14th May, and 24th July.

On both occasions I found it to be, in all its departments, in its usual admirable conditiun

of cleanliness and order, and a model of good management and discipline.

At my first visit, I found 13 prisoners in custody—11 males and two females, the two
latter being committed as insane. Neither were, however, urgent cases, and their removal was
not at once recommended. Four of the men were under sentence, and the remaining seven

were vagrants, some of whom were very old and feeble, and the care of whom is attended with

great trouble. One of these latter was admitted upon a certificate from the Reeve of Almonte,
that he was indigent and a vagrant. The Gaoler was instructed that he could not receive any
person into custody in such a manner ; and the SheriiFwas instructed to dismiss the man.

At my second visit, I found 9 prisoners in custo ly, 7 males and two females, the latter

being of unsound mind. Five of the men were the aged vagrants before referred t ).

One of the old vagrants who was committed on the .3rd July, in a very feeble state, died

in the Gaol on the 18th. He was 78 years of age—a native of Ireland.

Peterborough Gaol.

Prisoners commited during year 82
Gi'eatest number confined at any one time 16

Number of re-committals 42
Total cost of maintaining Gaol 81.960 77

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 25th March and 4th August, when
its various corridors, cells, and other rooms, were found in good order, and in a clean and well-

kept condition throughout. The yards were also tidy. I ordered that the lumber should at

once be removed from the rear yard, as it might afford a means of escape. The attention of

the County Council was called to the necessity that exists for dividing that portion of the

male-airing yard, used by the Gaoler for a kitchen yard, from the lower portion used for prison

purposes.

The prison clothing and bedding was found in good order and in sufficient supply.

On the occasion of my first visit, eleven prisoners were found in custody, no less than

seven of whom were committed as vagrants, three of them habitual. Two females of this

class—unmarried—were far advanced in pregnancy, and it would appear were sent to gaul

instead of a lying-in hospital.

If the County Gaol is to be used for such purposes it should be provided with some of
the appliances of an hospital, and a night nurse ; but I trust that some other provision will be
made for persons of this description.

At my second visit I found ten prisoners in confinement— six men and four women.
Seven of this number were tinder sentence for various offences, but none of a very serious cha-

racter. No less than four men were in confinement for leaving employment. One woman
was in custody as a dangerous lunatic, and from her appearance her case was a very urgent
one. Owing to her destructive and filthy habits, she was placed in a cell without bed
or bedding. Her transfer to one of the asylums was at once recommended. Another female
lunatic, mentioned in former minutes, remains in the same condition as found at my last visit.

On this occasion, also, the Gaol was found in a fair condition of order and cleanliness,

and the Gaoler reports a sufficient quantity of bedding and clothing. Some of the beds were
on the floor, owing, it is said, to the beds being too wide for the bedsteads. This should be
remedied. The practice that prevails of paying the Gaoler nine cents per day for meat and other

prison rations, (with the exception of bread.) is a serious objection, as giving the Gaoler a pecu-
niary interest in the Gaol affairs. The supplies may just as well be procured by contract or

ordinary purchase, and I recommended that this course be adopted. I received no complaints
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from the prisoners in respect to the diet ; nevertheless the continuance of the practice may
at anj time place the Gaoler in a false position with the prisoners and the public.

PiCTON Gaol.

Pnsonfrs committed during year 36

ilrcaiest numbtr confined at any one time 3

Xumherof re-committals 2

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $762 41

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 17th May and 1st August. On both

occasions I found it, in all its departments, to be in ^rood order and well kept, with a sufficient

supply of bedding and clothing for all ordinary requirements.

At my first visit I found two prisoners in custody, one under sentence to the Peniten-

tiary, and one committed as insane. The latter was subsequently removed to an asylum.

At my second visit there were no prisoners in custody.

Sandwich Gaol.

Prisoners committed duringyea.r 382

Greatest member confined at any one time 41

Numher of re-committals 54

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2,93.5 98

Statutory inspection was made of this gaol on the 7th April and 29th Augu.st. The gene-

ral condition with respect to cleanliness and order was satisfactory on both occasions, but the

drainage, wat'-r siipply, and ventilation, were, as has been before remarked, very imperfect.

The use of chloride of lime was ordered in the water-closets, where the smell was most offen-

sive. The Gaoler was also instructed to remove the prisoners' clothing from the coiTidors,

as its presence tended to taint the air in .so confined a space. The condition of the Gaol cloth-

ingi was far from good ; in fact, it was as dilapidated as it could be, and of the most inferior

quality. The Sherifi" was requested to make requisition upon the Gaol Committee for twenty

good suits.

At my first visit I found twenty-seven prisoners in custody— twenty-two males and five

females—nineteen of whom were under sentence. At my second visit I found twenty-five

prisoners in custody—twenty one males and four females. One of the latter was committed as

insane, and was afterwards transferred to an asylum. Seventeen were under sentence.

Sarnia Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 289

Greatest numher confined, at any one time
,

.

.

23

Nvrnher of re-committals 91

Total cA)st of maintaining Gaol S2.997 39

Statutory inspection was made of this gaol on the 18th March. Owing to the re-floor-

ing of the corridors being in progress, the condition of the Gaol was not as orderly as usual.

Tlie work referred to was much needed, and I trust the Council will see that the whole of the

flooring of the lower corridors and cells is renewed instead of patching here and there. The
decayed wood .«hould be thoroughly removed, and lime spread over the part opened up, so as

to sweeten the basement.

The prison kitchen and stores are now occupied, and the dietary regulations are

being carried out. The cost of daily rations is reported to be about 12;^ cents instead <if

20 cents as heretofore.

The bedding and clothing of the prison was found in good order, and the supply was
sufficient for (Jaol purposes.

The various books were examined—the names of three prisoners had not then been

entered in the register. The books were well kept.
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There were at my visit eleven prisoners in custody, viz., nine men and two women. One
of the former was committed as a dangerous lunatic, but who had not yet undergone the re-

quisite statutory examination. From all appearance he is a proper subject for asylum treat-

ment, and he was recommended for transfer to an asylum as soon as the papers in his case

were received.

An unfortunate woman, named Catherine Murray, died from injuries caused by the igni-

tion of her clothes while in the Gaol on the 10th March. The Unding of the Coroner's jury,

however, exonerated the Gaol officials from blame.

SiMCOE Gaol.

Prhoners conimitted during year 110

Greatest number covfine.d at any ove time 10

Nvmher of re-cominittals. 29

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2,027 00

Statutory inepection was made of this Gaol on the 3rd April and 21st August, on both

of which occasions it was found in very good order,' and clean and well kept throughout.

The bedding is sufficient in supply. I regretted to find that, although I had called attention

to this matter before, beds were made up in unoccupied cells ; and requested the Sheriff

to see that my instructions are complied with in the future.

The dark and badly ventilated cells in the front of the Gaol were also used in preference

to the light and well ventilated cells in the rear. This, the Sheriff informs me, is due to

the inefficient heating of the rear wards. This defect should be remedied.

On the occasion of my first visit I found five prisoners in custody, all males. One was

an idiotic boy who is an entirely unfit subject for the Gaol ; steps will be taken to have him

removed on the first opportunity. At my second visit only two prisoners were found in

custody, one being the idiot boy previously referred to. I was gratified to notice that only

three females had, up to the time of my visit, been committed to the Gaol this year, one of

them being an insane person.

St. Catharines Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year * 220
Greatest number confined at any one time 3.5

Number of re-committals . 13

Total cost of maintaining Gaol .$3,608 77

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 2nd April and 2nth August. On
my first visit I found repairs in progress, which prevented an estimate of its condition. At

my second visit, however, everything was in its usual condition of order and cleanliness, with

evidence of good management and discipline pervading the whole establishment. The bed-

ding is not sufficient for the requirements of the Prison ; and with the exception of a few

shirts no prison clothing was provided for sentenced prisoners, as required by the Gaol regu-

lations. The Sheriff was requested to make a requisition for 12 suits of clothing.

The practice of allowing the prisoners free access to the wood, was also remarked upon,

and instructions given to prevent its continuance.

Attention was called to the want of observance of the dietary regulations, and the Sheriff

was requested to see that they be properly enforced.

At my second visit the supplies of bedding and clothing had not been furnished, and

the Sheriff was again requested to make a requisition for a proper supply.

At my first visit I found 15 prisoners in custody, 13 males and 2 females, one of the

latter being under 16 years of age. There were two lunatics, a man and a woman, in custody
;

both of whom were subsequently transferred t3 an Asylum, although the woman was seem-

iogly not a fit subject for asylum treatment.

At my second visit I found 22 prisoners in custody. 17 males and five females. Six

•of the former were fit .subjects for the Central Prison, and some of whom were subsequently

transferred.
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8TRATF0RD GaOI,.

Prisoners committed during year 174
Greatest number amjined at luuj one time 21

jS'umber of re-committals 37
Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2,311 52

Statutory inspection Avas made of the Gaol on the 18th March and 12th June, when the

various corridore and cells were examined, and while the upper floor cells and halls were found
in the most admirable order, the lower flat, owing to darkness and bad ventilation, were not

what could be desired ; although kept in as good condition as these defects, and the confined

space will admit of.

It is to be feared that, as far as the sanative state of the Gaol is concerned, the late

expenditures for alterations and repairs were little better than thrown away.
The bedding is not quite 8ufl5cicnt for the wants of the prison, and the prison clothing

ia scant in supply and of poor quality. At my first visit there were twelve prisoners under
confinement, eleven males and one female. One of the former anH the latter were certified

to be insane and were recommended for transfer to an Asylum as soon as a vacancy took

place. The remaining ten prisoners were under sentence for the following offences :—Two for

larceny, five vagrancy, one drunkenness, one trespass, and one assault.

The dietaries of the Gaol are served in accordance with the regulations.

The various books were examined and found to be correctly kept.

No complaints were received from any of the prisoners.

At my second visit there were nine prisoners in custody, six males and three females^

two of the latter being insane. One of the men also gave indications of insanity, and the
Gaol surgeon was requested to examine into his case, with a view to his removal to art

asylum.

St. Thomas Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 104
Great€st number confined at any one time 16

Number of re-committals ... \i

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $3,289 32

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 4th April and 29th August. At my
first visit only the lower corridor was occupied by prisoners, as the floors of the upper cor-

ridor were being relaid. The Gaol was visited early in the morning, before the prisoners had
risen. The ventilation was good, considering that doors and windows had been kept shut

during the night. All the beds were made up on the floor, no bedsteads having been pro-

vided, up to that time, by the Council. The Sheriff was requested to make a requisition for

a frame stretcher for each cell, and also for six suits of prison clothing, as the regulations had
not been observed in this respect. No prison kitchen was yet provided for the Gaol. The
heating apparatus was reported by the Gaoler to be working satisfactorily.

At my second visit, I regretted to find that the disorder formerly attributed to the pro-

gress of repaire still continued, and that the Gaol was generally in an untidy state, with
neither cleanliness nor order apparent in its departments. The corridor in which the male
prisoners were confined, was littered over with various articles—pipes and flash literature—as

though a bar-room rather than a Gaol-ward. The beds were not neatly made up, and the un-

occupied cells had evidently not been swept or dusted for a considerable time. The whole
of the wards and cells were sadly in need of whitewashing. The yards were overgrown with
weeds, and strewn with fragments of old clothes.

This state of things is particularly inexcusable in a new prison, and the Sherifi" was re-

quested to enforce cleanliness and discipline. It is also to be regretted that arrangements are

not made by which full efiFect can be given to the dietary regulations. The management of
this Gaol is evidently very bad, and means should be adopted to raise it to the standard of
other Gaols of the Province. At ray first visit, there were eleven prisoners in cusody, all

males. At my second visit there were four prisoners in custody, three males and one female.

The Young Men's Christian Association of St. Thomas having requested liberty of
access to the Prison for Christian ministrations to the prisoners, permission was granted, subject
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to the regulations and Prison discipline. It is to be regretted that thie example is not more
genernlly followed by similar organizations in our county towns.

Toronto Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 2436
Greatest number confined at any one time .-... 224

Number of re-committals 643

Total cost of maintaining Gaol , $26,424 89

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 27th March and 13th October. On
both occasions the entire gaol was found in a most commendable state of order and cleanli-

ness, with the utmost good discipline and manac;ement apparent in all its departments. The
corridors and cells for female prisoners were scrupulously neat and clean, and in fact could not

be more so. It is a source of gratification to me to be able to point out this, the largest and

most important Gaol in the Province, as a model of order and discipline, which may advan-

tageously be copied by some other Gaols. I found the bedding to be good and sufficient in

quantity, and the Gaol clothing to be in fair order, and in sufficient supply. The yards

were neatly kept and in good order. The water-closets were much improved, though the

valves did not work very well, and required attention; the drainage very much improved,

and, as a consequence, the ventilation was much better in the basement flat. The water

supply alone needs remodelling, the tank being too small to contain the requisite supply for

the requirements of the prison. This is a great defect. If a system for proper water supply

were carried out, the internal arrangements of the Gaol—always excepting the presence of the

steam-heating boilers in the basement—would be satisfactory.

The screens across the ends of the corridors are not yet constructed. The Gaol dietary

is not quite according to regulations, and costs about 8i cents per prisoner per day.

At my first visit I found 220 prisoners in custody—133 males and 87 females ;
seven

of the former and three of the latter were under 16 years of age, and were more suited for

a reformatory school than a Gaol. There were five insane females and two idiotic males in

custody. The former were all removed to an asylum. One of the latter died in the Gaol.

Seventy-two of the prisoners were at labour—24 men and 28 women in the shoe shop,

and 20 men breaking stone. As more could be set at breaking stone if more hammers were

available, it was recommended that a further supply should be purchased. A large propor-

tion of immigrants and Americans were found in this Gaol.

At my second visit I found 173 prisoners in custody—111 males and 62 females ;
four

of the former and three of the latter were committed as insane, and two lads as idiots. Of
the male prisoners, it is to be regretted that no less than 14 were under 16 years of age.

Fifteen of the male prisoners were of American birth, and most of them had been only a short

time in the country.

It is particularly noticeable, in connection with this Gaol, the altogether disproportionate

number of short-date sentences. Out of 81 male prisoners sentenced, no less than 28 were

sentenced for periods under one month, five of whom had been committed twice, four three,

three four times, one five times, two six times, one ten times, one eleven times^ and one twelve

times before this sentence. As an alternative to this imprisonment was a small money fine,

within the capacity, it might be supposed, for payment, by any of these ofiFenders. It is to be

regretted that continuous lenity of sentence leads such habitual criminals to look upon the

Gaol rather as a place of refuge than a place of punishment.

The escapes at the Toronto Gaol were in two cases due to a violation of the law in taking

prisoners beyond the Gaol precincts. In one instance, the prisoners were taken out to repair

the fences of the Gaol farm when they succeeded in making good their escape. In the other

case the escape was attributable to a defect in the yard walls, and to careless supervision.

Walkehton Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year ,= 31

Greatest number confined at any one time , ... 7
Number of re-comrnitials

Total cost of maintaining Gaol $1,627 30
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Inspection wbs made of this Gaol by Ts\t. Scoble on the 8th September. He reports the

general condition of the Gaol to be pood ; the bcddinp to be in a fair condition of cleanliness

and sufficient in supply : the clothinp- to be in fair order; the corridors and cells to be clean;

the ventilation to be good in the corridors, but bad in the cells ; the drainage to be in fair

order, and the water supply to be good and sufficient. One of the water closets required

cleaning out. and there was altogether too much wood piled in the yards. The sentenced

male prisoners were engaged in cutting and splitting the wood, no other hard labour being ob-

tainable. The dietary was according to Gaol regulations, and averaged about 9i cents per

day. The supplies were obtained by the Gaoler, without contract. No complaints were
received from the prisoner.s.

There were five prisoners in custody, all males, one under Ifi years of age ; 2 being
under sentence for short periods.

Although spoken of in previous minutes, the beds wcic not made up at 4 p.m. The
store room and bath room were in an untidy state.

Welland Gaol.

Priaontra Gommiiiod during year 191
Grreatesi number confined at any one time 24
Number ofra-committals 35
Total cost of maintaiainy Gaol $3,126 00

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 2nd April, and 20th August, on both
of which occssions corridors and cells were found to be in good order, and generally in a

clean and tidy state. The beds and bedding were neat and clean, and sufficient in f^upply.

The clothing was much the worse for wear, and should be of stouter material. The yards

were in fair order, but the piling of wood so close to the walls was objected to.

Two prisoners were found at the hall door when I entered the prison, one of whom had
formerly made his escape from the Gaol. Similar heedlessness occasioned the escape of two
prisoners about a week later, notwithstanding that a minute had been recorded cautioning the

Gaol officials as to such laxity.

There were 21 prisoners in custody at my first visit, 19 males and 2 females. Two
men and two women were committed as insane. Unreasonable delay has formerly occurred
in forwarding the papers relating to the examination of insane persons, and more punctuallity

was requested in the future.

In my second inspection of the Gaol, I found it in all its departments in a very well kept
and cleanly condition, with the regulations fairly well observed.

There were thirteen prisoners in confinement, viz : Eleven men and two women, of

whom eight (G men and two women) are under sentence, four are awaiting trial, and one is

in custody as a lunatic. The last-named person has been an inmate of the gaol for over a

year, and although the County Council has been requested to make other provision for his

care, no action has been taken in that direction. From his appearance and manners, the man
appears to be more idiotic than insane and it is very improbable that he would be mentally
benefited by asylum treatment.

Examination was made into the circumstances connected with the escape of two prisoners

from the Gaol yard on the 13th of April, and it appears that while great carelessness was
shown by the turnkey in guarding the prisoners that were at work, still the serious defect of

not having the'Courfc House yard entirely separated from the Gaol premises, was the cause to

which the escapes was more directly attributable ; and it would also appear that the prisoner

Bird escaped from the same cause last December, showing clearly the necessity that exists

for completely walling in the Gaol yard. This matter will be brought to the notice of the

County Council, with a request that the work be proceeded with without delay, as in my
opinion the Gaol yards are quite unsafe in their present condition.

The large gates must also be rebuilt, as they are now in a very dilapidated state. The
various books were examined and found to be properly kept.
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Whitby Gaol.

Prisoners committed during the year 79
Greatest number confined at any one time i
Number ofre-committals 35
Total cost of maintaining Gaol $2,230 71

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 25th March, on which occasion the
corridors and cells, bedding and clothing, were examined and found to be in a fair condition
of cleanliness and order. The water-closets were not clean, and from the foul odours arisino-,

gave evidence of bad drainasre. The water supply was irregular, and sometimes scanty. The
dietary was not strictly in ajcora;uce with Gaol regulations. The numerous escapes from this
Gaol point to defects both in the construction and administration of the Gaol.

'i'here were ten prisoners in custody at the time of my visit, nine males and one female.
Two of the former and the latter were committed as insane. One of the men was afterwards
removed to an asylum ; the other man and woman having apparently recovered sound minds
were recommended for discharge.

The escape at this Gaol, which has been particularly unfortunate , was attributable :

1st. To violation and neglect of rules in admitting a visitor to the Gaol at a very early
hour of the morning, and allowing such a visitor to enter the corridors instead of keeping
him outside the corridor gate. 2nd. To gross neglect in leaving the gate and other outer
doors opon while a person unconnected with the prison was within—and in leaving them open
at all. 3rd. To want of proper supervision over, and search of prisoners and cells, in order
to prevent their having instruments by which to effect their escape. 4th. To general care-

lessness and neglect of duty. .5th. To defective locks and locking apparatus.

Woodstock Gaol.

Prisoners committed during year 134-

Greatest member confined at any one time 26
Nicmber of re-committals , 50
Total cost of maintaining Gaol.... $3,562 30

Statutory inspection was made of this Gaol on the 4th April and 31st August, and
on examination was found in all its departments in a well-kept and clean condition.

The bedding is in sufficient supply for the present number of prisoners, but a change
could not be had for an increased number. The SheriflF was requested to make a requisition

upon the County Council, or the Committee having charge of the Gaol, for twenty coloured
coverlids for the beds. The bedding is being destroyed, owing to the false economy of not
providing covers. I also called the attention of the Council to the very insufficient supply
of both soft and hard water, and reminded the Council that cleanliness of the Gaol and the

prisoners cannot be observed without an abundant supply of water. The drainage of the

Gaol was very defective if not altogether worthless. I requested that the Council would
take steps to remedy these defects at the earliest day possible. The yards were found in ex-

cellent order.

At my first visit I found ten prisoners in custody, of whom eight were men and two
women, both of the latter insane persons. Of the eight remaining male prisoners two
were under sentence, five were waiting trial for most serious oflFences, and one was in custody
for want of sureties to keep the peace. The various books were examined and found to be

correctly kept.

At my second visit I found 22 prisoners in custody, 15 males and 7 females ; one ot

the latter having been committed as insane. An idiot woman, in confinement nearly two
years, died during the summer. Four males and two females were under sentence, sis were
waiting trial, six were committed as vagrants, and two for want of sureties to keep the

peace.
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HOSPITALS
AND

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS
AIDED BX" PROVINCIAL FUNDS.

Hospitals.

The general operations of the Hospitals aided from the funds of the Province, in respect

to admissions and discharges, together with a classification of the patients under various

headings, will be found in the following table showing :

—

1st. The number of patients remaining in each Hospital at the close of last year ; the

number admitted this year and the total number under treatment.

2nd. The discharges and deaths during the year and the number of patients remaining

under treatment at the close of this official year.

3rd. A classification of such patients in respect to the Religious Denominations and

Nationalities to which they belonged.

4th. The places from which patients were admitted to the various Hospitals during the

year.
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From this table it would appear that 3,119 patients were admitted to the various Hospitals

duriui; the year entliau- 30th September, which, toi^cether with the number remaining: in resi-

dence at the close of last year, and the births during the past twelve months, made a total

of 3,5S7 persons who were under treatment during that period, as compared with 3093 the

preceding year.

These figures indicate an increase in the number of persons who received Hospital treat-

ment of 494 over the numbers of previous year. This large increase was distributed over all

the Hospitals of the Province, except three, but at the General Hospital, Toronto, and the

General and Marine Hospital, St. Catharines, the increase was unusually large. In the former

there was an increase of 189, and in the latter the number of patients had nearly doubled.

At the Hotel Dieu Hospital in Kingston there was an increase of 49 patients, while at the

General Hospital in the same place the number had decreased from 451 in 1873 to 446 in

1874. In the General Hospitals at Hamilton and London there was an increase of 17 and
16 respectively, while at both the Protestant and Koman Catholic Hospitals in Ottawa the

number of patients had slightly decreased.

It will be observed, also, that the number of patients that remained in all the Hospitals

had increased from 1^73 last year to 362 at the close of the present year.

In addition to the 3587 patients who were lodged and treated in the various Hospitals

during the past twelve months, no less than 9184 persons received medical treatment and
medicine, as out-door patients, from the of&cers of these Hospitals, making a total number of

12,771 persons who were directly benefited by the Hospital operations of the Province during

the year.
^

These facts and figures lead one to the natural conclusion that the Hospital accom-_

modation of the Province has so increased in extent, and improved in character, that it has

been availed of by a much larger number than formerly, when they are overtaken by sickness

or accident. And the facts of the case prove this conclusion to be correct.

In the city of Ottawa, the Directors of the County of Carleton General Protestant

Hospital have erected a new building for the purposes of that charity, which in point of ap-

pearance, internal arrangement and accommodation are a credit to any community. This

building, together with the really excellent Roman Catholic Hospital in the same city, fully

meets the requirement of the Ottawa District for Hospital accommodation. The corpor-

ation of the city of London is also erecting a new Oorpital capable of giving accommodation to

fifty patients, and if certain improvements in the plans, which I suggested, are carried out, it

will take rank as a first-class Hospital. At the General and Marine Hospital, St. Catharines,

extensive additions have been made to tjie building, and the greatly increased number of patients

that have, thereby, been accommodated this year, testify to the wisdom and humanity of its Direc-

tors. The corporation of the city of Hamilton has also made much needed additions to their

Hospital and grounds, which will enable this well-managed institution to increase its beds and
improve its surroundings. A .suitable detached building has been acquired by the Directors

of the General Hospital, Kingston, for the treatment of contagious diseases, which renders the

Hospital accommodation of that city complete. I am also led to believe that extensive improve-

ments to the internal arrangement of the General Hospital, Toronto, are in contemplation,

and a little has been done during the last year in that direction.

It will be seen, therefore, that very satisfactory progress has been made, during the past

two years, in increasing and improving the Hospital accommodation of the Province ; and it is

sincerely to be hoped, that, under the new system of distributing Government aid to these in-

stitutions, the Directors and Managers will be encouraged to continue this good work.

In the great, and constantly increasing, field for charitable and philanthropic labour, no
more laudable or praiseworthy effort can be entered upon than that which presents itself in

the Hospital work nf the Province and to carry on that work successfully, it is necessary that

energetic and reliable men should be engaged in it, in order that the sympathy and assistance

of the public may be fully secured.

Reverting again to the Hospital operations for the year, we find from the table under
consideration, that the total number of patients who received treatment during the year was
3,587, of which number 2,980 were discharged, 245 died, and 362 remained in Hospitals at the

close of the year.

It would appear from these figures that, notwithstanding the large increase in the num-
ber of patients, the deaths were somewhat less than the previous year, viz., 245 as compared
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with 260. The proportion that the deaths bore to the total number of patients that were

treated was under three-quarters per cent.

The sex and nationalities of the patients, and the relig^inus denominations to which they

belonged, will be found in Table No. 2 at the commencement of this article.

The following summary shows the places from which the patients, who were admitted to

Hospitals, this year, were received, viz :

—

From the cities or towns in which the Ho.spitaLs are located, viz.,

Toronto, London, Hamilton, Kingston, Ottawa, and St.

Catharines... 1730
From the counties of which tho.se places are the capitals, viz., York,

Middlesex, Wenrworth, Frontenac, Carleton and Lincoln 341

From other counties in the Province 781

From the United States 82

Emigrants 185

3119

It is to be expected that the cities in which Hospitals are located, and the counties in

close proximity to them, should send the greatest proportion of patients, but it is more than

likely that a considerable number of patients are credited to cities who really belong to the

counties. That they have to come to cities in order to obtain Hospital treatment renders that

more probable.

The following table shows,

1st. The total number of patients that were under treatment in each Hospital, the average

stay of each patient and the collective stay of the whole number in each Hospital, discriminat-

ing in the latter case between adults and infants.

2nd. The amount, of money that each Hospital would be entitled to receive from Govern-

ment in the year 1875 under the provisions of section 3, sub-section A of " The Charity Act

of 1874." at the rate of twenty cents per day for every patient boarded, lodged and treated

in an Hospital.

3rd. The amount received for the ordinary maintenance of Hospitals from all sources,

other than the Province, and the proportion that one-fourth of that amount bears to the far^

ther Government allowance of ten cents per day for each patient.

4th. The total amount that each Hospital is entitled to receive from Government for the

year 1875 under the provisions of the Act before mentioned, and a comparison of the same
with the Government appropriation to each for 1874.
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From an examination of the precedino; table it. will be seen that the tot;il collective stay

of all adult patients in Hospitals dui-ing' the past year amounted to 122,596 days, which at

twenty cents per day would amount in the aggregate to .'B24.519.20. That sum, there-

fore, is the first instalment of Government aid to Hospitals, and which is apportioned to each

in the manner shown in the above table.

The provision to determine the amount of additional Government aid that shall be given

to each Hospital reads as follows: " Every such Institution shall also be entitled to have and
receive from such public funds further aid to the extent and amount following : ^viz., ten

cents to Hospitals, two cents to poor houses, and one-half cent to Orphan Asylums lor every

such days actual stay and treatment, or lodgment and maintenance of any person or patient

therein as ni'oresaid) provided ahoays that the aggregate amount of such further aid, at i/ie rate

aforesaid, does not in any one year exceed one-fourth of the entire moneys received by such ir.siatu-

tinn in said preceding year from all sources, other than the Frovince, towards the ordinary yearly

maintenance thereof, and in every such case where said further aid in the aggregate wo-uld so

exceed said one-fourth of said last me- tioned moneys, there shall be substituted and given in Hew
thereof from the public moneys so appropriated a sum equal to the said one-fourth of said last

mentimied, moneys'.''

The ninth column of table No. 2 shows that the total sum of money received in aid of Hospital

maintenance, from all other sources than the Province, amounted last year to .$36,989.99.

A further analysis of the fisrures. in that column, shows that only four of the ten Hospitals in the
list received a suflBcieut amount of outside aid to place them in a position to demand irom
Government the full amount of further aid provided for in the provision of the statute quoted.

The Hospitals entitled to receive the full amount of additional aid, viz : ten cents per
day for each patient treated, are the Roman Catholic Ho.spital, Ottawa : the General and
Marine Hospital, St. Catharines ; the Burnside Lying-in Hospital, Toronto, ana the Eye and
Ear Infirmary. Toronto.

All the other Hospitals in the table are only entitled to receive, in the way of further aid,

(over and above the twenty cents), a sum equal to one-fourtli of the amount they received

from all sources, other than the Province, towards their ordinary maintenance.
In this connection, it may be well to remark that in the statement of receipts of some Hos-

pitals, amounts have been placed that were expended for extraordinary additions and repairs.

These moneys have in all cases been excluded from the figures in the table, and only such
moneys as were received for ordinary maintenance have been included.

The following summary shows, in a condensed form, the entire amount of Government
Aid each Hospital is entitled to receive for 1875 :

NAME OF HOSPITAL.

General Hospital, Toronto
City do Hamilton
General do Kingston
Hotel Dieu do do
Protestant do Ottawa
Koman t/atholic Hosjiital, Ottawa
General Hospital, London
General and Marine Hospital, St. Catherines
Burnside Lying-in Hospital, Toronto
Eye and Ear Infirmary, do
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2993 13
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10922 .53

5.5(;5 10
4049 08
1448 25
2633 9S

!
2122 50

140 16 2673 76
; 1557 00

j
763 80

I 947 40

IS24519 20!.$1796 90 §6367 90 32684 00

The figures in this summary show that the total amount of Government Aid to be voted
for Hospitals for the year 1875 is $32,684- 00, as compared with |2y,8u0 UO for 187-i, or an
increase of $2,884.
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From the above table, it would appear thnt the cost of ordinary maintenance in the

various Hospitals, was as follows :

General Hospital, Toronto $22,222 45
City Hospital, Flamilton 8,50041
General Hospital, Kingston 6,4.30 09
Hotel-Dieu Hospital, do 2,3.32 15

Protestant Hospital, Ottawa 3,978 38
Roman Catholic Hospital, Ottawa 5,546 87
General Hospital, London 5,967 89
General and Marine Hospital, St. Catharines 2,214 34
Burnside Lying-in Hospital, Toronto 2,416 76
Eye and Ear Infirmary, do 2,727 95

,3.37 29

A further analysis of the above figures shows the cost of maintaining each patient per

day in the respective Hospitals to have been as follows :

—

Collective Stay of Total Cost of Cost for each
Adult Patients- Maintenance, patient per day.

General Hospital, Toronto 39,647 $22,222 45 56 cents
City Hospital, Hamilton 23,200 8,500 41 36f

"

General Hospital, Kingston 15,559 6,430 09 41J
"

Hotel Dieu Hospital, do 5,751 2.332 14 40|- "

Protestant Hospital, Ottawa 9,152 3^978 38 43J
•''

Roman Catholic. do 7,075 5,546 87 78^ "

General Hospital, London , 11,318 5,967 89 52| "

General & Marine Hospital, St. Catharines 5,190 2.214 34 42f
"

Burnside Lying-in Hospital, Toronto 2,546 2,416 76 95 "

Eye and Ear Infirmary, do 3,158 2,727 95 86-|- "

122,596 162,337 29 50f
"

POOR HOUSES.

The following table (No. 4) shows the operations of the Poor Houses, aided by Govern-
ment funds, in respect to the admission and discharge of inm;ites for the year endincc

30th September, 1874 :—
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From the figures friven in the preceding table it would appear that .532 indigent persons

wore admitted to the Establishments named, -which, with the numbers remaining in them at

the close of the last official year, (261,) made a total number of 793 persons who were lodged

in these various houses during the year.

In addition to the board and lodgment furnished to these 793 inmates, outside aid

was, extended to 3 110 poor persons, in the shape of food and fuel.

The following summary gives in a condensed form the movements of these 793 inmates

of poor houses :,
—

Number remaining in houses on .1st October, 1873 261

Number admitted during the year 532

Total number of inmates during the year .. 793

Disposal of the same.

Discharged o 474
Died 47
Remaining in houses 1st October, 1874 272—798

These figures indicate a slight increase in the number of persons who received accom-

modation as compared with the preceding year, as is also the case in respect to the number
remaining in residence at the close of the year.

In this connection it may be as well to allude to certain facts that have come under my
notice during the past year, denoting serious defects in the existing regulations concerning

emigration, or gross neglect of duty on the part of some officials charged with their enforce-

ment. At a visit paid to the Hamilton House of Refuge, I found an emigrant woman recently

arrived from Scotland as one of its inmates. The woman was quite idiotic, and was the mother
of an illegitimate baby (in her arms), which was paralyzed in its limbs and subject to fits.

A short time before that another emigrant woman brought to the Hamilton Hospital two
children, one blind and the other paralyzed ; and the house surgeon informed rce that he was
at the same time attending a pauper just arrived from the old country, who, in addition to

being physically incapacitated for work himself, had two children, one a paralytic and the

other idiotic. About the same tiu;e an emigrant applied to me, on behalf of his son, for ad-

mission to the Institution for. the Education of the Blind, and who, I learned, was refused as

an Emigrant by the Australian Emigration Agency, on account of the blindness of his son.

These facts would appear to demand a more stringent and careful observance of the Emi-
gration Regulations by the Aaents of the Dominion and the Province, and the vessels carry-

ing emigrants to this country, if we would not see our Public Institutions weighted with an

undue proportion of the physical and mental defectives of other countries.

Reverting to the analysis of the Poor House statistics, we find that the number of

deaths has decreased from 60 last year to 47 this.

The following summaries show the sex, nationalities, and the religious denominations of

these 793 indigent persons, and the places from which they were received into the various

Poor Houses :—
Stx.

Males 261
Females .532

793

Nationalities.

Born in England 95
" " Ireland , 415
" " Scotland 29
•= " Canada 203

" United States ... 30
" " Other Countries 21

793
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Religious Denominations.

Protectants of all denominations 322

Roman Catholics 457

Not known 14

793

Places from which inmates were received.

From the Cities of Toronto, Hamilton, and Kingston 471

From the Counties of York, Wentworth, and Frontenac 96

From other Counties in the Province 153
From the United States 31

Emigrants 42

793

Table No. 5, next following, shows the number of inmates who were lodged in each

Poor House; the collective stay of such inmates for the year ; the amount received in aid of

such institutions from all sources, (except the Province, )and the amuont ofGovernment aid each

Poor House is entitled to for the year 1875.
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The '• Chanty Act of 1874,'" provides that there shall be paid to the l*oor Houses
named in the above table, as Government aid. the sum of five cents for each day's actual lodg-

m-»nt of every iadi^ent person who was an inmate thereof tlie year preceding ; and that a further

sum of two cents per d;iy shall be paid in addition thereto, provided such IV)or House shall

have received from other sources during the preceding year for the ordinary maintenance

of such house, a sum. the fourth of which shall be equal to the additional two cents per day

Government aid.

By referring to Table No. 5, we find that the entire collective stay of all the inmates of

the PoorHouses named amounted to 101,024 days, which, at five cents per day, would give

$5,051.20 as the first instalment of Government aid to these establishments.

With respect to the additional two cent Government allowance, we find that all the

Houses, viz , the House of Indu.^try and the House of Providence, Toronto, the House of

Refuge, Hamilton, and the House uf Industry, Kingston, received a sufl&cient amount of

outside aid to enable them to claim the full amount of that further aid.

The following summary shows the entire amount each Poor House is entitled to for 1875,
under the provisions of the Charity Act :

—

NAME.
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The following Table gives the expenditures of the Poor Houses in receipt of

Government Aid.
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It will be seen from the preceding table that the Institutions under consideration comprise

eleven Orpaau Asylums, the News-boys Lodgiu"- of Toronto, and two Magdalene Asylums.

A brief summary of the year's operations of these establishments, as far as it relates to

the movement of inmates, may be given as follows:

—

Number of inmates remaining in the various Institutions at the close of the

previous year . 1003
Number of inmates admitted during present year 843

Total number of inmates under lodgment 1646

Of whom
There were discharged during the year 809
Died 42
Eemaining in residence 1 St October, 1874 ,.. 995

1846

The 1,846 persons who were admitted to the Institutions named, comprised i,i)4l

orphans and neglected or abandoned children, and 195 women who had been received into

Magdalene Asylums, with a view to their reclamation.

The religious denominations and nationalities to which these inmates belonged, and the

places from which they were received into the various Institutions, will be found in the pre-

ceding table :

—

The following table (No. 8) gives :

—

1st. The collective stay of all the inmates lodged in these various Asylums during the

year, both in the aggregate and in respect to each Asylum.
2nd. The sura that each Institution would be entitled to under the provisions of the

Charity Act, allowing one and a half cents for every day lodgment of an inmate.

3rd. The amount received from all sources, other than the Province, for the support

of the Institution, and the proportion it bears to the farther half cent per day allowance.

4th. The total amount of Government aid each Institution is entitled to under the

"Charity Aid Act of 1874," for the year 1875, and a comparison of that amount with

the appropriation of last year.

12.^
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From this statement it will be seen that the total days' stay of the inmates in all the

Institutions named, amounted to 367.280 days, which, at one and a half cents per day,

would give the sum of .^5.509 18 to be appropriated as shown in the table.

It is further shown that every Institution received a sufficient amount of aid from
the general public to entitle them to the additional Government aid of a half cent per

day. This would give the further amount of .$1,836 to be divided among them in the pro-

portion indicated in ihe last table.

The total amount of Government aid to be distributed among these fourteen charitable

institutions for the year 1875 is .$7,345 56 as compared with S7,120 for 1874.

The general operations of the Act in respect to this class of institutions show that

while six Asylums will receive increased sums, and two about an equal amount, the apportion-

ment to six of them will be considerably reduced as compared with previous years.

In closing the Report upon Hospitals and Charities, I would recommend to the favour-

able consideration of Government, the cases of those InstitTitions which are reduced by the

operations of the " Charity Aid Act." It was not to be expected, with the provisions of the

Act but little understood, that the efforts of the Managers to make up the deficiency caused
by the withdrawal of a portion of the Government grant, would be fully successful in one
year. I have reason to believe that in most cases great exertion was made to accomplish that

result, and the fact that thirteen out of twenty-eight Institutions did succeed, is the best

proof of that. I am fully of the opinion that witb the increased interest shown by private

individuals and municipal corporations in the welfare of these Charitable Institutions, the

result of next year's operations uf the Act will fully prove the wisdom and utility of its

provisions.

But in the meantime I trust that a supplementary grant will be passed to make uood the

deficiency for the ensuing year.
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SEPARATE INSPECTION EEPORTS

UPON

I Mmit

General Hospital, Toronto.

At the close of" the last official year, there were 67 patients remaining under treatment

in this Hospital, and during the present year 874 were admitted ; making a total number of

!»4:1 persons who received treatment during the twelve months ending the 30th September.

These 941 patients were received into the Hospital from the following places, viz :

—

From the City of Toronto 583
" County of York .. . 59
" Other Counties of the Province 243
" United States 22

Emigrants 34

941

The sex. nationalities and religious denominations of these 941 patients were as follows :

Males 202, females 2f)9. Protestants 633. Roman Catholics 285, other denominations 23.

Born in England 322, Ireland 279, Scotland 81, United States 22, Canada 203, other

Countries 34.

In addition to the 941 who occupied beds in the Hospital during the year no less than

5613 persons are returned as having received medical treatment and medicine, out-door

patients.

The average stay in the Hospital per patient was 43i|| days as compared with 44^^
the preceding year, and the collective stay of all the patients amounted to 39,647 days as

against 33,165 last year.

These figures, therefore, show an increase of 189 patients and 6,488 days in the collective

stay over the preceding year, and entitle the Hospital to .$10,922.53 of Government aid for 1875.

The receipts of the Hospital for the year and the sources from which they were derived,

were as follow :

—

$ cts.

From the Province of Ontario 11,200 00
From paying patients themselves 1,733 53
From donors in payment of board of incurable Inmates. 436 80
From the City of Toronto for payment of board of

patients admitted on the order of the Mayor 5,709 60
From other Municipalities 10 00
From Medical Students .... 600 00
Donations of private individuals 105 00
From sales of property, rent, interest on

mortgages, &c 8,804 12

Less payment of interest on outstanding

debentures 5,200 00

3,604 12

$23,399 05
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The expenditures incurred in maintaining the Hospital for the same period are given in

Table No. 3, attached to the General Report on Hospitals. The following is a .summary of

the same :

—

$ ct...

For beer, wine and spirits and medicines 1.762 16

For milk : 2,172 90
Butcher's meat, bread and other provisions 5,376 08
Salaries and wages 4,378 74
Fuel, light, water, insurance, taxes, &c 4,742 67
Furniture, furnishing and clothing 1,024 53
Repairs L.343 26
Other expenditures 1,422 11

$22,222 45

Statutory Inspection was made of this Hospital on the 13th of October, on which day I

found 119 patients occupying beds in the Institution. Of this number 50 were free patients,

and 69 were paying for their board, either personally or through municipalities, in either

case at the rate of forty cents per day. Two of this number occupied separate rooms for

which an extra rate was charged.

There were 142 beds made up in the Hospital at the time of my visit.

The various doimitories were viisited and found to be in a clean and orderly state. The
bedding was sufficient and comfortable. The condition of the Hospital generally has much
improved in the last two years, under the efficient management of the Resident I'hysician,

Dr. McCollum, and if a little more brightness in the shape of pictures and inexpensive orna-

mentation could be introduced into the wards, especially those in the rear of the building,

the internal appearance of the building would be more in keeping with its imposing exterior.

Cheerful surroundings to a sick bed are sometimes quite as effective in working a cure as

food and medicine.

The most serious defects of this Ho.spitil are still in existence, viz. : the insufficient .-up-

jjly of water : the defective and expensive heating apparatus ; and the deficient cooking and
washing appliances. With the rapidly increasing numbers seeking admission, these defects

and deficiencies will be increasingly felt, and until they are remedied it is perhaps superfluous

to speak of internal decorations. I was glad to remark, however, that a considerable portion

of the woodwork has been painted this year, which with constant lime-washing, tends so muca
toward the disinfection of the wards, and toward their appearance and cheerfulness.

Of the 119 patients in residence at the time of my visit, 56 had been received from ti.e

("ity of Toronto, 15 more lately arrived in the Province, and the remainder were from adja-

cent counties. I saw and ccmversed with all these patients, and ascertained that they had no
complaints to offer as to their treatment.

On examination,of the Visitors' Record Book, I found that the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees appointed by the Government had only visited the Hospital once during the past 12
months, and the other two members of the Board but four times and twice respectively. It

must be a source of regret that gentleman sliould be appointed as members of this Board whose
time is so fully occupied with their own business that they cannot give more than an

annual, a half yearly, or a quarterly visit to this most important charity. And I cannot feel

that such a personal explanation exonerates those who voluntarily undertake to perform a
public duty

;
even if want of time, the distance of the Institution from the business part of

the city ; or other and similar reasons, are urged as excuses for the non-fulfilment (if that duty
to the Hospital and to the Government. It can be a matter of small surprise that if gentlemen
especially entrusted with the supervision and management of the Institution, neglect to pay at

least monthly visits and are generally apathetic about the Institution, that the general public

should take little interest in its affairs. In Great Britain and in some cities of our own
Province, it is not only considered a high honour to be placed on an Hospital Board, but the
honour is well earned and properly sustained by the faithful and efficient discharge of the

duties pertaining to the office. Considering the embarrassed state of the affairs of the Toronto
Hospital it is to be especially regretted that a similar feeling does not pervade the members
of the Board appointed by Government.
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Hamilton Uity Hospital.

The operations of the Hospital lor the year were as follows, viz :

—

Number of patients remaining in Hospital at the close of last year 56

Number of patients admitted during the present year, 437

Births in the Hospital during the present year 30

Total number of patients under treatment 523

Discharged ^ 430

Died 3.5

Remaining in Hospital 80th September, 1874 58
52.3

As compared with the previous year the above figures show a slight increase in the num-

ber of patients who enjoyed the advantages of treatment in this Hospital. The number of

deaths that occurred in the Hospital was 35 this year as against 57 the preceding year.

These 523 patients are reported to have been received from the following places, viz :
—

From the City of Hamilton, Hucluding the births 388

From the County of Wentworth 39

From other Counties of the Province 55

From the United States 15

Emio-rants 26

523

The sexes of these patients were, males 307, females 216. One hundred and sixty-one

were English; 125 Irish; 43 Scotch; 154 Canadians; 27 were born iu the United States,

and 13 in other countries.

Four hundred and eight of the entire number are registered as Protestants of the various^

denominations, and one hundred and fifteen as Roman Catholics.

In addition to the 523 patients who were received into the Hospital during the year,

and there treated, 1108 persons were said to have received medicine and treatment from the

house surgeon, as out-door patients.

The receipts of the Hospital, for its ordinary maintenance, and the sources from which

they were obtained, were as follows during the year:

—

$ cts.

From the Proviiice of Ontario , 4,800 Ou

From paying patients 171 31

From municipalities in payment of board of patients 211 00

From the Corporation of the City of Hamilton.., 9^287 59

Less amount expended in additions and alterations to
]

theHospital I 5,969 49
3,318 10

$8,500 41

The expenditures, for the same period, for the ordinary maintenance of the Hospital were

as fallows, viz:

—

Eeer, wine, spirits and medicines $5S6 36
Milk 374 78
Butchers' meat, bread, and other provisions 2,836 02
Salaries and Wages 1,829 00
Fuel, light, water, insurance, taxes, &c 1,609 64
Furniture, furnishing and clothing 506 48
Repairs, ordinary 322 34
Other expenditures 435 79

^8,500^41
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Inspection was made of this Hospital on the 25th August, when there were found under

treatment 55 patients, viz. 30 males and 25 female^,—received from the following places

—

<'ity of Hamilton, 40 ; County of "Wentworth, 3 ; other counties of the Province. 7 ; the

United States, 3 ; and emigrants, 2. I am of opinion that considerable allowance should be

made upon the number of patients said to have come from the city, as, doubtless, a great num-
ber are regibtered as coming from thence, who had only been in the city a sufficient length of

time to gain admission to the Hospital.

There were quite a number of persons in the Hospitals who, strictly speakiug, were not

subjects fnr such a place. One of the outside wards was occupied by ten old men who. it is

true, had bodily ailments, but all of an incurable kind. And five bjds in the Main Hospi-

tal were taken up with inmates of from one to five years' standing. In three of the last

named instances, and in two of the old men's cases, medical treatment is now and then re-

quired, but old age with its infirmities was the chief ailment of all the rest.

This house, it would appear, is also extensively used as a Lying-in Hospital. In one

ward I found eight patients of that class, six of whom had illegitim ite children.

The occupation of so many beds by these classes of patients may be the means of exclud-

ing proper subjects for Hospital treatment, although no complaints of that nature have come
to my knowledge.

The patients were all satisfied with their treatment, no complaints having been received.

The condition of the Hospital, in respect to cleanliness, order and sanitary requirements,

was most satisfactory, and the general administration of its domestic affairs reflects groat

credit upon the managers.

The Hospital has been very much improved during the past year. The additions made to

the buildings give three new associated dormitories, three single rooms for private patients,

and a most complete and well-constructed water-closet and bath room for each flit. In

the latter, good ventilation and an abundant supply of water has been secured.

An additional lot of land has also been purchased and added to tje Hospital property,

which has added much to its value for Hospital purposes.

General Hospital, London.

For the year ending 30th September, 263 patients received treatment in this Hospital

;

the general operations of which are shown in the following summary :

—

Number of patients remaining in Hospital 1st October, 1873 ,. 23
Number admitted this year 229
Births in Hospital during the year 8

Total number of patienrs under treatment 2u0
of whom

There were discharged 2il
Died 2i
Remaining in Hospital, 1st October, 1874 26—260

These 260 patients were admitted to the Hospital from the following places, viz. :

—

From the City of London ;.. 160
From the County of Middlesex 34
From other Counties none.

From the United States 7
Emigrants and foreigners 53—260

The sex, nationalities, and religious denominations of the patients will be found in table

No. 1 in the main Report upon Hospitals.

The entire collective st;iy of the patients amounted to 11,318 days, which, -it twenty cents

per day and the fourth of the sum received from other sources than the Province, would
limouiit to S2.673 73, which is the sura the Hospital is entitled to as Government aid for the
year 1875.
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The receipts of the Hospital for the year were as follows, viz. :

—

From the Province of Ontario 82,400 00

From ^iuuicipalities in payment ot board of patients 1,191 33

From paying patients themselves 439 34

5f4,030 67

The expenditures for the same period were as follows :

—

F>r beer, wine and spirits, and medicines -§187 84

For milk 87 76

For butchers" meat, bread and other provisions 2,li:9 23

Salaries and wages 1,296 45

Fuel, light, water, insurance, taxes, cVc, 722 43

Furniture, furnishing, and clothing 685 00

Repairs ill 42

Other expenditures 747 7<J

$5,967 ^9

This Hospital was inspected on the 24th August, on which day 30 patients occupied

beds in the Louse, viz., 18 men and 12 women. Fifteen of these patients were received from

the City of London, nine from the County of Middlesex, four from other counties, and two

had lately arrived in the Province from the old country.

A number of these persons were not proper sulijects for the Hospital, and others had

been in it for much longer periods than were necessary for Hospital treatment. Four old

women occupied one ward, who may have been proper cases for a Poor-house, but should nut be

placed in a Hospital. Nine of the patients were registered as paying patients, whose board was

defrayed by municipalities or by themselves. No complaints were received from the patients.

The wards were clean and neatly kept, and the beds and bedding were fairly comfortable.

The plans for the new i.ospital, not having been submitted for the approval of Govern-

ment, were not examined l»y me until after the building was well advanced. The following

improvements were suggested : a water supply tank in roof over closets ; lift from kitchen

to convalescents" dining-room
;
provision for separate rooms for private patients in front of

main building ;
bath and water-closets in the main building connected with the water supply

;

ventilating flues to have separate connection with each flat ; an isolated house for the treatmtnt

of contagious diseases.

General Protestant Hospital, Ottawa.

The operations of this Hospital, in respect to the movement of patients, for the year

ending 30th .September, IS 74, were as follows :

Number of patients remaining in the Hospital at the close of last year. 20

Admitted this year 157

Total number of patients under treatment
, 177

Discharged 124
Died .. 18

Remaining 1st Oct., 1874 35

177

These i 77 patients were received into the Hospital from the following places, viz : From
the City of Ottawa, 99 ; from the County uf Carleton, 29 ; from other ounties of the Province,

29 ; and as emigrants, 20.

The clast^ification of the patients as to sex, religious denominations and nationalities,

was as follows; Males, 139; females, 38; Protestants of any denomination, 172; Roman
Catholics, 5 ; English, 49 ; Irish, 38 ; Scotch, 15 ; Canadians, 69 ; Other countries, 6.
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These 177 patients were under treatment in Hospital for an average period of 52|^
days each, and the collective stay of the whole number amounted to 9,323 days.

_

The average Hospital stay of patients was considerably greater in this than in any other

Hospital in the Province, indicating the presence of a large proportion of incurable, if

not in some instances improper cases. No less than ten of the patients who were in the Hos-

pital at the close of the year had occupied beds in it during the whole year.

The total collective stay of the patients, if allowed, and the fourth of the outside assis

tance to the Hnspital, would entitle it to draw $2,633.98, as Government aid for the year

1875, or double the amount it receive! this year.

The receipts of the Hospital, and t].e sources from whence they came were as follows, viz':

From the Province of Ontario $1,200 00

From''municipalities as a grant 100 00

From paying patients '5-^ 25

From income from property 3lO 00

From subscriptions, donations and bequests 818 45

From all other sources 1.222 65

$1,414 35

The expenditures for the same period were as follows, viz :

Paid steward for patients rations $2,583 87

Beer, wine, spirits and medicines 240 03

Salaries and wages - 592 14

Fire, light, water, taxes and insurance 251 37

Furniture and furnishing ••• 247 99

Other expenditure 62 98

$3 978 38

I inspected this Hospital on the 4th May, when every part of it was found in a most

thoroughly clean and well-kept state. The beds and the bedding were comfortable and tidy,

and the air was generally pure in all the wards. I found 23 patients (or rather patients and

inmates, for nine were not proper subjec^s for Hospital treatment) in the house, of whom 18

were men and 5 females.

Nineteen of these inmates were on the free list, and four were paying for their board. I

conversed with them all. and received no complaints

The new Hospital was also visited, when the work was found to be pretty well advanced.

It is expected that it will be occupied before winter.

BoMAN Catholic Hospital, Ottawa.

This Hospital WIS visited on the 27th ;of July, when it was found in its usual scrupu-

lously clean and well-kept condition. In these respects it takes front rank among the Hospi-

tals of the Province There were, at the time of my visit, ten men and six women under

treatment, only one of whom was on the paying list. From all these patients I received ex-

pressions of satisfaction in respect to medical and domestic treatment.

The operations of the year, in respect to admissions and discharges, are given in the fol-

lowing summary :

—

Number remaining at close of last year 15

Number admitted during this year 281

Total number of patients under treatment 296

Discharged 241

Died 28

Remainino- 1st October, 1874 27
296
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These 296 patients h;id been received into the Hospital from the following places :

—

From the City of Ottawa 253
" County of Carleton 17
'• other Counties in the Province 22

Emii;;rants 4

296

The classification of these patients, in respect of sex, was, males, 171, females, 125.

Tv hundred and eiiihty-three were Roman Catholics, and thirteen Protestants.

In respect to nationalities, 7 were English ; 49 Irish ; 218 Canadians, and 22 belonged

to other countries.

The average st:iy in the Hospital per patient was 24 |4^ days, and the total collective

stay of all the patients .".mounted to 7,07.5 days.

The receipts of the Hospital for the year, and the sources from which they were derived,

were as follows

:

From the Province of Ontario $1,200 00
" Paying patients 1,033 00
" Subscriptions, &c 231 GO
" all other s; urces 3,164 9.5

$5,628 95

If the $3,164 95, received from all other sources, were obtained for the ordinary yeaily

maintenance of the Hospit;il, it would be entitled to draw the full amount of the additional

Government aid (ten cents per day,) which with the twenty cent per diem allowance would
give the sum of 82,122 50 for this Hospital's share of Government aid for 1875.

The expenditures of this Hospital for the year were as follows :

—

For medicines and medical comforts ... $ 41 00
" Butchers' meat, bread, and other provisions ... 3,234 64
" Milk 52 25
" Salaries and wages 71 95
" Fuel, ligl it, water, .l-c 1,070 39
" Picpiiirs^ _96 11
" Furniture and furnishings 457 99
" Other expenditures 322 65

S5,546 98

The above expenditures show that the daily cost of maintaining a patient in this Hospi"

tal was seventy-eight and a half cents, which, considering that no wa^esare paid, is a very

high rate.

General and Marine Hospital, St. Catharines.

During the year ending 30th September, 241 patients received treatment in this Hospi-

tal, as the following summary will .*how^ :

—

Number remaining in Hospital at close of last year 14

Xumber admitted during the year 225
Births in Hospital. 2

Total number of patients under treatment 241
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Discharged 209
Dead ] 15

Remaining under treatment, 1st October, 1874 17

2-tl

These 241 patients had been received from the following places, viz. :

—

From the town of St. Catharines 79

From the county of Ijincoln 5^>

From the other counties of the Province 57
From the United States ,... 22
Emigrants, foreigners, &c 25

241

The sex and nationalities of the patients and the religious denominations to which they

belonged will be found in the table attached to the report upon Hospitals.

T'^e entire stay in Hospital of the 241 patients amounted to 5,100 days, which would
give an average stay for each patient of 23j-Sj^days. The Government Grant for the year

1875, based upon these figures, and the amount the Hospital received during the ya-xr from
all other sources, would amount to $1,557.

The receipts for the year and the sources from which they were derived were as follows :

—

From the Government of Ontario 81,000 GO
From the Dominion Government 500 00
From .Municipalities as a Grant . 433 P5

From Municipalities in payment of patients' board 30 "5

From paying patients themselves 142 51
Subscriptions, donations, &c 1,149 G8
Other sources 743 S4

84,000 73
The expenditures for the same period were as follows, viz. :

—

For beer, wine, spirits and medicines ^ 387 46
For butcher's meat, bread and other provisions 674 78
For milk 150 25
For salaries and wages 454 00
Fuel, light, water, taxes and insurance 83 19

Furniture and furnishings 118 70
Ordinary repairs 152 87
Other expenditures ; 193 09

$2,214 34

Statutory inspection was made of this Hospital on the 2nd of April, when it was found
throughout in excellent order, with the utmost cleanliness prevailing. The beds and beddir,or

were comfortable and clean, and sufficient for twenty patients. There were fifteen patients

under treatment on the day of my visit, of whom fourteen were men and one woman. I

conversed with all the patients, from whom no complaints were received.

General Hospital, Kingston.

This Hospital was inspected on the 30th July, on which occasion every part of the

House was found in most excellent order, with the utmost cleanliness prevailing. The ven-

tilation of the wards, judging from the general pureness ®f the air, must be good.

The state of the Hospital and the absence of complaints, gave indication of good
domestic management, while the condition of the patients and their movements in resrcct to
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admissions :ind diseharj:;e?, sinewed tliat its cluiracter as an Hospital is properly recognised and

sustained by the Board of Mana>renient.

There wore 36 patients under treatment, of whom 20 were men, and 16 women.

Fourteen of these patients had been ncoived from the City of Kingston ; 3 from the

County of Fronteuac ; 2 from the County of Addington ; 4 from Leeds and Grenville, and

13 from other counties,

Only i of these patients had been re^ldellts of the Asylum in 1873, all the rest had been

received during 187-t, and by far the largvtst proportion during the two months previous to

my visit. Four of the number were paying patients in respect of board. All the rest wore on

the free list.

The small-pox Hospital was also visited, and one patient found under treatment.

At this visit I was informed that no subscriptions had been received, up to that time in

the year's operations, from private individuals in aid of the Hospital maintenance, and I re-

gret to say that the municipalities most interested in its operations, have as yet neglected to vote

grants towards its support.

The f Jlowing summary gives in a condensed form, the general operations of the Hospi-

tal for the year in respect to the movement of patients :

—

Number remaining in Hospital, 1st October, 1873 , 41

Number admitted during this year 437
Births " " " 39

Total number of patients under treatment 517
Discharued 446
Died....'^ 29
Remaining in Hospital, 1st October. 1874 42

517

These 517 patients were admitted to the Hospital from the following places, viz :

—

From the City of Kingston 110
" County of Frontenac 87
" Other Counties of the Province 85
" UnitedStates 12

Emigrants &c 13

517

Two hundred and ninety nine of the number were men, and 218 women. The nation

alities of the patients, and the religious denominations to which th 'y belonged, ar enot pro

perly given in the return received from the Ho. pital, and are therefore withheld.

The collective .stay in the Hospital of the adu't patients amounted to 15,559 days; and

the average stay of each pitient, including infants w is, 33 j4y days. The first instalment of

Government aid under the twenty cent per day provision, would thus be S3, 111. 80.

The additional ten cents per day Government aid, would amount to $1,555.90.

The entire am unt receiv^ed from other sources than the Province (which contributed

84,800), for the ordinary maintenance of the Hospital, was S3, 751. 52; one-fourth of which
would be equal to $937.88. In allowing therefore for further aid, over the 20 cents per day
instalment, the lowest amount must be taken ; as the fourth of the aid received from the

general public is not equal to the ten per cent, additional Government allowance. This would
make the entire Government allowance to the Kingston Hospital for 1875, amount to $4,049,68,
as compared with $4,800 for 1874.

The receipts of the Hospital for the year, and the sources from which tl;ey were derived,

were as follows, viz :

—

From the Province of Ontario $4,800 00
" Dominion Government 1,000 00
" Municipalities towards Small Po ; Hospital 400 00
'• Paying patients 976 38
" all other sources . 1,375 14
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The expenditures for the same period were as follows :

—

For beer, wine, spirits and medicines $ 347 86
" butchers' meat, bread and other provisions ,. 2,7:^6 47
" milk 261 39
" salaries and wages 1,199 31
•' fuel, light, water, insurance and taxes 1,148 35
'•' furniture, furnishing, &c 232 75
•' repairs 236 44
" other expenditures 277 52

$6,430 09

These figures would show the daily cost of maintaining ^each

patient to have been 41^ cents.

Hotel Dieu Hosphal, Kingston.

The following summary shows the number of patients treated in this Hospital during the

year ending 30th September, 1874, and the dispo al of the same :

—

No. of patients remaining under treatment on 1st Oct., 1873 .... 20

Number admitted this year 287

Total number under treatment 307

Discharged 289
Died 6

Remaining in Hospital, 1st Oct., 1874 12

307

These patients were received into the Hospital from the follnwing places, viz :
—

From the City of Kingston 110
From the County of Frontenac 87
From other Counties of the Province 85
From the United States 12

Emigrants, &c 13

307

The Ee.igious denominations and nationalities of these patients were as follows :--

Beligion.

Roman Catholics 277
Protestants 20
Other denominations 10

307

Nationalities.

England ..... 2

Iretand 90
Scotland 2

Canada 188
United States 12

Other Countries 13

307
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The collective stny of these 307 patients in the Hospital amouuted to 5,741 days
; and

the average stay was e(iual to twenty days for each patient, which is the lowest of all the

Hospitals in the Province.

The sum the Hospital is entitled to, under the twenty cents per day, Government al-

lowance would amount to ^1,150.20 ; and one-fourth of the aid from all other sources

$298.05 making a total of $1,448.25, as Government aid for 1875, as against $1,000 for

1874
The receipts of the Hospital for the ye;ir, and the sources from whence they came were as

follows :

—

From the Province ; $900 00
" Municipalities, as a grant 50 00
" Paying patients 200 00
" Income from property 180 45
" Subscriptions, donations, &c 740 75
" Other sources .. 2100

$2,092 20

The expenditures for the same period were as follows :

—

Beer, wine and medicines .9174 00

Butcher's meat, bread and other provisions 1,123 42
Milk 10 00
Salaries and wages 84 00
Fuel, light, water, insurance, taxes, &c 503 00
Furniture, furnishing, &c 265 00
Repairs " 23 00
Other expenditures 149 73

$2,332 15

Statutory inspection was made of this Hospital on the 30th July, when I found 18

patients under treatment in its wards.

The house, in all its departments, was thoroughly well kept ; its wards were very cheer-

ful, and the beds clean and comfortable.

The most of the patients had been received into the Hospital from the City of Kingston,

and the adjacent counties. All expressed satisfaction with their treatment.

I also visited the Orphan Asylum in the upper flat of the same building— which is also

well and tidily kept. I saw thirty children at the time of my visit, but was informed that

very frequently as many as forty are lodged in the House.

Eye and Ear Infirmary, Toronto.

The number of patients treated in this Infirmary during the year was 81, as the follow-

ing summary will show, viz:

—

Number remaining in the Infirmary at the close of last year 7

Number of patients admitted this year 74

• Total number treated 81

Discharged 72
Remaining in the Infirmary 1st October, 1874 9

— 81

The average stay of these 81 patients in the Infirmary was 40 days per patient, making
the collective stay of the whole equal to 3 239 days.

In addition to the treatment of these inmates in the Infirmary, no less than 454 per-

sons received treatment and medicine for diseases of the eye and ear as out-door patients.
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These external and internal patients were received from all parts of the Province, as

shown by the following summnry, viz :

—

Residents of the City of Toronto 421
" CountyofYork 33

Other Counties of the Province 74

Emigrants '.

.

7

Total number of external nnd intcrnul patients. 535

The revenue receipts of the Infirmary for the year were as follows :

—

From the Province of Ontario S1,000 00
" Paying patients 1,103 43

Subscriptions, (to., of private individuals 843 36

$2,946 79

The expenditures for the snme period amounted to $3,362.48, as follows :

—

For medicines and medical comforts S162 57

For Board of internal patients, fuel, light and general

household expenses 1.463 68
Salaries and wages 402 26
Furniture ;.nd furnishing 137 17

Other expenditures 502 16

$2,727 84
•«•

Owing to the extensive out door operations of this House, it appears to me that it is fdrly

entitled to receive a farther allowance of Government aid in addition to the amount it is

entitled to claim for in door patients, under the ordinary provisions of the Charity Aid Act.

The twenty cent per day instalment would be equal $631.60, and the farther ten rents

per day aid would give $315.80, making Government allowance to the Infirmary for 1875,

$947 40 as compared with $1,000 for 1874.

The Infirmary was inspected on the 12th September, in conformity with the provisions

of " the Charity Aid Act," when the following minute was recorded in the inspection book :

—

Although the internal arrangement of the House is somewhat defective and limited, and

its surroundings very objectionable and confined, it was found throughout in a very com-

mendable state of cleanliness and order, the dormitories wore neat and tidy, and free from

vitiated air ; the bed and bedding, of which fourteen were made up in the Infirmary, were

clean and comfortable, and apparently e^ erything is done that can be done to promote the

domestic comfort of the inmates. Put in view of the defects of location and accommoda-
tion it is to be hoped that the financial prospects of the establishment will soon, as they de-

serve, be such as will warrajit the managers in obtaining more suitable premises for the

purposes.of the Charity. There were ten inmates in the Infirmary, viz : eight males and two

females. Two of this number were received from the City of Toronto, some from

various parts of the Province, and one had just been received from England. Nine of these

patients paid for their board in the House, and the remaining one was a free patient. From
an examination of the Register it would appear that 8 has been the average number of patients

in residence during the year, and the total admissions from the first October last, to the pre-

sent di;y have been 74. And during that period no less than 398 persons have received medicines

and medical treatment as external patients. These figures shi w very clearly the value of

the Institution, and oive an idea of the work it is performing. Mr. Hart the Superintendent

reports a very large increase this year in the subscriptions towards the Infirmary, the amount

so far being treble the amount subscribed in 1872. This improvement doubtless is attributable

in a large degree to the zeal and energy of Mr, Hart.

Drs. Rosebrugh, Coleman and Agnew still give their va'uable services to the Infirmary.
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House of Industry. Toronto

The internal operations of this House, in respect to tlie admission and discharge of in-

mates, are briefly shown in the following summary :

—
Number of patients remaining ii: the House, 1st Oct., 1873... 65
Nu'.uber admitted during the jn'csent year 140

Total number of inmates lodged in the House ... 205

Of this number there were

—

Discharo-ed 125
Died .r. 10

Remaining in the House on the 1st Oct., 1874 70 -205

The out-door operations of the House for the same period were as follow :
—

1st. The distribution of bread, corn meal groceries, and fuel to 586 poor families, had
255 casual callers, representing a total of 2,308 souls who received relief in this manner.

2nd. Giving supper, bed, and breakfast to 4,550 casu;ils during the six winter months
of the year.

3rd. The distribution of 100 Gallons of soup daily during the winter months to the

poor of the city.

The operations, both internal and external, are conducted under a well-devised and well-

supervised system, and are calculated to benefit the gi-eatest number of the most deserving

poor tliat come within the knowledge of the Directors of the Charity. The expenditures of

the year for all purposes amounted to $10,638.98, besid s which investments of certain

bequests were made for the benefit of the House.

The average period of residence of the in-door poor lodged in the House was 132 days

to each per.son, equal to 27.163 days for the whole number.
The sexes of these 205 inmates were—male;-, 125; females, 80.

The nationalities were—England, 49 ; Ireland, 105, Scotland, 16 ; Canada. 20 ; other

countries, 15.

The religi us denominations were stated to be as follows, viz.:—Protestants of all de-

nominations, 128 ; Roman Catholics, 70; other denominations, 7.

The localities trom which these 205 inmates were received into the House were as fol-

lows, viz. :
—

From the City of Toronto 116
From other parts of the Province 50
From the United States 11

Emiirrants. &c 28

205

The money receipts of the establishment for the year, and the sources from which thej
were received, were as follows, viz. :

—

From the Province of Ontario ." $2,900 00
From the City of Toronto 4,000 00
From payment of board by inmates .. 93 64
From income from property 335 50
Subscriptions, donations, and bequests of private individuals... 4.592 17
Other sources 699 24

$12,620 55
The expenditures for the same period were as follows :

—
For groceries and provisions $4 003 75
Fuel 2,434 18
Salaries and wages 700 00
Other expenditures 3,501 05

810,638 98
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The remarks made in reference to the out-door operations of the Eye and Ear Infirmary

as constituting: a irood chdm for additional Government aid, -''pply with equal force to the

operations of this House. Indeed, the claim in the case of the House of Industry is rather

stronger, from the fact that the lari::est portion of tl^e year's expenditure was for carrying

on the outside charities of the House. I would, therefore, respectfully recommend that an

allowance be made for that work, bearing proportion to the amount thus expended.

The amount that the House is entitled to, under the provisions of the Charity Act,

be as follows, viz. :

—

Five cents per day on the aggregate stay of all tiie inmates,

say 27,163 days §1,358 15
Two cents per day additional—the Charity having received

sufficient out?ide aid to entitle it to the Jurther aid 543 26

5F1,9U1 41

The House was inspected on the 19th September, when the following minute was en-

tered on the books :

—

'• In contormity with the requirements of the • Charities Aid Act ' of last session. I this

day made an inspection of this Establishment and found it in all its departments, in the best

possible condition of ord^r and cieauliuess. The dormitories on the fe'jiale siae of the house
were particularly tidy and comfortable in their appearance, and the beds and bedding through-

out the entire establishment, of which 100 were made up. were found in a well-kept state,

with the most commendable neatness and cleanliness everywhere apparent. Considering
tlie class of people in the House and the ditiiculty of enforcing p<-rsonal cleanliness, too much
cannot be said in praise of the state iu which both the House and its inmates were found at

this visit. This condition of things is the more creditable to NIr. D ckett's management
when it is known that the -upply of water is far from being sufficient, and is confined to what
is obtained from one well and the roof

In an Establishment of this kind there should be, both for domestic and sanative pur-

poses, an unlimited and never fuilinc supply of water, and it is very clear that that can only

be obtained from the City Water Works, to which source I would venture to direct the

attention of the Board of Management, and the city authorities, who are equally interested

in the good management of this House.

The means of protection from fire by the placing of a tank on the roof, should also

receive attention at the same time.

It is also most desirable that the root cellar in the basement of the main buildinsr should
* e removed to the yard, as neither the House nor the vegetables are improved by its presence

there.

The inmates of the House number to-day 70, of whom -41 are men. 21 wemen, and 8
children. With the exception of six, who were not in the House at my visit, I saw all these

inmates. Their appearance denot. d that they were well cared for ; they were all decently

clothed and, having been present when dinner was .served, I can also say that they are well-

fed. The meal consisted of soup, boiled beef and ^ lb. of bread to each inmate, the ([uality

of all being sood and wholesome.

Fifty-three of the 70 inmates have been residents of the House from one year up to 2i>

years, and 17 were admissions of the past twelvemonths.
In addition to the internal operations of the House, which show an average daily resi-

dence • f about 87 inmates, the external operations in the way of aid to families, and the

relief aflForded by the casual ward and the soup kitchen are very large and extended. I will

again have pleasure in reporting to Government my entire satisfaction with the management
of this House."

House of Industhy, Kingston.

The new buildings, acquired for tlie purposes of this Chari y, were occupied on the be-

j;inning of this year, a description of wh'ch was ^iven in my last report.
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The operatiousof the House for the year ending 30th September, are given iu the fol-

loVing summary :

—

Number of inmates residing in the House on the 1st Oct., 1873 18
Admitted during the year 147

Total number lodged in the House during the year 165
Discharged 139
Died ..". 2

Kemainiui; in the House, 1st Oct., 1874 24

165

These inmates have been received into the House from the following places, viz. :

—

From the City of Kingston 99
" County of Frontenac 18
" Other Counties of the Province 41
" United States 7

1G5

The nationalities of these inmates were as follows, viz. ;—England, 20 ; Ireland, 69
;

Scotland, 3 ; Canada, 63 ; other countries, 10.

The religious denominations to which they belonged were :—Protestants of all kinds,

89 ; Roman Catholics, 73 ; others, 3.

The average stay of each inmate admitted to the House this year was equal to 64^
days, and the collective stay of all the inmates amounted for the year to 10,2.51 days.

In addition to these 165 poor persons who were boardea and lodged in the House,
outside relief was said to have been extended to 357 persons, but in what shape is not,

stated.

The receipts for the House for the year, and the sources from which they were derived

were as follows :

—

From the Province $2,200 00
" City of Kingston 1,.500 00
" Payment of inmates 97 00
" Income from property 12 67
" Subscriptions, &c 2j!4 00

,033 67

It will be observed that the Corporation of the City of Kingston is, for the first time a

subscriber to the ordinary maintenance funds of this Institution. This action of the Coun-
cil, together with their liberality in respect to new buildings for the Charity, indicates in-

creased interest, on the part of the Corporation, in the aifairs of this important and much
needed Institution

; which, doubtless, will result in a closer supervision over its management,
both by the members of the Council and the Directors, than when it was almost entirely sup-

ported by Government.
That it will also result in increased liberality on the part of private individuals, in the

City of Kingston and its vicinity, towards the funds of the Establishment, is not to be

doubted.

Under the provisions of " the Charity Aid Act," the amount of Government aid to this

House, for the ensuing year, will be very mtich reduced as compared with previous appropri

ations. The five cents per day allowance for each day's board and lodgment of an inmate
amounts to $512 55, and the additional allowance would increase that amount to $717 57
Having regard to the liberality of the City Council in presenting the new building to the
Directors of the House of Indui^try, and in voting a sum towards maintenance, I would re-

spectfully recommend that supplementary aid be given to the House for the yearl875.
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The expenditures of the Institution for the year were as follows :

—

For groceries and provisions 840 81
For fuel 352 59
For salaries and wages 481 30
Furniture, furnishinsj and clothing = . 359 75
Repairs extraordinary 850 69
Other expenditures... 255 82

$3,140 96

Other moneys were expended in the payment of debts which are excluded from this

statement, as forming no part of the actual expenditures for the ordinary maintainance

of the establishment this year.

The house was inspected on two occasions during the year. During my last visit I was
present at an examination held into certain charges preferred against the Superintendent

of the hiiuse. The result of the investigation was communicated to the Hon. the Pro-

vincial Secretary. Prior to this visit in February, the new buildings had been occupied

about a month. Their internal arrangement is very well adapted for the purposes of the

charity, containing the requi.«ite domestic offices, sittin>i--rooms and dormitories for at

least forty inmates. The house was in a ciean and orderly condition. The bedding had been

improved, but was still in insufficient quantity. I saw and conversed with most of the

patients from some of whom complaints were received as to dietary, which were brought to

the notice of the managing Committee.

The whole arrangement and surroundings of the house are such that any further mis-

management, untidiness or discomfort will admit of no excus-e on the part of the Superinten-

dent and Matron.

I visited the house again on the 3 1st July, when there were 22 inmates in lodgement, of
whom two were children. Three of their inmates had been residents of the House of Indus-

try for over ten years ; four, were seven years ; one. three years ; three, two years ; and all the

rest had been admitted within the year. One of the males and two of the females were
idiotic, and one man was bJiud. The house was found in a fair state of cleanliness and order.

House of Refuge, Hamilton.

The admission and discharge of inmates, and the total number that were under
lodgement, in this House, during the year, were as follows :

—

Number in the House at close of last year 37
Admitted during the year 113

Total number under lodgement during the year 150

Discharged 102
Died 5

RemaiiiinLi' in the House, 1st Oct., 1874 43

150

These inmates had been admitted to the House from the following places :

—

City of Hamilton 125
County of Wentworth 5
Other Counties of the Province 13
Other Countries , 7

150

Of these, 86 were Prjte^tants of all denominations, and 64 Roman Catholics.

Twenty were natives of England, 42 of Ireland, 6 of Scotland, 76 of Canada, and C of

other countries.
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The collective stay of these 150 inmates in the House, during the year, amounted to

1(1,488 days, the average stay of each inmate being equal to 108 ^^ days.

The <um the House received trom all sources other than the Government, for its ordi-

nary maintenance, amounted to s2,178.(il. The Government appropriation was 8720.

According to these figures the House would be entitled to .'?8l 4.40. under the five cents per

day provision of the Churity Act, and 8329.76, as further aid, which would make the

Government aid tor the year '[bio, 81,154.16. as compared with 8720. the preceding year.

The Expenditures of the House for the year amounted to 82,898.01, as follows :

—

Groceries and provisions SI, 629 22

Fuel 233 69

Salaries and Wages 350 00
Furniture, furnishing and clothing 224 64
Repairs 44 75

Other expenditures 415 71

$2,b98 01

The Refuge was inspected on the 26th August, on which day there were 43 inmates in

the establishment. That number compri.sed 1 man, ..6 women, 2 girls, and 4 infants.

Among the women there were both physical and mental defectives ; two were blind
;

two were weak-minded ; one paralyzed, and one idiotic ;
and nearly all were very old and

feeble. Many of these inmates had been a long time in the House. Twelve had been in

from five to fourteen years, and the remainder had been admitted during the year 1873-74.

The Register showed that nearly all the inmates h; d been received from the City of

Haiailton. iJut among the number was an emigrant lately arrived from Scotland, who had
a child in her arms. The mother was quite idiotic and the child was subject to fits. These
people, it appears to me, should not have been allowed to land in this country.

The hou.se used for the Refuge is a dilapidated old frame building, quite unfitted for

the purposes of tiie charity. The house itself was as clean and neat in all its departments'

as its many structural defects would admit of.

House of Providence, Toronto.

The operations in respect to admissions and discharges, of the Poor House department
of this Institution for the year ending 30th September, were as follows :

—

Number of inmates remaining in the House on the 1st Oct., 1873.... 141

Number admitted during the year 132

Total number nnder lodgement during the year.... 273

Of this number there were

—

Discharged 108
Died in the House , 30

Remaining in the House, 1st Oct., 1874 135

273

These 273 inmates had been received into the House from the following places, viz. :^—

From the city of Toronto 131

From the county of York 23

Irom other counties of the Province 99

Emigrants, &c 20

273
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The Nationalities of these inmates and the Religious DeaomiQations to which they be-

longed are returned as follows, viz. :
—

Nationalities.

English, 6

Irish 199
Scotch 4

Canadians 44
Other countries 20

273
Religious Denominations.

Roman Catholics 250
Protestants 19

Other religions or not known 4

273

The average period of residence in the House of each inmate was 172|^|- days, and the

total collective stay of the entire number amounted to 47,122 days.

The receipts of the House, .for its ordinary maintenance, and the sources from whence
they were derived were as follows :

—
From the Province of Ontario §1,000 00

" the city of Toronto, §300 ; other municipalities, §50 350 00
" payment of inmates 694 83
' subscriptions, donations, and bequests of private indi-

viduals 2,023 51
" all other sources ... 3,044 63

The Expenditures for the same period were as follows :
— $7,112 97

For provisions and groceries $3,909 30
" fuel and light 1,233 99
" salaries and wages .

" furniture, furnishing and clothing 925 21
" repairs 46 21
" other expenditures ,. 1,006 83

$7,121 54

The collective stay of the patients, and the receipts of the year for the maintenance of
the Institution give the following result as the amount of Government aid the House of Provi-

dence is entitled to under the operations of the Charity Aid Act, viz. :

—

Allowance at the rate of live cents per day for the collective stay $2,356 10
Further aid at the rate of two cents per day for the collective stay 942 44

Total amount of Government Aid for lfc75 8L\298 54
as compared with $1,000 for 1874.

These figures appear to prove that, in the past, this large Institution has not received

anything like the amount of Government aid it was entitled to for the work it was per-

forming.

Statutory inspection was made of the House on the 18th of Novtmber, when, consideruig
Its overcrowded state, the various departments were found in a thoroughly well-kept ana
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orderly condition. But, certainly, the very most is made of every spot in ohe

building. The dormitories for boys in the upper flat are literally full of beds. The

beds touch each other in some of the sleeping rot)ms for old women, and beds are made

ui> in the halls. Of course, under such circumstances, in the laudable eflFort to relieve the

necessities of such numbers, very important sanitary regulations cannot but be ignored.

The occupation of the large and well arranged edifice adjoining the House (which is

now nearly completed) will, it is to be hoped, completely overcome the defects com-

plained of.

. The inmates of the House, on the day of my visit, were all comfortably clad, and ap-

peared to be well cared for. And, considering the number of inmates in the Institution,

and that many of them were physical or mental defectives, it is a matter of surprise that

the establishment was found in such excellent order.

St. Mart's Orphan Asylum, Hamilton.

This Asylum is conducted by the members of the Sisterhood of St. Joseph, and the

buildino's used for the purposes of the Charity, are connected with those of the Convent of

St. Joseph, in the City of Hamilton. In some respects the buildings are well suited for the

purposes of the Asylum
The returns made to me show that one hundred and sixty-three children were benefited

by the operations of the Asylum during the year ending 30th September last. One hundred

and seven of the number were in the Asylum at the close of the previous year, and fifty-six

were admissions of the present year. During the same peri' >d fifty-two children were discharged,

three died leaving one hundred and eight in residence at the close of the year. These one

hundred and sixty-three children were all Roman Catholics, and, with two exceptions, they

were all born in Canada. One hundred and six of the number haJ been received from the

City ol Hamilton, and fifty-seven irom other parts of the Province.

The entire collective stay of all the inmates was equal to 38,230 days, or an average of

234 days to each inmate.

The receipts of the Asylum during the year, towards its ordinary maintenance, were as fol-

lows: From the Province, $640 ; from the City of Hamilton and other Municipalities, §350
;

from subscriptions and donations of private individuals, $3,155; and from other sources,

g 1,356, making a total of $5,50l.

The expenditures for the same period were $5,823.64.

Based upon these figures, the amount of Government aid that the Asylum would be en-

titled to, for 1875, under the provisions of the Charity Aid Act, would be as follows :
—

One and a half cents per day for 38,230 days collective stay $573 45

Halt cent per day as further aid 191 15

$764 60

The amount of Government aid, appropriated for 1874, was $640.

Statutory inspection was made of the Asylum on the 27th August, when there were 1 25

inmates found in the Institution—boys and girls— 12 of the number being infants under three

years of age. The Asylum is ostensibly for the care of orphans, but neglected and aban-

doned children are also received int) it. Some of the inmates were blind, some deaf and

dumb, some physically deformed, and three were idiots. The three last named are members

of one family, a sister and two brothers, who were taken off an island, near Owen round,

by a priest, and sent to this Establishment. The brothers were nearly devoid of all semblance

to humanity, and had no power of speech. The girl has somewhat improved since entering the

Asylum, but they should all be removed, as soon as possible, to the Idiot Asylum, as their pre-

sence in an Institution of this kind cannot but have a most detrimental effect. The condition

of the building, in respect to order and cieaaliness, was most commendable. The dormitories

are on the associated principle, and are airy and well ventilated, with comfortable beds and

bedding, of a uniform pattern and make. The children were clean and neat, and their

appearance indicated good care.
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Hamilton Orphan Asylum.

I made an inspection of the Institution known as " The Hamilton Orphan Asylum and

Ladies' Benevolent Society," on the 26th Au^'ust. There were, at the time of my visit 36

inmates in the house, of whom 29 were boys and 7 girls ; 10 of the number being infants

under three years of age. These children were either orphans, half-orphans, or children neg-

lected, or entirely .abandoned by their parents. Admission to the Institution is granted by

the Mayor of the (^ity, or by the lady President of the Society, and withont respect to religion,

though by far the larger proportion are Protestants. The right to apprentice children, when
they reach the age of eleven is granted to the Society by Act of Parliament, and I am in-

formed that provision is made for a considerable number in that manner. School is held in

the house by the Superintendent, Mr. Wilson. The building is a good substantial stone

structure, with plenty of yard space, and a good garden and orchard are attached to it, render-

ing it in all respects a most suitable place for the purposes of the charity. The dormitory space,

and other apartments are sufficient to give accommodation to fifty inmates. The asylum

was found throughout in good order, with every provision for the comfort of the children, who
were clean and neat, and evidently well cared for.

The following summary gives the operations of the Asylum for the year :

—

Number of children under lodgement during the year 4.5

' '• remaining in the House 1st Oct., 1874 37

All the inmates were Protestants, and all were admitted to the Asylum from the City

of Hamilton.

The entire collective stay of the inmates for the year amounted to 12,071 days. The
receipts of the Asylum for the year were as follows :

—

Province of Ontario 8640 00
From Municipalities ... 9^8 50
Subscriptions, donations, &c 1,983 91

Total $3,612 41

The expenditures for the same period amounted to 83,093.63.

Government aid, under the provisions of the Act for the year 1875, would be as

follows :
—

U cents per day on 12.671 days ., 190 06

I " " additional 63 35

8253 41

St. Patrick's Orphan Asylum, Ottawa.

The building used for the purposes of this charity is a large substantial stone edifice, well

adapted in all respects for the objects of the Institution, viz. the lodgement of poor persons, and
an asylum for orphans and neglected children. At my visit to the Institution on the 30th
.July there were 17 indigent adults under lodgement, and 80 orphans, half orphans and indi-

gent children, in all 97 souls. There was room, however, for a considerable number more.
The House is managed by the sisters, and all its departments were found in a thoroughly neat
and well-kept state.

During the year 131 inmates were lodged in the asylum for an aggregate period equal to

30,618 days. Thei-e inmates were all Roman (^atholics.

The receipts of the Institution for the year amounted to §4,688.78, as follows :— from the
Province of Ontario, $180 ;

from the County of Carloton, 825 ; from subscriptions, donations
&c., .$4,183.78.

The expenditures for the same time amounted to 85,053.97.
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The Asylum would be entitled to the sum of $612.36 as Government aid for 1875, as

follows :

—

h cents on collective stay, say 30,618 days $459 27

l| cent per day further aid 153 09

$612 36'

Orphans' Home, Ottawa.

Statutory inspection was made of this Institution on the 29th July. The House occu-

pied by the Asylum was not designed for the purposes of a public institution, and in many

respects is quite unfitted for it. The dormitories f< r the children are in the attic, and are

not well ventilated, while the best rooms are used by the officers. The House itself was not

found in a very well kept state. The bedding for the children, particularly the mattrasses

were very scant and were not tidy in appearance.

There were 30 inmates in the house on the day of my visit, of whom 13 were boys. 7

"iris. 3 old women, and 7 babies. The admission of children is not confined to orphans, but

fncludes the destitute and neglected as well. The children are taught in the house by a

schoolmistress.

Durino- the year 86 inmates were benefited by the operations of the House, and at the

close of the present ofiicial year 35 remained under lodgement.

These 86 inmates were in the House for the aggregate period of 13,595 days. Of the

number, 84 were Protestants, and 2 Roman Catholics ; 61 were received into the Institution

from the City of Ottawa, and 25 from other places.

The receipts for Asylum maintenance for the year amounted to $2,276.32, and the ex-

penditures for the same time were $1,726.50. The Asylum would be entitled to $271.89 as

Government aid for 1875.

St. Joseph's Orphan AsylUxM, Ottawa.

Tiie building used for the purposes of this charity is a fine largest one structure, well

adapted for the objects of the Asylum. At my visit to it on the 30th July every depart-

ment was found in admirable order. The dormitories were particularly neat and cheerful in

their appearance.

There were in the House 19 boys and 46 girls, the most of whom were orphans.

Forty-eight children remained in the Asylum at the close of last official year, and 7 2

were admitted during the year, making in all 120 children who received benefit from its

operations. These children were all Roman Catholics of whom 98 were received from the

city of Ottawa, and 22 from other parts of the Province.

The total collective stay of ail the inmates amounted to 21,836 days, which, at two cents

per day under the provisions of the Charity Act, would make $436.72 as the turn the Asylum

would be entitled to from Government for the year 1875.

The entire receipts in aid of the Asylum for the past year amounted to $2,685.79, of

which sum $480 was an appropriation from the Province. The expenditures of the Institu-

tion for the same period were $2,675.79

Orphans' Home, KiNObTON.

The house occupied by this charity is well adapted for its purposes. It is built of stone

and is roomy and well arranged.

Only Protestants or the children of Protestants are admitted. At my vi^it to the

Asylum on the 31st July, there were 45 children in residence, of whom 26 were boys and 19

girls. The youngest of these children was three years and oldest fourteen.

A school is kept in the house where the children are taught by a competent mi^tress.

The Institution throughout was found in excellent order, giving indication in the var.ous

departments of good management.

From an examination of the register, it would appear that the number of children lodged

in the house has greatly increased within the past two y< ars, although there is still accom-

modation for a considerable number more,
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The lady managers of the Asylum having, in their excellent report of the previous year,

complained of the provisions of " the Charity Aid Act," I reminded them, in a minute
made in the visitor's book, that Government aid was only intended to encourage, and

bring out private and Municipal Charity. I also called their attention to the fact that

the city in which the Charity is located is not a subcriber to its funds, although largely

and directly benefited by its operations.

During the year 59 children were lodged in the house, who remained an aggregate period

of 16,093 days, which would entitle the Institution to draw §321.85 from the Government for

the year 1875.

The entire receipts of the Asylum for the official year ending 30th September, were

82,281.63 of which sum $640.was an appropriation from the Province.

The expenditures for the same period were $2,106.83.

Boys' Home, Toronto.

This Institution is for the training and maintenance of friendless and destitute boys, or of

those who are the children of drunken and dissolute parents. The management is vested in a

committee of ladies, chosen from among the subscribers to the chirity.

The operations of the Home for the year ending 30th September, 1874, were as follows

:

Number of inmates remaining in the Home at the close of previous year . . . 61

Number admitted this year , 57

Total number under lodgment during year 118
Number discharged during year 5-5

Remaining in the Home. 30th September 63
— 118

These 118 boys were admitted to the Institution from the following places, viz. : City of

Toronto, 8-5
; County of York. 5 ; other Counties of the Province, 4 ; children of emigrants

&c., 24. The nationalities of the boys lodged were : English, 46; Iri.sh, 5 ; Scotch, 1 : Cana
dians, 55; other Countries, 11.

These 118 inmates remained in the Home for a collective period equal to 23,094 days,

which, under the provisions of the Charity Act of 1874, Wc.uld entitle the Institution to draw
as Government aid for 187-5, the sum of 8478.08. The Government appropriation for 1874,

was S320. I inspected the Home on the 16th of November, when every part of it

was found in most ex-ellent order, with indication of good management in every depart-

ment. The House itself is very well adapted for the objects of the charity, and is large

enough to give accomodation to 100 boys. The lot on which the Home is built, is of sufficient

size to ensure isolation, and to afford all the surroundings necessary to such an Institution.

The Health of the Home is reported good, and the appeanmce of the inmates on the

day of my visit fully corroborated the report. The dormitories are very cheerful and the

beds and bedding comfortable.

A. school is kept in the Institution, where the children are taught by a resident

teacher.

Girls' Home, Toronto.

The object of this Institution as set forth in its constitution, is " the rescue from vice of

young girls, and the bestowal of careful attention to their religious, moral and temporal wel-

fare; also, the maintenance and support of children under the age of seven years."

It is managed by a committee ot ladies, chosen from among the subscribers to the funds
of the " Home."

During the year ending 30th September, 167 inmates were benefited by its operations,

of whom 77 were discharged and 90 remained in residence at the close of the year. The
largest proportion of the inmates had been admitted from the City of Toronto.

The stay in the Home of these 167 inmites, amounted to 32,113 days, which at two
cents per diy would entitle tho m makers of the Institution to draw as Government aid for

the year 1875, the sum of $642.24, or over twice the amount it received under the old

system.
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The receipts of the Home for its ordinary maintenance, amounted for the year to

15,083.29. obtained from the following sources, viz. : Province of Ontario, $320 ; .Munici-

palities. 6500 ;
income from property, $32; subscriptions, donations, &c

, $2,685.22; and
from other sources, $1,546.07. The expenditures for the same period were, $5,364.60.

The Institution was inspected on the 18th of November. The building used for the

charity is a large substantial white brick structure, specially erected for the purpose.

The dormitories are large and airy, and have a very cheerful appearance. The beds
and bedding were very comfortable, and thoroughly clean and well kept. All the other

departments of the Institution were found in a thoroughly well-kept state, and gave evidence

of good management.
The situation and surroundings of the Home are all thatf could be desired for such ::n

establishment.

The Orphans' Home, Toronto.

At the close of the official year, 96 children remained in this Institution, and during the •

present year -il were admitted, making a total number of 137 children, who were benefited

by its operations for the past twelve months.

Those 137 inmates were the children of Protestants of all denominations, but no account

is kept in the register of the places from which they were admitted into the ' Home."
From the returns made to me, it would appear that those 137 inmates remained under

lodgment in the Home for the collective period of 32,896 days, which under statutory pro

vision would entitle the managers to draw 8657.92 as Government aid for the year 1875.

The receipts in aid of the Institution for the year amounted to .$3,629.05, of which sum
$640 was received from the Province; 8-376 from income from property; and $2,613.05
from subscriptions and donations of private individuals.

The expenditures for the same period amounted to $4,256.10.

.Statutory inspection was made of the Institute on the 17th of November, when the house

throughout was found in a very clean and orderly state, with evidence of its affairs being well

and properly administered.

Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum, Toronto.

This Asylum forms a part of the large establishment known as the House of Providence
;

it being in the same buildings, and under the same management, and is, in point of num-
bers, the largest Orphan Asylum in the Province.

Its operations for the year were as follows :

—

Number of inmates remaining in the Asylum, 1st October. 1873 240
Number admitted during the year 156

Total number under lodgement during the year 396
Discharged [". 182
Died 23
Remaining in the Asylum, 1st October. 1874 , 191

396

Those 396 inmates were received into the Asylum from the following places, viz. :

—

From the City of Toronto 179
From the County of York 43
Other Counties in the Province 155
Children of emigrants, &c 19

396

Three hundred and sixty seven of the number were Roman Catholics; 23 Protestants,

and 6 in whose cases the religious denomination of the parents was unknown.

loO
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The collective stay in the Asylum of the inmates amounted to 79,694 days, which,

under the provasions of the Chanty Act, would entitle the Asylum to be aided by Government
funds for the year 1875, to the extent of $1,593.88.

The receipts of the Asylum towards its maintenance tl/is year amounted to $6,755.
and its expenditure for the same period were $6,743.31.

This Orphan Asylum was inspected on the 18th of November, when it was found, in all

its departments, in as well-kept a state as its overcrowded condition would admit of The
children themselves were very tidy and comfortable in their appearance.

Conclusion.

In concluding this Report, I would direct special attention to the contents of the

Appendix hereunto attached. It contains the annual Keports of the Medical Superin-
tendents of the Asylums for the Insane at Toronto, London and Kingston, each giving a

history of the operations for the year of their respective asylums. Following them will be
found the annual Reports of the Principals of the Institutions for the Education of the

Deaf and Dumb, and the Blind, and of the Physicians of these establishments. The
first Report of the Warden of the Central Prison is also given, together with that of the

Physician, the former giving full details of the operations and management of the Prison
for the four months prior to the close of the official year, and the latter in respect to the
health of the prisoners and the sanitary condition of the prison. Dr. Hodgins, the Presi-

dent of the Prisoners' Aid Association, also gives a full account of the operations of that

organization at the Central Prison, and the means taken to impart spiritual instruction

to the pi'isoners.

The usual annual Report of the Warden of the Provincial Reformatory, together

with those of the Protestant and Roman Catholic Chaplains and the Physician of that

establishment, are also appended.

The extent of the work involved in recording the history of my supervision and
inspection of such a large number of Institutions is the only excuse I can offer for the

great length of my Report for the past year, which, if it had been possible, haWng due
regard to the faithful record of their operations, I would much rather have curtailed than
extended.

I have the honour to be

Your Excellency's most obedient Servant,

John W. Langmuir,
Inspector.

Office of the Inspector of Asylums; Prisons, &c.,

for the Province of Ontario.

November, 1874.
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APPENDIX TO EEPOET

OF

INSPECTOR OF ASYLUMS, PRISONS, &C.,

For the Year Ending 30th September, 1873.

REPORT OF THE MEDICAL STPERINTENDENT OF THE ASYLUM
FOR THE INSANE, TORONTO.

J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspector of Asylums, &c., iH.,

for the Province ef Ontario.

Sir—T have now the honour of addresRinpr to you the Annual Report of the Toronto

Asylum for the Insane, for the oflBcial year ending 30th September, 1874, being the 34th

of the Institution.

In accordance with your instructions, under date 28th ultimo, I submit the following

statistical returns :

—

Summary of Operations.

Males.

Remaining in, Ist October, 1873 315
Admitted since 86

Total under treatment 401

Males.

Discharged—Recovered 36
" Improved and much improved 13
" Unimproved.

Eloped—Recovered
" Much improved

3

2

1

55
2dDied

Decrease 81

Remaining in, Ist October, 1874 320

Nett increase 5

152

Females.

311

56

367

Females.

24
8

1

33
14

47

320

9

Total.

626
142

768

Total.

88

40

128

640

14
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Periods of Asylum residence of 85 Discharged and 3 Elopel.

Re?. Ko.

3933
36.56

3980
40 S7
39S2
4026
4051
4120
4032
4095
4059
4063
4036
40 '4

4107
4142
4154
4128
3961
4103
4065
3995
3979
4081
3945
4173
4132
4153
3978
4090
3683
4084
3906
4126
4119
4145
4144
3953
4138
4148
4015
3652
3924
4164
4201

4076
4167
4211

3461

Males.

Mental State.

R..
I ..

R ..

R..
R .

R..
R..
I ..

R
I ..

I .

R .

Un
R.,
R ..

R
I ..

R..
R
I ..

R ..

R ..

R .

MI
R .

E ..

Un
R .

1 ..

R..
R..

V.

Resident.

M. D.

1 4

3 19

11 29

2

11

8

9

4

7

7

10

1 1

5

2

18

28

30

7 5

1 29

24

16

8

2

4

10

6

6

1 11

3 24

1 6
"

6

1 7

9

Carried foru-ard

.

8

R 9 13

6 11

17

30

13

1
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Males. Resident.

Reg. No. Mental Stftte. T. M. v.

Brought forward

4218 R 1 21

4180 M I 5 4

4242 R 1 28

4104 Eloped R G 15

4077 Un 1 2 10

4209 I 4 3

Total 52 6 26

Recovered, Males 36

Improved, 13

Much Improved, 3

U nimproved, 3

Total 55

Recovered, females 23
Improved,

3Iuch improved,

Unimproved,

Total

,

6

3

1

34

Average residence of males, 11 monthsand 14 days each ; average residence of females,

2 years, 1 month, and 23 days; but excluding three, whose aggregate residence amounts to

51 y., 1 m. , 21 d., the average for the remaining 31, was 8 months and 11 days each.

The unimproved and improved were discharged on urgent request of their friends, and

sometimes contrary to advice; but only three of them have as yet been found unfit to remain

at home. The recovery of the two longest resident females, who were both very well known
to you, did not take place recently. Both might have been discharged long ago, had any

comfortable home been commandable. One was nearly 70 years of age, and had for years

suffered intense mental agony, under the malevolence of an e^^l spirit, which used very bad
language and kept her in terrible bondage. Happily this persecutor at last gave up his

naughty tricks, and we had the unspe ikable happiness of seeing our good old honest friend go

back to her kindred, sound in mind, and very fat in body.

The other long resident was, all through, one of nature's own ladies—loved and esteemed

by every one in this house, and by many out of it—she was, for many years, the instrumen-

tal and vocal leader of our Sunday choir. You know how much, in every respect, we shall

miss her. She was a devout and charitable Christian, and as far as her strength and means
permitted, a genuine Vorcas. She has gone with a kind widowed sister to a distant land.

May she never again enter an institution such as this.

I do not indulge in calculation of ratio of discharges, or recoveries, against admissions,

but content myself with the belief that we have done the best we could with the material

supplied to us.

Males, Resident.
Reg. No. Cause of Death. y. m. d.

498 Brain softening 24 7 19

-3526 Epilepsy .....' 4 3 11

4101 Lat. Phthisis 2 2

3825 Paresis 2 2 22
3682 Paresis 3 1 1

4080 Paresis 5 1

4019 L. Phthisis ... 11 23
4117 Exhaustion 2 17
4137 Ditto 21

3730 Paresis 3

Carried forward

Females, Resident.

Reg. No. (]ause of De^.th. Y. M. d.

3682 L. Ph 2 8 1

181 Old age 30 7 1

4050 Abdm. Dis 8 19

4143 Exhaustion 1 25

2024 Strict. Coli 16 1 10

2997 L. Ph 10 1 4

3957 Paresis 1 7 21

3992 M. Phthisis 1 4 16

3229 Ditto 8 14

2537 Ditto 12 9 20

Carried forward
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Eeg, No

4118
3954
3715
3912
1286
3862
3293
3987
2806
4191

4207
4106
3452
4192
4079
3284

Males.
Cause of Death.

Brought f(>ruard

Kidney Disease

Paresis ... 1

Ditto .. 3

Ditto 1

Age and Epilepsy .. 21

Paresis 2

Paralysis 6

M. Phthisis 1

Eesident. Females. Resident.

Y. M. D. Eeg. No. Cause of Death y. M. d.

Brcnight forvard
3 19 4175 Paresis 2

6 4 2848 Old age 11 2 17

1 17 4235 Apoplexy 1 25
9 18,3600 L. Phthisis- 4 5

2 20

22

Polypus Cordis 11

Ditto

Paresis ...

Ditto ;^,o

M. Phthisis 5

Marasmus
Paresis 1

Intestinal perforation 7

10

21

6

2

5

10

28

19

8

17

Total 103 10 7 Total 100 1 21

Tn this year, 40 deaths have occurred, against 49 last yesr ; but last year, 26 deaths

were of women, and 23 of men. This year, only 14 have been of women, whilst 26 have been

of men, thus exemplifying the fact that the mortality of succeeding years proves pretty nearly

compensative. The insane have, just as the sane, to die sometime ;
and those who tide over

one year may sink in the next.

It may be observed that. 13 deaths—eleven of male? and two of females— have resulted

from that invariahhj fatal affection of the insane. Paresis, formerly designated General Para-

lysis. This disease, if I may judge from observation in this house, is decidedly on the in-

crease. When I entered in 1853, thore was not one case of it in the Asylum, nor did I

find any record of it in the books.^ At the present time, 13 cases are in, and more are com-

ing.

Ten cases of death from Pulmonary Phthisis, of which five were of the latent, and five of

manifest form, bring the number of inevitable fatality up to twenty-three in the total of

forty.

In former Annual Eeports I have pointed out the symptoms, or rather, indeed, the

absence of symptoms, by which Latent Phtbi.^is is characterized. Only by jwst morttm ex-

amination will the extent to which this form of disease obtains among the insane be realized :

and indeed. I often question whether it may not iarcely prevail amongst the sane. Two very

interesting cases have been recorded, in which death resulted from polypus formations in the

cavities of the heart, and the large blood-vessels springing from it. These were veritable

o.nle mortem formations, in contradistinction to those which not unfrequently result frcm

blood coagulation after or during death. The two occurred consecutively— one in a robust,

active, and very industrious man. who had been resident eleven years ; the other, one day

after, in a negro, a warrant patient, brought in almost in a dying state. The symptoms in

each were very obscure, but being carefully noted, were very instructive.

The case (3284) of intestinal perforation, was characterized by the symptoms which,

though obscure or ambiguous, are always distinctive of this fatal lesion, running their

course rapidly, and in utter defiance of all treatment.

The average asylum residence of 26 males, who died in this year, has been.

Do do 1 4 females do do

The average asylum residence for the last 3 years has been :

—

For males (76) .

For females (58)
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The above figures appear to me clearly to prov^e that a larger provision for lodgement of

females, than for males, is necessary. Women are much less liable to fatal bruin disease than

men, and having always been accustomed to in-door life, they bear it far more patiently than

men do.

Intemperance and its destructive results are, comparatively, very rare in the female insane.

Total number admitted, discharged, eloped and died, from the opening of the Asylum
2Ist January, 1841, to September 30th, 1874.

Males, Females. Total.

Admitted 2247 2004 4251

Discharged 1220 1061 2281
Eloped^ 40 9 49
Died 490 437 927
Assigned to Maiden 108 91 199
Assigned to Orillia 69 86 155
Remaining in 1st October, 1874 320 320 640

2247 2004 4251

yotf.—The numbers above given, as "Assigned to Maiden and Orillia/' do not repre-

sent the total transferred to those institutions.. Up to October, 1861, the statistics of the

parent Asylum at Toronto embraced those of the branches
; but as this method caused confu-

sion and inconvenience, the patients remaining in the latter were, at the above date, written

oflP the Toronto Register.

Counties and Cities from which the total admitted have been sent :

—

Algoma
Brant County
Bruce County
Elgin County
Essex County
Grey
Haldimand
Halton

Huron -

Kent
Lambton
Lincoln

Middlesex

Monck
Norfolk

Carleton County
Dundas " •

Frontenac " -

Durham "

Glengary " -

Grenville

Hastings

Lanark & Renfrew
Lennox & Addington
Leeds

Northumberland
Ontario

Peterboro

Prescott

ince Edward

WESTERN.
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The nativity and religious distinctions of those admitted :

—

Nativity.

Prior to 'this Year. This Year. Total.

English 699 22 721

Irish 1475 24 1499
Scotch 617 15 632
Canadian 1035 70 1105
United States 150 6 156
Others 133 5 138

Eeligimi.

Prior to this Year. This Year. Total.

English Church 1243 37 1282
Presbyterian Church ... 946 30 976
Methodist Church 613 34 647
Koman Catholic 947 24 971
Others 360 15 375

Total ... .4109 142 4251

Civil State.

Married & Widowed. Single. Total.

Males 1016 1231 2247
Females 1295 709 2004

Total 2311 1940 4251

Civil state of 142 admitted in the year:

—

Married (including widowed)

—

MenJ :13^

Women 3ti

G9

Single

—

Men , 53
Women 20

73

Greatest number in, within this year :

—

Males 330
Females 325

655

Lowest number in :
—
Males 315
Females 326

641

Avejrage number :
—

Males 320

Females 319

639
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Patients admitted since ist July, 1867, under Warrant of Lieut.-Governor :

—

Admitted

Of whom. Discharged -.--..
" Eioped ----..
" Died
" Remain in . . . . .

Admitted in the year, under ordinary form
'< " " Warrant

Males
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The above ri:iures convey a fair expositioa of the stock on hand, out of which vacated

yeds are to be elaborated.

Under the head " doubtful " I have given, as in duty bound, " benefit of the doult,' to a

goodly number.

One in a hundred of those classified as incurable may yet recover. If half of those in

the line doubtful recover, I shall rejoice much. You new have a bird's-eye view of our actual

situation, and if Grand Jurors, in the plenitude of their perfunctory philanthropy, write

pathetic presentments over the sad fate of gaol-confined lunatics, all you or I can say is, that

we cannot put two lunatics into one bed ; and we cannot, without condemnation by sensible

Grand Jurors, put into our dormitories more beds than now occupy them.

Assuredly, County of York: and City of Toronto Grand Juries have but little reason to

complain as to Asylum benefits. By referring to the Table of Counties and Cities which

have sent in patients, it will be seen that, out of a total of 4251, the City of Toronto and

County of York have contributed no less than 1132, or. nearly 27 percent.

Change the present unfair system, and let every municipality pay for the support of its

own insane, and we shall very soon read less about gaol-lodged lunatics.

Small-Pox InvasioxV.

In the m nth of June, much apprehension was created in the stafi' of the house by the

simultaneous appearance of four cases of small-pox, three of which presented in the superior

female ward.

It is my belief that the di-ease was introduced by some visitor from an infected source.

Had it been introduced by a nurse, the cases would have followed each other in marked suc-

cession, instead of breaking out all together. As you are aware, prompt and vigorous means
of stamping out the pestilence were adopted, and proved completely successful. I cannot

speak in terms too highly commendatory and grateful, of the instant attention and efficient

assistance given by Dr. Riddel. Medical Officer of the City Small-pox Hospital. Mainly by
his promptness of action, wisely sustained by the City Board of Health, were the inmates,

insane and sane, of this large establi.shmeut, saved from the spread of one of the most dan-

gerous and loathsome diseases to which human beings are liable.

The citizens of Toronto and the people outside of it, realize, I fear, but very inade-

quately, tbe unspeakable blessing of an established and well directed small-pox hospital. No
money expenditure can be. regarded as an equivalent for the distress avoided by such an in-

stitution ;
and as there is but too much reason for the apprehension that the disease will

linger, and reappear from time to time, it will be wise and benevolent to stand prepared for

emergencies, instant isolation of a first case is the only reliable protection against spread of

the disease ; but how, without the existence of a proper and isolated hospital, can this end
be attained ? How, in this crowded house, could I have isolated any case ? How, had the

disease spread into every ward, could it have been suppressed ? And lastly, and most im-
portant of all, how would the sick have been nursed, when a terrific panic had driven away,
perhaps, three-fourths of the whole service-staff I These are questions which I many times

have puc to myself Now that danger is past, they may, to outsiders, appear frivolous. Just
so do all dangers safely passed through. To men on land, storms at sea appear interesting or

trivial phenomena ; but hardiy so to sailors on a dangerous coast.

The Farm and other things.

The lateness of the spring, and the succeeding persistent summer drought have materi-

ally shortened the products which we might otherwise have realized. The crop of oats and
straw has, however, been very fair

; certainly the best in this district. The value of the

Litter, as you are aware, is great ; but is best understood when we have to buy.

Mangold Wiirtzel must not, considering samples in other fields, be complained of. Its

chief fault has been in failure of seed, which has caused very numerous blanks in the drills.

Hay is hardly an average crop. A chance was j^resented of buying six acres of meadow
on foot, at a moderate price, and I availed myself of it. Labour, with us. means gain rather

than loss. The quality was excellent, all being pure timothy. I believe the spring price will

be fifty per cent, higher than that paid for this addition to our supply.
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All our spring-sown clover and timothy proves an utter failure. Both promised well in

Juno, but were scorched out in July and August, so that next year a great shortness in

the hay cn">p must be encountered.

Potatoes have turned out very good in quality, but very short in quantity. The entire

crop from 27 acres has been 3,050 bushels , and as wc require for consumption about ten

bushels per day, and some four hundred bushels for seed, you will readily perceive that a

considerable outlay for this indispensable article of food must be anticipated—460 bushels of

the above have already been used.

The i)Vt/ supplied to this xVsylum is almost invariably of very inferior quality— poor,

toush, old, and in short, such as neither you nor I would buy for our own tables. I have
'

so often complained in vain of this evil, that I now look for no improvement.

The vicious system of awarding contracts to the lowest tender, lies at the bottom of this

•Grievance. I do not say more, because I do not know more, and I believe you do not control

such matters.

The New Laundry.

This vast enterprise has advanced at elephantine pace—sometimes forward, sometimes

rather rearward. I abstain from further comment, lest I might excite displeasure, where I

merely desire to quicken official motion, and secure better and cheaper work.

Two or three paragraphs in your Annual Report of last year, on page 16, failed to be

understood by me. You gave me credit for accomplishing an improvement in the water sup-

ply pipes " in the new wings," at an outlay "less than $500.' This work cost not much
over §100.

As to the alterations suggested by me to improve the water closets of the new wings, this

work is still untouched. It might have been done, in first construction, at very little, if any

additional cost, but it was not then done.

Double Entry.

In last year's Public Accounts, I by chance saw, (for I was not honoured with a copy,

nor with one of the Annual Estimates,) that the year's expenditure was augmented by add-

ing thereto the receipts from paying patients and articles sold, thus making our drawings on

the Provincial Exchequer figure up some forty thousand dollars more than the real amount.

Not beinu- an accredited accountant, I am unable to say whether this system of book-keeping

is correct or otherwise ; but it looks very much like that of my countryman who balanced a

calf on his lean horse's back, by slinging a stone on the other side to keep things square.

The horse, of course, was not consulted. Asses cannot lower their dimity by deferring to

the opinion of horses, yet it seems to me a strange way of putting facts, and certainly not

very encouraging towards the cultivation of Asylum revenue. Far better would it be, under

this novel system of double entry, to admit all patients free, and to bestow to butchers our fat

hogs, than to have the figures reeulting paraded in the Public Accounts as disbursements

from the public chest.

Religious Ministrations.

Religious Sabbath services and visitations of the sick, have been attended to as in for-

mer years. Our system works harmoniously, as it is perfectly gratuitous on the part of those

who officiate. It is to be hoped it will always continue so.

Newspapers bui^plied Gratis.

The Liberal Publishers of Canada merit the continued gratitude of our people. I wish

I could include the Globe and Mail in the list, but these journals have lunatics enough out-

side this Asylum to find food for, without adding to the number.
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The following publications have been gratefully received, and numerously read by oui

household :

—

Toronto TiCader, Daily and Weekly.

London Evening Herald, Daily.

Chatham Planet, Tri-Weekly
Ottawa Citizen.

Christian Guardian,

Guelph Herald.

Guelph Mercury
Gait Reporter,

Stratford Beacon,

Stratford Herald,

Berlin Telegraph,

Christian Advocate.

VVeekly.

Collingwood Enterpri.se,

Kingston Chronicle ife News,
Elora Observer,

Lightning Express,

Canada Statesman,

Montreal Witness, (2 copies)

Church Herald

Canada Presbyterian,

Monthly Record,

Uxbridge Journal,

Bee Hive, 1st No., 50 Copies.

Weekly.

Respectfully, &c., &c.,

Joseph Workman, MJ).
Medical Superintendent.

I ! Kil
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LONDON ASYLUM.
KEPORT OF MEDICAL SUPERIJS'TENDEJSIT

AND

STATISTICAL INFOIIMATION, 187^3-4.

London Asylum,
October 30tb, 1874.

To J. \V. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspedur of Asylums, &c.

for the Province of Ontario.

I have pleasure in presenting you the report of the London Asylum for Insane for tke

year ending 30th September, 1874. It deals with various subjects connected with the history

and condition, and future prospects of the Asylum. On these points I have written freely on

the matters I have passed under review. It would be useless for the Superintendent to write

any report if he did not give his views openly and candid y. They are always more of the

naiure of suggestions for the consideration of superior olhcers, than positive utterances, and

can be only realised facts when sanctioned by higher authority.

Leaving them to your consideration,

I have the honour to be

Your obedient t-ervant,

Henry Lander,
Superintendent.

REPORT.

Jjast year no separate report was printed by the Asylum ; the few remarks contained in

the Inspector's report were all that from a variety of causes I was able to write. 1.32 patients

have been admitted in the past year, 50 have been discharged cured, 5 improved, 4 unim-

proved, 26 have died, and 1 has eloped.

Idiot Asylum statistics are not included in the above rates. Our average number in resi-

dence during the past year has been 580 ;
under treatment 652. The number we can accom-.

modate now, including cottages and Idiot Asylum, is 630, two out of this number will be ad-

ditions to the Idiot Asylum, leaving 634 for the other buildings. The cases under treatment

have presented no unusual forms. Most of those who have died have been old residents yield-

ing to gradual decay and the inevitable advance of either cerebral disease, or of phthisis. A
few have fallen Irom dysentery of long standing. In none of the cases has there been any

marked symptoms of rare disease.

In the admissions 71 have been sent here under Lieutenant-Governor's warrant from

gaols by the recommendation of the Inspector. There are both evils and benefits in this mode

of admission. One of the evils is the dirty and verminous state in which they come from many

gaols. This is not a slight evil to bring into a house tjof (^()() people ; and it necessitates ex-

treme care to prevent the propagation of vermin throughout the house. Another evil of the

system is the absence of care in the discrimination as to the nature of the disorder. Many

patients are described as in.sane, when they are Idiots, and have been irom childhood. Little
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industry is given to discover the history of the patients, or their state previous to being sent to

gaol. No doubt there is difficulty in doins' this : but the 6th sub-section of the 31st clause clearly

throws on the doctors the trouble of making these enquiries, and does not excuse them for

taking merely what they are told, without ascertaining the truth, as far as possible, of what
they are called upon to state. This labour equally applies to ordinary certificates of medical
men. Wai-rants, as the Act now stands, are compulsory documents. Patients must be admitted
when they are presented, whether the Inspector thought he was sending a lunatic or whether
the patient is actually an Idiot, an Idiot must be taken as a lunatic under these warrants

;

and the physician has no power of correction if it is a mistake. As to warrants of dischar-e,

clearly the Act wants amendment, for the warrant states that the patient cannot be disuhaijiLd

until his cure is certified to the satisfaction of the Lieutenant-Governor. The patient must
be detained until he is thoroughly cured, or a very moderate amount of cure will have to be
satisfactory to the Lieutenant-Governor. There are many cases where absence on probation

remedies this defect; but there are many others unsuited for probation, where dischari;e is

advisable, either from the worrying solicitations of relatives and men of influence, or from
other causes ;

and these cases cannot be met, except by an alteration of the Act. Admission
by warrant is a relief to the physician in those cases of recurrent mania which are constantly

requiring re-admission, and in which, as soon as improvement begins, friends are incessantly

urgent for discharge. All our Acts are defective in cases not warranted. I doubt if the Super-
intendent has any power to detain a patient until in his judgment it is wise to let him go,

if the relatives demand his discharge; but if he is admitted by warrant he can be detained

until it is right to send him away. I am not, therefore, opposed to the action of warrants
either in theory or practice. I should only like to have the form ot them somewhat altered

to prevent unfit persons being sent, and to clear up the mode of discharge. I think that a

clause might be introduced into tl^e amended Act giving powers similar to those the Ensii>h
Commissioners of lunacy possess. Whenever a difference of opinion arises between the Super-
intendent and the Inspector as to the advisability of discharge, why should not the Inspector

have the power to discharge if he pleases. I am sure that no physician would object, or feel

hurt at the exercise of such power. The physician may have scruples in advisins; discharge

on account of his fear that events may take place that are very possible in the nature of the

disorder, but not very probable. These scruples in the Inspector's opinion should not be al-

lowed to prevent discharge, therefore give him authority by legislation to order discharge when
he pleases. I remember in a case predicting that evils would happen from discharge, which
after a long period did happen ; but then I also remember having expressed many simih.r

lears, and nothing: ever having occurred to justify them. Let then the In pector's authoriiy

override the physician's, when he thinks fit to use it. I am sure I shall not object.

Treatment.—I have not much to say on this he^d, for where any peculiar cases are con-

cerned, this subject is best related in special medical journals, as it is not interesting to those

who look mostly fur general information from Asylum reports. Empl yment, as much as

possible out of doors, but employment some where, good diet somewhat generous, and littie

medicine, have been the chief means used ; and the cures on admissions, considering the

long existing nature of the disease before admission, have been as numerous as in other a.^y-

lums, very nearly .'>0 per cent. Sedatives are nearly abandoned, except in those rare cases of

sleeplessness that will not yield, either to a stimulant of some kind, or to some other

mode of soothing. Owing to the impossibility of having spare attendants, one male violent

epileptic has had muffs on, and one female, while the wjtrds were occupied by workmen, who
sadly disturbed our quiet on the female side. It is a violation of my feelings to put muffs on
any one, but it could not be avoided in these cases. Some Asylums I observe from their sta-

tistics give medicines to the amount of 82. 100. UO per annum, and yet their cures do not

exceed ours of 50 per cent. We give wine, beer, and spirits, where they give physic, the result,

is about the same as far as the statistics exhibit results. But what of health injured by
excessive continuance of poisonous sedatives ? What of work done or not done in

comparison with the system of licnerous living ? How again will either of these systems
compare with the total abstinence system ? Much careful comparison, with lik" conditions to

begin with, will be necessary before positive conclusions can be arrived at. Until these are

made, I am satisfied with the results we show, compared with either the physic system, or

the total abstinence system. If all three could be tried side by side, under similar conditivins,

somethiuir might be learned.
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.linmimeiiL^.— In the et^timates lor all the Ai^^'lunis of this I'roviuce, there has for home

time becu an attempt ot a procrustean nature, to assimilate all to one common standard. If

there is a porter in one, there must be the same animal in the other ; if there is a butcher in

one, he must be slaughtered, as there is none in the other. If amusements are cheap in one

at the rate of 25 cents per head, 50 cents per head in the other is an anomaly that must be

protested against. 1 observe we are procrusteanly shortened as a general rule, but seldom

lenythencd. In the matter of amusements, like Clive in the midst of mountains of jewels and

sold, I wonder at the mod( ration we display. If brought to the test of the customs of other

Institutions "on this Continent especially," our expenditure is most absurdly small. I was

about to buy fireworks for the Dominion Day, but abstained from fear of expense ; I would

have had a conjuror here, but my natural timidity daied not lor the same reason. TtO much
inquiry as to cost hinders action where one thinks the expenditure necessary for the good of

the patients. In such small things, it appears to me that trust and confidence, not fear of

extravagance, ought to be the rule of action towards Superintendents, for if we had all we

ask and more, we should be far below State Asylums. I am sure that there cannot exist on

the face of the earth a class of people who ought to have more done to amuse and instruct

them than the Insane. Their cure and their health, and their happiness, depend more on the

amusements and the wirk they have, then on any other treatment. I therefore strongly

advocate a considerable expenditure under this head. I ask at the rate of one dollar per

head. Gifts to Asylums are unknown in this country. Those to the Hospital at Philadelphia,

are an example lo the charitable of all countries. But even at the ends of the earth an exam-

ple is set to us. At the Australian Asylum at Gladesville, 1 find the following gifts in one

year :
" 45 guineas, 4 kangaroos, a parrot, '2 emus, a donkey, 4 llamas, 6 swans, squirrels,

ducks, rabbits, goldfish, plants, newspapers, magazines, fruit, oranges by the cart load, cricket-

thino-s " tfcc, &c. Every company of performers gave some entertainment at Gladesville.

Here I am most warmly indebted to Mr. Cool Burgess for performances every time he comes

to London ; also to the Hamptuu Minstrels, and here ends the tale of our volunteer per-

formances—no gifts, no newspapers, no magazines ; no interest taken in us by any parties. If

a o-entleman in the city, or elsewhere, possesses a parcel old magazines, he does not give ; he

wants to be paid for them. This may be all fair enough, but it is in marked contrast to other

countries. It is not good to leave all the comforts of our inmates to parliamentary vote
;

public interest in their welfare would bean advantage to them, and to the officers who ha\e

charge of them. It is in ti.is view that I so much regret that the Governor-General, when he

visited London, did not come to the Asylum, as he went to all other public Institutions of the

Province during that tour. I regret as an official administering the afi"airs of a large and

important institution, the indifference displayed by all great officers, more particularly as it is

in marked contrast to the conduct of Governors and all high officials in the neighbouring

States, i know personally, that these officers take the greatest interest in all their charitable

Hospitals, and make it a part of their pleasure, as well as their duty, to know by constant

personal visitations the condition and wants of all of them. It is owing to this vigilance of

visitation that there is so little difficulty in obtaining from their legislatures all that is needed

to carry them on with great efficiency. The legislators are not there in profound ignorance

of the wants of these institutions, or of the necessity of providing for those unprovided unfor-

tunates, who are daily crying aloud at the doors of our institutions for admission. The visits

of the great officials from the Governor-General downwards would be productive of numerous

benefits to the patients and to the administrators, who by the recognition of the interest taken

in them, and by the approbation of their superiors, would be greatly encouraged. Duty is

done from a sense of duty, but the additional motive of approbation given from personal

knowledge of the work done, has in all ages been a powerful incentive to exertion. Here it

is wanting. Could groundless charges of neglect or incapacity meet with one minutes atten-

tion, if the working and the condition of these institutions were personally known to the

higher officials. If there were some knowledge in these officials of the requirements of the

Insane, derived from a thorough acquaintance with Asylums, could there be any hesitation

in supplying all their wants, would not parliament listen to requests made in the fulness of

knowledge.

Otficers and Servants.—All the employees of the Institution have worked together pleasantly

and in thorough harmony. I have, as usual, to thank Dr. Lett for his kind assistance and

readiness to undertake any work to relieve me. The I'ur.sar, Mr. Mathison, has shown
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always, a desire to give me any information and assistance from his Department. There

have been fewer changes amongst the m lie attendants in the past yeir than usual ;
this is

partly o.ving to the want of employment outside, and partly to the content and satisfaction

of those employed inside. I have reason to speak well of them. The female attendants hive,

on the other hand, been more frequently chan^^ed thin in any othe- year, in mv recollection.

This is due to the rate of wages being m'lch below tht rate obtainable in the city. The con-

sequence is that we are obliged to take girls litth' more than children, and to place patients

under the charge of those who would be far better in some other occupation. I have

already asked that all attendants should have SlO a month, and a general servants SS. I think

this will put us in possession of the choice of suitable women for attendants. All the success

of an asylum depends on the power to obtain efficient workers; good attendants add to the

per centage of cures, and thus soon repay the Government the"additional cost. There is no

increase of m linteuance charges more readily ju4ifiable than efficient payment of attendants.

Store.—The store has been kept in admirable order by Mr. Divey, and every article can

now be readily found when wanted.

Cottages.

In my Report for 1871 I urged the construction of cottages for those chronic insane who
are harmless and quiet and trustworthy; who would be happier in a life as nearly

^domestic as the construction would afford. I said th it they would value the privilege of liv-

ing in the cottages, and would regard being sent back to the x\sylum as a calamity to be avoided

by every effort of self control and good conduct, in their power to make. At last I have to

report the erection and occupation of cottages, and the fulfilment of all the advantages claimed

for them. The building (as will be ^seen by the frontispiece attached to my report) looks

more like a small asylum externally than cottages. It is as most things are, a compromise

between the ideas of the Sujierintending Physician, and the higher authorities.

My wish was for four separate buildings to contain twelve patients each, but for reasons of

economy, it was decided to erect a building under one roof^ with each side separated, and

each s'^ory also, so that the lower and upper stories in the wings should accommodate fifteen

patients going to one dining and sitting room The same in the upper story. The whole

building containing sixty patients, half males and half females, and four sitting rooms and

one kitchen for all.

The dinners are brought from the General Asylum, but breakfasts and suppers are pro-

vided in the building.

It thus, to general appearance, partakes more of the style of a small Asylum, but in all

essential c'laracteristics of management and separation, it approaches the cottage system

though not so nearly as I wish.

The sitting rooms are heated by open fire places for coal, and the bedrooms by base-bur-

ner stoves, as a private house is warmed.
The treatment of the patients in them is that of trust. Tiiey can go anywhere they

please about the grounds.

They have been selected from the long resident chronic class, and they w rk either in

the sewing room, outhouses, garden, or wherever they were previou'^ly accustomed to work
;

they go to their work and return from it without any supervision of attendants.

One man and wife, with the assistance of one girl, do all thew irk. Two or three of the

patients assist in the house work.

They find the place so comfortable that they would be much hurt if obliged to return to

the Asylum, and i^s stricter discipline. 1 should certainly have preferred four separate cot-

tages to the combined cottages, but only for the re ison that the separate would have been

a nearer approach to home.

Idiot Asylum.

Since the occupation of this Asylum 48 patients have been admitted.

By deaths and discharges, at the request of relatives, these are diminished to 37. two of

them being in the Main Asylum on Idiot pa])ers.

Nine are children under puberty, as many more are just over ]mberty and still improv-

able.
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Application papers have been sent out for about 42 more idiots, who bave no prospect of

admission until more accommodation is provided.

At least 40 more have either written or asked for admission, beyond those wh ) have

been supplied with application )>apers. How many remain in gaols, or haA'c applied to the

Inspector for admission I know not, but probably as many as have made direct application to

me. Here there are 150 unfortunates waiting for treatment and care, and there are no cases

that require both more urgently. Probably (taking the same relative proportions as are now
in tbe Idiot Asylum i one half are children under or about the age of puberty, and therefore

to a very considerable extent improvable. Taking the whole number of idiots and imbeciles

in the Province at 200 (rather under than over the mark) one half are susceptible of educa-

tion, and useful training to a very large extent, the other are adults for whom much may be

done in amending dirty and evil habits.

The admissions to the Idiot Asylum during the past year have been five— four males

and one female. Three of these, including the female, were sent under Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor's warrant.

One boy was sent, on account of peculiar circumstance, at the request of the Inspector.

The other boy was admitted by myself In September, 1873, an application was made for a

female by a neighbouring practitioner. The reply was, that there were no vacancies, and

that many urgent cases were then waiting admission. No further application or notice was
taken by the writer until September this year, when I received a letter asking for the num-
b -r of admissions since his application, ami for the reasons why preference was given to

others. I refused to give this information for obvious reasons. Every one of the 40 appli-

cants above alluded to would be equally entitled to know why the case each was interested

in was not admitted.

No reason for selection can be given without di.^closing, more or less, the domestic con-

dition of each case admitted, which led to my decision to admit that boy.

The boy admitted is a case in point; there were very strong reasons why he should be

removed from home, and the strength of these reasons were just those points that could not

be given to a stranger as grounds of preference over his application.

All the 40 cases most urgently need admission, but no reason can be given which would
divulge the home evils the parents suffer under. It is left to my judgment to select, and it can-

mt be shown that selection is partially or improperly made.
' This per.son wrote again, threatening to apply elsewhere for the information, and giving

me his o])inion of my duty. I still declined, which produced a third, threatening both me
and the Government with his displeasure, and saying I was an unfit public officer. Only a

fjw weeks before he told my informant I was the man most fitted for the position I held.

He insinuated that there was something in the administration of tbe Idiot Asylum that ought

to be known;

It happens that everything down to the minutest detail of these A.sylums is sent to the

no' ice of rhe Inspector, to his great trouble in reading such small details This incident

adds force to the remarks I have made in this report, that it is most desirable that ministers

and officials should be thoroughly intimate with these institutions by personal examination.

We have nothing to conceal and nothing to fear from thorough knowledge of the working of

this Asylum.
The threats of an unreasonable, angry man are as ''idle wind that I respect not.' But

it is time for me to indulge in self-assertion to correct false judgment such as this persons,

that I am not fit for my position

I point to the whole condition of this Asylum and its surroundings in proof of great

difficulties surmounted —
The organization of the work done in the building and out of it ; the arrangements of

all things relating to both patients and servants ; the selection of officers and servants, with

two exceptions ; the recovery of miserable land into hiirh condition ; the selection of stock
;

the drainage; the water supply (s'lch as it is) ; the garden, and indeed most other things, are

all mine in design and initiation. But I willingly admit my grateful obligation to all

officers and servants for energetic assistance and suggestions in all these matters : and. while

claiming the chief post, I do not wish to deprive others of credit. But I point to these things

to justify myself in asserting that I am fit for my position, whatever some malcontents may
say. Moreover. I will add that any man in my place, with 700 sane and insane people to
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administer to, who pleases everybody, will do so at the expense of firuine-s and right and fit-

ness, and win end in we ikness and confusion.

I would strongly recommend that this Asylum for Idiots be enlarged to contain one

hundred patients, all adults—the least improvable, with such provision for the separation of

the sexes as prevails in this, and other Asylums for the Insane, and a re.sidence, attached or

unattached, for a medical officer, which will be essential, as in all patients of this kind there

are a large number of epileptics. Moreover, no collection of one hundred patients ought ever

to be without a medical officer for other reasons not necessary to detail.

The children should be provided for in a separate institution placed elsewhere. Their
care and training belong to a peculiar profession, and should be provided for by those specially

instructed and hibitually used to the duty. It cannot be performed by those physicians

whose time is sufficiently occupied by 700 insane. No other reason need be urged to shew
the necessity of removing the children elsewhere, except this, that every idiot child taken from
the general population for training, will les.sen the number of incurable adult imbeciles, and in

time render the Asylum for Imbeciles of that class unnecessary.

It cannot be said that the combination of children and adults here has been a success;

the necessity of classification, even to the small extent possible here, has made the experiment
costly ; the want of proper construction has led to evil as was anticipated ; and the amount
of attendance for so smill a numbsr iias baea escossive. It is, therefore, mist advisable that

construction should be remedied, and the building confined to those adult imbeciles whose
condition admits of only slight amelioration. Work has been done by the patients. The ex-

cellent chief attendant of the Idiot As3-lun) has kept the grounds of the Asylum in good order.

All necessaries have been taken to the building by the work of patients, and the internal work
has, to a great extent, been done by them.

The stoves and heating and ventilation have been much improved during the last year,

though it does not yet come up to the promises of small coal consumption originally made.
Although stoves on each flat might heat the place more economically, they are inadmis.sable on
account of the helpless and epileptic character of the patients. So that .some mode of air

heating is essential, at whatever cost it may amount to.

The building is on such a plan that there are great difficulties in alterations. As it

stands alone, it is sufficiently good in appearance, but additions will not add much to its

beauty unless very well designed. The cross system will present less difficulty, and by extend-

ing the rear and adding a wing on each side, the appearance will be least injured, and suffi-

cient accommodation provided. I would suggest the avoidance of any more half basements
as both ugly and unhealthy.

Repairs op Main Building.

Floors— It will be well to have sufficient quantity of hardwood flooring to lay down in the
winter. All one side of the house might be finished this winter. No plastering can be done
until the flooring of corridors is finished.

The corridors have been well painted under Mr. Heath's directions by patients.

Whatever is to be done with the iron sashes had better be prepared for this winter, aud
if it is concluded to do nothing at present, the cast-iron stops, of which a pattern has been sent

to Toronto, might be ready by April next.

The entire yard in the rear can be put in order as soon as the frost depart.s. But the

outlet pipes from the soft water tanks to the engine tanks had better be put in first.

I doubt whether the iron smoke stacks within the engine chimneys will stand much
longer ; they are considerably honey-combed already.

The east boilers have been thoroughly repaired, but the same will have to be done to the

west boilers next summer, and this sort of repair will be constant, if the soft water is not

secured for their use.

The coal sheds will require rebuilding.

Water.

Water has been a constant requirement far beyond the natural supply of the wells, not

ess than 60,000 gallons ought daily to be at our disposal for all purposes, including keejtin"-
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the sewers flushed, but we have never had that quantity by 20,000 gallons, and during the

summer just past we have been so deficient that our fountain has never once played, and our

flowers in front of the building have not been watered. A supply from the creek on the Briody

farm has been brought to the wells at a small cost, this lias given us from 25,000 gallons to

."lOjOOO gallons daily, and without it there would not have been 5,000 gallons daily. This is

by no means such a supply as an asylum of the large proportions this has, ought to depend up

on. Our horses, cows and other animals have all to look to the well supply for water in a

droughty summer. In spring and winter there is abundance of water ; but the least quantity

in dry yeirs, like the weakest link, is the measure of our wants. I would recommend a trial

to obtain water by an artesian well ; I have no doubt water would be had ; the doubt is whether

it would be sulphur water ; and whether that can be stopped out at a reasonable cost, and

jiurer water obtained. This has been done in the city, therefore it is encouragement to try it

here ; the other doubt is if it would rise to the surface, and supply by its own gravity instead

of requiring a steam pump. Nothing but experience can settle this point ; at any rate an ex-

penditure of one or two thousand dollars is justifiable before pipes are laid from the river,

and steam pumps erected there, which would cost at least $20,000. Water cannot bo had

from river or creeks without compensating millers and land-owners.

Out-Door and In-Door Work.

The table appended of those patients who work outside and inside the house exhibits the

daily average of the number employed; men, out-doors and in-doors, 1 28 ; women 181; but the

numbers give no adequate idea of the amount of work done. All the farm work of 300 acres

is done by them with the help of two men and a cowman, all the garden work with two paid

gardeners. Draining improvements and ornamentation chiefly by patients. The women, with

the help of two vei'y industrious excellent women, the sempstress and assistant, have made

5.906 articles, including men's clothing. They have repaired at the sewing room 22,840 ar-

ticles, and in the wards they have repaired 24,872 articles, making a total of 53,018. These

figures are taken from the weekly returns made by the sempstress and chief attendants to the

matron. This is the first year these returns have been kept, because statements were made

that the patients appeared to be idle, and not so much employed as they ought to have been.

I think the number of the articles made and repaired will show that the women have been

well and profitably occupied. The men's work is not so capable of detail, but the state of the

farm and the garden will speak for themselves. I must add that the amount of work done

also speaks loudly for the attendants and officers who have induced the patients to labour so

successfully ; and lastlj', the increased quietness and orderliness of the patients, together with

their good health, are all due in a large degree to the steadiness of employment they have

been trained to. 231,825 articles passed through the laundry, and only 106, chiefly socks,

were lost.

The Farm and Garden.

Notwithstanding the driest year I have known in Canada, the result of our work

i> not very bad. Our potatoes are an utter failure, for we have not got twice the amount of

seed we put into the ground. Drought and Colorado beetle, but chiefly the first, have been too

much for us.

Roots are not more than enough to feed our stock until the end of the year. Peas and

Corn are alike short ; Oats a fair crop, and Barley good in quality but small in grain.

Clover hay is the only great crop we have had. The land for that was in good condition,

well manured, and subsoiled two years since. No such 25 acres of clover were to be seen in

the country. The yield of butter, milk, &c., will be seen in the tables. Every year adds to

the productiveness of the land in seasons of equal fertility, but this season has been one of

signal disadvantage, and though the farm shews a good balance sheet in spite of that it is

owing to the labour expended on it, and, not a little, to the constant attention and applica-

tion of Mr. Cooke, who has shewn muc'i skill in taking advantage of every chance the season

has given to him. Crops likely to yield food for the cattle have been put in at the right time.

Every blade of grass has been cut for them wherever it could be found, and the result is

that our cows have not shewn any deficiency of milk.

The pests of this farm when we came to it— Canada thistles and wild mustard- are dis-
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appearing in the cultivated portion of the land, though the former are still abundant in the

clearings. The best mode of killing the thistle is to mow them short after the first frost

softens their st^ms, and then to put about an egg-cup full of salt on the softened surface on

the level of the ground. The thistles so treated never appear again, although young ones, the

relicts I suppose, of the killed, come up the next year.

The garden has not been so productive as usual. Cabbages have been a failure ; cauli-

flower the same, beet, carrots, s;ilsify and such like have done well. The small fruits, cur-

rants, raspberries, &c., were not abundant. Apple trees and vines are beginning to bear. But
the garden has paid its expenses and more, and the vegetable gardener, with his staflF of as-

sistant patients, has, as always in past years, devoted him.self t • his work. His onions are

always the show of the country, and if the illiberality of the Western Fair Society had not

shut out the Asylum from prizes, he would have won many. The flower garden exhibits the

head gardener's great industry, and as he has only patients and an attendant to help him
the 14,000 flowers raised by him are a mo.st creditable amount of work. The outer garden

around the buildings has the attention of the attendant, Mr. J. Flynn, alluded to, and the

general admiration our garden extorts from visitors testifies to his competence and indus-

try. Want of water this year diminished the attraction of the flowers.

There is one item in the charges against the farm which I do not think justifiable, but

I have assented to its entry by the Bursar, because the farm can bear the charge, and it shall

not be said that any legitimate charge, if others think it legitimate, is withheld. I do not

think it is legitimate to charge rent against the farm, and more especially at the rate we have

paid for accommodation land, lik'^ Mr. Carling's farm. 84.00 an acre for thi- farm, on which

the late owner could not maintain his family, is either an overcharge, or it testifies m )re

strongly than any other fact could, to the management of the land since we have had it.

But if it is fair to charge rent for the laud, it would be equally fair to add interest on the

capital expended on the buildings to the maintenance accounts ; and how would the Bursar

or Inspector like that. Their accounts would not show a balance sheet like my farm account.

I therefore object to this item unless the same principle is carried out in other things. Every-

thing is charged for and against, except labour of patients, which, of course, is abundant

every year and tells strongly in favour of our balance sheet.

A detailed statement of every plant rai.sed can be made out, as all are entered by the

gardener. In a report like this it is necessary to give results only, and the result i-; a profit

of about $6,000.

The Future.

When the interior work of plastering and flooring and painting are all finished in this

Asylum, and a little more decoration by prints, pictures and ornamental furniture added, our

condition will be as attractive as in any other asylum on this Continent. Let us only have

all the contemplated additions at once ended, and capital closed, we shall be in excellent run-

ning order, and our daily work will be done with a smoothness and quietness it is pleasant

to anticipate. This good time will come all the sooner, and much to the advantage of both

the public and the asylum, if our superiors could be persuaded to obtain a full vote from the

Legislature to do all that can be desired or needed in one season.

The incessant presence of workmen on the premises, and particularly in thehou.^e, adds to

the difficulty of administration in an excessive degree. Ko one but the persons who have ex-

perience in the difficulties so entailed, can have any idea of the excitement produced on the

patients, the trouble added to the attendants, or the worry and anxieties thrown on the phy-

sicians. Moreover, the cost caused by the increased destructive propensities of excited pa-

tients is by no means a small matter.

Everything, therefore, is an argument in favour of speedy completion of all works that

are to be done in, or round this institution. After all are finished, general repairs left to our

own men, who are known to every patient in theasylum, can be done in a quiet and orderly man-

ner, without causing any of the ills'here complained of.

The future may be a pleasant one if these arrangements are made for the work contem-

plated. I should like to see a sign of this desirable consummation. If there has been disor

der and trouble in the asylum during the last four years, much allowance should be

made for the unusual difficulties we have been subjected to.

The faults of construction have, during occupation, become very troublesome, and have
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ciused great difficulties in administration, and considerable ingenuity on the part of the offic-

cors to oyercomc!. So bad was the whole workmanship, that the Honourable the Commis-
sioner of Works has expressed an opinion thxt it might have been wise to have abandoned

th-> building. If this strong opinion has been drawn from so practical and able a man, how
much considiiration should be given to the officers of the Asylum for conducting, and with the

Inspectors strenuous' support surmounting all the difficulties. Although the Government
know all these things, the people have not known them, and have never been able to see the

difficulties, or appreciate the anxieties they have caused, or the mode in which they have

been overcome.

For four years my reports have boen filled with details of the evils existing here, but I

havenever until now, said one word that would seem like boasting. Now I feel that much un-

merited blame has at tim'5S been attributed to me and others in the Asylum, and it is time

to assert that not blame, but the reverse has been earned by all the officers of the London
Asylum.

To the Inspector for his constant encouragement and support I shall always feel grateful,

for without his help nothing could have been done.

Henry Landor.
Superintendent.

TABLE No. 1.

Showing the movement of Patients in the Asylum, from 30th Sept., 1373, to 1st Oct., 1874.
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TABLE NO. 3.

Showing the day upon which the Maximum and Minimum number of Patients were resident

in the Asylum, also the daily average from 30th Sept., 1873, to 1st Oct., 1874.

I

Maximum No. Patients resident |September 30th, 1874
Minimum No. do [October 3rd, 1873 . .

.

I)aily Average Population

Date. Male.

292
27.5

284

Female.

310
281
296

Total.

602
5.56

.580

TABLE NO. 4.

Showing the movement of Warranted Patients in the Asylum, since its establishment up to l.'^t

October, 1874.
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TABLE No. 7.

•Siiowiiig the Length of Asykiiu Residence, Age, &i;., of those Discharged from JSep-

tember '60lh, 1873 to October 1st, 1874.

Reg.
No.
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TABLE No. 8.

Showing the Ages, Proximate Causes of Death, and Length of Asylnm Residence, of

those who Died, from 30th Sept., 1873, to 1st. Oct., 1874.
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TABLE No. 10.

Showing the Employment of Patients in the Asylum, from 30th September, 1873, to 1st

October, 1874.

Males.

Farm . ..

txarden

(Trounds

(•arpenter shop.

Boiler Houses .

Bake shop

Butcher shop .

tewing room ,

Service.

I ining rooms.

Kitchen

^Sewin^ room

Service.

Laundry

No.
50

12

7

3

4

1

2

1

No.

7

7

2.5

12

Kitchen
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TABLE No. 12.

Showing the Movements of Patients in the Idiotic Asylum, from 30th September, 1873, to

1st October, 1874.

!

t
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Printer

Cabinet maker.

Grocers

Tailors

Sisters of Charity

^lerchant

Baptist Minister's Wife
Unknown
None

Total.

Males. Females. Total.

1
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Cr.

Butchers' Meat—Veal, 80 lbs. at 7c .

Hork, 3881 lbs. at 8c

Lamb, 1347 lbs. at 8c

Barley—242 bushels at 81.05

Beans—1421 " at 75c

Beets— 30| " at 60c .

Carrots—10 •' at oGc
" 2400 " at 25c .

Corn— G7f " at 50c

430 " at 25c .

" 135 cart loads (green) at $\

Cucumbers—2678, single, at 2c
" 10| bushels at $1.

Cabbage—4003 heads at 5c

Cauliflower—950 heads at 8c

Currants—569 quarts at 6c

Celery—2176 heads at 5c

Eggs—595 dozens at 20c

Farm Stock Increase, (calf)

Gooseberries—431 quarts at lOc

Greenhouse Plants, 14,600 bulbs, &c.
•' " l,3uO plants in G

Hay— 149f tons at $15.
" 80 cart loads (grass) at $1.

Lettuce—1862 bunches at 4c

Lima Beans— G bushels at $i.

Milk— 14,603 gallons at 14c

Melons— 1071, water, at 15c
" 296, musk, at 15c

Mangols—2220 bushels at 25c

Oats— 1287 " at 32c .

Onions— 45 " at$l.
'' 1048 bunches at 4c

Potatoes— IH bushels at $1.

at 5c

alt, at 30c

Peas

—

131

633
141

105
691

at 60c

at 50c

at 75c

at 55c
at 50c

Poultry—53 chickens at 20c
" 34 turkeys at $1.25
" 24 ducks at 25c
" 20 hens at 25c
" 2 geese at 50c
" 5 pea fowl at 30c

Pasture— Carling Farm—49 head of cattle

Peppers^l^ bushels at $4.

Eye— 32 cart loads at $2.

Rhubarb—657 bunches at 10c

Radishes—94 bunches at 4c

Raspberries— 335 ^ quarts at lOc

Seakale—254 heads at 4c

Strawberries—745 quarts at 10c

Salsify— 414 bunches at 4c

Straw— 45 tons at $9.

Turnips—15541 bushels at 20 & 25c

6 months at $1.2

$ cts.

5 60

310 48

107 76

5 00
600 00

33 87
107 50
1^5 00
53 56

10 75

730 00
390 00

2246 25

80 00

160 65

44 40

45 00
41 92
11 50

78 GO

316 50
10 87
57 75
34 75

10 60
42 50

6 00

5

1

1

00
00

50

$ Ct6.

4l3 84
254 10

105 87
18 30

605 00

276 37

64 31

200 15

76 00
34 14
108 80
119 00
10 00

43 10

1120 00

2326 25

74 48
6 00

2044 42

205 C5
555 00
411 84

86 92

406 60

103 37

66 60

367 50

6 00
64 00

65 70
3 76

33 55

10 16

74 50
16 56

405 00
373 62
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Cr. $ cts. 8 cts.

Tomatoes— 15 7i bushels at 60c . . . . • 132 85
'• 48 dozens at 10c 4 80 137 65

Tares— 10 lyads at §1 10 00
Wool- 420 lbs at 35c 147 00

Wood- 20 cords at $4.50 ...... 9000

$12,598 81

Dr. $ cts. $ cts.

To Board of Employees 480 00
" Farm Slock 31 00
" Feed and Fodder 897 64
'• Implements, Eepairs, &c. ..... 436 78
" Interest of Capital in Stock, Implements, &c. $8,921.20 at

6 per centum ....... 535 27
" Miscellaneous, Manure, Lime, &c. .... 550 35
" Seed, &c 405 77
" Value ^yearly i 200 acres at ^4. .... 800 00
" Wages of Employees* 23!i0 21

" Balance . 6081 79

$12598 81 $12598 81

R. Mathison,
Bursar.
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REPORT
OF THE

MEDICAL SUPERINTEJNDENT

OF

KOCKWOOD ASYLUM, KINGSTON,

IN REGARD TO ONTARIO PATIENTS.

Kingston, 6th October, 1874.

J. W. L.\NGMUiR, Esq.,

Inspector of Asijbuiis, &c., d'c, d-c,

Toronto.

Sir,—I am reminded by your communication that the time to present another Annual
Report has arrived, and I sit down to its preparation under somewhat embarrassing circum-

stances, as I don't know whether the Institution under my charge is yet the property of

the Dominion, or has already been transferred to the Province. I suppose, however, I must
look upon myself as an officer of the Dominion until T will get official intimation to the

contrary.

As soon as the direction of this Asylum will pass into your hands, a great many matters

will then be embraced in Reports of this kind which mu.st now be excluded ; however, it is

perfectly legitimate for me to give you all the information you require about the four hun-

dred and three patients that were under treatment during the year, the cost of whose main-

tenance is borne by the Province of Ontario, and all other information you require about the

Asylum, to enable you to make an intelligible estimate of what Parliament will require to

vote for the maintenance of the Institution when it will have passed into the possession of the

Province. With this object in view, I have framed all the Returns embraced in your com-
munication.

Of the f ur hundred and three patients maintained by the Province during the year,

thirty have been discharged, one eloped, and fourteen died, leaving three hundred and fifty-

seven Ontario patients remainin": at the end of the official year.

Some of those patients should not have been brought to tr,e Asylum. One was in a most
filthy and exhausted condition. It was reported that he had been labouring uniler Dysentery,

and had refused food for some time. On arrival he was supplied with most nutritious diet,

and every care and attention paid him. but he never rallied. He died twi months and
twenty-six days after his arrival. A woman wis also brought a fortnight before the close of

the year, labouring under a disease that must end fatally in a few weeks ; indeed, she may
suddenly expire any time. It is inhuman to impose a journey to an Asylum, and a severance

from relations, of poor patients in such an exhausted condition.
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Parties in applyins; for admission of lunatics to an Asylum, should send truthful certifi-

cates of their physicd as well as mental condition. The <i:reat majority of certificates re-

ceived here are possessed of very little practical value, and I suppose the experience of other

3Jedical Superintendents is somewhat similar.

As reason is very often restored to poor lunatics in the immediate approach of death, it

is really very cruel to send them to an Asylum in the great majority of cases, when labour-

ing: under a fatal malady, and liave them surrounded by strangers in the last sad trying

hours of life. When they live a time in the house, sufficiently long to know and be known
by those around them, it is very different.

Among the deaths during the year were two patients, very old residents of the house
;

one had been over fourteen, and the other nearly seventeen, years in the Asylum. The former
died of pulmonary consumption, and the latter of senile exhaustion.

The fifth Table clearly shows that Rockwood has not been a local Institution, as I be-

lieve every county in the Province will there be found to have contributed its quota to swell

the total amount.

The twelfth Table shows the chronic character of the malady under which the great

majority of the patients are suffering, when only about fourteen per centum of the whole
evince the hope of being restored to reason.

If the transfer will take place before you will preseni your Estimates, I hope you will

include a sum to purchase one or other of the properties inimediately adjoining the Asylum
grounds, as we suffer sadly from our circumscribed limits.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your most humble servant,

John II. Dickson, M.D., F.R.C.S.E
,

Medical Superintendent.

Men.
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TABLE No. 2.

Showing the length of Residence in the Asylum of those Discharged during the Year.

No. ' Initials. Sex. When Admitted.

]

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2.5

E. W.
A. M.
J. B.
M. K
E. K.
M. B.
A. D.

J. Mc. D.
J. Mc. D.
M. L.

C. W.
M. M. G.

J. H.
E. M.
R. L.
J. B.

M. O. C.

H. E. M.
A. D.

W. S. C.

J. W.
J. c.
H. S.

L. B.

26 IM. A. O.'W.
27
28
29
30
31
32

E. E.
M 0.
A. K.
M. L.

G. S. A.
C. B.

When Discharsred.

August 5th, 1869
AprillOth, 1873.

Feb. 13th, 1873
July 2Gth, 1873.

March 26th, 1873
Sept. 19th, 1873.

Deer. 22nd. 1870
June 23rd, 1871.

March 22nd, 1870.
May 20th, 1873.

" 2nd, 1871
March 29th, 1871.
May 7th, 1870.

August 6th, 1870.
" 26th, 1873.
" 16th, 1873.

June .5th, 1873.
April l.st, 1873.
June 17th, 1871.

Deer. 19th, 1872.
May 27th, 1872.

Nov. 18th, 1868.

August 15th, 1873
Oct, 17th, 1871.

March 4th, 1874.

May 2nd 1874
Oct. 6th, 1868.
" 19th, 1869.

Aug. 20th, 1873.
" 13th, 1869.

Nov. 22nd, 1873.
Feb. loth, 1870.

J»n. 17th,
" 29th

Feb. 21st,
" 27th,
" 27th,
" 27th,
" 27th.
" 28th,
" 28th,
March 11th,

" 18th,
" 23rd,

April 28th,
May 8th,
" 28th,
" 28th,
" 30th,

June 1st,
" 19th,
" 30th,

July 10th,
" 18th,

August 18th
" 19th,
" 19th,
" 21st
" 26th,
" 28th,
" 28th,
" 29th,
" 29th,

Sept. 7th,

1874.

1874.

1874
1874.

1874.

1874.
1874.

1874.

1874.
1874.

1874.

1874.

1874.

1874
1874.

1874.

1874
1874
1874.

1874.
1874
1874.

1874.

1874.

1874.

1874.

1874
1874.

1874.

1874.

1874.

1874.

Remarks.

On probation.

Puerperal case.

Puerperal case.

Penitentiary case.

Unimproved.

Eloped.
Probation.

Probation.
Ditto.
Puerperal case.

Penitentiary case.

Penitentiary case.

TABLE No. 3.

Shows the Age, Length of Residence in Asylum and Proximate Cause of Death of those who
died during the year ending 30th September, 1874.
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TABLE No. 4.

Shows the Admissions, Discharsres, Transfers, Elopements and Deaths from the opening of

the Asylum, June 25th, 18r»5, to the .30th day of September, 1874.

Warrant patients and others from Counties and

County Gaols

Convict Lunatics from the Penitentiary

Convict from I^enetanguishene Reformatory.

Patients from Toronto Asylum
Patients from Maiden Asylum
Military Lunatics

Total number of Admissions

Dlscharged. M. F.

Recovered 201 8.3

Died 142 64

Eloped 7

Transferred 1 1

T.

284
206

7
9

Remoiningin the Asylum 30th Sept., 1874

Convicts embraced in above, 378.

M. F.

Ontario Convicts of un-

expired sentence

Quebec Convicts of un-

expired sentence

Quebec Convicts sen-

tence expired

11

2

7

20

T.

n

3

7

21

Males.

404
133

1

17

5

560

351

209

Females.

289
11

12

5

317

148

169

Total.

693
144

1

29

5

5

877

499

378

TABLE No. 5.

Shows the Counties and other places from which all patients were received since the

establishment of the Asylum.

Algoma District Counties

Brant

Bruce
Carleton

Elgin

Essex
Frontenac

Grey ,

Haldimand
Halton

Hastings

Huron
Kent.

Males.
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Lambton
Lanark j

Leeds and Grenvilla .. .

Lennox and Addington ...

Lincoln

Middlesex

Norfolk

Northumberland and Durham
Ontario

Oxford
Peel

Perth

Peterborough

Prescutt and Russell

Prince Edward
Renfrew
Simcoe
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry.

Victoria

Waterloo

Welland
Wellington

Wentworth
York
Maldea A sylum
Toronto Asylum
Penitentiary

Penetanguishene Reformatory
Military

iles.
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TABLE NO. 7.

Shows Civil State and Religinus Denominations of Ontario patients since opening of

Asylum, including convicts of expired sentence.

Social State. Males.

Married 140

Widowed . 15

Single 250

Not reported 22

427

Females.
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TABLE No. 8.

Shows Nationalities, Religious Denominations, and Civil States of those admitted during
the official year ending 30th Sept., 1874.

Nationalities.

Males. Female. T<jtal.

Canadians 12 U 26
English 2 4 6

Irish 3 8 11

German 10 1 '

18 26 44

Religion.

Presbyterians

Episcopalians

Methodists 3

Komnn Catholics

Baptist

Lutheran

Mennonite

Catholic Apostolic —
Not given

18 26 44

Married 6 10 16

Widowed , 14 5

Single 11 12 23

1
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i{EPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL

OF THE

nsfifufion Ion ih I^Fal mh iJmnB.

J. W. Lanqmuir, Ejq.,

Impectar of Asylums, Prisons, dec,

Toronto.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit heicwitli njj Fourth Annual Report ofthe operations
of the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb fur the Year ending September 30th, i^7•4.

Just four years ago this Institution was formally opened for the reception ot pupils, and
I think it is proper that I should briefly review its history to the present diite, in order that
we may see what has been accomplished during this comparatively short period.

The Buildings when first occupied were in an unfinished condition, and it was evident
that many additions and improvements would be required to adapt them properly to the pur-
pose for which they were designed. Such changes have been made as were necessary for the
wants and requirements of the Institution, and I am happy to state that at this time, as fur

as comfort and convenience are concerned, it will compttre favourably with almost any Institu-

tion in America.

Every available means have been used to seek out the Deafand Dumb in the Province
and have them sent to school, and the following table will show that our eflbrts in this direc-

tion have been crowned with greater success than we could reasonably expect.

Number of Deaf and Dumb lupils who have entered the Ontario Institution for the Deaf
and Dumb, from October 20th, 1870, to October 20th, 1874.

Counties.
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From this table it will be seen that two hundred and fifty six pupils have entered the

Institution, and at this time one hundred and ninety aie in attendance. 8ixty-six pui'ils

have not returnod toscliool the present term, and I think only about ten will come back. Of
this numler five have died, three lelt Canada, three married, and one left on account of ill-

health, one has been expelled, and one has been appointed ussi^tant teacher in the Institution.

Seventeen on account of age or mental defects, would have received no i'urther benefit by re-

maining in the Institution, but I am sorry to state that thirty-five who have been kept at

home should have remained in school from three to five years longer. From what I can learn

they are mostly retained at home because their parents or friends are unwilling to be deprived

of their labour for the sake of giving them an education. isow, this is unjust, first to the

Government which has made such ample provision for their education, secondly, to the Insti-

tution, as they leave before their education has been fairly commenced, and thirdly, to the

pupils themselves, who are unjustly denied their only means of obtaining an education.

It must be remembered that deaf-mutes when they first enter school have no means of com-
municating their thoughts and ideas except through the medium of natural signs, and as they

learn through the eye alone, it is from three to four years before they get a f;iir start in

expressing themselves in written language, and that seven years, the time allowed for their

education, is hardly sufficient to enable them to learn to write correctiy. From this it will be

seen what great injustice is done to deaf-mutes, by their parents or friends in thus depriving

them of an education. Permit me to suggest that parents and friends in accepting the liberal

provision made in behalf of their deaf-mute children should at least be required not to Bemove
them irom school during the period of education, except by permission of the Inspector. This

would to some extent remedy the matter.

I have alluded to this subject in my previous reports and cannot let this occasion pass

without calling your attention to it again.

The following Tables show the nationality and occupation of parents, also the ages of

all who have entered this Institution since its opening :

—

Nationality.

Canada 74
England -. 59

Ireland 60
Scotland 37

Germany 12

United States 8

France 1

Indian (Canada) 1

Unknown 4

Total. 256

Religion.

Presbyterian 67
^L^thodist 65

Qfcurch of Enirland 56
Roman Catholic 22

Bapti-st 16

Congregational 3

Bible Christian 4

Lutheran 9

Evangelical Union 1

Christian Disciples 3
Meunonite . . 1

Unknown 9

Total. 256

O^upation.

Accountant. 3 J Black.smith

Baggageman 1

Boarding-house keeper 1

Baker 1

Barrister 1

Brewer 1

Brickmaker 1

190

Boilermaker 1

Butcher 1

Caipenter 9

Carriage maker 3

Civil service 1

Cooper 2
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Clerk 2

Currier 2

(^abuian 1

Drayman 3

Fisherman 2

Farmer 133

Gardener I

Governor of gaol 1

Gunspiith 1

House servant 1

Ironmonger 1

Labourer 37

1

1

1

5

1

Manufacturer

Machinist

Minister ,

Merchant
Millwrijiht ...

Miller

Nurseryman
Painter and decorator.

Plasterer
,

Printer

Sailmaker

Sailor

Shoemaker
Tavern keeper

Tailor .. .

'Jeacher

Trader
W asherwoman

,

Watchmaker

1

1

1

3

3
1

1

3

1

1

1

Unknown 8

Total. 256

Agta.

36

^9

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

years. 1

1

1

2

5

2

2

5

6

8

10

17

12

16

15 years 19
U
13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

17

16

24
16

19

18

13

20

5

1

Total 256

The number of pupils who have entered the Institution during the year ending Septem-
ber 30th, 1874, is as follows:

—

Males 145
Fetuales 76

Total. 221

They are supported as follows :

—

By Parents or friends 55
By ^6 Government of Ontario as Orphans 13

Admitted free under the amended By-laws as follows:

—

153

Total 221

County of Brant 4

Bruce 2

Carleton 8

Durham 4

Elgin 5

Essex 1

Froutenac 3

County of Glengarry 1
" Greuville and Leeds 3
" Grey 7
" Haldimand 1

'* Halton 2
" Hastings 14
" Huron 14
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from the effects of which he never recovered. His father was with him at the time of his

death, and his remains were sent home for interment.

Robert Robins, of the County of Simcoe, died of brain fever, on the 16th day of Janu-

ary, 1874. He was fifteen years of age, and was never reijarded as very strong, either physi-

cally or mentally. He was buried in the cemetery near Belleville.

Hugh R. Hamilton, of Dalhousie, New Brunswick, ased fifteen years, died on the 20th of

March, 1874. of pulmonary consumption. He was the only pupil who resided outside the

Province of. Ontario who had ever entered the Institution. His kind and gentle disposition had

made him a general favourite. His father, the Hon. William Hamilton, arrived just before

his death, and his remains were conveyed to his home in New Brunswick for interment.

The kind care and attention of the officers, employees, and pupils of the Institution to the

sick, during the prevalence of the measles, and the continued illness of the above-mentioned

pupils, are worthy of special mention. Dr. Hope was unremitting in his attentions.

Mrs. G-. A. Thompson; who had for two years acted as housekeeper, resigned in August,

to take the position of matron in the Nebraska Institution. Suitable arrangements have

been made for the performance of the duties discharged by her, until the vacancy is filled.

The girls, out of school hours, are engaged in sewing, knitting, and other domestic work,

under the care of the matron. Several of them worked in the tailoring department.

As it was impossible to obtain sufficient work to keep the pupils employed, it became ne-

cessary, for the present, to suspend the tailoring department. Mrs. Flowers, who had charge

of this branch of instruction, was well qualified for the positiou, and we regret very much the

necessity for its discontinuance.

In the shoe-shop twenty-five boys have been employed. We commenced this branch of

instruction in Auifust, 1873, and when we consider the fact that none of the pupils had any

previous knowledge of the trade— and the short time they are employed each day, the

amount of work done—is quite satisfactory ; some of them give promise of becomin , go jd

workmen.
During the year, 884 pairs of shoes, of different kinds, have been made. They were sent

principally to the Insane Asylum at London, and Toronto, and the Central Prison in Toronto.

Besides this, the ordinary repairs have been done for these connected with the Institution.

In the carpenter shop tw«inty-four boys have been employed. They have, under the

direction of the carpenter, made the necessai'y repairs to the buildings and furniture, besides

doing much new work, among which we will mention the following:—built an ice-house 26

by 20 feet ; root-house and front porch at Mr. McG-ann's residence : built winter porches

at the Institution and Bursar's residence ; fitted up nine clothes-closets in attic rooms, east end,

occupied by the boys ; rebuilt about one-fourth of a mile of picket-fence along east-side of

premises, besides making a number of settees, tables, desks, and other furniture. The pupils

take a great interest in thi- department. About a dozen others wish to work in the carpen

ter's-shop, but they cannot be admitted, as with the present number, the shop is too much
crowded.

I wish very much that we could secure some work of a light nature for our smaller boys,

as more than fifty of them, who cannot be employed in the shops, are comparatively idle

during work-hours in winter. The great di faculty we have in securing such work is owing to

the distance from a large city like Toronto or .Montreal.

During the coming year it will be desirable to fit up clothes-closets in the attic-rooms,

occupied by the girls ; build another barn ; make a number of school-desks, settees, bedsteads

and other furniture, besides doing the necessary repairs.

The roof has been very much damaged bv storms duriug the past year, and t have had just

such repairs made as were absolutely required to protect th ^ building during: the coming win-

ter. The roof and eaves need thorough repair-:, and unless this is attended to during the

next year, much additional damage will be dime to th(^ interior of the Insti ution.

1 will simply call 3'our attention to the recommendation made in my last Report concern-

ing the necessity for the erection of a gymnasium, ihe addition to Bursar's residence, and the

insertion of another pump with larger supply pipe at the liay.

The following statement will show the principal products of our garden during the past

year :

—
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29i bushels potatoes.
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purpose of deciding as to the time and place for holding the Eighth Convention of Ame-
rican Instructors of the Deaf and Dumb. I addressed the following communication to the

Committee :
—

Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dujib,

Belleville, October 16th, 1873.

Dear Sir,— I am authorized by J. W. Langmuir, Esq., Inspector of Asylums, Prisons,

<tc., to extend an invitation to the Executive Committee of the American Annals for the

Deaf and Dumb, to hold its next Convention of Instructors of the Deaf and Dumb, in this

Institution, in the summer of 1874. Should the invitation be accepted, we will do all in

our power to entertain the Convention in a satisfactory manner.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

W. J. Palmer,

E. M. Gallaudet, LL.D.,

•Jhairmcm F^xtcuUve Committee.

Principal.

The invitation was accepted, and the Convention met on Wednesday, the 15th of July,

and remained in session till the 20th.

It was the largest Convention ever held in America, and was composed of more than 150

delegates and visitors, representing about thirty Institutions for the Deaf and Dumb in the

United States and Dominion of Canada. The proceedings were very interesting throughout,

and the discussions of various subjects appertaining to the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb
were of great benefit to all present. I will not attempt to give an account in detail of the

proceedings of the Convention, as they will soon be published and distributed ; but I cannot

let this occasion pass without referring to the warm and hearty welcome extended to the mem-
bers of the Convention during their stay in our midst.

In addition to the private hospitality extended by citizens uf Belleville and vicinity, who
opened their houses for the entertainment of delegates, a public welcome was given in the

Town Hall of Belleville, on Thursday evening, the 16th of July. The Mayor presided,

aided by the Warden in the Vice-chair. The address of welcome was delivered by the Hon.
Bilia Flint, and responded to by the llev. W. AV. Turner, D.D., the President of the Con-

vention. After which a number of addresses were delivered by prominent officials of the town
and county, and members of the Convention. A bountiful collation was served after the close

ol the exercises in the Hall.

On Monday, the 20th, the day on which the Convention adjourned, an invitation was
accepted by the members of the Convention, to visit Picton and the Sand Banks on the shore

of Lake Ontario, in the County of Prince Edward, to enjoy a pic-nic. The steamer Rochester

was engaged to convey the party to Picton, and on arriving there, at least a hundred convey-

ances were in readiness to carry the visitors to the Sand Banks, ten miles distant. Soon
after arriving there, addresses of welcome were delivered by the Mayor of Picton and the

Warden of the county. A nice repast was enjoyed in a beautiful grove, after which the clos-

iug exercises of the Convention took place.

All the strangers present expressed themsdlves highly pleased with their reception and
treatment while in Canada ; and too much praise cannot be given to the officials and people of

Belleville and Hastings, Picton and Prince Edward, for the many courtesies, both public and
private, extended to the delegates and visitors to the Convention. I feel that they have
placed me under a debt of obligation which i can never repay.

I will mention in this connection that about one hundred persons were entertained in the

Institution during the session of the Convention, in addition to those who accepted the hospi-

tality of the people of Belleville.

An interesting as well as instructive feature, in connection with the Convention, was the

Educational Museum, which was fitted up in the boys' sitting-room, for the exhibition of

books, maps and charts, and other apj)liances, as well as philosophical and chemical apparatus.

cNcc, suitable to be used in the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb. There were contributions

ot books from several sources, but nearly all the articles on exhibition were furnished from
the Educational Department, Toronto.
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We nre under great oblifjations to Dr. Hodgins, Deputy-Superintendent of Education,

for permittinsr the use of the articles, and to Dr. May, clerk of Libraries, for fitting up
the museum in so tasty a manner and rendering assistance in other ways during the Conven-

tion. Our thanks are duo to Messrs. Wainwright and McClure, General Passenger Agents

of the Grand Trunk and Great Western Railway Companies, for their assistance in arranging

special rates, excursion tickets, &c., for the delegates; to H. P. Dwight, Superintendent of tho

31ontreal Telciiraph Company, for the ample provision made for telegraphing the Reports of

the Convention ; to the reporters of the several newspapers represented, for their full and com-

plete reports of the proceedings, for valuable aid rendered during the Convention. Permit

me to express ii y ol (ligations to you for affording me every facility which would contribute

to the success of the Convention, as well as fcr the warm interest you have manifested in all

measures calculated to advance the interests of the Institution since its organization.

The following railways have granted return tickets to the pupils and officers of our

Institution at reduced rates, and are entitled to our thanks. The Grand Trunk Railway, the

Great Western Railway, the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway, the Midland Railway, and the

Northern Railway of Canada. We are under renewed obligations to the railway officials at

Belleville and Toronto, and to the conductors for kind attention shown our pupils, on their

way to and from their homes.

We were honoured with a short visit from their Excellencies the Earl and Countess of

Dufferin, on the 6th of September. An arch of " Welcome," formed of evergreens was

erected at the front entrance to the premises, and the chapel was handsomely decorated for

the occasion.

A short exhibition of our method of instruction was given, at which they seemed much
pleased. Lord Dufferin has kindly offered a silver and a bronze medal to be competed for

by our pupils, which will be awarded at the close of the present year.

To the officers of the Institution who have extended to me a hearty support in the dis-

charge of my varied and responsible duties, I return my sincere thanks.

In conclusion we must express our bumble gratitude to our Beavenly Father, who has

bestowed such signal blessings on our Institution in the past ; and commending it and all its

interests to His continued care and protection in the future, this Report is respectfully

submitted.

X W. J. Palmer,
Principal.

October 20th, 1874.

PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.

Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb,
Belleville, October 20th, 1874.

J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspector of Asylums, &c., &c.

Sir,—In compliance with the By-Law defining the duties of the Physician of the Ontario

Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, I respectfully submit to you the following report for the

year ending 80th September, 1874.

The number of pupils who applied for admission were 201 ; all were admitted but one,

who was suffering' from an incurable disease. Although the sanitary condition of the Insti-

tution has been good during the year, a larger number of pupils have come under my profes-

sional care than on any former occasion since I have had charge of it. This is accounted for

from the fact that the Institution was visited in February last with measles, and about eighty

of the pupils were attacked with the disease. 1 am hnppy to be able to say they all termin-

ated favourably. Although we have been signally favoured in having been spared from any

serious disease. T regret to announce the death of three of the pupils. Charles Morse died on

the 11th December, i873,from chronic inflammation of the liver. Robert Robins died Janu-

ary 16th, 1874, of brain fever, and Hugh Hamilton on the 20th March, of pulmonary con-

sumption.
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These pupils Wer" highly esteemed for their amiability of temper and kindly disposition

by their teachers and fellow pupils, and tlieir death is much regretted by all.

I am happy in being able to state that the food and clothing of the pupils, indeed every-

thing connected with their health and comfort with one exception, is all that could be

desired.

The exception to which I refer is the want of a gymnasium and play-shed for the boys,

and I must again express ray strong conviction of the necessity of something of the kind,

and the hope that another Session of the Legislature will not pass without provision being

made for this much-to-be-desired object. I am persuaded that it would be wise economy for

the Government to make this improvement at once, as the injury done to the building by
using it as a place for athletic exercise and amusement^ would in a short time cover the ex-

pense of a suitable gymnasium.
I desire to express my thanks to the Principal and officers of the Institution for their un-

varying courtesy and kindness extended to me in the discharge of my professional duties, and
their a+tention to the wants of the pupils in cases of sickness.

W. Hope, M.D.,

Physician.
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ONTARIO

INSTITUTION FOE THE BLIND.

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT FOR THE OFFICIAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER
30th, 1874.

J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons, Asylums, Sc, of Ontario,

Toronto.

Sir,—I have the honour to present, for the official year ending September 30th, 1874,
the Principal's Report of the Ontario Institution for the Blind.

Having taken charge of the Institution only two months before the close of the Session

1 873—4, I deemed it inexpedient to disturb the then existing classification of the pupils, or the

order of the classes. Soon after my arrival, however, I opened a daily register of attendance,

which hitherto had apparently been regarded as unnecessary, but which is, in my opinion,

more essential in an Institution for the Blind than even in ordinary Public Schools. The
attendance of pupils is now recorded at the hours of morning and evening prayer ; and the

names of absentees being immediately reported at my office, a very effective safeguard is thus

obtained against the straying of the blind at hours when they are removed from the surveil-

ance of their teachers. With a similar purpose, the absence of any pupil from a meal is at

oQce reported. For statistical information, the necessity of a daily register is obvious. In-

deed, for want of such record in the past, I am unable to answer your recent enquiry as to

the daily or the weekly average attendance of pupils during sessions previous to the present

;

and only an approximation can be deduced for the average cost of pupils' maintenance. By
a careful comparison of the class-books—the only sources of information now accessible—the

av^erage attendance for the whole session, 1873-4 was sixty or sixty-one.

The statistics hitherto acquired respecting the blind of Ontario appearing very incom-
plete and inexact, I devoted all the spare hours of the two vacation months to the compila-
tion of fuller and more accurate data. To one inexperienced in the work of gathering such
special statistics, this task presents unexpected difficulties. I addressed a circular to all the

municipal corporations of Ontario (between six and seven hundred in number,) supposing
that the replies would yield full and reliable information, and from many of the more care-

fully filled returns I have extracted some useful information. But in a large number of

cases the returns showed " no blind in our municipality," although I had positive informa-
tifjn from other sources of the existence of fiom one to four blind residents in that particular

municipality, the residents being in some cases pupils of this Institution. The truth is, that

a minute personal acquaintance with the families of a district is necessary before such in-

quiries can be correctly answered ; and this minute acquaintance can hardly be expected in

any municipal officer to extend over so large an area as a township
;
probably a school section
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is quite as much as any individual can answer for. Now the Chief Superintendent of Educa-

tion requires of each Board of Trustees to furnish annually minute statistical information

regarding residents of school age ; and these annual reports might very appropriately notice

pIso the names and ages of those residents who, by reason of physical infirmities, have been

debarred from the profitable use of ordinary schools, but who would be eligible for the special

schools designed for the blind and for deaf mutes. Very valuable information might thus, by

the kind co-operation of the Educational Department, be annually obtained for the use of this

Institution and if that ;it Belleville.

When the building at Brantford was erected, it was designed to receive only one hun-

dred blind inmites. This is more than once stated in the earlier reports, and it seems to

have been considered improbable that this maximum would be reached for many years. Yet

at the present writing, 106 pupils have been enrolled for the session 1874-5, and several ad-

ditional entries will be made during the next few weeks, so that additional accommodation is

already a question pressing for solution. The simple fact is, that we as yet possess no reliable

statement of the actual number of our blind population. While recently engaged on this

question, I carefully consulted the printed volumes of the last Dominion Census (1871), but

the reference proved singularly barren of result. Either extraordinary movements of popula-

tion have occurred in the brief interval since the compilation of that record, or great laxity

must have prevailed in the enumeration. The most careful inquiry could in m^ny cases de-

velop no blind ^e.^idents correspondiog either to the totals or to the ages (three years of course

being in every case added) exhibited in the printed Census. On the other hand, a large

number of the present pupils of this Institution managed to escape enumeration, as can

easily be proved by comparing their ages and residences (townships) with the printed statis-

tics. For trustworthy information I was thus, for the present, compelled to depend chiefly

upon a rather extensive correspondence, and upon the statements of the blind themselves re-

garding others of their own class. When sufficient particulars for a given locality had been

tabulated, I then, under your general letter of instruction, dated July 3rd, 1874, despatch. -d

an officer of the Institution to that point of the Pro\ ince, furnishing him with map of the

district, with all the information thus far acquired, with the names, residences, and ages of

the blind to be visited, the names also of municipal officers, or of benevolent persons who had

shown an interest in the various cases, together with general directions as to the route to be

followed, and the limits to be observed. Of these explorations, the most important and ex-

tensive was assigned to Mr. T. M. Bi'own, the senior instructor in the literary department of

the Institution. I apportioned to Mr. Brown the large tract of country comprised between
the western boundary of York County and the Ottawa River. The time allotted proved in-

sufficient, but the following municipalities were pretty thoroughly explored and reported

on :

—

Cities.—Hamilton, Toronto, and Kingston.

Totvns.—Whitby, Port Perry, Orillia, Lindsay, Feterborougli, Port Hope, Cobourg,

Trenton, Belleville, Grananoque, Brockville, Cornwall, and Napanee.

Villages.—Oakville, Yorkville, Prince Albert, Uxbridge, Beaverton, Bobcayaeon, Ash-
burnham, Lakefield, Omenee, Brooklyn, Millbrook, Colborne, Wellington, and .^nllpoint.

Townships.—York, .Scarborough, .Markham, Pickering, Whitby, Darlington, Eeach,
Uxbridge, Thorah, Mara, Verulam, North Monaghan, Douro, Cavan, Manvers, Hamilton,

Haldimand, Cramahe, Brighton, and Murray.

It affords me the utmost pleasure to make special mention of the assiduity and ze; ]

displayed by Mr. Brown in this extensive field of inquiry.

I despatched the Bursar of the Institution, Mr. W. N. Hossie, on two short exploratory

mission"-', in one of which he took the townships intersected by the Wellington, Grey, and
Biuce Railway ; the other was devoted to the City of London and the Townships immediately

contiguous. In both cases information and results of considerable importance to the Institu-

tion were attained.

I also employed the services of Mr. George Booth, one of our senior pupils, to re-explore

the City of Toronto, which I had i-easou to believe contained more blind residents th:.n had
yet been reported. He executed his commission with great fidelity and success ; and on his

way back, he brought safely to the Institution several pupils whom I had entrusted to his

guidance.

The lesults of these applied statistics are seen not only in our lary;ely increased attend-
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anc>», but in the sire:»ter interest taken by municipal bodies in our work. Though but a com-
paratively small area of the Province h s yet been explored, it is abundantly evident that the

number of bliml in Ontario available for the purposes of this Institution is considerably greater

th:ui the Census records of 1871 would indicate, though these in turn considerably exceeded

the estimates of the eirlier Institution Reports. The published Census of 1871 (Vol. II., p.

220) assigns to O'ltario 1,009 blind residents, of whom IGl were then minors. I think that

a complete statistical survey of the Province, conducted with especial reference to this class

of the population, would show the number of blind under age to be quite 200. It is of course

probable that an important percentage of this gross number will never come within the pale

of the Institution. It too often happens that the parents are apathetic or dissipated ; it

sometimes also happens that the children are mentally deficient, or are subject to such ail-

ments as disqudify theai for admission. As a contra item, however, it must be remembered
that a limited number of average pupils are admitted, chiefly for instruction in mechanical

work. On the whole, I am of opinion that the expense of maintenance cannot be safely based

for the session just commenced on a much lower average than 120 pupils, and, if the explora-

tions of 1874 be resumed during the vacation months of 1875, the benefits of the Institution

may be brought within the reach of a still larger number.

The portion of the summer recess which was not given to the direction of this statistical

survey, I spent- in superintending certain repairs and improvements which were urgently

needed, and which, after a minute examination of the premises, had been approved by you. In

order to remedy the violent changes of temperature experienced in the cold season by pupils

passing from the second to the highest story of the building, two large steam coils have been

erected, one in each of the lobbies leading to the Music Hall. The whole of the steam pipe

throughout the Institution was also carefully overhauled and repainted. The outbreak of fire

in a building tenanted by .so many blind inmates, would be a frightful disaster, and every

precaution that has suggested itself to my mind is being taken to prevent so terrible an event.

Mere precaution, however, without appliances presently to be noticed, must be held insuffi-

cient. The general use of coal oil in the building is at length happily discontinued. I have had

the gas laid on in all the bed-rooms, ten in number, that had hitherto been unsupplied. Though
the water-tanks are situated on the highest floor the water has hitherto not been available on

this floor for the extinction of fire. To remedy this defect the tanks have been pierced near

the bottom, and fireplugs in.serted. No hose has yet been obtained, but it is urgently needed,

not only at these points but at three other points in the building. It must be borne in mind,

that in case of fire, we could not receive any effective assistance from the neigh-

bouring town. Brantford now depends for the extinction of its fires on the Waterous system

of hydrants, which are very effective at the town level, l)ut which are not available at the

Institution, for the sufficient reason that our building stands higher than the reservoir

itself. Where the Town does not need fire-engines for its own safety, it would be unrea-

sonable to expect of the corporation to maintain them for the benefit of an Institution

situated beyond the town limits. As we are thus thrown upon our own resources, I have

been endeavouring to make our appliances as complete as possible. Having, by repeated

trials, found that it requires under ordinary circumstances, two hours to raise steam for the

pump'ing engine at the spring—a fatal loss of time if a building were on fire—I have had a

slight but most important alteration introduced in the small engine connected with the boilers

in the basement so that this engine can now, if required, throw a good stream of water. The
average temperature of the water in these latter boilers, which are almost daily employed for

laundry, cooking, and heating purposes, is of course very much higher than the temperature

where the boilers are not employed for more than a few hours per week, and the

time required for raising steam is, in the former case pi'oportionally less. The
hose required by the two pumping engines differs in calibre, and in order properly

to equip the basement engine for fire extinction, at lea.st two hundred feet of the best one-

inch ho.se would be necessary. Until one or both of these engines could be got to work the

Institution would have to depen<l for its security on the tanks situated under the roof. There
are now within the buildintr six fire plugs, two on each of the three floors of the main
building, but only the two on the ground floor are fitted with ho.se. The other four ought in

my opinion to have constantly attached to each of them -50 feet of hose together with a branch.

When the laundry tank in the rear building is fitted with a fire-plug, there ought also to be

at that point kept attached and in constant readiness 100 feet of hose with branch. This
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provision ought to hold well in check, until one of the engines could begin to act, a fire in

either kitchen or laundry. By frequent experiment I have satisfied myself that with the branch-

man standing on the ground neither engine can throw a stream higher than the attic window? of

the main building, and to effect even this the engineslab lur very severely. The roofs can be

reached only by the use of ladders, which, acting under your instructions, I have ordered. As

suggested by you a few portsble fire-extingui.shers (discharging water -impregnated with carbonic

acid gas,) would prove extremely serviceable adjuncts to our fire department. Before closing:

this branch of my Report it is proper to mention that all the improvements effected during

the summer vacation, in the gas, steam, or water supply of the Institution have been executed

by our engineer Mr. Marter, and have cost nothing beyond the mere expense of materials.

Towards the close of last session we were visited by measles in epidemic form. For the

reception of the sick I prepared a detached sick-ward, whither all cases as fast as they

developed themselves were transferred. By observing this precaution, though a considerable

namber of the male pupils were attacked, not more than four or five were ill simultaneously,

and thus the interruption of our work and the expense of attendance were reduced to the

minimum. Under the skilful treatment of Dr. Corson, the Institution physician, all the sick

speedily recovered. During the recess the whole building has been thoroughly disinfected,

and a considerable portion of it whitewashed. I also had the main drain thoroughly flushed

and the foul accumulations of three sessions removed.

Much delay having in former sessions been experienced in tlie return of pupils, I sent a

guide to the terminus of each of the principal railroads, and notified intending pupils that

their guide would on his return reach their nearest railway station on a certain train, to take

which they must hold themselves in readiness. This plan met with so much favour that

seventy-six pupils were present on September 3rd, the day appointed by the by-laws for the

commencement of the session. T must here express my special indebtedness to the Great Western

Railway, as represented by W. K. Muir, Esq., and also to the Toronto and ]Sipissing Railway,

for their very liberal and truly benevolent treatment of the blind when passing over those lines.

Free passes were granted to the indigent blind, and double journey tickets at single fares to

all the others. Mr. Muir was also kind enough to send the car containing the blind right

through to Toronto, and on their return to obviate in the same way, the to them troublesome

and dangerous changes of cars at Hamilton and Harrisburg. The Northern Railway, as

represented by F. W. Cumberland, Esq., issued in favour of our pupils return tickets at

single fares ; the Grand Trunk Railway at a fare and one-third. It is a serious obstacle with

the indigent blind to bear the ordinary expense of long railway journeys from the extreme

eastern and western sections of the Province, and T trust that the Grand Trunk Railway may
in the future i e disposed to concede more favourable rates of travel to a class whose poverty

and misfortune may well touch the hearts of the most insensible.

The large number of pupils present on the first day of the session enabled me at once to

proceed with the work of re-casting the programme of study and re-classifying the pupils. It

appeared to me that very inadequate attention had hitherto been given to the three great in-

struments of knowledge—reading, writing, and arithmetic The advantage of conducting

their own correspondence is fully appreciated by the blind, and the volunteers for the new
writing classes were so numerous that I have divided the work of instruction between two of

the teachers. The same course was found necessary in the subject of reading. Indeed, owing

to the great difficulty experienced by the mechanical class in fingering the Kneass type, it

may be necessary to institute for their benefit a third class, in the Moon type, which can be
" read'' by even the most callous fingers. The literature of the blind, though still restricted,

i* rapidly extending. For many years the Scriptures have been accessible to them in various

types; but until quite recently general English Literature was to the blind an unexplored

tract. Now. however, under the generous enterprise of the American people, the blind can

read for themselves in embossed type the Pilgrim's Progress ; selected plays of Shakspeare :

poems of Milton, Pope, Byron, and Teuny.son ; Gay's Fables. Robinson Crusoe, '• The Old

Curiosity Shop." I am endeavouring by a judicious selection ofsuch books for our '• circulat-

ing library " to diffuse some tincture of literary taste and culture among the pupils. With
the same object in view I have formed from among the senior boys and girls a class in English

Literature, and committed its instruction to Mr. T. M. Brown. The example of Prescott in

America, of Thierry in France, and Professor Fawcett in England, shows that, to men of

resolute will, blindne.«s. though a dark abyss, is not an impassable barrier. The competition
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for the beautiful bronze aud silver uudals offered by His Excellency the Governor- Gene r;i

formed a pleasing episode iu the history of last session ; and during vjcatiou the Institution w: s

honoured by a visit fr. m His P^xcellency and the Countess of Dufferin, who showed the gre-a-

est interest in the appliances for the instruction of the blind. The Governor's medals weie
designed by the distinguished donor as rewards for general proficiency: and, on the unaiii-

mous verdict of the teachers, they have been awarded, the ^ilver medal, to Miss Sarah Ann
Sharp, of Teeswater, Ont., the bronze medal, to Mr. George Booth, of Toronto. The actual

presentation has been deferred in the hope that Mr. Inspector Langmuir will be so kind as to

preside at the ceremony.

The musical department is still administered by Mr. B. F. Cheesbro, assisted by Miss
Alexander, who was appointed vice Miss Baker resigned. Four additional brass instruments
were introduced into uur Institution band at the commencement of the present session, and
the progress that these new performers have already, under Mr. Cheesbro's instruction, made,
is to me not less surprising than it is gratifying. A most important advance has, however,

been made in another direction, which is (|uite likely to revolutionize the teaching of muiric to the

blind. Mr. Cheesbro has most success-fully applied point-print writing to musical notation,

and devised a simple piece of apparatus for writing the score. With our present appliances

only a very limited number of pupils can be instructed : but Mr. Cheesbro has devised a

point-print •' slate " equally applicable to our ordinary school-room work and to the writing of

music. This " slate " while in every way more effective than the one at present employed in

the Institution, is less expt.n.sive in the proportion of 82.05 to $3.10. The mechanical work,

which requires to be of great nicety, 1 have committed to a most ingenious young artisan stay-

ing in the neighbourhood. The number of music pupils is now as follows: piano aud organ

pupils, 29 ; brass band, 17 ; vocal class, 85. All the instruction in music is strictly by note

;

and, before the end of the present session, 40 pupils will be able by means of the Cheesbro
Notation to read and write with ease all pieces of music that may be dictated to them. The
Vocal class have now acquired about 35 Psalm tunes of all metres, about 30 sacred pieces,

and about 25 pieces of a secular character. The addition of a small printing-press (second

hand) would enable us to bring within the reach of the blind a wide selection from the best

composers, while the expense would be but trifling.

In the Mechanical Department I am able to report most satisfactory projiress. Mr.
Truss has contrived for the use of his pupils simple and yet most ingenious models for the

more difficult branches of basket-making. By means of these models the blind are now able

to keep their work shapely and symmetrical, for want of which qualities several Americ:ia

Institutions have found the products of blind labour unsaleable, and consequently have abs-u-

doned mechanical instruction altogether. How the blind are to procure a livelihood after

they have left their various Institutions has been for many years a most perplexing question,

and one as yet by no means solved. It is found that the average blind artisan will in a given

time do only one half the work performed by the average seeing mechanic. ^ nd, in the aver-

age of cases, it must happen—suppose the time of training the same—that the product of blind

labour is inferior in quality. Unless, therefore, some compensating advantages are devised

for the blind, it is quite evident that, in an ordinary commercial competition, this afflicted class

must go to the wall. Such advantages may apparently be obtciined in various ways. By a

more extended training than seeing operators receive, or by models, &c., secured by patent for

the exclusive use of the blind, better work, and more work, may be reached in a given time

than is now practicable. Or, again, by keeping up communication with their Institutions the

most lucrative branches of a particular manufacture may be turned over to these ex-pupils to

fill orders received by the trade instructor. In basket making the usual term of apprentice
'

ship in America is four years. Mr. Truss informs me that he was indentured for seven

years, which is the ordinary term of apprenticeship in the British Islands.

It is quite clear that we must not expect the blind to accomplish in a session or two what
it requires in men possessed of sight from four to seven years' training to attain. If we turn

our pupils adrift before they are properly equipped, we by no means tolve the question I am
now considering. Like the older Institutions, we shall find that the question icill be solved

for us later on, and that this deferred solution will too often be found among our crimiD;il

statistics. Mr. Truss estimates that the shop will not, under present circumstances, turn out

more than three finished basket makers per annum ; and this, I may remark, is a muchhiiihcr
percentage than some of the best British Institutions reach. At the International Exhibi-
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tion of 1862, the various Schools for the Blind were represented, but the jurors awarded the

place of honour to "The School for the Indigent Blind, St. George's Fields, Southwark-'

Of this Institution the jurors say :
" It holds the first rank amongst the exhibitors for the

blind in the Exhibition. This school does more in the way of education, mentally, morally

and manually than any other of its kind in Europe. It clothes,, feeds, educates, teaches a

trade to, and instructs in music, nearly '200 blind persons, who are mostly retained for a

period of six years." Then follows a table of 160 pupils in mechanical instruction, and of

these from ten to twelve are turned out annually as finished. If, then, out of twenty me-

chanical pupils the Ontario Institution annually sends forth three, the advantage of the com-

parison is altogether in our favour. As to the use of Mr. Truss's ingenious and valuable

models, they ought, as soon as possible, to become the subject of a Patent, to be used by the

Institution for the benefit of the blind. I was glad to receive your recent intimation looking

in this direction. Provided that our pupils go Ibrth with the advantages of a thorough

apprenticeship and the most approved appliances, it ought not then to be difficult for the

Institution to befriend them by bringing them within the reach of the most lucrative lines of

their trade. Passing to another branch of this most important subject, I have to observe

that, with one exception, all the pupils at present in the workshop are ceitified by their re-

spective municipalities to be in indigent circumstances. And now the obvious question is,

what will the Institution do, if anything, for these pupils when they are going forth to seek

their own livelihood ? Here, again, the only available analogy is that of ordinary seeing ap-

prentices. The following is, in the case of apprenticed basket makers, the usual rate of re-

muneration paid by the masters over and above their board :- —1st year, $25 ; 2nd year, $50;
3rd year, $100 ; 4th year, S150. It may be argued that the product of a blind boy's labour

is less valuable than that executed by an apprentice possessed of sight. This is quite true
;

but this argument would merely reduce the claim of the blind apprentice, not completely

cancel it. It may also with considerable force be argued that the instruction of blind appren-

tices must be specialized, and directed separately to each individual ; and that such instruc-

tion is much more costly to the State and valuable to the pupil than any ordinary form of

instruction. The value *o the pupil must, I apprehend, be measured by the wages which his

trade yields him ; and as to the matter of cost, the trade-school will, I believe, for the year

ending 31st December, 1874, yield a balance, after the payment of the trade-instructors

salary. But in dealing with a charitable Institution like this, the mere state of the pi ofit and

loss account in the Mechanical Department would be less regarded by the Leuislature than

the considerations which you, sir, yourself have, in a recent communication, suggested—viz..

What are the limits of this proposal to supply finishing pupils with an outfit ? and how i:'.r.

by taking such a course now, would the Province be committed to an inconvenient prccedeiii; ?

As I have above said, the number of pupils claiming an outfit would not for some time ex-

ceed three per annum, and the cost of their outfit may be calculated at $80 each. This out-

fit would comprise a set of tools, blocks and models ; also a small supply of willov. The pro-

jiosal now discussed has, in the United States, in England, and on the Continent of Europe,

passed far beyond the condition of experiment. At Batavia (New York State Institution for

the Blind) the utmost liberality is shown in providing mechanical outfits, sev'eral hundred dollars

being annually expended in the purchase or construction of broom-iuachines for outgoing pupils.

At the Bristol (Etigland) Institution, a stimulus of this kind is applied to basket-making

with so much success that its willow-ware has been for many years considered to surpass that

of every other blind school in Europe. ''In Saxony," we are told, "they fit out every boy

and girl completely with clothing and bedding for two years' use. a complete outfit of tools

and implements, and a stock of material sufficient to give him a start in life." I am not pre-

pared to recommend a debilitating system of charity, but I cannot, from a careful examina-

tion of all the reports accessible to me, discover a disposition to regret any well-considered

measures that have been taken in the direction just indicated.

Every new outlet opened up to the blind must be regarded as a substantial benefit to

these afflicted persons. Their wonderful appreciation of time in music has suggested to me
whether they could not be employed in telegraph offices as operators. Their employment
would necessitate a peculiar subdivision of the work; but this would not be altoj:ether im-

practicable. The Dominion Telegraph Company have oflFored to carry, for Institution pur-

jioses, a wire into my office free of expense, and in my next report I hope to be able to
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announce docided progress in what will now appear to many the hopeless experiment of train-

ing blind telcirraph operators to receive and record messaijes.

The meehanical training of our female pupils has been with me a subject of anxious con-

sideration. For various obvious reasons basket-making is not suitable, wliile cane-seating is

unprotit^able. I have had a very large number of our girls taught knitting, while casting

about for some more lucrative employment of their time. All but the very youngest girls are

alreadv skilful in the use of their knitting needles, not a few of the more intelligent girls

taking a great pleasure in teaching those more inert. It has occurred to me that a large

number of simple children's toys, which I understand to yield good profits to the artisan,

miirht be made by the girls under the instruction of some professional (female) toy-maker, who
might, of course, supplement the products of blind labour with her own work, and thus con-

tribute towards the payment of her salary. Doubtless a suitable person might be found at a

moderate expense in New York or Philadelphia. The great beauty of the bead work made
bv our pupils, under the instruction of Miss Tyrrell (latterly also of Miss Browne), convinces

me that in a more extended field of toy-manufacture the blind would exhibit similar taste

and skill. Of all articles now made by our pupils, these bead-work toys yield much the

highest percentage of profit, which accrues as pocket-money to the youthful manufacturer.

Religious Training.

The religious training of the pupils is necessarily, so far as Institution exercises go,

undenominational. Ten of the Brantford ministers, representing all shades of religious

thought, have, with great kindness, voluntarily associated themselves together to conduct in

turn a Sunday afternoon service at the Institution. The Institution vehicle calls for the

minister and brings him back, and the appointments are observed with the utmost punctual-

ity. On Sunday morning, whenever the weather permits, the pupils are marshalled for their

various churches, the Greatest care being taken to ascertain the religious persuasion of the

parents as a guide in this matter. The following creeds are represented among the pupils of

the present session:—Adventist, Baptist, Bible Christian, Catholic, Church of England,

Church of Scotland, Davidite. Lutheran, Methodist (Episcopal), Methodist (Wesleyan),

Presbyterian (Canada), and Quaker. We greatly feel the need of a suitable plank walk which
W'-uld connect the Institution with the town, as the slightest shower of rain reduces the road

to a condition almost impassable to the blind. The Corporation of Brantford ought certainly

to do something for an Institution which is now spending large sums in its midst. On the

other hand, it is .surely high time that we ^ere granted by the Legislature the convenience of

a plank side walk from the Institution to the main entrance. The Public Works Depart-

ment description (written in 1870) informs the uninitiated that " from the front entrance to

the building the approach is by a gravelled circular road forty feet in width, with side-walks

ten feet in width on each." I have now been here for some months, and have been a tolerably

close observer of the grounds, but as yet I have been unable to find either the gravel or the

sidewalks ; nay, at times it has been exceedingly difficult to find even the road ! I trust, for

the comfort of the Institution inmates, that the Public Works Department will speedily make
good the promises contained in its purely prophetical description of our walks.

The discipline of the Institution has been much facilitated by quartering the boys in

that wing of the building which lies contiguous to their workshop, and removing the girls to

the east wing where I have now in readiness for their mechanical instruction a spacious

and comfortable room. This transposition of the pupils now renders unnecessary the awk-
ward and dangerous circuit of the building formerly made by the blind before reaching the

workshop, or the equally objectionable expedient of passing through the girls' corridor. The
arrangements required for this important change were all completed before the return of the

pupils.

The large increase in occupants of the great dormitories has necessitated my placing in

charge, on each side oi' the building at night, a responsible person, who not only maintains

discipline in his or her dormitory, but who, by sleeping on the spot, would be instantly

aroused if any alarm or panic should occur in these immense rooms. To promote good order

and render the duties of the dormitory attendants easier, gas has been introduced, and a small

light is kept burning throutrhout the night. On the boys' side small subsidiary dormitories have

beeneatabli-hed in the third story. My private apartments beingunder the boys' quarters, and,
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therefore, at a considerable distance (with interposinsr doors) from the east dormitory, I have
set up an alarm-gong in my bed-room, and carried a bell-wire from it over to the girls' side of
the building.

I have left myself but little space for reference to the state of the exterior premises and
of the grounds surrounding the Institution, and for the improvements therein required. I beg,

however, to submit herewith a memorandum that the Bursar has prepared on t' is subject :

For the seventh item (new gratings over eleven basement windows), I respectfully bespeak

your early attention not only on the ground of the pupils' sec-n-i.ty against a constant daneer,

but also as securing the Institution stores from nightly depredators. The question of outside

sewerage the Institution physician intends, I believe, to bring specially under your attention

in his report.

In conclusion, permit me to express my grateful acknowledgments to yourself. Sir, and
to Mr. Scoblcfor the kind prompitude with which every prt posal of mine, tending to imprcve
this Institution has been examined, and for the very favourable con.sideration accorded to all

my sugaestions. I am not so unreasonable as to suppose that all the educational views con
tained in this report will receive your concurrence ; for in the perplexing questions relatin"-

to the instruction of the blind, great diiference of opinion may exist, without, however, any
diminution of mutual respect.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

J. Howard Hunter,

Principal.

Ontario Institution for the Blind.

Brantford, 1874.

J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspector Prisons, Asylums, <&:c.

I have the pleasure to report to you that during the past year there have been no deaths

in this Institution, and that we have cause for congratulation not only on this account, but
also that the pupils have enjoyed a remarkable immunity fi-om severe disease, although there

have been many cases of milder forms of illness. This fortunate result, no doubt, has been

due in part to the comparative mildness of the last winter which peimitted the buildings to be
kept at a more equable and healt }• temperature, and in part to the generally favourable hv-

gienic conditions under which the pupils have been placed, supplied as th(.'y are at all times
with food in abundance and variety, and breathing a pure and bracing atmosphere. This
exemption from serious disease seems the more remarkable when we renipmber that the blind,

as a class, have poor constitutions ; that they are scrofulous and therefore have a natural ten-

dency to disease, or, when disease already exists, that they present a feeble resistance to its

progress.

By a fortuitous circumstance an epidemic of measles of a prrave type which had prevailed

the previous three months in the surrounding neighbourhood did not make its appearance,

until near the close of the last term, so that not more than twenty cases occurred before the

pupils were dismissed to their homes.

One of the most urgent needs of the Institution in a sanitary point of view is a proper

system of sewerage, whereby all sewage matter fr^m the water-closets may be safely and con-

tinuously delivered at a safe distance from the main buildings. If the dejections ->f so many
persons ara allowed to accumulate year after year, the soil will become saturated with this

sewage waste, the noxious exhalations from which must pollute the atmosphere, and from
which the most serious consequences may ensue in the production oi typhoid, dysentery and
other diseases depending upon a specific poison. I trust this matter will receive the earnest

attention which it deserves.
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Oa account of their ialirmity the bliud lead a very sedeutary life, aud I therefore repeat

the rooommeudatiou in luy la^t report that as .soon as practicable a gyninasiutu should be pro-

vided which will enable the pupils to take the requisite amount of physical exercise, especially

when the weather or season is unfavourable for out door walking or games.

My acknowledgments are due to the present Principal, for the deep interest he has shown
in all that pertains to the hygiene aud sanitary condition of the Institution, and wiiose intel-

ligent co-operation has been of such essential service in preventing as far as possible all causes
of disease, especially by the timely use of disinfectants.

I have the honour to be, sir,

llespectfully yours,

William C. Corson, M.D.
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K E F» O Iri T

OP THE

WARDEN OF THE CENTRAL PRISON.

Warden's Office, Central Prison op Ontario,
Toronto, 16th September, 1874.

To the Inspector of F-iisons for the Province oj Ontario, Toronto.

Sir.— In accordance with instructions received, I have the honour herewith to transmit

to you the foilowmg report of the operations of the Central Prison from its opening on the

1st of June to the 30th of September, including statistical reports of prisoners, offences, &c.

Upon my assuming the A\ ardenship of the < entral Prison, I found the " Prison proper"

to contain an area of about seven acres, surrounded with a brick wall, attached to which is a

piece of ground, surrounded with a wooden fence, containing about 2^ acres, which is used for

the piling and storage of lumber.

The buildings comprise a centre building, flanked by two corridors. In the centre build-

ing are the Warden's apartments, and offices, steward s storage and kitchen, &c. In rear are

the prisoners' associated dining hall, the guard room, and chapel.

The corridors contain four tiers of cells, surrounded by galleries in each corridor, num-
bering in all 336 cells. These cells are large, airy, and well ventilated, and, with the lofty,

extensive corridors, present a building of superior and imposing construction ; superior to any
of the same description that 1 witnessed when visiting the State Prisons last year.

The Prison buildings and works within the walls comprise as follows :

—

North, or fVood Machine Shop,

For sawing, planing, and framing the wood work connected with the construction >t

railway cars or buildings, and making patterns connected therewith.

Scrap Shed,

J^or wrought-irou scraps, and tor cleaning, shearing, and piling the same preparatory to

melting.

Forge, with Four Steaiu Hammers,

For making railway axles and forging heavy iron work in general.

Blacksmith's Shop,

For general and light forge work.

Truck Erecting Shop,

For constructing railway cars, trucks and frames.
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Foundry,

For castinii: and making railroad wheels, axle boxes, and other general castings connected

with railway cars.

Brass Foinnir//,

For making and casting brass car littings.

South Machine Shop,

For boring wheels, turning axles, making nuts and bolts ; also forging by hydraulic

pressure, and fitting iron works in general.

In addition to the above buildings, there is a brick building for the storage of coal, to-

gether with a bakery, wash-house, and drying room.

The machinery connected with these buildings is of a superior character, and is adapted

for work other than that lor which it is at present exclusively used— the construction of

rail ears.

In these difierent departments are employed seven gangs of prisoners, under the control

and supervision of their respective guards, and instructed by the Contractor's foremen.

In the north machine shop, twenty-seven prisoners work ; forge, fourteen ; foundry,

fifty-two.

South machine shop, twenty-three ; erecting shop, thirty-nine ; lumber yard, twenty-two
;

Id all, 177.

I am happy to note the interest displayed by the pri.soners, and the diligence and wil-

lingness with which they labour, and the remarkable celerity with which many pi'isoners at-

tain proficiency. This is particularly remarkable in the foundry mouldings
; and the turn-

ing and linishing of ironwork in the south machine shop. And I am glad to say that both

the Contractor and foremen testify to the satisfaction given them by the prisoners in the

various departments of labour.

The conduct of the prisoners, with but few exceptions, has been aood. and I have but

little to complain of The ordinary and most frequent punishment inflicted is the dark\l>are

cell, short rations, and deprivation of indulgences.

If pri.'-oners have, or conceive they have, any cause of complaint against ofi&cers or any

of the free labour men, they are always at liberty to bring their complaint before the Warden,
and I am happy to say that complaints have been rare.

I would desire that the free labour rr.en admitted into the Prison would have more regard

for its discipline, in abstaining from bringing into the work.s, and placing within the convicts'

reach, articles which are forbidden inside the walls, such as pipes, tobacco, &c., and likewise

to abstain from the practice of expressing sympathy with the prisoners. The Contractor and

foremen have been furnished with the Prison liules and Regulations, which specify that pris-

oners are not to be addressed except when requiring instruction. Encouraging the convict

to commit a breach of the Prison jRules is no act of kindness, as it entails upon the prisoner

instant punishment when detected.

In the movement of prisoners to and from the works, I adopt the lock step, and guards

have entire charge of convicts from their cells to the workshops, and during the day, till they

are locked up for the niijht.

Guards perform the duties of sentinels ujoon the walls in the day time, and are in the

Prison all night.

Every pri.soner is allowed to write once in four week.s, and to receive letters every week,

subject to official in.spection.

The staff of the < entral Prison consists of the warden, a chief guard, a deputy chief

guard, and thirteen Prison guards. These compose the regular discipline officers —seven of

these guards are in charge of seven ^angs of prisoners, one a gate guard one hospital guard.

Three armed wall guards, stadonedon the three towers ; one night corridor patrol, one Prison

yard night patrol, an'l one corridor day guard. The requirements of Prison discipline, and the

hours of work, demand the presence of the.se guards on duty, on the Prison premises, from a

quarter to six in the morning till seven o'clock in the evening, and a portion of thorn present

in the Prison during the night time, hence their subsistance on the premises has been found
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unavoidable. This, however, is provided witli all due regard to economy, their messing being

of the same quality aud quantity as that generally furnished in an ordinary boarding-house

in the city. The average cost of the guards' mess since the opening of the Prison, viz., from

the 1st of June to 30th September (a period generally considered the most expensive in the

year) has been at the rate of thirty-three cents per man per day. The duties of these officers

are very onerous, requiring constant vigilance, exposure to weather, and an attentive observa-

tion of the temper and character of the prisoners comprising their respective gangs. And
they are held strictly responsible for the conduct and safe custody of their prisoners ; and I

have imjjressed upon them that their success in controlling prisoners depends very much upon
their own deportment, and a sharp and close observation oi all that occurs around them.

The staff, n addition to the above discipline officers, comprises an accountant, a steward,

who is also storekeeper ; a cook, who is also baker ; an engineer, a Prison bailiff, and medical

officer.

Prisoners are supplied with good wholesome food. Beef, salt fish, and vegetables.

Ten hours labour a-day require them to be well fed. I have had no complaints to jus-

tify instructions for an addition to their diet. It is a noticeable fact, that almost every pris-

oner on his discharge has weighed from three to nine pounds heavier than when he entered

the prison walls. And it is observable that of those men employed iu the forge, blacksmith, and

foundry departmt-nts, where the work is more severe than in the others, the weight of the pri-

soners has increased in the same ratio. I atsribute this to the absence of alcoholic stimulants,

to which so many of the prisoners have been addicted prior to their committal to prison, and
constant occupation of miad and body, the skilled prisoner pursuing his former avocation

with the interest that he naturally attaches to it, when apart from degrading influences,

and the novice striving to acquire knowledge, when subject to the same wholesome reclaim-

ing discipline.

The CiOthing issued for the use of prisoners consists of one cotton jacket, two pairs of

trousers, one cotton cap, and one guernsey for summer wear. And one woollen jacket, trousers,

and cap, with drawers, for the winter months, add to these two pairs of boots and woollen

socks a-year. This issue, I am instructed, will be recognised as what a prisoner will require

for one year s service, a id that anything over that will be considered to be unusual wear and

tear, and that an account is to be kept of such, to be charged to the contracting company.
This provision is found to bu necessary, owing to the severity of the work upon the prisoners"

clothing and boots ; especially in the foundry and forge.

Average cost of messing, 12|^ cents per prisoner per day, and his subsistence for one

year, including bedding, clothing, and bedsteads is estimated at seventy-five dollars per head.

On every alternate Suaday, one hour and a qu:irter is devoted to the religious instruction

of those prisoners professing to belong to denominations other than lloman Catholics, by
teachers detailed by the Prisoners' Aid Association. Divine service is conducted in the

chapel every other Sunday by clergymen of the Church of England, Presbyterian and Metho-
dist persuasions, who volunteer their services.

lloman Catholic services are conducted every Sunday morning by an officiating priest.

The prisoners are all supplied with Bibles, and the majority with prayer books. A well-

conducted service imparting warmth and interest to the feelings of a body of prisoners which
composes an audience, capable of measuring a speaker's mental capacity and sincerity, not

only require- convincing delivery and forcible language on the part of a clergyman, but also

the interest of sacred songs and other sacred music, and I would therefore strongly recom-

mend that some instrument such as a melodeon, should be provided for the cliapel, when a

good Prison clioir could be organized. The Prison has a librar}', but a very limited number
of books have been provided. Each prisoner is supplied with one library book a week, which,

if not taken care of, the privileges of the library are withdrawn.

There is no hospital building; the only facilities there are for men seriouslv ill, requiring

hospital care, are two rooms improvised ibr this purpose in the centre building, which were
taken from the apartments built and originally intended for the Warden. It is desirable that

a Hospital, although within the Prison walls, should be entirely separated from the Prison

building. The insecurity of the present apartment is such, that I have considered it advisa-

ble to keep prisoners reported sick, in their cells, unless in the judgment of the Surgeon, their

illness is of such severity as to render their going into Hospital absolutely necessary.

The liealth of the prisoners has been excellent, and they have improved in colour and weight,
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and leave the Prison in far better physical condition than when they entered. The prevailing

illness has been notliiug more serious than indigestion and derangements of the stomach. A
few prisoners have been incapacitated for work, from the effects of injuries received in the per-

formance of their labour, but these injuries have happened through accident, and n 't by

neglect, or any derangements of machinery, and are necessarily incidental to all work where

machinery is used. I desire to bring under your notice the ceitificates of some of the medical

of&cer.'^ of the County Gaols, with reference to Prisoners transferred to the Central Prison,

and to rei|uest that they may be instructed to be more particular ; as prisoners have been

transferred, who from physical disability or disease, are unable to perform the work required

of them, viz: capable of undergoing an ordinary days labour.

I would suguest that for the further security of the prisoners, work should cease at

dusk. In the State Prisons, prisoners are in their cells a little before dusk, and if this prac-

tice is considered expedient in Penitentiaries where the nature of the Prison labour confines

sections of prisoners to one room under an eye of a guard, the rule is doubly necessary in this

Prison where the labour is of that peculiar character, that the prisoners are scattered through-

out the wurks, with inducements presenting themselves in every direction to invite escape, in

the shape of scantlings, boards, iron rods, hooks and other articles used in the construction of

Railway cars.

It is a matter of congratulation that only one escape from the Prison yard has been

effected by a prisoner succeedii g in scaling the Prison wall, by means of a piece of scantling

nineteen feet louir, late in the evening, when it was pitch dark. The other escape was made

from the Hospital room at one o'clock in the morning, by a prisoner who had feigned

sickness ; his exit was effected with ease as the windows are without bars.

I would also suggest that the inside of the I'rison walls should be whitewashed, that

durinc the evening the form of a skulking prisoner could be more quickly detected.

There is a sloom cast from the dark red brick wail, and the prison dress being similar

in colour, it is difficult for the wall guards to detect skulkers.

I have experienced some difficulty in causing the contr;ictor to keep the Prison yard free

from lumber and building material the regulated distance from the base of the Prison wall,

as this is very necessary, but encroachments are being constantly made.

I beo- to call your attention to the towers for the armed wall guards, in the construction

of which a o-rave mistake has been made. The upper part of the tower should have been of

glass, similar to a light house, so that the guard should have a full view of the Prison yard

from inside. The galleries should have been extended along the top of the wall, and the entrance

to the tower should have been from the outside of the prison wall, and not from the inside.

Too much importance cannot be attached to these towers and the wall guards, as they are

undoubtedly the key to the safety of the Prison, the safety of the officers and security of the

prisoners. Each tower should be supplied with a small coal stove for the winter months.

1 desire to call your attenliuu to the classification of prisoners for merit, that every pris-

oner who does not commit a breach of prison rules and regulations, and performs his work in

an orderly and diligent manner, should be entitled to a remission of a portion of his sentence,

and I would suggest that it should he according to the following scale: one

day the first month two days the second, three days the third, four the fourth, and so on, but

this induh'ence is to be extended only to those prisoners sentenced over three months. I think

its results wiuld prove very satisfactory. The system is an incentive to good conduct, jindit

has proved eminently successful in the State Prisons.

The adaptation of a piece of land on the west side of the Prison would be very desirable

for the urowth of vegetables ; all the vegetables required for the consumption of the Prison

could be easily raised by Prison labour, thereby saving a considerable outlay.

The absence of a horse and conveyance, carts, &,c., for the use of the Prison, is felt to be

a great inconvenience and expense, and as these requirements are the necessaries atttached to

similar in.',titutions, it is to be hoped that the Central Prison will be provided with them.
^

Annexed you will find a table showing the number of day's labour performed by the pris-

oners for the contractingcompany, from the first June to the thirtieth of September, and in

levelling and road making, in all twelve thousand two hundred and sixty days, also a table

showing the total number of prisoners received into the Prison from its opening until the 30th

of September, showing further how many were discharged by lapse of sentence, and how many
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by payment of fines or other process than by expiration of sentence, and how many remained

in custody on the evening of the 30th.

A table showing the Counties and County Gaols from which the total commitments of

of the Prison were received, during the above period.

A table shewing the offences for which these prisoners wore committed, nnd sentences.

A table showing the periods of sentence that were awarded for such (iffences, to all the

prisoners that were received into the (Jentral Prison, and the average period of the whole.

A table shewing the nationalities of such prisoners.

A table showing what were their occupations prior to imprisonment.

A table showing the educational ct ndition of such prisoners.

A table giving the age of such prisoners.

A table giving the civil state of such prisoners, whether single, married or widower.

A table showing their habits as reported, temperate or intemperate.

A table showing the religious denominations to which such prisoners belong,

And a table showing the distribution of Prison lab ur on the 30th September.

I have the honor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

William ^tratton Prince.
JVarderii.

Prison Statistic-''.

Prisoners received from opening of Prison to 30th Sept., 1874 370
Number discharged by lapse of sentence 77
Number' discharged by payment of fine .. 16
Escapes 2 95

Kemaining, 30th September, 1874 275

Distribution of Prisoners in the Central Prison, 30th September, 1874.

Canada Car Company:

North machine shop 27
Forge 14
Foundry 52
South machine shop 23
Lumber yard 22
Miscellaneous 39

177
Prison Work and Improvinq Grounds:

Road making, &c 22
Clerk 1

Cooks 6

Corridor men 12
Gatekeepers 6
Carpenters 2

Painters 2
Runners 7

Guard room 2
Tailors 5
Whitewashers 2

Shoemakers 4
Hospital 1
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Buckets 2

Washing, scrubbing, &c 9

Bakery 1

Firemen 1

Convalescent 1

Total 263

There were twelve admissions on the 30th September, which made the total number in

Prison 275.

Nativity.

England 64

Ir land 86

Scotland 27

Canada 142

United States 38
Germany 8

Denmark , 2

Sweden . ... , 1

France 1

New Zealand 1

Total 370

Religion.

Episcopalians , 136
Roman Catholics 118
Methodists 48
Presbyterians 35
Baptists 12
Lutherans 4
Quawer 1

No religion 16

370

Social Condition. Habits.

Married 116 Temperate 61

Unmarried 254 Intemperate 309

370 370

Education.

2sumber of superior education 15
"' who can read and write.. 205
" do. imperfectly "i 4
" who can read only 30
" who can neither read nor write 46

Total committals 370
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Age&
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Leeds 11
Lincoln 33
Middlesex 25
Norfolk 9
Northumberland 16
Oxford 5
Otitario 2
Perth

'.
5

Peterborough 1

Prescott 1

Peel 4
Renfrew 7
Stormont 1

Victoria 1

Waterloo 7
Wellington 5
Wentwurth 76
Welland 11
York 65

Total 370

Offences.

Assault 36
Assault with intent to rape 10
Arson 1

Acting deaf and dumb 1

Desertion ... 1

Drunkenness 76
Disorderly 2

Beastiality 1

Bigamy 2

Embezzlement 1

Escaping from Gaol 1

Felony
, 5

Forgery 5
Fraud

, 2

Frequenting house of ill-fame 2
Horse stealing 6

House breaking , 4
Larceny 133
^Manslaughter 1

Misdemeanour 3

Perjury .< 1

Receiving stolen goods... 3
Robbery 10
Stealing

. ,. . 7
Stabbing 2

Sheep stealing 3

Trespass , 1

Losing obscene language 1

Vagrancy 42
Wounding 6

Wounding cattle 1

Total 370
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Occupations previous to Committals.

Bakers 3

Barbers 6

Blacksmiths •••• H
Bricklayers and plasterers 10

Butchers... • 3

Carpenters 18

Clerks 5

Cooks 3

Coopers 2

Confectioner 1

Cabinetmakers 3

Cigar makers 3

Dispensers 2

Engine* rs 3

Farmers 21

Fur dresser 1

Grooms 2

Labourers 133

Masons... 4

Moulders. 6

Machinists 5

Printer 1

Painters - •• 18

Saddler 1

Sailors 16

Shoemakers ^ 11

Soldiers 2

Stone cutters 3

Tailors 11

Teacher 1

Teamsters... - 5

Whitewasher - 1

Weaver 1

Watchmaker 1

No trade 53

Total 370

REPORT OF PHYSICIAN.

To J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Impector of Asylums, Prisans, dr., Ontario.

The Medical Officer of the Central Prison respectfully represents that, since the opening

of the Institution on the 29th of May last, the health of the prisoners has been good.

When admitted, many of them were thin. pale, feeble and mentally depressed, but after a

few weeks' residence 'there is a marked improvement in flesh, colour and strength.

The prisoners are today in a much better physical and mental condition than when ad-

mitted. . . .

The ventilation of the corridors has hitherto been good ;
if the upper circular windows

could be opened it would be better. How it will be in the winter will soon be discovered_

The southern workshop needs immediate attention in regard to the smoke pipes. The

gases from the burning coal in this shop, even during the summer, are often oppressive, and
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cauuot be other than injurious ; but when the windows are closed in winter they must be

much worse, and to work there without correction may even be found imiiossible.

Special attention has been given to the cell buckets, so as to render their use as little

deleterious as possible. They are not only thoroughly rinsed daily, but disinfected with a

solution of .^ulphate of iron, a quantity of which is always kept in the vessel. In this way a

nuisance and grave source of disease has been avoided.

The dark cells in the corridors need improvements. At present they are unhealthy from
deficient ventilation.

The dietary of the prison is good ; the location of the prison is both healthy and plea-

sant.

The discipline of the Institution, under the Warden and his subordinates, is decided and
praisewnrthy.

The prisoners seem comfortable, and promise better for the future. There has as yet

been no death, no dy.scntery, no erysipelas, no typhoid fever, except one very mild case.

Whether the ventilation in winter will admit of the same immunity from these diseases is

uncertain.

On admission, eight of the prisoners had hernia but no trusses, and the Institution had
to supply them ; nor has any one been deprived of his truss on leaving. 2iine had gonorrhoea

and syphilis.

One hadsevere p'eura-pneumonia, from which he nearly died, and did not recover for nearly

six weeks. Another had sub-acute inflammation in both lungs, was very weak indeed, but is

now steadily improving. One was mildly insane; two, from previous injury and disease, are

permanently unfit for ordinary labour.

When prisoners, non-residents of Toronto, are discharged, they ought, at the public ex-

pense, to be sent to their homes, otherwise, being utterly destitute, and failing to obtain im-

mediate employment, there must be great danger of their again falling into vice and crime.

There should be a proper hospital building in connection with the i'rison. The present

rooms are difl&cult of access ; vvithout bath or water-closet, and without bars to the windows.

One prisoner has already escaped from this insecure arrangement ; and prisoners are kept in

their cells when they ought to be in the hospital.

In case of any contagious disease, it is not fair to the sick or to the adjoining healthy to

keep the diseased in their cells. On the other hand, besides the danger of escaping it is not

pleasant for the Warden to know that from the windows just adjoining his own the seeds of

disease may come floating into his departments, there to produce sickness, and perhaps worse,

in his own family.

Sick List, June 15th to Sept. 30th, 1874.
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Sick List.

—

Continued.

Neuralgia—Thoracic . . .

.

" Cephalic...
" E-heumatic.
" other

Ophthalmia
Rheumatism (mild)

Spenuatorrhcea
Sprains (.f back

" " ankle
Wounds (one severe)....

Varicocele
Hernia ....=

Teeth extracted

20
9

10
6

7

4
1

6
3
8
2
7

7

Cured.
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" To this end there has been established in Great Britain, as well as in many States of

the Aiuerieau Union. Uischar^ed Prisoners' Aid Societies, which have Agents specially ap-

pointed to assist ex prisoners in obtaining employment, and in watching over their lives, until

their future welfare is assured. The work done by these Societies has been the most success

ful in its results, as has been proved by the infrequency of the recommittals of ex-convicts. Is

DOt the establishment of such an Association desirable in Ontario?
•' 1 beg most respectfully to recommend this suggestion to the consideration of Govern-

ment, and the Christian people of this Province, with a view to provide for the organization

and means of support for such an Association."

Responding to this suggestion, the Committee of the " Toronto Jail Mission " now pro-

pose to form an Association, having this object in view : to employ an agent who will devote

his whole time to the welfire of prisoners, and give them such aid, counsel and sympathy, as

may from time to time be deemed advisable. It is also proposed that the Association, when
formed, shall establish for the Central Prison, a Mission of the same undenominational charac-

ter, as that which now exists in connection with the 'J'oronto Jail, and that both Missions

shall work under its auspices and supervision.

For the purpose of forming this Association, and enlisting the names of persons who are

willing to assi-t in this good work, the Committee appeal with confidence to the benevolence

and philanthropy of the Christian commimity.

After reading the Report, the following resolutions were unanimously passed.

First Resolution—Moved by the Rev. Septimus Jones, seconded by the Rev, J M.
Cameron :

" That the Report now read be printed and distributed for the information of subscribers."

Second Resolution—Moved by the Rev. J. Potts, seconded by
" That the enterprise long carried on under the name of " The Toronto Jail Mission

"

is deserving of the cordial sympathy of the people of Toronto; and that for the purpose of giving

permanance and enlargement to such a work, that a society be organized called the " Prison

ers' Aid Association of Toronto."

Third Resolution—Moved by Rev. Robert Wallace, seconded by Rev. John Gemley ;

" That the Society now organiz'/d shall consist of all who subscribe to its funds ; and

that the following persons shall be theofficers thereof : President,Dr. Hodgins; Vice-Presidents,

George Hague, II. W. Laird, and Dr. Rosebrugh ; Board of Managers, all the Teachers en-

gaged in the Mission ; Superintendent of Sabbath School at the Toronto Jail, Mr. S.E.Roberts;

Treasurer, George Hague, Esq., Bank of Toronto ; and that as soon as the funds will admit

a suitable person shall be engaged as a Missionary Agent."

Fourth Resolution—Moved by J. P. Palmer, Esq., seconded by Mr. J. Greer :

" That application be made to Government for permission to hold Bible Classes in the

Central Prison on Sunday mornings, and for making arrangements for a Preaching Service in

the afternoon."

Immediately after the organization of the " Prisoner's Aid Association " I addressed the

following circular to every clergyman and minister in this city.

Toronto Prisoners' Aid Association,

Toronto, 14th July, 1874.

Revkrend Sir, —The Prisoners' Aid Association of Toronto, representing the various

Evangelical Religious Bodies of the City, being desirous of extending the work of its Mission

to the new Central Prison, has applied to the authorities of that establishment for permission

to do so. This has been granted, under the direction of the Provincial Prison Inspector and

the Warden of the Prison.

The Association therefore propose for the present t< establish in the Prison a Sunday
School, and also to provide facilities for holding Divine Service on Sunday Morning. In pro-

moting both of these objects the Association earnestly desires to secure your cordial co ope-

ration and assistance.— 1st, in volunteering to take a Sunday .Mornini:' Service, including

preaching, once or twice a year, in rotation with other ministers, as may be arranged
;
and

2ndly, in suggesting the names of suitable and experienced teachers for the Sunday School.

For the present it is proposed to hold a Sunday School for an hour and a quarter on
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every alternate Sunday Morning, commencing at 9 o'clock. Divine Service will be held (D.V.)

every second Sunday Morning at 9.30 a.m., and may be conducted by you according tu the

form, mode or ritual observed in your own church. Bibles, Hymn, Psalm and Prayer Books

will be furnished, and other facilities for conducting the service will be provided. A cab will

attend at the time fixed to convey you to and from your residence or church, and an omni-

bus, or other conveyance, will carry teachers from some central point to the institution.

It is earnestly h.»ped that in the prosecution, under the Divine direction and blessing, of

this humane and benevolent work, which commends it-self to the heart of every Christian, the

Association may confidently rely upon your warm co-operation and assistance.

Please reply at your earliest convenience, so that a plan of appointments, as I have indi-

cated, may be drawn up, and the work entered upon without delay.

Believe me, Reverend Sir.

(on behalf of the Association,)

Very truly and faithfully yours,

J. George Hodgins,
President of the Toronto Prisoners' Aid Association.

In reply to this circular, I received a favourable response from a large number of the

clergy in this city. I, therefore, with the concurrence of the committee appointed for that

purpose drew up a programme of religious services in the Central Prison up to the end of

February.

The system of alternate preaching service and Sunday School was adopted as an experi-

ment, and also in consequence of the additional labour imposed on the keepers and d piivation

of their time on Sundays which a Sunday School in the morning and a preaching service in

the afternoon would entail. I, in common with the teachers, and I believe the prisoners gen-

erally, would much prefer to have a Sunday School held regularly once a week ; and I trust

that arrangements will soon be made by which this great improvement on our present desul-

tory system can be carried out.

The importance of the preaching service to prisoners cannot easily be overestimated ; but

there is a special peculiarity in the advantages to them of Sunday School instruction, which

no earnest, thoughtful Christian man can undervalue. It most effectively supplements the

preaching service. The Divine truths which are expounded and enforced fr m the pulpit,

are personally applied to the heart and conscience of the prisoners in the Sunday School.

The impressions which are made in preaching are thus individualized and brought home to

the hearer in the Sunday School. This can be done most efi'ectively by the personal contact

of the faithful Sunday School Teachers and the prisoners. He looks with a kindly interest

into the eyes of the individual man in his class, and reasons with him " ol' righteousness and

a judgment to come.'' while he, at the same time, in various forms, puts these questions

substantially and directly to him : "D you desire to flee from the wrath to come ? ' " Will

you accept the blessed Saviour as your Saviour? " " Will you trust liim, obey Him, love

Him ? " Few men, with even so hard a heart, can long resist the kind, loving appeal of an

earnest, devoted Christian man, who talks to him thus.

This personal appeal is the great charm and value of the instruction given in the ordi-

nary Sunday Schools for children, but how much more so among a class of men, who are iso-

lated from their fellows and deprived of their liberty—who have full time for reflection, and

who, from their actual personal isolation, though herded together with others, naturally feel

sad and depressed. 1 speak from seven years' experience in this work, and I also speak the

feelings, opinions and experience of many valued friends who have laboured with me for a

longer or shorter time in the same work, when I say that personal contact with, and appeal

to, the prisoner, cannot fail, and has not failed, under God's blc'^sing. to be most efiicatious

in awakening many criminals to a consciousness of th ir state, and in arousing in their

breast a desire, however faint, of the prodigal of old. " to arise and go to his father." and to

"say unto him, father, I have sinned before heaven and in thy siijht.' I append a list of

the names and religious denominations of the teachers who have kindly taken part in the

exercises of the Sabbath School.

For your infoi mation I insert the following order of exerci.^es in the School :- —
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. Order of Exercises.

9.00 A.M.—Singinp: a Hymn.
Rending; verses of Scripture alternately with the prisoners.

OpiMiiniT Prayer by the Superintendent.

9.15 " Bible Lesson, as per '' Phin of Lessons."

10.00 " Givinu' out next Sunday's Lesson by the Superintendent.

10.05 " A few words to the whole School on th3 Day's Lesson, (or Prayer

>!eetini>-. if on the first Sunday of the month.)

10.15 " Singing a Hymn and Closing Prayer.

I shall now conclude with a few suggestions, which I respectfully offer.

1. That arrangements be made so that the Sunday School be held once a week instead

of fortnightly as at present.

2. That the preaching service be held in the afternoon at 2.30 or 3.00 o'clock p.m.

3. That every second seat in the chapel be made reversible, and that narrow aisles sepe-

rate each row of seats.

4. That a suitable musical instrument be provided for the religious services in the chapel.

5. That a small grant of 8-00 be made towar Is the salary of the Agent of the Associa-

tion.

X. B. The services of this Agent are indispensable to the success of the Association,

and the welfare of the well-disposed prisoners when discharged.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. Gtorge Hodgins,
President Toronto Prisoners^ Aid Association.
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REPORTS
OF THE

WARDEN, CHAPLAINS AND SURGEON

OF THE

PKOVINCIAL REFORMATORY,

PENETANGUISHENE.

Provincial Reformatory,
Penetanguisuene, 29th October, 1874.

J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

hispedor of Asylums, Prisons, dc.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith the following Report for the information

of His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor in Council :
—

At expiration of past year there were juvenile convicts 130
Admitted during year 58

188
Discharged according to sentence 32

Removed to Central Prison 16

Reprieved 1—49
— 139

Religion.

Church of England 54
Roman Catholic 43
Presbyterian 10

Methodist 22
Lutherans 2

Baptists 8 — 139

Nativity.

Upper Canada .. 98
Lower Canada 6

England 13

Ireland 5

Scotland 2

Halifax 1

United States .. 10
Germany 2

Guernsey 1

France 1—139
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I at 8 6 at 9

13 at 12 16 at 13

17 at 16 13 at 17

5 at 20 1 at l'1

Ages.

7 at 10 14 at 11

.. HatU 14 at 15

9 at 18 8 at 19

1 at 23 , —139

Showing in what tuanaer ofFeaders were employed 30th Sei^tember, 1874:

Cigar shop... . 72
Carpenter shop 8

Shoe shop 7

Tailor shop 10

Cooper shop 7

Farm, stables and teaming 7

Cooks, baking, sweepers, and other domestic offices 12
Cleaning wings 5

Sawing wood, (See 9

Sick 1

Warden's dwelling 1 — 139

Punishments Awarded.

MOXTH.
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progress of that stock and deprive the Eeformatory of a very necessary and healthy nutri-

ment—milk— a jsupply of which has heretofore been available. This deprivation of the

stock will of course nearly, it not entirely, put an end to the progress of the faruj, which was,

from a wilderness covered with boulders and stone, assuming the appearance of high cultiva-

tion, and permitted me to hope that it would ere long vie in appearance with the model farm.

As regards its operation, I believe it to be not only beneliclal, but profitable to he In-

stitution, and to corroborate my assertion, I beg leave to submit the results of its products for

the last year, which speak for themselves, and show that the farm has not only been selt-sus-

tainiag but profitable.

2629 lbs beef at Sets per lb

521 " veal "

1U3 " mutton "

190 " lamb "

4111 " pork "

Lard ..

600 bushels potatoes ... at 4:0cts per bushel

1162 gallons milk at 16cts per gallon

5u0 cords wood at 82. per cord

35 tons 18 cwt. hay... at .$15. per ton

Oats and straw unthrashed

Vegetables in garden

Wool
Milk sold Keepers

S210
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have always exercised my supervision over them strictly, and acted to the best of my judg-

ment, solely for their benefit and the best interests of the Institution.

The Inspector further remarks :
" While undoubtedly it would have been more desir

able for the Government to have carried on the industrial employment, instead of contractors,

still, when the Government had to choose between idleness and sloth in the Reformatory and

the adoption of a trade to which some objections might be made, T had no hesitation in re-

commendiniT the latter course."

It is not intended by me to offer an opinion unasked on the cigar contract, but the In-

spector appears in a measure to rest the propriety of its adoption on the fact that through

its meaus the boys can be saved from sloth and idleness.

I should not comment upon this remark of the Inspector, but from the feeling that

were I silent it might be construed into a taeit assent that idleness and sloth were normal

vices of the boys in the Institution.

It is only necessary for me to say that, during the winter months, those boys who were not

engaged at their respective trades were always employed sawing and chopping wood, and doing

other necessary work abuut the Institution, and as soon as the snow disappeared, they were

as busy as bees on the farm ; indeed the Inspector himself must have been astonished at the

work accomplished by those boys, for, between his visits, they had a wharf erected with the

boulders and stone taken off the farm, 628 feet long, 22 feet wide and into a depth of 12 feet

water, mention of which, however, is omitted in the report of the Inspector— the omission

caused no doubt by the pressure of other matter : but it is a work that will last for all time,

allowing steamers and other craft to pass and repass to and from the village, calling enpas-

snnt when required here, and will be a lasting monument, of the great perseverance and in-

dustry of the boys of this Reformatury. Can I adduce better proof that I never kept the

youths under my charge in sloth and idleness ?

The Inspector further remarks: " Of the services of the two gentlemen who occupied the

position of chaplains to the Institution, it is impossible to speak too highly, their zeal, efficiency

and attention to the moral and religious requirements of their charge having been beyond all

praise. In the death of the Rev. Mr. Kennedy, the Reformatory has sustained a loss that

will not be easy to supply
;
youth, zeal and energy were in his case tempered by a discretion

and liberality beyond his years, and all denominations felt his loss alike. In the unfortunate

boys of the Reformatory were centred his warmest sympathies and, in their case and for

their sakes, no labour could be too great ; but his death is a fitting occasion for a change in

the system of combining religious and secular instruction—a system in many ways most

objectionable."

The Inspector passes a high euloguim on the efficiency of the two gentlemen who have

heretofore been chaplains of the Institution, and it has been the pleasing duty of every In-

spector since its establishment to bear similar testimony as to the efficiency of the teaching,

secular and religious.

The late Reverend Mr. Kennedy devoted his time—heart and soul—to the Catholic boys,

and gave them personally a secular education, and there never has been a complaint of its

efficiency. The Rev. Mr. Hallan pays a teacher from his own pocket, second to none, to per-

form that part of his duty, under his supervision, and no complaint has ever been made of

the boys' progress, but everything in favour of it.

Under the prevalent system heretofore, the boys have progressed satisfactorily in their

education, secular and religious, and the results of the teaching have borne fruits in the after

good c induct of the youths discharged.

That the greatest harmony and good feeling have always existed under the present sys-

tem, among the b lys of ail religious persuasions, I need only refer to my last year's report,

from which I make the foUowmg extract :
—" To the undeviating attentions and good admoni-

tions of the Reverend Chaplains, I attribute the very great improvement effected in so many
of the youths who have left this Institution ; few have been so ingrained in vice when they enter,

as not to largely benefit by the good instructions constantly imparted to them, and I consider

without a due sense of religion there can be no lasting reformation. What an example, too,

those truly Christian and pious clergymen have shown for the last fifteen years ! No religious

controversy, no attempt at proselytism, but each in their respective spheres, doing all the good

in their power; and their noble example has been followed by the boys, for 1 never

have heard any disputes or quarrels amongst them arising from difference in religious belief.
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The same may be said of the keepers and guards, of whom, heretofore, I have had the no mi-
nation. In selecting them I have never allowed country, creed, or politics, to influence me
in their appointment, I therefore have good and efficient men, always willing to obey my
orders, and in whom, in any emergency, I can place the most unlimited confidence."

To alter the system that has for many years worked so satisfactorily ana successfully, is

a grave responsibility, and against which, if I did not protest in a firm, yet respectful man-
ner, I should feel wanting in my duty to the ofiice in which I am placed.

Our neighbours on the other side are now beginning to feel the evil efi^ets of not com-
bining a religious with a secular education. Last month I received a letter from Rochester,

of which the following is a copy :

—

" Rochester, 2l8t September, 1874.

" Dear Sir,—You will see by the enclosed that at a recent meeting of the Managers of

our House of Refuge, a petition from Catholic parents for freedom of religious worship for

the boys, was referred to a Committee, of which I am Chairman. Understanding that it is

the practice in your Institution to allow such freedom, I beg to enquire as t9 its practical

workings and moral effect. It seems to me that the principle is right, and that the result must
be beneficial to the prisoner, to the inmates, and in the end to the community at large. But
before reporting on the subject I desire to profit by the experience elsewhere, and therefore

address you. An early reply will place me under great obligations.

"(Signed) Wm. Purcell."

To which I immediately replied :

" In answer to your enquiries as to the practical working of religious instruction in this

Institution, I beg to say that, after sixteen years' experience, I am firmly convinced that

without religious instruction, the end for which it was established, viz., the reformation of

the boys, would be entirely frustrated.

'' By the Act under which the Reformatory was established, the Government was em-
powered to appoint a warden, two chaplains. Catholic and Protestant, surgeon, and elerk,

paid officials.

" The duties of the chaplains are to attend to the secular and religious instruction of the

boys, and the result has been most satisfactory ; a better proof cannot be adduced than the

fact, as given in my report the year before last, and which I send you, out of 185 boys who
served atv apprenticeship here the warden of t'e Penitentiary states, in reply to my letter

giving him the names and all particulars of the parties, " I only find four, which is a very small

proportion, namely, 3, 32, 59 and 84," the best evidence that 181 are leading honest lives, and

at all events, so far impri )ved as to become orderly and peaceable citizens^ and as obedient to

the law as the generality of the people ai-ound them.
" I may also mention that ministers of all denominations are privileged to give religious

instruction to the boys of their own persuasions at any time application is made to me for that

purpose.
" In reply, therefore, to your enquiry. I must again express my unqualified opinion, that

religion must be made of paramount importance in all reformatory institutions, or they will

not fulfil the ends for which they were desig-ned. Secular knowledge of itself can never re-

form a boy, nor support him in the various temptations to which he is exposed. An unin-

structed rogue is a serious nuisance, but a clever bad boy is an unmitigated evil to society at

large, for the mere secular knowledge he has gained enables him the better to contrive his

nefarious plans, to carry them into execution, and escape detection. It was the opinion of the

late illustrious Duke of Wellington that a secular without a religious education would make
them clever devils, with which I thoroughly coincide. I send you the last report, and will

at all times be happy to hear from you.
" Faithfully yours,

" (Signed) William Moore Kelly,
" JV( rden."

\s to the selection of this locality for a Reformatory, I am of opinion a better could not

bemade,ithas many advantages—it is a most healthy place, as is incontestably proved by the
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ick returns ; it has also the advantage of plenty of room for the employment of boys in agri-

ultural pursuits, which is a point of great importance ; the difficulty in eloping is also to be

aken into consideration, for within the last sixteen years only ten succeeded in effectually

making their escape. In connection with this part of my lleport I may mention that, not

considering the 200 acres of boulders left me to clear, sufficient for farming purposes, I have

several times made application, through the respective Inspectors for the square Redoubt,
containing 3a.") acres, and the triangular Redoubt, 326 acres, Ordnance property, on the oppo-

site side of the Bay. so that they may be granted in jiermanency to this Institution, and in

anticipation that the Government would eventually grant my request, I have made improve-

ments thereon to the extent of about sixty acres. Hearing, however that application had been

made by private individuals for the purchase of those lands, I was considering how I could

prevent their irreparable loss to the Reformatory, when most opportunely the Honorable Mr.
Fraser, Commissioner, Board of Works, officially visited this Establishment. To him I

immediately mentioned the matter, explaining the great loss it would be to the Institution in

respect to hay and wood, at the same lime shewing that by the acquisition of those Redoubts
the Reformatory would be independent of other persons for the suppl}^ of those two necessary

articles of consumption.

Wood is already more difficult to get at, and consequently more expensive to purchase,

but by the acquisition of these Redoubts a supply can be always secured. This, the honorable

gentleman, with his usual quick perception, saw at a glance, and he forthwith telegraphed the

Honorable .'Jr. McKenzie, Premier of the Dominion, who immediately ordered the stoppage

of the sale, and acquiesced in the Hon. Mr. Fraser's views.

With the securing of those Redoubts there can be no further objection to this locality.

There is, too, every probability that the North Simcoe Railway from Barrie, connecting with

Toronto to this place, will be carried out, as it is supported and encouraged by persons of

wealth, energy and credit ; the City of Toronto, too, is much interested to secure the increas-

ing lumber traffic, and the local farming interests in this northern country. Lake Huron, on

the eastern side, is greatly wanting in sheltered harbours, while the harbour of Penetanguishene

is safe and commodious, and for those reasons, was selected years ago by the Home
Government for the Naval Depot, so that I hope the Reformatory, instead of being as has

been represented on the borders of civilization, will very soon, by rail, be brought within less

than five hours' communication with the capital of Ontario.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient, humble Servant,

William Moore Kelly,
Warden.

To J. W. Langmuir, Esquire, Inspector of Her Majesty's Prisons, &c., &c., in the Province oj

Ontario.

Reformatory,
Penetanguishene, 2Ist October, 187i.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my Report for the year ending the 30th of Sept.,

1874. 1 am glad to speak favourably of the behaviour of the beys in school and in chapel,

and of their progress in learning ; but I must say that the teacher stands greatly in need of an

assistant, as without one he cannot do full justice either to himself or them.

We have two instances of the great disadvantage of sentencing very young boys for a

short period : two brothers, aged respectively seven and eight years at the time of their com-

mitment, were sent here in Sept., 1871, for three yeai-s ; consequently the term of their im-

prisonftient has expired. It is to be hoped that through the united recommendations of the

Inspector, Warden and Chaplains, some change will be made in the law in this respect, so that

boys should not be turned adrift on the world at such a tender age. The two boys in question

have no mother.

As I am ignorant of the exact nature of the great chjnges which aVe contemplated in re-

gard to those two important branches of education, viz.. religious instruction and secular in-

struction, and of the number of hours which will be apportioned to each, I am not enabled to

give a decided opinion on the subject ; still, as I have been connected with this Institution
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from its commencement to the present time, m w about 15 years or more, I may be expected

to give the results of my long experience bearing on these points.

As this Institution was founded specially for the reformation of boys, and as it is uni-

versally allowed by professors of all creeds and denominations that no real lasting reformation

can be effected without religion, it is evident that the religious element should predominate

in such Institutions, and that daily religious instruction should be provided, at whatever ex-

pense or inconvenience. It appears by your last Report that increased efficiency is to be given

to the secular teaching department ; this gives me great satisfaction, and I trust that the

efficiency of the religious instruction of the boys, which is of to much greater iaiportance in

regard to their reformation, will not in any way be diminished or impaired.

Constant religious instruction is necessary for all children— •' line upon line, and pre-

cept upon precept," even for those who are piously and carefully brought up, and who have
always good examples set before them at home : how much more necessary then must it be
for those boys who through the neglect of careless parents, or the persu:isions of wicked com-
panions, or from want of religious ii' struction. or fi'oiii other causes have more or less broken
the laws of their country, and have been sentenced for a term of years to this Reformatory.

As the boys when not in school are fulh" engaged in their several employments. I can

only give them religious instruction during school hours. In order to d^ this efficiently I

have for some years at my own expense employed competent teachers to attend to the secu-

lar teaching department. My present teacher, Mr. Murphy, (a certificated teacher from
the Normal School) has been employed by me about four years, and it is but justice to

him to remark that he gives me entire satisfaction ; he is not only a first-rate tearher, but
has the rare talent of keeping his scholars in perfect order and subjection so that they both
love and fear him.

In order that all boys in their turn may have religious instruction, I have divided them
into twelve classes for Bible instruction, taking one division each morning after the usual

prayers. I then visit any who may be sick, or confined to their cells. The time employed
in these duties varies from one to two hours, never less than one hour, according to the

number of boys I have to attend to. This is certainly not too much time to give to so

important a concern as religion.

Many circumstances combine to enable me to give up regularly a certain portion of

my time to my above-mentioned duties : by employing a teacher I have not the secular

instruction to attend to—I have only a very small Parish under my care, as. in considera-

tion of my age, the greater part of my former ^lission has been given in charge to others.

I also have the great advantage of living close to the Reformatory. All these circum-

stances enable me to give up a good portion of my time to my duties there , but I do not

see how it will be possible for a Clergyman with a large Parish, and living perhaps at a

distance from the Reformatory, to find time for the efficient performance of these most im-

portant duties.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

George Hallen,
Protestant Chiplain.

Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguish ene. Ont.,

October 17th, 1874.

J. W. Langimiir, Esq.,

Inspector of Asylums, Prisons, dr.

Sir.—I have the honour to submit my Report for the year ending October, 1874:.

During this, my first year that 1 have acted as Chaplain to this Institution, I have tried

to keep constantly in mind the end for which this In.^tiiution was established, and that I was
especially charged to promote that end-^the reformation of the boys sent here for correction.

As one of the principal means of moral reform has been recognized by those who es-

tablished this Institution to be. as it really is, the practice of religion, it has been my en-

deavour to instruct the boys under my care in our holy reliaion. and to inculcate on them the
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necessity of fulfilling the duties it prescribes, and of being faithful to the observance it com-

mands.

I have been generally satisfied with their docility and behaviour when under my charge.

All the boys that are sent to the Reformatory aie not wicked or vicious. There are

some whose crime was the result more of some unfortunate circumstances, than of their vici-

ousness or depravity. It is my practice, as they arrive, to put them and others also on

their guard, and to try to make them shun the bad conipanions they may meet with among
the inmates of the Reformatory, It might prove beneficial to the Institution to encourage

the boys generally, and especially those who are comparatively innocent, to reform or continue

in their good disposition by the prospect of a reprieve, in certain cases and under certain con-

ditions.

I may be permitted to say that I think it is to be regretted that in the system inaugur-

ated at the death of the late Chaplain, the Catholic Chaplain has no oflBcial control or autho-

rity over school or teacher. So far at least as Catholics are concerned, school and church

should go hand in hand together. It is in these conditions tliat the gchool will be more effi-

cient, and that the end of this Institution—the reformation of the boys—will be more surely

obtained.

It is justly remarked in last year's Report of the Inspector there is a complaint, and not a

groundless one, of a dearth of interesting reading matter, at least for the boys under my care. A
list of books was prepared and it was met with the answer of, " no funds available." I hope that

the recommendation of the Inspector, that an appropriation be made for the purchase of

books of a suitable character, will be taken into favourable consideration. I might say gener-

ally, that the appropriations for schools and chapels is rather too restricted.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Thos. F. Laboureau,
Acting as B. Catholic ChapUmi.

Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene,
November 2nd, 1874.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the Medical Report of the Provincial Reformatory

for the year ending 30th September, 1874, and in doing so, it affords me much satisfaction

to state that no deaths have occurred during the past year.

As the general health has been good, and every case of sickness ended in recovery, I

deem it unnecessary to go into the details of all the diseases and accidents treated, but merely

give those most prevalent or most important, among which I find

—

Abscess.

Asthma.
Bronchitis, acute.

Constipation.

Catarrh.

Dysentery.

Diarrhoea.

Epilepsy.

Erysipelas.

Fracture (one only.)

Fever, Simple Remittent.

Frost Bite.

Gonorrhoea.

Heart Disease.

Hernia.

Influenza.

Masturbation.

Neuralgia.

Pneumonia.
Partial Paralysis.

Rheumatism.
Scrofula.

Tonsilitis.

Ulcers.

As may be seen from the above list, no malignant disease visited the Reformatory, which

speaks well for the situation of this Institution in a sanitary consideration, as Typhoid Fever

has prevailed to a great extent, not only in this portion of Ontario, but in all parts of the

Dominion.
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The high position of the building, the change of dormitory for the small boys, and the

alt-erations made in the yard (securing better drainage) no doubt contributed largely to the

general health, and, notwithstanding that cases of Scarlet Fever and Measles, as well as

Typhoid Fever, were very numerous in the immediate vicinity of the Reformatory, with the

kind assistance of the ofl&cials, I succeeded in so isolating the boys from the outside world

that all of the above diseases kept aloof

Notwithstanding that the object of the Government is as much to reform as punish, I

thought it my duty to address the following communication to the Warden relative to the

dismissal of Wm. Carrick :

—

" Provincial Reformatory, Penetanguishene.

"Siu,—I beg to call your attention to the case of Wm. Carrick, one of the inmates of

this Reformatory. Having entered with a shattered constitution about two years ago, he

has passed fully half his time in the hospital or sick-rooms.

" He is now suffering from organic disease of the heart, and his nervous system is in

such a state that any further detention will be very injurious, I therefore suggest that steps

be taken to have him removed at once.

" As his friends are anxious to care for him, I consider his restoration to them the pro-

per mode of alleviating his sufferings.

" I have the honour to remain,
" Your obedient servant.

"P. H. Spohn, M. D.
" To Wm. Moore Kelly, Esq.,

" Warden Provincial Eeformatory."

He has since been pardoned and left the Institution.

We have a few cases o-f deformity at present with us, but trust that with proper instru-

ments for the Hospital, their recovery will be reported next year.

T have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant.

P. H. Spohn, M. D.,

Iburgeon, Provincial Eefoi-matory.

To J. W. Langmuir, Esq.,

Inspector ofA sijltims. Prisons, cf:c., for Ontario.
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Iqyartmcttt oi ^MU instruction tov (Dntano.

No. 16,872a:*. Education Office,

Toronto, 31st October, 1874.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewitli, to be laid before His Excellency tlie

Lieutenant-Governor, my Report of the Normal, Model, High and Public Schools of

Ontario, during the year 1873, including a Statistical Statement of other Educational

Institutions, as far as I have been able to obtain iuforraatioa respecting them. To my

Report I have added an Appendix, which contains extracts from local reports, and other

documents and papers illustrative of the means which have been employed to promote th«

improvement and extension of the High and Public Schools throughout Ontario.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) K RYERSON.

To the Honourable Archibald McKellar, M.P.P.,

Secretary of the Province,

Toronto.
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a]^:nual report

akl Jigl anlj ^nMk ^dpak

XN ONTARIO,

FOR THE YEAR 1873.

PART I.- GENERAL REPORT.

To His Excellency the Honourable John Craivford, Lieutenant-Gover
nor of the (Province of Ontario:

May it Please Your Excellency,

I herewith present my Report to your Excellency on the condition of the Normal,
Model, High and Public Schools of the Province of Ontario, for the year 1873, and for the

thirtieth year of my incumbency.

I will now proceed to 2;ive a summary view of the condition of the High and Public

Schools of Ontario, condensed from the tables accompanying this Eeport :

—

I.

—

Table A..

—

Eeceipts and Expenditure of Public School Moneys.

The Receipts.

1. The amount apportioned from the Legislative Grant was $224,935—increase,

620,176. The amount apportioned for the purchase of maps, apparatus, prize and library

books was $20,938—increase $378.

2. The amount from County iJfMm'apa? Assessment was $601,351, showing a remarkable

increase of $69,960.

3. The amount available from Tmstees' School Assessment was $1,439,390—increasft,

$207,289. being the largest increase in this item jet reported.

4. The amount from Clergy Reserves Moneys and from other sources, applied to School

purposes in 1873, was $080,748—increase, $139,289.

5. The Total Receipts for all Public School purposes for the year 1 873 amounted to

82,967,365, or nearly three millions of dollars, shewing an increase of 8437,094 over the totai

receipts of the preceding year, being by far the greatest and most gratifying increase evei

reported since the establishment of our Public School System. For the past three years the

rate of increase has been—for 1871,8180,106; for 1872, $405,799; and for 1S73, §437,094.

This being the result of the operation of the new School Act , is most encouraging, and

speaks well for the educational prosperity of the country.

6. As an evidence of the continued financial prosperity of our Public Schools, I insert

the following interesting table, showing the progressive increase in the amounts levied by the

Municipal and School Trustee Corporations, and also the yearly increase in the total receipt*
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since 1860—the year in which the School Law Amendment Act was passed. These facts

stronirly illustrate the growing interest felt in the prosperity of our Schools by the local

School authorities. The table is as follows :

—
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The attention of trustees, parents and inspectors, is called to this fact, in the hope that this

ominous and humiliating item will soon be greatly lessened or disappear through the Christian

and patriotic exertions of the people at large, aided by the new amendments in the School Act
on the subject of compulsory education, which make it imperative on trustees to give effect to

the law.

III.

—

Table C.—Number of Pupils in the Different Branches of Instruction.

1, This Table has been rendered necessary in consequence of the system of clas.?ification

of pupils which the new Programme has introduced into the Public Schools. It presents most

striking facts, and shows the number of pupils which have been put back from the higher

classes of the old system to the first class under the new system. It also shows how faithful

have been the County Inspectors in the discharge of this most unpleasant part of their duties,

in carefully examining and classifying, according to tlieir attainments, the pupils in the various

Schools.

2, Another gratifying fact is shown by this Table in the large number of pupils who are

reported as studying the additional subjects required to be taught by the new Public School

Act.

3, The Table is referred to for farther information in regard to the number of pupils in

each of the several subjects taught in the Schools—indicating, as noted, a gratifying increase

in the numbers engaged in studying the higher branches of the Programme.

IV.

—

Table D.—Religious Denominations, Certificates, Annual Salaries of
Teachers.

1 Number of Teachers, Male and Female.—In the 4,732 Schools rejwrted. 5,642 Teach-

ers have been employed—increase, 166; of whom 2.581 are male Teachers—decrease, 45;

and 3 061 are female Teachers—increase, 211. It will thus be seen that the number of

female Teachers is year by year increasing, and that of males decreasing.

2. EeUgmis Persuasions of Teachers.—Under this head there is little variation. The
Teachers are reported to be of the following persuasions :—Church of England, 903 : Church

of Rome, 675—increase, 18 ; Presbyterians (of different classes), 1,766—increase, 139;
Methodists (of different classes), 1,725—decrease, 31 ; Baptists (of different classes), 325

—

increase, 23 ; Congregationalists, 81—decrease, 23 ; Lutherans, : ; Quakers, 17
;

Christians

and Disciples, 39 ; reported as Protestants, 55 ; other persuasions, 27.

N.B.—Of the 675 teachers of the Church of Rome, 406 are employed in the Public

Schools, and 269 are teachers of R. C. Separate Schools.

3. Teachers' Certificates.—Total number of certificated or licensed teachers reported is

5,642—increase, 166; Provincial Certificates, 1st class, 245—decrease, 62 ; 2nd class, 839

—

increase, 108
; County Board Certificates of the Old Standard, 1st class, 654—decrease, 376

;

2nd class, 507—decrease, 239 ; 3rd class, 73—decrease, 11 ; New County Board Certificates,

2,771 ; Interim Certificates. 553.

4. Number of Schools which have more than one teacher, 502—increase. 50.

5. Annual Salaries of Teachers.—The highest salary paid to a male teacher in a

Co?/?ziy, $660—the lowest, $110 (!) ; in a Citi/, theliighest, $850—the lowest, 500 ;
in a Town,

the highest, $1,000—the lowest, $250; in an Incorporateel Fillaf/e, the highest, $700—the

lowest, $300. The average salary of male teachers in Counties was $323— ot female teachers

$229 ; in Cities, of male teachers, $695—of female teachers, $276 ; in Towns, of male teach-

ers, $516—of female teachers, $251; in Incorporated Villages, of male teachers, $468—of

female teachers, $222. The average increase of male teachers' salaries for the Province

during 1873 is $35 per teacher ; for females, $13 per teacher : while the increase during 1873

is eminently satisfactory and a great improvement on preceding years, still there is no doubt

that amongst the worst enemies to the efiiciency and progress of Public School education, are

those trustees and parents whose aim is to get what they mis-call a "cheap teacher,^' and who
seek to haggle down the teacher's remuneration to as near starvation point as possible, though,

in reality, they are intellectually starving their own children and wasting their time by em-

ploying an inferior teacher. Business men find it to their interest to employ good clerks, as

one good clerk Is worth two poor ones; and in order to obtain and retain good clerks they

5
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pay tliem good salaries. Experience has long shown the soundness of this business rule and
practice in the employment of teachers ; yet how many trustees and parents, in School mat-
ters, abandon a rule on which not only the merchant, but the sensible farmer acts in employing
labourers, preferring to give higher wages for good labourers than to give lower wages to poor

labourers. Good teachers cannot be got for inferior salaries.

V.

—

Table E.—School Sections, School-houses and Titles, School Visits, School
Lectures, School Examinations and Recitations, Prizes, Time of Keeping
Open the Schools, Prayers, &c.

1. The whole number of iSc/wo^ /S^ec/iOTis reported, 4,805—increase, 28, chiefly in new
Townships. The number of Schools reported as kept open is 4,732—increase, 71, these also

mostly in new Townships.

2. The increase in VLumhev oi School-houses was 74, 143 brick, 11 stone, 84 frame.

There is a most satisfactory decrease in the number of log-built School-houses, there being

no less than 164 of this class either demolished or sold, while stone, brick, and frame School-

houses have been substituted.

3. The whole number of School-houses reported is 4,791, of which, 1,133 are hich,

463 stone, 2,083 frame, 1,112 log.

4. Titles to School-Sites.—Freehold, 4,466—increase, 63 ; Leased and Rented, 325—de-

crease, 11.

5. School Visits.—By Inspectors, 10,348—decrease, 265 ; by Clergymen, 7,135—de-

crease, 789 ; by Municipal Councillors and Magistrates, 2,029—decrease, 59 ; by Judges and
Members of Parliament, 332—decrease, 37; by Trustees, 20,235—increase, 951 ; by other

persons, 41,829—increase, 5,455. Total School visits, 81,908—increase, 5,256. This does

not indicate any great diminution of zeal and interest in Public School education on the part

of those whose duty, and interest, and privilege it is to elevate and strengthen public opinion

in this first work of civilization, and by personal presence and counsel to prompt and encourage

the most indifferent parents to educate their children.

6. School Lectures.—By Inspectors, 1,853—decrease, 436 ; by other persons, 259

—

decrease, 50. The lectures delivered by other than [nspectors are, of course, voluntary ; but

ih.e, lav: provides ihsit every Inspector shall deliver, under certain regulations, a lecture on

education in the School Sections under his charge. The large reduction in the number of

Township Superintendents has, of course, to do with the falling off in the number of lectures

delivered. Many of the County Inspectors have suggested that in most cases it would be

wiser to give the time to the examination and classification, and where required, to the actual

organization of Schools. I trust soon to witness a revival of this most useful and appropriate

means of stimulating local zeal in educational matters. It would be singular, indeed, if one
lecture a year, on some subject of educational requirement or progress, could not be made
instructive and popular. It is, however, gratifying to observe that the number of visits to

Schools by the Inspectors was equal to the requirements of the law. Their effect has already

been most salutary upon the Schools.

7. Time of Keepnng the Schools Open.—The average time of keeping the Schools open,

including the holidays, was eleven months and seven days in 1873. This is nearly twice the

average time of keeping open the Public Schools in the States of Pennsylvania and Ohio,

and about three months more than the average time of keeping them open in the States of

New Fork and Massachusetts—arising chiefly from our making the apportionment of the

School Fund to School Sections not according to population, but according to the average

attendance and the time of keeping open such Schools—that is according to the number of

pupils instructed in the Schools.

8. Pvhlic School Examinations.—The whole number of Public School Examinations was
10,347—increase. 1,144 ; though less than two for each School. The law requires that

there should be in each School a public qvarterly examination, of which the teacher should

give notice to trustees and parents of pupils, and to the School visitors (clergymen, magis-

trates, &c.,) resident in the School Sections. I think the time has now arrived (under the

new and improved system inaugurated by the School Law and Regulations,) to make it my
duty hereafter to withold the apportionment of the School Fund from the Schools in which
this provision of the law is violated. Good teachers do not shrink from, or are indifferent to,

6
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public examinations of their Schools. They seek occasions to exhibit the results of their

skill and industry ; but incompetent and indolent teachers shrink from the publicity and

labour attendant on public examinations of their Schools. The stimulus to progress caused

by such examinationSj together with tests of efficiency on the part of teachers, and of f rogrese

on the part of pupils, cannot fail to produce beneficial effects on parents, pupils and teachers,

as well as on the interests of general and thorough Public School education ; and such

examinations will doubtless, under the new and improved programme of studies, command a

large attendance of parents, trustees and friends of the pupils of the Schools.

9. The Number of Schools holding Fublic Eccitaikms of prose or poetry by the pupilp

was 3,056—increase, 215. This exercise should be practised in every School, (and I am
glad its use is increasing,) as it tends to promote habits of accurate learning by heart, im-

provement in reading and spelling, and is an agreeable and often amusing diversion for all

parties concerned. The little episodes of such exercises in the ordinary routine of School

duties exert a salutary influence upon the mind c»f pupils and are happy interludes in the

exercise on days of public examinations ; and the more agreeable and attractive such exer-

cises, as well as school examinations, can be made, the more rapid and sucees.«ful will .«chool

progress become.

10. School Prkes and Merit Cards.—The number of Schools in which prizes are re-

ported as having been distributed to reward and encourage meritorious pupils is 1,801

—

increase, 93—there has also been an increase in the aggregate amounts of prize books

applied for and sent out to the Schools. As noted in my former report, I may remark

that in every instance, as far as I can learn, where the distribution of prizes has not proved

both satisfactory and beneficial, the failure may be traced to the want of intelli<^ence or

fairness, or both, in the awarding of them. In some cases it may be ascribed to the same

causes which caused the violation of the law in not holding public examinations of Schools

—the want of competence and industry in teachers—their not attending to and recording

the individual conduct and progress of each pupil, and, therefore, the absence of data essen

tial to an impartial and ictelligent judgment as to the merits of pupils. In other ca«es,

there has been a desire to give something to every pupil without reference to either conduct

or progress, in order that none may complain, thus defeating the very object of prizes, and

rejecting the principle on which the true system of prizes is established, and on which the

Divine Government itself is based, namely, rewarding every one according to his uwks. I

may also here repeat again what I have already remarked on this subject, that the hack-

neyed objection as to the distribution of prizes exciting feelings of dissatisfaction, envy and

hatred in the minds of those who do not obtain them, is an objection against all competition,

and is therefore contrary to every day practice in all the relations of life. If the distri-

bution of prizes is decided fairly according to merit there can be no just ground for dis-

satisfaction ; and facilities are now provided and their employment prescribed, with a view

to determine the merit of punctuaWy, of good conduct, of diligevce, of proficiency on the

part of each pupil during each term of the year—a four-fold motive to exertion and emulation

in everything that constitutes a good pupil and a good School. But the indifferent and

flagging teacher does not wish such a pressure to be brought to bear upon his every-day

teaching and attention to everything essential to an efficient School ; nor does he desire the

ti:st of a periodical examination of his pupils by an examining committee to be applied to

his teaching and management of the School. The objection that the distribtion of prizes to

deserving pupils excites the envy and hatred of the undeserving is a convenient pretext to

protect and permit incompetence and indifference on the part of the teacher.

But the existence of such alleged dissatisfaction in no reason for refusing rewards to

punctuality, to good conduct, to diligence, to proficiency on the part of pupils. There is

often great dissatisfaction on the part of unsuccessful candidates and their friends in the re-

sults of Municipal and Parliamentary elections, and the distribution of prizes by Agricultural

and Horticultural Associations ; but this is no argument against the value of free and elective

institutions ; nor does it prevent the people generally from honouring with their suffrages

those on whose merite they place the most value, even though they may sometimes err in

their judgment. Nor do the managers of Agricultural and Horticultural Societies withhold

prizes from the most successful cultivators of grains and vegetables, and fruits and flowers,

because of dissatisfaction among the envious of the leas diligent and less skilful farmers and

gardeaers.
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1\ is the very order of Providence, and a maxim of Eevelation, that the hand of the

diligent maketh rich, while idleness tendeth to poverty ; that to him that hath (that ia, im-

proves what he hath) Bhall be given, and the neglecter Bhall be sent empty away. Pro-

vidence does not reverse its order or administration, because some fpersons are discontented

and envious at the succese of the faithful diligence and skill of others ; nor does Providenc«

appeal alone to the tranicendental motives of duty, gratitude, immortality, but presents also

the motives of the life that now is, as well as of that which is to come.

I prefer the order of Providence, and the principles on which our civil inetitutione and
all our associations for public and aooial improvements are conducted, to the dead-level notions

of stationary teachers, and the envious murmurings of negligent and uniuccessful pupils and
their too partial friends. Were the true principles, non-personal competition, as laid down in

our system of merit cards, carried out by teachers, very little objection would ever be heard

against the plan of awarding prices in Schools.

An explanation of this feature of our School System will be its best justification, and
erinoe its great importance. I therefore present it again as follows :-

—

A comprehensive catalogue of carefully selected and beautiful prize books has been pre-

pared and furnished by the Department to trustees and Munioipalitiea applying for them ;

and, besides furnishing the books at the reduced price, the Department adds one hundred
per cent, to whatever amounts may be provided by trustees and Municipal Councils to pro-

cure these prize books for the encouragement of children in their Schools. A aeries of merit

cards, with appropriate illustrations and mottoes, has been prepared by the Department, and
ii supplied to trustees and teachers at a very email charge—half the cost—and these merit

cards are to be awarded daily, or more generally weekly, to pupils meriting them. One clews

of oards is for punciuality ; another for good conduci ; a third for diligmca ; a fourth for pfr-

fect ncitations. There are generally three or four prizes under each of these heads; and the

pupil or pupils who get the largest number of merit cards under each head, will at the end
of the quarter or half-year, be ontitled to the prize books awarded. Thus an influence is

exerted upon every part of the pupil's conduct, and during every day of his School career.

If he cannot learn as fast as another pupil, that he can be as punctual, as diligent and main-

tain as good conduct, and so asquire distinction and an entertaining and beautiful book, for

punctuality, diligence, good conduct, or perfect recitations or exercises, must be a just ground of

satisfaction, not only to the pupil, but also to his or her parents and friends. There are two
peculiarities of this system of merit cards worthy of special notice. The one is, that it does

not rest upon the comparative success of single examinations at the end of the term, or half-

year or year, but on the daily conduct and diligence of each pupil during the whole period,

and irrespective of what may be done or not done by any other pupil. The ill-feeling by
rivalship at a single examination is avoided, and each pupil is judged and rewarded accord-

ing to his merits, as exhibit«d in his every day school life. The second peculiarity is, that

the standard of merit is founded on the Holy Scriptures, as the mottoes on each card are all

taken from the sacred volume, and the illustrations on each card consist of a portrait of a

character illustrative of the principle of the motto, and as worthy of imitation. The priae

book system, and especially in connection with that of merit cards, has a most salutary in-

fluence upon the School discipline, upon both teachers and pupils, besides diffusing a large

amount of entertaining and useful reading.

12. Prayers and Ten Comma.ndments.—Of the 4,732 Schools reported, the daily exercise*

were opened and closed with prayers in 3,910 of them—increase, 207 ; and the Ten Com-
mandments were taught in 3,028—increase, 85. The law wisely provides that " no child

can be compelled to be present at religious instruction, reading or exercise, against the wish

of his parents or guardians expressed in writing." The religious instruction, reading and
exercises, are like religion itself, a voluntary matter with trustees, teachers, parents and
guardians. The Council of Public Instruction provides facilities, even forms of prayer, aaJ
makes recommendations on the subject, but does not assume authority to enforce or compel

compliance with those provisions and recommendations. In some instances the reading and
prayers may be according to the forms of the Roman Catholic Church ; but generally, those

exercises are Protestant. The fact that in 3,910, out of 4,732 Schools, religious exerciset

of some kind are voluntarily practised, indicates the prevalent religious principles and feelings

of the people ; although the absence of such religious exercises in a School does not by any
means indicate the absence of religious principles or feelings in the neighbourhood of such

8
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School. There are many religious persons who think the day School, like the farm fields,

the place of secular work, the religious exercises of the workers being performed, in the one

case as in the other, in the household, and not in the field of labour. But as Christian prin-

ciples and morals are the foundation of all that is most noble in man, and the great ful-rum
and lever of public freedom and prosperity in a country, it is gratifying to see general and

avowed recognition of them in the Public Schools. It is delightful to think that (although

in some few instances, this duty may be unworthily performed, yet) from so many humble
shrines of learning the prayer for Dii'ine wisdom and guidance goes up with faith to Him
who has promised to give " liberally " to them that ask Him and to upbraid them not.

IS. Text Books.—In a previous annual report I explained fully the steps which had
been taken and the measures adopted, not only to secure a uniform series of text books for

the Schools, but a uniform series of excellent Canadian text books, and the complete success

of those measures. These text books are now universally used. Though it has been fre-

quently stated that the text books of Schools were so often changed, I desire to state

that up to the present time no changes have been made, but once or twice (in arithmetic and

grammar) in twenty-five years.

14. Maps, Globes, and other Apparatus.—The maps and globes, and most of the other

apparatus used in the Schools, are now manufactured in Ontario, forming a most interesting

branch '.tf Canadian manufacture. - Blackboards are used in 4,599 (or nearly all) the Schools

—increase 18
;
globes are used in 1,726 Schools—increase 142; maps are used in 4,363

Schools—increase 272. Total number of maps used in the Schools, 32,870—increase 2,123.

VI.

—

Table F.—Roman Catholic Separate Schools.

1. The number of Roman Catholic Separate Schools is 170—decrease during the

year 1.

2. Receipts.— The amount apportioned and paid by the Chief Superintendent from the

Legislative Grant to Separate Schools, according to average attendance of pupils, as com-

pared with that at the Public Schools in the same Municipalities, was $12,450—increase $938.

The amount apportioned and paid for the purchase of maps, prize books and libraries, upon

the usual condition of an equal sum being provided from local sources, was $907—increase,

^93. The amount of School rates from the supporters of Separate Schools, was §47,167

—

increase, !?6,033. The amount subscribed by supporters of Separate Schools, and from other

sources, was 822,745—increase, 37,395. Total amount received from all sources was

$83,269- increase, $14,459.

3. Expenditures.—For payments of teachers, $49,306—increase, 03,482 ; for maps,

prize books and libraries, $2,342—increase, $626 ; for other School purposes, $31,620

—

increase, $10,351.

4. Pupils.—The number of pupils reported as attending the Separate Schools was

22,073—increase, 667. Average attendance, 11,123—increase, 539.

5. The whole number of teachers employed in the Separate Schools was 269—increase,

15 ; male teachers, 91—increase, 4 ; female teachers, 178—increase, 11. Teachers of re-

ligious orders, male, 41—increase, 12 ; female, 53— decrease, 4.

6. The same table shows the branches taught in the Separate Schools, and the num-
ber of pupils in each branch ; also the number of Schools using maps, apparatus and

black-boards.

General Remarks.— 1. It is proper for me again to repeat the remark, that the Public

Schools of Ontario are non-denominational. Equal protection is secured to, and enjoyed

by, every religious persuasion. No child is compelled to receive religious instruction, or

attend any religious exercise or reading, against the wishes of his parents or guardians,

expressed in writing. I have known of no instance of proselytism in the Public Schools

nor have I received, during the year, a single complaint of interference with religious

rights so fully secured by law.

2. According to the returns of the religious denominations of teachers, as given in

Table D and noted previously, the number of Roman Catholic teachers of the Public

Schools is 675, of whom 269 oulj' are teachers in Separate Schools. There were, there-

fore, 406 (increase during the year, 3) Roman Catholic teachers employed in the non-

denominational Public Schools—an illustrative proof of the absence of eiclusiveness in

9
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the local as well as executive administration of the School System. I may also observe,
that according to the Inspectors' Returns, for 1873, there were 504,869 children in On-
tario between the ages of 5 and 16. Of these, according to the proportion of Eoman
Catholic population, at least 75,000 must be assumed to be the children of Roman Catho-
lic p^arents. Of these 75,000 Roman Catholic children, only 22,073 (not one-third of the
E. C. School population) attend the Separate Schools ; the other two-thirds (allowing
even 10,000 as not attending any School) attend the Public Schools, in which no less
than 406 Roman Catholic teachers are employed : and yet not a complaint has been made
of even an attempt at proselytism or interference with religious rights guaranteed by law.

3. Is i? gratifying to be able to state that several of these Separate Schools are ad-
mirably managed, and are doing good service in their localities. The law has been fairly
and equitably administered to them, and I hear of no complaint from them.

VII.

—

Table G.—High Schools, Receipts and Expenditures, Pupils' Fees.

Receipts.—The balances reported from the preceding year (that is, of moneys not paid
out by the 31st of December, 1873), were $13,259—increase, 2,960. The amount received
by the High School Boards from Legislative Grant for the salaries of teachers, was $77,126—decrease, $1,803. The amount of Legislative Grant apportioned for map?, prize hodhe,

etc., was $1,337—decrease, $275. The amount of Municipal Grantsm support of High
Schools, was $95,650—increase, $11,679. The amount received for pupils fees, was
$19,798 —decrease, $471. Balances of the preceding year and other sources, $39,627
—increase, $11,442. Total receipts, $216,801—increase, $23,532.

Expenditures.—For salaries of masters and teachers, $165,358—increase, $23,545 :

for building, rents and repairs, $32,939—increase, $1,579 ; for fuel, books and contin-
gencies, $32,514—decrease, $447 ; for maps, prize books, apparatus and libraries, $3,402
—decrease, $466. Total expenditure for the year 1873, $234,215—increase, $24,209.
Balances of moneys not paid out at the end of the year, $12,585—decrease, $677.

Number of Pupils, 8,437—increase, 469.

Number of Schools, 108.

VHL

—

Table H.—Number of pupils in the Various Branches, and Miscel-
LAJ^EOUS Information.

Table H shows both the subjects tauglit and the number of pupils in such subject
in each of the High Schools, the names, university degree (or certificate) of the Head
Masters, and the number of naasters employed in each School, &c.

No. of Pupils

—

English Grammar and Literature, 8,445 ; in Composition. 7,990 ; in

Reading, Dictation and Elocution, 8,356 ; in Tenmanship, 7,489 ; in Linear Drawing, 3,397 ;

in Book-keeping, 3,524; in Arithmetic, 9,261 ; in Algebra, 6,621 ; in Geometry, 3,974; in
Christian Morals, 1,963 ; in Logic, 390 ; in Trigonometry, 201 ; in Mensuration, 2,654 ; in
History, 7,557; in Geography, 7,163 ; in Natural Philosophy, 2,301 ; in Chemistry, 2,309 ;

in Natural Histoi-y, 2,792 ; in Physiology, 2,026 ; in French, 2,847 ; in German, 372 ; in
Latin, 4,077 ; in Greek, 897 ; in Gijmnastics and Drill, 558.

Of the School-houses, 57 were of brick, 25 stone, 22 frame and 1 concrete; 19 were
rented or leased, the remainder freehold. Gait has the finest play ground of any of the
High Schools—it consists of 7 acres ; Lindsay and ]\Ietcalfe, 6 acres ; London, 5 acres

;

Birrie and Guelph, 4 acres. The other play grounds vary in size, the smallest being only
j^ of an acre—or one fourth of the minimum size required of the smallest Public School.
The estimated value of each School-house and site varies from $35,000 and $30,000 (To-
ronto and Peterboro') down to $100 ! (Vankleekhill.)

66 High Schools were under Union High and Public Schools Boards ; Kingston is the
oldest High School in Ontario, dating from 1791 ; Cornwall, 1806; Brockvllle. .1818

;

Niagara, 1828 ; St. Catharines, 1829. 1,847 maps were used in the 108 High Schools;
63 Schools use the Bible ; in 94 there were daily prayers ; 91 pupils matriculated at some
LTniversity during 1873 ; 502 pupils entered mercantile life ; 279 adopted agriculture as a
pursuit ; 290 joined the learned professions ; 632 went to other occupations. The num-
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l)er of masters engaged was 252, nearly all the Schools having now additional masters, a

great improvement on the old system, when the great majority of the Schools were con-

tent with the services of but one master. This great defect is now remedied, and the

High Schools will be in a position to do more justice than formerly to the pupils who
attend them.

I shall revert to the subject of High Schools in a subsequent part of this report. In

the meantime I would refer to the admirable report to me of the able Inspectors, Messrs,

McLellan, Euchan and Marling, in Appendix A.

In regard to the establishment of new High Schools, the Department has not en-

couraged their multiplication, unless it could be shown that their existence in the locality

desiring them was a necessity, and that their proper standing and character could be main-

tained. With this view, the following conditions were laid down by the Department for

establishing both High Schools and Collegiate Institutes :

—

" The new School Law provides for the establishment and maintenance of three classes

of superior Enghsh or Classical Schools, viz :

—

"I. High Schools for teaching Classical and English subjects—in which boys and

girls may be instructed together or separately.
" II. High Schools in which boys and girls may be instructed in English subjects

alone.
" III. Collegiate Institlt^tes, for giving instruction in Classical and English sub-

jects, in which there shall be an average daily attendance of at least sixty boys in Greek

and Latin.

" COKDITIOXS FOR ESTABLISHING HIGH SCHOOLS.

" Parties wishing to have a High School for either class in their locality, authorized

by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, are requested to furnish the Edu-

cation Department with the following information :

—

" 1. The distance of the proposed High School from the nearest adjoining High

Schools.
" 2. The population of the town or village municipality in which it is proposed to

place the High School.
"

.3. The boundaries of the proposed new High School District as fixed by the

County Council (with copy of the proceedings of Council in the case).

" 4. The amount of taxable property in such High School District.

" 5. The description of the proposed High School building, as regards

—

" (a) Its situation ; the extent of its site ; size of playground ; and extent of out-

ward conveniences, &c.
" (b) Size, site and description of the propo sed building ; number of class-rooms de-

voted to teaching ; room for teacher ; hat, clock, map and book presses, &c.

" 6. Written guarantee must be given to the Department by responsible parties,

(1) that a suitable building distinct from the Public School-house (or if in the Public

School building, on a separate flat, or in a separate wing), will be provided: (2) that at

least two competent teachers shall be employed in the proposed High School, and that no

preparatory department will be introduced except in the manner provided by law.

" CONDITIONS FOR ESTABLISHING COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES.

"Trustees of High Schools who desire to have the title of Collegiate Institute

conferred upon their School by the Lieutenant-Governor, are requested to furnish the

Education Department with the following information :

—

" 1. The name and designation of each master employed in the School, and the

number of his teaching hours per day.
" 2. The name and designation of each assistant teacher (if any) and the number of

his teaching hours per day.
" 3. The aggregate attendance of boys studying Latin or Greek during the whole of

the previous civil year, and during the two terms of the School preceding the application.

11
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" 4. The daily average attendance of boys in Latin and Greek during the periods

named.
"5. The income from all local sources during the preceding civil year.
" 6. The description of the proposed Collegiate Institute building, as regards

—

" (a) Its situation and extent of its site ; description and size of the building ; and
its state of repair.

" (b) The number of rooms deA'oted to teaching purposes in it ; and their sizes.

" (c) Description of apparatus for illustrating natural philosophy and chemistry

;

number and description of maps, number of volumes in librar}'' (if any).
" (d) Size of playground and extent of outside conveniences, &c.
" 7. A written guarantee must be given by the trustees that no preparatory depart-

ment or classes will be introduced except in the manner provided by law, and that the

requirements of the Act and Regulations in regard to Collegiate Institutes will be fully

complied with."

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES AUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNOR.

His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor has been pleased to confer upon the undermen-
tioned High Schools the name and privileges of Collegiate Institutes, in accordance with

the provasions of the School Law of Ontario, viz :

L Galt. 2. Hamilton. 3. Peterboro'. 4. Cobourg. 5. Kingston. 6. St.

Catharines. 7. Ottawa. 8. Tokonto.

IX.— Table I.

—

Meteorological Observations.

Of late years the practical value of the science of JMeteorology, as I intimated pre-

viously, has been recognized by all civilized governments, and systems of simultaneous

observations have been widely established, the results of which must tend to elucidate

the laws which control atmosjiheric phenomena. The recent establishment of the stoiin

signal office at Washington, and the extension of the system to this Dominion, will, no
doubt, exhibit fresh evidence of the practical value of Meteorological observations. The
daily weather reports and the " probabilities " founded on the observations, have been
most valuable, instructive and interesting. The system of " drum signals " established on
the English coast by the late Admiral Fitzroy, though not appreciated at first, has be-

come a necessity, and, under the good providence of God, has been the means of averting

great destruction of life and property. The Admiral, when head of the Meteorological

Ofliice in England, thus referred to the importance of returns of temperature, and the

especial need of observations in British America :

—" Tables of the mean temperature of

the air in the year, and in the different months and seasons of the year, at above one
thousand stations on the globe, liave recently been compiled by Professor I)ov6, and pub-
lished under the auspices of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at Berlin. This work, which
is a true model of the method in which a great body of jMeteorological facts, collected by
different observers and at difterent times, should be brought together and co-ordinated,

has conduced, as is well known, to conclusions of verj' considerable iinportance in their

bearing on climatology, and on the general laws of the distribution of heat on the surface

of the globe. In regard to land stations, Professor Dove's tables have shown that " data

are still pressingly required from the British North American Possessions intermediate

between the stations of the Arctic expeditions and those of the United States ; and that

the deficiency extends across the whole North American continent, in those latitudes from
the Atlantic to the Pacific." A recent return published under the authority of the Par-

liament of Canada evinces the gradual progress being made in the establishment of a com-
plete Meteorological system for the Dominion, which cannot fail to be of great service to

the cause of science and to the great agricultural as well as the maritime interests of the

country.

The High School system of Ontario secures the continuous residence of a class of

men, at different points, who are well qualified by education to perform the work of ob-

servation, and the law authorizes the establishment and maintenance of a limited number
12
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of stations, selected by the Council of Public Instruction, with the approval of His Excel-

lency the Lieutenant-Governor, at which daily observations are taken of barometric pres-

sure, temperature of the air, tension of vapour, humidity of the air, direction and velocity

of the wind, amount of cloudiness, rain, snow, auroras, and other meteoric phenomena.
The observations are taken at 7 a.m., 1 p.m., and 9 p.m. The instruments used have
l)een subjected to the proper tests. Full abstracts of the daily records are sent to the

Education office monthly, in addition to a weekly report of certain observations, which
is prepared for publication in any local newspaper the observer may select. Abstracts of

the results for each month are regularly published in the Journal of Education, and the

observers' reports, jifter strict examination, are arranged and preserved for further inves-

tigation.

In my Report of 1867, the results of most of the observations were presented in the

form of synchronous curves, but as the expense proved an objection, a synopsis is now
given in figures. For the same reason the important notes of the observ-ers are omitted.

I have pleasure in adding that the observers are, upon the whole, discharging their

duties with fidelity, and that through their exertions the materials for investigating the

climatology of the Province are rapidly accumulating.

X.

—

Table K.—Normal and Model Schools.

The County examinations held throughout the Province, in 1873, have demonstrated
the great value and usefulness of the Normal School. Every one of its students who was
examined has acquitted himself well. Of the five who obtained first class certificates in

July, 1873, three, and of the three who passed in December, 1873, all were Normal
School students. The great practical value of the instruction given to the students of

that institution by the Rev. Dr. Davies, the Principal, Dr. Carlyie and Air, Kirkland, fully

sustain the high reputation which the Institution has acquired throughout the country.

The whole system has been of late years brought to a degree of thoroughness and practical,

efficiency even in its minutest details that I have not witnessed in any other establishment

of the kind. The standard of admission to the Normal School has been raised much
above that of former years, and therefore the entrance examination (which is always in

writing) has been made increasingly severe. 122 of those admitted have been teachers.

The establishment of the third mastersliip, with a view to give greater prominence to the

subject of Natural Science, has had a most beneficial and salutary effect upon the intro-

duction and teaching of those subjects in our Public Schools, as required by the new
School Act. The newly enlarged buildings for the Model Schools have greatly added to

the practical character and efficiency of these Schools of practice in the Normal School

course.

Of late years I have felt so impressed with the importance of increased facilities for

Normal School training that I have suggested the advisability of establishing additional

Normal Schools. I am glad that the subject has not been lost sight of, but that my sug-

gestions will likely be carried out, and possibly two Normal Schools, in addition to the

new one at Ottawa, may soon be established.

Table K contains three abstracts, the first of which gives the gross number of appli-

cations, the number that had been teachers before entering the Normal School, attendance

of teachers in training, certificates, and other particulars respecting them during the

twenty-four years' existence of the Normal School ; the second abstract gives the counties

whence the students have come ; and the third gives the religious persuasions of these

students.

Table K shows that of the 7,030 admitted to the Normal School (out of 7,748 appli-

cations) 3,290 of them had been teachers ; and of those admitted, 3,562 were males, and
3,468 were females. Of the 3,562 male candidates admitted, 2,362 of them had been

teachers] of the 3,468 female candidates admitted, 1,050 of them had been teachers. The
number admitted the first session of 1873 was 141, the second session, 130—total, 271.

Of the whole number admitted, 114 were males, and 157 females. Of the male students

admitted, 76 had been teachers ; of the female students admitted, 48 had been teachers.

13
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XL

—

Tablk L.—Other Educational Institutions.

Tlie Public and High Schools are onl}'^ a part of our educational agencies, the Private

Schools, Academies and Colleges must therefore be referred to in order to form an approx-

imate idea of the state and progress of education throughout the Province. Table L
contains an absti'act of the information collected respecting these institutions. As the in-

formation is obtained and given voluntarily, it can only be regarded as an approximation

to accuracy, and, of course, ve-y much below the real facts. According to the informa-

tion obtained, there are 16 Colleges (several of them possessing University powers), with

2,700 students ; 265 Academies and Private Schools, with 7,758 pupils, which are kept

open 10 months, and employ 429 teachers. Total students and pupils, 10,458.

XII.

—

Table M.—Free Public Libraries.*

1. The amount expended in library books during 1873, was ^3,834, of which one-half

has been provided from local sources. The number of volumes supplied was 5,367.

2. The value of Public Free Libraries furnished to the end of 1873 was $147,081

—

increase, 3,834. The nujuber of Libraries, exclusive of subdivisions, 1,283—increase 57.

The numher of volumes in these libraries was 258,879—increase 5,367.

3. Sunday School Libraries reported, 2,735. The number of volumes in these libraries

was 367,658.

4. Other Public Libraries reported, 164. The numher of volumes in these libraries was
128,765.

21ie total number of Public Libraries in Ontario. 4,182. The tot-dl oi the number of

volumes in these libraries, 755,302.

6. Number and classification of loublic libraries and prize books which have been sent out

from the Depository of the Department from 1853 to 1873 inclusive. The Total number of

volumes for Public Free Libraries sent out, 258,879. The classification of these books i«

as follows :

—

History, 44,660 ; Zoology and Physiology, 15,838 ; Botany, 2,904 ; Phenomena,

6,322 ; Physical Science, 4,951 ; Geology, 2,228 ; Natural Philosophy and Manufactures,

13,649 ; Chemistry, 1,597 ; Agricultural Chemistry, 797 ; Practical Agriculture, 10,051
;

Literature, 24,598 ; Voyages, 23,154 • Biography, 29.476 ; Tales and Sketches, Practicai

Life, 73,142; Fiction, 1,849 ; Teachers' Librciry, 3,663. Total number oi Prize Books sent

out 627,590. Grand Total of library and prize books (including, but not included in the

above, 19,807 volumes sent to Mechanics' Institutes and Sunday Schools, paid for wholly

from local sources, 977,217.)

7. In regard to the Free Public Libraries, it may be proper to repeat the explana-

tion that these libraries are managed by Local Municipal Councils and School trustees

(chiefly by the latter), under regulations prepared according to law by the Council of Pub-
lic Instruction. The books are procured by the Education Department, from publishers

both in Europe and America, at as low prices for cash as possible ; and a carefully prepared

classified catalogue of about 4,000 works (which have been approved by the Council of

Public Instruction) is printed, and sent to the Trustees of each School Section, and the

Councd of each Municipality. From this select and comprehensive catalogue the local

municipal and school authorities desirous of establishing and increasing a library, select

such works as they think proper, or request the Department to do so for them, and re-

ceive from the Department not only the books at prices about from twenty-five to thirty-

five per cent, cheaper than the ordinary retail prices, but an apportionment in books of

100 per cent, upon the amount which they provide for the purchase of such books. None
of these works are disposed of to any private parties, except Teachers and School Inspec-

tors, for their professional use ; and the rule is not to keep a large supply of any one work
on hand, so as to prevent the accumulation of stock, and to add to the catalogue yearly

* As an instance of what practical use libraries may be in numberlesB directions, I would call attention to the following

Btatemeiit of the library enterprise of the American Seaman's Friend Society of New \ork (Jity. The American Seaman*
Friend Society has been engatred for several years in supplying sea^poing vehsels with libraries for the special use of the men
in the forecastle. * * * I'hey s-ay, '"Hie amount of good accomplished through these libraries is beyou'' computation.
Sea captains pronounce them indispensable help in administering the ship discipline, while seamen acknowledge the personal

obligation for what this work has done to ameliorate and elevate their condition. It has wrought, in some instances, the re-

formation of the whole crew ; and everywhere abroad under its inUueute, intemperance, profanity, and ignorance gave way
to intelligenc* and morality, foreshadowing for oursaUors a brighter future through a better iufortned and a more ho;jeful life."
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new and nseful books wliich are constantly issuing from the European and American Press.

There is also kei^t in the Department a record of every public library, and of the books

which have been furnished for it, so that additions can be make to such libraries without

liability to send second copies of the same books.

XIII.

—

Table N.—Summary of the Maps, Apparatus, and Prize Books Supplied
TO THE Counties, Cities, Towns and Villages During the Year.

1. The amount expended in supplying maps, apparatus, and prize books for the

Schools, was 8-i2,902; increase, $636. The one-half of this sum was provided volun-

larily from local sources ; in all cases the books or articles are applied for, and fifty per

cent, of the value paid for by the parties concerned before being sent. The number of

Maps of the World sent out was 371 ; of Europe, 418 ; of Asia, 327 ; of Africa, 281 ; of

America, 412 ; of British North America and Canada, 543 ; of Great Britain and Ireland,

224 ; of Single Hemispheres, 272 ; of Scriptural and Classical, 147 ; of other charts and
maps, 534 ; of globes, 214 ; of sets of apparatus, 85 ; of other pieces of school apparatus,

2,816 ; of Historical and other Lessons, in sheets, 27,121. Number of volumes of jj/Zse

books 71,557.

2. It may be proper to repeat that the map, apparatus, and prize book branch of the

School System was not established till 1855. Fi-om that time to the end of 1873, the

amount expended for maps, apparatus, and prize books (not including Public Libraries),

was $408,287, one half of which has been proA^ded from local sources, from which all

applications have been made. The number of maps of the World furnished is 3,407 ; of

Europe, 5,032 ; of Asia, 4,053 ; of Africa, 3,70.3 ; of America, 4,328 ; of British North

America cciid Canada, 5,005 ; of Great Britain and Ireland, 4,335 ; of Single Hemispheres,

5,387; of Classical and Scriptural Maps, 3,110; other Maps ami Charts, 7,252; Globes,

2,554 ; sets of apparatus, 594 ; single articles of school apparatus, 19,943 ; Historical and
other Lessons in Sheets, 225,649 ; volumes of Prize Books, 699,147.

3. I also repeat the following explanation of this branch of the Department :

—

The maps, globes, and various articles of School apparatus sent out by the Department,
apportioning one hundred per cent, upon whatever sum or sums are provided from local

sources, are nearly all manufactured in Ontario, and at lower prices than imported articles

of the Siime kind have been heretofore obtained. The globes and maps manufactured
(even the material) in Ontario contain the latest discoveries of voyagers and travellers, and
are executed in the best manner, as are tellurions, mechanical powers, numeral frames

,

geometrical powers, &c., &c. All this has been done by employing competitive private

skill and enterprise. The Department has furnished the manufacturers with copies and
models, purchasing certain quantities of the articles when manufactured, at stipulated

prices, then permitting and encouraging them to manufticture and dispose of these articles

themselves to any private parties desiring them, as the Department supplies them only to

Municipal and School authorities. In this ^vliy new domestic manufactures are introduced,

and mechanical and artistical skdl and enterprise are encouraged, and many aids to School

and domestic instruction, heretofore unknown amongst us, or ouly attainable in particular

cases with difficult)'', and at great expense, are now easily and cheaply accessible to private

families, as well as to Municipal and School authorities all over the country.

The following Tables will also be found of much interest in connection with this part

of our School System.
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(1) Table Shewixq the Value of Articles sent out from the Education De-
pository DURING the Years 1851 to 1873, inclusive.

YEAR.
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(3). The General Question Practically Discus.stiD.

In every country the interests of education, at least in its elementary organization, are

committed to the care and oversight of some department of Government. Experience

proves the necessity of doing so. But, it may be asked :
" \Miat is expected of such a

department in its administration of the system ]
" " Is it the merely perfunctoiy duty of

keeping a certain statutory machinery in motion, recei\'ing formal reports, and making
the same in return, which is expected ] Or is it the dealing witii the great interest of

popular education as if it were the nation's life blood, every pulsation of which indicated

a healthy, \igorous growth of intellectual and moral life, or the torpidity of bare existence,

maintained at large cost, but produciug little fruit and no satisfactory returns I
" The

prevention of this latter, and the promotion of the former are, we think, the true objects

for which popular education is especially entrusted to the care and oversight of a respon-

sible public department. If it be so, the question then is, " xiow can this be best accom-

plished, and in what light should the Schools be regarded and treated, so as to bring

about the best possible results ?
" whether as the joint property of the State and people,

their interests should be paramount to private interests, or should they be treated merely

as institutions that should be made to subserve the interests of the trades and professions,

whether it be of booksellers or of private schools, or institutions for the training of

School-masters.

(i) Practice and Opinions of A^ierican Educationists in regard to a Depository.

The Commissioner of PubUc Schools in the State of Rhode Island, in discussing the

question of School libraries in his report, thus remarks:
•' Tfie plan of prciriding swh district School libraries, adopted by the Parlianunt of Canada

West, is undoubtedly the ivisest that has yet been acted ipon. It is in short this :—The Parlia-

ment by vote appropriated a specific sum to purchase a suitable number of books, charts,

and articles of apparatus for Schools and School libraries. This sum was expended under
the direction of the Superintendent of Public Education, and a large Depository of excel-

lent and select books for the reading of youth and older persons was made at the Office of

Education. AVhenever any School district or municipality wishes to form a library, it may
send to the office of the General Superintendent a sum not less than five dollars, and the

Superintendent adds one hundi'ed per cent, to the sum, and returns, at cost price, such
books to the district as may, by a committee or otherwise, have been selected from the

printed catalogue of the Depository. Thus the books that go into libraries are bocks that

have been well examined, and contain nothing that is frivolous, or that could poison the

morals of those who read them ; the libraries purchase them at the wholesale price, and
of course, can obtain a much larger amount of reading matter for their money than as

though they had each made the pmchase direct from the booksellers for themselves, and at

the same time they are stimulated to do something for themselves, as well as to ask that

sometiiing may be done for them. It is beheved that some such plan might be carried into

effect in our own State greatly to the profit of the whole community."
In my Special Mtpori to the Legislature in 1858, in regard to the State of New York,

I said :

—

" The unsatisfactory working and decUniug state oi the Public School library sys-

tem in the State of New York, as detailed in a preceding page, is a sufficient illustration

of the fruits of what is demanded bv the bookselling assailants of our public librar}' sys-

tem, in a country where the private book trade is much more extended in its suppHes ami
operations than in Upper Canada.

" Whether, therefore, our system of providing public libraries, as well as maps, globes

and other School apparatus, be considered in regard to the higher or lower grounds above
stated, the conclusion is that which was expressed by the President of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Education, at a late anniversary of that noble society, as

quoted by the Earl of Elgin in a speech at Glasgow, after his return from Canada. Tiie

report says :
' The President made some remarks on the difficulty in the United States of

procuring proper libraries for Schools, keeping out bad books and procuring good ones at

reasonable rates, and he strongly recommended the system adopted by the Education Depai't-

ment at Toronto, Canada West.'"
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Examples of the practice in the States, and in Nova Scotia, Australia, &c. (which

are in the main similar to that in our own Province), will be found on pages 40 and 43

of the Special lleport just quoted, and pages 100 and 101 of the Journal of Education for

June, 1867.

(0) Cautions and Warnings of American Educationists.

We have already cited the opinion of two prominent American authorities in favour

of the Depository system adopted in this Province. In the Journal of Education for June,

1867, will be found regulations similar in effect to those in this Province, which have been

adopted in Miciiigan, Maryland, Nova Scotia and Australia.

We will now quote the following extracts from the Report of the Superintendent of

Public Instruction for the State of Michigan on this subject. He says (after speaking ot

some other difficulties in carrying out their library system) :

" But a worse evil grew up in the systematic plans of peddlers to palm upon the lib-

raries a mass of cheap, trashy and often pernicious literature. One or two wealthy book-

sellers kept their peddling agents traversing the State, and many are the tricks by which

they boasted that they cajoled the Inspectors. A few libraries were well selected and

well kept ; but so valueless for the public good, and especially for the education of the

young, had the great majority become, that all intelligent friends of education desired a

change." See an illustration of the existence of this pernicious system of peddling in our

Province, given in the Globe's Book Trade Review for 1862.*

These "wealthy" and other "booksellers" here mentioned were determined, how-

ever, not to permit their " trade " to be interfered with by State authority, and their

next course of action in the interest of the " trade " may be best gathered from the fol-

lowing notice, which the State Superintendent found it necessary to issue to the Schools :

—

" Caution.—School Officers are especially cautioned against travelling book peddlers,

who pretending to be agents of the State contractors, or asserting that they will sell

cheaper than the contract prices, palm on to the libraries inferior and cheap editions of the

works selected, or of worthless books in their places, and in common and frail bindings.
" Every book on this list is contracted for at considerably less than the publisher's

retail price for the same in common binding, while the binding provided for by the con-

tract is much more expensive, as well as durable binding, than ordinary cloth or even

sheep binding.
" No book peddler can furnish these books in equally good editions, and in equal

binding, for the prices given in this circular.
# # ^ * * *

" It is hoped that this simple and easy method of supplying the libraries with books

will commend itself to the good sense of the people, and will induce a more liberal support

of these valuaVile agencies of popular education. It would be difficult to devise a more
simple plan, it is like bringing a large bookstore home to each district. A large list of

good books—more than twice as large as any book store in the State can show—has been

selected, with the aid of some of the best men in the State.
# * :^ * * *

" All orders for books and stationery must be sent to the State Superintendent

through the Secretary of the Board of School Commissioners, the Secretary keeping an

account of the same," &c.

C. S. Stebbins, Esq., in his Educational Needs of Michigan, published in 1869, says :

" The founders of our School system thought libraries indispensable to furnish reading to

the young. We do not need them novj so much to furnish reading as to secure the proptr

hind of reading. This, our present law, would do but for one fatal defect—a delect as fatal

as would be the omission of the connecting rod in a locomotive. * * *

And what kind of books were they '( Some good ones, doubtless ; but generally it were

better to sow oats in the dust that covered them than to give them to the young to read

* In the Globe Newspaper " Trade Review " for 1862, the writer .states that " for years the countn.- has
been flooded with the lowest and most tra.shv class of literature from the American press. Books whose
only merit was their bulk and binding, have been hawked into every nook of the Province by a migratory
tribe of itinerant peddlers."
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Every year, soon after the taxes were collected, the State swarmed with peddlers ^vith all

the unsalable books of Eastern houses—the sensational novels of all ages, tales of piracies,

murders and love intrigues—the yellow-covered literature of the world."

In the State of Xew York the library system has. under the pernicious eflForts of itin-

erant vendors, as just pointed out, greatly declined. The Xew York Teacher thus gives

some of the reasons for this decline :

" The Trustees refuse to be troubled with the care of the library, thus consigning it

to an unfavourable location in the Section, and often hide it in some dark corner of the

garret, or stow it into some out-buildings where its only \'isitors are rats, mice and spiders.

They exercise a low and pernicious taste in the selection of books. Dark and hhody tales

of war and bloodshed, tJie silly catch-penny publications of unprincipled publisJiers, and the dry,

uainstructive matter of some cheap old book, usurp the place of the instructive, and elevating,

the refining, the progressive issues of reputable publishing houses. They seem to regard

it as a great evii that they cannot divert this sacred fund from its appropriate channel.

Almost daily applications are made to the State Superintendent for permission to apply

the library money to the payment of Teachers' wages, and that, too, when the Section is

destitute of many useful items of apparatus ; sometimes even of a globe and black board."

(6) Steps Taken by the Education Department for Ontario to Supply our
Schools with Cheap and Useful Books, Maps and Apparatus, &c.

It now remains for us to state what ate the steps which have been taken by the On-
tario Department to supply the Schools with prize and library books, maps and appara-

tus. In 1850 and 1851, I went to England and the United States, and made special and
advantageous arrangements with publishers there to furnish the Department with such

books, (tc, as might be required, at the lowest rates. These arrangements have been re-

vised from time to time. The last revision was made in 1867, when the Deputy Super-

intendent was authorized to proceed to England to confer mth the leading publishers

personally on the subject, which he did, and made arrangements vrith. about fifty pub-
lishers. From his Report to me on the result of his mission, I make the following extracts.

He says :
" Upon euquir)'- 1 found that none of our old publishers were disposed to ofier

better terms than I had been enaV)led to make with them some years ago. The new pub-

lishers, too, were as little disposed as the old ones to olfer more than the usual trade terms

to exporters. With several of the publishers I had some little difficulty, when I first

called, to induce them to modify their terms. They alleged that they had already given

us their best exj^ort terms for cash. After sundry conferences and explanations, they

were at length induced, with two or three exceptions, to agree to an additional discount

for cash of 2^, 5, 7^, or 10 per cent, (as the case might be) over and above their former
rates of discount to the Department. Five per cent, was the average additional discount

which I was thus enabled to secure for the Department, together with the advantage, in

most cases, as heretofore, of the odd books, viz. :—7 as 6J, 13 as 12, 25 as 2-1. This
additional discount Avill be quite sufficient to pay the customs duty which has recently

been imposed upon books coming into the Province, and thus enable the Department to

supply the Schools with a very greatly increased variety of books at the old rate, viz. : on
an average currency for sterling prices (/. e. 20 cents for the shilling sterling.)"

These arrangements for the purchase of books, &c., ha^'iug been explained to the

Committee of the House of Assembly, appointed to enquire into the matter, together ^^^th

the terms on which the books are supplied to the Schools, the Committee reported to the

House upon the facts as follows :

" Your Committee have also made a thorough investigation of the Depository de-

partment, and find that the existing arrangements for purchasing stock are satisfactory

and u-ell fitted for securing tfie same on the most favourable terms. The mode of disposing of the

books is equally satisfactory."

XIV.

—

Table 0.

—

Superannuated and Worn-olt Teachers of Public Schools.

1. This table shows the age and service of each Public School pensioner in Ontario
up to the close of 1873, and the amount which he receives. The system, accoj-ding to
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which aid is given to worn-out Public School teachers, is as follows :—In 1853, the Legis-

lature appropriated .$2,000, which it afterwards increased to $4,000 and then to $6,000
;

on the adt)ption of the system of compulsory subscriptions, which increased the revenue

to $11,800 fur 1873 the vote was again increased, and for 1874 is $23,100 per annum, in

aid of su]»erannuated or worn-out Public School teachers. The allowance cannot exceed

§G annually for each year the recipient has taught School in Ontario. Each recipient must

pay a subscription to the Fund of $4 for the current year, and $5 for each year since

1854, if he has not paid his $4 any year ; nor can any teacher share in the fund unless he

pays annually at that rate, commencing at the time of his beginning to teach, or with

1854, (when the system was established) if he began to teach before that time. When a

teacher omits his annual subscription, he must pay at the rate of $5 for that year in order

to be entitled to share in the fund when worn out. The Legislative Grant is now sufficient

to pay each pensioner the full amount permitted by law, and it is divided among the claim-

ants according to the number of years each one has taught.

2. It appears from the Table that 292 have been admitted to receive aid, of whom
139 have died, have not been heard from, or have resumed teaching, or have withdrawn

from the fund before or during the year 1873, the amount of their subscriptions having

been returned to them.

3. The average age of the pensioners in 1873, was 65 years; the average length of

time of service in Ontario was 22 years. No time is allowed applicants except that which

has been spent in teaching a Public School in Ontario ; though their having taught

Schools many years in England, Ireland, Scotland, or the British Provinces, has induced

the Council in some instances, to admit appJicants to the list of worn-out Public School

teachers after teaching only a few years in this Province, which -would not have been done

had the candidate taught, altogether, only a few years of his life.

Official Regulatioms in regard to the Superannuation Fund.

4. The regulations for the administration of the Superannuated Teachers' Fund,

adopted by the Council of Public Instruction, are as follows :

—

(1.) Teachers who became superannuated or worn out, on or be/ure the hrst day of

January, 1854, and who produce the proofs required by law, of character and service as

such, may share in this Fund according to the number of years they have respectively

taught a Public School in Ontario by depositing with the Chief Superintendent of Educa-

tion the preliminary subscriptions to the fund required by law.

(2.) Every teacher engaged in teaching dnce 1854, in order to be entitled, when he

shall have become superannuated or worn-out, to share in this Fund, must have contributed

to it at the rate of five dollars per annum for eiich year, from the time when he began to

teach up to the time of his first annual subscription of four dollars (as required by the

statute), for each subsequent year during which he was engaged in teaching. No sub-

scriptions, either for arrears or utherwdse, can be received from those who have ceased to

teach [and in all cases the annual payment, unless made within the year for which it is

due, will be at the rateof hve dollars.*]

(3.) No teacher shall be eligible to receive a pension from this Fund, who shall not

have become disabled foi- further service, while teaching a Public School, or who shall not

have been worn out in the work of a Public School teacher.

(4.) All applications must be accompanied with the requisite certificates and proofs

according to the prescribed forms and instructions. No certificate in favour of an

applicant should be signed Ijy any teacher already admitted as a pensioner on the Fund.

(5.) In case the Fund shall at any time not be sufficient to pay the several claimants

* With respect to the arrears of subscription, it is to be observed that they can be paid at any time while

the teacher is still engaged in that capacity, not after he has ceased. No payment is required for any year

during whicli the teacher was not employed, or for any year prior to 1854, even if the teacher was teaching

before that time.
. .

It is further to be remembered that pa>Tnent of>the arrears is not oblitjatori/, but is to the mterest of the

teacher, as the years (fron. 1854), for which there has been no subscription, will not be reckoned in making
np the time of service for the pension.

_

In no case are subscriptions required except for the yeai-s of teaching, for which a pension will be earned.
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the highest sum permitted by law, the income shall be equitably divided among th-m,
according to their respective periods of service.

(6.) Communications and subscriptions in connection ivith this Fund, are to be
sent to the Chief Superintendent of Education.

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCHOOL LAW.

* * " On the decease of any teacher, his wife, her husband or other legal repre-

sentative, shall be entitled to receive back the full amount paid into the superannuation
fund by such teacher, vn.th interest at the rate of seven per centum, per annum."

* * *' Any teacher retiring from the profession shall be entitled to receive

back from the Chief Superintendent one-half of any sums paid in by him or her to the

Fund." (through the Public School Inspector or otherwise.)

XV.

—

Table P.

—

Educational Sum^liry for 187.3.

This table exhibits, in a single page, the number of Educational Institutions of

every kind, as far as I have been able to obtain returns, the number of students and
pupils attending them, and the amount expended in their support. The whole number of

these institutions in 1873, was 5,12-1:—increase, 82 ; the whole number of students

and pupils attending them was 480,679—increase, 7,879 ; the total amount expended for

all educational purposes was $3,258,125 increase 84:37,899 : total amount available for

educational purposes $-3,633,550—increase, $477,154.

XVI.

—

Table Q.— General Statistical Abstract of the Progress of Education
IN Ontario, from 1842 to 1873. Inclusive.

This most important table is highly suggestive, it is only by comparing the number
and character of Educational Institutions at different periods, the number of pupils at-

tending them, and the sums of money pro\'ided and expended for their support, that we
can form a correct idea of the educational progress of a country. The statistics for such

comparisons should be kept constantly before the public mind to prevent erroneous and
injurious impressions, and to animate to efforts of further and higher advancement.

Congratulations have often been expressed at the great improvements which have been

made in all our institutions of education, in regard both to the subjects and methods of

teaching, as in the accommodations and facilities of instruction ; also in the number of

our Educational Institutions, in attendance upon them ; and in the provision for their

support. But it is only by analyzing and comparing the statistics contained in Table Q,
that a correct and full impression can be formed of what has been accomplished educa-

tionally in Ontario during the last twenty years. Take a few items, as example. In

1842, the number of PubUc Schools was only 1,721. In 1851, this had increased to

3,001 ; and in 1873, to 4,832 ; and the mimbcr of pupils attending them from 168,159

in 1851, to 460,984 in 1873. The amount paid for the support of Public Schools has

been increased from $468,644 in 1851, to 82,604,526 in 1873, (not including balances not

paid at the date of the local reports,) including the amount paid for the purchase, erection,

repairs of School-houses and for other purposes, of which there ai-e no report.-? earlier than

1850, but which at that time amounted to only 856,756, and 877,336 in 1851, but which

in 1873 amounted to 1,084,403, making the aggregate actually paid for Public School

purposes in 1873, with the balances available and not paid out at the date of the local

reports, $2,967,365. These facts will be more clearly seen from the following table, in

addition to which may be added the Normal and Model Schools, the system of uniform

text-books, maps, globes, apparatus (of domestic manufactnve), prize books and public

libraries :
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Report for the
Year.

No. of Public Schools
reported. 3059

1851.

3001

Amt, paid for Public
School Teachers' $ $
salaries 353716! 391308

Amt. paid for erec-

tion, repairs ofj I

School-houses, fuel

and contingencies.

Balance forward each
year

Total amount avail-

able each year.... 4344881 4855.37

56756] 77336
I

240161 16S93

1860. 1861.

3969 4019

918113

1865. 1866.
I

1867. 1868.

264183 273305

164498! 189861

132427211381279

314827

189121

4379

1066880

320353

220738

1545000 1607971

4422

379G72

197147

1670335

1870. 1S71.

1175166! 1222681

4418911 449730| 489380

2008981 2025301 232303

4598

119U76

1872.

4661

1371594

835770

321176J 322906

1789332 1 1827426il944364!2124471 2530270

1873.

4832

S
1520123

1084403

362839

2907.365

XVII. The Educational Museum.

This fourth branch of the Education Department is probably the most attractive as it

is both suggestive and instructive. The other three branches are : (1). The de])artment

proper for the administration of the laws relative to the Public and High Schools. (2). the

Normal School for the training of skilled teachers. (3). The Depository for the supply of

maps, apparatus and prize and School books.

Nothing is more important than that such an establishment designed e.specially to be

the institution of the people at large—to provide for them teachers, apparatus, libraries,

and every possible agency of instruction—should, in all its parts and appendages, be such

as the people can contemplate with respect and satisfaction, and vi.sit with pleasure and
profit. While the Schools have been established, and are so conducted as to leave noth-

ing to be desired in regard to their character and efficiency, the accompanying agencies

for the agreeable and substantial improvement of all classes of students and pupils, and
for the useful entertainment of numerous visitors from various parts of the country, as

well as many from abroad, have been rendered as attractive and complete as the limited

means furnished would permit. Such are the objects of the Educational Museum.
The Educational Museum is founded after the example of what has been done by the

Imperial Government as part of the system of popular education—regarding the indirect

as scarcely secondary to the direct means of forming the taste and character of the people.

Principal Contents of the Educational Museum.

The Museum consists of a collection of School apparatus for Public and High Schools,

of models of agriculture and other implements, of specimens of the natural history of the

country, casts of antique and modern statues and busts, &c., selected from the principal

Museums in Europe, including the busts of several of the most celebrated characters in

English and French history, also, copies of some of the works of the great masters in Dutch,

Flemish, Spanish, and especially of the Italian Schools of painting. These objects of art

are labelled for the information of those who are not familiar with the originals, but a

descriptive historical catalogue of them is in course of preparation. In the evidence given

before the Select Committee of the British House of Commons, it is justly stated that

" the object of a National Gallery is to improve the public taste, and afford a more refined

description of enjoyment to the mass of the people ; "' and the opinion is at the same time

strongly expressed that as " people of taste going to Italy constantly bring home beauti-

ful copies of beautiful originals," it is desirable, even in England, that those who have not

the opportunity or means of travelling abroad, should Ije able to see, in the form of an ac-

curate copy, some of the works of Raffaele and other great masters ; an object no less de-

sirable in Canada than in England, What has been tlius far done in this branch of pub-

lic instruction is in part the result of a small annual sura, which, by the liberality of the

Legislature, has been placed at the disposal of the Ciiief Superintendant of Education,

out of the Ontario Education Grants, for the purpose of improving School architecture

and appliances, and to promote art, science and literature, by the means of models, objects

and publications, collected in a Museum connected with the Department.
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The more extensive Educational Museum at South Kensington, London, established

at great expense by the Committee of Her Majesty's Privy Council of Education, appears
from successive reports, to be exerting a very salutary influence, while the School of Art,

connected with it is imparting instruction to hundreds in drawing, painting, modelling, &c.,

&c.

A large portion of the contents of our museum has been procured with a view to the

School of Art, which has not yet been established, though the preparations for it are com-
pleted. But the Museum has been found a valuable auxiliary to the schools ; the number
of visitors from all parts of the country, as well as from abroad, has greatly increased
during the year, though considerable before ; many have repeated their visits again and
again ; and I believe the influence of the Museum quite corresponds with what is said of

that of the Educational Museum of Loudon.
The more recent additions to the Museum may be referred to under the following

heads :

—

I.

—

Assyrian and Egyptlin Sculpture.

Of the exceedingly valuable collection of sculptures with which Mr. Layard's explora-

tions at Nineveh have enriched the British Museum, we haA^e several of the most inter

esting casts authorized by the Museum. This selection includes, L A colossal, human
headed, winged bull: II. A four winged figui'e with mace; III. Slabs representing (1)

Sardanapalus I., with winged human figure and ofi"erings, (2) the eagle headed deity (Nis-

roch) with mystic off'erings, beside the sacred tree, (3) an attendant (eunuch) with bow
and arrows, &c., (4) Sardanapalus and armj^ besieging a city, (.5) a royal lion hunt, (6)

Sardanapalus II. at an altar pouring a libation over dead lions, (7) Sardanapalus HI, and
his Queen feasting after the lion hunt, (8) a very striking slab representing a wounded
lioness, (9-11) horses, lions, male and female figures ; IV. Black obelisk from the great

mound set up by Shalmaneser (King of Assyria,) about 850 years B. C. I also procured
Y. Two most interesting stones (recently added to the British Museum collection,) con-

taining records, in cuneiform character, &c., of the sale of land, about 1120 B.C.; YI.
Large statue of Memuon ; YII. Lid of large sarcophagus ; YIII. Side of an obelisk from
Temple of Thotli (from Cairo); IX. Eosetta stone, with inscription in honour of Ptolemy.

2.

—

Casts of Gems, Medals, &c.

(1) A beautiful set of (470) casts of the celebrated Poniatowski gems. (A similar

collection is in the Aslimolean Museum, at Oxford.) (2) A set of 170 medals, illustrative

of Eoman History, the Emperors, &c.
; (3) a collection of medals of the Popes

; (4) A
set of the great seals of England

; (5) 38 medals of the Kings of England ; (6) 80 of the

Kings &c., France
; (7) 24 of Roman Emperors, &c. : (8) 2-50 modernicelebrated men ; (9)

besides numerous casts of medallions, Tazza, pieces of armour, &c., &c.
; (10) a beautiful

collection of casts of leaves, fruit, &c. ; (11) about 60 busts, life size, of noted modern
characters, &c.

3.

—

Ivory Carvings, Chromo-Lithographs, Photographs.

From the collection of the Arundel Society, published in connection with the South

Kensington Museum, have been procured, (1) a full set of 150 specimens ivory carWngs,

of various periods from the second to the sixteenth century, in fictile ivory ; (2) 60

chromo-lithographs, beautifully coloured, illustrating Italian art
; (3) 573 photographs of

National portraits, illustrative of English history, including the Tudor period
; (4) 400

miscellaneous photographs of objects of art, scenes, &c.
; (5) 170 engravings of modern

sculpture.

4.

—

Electrotypes of Art Treasures.

Of the rich and beautiful collection of Elkington and Franchi's electrotjq^es of art

treasures in the South Kensington collection, we have only a small selection owing to the

expense of the copies for sale.
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5.

—

Food Analysis.

Vie were enabled to procure from the authorities of the South Kensington Museum,
a full set of the printed labels of the numerous samples of Food Analysis exhibited in

the Museum. We have specimens of the Analysis boxes with glass covers, so as to enable

us to form a similar collection, on a smaller scale, for our own Museum. This collection,

when made, will form a most interesting and instructive study for the farmer and food

consumers.
6.

—

India Rubber Manufactures.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Macintosh & Co., the eminent India Rubber Manu-
facturers of Manchester, we obtained several interesting specimens of Rubber-work, illus-

trative of the various uses to which India Rubber is applied. Some of these specimens

are highly artistic in design.

7.

—

Naval Models.

Beautiful models of war and merchant ships, yachts, and boats, including a line of

battle ship, steam ram, and steam vessels.

8.

—

Miscellaneous.

Greek, Roman and English Coins, with a few curiosities and specimens of Natural

History, &c. Samples of Esquimaux dress, etc.

Some striking photographs of objects and places in India, from the India Office in

London, and models from the National Life-Boat Association.

The South Kensington Museum is unrivalled in the beauty and extent of its internal

fittings and arrangements, no less than in the extent and value of its collections of objects

of art, and of industrial and practical value, as well as of articles of vertu of great histo-

rical interest. It Is itself the parent institution of many of the admirable collections and
local Museums and Schools of Art throughout the three Kingdoms. Tlie travelling col-

lections of objects of art which it sends to the local exhibitions of these Schools of Art is

most varied and interesting. This, it may well be said, is " object teaching " on a grand

scale, and in a most attractive form, for the adult masses of England, Ireland and Scot-

land, and so it emphatically is. This is clearly the policy of the educational authorities in

England at present, as it has been for years to some extent on the Continent of Europe.

Looking over these large and attractive popular Museums, it is gratifying that we have

thus far been enabled by the liberality of our own Legislature, to keep pace in a humble
degree with the great efforts which are now being systematically made in England to

popularize science and art. These efforts are not only designed to promote this object,

but at the same time they tend to interest and instruct the masses not only by cultivating

the taste, but by gratifying and delighting the eye by means of well appointed Educational

Museums and popular exhibitions.

XVIII.

—

Report of the Inspectors of High Schools.

In connection with recent discussions on the condition of our High Schools, I beg to

direct special attention to the Report of the Inspectors of High Schools, which will be

ound in Appendix A. The Report of the Inspectors J. A. McLellan, Esq., LL.D., J.

M. Buchan, M. A., and S. Arthur Marling, M.A., this year is alike replete, with practical

remarks and suggestions ; it points out most forcibly the defects of manj^ High Schools,

and shows clearly, in the interests of higher English, as well as of sound classical educa-

tion, the necessity of a thorough reform in the present system, as contemplated by the

principal provisions of the High School part of the Act which were adopted in 1871 by
the Legislative Assembly.

XIX.

—

Extracts from Reports of Inspectors of Public Schools.

In all of the mo.st important reports both in Great Britain and the neighbouring

States, a large space is devoted to extracts frt>n\ local report.'^, as illustrating the practical
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working of the system, the inner and practical life of the people in their social relations

and development, and their efforts, and even struggles, in the newer parts of the country,

to educate their children. I have, therefore, appended (Appendix B) the many excellent

remarks which I have received from the Inspectors on the condition and working of our

Public Schools.

CMrader of these Reports.—In reading over these reports, one cannot fail to be struck

with the comprehensive sur\'ey which the Inspectors take of the new ground which ha?

been assigned to them as their educational field. Being many of them practical teachers

of considerable experience, who have risen in their profession, they have at once been able,

with tact and discretion, to point out defects and to suggest means of remedying them.

These reports have, however, brought out into still stronger relief the following facts,

—

to which I adverted in my last report,—and which still impede the progress of the Schools

in many parts of the country :

—

1. Apathy and Selfishness a cause of Backwardness.—That the inefficiency and stationary

condition of the Schools in many places, does not arise from any complained-of defects in

the School law or system, but in most instances from the apathy and misguided selfish-

ness of the parties concerned—in a few instances from the newness and poverty of the

settlements.

2. Spirit and Enterprise of Old and Neir Townships contrasted.—That, on the contrary,

the gratifying adrancement of the Schools in other places does not depend upon the age

or wealth of the settlement, but upon the spirit of the people. Some of the oldest settle-

ments of the Province are far behind the greater part of the newer townships.

3. Best Teachers the Cheapest.—That the best made shoes, and waggons, and fences,

and farm tools are the most serviceable and cheapest in the long run, so the best teachers,

and school-houses and furniture, are by far the cheapest, as well as the most profitable for

aH parties, and all the interests of education and knowledge.

4. Evils of the " Cheap " Teachers and Bad SchwlSmtse Accommodeifion.—That the

most serious obstacles to the education of children in many parts of the country are bad
school-house accommodation, and the employment of incompetent and miscalled " cheap"

teachers ; the only remedy for which is requiring proper school-house accommodation,
doing away with the lowest class of teachers, and prescribing a minimum teacher"s salary,

which will secure the employment and continuance in the profession of competent
teachers. That is what the country, as a whole, owes to itself, as well as to the helpless

and injured youthful members of it.

Conclusion.

In conclusion, I would say that last year, I entered somewhat fully into an exposi-

tion and justification of the various new features of our system of Public Instruction,

which have been embodied in the " School Law Improvement Act of 1871." I did so

with a %-iew to furnish the many friends of our School system with the facts and reason-

ings illustrative of the necessity for the recent changes in our law, which had influenced

me in endeavouring to embody in our School Law certain great principles which underlie

and are common to everj^ really comprehensive system of National Education. No in-

telligent person who has carefully read over the extracts which I gave of the views and
proceedings of educationists in other countries can avoid coming to the conclusion, that to

have done less than we have done, would be to place this Province in the rear rather than

abreast of other educating countries. They would have felt that I should have been re-

creant to my duty had I failed to strongly press upon the Government and Legislature the

necessity of giving their highest sanction to the recommendation which I have made with

a \'iew to improve the School Law of this Province—recommendations wliich were
founded upon the knowledge and experience of the most accomplished educationists of

the present day.

After now fully thirty years' service, completed in the early part of this month, in

promoting what I believed to be the best interests of our School System, I am more than
ever profoundly impressed Avith the conviction of the correctness of the \4ews on these

subjects which I expressed in my preliminary Report on a System of Pv.hlic Instruction for
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Upper Canada, which I submitted to the Government in 1846. It has been the purpose
and ixim of my life, since I assumed the direction of the Education Department, to ijive

practical eftects to these views, and, with the Divine favour, to secure and perpetuate to
my native country the inestimable blessings of a free, comprehensive. Christian education
for oA'ery child in the land.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellencv's obedient, humble servant,

E. RYERSON.
Department of Public Instruction,

Toronto, October, 1874.
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Schools of Ontario.
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S.CO

M 3 C

—I >-.

EXPENI>ITURE.

$ cts,

1107 53
1741 57
1190 95
2304 51
1048 01
1601 42
1976 05

1418 09
14:34 01

2828 33
1100 96
2465 80
2450 56

2143 76
622 23

1260 51
2047 94
1685 64
2610 45
6131 18
650 63
1460 10
1392 32
5852 51
1343 64
914 16
738 14
896 22

S826 03
1495 04
1811 51
1211 45
5918 41
1415 28
3400 82
662 75

2867 24
1149 23
903 16
1446 50
1267 06
2048 84
2594 66
1083 94
4176 05
3870 65
4149 10
2189 16
5322 96
1552 65
2428 15
2:«2 27
5:i49 06
3005 14
1200 63
2135 94
1338 72
3552 67
3295 20

$ cts.

725 00
771 66
901 59
777 61
935 00
1194 50
1288 00
640 00
689 38

2182 28
615 00

1194 00
985 00

1409 57
511 30
914 05
1450 92
740 00
615 00
1270 00
500 00

11.50 00
908 74
832 17
963 00
640 38
550 00
710 00
1560 00
788 39
1420 60
1000 00
876 00
602 68
1786 92
528 75
2040 41
597 33
594 87
700 00
700 00

1130 04
1244 50
780 00

1568 69
2241 00
766 00
1794 96
2280 00
915 75

1010 54
1378 00
3437 75
1580 00
806 85
587 75
750 00

1745 00
1433 35

<5 aj C "
N—< u

.. C m "

1a Co

$ cts.

44 00
25 20
36 00

30 00

23 85

15 00
21 48
47 65
20 36
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YI1.LAGES.—Co«c/((dec/.

RECEIPTS.

-SJ-r

.s<< ?-^

Southaropton
StajTier

Stirliiivr

Streetsville ...

Thorold
Trenton
TTxbridge . ...

Vieuaa
WardsviUe ..

Waterloo
Weiland
Weliinyton .

Yorkviile

8 cts.

118 00

Total.

106 00
83 00
197 00
244 00
203 00
82 00
76 00
235 00
1.53 00
74 00
299 00

11987 36

Total Counties 1 174476 63

Do (Hties
,

18415 00

Do Towns 20056 00

Do Villages ,

' 11987 36

S cts.

13 40

12 69
46 25
34 88
55 00

45 21

17239 45
1003 59
1855 66
840 04

S cts.

973 86
701 98
938 21
662 00
1325 00
1586 25
1644 41
971 40
823 88
2000 00
899 10
777 41
1425 00

g cts.

661 81

840 04 ! 101199 02 3191 04

154607 59
161474 23
184071 05 1

101199 02 I

1421904 21

14295 73
3191 04

$ cts.

263 21
222 65
204 54

1261 44
479 01

85;36 7ft

167 75
38 07
292 85
88 20
11 82
372 ;34

56217 03

491913 81
62746 29
69871 42
56217 03

Grand Total, 1873
Do 1872
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TABLE C—The Public

NUMBER OF PUPILS IN THE

COUNTIES.

Glengarrj-
Stormont
Dundas
Prescott
Russell
Carleton
G^en^ille
Leeds
Lanark
Renfrew
Frontenac
Lennox
Addin^on
Prince Edward .

.

Hastings
Northumberland

.

Durham
Peterborough
Victoria
Ontario
York
Peel
Simcoe
Halton
Wentworth
Brant
Lincoln
Welland
Haldimand
Norfollv
Oxford
Waterloo
Wellington
Grev
Perth
Huron
Bruce
Middlesex
Elgin
Kent
Lambton
Essex
Districts

Total

CITIES.

Toronto ....

Hamilton .

Kingston ..

London ....

Ottawa ....

2250 1037
l:«l| 851
1200 815
12(35j 768
1.399 750
2276' 1.527

1988' 953
3124 1837
2847

:

1708
2000 1108

3216j 1825

2816| 1642

1593. 971
4380 2205
3843 2148
3.364; 1706
20.35 1229
3785 18(i8

4.3.53 2416
5997; 2943
3.520

1

1363
6984 3853
2551
3229
1766
1794

1301
1728
917
974

1993! 1161
1900: 1149
2773: 1851
4872 2573
.50.55 2094
5378 3322

582 880
[

799 7321

868 828
780 I80!

400 162
1591 1491
924, 8.57

1715 1049
1078 887
11401 970
1014 521

218
697
848

5941
4757
8996
5778
5917
2266
4722

40911

2373

1

44061

3.3411

3.5.38

144Sl

2179:

3719, 1955;

2687 15161

176 1231

1418.56

4171
2350
1178
1753
1758

1537

1056
1501
1705
1489
1247
1484
23.33

2723:

867

1

3272
863!

13791

886
899
990

1324
1955
1871
9581

2980
3944'

2066
3271
2678'i

.34.52!

1815',

14.31'

1790
1274

124i

348

1042
883

1097
1223
925
973

1614
2427
818
2111
552

1079
817
787
690

1179
15.59

1361
293

24831

2485
1642
2625
1735!

27231

1643
879'

15391

892

1

64

1

71
912
319
176
68

560
34

229
123
233
340
594
326
500

1135
81

458
33

297
549
413
402
658
892
156
36
709
978
435
710
360

1143
1383
226
686
497
16

97
120
625

62
247
24
18

'330

21

55
9

83
26

110
381

1
32

"46

206
86
40

137
26

77563' 660.55 4904518.501

2584 2628
12181 1726
686; 472
1263 8741 .578

800 990 435

1600
892
500

1149
272
172
298
183

77
455

12
63

584
2

21

192
166

3

4353

41.30

3622
4077
2669
2069
6030
3977
6509
.5716

4061
5818

5965

4232
6691
7774
6699
5298
7107
9799

13971
5897

12036
4781
6768
4433
4051
4439
5377
7557
8981
7423

12510
13981
9499

18143
11043
14618
6584
8208
8028
5587
403

296561

240
325
171

60

10122
6555
2790
3119
3030

Total 11210 65.51 6690 4005 2074 796 25616 23476 25761 1267711983 7588 21919 1497:

3804
2885
3087
2134
1826
5926
3677
5739
5044
4.365

448!:

5704

3977
6382
7133
6108
5480
6106
8.588

12550
507(

11024
4594
5911
393'

3425
4308
4472
6336
8123
7383

10619
11634
8500

16370
9699

13148
6112
7421
6851
4812
397

265152

8431
6368
2474
2666
3537

.3633

2903
3057
2358
1844
5284
3669
.5636

5083
3309
4.532

5428

4041
6202
672'

6235
4587
6240
8284

12086
4912
10837
4507
6167
3602
3648
4122
4605
6521
8440
7467

10536
11982
S:!91

16303
10168
13064
6130
7264
6788
4978
394

261970

10056
6368
2478
3200
3659

2006
1234
1174
794
774

2104
1705
3501
2913
1662
2638

3190

2395
3022
4593
3609
2101
34.59

4930
6359
2998
6464
2555
3587
2478
1729
11.56

2763
2560
5206
3442
5838
5241
4573
9252
5200
7082
3744
3872
3873
2121
217

140114

5194
2027
1382
1836
1938

263

76
587
403
123
508

1275
578
180

3183

977
2940
1782
2557
309

1276
31.50

4.339

934
1356
1342
1613
1648
1084
411
303
688

2540
5563
1483
1997
1668
8118
3647
2443
2310
4786
1669
27^8

34

3866

1266
48S5
1481
2116
2235

1199
709
384
594
484

1141
769

1201
1803
907
876

2448

1998
2892
2297
2801
1.396

1679
3.533

4717
1889
.3751

2.392

1951
1875
964

134.-

1605
1.585

2862
343'

3172
2524
2721
8204
3889
4681
2210
3636
2549
1244

86

92400

2209
1.361

1118
1836
1064

1702
1378
1275
1107
822

2049
1704
.3311

3214
16.58

2965

4387

2965
4107
4921
4284
2662
.334.;

5052
66»9
3072
6908
2129
3832
2782
2227
2453
29.56

3346
57
4486
61.37

5369
4639

10211

5516
8083
3675
5076
4499
3236
201

15621.'

8841
5938
1793
3119
2228

1034
589
419
389
244

1386
538

1689
1708
1087
1175

1399

1856
1887
.3192

2341
1498
1698
2646
4443
1950
3567
1630
2592
1702
1325
1023
1.512

1710
3413
2359
36.50

3732
3764
7394
3966
5405
1447
2586
2728
1538
151

90357

4281
.5538

971
203(5

2152
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TABLE F.—The Roman Catholic

TOTALS.

Total Sections .

.

" Cities

" Towns

' Villages..

RECEIPTS.

95

22i 5814 00

EXPENDITURE. TIME AND
! PUPILS.

3135 GO

800 36

Grand totals, 731 170ll24.50 99

I

72 171ill513 31

Increase .

Decrease

9.37 68

685 95
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TABLE G.—The

SCHOOLS.

High Schools, Counties.

Alexandria Ulengany

.

Almonte iLanark ....

Ai-nijrior llenfrew ..

Aylmer Elgin
Barrie ISimcoe . ..

Beamsville jLincoln ....

Hastings .

Waterloo .

Durham....
Simcoe . . .

.

Belle \'ille

Berlin
Bo\\Tnan\'ille

Bradford
Bramjiton |Peel
Brantford JBrant
Brighton
Brockville
Caledonia
Carleton Place
Caytiga
Chatham
Clinton
Cobourg
('olhome
C'oUingwood ...

Cornwall
DrummondviUe
Dundas
Dunnville
Elora
FarmersviUe ...

Fergus
FonthiU
Gait
Gananoque
Groderich

G-rimsby
Cuelph
Hamilton
Ingersoll
IroquoLs
Kemptville
Kincardine
Kingston iCity

Northumberland
Leeds
Haldimand
Lanark
Haldimand
Kent
Huron
Northumberland

do
Simcoe
Stormont
Welland
Wentworth
Haldimand
Wellington
Leeds
Wellington
WeUand
Waterloo
Leeds
Huron
Lincoln
Wellington
City
Oxford
Dundas
Grenville
Bruce

Lind.say
Listowel
London
L'Orignal
+Manilla
Markham
Metcalfe
tMilton
MitcheU
Morri.sburgh .....

Mount Pleasant
Napanee
Newburgh .,

Newcastle
Newmarket
Niagara
Norwood

Victoria
Perth
City
Prescott
Ontario
York
Carleton
Halton
Perth
Dundas
Brant
Lennox
Addington
Durham
York
Lincoln
Peterborough

MONEYS.

W

S cts

1 7G
110 GO
58 70

67 25
15 42
45 75
10 58
33 75

44() 63
18 28
135 23
63 06

121 33
26 58
281 54
702 94
296 59
135 98
803 11

229 88
54 72
20 52
106 06

1162 32
21 95

29 49
.54 07

97 00
6 24

138 01
369 19

2 38
31 19
109 84
112 86
19 .50

382 67

3 10
54 50
290 84

7 00

1.55 69
104 05
88 99
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TABLE H.—Th

MISCELLANEOU

HIGH SCHOOLS.

S^

Alexandria
Almonte
Amprior ..

Aylmer
Barrie
BeanisviUe..

EeLeviUe ..

Frame

.

Stone...

Frame

.

Brick.

.

Brick..
Brick...

/ Stone.

I
BrieBrick.

Frame .

.

Brick,...

Brick.
Brick.

Berlin
BowmanviUe
Bradford
Brampton
Brantford
Brighton Brick.
Brockville Stone.
Caledonia Brick,

.

Carleton Place Stone..

Cayuga .. Brick..

Chatham ' Brick.

.

Clinton
j

Brick.

.

Cobourg ...'Brick.,

Colbome
j

Brick.

,

CoUingwood Frame
Cornwall Brick.,

DrummondviUe Frame
Dimdas Brick..

Dunnville Brick,,

Elora Stone..

Farmersville Stone..

Fergus Stone.

.

Fonthill Frame
Gait Stone..

186.5

1868
1862
1870
1850
18.57

1851
1873
1853

Rented i acre .

Freehold il^ acre .,

!Rented . i

Freehold 4-5 acre
Freehold .4 acres ..

Freehold 2 aci-es .

Freehold .li acres
I

I

^

Rented J acre ..

400
6000

6000

^Freehold 1 acre

•tjanonoque

Goderich
Grimsby
Guelph
Hamilton
IngersoU
Iroquois
Kemptville
Kincardine
Kingston
Lindsay
Listowel
London
L'Orignal
Manilla closed

Markham
Metcalfe
Milton closed

Stone.

Brick. .

,

I'rame .

Stone...

Stone...

Brick...

Stone...

Stone...

Brick. .

,

Stone...

Brick. .

.

Frame

.

Brick...

Stone. .

.

Frame

.

Frame

.

1856
1868
1859
1855
1856
1870
1872
1854
1870
1855
1859
1856
1856
1833
1855
1870
1864
1860
1865
1863
'52-73

1859

1850
1859
1847
1866
1872
1846
1842
1872
1852
1862
1873
1849
1852

1858
1872

I Freehold i 1 3-5 acres

jFreehold '3-5 acre ..

iFreehold '8 acre
' Freehold
Rented ..

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Rented .

.

Rented .

.

Freehold
Leased
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Rented ..

Freehold

Freehold

g acre

1 acre
1 acre
1 acre
1 acre

^ acre
1 acre

2500

22000

600
8000

8000
2500

16000
900

7000
5000

2000
200

4000
acre

2 acres

1 acre i...

acres I 3000

2i acres
[

1000
lacre 6000
^acre

j
3700

7 acres 18000

4 acres

acre

Rented .

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold I

Leasehold II acre
Freehold ' | acre
Freehold i| acre

i acre owned
'bypub
[school

J acre ,'

1-16 acre 700

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Fi-eehold
Rented ..

68

4000

1| acres

6 acres

5 acre
5 acres i 16880
lacre 1000

1 3-10 acres.

6 acres

4000'

300
8000 1

7000
200001 1

lOOOi

1
1

1000

1865
1871
1864
1873
1843
1847

1840

1855

1860
1856
1866
1854
1818
18.53

1853
1851

1866
1820
1857
1857
1806
^856
18.55

1869
1851
1860
1865
1863
1852

1841
1857
1842

1850
1846
1842

1791
18.54

1873
1834
1822

1858
1863
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I 'High Schools.

HEAD MASTERS AND THEIR

UNIVERSITIES.

Walter Rutherford, B.A., Toronto.

John Gibson, B.A,, Toronto.

VV. C. Middleton, B.A., Toronto.

J. H. Long, B.A., Toronto.

H. B. Spotton, M.A., Toronto.

William Houston, B.A., Toronto.

Alexander Burdon, St. Andreivs.

James W. Connor, B. A. , Toronto.

John King. LL.D., Triniti/, Dabliv.

Chas. .J. Ketchum, B.A. , New Brunswick.

WiUiam E. Perdue, B.A., Toronto.

James Mills, M.A., Victoria.

A. M. Peterson, B.A., Victoria.

L. Hamilton Evans, B.A., Trinity.

C. A. Kingston, M.A., Albert.

|Rev. Finlay F. Macnab, B.A., Queen's.

L. G-. Morgan, B.A., Trinity.

W. H. BaUard, B.A., Toronto.

1

James Turnbull, B.A., Toronto.

Rev. James Roy, M.A., Victoria.

Rev. George Grant, B.A.. Toronto.

1William Williams, B.A., Toronto.

[Jas. Smith, A.M., Marischal, Aberdeen.
IJames Y. Cameron, M.A., Queen's.

John Seath, B.A., Queen's, Ireland.

Richard W. Young, B.A., Victoria.

J. Murison Dunn, B.A., liL.B.. Toronto.

John W. Raveill, M.A., Victoria.

John Thomson, B. A., Queen's.

Alex. Carlyle, B.A. Toronto.

WilUam Tassie, M.A., LL.D., To-

ronto.

J. Lawton Bradbury, M.A., Trinity.

Hugh J. Strang, B.A., Toronto.

WiLniot M. Nichols, B.A., Trinity.

A. M. Lafferty, INI.A., Toronto.

George Dickson, B.A., Victoria.

Thos. M. Macintyre, M.A., Albert.

William A Whitney, M.A., Victoria.

Tames Christie, A.M., Aberdeen.

J. E. Burgess, B.A., Queen's.

Samuel Woods, M.A., Toronto.

Robert Dobson (Certificate).

Fergus Black, B.A., Toronto.

Benj. Bayly, A.B., Trinity, Dublin.

Archd. P. knight, B.A., Queen's.

Edward T. Crowle. M.A.
James A. Cannan, B.A., Albert.
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TABLE I.—Certain Results of Meteorological Observations

Observers:—Cormcall—James Smith, Esq., M.A. ; Barrie—H. B. Spotton, Esq., M.A. ; Peterbwough
Stratford—Charles J. Macgregor, Esq., M.A. ; Hamilton—Geo. Dickson, Esq., ; Simcoe—Dion C.

STATIONS.

Latitude
Longitude
Height above the sea

Barometer.

Corrected to 32°, and approximately
reduced to sea level.

{at 7 a.m.

% q
^'°^'

mean
Highest pressure
Date of highest pressure
Highest monthly mean pressure...

Month of highest mean pi-essure

Lowest monthly mean pressure ...

Month of lowest mean pressure...

Lowest pressure
Date of lowest pressure

TEMPEKAXrRE.

{at 7 a.m
^* J;P™
at y p.m
^mean

Mean maximum
Mean minimum
Mean range
Greatest daily range
Day of greatest range
Least daily range
Day of least range
Highest temperature
Day of highest temperature
Lowest temperature
Day of lowe.st temperature
Warmest month
Mean temperature of warmest month
Coldest month
Mean temperature of coldest month..
"Warmest day
Mean temperature of warmest day...
Coldest day
Mean temperature of coldest day ...

Tension op Vapocr.

{at 7 a.m

^IJP-^
at 9 p.m
mean

Highest monthly mean tension...

Month of highest mean tension.
Lowest monthly mean tension .

Month of lowest mean tension

Pembroke.

45° .50

77° 10
423 ft.

Report from
Pembroke not

received.

Cornwall.

45°

74° 50
175 ft.

29 -9447
29-9120
29-9343
29-9303
30-731

December
30-0268

December
29-85

November
28 94
March

38" 95
47^* 37
40'' 67
42° 33
50° 44
29° 33
21° 11
44° 80
January
5« 9
January
88° 8
June 30th

• -22° 3
December 1st

July
70° 49
January
13°

July 3rd
77° 8

January 29th
-11° 43

249
•266
•252

•256

•556

July
•078

January

Barrie.

44° 25
79° 45
779 ft.

Peterborough.

29-5487
29-3929
29-5.541

29-4985
30 -.375

March
29-7409

January
29-1618

June
28-187

June

39° 71
49° 13
39° 71
42° 85
55° 02
30° 16
240 36
49° 08
March

4°

AprU
96° 4

June 1st
-27° 8

January 29th
Jidy

68° 73
January
15° 22
June 19th
79^^ 43

Januajy 29th
-6° 33

•254

•296

•2557

•2686
•546

July
-0901

Jauuai-y

44' 20
78° 25
670 ft.

29-9149
29-8967
29-9075
29-9064
30-552

December
30-0017

August
29-8104

November
29-081

January

38° 24
49° 85
40° 79
42° 96
53° 98
29° 10
24° 88
46° 2
January

6° 5
March
93° 8

June 19th
-27° 3

January 29th
July
70° 33

Januar%-
15° 7f

June 19th
81° 33

January 29th
-5° 63

•245

•277

•258

•260

•576

July
•084

Januarv

74
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at Ten High Schools for the Year 1873.

—James B.Dixon, Esq., M.A. ; Belleville—Alex. Burden, Esq. ; Goderich—Hugh .J. Strang, Esq., B.A.

;

Sullivan, Esq., LL.B. ; Windsor—James H. Johnston, Esq., M.A.

Belleville.

44° 10
77° 25
307 ft.

29-96

29-9393
29-9483
29-9492
30-539

March
30-02G3
August
29-875

Kovember
29-085

March

40° 18
48" 44
43" 24
43^- 95
52" 74
34*^ 01
18" 73

- 350 7
December

2'^ 8

April
90"

Julv 15th
-17" 9

January 29th
July

70" 29
January
17" .32

July 14th
77° 56

Januarj' 29th
^8" 93

•262

302
•281

•282

•562

July
•099

January

Goderich.

43° 45
81° 42
720 ft.

29-9172
29-9063
29-9139
29-9125
30-528

March
30-0064

August
29-8404

April
29-186

Octeber

41" 23
47" 99
41" 99
43" 74
51" 09
31" 95
19" 14
42" 8
June
2" 5

December
90" 2

July 25tli

-18" 1
Januai-y 29th

A^igust
70" 24
January
17" 28

July 28th
78" 10

January 29th
-4" 10

•272

-303

•270

•282

•581

August
-0903

January

Stratford.

43° 25
80° 58
1182 ft.

Hamilton.

43° 15
79° 57j

325 ft.

29-8748
29-8632
29-8743
29-8708
30-434

Nov., March
29-9873

August
29-787

November
29-142

October

39" 10
46° 77
40" 57
42" 15
49" 90
32° 83
17" 07
34° 8
June

30" 4
December
86° 5

June 19 & July 17
-19° 3

January 29th
Jiiy

67° 63
January
15° 80

June 19th
78° 33

January 29
-10" 10

-265

•290

-263

-273

561
July
•092

January

29-9121
'

29-8875
29-90.50

29-9015
31-894

November
300366

December
29-8073

April
29-158

March

43" 19
50° 08 "

43° 47
45" .58

53" 56
36" 02
17° 54
430 5
September

3" 8
March
91" 6

Jime 19th
-14° 5

January 29th
July

72° 27
January
19" 47

June 19th
83° 4

January 29th
-5° 93

•267

296
•266

276
567

August
•107

January

Simcoe. Windsor.

42° 51
80° 14
716 ft.

29-7356
29-7132
29-7154
29-7214
30-521

April
29-8242

October
29-6420

April
29-031

March

44" 08
53° 40
450 08
47" 52
580 07
33° 28
24° 79
49° 9
June
6" 2
March
91" 9

June 25th
-25" 6

January 29th
Julv
74" iK)

January
20" 33

Julv 24th
87" 86

January 29th
-10-4

-300

368
304
•324

•664

July
•lOo

January

48° 20
83°

620 ft

29^9714

29 9523
29 96.53

29-%30
30017
March
30-035

August
29-8715

April
29-312

November

43" 75
52° 35
44° 53
46" 88
55" 97
36° 86
190 11
460

February
3"

December
94" 5

August 21st
-27" 1

January 29th
July
72" 49

Januarj-
18" 77

June 19th
83° 20

January 29th
-11-77

•282

•303

•291

•292

•580

July
•098

January

/O
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TABLE I.—Certain Results of Meteorological Observations

STATIONS. Pembroke. Cornwall. i Banie. Peterborough.

HUSODITY.
Report from
Pembroke not

received.

Annual means <

/at 7 a.m
. j at 1 p.m
'^ at 9 p.m
\mean

Highest monthly mean himaidity
Month of highest mean hxmiidity

Lowest monthly mean humidity .

Month of lowest mean humidity

.

Amount of Cloudiness.

/'at 7 a.m.

Annual means s
,at 9 p.m

Vmean
Highest monthly mean cloudine.ss.

Month of highest mean cloudiness.

Lowest monthly mean cloudiness .

Month of lowest mean cloudiness.

Rain and Snow.

Number of rainy days
Duration in hours and minutes
Depth in inches
Nvmaber of snowy days
Duration in hours and minutes
Depth in inches
Total depth of rain and melted snow
Month of greatest precipitation
Depth
Month of least precipitation
Depth

81
68
81
77
86

January

62
May

6 -9

7-

5-8

6-6

8-4

November
3-4

June, August

98
579 -.50

23-9299

79
.56-5 '.5

11013
34-9429

July
5-1660

February
•7910

85
72
86
81
94

December

63
June

6 -.59

6'89

5-05
6-17
8-1

December
4-4

August

17-2962

79

95-455

26-8417

June
3-5024

April
-3705

82
63-95
79-49

7515
85-77

December

59-74

June

5-99
6-42

5-19

5-87

8-02

December
4-17

June

94
488-40
19-2405

77
493-24
77-574
26-9977

March
4-3604

February
-7881

76
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TABLE 0.—The Superannuated or "Worn-out Public School Teachers.
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TABLE 0.—The Superannuated or Wcin-out Public Sthool Teachers.

^"AME. •3 ciS I

Period for which the paymeiits

were made.

l(i(5

im
170
171
172
17.3

174
17S
179
184
186
188
190
193
194
196
198
199
200
201
202
20(i

207
208
209
210
211
212
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
224
228
229
2:^0

231
232
234
235
237
238
239
240
242
243
244
245
246
247
248

WUliain Hildyard
Marv Richards
W. B. P. WiUiams
Julius Ansley
Thomas Baker
Thomas Buchanan
Matthew M. Hutchins.

I

Helen McLaren
1 Ralph McCaUum
iJohu Dods
iP. G. Mulhera
Thomas Sanders
George Weston
Robert Hamilton
John McDonnell
Joseph D. Thomson ....

Henry Bartley
John Cameron
Melinda Clarke
Janie-=i Brown
Daniel Callaghan
James Robinson
Jane Tyndall
William BeU ....'

WiUiam Brown
.Tame Armstrong
Caroline F. Mozier
Eliza Barber
James McFarlane .

James McKay
J. C. VanEvery

i Benjamin Woods
'John Younghusband
! William Irvine

I

Angus McGiUis
Richard Campbell
jjames Mahon
Duncan Calder
.John Douglass

I
Daniel McGill

I
John Lenaten
Anna McKay
Sidney Russell
Robert Jordan
David Kee
Thomas Dorothey
Thomas Whitfield
William P)eaton

.John Robinson

.James Briggs
James Denman
Adam (iillespie

John Graydon
Charles J udge
John Ross
John Roberts

67
78
69
69
78
68
66
64
64
68
73
81
75
80
73
64
66
69
63
68
76
58
69
72
55
60
64
55
67
63
70
73
78
75
61
73
63
75
78"

68
78
70
70
78
58
62
64
76
72
62
71
75
69
63
63
72

19
33
9

18
19
20
22
21
23
21
29

I
30

I
22i

I 16

|- 14
14
23

I 15
I 15i

j 27i
I 30

18
21
11
13
25
27

18i
•27

33
20
29

I 33i

I
36

i
23

I 31
20
25
22
28
12
18
15
28
17
34

32i
16
17
37

.37i

24
30
17
22
16

.S cts. I

114 00
I

198 00
54 00

108 00
114 00
120 00
132 00
126 00
138 00
126 00
174 00
180 00
135 00
96 00
84 00
84 00

138 00
90 00
93 00

165 00
180 00
108 00
126 00
66 00
78 00
150 00
162 00
111 00
162 00
198 00
120 00
174 00
201 00
216 00
138 00
186 00
120 00
150 00
132 00
i(;8 00
72 00

108 00
90 00

168 00
102 00
204 00
195 00
96 00

102 00
222 00
225 00
144 00
180 00
102 00
132 00
96 00

110
194
50

104
110
116
128
122
134
122
170
176
131
92
80
80
134
86
89

161
176
104
122
62
74

146
1.58

107
158
IW
116
170
197
212
134
182
116
146
128
164
68
104
86

104
98
200
191
92
98
218
221
140
176
98
128
92

cts.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
90
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

}- For the year 187

1)3
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TABLE O.—The Superannuated or Woi"n-out Public School Teachers.

NAME.

Alexander Fraser
Maiy Crawford
WiUlain Lewis
John Russell
George Wilson
W. P. McGraue
John ColviUe
Charles R. Ashbury
Benjamin Meeds
J. A. G. Williamson....

Timothy Finlay
Thomas Howatson
Thomas McNeillie
Alexander MacLeod ....

William Moore
Thomas 0. .Smji;h

George Wilken
Michael Gallagher
Robert Futhey
John McNaughton
Alexander Mclntyre....
Frederick Rimmington.
Hugh Duff
.James W. McBain
John Qmn
Adam Robinson
Mary Blount Thorn . . .

.

John Walsh
William Trenholm
John Ferguson
Patrick Jordan
David Lamont
Ephraim Rosevear
Adam iScott

James Banks
MathewD. Canfield ....

Richard Coe
William Curry
•John Jamieson
Mars'- .Jane Haight
WUiiam Thorn
Edwin Bates
•John Burke

fi.5
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APPENDICES TO THE ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

NORMAL, MODEL,

HlGtl AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
* IN ONTAPJO,

FOK THE YJEi^R 1873.

APPENDIX A.

Report and Suggestions with respect to the High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes OF Ontario, for the year 1873, ey James A. McLellan, Esq., LL.D.,
J. M. Buchan, Esq., M. A, and S. Arthur Marling, Esq., M. A., Inspectors of
High Schools.

Sir :—We have the honour to submit the following remarks on the condition and work-
ing of the High Schools, suggested by what has come under our observation during the work
of inspection for the present year.

In view of the elaborate Report submitted for your consideration last year, we think it

unnecessary to discuss, in the present tummary, more than a few leading topics, especially as

one of the Inspectors has not yet examined all the Schools.

Qualifications op Masters.

We agree with the position taken on this question in the last Report, and we venture to

express the hope that steps may be taken as soon as possible to give effect to the provision of

the Amended Act regarding the " Qualifications of Masters."

Entrance Examinations.

It is difficult to estimate aright, so soon after the practical recognition of the principle of

a Uniform Entrance Examination to the High Scbool>i, the beneficial results that are likely to

flow from it. The soundness of the principle had long been admitted, not only ly the Coun-
cil of Public Instruction, but also by the great majority (f the Masters, many of whom had

felt the inconvenience of the old system, under which they were frequently burdened with the

sole charge of the admission of pupils, and subjected, not seldom, in consequence ef their di-

rect interest in the result, to a suspicious criticism. The conduct of the examination resting

now in the hands of the Public k^'chool Inspector, as the responsible presiding officer, the

Master is extricated from an invidious position ; while the P. S. Inspector, acting at a point

where the High and Public Schools are in contact, is enabled to bring the Schools of his I'is-

trict into a more harmonious relation with the higher department of the general School-system
;
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and is also provided, in comuiou with his colleagues t roughout the Province, with a test of

the comparative merits of the Schools iu which the candidates were prepared.

With over one hundred examining Boards, with every conceivable mode of training and

no training that is to be found in the public and private preparatory Schools, it is not to be

supposed that those examinations ensure more, at present, than an approximation to uniformity.

As a test of merit, a written examination—the best, nay, the only one, possible, in the cir-

cumstances—is, in its nature, to some extent, illusory ; the judgments of the many different

examiners, reviewing the same question, are found, often, widely different ; while the revis-

ing Inspectors, however anxious to act impartially, and never rejecting a candidate without

the clearest evidence of non-qualification, have not always succeeded in excluding from the

High Schools pupils who ought not to have been admitted. Notwithstanding defects, how-

ever, we are of the opinion, that the uniform entrance examination to the High Schools will

be regarded by the most judicious and experienced authorities, as of vital importance to our

educational system, and in any wise to be retained and developed
;
amended, also, with the

experience which time will bring.

It is important to keep in view the reflux influence of these Examinations upon the Fub-

lic Scho ih, which has been already alluded to. County Inspectors have not been slow to

recognize their value. They have directed the attention of their Teachers to the questions

issued by the Department, used these questions in the examination ol their Schools, and,

while thus promoting the organic unification of the School-system, have stimulated both pupils

and Teachers by pointing out to them a terminus ad quern, to which, in the first instance their

ambition may be directed. It is only by mutual co-operatiun among the administrators of

the several departments of the Provincial Education-work, that the eflficiency of this work can

be secured. Where the machinery is so extensive, it is .of the last consequence to avoid ivast-

ing several forces by misapplying them, or by employing them in mutually destructive direc-

tions.

Some diversity of opinion has been found to obtain as to the frequency of the Examina-
tions, and also as to the best times for holding them. In country Districts, and, to some ex-

tent, in the towns also, we have become accustomed to the periodical influx of troops of stal-

wart young men, who come, from various motives, after the pressure of the fall work is over,

to spend the winter months at the High School. These, it is urged, it is not desirable, in the

interest of either Master or pupils, to discourage. Again, in the case of those Schools which

do a large amount of work in more or less close connection with the Universities, the Univer-

sity matriculation leaves the Master free to take in hand a new batch of aspirants for honours

and scholarships, and he is naturally on 'the lookout for them. Still further, Schools with

large preparatory classes are in a position, by October, to send up a number of drilled recruits

to fill the High School ranks and the High School treasuries ; while, lastly, those Union
Schools in which the normal practice is to maintain a training class for the High School,

think themselves ready for the transfer. We cannot, however, find any sufficient justification

for authorizing a Third entrance examination in these cases, while the simple maxim holds,

salus pupuli suprerna lex. We think, on the contrary, that such an authorization would be

fraught with injury to both the High and the Public School. First, to the High School

:

inasmuch as the introduction of a mass of raw and unassimilated material into the School,

in the middle of the half year, is a disturbing force which affects most injuriously the gen-

eral School work. Already the tendency is too manifest, to sacrifice the training of the many
to the cramming of the few, and when we find cases of the Teacher's energy being concentrated

upon a few ' crack pupils,' (the hungry residuum being left, meanwhile, to satisfy themselves

with the crumbs which fall from the children's table) we are constrained to say, let the June
entrants have time to become thoroughly incorporated with the School, that the whole mass
may acquire some degree of consistency before it is again leavened. Secondly—and especially,

to the Public School—The High School Inspectors have frequently found the work of the

highest division here practically suspended, in order that the " matriculating class " might

receive the amount of drilling necessary to bring them up to the qualifying point. We do

not dwell upon the inexpediency of recalling the High School Inspectors, in the midst of

their visits, to the work of revising the examination papers. But we think that an additional

examination, if permitted, would dioorganize the majority of the High Schools ;
that exper-

ience shows that intervals of not less than six months ought to elapse, as a rule, between

School promotions ; and that, if the prescribed programme of work is to be, in any proper

4
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and effective way, carried out, two examinations in the year are sufl&cient. Young men and
women who laudably desire to improve themselves during the compai-atively otiose season of

winter, may, if in the Master's judgment up to the High School entrance standard, be per-

mitted to attend, subject to the Inspector's sanction, until the December examination. Ap-
plicants who are not qualified, and who would merely be a drag up „n the classes, ought surely

to stay in the proper place for them, viz., the Public School, and work up for the regular

admission, not distracted, as they would be in the High Schoo- b extraneous subjects, or

depressed by the painful consciousness of their inferiority to the mass of their youthful School-

mates. The most appropriate period for the examination appears to be the time immediately
preceding the semi-annual School examinations. Candidates are likely to be better prepared
then, than at any other time ; and they will have been made aware of their success or failure

soon enough to make their arrangements fur the ensuing half year.

We are not without hope, that, by adopting such judicious alterations as experience will

-uggest, these examinations will (comparing small things with great), in the course of time,

hold to our Public Schools the relation which the famous .-^Z/Z/Mm'^/t'^i-cmT/u^n or Leaving-

Examination, does to the German gijmnasien. It may be so, if only the spirit of the instruc-

tions in regard to the German examinations be found to animate those who have the conduct
of our own ; To tempt candidates to no especial preparation and effort, but to make the

test such as "a scholar of fair abili'y and proper diligence -may, at the end of his School

course, come to with a quiet mind and without a painful preparatory effort, tending to relaxa-

tion and torpor as soon as the effort is over. The total cultivation of the candidate is the

great matter, that the instruction in the highest class may not degenerate into a pr«paration

for the examination, that a pupil may have the requisite time to come steadily and without
over-hurr^-ing to the full measure of his powers and character, that he may be securely and
thoruughly formed, instead of bewildered and oppressed by a mass of information hastily heaped
together." All huriied preparation, and all stimulation of vanity and emulation, is to be dis-

couraged, and the examination, like the School, is to regard the " Substantial and Enduring."'

Wise words, which may, in the present eriiical condition of our Canadian Schools, be pondered
with advantage by Teachers and examiners alike of every degree, from the Common School
to the University.

Program^ie and Course of Study.

If all are not agreed on the details of an entrance examination, the verdict of the

Masters, at least, in regard to the present programme of studies is singularly unanimous.
Their replies to the question : Is the programme observed in your School ? may be classed

in three categories : 1st •' We try to '"
; 2nd. " We dont pretend to " ; 3rd, •• As far as prac-

ticable
'' ;— all of which, being intrepreted, resolve themselves into this, that the programme is,

practically, inoperative, so far as controlling and shaping the course of study in the High
Schools is concerned. We cannot but regard this state of things as deplorable ; for, while we
have learnt to attach '• little weight to either programmes or systems," in comparison with

the spirit that pervades a School, and the healthy, hearty, boQest way in which the work is

done in it, it is surely intolerable that the attitude of the School authorities towards the pre-

scribed Provincial High School course may be variously characterized as the joyously defiant,

the reluctantly submissive, or the dexterously evasive. The causes of this, however, are not

hard to discover, and it may be proper, v.ithout attempting a full di.-cussion of the subject of

the programme, which will doubtless engage the attention of the Council of Public Instruc-

tion, to mcLtion briefly some of the objections to the present authorized form.

1. In statiuiT that " no departure from the prescribed programme is allowable," it appears

to be assumed that every School possesses the requisite number of Teachers for the prescribed

subjects, and that all the pupils in the respective courses are willing, or can be persuaded,

to take all the subjects prescribed for them. To state these assumptions is, to any one

acquainted with the circumstances of the F.igh Schools, to refute them.

2. The transition from the work of the third and fourth classes of the Public School

to that of the First Form of the HiLih School is far too abrupt isnd violent, leaping over, as

it does, the stage represented by the Fifth Book, and nuiking inadequate provision for that

thorough review of all the subjects previously studied, which is admitted by all experts to

be a foundation-work essential to any subsequent satisfactory progress in the High School.

3. The multiplicity of studies in the lower forms is leading to a mechanical and unintel
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ligent style of teaching and learning in our High and Public Schools, and to the develop-

ment ot^ an evil which has been so well delineated by the Imperial Commissioner (now Bishop)
Fraser, that we give his remarks in full, in the hope that, in any modification of our pro-

gramme that may be made, the opinion of such a high authority may deceive the consideration

to which it is entitled :

Says the Commissioner (Report, p. 174)

—

" The mistake that is commonly made in America, is one, I fear, that is taking some
root in England—a confusion of thought between the processes that convey knowledge and the

processes that develop mental power, and a tendency to confine the work of the School too

exclusively to the former. It is perhaps the inevitable tendency of an age of material pros-

perity and utilitarian ideas. Of course the processes of education are carried on through media
that convey information too, and a well educated man, if not necessarily is, at any rate almost

necessarily hecome^i, a well-informed man. But, in my sense of things, the work of education
has been successfully accomplished when a scholar his learnt first three things. What he
really does know, what he does not know, and how knowledge is, in each case, acquired ; in other

words, education is the development and training of faculties, rather than, to use a favourite

American word, the '• presentation " to the mind of facts. What was Aristotle's conception

of the man whom he calls "thoroughly educated ? " Not, I take it, a man of encyclopaedic

information, but a man of perfectly trained and well-balanced mind, able to apply to any sub-

ject that may occupy his attention its proper methods, and to draw from it, its legitimate con-

clusions. * Hence the proper functions of a sound system of education are, to quicken the

ob.servation, strengthen the memory, discipline the reason, cultivate the taste; and that is the

best system which gives to each faculty of our complex nature its just and proportionate deve-

lopment. The American Schools devote themselves far too exclusively to the two former
aims ; the latter two receive much less attention than they deserve. The results are such as

might be expected to flow from any one-sided aud partial treatment of the human mind.

Subjects are constantly " memorized," without being understood, and hence their stay in the

memory is precarious and transitory, while, though facts are observed, they are not sufficiently

classified, and the reasoning power and the taste, the latter especially, are left to form them-
selves pretty much at will. The programme of the Schools, particularly in the higher grades,

is too wide and multifarious... I doubt whether American Schoolmauagers accept the maxim,
ne multu sed midtum as true of the process of education. In nothing did the managers of the

Boston Schools seem to me to give greater evidence of good sense and wisdom than in the

manifest desire they showed to contract their programme into narrower limits, and to attach

more importance to sound methods than to showy but superficial results."

4. The rigid inelasticity of the programme renders it, as a Provincial scheme, unsuit-

able to the varied states of society that are to be found among the people of this Province.
" While I attach some importance," says a Head Master, " to leading the public mind towards

a certain scheme of culture, I strongly believe it ought not to be by force of inflexible regu-

lations. Something, nay, much, ought to be left to the wisdom and discretion of the Teacher."

The principle of options has been to a certain extent recognised
; we believe its operations

might safely be extended. The exaction of Greek from all pupils in the classical course has

been felt so irksome as to be tacitly abandoned, while the imperfect provision for the adequate

and rational study of the English language and literature permits that neglect or misu.se of

a noble instrument of education which has been frequently noticed, in the Inspectors' reports,

as characterizing the great bulk of our High Schools.

5. The individuality of some of our best Teachers is repressed, and their energies cramped
or frozen, in the attempt, conscientiously made, to stretch or contract iheir methods to the

prescribed form and dimensions. A. thorough enthusiast has a more healthy and powerful

influence over the youthful mind than the most symmetrical paper programme that was ever

elaborated ; and if great Schoolmasters, like x^rnold of Rugby, are ever to be developed among
us, (and why .should they not ?) some play must be allowed to varieties of method, of taste,

of intellectual idiosyncrasy. As the case now stands, with the parents of pupils pulling

him in one direction, and the programme in the other, while the sword of the Department,
inscribed, " No deviation I

" is suspended over his head, can it be wondered at that a per-

functory and half-hearted doing of a distasteful task is, too often, the outcome of the dream
w ith which the young Teacher set out upon his career, the poet's words, perhaps, in his mind :

6
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"O'er wayward childhood wouldst thou hold firro rule,

And sun thee in the Ught of happy faces
;

Love, H ipe, and Patience, these must be thy graces,

And in thine own heart let them first keep school."

His high ideal has, however, come to this, thnt he is " settling down insensibly into a

kind of moral and intellectual stagnation," which Mr. Matthew Arnold would call " Philisti

nism," and in which the same poet's prophecy is fulfilled :

" Yet haply there will come a weary day
\Mien, overtasked, at length

Both Love and Hope beneath the load give waj'^.

Then, with a statue's smUe, a statue's strength,

Stands the mute sister, Patience, nothing loth,

And, both supporting, does the work of both."

We would not be understood as ascribing this effect to the operation of the programme
alone ; the nature of the Teacher's work, in itself, tends to bring about, by its monotony and

frequent disappointments, this "intellectual stagnation." So much the more need, therefore,

is there for relieving him from unnecess/mj pressure.

6. We will do no more than allude to the effects of too great a multiplicity of studies

upon the pupils themselves, by way of driwing attention to the danger, at present an immi-

nent one, when literature and the sciences of observation are clamouring for pre-eminence, that

the school boy will eventually occupy the position described in the old poem :

—

"niked I stand here,

Musing in my mind what clothing I shall wear."

" Old fashioned School teaching." says an English Public School Master, "confined as it was,

to a grammatical drill in the classical langu-:jges, did certainly give something of the power
which comes from concentrated effort. The Eton Latin Grammar does not indeed seem to

me a well-selected model book, but many a man has found the value of knowing even that

book thoroughly. Now, however, a cry has been raised for useful information. The School

Ma.ster is beginning to give way. He admits homceopathic doses of geographical, historical,

and scientific epitomes, and of modern languages; and, perhaps, between these stools the un-

lucky school-boy will come to the ground ;
his accurate knowledge of Litin Grammar will be

exchanged for " some notion" of a variety of things, and in the end his 'condition will be best

described by varyina; a famous sarcasm, and saying, that if he knew a little of good hard

work, he would know a little of everything.

"

We are not prepared, and we do not suppose we are expected, to suggest in this Report

a form of programme. The .subject is surrounded with many difficulties ; it is, however, of

great importance, its claims are urgent, and it must, for the safety of the Schools, be grappled

with, and disposed of in some way or other. We would confine ourselves in these remarks

to expressing the opinion that in drawing up any new form for High School work, regard

should be had to the mode described by Mr. Arnold as obtaining in Germany, modified, of

course, to suit the circumstances of our own country. In his Report on the German system

of education, p. 550, he says : The Lehrplan, or plan of work, is fixed for all Gymnasien by

ministerial authority, as in France and Italy. It is far, however, from being a series of de-

tailed programmes as in those countries. What it does is to fix the matters of instruction,

the number of hours to be allotted to them, the gradual development of them from the bottom

of the School to the top. Within the limits of the general organization of study thus estab-

lished, great freedom is left to the Teacher, and great variety is to be found in practice."

Undesirability of a r'^pid incrkase in the number of High Schools.

Owing to the operation of a variety of causes, the High Schools have for many years

past constantly tended to increase in number. This tendency to increase would be a subject

for congratulation, were it entirely healthy. It is not entirely healthy ; it is to a large extent

the result of the unwise ambition "f country villages, th;\t are willing, before their population

is large, or their means abundant, to undertake obligations which they cannot properly satisfy.

7
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The establishment of unnecessary High Schools has been made the subject of remark by
many of our predecessors, and though in consequence of the better nolicy adopted of late

years, few new High Schools have been permitted to come into existf^nce, we feel that there

is still a necessity for repressing with a strong hand the aspirations of growing places, until

they have reached such a size, and attained such a degree of prosperity, as to render it cert;iin

that their educational institutions will not experience a lack of fostering care and substantial

support. Though the conditions upon which new High Schools have been recently estab-

lished are such, that it is not likely that any of them will ever fill to the level of some of the

older Schools, yet we feel that it is doubtful ift the case of one or two, whether they ever can

reach even a moderate degree of excellence.

It may be laid down as an axiom, that an increase in the proportionate number of small

High Schools will be followed by injurious consequences to the High Schools as a whole, and
accordingly, while we are not prepared to advocate the extinction of existing weak Schools,

we consider it desirable that the conditions on which permission to establish new High Schools

is granted, should be so strict as to make it certain that no serious financial difficulties will

arise, that the attendance of qualified pupils will reach a fair average, and that the attain-

ments of at least some of them will in due time become respectable. The total number of

pupils attending all the public and private High Schools of the Province, may be set down as

about one half of one per cent, of the entire population. It is not to be expected that this per-

centage will be either much or rapidly increased, and it may accordingly be taken as a rouiih

guide in estimating the probable natural and healthy attendance in a proposed Hish School

district. It is undoubtedly the case at the present time, that in some of our Cities and
Towns, and in some of our rural High School districts, the number enrolled on the annual

register exceeds one per cent, of the population. But this state of things is in many cases

abnormal, while in others it naturally arises from the superior wealth or intellectual culture

of the inhabitants. New Schools, however, will in general be asked for in recently settled

sections of the country, or in old places which anticipate a perennial flow of prosperity in con-

sequence of the opening of a railroad or the projection of some local enterprise. In such cases

it would be well not only to insist that a suitable and properly furnished building should be

erected, and ready for use before the School is opened, but also to require that no new High
School district should be established, unless its populatim reaches a prescribed minimum.
If there are forty names on the annual register, the average attendance will be between twenty

and thirty, and though in earlier times the establishment of small High Schools may have

been desirable, it is not now desirable to call into existence Schools with a smaller attendance

than that just indicated. To furnish forty pupils, the population of a High School district

should be eight thousand, and this it is likely would be found to be about the right minimum
for rural High Schools. In towns, about one per centum of the population may be expected

to attend the High School, and it would therefore be fair to permit the establishment of new
High Schools in Towns t)f four thousand inhabitants.

The preceding calculations furnish results which may require modification in their applica-

tion to particular places, but they serve to indicate the propriety of refusing permission to nny

Village to establish a High School, unless a sufficiently populous rural district can be united

with it to furnish pupils and to share the expense. There are at present several High Schools,

which, being situated in unincorporated Villages, are dependent for their financial support on a

single Public School Section. In these cases, the Trustees are forced from paucity of means
to render the School inefficient, in order to keep it in existence. It might perhaps be unwise

to recommend the extinction of these Schools, but it certainly is desirable that if they are to

be permitted to continue to exist, they should be placed on a better footing as regards their

means of support. The most useful purpose that some of them serve at present, is to furnish

a standing warning against the establishment of High Schools in small places.

If then the establishment of High Schools in Villages is to be av( lided, much more should

the establishment of High Schools in Villages near each other be avoided.

The unincorporated Villages of Grimsby, Smithville, and Beamsville are situated at the

angles of a triangle whose sides are seven, seven, and five miles in length. Each place enjoys

the benefits of a High School, but though the surrounding country has been long settled,

and is both wealthy and populous, they have been, and probably always will be, supported with

difficulty.

.

Unless the need for them can be clearly shown, the establishment of new High Schools is
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to be avoided, because as each School is entitled to a minimum annual apportionment of frur

hundred dollars, to be taken out of a fixed grant for High School purposes, every new one

lessens by so much the amount available for distribution among those already establii-hed. As
most parts of the country are already sufficiently well supplied with High Schools, it is more
important to improve those now in existence, than to increase their number, but no surer

means to check improvement could be devised, than to increase the present sufficiently great

uncertainty about the amount of the Government and County grants.

Payment by Results.

In the parts of the country in which the Public Schools are inefficient, there is a strong

de^jre to supplement their deficiencies by increasing the number of High Schools: in many places

where the Public Schools are efficient, a different tendency is in operation. The system of

uniform entrance examinations, beneficial as it is to the High Schools, is yet more benefiei;;!

to the Public Schools. The desire to have the work of the Public Schools stamped with the

official approval of the Pligh School Inspectors, has added strength to tke previouhly strong

inducements to transfer all the pupils who have reached a certain standard from the Public

to the High Schools. This transfer cannot under the present system be prevented : it remains

to provide that there shall be no misapprehension of the Legislative Grant in these cases, in

other words, to take steps to prevent High Schools into which pupils are thus crowded, from

becoming in part or wholly Public Schools. One of these steps should be the enforcement in

some shape of the principle of payment by results.

In the Eeport of the High School Inspectors for the year 1^71, various schemes were

proposed for applying this prir.ciple. Perhaps none of these is entirely satisfactory ;
but

there are evil tendencies which must be checked or they will seriously retard the progress of

the Schools. Under the present system the Government gives the same aid towards the edu-

cation of the youth who is taught barbarous English and false quantities in one School as to

him who is taught by a finished scholar and accomplished teacher in another. The apportion-

ment of public money to a High School depends neither directly nor indirectly on the Mork
done in that School, but on the number of pupils that pass the entrance examination, and the

number that come up to the entrance examination is but slightly affected in mo^t instances

by the reputation of the School. The temptation to the local School authorities to urge chil-

dren into the High School without providing a sufficient cumber of Teachers and suitable

accommodations and apparatus is accordingly very strong. It must be admitted that this

state of affairs is as unsatisfactory as any system of payment by results could possibly be.

The enforcement of the system of payment by results would entail on the High School

Inspectors a responsibility which we confess we are not anxious to nssume. But if the num-
ber and qualifications of the Masters, and the accommodations and equipment of a School are

made either directly or indirectly to affect the amount apportioned to it, a powerful induce-

ment to improve it will be brought to bear on the Board of Trustees.

The Number of Teachers.

Another, bui a related subject is, the necessity for more definite regulations with regard

to the number of Masters that should be employed. It is now prescribed that every High
School rshall have two Masters, and every Collegiate Institute four ; but the average attend-

ance of a High School may reach any figure above ten, and that of a Collegiate Institute any

figure above sixty. There have in consequence been seen High Schools with an average at-

tendance of sixty taught by only two Masters, and Collegiate Institutes with an average of

over one hundred and fifty taught by only four Masters. An average attendance of one hun-

dred and fifty pupils would not overtax the energies of four Masters if they could be arranged

in four classes in all subjects, but when among the one hundred and fifty there are included

pupils of every degree of proficiency from the beginner to the University class, and where in

many cases the pupil who is a proficient in one subject is a novice in another, it is not too

much to assert that twice four Teachers would be nearer the number required. In many
Schools the good sense of the local authorities has led them sooner or later to take measures

to abate the evil, but there are still many instances in which the staff of Teachers is alto-

gether too small, and there are but few Schools of a large size in which it is adequate to the

9
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requirements of the case. The rahon d^etre of the High School system is entirely different

from that of the Public School system. The object of the latter is to provide for every child

of sound mind the mcan^ of obtainins; a minimum amount of knowled^^eand mental training-;

the object of the firmer is to provide for a comparatively small fraction of the population the

elements of a liberal culture. The Public Schools exist to sow intelligence widely, the High
Schools to plough deeply a small portion of mental soil. The all important aim of the former

is to reach every child ; the all-important aim of the latter is to combine thorough training

with breadth of mental vision. In the former case the number of the pupils instructed should

be mainly regarded by the community, in the latter, the quality of the instruction. The
quality of the instruction given in the Public Schools and the numbers attending the High
Schools are not in themselves unimportant matters, but their relative importance is different

in the two classes of School.^.

We conceive, therefore, that while a rapid increase in the number of High Schools, and
in the numbers attending them, are not perhaps at present desirable, it is desirable that the

instruction given should reach the highest attainable point of excellence. In the High Schools

are being educated, it is to be presumed, the leading men of the next generation, its clergy-

men, its lawyers, its doctors, its editors, the men who are to make farming a science, its en-

gineers and machinists, its prominent manufacturers and merchants, and its Teachers. It is

important that they at least as the advisers and guides of the future should receive a wide

culture and know what thoroughness is. Undeniable as it is that during the last few years

the High Schools have advanced with rapid strides, there is yet much to be done, and we are

of opinion that to enforce in some shape the principle of payment by results, and to prescribe

more definitely the number of Teachers to be employed, will be practically beneficial. With
regard to the latter point we beg to suggest that Schools in which the average attendance of

all the pupils, whether regularly admitted or not, is less than 35, should be required to em-
ploy two Teachers ; that those in which the average exceeds 35 and is less than 60, should^have

three, and that for each successive increment of 25 an additional Teacher should be employed.

Thus in a School with an average of between 60 and 85 there should be four Teachers, and

in a School with an average between 16') and 185 there should be eight Teachers. Among
these the proportion of Female Teachers should not exceed the proportion of female pupils,

though for obvious reasons the Trustees should be allowed to employ one Female Teacher in

every mixed School.

Law Society Examinations.

It is much to bo desired that in the courses of study for the different professions, the sub •

jects for the preliminary examinations should in every instance be selected from the High School

course. The object of these preliminary examinations is to ascertain whether candidates have

acquired a sufficient amount ol' the kind of knowledge, and received the benefits of the kind

of training which it is the business of the High Schools to give, and not to test their acquaint-

ance with professional subjects.

It will not be pretended by any one that the preliminary examination for any profession

is as difficult as that for matriculation with honours in the Faculty of Arts, in the Univer-

sity. It would, therefore, serve every purpose if the subjects of these preliminary examina-

tions were selected from the High School course which leads up to matriculation in the Uni-

versity. This has not been done. The Law Society, for instance, prescribes different por-

tions of the same classical authors from those prescribed by the University. This entails a

great deal of unnecessary labour on the High School Masters. It is expected in most places,

and, we think, rightly expected, that the High School should prepare candidates for Osgoode

Hall. The Head Master is, under the present arrangements, compelled to have two classes in

Cicero, and two in Horace, and other authors, or to refuse to prepare law students at all.

There are many who consider the latter the correct cour.se, and it is, undoubtedly, defensible

under the circumstances. But we cannot view with favour a state of things which tends to

throw the preliminary education for an important profession into the hands of the private tutor,

and to divorce it from the healthy influences of the School. We think, further, that it cannot

fail in the sequel to injure the status of the legal profession itself Though this is a matter

in regard to which the Council of Public Instruction has no jurisdiction, yet the evil is so

obvious, and the desirability of avoiding it so plain, that we draw attention to it in the hope

10
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that, by conference with the Senate of the University or otherwise, the diflFerent examining

bodies may be induced to relieve the already overtaxed High School Masters from unnecessary

labour. If the High Schools were fully of&cered it would not be so important a matter, but

even then it would be difficult to see aay sufficient reasons for prescribing different books.

The High School Masters are required by law to prepare pupils to enter the University of

Toronto, and, accordingly, the course of study in the classics and other subjects is determined

by the matriculation examination prescribed by the Senate of that Institution ; consequently,

by accepting the whole or part of the subjects of this examination in lieu of the subjects now
prescribed by them, the benchers of the Law Society would njt adopt a course of action tend-

ing to lower their dignity, but would simply, by conforming their requirements to those of

the highest educational authority in the country, confer a boon on .some hard worked and

much-worrijd servants of the community.

Higher English.

Though the English of the High Schools has improved, there is yet little teaching of

higher English. Parsing and analysis are assiduously attended to. There is more or less prac-

tice in composition, but there is hardly any ethical or jesthotic culture. What should be aimed

at is, in the majority of cases, not understood by the Masters. A few of the more cultivated

Teachers have made attempts to carry out a course of instruction which at least tends in the

riglit direction. But the development of the higher nature, the intellectual (juickening, and

the refinement of taste, which are the natural fruits of an attentive perusal of the master-

pieces of our literature are, generally speaking, undervalued, or unknown, or thought to lie

beyond the legitimate scope of the work of a High School. It is, undoubtedly, Utopian to ex-

pect any High School to give a full course of English literature. Yet something may be done

even in the weekest Schools. In these days of shilling and sixpenny annotated editions, a differ-

ent author might each term take the place now occupied by the authorized readers. The ling-

uistic exercises might be taken from his pages. The compositions might deal either with the sub-

stance of his thoughts, or with topics naturally suggested by them, and by relegating Collier's

English literature to its proper place as a book of reference, and arranging the course of study

in the history class, so as to subserve the double purpose, no additional time would be re-

quired for a discussion uf the prominent features of the period in which the writer lived, and

the influence of its history on his views and character. Thus, much could be done without

interfering with anything valuable that is done now ; and though by these changes the most

important benefits to be looked for from the study of English literature, would not be directly

obtained, yet a way would be opened for early securing them. The pupils would, at any rate,

read the writings of great men, instead of reading about them. If, in addition to what we
have already suggested, time can be obtained, either by employing monitors or additional

Teachers, or by remodelling the time-table, for developing the full depth of the meaning of the

author, for arousing sympathy with lofty purposes and ennobling sentiments, for calling

attention to beauties of thought and diction, and explaining allusions and difficulties, there will

be nothing left to be desired.

Physical Science.

The culture afforded by the study of the physical sciences, though not so rich in the

ethical element as that derived from the study of literature and history, is nevertheless valu-

able. The reverence for the truth, and the desire to know it, the conviction of the necessity

for patience in investigation, and for caution in coming to conclusions, the appreciation of the

beauty and the method of the universe, and the just apprehension of the soluble or insoluble

problems that lie beyond the sphere of our present knowledge, which may be instilled by a

skilful instructor into the minds of the youth whose wonder has been excited by the marvels

which science unfolds, must render a scientific course properly conducted, an important means

for developing the character and faculties of a human being. In regard to the direct utility

of the knowledge imparted, the physical sciences are equalled by few subjects of study. We
regret to reportthat the teaching of science is not making progress in the Schools. For this

there are many reasonsof which perhaps the most important are the lack of apparatus, and the

impracticable character of the prescribed programme of studies. All places might advan-
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tageously follow the example of Whitby, and fit up a science rooui, that is, a room to be devoted
to the teaching of science and furnished with the necessary appliances and iipparatus. It

cannot too often be inculcated that there can be no efi"ective teaching of chemistry without illus-

trative experiments. Effective teaching implies first of all a (qualified Teacher, and few of

our Masters consider themselves well qualified to teach any of the physical sciences. Yet the

number of Masters qualified to teach in this Department is increasing every year, and it is

much to be regretted that where the Master is qualified, he is often compelled, if he wishes

to teach chemistry, to provide the apparatus at his own expense. The public indifference to

the claims of physical science is greater than the indifference of the Masters. Eesides, three-

fourths of the High School Boards cither are so poor or believe themselves to be so poor that

they will grumble if asked to expend ten dollars annually for chemical purposes. The Trus-
tees themselves should not be seriously blamed. They in all likelihood faithfully reflect the

indifference or the poverty of the community which they represent. But the fact just stated

furnishes an additional reason for the exercise of great caution in permitting the establish-

ment of new High Schools.

The course of phyical science prescribed in the programme is defective in method,
and it is beyond the capacity of the Schools to carry it out. It is not unreasonable for an

Inspector to expect to find in eacb High School one class tolerably well grounded in the prin-

ciples of one physical science ; it is unreasonable under existing circumstances to expect more
in the majority of instances. Accordingly the quantity of work prescribed by the programme
is too great ; its defects of method are equally injurious though not equally obvious. For
instance the introductory course in chemistry should consist not of a given number of pages of

a prescribed text-book, but of a series of experiments illustrating its leading principles. The
class should linger over each experiment uulil every inference capable of being deduced from
it has been deduced and sufficiently discussed. If in the course of explanation any principle

has to be laid down, and temporarily accepted on the authority of the Teacher, the method
by which it may be experimentally proved should be clearly indicated. After a knowledge
of the experimental method, and if some of the facts on which the science of chemistry is

based, has in this way been acquired and the leading principles have been thori ughly im-

pressed on the mind, the class may enter on the systematic study of the subject with a

reasonable hope of avoiding the utter bewilderment and confusion of ideas usually engendered

in a child's mind by a headlong plunge into the mysteries of a text book. I ut though in

our opinion that portion of the programme which prescribes the course in physical science

requires remodelling, yet its framers have done well to recognize the importance of that dep; rt-

ment of inquiry. Though a too exclusive devotion to the study of physical science is : pt,

like an exclusive devotion to any other subject, to lead to intellectual onesidedness, yet a man
is hardly entitled to be called educated in this age of the world, who is ignorant of the nature

of their methods of investigation, and of the leading conclusions which observations or experi-

ments have established.

We have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servants,

(Signed.) J. A. McLellan,
J. M. BUCHAN,
S. Arthur 1'arling.

To the Reverend E. Ryerson, D.D., LL.D.,
Chief Superintendent of Education for Ontario,

Toronto.
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APPENDIX B.

Extracts from Reports of In.spectors of Public Schools relative to the State
AND Progress of Education in their respective Counties, &c., fur the
Year 1873.

County of Glengarry.

Arthur W. Ross, Esq.—During the past year there have been a number of new School-

houses built, and there are at present eleven in course of erection ; but on the whole I find the

Trustees exceedingly backward in providing sufficient accommodation for pupils. There are

only thirteen School Sections which have their School-premises fenced in, and altogether there

are only seventeen wells sunk ; but greater attention has been paid to the erection of necessary

out-buildings than formerly.

There have been black boards provided in nearly all the School- bouses, but, with few

exceptions, they are entirely too small and of very little benefit.

The Teachers Association has done good work, but many of our best Teachers have
given up the profession on account of inadequate remuneration. As a consequence, we now
huve a number of young Teachers who need much training. Some of these have charge of

Schools much too large for their management, as some of the Trustees do not seem to exercise

their judgment in selecting those who are best qualified. School Section No. 3 Kenyon,
during the years 1872 and 1873 received for that time 8321 38 from the Government and
Municipal Grants, and paid only S-S-IO for Teachers' salaries daring said time ; for the pre-

sent year they engaged a young, inexperienced female Teacher to take charge of a School

having 120 pupils on the Roll, perfectly regardless of her fitness for the position, because

they secured her services at $180 00. There are seven-eighths of our Teachers females.

Some Schools during the present year are retrograding on account of the Trustees hav-

ing secured inefficient Teachers in the place of more efficient ones. The work of Inspector

and Teacher is thus often destroyed through the ignorance and parsimonious spirit of some
Trustee corporations.

Many of the Trustees, elected during the present year, can neither read nor write, an J I

feel confident thtit so long as the present system of electing Trustees exists, there can be no

great progress in our Schools. The highest salary paid to a male Teacher is $600 00, and the

lowest $140.

The highest salary paid a female teacher is 8300, and the lowest $96.

The average salary paid female Teachers in Kenyon, .8145.

In Lochiel, average salary paid female Teachers is .8153.

Average salary paid same in Charlottenburgh is §164:.

In Lancaster, the average salary paid them is $186.

This shews an increase over that paid in past year, but still far below what it should be.

In the majority of the Schools the pupils have made satisfactory progress : but most of

the Teachers fail iu teaching Arithmetic properly. Very few of them attempt Object Lessons,

or Linear Drawing. Very few Schools have " Visitors' Books " and there is not much need

of them, as, were they supplied, but few names would be found entered in them ; the people in

general being very careless about visiting the Schools. General Registers are not supplied

either. Our best Teachers are now sending Monthly Reports to parents with good results.

In December, Competitive Examinations were held in the Townships of Lancaster and

Charlottenburgh, when 8G0 worth of prizes were distributed.

The Teachers' Associat;ion still continues to meet regularly, and an addition has been

maJe to the Library. At the Teachers' Institute held in Cornwall, in January, where Dr.

Sangster lectured, most of our Teachers were present audi have no doubt were greatly benefited,

returning to their work with minds stored with new and valuable ideas given them regarding

their profession and the various dudes connected with it. The Journal oj Educatiou is more
read by Trustees and Teachers than formerly.
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County of Stormont.

Alexander McNaiighkm, Esq.—Accommodation.—I have much pleasure in being able to

report gratifying improvement and progress in the matter of providing adequate accommoda-

tion in several sections which were previously deficient iu that respect. Nine new School-

houses have been erected and completed during the year, viz : four in the Township of

Cornwall, three in Osnabruck, and one in each of the Townships of Finch and Eoxborough.

Uf these buildings, one is constructed of brick, and the remaining eight are frame buildings.

Two other School-houses in the Township of Koxborough have been commenced, but are not

yet completed. Several other sections are preparing to erect Schoolhou.es during the en-

suing year.

In a large number of Sections, the School sites have been enlarged to the required dimen-

sions. The majority of the Sections have now complied with the requiremenis of the law so

far as the acquisition of the requisite quantity of land. Many of the sites, however, are still

unenclosed, and destitute of the necessary conveniences. The necessity of providing out-

buildings, and enclosing their School premises, will be urged upon the Trustees during the

ensuing year.

Many Sections have furnished their Schools with maps and other requisites, but several

of the more backward Sections are still destitute of large maps. Among the causes alleged by

Trustees for their procrastination in this respect is, that they are deferring the purchase of

maps and apparatus until they shall have provided suitable buildings in which such articles

may be properly used and cared for.

Agitation and misrepresentation, in regard to the School Law and Regulations, have re-

cently been revived in this County, and are now as in 1871, proviig a hindrance to the progress

of education.

Teachers.—The supply of Teachers in this County is insufficient, und consequently I was

obliged to issue a number of interim certiticates, in order to keep the Schools open. Regularly

trained Teachers are very scarce. There were only four who had received a course of Normal

School training, and three of these held Provincial certificates. I have strong hopes that the

new Normal School about to be established in Ottawa, will effect as great a reformation in the

Eastern part of Ontario, as has been eflFected by the Toronto Normal School in the West.

Institutes.—The readiest and most practicable way in which we can, in the meantime,

arouse the present staff of Teachers to a sense of the vast importance of their occupation, and

to a realization of the responsible duties which they have undertaken, as well as to the neces-

sity of keeping pace with the onward march of improvement, is the holding of Teachers' In-

stitutes in the different Counties. As a majority of our present Teachers will, in all probability,

never attend a Normal School, such Institutes held annually or semi-annually in each County

would infase new ideas and fresh energy into the Teachers, and through them would confer

an incalculable benefit upon the Schools.

Certificates.—Many Teachers whose certificates will expire at the time of the next exami-

nation will not be able to obtain Second Class certificates, and it will be necessary to meet

their case, so as to enable them to continue in the discharge of their duties as Teachers, for

which they are better qualified than mere beginners.

It may be taken into consideration, whether the interval between the Third Class and

Grade B. of the Second Class is not too large to be surmounted by one step, and whether a

greater number of Teachers might not be encouraged to aspire to a higher class or grade, if an

intermediate step existed between the Third Class, and Crade B. of the Second Class.

Salaiies.—The remuneration paid to Teachers is far below what ought to be bestowed for

such service if properly performed. The highest salary paid to a maleTeachfr was $43^, the

lowest •'^ITi, and the average, $256. The highest salary paid to a female Teacher was t'260,

the lowest $108, and the average $173. The salaries for 1874 will rule somewhat higher.

Atterulance.— The attendance has been small and irregular, owing to various causes.

Some Schools were temporarily closed while the operation of building was going on. OtLor
Schools had but a feeble existence for several months on account of epidemics, which were ud-

usuaJly prevalent. In other Sections the attendance was rendered small by ordinary causes,

such as indifference or dissatisfaction on the part of parents.

The number of children who did not attend any School was inconsiderable, but when to
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these are added those who attended too short a time to derive any permanent Vjenefit, the two

c.asses form a large aggregate. No attempt has been made to enforce the clause making at-

tendance compulsory during a part of the year. Better roads may gradually remove much of

the evil here complained of.

Methods of teaching.—There is too much dependence on the text books, and a tendency

to commit the words of the rules to memory rather than to understand the principles on which
these rules are founded. Several Teachers, however, and their number is increasing, are prac-

tical instructors, and not mere hearers of lessons. The quality of the instruction given is

gradually improving, along with the introduction of better methods of importing knowledge.

The blackboard is called into use more frequently, and the general introduction of large maps
renders the study of geography and history more intelligible and interesting to the pupils.

School Sections— Several alterations in the boundaries of Sections have been made during

the year by the Township Councils, and I think that considerable improvement will result

from such action, as the Sections are now better balanced, and the Schools more accessible to

the pupils. There are still some anomalies which it will require a few years to eliminate.

The merits of the Township Board system have not been much discussed in this County,

and consequently \ am not in a position to judge of the amount of favour with which it

might be received.

County op Dundas.

hev. Wm. Ferguson, A.M.—In submitting my Annual General Report of the state of

the Public Schools, and the progress of education in the County of Dundas, I will forbear

from reiterating those particulars which are necessarily involved in the statistics of the Annual
Report, and to which alone they belong, and confine myself to those points which claim more
general notice and elucidation than can be accomplished by a mere array of figures.

It is with no small amount of satisfaction, that I record the gratifying fact of a very

general, and very marked improvement in the management and organization of Schools, in

the intelligent and conscientious devotion of Teachers to their work, and in the awakening
regard of scholars to the duty of compassing all knoidedgt, assured that it is only by doing

so they can hold their own, while struggling amid intellects whetted by all the attrition of

conflicting self-interests, and stimulated by the never slumbering energies of a burning ambi-

tion. The stern yet righteous exactness of examination, which Teachers must undergo ere they

can reach the status of holding a third class certificate, has told upon the moral sentiment as

well as upon the intelligence of the Teacher. Formerly it was a standard idea among aspi-

rants to the office of Teacher, that it was only necessary to attain to a very moderate amount
of knowledge to pass the Board, and then they would speedily find some engagement, where

too much labour would not be exacted, and most certainly would not be given, and as much
salary promised by ignorant Trustees, as could be ground out of the Section. Teachers find,

now, that the position which they hold is the reward of labour. Their labour was needed and

no small amount of it needed, ere they could be registered as qualified pupils in the High
Schools ; and their education there, conducted at an expense, the measure of labour. Labour-

expenses—time-study, all a reality—no more shams, no wasting of intellect in studied evasions

of exammation; and so the work of teaching has become more and more of a reality ; a reality

requiring thorough study, ere the name is entered on the High School register ; and more
enlarged, and more comprehensive, and more self-reliant study, ere yet the candidate can be

successful in reaching his legitimate grade.

I am happy in bearing testimony to the increa.<sing satisfaction exhibited alike by Trustees

and parents in regard to the working of the School Law. Received by many with doubt and

dread—with uncjualified dislike by a few who desired to remain undisturbed in the same
groove of facile descent to stagnant dulness—its excellencies, gradually but surely untblding,

have commended it to imirersol esteem. I use the word unio rsol with all due deliberation
;

tor in all my intercourse with Parents, Trustees, and Teachers in the past year, I never heard

one whisper of complaint against its requirements.

I have had some difficulty in getting Teachers to understand and cany out the programme
of studies. So many have been accustomed to arrange cla.sses and studies according to the

desires, or rather commands of parents and Trustees, that they are nov afraid to offend by

running in opposition to the wishes of their employers ; they are airaid to incur the hazard
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of slanderous and depreciating opinions about themselves, by sending an unqualified^aspirant

to a lower class, his proper place, and con^eqaently in too many cases, its integrity is broken,

and its wholesome requirements are cramped and crumpled Instructing on all occasions

the Teachers in the exact f'ultilment of their duties ; teaching with them and before them— and

every scholar in every School in the County of Dundas has passed through my hands

—

assigning every pupil to his or her proper class, and demanding that, as far as circumstances

can possibly admit, Teachers shall adhere to the programme, T am prepared for r/radual success,

but I feel assured that its cornpldcvcs^ cannot be remote. 1 have only tolerated a partial mo-
dification of it, in the case of pupils past school age, who. ceasing from manual toil for three

or four months, have snatched, it may be, life's last brief opportunity of learning one or two

branches ; or who, perhaps, in view of some future employment, are desirous to confine them-

selves to one branch such as book-keeping or mensuration, and do not wish to be burdened

with the preparation of studies, which they can follow up, only by sacrificing what is more
immediately demanded, and what they presume is more imperatively required to aid their

future progress in life. In every other case, I expect an exact compliance with the pro-

gramme, for experience has already most satisfactorily demonstrated that the more closely

it is followed, the better grounded will the pupils b3 in the various branches of study, and

the better prepared to enter on the duties and lessons of either the High School, the workshop,

or the farm. In all the branches of education pursued in our Schools, I have found an im-

provement, save in English grammar. I am enforcing on teachers and pupils, the duty of

giving all attention to a study becoming every day more essential to the exactness of business

relations, as well as to other correspondence required in our intercourse one with the other.

In the other branches of study pursued in our Schools, there are evidences of general

improvement, more especially have I found this in Arithmetic and Geography.

I regret, however, that so very little has been attempted in music, linear drawing, the

elements of agriculture, natural philosophy and chemistry. I fear some years must elapse

before these most valuable and interesting branches of education become very common and very

popular in our Schools. Much, however, will depend on our Teachers. If they have been

trained in the Normal School, or in High Schools where these branches form a regular part of

the School work, then will they, if they have any natural talent for these studies, be capable

of affording instruction in them to the young : nay, they will delight in instructing in

what, when once known, will be found very captivating. Most true it is, that a perfect mu-
sical ear with a full and flexible voice are not bestowed on every one. yet in a considerable

majority of the young. Teachers will find voices capable of improvement in modulation, and a

degree of musical talent that will, by judicious practice, develop itself, and as a school exercise,

lull all risings of harsh feeling, while arousing sentiments of union and mutual dependence.

I have found an attempt at giving lessons in drawing made only in one or two Schools in

this County.

While it is necessary to possess a natural mental and physical organization to form even an

ordinary musician, the discipline of eye and hand, if steadily pursued, will soon enable any

boy or girl to form outline figures and when crayon shading is added, there may be created

a love for what is exact in Art and beautiful in Nature. Drawing and colouring (far more

intricate than drawing) ought to form part of every Teacher's acquirements, and I have no

doubt that the next generation will find a race of Teachers capable of giving full instruction

in these and other branches of knowledge requisite for the sustaining of man's ever growing

desire for the Ecqaid Novi, and of directing that desire to what is beautiful as well as useful.

There must be a training to discover natural as well as moral beauty, and man's advancement

in moral intelligence depends much on the educuiic-n of tiiat latent power, which will keep

him ever awake to what is beautiful in the world around him. and will make him stoutly

Z'jalous to show that grander beauty of moral sentiment and action, which tells of an origin

from that heavenly land which sin has not defiled and sorrow has not defaced.

I must again repeat what I stated more fully on a former occasion, that, in my opinion,

all matters regardinu' the extension, the union, or disjunction of School Sections, should be

committed to a Board, separated from and independent of Township Councils ; a Board so

constituted that it shall not be under the influence of political bias or sectional jealousy, the

decisions of which would not be influenced by the desire of any man's favour, or the fear of

any man's feud.

I am happy to state that several new School-houses have been built during the year, and
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that several more are under contract for the coming season. All the new School houses have
been built in size to correspond with the requirements of the School Law.

I have again the gratifying fact to announce that every Public School in this County
has been open during the year. I do not mean for the whole scholastic year, but for a greater
or less portion of it. The rebuilding of School-houses, the impaired health of Teacher.x, (in two
cases the mental equilibrium became disturbed under the strain of anxious responsibility), and
the departure of others to join the High Schools, preparatory to coming forward as candidates
for Second Class certificates, caused a very few of the Schools to be closed for a portion of the
year. •

I feel bound to report what I addressed to the Honourable the Attorney-General of
Ontario, in regard to the proposed alterations in tho School Law. I said :

" If there were no
pressing need for changes, if there was no |pecial and proved wrong to be rectified, if there
was no certain and immediate good to be achieved ; then wait for a year or two, and with
matured experience and the invited counsels of those who have become familiar with the law's
working—amend what may be wrong, strengthen what may be feeble, and give a generous
impulse to the cause of education in our land ; but shun a course of feeble and useless tinker-

ing, calculated only to raise doubts as to the stability and therefore the excellence of the Law,
and an unwillingness to carry out provisions which might be soon annulled, and to incur ex-
penses which a change might render valueless."

County op Prescott.

Thomas Ortoti Steele, Esq.—The Schools in this County are generally backward, the rea

sons for which have been fully stated in former Reports, but there are creditable exceptiooa,

and the progress during the past year has been such as to afford good encouragement to hop©
that the number will" continue to increase. The work done has been more thorough than

heretofore, combining the practical with the theoretical. There has been more of reason and
less of rote. The great end of education has been more fully kept in view by the teachers,

and better success has been the result. The progress in reading, spelling, definitions and
arithmetic has been very good ; and fair in grammar and geography. Music is practised in

a number of Schools, and drawing in one or two. The higher branches are seldom taken up
in the Public Schools, as the three High Schools absorb nearly all the advanced pupils as fast

as they can be prepared to enter. A livelier public interest in educational matters is develop-

ing throughout the County, and though the battle may be long and fierce, I feel that the

ohampions of educational enlightenment will be finally victorious.

Number and Rank of ScJwols.

The whole number of Schools reported for 1873, (including Hawkesbury Village,) is

sixty-four ; increase, four. All the Schools have been in operation part of the year. Forty

(40) have been kept open the whole year, and the rest lor periods varying from three to nine

months, the average being over ten months ; increase, one month. Three new Schools were

opened during the year ; one in East Hawkesbury, one in Longueuil, and one in Caledonia,

and one department added to No. 1, Longueuil.

Bank of Sdwols.
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School Population and Attendance,

Total School Population (5 to 16) reported 3,938

Entered on Kegisters during year 3,319
Attended School over fifty days 2,131

Total average 1st J year 1,1 02|-

" " 2nd ^ year 976|
" " \jholeyear 2,079

It will thus be seen that the total average is about | of all the names entered on register.

West Hawkcsbury and Longueuil are the highest, feeing about ^ of whole ; East Hawkesbury
and Hawkesbury Village, lowest, being about ^- of whole.

Chmjication of Pupils.

As I intend to have the new programme carried out as fully as possible, I have classified

accordingly, and therefore report a much less number in the higher classes, namely : in 4th,

20U, and in 5th, 11. 1 consider it muc'i better for the pupils to be thorough in the first

three classes, as in them the foundation for future success is laid.

• Public Examinations, Prizes, dc^

More public examinations have been reported than formerly, but will scarcely average three

for the Schools open the whole year, and one for the Schools open part of .the year. I brought
the matter before the Teachers on the occasions of both visits and ^ find that nearly all

reported in the affirmative (See Detailed Ecport). Both Eeports cannot be correct Many
Teachers say: "It is of no use to hold public examinations, as very lew attend." I reply:
'•' Get up something extra to attract and interest Trustees, parents, and pupils

;
give proper

and timely notice, and you will have the gratification of having done your duty, be the results

what they may."

Prizes.

Very few Sch^^jj, gave prizes last year, but I feel confident that after the Schools become
better supplied wij^jj m'^P^' ^pp^r^tus, <&c.. Trustees will be willing to grant the required

iunds.

Pieceipts, jExpenditure, Balances, and Debts.

KECEIPTS.
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Salaries.

The salaries of over half of the Schools would give au increase of from 15 to 20 per

cent., but as many Sections ^ave small salaries, the increase on the whole is about 8 per
cent. The salaries generally offered are still too low to induce manyyoung men to enter the

profession, but I hope for better times, and would here add, that the increased provision being
made for Superannuated Teichers, will be an extra inducement, not only to those now in the

profession to remain in the work, but to others to enter the field. Highest (male) salary,

S500 ; increase, $.iO. Lowest, .$204: ; increase, $14. Average, $325 , increase, §65.
Highest (female) salary. §260 ; increase, SIO. Lowest, §75. Avera<;e salary (female >, E.
Hawkesbury, $142; W. Hawkcsbury, S154; Lom^nieuil. 8186 ; Caledonia, $126 ; Alfred,

$167 ;
Hawkesbury Village, S200 ; total average, about §150 : increase. Sll.

/School Accominodaiion.

There are a large number of inferior School-houses in this County, many of them being

small and uncomfortable, but I anticipate a rapid change in this particular, as preparations

are being made in many Sections to build very soon. External accommodations are compara-

tively rare, and the internal, in many cases, quite correspond. Five new School-houses have

been built during the year, three of them in new Sections. The capacious School-house at

Hawkesbury Village, before referred to, is nearly completed, and reflects much credit on the

liberality of the people of that corporation. May this example be widely imitated. Kind :

brick, 11, stone, 3, frame, clapbuai'ded, 11, log, 39 ! The School-houses afford accommodation

for about 3,500 pupils.

rulue of iSch' ol Property, JSchool-Houses, dr.

1

School-houses and Sites. !

1
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Outario, as well as the adjoining Section of the Province of Quebec. The total number of

Teachers employed during 1873, was seventy-two—males seven, females sixty -five. Changed

during the year, only eight ; a vast improvement on former years, as four of the changes

occurred on account of marriage of Teachers. Number of Teachers reported in " Summary,"
(including Hawkesbury Village), sixty-four ; increase, four—male five, female fifty nine.

Certificates, Provincial, 2nd Class, two; increase, one; 3rd, New C. B., thirty one; increase,

eight; 1st, Old C. B., four; decrease, three ; 2nd, Old C. B., nine; increase, one; 3Td,

Old C. B., one; "Interim," seventeen ; decrease, three. Ikligion—Eoman Catholic, twenty-

seven ; Presbyterian, seventeen ; Wesleyan Methodist, nine ; Episcopalian, seven ; Baptist,

four.

Trustees' Reports, dr.

I have experienced much annoyance, and been caused serious delay and inconvenience,

in the preparation of my " Annual Eeports," by the imperfect and incorrect manner in which

many of the Trustees, and some of the Teachers, fill out the Annuals, scarcely any of them

being complete, the worst feature in many being the incorrectness of the Financisl part, which

I could not rectify but by visiting the Secretary-Treasurers, and going over the accounts.

Very many of the Trustees can neither read nor write, but I must say, that the worst

reports come from those having a " little learning," which, in this case, proves " a dangerous

thing," (although I do not endorse the doctrine, generally speaking,) for the former, with

commendable wisdom, generally employ some competent person to keep and audit their

accounts and fill up their Returns, while the latter think such a course "ivfra dig.," and

attempt the work themselves. The establishment of Township Boards would remedy this

(and many other evils.) very much, and I hope to see them speedily established throughout

the County. Altogether the future looks bright, and I feel quite confident that the 3.U00

reported by the last census, as unable to read and write, in the County of Prescott, will have

dwindled down in the next generation to fewer hundreds, I might venture to say tens, so far

as our native population is concerned, than there are now thousands.

County of Russell.

Rev. Thos. Garrett.—The Public School district constituting the Inspectorate of Russell

embraces six Townships, viz ; 4 of the County Russell, and 2, N. and S. Plantagenet of the

County Prescott.

Second.—That in this Inspectorate there have been six Schools and School Sections

brought into active operation since the year 1871, and that generally speaking the charac-

teristic features of these and of the great majority of all the rest during last year have been

—

a steadily increasing interest in the cause of Education, harmonious compliance with the re-

quirements of the Law, and very gratifying results.

Third.—That the difficulty of procuring the services of efficient Teachers has rather in-

creased than diminished in the course of last year, owing considerably to the fact that the

examination being held at L'Orignal the distance is too great for some who have had re-

course to the alternative of attending at Ottawa, and consequently engaging in Carleton County,

though they received their education in County Russell, and would prefer to teach here, but

for the above impediment among others.

However, in regard to a few who have been constantly employed for the last three years,

it is due to say that they have made astonishing progress in the art of teaching, and in a few

instances ipromise to be ornaments to the profession.

I submit a brief summary ot the Teachers at present engaged, from which can be formed

a more correct estimate and comparison, especially with more wealthy districts, than can pos-

sibly be formed from scattered remarks.

There are 2 male Teachers with Normal School Certificates at average salary $475
"' " " $360
'< " " $330
« " " $246
" " " !ji256

<' " $172
" " " $140

" 3 " "
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The remaininp; five Schools arc not yet supplied for the new year.

Lastly.—I must say that I do not think the progress in the efficiency of our Schools and
Teachers has been commensurate with that of School accommodation. Since the inception
of the School Law of 1871, there have been 20 new School-houses built, and 24 Schools
have made important renovations and accessions, especially in the interiors. Last year I re-

ported progress in the building of 11 new School-houses
; this year, or I should say at present

the 12th School-house has almost reached its completion ; and prospects bid fair for two more
in the Township of Cambridge, which I expect to ses accomplished before the close of the
year 1874.

My constant appeal to public sympathy for the cause has up to the present been based
on the idea, that all efforts made for the instruction of the youth of the country must be
fruitless, or next to fruitless, without suitable accommodations for a School. With room enough
and sufficiently commodious and suitably furnished School houses, our Sections will be pre-
pared for the services of efficient Teachers, and should'not be satisfied with anything else.

With this view inculcated, and with our increased accommodations, we hope to be ready
to offer eligible situations to well deserving Teachers who will shortly be sent to us, we trust

fully fledged, from the Normal School about to be established at Ottawa.

County of Leeds.—No. 1.

William Jt. Biqg, Esq.—During the present year there have been three new frame
School houses erected, viz: at School Section No. 1, Front of Yonge ; School Section No.
20, Escott Front, and one in Gananoquc Village. Towards the close of last year, and not
mentioned in that year's report, twa new School-houses were built, to wit, a stone one at

School Section No. 9, and a frame house at School Section No. 3, both in the Township of

Lansdowne Front.

The following list comprises the number of stone, brick, frame and log School-houses
respectively, in my division. The date of the erection of each will be found in my Special

Report.
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lated" in the rural districts, perhaps it is partly caused by this fact. I have nevertheless

advised the Teachers to observe the law, though I am perfectly satisfied that quarterly exami-

nations are too frequent^ and fiil to perceive why they are any more necessary in the country,

than in Towns and Cities.

As a general rule scarcely any pupils are sent from the rural districts to the High
Schools, their only extraneous support being derived from a few candidates for Third Class

Certificates, desirous of " reviewing" (whatever that may mean I know not). The genuine

High School pupils, i. e. those pursuing the Classical course, are limited to an insignificant

number, and of these the majority merely dabble in Latin and French for two years at the out-

side, while the remainder seldom matriculate in Law, Medicine, or Arts. In fact, it can

readily bo ascertained that the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, including the Town
of Brockville, have not furnished ten students who have graduated in our Universities and

Colleges, during the past decade. The bulk of the scholars drafted into the High Schools

from the Public Schools have only been drawn there by the premium offered to those who can

pass the ordeal required from the fourth class of the Public Schools for promotion to the fifth

claiss. Now here is precisely where the Public Schools in Towns are damaged. The majority

of the pupils of these schools only require to be further advanced in writing, grammar and

mathematics, to fit them for the practical duties of life, but having passed the aforesaid ex-

amination, their time is comparatively wasted for the next two years, in taking a " shallow

'

draught of the Pierian Spring," to the neglect of those studies more essential to their future

career. For be it observed, that as fourth class pupils are now pushed into th8 High Schools

as fast as possible, in order that they may draw $16 per head, in lieu of .$1 (which is only

allowed for Public School pupils), the fifth and sixth classes in our Town Schools are being

gradually abolished, and this is specially the case wherever Union High and Public Schools

exist. Thus in Brockville, the sixth form is a thing of the past, while Gananoque has cut

ofi" both the fifth end sixth forms. Surely it cannot be wondered at, if this state of things con-

tinues, so long as Trustees oan draw fifteen times as much per pupil in the one case, as in the

other. The amendments to the High School Acts have not benefited the status of the High
Schools, while they certainly do afi'ect that of the Public Schools. The remedy lies in disso-

lution of the Unions, and in largely increasing the rate per head paid for Public School pupils.

A number of Sections have sunplied themselves during this year, with maps, and I anti-

cipate that 1874 will shew few, if any Schools, in my division, without these requisites. i

I expect also, in my next Annual Report, "to be able to inform you that nearly all the

School lots are enclosed, and suitable out-premises erected. In furtherance of this object,

and also the supply of maps, &c., I have personally served on erch Section a printed notice,

of which the enclosed is a copy. I have also reiterated the same request, in a circular sent

to each Board of Trustees, accompanying the Semi-Annual and Annual blank Reports fur-

nished by the Department.

Since the serving of these notices. Section No. 1, Elizabethtown, has not only complied

with the request therein, but has also erected a wood-shed in addition ; in fact S' prompt was
the action that the needed improvements were all made within two months after the notice had
been served. School Section No. 10, Leeds Front, near the station at Gananoque. has during

the present year enclosed one aero of land with a substantial picket fence, with three commo-
dious gates for access to the lot. The School is well supplied with maps. &c., etc., and is the

only Section in my Division that needed no notice to be served. The Trustees of this Section

informed me of their intention to sink a well during the ensuing year. I may also mention

another result of these notices, in the development of the fact, hitherto unknown, that a num-
ber of Sections have no title to School Lot.

I have given the answers as generally received by me in response to this question, but I

am of the opinion that the constant change and employment of cheap third-class Teachers, is as

great an " obstacle to the advancement of the Schools," as the causes assigned.

Under the heading "subjects of instruction." you will observe that the majority of the

Schools omit object lessons, composition, drawing, vocal music, natural history. Christian

morals, botany and chemistry. There are only one or two Schools in the Division, where the

fifth-class part of the programme is attempted, so that generally the fourth-class work is the

maximum in Leeds, and many of the subjects specified for that Form are not touched. In

fact the instruction is chiefly limited to reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, grammar and

geography, the Teachers complaining that they cannot find time to do justice, even to those
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subjects. The lack of hicrher qualified Teachers is one of the causes of this deficiency, and the

objection of parents to allow their children to study the omitted branches is another, some even

objecting to grammar and geography, so that it is a rare thing to find any pupils possessed of

anything beyond the most superficial knowledge of Canadian and English History, while

ancient and modern history, as well as algebra and natural philosophy, are literally unknown.

The " writing " in the first class is chiefly confined to slates, very few of the senior divi-

sion using pen or ink ; the second class may be considered as the one where "writing," pro-

perly speaking, commences.

Notwithstanding the many serious deficiencies still existing, I am thoroughly satisfied

that the Schools are in a much better" shape than formerly, and that a sure, though gradual

progress is being eflfected. The worst Teachers have been weeded out, and a better class have

taken their place ; these in their turn must either take a higher grade of certificate, or be in their

tura supplanted. Second-class Teachers, however, cannot generally be employed for some time,

as they cannot be procured, in consequence of the supply being extremely limited, hence there

remains no alternative, other than to re-license the third class Teachers, after being duly r«-

examined, upon the expiration of their present certificates by effluxion of time.

During the past three years, the salaries paid in the rural Sections have advanced about

50% ; some grumbling of course occurs over this fact, which is attributed to the School Act

of 1871, but as the rate of wages in all occupations has risen in about the same ratio, it is

evident the blame (even if deserved) must be partly laid to some other account.

Having now a supply of Third Class Teachers, I have declined granting any " permits,"

except in three special cases, where the Schools, and the poverty of the Sections are such, that

no legally qualified Teacher can be got to take charge. I may also be compelled for the prexeyi}

to grant special certificates to a few assistant Teachers.

The principal deficiency in both Schools and Teachers, is the utter want of mathematical

attainments. As the Teachers have exemplified this at their examinations, so the pupils under

such instructors display a like ignorance. The fundamental principles are not understood ; it

is difficult to get sums properly worked in Compound Multiplication ; Practice is unknown,

and it is useless to ask questions in Theory of the so-called advanced classes. It is really a

fact, that 7 doz. and 4 eggs, at G|d a doz. is rarely solved.

I see noway of removing this sad defect, except by rendering the attendance of Teachers

for one session at the Normal School compulsory, or by the establishment of Institutes.

Teachers' County Associations are invariably a failure, as regards self-improvement, the time

being chiefly occupied in idle discussions, whereas the majority of the members need to be

listeners, not talkers. Teachers' Institutes, if properly conducted by careful and experienced

instructors, would undoubtedly prove a great benefit ; still I do not sec, how the almost total

lack of mathematical knowledge among the Teachers can be rectified. It would require at least

a year's thorough training to give them anything like a correct idea of matkematical and

natural sciences. .

With regard to lectures, I Ijave delivered 8 during the current year in different con-

venient places within the bounty. I intended giving more than this, but a variety of cir-

cumstances prevented. Not being allowed to give notice of the intention to visit a School, I am
compelled to take them by surprise, and can therefore only send word by the children,

after the examination is over, that I shall lecture in their School-house that evening. The
result is almost invariably a slim audience, in consequence of the shortness of the notice. Per

cmtra, if I send word beforehand that I shall lecture on a certain evening, it is tantamount

to informing the Teacher that I shall visit his School on that day, for the purpose of examining

it, which my instructions forbid. I shall endeavour in 1874 to hit upon some plan, whereby I

may be enabled to deliver a greater number of lectures than I did this year.

In 1871, I obtained permission from the Pepartment for the formation of a School

Section at Sand Bay ; this has lately been effected, and a Union Section formed, to be known

as Union Section, No. 18 Front, and I.') Rear of Leeds and Lansdowne. A School-house

will shortly be erected, and the P.O. address of the Section will probably be •' Warburton,"

but I will advise you definitely as soon as known.

County of Leeds.—No. 2.

Robert Kimini, Esq., M.D.—l am happy to be able to state that the improvement which

I observed last year in the Schools of this Division No. 2 Leeds. wa.H not temporary in its
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character, but the commencement of a permanent and better state of things, and is to a great

extent attributable to a better classification of pupils, and to a more thorough preparation of

lessons bv the Teachers. I have also reason to believe that the system of competitive examina-

tions which has been introduced is having a very salutary effect and contributing in no small

degree to the improvement which we have already noticed. We cannot, however hope to

attain to any very high degree of excellence, as the great msijority of our Teachers hold Third

Class Certificates. The answer I would give to question 31 in Inspector's detailed

Ecport, What are the chief obstacles to the advancement of the .School? is, the pre-

valence of Third Class Teachers. We arc still however indulging the hope that the day

is not far distant when a Normal School will be in operation in this part of Ontario, for, with

out thoroughly trained Teachers, our Schools must still remain in a backward state. Trustees

too as a general thing are doing their duty by way of enlarging and enclosing sites, and

furnishing their School-rooms wifli suitable blackboards, maps, and other apparatus.

•COTINTT OF GrENVILLE.

Rev. Geo. Blair, M.A.—I am happy to be able to announce an improving and hopeful

state of things in this County. It is true that we have difiiculties to contend with in Gren-

villc which do not exist, and cannot be even imagined, in younger and more progressive

Counties : but still I think the time is not far distant when prejudices long established, deeply

rooted, and riveted with the rust of years, will be overcome^ and Grenville will be able to take

jts place with any other County in Ontario.

1. Teachers and their qualifications.—Assuming the number of Schools and departments

to be 90, we have now about 80 per cent of the number of certificated Teachers required to

supply all the Schools in the County. With regard to the provision in the new School Bill

allowing First and Second Class Teachers of 10 years' standing under the old County Boards

to come forth from their retirement, I think it will have little effect in this County, as a large

majority of the Teachers are females, who never teach ten years if they can help it, and those

who may have done so were chiefly of a cl?ss who loved the work, and were therefore able to

take Third Class Certificates under the Law of 1871. It is a significant fact, and argues but

little for the encouragement given to education among us, that at least 80 per cent, of the

Teachers in this County are females. The great majority of these vcung persons, even if they

succeed in passing the examination for Third Class, must necessarily be very limited in their

acquirements. Having seen little, and read less, they can know but little, and they have no

practical experience. What we want is a Normal School in these eastern parts, to give a

professional training to young Teachers, and I am happy to see the organic want, so long

keenly felt, is about to be obviated. I have also great hopes from the provision in the new
School Bill f(^r introducing the monitorial system. The restriction of the number of Teachersj

Examinations to one in the month of July is, I think, a wise and proper step in the steady

march of improvement ; and we (the Inspectors for these United Counties) are about to give

notice <X the change, so that all inte|jding candidates may be prepared to come forward at the

next examination, instead of waiting till December.
2. The feaxhivg, and svhjeels taught.—From the general character of the Teachers, as above

given, the general quality of the teaching may be inferred, and also to some extent the

number and the nature of the subjects taught. With only, except in a few cases, Third Class

Teachers, we cannot expect to advance much beyond third clas? subjects, or even to have these

subjects taught in any but a third. cla?s manner. There are exceptions of course, but I am
speaking of the rule. Rpuding is generally not well taught—scarcely tausht at all ; and I

hear the same complaint all over the Province. I have given marked attention to this subject,

having seen, from an early period in my experience, how much it was neglected in our Schools ;

and I have found it to be a too general rule that the Teachers did not correct mistakes at all,

or did so in such a careless manner that the reader passed on in his hurried blundering course

without taking notice of the correction. The Spelling also is generally bad : and I think much
of this bad spelling, as well as of the bad reading, proceeds from the fact that the eye of the

scholar is too little accustomed to the printed page, and while one boy or girl is engaged in

reading or reciting, the others in the class are allowed to look carelessly about them, or they

are conning over their own sentence, instead of being keenly ali%'e to the work that is actually

going on. The Writing, as -a rule, is indifferent : and I find it very hard indeed to introduce
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into many of our Rural Schools copybocks with head-lines, the parents grudging the expense.

With so many Third Class Teachers, and the great mnjority of these females, it cannot be

expected that our Arithmetic should soar into the higher branches, and I would be glad to find

even the elementary branches taught accurately and intelligently, with less of reference to

rules. In many cases the work can be done so as to exhibit the correct answer, but cannot

be explained by the pupil ; and is often so carelessly and unmethodically put down on the

slate that nobody else can explain or understand it. Menial Arithmetic, the best test of quick

and intelligent calculation, is almost entirely ignored—our Teachers, as a general rule, seeming

to have neither time nor taste for it. Geometry and Algebra are not to be seen in our Rural

Schools, as they belong to Second or First Class Teachers, of whom we have only two or three

in the villages. Geography is not sufficiently studied, and the knowledge o{ History to be found

in our Schools is not work mentioning. I endeavour to enforce the programme as far as pos-

sible ; but generally where I find History classes, T would rather see good reading classes.

Gi'amrnar seems to be an object of hearty aversion, or perhaps I should rather say of contempt

and disgust, in a great many Schools in this County, and from the way in which it has gene-

rally been taught, I do not much wonder to find it so. JVly instructions, by precept and by
example, are to teach grammar as much as possible without book, as a part of the reading

lesson, without even naming the word grammar; to administer it, like medicine, to the young
people, without even telling them what it is until they know a good deal about it. Of Botany,

Natural History, Physiology, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, and other advanced subjects, I

need say nothing after what has been already stated, except that in the Annual Eeport from

a small log-school, with an average of 10 or 12 scholars, and 28 little people on the roll, I find

28 returned as students in Christian morals, and 28 in Civil Gorernment ! 1

Trustees' Beports.—My impression with reference to the Trustees' Eeports is, that they

involve a very large amount of labour to all parties concerned, and yield a very poor

return in the shape of reliable information. I cannot help thinking that they might be abridged

with advantage. The returns of the average attendance from some Schools, I regard as of

doubtful veracity. Indeed, I have heard of Schools—tnought not in this County ot coarse—

in which the Trustees required of their Teacher, as an indispensable qualification, that he or

she should have the art of sending in a good round average. I allude to the yibject with

pain, because I think it points to a radical evil inherent in the system itself, and requiring a

radical remedy. In the Annual Eeports, I see enough to convince me that the statements

are often made at- random, being often inconsistent with each other, and inconsistent with

other facts known to me. The financial accounts of the Trustees are in many cases qui^e in-

comprehensible, and show that no proper record is kept of the moneys received and expended.

In some cases in which I have tried to get this remedied. I found that it did not proceed

from any dishonest intention, but from the absolute incapacity of any one in the Section to

keep a simple account of receipts and payments intelligibly. In counties where male Teachers

predominate, this difficulty, as I know by experience, is not much felt, but in Grenville it is

a serious evil, and points more and more to the necessity of Township Boards of Trustees.

School-houses and fJieir furnishings.—In a letter which I received from the Department

in June, 1873, the following passage occurs:—"Please call attention to the omission in

regard Xio maps and apparatus. Thirty-three Schools are reported as having none. The
Chief Superintendent regrets that in a long-settled and pro.?perous County like Grenville, this

should be the case.'" I need not say that I deeply regret it too. The County, indeed, is not

particularly prosperous ; it contains a great deal of swamp, and poor rocky land ; but it cannot

be denied that it has been settled for a good many years, and I fear we '^ave no greater diffi-

culty to contend with than the fact that the County is an old one. The log-cabins have become

venerable in the eyes of the people. School-houses constructed of stone, however defective in

convenience or in architectural elegance, are considered miracles of perfection. Many of the

inhabitants now middle aged, and most of the present Teachers, received their eariy and only

instruction in these wretched buildings, and we have in this County a large class of unpro-

gressive people who say that the houses and accommodations which were good enough for than,

ought to be good enough for their children. There is not much ambition among these res-

pectable people to have good dwelling-houses for themselves, and I fear there is still less am
bition to have good School houses for their children. The very fact that we are an old County,

and that we have grown old and gre^', and exceedingly wise in our own esteem under the in-

comparable system of log School-houses, and local and district superintendence is, I repeat.
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the greatest diflBcultv we have to contend with in Grenville in the way of eJOfecting improve-

ments. And. until we have good, or at least decent School-houses, how can we have maps, or

libr.iries. or any other valuable School I'urnishings ? To introduce such things into log cabins,

or into small unlathcd stone-buildings, with very little wall-room, and no press-accommodation,

would be scarcely desirable if it were possible. As well put the furniture of a palace in the

wigwam of an Indian. I have therefore felt all along that the first great improvement to be

effected—the inevitable precursor and pioneer of all other improvements—was the wholesale

reconstruction of the School-houses. But here again a difficulty presented itself in the very

antiquity of the County. The fact that it had been long settled had given time for abuses

to grow, and for all the evils of the old system to become very strongly developed as well as

to have struck their roots deep ; and one of the most prominent of these acknowledged evils

was'the gross inequality between the Sections, some of which had grown to colossal dimensions,

while others, by unnecessary separations, had become too small and poor to be able to support

a good School.

Believing that the existence of good stone or brick School-houses on some of the present

sites would only be a bar in the way of a more desirable distribution of them, I thought it

better to wait a short time in the hope of some radical change of system^—such as the intro-

duction of Town.^hip Boards of Trustees, which we were at one time led to expect—than

rashly to incur the risk of perpetuating in stone or brick, the evils acknowledged to arise from
the existing inequality of the Sections. But latterly the prospect of any very early change of

system seeming to have well-ni^h disappeared, and a sufficient length of time having elapsed

for the ideas of the people on the subject of School Accommodation to be somewhat better ma-
tured, I thought it my duty at the end of the last year (1873 ) to issue a circular to the Trustees

of the several School Sections throughout the County, explaining distinctly the requirements

of the School Law, as embodied in the Regulations of the Council of Public Instruction with

regnrd to School Accommodation, and stating that if I fi^id f.t my next visit that steps are not

being taken in sood faith to supply any deficiencies, I shall feel it to be my duty to with-

hold any future money grants to such delinquent Sections until the law is complied with. I

intimated at the same time to some ten or twelve of the largest Sections, which have grown to

their present exaggerated size by absorbing other Sections, that they must either make arrange-

ments to employ a second Teacher in a separate room, or part with a portion of their acreage

and population to some other smaller Sections.

These intimations were forwarded in sufficient time to be laid before the Annual Meet-

ings whicb were held on the 14th .January of the present year (1874). I learn that in some
few cases they have caused considerable dissatisfaction, but as a general rule the people can-

didly acknowledge that I have acted with all possible leniency, and arc preparing to carry out

the requirements. I have reason to know that in the course of the present year a good many
new School-houses will be built, and others which were deficient, in the required out-houses,

or in the proper extent of enclosed play-ground, will have these defects generally supplied.

In my circular to the Trustees, I expressed a hope that they would be assisted in their

efforts by the money accruing to the several municipalities under the Municipal Loan Fund
Act of 1873. By the 12th Section of that Act express provision is made for appropriating

part of the money to the building and improving of School-houses ; and I sincerely hope that

notwithstanding a difficulty arisina: from the division of the Townships into Sections, some of

which have already good School-houses, means may be found to devote at least a part of the

money to the purpose of building new ones where required. It is fortunate that in the case

of our iuiorporated villages, the same difficulty does not occur, and that therefore the spacious

and elegant buildings erected at Kemptville and Merrickville will soon, I trust, be free from

debt. Of the enlightened liberality shown in erecting these buildings I cannot speak too

highly. Both are large, elegant brick structures each containing four spacious apartments,

and will cost from $6,000 to 87,000 each. Heretofore these incorporated villages had each

three separate and independent Schools, badly furnished—the scholars, particularly in Mer-
rickville, moving from the one to the other as they thought proper. Now, the Schools will be

graded, and will be under one management in each village, as well as under one roof I must
also express great satisfaction that handsome double Schools have been completed and are now
in operation in Edward.sburg, Spencerville, and Burritt's Rapids; and that good substantial

brick or stone School-houses are arising in several rural sections iu lieu of the old stereotyped

pyramidal log cabins. Indeed, I think I may now safely say that, generally throughout this
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Oounty, as well as throughout other parts of the Province, a movement is abroad in favour of

better School-houses and improved School Accomodation. T would say also that though threo

years have now elapsed since the passing of the important School Act of 1871, and the issuing

of the Regulations which accompanied it, I am satisfied that these three years have not been

lost even in those rural sections where no apparent progress has been made, and where but

few signs of life are yet visible. We shall soon have greatly improved School houses in these

Sections also : and as each endeavours to vie with another, or at least wishes not to be out-

stripped by its neighbours, we shall have better School-houses now erected under the invigor-

ating influence of emulation than if the same Sections had been compelled to build two years

ago, under a more severe and ri2;orous administration of the School Law. I must candidly

say that I feel thankful for the wise forbearance shewn by the Education Department, in not

requiring the Inspectors to exercise their powers too stringently, and I think the beneficial

effects of this prudent and judicious policy will soon become manifest throughout the Province,

not only in the erection of School-houses of a greatly improved cast, but also in the selection

of sites better fitted to suit the convenience of the people, and in a better distribution of the

Sections.

CouNp" OF Renfrew.

Rev. E. H. Jenkyns, M.A.—.Including the various departments of incorporated Village

Schools and the Roman Catholic Separate Schools, there were 120 Schools in operation during

the past year. During the year four School Sections were, on account of being too feeble to

properly support a School, united, and formed into two Sections
;
yet there is an increase of

two Schools over the number reported last year. The number of rural Schools in operation

during the year was one hundred and ten. showing an increase of ten Schools.

The following table shows the population of each Municipality in the County, according

to the census returns of 1871 : also, the average attendance and the percentage of pupils who
attend School in proportion to the population. This table is based on the aggregate number
of teaching days in the year, which, according to the Amended School Act of 1860, is 228
days. I deem it necessary to give great prominence to the facts established by this table.

It places a certain well-known standard before us, which we must aim at, and which we must
ucceed in attaining if our Schools are to be in a state of thorough efficiency. No matter

what may be the advantages of our School system, the arrangement and furniture of Schools,

the efficiency of Teachers, all would be of no avail without regularity of attendance on the

part of the pupils. The following table, when compared with ttiat of 1872, shows a slight

improvement, but it also shows how much the friends of education have yet to accomplish

before the attendance comes to the required estimate :
•

I OWKSHIP.
I AV CrK

POP'N. ATTEN-
DANCE.

Admaston.
AJice
Algona
Bagot and Blithfield

Bromley
Brougham
Brudenell, &c
G-riffith and Matawatchan
Grattan
Horton
McXab
Pembroke
Petewawa
Rolj.ih, &c
Ross
Sebastopol
StafiFord

»Westmeath
Wilberforce

1988-

: 15fi3

700

I

1142

I
1428

I

.521

1210
406

1481
1267
2855
640
.370

459
1682
650
798
2632
1955

23.747

PER CENT OF POPULA
TION WHO ATTEND

SCHOOL.

189*

116i
37

I

67^ I

126 i

i 32

1
103

I 27

I

100
I

I
115

I

I 60 j

I
27

I

i

27i

I

198'

58
m
310 I

153
I

2,236^

9.5

7.4

5.3

.5.9

8.8

6.1

8.5
6.6

6,7

9.0

15.1
9.3

7.3

5.9

11.1

8.9

7.2

11.7

7.8

or ab't 1-11

1-14

1-19
1-17
1-11

1-16
1-12

1-15
1-1.5

1-11
1-7

1-14

1-14

1-17

1-9

1-11
1-14
1-9

1-13

1-10
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There is nothing of greater importance to the success and influence of School teachin.v

than recrularity of attendance on the part of pupils. Without this the best laid plans to pro-

mote tlioroush and progressive instruction in the Schools will be entirely without avail. Any-
thing, therefore, whit;h tends to overcome this difficulty or even to modify it to a certain

extent, must be worthy of most serious attention. Exjjcrience has convinced me that a very
large proportion of pupils in our Public Schools do not attain to anything like a satisfactory

degree of perfection in their studies, because of irregularity of attendance. The unsatisfactory

results of the Public School system, the low attainments of Public School pupils, and the- in-

difference of parents, were no doubt the moving causes why our legislators considered com-
pulsion as necessary. The excuses of some are that they have no shoes, or ia winter that

they have no clothing to protect them from the cold, or that they live too ftir away from the

School-house
; but the general cause of irregularity is the indifference of parents. The parents

in a great many cases are lamentably ignorant, and from this ignorance arise apathy and care-

lessness. Then again it should be borne in mind that with a great many parents the help of

their children on the farm is a matter of greater consequence than their education. I believe

if parents understood that the more regularly their children attended School the sooner they
would be able to make use of them for the support of the family, they would make some
sacrifice to secure so desirable a result. Educationists have a higher object in view than to

impart a mere knowledge of so much reading, writing and arithmetic. They aim at the

formation cf a good and virtuous character. They aim to impress upon their pupils habits of
cleanliness, truthfulness, accuracy, punctuality, obedience, attention, kindliness, forbearance

and charity
;
and if pupils are irregular in their attendance, or if they are prematurely re-

moved from School, the chain of these habits formed at School will be too weak to bear the
wear and tear of life's battle.

When visiting Schools I took copious notes, not only on everything connected with the

School, and the different methods of instruction adopted by Teachers, but also on subjects

collaterally suggested ; and inasmuch as I desire to make my general report, not merely an
epitome of dry figures, but, T trust, something of practical value, I shall make some observa-

tions based on these notes.

The whole number of Teachers employed during the year was 120. Of these 79 were
females and 41 males. The following table shows the qualifications of the 120 Teachers
engaged during the year :

Normal School students .. 7
Second Class Provincial 2
Third Class County Board 43
Licences granted by County Board or Inspector 68

Total 120

The beneficial influence of the Normal School at Toronto is becoming more and more ap-

parent, and I trust that ere long we in this County will be benefited to a still greater extent

by a similar institution in Ottawa. The general success of Teachers who have availed them-
selves of such an institution speaks volumes in favour of such a training. Of course all

Normal School Teachers do not exhibit superior skill, or meet with more than ordinary success
;

for unfortunately there are some who have entered the profession, whom no amount of Normal
School training can ever make successful Teachers. But such are comparatively few, and the

preponderating influence leads me to most heartily wish that all our Teachers could enjoy the

benefits of the Normal School training. I am glad to find a desire for such training prevail-

ing amongst some of our most efficient Third Class Teachers, and that several of them have
fully made up their minds to attend such an institution.

Looking at the table of qualifications of Teachers, and noticing the very large proportion

of teachers who hold simply " licences " to teach, we ought not to wonder that so many
Schools are unsatisfactory and ineflicient. A fair proportion of our Teachers may be said to

be earnest, industrious, and efficient. They labour diligently not only to understand the subject^

to be taught, but also the nature, responj-ribility and greatness of their work, and devote their

best energie.-i to the discharge of their duties. But there are also, we are sorry to say, a large

proportion who are devoid of the requisite qualifications, and who evidently desire to pass
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their time, and give as little in return for their pay as possible. We trust in course of time

to weed all such cunibcrcrs of the ground out of the ranks of Teachers.

When Teachers have to gain experience by actual work in their profession, it must not bfi

wondered at that the organization of our Schools is very defective, and the pupils but poorly

classified. Young aud inexperienced Teachers know so very little re.specting their duties, and
pay so little attention to the classification of the pupils, that it is almost impossible to ex-

amine and report on their Schools. Tu these matters they generally yield to the desires of

pupils or their parents, and the consequence is that pupils are prematurely advanced to the

higher and more difficult subjects. In a large proportion of Schools, taught by incompetent

Teachers, I fouad pupils reading in the 4th or 5th Book, who could not read in a satisfactory

manner a passage from the 2nd Book. And when such Teachers were compelled to strictly

adhere to the Programme and cause such pupils to be returned to their proper classes, the

parents were highly indignant. It would be about as reasonable to be displeased with the

master mechanic because he will not allow his apprentices to work upon the neatest and

most artistic work until they have acquired skill in the use of tools. This same difficulty

pertains to all other subjects, but more especially to the subject of arithmetic. In many
Schools the character of the education imparted has been so superficial, and the pupils have

been so allowed to glide onward from one subject to another without lAderstanding the principles

involved, that pupils who worked sums in Proportion, Interest, &c., could not put down the

following sums correctly: "Write down on your slates the following numbers. 100,000

76,050, 300,003, 300,007,005, Sec." I can see no practical sense or use for pupils to attempt

the 4th Reader until they have thoroughly mastered the 3rd, or to be allowed to advance

through the arithmetic or geography without a proper knowledge of their principles. The
chief aim of the Teacher deficient in qualification, aud who does not understand the nature of

his duties, is to go over as much as possible, regardless of thoroughness or accuracy. This

detect we must always expect until Teachers receive a proper training, and are possessed of the

proper qualifications for the work. Men are becouiing more and more convinced that the

education of children should not be judged by the number of books they have gone over, but

by the actual amount of information which they possess.

I know ot no agency so calculated to promote thoroughness and accuracy, and to improve

the classification of pupils as frequent public examinations. Here again it is necessary to

guard the real from the superficial. It is an easy thing upon such an occasion to ask only such

questions as the pupils are familiar with, and so the Teacher manages to deceive by reason of

the aptness of his pupils. Such examinations should not be undertaken for efi^ect ; neither

should they, as a rule, be conducted by .the Teacher. In order to render such examinations

as attractive and thorough as possible, it is necessary that the Trustees and ratepayers of the

Section should attend. I regret to be compelled to state that this is not generally the case. It

is seldom that Teachers can induce them to attend, even when notice has been given. The
evil result of such carelessness and such apathy reacts in its effect upon the Te :cher. Surely it

is not too much to expect of Trustees, parents, and in fact of all who are interested in the wel

fare of our Public Schools, which are forming our national character, that they should evince an

earnest interest in their success.

Another evil result of this lack of qualification on the part of Teachers is. that they rely

too much upon text books. It is quite painful to notice the awkward, dull and uninter-

esting manner in which they teach their classes. The ability to conduct a class without the

use of a text book is desirable and also attainable hy'a little daily preparation on the Teacher's

part. The advantages of such teaching are manifold. The Teacher enjoys greater freedom,

and scholars have greater confidence in him when he is able to conduct his classes withour.

the aid of text books. But unfortunately this is not the case with the majority « f Teachers at

present engaged in this County. The evil consequence which we have to deplore is, that pupils'

minds instead of being healthfully developed, are, on the contrary, cramped by being tied

down to the barren facts of the text books. The real work of education is thus dissipated for

\tant of interest and illustration. The effect of the system which confines both Tezicher and
.)upil to the very words an i arrangements of the text-book is to destroy all meot:il activity,

and to impart an education which can be but a poor equipment for the battle of life. In order

to do away with the evils of such a system, I have systematically called Te;ichers' attention to

the necessity of studying over night the lessons which they have to deliver the next day. By
such means they can teuch all the facts of the lesson, and also enjoy many opportunities of
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collateral informaiion and illustration. A practical Teacher is always on the alert to detect

any error in his method, or to discover any point in which improvement can be made. The
Teacher who does this, though at present there may be many deficiencies in his system, wiU
iu the end become master of the situation.

Having noticed at the half yearly examination of Teachers the very unsatisfactory an-

rvrers given by a majority of candidates to the questions on education and School Law, I felt

somewhat curious to ask at my visitation of Schools as to the books Teachers were in the habit

of reading on the theory of teaching. The result was somewhat startling. Out of 120 Teachers

questioned on the subject, only 19 could mention any book which they had read on the theory

of teaching. I may also say that a very large number, when questioned as to the periodicals

which they were in the habit of receiving, could only say they sometimes read the Journol of
Educatiun, and others professed they read nothing but the text-books. Where there is so little

desire for improvement, I cannot understand how they are to qualify themselves for the work,

or how they are to discover any defects in the system of teaching. Not only should Teachers

endeavour to purchase good books, treating of their profession, but they should at all eveuia

read the Journal of Educatiun, and also subscribe for the Ontario Teacher. In these publica-

tions, which are conducted in the interests of the profession, a great many suggestions are

thrown out, different methods are frequently and ably discussed, and the tendency of the

whole is to give a comprehensive view, and a directness of purpose to the teacher's work.

In addition to reading books which treat of their profession, Teachers should avail them-
selves of the Inspector's permission to visit other Schools. This they will find of immense
advantage in the management of their own School. A visit for one day to a School conducted

by an able and efficient Teacher, who has triumphed over many difficulties, will give in a very

short time a clear insight into the theory of teaching.

At my visitations, I called the special attention of Teachers to the following require

ments :

—

1. To make such a classification of their Schools as would carry out iu every particular

the programme laid down by the Department of Public Instruction.

2. To commence teaching arithmetic, geosiraphy and grammar to the junior classes ao

cording to programme, but to instruct them without text books.

3. To be very thorough in the simple rules, and especially in the dictation of numbers.

4. To read and study more works on the theory and practice of teaching.

At no previous period in the history of Schools has so much activity been shown in the

building of School-houses, as during the last two years. In many respects we believe the style,

size and fitness of a School-house indicate the advancement which education has made in a

./•ection. But wliere the School-house is only a small, low, and wretched log shanty, the tone

of the whole School corresponds, and the results are always eminently unsatisfactory. Good
School-houses of course do not constitute all that is necessary, but with their introduction,

other things essential to the welfare and progress of Schools are brougtit forward in a degree

proportionate to their character. When -a good and substantial School-house has been built,

the next step is a desire for the services of a competent Teacher, and thus Trustees and others

devote more of their time, energy and iatellect, to make their School in all respects a success.

Immediately Teachers, pupils'and parents become interested, and the result is, progress. Until

within the last two years, it was rare to see anything but miserable log shanties, known by
courtesy as School-houses, but now I am happy to say these are giving place to suitable frame

buildings, and in many instances to good and substantial brick buildings. Some of these

buildings iu their dimensions, external and internal arrangements, not only meet the require-

ments of the School Law, but are a credit tu the persons by whose efforts they were erected.

Amongst such I take great pleasure in mentioning the following Schools:—Mansfield, Brae-

eide, Beachburg, Nos. 3 and 7 Alice, No. 3 Pembroke, No. 2 Stafford, and also No. 3 Brude-

nell. I hope within a few years to see all the School-houses iu this County, in style, size and

arrangement, coming up to the requirements of th« School Law. In carrying out these

requirements it is requisite to exercise a judicious moderation so as not to crush poor

Sections.

In the matter of ventilation we have yet a good deal to learu. No attempt has yet been

made to ventilate Schools by any other means than the doors and windows. When we consider

that, according to the most reliable information, not less than one-third of all the deaths occurr-

ing is caused by the inhalation of impure air ; when we think of the general character of our
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School-houses and the mental and physical exhaustion caused by breathing in such an atmos-
phere, I am forced to the conclusion that the ventilation of" Schools is a very important mat-

ter. It would be a great advantaoe if the windows of all Schools were so made as to open

from the top, for by such means we could to a certain extent provide against the poisoning of
Teachers and pupils.

I am sorry to say that a very large number of Schools are without the necessary out^pre-

mises. This is a positive dissirace to the County, and must be immediately remedied. I have
repeatedly called the attention of Trustees to the necessity of providing these out-premises,

but hitherto in many cases without avail. This is a matter which does not involve the expen

diture of a considerable sum of money, but is the effect of a disgraceful neglect. I have there-

fore come to the conclusion to withhold all public moneys from all Sections which do not as

required by law provide a !j;ood fence round the School lot, and also build on their lot sepa-

rate conveniences for the boys ana eirls.

During the latter half of the year my time has been almost wholly devoted to the work
of conducting competitive examinations throughout the County. Sometimes pupils of two or

three Schnols were brought together, and at other times, because of distance, and other cir-

cumstances, the pupils of only one were examined. This system of competitive examination

has been attended with very beneficial results, not only in stirring up a spirit of emulation

amongst pupils, but by infusing a new energy into our Schools. The great difficulty which

the friends of education have to encounter in this County is a spirit of indifference amonust
parents and pupils as to the claims of education. I know of no measure so calculated to ovar-

cofiie this indifference as a judicious system of competition. Not only pupils looked forward

to these examinations with eager expectation, but parents also attended and watched the pro-

ceedings with a lively interest. These facts are a sufficient advantage for the labour and
money expended on competitive examinations. But these examinations have })roduced other

beneficial results. Pupils are trained to write down their thoughts systematically and inde-

pendently ; Teachers have also been enabled to detect many points for improvement in their

method of instruction, as well as to notice the defects of their pupils in certain subjects.

The examinations were conducted wholly in writing. Pupils were arranged in such a

manner that copying was rendered impossible, and the results are therefore eminently satis-

factory and reliable. Each answer was carefully valued according to the number of marks
a.ssigned to each question. The questions were drawn up in such a manner as lo test their

reasoning powers more than a mere knowledge of the text-books.

County op Lennox ani> Addington,

Frederick Bnrmws, Esq.—The total expenditure for all School purposes during the

year, was $34,906 70, an excess of $3,lli(j 95 over that of 1S72. Grand total paid Teachers,

!^20,897 t>3, an increase of §2,862 55. 6.3-13 pupils were enrolled during the year, of whom
3,321 were boys, and 3.022 were girls. The daily average attendance for first half-year wag

2,401, and for second half-year. 2,190.

The cost per pupil estimated on the number enrolled, and the whole expenditure for

School purposes, was .^5 50. Of the one hundred and ten Teachers ftwenty-two males and

eigbty-eight females) employed, one held a First Class Provincial Certificate; six, Second Clasps

Provincial ; thirteen. First Class from Old Board ; thirty-three, Second Class, Old Board,

and fifty-seven either Third Class New Board or PermUs. The average salary of maie

Teachers was •Ti>348, an increase of .^^70 above that of 1872. Of female Teachers the average

Balary was .$206, an increase of $20. The hiirhest salary paid a male Tencher was ^480, and
the lowest, s^l44 (!) The highest salary paid a female Teacher was .^00. and the lowest.

§132. Thirteen School Section Libraries were provided durinir the year. I expect soon to be

•able to note a large increase in Libraries, as our people generally are beginning to see the

importance of supplementing the instruction given in the School-room, by a course of useful

reading. 1 find ureat diificulty in inducing; Trustees in those Townships, which some years

ago provided Township Libraries, to supply their Schools with libraries. The Township

Library system in this County (except Amherst l.'-land), seems to have beou an almost entire

failure—the books having been uncared for, and finally lost. I have full confidence in the

School Section system.

I regret to say that the evil of irregular attendance still exists to a most serious oxieat,
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for which the Teachers in many cases are as blameworthy as the parents. Many neglect the

most obvious means of makinp; the School premises inviting, and the School work interesting

to their pupils, and in consequence, indifference and dissatisfaction are excited among both

children and parents, followed by the usual result—irregular attendance. I cannot expect a

marked decrease in thi;} evil until greater inducements are offered to young persons of high

merit to equip themselves for the work of teaching.

At the begiuuing of the year our Teachers organized a County Association. Several

highly profitable meetings have been held, more especially the one at which Dr. Sangster

save a lucid exposition of the most approved modes of teaching the principal subjects of the

Public School course. The great utility of Teachers' Institutes has been amply proved, and

I trust that before long they will become a recognized part of our School system.

Our greatest educational want now is. the trained Teacher, in the absence of whom, our

greatly improved School-house accommodation and appliances for the education of the young,

will be of comparatively little ffervice. As very few of those who engage in teaching avail

themselves of the advantages afforded by a Normal School, it follows that some other means

must be resorted to, in order to meet the pressing want which now exists. The most ready

and efficient substitute for a permanently located Normal School, is a peripatetic one in the

shape of a Teachers' Institute, conducted by^a thoroughly competent person, arid held at points

easily accessible to the Teachers.

A good deal has been done during the year in the way of building and furnishing School-

houses. Thirty School-houses have been built since the enactment of the School Law of

1871 ; and a good many old ones have been renovated and re-furnished. The log School-

house is now almost entirely confined to the backwoods. All our Schools, with perhaps two

or three exceptions, are supplied with the maps, &c., necessary for their efficiency. I believe

that the majority of our people rejoice at the greatly improved condition of things, notwith-

standing the considerable expense incurred ; and I am persuaded that they will soon realize

that those educational improvements will not only tend to increase the intelligence and taste

of the rising generation, and contribute to social order and sound morality, but will also in-

crease the material wealth of the community at large.

With regard to the School studies, I have <;o state that the ordinary branches are gener-

ally well taught. The Natural Sciences prescribed have been introduced into a few of our

Schools ; but I have reason to believe that with rare exceptions they are taught in a perfunc-

tory and mechanical manner. The fact is, the work required is beyond the ability of the great

majority of our Teachers; and I have come to the conclusion from what experience I have had,

that it would be better not to insist upon the teaching of those subjects until they can be dealt

with in a rational and natural manner. Unless the pupils are led to personally examine spe-

cimens, and experiment for themselves, in order to find out the facts and laws of the science

studied, I am inclined to question the propriety of introducing such studies, perhaps to the

neglect of the other vitally important branches.

I would sugge3t that some pecujpiary inducements be offered to Teachers, to pass the

examination for Special Certificates for teaching the Natural Sciences prescribed.

With regard to the Poor Schools of our back woods, I have to state, that through the

kindness of the Education Department in granting assistance from the Poor School Fund,

the majority of these Schools have been kept open during the whole year. The County

Council on my recommendation supplemented the Grants from the Department. Without

this aid it would be quite beyond the ability of most of those poor Sections to keep their

Schools open. The people, many of whom are educated Germans, evince a most anxious

desire to put within the reach of their children the advantages of a Public School, and they

have been greatly encouraged by the aid received.

I have striven in every way possible to assist in meeting the necessities of their case,

and I have the satisfaction ofknowing that the most of those Schools are doing good work.

On looking back to the state of things when I made my first inspection, I cannot but

feel that substantial progress has been made ; and it is a real satisfaction to know that in in-

troducing the many changes necessitated by the new law, comparatively little opposition has

been encountered.

County of Prince Edward.

aUbert D. Piatt, Esq., B.A.—F&u progress may be reported in reference to the greater
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number of the Schools of Prince Edward durinij; the past year. In my report for 1872, six were
classified as excellent, nineteen good, thirty-three fair, and twenty-one poor. Aftei- an
equally careful estimate for 1873, the following classification is adopted :—Ten excellent,

thirty-two good, twenty-eight fair, and eleven poor. Of the highest grade, Ameliasburgh,
Hallowell and Hillier have two, and the other townships oae each. Of the second grade.

Ameliasburgh has five, Athol three, Hallowell eight, Hillier five, North Marysburgh four,

South Marysburgh three, and Sophiasburgh four. The Village of Wellington has one of tiie

highest grade.

The amount of money raised during the year by Trustees' tax on property was 822,3t)9,

an increase over 1872 of $3,060. Amount paid Teachers, $22.093—increase l,-i03. Average
salary of male Teachers, $352—increase, $14. Average salary of female Teachers, .8233

—

increase -SlO. Two Teachers in the townships received a salary of 8500—fourteen received

from $iO{) to $500—twenty-five received from S300 to S-iOO, while only five male Teachers
in the county received less than §300.

Changes of Teachers were made in twenty-two Schools during the year, against thirty-

four changes in 1872. It would be of great advantage to have still fewer changes, but it is

satisfactory to notice that the American system of employing a male Teacher for the winter
months, and a female daring the summer, is so nearly discarded in Prince Edward.

The total number of pupils attending the Schools daring the yccir, was 4,912—an in-

crease of sixty over the former year. Of these, 437 attended less than twenty days ; 90u
attended from twenty to fifty days, and 1,367 from fifty to one hundred days, while only 245,
or barely five out of every 100, attended 200 days or over, during the year ! It will thus be
seen that more than half whose names were on the School Register attended less than 100
days ! With such irregularity, the wonder is that we are able to record any progress

at all.

But let us examine the attendance in another light. The average daily attendance ofpupils

for the year was only forty-one per cent, of the whole number on the Register. Taking each
township separately, Ameliasburgh ranks highest, being fifty percent., Athol thirty-two, Hallo-

well thirty-eight, Hiliier forty four. North Marysburgh thirty-eight, South Marysburyh forty-

oue, and Sophiasburgh forty per cent. Eveu this low percentage is a slight improvement on
the previous year, but there is very great need of increased effort towards amendment in this

important particular, if our School population is to get anything like an adequate return for

the money appropriated to educational purposes.

Twenty School-houses in the county do not meet the requirements of the Law, distributed

as follows:—-Ameliasburgh three, Athol two, Hallowell three, Hillier one. North Marysburgh
five. South Marysburgh three, and Sophiasburgh three. Of these it is expected that more
than half will be built during the present year. A few are unavoidably delayed on account

of necessary changes in the Sections ; and the short crops of most of the farmers of the county,

occasioned by the severe drought of last year, have prevented preparations for building in some
other localities. Only twenty School-yards are enclosed as the Law requires, leaving about

sixty yet to be attended to. The requisite provision has been made in many of these cases.

A still more extensive task remains, however, in the matter of a well for each School lut, there

being at present only six in the county.

To check the irregular attendance of pupils. I procured two thousand copies of the
" Duties of Pupils." and extracts from the " Duties of Masters and Teachers," which were

supplied to the authorities in a large number of the Sections at a nominal charge, so thai

each family might have a copy. The effect of this has been beneficial, but it seem^ ^5tiil a

very difficult matter to have the rules stricrly enforced. I invariably endeavour to impress

on the minds of pupils the necessity of either aftundiaij School regularli/ or stayiao at Imihv

rctmlarly, and not attempting both at the same time. Parents are compelled to choose be-

tween the thorough education of their children on the one hand, and their frequent assistance

at home on the other; and until they form a correct estimate of wliat is lost by irregular

attendance at School, we can hardly hope for thorough progress and hi.:h attainments in the

training of our Canadian youth.

The inexperience of large numbers of our Teachers is another discouraging feature which

can never be remedied until every one who aspires to the position shall be compelled to undergo

a term of professional training. This must come before long, and the sooner the better. T o

correct diseases of the body, a long and expensive course of instruction is required, but to
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mould autl shape the intellect , almo.st any person may pick up the requisite information in

six mouths. Many young Teachers can do nothing without the aid of text books—they lean

upon them as on a stafi", and when forced to depend upon themselves, fail utterly : and worse
still, the most frequent absentees from Teachers' meetings for mutual improvement are these

same youug members of the profession.

Object teaching is still practised to a very limited extent in our Schools. To place the

necessary information within the reach of our Teachers, I persuaded a local bookseller to

order from England fifty copies each of two works—" Gill's Notes of Lessons," and " Lake's

Book of Object Lessons"—specimens of which I obtained at the Depository in Toronto, and
which I consider, without exception, the best treatises I have seen on the subject. These
have been purchased by many of our Teachers, who speak very highly of the assistance de-

rived from them.

Weekly reports to parents were used in a majority of our Sctiools during the past year

with very good effect. The necessity of keeping an account with each pupil, and showing the

standing at stated intervals, are becoming more generally recognised by our Teachers. I am
almost of the opinion, however, that monthly reports, to be determined by daily standing or

weekly examinations, or both, are sufficiently frequent The greatest drawback in the use of

these reports is found to be the stereotyped one of "indifference of parents." The remedy
for this widespread evil is yet to be applied, nay, to a great extent discovered.

The need of Teachers' Institutes, with compulsory attendance of those at least who hold

'i bird Class Certificates, is still deeply felt. It is hoped the new Council of Public Instruc-

tion may give the matter early attention.

The Annual Convention and Excursion of our County Teachers' Association, lately held,

were more than usually successful. Our Teachers' Library does much good, and having
ample means, we expect to enlarge and replenish. On the whole, amid many disadvantages
and discouragements, we are hopefully striving for improvement.

County of Hastings. No. 2.

Joha Johnston, Esq.—I am happy to state that since the introduction of the School Law
of 1871, 20 new School-houses have been built in South Hastings ; many of these are of brick

and stone. All the Schools have been well supplied, some time ago, with maps, tablets and
object lessons, many with globes, and all with numeral frames. With a few exceptions

the grounds are fenced and outhouses built.

Besides the 20 new houses many have been repaired and fixed up at considerable cost

;

and during the summer of 1874 10 new houses will be built, either of brick or stone, and a

few will be repaired and made as good as new.
I have not had much difficulty in inducing Trustees to get maps, &g., when they saw

the need of them. I always had printed applications for the Trustees to fill out, and I always

prepared a list of articles needed. Tablets, Map of the World, and Map of America were got

at once, as it was impossible to teach a School without these, particularly the tablets. Some
Schools yet need the Map of the Dominion.

Teachers.—Though the people of South Hastings have done much in respect to School-

houses and furnishing them, yet we need more trained Teachers—men and women who have
made some preparation for their duties besides the mere knowledge of just being able to ob-

tain a "Third Class Certificate." The Schools of South Hastings would not have been so

efficient as they are, had it not been for the pains taken to.'show the improved method of teach-

ing all the School subjects. This was done during my first visit in 1871, and has been
followed more or less ever since.

In the fall of 1871 I started the South Hastings Teachers' Association, at which the

improved method of teaching all the School subjects has been shown, and as no discussions

have been allowed, but practical work, we now call it by its proper name, '' The South Has-
tings Teachers' Institute." The best method of teaching every subject has been shown again and
again, and as we recognize no method of teaching reading but the natural method introduced

by Dr. Sangster in 1866 into the Normal School, it has been taken up at almost every meet-

ing and thoroughly explained and illustrated by classes from different schools ; and to help

me in this direction, and to convince the Teachers that the methods of teaching the subjects

taken up by me were the best, I asked Dr. Sangster in the winter of 1873 to come down and
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discuss the natural method of teaching reading, grammar, geotcraphy and arithmetic, which

he was kind enough to do, and he iiave me great assistance in inducing Teachers to teach and

c nduct their schools in the right way. This was the first meeting he held in the Province.

He did an immense amount of good, and convinced the Teachers that the methods discus.sed

previously were the best, in fact the only correct methods of Teaching. He gave a lecture in

the evening, and the next day visited the Deaf and Dumb Institute and Albert College, and

left an impression in Belleville and South Hastings that will never be forgetten. The Teach-

ers of South Hastings and Belleville are anxiously waiting for him to be appointed to conduct

Teachers" Institutes in the Province.

As the Teachers of Hungerfnrd and Tyendinaga are some distance from Belleville, I

met them in the central part of each Township, and discus.sed the improved method of teach-

inir reading, grammar, geography, arithmetic, both mental and written, object lessons and

composition, takinu- up the time from 9 to 4. The Institute and these meetiu'_"s have dune

an immense amount of good, and through them we have been able to have the subjects taught

in our Schools as they should be. We meet the third Saturday in every mouth. I am .sorry

to add that some Teachers do no*' attend regularly and a few seklom attend at ail, and these

are not doing their work well. I wish the law was the same as in towns, that they could be

compelled to attend. I have dwelt at some length upon the importance of encouraging right

methods of teaching in our Schools and in our Institute, as it is believed that though we may
have good School-houses and well furnished, it is thoroughly essential that we should have

good live energetic Teachers and as we have only a few Normal Teachers and only 11

Teachers with Provincial Certificates it was very necessary that the young and inexperienced

should be instructed in right modes of teaching and conducting a School, for, as the Teacher

so is the School. Notwithstanding all that has been done, many yet fail in teaching their

Schools as they should, probably more from lack of energy than from not knowing the right

way.

On the whole the Schools of South Hastings have improved much as regards thorough-

ness and proper modes of teaching, and the great majority of our Teachers are trying hard to

do their work thoroughly and efficiently. It is gratifying to me to be able to report the steady

progress they have been making during the past 2^ years. 1 have done everytliing possible to

help Teachers and to raise our Schools to what Ihey should be, and to induce the Trustees

and people to carry out the Law and Regulations.

The Limit Table was thoroughly enforced from the first and the Schools classified accor

ding to it during my first visit in 1871.

County of Durham,

John J. TiUey,^Esq.—Much was done the past year in providing better School accommodatioi

and in supplying Schools. Thirteen Sections built School-houses, twenty-two increased thein

play-grounds to the required size, twelve libraries were purchased, and the stock ofmaps and

other School requisites was largely increased. Since the introduction of the School Law of

1871, twenty-five School-houses have been built in this county, forty-five Sections have enlarged

their play-grounds, and twenty -two School libraries have been provided. That has all been

done without the use of compulsion in a single case. The opposition that wa^s raised against

the law and regulations of 1871 has .subsided to a great extent. That which seemed arbitrary

and severe then, is now, when properly understood, regarded as wise and necessary. I have

heard many express themselves in this way : When Schools are established, supported and con-

ducted upon one uniform plan, their standing and efficiency should be similar under equal

circumstances. If the system upon which our Schools are established, and by which they are

worked, is capable of producing one good School, it can make all good under similar circum-

stances. And if all such are not good, it can be caused only by a diflerent employment of the

means at hand in diifereiit Sc'^'tions. In visiting a number of Schools one cannot but be struck

with the great inequality existing, often in contiguous Sections of equal advantages. The

advanced "class in one School will often be found capable of teaching the School in the adjoin-

ing Section. This disparity is caused by a difterencc in the administration. The Trustees

fthe one Section will not pay less than a certain salary, knowing that a good Teacher cannot

be obtained for less. The Trustees of the othei- will not pay nwre. The former, knowing

that a poor Teacher is but a waste of money, and of the most precious time in the life of a
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child, will employ the best Teacher that can be obtained. The latter try to justify the hirinLC

of an interior Teacher with the excuse that their's ''is only a poor .School." A School will

never rise above the status of its teacher, and to employ a poor Teacher for a poor School is

an effectual means of always havinsz; a poor School for the poor Teacher. To the credit of

Trustees and people it must be said, however, that in most cases the really good Teacher is

appreciated and sought after.

If education is a public and not a private matter, if it is a something which the State can

do better for the individual than he can do if left to him.self, and since it is conceded that the

wealth of a country should provide a free education for all, then by every principle of right

and justice the taxation for its support should be unilbrm, and the general administration

should also be uniform. This can never be done while the country is divided up into

nearly five thousand Sections, each possessing distinct taxing and administrative powers. One
of the most serious drawbacks to progress is the constant change of Teachers. Schools u(;v( r

rise to excellence when Teachers are frequently changed. Every year we receive a large in-

flux of young and inexperienced Teachers
;
and we often find Schools that had been well organ

ized, and classified according to the programme under one Teacher, thrown into utter confu-

sion by his untrained successor. The whole work of re-arranging, filling up of classes, and
in many cases of '• turning back," has to be done over again. Many young Teacliers coni-

mence in January, and scarcely know there is such a thing as a programme to be followed,

until their Schools are examined, and irregularities pointed out. This could be remedied by
requiring a knowledge of the programme from candidates for Third Class certificates. A large

majority of our Teachers hold Third Class certificates under the new Act, but many of them
are working up well. Two classes have been formed to assist those who are studying for

higher certificates. These classes meet on alternate Saturdays in two convenient places.

Twenty-five Teacher.-! attend—some go ten miles to be present. These classes are taught by
Mr. \V. E. Tilley, Mathematical Master of the Port Hope High-school. At the examination
in December last, six Second Class certificates were given by our Board, while only five had
been given in the two and a half years previous, a good evidence that the Teachers are going
forward. There are two Teachers' Associations in the County, in which the Teachers take a

lively interest, and irom which much benefit is derived.

Dr. Sangster conducted a very successful Teachers' Institute in Port Hope, Oct. 1 7th and
18th. About ninety per cent, of all the teachers in the County attended. "The valuable hints

given upon School organization, and the teaching of arithmetic, grammar, object lessons, and
composition, will not soon be forgotten by those in attendance. I can see much improvement
since 1871 in the general standing of those Schools that have not suffered from change of
teachers. The pupils are better classified, more system,^as been introduced, and the pro-

gramme is more generally carried out and more thoroughly taught. When the Schools
were organized according to the new programme, there were but thirteen Schools that had a
fifth or sixth class, now there are thirty -two at some time during the year. Object lessons

and composition are taught in nearly every School. Grammar and composition in the lower
classes are taught together by blackboard and slate exercises, so that the child, while learn-

ing the principles of language, learns also to apply them correctly in the written expression of
his own thoughts. During the past year, and especially during the latter part, an eftbrt has
been made to break up the ground anew in the teaching of arithmetic. Teachers have been
in the habit of teaching this subject too much by prescribed rules—too much by imitation, too

little by reasoning, and the Inspector must plead guilty of having fallen into the same error.

in examining. The papers issued by the Central Board for the examination of Teachers and
for admission to High Schools, have done much to cause the subject to be taught in a manner
to develop independent thought by the pupil. At my second half-yearly visits I examined
all the higher classes in arithmetic, as candidates are examined for admission to High Schools,

i cannot speak very highly of the results, but I am confident an improvement will be found
at my next visit. The subjects of the programme are generally very well taught, especially

reading and spelling, which are taught with much care. Tablet lessons are used in almost
every School, and the pupils are taught to read at sight. A fluency is acquired in this way,
which can be noticed up through all the classes that have been taught by this method. There
is a wide-spread ambition among the Teachers to produce good readers in their Schools. The
pupils catch the same spirit, and the results are highly satisfactory. Teachers almost invaria-

bly prepare the lessons and teach according to time-table. We have but few of that class
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ailed " School-keepers." Our Teachers work hard, and endeavour to discharge their duties

aithfully. They are generally industrious, intelligent, and progressive. It is a pity their

position is not more permanent, and their remuneration not such as to induce them to remain
in the profession. 101 Teachers are employed in this County, not including South Mona-
ghan and Newcastle. For the six years ending December 3 1st, 1873, there were no less than

306 cases of change of Teachers. So that the average time for a School to have the same
Teacher was only two years. To show further how unsettled the Teacher's position is, there

were but three Sections that did not change their Teacher in the six years—numbers one and
nine Darlington and number eight 3Ianvers—let them be named with honour! Of the 101
Teachers employed in 18G(>, only seventeen are now teaching with us. Six teach in Port
Hope, two in Bowmanville. and two have died. The remaining seventy-four have left the

profession or removed from the County. These facts will give some idea of the difficulties

under which our Schools labour. Teachers almost invariably complain of the irregularity of
attendance. The law relating to compulsory attendance has scarcely any effect. Trustees
are unwilling to act upon it. I often hear regret expressed that the Jouraal of Education is

not received more regularly. T believe Postmasters often give it to parties who are not

Trustees.

County op Victoria East.

James H. Kmcjlit, Esq.—In submitting my Annual Reports for 1873, I beg to state the

progress of the Schools in East Victoria has been on the whole satisfactory, although many
improvements v>'hich I had hoped to see eifected have not as yet been accomplished.

School Houses.—During the past year, five new School-houses have been erected ; three in

the Township of Emily, Sections 6, 11, and 15; one in Verulam, Section 5, and one in So-

merville, Section .3, being in the Village of Kinmouut, on the Eobcaygeon lload. Of these,

two are of brick and three frame.

Steps have been taken for the erection of seven new School-houses this year ; one in Ops,
four in Verulam, and two in Somerville. Of these, I expect five will be of brick. In addi-

tion to these, the Trustees of S. S., No. 6, Anson, a union section, part in Peterbnrough and
part in Victoria, have purchased a .site in Victoria, and intend to build this year. The old

School-house is in Peterborough. A new School-house is to be built in S. S. 7, Emily, but
[ am afraid will not be baiit till next year. The site selected being well adapted for

the purpose, I recommended the construction of a basement for heating and stowing fuel.

The suggestion was well received, and I hope it will be carried out. If this method of

heating School-houses could be introduced, I have no doubt it would prove very satisfactory.

Sites.—New sites of not less than half an acre have been purchased, or the old sites have

been enlarged in Sections 2 and 11, Ops ; I, 6, 7, i 1 and 1.5, Emily ; 2, 4. and 5, Verulam : 3

and Union 1, Somerville.

Fences, frills, and OvibuildiiKjs.—At first I met with a great deal of opposition about

the fencing of the School grounds, many Trustees and others not considering it necessary. I

have preferred reasoning the matter to using pressure, and I am in hopes that in the course

of a year or two all, or nearly all of the sites will be properly fenced. Several Trustees have
promised to have it done this year. A few wells were sunk last year, and others are to be
dug this year. Some of the Schools have not the necessary outbuildings. Attention is

being called to this matter.

Desks and Seats.—A few of the School-houses are supplied with desks and seats of the

most approved pattern, others are constructed for two scholars each, but are not convenient

;

a few have still the old-fashioned, long, inconvenient desks, and seats without backs. All

the new School-houses are being supplied with convenient desks and seats, and rome of the

others are being changed.

Blacklmirds, Maps, and Apparatus.—Most of the blackboards are too small. I think

the fault lies with the teachers. Very few of them understood the use of the blackboard, or

they would not go on month after month with such miserable, small, worn affairs, as many of

them are ; some placed so low that the bottom is useless, others so high that scholars cannot

reach them. In viry few of the new School-houses can 1 induce the Trustees to provide

more than one-third of the necessary quantity. Trustees generally plead ignorance when I

call their attention to a blackboard being too small, or wanting a coat of paint ; they never
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heard the Teacher speak about it. The inference is, that if there were whiit was never so

good. It would not be tiiken advantage of. Most of the Schools have the necessary maps. A
few hare Tablet Lessons, but most if the Fchools require these, and a Globe and Cylculator.

Tiachivg.— In the Town^^hip of Ops, most of the Schools are m.-iking great advrnce. I

attribute this to the good 8chi ol hi uses, all but two being of brick, and well finished ; the

desire of the Trustees to obtain the services of well quidified ;ind experienced Teachers, and

the Competitive Examination wliich is held annually. In the Township of Emily, very few

of the Schools are in an efficient state. I attribute this, to a great extent, to the low stai d-

ard of admission to the Omcmee High School. Scholars have been admitted who should have

attended the Public Schools, at letist anotlier year, and thereby pupils, Te; chers, and Trus-

tees have been deceived and led to think that scholars were bttter qufilificd th;m they actu-

ally were. A low standard necessarily produces inferior results. Should the uniform exami-

nations be compulsory, I have no doubt the results will be apparent. In Yerulam and Town-
ships, to the north, with a few 'Exceptions, the populations are scattered and poor. Some of

the Schools are doing good work, though not many of the scholars are far advanced. The
improved accommodation lately obtained, or being procured, will have its effects.

Teachers.—There has been very little diffculty in obtaining legally qualified teachers

during the last year, except in one ( r two sections, where the accommodation for board was

not good. Several Trustees who would have engaged a second-class teacher have had to take

a third class. This is, probably, the reason why the salaries have not-increased. Most of

the teachers have third-class certificates, and their capacity to teach is scarcely equal to their

ability to pass an examination. Of those whose certificates expire this year, I do not expect

many will obtain higher. In a few cases, it may be desirable not to renew them.

Attendance of ^chchirs.—The attendance of scholars is still irreeulsr in many places, and

is likely to continue so in rural districts, as long as the labour of children continues to be so

valuable to parents. In many Schools, only the younger scholars attend in the summer. The
compulsory provisions have not been put in force at present.

Classijicotion.—In all the efficient Schools the Programme is strictly carried out, and

the progress of the scholars is in accordance with it. Where it is not so, I think the teachers

to blame. In a few cases, those pupils who were promoted too soon have not overtaken

their work, and there is still a disposition on the part of teachers to push scholars into higher

classes than they are fit for, in order to please parents and to gain credit to themselves. Several

Schools have no fourth class, and some have no third clas.-^. Where the fourth class is the

highest, I recommend that all the additional subjects, such as English and Canadian History,

Natural History, and Chemistry, be not studied at once, but introduced according to the

capacity of the pupils
;
provided, that no scholars be promoted from the fourth to the fifth

class until they are familiar with all the subjects required.

Registers.—-Most of the Schools are now provided with General Registers, in which the

names of the scholars are arranged in classes, with the date of admission to the class. It is

intended to make calculations as to the average time the scholars remain in each class. In

many of the Schools the Attendance Kegister is kept in a very .slovenly and imperfect manner.
This is often the cau.«e of delay in making up the half-yearly and yearly reports.

Written Exercises.- -Wherever the system of examinations in writing has been adopted it

has been attended with good results. These exercises are adopted, more or less, in nearly all

the Schools, but not to the extent to which they might be. The slate should be used at first,

but as soon as scholars are sufficiently advanced the exercises should be written on paper. It

is difficult to get scholars to bring paper. Trustees are often . nwilling to provide it, and
many teachers have not sufficient interest in their work to sp. nd their time in examining the

exercises out of school hours.

Public Euiercises.—Very few of the Schools have more than two public examinations in each

year. I think it better at present to have two well attended than to have four with very few
visitors. In country places the state of the roads and the business of the parents have to be

eonsulted in selecting the time. The frequency of examinations is calculated to injure the

attendance, because pupils who have not attended regularlv will remain at home until an ex-

amination is over, in order not to appear to disadvantage before visitors. In some Schools

there is no reason why four examinations .should not be held.

C(ymposition.—Very little progress has been made in the Schools with composition. A
great many do not teafch it at all. Others begin with Essays, which is a waste of time. The
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([uestions in the High School Entrance examinations have presumed that the scholars were far

advanced in Composition.

Singing.—The Theory of Music is seldom taught ; where there is singing it is usually

learnt by ear.

Jnmud Reports. -A large number of these come to hand very imperfect, and have to

be returned. Very few trustees or auditors understand balancing the accounts. Frequenily
the Treasurer advances a small sum hiuiself when he has no funds of the Boi.rd on hand, and
then makes his payments exceed his receipts. I think the number of things to be reported

might be reduced. The debts of the trustees might be given in one sum. One column
should be enough for history and one for geography. The columns for teacher's salary with

board might be dispensed with.

Lectures.— I have not given many public lectures, excepting at the close of public and
private examinations. I have, as often as possible, attended Public School meetings ; and
when occasion served, endeavoured to make suggestions or explain matters that appeared to be

misunderstood. I intend to give several lectures this year.

County of Ontario.

James McBrien, Esq.—I beg to report that nine new School-houses have been erected,

and three re-seated, during the year; and that 11 are in course of. construction. Twelve
School sites have been enlarged and enclosed. In this County there are 111 rural School

houses; 65 frame, 20 brick, 15 log, and 1 stone. These furnish ample School accommoda-
tion, according to law, for 8.300 pupils. As there are 1 !,665 children of School age in the

County, there are 3,000 without the pure air, essential to physical health and mental activity.

This is a great and deplorable evil which is sending many of our children to a premature
grave. I feel thankful that the little ones are no longer defenceless. I have 124 certified

Teachers under my jurisdiction. Of these, 6 hold first and 19 Second Class Provincial ( 'ertiS-

cates; 16 first, 1 Second, Old Co. Board; 64 'I bird Class New Co. Board. Putting the 12

Second Class, Old Co. Hoard on a par with the Third Class New Co. Board, there are 76 Third

Class Teachers, that is. 60 per cent, of the whole, or three in five. With so many Third Class

Teachers, it is impossible to elevate our Schools to a high state of perfection, for the stream caL-

not rise above its fountain. I am often told that a Third Class Teacher may possess greattr

aptitude to teach than a First or a Second Class Teacher. True, but he cannot communicate what
he does not possess. Furthermore, as his attainments are very limited, he cannot render his

School continually progressive. Hence his proceedings must resemble a horse in a bark mill,

round and round in the same old beaten track. Untrained themselves in the science and art of

teaching, how can they train others in relation to the great end of education. To strengthen an i

invigorate harmoniously the faculties of the immortal mind— the image of God— is not a work
of mere chance, but depends upon certain laws and principles, as certain in their operations and

as infallible in their results as those by which the earth is made to yield her invaluable fruits in-

stead of briars and thorns. Without the knowledge of these laws and principles, without the

knowledge how to apply them to each individual, their most earnest efforts must result in

failure, as all empiricism does.

There are ll,f!65 children between the ;!ges of five and sixteen in this County. Of these,

10,553 were entered on the General Register during the year. Allowing four per cent, of

the whole School population to be attending the High Schools and j.rivate institutions, it

appears there are 676 children not attending any School. To this number may be added, with

truth, 1,123 who attended less than 20 days, and 2,136 who attended less than 50 days, mak-
ing 3,935, or 34 per cent, of the whole population, who are not educating for the duties of

after life. This is. indeed, a fearful revelation, when we know that ignorance and vice are

blood relations. By similar calculation, I find that about 25 per cent, of the 11,665 childrea

are regular attenders : hence 75 per cent, are receiving only the shreds and patches of an edu-

cation. Irregularity of attendance is a thief and a robber, plundering uur childn n of their

most precious birth right, a moral and intellectual education.

Frequent change of Teachers is another great barrier to the progress of education. Filty

Schools changed Teachers at the beginning of the year, and ten during the year. Although

A succeeding B is superior, the School suffers a loss of, at least, three months instruction:

hence the County lost 15 years of the teaching of one man. These changes arise from two
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causes, low salnries and the want of a Teacher's residence in connexion with the School.

This is driving many out of the'profession. i l,e desire of Tiustces, in some cases, to obtain

what they are pleased to call "cheap Teachers," is a great obstacle in the way of improvement.

This means in practice to pay 300 or 350 dollars for 50 dollars worth of instruction, minus
50 per cent, to be unlearned. Surely ihey p;iy too dear for their "whistle." Salaries are ad-

vancing. The demand for Provincial Teachers is greater than the supply. A brighter day is

dawning ; and it is the fault of the Teachers if they do not brighten it into a splendid noon.

County of York, North.

David Fothn'inr/Juan, f!.<q.— It is gratifying to be able to report large improvements in

accommodation, salaries, attendance, and expenditure, together with increased efficiency in in-

ternal arrangements and work.

At the beginning of the year, fortj'^-one bouses were adequate, at the end, fifty five were,

leaving only twenty defective against thirty-three in '72. In the latter year there were seven-

teen brick houses. There are now four new ones to add to that numbei-. Six frame hou.'^es

were also built, and four more enlarged. The accommodation (reported chiefly by Trustees)

furnished by the houses in '7l' was 6984. In 1873 it amnunts to 9363—a very large increase

even allowing for under estimates in "72.

Sixteen sites were enlarged in '73, leaving nine still defective. Fences and out of-door

accommodation have been considerably improved.

The assessed value of^the Division is now $7,063,936, increase, S115,374. The expen-

diture for all School purposes, $58,709 ; increase, $13,317, or over twenty-nine per cent. The
expenditure on buildings alone reached about S20,000.

With an increase of two School Corporations there has been an increase of four Teachers,

making eighty-nine employed at the end of the year, and furnishing one for every ninety-two

children of the ages five to sixteen, pnd one to every 115 of the ages five to twenty-one.

The n'lraber of Teachers holding Provincial Certificates, twenty, is the same for '72 and
73. The number holding Old County Board Certificates has fallen from forty-three to twenty-

eight, while the number holding New County Board Certificates has risen from twenty-one to

f< rty one.

The average salary of male Teachers was, in 1873, $380 87*, an increase of 819 oi^, or

over five percent. The average salary of female Teachers was $257, an increase of $13 75,

nearly six per cent. The number of Teachers changed was forty-eight, increase, nine.

For the whole year the average attendance was 3,317, an improvement of six per cent,

over that of "72, and equalling one-third of the entire School population

The number of children examined on days of inspection was, at first visit, 3587 ; at

second visit, 3,065. an increase of over ten per cent, above the corresponding numbers for '72.

The entire School population (5-16) is 8,201, and from five to twenty-one about 10.239, a

slight falling off. (Jf this latter number, 1,860. or eighteen per cent., entered no School

;

850, or eight per cent., attended less than twenty days
; 1.788, or seventeen and a half per

cent., attended less than tifty days : 2,296, or twenty-two and a half per cent., attended under
one hundred days ; 1,744, or seventeen per cent., less than one hundred and fifty days ; 1,370,

or thirteen and a half per cent., less than two hundred days, and 322. or three per cent.,

attended over two hundred days.

Adding the first three classes together, we have four thousand five hundred and seven,

or forty-four per cent, of the School population taking, strictly speaking, no advantage of

rheir educational opportunities. Last year this class was forty-eight per cent. Four thousand
and forty, or nearly forty per cent, attended School about half-time; and one thousand six

hundred and ninety-two, or sixteen and a half per cent, attended nearly full time.

While these figures are sufficiently unsatisfactory as regards universal and thorough
education throughout this Division, there is an element of encouragement in the fact that

there is decided improvement over the corresponding calculations of 1872. There is also

fnoiher extenuating consideration—the population is scattered over a territory double the size

of the southern division of the County, in which there are more Schools and more Teachers
eiTiployed. so that many are unable, from distances, to attend regularly, if at all. This evil

is being reduced since the Act of 1871, four new Sections have been formed, and the formation

of several more out of existing Sections is beintr agitated
; but while scores and even hundreds
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have from two to four miles to travel to School, attendance must be irregular, and Education
defective.

In sixty eisrht, as against sixty in 1872, the exercises of the Schools are opened and
closed by scripture lesson and prayer, and in twenty per cent, more than in 1872, the com-
mandments are taught.

Since the liberal outlay on maps. &c., in 1S72, little has been done. An average of S8
per School has been expended on .'uch hclp.<.

Nothing has been done in the matter of Public School Libraries. Feeling that Trustees

generally were exerting themselves most creditably to meet other and more pre.s.sing require-

ments, their attention has not hitherto been directed to this very important element in the

means of education. It is hoped, however, that very soon they will feel able and willing to do

liberally in this matter.

In the tables appended, the standing of the Schools as well as other details, are indicated, as

well as the facts, to which more special attention has been called.

It is one of the mo.st discouraging features in an Inspector's life, that Teachers ate being

constantly changed. The same dreary monotonous work of suggesting by examination, hints.

&c., has to be repeated visit after visit ; no progress is made, and even good Teachers have no

chance. Consequently, some good Teachers have poor reports.

Another serious evil is to be found in the employment of inexperienced Teachers, un-

trained and unqualified, except in the simple book-knowledge which enables them to answer

fifty or a higher per cent, of Third Class papers, A man will not put his watch into the

hands of an apprentice for repairs, especially if it is Vi\luable
; but more than half of our

."Schools are entrusted to mere apprentices, mostly ignorant of the principles of Education,

and the management and organization of Schools and children.

To meet a/;d remove in part this serious evil, T attempted to have a Professional Library

formed, in which, however, I failed. Next in benefit to such a library, was thought to be

the possession of some good author on Teaching by each Teacher, and to such a suggestion,

made by circtilar, many have promptly responded.

To arouse more interest in Education, a series of Town.ship meetings were called during

the autumn by small bills seat for distribution to each School. These meetings elicited con-

siderable discu.^sion, and introduced the consideratiDn of important principles connected with

the administrati'-n of the law, and they seemed a desirable substitute for the lectures in each

Section, which lack of time and pressure of other duties rendered impracticable iif 1873.

The classification of pupils and the programme of studies have been more thoroughly

carried out than in any previous year, and were it not for the introduction of so many new
Teachers, and the irregular attendance of pupils, little would remain to be done beyond legi-

timate grounding and promotion.
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County of York, South.

James Hndgsnn, Esq.— I have the honour to present to you this my Third Annual Re-

port, from which, together with my Annual >!pecial Report of the condition of each Public

School in South York, herewith forwarded, it may be Sf^en that, Uf on- the whole, satisfactory

progress has been made in educational advancement during the past year. This progress

will at once be evident from a comparison of the standing of the Schools, as found in my
minutes of inspection made at each visit, when numbers were given to indicate the standing

of each pupil in the diflFerent branches of study, with the status of each School at the close of

the preceding year.

Standing of the Schools.—In 1872, the status of the various Schools, as given in my
Second x\nnual Report, was as follows :

—

15 Schools of the highest grade, No. 1, A., very good.

27 " " second " No. 1, good.

•_2 " •' third " No. 2, fair.

12 " " fourth " No. 3, middling.

2 " " fifth " No. 4, very poor.

2 R, C. separate Schools, third grade. No. 2.

2 R. C. " " fourth " , No. .S.

1 R. C. " " fifth " No. 4,

In 187.3, the standing of the Schools was as follows :

—

24 Schools in the highest grade, No. 1, A.

30 " " second " " No. 1.

20 " " third " No. 2.

2 " " fourth " No. 3.

3 R. C. separate Schools, second grade. No. 1.

2 R. C. " " third and fourth grade. No. 2 and 3.

From the foregoing data, it will be seen, that there has been good progress made in the

standing of the Schools; nine Schools having advanced into the Class, No. 1, A, and several

others from a loicer to a higher grade. Candor, however, requires it to be stated, that in

some instances, on account of a change of Teachers, some Schools have retrograded during the

year. An experienced and efficient Teacher was succeeded by one without experience, and

comparatively untried, and the result, as is generally the case, was prejudicial to the charac-

ter and interest of the Schools.

Cheap Teachers, as a rule, don't pay, and it is to be hoped that Trustees will learn wis-

dom from experience.

K^chool Accommodation.

Yark.—During the past year, four new S. Sections commenced operations, and four

brick School-houses were erected, and one frame one. In the present year, two or three more

will be built, and when these are completed, and two others enlarged, the accommodation will

be adequate and ample.

Scarborough.—All the School-hou.ses in this Township, except one. (and that is passable.)

are highly creditable to the public spirit of the rate-payers, and one new School-house was

finished and occupied during the year. The School accommodation is ample.

Markham.—In this Township there are a number of excellent School-houses. Several

new ones are in contemplation, where the accommodation is inadequate, and Markham will,

no doubt, soon be among i\\Q first in this respect, as well as in her agricultural status.

Etohicok-e.— The School-houses in this Township are, with the exception of two. fax below

those of the sister townships. The erection of new ones has been delayed on account of the

difficulty of readjusting some of the S. Sections. One new Section was formed by the Town-

ship Council during the past year, and the Trustees, with commendable promptness, at once

rented a School-bouse, and put their School into operation, intendins to build as soon ag the
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season will admit. Four other new School-houses will probably be erected during the cur-

rent year.

J'aughiin.—In that portion of the Township of" Vaughan, under my jurisdiction, one
School-house has been enlarged, :iad in the other Sections, save one. the School-houses are

excellent.

Average Attendimcc.—The Township of .Markham stand.s first in its average attendance,

reaching in the first half of 1873, the number of 1 IGO ; York, 1 006 : Scarborough. 608, and
Etobico\e, 302.

The amount of the Government Grant, per pupil was, in Markham, $-90862, or -JO j*^^
cents ; in York, .SLl-t^y^f ; in Scarborough, $1.02i ; and in Etobicoke, $1.28. It seems to

me hardly fair that the least deserving should get the hujhest rate from the Government
Grant

!

The daily average attendance in Markham was about 50 per cent, of the pupils of School
age ; in York, 40 per cent. ; in Scarborough, 45 per cent. ; and in Etobi6oke, 55 per cent.

It will be easily seen from the above data, rhat the average attendance ia the Townships is

very satisfactory, except, perhaps, in Etobicoke. An average of from 40 to 50 per cent, of

all the children of School age, in an agricultural district, is certainly a good average ; and
from 38 to 45. per cent, in the second half year, embracing the months of harvest, is quite

encouraging, evidently showing, that a ''truant officer" in South York is not necessary.

Unreasonable irregularity is best and most wisely prevented by the securing of an effi-cieid

teacher, and good accommodation. If these are provided, irregularity will .soon be reduced
to a reasonable minimum.

Assistant Teachers.—In my last report, it was stated that there were fourteen Schools in

South York with a daily average for the year, of from fifty to seventy pupils, with only one
teacher for each School. At the present time, eight have an assistant employed during the

winter months. This will give to the master of such Schools ample time to devote to the

senior pupils, a desideratum very much needed in all large Schools, the good effect of which,
will, I am confident, ultimately secure the cordial approbation of many of the Boards of Trus-
tees, and in many instances, cause an assistant to he permanently employed.

Change of Teachers.—This great drawback to the efficiency of many Schools is not so

serious in Stjuth York as in many other districts. During the past year, twenty changes
took place, anent forty-eight changes in Noith York. It is to be hoped that fewer will be
made during the current year, remedying to some extent, this crying evil, by the adoption of
a more liberal remuneration to efficient and successful Teachers, where the circumstances of a
S. Section will justify Trustees in so doing.

*
County of Halton.

Robert Little, Esq.— 1. The total value of property assessed for Public School purposes

during 1873 exceeded that of 1872 by $284,372, the whole beins $5,954,902, distributed

as follows:—^'elson, $1,330,748; Trafalgar, $1,668,230; Esque'sing, $1,548,736; Nassa-

^weya
, $630,483 ; Georgetown, $194,000 ; Oakville, $348,950; Milton, $233,755.

The total value of School property in the county is $83,053, being the one-seventy-first

part of the whole assessed property above stated, and averaging 81,432 for each civic and
rural Section. The total receipts from all sources amounted to $54,748 (increase, ?5,719;.

The total expenditure amounted to $50,707 (increase, $7,931), and was disbursed as fol-

lows :—Invested in the purchase of t^chool sites and in building School-houses, $18,564 (in-

crease, $5,412 J ; Teachers' .salaries, 824,641 ; rent and repairs. $3,391 ; maps, apparatus,

libraries, and prizes, $503. Collectors' fees, fuel, and incidental expenses absorbed the

balance.

2. The total number of Sections in which there are School-houses is 58— viz., three civic

Sections (Georgetown, Milton, and Oakvillej and fifty-five rural Sections. At the close of

1873. the sites in 51 of the rural Sections were adequate, and four remained to be en-

larged. In Nelson, six sites are one acre in extent, six half an acre, and one is unenlarged.

In Trafalgar, there are four sites of an acre in extent, eleven of half an acre, and two arc

unenlarged. In Esquesing, one site contains an acre and three- fourths, four are an acre each,

ten half an acre, and one is unenlarged. In Nassagaweya. three sites are one acre in extent

and six half an acre. In all there are 1 8 sites of at least an acre in extent, and 33 of half uu
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acre. In 44 out of the 55 rural Sections the grounds are enclosed (increase, 20), and in the

,'<ame number of Sections wells are provided. In 51 Sections out-buildings are erected, leav-

ing one in each Township still unsupplicd with external conveniences for the pupils.

3. The whole number of School-houses, including buildings temporarily used as such, is

62. Of these, five are of concrete, 22 brick, 12 stone, and 2'.i frame.

Since the passing of the School Act of 1871, 15 new School-houses have been erected

—

viz., five in Nelson, five in Esquesing, f.ur in Trafalgar, and one in Nassagaweya. Two also

have been enlarged—viz., in Milton and in Acton.

During 1873, four new School-houses were erected—one in No. 8 Nelson for two de-
partments ; one in No. 6 Esquesing, for two departments ; one in No. 11 Esquesing, also for

TWO departments
; and one in No. 2 Esquesing, with one department. The Milton School-

house was also enlarged for two additional departments.

Fourteen Boards of Trustees have guaranteed to provide adequate School accommoda-
tion during the current year—viz., No. 11, Nelson : Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 17, Trafalgar; Nos.

1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9, Esquesing ; and Nos. 1, 2, and 5, Nassagaweya.

4. The School population (counting only children between the ages of five and sixteen

years) was, on the .31st December, 1873, 5,896. In Milton, 220 ; in Georgetown. 350 ; in

Oakville, 475 ; in Nassagaweya, 831 ; in Trafalgar, 1,232 ; in Nelson, 1,138 ; in Esque-
sing, 1,650.

The total number of pupils of all ages enrolled during the year was 6,357. Of these 5,998
were between the ages of five and sixteen years. The number of children between seven and
twelve not attending any school, 186, being an increase of seven.

According to the Trustees' Reports, there is in-door School accommodation adequate
for 4,740 pupils. Estimating the School population at 7,282 as follows: 186 between seven
and twelve who attended no School last year ; 5,896 (enrolled) between five and sixteen, and
1,200 (estimate) between sixteen and twenty-one, it appears that 2,500 are still unprovided
with space or air

—

i. e., nearly 1 in 3.

5. The attendance of the 6,357 pupils entered on the registers during 1873 was as fol-

lows :- Less than twenty days, 656 ; between twenty and fifty days, 1,276; between fifty

and one hundred days, 1,841 ; between one hundred and one hundred and fifty days, l,39.j
,

between one hundred and iifty and two hundred days, 1,041 ; and between two hundred days
and the whole year, 148.

Avoiding fractions, this deplorably irregular attendance may thus be recorded : Of
every 100 pupils enrolled last year, 30 attended less th;in 50 days, 29 less than 100 days,

22 less than 150 days, 16 less than 200 days, and only three attended all the year

round. It takes on an average two Sections to give five pupils that attend all the year. In
26 Sections not a single pupil attended the whole year ; in eight others only one pupil in each

so attended, and the average for the remaining 24 is only six regular attendants fur each.

Comparing the daily average for the year (2,509) with the number enrolled, it will be seen

that it takes the attendance of rather more than five to make the full attendance of two, or

what amounts to the same thing, each child enrolled attends school (on an average) not quite

2J days per week. During my first round of visits I found 4,930 pupils enrolled. This

gives an average of 85 for each civic and rural Section. The actu il number present,

2,811, gives an average presence of only 48. During my second tour, I found the number
enrolled had increased to 5,919, or, on an average, 102 for each school, whilst the number pre-

sent, 2,049, gives an average of only 41 for each school. In other words, w^e may expect to

find 44 per cent, of the enrolled pupils absent on any day during the first half-year, and 60
per cent, absent on any day the second half-year. Taking these facts together, it may be

safely affirmed that as matters stand at present the education of 59 out of every 100

pupils enrolled will be nearly, if not quite, valueless; 22 out of every 100 may be ex-

pected to get a smattering of the rudiments of instruction ; and only 19 are likely to be tho-

roughly educated. Two of the most formidable biu-riers to the progress of education in this

County are, irregular attendance and absenteeism.

6. The daily average attendance in each Municipality may be thus shown .•

—

Na.ssa?aweya. NeLson. T^afal^'a^. Es(iuesing. Oalcville. Milton. Georgetown,

h'iist half-year... 318 46 559-25 586-42 78677 185-65 180-62 169-02

Second half-year 295-15 438-16 442-86 69405 173-15 136-08 123-77

Total, first half-year, 2,816-19. Total, second half-year, 2,303-22.
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7. The average number of pupils present in each School on days of inspection was as

follows :

—

Nassagaweya. Nelson. Trafal>j;ar. Esquesing. Oakville. Milton. Georeetown.

First visit ... 38-33 4(,r54 34-50 4937 202 132 186

Second visit ... 3277 42-63 27-12 44-37 190 144 140
First Visit.—Total enrolled, 4,930 ; total present. 2,811.

Second Visit.—Total enrolled, 5,919 ; total present, 2,409.

8. Marking- pupils in Part I. of First Keading Book (a) ; those in Part IT. (6) ; and

those in the Second Book, (r) ; the number of pupils enrolled, the number present, and the

average age of the pupils in the different Classes may be thus tabled :

—

First Visit.

{a\ ib) (r) II. Class. III. Class. IV. Class. V. Class.

Enrolled 643 583 983 1114 840 699 68
Present 411 387 628 585 442 .SU 47

Avr. age in yrs. G-36 7-55 9-11 10-83 12-13 13-59 15-10

ib)
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Although the above Table shows that considerable progress has been made towards car-
rying out the Programme, it also shows that much remains to be done. I regret to have to
record that there are 2,000 children not engaged in the study of Geography, or two-thirds of
all the pupils enrolled in the I. Class. This needs not be, when all that is visible on the map—the distribution of laud and water, the direction of the mountain ranges, the courses of the
rivers, the relative positions of the countries and their chief cities; also the peculiarities of
climate, the plants, the animals, the manners and customs of the inhabitants, and a host of
other interesting points may be presented, by a wide-awake Teacher, to the minds of youno-
children, so as to be understood and remembered.

11. During the year I visited every School in operation in the county twice, spending'
on an average four hours and twenty minutes at eachvisi: in every department. I examined
every Class, from the highest to the lowest, recording the standing not only of the
Class, but of each pupil, from the II. Class upwards. I took specimens of ''

Jl^riiiiai " from
the senior division of the I. Class for the first time, and from the II., III.. IV. and V.
Classes as during last year. The best specimens of " Composition " were entered in my " Book
of Records,"' by pupils in the II., III., IV. and V. Classes. When possible I also obtained
specimens of " Vrawimj," from pupils in the same Classes. The progress made in Linear
Drawing during the year is highly satisfactory. The specimens obtained, in a good many in-

stances gave evidence of industry and taste. Map drawing is practised in but few Schools
but I hope to get it more generally introduced during the present year.

As a rule, the Classes, except the 1st, were subjected to written examinations in

all subjects but '^Beading." In the following Tables I have applied the standard prescribed

by the Department to "Reading," "Writing," and "Composition." In the other subjects

named, I have given the percentage of correct answers. Subjects in which comparatively
few Schools were examined, are omitted, as the record would not show the status of the County
as a whole, in them :

—

First Examination.

II. Class. III. Class. IV. Class. V. Class.

Reading :

No. of Classes examined ,... 58 48 37 2

Standard 3 3 3 2.1^

Writing:
No. of Classes examined 59 58 42 5

Standard 3 3 3 3

Composition :

No. of Classes examined 58 52 43 4

Standard. 4 3f 3 3

Spelling :

No. of Classes examined 58 50 45 4
Percentage of words correctly spelled... 51^ 57^ &0^ 74^

ARITH3IETIC:
No. of Classes examined 41 31 36 6

Percentage of correct answers 28 32 43 3ti

Second Examination

II. Class. III. Class. IV, Class. V. Class.

Reading :

No. of Classes examined. 56 35 21 3

Standard 3 2-7 26 2-6

Writing :

No. of Classes examined 57 42 27 3

Standard 3 28 2o 2

Composition :

No. of Classes examined 52 40 27 3

Standard 4-1 3-5 31 26
Spelling :

No. of Classes examined 57 43 28 2

PercentatiC of words correctly spelled 58^ 61J 64j 70
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II. Clasu. III. Class. IV. Class. V
Arithmetic :

No. of Classes examined 56 33 13 2

Perceatage of correct auswers 32 42^ 17 45
Grammar : v

IS'o. of Classes examiued 12 16 14 2
Perceatage of correct auswers 54 48 52 55

Geography :

No. of Classes examiued ...14 6 4 —
Percentage of correct answers 80 26 39 —

The results for " Grammar " and " Geography " are obtained by combining the Classes

examined at both visits.

12. In fifty-one Sections the Schools are opened and closed with prayer, and in forty-five

the Ten Commandments are tauiiht weekly. In two Schools, reli<>ious instruction is given by
miuister.>. There are seventy-five Sabbath Schools, with a staff of 510 Teachers. The num-
ber of children in attendance upon Sabbath School instruction is 4,243, being an increase of

224 during the year. There are sixty-one Sabbath School Libraries, containing 11,965
volumes (increase, 649.)

13. The number of Public School Libraries is twenty-five (increase, one.) Number of
volumes, 4,082 (increase, 125.) The number of volumes taken out during the year was
4.135. As I am strongly convinced, from many years' close observation of their influence,

that Public School Libraries are productive of the most beneficial results, I deeply regret to re-

cord that there are yet thirty-three Sections without these potent aids to education. The
whole number of maps used in the Schools, is 6()0, or nearly a dozen for each School. All the

Schools ai-e supplied with maps and black-boards. There are thirty-four Schools with globes

;

twenty-two with apparatus ; eleven have clocks ; twenty-six have object and tablet lessons
;

three have commenced museums, the best being at Bronte ; and three have magic lanterns or

other scientific amusements for the pupils.

County of Wentworth.

Joseph H. Smith, Esq.—It is a very pleasing feature in connection with our Public
Schools, to note the deep interest that is beins, manifested by Trustees and parents generally,

in their constantly increasing prosperity. In furnishing " adequate accommodation." and in

employing competent Teachers, the majority pf Trustee Boards have siiewn themselves alive to

the best interests of the Schools under their charge. In 1871 when the School Improvement
Act was first introduced, considerable opposition was shown towards it, but when the provisions

of that Act were fully discus.sed, and their object and aim comprehended, the opposition gave
way, and a strong feeling in favour of it set in. This favourable opinion has been greatly

strengthened by the amendments made during the late vSession of the Ontario Legislature.

The consolidation of the various School Acts has greatly simplifiea the working of our School
system.

New Proyramme.—The New Programme, so far as classifying the pupils according to

their attainments is concerned, has been strictly carried out, although in a number of our
Schools all the subjects prescribed are not taught. The reason for this is, that many of the

Teachers who liave charge of a School hold only a low grade of certificnt^'. and do not under-
stand these subjects sufiiciently well to present them in a pleasing and intelligent manner.
Another reason that may be assigned is, that many of the pupils only attend School during the

winter season, and wish to devote that time more particularly to the subjects of Arithmetic,
Grajimar, Book-keeping, Penmanship, Reading, and in some instances to History and Geo-
graphy. However, as the pupils advance and are promoted from the lower to the higher
classes, the subjects of the New Proiiramme are introduced, wherever practicable.

Adequate AGCwnmodaiion.—In order that a correct idea may be formed of what has been
done in regard to providing " adequate accommodation," let us briefly compare, or rather con-

trast, what was done in this matter in 1871 and 1873. In l87l, two new brick School-
houses were built, one in S. S. No. 15, Aucaster, the other in S. S. No. 6, Beverley, and an
addition, built of concrete, and containing two rooms, was made to the Waterdowu Public
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School. No. 6, Beverley has an acre of play-ground, and No. 1 5, Ancaster, half an acre. In

1873, eight new School-houses were built, and three enlar<:ed ; one of brick in each of the

following sections, viz : Nos. 6 and 7, Ancaster, Nos. 1 and 3, Glanford, and No. 6 West
Flamboro', and one of stone, in each of the following sections, viz : No. 7 East Flamboro',

Union No 3 East and West Flamboro', and No. 9 Saltfleet. The three enlarged were No. 6,

Barton, Union No. 10 West Flamboro', and No. 4 Binbrook. In each of these Sections an

acre of playground has been provided, with the exception of No. 6, Ancaster, and No. 4, Bin-

brook, in which only half an acre has been obtained. In 1871, the total amount expended
for the purchase of sites and the erection of School-houses, was, according to the annual reports,

33,589.01, while in 1873 no less than .820,769.42, or nearly six times as much was expended
for the same purpose. The total amount expended for all School purposes in 1871 was $33,
471.07, while in 1873 the amount thus spent reached the sum of $56,499.02, or an increase

of nearly seventy per cent.

The School-houses built in 1873 are not only large and commodious in size, but neat and
elegant in design, and reflect great credit upon the taste and judgment of the Trustees and
people in the various sections. The play-grounds in almost every instance have been neatly

fenced and planted with shade trees. In many other Sections we were pleased to see new
fences erected ana shade trees planted. The people generally are entering heartily into this

matter, and a generous rivalry has taken the place of opposition. We anticipate that in the

course of a few years our School-houses and grounds will be models of neatness, and will thus

exert a very decided influence for good upon the aesthetic education ot the rising generation.

General Registers.—In each of our Public Schools a General Register has been introduced.

A number of the Schools use the form obtained at the Education Department, while in others

the following form is used, and so far has proved very satisfactory.

riKST CLASS. FiBST Past.

Name.
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Atfn)f{av^i;.-—The attendance is still vory irres:ular. The number of pupils of all a^es

whose names were entered on the various School Registers of 1871 was, 7,759, with an a\'erage

attendance of 8,096. or :'.9-9 per cent, of the number entered on the registers, while in 1873,

the number was 7.752, with an average attendance of 2.958. or 38.1 per cent. This decrease

mav be partly accounted for by the prevalence of scarlet fever, whoopintr cough, and measles,

so much so. in fact, that several Schools were closed for a short time, while in others the at-

tendance was very small.

Mdhoil< of Teifhinq.—The methods of teaching pursued in many of our Schools are sa-

tisfactory, while in others they are very unsatisfactory. There is still too much merely hearing

lesson.s. and too little real teachiu'i. too much dependence upon text-books, and too little mental

training. Teachers are too often content with simply doing the work of the text-book, with-

out any effort being made to master the subjects. Text-books are valuable as aids, but .should

never take the place of the Teacher. There is, however, a marked improvement on tliis point,

but much still remains to be done.

Jourral of Er^nration.— (^)uite a number of Schools report that the Journal of Education

is not resularly received. In some instances postmasters have sent them to the Inspector, who
has in every instance addressed and mailed them to the Secretary of the Board of Trustees

of the Section to which they were originally sent.

County of Brant,

Michxiel J. Kelhi. E-q.,M.D.—Nothing of special significance, affecting the Schools, occurred

during the year. Almost immediately after the midsummer holidays, we were fortunate

enough to secure the services of Dr. Sangster, of Toronto, late Head Master of the Provincial

Normal School, who, during two days, held an Institute in Brantfbrd. at which most of the

Teachers from this, and many from other surrounding counties, attended. This was in co -

nection wdth our County Teachers' ( onvention which has been in existence for nearly two

years, and is calculated to do much good, especially in the case of untrained and inexperienced

Teachers. Perhaps in no other profession is there a greater tendency to inertness and inacti-

vity than in that of elementary teaching, and from obvious cau.ses. Teachers more than the

members of any other profession, spend i.solated lives remote trom the conflicts of opinion, and

without the spur to ambition which continual rivalry supplies. The duties in a Kural School

are necessarily somewhat of a routine character. The same lessons recur from day to day in

nearly the same order. Hence the Teacher, unless he be a dilisrent student himself and have

his heart in the work, is apt to lapse into that somnolent state so well described by Thomson

,
in the •' Castle of Indolence :"

"A pleasing land of drowsy-head it was,

Of dreams that wave before the half shut eye
;

And of ^ay ca.stles in the clouds that pass

Forever flashing round a summer sky.

"

When to this influence is added the too general apathy of parents, shown not only by the

rare visits to the School during the hours of regular work, when a correct judgment of the

teacher's merits can be best formed, but by their too frequent absences from their terminal

examinations, the necessity for some healthy and invigorating stimulus becomes manifest.

—

Such a stimulus is supplied, in part at least, by Teachers' Institutes, where unskilled and im-

mature Teachers are enabled to profit by the experience and culture of their more accomplished

emfrh-^s. The interest a Teacher manifests in his profession, and his fitness for it may be

almost accurately measured by his attendance at these Institutes. I am glad to be able to

say that the majority of our Teachers have availed themselves of their advantages. A tew,

however, who have not the plea of remoteness to urge. have. I regret to state, been conspi-

cuous by their absence. In the lectures which I have been able to deliver during the year. I

have endeavoured to supplement, to some extent, these aids. I sought to impress upon those

whom I addressed, the supreme importance of education, not elementary merely, but liberal ;

—not education in its restricted meaning, as commonly understood, but education in its widest

•ense. as comprehending everything necessary to the formation of perfect character, to satisfy

the prayer of the old poet :
" A .-ound mind in a sound body," to make good men and women,

good citizens and loyal ."-ubjects. but in order to reach that enviable state, years of earnest

labour are required. "Real knowledge," says Doctor Thomas x\rnold, one of the most cele-
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brated teachers of the past ai^e, " like everything else of the highest value, is not to be obtained
easily. It must be worked for, studied for, thought for,—and more than all, it must be
prayed for. And that is education, which lays the foundation of such habits—and gives

them, so far as a boy's early age will allow, their proper exercise." * * * "I call by
the name of wisdom -knowledge, rich and varied, digested and combined, and pervaded
through and through by the light of the Spirit of God."' Time is what is wanted, but time
is money, and money is the quest of the age.

In every School the question is asked :
" What are the chief obstacles to the advance-

ment of the School ? " The usual answer is, and I believe long has been :
" Irregularity of

attendance "—sometimes—" Apathy of parents." The children are kept at home to work.
This " keeping at home " is a fruitful source of mischief, and I would it were speedily eradi-

cated. In order to remove this evil, if possible, most of the Schools are now furnished with a

blank form of weekly report in which the parents can note the progress of their children. I
have also recommended Teachers, in cases of repeated irregularity, to call upon the parents,

where it is at all practicable, and ascertain the cause. This would, I think, be more effective,

and certainly less oifensive than the employment of truant officers as recommended by the

School Law. It would, moreover, afford an excellent means of introducing the teacher to his

patrons and creating an interest in his work. This, however, cannot be imposed upon the

teacher as a duty ; it must be a voluntary act, prompted by a zealous spirit, or dictated by
intelligent policy. As the Teacher is. usually the School is. He who cannot create sympathy
in favour of his work, on the part of both pupils and parents, has mistaken his calling. In
the middle ages his scholars followed Peter Abelard into the solitudes. In like manner now,
scholars will follow any man of ardent mind who loves learning and has excited in them
strongly the desire to know. It affords me pleasure to report that many of the Teachers, and
notably several of our young Teachers, recognize the spirit and requirements of the age, and
their own duties and responsibilities connected therewith. Our Schools are steadily improv-
ing. The primary branches of learning are better taught now than formerly A sensible

improvement has taken place in the methods of teaching Reading, Spelling, and Writing. In
Arithmetic, English Grammar, and Geography, there has also been satisfactory progress. The
rote system is giving place to a more intellectual process. The understanding is appealed to

more than the memory—the reason more than the imagination. In a few of the Schools,

History Algebra, Geometry, indeed, nearly all the advanced subjects in the programme are

well taught. This improvement is due to the Teachers whc) recognize, with I>r. Arnold, that
" Education is a dynamical not a mechanical process, and the more powerful and vigorous

the mind of the Teacher, the more clearly and readily he can grasp things, the better titted

he is to cultivate the mind of another "—" And to this," says the accomplished teacher and
historian, " I find myself coming and more ;

' "I care less and less lor information, more
and more for the true exercise of the mind ; for answering questions concisely and compre-

hensively, for showing a command of language, a delicacy of taste, and a comprehensiveness

of thought and a power of combination."

Complaints are sometimes made by Teachers and others that the official programme of

studies is too e;stensive for Public Schools ; but I believe a rigid adherence to the Limit

Table, fixing the time to be devoted to each branch, obviates, in a great measure, all objec-

tions. Were it absolutely perfect, some grumblers would still be found, to please whom is

always a vain as well as a thankless task.

Salaries of Teachers.— In this County I have to state that the salaries of Teachers are

increasing, and rightly. It is impossible to fix exactly the money ecjuivalent for the services

of a thoroughly competent Teacher. Such a man's merits are not to be weighed in the paltry

scale of pecuniary consideration.'*. So soon as the worth of such a one is discovered, Trustees

should mark their appreciation of it, and should, on no account, suffer the difference of a feir

dollars to sever the connection between them.

The following tabular statement exhibits the salaries of Teachers, as paid in the several

townships :

—
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Highest salnrv paid Male Teacher for 187;i S400
Hisrhest paid Female Teacher for 1873 300
Lowest salary paid Male Teacher for 1873 360
Ijowest paid Female Teacher for 1873
Average salaries of Male Teachers for 1873

I
386

Average for Female Teachers for 1873
|

2(54

S i

5 !
-2

300
3(30

240
386 66
270

— 1

So00i$454
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or half-yearly
;
and the Inspector will, hereafter, carefully scrutinize it. What is needed no^r

are the libraries ; and these may be obtained either at the Depository or the bookstores.

The following is the number of libraries, with their contents, in the County :

—

Townships.
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School Finances.—In these days of commercial and other panics, it must be gratifying

to the ratepayers to know that as far as the Public Schools arc concerned, the financial state

of the County is healthy. A comparison of the Receipts and Expenditures as exhibited in

Table Xo. 1 in the Appendix to this Report shows a balance in the hands of Trustees amount-
ing to 83467 G2. The total amount paid Teachers from all sources was $19,785 78. This
gives us the annual cost of each pupil on the register between the ages of 5 and 21 years,

based upon the the salaries paid Teachers, 83.85 ; and, on the basis of total expenditure,

$5.87. Table No. 2 exhibits the kind and value of the School property of the County. The
total value of School property, including sites, buildings, furniture, maps, &c., is S65,832|^
The Examination of Table No. 4, Miscellaneous Statistics, reveals the following facts :— 1.

The whole number of pupils between the ages of 5 and 21 registered during the year was
5.141 ; of these 2,745 were boys, and 2,396 girls. The number who attended Schoolless than 20
days during the year was 550 ; number who attended 50 days or under 1,179. This accounts,

in part, for the general complaint made of " Irregular Attendance."' 2. That the aggregate

attendance for the first half of the year was 254,528 ; average do, 21,106 : and for the second
half year 189.286 and 1,864.10 respectively. The numbers in the different classes are as

follows: First Class, 1,766; Second, 997; Third. 886; Fourth, 817; Fifth, 547; Sixth.

206.

BroMcKes of Instruction.—English G-rammar, 2,478 ; English Composition. 1,875 ; Ancient
History, 164 ;

Modern do., 255 ; Canadian do., 518 ; English do., 818 : Human Physiology.

362 ; Natural History, 296 ; Natural Philosophy, 30 ; Agricultural Chemistry, 108 ; Botany,

161; Algebra, 149; Geometry, 32 ; Mensuration, 117; Book-keeping. 187. The length

to which this Report has already extended prevents an enumeration of the pupils in the

whole number of branches.

School Visits and Lectures.—The number of School visits and [lectures made and delivered

during dtiring the year may be tabulated as<Tollows :

—

School Visits. Lectures.

By Inspector 129 51
" Clergymen 53
" Municipal Councillors and Magistrates 35
" Judges, &c ' 2
" Trustees 232
" Others 871 3

Total 1322 54

During the last year or two, the Journal of Education has not been very regularly

received in this County, and is not, I fear, as carefully read as it ought to be by Trustees and
Teachers. For 1873, it was reported that the Journal was received regularly in only 32
School Sections. By the School Act recently passed, the Trustees are required by Law to

procure for their own use and that of the Teachers, some periodical devoted to education.

The School Law as revised and consolidated during the last Session of the Ontario Parlia-

ment, is now in the hands of the majority of the Boards of Public School Trustees in the

County.

County op Lincoln.

John B. Somerset, Esq.—The receipts and expenditure in the county for School purposes

last year show a marked increase as compared with the previous year, being $40,837 95 for

receipts, and $34,266 82 for expenditure—the former S5,102 96 and the'^latter $3,309 63
more than in 1872.

The salaries of Teachers continue to improve slowly, several boards having advanced
their rate beyond the almost universal limit of $400 for a male Teacher. This I regard as a

sign that efficiency and experience are being more sought after than formerly ; but while this

tendency of Trustees is becoming observable, it is to be deplored that the supply bids fair be-

fore long to be far short of the demand.

Of the certificated Teachers er ".oyed in this county in 1873, only four held first class

Provincial certificates, and ten .sec d class, leaving the large majority with third class County
certificates, or those from the 01 ircuit Boards. It is quite evident from this that the
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great need of Teachers at the present time is professional training, which the means at present

existing are unable fully to supply.

1 stated in my last Report that I believed that Teachers' Institutes, established by l;iw

and requiring the attendance of every Teacher, would prove very effective in accomplishing
this object, and another year's experience but confirms"my opinion. Voluntary meetings are

held half-yearly, in this county, by the Teachers, for the purpose of rnutual improvement. At
the last of these meetings, Dr. J. H. Sangster conducted the exercises, which lusted two days.

The results became immediately apparent in the Schools of those who had been present at tlie

meeting, in their endeavours to carry into practice the valuable suggestions that fell from that

gentleman. But at these voluntary meetings it is those whose anxiety to improve is th^ir

guarantee of ultimate success that attend rcgul irly, leaving a large class still with urgent
necessity of improvement, but without the desire to exert themselves for it.

In the return of the attendance of pupils there is much to make one feel how powerl''S3

the most complete system of education must be, when the indiff"erence of parents is a barrier

to their children reaping its advantages

In this county, besides the 355 children who have not attended a Public School at all

during the year, 1735, or over one-third of those entered on the Sf?hool Registers, gave an at-

tendance of less than fifty days, which, it need hardly be said was of no practical benefit to

them. It is worthy of remark, however, that a gradual improvement is taking place, the re-

turns for last year showing a decidedly better attendance than those for 1872.

Some modification of the compulsory clause of the School Act seems to be necessary, to

render it eflTective. for though 119 children between seven and twelve are stated not to have
attended School at all, and a large additional number not the required four months

;
yet no

step has been taken to put the law in force by the Trustees, who shrink from becoming prose-

cutors of their neighbours.

In the improvement of School accommodation and the supply of maps and ordinary

School apparatus, it is gratifying to be able to report very satisfactory progress. Six new
School-houses were built last year, all showing some architectural beauty, and furni.shed in a

style that was seldom thought of a few years ago. The large number of playgrounds reported

last year in an unsatisfactory condition are now either properly enclosed or under contract for

improvement. There are no Schools reported without maps or ordinary apparatus, and many
are fully and satisfactorily furnished.

In carrying out the provisions of the law regarding these improvements, I have endeav-

oured as far as possible to avoid coming into collision with local public opinion, believing

that prejudice or indiff"ei-ence is often excited to active hostility by too great rigor, while rea-

son and conciliation will ultimately succeed, though the object may not be obtained so quickly.

County of Haldimand.

Richard Harcourf, Esq., M.A.—The histories of Spain and of Holland, of France and
of Germany, abundantly establish the fixct that natural resources go for nothing unless educa-

tion, generally diff"used among the people, brings them to light, and converts thorn into wealth.

Holland, at one time, a mere dependency of Spain, at all times devoid of mineral wealth, has

been enabled by her wise educational schemes, to assume a position which Spain with all her

natural advantages, may well envy. And who doubts but that the recent Grornian victories

and French defeats may be similarly accounted for. May we, reading history aright, and

profiting by its warnings, adopt the wise motto of the National League in England, " Edu-
cation must be universal, unsectarian, compulsory."

Although our legislators debate regularly upon educational topics ; although, as I pro-

pose to explain in this address, their patchwork efforts tend in the main to improve our

Schools ; although the evidences of such improvement are clear and manifold, there is still

throughout the Province—if the other Counties at all resemble iialdimand—an apathy on

this subject both great and inexcusable. I mean to speak at present of the year just closed.

The great drawback incident upon inadequate accommodations has been almost com-

pletely removed. Since 1871, no less than 20 new buildings have been erected, 16 of them

brick, all of them commodious and comfortable, two of them having accommodation for IdO

scholars each. Improvements in buildings, other than mere repairs, have been made in five

Sections, while contracts for new buildings, to be completed before August of this year, have
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been let in six others. Quite a number of Sections are still inadequately provided for.

trust that iu a year or two at farthest, we will see the County of llaldimand occupying i"

thi.-< respect, relatively to other Counties, a creditable position. It is most discouraging t^

witness the efforts of a good Teacher checked and retarded for want of some improvements, to

effect which would necessitate only a trifling outlay. This is particularly noticeable in the

matter of desks and blackboards, the two most important items of School apparatus. A
thorough Teacher regards as indispensable a large, smooth blackboard, while the comfort of the

pupil hinges to a great extent, on the pattern of the seat allotted to him.

A Teachers' Convention was held during the year, and has led, I have good reason to

believe, to good re.sults. Two-thirds of the Teachers of the County were present. I expect

10 arrange for a Teachers' Institute during 1S7-L The number of applicants at the semi-

annual examinations for Teachers was larger than in the previous year. Candidates prepar-

ing for these examinations improve the Schools* in which they are studying, other scholars

being stimulated by their example to reach a fixed standard. The results of those held in

July and December, 1873, will be noticed later on in this address.

Save a few Schools, particularly two in North Cayuga, one in Dunn, and.two in Moulton,
there has been constant work during 1873. No sufficient reason has been given to me why
the Trustees of these Sections have neglected one of the leading duties of the office entrusted

to them, l^y their inexcusable carelessness they have certainly helped to injure materially

the prospects of scores of children. Unless children are taught that School-work is with

them a business, that as such it demands their patient and constant attention ; unless the

School door is kept invitingly open the year round, tlie temptation— an ever present reality

to shirk lessons, grows gradually stronger, and finally renders victory over School-tasks a

thing impossible.

Speaking generally, the subjects of reading, writing, and spelling—the correct method
of dictation—exercises being now generally adopted in the latter—are successfully taught in

our Schools. Only occasionally does the absurd idea^ that to read fast is to read well ; that

the pauses being ornamental only, may be quite disregarded, find encouragement. Written
exercises as well as careful attention to map-drawing, are, as a rule, too much disregarded in

the teaching of geography. In three Schools out of four, the teaching of history—English

or Canadian—is nominal only. Arithmetic and grammar are taught with less success than

reading or spelling. In more than half of our Schools, however, good work is being done in

these subjects. In not a few Sections can we with perfect confidence entrust to the Teacher
everything affecting the interests of the pupil. In the main, I believe our staff of Teachers
to be both faithful and efficient. All that is necessary to make their efforts eminently suc-

cessful is the warm encouragement of the parents. A parent's carelessness as to providing

his child with books, or his allowing absence from School for trifling reasons, will and must
naturally neutralize a Teacher's efforts. I will illustrate my statement, that the teaching of

aiithmetie and grammar is less satisfactory than I could wish, not at all forgetting that the

cause can often be traced to the irregular attendance of the scholars. Questions given by
me during my visit of inspection, iu Simple Interest and Proportion, have frequently been
correctly and neatly solved by pupils, no one of whom could define for me such terms as

" measure" or " multiple." ^"^gain, scholars who would work difficult questions in Fractions

would, at the same time, upon my asking them which was the greater, three-fourths or fifteen-

twentieths, at once answer '' fifteen-twentieths." We must review the lessons constantly •

we must encourage " thinking" on the part of the scholars, else the education we are giving

them will be nothing more than " miscellaneous facts mechanically remembered." In the

study of grammar, an unwise method is sometimes adopted. This subject cuh be made in-

teresting, and can only be successfully taught when each definition is variously illustrated

and thoroughly understood.

As will be seen from the statistical part of this address, many of the teachers are but
beginning the profession. I would respectfully urge them to subscribe for the Ontario Tcaclw,
published by Koss & McColl, Strathroy, Ont., and also to read the Journal of Education,

wliich will hereafter be suiiplied to them from the Department in Toronto. The improve-

ments I have sketched are mainly due to the School Act of 1871. The two great reforms

now most needed are, in my estimation, the establishment of Township Boards of Trustees,

and more practicable legislation as to compulsory attend'ance. Ui)on the first point, there is

doubtless a great diversity of opinion. >iy experience, and I do not forget how narrow it is.
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points to the Township Board as a something which will give a great, a healthful, and an

immediate impetus for good to our Public Schools. In the same Township we now find one

Section with an assessable property of §103,000, another with §34,100; one Teacher paid

54:50 a year for his services, while his neighbour gets but 821 G ; the programme of studies

faithfully followed in one locality, and faithlessly mutilated in another. Uniformity, which

is surely highly desirable, and with it ever increasing efficiency, can in all these points, I

humbly submit, be obtained by the system of Township Trustees. Amongst other objections

to the Section system, which would disappear if we had Township Trustees, the followiji;j

are noticeable. The present system is cumbersome, because it requires so many officials. In

sjmall Schools low salaries are paid to Teachers, who have failed to get good situations, and

who will never succeed in the profession. As things now are, there is quite a ditticulty in

getting good buildings erected in the small Sections. We all know the good effects resulting

from competitive examinations, and these to be satisfactorily condufcted, require the Town-
ship to be the unit for School purposes. In many Sections, the nieces and grand- daughters

of Trustees are employed without any regard to their (|ualifications as teachers. At present,

School taxation knows neither fairness nor method. With Township Trustees its equaliza-

tion is perfect and simple. In but few of the Sections is the same Teacher now at work whom
I met in the last half of 1871. In one Section, five different Teachers have been employed

in as many half years. That it would be better if the Teacher's position were more peimu-

nent, no one questions. The present system encourages frequent changes of Teachers ; the

Township system would have a directly opposite efieet. Again, with a Township system we
would have the exact number of Schools required in each Township, it being then permissible

that each child should attend the nearest School. Results have proved that a system em-

ploying County Inspectors is greatly better than that of Township Superintendents : the very

reasons that cause this, call for Township in preference to Section Trustees. Not many
weeks ago I carefully examined two Schools in the same Township, the one in the forenoon,

the other in the afternoon. In neither of them had the Teacher even middling accommoda-

tions. The buildings were alike, neither of them being even second-rate ; the seats in each

of them were the worst imaginable. The certificates of the Teachers were of the same class,

nor could I see that the one was noticeably either more competent or more painstaking than

the other. I could detect no disparity between the pupils of the two Schools in the

point of intelligence, and yet in each and every subject the pupils of the one acquitted them-

selves creditably, while those in the other piteously failed. The search for an explanation of

this anomaly might elicit some information bearing on the relative merits of the two systems

of Trustees. The evidences of progress are many, but side by side with them must be placed

that great drawback to which public attention should be unremittingly directed, viz. : indil-

ference to, and want of, appreciation of the magnitude of educational interests. This is seen

too plainly by a glance at any Public School Register. Children who attend but one-half of

the time during which the School is open, can never be expected to manifest either au

eagerness for study or a proficiency in it. Out of 418 scholars enrolled in one Township

during the last half year, 230 attended less than 60 days. So long as parents allow this, so

long will Teachers be discouraged, so long will the status of education generally be low.

Roman Catholic Separate Schools.—None of the above remarks apply to School Sections

6 Oneida, and 17 Walpole, which are Roman Catholic Separate Schools. I have visited

each of these Schools on five different occasions. In both of them the buildings are of quite

au inferior description, having poor seats and being ill supplied with the necessary apjiaratus.

In these respects, however, they have close competitors in other localities in the County.

The attendance in each of them is small. While change of Teachers has impeded the Walpole

School, that in Oneida has been fortunate in having secured etficient and jiaiustaking Teach-

ers. Dividing the Schools of the County into four grades, the first embracing the boat

Schools, I would place these two in the fourth grade.

The great drawback incident to inadequate accommodations has almost totally disiip-

peared. Since 1871, no less than twenty new buildings have been erected, IG of them brick,

all of them commodious and comfortable, two of them having accommodations for 100 scholar*

each. Improvements, other than mere repairs, have been made in five Sections, and con-

tracts lor new buildings, the time for completion being August, 1874, have been let in six

Sections.

A Teachers' Convention was held during the vear, and has led. I have reason t • believe.
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3:0 good results. In connection with it, Goldwin Pmitli, M.A., gave his lecture on "A Tour
In England," a literarj' treat never to be forgotten by the audience. I expect to arrange for

a Teachers' Institute during 1875. The Semi-Annual Examinations for Teachers have been

well attended. Applicants preparing for them, improve the Schools in which they are study-

ing, other scholars being stimulated by their example to reach a fixed standard.

The evidences of progress are many, but side by side with them must be placed that

great drawback to which public attention should be unremittingly directed, viz., indifi'erence

to. and want of, appreciation of the magnitude of the interests foi* which we l.^bo^lr on the part

of a majority of parents. This is seen too plainlj^ by a glance at any Public School register.

Children who attend less than half the time during which the School is open, can never be

expected either to manifesr an eagerness for study or a proficiency in it. For example, out

of 418 enrolled scholars in one of my Townships, during the last half of 1873, two hundred
and thirty of them attended School less than 60 days. So long as parents allow this, so long

will Teachers be discouraged, so long will the status of education be generally low. I pro-

cured from your Department, and from Copp. Clark, & Co., a large number of general registers

which I have distributed. I may add, that an unusually lengthy period of bad roads greatly

hindered me in my work during 1873.

CouNTi' OF Norfolk.

J. J. Wadsvorth, Esq., M.A., M.B.—In attempting a general sketch of the condition of

education in this County, I am led to reflect that it is exactly three years since the new
School Law (as the Law of 1871 is usually called) came into force. Perhaps then it will not be

out of place for me to trace briefly the results of the Legislation of 1871, and of the Regula-

tions of the Council of Public Instruction, then newly devised and promulgated. The lead

inu features of these enactments were, 1. Free Schools. 2. Compulsory Education. 3. County
Superintendence. 4. A programme of studies, and a time table for all the Public Schools. 5.

The minimum of School accommodation. 6. Compulsory subscription to Teachers' Superan-
nuation Fund. 7. The new system of granting certificates to Teachers.

1. As to Free Schools I have little to report
;
public opinion seems to have been ripe for

the change. On all sides it seems to be regarded as a wise and necessary step. The manner
in which this exceedingly important change has been finally and efiectually wrought, reflects

great credit on the sagacity which directed it.

2. Tlie corollary to Free Schools, viz ; Compulsory Education, has up to the present

time been a failure. In very few cases have Trustees thought it proper to exercise the au-

thority vested in them. That the compulsory clause has failed to do that which was intended,

will appear from the annual report.

Of the 90.56 pupils in attendance in 1873, three thousand two hundred and Jifty-nine are

reported as attending less than 50 days in the whole year. There is little doubt therefore

that one-third of the pupils are receiving no education worthy of the name. Their attendance

is either so brief or so irregular as to be of little use.

4. The new limit table and time table for the Public Schools were received by the

Teachers with all possible re.«pect, and in nearly every Section, an attempt was made to carry

them into efiect. I regret to say however, that the almost unanimous verdict of the Teachers
after prolonged trial is, that these models cannot be strictly followed in rural Schools. Some
of the best and most diligent Teachers have, after twelve months' experience, been compelled

to make wide variations. Not a few of them have become martyrs in a sense, to their fidelity

in following out these regulations, losing their popularity, and in some cases their positions.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks however, the tables have been of great service in awakening
public attention to the necessity of proper classification. Had some discretionary power
been granted to the Inspectors or Teachers, it would have been beneficially exercised in many
eases There are serious difl5.culties to be surmounted in classifying a rural School, owing to

the marked irregularity in attendance which is usually found, and the variation in the pcr-

sonn el of the classes at difierent seasons.

5, The Regulations regarding School accommodation have stimulated a large number of

Sections to making active efforts. The number of new hou.^es erected or in process of erection

ab out 30. In nearly all the other Sections repairs and improvements have been effected.

The re are still some Sections however, where nothing has yet been done.
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Upon the whole tlien, the effect of these clauses has been salutary, but I think quite ne

much good might have been accomplished without exciting so much opposition, had the re-

gulations under this head been published as recommendatory. They appeared in May and
June, 1871, without any note regarding discretionary power being given to the Inspectors.

In fact no such advice was given to Inspectors until the appearance of the October Journal,

in November, 1871. The natural conclusion on the part of Trustee? was, that the require

ments laid down were compulsory. The great objection to any such model beins set up ic,

that in different Sections, the School-houses will of necessity vary just as the houses, barn."!,

churches. &c., vary according to the wealth and progress of the people. In many of the

Sections of Norfolk, the School accommodation is in advance of the requirements of the Law,
but in others it is necessarily for the present below the standard. Besides, in some localities

what the regulations interpret as essential, is not there essential. For instance, the rcinila-

tions prescribe a " substantial board fence. ' There are Sections in which there is no need
for any fence. Situated in a retired gi-ove, beautifully enclosed by natural shrubbery with a

play ground sloping to the breakers of Lake Erie, one site, I now recall, certainly no more
needs a fence than the classic groves where philosophy flourished in ancient days. There
are many cases where a well is not essential. There are many cases where '-'ten feet from
floor to ceiling ''

is not a sine qva iwv, there being ample lateral space. Hence many think that

a discretionary power not merely as to time but as to vhnt is necesmn/, should be lodged in the

Inspectors, so that each Section may be judged according to its ability.

6. The compulsory contribution to ihe Superannuation Fund is a question upon which
opinion seems very much divided. The specification of the amount of the pension and the

privilege of retiring at 60 years of age whether worn out or not, will reduce the opposition

materially. The younger members of the profession and those who intend entering upon
some other profession, are of cour.'^e the strongest opponents of the system.

7. The new Board of Examiners seems to meet the requirements of the time in most re

spects. I regret that we cannot elect our own chairman. I should greatly prefer seeing some
one of the older members of our Board in the chair. I am the youngest member of our

Board, and this '• having greatness thrust upon me " by Regulation of the Department, is

anything but congenial to my feelings. Some of the examiners here have for a ireneration

been the foremost champions in the interest of education, and I think that upon them the honour

of presidency should rightfully devolve. Seniores priores..

There are some points regarding the certificates which will require consideration. A
large number of Third Class will shortly expire, and many of their holders will be unable to

take a Second Class. There are many teaching on temporary certificates already, and it is

possible that the number will steadily increase. I think it would be well for Inspectors to

have the power of endorsing a Third Class from an adjacent County in special cases.

I am happy to add that the Teachers' Association still continues its meetings, and that

an effort is being made to secure the services of Dr. Sangstcr at a Teachers' Institute.

County of Oxford.

William Carlyle, Usq.—During, the past year a marked improvement has been accom-

plished;'in many of the Schools of Oxford, and a great change in the spirit of the people

towards School matters has been manifested. Criticism in a great measure has given place to

zeal and active exertion in remedying the numerous evils that were impeding the work of

Public Instruction. Criticism, however, although severe, and betraying generally imperfect

and erroneous information, has done good. People whose notions of School matters were

crude and grounded in error, have been led to study carefully the actual condition and neces-

sities of the Schools, the duties and responsibilities of School oflBcers. and the School law and

regulations, the result being a prevailing conviction that what is asked on behalf of the School

system is wise and necessary.

Masters and Trustees are doing their work with a cheerfulness and intelligence that had

not hitherto characterized School business. Ratepayers are responding to calls for fiinds in

a spirit corresponding to the anticipations created, that a better return for their money is to

be realized. In localities where the Schools have been renovated in accommodation and

management, the result is so gratifying that tardy and sceptical authorities elsewhere have
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been set in motioa by public opiuioa, and have evea exceeded the examples set them of School

improvemcat.

During- the year, five uew brick buildings were erected and furnished, and new Schools

established, new in every sense of the term save material, and partially so in this respect, as

pupils returned who had left School four or five years previous, never to re-enter it.

The youth of the County are alive to the importance of good Schools, and readily avail

themselves of the advaatages they present. This has been exemplified in every Section in

which the requisite convenience and the services of a competent Teacher have been furnished-

Proper classification of pupils, and bringing the Schools into active competition with one

another, have eflFected a marked improvement in scholarship. Schools in rural Sections are

met with, the pupils of which pass the Inspector's examination in the branches of the first

second, third and fourth classes without a failure in any subject, and in a few instances with-

out a serious mistake in any subject on the part of a single pupil. Were such success manifested

in 'High Schools, it would secure the Masters' preferment of a very subs-tantial description.

In towu8 and cities when the attendance is large enough to admit of a division of the labour

of tuition among a numerous stafi'of Teachers, the Schools have a great advantage over tho.se

in which one Master has sole control, and all the variety of branches to teach, that are found
in Graded Schools. Notwithstanding, some rural School?? in the County I am satisfied stand

in the front rank as to scholarship, and it has been intimated to me that such is the case in some
other Counties. If so, the notion may be corrected that rural Schools are excused, on accoun

of the difficulties they labour under from realising the standard attained by large Graded
Schools.

In management there will be mistakes as long as ratepayers elect men unqualified for the

office of Trustee, and inexperienced Teachers are found so indiscreet as to take charge of

Schools that have been taught by highly gifted and successful Masters, .'^uch Trustees and
such Teachers have a strange affinity for each other, and readily enter into engagements. This
happened in a few Sections at the close of the yeai-, not, however. I am happy to say without

strong disapproval on the part of intelligent ratepayers. The consequences are, the Schools

are precipitated down to the status from which they had been elevated by an expenditure of

money, time, labour and skill, and the Trustees take a position in the estimate of the senior

pupils, that is not at all enviable.

In my Report for 1872, I divided the Schools into five grades. Excellent, good, fair,

poor, and very poor. Retaining the same standard of classification for 1873, we get the fol-

lowing comparison :
—

1872. Excellent, 1.

1873. " 2.

Salaries are improving. The highest salary to be paid a male Teacher in a Rural Section

during 1874, is .$575. To a female Teacher, $500, For 1873, the average salary for

County, exclusive of the Towns, was for male Teachers. .S417 ; female, S286.
A classification of Teachers, according to the nature and grade of their certificates, gives :

four, First Provincial ; thirty, Second Provincial ; thirty-two, First, Old Board ; forty-nine,

Third (New Board ; three, Special.

The granting of special certificates will not in all probability continue to be a necessity.

Oxford oflfers inducements to Teachers holding provincial certificates, and they, together with
the succes.sfui candidates at the local Board, will meet the demand.

The Journal of Education is earnestly looked for by Visitors. But from postal arrange-

ments or other difficulties it does not reach many Boards at all, and many others only at

irregular intervals. It is a great pity some scheme could not be devised for its reachinu

Trustees unerringly.

On taking a general survey of this inspectorate, although the labour is enormous, and
the discouragements numerous and perplexing, yet from the intelligent interest manifested by
School authorities in the work of Education, and the respect manifested by all with whom I

met in the discharge of my duties, I take courage, and am led to expect much in the future

in the way of improvement, as a reward for persistent struggling in the meantime.

County op Wellington, North.

A. Dingwall Fordyce, Esq.—In connection with the Statistical Reports for the Townships
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n my Inspecting Division, forwarded by this mail, it is right to give a few explanatory
remarks, which I must do without much analysis of the Report, in the meantime, as a whole.

1. I have had to introduce into the Eeport for Minto, the Village of Enrridon, but .so

far only as apportionment of Legislative School Grant is concerned, as I was instructed to allow

the School there a share of the same for the County, notwithstanding the incorporation of
the village.

2. A slight discrepancy will be apparent in two particulars, the one arises from a reported
excess of cxpenditui-e over receipts in L'nion Section eight, Amaranth and East Garafraxa, the

other from the Register of the li. C. School in Section three, Arthur, having been accidentally

destroyed, this will affect the total addition of columns -iO to 5U in that Township. I find

great difficulty in getting these Registers preserved, or kept in general, as they should be, in

a sufficiently accurate, plain and intelligible shape.

3. As a general rule, in the Trustees' recorded expenditure and receipts, the amount of
order, not of apportionment, seems to be given in the case of the County Assessment, and in a

few instances in the case also of the Government Grant. Some, however, have repeated the
full apportionment.

4. I feel unable to place much reliance on the information given in columns 44 and 51.

lu the former, the question would appear to have been looked frequently at hurriedly, and in

consequence, the intended meaning of the term "' non-resident pupils," has been misappre-
hended. In the latter, that of pupils not attending School for at least four months of the year
the Semi-Annual Reports do not exactly correspond with the Annual Reports. The last men-
tioned only give 133 defaulters in that particular, whilst the former make the number 161*.

These 169 scholars belong to fourteen Schools, the names of those of twelve of them beino- o-iveu

with varying causes of extenuation, such as sickness of children or their parents, distance to

School, wane of clothes, bad roads, having left the Section or newly come to it, and the Schools
having been closed half the year while building was going on. In one case the reason is given
that " Some did not like the Teacher !

" and in quite a number, either neglect, indifference

or carelessness on the part of the parenttj is alleged, or uo good cause known. This question

however. I should observe, would not seem to have been taken in its true sense, from such
occasional answers as ''• All have attended School, more or less, during the year."' I am glad

tu think that the proposed amendment to the Law in this particular may not only secure more
correct answers in future, in respect both of the total number of children between five and six-

teen in the Sections (the answers to which would seem frequently to be grossly inconsistent)

uiid«the number between seven and twelve not attending School for*the minimum period ; and
also be a means of carrying out better than heretofore, the securing such actual attendance.

5. Regarding the Five Schools reported as having no maps (six, nine, and twelve Arthui',

and eleven and twelve Minto), the hrst mentioned certainly had them when I visited the School.

I have drawn the particular attention of the Trustees of the two other Arthur Schools to the

want, and the two Schools in Minto, being those of new or newly re-constructed Sections, I dv

not question their being supplied by or before the time next Report is made.

6. The Report on accommodation is based on my own measurements, which I preferred

using to ascertain it, rather than employ numbers given in the Annual Reports, which some-

times exceed, sometimes fall short of mine. If I have erred, it may have been in over-esti-

mciting m some cases, owing to ante-rooms interiering.

7. Progress made in respect of remedying deficiencies in accommodation of one kind or

other, have been specially noticed in detailed Report forwarded a month since, and I trust

efforts used will not be fruitle&s. On this account I shall not further allude to these here

any more than to the classification, in which I hope, ere another season, to report improvement
8. As usual I have let the Reports stand as I received them in respect of Lectures.

Strictly speaking, I could not be said to have delivered over a dczen, with previous iuti-

mation to that effect. I did, however, prepare and circulate some remarks on School Reports,

giving a copy to every School Tru&tee and to every School Teacher. The apparent good

effects of these as regards last Annual Report I confess is not very striking, and yet a large

number of Reports are very carefully and fully prepared.

9. In several cases aw(/i>were reported as given for^/Zcec-: I have not, however, set them
down so in giving the number of Schools using prizes, as I do not think this would be con-

sidered as equivalent in reporting.

10. In only two cases have I had to take the previous year s value of assessed pro-
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perty : viz., in ei^ht Maryboroucfh and five Luther. Fn the latter there was an evident error

in the figures ^iiven ; in the t'ormer the Trustees had failed to giv^e the value at all, and althouah

written to. their reply on the subject has not reached me.

11. There are thirty Schools which report not receivinjr the Javrnal of Edumttini

rt^ularly. These are four and six Armaranth ; two. nine, twelve and K. C. 8. in three

Arthur ; nine West Garafraxa ; seven Luther ; one, three, thirteen and fifteen Maryborough :

one, three, nine, eleven, fourteen, fifteen. Minto ; and one. three, seven, eight, nine, ten. four-

teen. Peel ; and Un. kSec. thirteen and two Peel and Wellesley. In iSections eight, twelve and

thirteen Minto, the Trustees report never seeing the Journal at all, and the receipt of one

number in the year is acknowledged by the Pi. C.S. of Sec. twelve Peel. Of the Teachers of

the eighty-two Public Rural Schools in the Division (the question not being given in Re-

ports for the R.C.S. Schools), forty would appear to see the Journal regularly, thirty-two not,

while eight say they get it occasionally, one " when it comes,"' and one "never.''

12. In 1871. I sent 3'ou a Synopsis of the rate levied on the dollar in seventy Schools

reported on. This season I have obtained information on the same head from eighty two

School.", and comparing these together, and making allowance for special building rates in

about sixteen of them, the rates for other ordinary expenses, such as Teachers' salaries, would
appear to have ri.sen considerably. Of the Schools reported in 1871, twenty-seven per cent,

levied less than five mills on the dollar ; of those reported now, no more than five per cent,

levied so low a rate. Again, in 1871 no higher rate than 15 mills on the dollar was levied,

while there were over eighteen per cent, of the Schools in operation in 1873 levying from fif-

teen to thirty-two mills each. Independent of any special rate, some Schools have as high a

tax as twenty-three mills on the dollar. For one such School (Union Section eight Amaranth
and East Garafraxa) it might be right to make an application for some aid from the Poor School

fund, and I have little doubt you would cheerfully consider its claims to help.

13. During the year 1873, nineteen new School-houses have been built. Some of the

very worst, which were in fact a standing disgrace to the Sections they were in, have been

removed. Two rooms have likewise been provided for Assistant Teachers, the one at Glen

Allan, the other at Douglas (unincorporated villages), both substantially built of stone. In the

former School an Assistant Teacher has been employed for some years : in the latter the addi-

tional accommodation being insisted on as a matter of necessity, on account of the attendance

and the regulation.s, was fully provided for by the Trustees, and two teachers are engaged for

1&74:, but the action taken has led to a considerable number of the rate-payers of the rural

part of the Section desiring to be struck off. and their wish has been so far sustained by the

Township Council, as. to cause proposed dissolution of union existing to be resolved on : which

stood in the way of conclusive action. However, the matter is in abeyance in the meantime,

althoutrh the Irustees have appealed to the County Council and got a committeee named to

«nquire into it.

The regulations respecting enlarged School-grounds to the minimum size of half an acre,

have in a few cases only been yet attended to in Sections where new School-houses have not

been built. In all cases wliere this defect remains, intimation has now been specially o-iven to

the Trustees, and in some cases where other deficiencies will be tbund, the difficulty of carrying

out all contemplated improvements the first sea.son where a new house has been erected, is the

explanation.

14. It is gratifying that in scarcely any CKse have the stringent regulations restricting

granting certificates been productive of serious inconvenience through Schools being deprived

in consequence of Teachers, while others were not found to take their place. I may observe

that in the case of the Separate School at Mount Forest, the irustees after last examination

advertised for a Teacher to supply the place expected to be vacated, but the applications re-

ceived being at a salary above what their limited means warranted, they considered it better

to employ their former Teacher, who they expect will succeed at next examination, than to

let t!ie School be closed, and. under the circumstances, my granting the Teacher a temporary

Certificate now will be sanctioned and approved by you. I believe.

The design of the Educational Department that those holdiuir Third Class Certificates

should ultimately be restricted to the position of A.ssistaut Teachers will no doubt be carried

cut. but at present, in the quarter of country where my field lies, the way does not setm

to be open for such a change. Looking at all the Schools (Public and K.C. Separate, both in

the rural portion and villages) out of the 103 Teachers employed in 1)573 in the several School?
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or Departments, as many as sixty-one were teaching: on Third Class Certificates, granted
under the Amended School Law, and only six of these as Assistants. Ten were teachin<r on
Old County Board Certificates; eiglit on Permits, (granted by authority of the County Board
of Examiners, and five on Temporary Certificates uiven since the .July examin:ition No more
than nineteen held Provincial Certificates. The salaries have been steadily advancing:, and in-

deed the fact of a Teacher's salary being raised|to fully as sjreatan extent as could well be borne,

in order to retain one of proved etticiency has. in some cases, led to mv not insistinor in th e

meantime on improved accommodation. Sometimes the mistake, I think, has tieen made of
giving a large salary to a Teacher with the view of getting- him to do the work of two, which
after all, he could neither do adequately nor legally, but I trust this is an error wholly of the

past.

The average salary of ilale Teachers holding Third Class Certificates under the New
Law, is ,$.324 (tiking into account all referred to above), while in one instance as much as

$400 has been given, a high salary it may be thought for one of no higher qualifications, but
given nevertheless I believe quite ungrudgingly from the way the School was conducted and
the progress the scholars were making. The aver;ige s;dary of Female Teachers of the same
class has been $238, but .some are getting S^OO, and even over that amount. The average
salary of all Male Teachers holding Second Class Provincial Certificates has been .S416. and
of Female Teachers with the same class of Certificate. ^'ri\6.

In only two instances have applications been made for having the taxes equalized in Union
Sections, in future it may be desirable rather to take the initiative in such matters, than to

risk having the inequality adduced as a reason for not complying with the regulatiens or law
in such respects. In some cases or seasons it may be of comparatively little moment, in others

it may be quite the reverse.

,

I regret that no movement has yet been made for improving the condition of, or aug-

menting, existing School Libraries. I am convinced it would be highly beneficial to all con-

cerned, and have recommended it where I could.

County of Grey, south.

IVilliam Ferguson, Ehq^.—Though we have not yet reached the standard at which we
hope and aim to arrive, yet I am happy to be able to report material, and to some extent

satisfactory progress in new School-houses, inside and outside accommodations, and improved

system and order in School management and study.

A serious drawback is irregular attendance, largely due to the present advanced rates

of hired farm labour, though sometimes attributable to less excusable causes. This has a

most injurious influence, deranging system and classification, disconcerting the Teacher, im-

peding progress, discouraging and permanently injuring the pupil.

While Sunday School libraries exist in almost every Section, and are tolerably well

read, the most of the Township and Section libraries originally established in a few Munici-

palities are either entirely worn out or have been so frequently read as to be much less inter-

esting, and consequently little used.

We cannot expect to secure much attention here to this department while expenses

ar J so great at present for local and general improvement.

It is so far satisfactory that the only School in the Riding which is reported as not

using maps is one newly organised.

County op Huron, North.

Archilmlil JJeuar, Esq.—I take pleasure in informing you that the Schools in this part

of the County of Huron are in a more satisfactory condition than heretofore. A better

classification prevails, and the programme is carried out as far as practicable. The natural

sciences are not universally taught yet. tor the rea.son that the mass of our Teachers, holding

only third-class certificates, are not possessed, as a rule, of a knowledge of these subjects suf-

ficient to enable them to make their teaching profitable to their pupils.

Many of the Schools are in a high state of efficiency, others .are respectably efficient,

while the remainder, in various states of efficiency, might, bo doubt, be somewhat better.

However, making due allowance for the inexperience of our young Teachers, the Schools, on
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the whole, iire us prosperous as could be reasonably expected ; indeed, some of our young

Teachers, of little experience, conduct their examinations for promotion with far more severity '

than some older ones.

With respect to appliances for the School-room, there is considerable improvement since

last report ; and the improvement is still going on. Thirteen new School-houses were opened

during the past year; two of these, however, were commenced in 1872. Eight are already

under contract for 1874, and quite a number more making arrangements for building.

Several Schools are much improved by new internal arrangements, and, with the exception of

one. all have at least the half acre, and in that case there is at present an insuperable difficulty.

The opposition to the new School has very much disappeared. People do grumble

sometimes at the size of the School-houses they are required to build, but the matter ends there.

School sites and Section boundaries, however, give rise to intense excitement, especially when

a new School-house is about to be erected. Indeed, in some of the Townships, the question

of Section boundaries is perplexing enough ; but were all the roads open, the difficulty would

vanish, for the most part at all events. These difficulties are, however, producing an opinion

favourable to Township Boards, which T hope, ere long, will replace School Sections alto-

gether. The country would profit by the change, and the position of a Public School Inspec-

tor would be much more pleasant than it is at present.

There is an increase in the number of assistants employed, and, with the provision pro-

posed in the new School Bill, there should be no difficulty in securing the necessary assistanee

in somewhat large Schools.

Considerable irregularity prevails in many Schools, and the almost complete change of

pupils twice a year in some, mars their efficiency very much.

3Iany of our young Teachers pursue their studies with commendabie zeal. In this lies

the hope of our Schools.

' County op Elgin.

A. F. Butler, Esq,—Although in a great work like education, we always see much re-

maining to be done, yet on the whole I believe the progress has been greater during the past,

than during any one of the previous seven years with which I have been connected with the

Schools of Elgin. The total receipts for School purposes were $49,969, as against $46,686.

in 1872, The creditable feature of this is, that the excess was nearly all expended in

Teachers' salaries. No School was closed during the year, and the average time of keeping

them open was eleven months and nine days. The amount expended for maps and apparatus

is fully one-third in excess of last year, and nearly all the Schools will, in a short time be

well supplied with maps, the most of them excellent new ones from the Depository. Tablet

lessons are valuable assistants in teaching infant classes, and as a shorter mode of obtaining

them, the matter was put before the Township Councils. Seventy, of the one hundred

Schools, now have them, and we have hopes that all will by the end of the present year.

Blackboards are used in all the Schools, Globes in ninety-three, and Object or Tablet lessons

in eighty-four.

School Accommodation.—When the buildings are completed which are now in progTe.<s,

the classification will be— superior, 46
;
good, 28 ; middling, 1.5

;
poor, 10;—Total, 99. It

is a notable fact that of the 46 rated superior, 38 have been built and furnished since the

passing of the Improvement Act of 1871. It has certainly proved to be an improvement Act.

At the beginning of my connection with the Schools here, the most defective features of School

accommodation were the arrangements for seating and ventilating,—some of the seats and

desks being little short of barbarous, and whenever new School-houses were built, it has been

found that without special watchfulness, in some cases the seating was imperfect, because the

wants and convenience of the pupils were not studied. The style of seating which I recom-

mend (and which we are getting gradually), is a single chair and desk of cherry, with oil and

shellac finish for the body of the house, leaving a large space in front for recitation, benches.

Teacher's desk, and at the right and left, the seats without desks for infant scholars. The
recitation benches should be strong, movable, and with sloping backs, and if necessary for

large classes, two ranges ; the second range higher than the first. In a School of sixty pupils,

seating for about twenty infant pupils should be provided. A cheap and convenient seat for

these, may be a low bench with a sloping back, any length, with small boxes of the '' pigeon-

liole" style for books, placed on the bench at the right of each scholar thus : each box except
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the last one would be between two pupils, and each pupil except the first, between two boxes.

The box may be eight inches in width, and a space of sixteen inches allowed for the pupil.

A bench twelve feet in length would accommodate six pupils. I first saw this seat in the City

Schools of Canton, Ohio, and was at once struck with its ingenuity, economy, and complete-

ness for the purpose. There ;ire now two manufactories in this County, where the chair and

cherry desks are made ; also many others in the Province, among which we may mention that

of Neff and Misener, at Port Colborae, who make a combined seat and desk that is really a

model. So we have reason to hope that the days of barbarous seating are past. It is perhapg

worthy of mention here, that Sections No. 2, South Dorchester, and 18 Bayham, are now
making amends for past neglect by building brick School-houses costing 85,000 each. Two
Teachers will be employed in each at first, and other departments added if necessity requires.

A.isi4>i,nt TeacJmrs.—Twelve assistants were employed last year, and three additional

ones have been employed for the coming year. There are eight Schools remaining in the

County, which have an average of over fifty scholars, and are not, therefore, complying with

the requirements of the law in this respect. The only excuse in these cases is, th-itthe house

contains only one room, and is too good a house to cast aside for a new one. Additions erected

during the year 1874, will we trust be the remedy.

Staniliiig of Teachers.—-Mode of teachiwj, &r,. —As will be seen by the statistical report,

fourteen Teachers have attended the ^Mormal School. Two hold First Class certificates
;

twenty-three Second do. ; and seventy-five Third Class, County l-oard. A large proportion are

quite young, and are teaching either upon their first or second year. Nearly all succeed

fairly in the work of management and discipline, the chief failure lying deeper—the art of

ieachincf the various branches. All can hear lessons, but not all know how to teach. I must
admit the classification in some of the Schools to be still imperfect, and I confess at the same

time to have laboured with more zeal both by precept and example in elucidating, to the best

of my judgment, those principles which underlie all true mental development, and form the

secret of success in all true modes of teaching principles intuitively acted upon by those great

models in teaching—Plato and Socrates, Pestallozzi and Richter. The time of an Inspector

on the occasionn of his official visit, is of necessity very short for all he has to accomplish, and

as an auxiliary. I purpose issuing to the Teachers a circular of several pages, containing

copies of a portion of the thirty-three questions to be answei'ed in the "Detailed Keport,"

some thoughts on modes of teaching the various branches, and arguments in favour of an

observance of the programme of studies and classification, and of conductmg each School in

as strict conformity as possible with the law and regulations.

Teadiers' Institutes.—I cannot close these remarks without mentioning the great good

which I believe the cause of education has received in this County from the Institute con-

ducted here by Dr. Sangster. Over one hundred Teachers were present, the greatest

unanimity prevailed, and all felt that a debt of gratitude was due the Doctor for his most

valuable services.

County of Kent.

Edmund B. Harrison, Esq.—Much has been done in providing adequate accommodation

during the past, but I trust that more will be done in the future. At the present time severaJ

contracts are about to be given for the erection of new school -houses. In 1873, 9,458 pupils

of all ages were entered on the Daily Registers, of these 9,033 were between the ages of n and

16. At the present time there is adequate accommodation in all the School houses for 7,328

pupils, which, with a few exceptions is sufficient for •' all that attend," but would not be if we

had a more regular attendance. The aggregate attendance for the first half year, divided by the

number of pupils entered on the registers, viz.9. 458 gives an average attendance of 47-38 days,

and the aggregate attendance, for the second half year divided by the same, gives an

average attendance of 33-07 days, and for the whole year it is 80.46 days. Of these, 9.458,

pupils, less than 38 per cent, attended School between 100 and 121 days, and abuut 62 per cent,

attended between 1 and 100 days. About seven per cent, of the children between the ages of 7

and 12 are returned as not attending school during the year.

I am still of opinion that the six forms in tli* " New Programme of studies" cannot be

attempted, much less eifectually carried out in the rural sections unless tlie Schools are graded,

;( better and a more regular attendance secured, and a more numerous stafi"of trained Teachers

employed. There is a class of pupils who can only attend at the most for a few weeks during
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the winter season, for these there is no provision mnde, as it is enjoined by the Council of

Public Instruction that "in all cases the order of subjects in the programmo must be fellowed,

and the time prescril-ed for teaching each subject per week must be observed, nor must any
subject of the course be omitted." These pupilsare obliged to labour either for their parents

or for themselves during the other parts of the year, but having a little spare time during the

winter, they would gladly avail themselves of an opportunity to take up such subjects in

which they could make reasonable progress during the time at their disposal. There are no night

Schools for them. They wish to enter the classes for reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic,

and geography, and to receive only such instructions as can be given by the Teacher to them
in connection with the other pupils. With the aid of monitors, where they may be required,

the tirst, second, third and fourth forms can be taken up.

In methods of Instruction only a few teachers excel, and a slight improvement is perceptible

in others ; but in this no great improvement can be expected,unless greater inducements are offered,

and a more permanent position given to the profession. The average time that Teachers' have been

in the profession is, for 1873, 4 years and 7 months. The teachers salaries have increased

during the past year. The highest paid to a male Teacher was $660, and I am informed, for

1874 it will be 8700 ; the lowest was §500, and the average was $380 50. The highest paid

to a female Teacher was .§400, and the average was $267 41.

Greater attention has been given to object lessons and drawing.

Finding in some instances that the readmg was fair, I allowed them to retain their books,

but retjuired that the other subjects should be worked up, before they were promoted.

Last year the first Teacher's residence was erected in the county by the Trustees of School

Section No. 2, Raleigh. I trust, before long the erection of these residences with a sufficient

quantity of land attached for a garden, will be as necessary as that of School-houses with their

piay-grounds.

The School libraries do not seem to improve ; the books in general are old, and now sel-

dom read. It is to be hoped that now the booksellers are interested in the establishment of

Public School Libraries, that a greater impetus will be given to the purchase of books. I am
satisfied that any facility afforded to them by Inspectors, will not now be attributed to a " first

warning."

Now that the School Law has been modified and consolidated, it is to be hoped that un-

friendly critici:?ms will cease, at least for a time.

County op Lambton, No. 1.

Geo. W. Ross, Esq.,M.P.—The Annual Reports of the School Trustees form the best

basis for statistical purposes available. There is a healthy liberality now existing in the

Division with regard to the maintenance of Public Schools ; for while the increase in School

population was only about 4|^ per cent., the increase in School maintenance was nearly 12 per

eent.

The injury and loss arising from irregular attendance are of so serious a nature as to

neutralize, to a great extent, all the advantages to be derived from an improved system of in-

struction. By it both scholars and Teachers are disheartened and hindered, the education

received in this way way must necessarily be deficient in thoroughness and fulness, the pro-

gress made is both slow and fluctuating, and where enthusiasm should be found there is often

little else than the most disagreeable languor and inactivity.

The loss of the ratepayers consists in diminished Government grants and consequent higher

and local taxation, loss in the payment of wages to a Teacher for the education of a part of a

Section instead of the whole, and greater than all these ; the habits acquired and the deficien-

cies to be felt in after years by their children from an education but partial and incomplete.

i\ eiv School-Houses.

Since my last report the progress made in the erection of new and commodious School-

houses is very gratifying. Bosanquet has erected five. Plymptoo two. Forest one. and Brooke

one. There only remain a very few houses where the accommodation is not fully up to the

legal requirements. The buildings erected this year, are, on the whole, of the most creditable

hcaracter, and well provided with the most approved furniture.
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During the current year I have visited all the Schools in my Division twice, with the
exception of Euphemia, which I hope to overtake before the year expires. The work done
by the Teachers is, in most instances, more satisfactory than during any former year. In sev-
eral Schools, however, the attendance ha.s been so large th;it 1 am required to psk the Trustees
to provide an Assistant Teacher in conformity to instructions from the Educational Depart-
ment very recently received. I am aware that there are strong objections on the part of
many Boards of Trustees to the empLoyment of an additional Teacher where the attendance
only occasionally exceeds fifty pupils. But [ have no alternative in the meantime but to a.sk

their compliance. I am in hopes that at the next meeting of the Legi-lative Assembly of
Ontario, an amendment to the School Act can be secured, by which Monitors, that i« some
of the advanced pupils of the school, can be examined by the Inspector and licensed by him
for one year to take the place of an assistant. The services of such monitor could be secured
•it a moderate charge, and might serve all the purposes of an Assistant for some time to come.
A suggestion to your honorable body to this effect from the Chief Superintendent in the
of a resolution or memorial, might aid in bringing this desirable change rbout.

In regard to the efficiency of the Teachers in my Division, T need scarcely make any
remark. Of their general standing you are, no doubt, personally cognizant. Suffice it to say that
asa rule, their work is of a higher character now than formerly. There isless rote work and more
practical training—-less pedantry and more common sense. I have endeavoured as far as T

could, to give prominence to what is practical and useful, rather than to what is merely orna-
mental. In reading, writing, arithmetic, &c., I have called attention to the application
required to be made of such branches of study in every day life,and have thus endeavoured to
fit scholars at School for the duties which they were to discharijje when they entered upon the
responsibilities of citizenship. Education to be of any service must be something- incorporated
with the thoughts and habits of the scholar, not something to be performed like the o-ymnastic
exercises of the soldier, which are of little benefit in the ordinary pursuits of life. Keepi; «•

this view of education before the pupils and Teachers I hope to find, as time pro<rresses a coi-^

responding degree of efficient practical training—a training which will turn o^t matter of
fact, practical men and women, prepared to grapple with such difficulties as they may encounter
in after life, and to make themselves useful to society and their country.

In order to stimulate a spirit of emulation, I have offered a prize of 85 to the besto'raded
School in my Division, also a prize of a similar amount to the best School in the Township of
Bosanquet. It being an experiment, I have cnfined the competition to one Township If
satisfactory, I propose another year to offer similar inducements to the remaining Towuship.s
in my Division.

County of Essex. No. 1.

Thcoa'vie Girardot, Esq.—I am happy to state in my Beport. that since the new School
Law has been in operation, 28 School-houses have been built in my Pivision, six ofwhich have two

No. 5, Maidstone, which has built a splendid brick School-house, assuredly the best in the
Townships.

There is now a kind of rivalry among the ^^chool Sections that I like to see those Sec-
tions which are building now are trying to surpass the others. Section No. G, Sandwich
West, is preparing to build a good house with two rooms for Teacher and Assistant. Sections
Nos. 7 and 9 in the same Township are also preparinoj to build this summer.

All the Schools in my Division, with very few exceptions, are well provided with maps,
tablets, time tables, programmes, etc., and I may say that I found very few Trustees who, by
reason of economy, objected 5o the reaulations. in that regard. I am sorry to say that very
few Schools have libraries. The people have made so many sacrifices in buving School Sites,

building School-houses, and providini; them with the necessary requisites, that I do not like

to press too much upon them to provide libraries for their Schools ; but this is only a question
of time ; as soon as the School Sections will be out of debt, I am assured that the Trustees
will not refuse to establish sood libraries.
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As vou will see by t'lis year's Report, the avera^ie attendance has increased over one

hundred on the previous year, although I am sorry to have to state that there is a general

complaint from the Teachers in regard to the irregular attendance of pupils at School. Some
parents have not complied with the Compulsory Clause, and I am glad to see the amendment
which is proposed on that subject in the new School Bill. I think it will be a blessing for

these childreu who have the misfortune to belong to parents who are so indifferent about

education.

I have to state that very few Teachers use the General Kegister ; but now that there are

lleuisters prepared at the Education Office, I am going to press upon them on my next visit to

provide their Schools with them.

It is satisfactory to me to say that m general the salaries of Teachers have again in-

creased this year. Good male Teachers have no trouble in finding situations in rural Sections,

at salaries varying from $400 to .S450 and upwards, and female Teachers, .s300 to $-350. I

have now but very few Teachers acting with permits, and I hope that in a year or two I will

have a sufficient number of (jualified Teachers for all the Schools in my Division ; but the

great majority are Third Class, new County Board.

I do all I can to induce our young Teachers to attend the Normal School, but un-

fortunately very few seemed inclined to do so. In general the School Tru.stees complain that

the Journal of EdurA/lion is very irregularly ri ceived.

I am happy to state that the Schools in the Town of Sandwich continue to be flourishing.

The School Trustees who are always ready to do anything which is beneficial to Education,

have this year bought the balance of the necessary apparatus. The two School yards, which

contain over an acre each, have been embellished and planted with shade trees. I will not

finish without mentioning to you that at the last examination of Teachers, four pupils of the

Schools of Sandwich obtained certificates of qualification ; so you see our little Town leaves

nothing to be desired in regard to education.

I am glad to say that the Roman Catholic Separate Schools of Amherstburgh, are in a

very prosperous condition. The junior Department and the senior (female) are kept by the

sisters of J. M. who understand thoroughly the art of teaching. Morality, politeness, cleanliness

and good behaviour are taught, together with the usual branches. It is always a source of

pleasure to me when I visit their School. These good sisters have a select School (Young
Ladies Academy,) which is second to none in the Province, and where young ladies acquire a

good education, together with all the other accomplishments which may be useful to them. I

must mention the senior department of boys, which is under the direction of Mr. Hugh
Scallon, a young man of talent who spares nothing for the advancement of his pupils. In a

word, Amherstburgh has nothing toenvy in other Towns with respect to education.

City or Hamilton.

Archibald Macallum, Esq., M.A.—Pupils, Studies, Etc.—During the first session of the

year, 4,539 pupils were enrolled ; during the second, 4,448, and in the whole twelve months

5,188—which is 336 more than entered our Schools in 1872, though the number in that year

was 210 greater than that for 1871. The daily average attendance for the first half of the

year was 3,282 ; for the second half, 3,163; and for the whole year, 3.229. in other words

of every 100 who entered School, over sixty-two of them attended the whole year. Ten years

ago, it was only 54.4 and twenty years ago it was 52.8. It is the dailij average attendance,

not the number enrolled, that shows the effort, and in connection with the promotions, the

success of the Teachers. The number between the ages of 5 and 16 years was 5,160 ; other

ages, 28 ; boys, 2,702; girls, 2,486 ; between 5 and 10 years, 3,651 ; between 10 and 16

years, 1,509; and between 16 and 21 years, 26, and 2 over thirty years of age; 28 are re-

])orted as living outside the city ; 251, which is only three more than last year, attended

School less than 20 days ; 595 between 20 and 50 days ; 976 between 50 and 100 ; 909 be-

tween 100 and 150; 1,521 between 150 and 200; and 949, which is 107 over the same

number in 1872. over 200 days, or the whole year. In the first book of Readers there were

2,200 ; in the second, 1,013 ; in the third, 1,315 ; in the fourth, 660. In reading, spelling,

writing, arithmetic. Christian morals, Canadian geography, and general geography, all our

pupils, 5,188, were engaged ; in grammar ana composition there were 1,545; in object les-

sons merely a beginning, 4,850 ; in some portion of Canadian history, 723, and in human
6cS
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physiology, 342 ; in English history, 107 ; in book-keeping, 156 ; in vocal music to a small

extent, 3,964 ; in drawing, quite elementary in its character, 4,935 ; and girls learning to

sew, 530.

Taking the population of our city at 32,000, there should be 7,111 children between

the ages of 5 and 16 years. Of these, 5,160 were for some portion -of the year at the Public

Schools; 1,600 were at the Separate Schools ; BOO at the Collegiate Institute, of which 100

are counted in the P. S. statistics ; leaving only 151 for the private Schools, including the

day pupils (about 60) at the Wesleyan Female College, a number, I am sure, by no means

too large. But 251 attended the Public Schools less than 20 days in the year ; in 1872 the

number was 248 ; and 595 between 20 and 50 days ; in 1872, it was 474. Assuming the

attendance at the other institutions to be as good as at the Public Schools, we have 74 more

of the former, and 240 of the latter ; making in all 325 at School less than 20 days, and

835 between 20 and 50 days in the year—numbers which are appalling, were it not that

many of those whose stay with us had been so short, attended elsewhere for a longer or

shorter period. My estimate is that we have in our city about 240 children whose education

is greatly neglected.

In the first, or lowest grade, there were seventeen divisions of boys and girls ;
average

age of pupils, 6"6 years; and during the year 1,571 were promoted a step higher. All our

promotions are by a careful examination, and 60 per cent, of the marks possible in all subjects

must be attained to entitle a scholar to the honours of this distinction. In the second grade

there were ten divisions, boys and girls; average age, 8 years ; 694 were promoted. In the

third grade the number of divisions, boys and girls, was seven
;

average age, 9 "2

years, and the promotions amounted to 563. In the fourth grade there* were six divisions,

boys and girls ; average age 9 6 years, and the promotions were 539. In the fifth grade we

had six divisions, one of boys, one of girls, and four of boys and girls; average age 10-2

years
;
promoted 407. In the sixth grade there were four divisions, two of boys and two of

girls ; average age 10 '8 years; and there were promoted, 309. In the seventh grade we had

four divisions, one of boys, two of girls, and one of boys and girls, average age 11-7 years;

promotions, 245. In the eighth grade there were four divisions, two of boys and two of girls
;

average age 11-8 years
;
promoted 286. 'I'he ninth grade contained four divisions, one of

boys, one of boys and girls, and two of girls; average age 12-5 years; promotions, 187. The

tenth grade embraced two divisions, one of boys and one of girls; average age 12-5
;
promoted,

104. In the eleventh grade there were two divisions, one of boys, and one of girls; average

age 13 '5 years
;
promoted during the year 85. The special division, all boys, consists of three

classes ; average age 14-2 years. This is the only division except in the lowest grade in

which we have more than one class
;
promoted 70. In the twelfth or highest grade there

was one division of boys and girls; average age 138 years; promoted to the Collegiate In-

stitute, 69. 'I'he average of ages in five grades was a shade higher than last year, in four

grades the age was the same, and in three a trifle lower.

A statement extending over three years, shows the regular and great increa.^e that has

taken place in our School-going population. It also presents the very gratifying result that

our daily average attendance by the constant care and labour of our Teachers, is more than

keeping pace with the larger enrolments.

The number on the roll in December was 3,422
;
promoted by examination, 2,522 ;

being a per centage of 737, which is 8-7 more than in 1872, and for a short ses.sion like

the past, shows how unwearied wove the efforts of our Teachers in accomplishing this result.

There were in December 68 Teachers and five paid Monitors engaged in teaching 68

divisions and sub-classes.

The Monitors referred to are engaged in aiding Teachers whose divisions are too numer-

ous for one person to attend to them thoroughly. The Board allows me to employ them as

oeeasi' n requires.

Analysis of Promotions During the Year.—Ki the close of the year, eleven Teacher? pro-

moted to a higher grade, 100 per cent, of their promotion classes— twenty two, between 90

and 100 per cent. ; fourteen, between 80 and 90; thirteen, between 70 and 80; six, be-

tween CO and 70 ; one, between 50 and 60. Ten Teachers promoted over 50 pupils :
eleven,

between 40 and ^50
; thirty-three, between 3') and 40; ten, between 20 and 30; three,

under 20. Four Teachers promoted over 80 per cent, of the number registered during the

session ; fourteen, between 70 and 8U ; twenty-two, between 60 and 70 : eleven, between 50
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and 60 ; seven, between 40 and 50 ; three, between 30 and 40
;
seven, between 20 and 3^.

Twelve Teachers promoted over 90 per cent, of the number rciri^terod in December; seven-

teen, between 80 and 90 ; eleven, between 70 end 80 ; ten, between GO and 70 ; ten, be

tween 50 and 60 ; Hve. between 40 and 50 ; and one, between 30 and 40.

Comparing the percentages of the numbers promoted in June and December with the

numbers registered during the sessions, we find three Teachers had the same percentages,

forty -three had hiirlier in December, and twenty-one lowr-r than in June Taking the num-
bers registered in June and December, the last month of each session, we find tlie percentatres

of forty divisions higher, and twenty-seven lower in December than in June. Finally, taking

the combined percentages of promotions on numbers registered during each session respec-

tively, we find thirty-one divisions higher in June tlinn in December, and thirty-six higher

in December than in June.

The d lily ;>.verafre for the year was lower tlsan last year. Our monthly percentages

were on the whole lower, we closed before the legal day, and we had the great annoyance of

too many one-clay holidays. By examining the work performed during the last session of

the year, it will be observed to compare very favourably with its predecessor in the ad-

Tancement of pupils, attendances, etc. At the close of the year over 500 prizes were awarded

to the successful candidates after a careful e.xamination.

The enrolment in our Public Schools for the past year, 1873, we find, on innuiry,

was 5.188, showing an increase of 336 over 1872 ; and the number of those who attended

School thf> whole year in 1872 was 84"^, or one in six nearly ; in 1873 the number rose to

949, or one in five and a half nearly ; the exact per centages were 16-35 and 18-30. It is

gratifying in this co/inection to find the number of pupils who attended School less than

1^0 days in 1873, only THRrE'more than in 1872. Could the actual results in Hamilton,

notwithstanding some deficiencies and defects still existing, be compared with those of any

other ]Municipality in our Province, we doubt not a large balance would be found in favour

of the system pursued in this city for the past twenty years by the Board of School

Trustees, hereafter to be styled " The Board of Education for the City of Hamilton."

A Comparison.—The following is a comparative view of the Hamilton School statistics

for the years 1849 and the twelve months under consi Jeration. What changes twenty-

four years have brought about

!

Number on the roll (boys 654. girls 226) ... .. ,

" 2702 " 2486

Daily average attendance

Percentage

Government grant

Amount paid teachers

xN umber of School house?

1849.
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pupil e?tiniated on number on roll and current expenditure. 86.32; for 1871 it was 86.94 :

total yearly cost per pupil on average attendance and current expenditure, S10.15 ; in

Ottawa, for 1872, it was §11.93 ; in 1862 it was $10.53.

Income avd Exprnfliture for the Year.—The sources whence the Board received the

money expended for School purposes were : Government grant, $2,998, an increase of S404
over the grant for 1872 ; School fees, 85,875.-0 : municipal assessment, 829.770 ; rent of
lane, $1.00. Balance from 1872, $863. The expenditure was as follows : Salaries of
Teachers, $21,936; other salaries, including: the Inspector's wood and incidentals. 86,455 ;

prizes, mrtps. library, books and stationery, 83.201 : permanent improvements, §6,090 ; re-

pairs, 81.189. Balance. 835.41. Total, $39,506.28.

During the year the following resolutions, reports, &c., were at various times adopted by
the Board.

A petition was read from sixty-five Teachers, asking the Board to consider the question

of salaries, and praying for an advance. In response to which, a committee, composed of
Mes.srs. Ghent, Lister, Coumbe, Murray, Fielding, Bickle and Field was appointed.

Committee on Teachers' Salaries.—Mr. Field brought up the report as follows :
—

That after holding three meetings, and upon due enquiry and careful comparison of the

salaries paid in London. Brantford, St. Catharines, Toronto and Ottawa, the following is the

recommendation of the Committee :

1. That the salary of Teachers for the first year after appointment remain as at present,

at $200 a year ; that for the second they receive $220 a year, and after two years' service

they receive 8240 a year, which will be the maximum in the first or lowest grade.

2. That the salary in the second grade will be $260 a year.

3. That the salary in the third and fourth grades will be $275 a year.

4. That in the fifth grade, for teaching airls. the salary will be 8280, and for teaching

boys 8290.

5. That in the sixth grade it will be $280 for girls and 8300 for boys.

6. That in the seventh grade the salary will be 8300 for girls and 8325 for boys.

7. That in the eighth grade the salary will be, for teaching a division of girls, $350,
and for teaching a division of boys 8400 ^mt annum.

8. That in the ninth grade the salary for teaching girls will be $375, and for boys the

salary will be 8500 j)er annum.

9. That in the tenth grade the salary for girls will be 8400. and $600 for boys, as at

present, 2?e?- annum.
10. That in the eleventh grade it will be 8400 for girls and $700 for boys a year.

11. That the salary in the special division remain at 8700 2Jer annum.
12. That in the twelfth or highest division the salary remain as at present, $800 per

annum, and that tho Inspector's salary be 81,500 /^er annum.
In Toronto the salaries are much higher than in this city. For women they begin at

$300 a year, the next step is $350, and the next $500 ; and this takes place in each of the

ten schools in that city. Here we begin at $200, the intermediate steps are ten in number
before they i-eaeh 8500. and this can be attained only in the Central School.

At a hint thiown out by a member of the Board, it was moved by Mr. Bickle, seconded

by Mr. Murray. That the School now being erected on Victoria Avenue be known as the
" Victoria School."—Carried.

—

^e/'tember.

A communication from ^les.srs. Duncan. Stuart & Co. was submitted, oflFering to furnish

prize books as cheaply as could be done in Toronto.

—

NovemJ>er.

Morals and Manners. —li is not enough that our pupils receive instruction in the ordi-

nary branches of education. The development of the moral nature is of such importance to

the individual and to society that its culture should receive careful attention. Every oppor-

tunity that presents itself should be improved in training our pupils in such habits as will

help them to continue, or to become, truthful, honest, self-governing, and law-abiding citizens.

( )ur social relations, the necessity and dignity of labour, our mutual dependence, the priri-

leges of society, the benefits of government, should be taught by easy and familiar lessons and
l.appy illustrations suited to the capacity of our scholar.^. Children soon catch the tone.

manners and spirit of those with whom they have much to do. They will love and practise

kindness, politeness, neatness, punctuality and truthfulness by the oxamiile of their Teachers :

and surely it is not seeking too much to expect these traits in the conduct ofevery instructor
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of youth. The development of character, the formation of right habits, the inculcation of

correct principles, and showing our pupils how to learn, are the higlier function.*, of the

Teacher : in these neither precept nor discipline is so forcible as our conduct in living up lo

our profession. By such means a spirit of kindness and courtesy towards each other, re-

spect for their superiors, love towards parents and Teachers, will be fostered and secured.

Nothing is more desirable than a love for cleanliness, order, law, truth, and the God of these

virtues. Scarcely a day passes that the School-room docs not furnish abundant materials for

inculcating the great moral truths common to all well-ordered minds ; and I trust all Teachers

will improve the.se golden (jpportunities.

A portion of Scripture is read and the ]^ord"s prayer repeated every morning by
each Teacher, and on Tuesday and Thursday the Ten Commandments form a portion of the

opening exercises for the day.

Victoria School, on the corner of Victoria Avenue and King William Street, was erected

during this year—the finest School-house in the City with the single exception of the Central

School buildintr. Its cost will be about i'^;! 4,000, and its object is to accommodate the chil-

dren living in the eastern part of the city. Where a fiew years ago there was a large tenant-

less common, now we find a dense population, and in the midst the Victoria School. The lot

of land is 1C4.6 feet on Victoria Avenue, and 141.6 feet on King William Street, con

taining 1,680 square yards, or one-third of an acre. The building is of red brick, with cut

stone facings, two stories high, surmounted by a tower, on •which is a vane, and in which, I

trust, we shall soon have a bell and a clock. Nine divisions can be accommodated, as the

house contains that number of rooms, which is one room more thar> the Murray Street

School. The height of the ceiling is 14 ft. 9 in. down-stairs, and 14 ft. up-stairs, so that each

pupil will have far more than the legal amount (100 cubic feet) of breathing space. Two
coal furnaces (one a Harris, the other a Mills), at a cost of ^450 and .$268 respectively, are

to provide the heat necessary in inclement weather. A large hall up and down stairs runs

the whole length of the building, and the best facilities are provided for ingres.s, egress, and

ventilation. A peculiarity marks this School-hoiise—galleries have been dispensed with. By
this arrangement the pupils may occupy the same room during the whole session ; they will

have desks for writing notes, dictation, (tc, at all times. All appliances, maps, abundant

blackboards, calculators, etc., are provided. Our excellent city water has been introduced.

Out-houses, planking round the building, fences, etc.. of the best description, will inclose and

complete the whole. The furniture is of oak, the desks double and folding, and reflects the

greatest credit on Joseph Hoodless, School furniture manufiicturer in this city, who had this

part of the contract. We expect to be in it by the middle of this month, and when finished,

this building will be a credit to the Trustees, a blessing to the rising generation, and an orna-

ment to the locality. Such should every School hjuse be.

General Buiiurks.—TYie jort passed without a single unpleasant event. The library

still affords mental pabulum to many of our pupils, some thousands of volumes having been

taken out during the year. The printed forms, especially the weekly reports to parents,

greatly aid the teachers, as they constitute a reliable means of communication between the

School and home. Of the Honur Cards it needs only be said that during last session 13,468

were given. This number will appear much larger when we reflect that a single mark for

absence, lateness, misconduct, or imperfect recitation, prevents a pupil from receiving this

mark of approbation for the week.

Teachers' Aidhority.—Occasionally it is questioned whether or not the School authority

extends over pupils on their way to and from School. Dr. Eyer?on, our Chief Superintend-

ent settled it years ago. He stated :
" The discipline of the School, and therefore the autho-

rity of the Teacher, extends to all pupils from the time they leave their parents and guardi-

ans until they return to them. Pupils are as responsible to the authority of the School for

the wrongs they do their fellow-pupils, or other improprieties they commit on their way to

and from School, as if they did such things on tlie School premises, or in the School. If

pupils were not responsible to the School authorities for their conduct going to and trom

School, endless irregularities might be committed with impunity by pupils ; neighbour would

be set against neighbour Vjy the alleged improprieties of each other's children, and School dis-

cipline could not be maintained. Of course the responsibility of a Teacher is as extensive as

hia authority."

By the recent census, the number of blind persons in our city is set down at 19. and of
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deaf and dumb at —
; nearly all of them, however, are over School age. As our local Gov-

ernment has made ample provision for the education of these unfortunates, I am going to try

and find thera out, and, if possible, have those of suitable age sent to the institutions pro-
vided for them.

Two recommendations bring my report for 1873 to a close :' the first, regarding vocal

music, the second, compulsory attendance at School.

Vocal Mmic.—Boston spends about ^30,000 annually on vocal music in its Public
Schools. Singing is pleasant, healthful and ennobling : it aids, instead of hindering prrgress
in other studies

;
while, as a means of cheerfulness in the family circle, as a mean,'* of making

home more attractive in after-life, its value can hardly be over estimated. Its power a.'- a

direct means of mental discipline is very great. Its attractiveness as an amusement or relaxa-

tion from laborious study is excellent. Its advantages in after-life to the pupil, both as a

.--ocial and a religious being, are abiding and highly beneficial. In Germany, vocal mu.«ic is

one of the ordinary School studies ; and, finally, every person can sing if instructed in early

life.

On these considerati(>n«, I would recommend the Board to make provision for the intro-

duction of music in the Public Schools : and that hereafter those applicants for situations in

in our Public Schools who can teach music and drawing, other. things being equal, should be
preferred.

Should the Board make provision for this subject, it will be. I trust, with the distinct

understanding that the pupils shall be instructed in the theory of music, to read the notes,

&c., and not to have their time frittered away in singing by ear, thus defeating the object we
have in view in introducing it.

The second recommendation is, that the compulsory clauses of the School Bill should be

eiBciently enforced. The following, among many other reasons, are assigned in favour of tins

course :

—

Compvhory Educatkm.—It is a crime against society to allow any child to grow up un-
educated. As the property of all is taxed for the education of all. so every member of the

community .should be compelled to receive that education which will qualify for the efficitnt

discharge of duty in after-life. On no other principle can free government be maintained,

nor the right of franchise be exercised with intelligence for thd public weal.

Unless the State educate the children of the State, tliey will remain ignorant, and the

State, in self-defence, must punish at a much greater expense, manv of those who. if educated,

would have been ornaments of society, but uneducated become the tenants of jails and peni-

tentiaries. New York City pays more to punish criminals than to educate the School popu-

lation. In England the denominational sy.stem was tried for many year.«». and the result is

that to-day, one-third of the people of England and Wales can neither read nor write. The
violent riots at the recent elections are attributable to this sad state of aflFairs. Where the

people are educated there are no election riots. In France, one-half the people are ignorant

and this half furnishes ninety-five per cent, of those arrested, and eighty-seven per cent, f

those convicted of crime. In the New England States only seven per cent, of the people

over ten years of age are unable to read and write ; but this percentage, low as it is, com-
mits eighty per cent, of the crime. In New York *nd Pt nniylvania, a person ignorant of

the branches just referred to, commits seven times as many crimes as onewell instructed in

them ; in the United States as a whole, it ri.'-es io ten times.

Education, to be general, must be secular. Religious education may safely be left to

parents, Sabbath schools, and ministers of the Gospel. However highly the Church may be

estimated, without the aid of the School-house its influence in restraining crime is quite

limited.

From the following Table, which was compiled for Bavaria in 1870, it will be observed

that, as School-houses increase, crime decreases :

—
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Teachf^r?, ond the deciruatins: of other? which are in reality as good, but not quite so favour-

ably looked upon hs the public.

To correct these evils, and e&pccially the last one. I have tried in vain, and I have conse-

quently come to the conclu.sion that the last one cannot be eradicated without a complete

change in our City School organiz ition. I propose, therefore, to endeavour to centralize the

higher clas.ses, /. r.. to h.ive I ut one male fourth class, one male third clas~. one female fourth

class, and one female third-class in the City, and to arrange these ace -rding to the accommo-

dation oifered by the larger School-building?, retaining at the same time a first and second

class in every School.

In this way parents will be deprived of a choice in the hisrher clas.sep, and a^ a conse-

quence the Schools can no longer suffer by the exercise of that choice.

During the past year I acted upon the plan of holding, personally, periodical and stated

examinations for promotion from one class to another, and although it is in one sen^e depriving

the Head Teacher of a part of his privileges, yet I have found them, in all cases, quite willing

to relinquish it, as it relieves them from an unenviable position, and gives a degree of satisfac-

tion not attained by any other method. To successful candidates I have given tasty promotion

card.s. stating the class into which they have been promoted, with the date, and these in nearly

all cas'^s. are looked upon by the recipients in the light of a valuable prize won by their own
industry. In this way I have examined and promoted above four hundred pupils during the

past year

The Library is a central one for the whole City, and I believe it is largely uatronized by

the public. The salaries do not express in all cases what the Teachers received, since to some

of them bonuses were given for special services in connection with particular Schools, or for

other things.

Towx or Brockville.

William B. Bigg, Usq.—There are four School buildings in the Town, viz : 1st. A com-

modious stone Central School-house, one and a half stories high, containing six class rooms,

and two gallery rooms.

2nd. The East Ward Primary School, containing two rooms.

3rd. The West Ward School, a handsome stone structure, erected in 1871. at a cost of

84.000, containino- four rooms.

4th. The Roman Catholic Separate School, which occupies the old Catholic Church,

consistingof one larse room.

Two of the rooms of the Centra! School are at present used by the High School, witli

which the Public School is united. \ staff of ten Teachers is employed in the Public

School department, and two in the Hidi School department, the various rooms l)ein£r well

supplied with suitable maps, seats and desks, as well as with apparatus sufiScient to illustrate

all the subjects taught.

The Romaa Catholic Separate School employs three Teachers, who labour under a great

disadvantage, in consequence of being: compelled to teach in one and the same room, the

School also being indifferently supplied with maps, and having no globes and apparatus of any

kind, nor commodious seats and desks.

The number of children attending the United High and Public Schools during the year,

will not exceed an average of six hundred, while the number on the roll during the same

]ieriod will be in excess of nine hundred, shewing an avoraire attendance of only two-thirds

of the Protestant School population. The Roman Catholic School will shew about three

hundred on the roll, and an average attendance of about one hundred and fifty, thereby indi-

cating, that onlv about one-half of the Catholic School population attend. The sums paid

for Teachers sjlarie? in the Hiiih and Public Schools amount to 84.60(i per annum, and in

the Separate School, to only ?*7oO per annum. Reckoning on the sum paid to Teachers, the

co?t i)f education per pupil in the former is about .^S, and in the latter. So.

With regard to classification, and the carrying out of the Official Programme. 1 have

to report that the re-ulations are complied with 'as far as practicable, in both SchooU.

(but of course more s:rictly in the Ili^h and Pnblic Schools) than in the ]\oman Catholic

.'Separate School". The former is better graded, and each class in charge of a separate

Teacher, while in the latter each Teacher has two or three clas.ses to look after. Yet the

difference in point of education is not so much a!« might be expected, when these circurastane«8
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are taken into consideration, coupled with the fact that only Third Class certificated Teachers

are employed in the Kouiau Catholic Separate School. In both Schools the^prineipal subjects

taught are reading, spelling, writing, grammar, arithmetic and geography. The so called

tnirtxticed c]as>ies vary in their attainments in algebra, natural philosophy, mensuration,

history, and the natural sciences, which knowledge may be simply described as purely ele-

mentary. The great defect is a want of thoroughness, the pupils being hurried on before they

have mastered the groundwork, hence the superstructure is built on p. bad foundation. Only

a comparatively few of the oldest and best scholars are capable of pa-sing for Third Class

Teachers' certificates, which feat is often performed by pupils fr<.m the Rural Schools, so that

I am forced to the conviction, that the status of the upper classes is not what it should be,

nor commensurate with the cost.

With regard to the effect of Union High and Public Schools, I beg leave to refer you to

my "Report on the Rural Schools in the First Division of Leeds," to save recapitulation.

In conclusion I may mention, that in Gananoque a handsome and roomy frame building-

has just been finished, but as I have not yet seen its interior, I must defer speaking of the

increased School accommodation of that Village till next year.

Town of Chatham.

Rev. A. McCoU.—The condition of the Schools is not unsatisfactory. What I ventured

in my last Report to express as a hope, has been realized, although there is still great room

for improvement. Progress, however, has been made, and I have no doubt, that in the

ordinary course of things, the improvement for the current year will be equally marked.

The number of Teachers employed by the Board in 1873, was 16. There is one

Coloured 8chool, in which two Teachers are employed. Towards the close of the year, there

was a keen agitation as to whether there should be for the future, any separate Coloured

School. 'J' he Board of Public School Trustees have by a resolution thrown open all the

Public Schools to pupils irrespective of colour. Ou what the issue will be it is premature to

hazard, as yet, an opinion. (3ne thing is, however, very clear, that there exists a strong and

adverse feeling on the subject. There was another building erected in 1873, for School pur-

poses. It is called the Princess-street 'School-house. The cost was S5,345. It is two

storied, and the material is of stone and brick. It is 37 by 48 feet, with a porch in front

6' 6"x6'. There are two School-rooms, each 12'—6"x35'; and two class-rooms, 12 x 12-

—6". There are two Teacher's closets 4'x 12'—6"
; and the ceilings are 12 feet high in

the clear. The School-rooms have seats for 220 pupils. The building fronts King-street,

and the ground attached thereto is a square, of which the side is two kundrcd feet.

There was no addition made to the Libraries in. 1873 ; but at the last meeting of the

Board (in February, 1874) there was a certain sum voted for that purpose.

The examinations by the Inspector are quarterly, and occupy seven or eight days

each time. There were twenty pupils from the Town Public Schools, admitted into the

High School, in 1873.

The Department having called the special attention of the Board to the regulation on

merit cards, it was immediately resolved to remedy the defect ; but owing to delays appa-

rently unavoidable, the cards dill not come to hand till near the end of the year
;
and it was

deemed inexpedient (owing to the great changes contemplated in the conduct of the Schools)

to distribute them before the reopening of the Schools in Januaij of the current year, and

diey were then distributed.

Two additional Teaohers have been employed by the Board for 1874.

Town ot Galt.

Rev. James B. Mmr, M.A.—In submitting to you my Annual ^Report of the Public

Schools of this town, L have to state that, as required by the School Law, I have inspected

them twice during the past year, spending the required number of days in so doing. I have

to write in terms of the highest commendation of the excellent condition of the out-door pre-

mises and in door arrangements and furniture which are, I believe, as complete as any in this

or any other Province iu Canada. The primary division (for the Public Schools are divided

into eleven divisions, and six classes) was transferred from the Central Public School to a
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separate School. This transference has, at present, put an end to over-crowding in the for-

mer place, and preventing premature promotions in the various divisions and classei*. There
is now sufficient accommodation for all the pupils who attend School. A general register,

prepared and furnished by the Educational Department, has not been obtained. 1 have
urged the Trustees to procure one, so that a record of the progress and promotions, iVc. of
every scholar may be kept for reference and comparison. In the course of my semi-annual
inspections, special attention was paid to the three "R's,'" and I have to state that, upon the

whole, these subjects are taught with efficiency and success. The other subjects are also well

taught. The programme of studies and the limit table are nearly carried out in their en-

tirety. Natural history, moral lessons, agricultural chemistry, and vocal music are the

exceptions. During the last year the average attendance was considerably higher than it was
in 1872. On the School registers 1 find that the number of pupils was upwards of 900, and
tliat the average attendance was 737. for the past year. It is my deliberate conviction that,

during the last two years, our Public Schools have improved twenty j)er cent. I would, how
ever, mention that, in the matter of regular attendance there is considerable room for im-
provement. Parents cannot be too anxious in sending their children regularly to School, and
besides, there is a compulsory clause in our Education Bill, requiring all children between 7

and i 3 years to attend School.

During the past year, as Public School Inspector, I concluded three Entrance Examina-
tions at the Collegiate [nstitute. Upwards of 100 candidates were examined, of whom a

large percentage succeeded in obtaining the requisite number of marks for admission. These
entrance examinations are becoming every year more difficult, and the work now connected

with them is very heavy. I am convinced, however, that they are necessary, and whatever

discretionary powers may be granted to the C. I. Local Examiner, in regard to pupils com-
ing ah extra to attend the Collegiate Institute, I am satisfied that no boy or girl residing in

Gait, should be admitted in the number of Collegiate Institute Pupils, until they had passed

such an examination as they could easily pass if they had gone through the three highest

classes in the Public Schools.

Town of Gtuelph

Rev. Bobert Torrance.—The total number of pupils enrolled was 1497, or 52 less than

tor the preceding year, all of whom, with the exception of 19. were ])etween five and sixteen

years of age. Of these, 122 were in the School taught by Miss Hutchinson ; 123 in that

taught by Miss Maddock ; 111 in that taught by Miss M. Lagan ; 73 in that taught by Miss

Holmwood ; 77 in that taught by Mr. Ferguson ; 96 in that taught by Mr. Cullen ; 100 in

that taught by Mi.ss Auld ; 135 in the Senior Girls' School, under iMiss Walker and Miss

Thexton ; 59 in Miss Addison's ; 94 in Mr. Anderson's Department, at the North Ward,
and 152 in Miss Smith's ; 89 under Miss McNaughton ; 101 under Miss Barclay ; 109 under

Miss Jackson ; and 56 in the Senior Primary School, under Mr. Cooley.

Of the total number, 644 were boys, and 853 were girls. Of these, 894 were between

five and ten years of age ; 584 were between ten and sixteen ; and 19 between sixteen and

twenty-one. While the number of pupils enrolled is 1497, and the School population even

greater, the accommodation provided is sufficient for only 920.

Arranging the ])upils according to their periods of attendance, 230 attended less than 20

days ; 288lbetween 20 and 50 days ; 421 between 50 and 100 days : 334 between 100 and

150 days; 276 between 150 and 200 days; and only 48 between 200 days and the whole

year.

The aggregate attendance for the first half year was 81,303, giving an average of 677

Y^', aid for the second half year, 65,513, giving an average of 727;;—

.

Arranging the pupils according to the branches of instruction thiey were pursuing, there

were 566 in the first class ; 652 in the second ; 281 in the third
; 207 in the fourth

; 96 in

the fifth, and 95 in the sixth, showing that by far the greater number were studying only the

primary branches. For this several reasons might be alleged, but the state of matters it

presents is one deserving the serious consideration of all that take an interest in educational

subjects, and that desire to see the children of the municipality properly instructed at the

period of life allotted by Providence for that purpose. No doubt one great cause is to be

ound in the desire of parents to avail themselves at too early a period of the earnings which
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their children can make, and the opportunities which stores and manufactories aflfbrd for

children's labour, in the disposition of employers to enuasre children, because of the higher

wasres which must be paid for the labour of grown-up persons. Account oui>ht, also, to be

made, of the course of instruction that has been prescribed and rendered imperative in our
Public Schools, embracinsr subjects which, while valuable in themselves, aie not thoiig-lit neces-

sary by parents for their children, and who, consequently, grudse the time devoted to them,

and the expense that must be incurred in the purchase of text-books. The Inspector would
h:izard the opinion that there are fewer children at our Public Schools now in the fourth and
fifth books, than there were before the programme now in force was adopted.

Spelling has been taught to 1463 pupils; reading to 1363; arithmetic to 1385 : gram-

mar to V53 : 703 have been taught from object lessons ; 697 have been in composition ; 850
in general geography ; 634 in Canadian geography ; 145 in ancient history ; 205 in Cana-

dian history ; 257 in English history; 168 in human physiology; 67 in natural history;

168 in natural philosophy ; 194 in agricultural chemistry
; all of them girls : 13o in botany

;

150 in algebra; 33 in geometry : 33 in mensuration
; 1:^5 in book-keeping; 135 in domestic

economy : 1340 in linear drawing : 1441 in vocal music ; and 135 in gymnastics.

Ail the Schools are furnished with blackboards, and all but one with maps, of which

there are 53. twelveof these being of the World ; 8 of Canada ; 23 of the Continents, and 10

of other places. There are two globes, one in the Senior Primary, and the other in the

Senior Giris" Schools, and in eight of the Schools there are object and tablet lessons.

In the course of the year, 300 School Vi.sits have been made ; 102 of these by the In-

spector, being an average of nearly seven to each School ; 15 by clergymen ; 70 by Trustee-,

and 113 by other persons.

From the Financial Statement, it is ascertained that the actual expenditure on the Pub-

lic Schools, for all purposes, for the year, was !S7,572,75, or a trifle less than .$5.06 jter pupil.

Of thi* sum, $757 were received as Legislative Grant, being an average to each pupil,

of a little over fifty cents. Of the amount asked from the Town Council, $7053. J6 have

been expended, and this gives us the cost of each pupil who has been attending School, an

average of ,$4,71. Of the total sum expended, $4,620.35 have been paid Teachers, or an

average to each one. of $288,77, and showing an average cost of each pupil, of about $3.08.

Looking at these figures, the Inspector thinks it may be affirmed that the Board has been

managing the educational interests of the town with a regard to economy, and he is persuaded

that if the outlay on the cities and other towns of Ontario, was available for comparison, it

would be found that the people of Ouelph have no reason to complain of an extravagant ex-

penditure upon their Public Schools.

The Inspector has conducted his Quarterly Examination of e.ich Scliool, and reported

same in due course to the Board. Two of these examinations were for promotion from

lower to higher divisions. He has laid before the Board, at the close of each Quarter, the

names of those who passed the prescribed examination. He has also given in a monthly

report, showing the number of pupils under each Teacher ; the number of b'.ys and girls

separately, with the aggregate and average attendance.

In the course of the year, 1 7 Teachers were in the employ of the Board, but one of

these, Miss Walker, tendered her resignation, which was accepted with regret, that she might
take the position of Lady Principal in the Ladies' Presbyterian ( olle>;e, Ottawa. xMiss Eliza

A. Walker was then promoted to the situation thus thrown vacant, and another Teacher was
engaged to fill her place. The old Baptist Chapel was rented by the Board and fitted up as

i School-room, and Miss Addison was removed to it in charge of the fourth class. At the

West Ward School, a third room was provided, and in the month of Scjitember. Miss Bar-

clay was put in charge of a number of children who were removed from 3Iiss Jackson's room,

which had long been over-cr'^wded. At the Senior Primary School. Mr. Cooley had engaged

to take the place of Mr. Hutton, who had resigned at the clos(! of the year, after having been

for a considerable period in the service of the Board, but having been cut otf by death before

he could enter upon his duties, his place was taken by a younger brother, whom he had sent

forward to be his substitute when iie was taken ill, not anticipating that his disease would

have a fatal termination.

The Schools are, on the whole, well supplied with "laps and apparatus, but some of

them are in need of more suilable furniture than tha.' wiiich they now posj^ess. No chanLio

of building has taken place, witli the exception to which allusion has been already made. Si.\"
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Teachers are still employed in the building rented from Mr. Day ; a buildincf which is alto-

gether unsuitable lor School purposes, and which the Inspector has felt bound to condemn more
than a year airo. At the South Ward, in the Senior (rirls' and in the North Ward, two
Teachers are employed in each buildine ; at the West Ward, three : and in the old Bap-
tist Chapel, one. Ail the premises, which aie the property of the Board, are fenced in, but

there are none of them planted with trees. At all of them there are woodshed*^, but in none of

them is there a well, nor has any of them, with the exception of the North Ward, .suthcient

premises attached to afford play ground for the children.

-Ul the Teachers have been applying themselves, on the whole. faithtuUy to their duiies,

and some of them are deserving of warm commendation for the earnestness and dilii^ence they

manifest. But, to quote the words of one who. while in Canada, occupied a prominent place

as an educitionist, ' It is neither unkind nor censorious, nor more than might be said of any

number of labourers in other spheres, to say that all are not of equal merit, nor do all mani-

fest the same degree of earnestness and diligence in the discharge of their duties. Some
have, obviously, less aptness for the work, and less delii^ht in it, and would, doubtless, consult

their own comfort and usefulness without any disadvantage to the Schools, were they to turn

their thoughts to some more congenial vocation.''

The principal event in the School I'istory of the Municipality during the year has been

the commencement of the new Central School Building. By a considerable majority, the rate-

payers of the town have shown that they were in favour of proceeding: to the erection of a

new School-house, in which proper accommodation would be furnished for the children of the

town while pursuins: their education. That house is now in course of being bujlt, and no

doubt, the Board will see to its early and proper construction. When finished a great want

will be supplied, and means provided for the more etficient management of the town's educa-

tional institutes.

The attempt begun in 1871. and continued throughout 1872. to bring the Schools up
to the standard prescribed in the programme from thi- Council of Public Instruction, has

been carried on, so far as was attainable, during the year which this Beport covers, but ihe

Inspector must say, not with complete success. Report has been made to the Education

Department of the points on which there was failure, in the Detailed Special Report for-

warded by me in December last.

Town of Paris.

liev. T. Henderson.— The School Library is not much used, that of the Mechanics' Insti-

tute being preferred.

Pupils receive Monthly Reports, and. as rewards for proticiencv. Certificates of Promo-

tion to a Higher Form. Inattention, bad conduct, &c., are punished by Discredit Marks and

Impositions— Corporal Punishment is resorted to in extreme cases, it has not, however, beeu

necessary to inflict it in a single case during the past year.

Town of Peterboro'.

James StnUton. Esq.—The number of Candidates (98) for promotion to the Colletriate

Institute here, was large, and the time being so close to the holidays may have been untoward

for some of them, but I think I may safely say the examinations were reasonably satistaetory.

The Public School Departments are under the management of very efiicient Teachers,

and the desire of the Board and the Principal is to secure the best Teachers, and require of

them faithful work. In the matter of salaries our Board is liberal, with a view to securing the

best teaching talent possible. The attendance of pupils is yearly on the increrse, and to meet

this increase the Bou.d is now preparing to erect a coaimodious Ward School in the south of

the town, to be followed by one in the north of the town. Each of the.^^e new buildings is

Ccdculated to aL-commodate about 2.!i(^ to 3o<) children, and will cost about .-^o.OOO (each). This

also indicates the liberality of ihe School Board, and the interest it takes in the education

of the youth of this town. I'nder the prudent control of Principal Di\on,.the School in both

the Public and High School J>epartments, is prosperous, and }'Ositively popular with the citi-

zeus. This is borne out 1 y the fact that no private School of any importance exists in the
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town, parents preferring to send their children to the Public School or to the Collegiate In-

stitute.

In the matter of Libraries, our vSchool maj be said to have none. But our Mechanics'

Institute is in a flourishing condition, with a well selected Library, which is circulated to

members, the book? reaching numerous families.

The Examiners here approve of the preparation of the papers by the Department, believing

that in this way uniformity of standard iu more esusily attainable, which is certainly desirable.

The questions sent down, if we except No. 3 in Arithmetic, which results in a negative quantity

before multiplication, were not too difficult. Penmanship may be taken into account, but some

considerit of little value,and give little attention to it. Permitme to suggest thatconsiderable lati-

tude be given in the penmanship of pupils entering for a classical course, as time to them is valu-

able just now, and they will, in all probability, make up hereafter for present defects in their

penmanship. It is also well known that many excellent pupils are inferior writers at the ages

of thirteen to fifteen years.

Notwithstanding that an opinion prevails that the Examinations of 1872, were not of a

character to be satisfactory to the Inspectors of High Schools, as they were conducted accord-

iuir to law, I think the i-esult should not now be questioned, especially in reference to

pupils in the classical course. Everything done in good faith should be considered final

—

using due care for the future, unsettled reg-ulations do not establish confidence in our Institu-

tions, nor should legislation be retrospective ; let us go on to perfection.

Permit me to suggest that the times for the Examinations be fixed or permanent from

year to year ; then Teachers could not complain that " they have been taken unawares."'

There is not much in this suggestion, but to carry it out would prevent cavilling, and yet

would not seriously interfere with the work of the Department.

I have only to add that the minimum standard fixed by the Examiners here was fifty

per cent, of all the work, and not one was passed who failed to obtain that per centage. Many
of the pupils took over seventy -five per cent, and some of them over eighty per cent, of the

whole work. A few failed from well known causes—absence from their classes for lengthened

periods being the principal one.

The question of the Departmental " Book Room" has engaged no little attention, and

the various opinions of interested persons have been placed before people. That the " trade
"

is interested in securing the whole business no one doubts for a moment, and owing to this

they have been crying down the Department " book trade." There 'Can be no two opinions

as to the cause. There have been other causes militating against the Department in this re-

spect, but my opinion is that the " trade " would not supply the same class of books at the

same prices. Unless at an increased rate to the reading public, they could not be obtained,

and, indeed, never would have been purchased or circulated. The Department in sending out

wholesome reading matter at a cheap rate, has supplied a want the " trade " could not have

reached while the settlers were struggling to maintain their existence in the early settlement

of the country. Give the people healthy reading matter of a moral and ennobling tendency

cheap, and to the people it is of little consequence who supplies it.

These remarks take up all the ground I can now undertake to refer to. More extended

information will be gladly given at any time required. Progress is the watchword, and as this

has been in the foreground all along, I do not fear for the future of our Educational Institu-

tions.

Town of St. Catharines.

John H. Comfort, Esq., M.D.—I have nothing special to report in reference to the con-

dition of the Public Schools of the Town during the past year. I am glad to be able to say

that as time lapses the organization of our Schools becomes more perfect, and the teaching

more systematic and thorough. The subject of drawing was introduced in the Central

School in the early part of the year, for the first time, and the results have been highly satis-

factory. A new Primary School will be opened in a short time in St. Patricks Ward,

which will relieve the Primary Schools in each of the adjoining Wards from their present

overcrowded condition. Our Public Schools are meeting with increased favour and patronage

from all classes of the community, and under the zealous and devoted staff" of Teachers now em-

ployed, continued success and favour will, I am confident, attend our efi"orts in the cause of

education in the Town of St. Catharines.
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Town of Simcoe.

James J. WvAaworth, Esq., M.A., M.d.—I am happy to report that the Public Schools

of this town are iu a prosperous conditiou. The attendaQce for 1873 was larger thau in

previous years, and the number of Divisions has increased to live. The Trustees have mauiiested

their usual energy in maintaining First Class School accommodation, and the labours of the

teaching staff have been hiirhly successful. It is the ambition of the School authorities here

to have their School stand in the first rank in every respect. The building, a perspective

view of which appeared iu the Journal of Ed ucition aometime ago, is of such a character as to

impress the pupils with a sense of the importance of education. It is kept iu a condition

calculated to inspire among those iu daily attendance, a love of order, of cleanliness, and of

industry. The elegance of its surroundings—its lawns, .shrubbery, gravel walks, terraces and
flower gardens, cannot fail to euireuder a love of the beautiful, and a detestation of all that is

slovenly and squalid. The value of the stimulus thus afforded to habits of industry and
frugality can hardly be over-estimated. Admiration easily ripens into emulation. If any
pupil passes fiom this School to enter upon the duties of life destitute of taste, of love of

home, of patriotism, content to float through existence in idleness, poverty, and squalor, hi*

predilection for wretchedness certainly cannot be charged upon the Trustees. I am glad to

say that the Principal of the School, D. C. Sullivan, Esq., LL.B., is a thoroughly trained

Teacher, and that he is aided by the harmonious co-operation of an efficient staflF. In my
detailed report the precise standing "n i ri ogress of the classes are fully set forth. It will

also be seen that the School library was reopened last summer, and that it is highly valued

by the people. It is to be regretted that it is of so limiied extent. The great educational

want here now is a good library. The children acquire a taste for reading, but have littU

opportunity of gratifying it. The wholesome influence of a good reading room and library is

imperatively required. It is expected that the Mechanics' Institute will unite with ih<

School Trustees in-supplying this want during 187-1.

APPENDIX C.

s
GENERAL KEGULATIONS FOR THE ORGANIZATION, GOVERNMENT, AND DISCIPLINB

OP HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES IN ONTARIO.

Prescribed by the Council of Public Instruction on the Thirty- first day of Mxrch,
and Twentieth day of May., (uul Approved by His Excellency the LieutenatU-

Gooernor in Council on the Twenty-fourth day of June.

I. Terms, Hol ks of Daily Teaching, Holidays, and Vacations.*

1. Terms.—There shall be fou,r terms each year, to be designated the winter,

spring, summer, and autumn terms. The winter term shall begin the seventh of

January, and end the Tuesday next before Easter; the spring term shall begin the

Wednesday after Easter, and close the last day of June ; the summer term suall

begin the sixteenth day of August, and end the Friday next before the rifceenth of

October ; the autumn term shall begin the Monday following the close of the sum-

mer term, and shall end the twenty-second of December.

2. Hours.—The exercises of the day shall not commence later thau lUne

o'clock a.m., and shall not exceed six hours in duration, e.^elusive of aU the time

allowed at noon for recreation, and of not less than ten minutes during each fore-

noon and each afternoon. Nevertheless, a less number of hours of daily teaching

* High and Public .Schools united aie subject to the following regulations, affecting holid.^ys and
vacations in High Schools. In order also to enable the Education Depanment Ui make an equitable

apj)<)rtionment to Roman Catholic Separate Schools in cities, t<nvus aud villages where united H:.,-h and
Pui.lic Schools exist, it is required that both tiie Public and Separate Schools shall observe the i-«»tfttm-

ti'jiis affecting holidays aud vacati<jns in High Schools.
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may be determined upon in any High School, at the option of the board oi

trustees.

3. Holidays.— Every Saturday shall be a holiday ; or, if preferred by the

board of trustees and head master of any High School, the afternoons of Wednes-
day and Saturday in each week shall be half holidays. All days declared by law

to be public holidays, shall be holidays in each School. The anniversary of thp

birth of our Sovereign, Dominion Day, any local municipal holiday, and such day
as may be appointed by the Governor, or other competent authority, for Public

Fast or Thanksgiving throughout the Province, shall be holidays in all the High
Schools of Ontario.

4. Vacations.—There shall be three vacations in each year : the first, or

spring vacation, shall begin on the Wednesday next before Easter, and end on

the Tuesday next after it ; the second, or summer vacation, shall begin on the

first day of July and end on the fifteenth day of August, inclusive ; and the third

or Christmas vacation, shall commence on the twenty-third day of December and
end on the sixth of January.

[Note.—No lost time can be lawfully made up by any master or teacher on any
holiday, or during the vacations.]

5. All Agreements between Trustees, Masters and Teachers shall be subject

to the foregoing regulations ; and no Master or Teacher shall be deprived of any
part of his salary on account of observing allowed holidays and vacations, or for

sickness, as provided in Regulation 5 of the ''Additional Duties of Masters and
2'eachers." Masters and Teachers shall be entitled to the holidays or vacations

immediately following the close of their period of service.

6. Examinations.—The public half-yearly examinations required to be held

in each High School [by the eighth clause of the twenty-fifth section of the Ontario

Consolidated High School Act] shall take place, the one immediately before the

Christmas holidays, and the other immediately before the summer vacation. (Ex-

aminations for scholarships, etc., shall be conducted as prescribed in Regulation

'fifteen of chapter seven of these Regulations.)

[Note.—See General Regulations, and note, in the ''Additional Duties of

Masters and Teachers'' (number 9), in regard to Masters and Teachers visiting

other schools.]

II. Religious and Moral Instruction in the High Schools and Colle-

giate Institutes.

1. As Christianity is the basis of our whole system of elementary educa-

tion, that principle should pervade it throughout.

2. The High School, or Collegiate Institute, being a day, and not a hoarding

school, rules arising from domestic rela-iions and duties are not required, and as the

pupils are under the care of their parents and guardians on Sundays, no regulations

are called for in respect to their attendance at public worship.

III. Opening and Closing Exercises of each Day.

With a view to secure the Divine blessing, and to impress upon the pupils the

importance of religious duties, and their entire dependence on their Maker, the

Council of Public Instruction recommends that the daily exercises of each High

School and Collegiate Institute be opened and closed by reading a portion of

Scripture, and by prayer. The Lord's Prayer alone, or the Forms of Prayer

hereto annexed, may be used, or any other prayer preferred by the Trustees and

He i.i-M"..:tcr of c'.ch ?"r>hocl. Brit the L^"'^.''^' P'v'rfr shall tVn'm nart of the open-
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ing exercise, and the Ten Commandments be taught to all the pupils, and be re-
peated at least once a week. But no pupil should be compelled to be present at
these exercises against the wish of his parent or guardian, expressed in writing
to the Head-Master of the school.

FORMS OF PRAYER:

(before entering upon the business of the day.)

Let us Pray.

O Lord, our Heavenly Father, Almighty and Everlasting God, who hast
safely brought us to the beginning nf this day, defend us in the same by Thy
mighty power

;
and grant that this day we fall into no sin, neither run into any

kind of danger, but that all our doings may be ordered by Thy governance, to do
always that is righteous in Thy sight, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

' ;• Almighty God, the Giver of every good and perfect gift, the Fountain of
all wisdom, enlighten, we beseech Thee, our understandings by Thy Holy Spirit,
and grant that whilst, with all diligence and sincerity, we apply ourselves to the
attainment of human knowledge, we fail not constantly to strive after that wisdom
which maketh wise unto salvation ; that so through Tiiy mercy we may daily be
advanced both in learning and godliness, to the honour and praise of Thy Name,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Our Father, Avhich art in Heaven ; hallowed be Thy name ; Thy kingdom
come ; Thy will be done on earth, as it is in Heaven : give us this day our daily
bread ; and forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass against
us

; and lead us not into temptation ; but deliver us from evil ; for Thine is the
kingdom, the power, and the glory, for ever and ever. Amen.

The Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Love of God, and the Fellowship
of the Holy Ghost, be with us all evermore. Amen.

(at the close of the business of the day.)

Let us Pray.

Most merciful God, we yield Thee our humble and hearty thanks for Thy
fatherly care and preservation of us this day, and for the progress which Thou hast
enabled us to make in useful learning ; we pray Thee to imprint upon our minds
whatever good instructions we have received, and to bless them to the advance-
ment of our temporal and eternal welfare ; and pardon, we implore Thee, all that
Thou hast seen amiss in our thoughts, words, and actions. May Thy good Pro-
vidence still guide and keep us during the approaching interval of rest and relaxa-
tion, so that we may be prepared to enter on the duties of the morrow with renewed
vigour both of body and mind ; and preserve us, we beseech Thee, now and for-

ever, both outwardly in our bodies, and iuAvardly in our souls, for the sake of Jesus
Christ, Thy Son, our Lord. Ame?i.

Lighten our darkness, we beseech Thee, Lord ; and l)y Th}'^ great mercy,
defend us from all perils and dangers of this night, for the love of Thy only Son,
our Saviour, Jesus Christ. Amen.

Our Father, which art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy name ; Thy kingdom come
;

Thy will be done on earth, as it is in Heaven
;
give us this day our daily bread

;

and forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass against us ; and
lead us not into i erapta.tion ; but deliver us from evil ; for Thine i.s the kingdom,
the power, and the glory, for ever and ever. A7ne7i.
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The Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Love of God, and the Fellowship

of the Holy Ghost, be with us all evermore. Amen.

iV.

—

Weekly RelhtIOus iNSTKUtrrfON by the Clergy of each Persuasion.

1. In order to correct misapprehension, and define more clearly the rights and

duties of trustees and other parties in regard to religious instruction in connection

with the High Schools and Collegiate Institutes, it is decided by the Council of

Public Instruction that the clergy of any persuasion, or their authorized repre-

sentatives, shall have the right to give religious instruction to the pupils of their

own chui'ch, in each school-house, at least once a week, after the hour of four

o'clock in the afternoon ; and if the clergy of more than one persuasion apply to

give religious instruction in the same school-house, the trustees shall decide on

what day of the week the school-house shall be at the disposal of the clergyman of

each persuasion, at the time above stated. But it shall be lawful for the trustees

and clergyman of any 'denomination to agree upon any hour of the day at which

a clergyman, or his authorized representative, may give religious instruction to the

pupils of his own church, provided it be not during the regular hours of the school.

V.

—

Duties of High School Inspectors.

[Note.—No High School Inspector shall, during his incumbency, hold any office

or perform any other duties than those assigned to, or prescribed for him, without

the permission of the Council of Public Instruction.]

1. The High School law requires the Inspectors of High Schools to perform

such duties as may be prescribed for them by the Council of Public Instruction.

These regulations are as follows :

2. The Inspectors Full Time to he Eraployed.—Each Inspector shall devote

the whole of his time to the duties of his office as Inspector, or member of the

Central Committee of Examiners, if appointed thereto, except during the intervals

of his visits to the schools or during the school holidays and vacations.

3. 77te Inspectors shall, under direction of the Chief Superintendent, perform

such duties as devolve upon them by the School Law and these Regulations, with

such additional duties as may be required of them by the Council of Public In-

struction. They shall visit the schools as directed by the Council, and, in their

visitations, shall be governed by the following regulations :

—

4. Visitatiott of Schools.—Each Inspector shall visit every High School and

Collegiate Institute in the section of the Province whicli may be assigned to him

from time to time by tne Chief Superintendent of Education at least once during

each half-year. He shall also visit the Separate Schools (under such instructions

as the Separate School law authorizes), and shall also visit the principal Public

Schools in cities, towns and villages, to see how far the official Programme and

Regulations are carried out in these schools. He shall devote a day or more to the

examination of the classes and pupils in each school, and shall record the result oi

such examination in a book to be kept for that purpose. See regulation 6 of this

chapter.) He shall also make enquiry and examination, in such manner as he shall

think proper, into all matters affecting the condition and operations of the school,

the results of which he shall record in a book, and transmit it, or a copy thereof,

on completing his inspection, to the Education Department
;

(but he shall not

give any previous notice to the master or trustees of his visit.) He shall

also prepare and transmit to the Chief Superintendent such coniidenlial or <-t ur

reports as the Chief Supermtendent may require, in such form and manner as the

ruperintendent may direct. The subjects of examination and inquiry at, each

school visited shall be as follows
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(«) Mechanical arraitgements.—The tenure of the property : the materials,

dimensions and phm of the building; its condition; when erected ; with what funds

built ; how lighted, warmea and ventilated; if any class rooms are provided for the

separate instruction of part of the children ; if there is a lobby, or closet, for hats,

cloaks, bonnets, book-presses, cfec; how the desks and seats are arranged and con-

structed; what arrangements for the teacher; what play-ground is provided;*"

what gymnastic apparatus (if any) ; whether there be a well, and proper conveni-

ences for private purposes ; and if the premises are fenced or open on the street

or road ; if shade trees and any shrubs or floAvers are planted.

Note.—In his enquiries into these matters, the Inspector is especially directed

to see whether the law and regulations have been .'omplied with in regard to the

following matters ; (should he discover remissness in any of them, he should at once
call the attention of the trustees to it, before reporting the facts to the Chief super-

intendent with a view to its remedy before his next half-yearly visit.)

(1). Size of the site.—As to the size of the school site, as prescribed by the

regulations.

(2). School Accommodation.—Whether the trustees have provided ''•adequate

accommodationfor all children attending the school,'' as required by the regulations.

(3). iSjMce for Air.—Whether the required space of nine square feet for each

pupil, and the average space for one hundred cubic feet of air for each pupil have

been allowed in the construction of the school-house and its class rooms.—See regu-

lations.

f

(a). Well; Proper Conveniences.—Whether a well or other means of procur-

ing water is provided ; also, whether there are proper conveniences for private pur-

poses of both sexes on the premises ; and whether the regulations in regard to

them contained in regulation 6 of the ''Duties of MastersJ' and regulation 9 of

the ^'Duties of Trustees'' are observed.

[h). Means of Instruction.—He shall see whether the authorized text books

are used in the several classes, under the heads of Reading, Arithmetic, Geo-

graphy, .. c. ; whether sufficient and suitable apparatus are provided, as Tablets,

Maps, Globes, Blackboards, Models, Cabinets, &c.

(c). Organization.—Arrangement of classes ; whether each child is taught by
the same teacher ; if the assistant or assistants required by law are employed ; to

what extent ; how remunerated, and how qualified.

{d). Discipline.—Methods of instruction and attainments of the pupils in the

various subjects of the programme.

(e). Miscellaneous.—How many pupils have been admitted to the High School

during the year. 2. Whether a visitor's book and register are kept, as required

by law. 3. Whether the Journal of Education is regularly received by the trus-

tees. 4. Whether the pupils have been examined before being admitted to the

school, and arranged in classes, as prescribed by the regulations ; and whether the

required public examinations have been held. 5. What prizes or other means are

offered to excite pupils to competition and study ; and whether the merit system

* Size of School Grounds.—The school grounds should allow the school-house to be set well back from the

road, and furnish play-gronnds within the fences. A convenient form for school grounds will he found to

be an area of ten rods front by sixteen rods deep, with tlie school-house set back four or six rods from the

road. The grounds should be strongly fenced; the yards and outhouses in the rear of the school-hoiise being

invariably separated by a high and tight board fence ; the front grounds being planted with shade trees and
shrubs.

"f
Ventilation becomes easy as soon as it is known that it is embraced in these two essential operations.

viz : 1st, to snpp'ii fresh air ; 2nd, to expel foul aii: It is evident that fresh air cannot be crowded into a

room unless the foul air is permitted to pass freely out ; and certainly the foul air trill not go out unless

fresh air comes in to fill its place. It is useless to open ventilating flues when there is no means provided

to admit a constant supply of fresh air from without.

Temperature.—In winter the temperature during the first school hour iu the forenoon or afternoon should

not exceed 70", nor 66" during the rest of the day.
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of cards issued by the Department is employed. 6. Library.—Is a library main
tained in the school : number of volumes taken out during the year ; are books

covered and labelled as required ; are books kept in library case ; is catalogue kept

for reference by applicants ; are fines duly collected, and books kept in good

order; are libiary regulations observed. 7. How far the course of studies and
method of discipline prescribed according to law have been introduced, and are

pursued in the school ; and such other information in regard to the condition of the

schools as may be useful in promoting the interests of High Schools generally.

5. Authority of an Inspector in a School.—The authority of an Inspector

in a school, while visiting it, is supreme ; the Masters, Teachers and pupils, are

subject to bis direction; and he shall examine the classes and pupils, and direcr

the Masters or Teachers to examine them, or to proceed with the usual exercise^-

of the school, as he may think proper, in order that he may judge of the mode of

teaching, management and discipline in the school, as well as of the progress and

attainments of the pupils.

6. Procedure in the Visitatioti of iSchooIs.—On entering a school, with a view

to its inspection, and having courteously introduced himself to the masters (if a

stranger), or, if otherwise, having suitably addressed them, the Inspector shall

:

(a.)—note in the Inspector's book, the time of his entrance, and on leaving, the

time of departure from the school.

(b.)—see whether the business going on corresponds with that assigned to that

particular hour on the time table of the school, and generally whether the arrange-

ments which it indicates agree with the prescribed programme of studies, and are

really carried out in practice. If not, he should at once privately notify the Head
Master or Teacher of the omission, and the penalty for neglect to observe the re-

gulations.

(c.)—examine the registers and other school records, and take notes of the

attendance of pupils, number of classes in the schools at the time of his visit, &c.

(d.)—observe the mode of teaching, the management of the school, and gene-

rally its tone and spirit; also whether the bearing, manner, and language of the

teacher, his command over the pupils, and their deportment at the time of his visit

are satisfactory.

7. Intercourse with Teachers and' Pupils.—Inspection.—In his intercourse

with Masters and Teachers, and during his visit to their schools, the Inspector

should treat them with kindness and respect, counselling them privately on whatever

he may deem defective or faulty in their manner and teaching.

8. Check o/joAnst incorrect Returns.—The half-yearly return of the pupils'

names, and number of days on which they attended during each month, will be a

check against false or exaggerated returns ; as the Inspector can in his visit to

any [school examine the school register and make any further enquiries he may
deem necessary. He should also, at his visits to the school, take notes in bis book
of the school attendance, &c. Schools using unauthorized text books are not en-

titled to be paid any part of the fund ; and the Council has given notice that it

" disapproves of the use, in any High or Public School, of any text book which i^

not included in the list of text books authorized by it, as provided by law."

VI.

—

High School Accoioiodations.

No High School or Collegiate Institute shall be entitled to receive any grant

unless suitable accommodations shall be provided for it.

The school or institute should have:— »

(1.) A site of an acre in extent, but not less than half an acre.

(2.) A school-house (with separate rooms where the number of pupils exceeds
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fifty), the walls of which shall not be less than ten feet high in the clear, and which
.shall not contain less than nine square feet on the floor for each child in attend-
ance, so as to allow an area in each room for at least one hundred cubic feet of air

for each child. It shall also be sufficiently warmed and ventilated, and the premises
properly drained.

(3.) A sufficient fence or paling round the school premises.

(4.) A^ play ground, or other satisfactory provision for physical exercise,
within the fences, and off the road.

(5.) A well, or other means of procuring water for the school.

(6.) Proper and separate offices for both sexes, at some little distance from the
school-house, and suitably enclosed.

(7.) Suitable school furniture and apparatus, viz. : desks, seats, blackboards,
maps, library, presses and books, etc., necessary for the efficient conduct of the
school. (See also note to (a) of regulation 4, of the '•' Duties of Inspeccors.")

VII. POY/ERS AND DUTIES OF HeAD MASTERS AND TkACHERS OF HiGH
Schools and Collegiate Institutes.

1. Number of Teachers.—In every High School there shall be, as required
by law, and as necessary to teach the subjects of the prescribed programme of
studies, a Head Master and one or more duly qualified teachers employed.

[Note.—Designation.—^Ihe chief teacher employed in any High School shall

be designated and known as the Itead master, and the others shall be named first,

second, or third, &c., assistant teacher. For qualifications of the assistants, see

Note to Duties of Assistant Teachers.]

(1.) POWERS AND duties OF HEAD MASTERS OF HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATB
INSTITUTES.

AiUhority as a Public Offi.cer.—The Head Master of every High School or

Collegiate Institute is a public officer, and, as such, shall have power, and it shall

be his duty to observe and enforce the following rules :

—

1. See that the Rules are observed.—He shall see that these general rules and
regulations, and any special rules (not inconsistent with themj which may be

approved by the trustees for their respective schools, are duly and faithfully

carried out, subject to appeal, in case of dissatisfaction, to the Inspector.

2. Prescribe Duties of Teachers.—He shall prescribe (with the assent of the

trustees) the duties of the several teachers in his school, but he shall be responsible

for the control and management of the classes under their charge.

3. Power to Suspend. Pupils.—He shall suspend (subject to appeal, by the

parent or guardian, to the trustees,) any pupil, for any of the following reasons :

{a.) Truancy persisted in.

(6.) Violent opposition to authority.

(c.) Repetition of any ofience after notice.

{cl.) Habitual and determined neglect of duty.

(e.) The use of profane or other improper language.

(/) General bad conduct, and bad example, to the injury of the school.

((/.) Cutting, marrirg, destroying, defacing, or injuiing any of the High
Schoo' property, such as buildings, furniture, fences, trees, shrubbery, seats, &c.

;

or writing any obscene or improper words on the fences, privies, or any part of

the premises
;
provided that any master suspending a pupil for any of the causes

above named shall, immediately after such suspension, give notice thereof, in

writing, to the parent or guardian of such pupil, and to the trustees, in which
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nctice shall be stated the reason for such suspension ; but no pupil shall bo
expelled -without the authority of the trustees. [See also regulation 2 of the " Ad-
ditional Duties of Masters and Assistant TeacJiers," y\]iich. aho applies to Head
Masters.]

4. Ki-jmlsion of Pu2yils.—When the example of any pupil is very hurtful to

the school, and in all cases where reformation appears hopeless, it shall be the duty
oi the Head Master, Avith the approbation of the trustees, to expel such pupil from
the school. But any pupil under public censure, who shall express to the master
his regret for such a course of conduct, as openly and explicitly as the case may
require, shall, with the approbation of the trustees and master, be re-admitted to

the school.

5. Care of School Proj^cTty.—He shall exercise the strictest vigilance over

the High School property under his charge, the building, outhouses, fences, &c.,

furniture, apparatus, and books, belonging to the school, so that they may receive

no injury; and give prompt notice, in writing, to the trustees, of any repairs which
may require to be made to the building, premises, or furniture, &c., and of any
furniture or supplies which may be required for the school.

6. Regulations in regard to School Premises, &c.—The Trustees having made
such provision relative to the school-house and its appendages, as provided in the

regulations relating to school accommodation, it shall be the duty of the Master to

give strict attention to the proper ventilation and temperature,* as well as to the

cleanliness of the school-house ; he shall also prescribe such rules for the use of the

yard and outbuildings connected with the school-house, as Avill insure their being

kept in a neat and proper condition ; and he shall be held responsible for any want
of cleanliness about the premises.

7. School open for Pupils.—Care must be taken to have the school-house

ready for the reception of pupils at least fifteen minutes before the time prescribed

for opening the school, in order to afford shelter to those who may arrive before

the appointed hour. [See regulation si 3, " Duties of Assistant Teachers."^

8. Out Premises.—He shall see that the yards, sheds, privies, and other out-

buildings are kept in order, and that the school-house and premises are locked
at all proper times; and that all deposits of sweepings, from rooms or yards, are

removed from the premises.

9. Fires and Siveepi'rig.—He shall employ, at a com])ensation to be fixed by
the trustees, a suitable person to make fires, to swee}) the rooms and halls daily,

and dust the windows, walls, seats, desks, and other furniture in the same ; but no
assistant teacher or pupil shall be required to perform such duty, unless volunta-

rily, and with suitable compensation.

10. Librarian.—He shall, with the consent of the Trustees, appoint the libra-

rian of the s diool, avIio shall take charge of the bcohs ; also make and preserve a

catalogue of the same; deliver, charge, receive, and credit the volumes given out,

and keep a register of the same ; number, label and catalogue the books ; and
make returns of the Tbrary, i:s books, kc, as required by the library regula-

tions.

11. The Library.—He shall see that the library is kept open for the distribu-

tion (and return) of books to their scholars, and ratejiayers of the High School
district or division, on Friday afternoon of each week ; but this duty shall not be
permitted to interfere with the regular exercises of the school.

12. Reports.—He shall make the necessary term, special, or annual reports to

the Trustees, or to the Chief Superintendent, at such times and in such manner as

rnay be required.

Seejnote to (i) of regulation 4 of the ' iJvtk.i of liis^itdors.
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13. General Register.—He shall keep the general and other registers of the
school (to be furnished bj the Trustees), in which shall be entered, in each term,
the date of the admission of each pupil, his or her name and age, from whence
received ;

the parent's or guardian's name and residence ; the names of each of the
classes in the school, together with the names of the pupils in each such classes

;

the promotion of pupils fr«tm one class to another ; record of attendance of the
pupil ; date of his leaving the school, and destination, both as tfo place ?nd occupa-
tion ; and such other information as shall at all times give a correct idea of the con-
dition of the school.

14. Religious Exercises— Ten Commandments.—He shall see that the regu-
lations in regard to Opening and Closing Exercises of the Bay (Chapter III.) are

observed, and that the Ten Commandments are duly taught to all the pupils and
repeated by them once a week.

15. Examinations for scholarships, exhibitions and prizes, which may have
been instituted, shall be conducted by the Head Master, but the High School
Board may, if they shall think proper, associate other persons with tlie Head
Master in the examinations for such scholarshijis, exhibitions or prizes.

16. A Report of the progress and conduct of each pupil shall be furnished to

his parent or guardian, monthly, by the Head Master.

(2.) DUTIES OF ASSISTANT TEACHERS.

[Note.—Qualification of Assistant Teax^hers.—No assistant teacher shall be

emploj^ed in a High School who does not possess a legal certificate " of qualifica-

tion, of the first or second class prescribed for public school masters and assistants,

or a certificate that he is a graduate (who proceeded regularly to his degree) or an

undergraduate in the Facult}^ of Arts of good standing in some University in the

British Dominions." But this regulation shall not be held to apply to teachers of

the special subjects of French, German, drawing, vocal music, gymnastics or calis-

thenics.]

The teacher of each class or department shall observe the following regula-

tions :

—

1. Pupils.—He shall give the children under hi*s charge constant employment

in the studies prescribed in the authorized programme : and endeavour, by judicious

and diversified mode?, to render the exercises of the school pleasant, as well as pro-

fitable.

2. Regulations.—He shall read, or cause to be read, to his class, at least once

in each quarter, (or otherwise inform the pupils of) so much of the regulations as

shall be necessar}^ to give thein a proper understanding of the rules by which they

are governed.

3. Register.—He shall keep the daily register (provided by the Education

Department), which shall remain the property of the Trustees, in which shall be

entered the names and daily attendance of pupils, their proficiency in various studies,

and other information.

4. Returns.—He shall make such returns, and at such times, as may be re-

quired by the Head Master, Inspector, or Trustees, relating to his class, school or

department.

(3.) ADDITIONAL DUTIES OF MASTERS AND TEACHERS.

It shall also be the duty of each Head Master and teacher of a High School

or Collegiate Institute to observe the following regulations:

—

1. General Principles of Government.—Masters and teachers are to evince

a regard for the improvement and general -svelfare of their pupils ; treat them with
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kindness, combined Avith firmness, and aim at governing them by their aflections

and reason, rather than by harshness and severity. Teachers shall also, as far as

practicable, exercise a general care over their ^ pupils in and out of" school.^ and
shall not confine their instruction and superintendence to the usual school studies,

but shall, as far as possible, extend the same to the mental and moral training

of such pupils, to their personal deportment, to the practice of correct habits and
good manners among them, and to omit no opportunity of inculcating the principles

of Truth and Honesty, the duties of respect to superiors, and obedience to all per-

sons placed in authority over them.*
2. Discipline.—They shall practise such discipline in the school, class or

department, as would be exercised by a kind, firm, and judicious parent in his fam-
ily. It is strictly enjoined upon all teachers in the schools to avoid the appearance
•f indiscreet haste in the discipline of their pu])ils; and, in any difficult cases which
may occur, to apply to the Head Master, Inspector, or to the Trustees (as the case

may be) for advice and direction.

3. Merit Cards—Prizes.—In all the schools, the series of Merit Cards, pre-

pared and authorized by the Education Department, shall be regularly used ;

and if prizes are given, it must be on the principles laid down in that series of

cards.

4. State of Feeling ainong Pupils.—They shall cultivate kindly and affec-

tionate feelings among the pupils ; discountenance quarrelling, cruelty to animals,

and every approach to vice.

o. Absence.—No master or teacher shall be absent from the school in which he
or she may be employed, without permission of the trustees, except as provided in

No. 9, below, or in ca?e of sickness, in which case the absence of such teacher

shall be immediately reported to the trustees ; and no deduction from the salary

of a teacher shall be made on account of sickness, as certified by a medical man.f
6. Subscriptions, Collections, Presents, Sc.—No collection shall be taken up,

or subscriptions solicited for any purpose, or notice of shows, or exhibitions given
in any High School or Collegiate Institute, without the consent of the truotees ;

nor shall the Head Masters or teachers act as agents for books, or sell stationery,

&c., or receive presents unless ^presented to them on leaving the school), nor
award, without the permission of the trustees, medals or other prizes of their own
to the pupils under their charge.

7. Teachers' Meetings.—The Head Master and teachers of a High School, or

Collegiate Institute (where there are at least two, in addition to the Head Mas-
ter), shall regularly attend the teachers' meetings each month, and at such other

times as the Head Master shall direct ; and they shall by conference, study,

recitations and general exercises, strive to systematize and perfect the modes of

discipline and of teaching in the High School. Where there are only a Head
Master and an assistant teacher, they shall confer together from time to time on
the subject.

8. Teaching.—They shall classify the children according to the books used ;

study those books themselves, and teach according to the improved method recom-
mended in their prefaces. In giving out the lessons for the next day, difficult parts

should be explained, and where necessary the best mode of studying them pointed
out.

* The following are modes to be adopted or avoided :

—

[a) Proper.—Reproof kindly but firmly given, either in private or before the school, as circumstaacw
require it, or such severe jjunishment as the case really warrants, administered as directed in the above
regulation.

(6) Improjm:—Contemptuous language, reproof administered in passion, personal indignity or torture,
and violation of the laws of health.

t The trustees may allow any period beyond four weeks in the entire year, for absence on account «f
siickne«.a.
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9. Visiting Schools.—The Chief Superintendent may permit a Head Master
to be absent two of the ordinary teaching days in each half-year, for the purpo-

.

of visiting and observing the methods of classification, teaching and disci^dir,

practised in other schools than that in which he teaches.

[Note.—Each High School Master and teacher must give at least three day*
notice to the trustees ; and, in addition, the High School Master must communi-
cate with the Education Department, and obtain the Chief Superintendent's con-

sent, so that he may not be absent during the visits of the Inspector to his schoo'.

In order that no loss of apportionment may accrue to any school in consequence
of the Head Master's absence under this regulation, a proportionate amount of

average attendance will be credited to the school for the time so employed by the

teacher; but under no circumstances can lost time be lawfully made up by teaching
• >n any of the prescribed holidays or haK-holidays. nor will such time be reckoned
by the Department.]

10. Time-Tahle.—They sliall keep, in some conspicuous place in the school-

room, a Time-table, showing the order of exercises for each day in the week, and
the time for each exercise, as prescribed in the programme of studies for Higb
Schools.

11. Classes.—The division of pupils into classes, as prescribed by the pr--

gramme, shall be strictly observed ; and no teacher shall be allowed to take his u:

her class beyond the limits fixed for the classes taught by such teachers, without tl «

consen* of the Head Master or Inspector, except for occasional reviews; but ind-
vidual pupils, on being qualified, may, with the consent of the Head Master, b-

advanced from a lower to the higher class.

12. Qaarterly Examination.—Each class in every school shall be open f<v.-

public examination and inspection during the last week of every half-year, and th*

Head Master or teacher shall call upon every pupil in the school, unless excuse*.,

to review or recite in the course of such examination.

13. In School at 8f A.3I., <tc.—All teacher- shall be in their respective

schools, ai.d open their rooms for the reception of pupils^ at least fifteen minute.^

in the morning, and five minutes in the afternoon, before the specified time for

beginning school ; and during school hours they shall faithfully devote themselves

to the duties of their office.

14. Visitors Book.—They shall keep the s-isitors' book (which is required by

law to be furnished by the trustees), in which shall be entered the dates of visits an'

names of visitors, with such remarks as they may choose to make.
15. Visitors.—They shall receive courteously the visitors to the school,

and afi"ord them every facility for inspecting the books used, and examine

into the state of the school ; shall keep the visitors' book accessible, that tht

visitors may, if they choose, enter remarks in it. The frequency of visits to the

school by intelligent persons animates the pupils, aiid greatly aids the faithful

teacher.

Tin.—Duties of Pupils of High Schools and Collegiatk iNSTiruxES.

1. Cleanliness and Crood Conduct.—Pupils must come to school clean an.

neat in their persons and clothes. They must avoid idleness, profanity, falst-

hood and deceit, quarrelling and fighting, cruelty to dumb animals ; be kind and

courteous to each other, obedient to their instructors, diligent in their studies, an^i

conform to the rules of their school.

2. Tardiness on the par.t ol pupils shall be considered a violation of the rults

of the school, and shall subject the delinquents to such penalty as the nature of

the case may require, at the discretion of the master.
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o. Leaving before Closing.—No pupil shall be allowed to depart before the
hour appointed for closing school, except in case of sickness, or some pressing
emergency : and then the master or teacher's consent must first be obtained.

4. Ahse7ice.—A pupil absenting himself from school, except on account of
sickness, or other urgent reasons satisfactory to the Head Master, forfeits his

standing in the class, and his right to attend the school for the remainder of the
quarter.

5. Excuses.—Any pupil not appearing at the regular hour of commencing any
class of the school which he may be attending, witiiout a written excuse from his

parent or guardian, may be denied admittance to such school for the day or half-

day, at the discretion of the Head Master.
6. Punctual Attendance.—Every pupil, once admitted to school, and duly

registered, sliall attend at the commencement of each term, and continue in punc-
tual attendance until its close, or until he is regularly withdrawn by notice to the
Head Master to that effect ; and no pupil violating this rule shall be entitled to

continue in such school, or be admitted to any other, until such violation is cer-

tified by the parents or guardians to have been necessary and unavoidable, which
shall be done personally or in writing.

7. Class to Attend.—Pupils shall be required to attend any particular class

which may be designated for them by the Head Master, with the consent of the

Inspector.

8. Absence from Examination.—Any pupil absenting himself from examina-
tion, or any portion thereof, without permission of the Head Master, shall not
thereafter be admitted to school, except by auihority of the Inspector in writing;
and the names of all such absentees shall be reported by the Head Master imme-
diately to the trustees ; and this rule shall be read to the school just before the

examination days at the close of each quarter.

9. Going to andfrom School.—Pupils shall be responsible to the Head Master
for any misconduct on the school premises or in going to or returning from school,

except when accompanied by their parents or guardians, or some person appointed
by them.

10. Supply of Books.—^0 pupil shall be allowed to remain in the school

unless he is furnished with the books and requisites required to be used by him
in tne school ; but in case of a pupil being in danger of losing the advantages of

the school, by reason of his inability to obtain the necessary books or requisites,

through the poverty of his parent or guardian, the trustees have power to procure
and supply such pupil with the books and requisites needed.

11. Fees for Boohs.—The fees for tuition, or books and stationery, &c., as

fixed by the trustees, whether monthly or quarterly, shall be payable in advance
;

and no pupil shall have a right to enter or continue in the school until he shall

have paid the appointed fee.

12. Property Injured..—Any property of the schools that may be injured or

destroyed by pupils, must be made good forthwith by the parent or guardian,
under a penalty of the suspension of the delinquent pupil. (See {g) of regula-

tion 3 of the " Potoers and Duties of Bead Masters.'')

13. Contagious Diseases —No pupil shall be admitted to. or continue in, any
of the High Schools who has not been vaccinated, or who is afilicted with, or has
been exposed to, any contagious disease, until all danger of contagion from such
pupil, or from the disease or exposure, shall have passed away, as certified in writ-

ing by a medical man.
14. Effects of Expulsion.—No pupil shall be admitted to any High School

who has been expelled from any school, unless by the written authority of the

Inspector. (See regulation 4, Duties of Head Masters.)
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15. Certificate on Leaving.—Every pupil entitled thereto shall, when he leave.-'

or removes from a school, receive a certificate of good conduct and standing, in x\ir.

form prescribed, if deserving of it.

IX

—

Programmes of Coupse of Stody for the High Schools and Colli-.-

GiATE Institutes.

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDA.

1. The fuiidameucai principle of our system of public instruction i.s, that every
youth, before proceeding to the subjects of a higher Engli>h or of a classical educ;i-

tion, shall first be grounded in the elementary subjects of a Public School educa-

tion No candidates are, therefore, eligible for admission to the High School.-,

except those who have manifested proficiency, by passing a satisfactory examina-
tion in the subjects of the first four classes of the Public School programme.

2. The objects and duties of the High Schools are twofold :

First, commencing with pupils who (whether educated in either a public or

private school) are qualified as above, the High Schools are intended to complete

a good English education, by educating pupils not only for commercial, manufac-
turing and agricultural pursuits, but for fulfilling with efiiciency, honour and use-

fulness, the duties of Municipal Councillors, Legislators, and various public ofiices

in the service of the country.

The Second object and duty of the High Schools (commencing also with pupils

qualified as above), is to teach the languages of Greece and P.ome, of Germany
and France, the Mathematics, (fee, so far as to prepare youth for certain profes-

sions, and especially for the Universities, where will be completed the education of

men for the learned professions, and for Professorships in the Colleges, and Master-

ships in the Collegiate Institutes and High Schools.
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APPENDIX D.

James H. Jetiers received a II. A at December Examinations, 1S71.

1. LIST OF CEKTIFICATKS AWARDED BY THE COUNCIL OF PUBLIC l^STKTJCTIoX, AJfD BY THE
COUXTY AND CITV BOARDS OF EXAMINERS AT THE JULY EXAM INATION o, lo7o.

1. 3 II
the Council of Fidilic Indructiuu.

MALE.

FIRST CLASS.

A.

*Davison, John L
CoHiLtltS.

York.

B.
Counties.

Cochrane, Robert Wellington.
^Fletcher, Morris J Oxfoi'd.

Leavitt, Thaddeus W. H Leeds.

*Smirl, Archibald O ttawa.

2. JJij the County and City Boards of Exaininers.

MALE.

SECOND CLASS.
A.

IJuard of Examiners.

Elliott, William Dundas.
Ferguson, Miles Lambton.
*.McNeil, Alexander York.

McXevin, James Toronto.

Priest, George \V Welland

.

R(^in3ou, John ^Vellington.

Ryeraon, Jesse Norfolk.

*.Seilar3, Ford K aldimand.

Smoke, Samuel C Brant.

Whitney, Pliilo. A Dundas.
Wismer, John A \ork.

SS.

*A Iford, William York.

Anderson, James Toronto.

Ash, George H Peterborough.

Bradley, George York.

Brunner, Michel Wellington.

Ckrk, J. Is Huron.
Clark, Levi i'ork.

*Ct>niforLh, William Hamilton.

*Curti8, Smith Leeds & Gren-
ville.

*Graham, Robert H 9^*^^-

Haverson, James Bruce.

Hicks, Richard Huron

.

Johnson, George W vV'entworth.

Kno vvles , Richard H Wellington.

Leighton, John S Wellington.

Leitch, John A Wentworth.
Lindsay, George Grey.

*Lint.ju, Adam R Durham.
McAulay, William J Wellington.

McDonald, Donald Wellington.

*!N(jimal School Students

98

Board of Examiners.

*McFaul, Leonard L York.
McKiilop, James B Elgin.

McMurchy, John Victoria

*iS airn, David Wellington.

Peikins, Joseph Yoik.
Pierce, John Lambton.
Roddy, John Northumber-

land.

Sanderson, Leonard D Peel.

^Shepherd, Richard Lambton.
^Smith, David L Y<..k.

Staiibrd, Cyrus W . . Elgin.

*Stiiweii, .John Wentworth.
Stuart, William Wentworth.
White, Eli Lester Leeds & Greu-

ville.

*Wilson, William x'ork.

FEMALE.

A.
*Coulson, JIartha Simcoe.

Mc Art) air, Margaret Dundas.
*x\iitchell, Isabella \'.'ellaiid.

* Wall ace, Isabella Peel.

B.
Brown, A'_rnes Grey.

*Giipin, Martha Grey.

Grier, ]\Iary Grey.

*Helliwell, Sarah York.
Lindsay, Isabella Frontenac.

*Lovekin, Annie Victoria.

Siiuth, Minerva . ,... Grey.
Somerville, Harriet York.

Spragge, Emma Grey.
Thornton, Ann E Elirin.

Whyte, Bridget IListings, :

YouHLT, Hannah J Elgin.
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2. By the County and City Boards of Examiners.

MALE.

SECOND CLASS.

A.
Count!/, ((r,

*Arinstroiig, George H Middlesex.
*Barr, Eobert Kent.
*Clark, Harvey Ontario.
Corbett, Lewis C Middlesex.
Cornell, Daniel Lauibton.
*Jones, Edgar York.
Johnson, H ugh D ^^ ellington.

*Lehman, Wi]li;an York.
Lee, Archibald Ottawa.
Linton, Adam R Dui-hain.

Mundell, James M Perth.
^Murray, Robert York.
]\IcFarlane, David Wellington.
McGurn, Joseph S Hastings.
McLeay, Donald Wellington.
Owler, William Kaldimand.
Pratt, Francis Carlcton.

Pyne, Albert R York
Rittenhouse, William F Lincoln.
Robinson, Templeton C Peel.

. *Ro\vat, Isaac S 8inicoe.

Sharp, James A Hamilton.
Sheldon, George \V Kent.
^Shepherd, Richard Lambton.
Squier, Isaac C Ha.stings.

Stephen, Alexander Grey.
Tilley, William Lennox and

Aldington.
Woodburne, Thomas Middlesex,

JS.

Allen, David S Wellington.
Bingeman, Joseph Vi'aterloo.

Black, James C Elgin.

^Blackman, Theodore W .. .. Haldimand.
*Brown, William G Ontario.

Clark, John W^ Oxford.
Coleman, Harvey K Leeds and

Grenville.

Cornell, Warner Lambton.
*Cra\vford, Peter Kent.
Davis, James W Lanark.
Davidson. William Wentworth.
*Dean, James H Norfolk.
*Dorland, Solomon M Prince Kd-

Vi'ard.

Dnnsmore, Thomas Lambton.
Eyre, Holmes Leeds and

Grenville.

*Fletcher, W. M WeiitworJi.
French, William J Ottawa.
Godfrey, Thomas Perth.
Greig. John Bri;ce.

James, Moses A Durham.
Jamie -on, William Wellington.
John.son, Fred. W Prince Ed-

ward.

County, dkc.

Kanfman, Jacob Waterloo,
INL.i-shall, James Hamilton,
*Miller, Thomas Huron.
McDonald, Ronald Lambton.
*McIlmoyle, Jc^hn D ,

,

York,
Mclntyi'e, Alexander Victoria.

*McKellar, James Elgin.

McKeuzie, William Perth.
McLaren, Peter W^ellington.
*McRae, Alexander York.
O'Donnell, Patrick J Leeds and

Grenville,

Quin, Andrew Grey.
Robertson, David Peterborough,
Robertson, Duncan Ottawa.
*Sinclair, Samuel B Elgin.

Smith, Daniel F Perth.

Snell, Joseph Huron.
Staples, Joseph r>urham.
Stewart, George Huron.
Stott, William Durham.
Suthei'land, Alexander F Dundas.
Telfer, John Lambton.
Woudworth, Sandford C Elgin.

FEMALE.

A.

Barbour, Agnes E Perth.

*Belfry, Frances York.
*Carter, Emma London,
*Cornor, Mary M.h. J York.
*Kahler, Louisa E York.
Weatherston, Mary Middlesex.

B.
*Buckle, Hattie London.
Cameron, Catherine Glengarry.
Coulton, Martha Hamilton.
'Cooper, Maggie Welland.
*Davidson, Victoria York.
De Witt, Magi^de Line jln.

*Eyres, Sarah J ane Durham.
*Hagarty, Sara York.
Harvey, L Hamilton.
*Huuhes, Caroline Durham.
Kennedy, Jessie Hamilton.
Kirkup, Annie F Leeds and

Grenville,

"^'Lemon, Elizabeth Welland,
*Mills. Maiy Anne York.
^Mitchell, Rachel Leeds and

Grenville.

*McCreight, Elizabeth York.
*McIntyre, Atjnes ... York.
*Pattercion, Lizzie C Lincoln.

*P3ars)n, Elizabeth A York.
Reid, Catherine Wellington.

Smith, Louisa Carleton.

"Stevenson, Eliza J Simcoe.
*Vanderburgh, Alice Welland,
Walsh, Sai-ah Ottawa.

Normal School Students.
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APPENDIX E.

1. LIST OF HIGH SCHOOL INSPECTORS.

James A. McLellan, M.A., LL.D. ; J. M. Buclian, M.A. ; S. Arthur Marling, M.A.

2. List of Public School Inspectors.

Name.
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2. List of Public School Ijsspeotors.—Continued.

Name.
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APPENDIX F.

1.

—

Names of persons who have received certificates, and who are eligible
TO BE appointed PUBLlC ScHOOL INSPECTORS IN ANY CoUNTY, CiTY OR ToWN IN

Ontario. (Contiivued fivm lieport of 1872.)

Note—All Inspectors will be ex-ojficio members of the Board of Examiners for

their respective Counties.

Name. Post Office. COUNTT.

Bain, A. R., B.A |Cobourg
Carlvle, A., B. A jFonthill

Clark, W. R., B.A iNew Edinburgh
Cochrane, R. R iToronto

Dobson, Robert I Lindsay
Hicks, H. M., M.A iTrenton
Hodgins, William iLncan
Hughes, James* Toronto ...,

Leavitt, Thaddeus, W. H Brockville ..

Lennox, David, LL.B Toronto
Lewin, Rev. \Vm. ,B. A Picton
Ma-ree, John J. , B.A

I

Napanee . . .

.

Malloch, D. M iClinton

Middleton, Rev. J., B.A j Brampton ..

McColl, Hugh jStrathroy ..

Mcrxill, Anthony Bracebridge
McKee, Rev. Thomas Clover Hill..

McTavish, D. B., M.A Kingston .

•J'Connor, William, M.A London....,
Read. Joseph, B.A Cornwall..,,
Riddell, William, B.A jCobourg
Smellie, Thomas S. T., B.A | Windsor. . . .

Strang, Hugh J., B.A 'Goderich...
Switzer, Parmenius A. , B.A jOakville

Northumberland.
Welland.
Carleton.

York.
Victoria.

Hastings.

Middlesex.
York.
Leeds.
York.
Prince Edward.
Lennox.
Huron.
Peel.

Middlesex.
Victoria.

Simcoe.
Fi'ontenac.

Middlesex.
Stormont.
Northumberland.
Essex.

Huron.
Halton.

* This gentleman has been appointed Inspector. A number of certificates ha-ve already been issued to
I)ersons eH',nble as Inspectors in certain specilied counties, cities and towns; and as Examiners, in addition
as the above.
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2.

—

Teachers who have retired from the profession.—{Continued Ji-om

RepoH of 1872.)

Statement showing the Names of the Teachers who have given Notice of Retire-

ment from the Profession, as provided by the School Law.

No. Name. County.

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219 '

220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

Burgess, Wm iBruce
Biggar, E. B do
Brimstone T Waterloo
Balfour, John P Toronto
Boddy, James Muskoka
Badger, WilUam Grey
Bums, Wesley J Toronto
Bowes, Alfred A Kincardine
Boyes, Joseph P Cobourg
Beattie, James :(deceased, per administratrix)

I

Waterloo
Britchard, Robert S {Victoria

Birdsall, S. E Lincoln
Clarkson, Charles Brant
Cooke, A. B

j

do
Clerke, Harvey I do
Clapp, David E Kingston
Couch, Aaron J 'Toronto

Cowan, Wm Stratford

Cumberland, James B Simcoe
Christie, Alex Brant .

Carson, John H iSuncoe

Crossley, fl. T York
Cox, John Hastings
Currie, Dugald Elgin
Eakiiis, J. E

j
do

Eadie, Robert Brant
Emory, Cummings V .Halton

Fletcher, David H [Toronto

Fulton, James jElgin

Glover, Robert A i Haldimand
Gordon, John IWellington
Gibson, Robert jEssex

Gilbert, A. H iHastings

SUBSCRIPTIOK ReTTTRNED
AND Date.

82 00 November, 1873.
2 00 February, 1874.
3 00 AprU, "

4 00 November, 1873.
3 00 " "

3 00 March, 1874.
4 00 " "

6 00 " "

4 00 April, "

Hicks, Richard Kent
Hubbs, Caleb E Prince Edward
Henry, Samuel Bruce
Hart, James C Simcoe
Hartwell, Tiffany Haldimand
Henry, Robert Grey
Ivey, Thomas A Haldimand
Johnston, John Toronto

Johnston, George W Essex

Ker, Robert Toronto
Kropp, Henry Waterloo

Karley, John jLeeds

Lindsay, James :
Wellington

Lyness, John jDurham
Lackner, H. G i Waterloo

Malme, Michael J 'Toronto

Mustard, John I Victoria

Mallory, D. E iLeeds

Munro^ Wilham iOxfnrd

S 1 Oo

73 26
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2. Teachers who have retired.—Continued.

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
26]

262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

Minaker, William Toronto
Morrison, John Huron
Markle, V. A ,Wentworth
McDonald, G Prince Edward .

McLeod, D 'Essex
McLaurin, George jYork
McLaren, Hugh J Bruce
McCrae, David Wellington~

do
Simcoe
Hastings
Ontario
London
Wellington
Oxford
Elgin
Frontenac
Victoria

Grey
Hamilton
York
Ottawa
Northumberland
Hastings
Peel
Huron
Ontario
Huron
Northumberland

.

Perth
Wentworth
Toronto
Huron
Simcoe
London
Prince Edward . .

Northumberland

.

Kent

McMillan, Robert

.

Mcintosh, David C .

.

McLachlan, W. G
McDonald, Donald .

.

McColl, Duncan
McLean, Peter
McDiarmid, Hugh T .

McCrea, Henry
O'Brien, John
Paterson, James A .

.

PoUey, John
Ptolemy, William J .

.

Renwick, J. W
Robertson, Duncan C
Russell, Winser H .

.

Ross, James W
Richardson, R. A. . .

.

Rollins, Williams ....

Stevens, W. H
Spaulding, H. W . . .

.

Shibley, Edwin S . . .

.

Smith, Peter
Smith, James Bruce .

.

Trueman, Thomas. .

.

"Vercoe, James
Walsh, John J
Ward, W. J
White, Gilbert J.....
Wallace, Albert J . . .

.

Wallace, Daniel J . . .

.

Subscription Returned
AND Date.

3 00 March,
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ERRATUM.

The foUo^ng gentlemen hold Inspector's Certificates for any part of Ontario :

—

John Cameron Grey Owen Sound.
A. W. Ross Glengarry ComwalL
R . A . jNIaswell Kent Wallaceburg.
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